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TO

THE MOST REVEREND FATHER IN GOD,

WILLIAM, *

BY DIVINE PROVIDENCE

LORD ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY,
PRIMATE OF ALL ENGLAND, AND METROPOLITAN.

MY LORD ARCHBISHOP,

In offering to the British Public a new edition of the Introduction

to the Critical Study and Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, to whom can I

dedicate it with more propriety than to your Grace?

While you, my Lord, presided over the Diocese of London, when I was
unknown, except by the publication of the first edition, you were pleased to

consider the production of a layman, who, by the death of his parents, had

been deprived of the opportunity of prosecuting his studies at one of the Uni-

versities, sufficient to authorize your Grace to admit me to Holy Orders: and

I was thus enabled to realize the long-cherished wish of devoting myself to the

service of our Reformed Church, in attachment to whose principles I had been

educated at the Royal and Ancient Foundation of Christ's Hospital.

Your Grace has since honoured my various publications with your approba-

tion; and, in presenting me to the benefice which I now hold, your Grace has

enhanced the value of the favour conferred, by the manner in which it was
bestowed; kindly and promptly, without expectation, without solicitation.

The former editions of this introduction were inscribed to a late eminent

nobleman * from whom I had received many favours, the grateful remembrance
of which I hope to cherish through life. But 1 could not suffer the work again

to go forth to the public, without offering some memorial of my gratitude to

your Grace.

The very kind and encouraging reception given to my efforts for facilitating

the study of the Sacred Volume has animated me to renewed exertion ; and

in dedicating to your Grace the Introduction to the Critical Study and Know-
lodge of the Holy Scriptures, with the latest corrections and additions, I indulge

the hope that it may prove not unworthy of the patronage which your Grace

has been pleased to extend to its author.

I have the honour to subscribe myself, my Lord,

Your Grace's much obliged and faithful Servant,

Thomas Hartwell Horne.
june iv. mdcccxxxiv.

* The Rt. Hon. Charles, Baron Colchester.



ADVERTISEMENT
TO

THE SEVENTH LONDON EDITION.

In preparing this edition for the press, encouraged by the very favourable reception given to the

former impressions of this work, the Author has carefully revised it throughout; and has availed

himself of numerous suggestions for simplifying and improving the arrangement of the several

volumes, which, at various times, have been communicated to him. By enlarging the pages, and

abridging various parts which would admit of being condensed, as well as by transferring to the

appendixes certain articles which had before been incorporated in the body of the work, the Author

has been enabled to introduce a considerable quantity of new and important matter, without materi-

ally enlarging its size, or at all increasing its price. These various alterations and additions, he trusts,

will be found to render his labours not unworthy of a continuance of that patronage with which they

have hitherto been honoured; and also, with the Divine Blessing upon his work, will contribute

to facilitate the devout and attentive study of " the Holy Scriptures, which alone are able to make

us wise unto salvation, through faith, which is in Christ Jesus."

London, June 4, 1834.

ADVERTISEMENT
TO THE

NEW AMERICAN FROM THE SEVENTH LONDON EDITION.

The publishers, on presenting this extensive and valuable work to the public, take the opportunity

to say, that they have spared no pains to secure a correct arrangement and impression of the work

from the latest London edition, and to have it appear in ail improved form and style, and yet at a

lower price than the former edition. By referring to the Author's Advertisement above, it will also

be readily seen that this edition has many and important advantages over any other. It comprises

all the Author's mosl recent improvements ami additions ; and it will be seen that he has revised the

whole work, simplified its arrangement, and ad. lid much Dew and important matter.

Philadelphia, October, ts:ir>.
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PREFACE

TO THE SECOND EDITION .*

The Author of the present work cannot offer a

new edition of it to the Puhlic, without expressing

the grateful sense he entertains of the very favour-

able manner in which his volumes have been

received. In addition to the extensive circula-

tion which his work has obtained in the Universi-

ties and other Theological Seminaries in England,

he has the satisfaction of knowing that it has been

adopted as a text book in various Universities and

Theological Seminaries in North America.

Thus encouraged, the Author has sedulously

availed himself of the suggestions which have

been liberally communicated to him for correct-

ing his work, and improving its arrangement.

By enlarging the pages, as well as employing a

small but clear and distinct type in several parts

of the work, he has been enabled to introduce a

large mass of new and important matter.

The Introduction to the Critical Studt

and Knowledge op the Holy Scriptures,

once more offered to the Public, is designed as a

comprehensive Manual of Sacred Literature,

selected from the labours of the most eminent

biblical critics, both British and foreign. It ori-

ginated in the Author's own wants many years

since, at an early period of life ; when he stood

in need of a guide to the reading of the Holy

Scriptures, which would not only furnish him

with a general introduction to them, but would

also enable him to solve apparent contradictions,

and to study the Bible with that attention which

its supreme importance demands: for "every

sentence of the Bible is from God, and every man
is interested in the meaning of it. "t At this

time the Author had no friend to assist his

studies,—or remove his doubts,—nor any means

of procuring critical works. At length a list of

the more eminent foreign biblical critics fell into

his hands, and directed him to some of those

* This preface was first printed in the year 1821 : it is now
reprinted with the requisite alterations, to adapt it to the present

improved arrangement of the following work,

•f
Bishop Horsley.

sources of information which he was seeking ; he

then resolved to procure such of them as his very

limited means would permit, with the design,

in the first instance, of satisfying his own mind on

those topics which had perplexed him, and ulti-

mately of laying before the Public the result of

his inquiries, should no treatise appear that might

supersede such a publication.

The idea thus conceived has been steadily kept

in view for more than twenty years;* and al-

though, during that interval, several valuable trea-

tises have appeared on the study of the Holy

Scriptures, to which he gladly acknowledges him-

self indebted for many important hints and illus-

trations ; yet, since no one has been published in

the English language, embracing all those im-

portant subjects, which the Author apprehends to

be essential to the Critical Study of the sacred

volume, he has been induced to prosecute his

investigations, the result of which he tenders for

the assistance of others.

The two Volumes,! of which the work now

consists, will be found to comprise the following

topics :

Volume I. contains a Critical Inquiry into

the Genuineness, Authenticity, uncorrupted Pre-

servation and Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures ;

including, among other subjects, a copious inves-

tigation of the testimonies from profane authors

to the leading facts recorded in the Scriptures,

particularly a new branch of evidence for their

credibility, which is furnished by coins, medals,

inscriptions, and ancient structures.—This is fol-

lowed by a full view of the arguments afforded

by miracles and prophecy, for the inspiration of

the Scriptures, and by a discussion of the internal

evidence for their inspiration, furnished by the

sublimity and excellence of the doctrines, and by

the purity of the moral precepts, revealed in the

* Now upwards of thirty years. [1834.]

\ This work being originally in four volumes, the Freface has

been slightly altered to suit the present arrangement in two

volumes.
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Bible ;—the harmony subsisting between every

part;—the preservation of the Scriptures to the

present time;—and their tendency to promote the

present and eternal happiness of mankind, as

evinced by an historical review of the beneficial

effects actually produced in every age and coun-

try by a cordial reception of the Bible ; together

with a refutation of the very numerous objections

which have been urged against the Scriptures in

recent deistical publications.

In the first edition of this work* the Author

had given a very brief outline of the evidences

for the genuineness and inspiration of the Old Tes-

tament, and a more extended view of the genuine-

ness, credibility, and inspiration of the New Tes-

tament ; and, being unwilling to augment, unne-

cessarily, the number of treatises extant on these

subjects, he referred his readers to a few which

are justly accounted the most valuable. In pre-

paring the second edition for the press, it was his

intention to condense these remarks, and to sub-

join a few additional considerations : but he was

induced to deviate from this design by the exten-

sive circulation of infidel works and tracts, whose

avowed object was, by the unblushing reasscrtion

of old and often refuted objections, or by specious

insinuations, to undermine and to subvert the

religion of Jesus Christ—" the pillar of society,

the safeguard of nations, the parent of social order,

which alone has power to curl) the fury of the

passions, and secure to every one his rights ; to

the laborious the reward of their industry, to the

rich the enjoyment of their wealth, to nobles the

preservation of their honours, and to princes the

stability of their thrones." Culled upon by

name from the press, to consider these objections

to Divine Revelation, the author felt it his duty

not to shrink from the task ; and as the antago-

nists of the Scriptures have in some degree varied

the ground of their attacks, he indulges the hope

that a temperate discussion of this subject, accom-

modated to the present times, may be not unac-

ceptable to the biblical student, who may, perhaps,

at some future time, be exposed to meet with the

enemies of the Scriptures. To his own mind,

indeed, the result of the laborious inquiries, in

which he has thus been necessarily involved, has

been highly satisfactory :—for, not having aeceSS

to all the numerous and able defences of Chris

tianity against the infidels of former ages, he has

hern obliged to consider every objection lor him*

Self ;—and in every instance he has found that the

• The first edition was publinhril June till, IslM.

SECOND EDITION.

numerous—he had almost said innumerable—con-

tradictions, alleged to exist in the Sacred Writ-

ings, have disappeared before an attentive and

candid examination. It may, perhaps, be thought

that the gross and illiberal manner, in which

some of the productions in question have been

executed, renders them unworthy of notice : but

nothing surely is unworthy of notice that is calcu-

lated to mislead the ignorant or the unwary ; and

though some of the objections raised by the

modern opposers of Divine Revelation are so

coarse as to carry with them their own refutation,

yet others are so concisely and speciously ex-

pressed, as to demand several pages,—the result

of many days' laborious research, in order to

detect their sophistry and falsehood.

When the Author began to prepare this first

volume for the press, he had it in contemplation

to publish it in a detached form, in order to fur-

nish a ready and immediate reply to the objec-

tions which at that time were almost daily issued

from the press. In such a form it had even been

announced to the Public : but as the objections

continued to be multiplied, the work impercepti-

bly accumulated in its progress ; and when the

first volume was completed, the Author was

obliged reluctantly to abandon the idea of a dis-

tinct publication, on account of the additional

pecuniary loss which he would inevitably have

incurred. He has only to express his ardent

hope, that this part of his labours may, through

the Divine Blessing, enable his readers to be

ready always to give an answer to every man

I hut asketh them a reason of the hope Ihut is in

them ; and he most earnestly requests that tin \

will examine and combine, with candour and

attention, 'all the various evidi ncea here adduced

for the genuineness, authenticity, credibility, and

divine inspiration of the Holy Scriptures ; and

then solemnly and deliberately, as rational and

accountable beings, deduce that inference from the

whole, for which tluy must hereafter. answer at

the tribunal of God.

The remainder of this volume, in Two Parts,

trials, first, on Sacred Criticism : including an

Historical and Critical Account of the Original

Languages of Scripture, and of the Cognate or

Kindred Dialects ;-r-a Critical Historj of the

Text of the Holy Scriptures;—a Critical Notice

of the Divisions and Marks of Distinction occur-'

ring in Manuscripts and Printed Editions of the

Scriptures, and of thePrincipal Manuscripts of the

Old and New Testaments j—end an Account of

the Ancient Versions of the Scriptures. These
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discussions are followed by dissertations,—On the

Causes and Sources of the Various Readings

occurring in the Scriptures, with a Digest of the

chief Critical Canons for weighing and applying

them ; on the Quotations from the Old Testament

in the New, with New Tables of the Quotations

at length,* in Hebrew, Greek, and English, and a

Classification of them ; showing, first, their rela-

tive agreement with the Hebrew and with the

Scptuagint ; and, secondly, whether they are pro-

phecies cited as literally fulfilled
;

prophecies

typically or spiritually applied ; prophecies cited

in the way of illustration ; or simple allusions to

the Old Testament;—and on Harmonies of the

Scriptures ; including the different schemes of

Harmonizers, and observations on the duration

of the Public Ministry of Jesus Christ.

The Second Part of the First Volume is ap-

propriated to the Interpretation or the Scrip-

tures ; comprehending an investigation of the

Sense of Scripture, and of the Signification of

Words ;—the Subsidiary Means for ascertain-

ing the Sense of Scripture ; viz. the Testi-

mony of Contemporary Writers, Ancient Ver-

sions, Scholiasts and Glossographers, and the

Testimony of Foreigners who have acquired a

Language ; the Context ; Subject-Matter ; Scope ;

Analogy of Languages ; Analogy of Faith ; the

Assistance to be derived from Jewish Writings

and also from the Greek Fathers, in the Interpre-

tation of the Scriptures ; Historical Circum-

stances ; and Commentaries.

These discussions are followed by the applica-

tion of the preceding principles, for ascertaining

the sense of Scripture, to the Special Interpre-

tation of the Sacred Writings, including the

Interpretation of the Figurative Language of

Scripture, comprehending the principles of Inter-

pretation of Tropes and Figures ; together with

an examination of the Metonymies, Metaphors,

Allegories, Parables, Proverbs, and other figura-

tive modes of speech occurring in the Bible ;—the

Interpretation of the Poetical Parts of Scripture
;

the Spiritual Interpretation of Scripture, including

the Interpretation of Types ;—the Interpretation

of Prophecy, including general Rules for ascer-

taining the Sense of the Prophetic Writings, with

* In the first edition, Tables of References only were given

to the Quotations from the Old Testament in the New ; but as

these quotations have been frequently made the subject of cavil

by the adversaries of the Scriptures, and as all students have not

the time to find out and compare several hundred references,

the Author has now given them at length, accompanied with

the best critical remarks which he could collect.
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Observations on the Accomplishment of Prophecy

in general, and especially of the Predictions rela

tive to the Messiah ;—the Interpretation of the

Doctrinal and Moral Parts of Scripture, and of the

Promises and Threatenings therein contained ;—

the Interpretation and Means of harmonizing

Passages of Scripture, which are alleged to be con-

tradictory ;—and the Inferential and Practical

Reading of the Sacred Writings.

The utmost brevity, consistent with perspicuity

has been studied in this portion of the work ; and,

therefore, but few texts of Scripture, compara-

tively, have been illustrated at great length. But

especial care has been taken, by repeated colla-

tions, that the very numerous references which

are introduced should be both pertinent and cor-

rect ; so that those readers, who may be disposed

to try them by the rules laid down, may be

enabled to apply them with facility.

An Appendix to this volume comprises a parti-

cular examination of the books commonly termed

the Apocrypha, of the miracles of the ascension

of Jesus Christ, and the descent of the Holy Spirit

on the Apostles, and of the difficulties attendant

on the propagation of Christianity. These dis-

cussions are followed by a table of the chief pro-

phecies relative to the Messiah, both in the Old

and New Testament, and by an examination of

the genuineness of Josephus's testimony concern-

ing Jesus Christ.

In Volume II. will be found a Sketch or Sum-

mary of Biblical Geography and Antiqui-

ties, in four parts :

—

Part I. includes an outline of the Histori-

cal and Physical Geography of the Holy

Land.

Part II. treats on the Political and Milita-

ry Affairs of the Jews, and other nations inci-

dentally mentioned in the Scriptures.

Part III. discusses the Sacred Antiquities

of the Jews, arranged under the heads of Sacred

Places, Sacred Persons, Sacred Times and Sea-

sons, and the Corruptions of Religion among the

Jews, their Idolatry and various Sects, together

with a description of their Moral and Religious

State in the time of Jesus Christ

Part IV. discusses the Domestic Anti-

quities, or the Private Life, Manners, Cus-

toms, Amusements, &c. of the Jews, and other

nations incidentally mentioned or alluded to in

the Holy Scriptures.

This volume contains (besides chronological

and other tables of money, weights, and mea-

sures) a Biographical, Historical, and Geogra-
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phical Index of the most distinguished Persons,

Nations, Countries, and Places mentioned in the

Bible, especially in the New Testament ; includ-

ing an abstract of profane oriental history, from

the time of Solomon to the captivity, illustrative

of the History of the Hebrews as referred to in

the Prophetic Writings, and presenting historical

notices of the Assyrian, Chaldee, Median, and

Persian empires. In this Index are incorporated

References to the Principal Matters contained in

this Volume ; so as to render it, in fact, both a

concise System and a Dictionary of Biblical

Antiquities.

In this Volume the Author has attempted only

a sketch of Biblical Geography and Antiquities.

To have written a complete treatise on this inte-

resting subject,—as he conceives such a treatise

should be written,—would have required a work

nearly equal in extent to the present : but though

he has been designedly brief in this part of his

undertaking, he indulges the hope that few really

essential points, connected with sacred antiquities,

will appear to have been omitted.

The remainder of this volume is appropriated

to the Analysis of Scripture. It contains

copious Critical Prefaces to the respective Books,

and Synopses of their several contents. In draw-

ing ii]) these synopses, the utmost attention has

been given in order to present, as far as was prac-

ticable, at one glance, a comprehensive view of

the subjects contained in each book of Scripture.

In executing this part of his work, the Author

has endeavoured to steer between the extreme

prolixity of some analysis of the Bible and the

too great brevity of others ; and he ventures to

hope, that this portion of his labours will be found

particularly useful in studying the DOCTRINAL

PARTS OF Till'. Scriptures.

A copious Appendix to this volume comprises

(among other articles) bibliographical and critical

notices, methodically arranged, of the principal

editions of the Holy Scriptures, and Versions

thereof, both ancient and modern, including a

history of the chief modern Versions ; together

with notices of the principal Philologers, Critics,

and Commentators who have elucidated the Text,

History, and Antiquities of the Bible. These
bibliographical notices have been derived partly

from the Author's knowledge of their works,

partly from the recorded opinions of eminent

biblical critics, and partly from the best critical

journals and other sources : the preference being

invariably given to those which are distinguished

by the acknowledged talent and ability with which

they arc conducted. The facility of commercial

intercourse with the Continent, and the sales by

auction of several valuable divinity libraries, have

also enabled the Author to procure many critical

works that would otherwise have been inacces-

sible.

Throughout the work references have been made

to such approved writers as have best illustrated

particular subjects ; and care has been taken to

specify the particular editions of the authorities

cited in the notes to the following pages. They
are all referred to for the statements contained in

the text ; many of them furnish details which

the limits of the present volumes would not

admit ; and some few give accounts and represen-

tations which the Author thought he had reason

to reject. All these references, however, are in-

duced for the convenience of those readers, who
may have inclination and opportunity for pro-

secuting more minute inquiries.

Such are the plan and object of the work, once

more submitted to the candour of the Public. The

Author has prosecuted his labours under a deep

sense of the responsibility attached to such an un-

dertaking ; and, though he dares not hope thai

he can altogether have avoided mistake, yet he

can with truth declare that be has anxiously en-

deavoured not to mislead any one.

The Author cannot conclude this preface with-

out tendering his grateful acknowledgments to the

Right. Reverend the Lord Bishop of London

(now Ancii bishop of Canterbury), for bis libe-

ral offer of access to the Episcopal Library at

Fulham :—an oiler, the value of which (though

he had occasion to avail himself of it only to

a limited extent) was greatlj enhanced by the

kindness and promptitude with which it was

made.
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INTRODUCTION

CRITICAL STUDY AND KNOWLEDGE

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.

ON THE GENUINENESS, AUTHENTICITY, INSPIRATION, ETC. OF THE
HOLY SCRIPTURES.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE POSSIBILITY, PROBABILITY, AND NECESSITY OF A DIVINE REVELATION.

I. Revelation defined.—II. Possibility of a Divine Revelation.—HI. Probability of such Revelation shown, 1. From the

Credit given, in all ages, to false Revelations ; 2. From the fact that the -wisest philosophers of antiquity thought a
Divine Revelation probable, and also expected one.—IV. Necessity of such Revelation proved, 1. From the inability of
mere human reason to attain to any certain knowledge of the will of God

;

—2. From the utter -want of authority, which
attended the purest precepts of the ancient philosophers ; 3. From the actual state of religion and morals among the

modern heathen nations.—V. Refutation of the objection, that Philosophy and right Reason are sufficient to instruct

men in their Duty.—VI. Possible means of affording a Divine Revelation.

That there now is, and that for more than three thousand

years there has been, in the world, a separate people called

the Jews, who are distinguished by peculiar customs, and
profess a peculiar religion :—Further, that there now is, and
that for eighteen centuries there has existed, in the world, a

religion called the Christian ; and that its professors, as

well as the Jews, appeal to certain books, by them accounted

sacred, as the basis on which their religion is founded :

—

These are facts which no one can controvert.

I. The volume, to which Jews and Christians thus respec-

tively appeal, is termed the Bible, that is, the book, by way
of eminence. It comprises a great number of different

narratives and compositions, written by several persons, at

distant periods, in different languages, and on various sub-

jects. Vet all of these, collectively, claim to be a divine

revelation, that is, a discovery atforded by God to man of

Himself or of His will, over and above what He has made
known by the light of nature, or reason.

The objects ot our knowledge are of three kinds :—Thus,
some things are discernible by the light of nature, without

revelation; of this kind is the knowledge of God from the

creation of the world, "for his invisible things, even his

eternal power and godhead, since the creation of the world,

are clearly seen, being understood by the tilings that are

made." Other things are of pure and simple revelation,

which cannot be known by the light of nature : such is the

doctrine of the salvation of the world by Jesus Christ.

Others, again, are discoverable by the ligfit of nature but

imperfectly, and therefore stand in need of a revelation to

give them further proof and evidence ; of this sort are a fu-

ture state and eternal rewards and punishments. But of

what degree soever the revelation may be, whether partial

or entire, whether a total discovery of some unknown truths,

or only a fuller and clearer manifestation of them, it must
be supernatural, and proceed from God.

II. Possibility of a Divine Revelation.

No one, who believes that there is a God, and that He is

a Being of infinite power, wisdom, and knowledge, can rea-

sonably deny, that He can, if He thinks fit, make a revela-

tion of himself and of his will to men, in an extraordinary

way, different frcm the discoveries made by men themselves,

in the mere natural and ordinary use of their own rational

faculties and powers. For, if the power of God be almighty,

.t must extend to whatever does not imply a contradiction,

which cannot he pretended in this case. We cannot dis-

tinctly explain the origin of our ideas, or the way in which

they are excited or impressed upon the human mind ; but
we know that these ways are very various. And can it be
supposed that the author of our being has it not in his powei
to communicate ideas to our minds, for informing and in-

structing us in those things, which we are deeply concerned
to know 1 Our inability clearly to explain the manner in
which this is done, is no just objection against it.

1

And as it cannot be reasonably denied that God can, if he
sees fit, communicate his will to men in a way of extraordi-

nary revelation, so he can do it in such a manner as to give
those, to whom this revelation is originally and immediately
made, a full and certain assurance that it is a true divine
revelation. This is a natural consequence ; for, to suppose
that God can communicate his will in a way of extraordi-

nary revelation, and yet that he is not able to give a suffi-

cient assurance to the person or persons to whom he thus
reveals his will, is evidently absurd and contradictory. It

is, in effect, to say, that he can reveal his will, but has no
way of making men know that he does so ; which is a most
unreasonable Fimitation of the divine power and wisdom.
He, who pretends to pronounce that this is impossible, is

bound to pronounce where the impossibility of it lies. If

men can communicate their thoughts by speech or language
in such a way as that we may certainly know who it is that

speaks to us, it would be a strange thing to affirm that God,
on supposition of his communicating his mind and will to

any person or persons in a way of extraordinary revelation,

has no way of causing his rational creatures to know that it

is He, and no other, who makes this discovery to them. To
admit the existence of a God, and to deny him such a power,
is a glaring contradiction.2

Ilf. Since then it cannot reasonably be denied, that it is

possible for God to reveal his will to mankind, let us in the

next place consider the probability of such a revelation.

1. If any credit be due to the general sense of mankind
in every age, we shall scarcely hnd one that believed the

existence of a God, who did not likewise believe that some
kind of commerce and communication subsisted between
God and man. This was the foundation of all the religious

» This has been acknowledged by a late distinguished antagonist of reve.
lation ; who observes, that "an extraordinary action of God upon the hu-
man mind, which the word inspiration is now used to denote, is not more
inconceivable than the ordinary action of mind on body, or body on mind ;"

and "that it is impertinent to deny the existence of any phenomenon,
merely because we cannot account for it." Lord Bolingbroke's Works,
vol. ii. p. 468. 4to. edit.

» Leland's Advantage and Necessity of the Christian Revelation, vol. i.

pp. 13—15. (Svo. edit. Glasgow, 1819.)
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16 ON THE NECESSITY, &c. OF A [Chip. I.

rites and ceremonies, which every nation pretended to reee've
]

brace, the notion of a multiplicity of gods, celestial, a rial, terres-

from their <!< iti.-s. Ilcm-c also the most celebrated legisla-

tors of antiquity,— ;is Zoroaster, Minos, Pythagoras, Solon,

Lycurgus, Numa, &c. &c. all thought it necessary to pro-
fess some i with heaven, in order to give the jrreatrr

sanction to their laws and institutions, notwithstandiBg many
of them w« re armed with secular power. 1 And what gave
birth and so much importance to the oracles, divinations,

and auguries, in ancient times, was the conscious sense en-

tertained by mankind of their own ignorance, and of theil

need of a supernatural Ulumination ; as well as the persua-
sion, that their gods held a perpetual intercourse with men,
and hy various means gave them intelligence of future

things.

3. The probability of a divine revelation further appears
from this circumstance, that some of the wisest philoso-

phers, particularly Sue rat* s and Plato, confessed that they
stood in need of such a revelation to instruct them in mat-
ters which were of the utmost consequence. With regard
to the state of morals, they acknowledged that, as the state

of the world then was, there was no human means of re-

forming it. But they not only saw and acknowledged their

great want of a divine revelation, to instruct them in their

conduct towards God and towards man ; they likewise ex-

pressed a strong hope or expectation, that God would, at

some future lime, make such a discovery as should dispel

the cloud of darkness in which they were involved.3

IV. From the preceding remarks and considerations, we
are authorized to infer, that a divine revelation is not only-

probable, but also absolutely necessary.
1. In fact, without such revelation, the history of past

ages has shown, that mere human reason cannnt attain to

any certain knowledge of the will or law of God, of the

true happiness of man, or of a future state. To a reflecting

and observant mind, the harmony, beauty, and wisdom of
all the varied works of creation are demonstrative evidence
of a First Great Cause; and the continued preservation of
all things in their order, attests a divine and superintending
Providence. Hut the ulfimatt design of God in all his works
cannot be perfectly known by the mere light of nature, and
consequently our knowledge of his preceptive will or law is

equally uncertain, so far as his works disclose it or philoso-

phy has discovered it.'* Indeed, if we examine the writings

of the most celebrated ancient philosophers, we shall find

that they were aol only ignorant of many important points
in religion which revelation has discovered to us, but also
that endless differences and inconsistencies prevailed among
them in points of the greatest moment ; while some of them
taujjht doctrines which directly tend to promote vice and
Wickedness in the world ; and the influence of all, in recti-

fying the notions and reforming the lives of mankind, was
inconsiderable. A concise statement of facts will confirm
and illustrate this observation :

(1.) The ideas of the ancients respecting the nature and
worship 01 God were dark, confused, and imperfect.

While some philosophers asserted the being of a God, others

openly denied it: others, again, embraced, or pretended to em-

i Thla feci i* remarkably confirmed by the celebrati I heathen geo-
grapher Strabo. whose ••'<- rvntioi the auppoaed Intercom
mankni'1 end the Dolly la i"" striking i" be omitted :

' Whel
he, "becomes ofthe real truth of these relations] this however Is certain,
thai mrn did sblibvs and think them frus : and, Ot tins ree
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dignity, as befog per lona who delivered precepts and adtnonlUona from the
gods, both wl Bach were Tii
Ampin." !

.

A
i
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• p iton,

entitled "An a a thai aha know
haa, in all Agra, h»>rn derived from wavebuioai or Tradition, nut from Na
ture." Glasgow, 1773. 9vo.

trial, and infernal ; while others represented the Deity as a cor-

poreal being united to mutter by a necessary connexion, and
Bobject to an immutable fate. As every country had its peculiar

deities, the philosophers (whatever alight be their private senti-

ments) sanctioned and defended the religion of the state ; and
urged a conformity to it to be the duty of every citizen. They
" diligently practised the ceremonies of their fathers; devoutly

frequented the temples ofthe gods; and sometimes, condescend-
ing to act a part on the theatre of superstition, they concealed
the sentiments of an atheist under the sacerdotal robes." 1 It is

true that insulated passages may be found in the writings of

some oi' the philosophers, which apparently indicate the most
exalted conceptions of the divine attributes and perfections.

These and similar passages are sometimes regarded with a Chris-

tian eye, and thence acquire a borrowed sanctitv : but, in order

to discover their real value, they must be brought to their own
standard, and must De interpreted upon principles strictly pagan,
in which case the context will be found, either to claim such
perfections for the deified mortals and heroes of the popular the-

ology, or to connect them with some of those physiological prin-

ciples which were held by the diilerent philosophical sects, and
effectually subverted the great and fundamental doctrine of one
supreme Creator. 6 The religion of the ancient Persians is said

to have been originally founded on their belief in one supreme
God, who made and governs the world/ But a devotion founded
on a principle so pure as this, if it survived the first ages after

the flood, which cannot 1m1 proved, is known with certainty to

have been early exchanged for the Sabian idolatry ; the blind

and superstitious worship of the host of heaven, of the sun, the

planets, and the fire/ the water, the earth, and the winds.

In consequence of these discordant sentiments, the grossest

polytheism and idolatry prevailed among the ancient heathen
nations. They believed in the existence of many co-ordinate

deities, and the number of inferior deities was infinite :
N thev

deified dead, and sometimes living persons; the former often out

of injudicious gratitude, the latter usually out of base and sordid

(lattery. According to the ToJgai estimation, there were deities

that presided over every distinct nation, every distinct citv, e\rr\

inconsiderable town, every grove, every river, every fountain,

Athens was full of statues dedicated to different deities. Imperial

Rome, from political principles, adopted all the g.uls which were
adored by the nations who had yielded to her victorious arms,

and thought to eternise her empire by crowding them all into

the capital. Temples and fanes were elected to all the passions,

diseases, fears, and r-ri/s, to which mankind are subject. Suited

to the various characters of the divinities were the. ntcs of their

worship. Some were vindictive and sanguinary ; others were
jealous, wrathful, or deceivers; and all of them were unchaste,

adolteroas, or incestuous. Not a few of them were monsters of

the grossest vice and wickedness: and their rites were absurd,

licentious, and cruel, and often consisted of mere unmixed crime,

shameless dissipation, and debauchery. Prostitution, in all its

deformity, was systematically annexed to various pagan temples,

was .often a principal source of their revenues, and was, in some

* Gibbon's l> Una and Pall of the Roman Empire, vol I p BO
* Dr. Ireland, Paganism and Christianity compared! pp M («. Fmnk's
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countries, even compulsory upon the female population. Other

impurities were solemnly practised by them in their temples, and

in public, from the very thought of which our minds revolt.

Besides the numbers of men who were killed in the bloody sports

and spectacles instituted in honour of their deities, human sacri-

fices were offered to propitiate them. 1 Boys were whipped on

the altar of Diana, sometimes till they died. How many lovely

infants did the Carthaginians sacrifice to their implacable god

Moloch ! What numbers of human victims, in times of public

danger, did they immolate, to appease the resentment of the

offended deities !

It has been said that the mysteries were designed to instruct

the people in the principles of true religion and of true morality
;

and ingenious and learned men have laboured to represent thera

in this light, and also to show how well calculated they are for

this end. " They have said, that the errors of polytheism were
detected and exposed, and the doctrines of the divine unity 2 and
supreme government taught and explained in them ; that the

initiated became bound by solemn engagements to reform tluir

lives, and to devote themselves strictly to the practice and culti-

vation of purity and virtue ; and that the celebration of the mys-
teries was extensive, and their influence great:—' initiantur,

says Cicero, ' g-entes orarum ulthnx.'
11 It is true, that the priests of the mysteries were highly osten-

tatious of their own morality, and zealous in their professions to

regenerate the people. But the means which they employed
were neither suitable nor adequate to that end ; nor did they

answer it. The mysteries, which it has been pretended were

calculated to produce it, served only, in fact, to explain some of

the subjects of mythology, and to promote the designs of human
policy—to inspire heroism, and to secure civil subordination and
obedience. In proof of this we may ask, if they contributed at

all to change the people's polytheistical opinions, or to improve

their morals 1 Did they not, in place of becoming better by

them, degenerate daily ]
' were they not oppressed more and

more by superstition, and dissolved in vice 1 Did not some of

the best and wisest philosophers disapprove of the mysteries 1—
Alcibiades mocked the gods—Anaxagoras was expelled by the

Athenians for the neglect of them. Socrates certainly had no
good opinion of the mysteries—he was not initiated into them

;

and circumstances attending them have been suggested which
ought to render their moral tendency more than suspicious.

"They were celebrated in the silence and darkness of the

night, with the utmost secrecy. They were frequently conducted
under the patronage of the most licentious and sensual deities.

The most indecent objects were exhibited, and carried in pro-

cession. * It is a shame,' saith the Apostle, ' even to speak of

those things which were done of them in secret.' At last they

1 The chief oracles amonjr the heathens appointed human sacrifices : as
that at Delphi, that of Dodona, ami thai ofJupiter Saotea It was a custom
among the Phoenicians and Canaaniies, in times of great calamity, for tluir
kings to sacrifice one of their sons, whom they loved best; and it was
common both with them, as well as with the Moabiles and Ammonites, to

sacrifice their children. Further, the Egyptians, the Athenians, and Lace-
demonians, and, generally speaking, all the Greeks ;—the Romans, Cartha-
ginians, Germans, Gauls, and Britons;—in short, all the heathen nations
throughout the world ottered human sacrifices upon their altars ; and this,

not on certain emergencies and imminent dangers only, but constantly, and
in some places every day. Upon extraordinary accidents, multitudes were
sacrificed at once to their sanguinary deities. Thus, during the battle
between the Sicilian army under Gelon and the Carthaginians under Amil-
car, in Sicily, the latter remained in his camp, offering sacrifices to the
deities of his country, and consuming upon one large pile the bodies of
numerous victims. (Herod, lib. vii. c. 167.) When Agathocles was about
to besiege Carthage, its inhabitants, seeing the extremity to which they
were reduced, imputed all their misfortunes to the anger of Saturn : be-
cause, instead of offering up children of noble descent (who were usually
sacrificed) there had been fraudulently substituted for them the children
of slaves and foreigners. Two hundred children of the best families in

Carthage were therefore immolated, to propitiate the offended divinity ; to
wlmin upwards of three hundred citizens voluntarily sacrificed them-
selves, from a sense oftheir guilt of this pretended crime. (Diod. Sic. lib.

xx. c. 14.) On another occasion, the Carthaginians having obtained a vic-
tory, immolated the handsomest of their captives, the flame of whose fune-
ral pile was so great as to set their camp on fire. (lb. lib. xx. c. 65.) Lac-
tantius (Divin. Instit. lib. i. c. 21.) has recorded numerous similar horrid
sacrifices of human victims. Besides the preceding authorities, the reader
will find numerous additional testimonies, drawn from classic authors, in
Dr. Harwood's Introduction to the New Tesiainent, vol. i, pp. Ill—116.;
Mr. Bryant's Analysis of Ancient Mythology, vol. ii pp. 224.266. 312. ; and
also in Dr. Leland's Advantage and Necessity of the Christian Revelation,
vol. i. ch. 7. pp. 134—157.

a Dr. Hill (Essays on the Institutions, &c. of Ancient Greece, p. 52) is
of opinion, after many eminent writers, that the doctrine of the unity of
God was taught in the mysteries. See also Bp. Warburton's Divine Lega-
tion of Moses, book ii. sect. 4. But Dr. I.eland has lung since examined the
various proofs adduced in support of this sentiment ; and has shown that
there is great reason to think that the notion of the Deity taught in the mys-
teries was no; a right and just one ; and even if it were so, that it would
have been of little use, as it was communicated only to a few, and under
the strictest seal of secrecy. Advant. and Necessity of the Christian Re-
ligion, vol. i. pp. 158—11)6.

Vol. I. C

became so infamous, in respect both of morality and good order,

that it was found necessary to prohibit them.
" It is hard to conceive how the mysteries could have any

good effect on the morals of the people. It might excite the am-
bition of a few, to be told that the gods were nothing more than
eminent men ; but it was more likely to disgust the greater part

of them, and to render them completely unbelieving and irreli-

gious. Besides, considering how few were initiated, the influ-

ence of the mysteries, even supposing them to have had a bene-

ficial influence, must have been very small on the mass of the

people. Farther, the initiated were prohibited, under a solemn
oath, ever to reveal the mysteries. . Whatever benctit, therefore,

they might themselves derive from them, they could communi-
cate none to others ; nor could the impression, however strong

during the initiation, be always retained with equal strength

during life. On the whole, taking the account even of those

who favour them, the mysteries neither diminished the influ-

ence of polytheism nor promoted the belief of the divine unity ;

they contributed rather to the increase of superstition, and to the

prevalence of licentiousness and vice. If they were designed,

as has been affirmed, to show that the public reli;ion had no
foundation in truth—to hold it up to contempt—what could have
a worse effect on the mind of the people? what more injurious

to religious and moral principles and practice, than to exhibit

the whole civil and ecclesiastical constitution as a trick and im-
position—as reared by falsehood and maintained by hypocrisy." 1

But whatever motives may have induced the first inventors of
mysteries to introduce them, the fact is, that they neither did nor
could correct the polytheistic notions or the morals of the peo-

ple, and in the course of time they became greatly corrupted

;

consequently, they could not but have a bad effect on the people,

and tend to confirm them in their idolatrous practices. All men,
indeed, under pain of displeasing the gods, frequented the tem-
ples and offered sacrifices ; but the priests made it not their busi-

ness to teach them virtue. So long as the people were punc-
tual in their attendance on the religious ceremonies of their

country, the priests assured them that the gods were propitious,

and they looked no further. " Lustrations and processions were
much easier than a steady course of virtue ; and an expiatory

sacrifice, which atoned for the want of it, was much more con-
venient than a holy life." Those who were diligent in the ob-

servance of the sacred customary rites, were considered as hav-

ing fulfilled the duties of religion ; but no farther regard was had
to their morals, than as the state was concerned. It cannot
therefore excite surprise, that the polytheistic religion was every

where preferred to virtue ; and that a contrary course of thinking
and acting proved fatal to the individual who professed it.

(2.) They were ignorant of the true account of the crea-

tion of the world.

The notion of a Creative Power, that could produce things

out of nothing, was above the reach of their natural conceptions.

Hence one sect of philosophers2 held that the world was eternal

;

another, 3 that it was formed in its present admirable order by a

fortuitous concourse of innumerable atoms ; and another, 4 that

it was made by chance ; while those who believed it to have had
a beginning in time, knew not by what gradations, nor in what
manner, the universe was raised into its present beauty and
order.

(3.) They were also ignorant of the origin of evil, and the
cause of the depravity and misery which actually exist among
mankind.

The more judicious heathens saw and lamented the universal

tendency of men to commit wickedness ; but they were ignorant

of its true source. They acknowledged, generally, that the chief

good of man consisted in the practice of virtue ; but they com-
plained of an irregular sway in the wills of men, which rendered

their precepts of little use : and they could not assign any reason

why mankind, who have the noblest faculties of any beings upon
earth, should yet generally pursue their destruction with as

much industry as the beasts avoid it.

(4.) Equally ignorant were the heathens of any means, or-

dained ana established by the Almighty, by which a recon-

ciliation could be effected between God and man, and His
mercy exercised, without the violation of His justice ; and
by which the pardon of sinners might not only be made con-
sistent with the wisdom of His government, and the honour
of His laws, but also the strongest assurances might be
given them of pardon, and restoration to the divine favour.

» Dr. Ranken's Institutes of Theology, pp. ISO, 181. Glasgow, 1822. 8v->.

* The Peripatetics. ' Dcinocrilus and his followers. • The Epicurean*.
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" Man is not only a subject of the divine government, and
therefore in the highest degree concerned to know the divine

law, that he may obey it; hut he is also a rebel subject, and

therefore in (he highest degree concerned to discover the means

of restoration to the favour of God. Man has violated such pre-

cepts of the divine law as are discovered and acknowledged

either by reason or revelation ;—such precepts, for instance, as

require him to he thankful to his Maker, and sincere, just, and

kind to his fellow-men. These things may be considered here

as known to be parts of the law of God ; because those philoso-

phers who acknowledge God, generally agree that these are,

plainly, duties of man. But all men have violated the precepts

which require these things. The first interest of all men is,

therefore, to obtain a knowledge of the means, if there be any,

of reconciliation to Got!, and reinstatement in the character and

privileges of faithful subjects. To he thus reconciled and rein-

stated, men must be pardoned ; and pardon is an act of mere

merer. But of the mercy of God there are no proofs in his Pro-

vidence." 1 The light of nature, indeed, showed their guilt to

the most reflecting of the ancient philosophers ; but it could not

show them a remedy. From the consideration of the divine

goodness, as displayed in the works of creation, some of them

indulged the hope that the Almighty might, in some way or

other (though to them inscrutable), be reconciled; but, in wli.it

manner, revelation only could inform them. That God will re-

ceive returning sinners, and accept repentance instead of perfect

obedience ; and that He will not require something further for

the vindication of his justice, and of the honour and dignity of

his laws and government, and for more eflectually expressing his

indignation against sin, before He will restore men to their for-

feited privileges.—they could not be assured. For it cannot be

positively proved from any of the divine attributes, that God is

absolutely obliged to pardon all creatures all their sins, at all

times, barely and immediately upon their repenting. There

arises, therefore, front nature, no sufficient comfort to sinners,

hut, on the contrary, anxious and endless solicitude about the

means of appeasing the Deity. Hence the various ways of sacri-

ficing, and numberless superstitions, which overspread the hea-

then world, were so little satisfactory to the wiser part of man-
kind, even in those times of darkness, that the more reflecting

philosophers could not forbear frequently declaring-* that they

thought those rites could avail little or nothing towards appeas-

ing the wrath of a provoked God, but that something was want-

ing, though they knew not what.

(5.) They were ignorant, at least they taught nothing, of

divine grace and assistance towards our attainment of Virtue,

and perseverance in it.

Some of their philosophers forbad men to pray to the gods to

make them good, 3 which, they said, they ought to do themselves

;

while others equalled themselves to the gods; 1 for these, they

alhrmed, " are what they arc by nature ; the wise man is what

he is hv his own industry."-—" The gods excel not a wise man
in happiness, though they excel him in the duration of happi-

ness."'

(6.) They had only dark and confused notions of the turn-

mum bonum or supreme felicity of man.

On this topic, indeed, Cicero informs us, that there was so

great a dissension m; the philosophers, that it was almost

impossible to enumerate therr different sentiments, At the sum'

time he state- the opinions, of more than twenty philosophers, all

of which are equally extravagant and absurd. Not I" to enter

into unnecessary details, we may remark that, while one seel

Armed tli.it virtue whs the sole good, and its own reward, an-

other 1 rejected that notion in the case of virtue in distress, and

made the good things of this lift a necessary ingredient of hap-

piness ; and a third set up pleasure, or at least indolence and

freedom from pain, as the final good which men ought to pro]

to themselves. On these discord. oil opinions, Cicero very I'll I
•.

tii.it i hey who do not agree in stating what is the chief

end or good, must of course differ in tho whole system of pre-

cepts for the conduct of lift."

(7.) They had weak and imperfect nol ol thl immor-

tality of the soul, which was abeolntelv denied by n
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philosophers as a vulgar error, while others represented it as
altogether uncertain, and as having no solid foundation for

its support.

Concerning the nature of the human soul, various and most
contradictory sentiments prevailed : its existence alter death was
denied by many of the Peripatetics, or followers oi Aristotle, and
this seems to have been that philosopher's own opinion. On
this important topic the Stoics had no settled or consistent

scheme ; the doctrine of the immortality of the soul was not a
professed tenet of their school, nor was it ever reckoned among
the avowed principles of the Stoic sect. And even among those

philosophers who expressly taught this doctrine, considerable

doubt and uncertainty appear to have prevailed. Thus Socrates,

shortly before his death, tells his friends, " I hope I am now go-
ne-' to good men, though this I would not take upon me per-

emptorily to assert ; but, that I shall go to the gods, lords that

are absolutely good, this, if I can affirm any thing of this kind, I

would certainly alhrm. And for this reason I do not take it ill that

I am to die, as otherwise I should do ; but I am in good hope
that there is something remaining for those who are dead, and
that it will then be much better for good than for bad men." 12

The same philosopher afterwards expressed himself still more
doubtfully, and said, that though he should be mistaken, he did

at least gain thus much, that the expectation of it made him less

uneasy while he lived, and his error would die with him; and
he concludes in the following terms :

—" 1 am going out of the

world, and you are to continue in it ; hut which of us has the

better part, is a secret to every one but God." 13

What has been said of Socrates may in a great measure be ap-

plied to Plato, the most eminent of Ins disciples ; hut they greatly

weakened and obscured their doctrine relative to the immortality

of the soul, by blending with it that of the transmigration of

souls and other fictions, as well as by sometimes expiessing them-

selves in a very wavering and uncertain manner concerning it.

And it is remarkable that, though there were several sects of

philosophers, who professed to derive their original from Socrates,

scarcely any of them taught the immortality of the soul as the

doctrine of their schools, except Plato and his disciples ; and
many of these treated it as absolutely uncertain.

Cicero is justly considered as among the most eminent of

those philosophers who argued for the immortality of the soul;

yet, he laboured under the same uncertainly that distressed their

minds. Though he has treated the subject at considerable length,

and has brought forward a variety of cogent arguments in behalf

of this doctrine ; yet, after he has spoken of the several opinions

concerning the nature and duration of the soul, he says. < Which
of these is true, God alone knows ; and which is most probable,

a very great question." 1
' And he introduces one complaining!

that, while he was reading the arguments for me immortality of

the soul, he thought himself convinced ; but as soon as hi' laid

aside ths I k and began to reason with himself, his conviction

was gone, Ail which gave Seneca jusl occasion to say, mat
" Immortality, however desiral'le, was rather promised than

proved hv those ..rreat men." 1 White the followers ofthese ureal

philosophers were thus perplexed with doubts, others ol the hea-

then entertained the most cloomy notions,—imagining either

that they should be removed iram one body lo another, and be

perpetual wanderers, or contemplating the graft as their eternal

habitation,11 and sadly complaining that the sun and stars could

' on. Inn that man, when his day was set. must lie down in

darkness, snd sleeps perpetual sleep. 17
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(8.) If the philosophers were thus uncertain concerning

the immortality of the soul, their ideas were equally con-
fused respecting the certainty of the eternal rewards and pun-
ishments of a future state, arid of the resurrection of the

body.

For, though the poets have prettily fancied, and have por-

trayed, in beautiful and glowing verse, the joys of elysium, or a

place and state of bliss, and the miseries of tartarus, or hell ; and

though the ancient philosophers and legislators were sensible of

the importance to society and also of the necessity of the doctrine

of future punishments, yet they generally discarded them as vain

and superstitious terrors ; and rejected the very idea of the resur-

rection of the body as a childish and senseless fable. 1 Hence,
in progress of time they were disregarded and ridiculed even

among the vulgar, who consequently had no notion whatever

concerning the resurrection of the body. Their poets, it is true,

made frequent mention of the ghosts of departed men appearing

in a visible form, and retaining their former shape in the shades

below ; yet by these representations (if they mean any thing)

they mean no more, than that the soul, after this life, passes into

another state, and is then invested with a body composed of

light a rial particles, altogether different from those of which it

had previously been composed ; but that the gross matter, which
they saw laid in the grave and turn to corruption, or which had
been reduced to ashes on the funeral pile, and had been scat-

tered in the air, should ever be again collected together, raised

from the dead, and revivified ;—of this the most speculative

philosophers never entertained the slightest conception.

This uncertainty concerning those great and fundamental

truths was attended with fatal effects, both in principle and prac-

tice. In principle, it naturally led mankind to call in question

the providence, justice, and goodness of God, when they observed

the prosperity of the wicked, and the calamities of the righteous,

without being sure that either of them should suffer or be re-

warded in another state ; or else to doubt whether there really

was any essential difference between Virtue and Vice, and whe-
ther it did not wholly depend upon the institution of men. In

practice, hope and fear are the two things which chiefly govern

mankind, and influence them in their actions ; and they must,

of course, govern and influence, more or less, in proportion to

the certainty there is, that the things feared and hoped for are

real, and the rewards and punishments assuredly to be expected.

And as the corrupt inclinations of human nature wilt overcome

any fear, the foundation of which is but doubtful ; so these, be-

ing let loose and freed from the apprehension of a future account,

will of course carry men into all manner of wickedness. Nor is it

sufficient to say, that they are under the restraint of hnman laws
;

since it is certain, that very great degrees of wickedness may be

both harboured in the heart, and carried into execution, notwith-

standing the utmost that human authority can do to prevent it. 2

2. From the ignorance and uncertainty, which (we have
seen) prevailed among some of the greatest teachers of an-

tiquity, concerning those fundamental truths, which are the

greatest barriers of virtue and religion, it is evident that the

heathens had no perfect scheme of moral rules for piety and
good manners. Thus, with the exception of two or three

philosophers, they never inculcated the duty of loving our

enemies and of forgiving injuries ; but, on the contrary, they

accounted revenge to be not only lawful, but commendable.
Pride and the love of popular applause (the subduing of

which is the first principle of true virtue) were esteemed the

best and greatest incentives to virtue and noble actions

;

suicide was regarded as the strongest mark of heroism : and
the perpetrators of it, instead of being branded with infamy,

were commended and celebrated as men of noble minds.
But the interior acts of the soul,—the adultery of the eye
and the murder of the heart—were little regarded. On the

contrary, the philosophers countenanced, both by arguments
and example, the most flagitious practices. Thus theft, as

is well known, was permitted in Egypt and in Sparta: 3

Plato' taught the expediency and lawfulness of exposing

* Omnibus a supremo die eadem, quae ante primum : nee magis a morle
eensus ullus aut corpori, aut animee, quam ante natalem. .... Pueri-
lium isla deliramentorum, avidceque nunquam desinere mortalitatis com-
menta sunt. Similis et de asservandis corporibus hominum ac revivi-
Bcendi promissa Democrito vanitas Plin. Nat. Hist. lib. vii. c. 55.
Neque enim assentior iis, qui hsec nuper disserere cceperunt, cum cor-

poribus simul aniraos interire, atque omnia morte deleri. Cicero, de Aini-
cilia. c. 3.

» Bp. Gibson's Pastoral Letters. Letter ii. (vol. iv. p. 1D5. of Bp. Ran-
dolph's Enchiridion Theologicum, Oxford, 1792.)

3 Diod. Sic. lib. i. Plutarch, in Lyeurgo.
* Plato de Republica, lib. v. At Rome, infanticide was regulated by the

laws of Romulus; and this horrid practice was approved both by Plutarch
and Seneca. See Jenkin's Reasonableness of Christianity, vol. ii. v. 521. At

children in particular cases ; and Aristotle, also, of abortion. 5

The exposure of infants, and the putting to death of chil-
dren who were weak or imperfect in form, was allowed at
Sparta by Lycurgus :

6 at Athens, the great seat and nursery
of philosophers, the women were treated and disposed of as
slaves, 7 and it was enacted that " infants, which appeared to
be maimed, should either be killed or exposed ;'*' and that
" the Athenians might lawfully invade and enslave any peo-
ple, who, in their opinion, were fit to be made slaves."9

The infamous traffic in human blood was permitted to its

utmost extent: and, on certain occasions, the owners of
slaves had full permission to kill them. Among the Romans,
masters had an absolute power over their slaves, whom
they might scourge or put to death at pleasure; 1 " and this

right was exercised with such cruelty, especially in the cor-
rupt ages of the republic, that laws were made, at different

times, in order to restrain it. Death was the common pun-
ishment ; but, for certain crimes, slaves were branded on the
forehead, and sometimes were compelled to carry a piece of
wood (called furca) round their necks wherever they went.
When punished capitally, they were commonly crucified. 11

By the Roman laws, a slave could not bear testimony#with-
out undergoing the rack; and if the master of a family were
slain in his own house, all his domestic slaves were liable to
be put to death, though their innocence was ever so manifest. 12

For the relief of the poor and destitute, especially of slaves,
no provision whatever was made. By the Romans, who
kept them in great numbers, they were most inhumanly ne-
glected, their masters turned them out of doors when sick,

and sent them to an island in the river Tiber, where they left

them to be cured by the fabled god yEseulapius, who had a
temple there. Some masters, indeed, were so cruel that they
killed them when they were sick; but this barbarity was
checked by the Emperor Claudius, who decreed that those
who put their slaves to death should be punished as mur-
derers ; and also that such sick slaves as were turned out by
their masters, should have their liberty if they recovered. 13

Customary swearing was commended, if not by the precepts,

yet by the example of the best moralists among the heathen
philosophers, particularly Socrates, Plato, Seneca, and the

Emperor Julian, in whose works numerous oaths by Jupiter,

Hercules, the Sun, and other deities, are very frequent. The
gratification of the sensual appetites, and of the most unna-
tural lusts, was openly taught and allowed. Arislippus

maintained, that it was lawful for a wise man to steal, com-
mit adultery, and sacrilege, when opportunity offered : for that

none of these actions were naturally evil, setting aside the

vulgar opinion, which was introduced by silly and illiterate

Seople; and that a wise man might publicly gratify his libi-

inous propensities. 1 '

Corresponding with such principles was the moral conduct

of the ancients—the most distinguished philosophers and
heroes not excepted, whose lives are recorded by Plutarch in a

manner the most favourable to their reputation. Many of them

Rome a new-born infant was not held legitimate, unless the father, or in his

absence some person for him. lifted it up from the ground (1/>rra lerassel),

and placed it on his bosom. Hence the phrase toaere fiUum, to educate,

no7t tnllere, to expose. But even when his children were grown up, their

father might imprison, scourge, send them bound to work in the country,

and also put them to death by any punishment he pleased, if they deserved
it. Adam's Roman Antiquities, p. 47. 5lh edit.

i Aristot. Poht. lib. vii. c. 17. 6 Terent. Hecyra.
1 In republican Athens, man was every thing, and women nothing.

"Women were literally the serfs of the family inheritance, whether that

inheritance consisted in land or money ; they were made, with other pro-

Eerty, the subject of testamentary bequest (Deinosth. 1. Orat. conu'a Apho-
um. Id. contra Stephanum, Orat. 1.); and, whatever delights heirship might

convey to an Athenian lady, freedom of person or inclination was not

among the number : single or wedded, she became, by the mere acquisi-

tion of property, at the mercy of the nearest male relation in succession

:

she could be brought from the dull solitude of the gyneca?um, to become
an unwilling bride ; or she could be torn from the object of her wedded
affection, to form new ties with perhaps the most disagreeable of mankind.

And if, under any of these circumstances, nature became more powerful

than virtue, life was the penalty paid for the transgression." (Quarterly
Review, vol. xxix. p. 327.)

> Aristot. Polit. lib. vii. c. 17. 8 Aristot. Polit. lib. ii. c. 14.

io The celebrated censor, Cato, was a bad master to bis unfortunate

slaves, whom he never failed to correct with leathern thongs, if they were
remiss intheirattendance at any entertainments which he gave to his friends,

or had suffered any thing to be spoiled. He contrived means to raise

quarrels among them, and to keep them at variance, ever suspecting and
fearing some bad consequence from their unanimity ; and when any of

them were guilty of a capital crime, he gave them a formal trial, and in the

presence of their fellow slaves put them to death. Plutarch in Catone.

(Vitae, torn. ii. pp. 355, 356. Ed. Briani.)

» Juvenal. Sat. vi. 219, 220.

ii Digest, lib xxix. Tit. v. lib. xxxv. Tit. xi. Tacitus informs us. that

when Pedanius Secundus, prefect of the city of Rome, was assassinated

by a slave, all the slaves in his family (four hundred in number) were put
to death. Annal. lib. xiv. c. 42—44. vol. ii. pp. 140—142. edit. Bipont. See
also Plinv, Epist. lib. viii. ep. 14.

» Suetonius in Claudio, c. 25. « Diogenes Lacrt. lib. ii. c. 8. § 4.
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it is true, enter! lined a high sense of honour, and possessed a

laro-e portion of patriotism. But thi Be were not morality, if

by that term we are to understand Buch dispositions of

mind us are right, lit. and amiable. Their sense of honour

was not of that kind which made them scorn to do evil;

but, like the false honour of modern duellists, consisted mere-

ly in a dread of disgrace. Hence many of them not only

pleaded for Belf-murder (as Cicero, Seneca, 1 and others,)

but carried about with them the means of destruction, of

which they made use rather than fall into the hands of their

adversaries, as Demosthenes, Cato, Brutus, Cassius, and

others did. Ami their patriotism, generally speaking, "pi-

rated not merely in the preservation of their country, but in

endeavours to extend and aggrandize it at the expense of

other nations: it was a patriotism inconsistent with justice

and good-will to mankind. Truth was but of small account

among many, even of the best heathens; for they taught

that on many occasions, a lie was to be pnfrmi! to the truth

itself! 2 To which we may add, that the unlimited gratifica-

tion of their sensual appetites, and the commission of unna-

tural crimes, was common even among the most distinguished

teachers of philosophy, and was practised even by Socrates

himself, " whose morals" (a living opposer of revelation has

the effrontery to assert) " exceed any thing in the Bible, for

they were free from vice!"—"The most notorious vices,"

says Quinctilian, speaking of the philosophers of his time,
" are screened under that name ; and they do not labour to

maintain the character of philosophers by virtue and study,

but conceal the most vicious lives under an austere look and
singularity of dress." 3

There were indeed some few philosophers, who cherished

better principles, and inculcated, comparatively, purer tenets ;

but their instructions were very defective, and they were
never able to reform the. world, or to keep any number of

men in the practice of virtue. Their precepts were delivered

to their own immediate pupils, and not to the lower orders

of people, who constitute the great mass of society. Con-
cerning these, indeed, the Stoics gave themselves no trouble,

but seem to have considered them as little better than beasts.

Further, the ethical systems of the philosophers were too re-

filled for the common people; their discourses on Buhjects

of morality being rather nice and subtle, disputations than
useful instructions; and even those tilings, of which the

philosophers were not only certain themselves, but which
they were also able to prove and explain to others with suffi-

cient clearness and plainness (such as are the most obvious
and necessary duties of life), they had not suHiei. -nt autho-

rity to enforce in practice. The truths, which they proved

by speculative reason, wanted some stili more sensible au-

tty to support them, and render them of more force and
ellicacv in practice; anil the precepts which they delivered,
however n asonable and lit to be obeyed, were destitute of

weight, and were only the precepts of men.1 They could

I

- IS their precepts only by temporal motives. They could
not invigorate the patience, excite the industry, stliiiul. i.

the lopes, or touch the consciences of their hearers, by dis-

1 Seuei plead for suicide in the following terms: "If thy mind be
m mchoh end in misery, tlmn mayest put a period to this wri'ti-ln i . . m
d lion Wherever thou lookeet, the re is mi end In it Si .- thai

|
ipie.

- layeal have liberty. Seeel thou thai tea, thai liver, thai well '

Liberty is at the bottom of it. That little tree I Freedom bangs upon it

Thy own neck, thy own throat, may !» .< refuge t" Ihee from nicb aerri

tune; re* ever] efn of thy body. 11 De Ira, lib. in e. 16.
Mi \\ h ecled many maxima of the moat eminent h

on ol the tact above stand The Allowing examp!
are taken Irom hi ni te on Bph iv 36, :

—

> .nail fxirftwi 4-i wise 1 »A.«iSi xaxov.

—

A lie it better than a hui tful

M.naiid. r

T« yf *y*isv aaiirrap If* rat eJuiSvief.—Good U better than tin' 1

e
Bv7* y»y ti tn x.i \inv$5( Kiywbui Kty%v$» — "When telling a tie iril!

it profitable, let it be told.— Darius in Herodotus, lil> m
//' may lie, who known how to do il, .v J.o*n self*, in a tnilable time

Plain apOd Si. il.,mini Bern]
'/'

• re it nothing derorout in trulh. f/lii irlmi it it profitable : Yea, itnine.

times **' C/»vJ.,- wttrip -..?? .,»av; »' r'eXeSii Si.a^'".—Truth it hurt-

ful. and I, i'" ', ni-u MtTiiniis TyrniH lii

To i r ,i in i. ti. Dr. Whitby remarks mat both P il

n p i b. II. p I OS md III

i"in i lit. ii in
i L and Bcloga p. 1 oi mod to baveOra d i

Iral ill at I net ii >ti between It/It anil trith Snaa&ffli limn Sfllm/A,
which they called I / -

I
• '"'/ >"

advantage and for muni
Thai i thi i

I
man inn nil a lie. era ttil v and Im Li'in bul fa

If' n nili

1 <t riiiian i i
' Oral Pram

Ctuldargol nlhllna 011 [phikteophl] in'' I pei

et ad serum ti. 'in-aii. i accedunl Bed nihil pond

i. num. in pui a • ie '
1

1

j i audit, quam i I

llle n»i I'l'i ipil. Leruuilu Inalllulloncs, lib III. c. 27.

playing the awful prospects of eternity. And if nolo, even
ins, founded upon the sublime views of a future

state, are often found i isufficienl in rei ommend n ligion and
morality, What hopes could they have of raising the atten-

tion of the multitude !

Hence, the wisest instructions of the philosophers wire
unable to effect any remarkable change ill the minds and
lives of any considerable number of men; or t" mil.' them
willing to lav down their lives for the sake of virtue, as the

disciples and followers of Christ arc known to have done.
In speculation, indeed, it may perhaps seem possible, that

the precepts of the philosophers might at bast be sufficient

to reform men's lives fur the future ,• but, in experience and
practice, it has appeared impossible for philosophy to reform

mankind effectually, without the assistance <<i - me higher
principle. In fact, the philosophers never did or could effect

any remarkable change ii) the minds and lives of men, such

as the preaching of Christ and bis apostles undeniably did

produce. The wisest and most sensible of the philosophers

themselves have not been backward to complain, that they
found the understandings of men so dark and beclouded,

their wills so biassed and inclined to evil, their passions so

outrageous and rebellious against reason, that they considered

the rules and laws of right reason as very difficult to be
practised, and they entertained very little hope of ever being

able to persuade the world to submit to them. In short,

they confessed, that human nature was strangely corrupted ;

and they acknowledged this corruption to be a disease, of

the true cause of which they were ignorant, and for which
they could not find out a sufficient remedy : so that the great

duties of religion were laid down by them as matters of

speculation anil dispute, rather than as rules of action ; and
they were not so much urged upon the hearts and lives of

men, as proposed to their admiration. In short, the heathen

philosophy was every way defective and erroneous: and,

if there were anything really comnu nttt tblt in it.it was owing
in traces and scattered purlieus of the revelations contained

in the Scriptures, with which the philosophers bad become
acquainted thr.ninli yaii US channels.

Further, [f from the principles and practices thai obtaini d

in private life, we ascend to those which influenced tin

vernments of the ancient heathen nations, v.. A that

th" national spirit, which was cherished by their different

slates, w ras every where i fan exception .hie character. Thus
••the eastern sovereigns aimed, with unbounded ambition, at

the establishment and extension of despotic power; ruling,

excepting in a few instances, with capriciot - tyranny and
licentious indulgence, while their prostrate Subjects were

l graded and n implcd di wn like the rnire in t'a. streets, and

rendered base, superstitious, and vile in manners and con-

duct. The Grecian states cherished a love of freedom, and
a g.nerous ardour for noble actions; but they rarely mani-
fested a respect for justice in their contests with other na-

tions, and little regard to the rights of humanity; while, in

the internal regulations of ill. it governments, they seldom
adhered to the principles of moderation an. I equity. Their

distinguished men excited jealousy and commi dons by am-
bition ; and the general classes of the community .\hibitcd

a spirit of b. Be ingratitude tot* .mis their benefactors, an un-

generous suspicion el' lli* ir mosl virtuous ml. rB, and a b

..f all who were raised to distinction bj pre-eminent quali-

ties. They calumniated those who were most entitled t"

praise, bed men whose talents did h .r to the

', n: which 'lev lived, and who hu. i the

fat f their several countries to distant tin iting

Ii expulsion and death those whose jUStlCl

excited the admiration of all succeeding ages. The
Rom hi -

|

I- 1. .mil.- oppo - u mny, and to span thi se sub-

jected '.' their power; but their object was univi rs 1 domi-

nion. They displayed the virtms of a stern and militan

pie in rising to cuiincn CURB

and devotion to the public interest; but their lusts engen-

dered unci wan, and their internal state was disturbed

an. I agitated with contests fur an agrarian i jualit] which
never could ovist, and with tumults ..f factious men clamour-

ing fot free. bun. w bile they promoted sedition, and alined at

exorbitant pow< r.

jeeted them to imperial authority, which Boon degenerated

int.. the despotism of men. raised by military c 'price ti. a

lived and precuneus power, <t brought I' iv. ml b\ die

ce of revolutions ; while the empire was shaken by in-

ternal enemies, oi sunk, in its decline, into feebleness and
. The law s of nation- WtXt DOl established upon any
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foundation commensurate with the importance of their ob-

jects; they were ill defined and little respected. War, par-

ticularly in its earliest periods, was little better than pillage

and piracy.' A respect for heralds and ambassadors,-' and
for the claims of the vanquished, was often violated." 3

3. Lastly, if we advert to the pagan nations of the present

age, we learn from the unanimous testimony of voyagers and
travellers, as well as from those who have resided for any
considerable time among them, that they are immersed in

the grossest ignorance and idolatry, and that their religious

doctrine and practices are equally corrupt.

Thus, in Tartary, the Philippine islands, and among the

savage nations of Africa, the objects of worship are the sun,

moon, and stars, the four elements, and serpents ; at Ton-
quin, the several quarters of the earth ; in Guinea, birds,

fishes, and even mountains; and almost every where, evil

spirits. Together with idolatrous worship, sorcery, divina-

tion, and magic, almost universally prevail. Among their

religious tenets, we may notice that, in Tartary, they believe

in two gods, one of heaven, the other of the earth; in Japan,
they hold that there are two sorts of gods, and that demons
are to be feared; in Formosa, that several gods preside over
the several quarters of the earth, one of whom is paramount
above the rest, attaining his supremacy by passing through
a multitude of bodies ; the Tartars and American Indians
believe in the transmigration of human souls into the bodies
of beasts, and (as many African tribes also believe) that the

souls of men after death require meat, drink, and other ac-

commodations of this life. Corresponding with such prin-

ciples, are the moral conduct of these, ana indeed of almost
all pagan nations. Polygamy, divorce at the caprice of the
husband, and infanticide, are nearly universal. Among many
of the African tribes, as well as in America, cannibalism
prevails ; and almost every where, human lives are sacri-

ficed at the caprice of a tyrannical sovereign. 1 Many of
these nations are yet in the deepest barbarism ; but it we
advert to the actual state of Hindostan and of China, which
countries have been highly celebrated for their progress in

the useful arts, we shall find that they are equally ignorant
of the true object of worship, and equally immoral in pri-

vate life.

The religion of the Hindoos, like that of the ancient Per-
sians, is affirmed to have originally recognised but one
supreme God."' But whatever may be found in the Vedas,
or booics by them accounted sacred, implying the unity of
God, is completely disfigured and lost in the multitude of
deities or idols associated with him ; and in the endless su-
perstitions into which the Hindoo worship has degenerated,
from the earliest periods of authentic history. In Hindo-
stan, indeed, the polytheism is of the grossest kind, not fewer
than three hundred and thirty null ons uf deities claimintr the

adoration of their worshippers :—rites the most impure,

—

penances the most toilsome,—almost innumerable modes of
self-torture, as various and extraordinary in kind as a dis-

torted fancy can suggest, and as exquisite in degree as human
nature can sustain,—the burning or burying ot widows, in-

fanticide, the immersion of the sick or dying in the Ganges,
and self-devotement to destruction by the idol Juggernaut,
are among the horrid practices that flow from the system of
idolatry established among them, and which are exceeded in

folly or ferocity by none to which paganism has given birth.

The manifest effects of this system are, an immersion into

the grossest moral darkness, and a universal corruption of
manners. The Hindoo is taught that the image which he
beholds is really God, and the heaviest judgments are de-
nounced against him, if he dare to suspect that it is nothino-

more than the elements of which it is composed. 6 In the
apprehensions of the people in general, the idols are real

deities : they occupy the place ot God, and receive that ho-
mage, fear, service, and honour which the Almighty Crea-
tor so justly claims. The government of God is subverted,
together with all the moral effects arising from the knowledge
of his perfections and his claims upon his rational creatures.

i Homer and Thucvdi les, lib. i. and Justin, lib. iv. c. 3.
s Herod, lih. vii. c'133.
a Bp Gray on the Connection between the Sacred Writings and the

Literature of Jewish and Heathen Authors, &c. vol. i. pp. 217, 218. 220.
* See Millar's History ol the Propagation of Christianity, vol. ii. ch. vii.

pp. 197—33r.
s dee Asiatic Researches, vol. iv. p. 172., where the same thing is asserted

of the faith of the Arabs and Tartars. See also Sir John Malcolm's Sketch
of the Sikiis, p 147., where Ihe Hindoos are said to have degenerated from
a worship, originally pure, into idolatry ; though it is, at the same time, ad-
mitted in a note, " thai the most ancient Hindoos, though they adored God,
worshipped the sun and e!e>nents. u

6 Asiat, Researches, vol via. pp. 297, 293.

There are, it is true, eastern maxims of morality, which per-
haps are not inferior to the purest doctrines of the Greeks
and Romans ; and it will not be denied by those who have
examined them, that they have many points of resemblance
even to Christian morality. 7 But, in consequence of the
total want of authority (common to them with all other hea-
then nations), either to enforce what is pure in their morality,
or to emancipate the people from the most inveterate and
detestable usages, the Hindoos present to us all the same
inherent defects which characterize the morality of the an-
cient western heathens. Institutions of a most malignant
nature exist among them, by which the superior and privi-

leged orders are enabled to keep the people in perpetual igno-
rance and slavery ; and to exclude them for ever from the
comforts, the duties, and even the society of their fellows.
Hence the universal characteristics of the Hindoos are, ha-
bitual disregard of truth, pride, tyranny, theft, falsehood,
deceit, conjugal infidelity, filial disobedience, ingratitude
(the Hindoos have no word expressive of thanks), alitigious
spirit, perjury,' treachery, covetousness, gaming, servility,

hatred, revenge,9 cruelty, private murder, the destruction of
illegitimate children, particularly by procuring abortion (not
fewer than ten thousand children are computed to be thus
murdered in the single province of Bengal every month),
and want of tenderness and compassion to the poor, the sick,
and the dying. 10

The religious and moral state of China, though less de-
graded than that of the Hindoos, is deplorable, notwithstand-
ing its boasted superiority in arts and sciences, and in the
wisdom of its institutions. Religion, as a system of divine
worship, as piety towards God, and as holding forth future
rewards and punishments, can hardly be said to exist amono-
the Chinese. They have no sabbatical institution, no con-
gregational worship, no external forms of devotion, petition,

or tbanksgiving to the Supreme Being : the emperor, and he
alone,—being high-priest, and the only individual who stands
between heaven and the people, having the same relation to

the former that the latter are supposed to bear to him,—per-
forms the sacred duties according to the ancient ritual, and
at certain fixed periods; but the people have no concern with
them. All ranks, from the emperor downwards, are full of
absurd superstitions, and worship a multitude of imaginary
deities. Most of the forms of mythology, which make any
figure in the page of history, now exist iti China. The Chi-
nese have gods celestial, terrestrial, and subterraneous—gods
of the hills, of the valleys, of the woods, of the districts,

of the families, of the snop, and of Ihe kitchen !—gods,
that are supposed to preside over the thunder, the rain, the
fire ; over the grain, over diseases, births, and deaths ; theii

idols are silver and gold, wood and stone, and clay, carved
or molten. Altars are erected on the high hills, in the groves,
and under the green trees ; and idols are set up at tne cor-
ners of the streets, on the sides of the highways, on the
banks of canals, in boats and in ships. Astrology, divina-
tion, geomancy, and necromancy every where prevail : charms
and spells every one possesses. The absurd notion of the
transmigration of souls into other bodies is universal ; and
other articles of faith prevail among them, as various as the
modes of worship ; in all which the people appear to be
rather actuated by the dread of evil in this life, than by the
fear of punishment in another. The duties which they per-
form are more with a view to appease an angry deity, and
avert impending calamities, than trom any hope of obtaining
a positive good. They rather consult or inquire of their gods
what may happen, than petition them to grant it, for a Chi
nese can scarcely be said to pray. He is grateful when the
event proves favourable to his wishes, petulant and peevish

1 See Asiat. Researches, vol. iv. pp. 166, 167.
8 "False witnesses may be obtained in every place, on the slightest

notice, and for a mere trine. Their price varies in different zillaha : in
some sixteen may be had for a rupee, in others ten ; but four annas each
is what no true son of the trade was ever known to refuse in the inter ior

;

and at this rate any numbermay be collected, to testify to facts they r.ever
witnessed" Essays relative to the habits, Ac. of the Hindoos, pn. 316,
317. London, 1823, 8vo.

s Where other revenge for a supposed injury is not in their power, they
are known to destroy themselves, expressly in order that the guilt r.f their
death may rest upon their enemies ; and in the hope, that, in the process
of the metempsychosis (to which they give implicit credit), they may have
more speedy opportunity of wreaking their full vengeance on the o fender.
This custom is called Dhurna. See Asiat. Researches, vol. iv. p. i(37.

»o See Ward's History, Literature, and Mythology of the Hindoos, 4 vols.
8vo. where the facts above noticed are fully detailed. See also Dr. Bucha-
nan's Christian Researches in Asia, and especially Mr. Charles Grant's
" Observations on the State of Society among the Asiatic Subjects of Great
Britain, particularly with respect to morals, and on the means of improving
it," in veil. x. of the Reports of the House of Commons (1812—1813). Tit.
East India Coiupany, Fourth Part.
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with his gods wlicn it is adverse. Tiiovin;!) some individual

instances of integrity haw occurred in the inti rcourseofthe

Chinese with Europeans, yet their gem ai character is that

of fraud, lying, and hypocrisy. Polygamy universally pre-

vails, asa I practice of exposing infants to pensh,
I,,, i t wei th. in nine thousand of whom an- computed to be

annually destroyed at Pekin, ami the same number, in the

test "t the empin
Nor is the ease materially different with the Mohamme-

dans. Though their religion includes the acknowledgment
of one living ami true GoOJ Ml. rejecting the Messiah, and

attaching themselves to a sanguinary anil lascivious im-
postor, it prolines! no good effect upon tin ir morals, but

leaves them under the dominion of barbarity and voluptu-

ousness. These and similar instances of corruption in wor-

ship, doctrine, and practice, which have prevailed and still

exist in the hi athen world, fully prove the utter insufficiency

of natural reason to be a guide in religion; and also show
into what monstrous opinions and practices whole nations

may he led, « here thai is their guide, without any help from

revelation. Nor will it dimmish the force of this argument,

to say, that these instances of corruption are owing to an

undue use of their reason, or that the measure of reason,

possessed by the heathen nations, is low and imperfect,

since they are sufficiently skilful in whatever concerns their

political or personal interests, in the arts of annoying their

neighbours, and defending themselves against incursions, in

forming alliances for their defence, and conducting the or-

tliuarv affairs of life according to the manners and customs

of their several countries. .\or are the absurdities in re-

ligion, which are found among the modern heathen nations,

greater than those which (we have already seen) 2 existed

among the polished nations of antifjuity helore the publica-

tion of the Gospel : which are a joint proof that no age or

country, whether rude or civilized, instructed or uninstruct-

ed, infected or uninfected with plenty or luxury, is or can

be secured by mere natural reason against falling into the

grossest errors and corruptions in religion ; and, consequently,

Siat all mankind stand in need of a divine revelation to make
known to them the will of (iod, and the duties and obliga-

tions which they owe to their ('reator.

V. Notwithstanding these important facts, and regardless

of the confessions of the st distinguished ancient philo-

sophers of their mi d of a revelation, it is objected by many
in our own limes, that there is no necessity for one; that

the I k of nature is the only hook to he studied ; and that

philosophy and right reason are sufficient to instruct and to

preserve men in their duty.

AjTBWEH 1. It is an undeniable fact, that the doctrines of

Christianity (without considering at

and authority they possess) have had
en. than all

in-sent what evidence

more powerful in-

tlueiiee upon men, than all the reasonings of the philoso-

pher!: and though modern opposers of revelation ascribe

the ignorance and corruption ot the heathen, not to the in-

sufficiency of the light of reason, but to their non-improve-

incnt of that light; yet, if this were true, it would not prove
that there is no need of a revelation, because it is certain that

the philosophers wanted some higher assistance than that

of reason.

Answer 2. With regard to the pretences of modern deists,

it is be observed that almost all men, where the Scriptures

have I ii unknown, have in every age been gross idola-

ters; the few exception! thai have existed, being in general

a kind of atheistical philosophers, Deiste, properly so called,

are chiefly found in Christian countries, in the later ages,

since Christianity has extensively prevailed over idolatry, 1

i Supplenicnl to the Encyclopedia Britannic*, fol iii pnn i article
fXtnn Barrow's Travela inChlaa, pp ii- 187 KUn**a Kotroapooior
Iho. Proteauutf Mleclon to China, pp

* Sr> |.)l 16, IT ill^lll

ThaDBmeol i> who are no (Honda to revealed
r, ii - "ii, is laid t" have I Ii ilmui iiio m .

teenlh century, l>y aoma gentlemen In Pre and lulv, who «<rr willing

ir ihnir oppoeluon t" the Chrii dan revelation by ;, more bonou
than 'tint of Aiheintt Tie' earliest author, wl ration en ,,,.

|

Vip-i. u dlftno of gronl amtnenci nratn for r-; who, in the

eplatle dedicator) prefix* i of hie "£wfnietim fim
noniM'' (whl< h waa pabllehed in 1663), speaks of aoi ai thai

tine- utln < .ill.'. I
i :..

.
. i lew I Hi C "I II I

tell* us, profeeaed to believe I God but ahowttd no r«-K«nl to Jfsui. i

ii ...ii 1 1. n.i in.- doctrine "f the nimble.
nml dreama Ho adda that I ndinj

Hi « horn
it., v were obliged '.. live, ..r wl they wei

.-...ii. ..i i in in. I,.

III'- I."!' 'lie. of tin tie i

I
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ifha .ii. i I... i ...ii. -in i. .in all In tbo govorn m ofouinan iflUi Ha
ail. Is, thai lunny among them Ml up l"i learning mil p] n I were

and in the countries where gross pagan idolatry could no
longer be practised with credit and security. In these cir-

enmstaneeb, di ists acquire, as it were at second-hand, their

glimmering light from the hook to which they oppose it;

ami it is a fact that almost all the things, which haw I... u

said wisely and truly by them, are manifestly borrowed
from that revel\tion WHICH tiikv acrCS! TO embrace,
ami WITHOUT which THEV NEVES COULD ham: been
ABLE TO HAVE DELIVERED SITH TRUTHS. NoW, indeed, that

our whole duty is clearly revealed, we not only see its ag
mint with reason, but are also enabled to deduce its obliga-
tion from reason: but, if we had been destitute of all re-

vealed religion, it would have been a work of extreme dif-

ficulty to have discovered our duty in all points. What
ground indeed have the modern contemner! of revelation to

imagine, that, if they had lived without the light of th.

pel. they would have been wiser than Socrates, Plato, and
Cicero* How are they certain that they would have made
such a right use of their reason, as to have discovered
truth? If their lot had been among the vulgar, are they
sure that tluy would not have been idolaters! If they had
joined themselves to the philosophers, whal Beefwould they
have follow id? Or, if they had set up for themselves, how
arc they certain that they would have been skilful enough to

have deduced the several branches of their duty, or to have
applied them to the several cases of life, by argumentation
and force of reason t It is one thing to perceive that the

rules of life, which are laid In fore us, are ago cable to rea-

son, and mother thing to find out those rules b] tin mi re

light of reason. We see that many, who profess to govern
themselves by the written rules of revealed religion, are
nevertheless ignorant of their duty; ami how can any man
be sure that he should have made such a good use of his
reason, as to have perfectly understood bis duty without
help ! We see that many of those,—who profess firmly to
believe in lliat great and everlasting happiness which Christ
has promised to obedience, and thai great and eternal misery
which he has threatened against disobedience.—are yet hur-
ried away by their lusts and passions to transgress the con-
ditions of that covenant to which these promises and threat-

enings are annexed; and how can any man be sure, that he
should be able to overcome these temptations, it these mo-
tives wireless known, or less powerfully enforced ! lint,

suppose that he could by strength of reason demonstrate all

these things to himteif with the utmosl possible clearr
and distinctness, yet all men are not equally capable of be-

ing philosophers, though all men arc obliged to be equally
reiigmus. At least, thus much is certain, thai the rewards
and punishments of another world cannot be so powerfully
enforced, in order to influence the lives of men, by a de-
monstration of their reality from abstract reasoning, as by
one who assures them, by sufficient credentials, that he has
actually been in that other state.

Answer .'i. IScsnlcs, the contradictory and discordant spe-

culations of the modern opposers ot' revelation, who boast
that reason is their God (even if they bad not long since hi en
fully answered), are so great and so glaring) and the pre-

cepts delivered by them for a rule of life are so utterly sub-
versive of every principle of morality, as to demonstrate tht
absolute necessity of a divine r. velation /ear (supposing one
had never been given), in order to lead men to the worship
and knowledge of the true (bid, and also to imparl to them
the knowledge of their duties to him, and towards one
another. A brief statement of the recorded opinions of the

principal opposers of revelation in modern times, will prove
and justify this remark.

1. t 'oneernitlg religion, the worship of (lad, a'nd the exjiecta-

timis of'mankind respecting a future etaU

Lord Hhiheut, of Cherbury (who wrote in the former

pari of the seventeenth century, and was the first, a- In was
the greatest and best of the modern deistical philosophers),

has laid down the following positions, viz. thai Christianity

is the best religion; that his own universal religion of na

i .
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ture agrees wholly with Christianity, and contributes to its

establishment; that all revealed religion (meaning Chris-

tianity) is absolutely uncertain, and ot little or no use ; that

there is one supreme God, who is chiefly to be worshipped

;

that piety and virtue are the principal part of his worship

;

that we must repent of our sins, and if we do so, God will

pardon them; that there are rewards for good men, and
punishments for wicked men in a future state ; that these

principles of his universal religion are clearly known to all

men, and that they were principally unknown to the Gentiles

(who comprised almost all men). Yet, notwithstanding his

declaration in favour of Christianity, he accuses all pre-

tences to revelation of folly and unreasonableness, and con-

temptuously rejects its capital doctrines.

Mr. Hobbes, who was partly contemporary with Lord Her-
bert, affirms that the Scriptures are the voice of God, and yet

that they have no authority but what they derive from the

prince or the civil power ; he acknowledges, that inspira-

tion is a supernatural gift, and the immediate hand of God,
and yet the pretenpe to it is a sign of madness ; that a sub-
ject may hold firmly the faith of Christ in his heart, and
yet may lawfully deny him before the magistrate, and that

in such a case it is not he that denies Christ before men, but
his governor and the laws of his country ; that God exists,

and yet that that which is not matter is nothing ; that honour,
worship, prayer, and praise are due to God, and yet that all

religion is ridiculous.

Mb. Blount, who lived during the latter part of the seven-
teenth century, maintained that there is an infinite and eter-

nal God, the creator of all things, and yet he insinuates that

the world was eternal ; that the worship we owe to God
consists in prayer to Him, and in praise of Him, and yet he
objects to prayer as a duty ; that we are to expect rewards
and punishments hereafter, according to our actions in this

life, which includes the immortality of the soul, and yet

that the soul of man is probably material (and of course
mortal).

The Earl of Shaftesbury lived during the close of the

seventeenth and the early part of the eighteenth century.

He affirms that nothing can be more fatal to virtue than the

weak and uncertain belief of future rewards and punish-
ments ; and that this belief takes away all motives to vir-

tue ; that the hope of rewards and the fear of punishments
make virtue mercenary ; that it is disingenuous and servile

to be influenced by rewards ; and that the hope of rewards
cannot consist with virtue ; and yet that the hope of rewards
is so far from being derogatory to virtue, that it is a proof we
love virtue ; that however mercenary the hope of rewards
and the fear of punishments may be accounted, it is in many
instances a great advantage, security, and support of virtue

;

that all obligation to be virtuous arises from the advantages
(that is, the rewards) of virtue, and from the disadvantages
(that is, the punishments) of vice ; that those are to be cen-
sured who represent the Gospel as a fraud ; that he hopes
the Select Sermons of Dr. Whichcot (to which Lord Shaftes-
bury had written an elegant preface) will induce the enemies
of Christianity to like it better, and make Christians prize it

the more; and that he hopes Christians will be secured
against the temper of the irreconcileable enemies of the

faith of the Gospel ; and yet he represents salvation as a

ridiculous thing; and insinuates that Christ was influenced

and directed by deep designs of ambition, and cherished a

savage zeal and persecuting spirit; and that the Scriptures

were a mere artful invention, to secure a profitable monopoly
(that is, of sinister advantages to the inventors) ; that man is

born to religion, piety, and adoration, as well as to honour
and friendship; that virtue is not complete without piety;

yet he labours to make virtue wholly independent of pietv ;

that all the warrant for the authority of religious symbols
(that is, the institution of Christianity) is the authority of
the magistrate ; that the magistrate is the sole judge of re-

ligious truth, and of revelation ; that miracles are ridiculous

;

and that, if true, they would be no proof of the truth of reve-
lation ; that ridicule is the test of truth ; and yet, that ridicule

itself must be brought to the test of reason; that the Chris-
tian religion ought to be received when established by the
magistrate.

; yet he grossly ridicules it where it was thus
established ; that religion and virtue appear to be so nearly
connected, that they are presumed to be inseparable com-
panions ; and yet that atheists often conduct themselves so
well, as to seem to force us to confess them virtuous ; that

he, who denies a God, sets up an opinion against the very
well-being of society; and yet that atheism has no direct

natural tendency to take away a just sense of right and
wrong.

Mr. Collins also wrote in the early part of the eighteenth
century, and published a variety of objections against revela-

tion. He affirms that man is a mere machine ;—that the
soul is material and mortal;—that Christ and his apostles
built on the predictions of fortune-tellers and divines ;—that

the prophets were mere fortune-tellers, and discoverers of
lost goods;—that Christianity stands wholly on a false foun-
dation ; yet he speaks respectfully of Christianity ; and also
of the Epicureans, whom he at the same time considers as
atheists.

Contemporary with Collins was Mr. Woolston; who, in

his Discourses on the Miracles of our Saviour, under the pre-
tence of vindicating the allegorical sense of Scripture, en-
deavours absolutely to destroy the truth of the facts recorded
in the Gospels. This writer asserts, that he is the farthest

of any man from being engaged in the cause of infidelity ;

—

that infidelity has no place m his heart;—that he writes for

the honour of Jesus and in defence of Christianity ;—and
that his design in writing is to advance the Messiahship and
truth of the holy Jesus ;

" to whom," he says, " be glory for

ever, Amen ;" and yet, that the Gospels are full of incredi-
bilities, impossibilities, and absurdities ;—that they resemble
Gulliverian tales of persons and things, which out of romance
never had a being;—that the miracles, recorded in the Gos-
pels, taken literally, will not abide the test of reason and
common sense, but must be rejected, and the authority of
Jesus along with them ; and at the same time, he casts- the
most scurruous reflections on Christ.
With the two preceding wTiters Drs. Tindal and Morgan

were contemporary. The former declares that Christianity,
stripped of the additions which mistake, policy, and circum-
stances have made to it, is a most holy religion ; and yet,
that the Scriptures are obscure, and fit only to perplex men,
and that the two great parts of them are contradictory ;

—

that all the doctrines of Christianity plainly speak them-
selves to be the will of an infinitely wise and holy God.
and yet, that the precepts of Christianity are loose, un-
determined, incapable of being understood by mankind
at large, give w-rong and unworthy appri Illusions of God,
and are generally false and pernicious ;— that natural re-

ligion is so plain to all, even the most ignorant men, that

God could not make it plainer, even if he were to convey,
miraculously, the very same ideas to all men; and yet,'that

almost all mankind have bad very unworthy notions of God,
and very wrong apprehensions of natural religion ;—that the

principles of natural religion are so clear, that men cannot
possibly mistake them ; and yet. that almost all men have
grossly mistaken them, and imbibed a superstition worse
than atheism. Dr. Morgan asserts that God may communi-
cate his will by immediate inspiration, and vet that it can
never be proved that he has thus communicated his will, and
that we are not to receive any thing on the authority of reve-
lation.

Nearly at the same time were published numerous tracts

by Mr. Chubb, in some of which he assumed the garb of
Christianity, though it is not difficult to perceive mat his
true intention was to betray it. He declares that he hopes
to share with his friends in the favour of God, in that peace-
ful and happy state which Gcd has prepared for the virtuous
and faithful, in some other future world ; and yet, that God
does not interpose in the affairs of this world at all, and has
nothing to do with the good or evil done hymen here;—that
prayer may be useful, as a positive institution, by introduc-
ing proper thoughts, affections, and actions; and yet he inti-

mates that it must be displeasing to God, and directly impro-
per ;—that a state of rewards and punishments hereafter is

one of the truths which are of the highest concern to men;
and yet, that the arguments for the immortality of the soul
are wholly unsatisfactory ; and that the soul is probably mat-
ter;—that men are accountable to God for all their conduct,
and will certainly be judged and dealt with according to the
truth and reality of their respective cases ; and yet, that men
will not be judged for their impiety or ingratitude to God,
nor for their injustice and unkinoness to each other ; but only
for voluntary injuries to the public ; and that even this is un-
necessary and useless ;—that God may kindly reveal to the
world, when greatly vitiated by error and ignorance, truths

necessary to be known, a*id precepts necessary to be obey-
ed ; and yet, that such a revelation would be, of course, un-
certain and useless;—that Christ's mission is, at least in his

view, probably divine ; and yet, that Christ, in his opinion,
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was of no higher character than the founder of the Christian

sect (th.it is, another Sadoc, Cerinthus, or Herbert) ;—that

the .New Testament, particularly the writings of the apos-

tles, contain i x. ellenl cautious and instructions for our right

conduct; and that the New Testament yields much clearer

light than any other traditionary revelation; and yet that the

New Testament lias tribute.'! to the perplexity and confu-

sion of mankind, and exhibits doctrines hi ri deal, dishonour-

able to God, and injurious to mi n ; and thai the apostles were

impostors; and that the Uospels and Acts of the Apostles

resemble Jewish fahles and popish legends rather than ac-

counts of facts ;—that as, on the Christian scheme, Christ

will be the judge of the ipiiok and the dead, lie has not on

this act nnl that is, admitting this to he true) an} disagree-

able apprehension on account of what he has written ; and

yet he ridicules the birth and resurrection of Christ, repre-

sents his instructions as inferior to those of the heathen phi-

losophers and lawgivers, asserts his doctrines to be disho-

nourable to God and injurious to mankind, and allows him
not to be sinless, but merely not a gross sinner. He further

declares, that the resurrection of Christ, if true, proves not

the immortality of the soul;—that the belief of a future state

is of no advantage to society ;—that all religions are alike

;

that it is of no eoiise.pienec what religion a man embraces;
and he allows not any room for dependence on God's provi-

dence, trust in bun, and resignation to his will, as parts of

duty or religion.

Lord Bolinobroki declares that power and wisdom are

the only attributes of God, which can be discovered by man-
kind ; and yet that he is as far from denying the justice as

the power of God; that bis goodness is manifest; at the same
time he ascribes every other perfection to God, as well as

wisdom and power, and says, this is rational ;—that the H is-

doni of God is merely a natural attribute, and in no sense

moral; and yet. that tlie wisdom of God operates in choosing
what is fittest to be done (of course, it is a moral attribute,

involving perl ct ral rectitude, as well as perfect know-
ledge);—that God is gracious and beneficent;—that what-

ever God has done is just and good;—that such moral per-

fections are in God as Christians ascribe to him; yet he

censures divines for ascribing these perfections to God ;

—

that we learn from our own powi r and w isiloin, the power
and wisdom of God ; and yet. that it is pr. fane to ascribe the

OXCelli ones of I a r nature to God, although without limit or

imperfect ion. lie undertakes to defend the righteousness of
God against divines ; and yet asserts that bol'iiess and right-

eousness in God are like nothing in men; that they cannot

be conceived of by men, nor argued about with any certainty ;

and that to talk of imitating God in his moral attribute, is

blasphemy;—that God made all things; and yet. that he did

not determine the existence of particular men (of course he

did not deti riiiiue the exist nee of any man, all men being
particular men);—that he will not presume to deny, thai

there have been particular providences ; and yet, that there

is no foundation for tin 1" lit fof any such providences, and
that it is absurd and prof, to assert or believe them;

—

that God is just, and that justice requires thai rewards or

punishments be . asured to particular cases, according to

their c lrruiustaiiees, in proportion to the merit or demerit of

every individual, and yet, thai God doi 9 nol so measure out

rewards or punishments ; and that, if he did.be would sub-

vert hum in affairs ; thai he concerns nol himself with thi

afrairs of men at all ; or, if he does, that he regards only i >l-

lective bodies of men, not individuals; that he punishes
none, except through the magistrate ; and that there will bt

DO slat. e| inline n wards or punishments ;— that divines

deserving of censun for Baying that God made man to be

happy ; and m he asserts thai God made man to be happy

here, and I id of the human Btate is happiness;

—

that the religion of nature is clear and obvious t" all man-
kind; and ul that H has been unknown to the greatest part

of man kind ;—that we know material , and are as-

I yet, that we knew nothing ofi ithi r matti i

pint;— that there is, undeniably, something in out con-

stitution, beyond the knowi a of matter; and yet,

thai the iul is m terial and mortal; ami thai to say thi

imab nil. is i in- same thing as to say thai two and two
are five ;—thai si If-love is the great Ian of our nature ; and
v .

i. thai univi of our na-
.—that Christianity is a rep i

i the religion of

re, and a bi

and that he is determined to seek fui ;i Uanity
wnh tin- simplicity of spirtl with w lii'ti Christ himself

taught it in the Gospel ; and yet a great part of his works,
particularly of bis philosophical works, was written for no
other end but to destroy Christianity. Hi ares,

that there is no o nscience in man. except artificially;—that
it is more natural to believe many gnds than to believe one.

During the latter part of the < ighti enth ci nturv flourished

David Dime, whose acutcness of observation, and elegant
style, have secured for his writings an extensive circulation,

lie asserts that there is no perceptible connection between
cause and effect ;—that the belief of such connection is merely
a matter of custom ;—that experience can show us no sush
connection ;— that we cannot with any reason conclude that,

because an olfect has taken place once, it will take
p

again ;—that it is uncertain and useless to argue from the

Course of nature, and infer an intelligent cause;— that we
cannot, from any analogy of nature, argue the existence of
an intelligent cause of all things ;—that there is no reason to
believe that the universe proceeded from a cause;—that
there are no solid arguments to prove the existence of a God;
—that experience can furnish no argument concerning mat-
ti IS of fact, is ill this case useless, and can give rise to no
niii n nee or conclusion ; and yet, that experience is our only
guide in matters of fact, and the existence of objects ;—that
it is universallyallowed, that nothing exists without a cause;
—that every effect is so precisely determined, that no other
effect could, in such circumstances, have possibly resulted

from the operation of its cause;—that the relation of cause
is absolutely necessary to the propagation of i or spi eii s, and
the regulation of our conduct;—that voluntary actions are

necessary, and determined by a fixed connection between
cai.se and riled;—that motives are causes operating neces-

sarily on the w ill ;—that man is a mere machine (that is, an
object operated on necessarily by external canst s) ;—that

there is no contingency (that is, nothing happening without
a settled cause) in the universe ; and that matti r and motion
may be regarded as the cause of thought (that is, the soul is

a material cause, and thought its effect);— that God dis-

covers to us only faint traces of his character ; and that it

would be Battery or presumption to ascribe to him any per-

fection which is not discovered to the full in bis works (and
of course, that it would be (lattery or presumption to as
any perfection to God);—that it is unreasonable to believe
God to In w ise aid good ;—that whatwe believi to be a per-

fection in God may be a defect (that is holini ss, justice, w is-

dom, goodness, mercy, and truth may be defects in God);
—consequently injustice, folly, malice, and falsi hood may
be excellencies in his character;—thai no reward or punish-
ment can be rationally expected beyond what is already
known hy experii nee and observation.

While lluiiie and Bolingbroke wire propagating these

sentiments in Kngland, Voltaire. Diderot. D'Ah mbert,
Frederick 11. King of Prussia, ami other distinguished viri-

ters had confi di rati d for the avowi d purpose ol annihilating
the < hrislian n ligion. The printed w orks of the three lust-

naiued n riters are too voluminous to admit of extracts : but
ii may he stated generally, that their private correspondence,
which has been published, exhibits a total disregard of truth

and honour, together with such a disgusting compound of

falseh I, envy, malignity, hatred, conti mpl of one another
and of all the « orld, as cannol but m ni i \ a horrible impn s-.

sion of the spirit and tendency of infidelity. It is however
principally in the posthumous works of the King of IV
that we gee a faithful delineation of the real tenets and
niniis of the most celebrated philosophers of th Lof
the founders and legislators of tin i

lily,

with the phih s. p'hio monarch himselfat their head.

I their hearts is there laid i pen in their familiar and con-

fidential correspondence with each other ; and then wi

that thej were pretended deists, but reo/ atheists ; that, al-

though the nami of a Supreme Bi ing was boitii times men-
tioned, yet it was seldom mend I bul with ridicule and

mpl ; and thai they m \. i c red him ing
more than the intelligent principle that annnaO B all na:

i hi. and motion, the si asorium of the univt rse ;

but in other respects totally unconnected with the earth ai d

its inhabitants, " In consequi me of this doctrine these phi-

losophers rejected all idea of a provrdi nee and a mora] go-

al the w ..rid. Tin v ascril
|

i I •
' m

fortune, to ni cm Baity or chance : the) denied the existence of

distinct from the bod) ; tin \ conci ived man to be oo-

morethan •

pieci oi clock-work, which, when the whet
In act, stands still, and h',, s all pow . i and motion tor
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ever. They acknowledged nothing beyond the grave, no
resurrection, no future existence, no future retribution ; they

considered death as an eternal sleep, as the total extinction

of our being; and they stigmatized all opinions different from
these with the names of superstition, bigotry, priestcraft,

fanaticism, and idolatry." 1

Such are the various, contradictory, and impious tenets

promulgated by the most eminent champions of what is call-

ed deism- (and which have been repeated in different ways
by the opposers of revelation in our age), concerning reli-

gion, the worship of God, and the expectations of mankind
respecting a future state. We shall only add, that though
the infidels of the present day profess to be the disciples of
nature, and to receive her unerring instructions, yet they dif-

fer from each other with an almost endless variety. Having
gradually receded from true Christianity to false, some are

unbelievers in the nature, some in the providence, and others

even in the existence of a God ; but all of them are unani-

mous in rejecting the divine testimony, and in renouncing
the God of the Bible. Let us now take a brief view,

2. Of their precepts concerning morals.

Lord Herbert declared, that men are not hastily, or on
small grounds, to be condemned, who are led to sin by bodily
constitution ; that the indulgence of lust and of anger is no
more to be blamed than the thirst occasioned by the dropsy,
or the drowsiness produced by lethargy.

Mr. Hubbes asserted that the civil or municipal law is the

only foundation of right and wrong ; that where there is no
civil law, every man's judgment is the only standard of right

and wrong ; that the sovereign is not bound by any obligation

of truth or justice, and can do no wrong to his subjects ; that

every man has a right to all things, and may lawfully get
them if he can !

Lord Bolingbroke resolved all morality into self-love as

its principle, and taught that ambition, the lust of power,
sensuality, and avarice may be lawfully gratified, if they
can be safely gratified ; that the sole foundation of modesty
is vanity, or a wish to show ourselves superior to mere ani-

mals ; than man lives only in the present world, and is only
a superior animal ; that the chief end of man is to gratify the
appetites and inclinations of the flesh ; that modesty is in-

spired by mere prejudice ; and that polygamy is a part of the
law or religion of nature. He also intimates that adultery is

no violation of the law of nature ; and that there is no wrong,
except in the highest lewdness.
Mr. Hume (the immorality of whose principles is dis-

played in his Private Correspondence recently published) 3

maintained, that self-denial, self-mortification, and humility
are not virtues, but are useless and mischievous ; that they
stupify the understanding, sour the temper, and harden the
heart ; that pride, self valuation, ingenuity, eloquence, quick-
ness of thought, easiness of expression, delicacy of taste,

strength of body, and cleanliness, are virtues ; and, conse-
quently, that to want honesty, to want understanding, and to

want strength of body, are equally the subjects of moral dis-

approbation ; that adultery must be practised, if men would
obtain all the advantages of life ; that, if generally practised,

it would in time cease to be scandalous ; and that if prac-
tised secretly and frequently, it would by degrees come to be
thought no crime at all ! !

!

Mr. Gibbon, one of the most decent of modern infidels, has
given a biographical account of himself, and what is the re-

sult of the moral portrait there exhibited % Amid all the po-
lish and splendour of literary culture, not a single line of mo-
ral beauty is perceptible. There is " no fear of God, no
reverence for sacred things, no regard for the welfare of the
human race ; but the most heartless and sordid selfishness,

vain glory, a desire of admiration, adulation of the great and
wealthy, contempt of the poor, and supreme devotedness to

his own gratification."

Both Voltaire and Helvetius advocated the unlimited
gratification of the sensual appetites, and the latter held that
it is not agreeable to policy to regard gallantry (that is, un-
lawful intercourse with married women) as a vice in a moral
sense ; and that, if men will call it a vice, it must be acknow-
ledged that there are vices which are useful in certain ages
and countries ! In other words, that in those countries such

i Bp. Porteus's Charge in 1794. (Tracts, pp. 266, 267.)
> Dr. Dwight's Nature, Aic. of Infidel Philosophy, pp. 20-42. Most of the

preceding statements of the opposers of revelation, as well as of those
which iollmv concerning morals, are selected from Dr. Leland's View of
the Deistical Writers, where their identical expressions are given, ami theil
fallacies are exposed with great depth of argument and learning.

3 "Correspondence of David Hume with several distinguished Per-
ions." Loudon, 18^0. 4lo.
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vices are virtues. 4 Rousseau, a thief, a liar, and a de-
bauched profligate, according to his own printed " Confes-
sions ;" also had recourse to feelings as his standard of mo-
rality. " I have only to consult myself," said he, " concern-
ing what I do. All that I feel to be right, is right. What-
ever I feel to be wrong, is wrong. All the morality of our
actions lies in the judgment we ourselves form of them." 5

And just before the French revolution broke out, it is a known
fact that the idea of moral obligation was exploded among
the infidel clubs that existed in every part of France.

Such is the morality taught by some of those who in the
last century claimed to be received as the masters of reason.
It were no difficult task to add to their precepts many simi-
lar ones from the opponents of revelation in our own times ;

but as they only re-assert the atheistical and immoral tenets
of their predecessors with increased malignity and grossness,
we shall spare the reader the pain of perusing passages that
cannot but shock the mind of every one who cherishes the
least regard for decency or social order. Let us advert, how-
ever, for a moment, to the effects produced by these princi-
ples on an entire people, and also on individuals.

The only instance in which the avowed rejectors of revela-
tion have possessed the supreme power and government of a
country, and have attempted to dispose of human happiness
according to their own doctrines and wishes, is that of
France- during the. greater part of the revolution, which, it is
now well known, was effected by the abettors of infidelity.
The great majority of the nation had become infidels. The
name and profession of Christianity was renounced by the le-
gislature ; and the abolition of the Christian sera was proclaim-
ed. Death was declared by an act of the republican govern-
ment to be an eternal sleep. The existence of the Deity, and
the immortality of the soul, were formally disavowed by the
National Convention ; and the doctrine of the resurrection
from the dead was declared to have been only preached by
superstition for the torment of the living. Alt the religions
in the world were proclaimed to be the daughters of igno-
rance and pride ; and it was decreed to be the duty of°the
convention to assume the honourable office of disseminating
atheism (which was blasphemously affirmed to be truth) over
all the world. As a part of this duty, the convention further
decreed, that its express renunciation of all religious worship
should, like its invitations to rebellion, be translated into all

foreign languages ; and it was asserted and received in the
convention, that the adversaries of religion had deserved well
of their country ! Correspondent with these professions and
declarations were the effects actually produced. Public wor-
ship was utterly abolished. The churches were converted
into " temples of reason," in which atheistical and licentious
homilies were substituted for the proscribed service ; and an
absurd and ludicrous imitation of the pagan mythology was
exhibited under the title of the " religion of reason." In the
principal church of every town a tutelary goddess was in-

stalled with a ceremony equally pedantic, frivolous, and pro-
fane ; and the females, selected to personify this new divi-
nity, were mostly prostitutes, who received the adorations of
the attendant municipal officers, and of the multitudes, whom
fear, or force, or motive of gain, had collected together on
the occasion. Contempt for religion or decency became the
test of attachment to the government ; and the gross infrac-
tion of any moral or social duty was deemed a proof of civism,
and a victory over prejudice. All distinctions of right and
wrong were confounded. The grossest debauchery triumphed.
The reign of atheism and of reason was the reign of terror.
" Then proscription followed upon proscription ; tragedy fol-

lowed after tragedy, in almost breathless succession, on the
theatre of France. Almost the whole nation was converted
into a horde of assassins. Democracy and atheism, hand in
hand, desolated the country, and converted it into one vast
field of rapine and of blood." In one part of France, the
course of a river (the Loire) was impeded by the drowned
bodies of the ministers of religion, several hundreds of whom
were destroyed in its waters ; children were sentenced to
death for the faith and loyalty of their parents ; and they,
whose infancy had sheltered them from the fire ofthe soldiery,
were bayoneted as they clung about the knees of their de-
stroyers. The moral and social ties were unloosed, or rather
torn asunder. For a man to accuse his own father was de-
clared to be an act of civism, worthy of a true republican ;

and to neglect it, was pronounced a crime that should be
punished with death. Accordingly, women denounced their

* Helvetius, De l'Esprit, torn. t. disc. 2. ch. 13. p 176, etscq
» Emilius, torn. i. pp. 166—168.
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husbands, and mothers their sons, as bad citizens and trai-

tors ; while many women, not of the dress of the common
people nor of infamous reputation, but respectable in cha-

racter and Bppi arance, seized with savage ferocity between
then teeth the mangled limba of their murdered countrymen.
• Prance daring this pi riod v. us a theatre of crimes, which,

after all preceding perpetrations, have excited in the mind of

every spectator amazement and horror. The miseries suf-

fered bj that single nation have changed all the histories of

the preceding sufferings of mankind into idle tales, and have

been enhanced and multiplied without a precedent, without

a number, and without a name. The kingdom appeared to

be changed int ie gnat prison; tiie inhabitants convi rted into

felons; and the common doom of man commuted for the vio-

lence of the sword and bayonet, the sucking boat and the

guillotine. To contemplative men it seemed for a season as

n fee knell of the whole nation was tolled, and the world
summoned to its execution and its funeral." \\ ithin fee short

period of ten years, not less than three millions of human be-

ings are supposed to have perished, in that single country,

by the influence of atheism. Were the world to adopt and
be govi rued by the doctrines of revolutionary Franco, what
Crimes would not mankind perpetrate 1 What agonies would
they not sutler! 1 Yet republican France is held up in fee
present day as an example worthy to be followed in this

country !

With regard to fee influence of deism on individuals, we
may remark that the effects which it produces are perfectly

in unison with the principles which its advocates have main-
tained. In order to accomplish their designs, there is no
baseness in hypocrisy to which they have not submitted.
Almost all ofthem have worn a mask of friendship, that they

might stall Christianity to the heart; they have professed a

reverence lor it, while they were aiming to destroy it. Lord
Herbert, llohl.es, Lord Shaftesbury, Woolston, Tindal,

Chubb, and Lord liolingbroke, were all guilty of the vile hy-

pocrisy of lying, while they were employed in no other de-

sign than to destroy it. Collins, though he had no belief in

( 'hristi anitv, yet qualified himself for civil office by partaking

of the Lord 8 Supper; and Shaftesbury and others were guilty

of the same base hypocrisy. ".Such faithless professions,

such gross violations of truth in Christians, would have been
proclaimed to the universe by these very writers as infamous

desertions of principle and decency. Is it less infamous in

themselves ? All In poerisy is detestable ; but none is so de-

testable as that which is coolly written with full premedita-

tion, by a man of talents, assuming the character of a moral
and religious instructor, a minister, a prophet of the truth of
the infinite God. Truth is a virtue perfectly defined, mathe-
matically clear, and completely understood by all men of
common sense. There can he no baitings between uttering

truth and falsehood, no doubts, no mistakes; as between
piety and enthusiasm, frugality and parsimony, generosity
and profusion. Transgression, therefore, IS always a known,
definitive, deliberate villany. In the sudden moment of
strong temptation, in fee hour of unguarded attack, in fee

flutter and trepidation of unexpected alarm, fee best man may.
perhaps, be surprised into any sin; but he, who can coolly,

of steady design, and with no unusual impulse, utter false-

hood, and vein hypocrisy, is not far from finished depravity.

"The morals of Rochester and Wharton need no com-
ment. \\ oolslon was a gross blasphemer, Mount solicited

his sister-in-law to marry him, and being refused shot him-
self. Tindal was originally a protestant, then turned papist,

then protestant again, merely to suit fee times, and was at

fee same lime iufan -. for vice in general, and fee total

want of principle. Hi- is said to have died with this prayer
in his mouth :

' If titers is a God, 1 desire feat he may have
mercy on me.' Hobbes wrote his Leviathan to serve fee

ol Charles I., hut finding him fail of success, he

turned it to the defence of Cromwell, and made a merit of this

fact to the usurper; as I lohbes himself unbliislii ugly declared

to lord clarendon. Morgan had no regard i" truth; as i<

evident Itoiu his numerous falsifications of Scripture, as well
as from fee vile hypocrisy of professing himself a Christian

in those very writings in which he labours to destroy Chris-

ttaniiv. Voltaire, In letter now remaining, requested bis

friend D'Alembert to tell for him a direct and palpable lie,

by denying that he was the author of fee Philosophical Dic-

tionary. D'Alembert in his answer informed linn, that he

• Thf 'IclaiK "ii wlnrli Ihr nlii.vf ii'|m'HPnliilnni is f. , i j 1
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had told the lie. Voltaire has indeed expressed his own
moral character perfectly in fee following words : ' Monsieur
A bin i, l must he read, no matter whether I am believed or

not.'
"a He also solemnly professed to believe fee religious

tenets of fee Romish church, although at fee same time be
doubted fee existence of a Cod, and at the very moment in

winch he was plotting fee destruction of Christianity, and
introducing the awful watch-word of his party, " Ecrasez

PJhfame"'—at that very moment, with bended knee, and
uplifted eye, he adored the cross of Christ, and received

the host in the communion of the church of Home. This
man was also a shameless adulterer, who, with his abandoned
mistress, violated fee confidence of bis visitors, by opening
their letters;' and his total want of all principle, moral or

religious, his impudent audacity, his filthy sensuality, his

persecuting envy, his base adulation. Ins unwearied treach-

ery, bis tyranny, his cruelty, his profligacy, and his hypo-
crisy, will render him for ever the scant, as bis unbounded
pow era will fee wonder, of mankind.
The dishonesty, perjury, and gross profligacy of Rousseau,

who alternately professed and abjured the Ifonian catholic and
protestant religions, without believing cither, and who died

in the very act of uttering a notorious falsehood to his Crea-
tor,—as well as of Paine and other advocates of infidelity,

—

are too notorious to render it necessary to pollute these pages
with fee details of them.

VI. Since then the history and actual condition of man-
kind, in all ages, concur to show that a divine revelation is

not only possible and probable, hut also absolutely necessary

to recover them out of their universal corruption and de-

generacy, and to make known to them the proper object

of their belief and worship, as well as their present duties

and future expectations; it remains that we consider the
POSSIBLE MEANS OF COMMUNICATING SUCH REVELATION TO THE
WORLD.
There appear to be only two methods by which an ex-

traordinary discovery of the will of Cod may be made to

man: viz. 1. An immediate revelati by inspiration or
otherwise, to every individual of the human race; or else,

2. A commission, accompanied with indisputable Credentials,

bestowed on some to convince others that they were actually

delegated by Cod, in order to instruct them in those things

which be has revealed.

1. Hut it cannot seem requisite that fee Almighty should
immediately inspire, or make u direct revelation to, evert par-
ticular person in the world: for either he must so powerfully
iiillm nee fee minds and affections of men, as to take away
their choice and freedom of acting (which would be to oiler

violence to human nature); or else men would, for the most
part, have continued in their evil Courses and practices,

and have denied (bid in their livi s ; though their under-

standings were ever so clearly and fully convinced of his

will and commandments, as well as of his eternal power and
godhead.

But even if God were witting to vouchsafe some immediate

revelation of himsell to vicious ami immoral persons, how can

W8 be B£Surecl that they would be converted 1 Would thev not

rather find out some pretence to persuade iheinsclves that it

was no real revelation, but the effect of natural agents, or of

inelani'lfolv and a disturbed imagination ! They might, |icrhaps,

be terrified for the present ; but there is every reason to appre-

hend, from, the known intirniilv and depravity ol mankind, that

such persons would soon slide their tenors with llieir ROODS"

I .1 arguments tor atheism and infidelity.

Independently, however, of thi' ni'Jfiitutj of immediate re-

velation to every m. in in particular, supposing it t" l»e feus

miuli—greet and iiiu\er>al confusion would he fee result. " It

would unhinge our minda ; ii would break fee main-spring of fee

mental world, and throw* it hack into fee state of moral ehaes,

It would rendu uncertain every criterion of right and wioiie. o(

truth and error. It would set aside all lh">e rules hv which

we learn, and reason, and judge. El would break down every

harrier of reason, and let fee fancy loose to play her wild-

est freaks, and indulge her most delirious dreams. It would

destroy fee freedom as well as fee regularity of our minds, and

i ompel an involuntary assent to whatever God might l.e sup-

pa sd to did ita
" ami. Ln short, it would till the world w ife 6on-

ll'OMil imp ..lures and delusions ; lor. Il i Vei\ on- had a r. *i la-

tino to himself, avary one might pretend to others what ho
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pleased ; and one man might be deluded by the pretence of a

revelation made to another, against an express revelation made
to himself. And this, we may conclude, would often happen
from what we experience every day : for if men can be perverted

by the arts and insinuations of others, against their own reason

and judgment, they might as well be prevailed upon to act

against a revelation made to them ; though revelations should

be things as common and familiar among men as reason itself is.

Immediate revelations, therefore, to every particular in-

dividual, would have, been needless and superfluous ; they
would have been unsuitable to the majesty and honour of

God : they would have been ineffectual to the ends for

which they were designed ; and would have afforded oc-

casion for many more pretences to impostures than there

are now in the world.
•2. The only other way by which the divine will can be

revealed to mankind, is that which the Scriptures affirm to

have actually been employed ; viz. the qualifying of cer-

tain persons to declare that will to others, by infallible signs
and evidences that they are authorized and commissioned by
God. What those evidences are, will be discussed in a
subsequent page. It is, however, but reasonable to suppose,
that divine revelations should be committed to writing, in

order that they might be preserved for the benefit of man-
kind, and delivered down genuine and uncorrupted to pos-

terity : for,

(1.) Oral Tradition is so uncertain and so insecure a

guide, that if a revelation claiming to be divine be not trans-

mitted by writing, it cannot possibly be preserved in its

purity, or serve mankind as a certain rule of faith and of

life.

In illustration of this remark, we may observe, that writing

is a more secure method of conveyance than tradition, being

neither so liable to involuntary mistakes, through weakness of

memory or understanding, nor so subject to voluntary falsifica-

tions, suppressions, or additions, either out of malice or design.
" It is also a method of conveyance more natural and human.
It is nothing extraordinary for a book to be transmitted pure and
entire from generation to generation : but a traditionary doctrine,

especially if it be of any considerable length, cannot really be

preserved without a miracle, without the occasional interposi-

tion of Almighty God to renew the memory of it at particular

intervals, or his continual assistance and inspiration to keep it

always alive and vigorous. It is likewise a method of convey-

ance more complete and uniform, presenting itself to all at once,

and to all alike, to be compared together ; whereas a traditionary

doctrine must be communicated by little and little, and without

doubt communicated differently at different times by different

persons. It is, moreover, a method of conveyance more general

and diffusive. A man's writings reach further than his words

;

and surely we need not observe, that it is the practice of mankind,
whenever they would publish any thing, to have it written or

printed in a book." 1

(2.) Further, experience shows that writing is a method
of conveyance more lasting than tradition.

It is an old and trite observation, that a word heard perishes,

but a letter written remains.2 Jesus Christ is said to have per-

formed many other miracles, and to have done many other me-
morable things, besides those which have been committed to

writing
;

3 but, observe, how much more faithful record is than
mere report; the few, comparatively speaking, which were writ-

ten, are preserved and credited, while the many, which were
not recorded in writing, have long since been utterly lost and
forgotten. " Every thing, of any consequence, we desire to have
in writing. By this, laws are promulgated ; by this, arts and
sciences are propagated ; by this, titles and estates are secured.

And what do we know of ancient history, but the little that

Cometh down to us in books and writings ? Tradition passeth

away like the morning cloud ; but books may live as long as

the sun and moon endureth." 4

(3.) To the preceding arguments for the usefulness and
expediency of written revelation, arising from the uncer-
tainty of oral tradition, and the greater security and advan-
tages of writing, we may add, that it is certainly more fair

and open, more free from suspicion of any fraud or con-

i Bp. Newton's Works, vol. iv. dissert. 2. pp. 19—23. Rvo. edit. The same
line of argument, and nearly in similar terms, is stated and illnsrrat. d hy
Archhishop Tillotson, Works, vol. vi. pp. 233. et seq. London, 1820. 8vo.

* Vox audita perit, littera scripta manet. 3 John XX. 3U. xxi. 25.
« Bp. Newton's Works, vol. iv. p. 24.

trivance, to have a religion preserved in writing, there to be
read and examined by all, than to have it left only with a
few, to be by them communicated in discourse to others ; as
no two persons express the same thing exactly in the same
manner, nor even the same person at different times.

The heathen philosophers had their exoteric and esoteric

doctrines, as they distinguished them ; that is, some which they

generally delivered, and others which they communicated only

to a few select auditors : but the first propagators of Christianity,

knowing no such distinction, delivered the -whole doctrine which
they professed to have received from God. The heathen priests

had their mysteries, which were to be concealed from the pro-

fane vulgar ; but Christianity can never be made too public.

Most other religions also are committed to writing for the use

of their particular professors ; and it would be a prejudice to

the Christian religion if it did not enjoy the same advantage.
" The Jews had what they called an oral law, as well as a -writ-

ten one ; and the one as well as the other they asserted to have
been given by God on Mount Sinai—the oral to serve as a com-
ment or explanation of the written law. But, in process of time,

these traditions multiplied so fast, that the Jews found it neces-

sary to keep their traditions no longer as traditions, but com-
mitted them to writing ; and they are now preserved in the books
called the Talmuds. So fallible is tradition, so much more se-

cure is writing, even in the opinion of the greatest traditionists :

and if the doctrines of religion must, one time or other, be
written, it is better surely to have them written by inspired au-
thors at first, than by others afterwards."

(4.) Lastly, the importance of the matter, the variety of
the subjects, and the design of the institutions, contained in

those books, which Jews and Christians account to be sa-

cred, are additional reasons why they should be committed
to writing. " The matter is of no less importance than the
whole will of God and the salvation of mankind, our duty
here and our happiness hereafter ; and if any thing deserves
to be written, do not these things [deserve to be recorded]
in the most lasting characters \ The subjects likewise are

very various histories of times past and prophecies of things

to come, orations and epistles, sublime points of faith and
plain rules of practice, hymns and prayers and thanks-
givings, all too excellent to be forgotten, but too many all to

Be remembered. The law was for a single nation ; but the
Gospel is for the whole world. For a single nation it was
requisite that their laws should be written, or to what can
they appeal, and by what can they regulate their practice %

And if it was necessary for the law to be written, it was
certainly much more necessary for the Gospel, which was
designed to be both of perpetual and universal obligation, a
religion for all ages and for all nations." 5

The necessity of a divine revelation having been proved,
and the probability that such a revelation would be given to

mankind having been shown, it remains that we examine
the pretensions of the Old and New Testaments to be that

revelation. Among the numerous attacks which have been
made on the truth of Christianity, one of the most formida-
ble is that which is directed against the authenticity of the
Scriptures. It has been asserted, that we derive a set of
rules and opinions from a series of books, which were not
written by the authors to whom we ascribe them ; and that

the volume to which we give the title of divine, and which
is the basis of our faith and manners, is a forgery of later

ages. It is therefore of importance to ascertain, first, the

genuineness, authenticity, and incorruptness of the several

books contained in the Bible, considered simply as compo-
sitions : the credibility of their respective authors will next
be investigated ; and their claims to be received as divinely

inspired will then be examined. In discussing these mo-
mentous topics, it would, perhaps, be the shorter way, to

prove first, the genuineness, authenticity, incorruptness, and
inspiration of the New Testament :" for, if its claims to be

received as a divinely inspired book be admitted, no rea-

sonable doubt can be entertained of the divine inspiration,

&c. of the Old Testament ; because the writers of the New
Testament incessantly appeal to it, and make ample quo-

tations from it. As, however, the modern impugners of

revelation have directed their arguments chiefly against

> Bp. Newton's Works, vol. iv. p. 28.

« This is the method pursued by Bishop Marsh, in nis Course of Lee
tures on the several Branches of Divinity. Part. VII Lectures xxxi.—
xxxvii. Cambridge, 1823, 8vo.
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the Old Testament, in order that, by impeaching its credi-

bility, they may with greater |jr» •li;il>k 1 it y "I' success under-

mine and invalidate the dispensation revealed in the New
Testament, we Bhall I imence with the Old Testament ;'

because il that In- true (the dispensation it contains being
introductory to that contained in the New Testament) the

the latter, being founded on and perfective of the former,
must of necessity be true also. By adopting this arrange-
ment, it is possible thai some few arguments may be repeated ;

but the importance of the subjects discussed w ifl (it is hoped)
be deemed a satisfactory apology for such unavoidable re

petitions.

CHAPTER II.

ON THE GENUINENESS AND AUTHENTICITY OF THE OLD AND NEW
TESTAMENTS.

SECTION I.

ON THE GENUINENESS AND AUTHENTICITY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

I. The Hebrew Scriptures why termed the Old Testament.—II. Great importance of the question, whether the Hooks con~

tuined in the Old Testament are genuine or spurious.—Genuineness and Authenticity defined,— III. Genuineness of the

Canonical Jiook-s of the Old Testament.— I. External Pnoors of the Genuineness of the Old 'Testament.— (1.) The
Jltunner in which these Jloo/is have been transmitted to us. (2.) The Paucity of Books ej'tant when they were written.

(3.) The Testimony of the Jews. (4.) .7 particular Tribe was set apart to preserve these Writing*, (a.) Quotations of
them hit ancient Jews. (G.) The evidence of ancient Versions.—2. Intkhnai. Eviiiknck.— (1.) Language, style, and wan-
ner ofwriting. (2.) Circumstantiality of the J\'arratives contained in the Old Testament,—IV. Proofs of the genuineness
anil authenticity of the Pentateuch in particular.— I. Front the language in which it is written.—2. From the nature of
the Mosaic law.—'J. From the united historical testimony of Jews and Getitiles.—4. From the contents of the Pentateuch.

—V. Objections to the authenticity of the Pentateuch considered and refuted.

I. The Hebrew Scriptures whv termed the Old Tes-
tament.
The books, which the Hebrews, Israelites, or Jews have

long venerated as divine, are usually called " The Old Tes-
tament," in order to distinguish them from those sacred

books, which ( tain the doctrines, precepts, and promises
of the Christian religion, and which are distinguished by the

appellation of " The New Testament." The appellation

ot •• Tkm amkvi" is derived from 2 Cor. iii. 6. 11. ; in which
place the WOrdsa lla/.su* oiodwui and » K=um AmS-woi arc by tin'

old Latin translators rendered antuntum testamentum and
novum testamentum, old and new testament, instead of anti-

quum fiedus and novum fadtus, the aid and new covenant/ for

although the Greek word ifiv&wc* signifies both testament and
covenant, yet it uniformly corresponds with the Hebrew
word llnilh, which constantly signifies a covenant. 2 The
term "old covenant," used by St. Paul in 2 Cor. iii. 11.,

dais mil denote the entire collection of writings which we
term tin' Bible, but those ancient institutions, promises,

threateningS, and, in short, the whole of the Mosaic dispen-

sation, related in the Pentateuch, and in the writings of the

prophets ; ami w hieh in process of time were, by a metonymy,
transferred to the honks themselves. Thus we find mention

made of the book of the covenant in Exodus (xxiv. 7.), and in

tin apocryphal book of Maccabees (1 Mace. i. 57.) : and
after tin- example of the Apostle, the same mode of desig-

nating the sacred writings obtained among the first Chris-

tians, from whom it has been transmitted to modern times. 1

II. Great [mpobtauci ok the Qi ebtion, wuetheb the
Hooks (ONTAI.NKII IN THE OliD TESTAMENT ARE GENUINE OR

SPUBlOt s.

If the books contained in the Old Testament were not

written by those authors In « > liny an ascribed, 01 nearly

in those ages to which they are supposed i" belong, but, on

tin- contrary, were written by authors who lived at a much
later period—thai is, if tiny wen supposititious or spurious,

the history which is related in them would by no means be

Worthy of the great credit that is given to it ; the design
which pervades tl" . I ks would have been an imposi-

n, ii. ii,. i
i-'ii, die .'initii.r ii;ii been largely in-
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tion upon a later age, and the accomplishment of that design
in the New Testament would be altogether an extraordinary

and singular occurrence; the miracles therein recorded to

have been anciently performed would have been tin inven-

tion of a later age, or natural events would have been meta-
morphosed into miracles; the prophecies, asserted to be con-
tained in those books, would have been invented after the

historical facts w hieh are narrated in them ; and, lastly, Jesus
Christ and his apostles would have approved and recom-
mended the works of impostors. Hence it is evident of

what OBBAT importance the question is, whether these books
are genuine, that is, whether they wen written by tl" persons

whose names thru bar, and (especially if the authors be un-
known) about that time irhirh is assigned in them, <</ /// n-ftirh

they profess In him Inn written .- and also, whether they are

authentic ; that is, whether they relah matters of furl as liny

really happened, and in consequence possess authority. For, a
book may be genuine that is not authentic; :i bunk may be
authentic that is not genuine ; and many are both genuine
and authentic, which are nut inspired. The first epistle, of

Clement, Bishop of Rome, is genuine, having been written

by the author whose name it bears; hut it possesses no
authority on which we can found any doctrines. " The his-

tory of Sjr Charles Grandison is genuine, being indeed w rit-

leii by Richardson, the author whose name il hears; but it

is not authentic, being a mere effort "I that ingenious W liter's

invention In the production of fictions. Again, the Account
of I.onl Anson's Voyages is an authi ntic I k, the informa-
tion being supplied by Lord Anson himself to the author;
but it is not genuine, for the real author was Benjamin Rob"
iiins. tiie mathematician, and not Walters, whose na is

appended to it. llayley's Memoirs of the Life of Oowper
are both genuine and authentic; they were written by Mr.
I layby, and the information they contain was deduced \ri in

the best authority.*' 1 Hut the poems, which hear the name
of Rowley, are neither genuine nor authentic, not h.

been written by hiin, nor by any one who lived in the

fifteenth century, but being wholly the productions of the

unhappj youth ( 'hatterlon, w ho lived three hundred years

after** Eirds*

III. Genuineness ok the Canonical Hooks or the
I 'in Tl SI LMXNT,
The word Canon (ft the Greek KANfiN) signifies not

only a catalogue or list. Inn also a law or rule. Tin- lerm
has been appropriated ever since the fourth century to (he

catalogue of writings which are admitted by Jews and
Christian! as a divine rule of feith and main.

In what age and by what author any I I, is written is a

< \)r ii Oregon 1 Letters on liie aWdenow, 4M. of lbs Chrattnn Retf.
, an

I B ri Thi'HiiuriiK, loin. il. ]t. 4D. voce K»r-».
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question of fact, which can only be answered by historical

proofs. These historical proofs are,

1. Unexceptionable witnesses, who possessed both the

means of knowing, and who were also willing to communi-
cate the truth ; and,

2. Certain marks which may be discerned in the sub-
ject-matter, diction, genius, and style of the books, and
which show that they were written by the authors to

whom they are ascribed, or about the age to which they are

referred.

The former are termed external arguments, and the latter,

internal , and as these two species of testimony are univer-
sally admitted to be sufficient for proving the genuineness of
the writings of Thucydides, Plutarch, or Livy, or of any
other ancient profane authors, no further testimony ought to

be required in the present question.

1. External Proofs of the Genuineness and Authen-
ticity of the Canonical Books of the Old Testament.

(1.) As those who were coeval with each Hebrew writer,

and transcribed the book which they received from his own
hands, and also delivered their copies to others to be tran-

scribed, certainly knew by whom and at what time such
book was published ; and as these, havino- a certain know-
ledge of the author and of the age in which he lived, de-
livered such book to their immediate descendants, and these

again to their posterity, and so from one generation to another
through all succeeding ages,—all these persons jointly testify

that such book is the genuine production of the author whose
name it bears, and of the age in which he lived.

(2.) The books, thus transmitted from one generation to

another (especially in that very remote age when the first books
of the Old Testament were written), could not but remain,
both more easily, as well as more certainly, uncorrupted, and
be propagated with fidelity, because at that time there were
but few books, and also because the tradition relative to their

origin was most easily recollected. And as this tradition

(which was not communicated in the schools to their pupils
by learned men, whose various conjectures sometimes ob-
scure truth, but in private houses by lathers to their children),'

was approved, many of the authors therefore did not sub-
scribe to their works, either their names, or the age in which
they lived ; but, where any of them did annex their names
to their writings, nothing further was requisite than faith-

fully to transcribe such notification,—a task which could be
performed with the utmost facility.

(3.) In fact there was no motive to induce the Hebrews
to corrupt this very simple tradition: on the contrary, as
these books were held in the highest reverence and estima-
tion by much the greater part of that people, they had the
most powerful motives for transmitting the origin of these
documents faithfully to their posterity. If, indeed, the He-
brew nation had been disposed to betray the trust confided
to them, a motive would not have been wanting to them for

propagating falsehoods respecting their books, because these
contain such repeated—we may almost add, such incessant

—

reproofs and censures of them, as an unteachable, intracta-

ble, and headstrong people, as place their character in an
unfavourable point of view. But, notwithstanding, if that
people testify that these books are genuine, they become
witnesses against themselves, and consequently their testi-

mony is unexceptionable. This argument also tends to ex-
clude the hypothesis, that the histories have been inserted in

a later age.

In illustration of this remark, we may observe that the
character of the Jews is a strong proof that they have not
forged the Old Testament. Were a person brought before a
court of justice on a suspicion of forgery, and yet no pre-
sumptive or positive evidence of his guilt could be produced,
it would be allowed by all that he ought to be acquitted.

But, if the forgery alleged were inconsistent with the cha-
racter of the accused ; if it tended to expose to disgrace his
general principles and conduct ; or, if we were assured that
he considered forgery as an impious and abominable crime,
it would require very strong testimony to establish his guilt.

This case corresponds exactly with the situation of the Jews.
If a Jew had forged any book of the Old Testament, he must
have been impelled to so bold and dangerous an enterprise
by some very powerful motive. It could, not be national
pride, for there is scarcely one of these books which does
not severely censure the national manners. It could not be
the love of fame, for that passion would have taught him to
flatter and extol the national character ; and the punishment,

' Compare Deut. xxxii. 7, 8. and Psal. \\s* iii 3—7.

if detected, would have been infamy and death. The love
of wealth could not produce such a forgery, for no wealth
was to be gained by it.

2

(4.) The true knowledge of the origin of these books
could not be easily corrupted or lost, because a particular
tribe among the Hebrews was set apart from the rest, and
consecrated, among other things, for the express purpose of
watching over the preservation of these historical docu-
ments ; and further, there were never wanting men, belong-
ing to the other tribes, both at that time and also during the
Babylonian captivity— (for instance, those who in more an-
cient times were the governors of the Hebrew republic, and
were called, first, judges, and afterwards prophets)—bywhom
these books were held in the highest reverence, because they
were themselves descended from that very age, and from
these very authors. Although the names of some of these
authors, and also the age in which they lived, are lost in

oblivion, yet as the Jews confess their ignorance, such con-
fession is an evidence that they would not have testified it,

if they had not received it as certain from their ancestors.
In the mean time, the age at least of these anonymous books
has not so entirely been neglected, but that we have the
clearest evidence that not one of them was written later than
the fifth century before the Christian aera.

(5.) The Old Testament, according to our Bibles, com-
prises thirty-nine books, viz. the Pentateuch, or five books of
Moses, called Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and
Deuteronomy, the books of Joshua, Judges, Ruth, I and 2
Samuel, 1 and 2 Kings, 1 and 2 Chronicles, Ezra, Nehc-
miah, Esther, Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, the Song
of Solomon, the Prophecies of Isaiah, Jeremiah, with his
Lamentations, Ezekiel, Daniel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah,
Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai,
Zechariah, and Malachi. But, among the ancient Jews, they
formed only twenty-two books, 3 according to the letters of
their alphabet, which were twenty-two in number ; reckon-
ing Judges and Ruth, Ezra and Nehemiah, Jeremiah and
his Lamentations, and the twelve minor prophets (so called
from the comparative brevity of their compositions), respec-
tively as one book. It is not necessary here to enter into a
minute inquiry concerning the authors of these books: 1 hut
we may state generally, that the Pentateuch consists of the
writings of Moses, collected by Samuel, with a very few
additions; that the books of Joshua and Judges, together
with that of Ruth and the first part of the book of Samuel,
were collected by the same prophet; that the latter part of
the first book of Samuel, and the whole of the second hook,
were written by the prophets who succeeded Samuel, proba-
bly Nathan and Gad ; that the books of Kings and Chroni-
cles are extracts from the records of succeeding prophets
concerning their own times, and also from the public genea-
logical tables made by Ezra; that the books of Ezra and
Nehemiah are collections of similar records, some written
by Ezra and Nehemiah, and some by their predecessors;
that the book of Esther was written by some eminent Jew,
who lived in or near the times of the transactions therein
recorded, most probably by Ezra, though some think Morde-
cai to have been its author ; the book oi Job, by a Jew, most
probably Moses; the Psalms, by David, Asaph, and other
pious persons; the books of Proverbs, the Canticles, and
Ecclesiastes, by Solomon ; and the prophetical books, by the
prophets whose names they bear.

Let us now consider the evidence of testimony for the
authenticity of the books of the Old Testament. As the
Jews were a more ancient people than the Greeks or Romans,
and were for many ages totally unconnected with them, it is

not to be expected that we should derive much evidence
from the historians of those nations : it is to the Jews prin-

cipally that we must look for information. 5 The uniform
belief, indeed, of all Christians, from the very commence-
ment of Christianity to the present time, has considered the
books above enumerated to have constituted the whole of the
Old Testament: and the catalogues of them, which wereformed
by the author of the synopsis attributed to Athanasius,6 by

» Ency. Brit. vol. xvii. p. 107. art. Scripture, 3d edit.

a Josephus contr. Apion. lib. i. §8. Origen's Philocalia, cited in Euse-
bius's Hist. Eccl. lib. vi. c. 25.

« This subject is discussed infra, vol. ii. in the critical prefaces to each
book.

» The Emperor Julian, inveterate as was his enmity to Christianity, has
borne explicit and important testimony to the authenticity and integrity of
the Old Testament. See Herwerden, de Juliano Iuiperatore, pp. 100, 101.

103—108. Lug. Bat. 1827. 8vo.
6 Atlianasii Opera, torn. ii. pp. 12G—20-1. Dr. Lardner has given the most

material extracts from this synopsis, respecting the canon of Scripture.
Works, 8vo. vol. iv. pp. 290, 231. ; 4to. vol. ii. p. 404.
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Kpiphanuis, 1 and Jerome' (towards the close of the fourth

century)) by Origen1 (io the middle of the third century),
and ntelito Bishop of Sardis*- (towards the close of the si-

i-'ind century), all agree with the above enumeration. To
those we may add tin- testimonies of the Creek translators

of thr Old Testament, Aquila,Theodotion, and Symmaehus,
who lived towarils the close of the second century ; and that

of the Peschito or old Syriac version, executed very early in

(lie second, if not at the close of the first century of the

Christian Bra. Here the Jewish testimonies join us. Not
to enter into any minute details ooncerning the several Tar-
gums or Chaldee paraphrases mi various parts of the Old
Testament, which were compiled between the third and ninth

centuries of tin' Christian era, nor the Jerusalem and Uahylo-
niah Talmuds or Commentaries upon the .Misna or Traditions
of the .lews :

—

Philo, aii Egyptian Jew1 (who lived in the

Jirat century of the Christian era), quoted as having canoni-

cal authority, no other books than those which are contained

in tlii- Hebrew Bible, and which alone were acknowledged
by the Jews of Palestine.

Philo, it is true, in none of his writings, gives an express

notice of the canon of the Old Testament ; hut in very nume-
rous scattered passages he has indicated his own opinion,

and probably also the opinion of his contemporaries concern-

ing the merit and importance Of each of the books which
formed part of that canon. M. Hornemann,' who carefully

read ami examined all 1'hilo's works, for the sole purpose of

ascertaining his opinion on the canon of the Old Testament,
divides the hooks ot the Old Testament, according to Philu's

expressions, into three classes, viz. Books cited with tin ex-

press remark ttmt they ore "J divine origin .- in this class are

found the Pentateuch, the book of Joshua, the first hook of

Samuel, Iv/.ra, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Hosea, Zechariah, the

Psalms, and the Proverbs. 2. Hunks if which Philo makes
mill/ casual mention, without any notice of their divine origin .

this class contains the book of Judges, Job, the first book of
Kings, and several detached Psalms. 3. Dunks not mtntimuil
In/ Philo, viz. iNeheiniah, Huth, Esther, the two books of

Chronicles, Daniel, the Lamentations of Jeremiah, Ecclesi-

astea, and the Song of Solomon.
To the hooks, to which Philo expressly ascribes a divine

origin, We must probably add the second nook of Samuel and
the two books oi Kings, these three hooks forming only nm
with the first hook of Samuel, which Philo calls divine. Of
the twelve minor prophets, he cites only two as inspired :

and it is certain that the twelve formed only one book. As
he never quotes the apocryphal books, we may therefore

place all the books of the Old Testament, which he expressly

quotes, into one class, viz. that of the books which he ac-

counted sacred ; and this class, according to the preceding
observations, is composed of the five hooks of Moses, Joshua,
Judges, 1 and 'J Samuel, 1 anil -J Kings, Ezra, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
tin- twelve minor prophets, the Psalms, Proverbs, and Job.

The other hooks may have formed part of the canon of the

Egyptian .lews. Ruth was an appendix to the book of

Judges; Nehamiah to the second pari of Ezra; and the La-

mentations "I Jeremiah might he joined to his prophecies.

Hut the silence of Philo concerning any hook proves nothing
against its canonical authority, if it be not contradicted or

overturned by other positive proofs."

We new proceed to a testimony, which, though concise,

is more important than any of the preceding, the testi iiy

of Joseph) , who was himself a Jewish priest, and alsocon-
tetnporary with the apostles. 1 Following the enumeration
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above accounted for, he says, in his treatise against Apion,"
" We have not thousands of books, discordant, ami contra-
dicting each other ; hut we have only twenty4un, which com-
prehend the history of all form) r ages, and are justly re-

garded as divine. Fire of them proceed from Muses; they
include as well the Laws, as an account of the creation of
man, extending to the time of his (Moses's) death. This pe-
riod comprehends nearly three thousand years. From the

death of .Moses to that of Artaxerxes, who was king of Per-
sia after Xerxes, the Prophets, who succeeded Muses, com-
muted lo writing, in thirteen books, what was done in their

days. The remaining four books contain Hynmsio Cod (the

Psalms) and instructions of life fir man.""
The threefold division of the Old Testament into the Law,

the Prophets, and the Psalms, mentioned by Josephus, was
expressly recognised before his time by Jesi s Christ, as
well as by the Subsequent writers of tin' New Testament.' 2

We have therefore sufficient evidence thatthe Old Testameat
I dated at that time; and if it be only allowed that Jesus
Christ was a person of a virtuous and irreproachable charac-
ter, it must lie acknowledged that we draw a fair conclusion,
when we assert thai the Scriptures were not corrupted in his

time : for, when he accused the Pharisees of making the law
of no effect by their traditions, and when he enjoined bis

hearers to search the Scriptures, he could not have failed in

mention the corruptions or forgeries of Scripture, if any had
existed in that age. About fifty years before the lime of
Christ were written the Targnms of Onkelos on the Penta-
teuch, and of Jonathan Ben-Uzziel on the Prophets (accord-
ing to the Jewish classification of the books ol the Old Tes-
tament); which are evidence of the genuineness of those
books at that lime.

Wr
e have, however, unquestionable testimony of the genu-

ineness of the Old Testament, in the fact, that its canon was
fixed some centuries before the birth of Jesus Christ. Jesus
the son of Sirach, author of the book of Kochsiasticus. makes
evident references to the prophecies of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and
Kzekiol, and mentions these prophets by name; be speaks
also of the twelve minor prophets. It likewise appears from
the prologue to that hook, that the law ami the prophets, and
other ancient I ks, were extant at the same period. The
hook of Kcclesiasticus, according to the beet chronokgerB,

was written in the Syro-( 'haldaic dialect, about x. M. '.'',',-,

that is, /ico hundred and thirty-lim years before the Christian

(era, and was translated by the grandson of Jesus into Creek,
for the use of the Alexandrian Jews. The prologue w as added
by the translator, but this circumstance does not diminish the

evidence for the antiquity of the Old Testament: for he in-

forms us, that the Law and the Prophets, and the oilier bonks
of their fathers, were studied by his grandfather ; a sufficient

proof that they were extant in his time.

(Ii.) Pi fly years, indeed, before the age of the author of
Kccbsiasticus, or lien hundred and eig/uy-two yean before

the Christian a-ra, the Creek version of the Old Testament,
usually called the Sepluagint, was executed at Alexandria,

the books of which are the same as in our Hibles : whence it

is evjdent that we still have those identical books, which tin-

most ancient Jews attested to be genuine,—a benefit this

which has not happened to any ancient profane books what-
ever.. Indeed, as no authentic books of a more ancient dale,

except those of the Old Testament, are extant, il isimpoasi-
hle to ascend higher in search of testimony. The evidence,

indeed, which We have adduced, is not merely that of tin-

men- modern Jews:— it is also ib.it of the most ancient, as

is manifest from ibis drcumBtanoe, thai the latter of these
books always recognise others as know n lo be tpore ancient,

and almost every wlnre cite litem byname: whence II IS

evident that those ancient authors long since received testi-

mony from their ancestors, that those more ancient 1 1,s

were the genuine works of the authors whose names they

hear.

Strong—we may add indisputable—as this external evi-

il. me of the genuineness of the Old Testament umpii stinna-

bly is,
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2. The Internal Evidence arising from the Conside-
ration of the Language, Style, Manner of Writing, and
also from the Circumstantiality of the Narratives
CONTAINED IN THE BooKS OF THE Ol.D TESTAMENT, is an
equally decisive and incontestable argument for their genu-
ineness, and also to show that they were not and coula not
be invented by one impostor, or by several contemporary im-
postors, or by several successive impostors.

(1.) The Language, Style, and Manner of Writing, used
in the books of the Old Testament, are internal arguments of
l/uir genuineness , andprove not only that they must have been
written by different persons, but alio enable us with precision to

ascertain a time, at or before which they must have been com-

The Hebrew language, in which the Old Testament was writ-

ten, being the language of an ancient people, that had little in-

tercourse with their neighbours, and whose neighbours also spoke
a language which had great affinity with their own, would not
change so rapidly as modern languages have done, since nations
have been variously intermingled, and since arts, sciences, and
commerce have been so greatly extended. Yet, since no lan-

guage continues stationary, there must necessarily be some
changes in the period of time that elapsed between Moses and
Maluchi. 2 If, therefore, on comparing the different parts of the

Hebrew Bible, the character and style of the language are found
to 'differ 3 (which critical Hebrew scholars have proved to be the
case) , we have strong internal criteria that the different books of
the Old Testament were composed at different and distant

periods ; and consequently a considerable argument may thence
be deduced in favour of their genuineness. Further, the books
of the Old Testament have too considerable a diversity of style

to be the work either of one Jew (for a Jew he must have been
on account of the language), or of any set of contemporary Jews.
If, therefore, they be all forgeries, there must have been a succes-
sion of impostors in different ages, who have concurred to impose
upon posterity, which is inconceivable. To suppose part to be
forged, and part to be genuine, is very harsh ; neither would this

supposition, if admitted, be satisfactory.

Again, the Hebrew language ceased to be spoken as a living

language soon after the Babylonish captivity ; but it would be
difficult or impossible to forge any thing in it, after it was be-
come a dead language. All the books of the Old Testament
must, therefore, be nearly as ancient as the Babylonish captivity

;

and since they could not all be written in the same age, some
must be considerably more ancient, which would bring us back
again to a succession of conspiring impostors. Lastly, the sim-
plicity of style and unaffected manner of writing, which pervade
all the books of the Old Testament (with the exception of such
parts as are poetical and prophetical), are a very strong evidence
of their genuineness, even exclusively of the suitableness of this

circumstance to the times of the supposed authors. Not one of
these criteria is applicable to the books which in some editions are
attached to the Old Testament under the title of the Apocrypha :

for they never were extant in Hebrew, neither are they quoted
in the New Testament, or by the Jewish writers, Philo and Jose-
phus ; on the contrary, they contain many things which are fabu-
lous, false, and contradictory to the canonical Scriptures.4

(2.) The very great number of particular Circumstances of
Time, Place, Persons, &c. mentioned in Hie booh of the Uld
Testament, is another argument both of their genuineness and
authenticity.

A statement of the principal heads, under which these par-
ticular circumstances may be classed, will enable the reader
fully to apprehend the force of this internal evidence.

There are, then, mentioned in the book of Genesis, the rivers of
Paradise, the generations of the antediluvian patriarchs, the de-
luge with its circumstances, the place where the ark rested, the

* For lliis view of the internal evidence of the genuineness of the Old
Testament the aulhor is chiefly indebted to the observations of the pro-
found and ingenious philosopher David Hartley (on Man. vol. ii. pp. 97

—

101.), and of the learned and accurate professor Jahn (Introductio in Li-
bras Saeros Veteris Foederis, pp. 18—28.)

•> The departure of the Israelites from Egypt, under the direction of Mo-
ses, took place in the year of the world 2513, or before Christ 1491. Mala-
Chi delivered his predictions under Nehemiah's second government of Ju-
dea, between the years 43fi and 120 before the Christian aera. The interval
of time, therefore, that elapsed between them is between 1071 and 1055
years; or, if we reckon from the death of Moses (a. m. 2556) b. o. 1451, His
from 1015 to 1031 years.

a An account of the various changes in the Hebrew language is given,
infra, Part I. Chap. I. Sect. I. § II.

« The arguments against the genuineness of the apocryphal books, which
are here necessarily touched with brevity, will be found discussed at length
infra, in die Appendix to tliis Volume, No. I. Sect. I.

building of the tower of Babel, the confusion of tongues, the dis-
persion of mankind, or the division of the earth amongst the pos-
terity of Shem, Ham, and Japhet, the generations of the post-
diluvian patriarchs, with the gradual shortening of human life

after the flood, the sojournings of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,
with many particulars of the state of Canaan and the neighbour-
ing countries in their times, the destruction of Sodom and Go-
morrah, the state of the land of Edom, both before and after

Esau's time, and the descent of Jacob into Egypt, with the state
of Egypt before Moses's time.—In fine, we have in this book the
infancy and youth of the human race, together with the gradual
and successive progress of civilization and society, delineated
with singular minuteness and accuracy.

In the book of Exodus axe recorded the plagues of Egypt, the
institution of the passover, the passage through the Red Sea,
with the destruction of Pharaoh and his host there, the miracle
of manna, the victory over the Amalekites, the solemn delivery
of the law from Mount Sinai, many particular laws both moral
and ceremonial, the worship of the golden calf, and a very minute
description of the tabernacle, priests' garments, ark, &c.—In
Leviticus we have a collection of ceremonial laws, with all their
particularities, and an account of the deaths of Nadab and
Abihu.—The book of Numbers contains the first and second
numberings of the several tribes, with their genealogies, the pe-
culiar offices of the three several families of the Levites, many
ceremonial laws, the joumeyings and encampments of the peo-
ple in the wilderness during forty years, with the relation of
some remarkable events which happened in this period ; as the-
searching of the land, the rebellion of Korah, the victories over
Arad, Sihon, and Og, with the division of the kingdoms of the
two last among the Gadites, Reubenites, and Manassites, the
history of Balak and Balaam, and the victory over the Midian-
ites ; all of which are described with the several particularities of
time, place, and persons.—The book of Deuteronomy contains
a recapitulation of many things comprised in the three last books,
with the second delivery of the law, chiefly the moral one, by
Moses, upon the borders of Canaan, just before his death.

In the book of Joshua, we have the passage over Jordan, the
conquest of the land of Canaan in detail, and the division of it

among the tribes, including a minute geographical description.

—

The book of Judges recites a great variety of public transactions,

with the private origin of some. In all, the names of times,

places, and persons, both among the Israelites, and the neigh-
bouring nations, are noted with particularity and simplicity.

—

In the book of Ruth is a very particular account of the gene-
alogy of David, with several incidental circumstances.—The
books of Samuel, Kings, Chronicles, Ezra, and JYehemiah, con-
tain the transactions of the kings before the captivity, and go-
vernors afterwards, all delivered in the same circumstantial

manner. And here the particular account of the regulations,

sacred and civil, established by David, and of the building of the
temple by Solomon, the genealogies given in the beginning of
the first book of Chronicles, and the lists of the persons who re-

turned, sealed, &c. after the captivity, in the books of Ezra and
Nehemiah, deserve especial notice, in the light in which we are

now considering things.—The book of Esther contains a like

account of a very remarkable event, with the institution of a fes-

tival in memory of it.

The book of Psalms mentions many historical facts in an in-

cidental way ; and this, with the books of Job, Proverbs, Eccle-
siastes, and Canticles, alludes to the manners and customs of an-
cient times in various ways. In the Prophecies there are some
historical relations ; and in the other parts the indirect mention
of facts, times, places, and persons, is interwoven with the predic-

tions in the most copious and circumstantial manner.
From the preceding statements, we may observe, First, that,

in fact, we do not ever find that forged or false accounts of things
superabound thus in particularities. There is always some truth
where there are considerable particularities related, and they
always seem to bear some proportion to one another. Thus
there is a great want of the particulars of time, place, and per-
sons in Manetho's account of the Egyptian dynasties, Ctesias's

of the Assyrian kings, and those which the technical chronolo-
gers have given of the ancient kingdoms of Greece ; and agree-

ably thereto, these accounts have much fiction and falsehood,

with some truth : whereas Thucydides's history of the Pclopon-
nesian war, and Caesar's of the war in Gaul, in both which the
particulars of time, place, and persons are mentioned, are uni-
versally esteemed true, to a great degree ofexactness.

—

Secondly,
a forger, or a relater of falsehoods, would be careful not to men-
tion so great a number of particulars, since this would to be put
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into his reader's handa criteria whereby toileted him. Thus we
may sec our reason of the fact just mentioned, and which, in

confirming tli.it fact, confirms the proposition here to he proved.

—THiHDLr, a forger, or a re!.iter of falsehoods, could scarcely

furnish such lists of particulars. It is easy to conceive how faith-

ful records kept from tune to lime hy persons concerned in the

transactions should contain such lists ; nay, it is natural to ex-

pect them in this case, from that local memory which takes strong

possession of the fancy in those who have heen present at trans-

actions ; hut it would he a work of the highest invention and
greatest stretch of genius to raise from nothing such numherless

particularities, as are almost every where to be met with in the

Scriptures.

—

Fochtiilv, if we could suppose the persons who
forged the hooks of the Old and New Testaments to have fur-

nished their readers with the great variety of particulars above

mentioned, notwithstanding the two reasons here alleged against

it, we cannot however conceive but that the persons of those

times, when the books were published, must by the help of these

criteria have detected and exposed the forgeries or falsehoods.

For these criteria are so attested by allowed facts, as at this time,

and in this remote corner of the world, to establish the truth and
genuineness of the Scriptures, as may appear even from this

chapter, and much more from the writings of commentators,

sacred critics, and such other learned men as have given the his-

torical evidences for revealed religion in detail ; and, by parity of

reason, they would suffice even now to detect the fraud, were
there any : whence we may conclude, a fortiori, that they must
have enabled the persons who were upon the spot, when the

hooks were published, to do this ; and the importance of many
of the particulars recorded, as well as many of the precepts, ob-

servances, and renunciations enjoined, would furnish them with
abundant motives for this purpose.

Upon the whole, therefore, we conclude, that the very
great number of particulars of time, place, persons, &c. men-
tioned in the Ola Testament, is a proof of its genuineness
and truth, even independently of the consideration of the

agreement of these particulars with history, both natural and
civil, and with one another; which agreement will be dis-

cussed in the following chapter 1 as a confirmation of the

credibility of the writers of the Old Testament.
lVr

. Notwithstanding the conclusiveness of the preceding
arguments for the genuineness of the Old Testament collcc-

tiei/i/, attempts have been made of late years to impugn it,

by undermining the genuineness and antiquity of particular

books, especially of the Pentateuch, or five books which are

ascribed to Moses : for, as the four last of these books are the
basis of the Jewish dispensation, which was introductory to

Christianity, if the Pentateueh amid be proved to be neither
genuine nor authentic, tin' genuineness and authenticity of

the otherbooks of the Old Testament, in consequence of their

mutual ami immediate dependence upon each other, must
necessarily fall.

That the Pentateuch was written by the great legislator

of the Hebrews, by whom it was addressed to his contem-

S
onirics, and consequently was not, nor could be, the pro-

uetiou of later times, we are authorized to affirm from a se-

ries of testimonies, which, whether we consider them to-

gether or separately, form such a body of evidence, as can
be adduced for the productions of no ancient profane writ rs

Whatever: for, lei il be considered what are the marks and
characters, both internal and external, which prove the genu-
ineness and authenticity of the works of anyancienl author,
and the same arguments may be urged with equal, if not

with greater force, in favour of the writings of Moses.

1. The Lanouaoe in irhirli tin Pentateuch is written it «

proofof its gt in i in' run and authenticity,

•• ll is an undeniable fact, licit Hebrew ceased to be the living

language of the .lews soon after the Babylonish captivity, end
that the Jewish productions after that period were in genera)
either * Ihaldec or < ',r, ,-k. The Jews of Palestine, some ages be-

fon- the appearance of our Saviour, were unable to oomprehend
tie- Hebrew original without the assistance of a Chaldee para-

phrase; ami it was necessar\ to undertake a Greek translation,

I., c "' , thai language alone was known to the Jews of Alexan-

dria, li necessarily follows, therefore, thai every I k which is

written in />m < Hebrew, was composed either before or about

the time of the Babylonish captivity*9 This being admitted, we
may advance a step further, ami contend, that the period which

1 ,mi -.-,,, it ind OhspUrV s. coon II infm.
» Bei I' I i i,u ,,.,,,,, MCI B& I, ,in I p, 103.

Noiuiil'eiK t-
(
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elapsed between the composition of the most ancient and the

most modern book of the Old Testament was very considerable;
or, in other words, that the most ancient books of the < lid Tes-
tament were written a length of ages prior to the Babylonish
captivity. No language continues during many centuries in the

same state of cultivation, and the Hebrew, like other tongues,

passed through the several stages of infancy, youth, manhood,
and old age. If, therefore (as we have already remarked), on
comparison, the several parts of the Hebrew Bible are found to

differ, not only in regard to style, but also in regard to character

and cultivation of language ; if one discovers the golden, another
the silver, a third a brazen, a fourth the iron age. we have strong
internal marks of their having been composed at different and
distant periods. No classical scholar, independently of the Gre-

cian history, would believe that the poems ascribed to Homer
were written in the age of Demosthenes, the orations of Demos-
thenes in the time of Origen, or the commentaries of Origen in

the days of Lascaris and Uhrysoloras. For the very same rea-

son it is certain that the five books, which are ascribed to HfoSBB,

were not written in the time of David, the Psalms of David in

the age of Isaiah, nor the prophecies of Isaiah in the lime of Ma-
lachi. But it appears from what has heen said above, in regard

to the extinction of the Hebrew language, that the book of Ma-
lachi could not have been written much later than the Babylo-
nish captivity ; before that period, therefore, were written the

prophecies of Isaiah, still earlier the Psalms of David and much
earlier than these the books wliich are ascribed to Moses. There
is no presumption, therefore, whatsoever, a priori, that Moses
was not the author or compiler of the Pentateuch." 3 And the

ignorance of the assertion, which in our time has been made,

—

that the Hebrew language is a compound of the Syriac, Arabic,

and Chaldee languages, and a distortion of each of them with

other provincial dialects and languages that were spoken by ad-

joining nations, by whom the Jews had at various times been
subdued and led captive,—is only surpassed by its falsehood and
its absurdity.

2. But further, the four last books of Moses contain " a sys-

tem of Ceremonial anal Moral Laws, which, miles* we rtjict

the authority of all history, were observed bi/ the Israelites from
the time of tlnir departure out ofEgypt till their dis/iersion at

/lie taking of Jtrusitlt m.

" These Laws therefore are as ancient as the conquest of

Palestine. It is also an undeniable historical fact, that the Jews

in every age believed that their ancestors hail received them from

the hand of Moses, and that these laws were the basis of their

political and religious institutions, as long as they continued to

to be a people." 1 Things of private concern may easily be

counterfeited, but not the laws and constitution of a whole
country. It would, indeed, have been impossible to forge the

civil and religious code of the Jews without detection ; lor their

civil and religious polity are so blended and interwoven together,

that the one cannot be separated from the other. They must,

therefore, have been established at the same time, and derived

from the same original ; and both together evince the impossi-

bility of say forgery more than cither ,A' them could singly. The
religion and government of a people cannot be new modelled,

Further, many of the institutions, contained in the ceremonial

and moral laws given to the Jews bv M OSBB, were so burlhen-

some, and some of them (humanly speaking) wen so hazardous,

or rather so certainly ruinous to any nation not secured by an

extraordinary providence correspondent to them—especially

those relating to the sabbatical year, the resort of all the n,;,les

to Jerusalem annually at the three great festivals, an,! the prohi-

bition of cavalry—that forged hooks, containing BUch precepts,

wool, I have been rejected with lb,- utmost abhorrence. As lie*

whole Jewish people were made the depositories and keepers „(

their laws, it is Impossible to conct ive that any nation, w itb inch

in, itncs to reject, ami such opportunities of detecting, the forgery

id' the books ot* live, lus. Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy,
should vet receive them, and submit to the licaw yoke imposed

by the laws contained in mam. That they should often throw

!i oil' in part, and for a time, ami rebel against the divine and ty

of then law. though sufficient]] evidenced, is easflj to bs

accounted for, from what we see and foal in DUTBOIves and others

BVSTJ day ; but that they should return and repent and submit to

it. unless it were really delivered by MOSBS, and had the sanction

of divine authority, is utterly incredible. " We are therefore re-

duced to this dilemma, to acknowledge cither that these laws

BOB Mush's Authenticity uf the Five Books of Monti. rkuSl

pp I ,

• ll,i,l, |, 7.
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were actually delivered by Moses, or that a whole nation during

fifteen hundred years groaned under the weight of an imposture,

without once detecting or even suspecting the fraud. The
Athenians believed that the system of laws by which they were
governed was composed by Solon; and the Spartans attributed

their code to Lycurgus, without ever being suspected of a mis-

take in their belief. Why then should it be doubted, that the

rules prescribed in the Pentateuch were given by Moses ? To
deny it, is to assert that an effect may exist without a cause, or

that a great and important revolution may take place without an
agent. We have therefore an argument little short of mathe-

matical demonstration, that the substance of the Pentateuch

proceeded from Moses ; and that the very -words were written

by him, though not so mathematically demonstrable as the former,

is at least a moral certainty. The Jews, whose evidence alone

can decide in the present instance, have believed it from the earliest

to the present age : no other person ever aspired to be thought

the author, and we may venture to affirm that no other person

could have been the author. For it is wholly incredible that the

Jews, though weak and superstitious, would have received, in a

later age, a set of writings as the genuine work of Moses, if no
history and no tradition had preserved the remembrance of his

having been the author." 1

3. The untied Historical Testimony of Jews and Gen-
tiles attests the genuineness and authenticity of the Pentateuch,

Although the spirit of ancient simplicity which breathes

throughout these books renders it improbable that they were
fabricated in a later age, yet, when we add to this the uni-

versal consent of those persons who were most concerned

and best able to ascertain the point in question, we have an

additional testimony in favour of the genuineness and authen-

ticity of the Pentateuch.

[i.] With regard to Jewish Testimony :

—

If we believe other nations when they attest the antiquity and
specify the authors of their laws, no just reason can be assigned

why we should not give equal credit to the Jews, whose testi-

mony is surely as much deserving of credit as that of the Athe-
nians, the Lacedemonians, the Romans^and the Persians, con-

cerning Solon, Lycurgus, Numa, and Zoroaster :
2 or rather, from

the facts we shall proceed to state, they are better entitled to be-

lief than any other nation under heaven. " Every book of the

Old Testament implies the previous existence of the Pentateuch

:

in many of them it is expressly mentioned, allusion is made to

it in some, and it is quoted in others. These contain a series of

external evidence in its favour which is hardly to be confuted
;

and when the several links of this argument are put together,

they will form a chain which it would require more than ordi-

nary abilities to break. In the first place, no one will deny that

the Pentateuch existed in the time of Christ and his apostles,

for they not only mention it, but quote it. 3 ' This we admit,'

reply the advocates for the hypothesis which it is our object to

confute, ' but you cannot therefore conclude that Moses was the

author, for there is reason to believe that it was composed by
Ezra.' Now, unfortunately for men of this persuasion, Ezra
himself is evidence against them ; for, instead of assuming to

himself the honour which they so liberally confer on him, he
expressly ascribes the book of the law to Moses ;

' and they set

the priests in their divisions, and the Levites in their courses,

for the service of God, which is in Jerusalem, as it is written in

the book of Moses.'' Further, the Pentateuch existed before

the time of Ezra, for it is expressly mentioned during the cap-
tivity in Babylon by Daniel (ix. 11— 13.) b. c. 537 or 538.
Long before that event it was extant in the time of Josiah

(2 Ohron. xxxiv. 15.) b. c. 624, and was then of such acknow-

' Bishop Marsh's Authenticity of the Five Books of Moses vindicated, pp.
7, 8. Sec also Bishop Cleig's edition of Stackhouse's History of the Bible,
vol. i. pp. xiv—xix. The following articles of the Jewish Confession of
Faith sufficiently attest how firmly the Jews believe the Pentateuch to be
the work of Moses:

—

7. I firmly believe that all the prophecies of Moses our master (Cod rest
his soul in peace !) are true ; and (hat he is the father of all the sages whe-
ther they went before or came after him.

8. 1firmly believe thai the law which we have now in our hands was
given by Moses ; God rest his soul in peace !—Lamy's Apparatus Biblicus,
vol. i. pp. 245, 246.

» Stillingllect's Origines Sacra, lib. ii. c. i. § vi. vii.

» Malt. v. 27. Mark x. 3. xii. 20. Luke x. 25. xxiv. 14. John vii. 19 viii
6. Acts xxviii. 23. 1 Cor. ix. 9. 2 Cor. iii. 15.

« Ezra vi. 18. See also Ezra iii. 2. and Nehemiah xiii. 1. The Law of
Moses, the servant of God, is expressly mentioned by Malachi, the contem-
porary of E?.ra. See Mai. iv. 4. The learned Abbadie has shown at con-
siderable length that Ezra could not and did not forge the Pentateuch, and
that it was extant long before his time ; but his arguments do not admit of
abridgement. See his Trait'1 dela Vtrite de la Religion Chretieone. torn, i

on. 312—330., and also the Melanges de Religion, tfce. torn, ix pp. 214—218
Njsmes, 182-1
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ledged authority, that the perusal of it occasioned an immediate

reformation of the religious usages, which had not been observed

according to the " word of the Lord, to do after all that is written

in this book." (2 Chron. xxxiv. 21.) It was extant in the time

of Hoshea, king of Israel, b. c. 678, since a captive Israelitish

priest was sent back from Babylon (2 Kings xvii. 27.) to instruct

the now colonists of Samaria in the religion which it teaches.

By these Samaritans the book of the law was received as genu-

ine, and was preserved and handed down to their posterity, 5 as

it also was by the Jews, as the basis of the civil and religious

institutions of both nations.6 It was extant in the time of Je-

hoshaphat, king of Judah, b. c. 912 (2 Chron. xvii. 9.), who
employed public instructors for its promulgation. And, since

the Pentateuch was received as the book of the law both by the

ten tribes, and also by the two tribes, it follows as a necessary

consequence that they each received it before they became di-

vided into two kingdoms : for if it had been forged in a later age
among the Jews, the perpetual enmity that subsisted between
them and the Israelites would have utterly prevented it from
being adopted by the Samaritans ; and had it been a spurious

production of the Samaritans, it would never have been received

by the Jews. " There remains, therefore, only one resource to

those who contend that Moses was not the author, namely, that

it was written in the period which elapsed between the age of
Joshua and that of Solomon. But the whole Jewish history,

from the time of their settlement in Canaan, to the building of

the temple at Jerusalem, presupposes that the book of the law
was written by Moses. The whole of the temple service and
worship was regulated by Solomon, b. c. 1004, according to the
law contained in the Pentateuch, as the tabernacle service and
worship had previously been by David, b. c. 1042. Could Solo-

mon indeed have persuaded his subjects that, for more than five

hundred years, the worship and polity prescribed by the Penta-
teuch had been religiously observed by their ancestors, if it had
not been observed ? Could he have imposed upon them con-
cerning the antiquity of the Sabbath, of circumcision, and of their

three great festivals t In fact, it is morally impossible that any
forgery could have been executed by or in the time of Solomon.
Moreover, that the Pentateuch was extant in the time of David
is evident from the very numerous allusions made in his psalms
to its contents ;" but it could not have been drawn up by him,
since the law contained in the Pentateuch forbids many practices

of which David was guilty. Samuel (who judged Israel about
the years b. c. 1100— 1060 or 1061) could not have acquired
the knowledge of Egypt which the Pentateuch implies ;" and in

the book of Joshua (which, though reduced to its present form
in later times, was undoubtedly composed, in respect to its essen-

tial parts, at a very early period), frequent references may be

found to the Book of the Law. " For instance, Joshua is com-
manded to do according to all -which the La-ui of Moses com-
manded : and it is enjoined upon him, that this Book of the
Law should not depart out of his mouth. (Josh. i. 7, 8.)
Joshua, in taking leave of the people of Israel, exhorts them to

do all -which is -written in the Book of the La-w of Moses
(xxiii. 6.) ; and he recites on this occasion many things con-
tained in it. When the same distinguished leader had taken his
final farewell of the tribes, he wrote the words of his address in
the Book of the Law of God. (xxiv. 26.) In like manner it

is said (viii. 30—34.) that Joshua built an altar on mount Ebal,
as it is written in the Book of the Law of Moses, and that he
read all the words of the law, the blessings and the cursings,
according to all that is written in the Book of the Jmw." The
Pentateuch therefore was extant in the time of Joshua.
To Moses alone, indeed, can the Pentateuch be attributed;

and this indirect evidence from tradition is stronger than a more
direct and positive ascription, which would have been the ob-
vious resource of fraud. Nor would any writer posterior to

s For a critical account of the Samaritan Pentateuch, see Part I. Chan
II. Sect. 1. § 2.

'

« It is true that the ten tribes, as well as those of Judah and Benjamin,
were addicted to idolatry ; but it appears from 2 Kings iii. 2. x. 21- 28. xvui.
28. and&Chron, xxxv. 18. that they considered the religion of Jehovah as
the only true religion.

> See particularly Psal. i. 2. xix. 7—11. xl. 7, 8. Ixxiv. 13—15. Ixxvii. 15-20
Ixxviii. 1—55. lxxxi. 4—13. cv. throughout, cvi. 1—39. exxxv. 8—12. exxxvi.
10—20. and particularly the whole of Psal. cxix.

a Bp, Marsh's Authenticity of the Five Booksof Moses vindicated, pp. 9,
10. North American Review. New Series, vol. xxii pp. 283. 284. Tin. arau-
loents above stated are more fully considered and elucidated in Mr. Fnbei 'S
Hora; Mosaics, vol. i. pp. 305—336. The very numerous texts in which
the Pentateuch is cited by the writers of the Old Testament, suhscguenl lo
Moses, are given at length by Huet, Demonstr. Evangel, lib. i prop 4 can
i. (loin. i. pp. 68—73. 8vo.); l)u Voisin, L'Autorite des Livres de Movse
'iiii pp 26—37. ; Dr. Graves' Lectures oh Pentateuch, vol I. pn 19—34-
and Prof. lalm, Iutiod. ad Vet. Feed. pp. 209—214 221—224.
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Moses, who was contriving a sanction for actual laws, have no-

ticed the progressive variations of those institutes (compare Lev.

xvii. with Ueut. xit. 5—'27.) us the composer of the Pentateuch

has done. These considerations most completely refute the

ass.-rtion of a late writer,' who has Affirmed ID the face of the

dearest evidence, thai it is in vain to look for any indication

whatever of the existence of the Pentateuch, either in the hook

of Joshua (one of the most ancient), or in the hook so called,

of Judges, or in the two books entitled Samuel, or, finally, in the

history of the first Jewish kings. Such a bold and unfounded

assertion as tins could only have been made, either through wilful

ignorance, or with a design to mislead the unthinking multitude.

Decisive as the preceding chain of evidence is, thai the

Pentateuch is the undoubted work of Moses, a question has

of late Tears been agitated, whence did he derive the materi-

als lor the history eoiil, lined in the book of Genesis, •which

commenced so many ages before he was horn ? To this in-

quiry, the follow i Bg very satisfactory answers may lie given:

—

There are only three ways in which these important re-

cords could have been preserved and brought down to the

time of Moses, viz. writing, tradition, and divine revelation.

In the antediluvian world, when the life of man was so pro-

tracted, there was, comparatively, little need for writing.

Tradition answered every purpose to which writing in any

kind of characters could be subservient ; and the necessity of
erecting monuments to perpetuate public events could

scarcely have suggested itsell; as, during those times, there

could be little danger apprehended of any important fact be-

coming obsolete, its history having to pass through very few

hands, and all these friends and relatives in the most proper

sense of the terms: for they lived in an insulated state, un-

der a patriarchal government. Thus it was easy for Moses
to be satisfied of the truth of all he relates in the book of

Genesis, as the accounts came to him through the medium of

ven lew persons. From Adam to Noah there was but one

man necessary to the correct transmission of the history of

this period of 1656 years. Adam died in the year ol the

world 930, and Lantech, the father of Noah, was born in the

year 874; so that Adam and Lamech were contemporaries

for fifty-six years. Methuselah, tite grandfather ol Noah,

was born in the year of the world tin", and died in the year

1050, so that he lived to see both Adam and Lamech (from

whom doubtless he acquired the knowledge of this history),

and was liki wise contemporary with Noah for six hundred

fears. In like manner, Snem connected Noah and Abraham,
taring lived to converse with both; -as Isaac did with Abra-
ham and Joseph, from whom these things might be easily

ci uvi ved to Moses by Amram, who was contemporary with

Joseph. Supposing, men, all the curious facts recorded in

the book of Genesis to have had no other authority than the

tradition already referred to, they would stand upon a foun-

dation of credibility superior to any that the most reputable

of the ancient Greek and Latin historians can boast.

\notle r solution of the question, as to the source whence

Moses obtained the materials for his history, has been offered

of late years by many eminent critics; who are of opinion

th il Moses consulted monuments or records of former age-,,

which bad descended from the families of the patriarchs, and

were in existence at the time ho wrote. This opinion was
first announced by Vitringa,- and was adopted by Calmet;
who, from the genealogical details, the circumstantiality of

the relations, the specific numbers of years assigned to the

patriarchs, as well as the dates of the facts recorded, con-

cludes that Moses could not have learned the particulars re-

ii\ inn with such minute exactness, but front written

,,, mcmoii-i. I II this ih senption, be thinks, was

i lie book of Jashei or of the I pright, which is cited in Josh.

x. 18. and 2 Sam. i 1^.; and lie attributes the difference in

- and genealogies, observable in various parls ofScrip-

firo, to the number of copies whence these nt rations were

made. Calmet further considers the notice of a battle fo

during the sojourning of the Israelites in Egypt, which oc-

curs m 1 Chron. vii. 80—-'-'.. as derived from the same
source. The hypothesis of Vitringa and Calmet has been

adopt, ,| iii ibis country by the learned editor of St ickhoi

Historj ot'ttie Bible;* wno, regarding the current opinion of

the late inventi f w citing as g vulgar error, thinks it oro-

ihe posterity ofShem,and perhaps also of Japhet,

k pi r. gulai records of all the remarkable events that occur-
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red, as well as memoirs of all those members of their several
families who were distinguished for virtue and knowledge;
and that then is no reason to suppose that similar records
were Dot kept, in some families at least, before the Hood. Dr.
Gleig further conceives that tin art of writing was coimnu-
cat.d. among others, to Noah and his sous by their antedilu-

vian ancestors, and that it has m v, r since hot ii wholly lost;

and that, if this were the ease, there probably were ill the
family of Uiraham books of Jasher, or annals commencing
from the beginning of the world ; and if so, Moses might have
found in tbein an account of the events which constitute the
subject of the book of Genesis.
On the Continent this hypothesis was adopted by M.

Astruc. who fancied that he discovered traces of tirilre dif-

ferent ancient documents, from which the earlier chapters of

Exodus, as well asthe entire book of G( in sis, are compiled.
These, however, were reduced by llgeii to three, and by
Eichhorn' to two in number, w hich he affirms may be distin-

guished by the appellations of Klohini and Jehovah given to

the Almighty. The hypothesis of Eichhorn is adopted by
Gramberg,8 and by Rosenmi Her. from whom it was bor-

rowed by the late Dr. Geddes,10 and is partially acceded toby
Jahn. fo this hypothesis there is but one objection, andwe
apprehend that it is a fatal one ; namely, the total silence of
Moses as to any documents consulted by him. He has, it is

true, referred in Numbers xxi. 11. to the " Book of the \\ ars

of the Lord ;" but if he had copied from any previously ex-
isting memoirs into the book ol Gem -is, is ii likely that such
an historian, every page of whose writings is stamped with
every possible mark of authenticity and integrity, would have
omitted to specify the sources w hence he derived his history ?

Should the reader, however, he disposed to adopt the hypo-
tin sis of Vitringa and Calmet without the refinements of
Eichhorn and his followers, this will not in the smallest de-
gree detract from the genuineness of the book of Genesis. It

was undoubtedly composed by Moses, and it has been re-

ceived as his by his countrymen in all ages. Hut it is not ne-
cessary to suppose that he received by inspiration an account
of facts, which he might easily have obtained by natural

means. All thai is necessary to I" lieve is. thai the Spirit of
God directed him in the choice of the facts rec in his

work ; enabled him to represent them without partiality ; ami

preserved him from being led into mistakes by any inaccu-

racy that might have found its way into the annals which he
( suited. •• If this be admitted, it is of no consequence
whether Moses compiled the book of Genesis from annals

preserved in the family of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, ox
wrote the whole of it by immediate inspiration : tor, on either

supposition, it is a narrative of divine authority, and contains

an authentic account of facts, u hich constitute the foundation

of the Jew ish and ( 'hristian religions ; or. to use more accu-

rate language, the one great but progressive scheme of re-

vealed n ligion."1 '

[ii.] Gentile Testimony.— In addition to the native testi-

mony of the Jews, which has been already slated, respecting

the genuineness and authenticity of the Pentateuch,we hare
the undisputed testimony of the most distinxui.\ht.d writers of
I'm; \.\ avi'Ioi itv ; which will have the greater weight, as
they were generally jmjudictd against the whole nation of

the Jew-;.

Thus. Manetho, Eupolemns, Artapanus. Tacitus, Diodorus

Senilis. Strata, Justin the sbbreviatoi oi Tragus, and Juvenal,

besides many other ancient writers, all testify thai Moses was
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the leader of the Jews, and the founder of their laws. 1 The
Egyptians, as Josephus asserts, esteemed him to be a wonderful
and divine man : and were willing to have him thought a priest

of their own, which certainly was a proof of their high opinion

of him, though mixed with other fabulous relations.2 The great

critic, Longinus, extolling those who represent the Deity as he
really is, pure, great, and unmixed, 3 testifies that thus did the

legislator of the Jews ; who (says he) was no ordinary man, and,

as he conceived, so he spoke worthily of the power of God. Nu-
menius, the Pythagorean philosopher, of Apamea in Syria, called

Moses a man most powerful in prayer to God, and said, " What
is Plato but Moses speaking in the Attic dialect I" 1 which sen-

timent, whether just or not, is yet a proof of this philosopher's

high opinion of Moses.

Further, Porphyry, one of the most acute and learned ene-

mies of Christianity, admitted the genuineness of the Pentateuch,

and acknowledged that Moses was prior to the Phoenician histo-

rian Sanchoniothan, who lived before the Trojan war. He even
contended for the truth of Sanchoniathon's account of the Jews,
from its coincidence with the Mosaic history. Nor was the genu-
ineness of the Pentateuch denied by any of the numerous writers

against the Gospel during the first four centuries of the Christian

•era, although the fathers constantly appealed to the history and
prophecies of the Old Testament in support of the divine origin

of the doctrines which they taught. The power of historical

truth compelled the emperor Julian, whose favour to the Jews
appears to have proceeded solely from his hostility to the Chris-

tians, to acknowledge that persons instructed by the Spirit of

God once lived among the Israelites ; and to confess that the

books which bore the name of Moses were genuine, and that the

facts they contained were worthy of credit. Even Mohammed
maintained the inspiration of Moses, and revered the sanctity of

the Jewish laws. Manetho, Berosus, and many others, give ac-

counts confirming and according with the Mosaic history. The
Egyptian, Phoenician, Greek, and Roman authors, concur in re-

lating the tradition respecting the creation, the fall of man, the

deluge, and the dispersion of mankind
;
s and the lately acquired

knowledge of the Sanscrit language, by opening the treasures of

the eastern world, has confirmed all these traditions as concur-

ing with the narrative in the sacred history.6 Yet, notwithstand-

ing all these testimonies to the genuineness of the Pentateuch,

and consequently to the character of Moses, his very existence

has been denied, and the account of him pronounced to be per-

fectly mythological.
" To the preceding demonstration perhaps the following objec-

tion will be made :
—

' We will admit the force of your arguments,
and grant that Moses actually wrote a work called the Book of

the Law : but how can we be certain that it was the very work
which is now current under his name 1 And unless you can
show this to be at least probable, your whole evidence is of no
value.' To illustrate the force or weakness of this objection, let

us apply it to some ancient Greek author, and see whether a
classical scholar would allow it to be of weight. ' It is true that

the Greek writers speak of Homer as an ancient and celebrated

poet ; it is true also that they have quoted from the works, which
they ascribe to him, various passages that we find at present in

the Iliad and Odyssey : yet still there is a possibility that the po-

ems which were written by Homer, and those which we call the

Iliad and Odyssey, were totally distinct productions.' Now an
advocate for Greek literature would reply to this objection, not
with a serious answer, but with a smile of contempt ; and he
would think it beneath his dignity to silence an opponent who
appeared to be deaf to the clearest conviction. But still more may
be said in defence of Moses than in defence of Homer ; for the

writings of the latter were not deposited in any temple, or sacred
archive, in order to secure them from the devastations of time,

whereas the copy of the book of the law, as written by Moses,
was intrusted to the priests and the elders, preserved in the ark

i Bishop Newton has collected all the leading testimonies above policed,
concerning Moses, at length, in his Dissertation on Moses and his Writings.
Works, vol. i. pp. 32—40. Svo. edition. Du Voisin, l'Autorile des Livresde
Moyse, pp. 53—-56.

a Josephus contra Apion. lib. i. §31.
a Longinus de Sublimltate, §9. p. 50. ed. 2da. Pearce.
« Numenius apud Clem. Alexandr. Stromata, lib. i. 522. p. 41. edit. Pot-

ter. Eusebius, rrlep. Evang. lib. ix. §6. et 8.
s The topics here briefly glanced at, are considered more fully, infra.

Chapter III. Sect. I.

8 The Discourses of Sir William Jones, delivered to the Asiatic Society
at Calcutta, and printed in the three first volumes oftheir Researches, the
Indian Antiquities, and Histoiy of India, by Mr. Maurice, may be referred to,
as containing incontestable evidence of the antiquity and genuineness of the
Mosaic records. Mr. Carwithen has very ably condensed all the informa-
tion to be derived from these voluminous works, in his Hampton Lectures
for the year 1809, particularly in the five first discourses.

of the covenant, and read to the people every seventh year.7 Suf-
ficient care therefore was taken, not only for the preservation of
the original record, but that no spurious production should be sub-
stituted in its stead. And that no spurious production ever has
been substituted in the stead of the original composition of
Moses, appears from the evidence both of the Greek Septuagint,
and of the Samaritan Pentateuch. For as these agree with the
Hebrew, except in some trifling variations,** to which every work
is exposed by length of time, it is absolutely certain that the five

books, which we no-w ascribe to Moses, are one and the same
work with that which was translated into Greek in the time of
the Ptolemies, and, what is of still greater importance, with 'hat

which existed in the time of Solomon.9 And as the Jews could
have had no motive whatsoever, during the period which elapsed

between the age of Joshua and that of Solomon, for substituting
a spurious production instead of the original as written by Moses

;

and even had they been inclined to attempt the imposture, would
have been prevented by the care which had been taken by their

lawgiver, we must conclude that our present Pentateuch is the
identical work that was delivered by Moses."

4. But, besides the external evidence which has been produced
in favour of the books in question, equally convincing argu-
ments may be drawn from their contents.

The very mode of writing, in the four last books, discovers

an author contemporary with the events which he relates

;

every description, both religious and political, is a proof that the
writer was present at each respective scene ; and the legislative

and historical parts are so interwoven with each other, that

neither of them could have been written by a man who lived in

a later age. For instance, the frequent genealogies, which occur

in the Pentateuch, form a strong proof that it was composed by
a writer of a very early date, and from original materials. " The
genealogies 10 of the Jewish tribes were not mere arbitrary lists of

names, in winch the writer might insert as many fictitious ones
as he pleased, retaining only some few more conspicuous names
of existing families, to preserve an appearance of their being
founded in reality ; but they were a complete enumeration of all

the original stocks, from some one of which every family in the

Jewish nation derived its origin, and in which no name was to

inserted, whose descendants or heirs did not exist in possession

of the property, which the original family had possessed at the

first division of the promised land. The distribution of property

by tribes and families proves, that some such catalogues of fami-

lies as we find in the Pentateuch must have existed at the very

first division of the country ; these must have been carefully

preserved, because the property of every family was unalienable,

since, if sold, it was to return to the original family at each year
of jubilee. The genealogies of the Pentateuch, if they differed

from this known and authentic register, would have been im-
mediately rejected, and with them, the whole work. They there-

fore impart to the entire history all the authenticity of such a
public register : for surely it is not in the slightest degree proba-
ble, that the Pentateuch should ever have been received as the

original record of the settlement and division of Judea, if so im-
portant a part of it as the register of the genealogies had been
known to exist long before its publication, and to have been
merely copied into it from pre-existing documents.

" Again, we may make a similar observation on the geogra-
phical enumerations of places in the Pentateuch ;" the accounts

constantly given, of their deriving their names from particular

events, and particular persons ; and on the details of marches
and encampments which occur, first in the progress of the di-

rect narrative, when only some few stations distinguished by re-

markable facts are noticed, and afterwards at its close, where a
regular list is given of all the stations of the Jewish camp. All
this looks like reality ; whenever the Pentateuch was published,

' And Moses wrote this law, and delivered it unto the priests the sons of
Levi, which Hare the ark of the covenant of the Lord, and unto all the elders
of Israel. And Moses commanded them saying, At the end of evory seven
years, in the solemnity of the years of release, in the toast of tabernacles,
when all Israel is come to appear before the Lord thy God, in the place
which he shall choose, thou shalt read this law before all Israel in their
hearing. And it came to pass when Moses had made an end of writing the
words of this law in a book, until they were finished, that Moses command-
ed the Levites which bare the ark of the covenant ofthe Lord, saying,Take
this book ofthe law, and put it in the side ofthe ark ofthe covenant ofthe
l.ord your God. Deut. xxxi. 9—11.24—26. There is a passage to the same
purpose in Josephus : Aiia-outwi $,<* tujv hvmxii/mvuv tv t<? upw ypx,uis.xT+>v.

Josephi Anliquitat. lib. v. c. i. § 17. torn. i. p. 185. ed, Hudson.
8 See the collation ofthe Hebrew and Samaritan Pentateuch, in the sixth

volume ofthe London Polyglot!, p. 19. ofthe AJiunadversiones Samaritica;.
» See Waltoni Prolegom. xi. § 11.

io Vide Num. ch. ii. and iii. and especially ch. xxvi. and xxxiv.
'» Vide Exod. xiv. 2. xv. 27. xvii. 7. And compare Numbers, ch. xx. xjd.

and xxxiii. xxxiv xxxv. ; also Deut. i. ii. iii.
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it would have been immediately rejected, except the account it

gives of the origin of these names, and of the series of these

marches, had been known to be true bj the Jews in general ; l>>r

the book states, that many of these nanus were ad ipted in con-
.-, ;in oee of these events, from the very time they took place;

and it also states, that the entire nation was engaged in these

marches. -Now, the memory of such circumstances as these

cannot long exist without writing. If the Pentateuch was not

what it pretends to be, the original detail of these circumstances,

it could not have been received ; for, if it was published long

alter the events, and there was no pre-existing document of

these details, which it delivers as things well known, how could

it he received as true t If it was copied from a known pre-

existing document, how could it be received as being itself the

original ! Besides, it is natural for the spectator of events to

connect every circumstance with the place where it happened.

An inventor of fiction would not venture upon this, as it would

facilitate the detection of his falsehood; a compiler long sub-

sequent would not trouble himself with it. except in some re-

markable cases. The very natural and artless manner in which

all circumstances of this nature arc introduced in the Pentateuch

increases the probability of its being the work of an eye-witness,

who could introduce them with ease, while to any body else it

would lie extremely difficult and therefore unnatural; since it

would render his work much more laborious, without making it

more instructive.

" All these things bespeak a writer present at the transac-

tions, deeply interested in them, recording each object as ii was

suggested to bis mind by facts, conscious he had such authority

with the persons to whom he wrote, as to be secure of their at-

tention, and utterly indifferent as to style or ornament, and those

various arts which are employed to fix attention and engage

regard; which all artful forger would probably have employed,

and a compiler of even a true history would not have judged
beneath his attention." 1

The frequent repetitions, too, which occur in the Pentateuch,

and the neglect of order in delivering the precepts, are strong

proofs that it has come down to us precisely as it was written

by .Muses, at various times, and upon dill'erent occasions, during

the long abode of the Israelites in the wilderness. Had the Pen-

tateuch been re-written by any later hand, there would in all pro-

bability have been an appearance of greater exactness: its con-

tents would have been digested into better order, and would not

have abounded with so many repetitions.

"For example, the law respecting the passover i* introdu 1 Into t'\

xii. 1—2B. ; resumed in Exod. xii. 4J—51. ; again in cbaptei xiii, : so i once
more, vita supplements, In Num. ix. 1—14. Would a compiler, after the
exile, bare scattered these notices of the passovi r u •

i j diRi rent
' Surely mil; he Would naturally tiav embodied .ill the li. ill i"ii

'
i'Inj urn one chapter. But now every thing wears the exact ap«

nee "' having been record a in the order is which ll happened.
New exigences occasioned new ordinances: and these are recorded, as
liny wei made, /" o 1 1 nets
"In hki- in inn. i 1

1
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All Ihesc oxamplcs prove that the Pentateuch was (as it pur-

to be) writU'ii by Moses at dill'erent times, and in

different pan t-, which ware afterwards united. Toth
lir.itlMils, we may add, that no other person bt id' • Moses

himself could write tin- Pentateuch i because, on comparing I

-

getber the dill'erent books of which it is composed, tin r.
i

exact agreement in the difierent parts of the narrative, as well

with each other as with the dinerenl ntuations in which U i

rppoaed author, is placed. And this sgraemenl discovers

it oil in coincidences tc tninute, so latent, to indirect, and no

Mihi undesigned, thai nothing could have produced them
but reality and truth influencing the nuinl and directing the pi D

of the legislator. 3

I
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"The account which is given in the book of Exodus of the

conduct of Pharaoh towards the children of Israel is such as

might be expected from a writer, who was not only acquainted

\.ith the country at large, but had frequent access to the court
of its sovereign ; and the tninute geographical description of the

passage through Arabia is such, as could have been given only
by a man like Moses, who had spent forty years in the land of

Midi. in. The language itself is a proof of its high antiquity,

which appears p. inly from the great simplicity "f the style, and
partly from the use of archaisms, or antiquated expressions,

which in the days even of David and Solomon were obsolete. 1

I!ut the strongest argument that can be produced to show that

the Pentateuch was written by a man born and educated in

Egypt, is the use of Egyptian words, which never were nor ever

could have been used by a native of Palestine; and it is a re-

markable circumstance, that the very same thing which MoSBS
had axpreaaed by a word that is pure Egyptian, [saiflih, as might
be expected from bis birth and education, has expressed by a
word that is purely Hebrew."

V. We here close the punitive evidence for the authenti-

city of the Pentateuch; it only remains then fore that era

notice the Objections to it, which have been deduced from
marks of a supposed posterior 'date, and also from marks of
supposed posterior interpolation, and which have so often
been urged with the insidious design of weakening the am-
tlinrity of the Mosaic writings.

[i.] With respeet to the alh Lr ''<l marks id' posterior date,

it is a singular fact, that the objections Which have been
founded on them are derived—not from the original Hebrew,
but from modern translations .- they are in themselves so
trilling, that, were it not for the imposing- manner in which
they are announced by those who impugn the Scriptures,

they would be utterly unworthy of notice. The following
are the principal passages alluded to:

—

Objection 1.—From the occurrence of the word Gentiles

in the English version of Gen. x. 5., of brad, in Gen. xxxiv.
7., and of Palestine, in Exod. xv. 14., it has been affirmed,

that those two books were not written till after the Israelites
wi ie established in Ji rusalem, nor indeed till after the return

ul' the Jews from the Babylonish captivity.

\\swfu.—If however, the objector had referred to the ori-

ginal passages, he would have seen, that there was no ground for

these assertions. For, in the first place, the Hebrew word a'ij

(Goi'iM,) in Gen. x. 5., most frequently means nations in general,

and so it is rendered several times in this chapter, besides many
other passages in various books of the Old Testament, the style

of which proves that thev were written before the captivity; and
this word was not understood of the heathen, that is, of those

who had not the knowledge and Worship of the true God, until

after the captivity.1 Secondly, the proper rendering of Gen.
xxxiv. 7., \b -wrought fully toil kst Israel, thai is, against Jacob,

who was abo called Israel. Bee Gen. txxii. 28. txxv. in. and

clviL 81. The preposition a (lt<th) means against as well as

in, and so il is rendered in .Num. xxi. 7. The name of Israel

did not become a patronymic of his descendants until more than
Iwo hundred years afterwards. Compare Bxod. iV. 32. Thirdly,

the name of Palestine is of comparatively modern date, being

first used by the heathen geographers ; and is given by almost

all translators of the l k of ( tenesis, to indicate more clearly tho

"iiMiii', intended, namely, that of the Philistines. The Hebrew
word in Bxod. xv. II. isneta (PoLeSHeTH), which the Greek
writers softened into thawcm, and the Latin writers into Po>
IstsHna, whance our Pais tun

Obj. -.

—
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Id not be the author 6f that book.
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Answer.—The objection was first made by Spinoza, and from

him it has been copied without acknowledgment by the modern
opposers of the Scriptures : but it is founded on a mistranslation,

and does not apply to our authorized English version. Ac-

cording to these objectors, the verse runs thus :

—

These be the

•words which Jtfoses spake unto all Israel ketond Jordan in

the -wilderness, in the plain over against the Red Sea, be~

t-ween Paran and Tophel and Laban and Hazeroth and Di-

zahab. And as Moses never went over Jordan, they say it is

evident that the writer of the book of Deuteronomy lived on the

west side of that river, and consequently could not be Moses.

The Hebrew word -ujn (BeEBeR), however, is completely

ambiguous, signifying sometimes beyond, and sometimes on this

side, or, more properly, at or on tlie passage of Jordan. Thus
in Joshua xii. 1. the words translated, on the other side Jordan,

towards the rising of the sun, and vcr. 7. on this side Jordan

on the -west, are both expressed by the same Hebrew word. In

our authorized English version, the first verse of Deuteronomy

runs thus :

—

These be the words which JWoses spake unto all

Israel on this side Jordan, in the wilderness, &?c. This

version is agreeable to the construction which the original re-

quires, and which is sanctioned by the Syriac translation,

executed at the close of the first, or in the beginning of the

second century of the Christian azra: the objection above

stated, therefore, does not apply to our authorized English trans-

lation. The Septuagint and Vulgate Latin versions, as well as

that of Dr. Geddes, and several of the versions in the continental

languages, are all erroneous.

[ii.] With regard to the alleged marks of posterior intcr-

dation, it must be acknowledged, that there are some such

passages, but a few insertions can never prove the whole to be

spurious. We have indeed abundant reason still to receive

the rest as genuine : for no one ever denied the Iliad or

Odyssey to he the works of Homer, because some ancient

critics and grammarians have asserted that a few verses are

interpolations. The interpolations in the Pentateuch, how-
ever, are much fewer and less considerable than they are

Generally imagined to be ; and all the objections which have

een founded upon them (it is observed by the learned

prelate to whom this section is so deeply indebted) may be

comprised under one general head—namely, "expressions

and passages found in the Pentateuch which could w>l lain

been written by Moses." A brief notice of some of these

passages objected to, will show how little reason there is for

such objections.

Objection 1.—In Deut. xxxiv. the death of Moses is de-

scribed ; and therefore that chapter could not have been writ-

ten by him.

Answer.—Deut. xxxiii. has evident marks of being the close

of the book, as finished by Moses; and the thirty-fourth chapt

was added, either by Joshua or some other sacred writer, as a

supplement to the whole. Or, it may formerly have been the

commencement of the book of Joshua, and in process of time

removed thence, and joined to Deuteronomy by way of supple-

ment.

Oej. 2.—There are names of cities mentioned in the Pen-

tateuch, which names were not given to those cities till after

the death of Moses. For instance, a city which was origi-

nally called Laish, but changed its name to that of Dan,
after the Israelites had conquered Palestine (Judg. xviii.

22.), is yet denominated Dan in the book of Genesis, (xiv.

II.) The book itself, therefore, it is said, must have been

written after the Israelites had taken possession of the Holy
Land.

Answer.—But is it not possible that Moses originally wrote

Laish, and that, after the name of the city had been changed,

transcribers, for the sake of perspicuity, substituted the new for

the old name 7 This might so easily have happened that the

solution is hardly to be disputed, in a case where the positive

arguments in favour of the word in question are so very decisive.'

Obj. 3.—The tower of Edar, mentioned in Gen. xxxv.

21., was the name of a tower over one of the gates of Jeru-

salem ; and therefore the author of the book of 'Genesis must
at least have been contemporary with Saul and David.

Answer.—This objection involves a manifest absurdity, for

if the writer of this passage had meant the tower of Edar in

* An example of the same kind is " Hebron" (Gen. xiii. 18.), which be-

fore the conquest of Palestine was called Kirjath-Arba, as appears from
Josh. xiv. 15. This example may be explained in the same manner as the

preceding.

Jerusalem, he would have made Israel spread his tent beyond a
tower that probably did not exist till many hundred years after

his death. The tower of Edar signifies, literally, the tower of
the flocks ; and as this name was undoubtedly given to many
towers, or places of retreat for shepherds, in the open country of

Palestine, which in the days of the patriarchs was covered with

flocks, it is unnecessary to suppose that it meant in particular a

tower of Jerusalem.

Obj. 4.—In F.xod. xvi. 35, 36. we read thus :—Jlnd the

children of Israel did eat manna forty years, unfit they came
into a land inhabited: they did eat manna, until they came into

the borders of the land of Canaan. Now an omer is the tenth part

ofan ephuh. This could not have been written by Moses, as

the Jews did not reach the borders of Canaan, or cease to eat

manna, until after his death : nor would Moses speak thus
of an omer, the measure by which all the people gathered
the manna, an omer for every man. It is the language of
one speaking when this measure was out of use, and an
ephah more generally known.

Answer.—This passage, as Dr. Graves has forcibly observed,

is evidently inserted by a later hand. It forms a complete pa-

renthesis, entirely unconnected with the narrative, which, having
given a full account of the miraculous provision of manna, closes

it with the order to Aaron to lay up an omer full of manna in

the arte, as a memorial to be kept for their generations. This
was evidently the last circumstance relating to this matter which
it was necessary for Moses to mention ; and he accordingly then

resumes the regular account of the journeyings of the people.

Some later writer was very naturally led to insert the additional

circumstance of the time during which tins miraculous provision

was continued, and probably added an explanatory note, to ascer-

tain the capacity of an omer, which was the quantity of food

provided for each individual by God. To ascertain it, therefore,

must have been a matter of curiosity.

In like manner, Num. xxi. 3. was evidently added after the

days of Joshua : it is parenthetical, and is not necessary to com-
plete the narrative of Moses.

Obj. 5.—The third verse of the twelfth chapter of the

book of Numbers

—

(Now tin man Moses was very meek above

all the men which were upon the face of the earthJ—bears suffi-

cient proof that Moses could not be the author of it , and
that no man, however great his egotism, could have written

such an assertion of himself.

Answer.—If the assertor of this objection had been acquainted

with the original of this passage, instead of adopting it at second-

hand from some of those who copied it from Spinoza (for it was
first broached by him), he would have known that the passage

was mistranslated, not only in our own English version, but also

in all modern translations. The word ujj (anov), which is

translated meek, is derived from mjj (anoh) to act upon,

to humble, depress, afflict, and so it is rendered in many places

in the Old Testament, and in this sense it ought to be under-

stood in the passage now under consideration, which ought to be

thus translated. Now the man Moses was depressed or afflicted

more than any man nD^n (RAnaMait) of that land. And
why was he so 1 Because of the great burden he had to sus-

tain in the care and government of the Israelites, and also on

account of their ingratitude and rebellion, both against God and

himself. Of this affliction and depression, there is the fullest

evidence in the eleventh chapter of the book of Numbers. The
very power which the Israelites envied was oppressive to its

possessor, and was more than either of their shoulders could sus-

tain. 2 But let the passage be interpreted in the sense in which

it is rendered in our authorized English version, and what does

it prove ? Nothing at all. The character given of Moses as the

meekest of men might be afterwards inserted by some one who
revered his memory : or, if he vvrote it himself, he was justified

by the occasion, which required him to repel a foul and envious

aspersion of his character.

Obj. 6.—The most formidable objection, however, that

has been urged against the Pentateuch, is that which is drawn

from the two following passages, the one in the book of Gene-

sis (xxxvi. 31.), the other in the book of Deuteronomy (iii.

14.) : These are the kings, that reigned over the land of Edom,

before there reigned ant king over the children of

Israel. And again, Jair, the son of Manasseh, took all the

country of Argob unto the coasts of Geshuri, and Maachathi,

and called them after his own name, Bashon-havoth-jair unto

this day. Now it is certain that the last clause in each of

a Dr. A. Clarke's Commentary, in loc.
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these examples coulil not have, been written !>y Moses: for

the one implies a writer who lived after the establishment of
i larchj in Israel, the other a writer who lived at least some

Fter the settlement of the Jews in Palestine. 1

Asswaa.— It" these clanaea "ere not written by the author of

the Pentateuch, bat inserted bj some transcriber, in a later age,

they affect not the authenticity of the work itself. And whoever

impartially examines the contents of these two passages, will

find that the clauses in question are not only unnecessary, hut

even a burden to the sense. The clause of the second example
in particular could not possibly have proceeded from the author

of the rest of the verse, who, whether Moses or any other per-

son, would hardly have written, " He called them after his own
name unto this day" The author of the Pentateuch wrote,

"He called them alter his own name :" some centuries after the

death of the author, the clause "unto this day" was probably

ail.Id in the margin, to denote that the district still retained the

name which was given it by .lair, and this marginal reading was

in subsequent transcripts obtruded on the text. Whoever doubts

the truth of this assertion, needs only to have recourse to the

manuscripts of the Greek Testament, and he will find that the

spurious additions in the texts of some manuscripts are actually

written in the margin of others." 2

So far, however, is the insertion of such notes from impeach-

ing the antiquity and genuineness of the original narrative, that,

on the contrary, it rather confirms them. For, if this were a com-
pilation long siihsrijiient to the events it records, such additions

would not have been plainly distinguishable, as they now are,

from the main substance of the original : since the entire history

would have been compos, ',1 with the same ideas and views as

these additions were ; and such explanatory insertions would

not have been made, if length of time had not rendered them
ii" -ary. 3

We have therefore every possible evidence, that "the
genuine text of the Pentateuch proceeded from the hands of
Moses ; and the various charges that have been brought
against it amount to nothing more than this, that it has not
descended tu the present age without some few alterations;

a circumstance at which we ought not to he surprised, when
we retleet on the many thousands of transcripts that have
been made from it in the course of time thousand years." 1

The authority of the Pentateuch being thus established, that

of the other books of the Old Testament follows of course :

for so neat is their mutual and immediate dependence upon
each other, that if one he taken away, the authority of the

other must necessarily fall.

section n.

ON THE GENUINENESS AND AUTHENTICITY OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT.

I. General title of the Nr.w Testament.—II. Jlccount of its

Canon.—III. Genuineness of the books of the New Testa-

ment,—IV. Their authenticity proved, 1. From the impos-

si iiii.iTV oiniiii; kii v ; 2, From mteunji, or historical
evuiknck, afforded hii tnuient Jewish, Heathen, anil Chris-

tian testimonies in their favour, and also by ancient vrr-

nf them in different language!

:

—and 8. From iNTKii-

nal eviiikmk, furnithed ho, (l.) The character of the

writers. (2.) The language and stole of the .Vt'W Testa-

ment, and, (3.) The minute circumstantiality of the narra-

' WiUiluK, in his Miscellaneous Sncra, p. 125., aays the clause "before
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lire, together -with the coincidence of the accounts there

delivered, with the history of those times,

I. That an extraordinary person, called .lesus Christ,

Sonrished in Judaea in the Augustan age, i^ a facl better sup-
ported and authenticated, than that there lived such men as
Cyrus, Alexander, and Julius Cscsar ; for although their his-

tories are recorded by various ancient writers, yet the memo-
rials of their conquests and empires have for the most part

perished. Babylon, Persepolis, and Kebatana are no more ;

and travellers have long disputed, but have not been able to

ascertain, the precise site of ancient Nineveh, that " exceed-

ing great city of three days' journey." (Jonah iii. 3.) How
few vestiges nf Alexander's victorious arms are at preeenl to

he si i n in Asia Minor and India ! And equally few are the
standing memorials in France and Britain, to evince that there
was such a person as Julius Cresar, who subdued the one,
and invaded the other. Not so defective an- the evidences
concerning the existence of Jesus Christ. That he lived in

the reigu of Tiberius emperor of Rome, and that he suffered

death under Pontius Gilate, the Roman procurator of Judata,

are facts that are not only acknowledged by the Jews of every
subsequent age, and by the testimonies of several heathen
writers, hut also by Christians of every age and country,
who have commemorated, and still commemorate, the birth,

death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus Christ, and his
spiritual kingdom, by their constant and universal profession
of certain principles of religion, and by their equally con-
stant and universal celebration of divine worship on the
Lord's day, or first day of the week, and likewise of the
two ordinances of baptism and the Lord's supper. These
religious doctrines and ordinances they profess to derive
from a collection of writings, composed after the ascen-

sion of Jesus Christ, which they acknowledge to be di-

vine, and to have been written by the first preachers of
Christianity. 5

As all who have claimed to be the founders of any par-
ticular sect or religion have left some written records of their

institutes, it is a natural supposition that the first preachers
of the Christian faith should have left some writings con-
taining the principles which it requires to he believed, and
the moral precepts which it enjoins to be performed. For
although they were at first content with the oral publication

of the actions and doctrines of their master; vet they must
have been apprehensive lest the purity of that first tradition

should be altered after tlieir decease by false teachers, or by
those changes which are ordinarily effected in the course of
time in whatever IB transmitted orally. Besides, they would
have to answer those who consulted them ; tluv would have
to furnish Christians, who lived at a distance, with lessons

and instructions. Thus it became necessary that they should
have s thing in writing; .mil. if the apostles dud leave
any writings, they must he the same which have been pre-
served to our time : for it is incredible that all their w ritinos

should have been lost, and succeeded hv supposititious pwnfjej,

and that the whole of the Christian faith should have for its

foundation only forged or spurious writings. Further, that

the first Christians did receive some irrit/ni, as well as some
oral instruction, is a fact supported by the unanimous testi-

mony jof all the Christian churches, which, in every age
since their establishment, have professed to read and to vene-

rate certain books as the productions of the apostles, and as

being the foundation of their faith. Now every thing which
we know OOnoeniiiiLT the belief, worship, iminnei s. ami disci-

pline of the first Christians, OOTnsponds exactly with the
contents of the books of the New Testament, which are now
BXtaitt, and which an therefore most certainly the primitive

instructions which tiny received.
The collection of these books or writings is generally

known by the appellation of"H kainh .\iaohkh, the New
Covenant, or New Ti.stvmi vr ; a title, which, though
neither given by divine command, nor applied to these writ-

ings by the apostles, was adopted in a very early age.' Al-
though the precise time of its introduction is not known, yet

• Dr Haw-aril's Intro.lii.-tinii latin \ I intent, toL i. pp. 1—6.
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and is,it is justified by several passages in the Scriptures, 1 ai

in particular, warranted by Saint Paul, who calls the doc-

trines, precepts, and promises of the Gospel dispensation

Kami AiAx«, the New Covenant, in opposition to those of the

Mosaic Dispensation, which he terms yi-jckmi. a/x9»jui, the Old
Covenant. 2 This appellation, in process of time, was by a

metonymy transferred to the collection of apostolical and
evangelical writings. The title, " New Covenant," then, sig-

nifies the book which contains the terms of the New Cove-
nant, upon which God is pleased to offer salvation to man-
kind, through the mediation of Jesus Christ. But according

to the meaning of the primitive church, which bestowed this

title, it is not altogether improperly rendered New Testament ,

as being that in which the Christian's inheritance is sealed

to him as a son and heir of God, and in which the death of

Christ as a testator is related at large, and applied to our

benefit. As this title implies that in the Gospel unspeakable
gifts are given or bequeathed to us, antecedent to all condi-

tions required of us, the title of Testament may be retained,

although that of Covenant would be more correct and pro-

per. 3

II. The writings, thus collectively termed the New Tes-
tament, consist of twenty-seven boolcs, composed on various

occasions, and at different times and places, by eight diffe-

rent authors, all of whom were contemporary with Jesus

Christ, viz. the four Gospels, which bear the names of Mat-
thew, Mark, Luke, and John, the Acts of the Apostles, the

fourteen Epistles which bear the name of Paul, and which
are addressed to the Romans, Corinthians, Galatians, Ephe-
sians, Philippians, Colossians, Thessalonians, to Timothy,
Titus, Philemon, and to the Hebrews, the seven Catholic

Epistles (as they are called) of James, Peter, 1, 2, and 3

John, and Jude, and the Book of the Revelation, which like-

wise bears the name of John. These writings contain the

history of Jesus Christ, the first propagation of his religion,

together with the principles of Christianity, and various pre-

cepts or rules of life. The Gospels were written at various

periods, and published for very different classes of believers ;

while the Epistles were addressed, as occasion required, to

those various Christian communities, which, by the success-

ful labours of the apostles, had been spread over the greatest

part of the then known world, and also to a few private indi-

viduals.

Different churches received different books according to

their situation and circumstances. Their canons were gradu-

ally enlarged ; and at no very great distance of time from the

age of the apostles, with a view to secure to future ages a

divine and perpetual standard of faith and practice, these

writings were collected together into one volume under the

title of the " New Testament," or the " Canon of the New
Testament." Neither the names of the persons that were
concerned in making this collection, nor the exact time when
it was undertaken, can at present be ascertained with any de-

gree of certainty : nor is it at all necessary that we should be
precisely informed concerning either of these particulars. It

is sufficient for us to know that the principal parts of the

New Testament were collected before the death of the Apos-
tle John, or at least not long after that event.-1

Modern advocates of infidelity, with their accustomed dis-

regard of truth, have asserted that the Scriptures of the New
Testament were never accounted canonical until the meeting
of the council of Laodicea, a. d. 364. The simple fact is,

that the canons of this council are the earliest extant, which
give a formal catalogue of the books of the New Testament.

> Matt. xxvi. 28. Gal. iii. 17. Heb. viii. 8. ix. 15—20. a 2 Cor. iii. 6. 14.
3 Tile learned professor Jablonski has an elegant dissertation on the word

aiAcjhkh, which, he contends, ought to be translated Testament, 1. From
the usage of the Greek language ; 2. From the nature of the design and will
of God, which is called AlAfeiHKH; 3. From various passages of the New
Testament, which evidently admit ofno other signification ;

4. From the no-
tion of inheritance or heirship, under which the Scripture frequently desig-
nates the same thing; and, 5. From the consent of antiquity. Jablonskii
Opuscnla, torn. ii. pp. 393—423. Lug. Bat. 1804.

« Of all the various opinions that have been maintained concerning the
person who first collected the canon of the New Testament, the most gene-
ral seems to be, that the several books were originally collocted by St.

John ;—an opinion for which the testimony of EuseDius (Hist. Eccl. lib. iii.

c. 24.) is very confidently quoted as an indisputable authority. But it is to

be observed, says Mosheiin, that, allowing even the highest degree of
weight to Eusebius's authority, nothing further can be collected from his
words, than that St. John approved of the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, and
Luke, and added his own to them by way of supplement. Concerning any
of the other books of the New Testament, Eusebius is totally silent. Mo-
sheim's Commentaries, translated by Mr. Vidal, vol. i. p. 151. Stosch, in his
learned Commentatio Critics do Librorum Nov. Test. Canone. (pp. 103. et

seq. Svo. Frankfort, 1755), has given the opinions of Ens, Lampe, Frickius,
Dodwell, Vitringa, and Dupin. He adopts the last, which in substance cor-
responds with that above given, and defends it at considerable length. Ibid,

pp. 113. ct scq.

There is, indeed, every reason to believe that the bishops
who were present at Laodicea did not mean to settle the
canon, but simply to mention those books which were to be
publicly read. 5 Another reason why the canonical books
were not mentioned before the council of Laodicea, is pre-
sented in the persecutions to which the professors of Chris-
tianity were constantly exposed, and in the want of a national

establishment of Christianity for several centuries, which
prevented any general councils of Christians for the purpose
of settling their canon of Scripture. 6 But, though the num-
ber of the books thus received as sacred and canonical was
not in the first instance determined by the authority of coun-
cils, we are not left in uncertainty concerning their genuine-
ness and authenticity, for which we have infinitely more de-
cisive and satisfactory evidence than we have for the produc-
tions of any ancient classic authors, concerning whose
genuineness and authenticity no doubt was ever entertained.

III. We receive the books of the New Testament, as
the genuine works of Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, Paul,
James, Peter, and Jude, for the same reason that we receive
the writings of Xenophon, of Polybius, of Cssar, Tacitus,
and Quintus Curtius ; namely, because we have the unin-
terrupted testimony of ages to their genuineness, and we have
no reason to suspect imposition. This argument, Michaelis
remarks, is much stronger when applied to the books of the
New Testament than when applied to any other writings ;

for they were addressed to large societies in widely distant

parts of the world, in whose presence they were often read,

and were acknowledged by them to be the writings of the
apostles. Whereas the most eminent profane writings, that

are still extant, were addressed only to individuals, or to no
persons at all : and we have no authority to affirm that they
were read in public ; on the contrary, we know that a liberal

education was uncommon, books were scarce, and the know-
ledge of them was confined to a few individuals in every
nation.

The New Testament was read over three quarters of the
world, while profane writers were limited to one nation or to

one country. An uninterrupted succession of writers, from
the apostolic ages to the present time (many of whom were
men of distinguished learning and acutencss), either quote
the Sacred Writings, or make allusion to them : and these

quotations and allusions, as will be shown in a subsequent
page, are made not only by friends, but also by enemies.
This cannot be asserted of the best classic authors : and as

translations of the New Testament were made in the second
century, which in the course of one or two centuries more
were greatly multiplied, it became absolutely impossible to

forge new writings, or to corrupt the sacred text, unless we
suppose that men of different nations, sentiments, and
languages, and often exceedingly hostile to each other, should
all agree in one forgery. This argument is so strong, that,

if we deny the authenticity of the New Testament, we may
with a thousand times greater propriety reject all the other
writings in the world ; we may even throw aside human tes-

timony.'' But this subject is of the greatest importance
(for the arguments that prove the authenticity of the New
Testament also prove the truth of the Christian religion), we
shall consider it more at length ; and having first shown that

the books which compose the canon of the New Testament
are not spurious, we shall briefly consider the positive evi-

dence for their authenticity.

A genuine book, as already remarked, is one written by
the person whose name it bears as its author : the opposite
to genuine is spurious, supposititious, or, as some critics term
it, pseudepigraphial, that which is clandestinely put in the

place of another. The reasons which may induce a critic to

suspect a work to be spurious aTe stated by Michaelis to be
the following

:

1 . When doubts have been entertained from its appearance
in the world, whether it proceeded from the author to whom
it is ascribed ;—2. When the immediate friends of the pre-

tended author, who were able to decide upon the subject,

have denied it to be his production ;—3. When a long series

of years has elapsed after his death, in which the book was
unknown, and in which it must unavoidably have been men-
tioned and quoted, had it really existed ;—4. When the style

is different from that of his other writings, or, in case no other

remain, different from that which mbght reasonably be ex-

pected ;—5. When events are recorded which happened later

6 Lardner's Works, vol. iii. p. 448. 4to. edit.

Bp. Toinline's Elements ol Christian Theology, vol. i. p. 270. Jones on
the Canon, vol. i. p. 41. Oxford, 1798.

1 Encyclopaedia Britaunica, vol. xvii- p. 135. 3d edit.
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than the time of the pretended author;—C. When opii

are advanced which contradict those he is known to Maintain

in his other writings. Though this latter argument alone

leads to no positive conclusion, since every man is liable to

ehange his opinion, nr, through forgetfulness, to vary in the

circumstances of the Bame relation, of which Josephue, in

his Antiquities and War of the .1. us, affords a striking ex-

ample.
Now, of all these various grounds for denying a work to

be genuine, not one can I"' applied with justice to the New
Testament For, in the first glace, it cannot be shown thai

any our doubted of its authenticity in the period in which it

first appeared ;

—

Secondly, do ancient accounts are on record,

whence we maj conclude it to be spurious;

—

Thirdly

considerable period of time elapsed after the death of the

apostles, in which the New Testament was unknown ; but,

on the contrary, it is mentioned by their very contemporaries,

and the accounts of it in the second century are still more

numerous;

—

Fourthly, no argument can be brought in its

disfavour from the nature of the style, it being exactly such

as luiijht he i \|ieeteil from the apostles, not Attic, hut JeVi ish

Greek;

—

Fifthhi, no facts are recorded, which happened after

their death; Luxtli/, no doctrines are maintained, which

contradict the known tenets of the authors, since, besides tin-

New Testament, no writings of the apostles are in existence.

Hut, to the honour of the New Testament be it spoken, it

contains numerous contradictions to the tenets and doctrines

of the fathers of the second and third centuries; whose mo-
rality is different from mat of the Gospel, whichrecommends
fortitude and submission to unavoidable evils, but not that

enthusiastic ardour for martyrdom, for which those centuries

axe distinguished : the New Testament also alludes to cere

monies which in the following aires wire disused or un

known : all which circumstances infallibly demonstrate that

it is not a production of either of those centuries

IV. From the preceding considerations it is evident, that

there is not the smallest reason to doubt that tinsel ks

are as certainly genuine as the most indisputable works ol

the Greeks and Romans, lint that the genuineness and

authenticity of the New Testament do not rest on merely

negative proof, we have evidence the most direct and posi-

tive widen can he desired, and this evidence may he arranged

under the following heads, namely : 1- The Impossibility oj

a Forgery, arising from the nature of the thing itselfJ—3.

External oi Historical Evidence, arising from the ancient

Christian, Jewish, and Heathen testimonies in its favour.

and also from the ancient versions of the New Testament,

which were made into various languages in the Very first

ages of the church, and which versions are still extant ;

—

and, 3. Internal Evidence, arising IV the character of the

writers of the New Testament, from its language and sty le.

from the circumstantialitj of the narrative, and tr the un-

designed coincidl nces of the accounts delivered in the New

Ti >t anient with the history of those limes.

I. 771* IMPOSSIBILITY ok \ POROBRY, arising from tilt na-

ture af tin tiling itself, is evident.

It is impossible to establish forged writings SB authentic

in any place where ihere are persons strongly inclined and

well qualified to detect tin- fraud.'

Now the .lews were the most violent enemies of Christianity :

they put its bunder to death ; they persecuted his disciples with

implacable fury ; and they were anxious to stifle the new reli-

gion in its birth. If the writings of the New Testament had

been forged, would not the Jews have detected the imposture I

Is there single instance on record where a few individuals have

imposed a biaton opon the world against the testimony of a

whole nation I Would the inhabitanti of Palestine have re-

ceived the gospel . il tbej bad not bad sufficient evidence thai

Jesus Christ really appeared an : them, and perfot I the

mimclea a cribed la aim '. <>r would the churches si Home or

at Corinth have acknowledged the epistli ! to them as

the genuine works of 8t Paul, it be had never preached among

them ' Or, supposing any iinpostni to hive attempted the in-

vention and distribution of writings under his name, or the n

„f ,„,. otiu i

,
lhat thev could hive been re-

ceived without contradiction in all the Christian communities

, M I. pp. 2T>—30.
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of the three several quarters of the globe? We might aa well

attempt to prove that the history of the reformation is the inven-

tion of historians, and that no revolution happened in (.real

Britain during the seventeenth century, or in France during the

eighteenth century, and the first fifteen year- of the nineteenth

century.1 Indeed, from the marks of integrity, simplicity, and

fidelity, which every where pervade the writings of the apostles,

we may be certain that they would not have attempted a

forgery ; and if they had made the attempt in the apostolic

when the things arc said to have happened, every person must

have been sensible of the forgery. As the volume called die

New Testament consists of several pieces, which are ascribed to

light persons, we cannot suppose it to have been an imposture;

for if they bad written in concert, they would not differ (as in a

subsequent page we shall see that they do) in slight man
and if one man wrote the whole, there would not be such a di-

versitv as we see in the style o( the different pieces. It the apos-

tles were all honest, they were incapable of a forgery ; and if they

were all knaves, they were unlikely to labour to render men
virtuous. If some of them were honest, and the rest cheats, the

latter could not have deceived the former in respect to matters

of fact ; nor is it probable that impostors would have attempted a

forgery which would have exposed them to many inconv eineie a s.

Had parts of the Scripture been fabricated in the second or third

century by obscure persons, their forgeries would have been re-

jected by the intelligent and respectable; and if pious and learned

nun had forged certain passages, their frauds, however well in-

tended, would have been discovered by the captious and insig-

nificant, who are ever prone to criticise their superiors in virtue

or abilities. If the teachers of Christianity in one Iringilnm

forged certain passages of Scripture, the copies in the hands of

laymen would discover such forgery ; nor would it have been

possible to obtain creJit for such a forgery in other nations.

Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, having understood Creek and

Hebrew, their gospels, which were written in the former lan-

guage, contain many Hebrew idioms and words. Hence we
may be certain that the trospcls were not forged by those early

Christian writers, or fathers (as thev arc called), who were

strangers to Hebrew, since in such CSSS lla \ would not abound

with Hebrew words; nor by Justin Martyr, Origen, or Bpiphn-

nius. Mine the style of the Greek writings of these fathers dill'ers

from that of the gospel,-. Lastly, as the New Testament is not

calculated to advance the private interest of priests or rulers, it

could not be forged by the clergy or by princes ; and as its teach-

ers suffered in propagating it, and as it was mm the established

religion of any nation for three hundred years, it is perfectly ab-

surd to suppose it the offspring of priestcraft, or mere political

contrivance. For three hundred years after ' lui l. no mill had

any thing to dread from exposing a forgery in the I
' - of the

New Testament; because, during that time, the Christians had
not the power of punishing informers. ' It was therefore morally

impossible, from the very nature of the thing, that those hooks

Could be folged.

Satisfactory as the preceding argument for the genuine-
ness and authenticity of the New Testament, arising from

the impossibility of a forgery, unquestionably is,

•j. The direct and posuirx testimony arising from the ex-

tkhnai, or iiistouk'al EVTOENCI u /'i/ no meant inferior in

decisiveness or importance. This evidence is furnished by the

tesli v of ancient w liters, w ho have ouotl d or alluded to

the book's ,,f the New Testament, and also by ancient VOT-

sinus ,,f the New Te8tsmen|» in various languages, which are

sllli extant. 'I'll' boOks of tht .\ ir I'l .v/o mi ill ape nautili or

alluded !•< by n series of Christian writers, as well as by advert

• •(tin Christian faith, who may be traced gular

succession from (he present Hms to tin apostolic i

'I'll is sort of evidence. Dr. Paley has remarked, "is id' all

i Mil, i- ih, most unquestionable, the hast liable to an]
|

ii-. - 1. 1 fraud, and is not diminished by thi Inpu of

Bishop Burnet, in the History of his own Times, in

various extracts front Lord Clarendon's History. 0« such

insertion ia a proof that Lord Clarendon's I listen was ex-
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tant at the time when Bishop Bumet wrote, that it had been
read by Bishop Burnet, that it was received by Bishop Bur-
net as the work of Lord Clarendon, and also regarded by him
as an authentic account of the transactions which it relates

;

and it will be a proof of these points a thousand years hence,

or as long as the books exist. This simple instance may
serve to point out to a reader, who is little accustomed to

such researches, the nature and value of the argument.

In examining the quotations from the New Testament,
which are to be found in the writings of the first ecclesiasti-

cal writers, the learned Professor Hug2 has laid down the

following principles, the consideration of which will be suffi-

cient to solve nearly all the objections which have been made
against their citations :

—

1. The ancient Christian writers cite the Old Testament
with greater exactness than the New Testament ; because
the former, being less generally known, required positive quo-

tations, rather than vague allusions, and perhaps also evinced

more erudition in the person who appealed to its testimony.

2. In passages taken from the Historical Writers of the

Old or New Testament we seldom meet with the identical

words of the author cited : but this does not prevent allusions

to circumstances, or to the sense, in very many instances,

from rendering evident both the origin of the passage and the

design of the author.

3. Quotations from the didactic writings of the Old Testa-

ment are generally very exact, and accompanied with the

name of the author quoted. In this case his name is, indeed,

generally necessary.

4. In like manner, when quotations are made from the

epistles of the New Testament, the name of the author cited

is generally given, especially when the passage is not lite-

rally stated.

5. The fathers ofvii amplify sentences of Scripture to

which they allude : in which case they disregard the words,

in order to develope the ideas of the sacred writers.

6. When lrenaeus, and the fathers who followed him, re-

late the actions or discourses of Jesus Christ, they almost
always appeal to Him, and not to the evangelists whom they

copy. The Lord says—The Lord hath done it—are their ex-

pressions, even in those instances, where the conformity of

their writings with our copies of the original authors is not

sufficiently striking to exclude all uncertainty respecting the

source whence they drew the facts or sayings related by
them. (This remark is particularly worthy of attention,

because, of all the ancient fathers, lrenaeus3 is he who has
rendered the strongest and most express testimony to the

authenticity of our four gospels, and who has consequently
drawn from them the facts and discourses which he lias re-

lated in his writings.)

7. Lastly, it must on no account be forgotten, that the
quotations of the fathers are not to be compared with our
printed editions, or our textus receplus, but with the text of
their church, and of the age in which they lived ; which text

was sometimes purer, though most frequently less correct
than ours, and always exhibits diversities, in themselves in-

deed of little importance, but which nevertheless would be
sufficient sometimes to conceal the phrase cited from readers
who should not remember that circumstance.

For the reason above stated, we commence the series of
testimonies to the genuineness and authenticity of the New
Testament, which are furnished by the quotations of ancient
Christian writers, with the fathers of the fourth century;

because from that century downwards, the works of Chris-
tian Writers are so full of references to the New Testa-
ment, that it becomes unnecessary to adduce their testimonies,
especially as they would only prove that the books of Scrip-
ture never lost their character or authority with the Christian
church. The witnesses to the genuineness ofthe books ofthe
New Testament, in this century, are very numerous ; but,
as it would extend this chapter to too great a length, were
we to detail them all, it may suffice to remark, that we have
not fewer than ten distinct catalogues of these books. Six
agree exactly with our present canon ; namely, the lists of
Athanasius (a. d. 315),4 Epiphanius (a. d. 370), 5 Jerome

> Paley's Evidences, vol. i. p. 173.
"i Cellerier, Essai d'une Introduction Critique au Nouveau Testament, pp.

17—19. Hug's Introduction to the Writings of the New Testament, by Dr.
Wait, vol. i. pp. 40—44.

3 The testimony of lrenaeus is given in p. 43. infra.
* The testimony of Athanasius will be found at full length in Dr. T.ardner's

Credibility of the Gospel History, part ii. Works, vol. iv. pp. '£*)—294. of
the 8vo. edition of 1789, or vol. ii. pp. 388—40G. of the 4to. edition. The tes-
timonies adduced in Lardner, may likewise be seen on a smaller scale in
Professor Less's valuable work on "The Authenticity, uncorruptcd Pre.

(a. d. 392)," Rufinus (a. d. 390.),' Augustine,* Bishop of
Hippo in Africa (a. d. 394), and of the forty-four bishops as-
sembled in the third council of Carthage (at which Au-
gustine was present, a. d. 397).9 Of the other four cata-

logues, those of Cyril, Bishop of Jerusalem (a. d. 340), 10 of
the bishops at the council of Laodicea (a. d. 364)," and of
Gregory of Nazianzum, Bishop of Constantinople (a. d.

375), 12 are the same with our canon, excepting that the
Revelation is omitted ; and Philaster or Philastrius, 13 Bishop
of Brixia or Brescia (a. d. 380), in his list, omits the Epis-
tle to the Hebrews, and the Revelation, though he acknow-
ledges both these books in other parts of his works.
Of these various catalogues, that of Jerome is the most

remarkable. He was born about the middle of the fourth
century, and was ordained presbyter by Paulinus, at Antioch,
in the year 378, about which time he is placed by Bp. Marsh,
Dr. Cave, and others, though Dr. Lardner (whose date we
have followed) places him about the year 392, when he
wrote his celebrated book of illustrious men. " It is well
known that Jerome was the most learned of the Latin
fathers ; and he was peculiarly qualified, not only by his
profound erudition, but by his extensive researches, his va-
rious travels, and his long residence in Palestine, to investi-

gate the authenticity of the several books which compose
the New Testament. Of these books he has given a cata-
logue in his epistle to Paulinus, on the study of the Holy
Scriptures. 14 He begins his catalogue (which is nearly at
the close of the epistle) with the four evangelists, Matthew,
Mark, Luke, John. The Acts of the Apostles he mentions
as another work of St. Luke, whose praise is in the Gospel.
He says that St. Paul wrote epistles to seven churches : the
seven churches are such as we find in the titles of the Epis-
tles of St. Paul contained in our present copies of the New
Testament. Of the Epistle to the Hebrews he observes,
that most persons (namely, in the Latin church) did not
consider it as an epistle of St. Paul : but we shall presently

see that his own opinion was different. He further states,

that St. Paul wrote to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon. The
seven catholic epistles he ascribes to James, Peter, John,
and Jude, and expressly says that they were apostles. And
he concludes his catalogue with the remark, that the Reve-
lation of John has as many mysteries as words. This cata-

logue accords with the books which we receive at present,

with the exception of the Epistle to the Hebrews. The re-

jection of this epistle is a fact which Jerome has not at-

tempted to conceal ; and therefore, as he confidently speaks
of all the other books of the New Testament, his testimony
is so much the more in their favour. As we are now con-

cerned with a statement of facts, it would be foreign to our
present purpose to inquire into the causes which induced the

Latin church to reject the Epistle to the Hebrews. But what-
ever those causes may have been, they did not warrant the re-

jection of it, in the estimation of Jerome himself. For in his

Catalogue of Ecclesiastical Writers, or, as it is frequently

called, his Treatise of Illustrious Men, and in the article re-

lating to St. Paul, Jerome expressly asserts that St. Paul
wrote the epistle to the Hebrews. And in his Epistle to

Dardanus, 15 alluding to the then prevailing custom in the

Latin church to reject the Epistle to the Hebrews, he adds,
' but we receive it ;' and he assigns this powerful reason,

which it is necessary to give in his own words, ' nequaquam
hums temporis consuetudinem, sed velerum scriptorum aucto-

ritutem sequentes.'—To his catalogue of the books of the

New Testament may be added his revision of the Latin ver-

sion, which revision contained the same books as we have
at present." 16 In this revision Jerome was employed by
Damasus, then Bishop of Rome, to collate many ancient

Greek copies of the New Testament, and by them to correct

the Latin version then in use, wherever they appeared to

servation, and Credibility of the New Testament," translated by Mr. King-
don, 8vo. London, 1804 ; and especially in C. F. Schmidius's " Historia An-
tiqua et Viudicatio Canonis Sacri Veteris Novique Testamenti." 8vo. Lipsise,

1775.
* Lardner, 8vo. vol. iv. pp. 311—319. ; 4to. vol. ii. pp. 416—420.

« Ibid. 8vo. vol. v. pp. 1—74. ; 4to. vol. ii. pp. 531—572.
' Ibid. 8vo. vol. v. pp. 75—78. ; 4to. vol. ii. pp. 572—574.
» Ibid. 8vo. vol. v. pp. 81—123. ; 4to. vol. ii. pp. 576—599.
9 Ibid. 8vo. vol. v. pp. 79, 80. ; 4to. vol. ii. pp. 574, 575.

io Ibid. 8vo. vol. iv. pp. 299—303. ; 4to. vol. ii. pp. 409—411.
" Canon 59. The canons of this council were, not long afterwards, re-

ceived into the body of the canons of the universal church. Lardner, 8vo.

vol. iv. pp. 308—311. ; 4to. vol. ii. pp. 414—416.
»» Lardner, 8vo. vol. iv. pp. 406—411.

; 4to. vol. ii. pp. 469—472.
" Olid. 8vo. vol. iv. pp. 499—501. ; 4lo. vol. ii. pp. 522, 523.
'* Tool. iv. part 2. col. 568. ed. Martianay. "Tom. ii. col. 608.
""• Hp. Marsh's Course of Lectures on the several Branches of Divinity,

part v. pp. £0—22.
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disa<ree materially with the true original. This task, lie

tells us, he performed with peat care in the four Gospels,

about tin- rest 384 ; mo1

he made the Bame use of the Greek
copies in liis commentaries on St. Paul's Epistles to the

Galatians, Epheaians, Titus, and Philemon, and most pro-

bably also in his commentaries on the ether parts ui' the New
Testament.
The next distinguished writer anterior to Jerome was El M-

Biis, Hishop of (.'a-sarca, who tlourished in the year 315.

—

a man of extraordinary learning, diligence and judgment, ami

singularly studious in the Scriptures, lie received the hooks

of the New Testament nearly as we have them, and in his

various writings has producea ^notations from all, or marly

all of them. His chief work is his Ecclesiastical History,

in which In records the history of I Ihristianity from its com-

mencemi tit to his own time; and having diligently read the

works of christian antiquity, for the express purpose of as-

certaining what Writings had been received as the genuine

productions of the apostles and evangelists, in the third,

fourth, and twenty-fourth chapters of his third book, he has

particularly treated on the various books of the New Tes-

tament; and in the twenty-fifth chapter he has delivered.

not his own private opinion, but (ho opinion nf the church,

UKXrKTtjLfnK* irifiJ.Ttt, the sum of what he had found in the

writings of the primitive Christians. As the result of his

inquiries, be reduces the books of the New Testament into

the. three following classes; viz.

I. Ofjt'tMy'Muivix r^)2<?3U (cuoyxaJur^Jl^UAECr or ax«9ac x*t a7r\4.rot\)

that is, writings which were univertally received as the

genuine works of the persons whose names they bear. In

this class Eusebius reckons, 1. The four Gospels; 2. The
Acts of the Apostles; 3. The Epistles of Paul ; l. The first

Epistle of John; 5. The first Epistle of Peter. The Revela-

tion of John might also ptrhapi be placed in this class, be-

cause tomt thins its authenticity incontrovertible, yet the

ty leave the matter undetermined.

II. krmrytfimat ff.*<pxi; that is, writings on whose au-

thenticity the ancients were mil unanimous. According to

Eusebius, even these have the mnjnrili/ nf vnices among the

ancients in their favour. He expressly calls them ynftftm

i/jiut T-.t; iroMAg (writings acknowledged I"/ must to be ge-

nuine,) and -rip* vftjCTHc t&v tuojiritffnuev icywwu&Ac (received

by the majority.) A few doubted of their authenticity ; and

therefore Eusebius ranks them under the class of contested

books. In this class be enumerates, of the writings of the

New IV i ui, l. The Epistle ofJames; '2. The Epistle

of Jude; 3. The second Epistle of 1'eter; -1. The second

and third Epistles of John. The Revelation of John, he
adds, is also by si.me placed in this class. 1

III. No^jo Iftyv ; that is, writings confessedly spurtotM.

Among these lie enumerates the acts of Paul ; the Shepherd

of Hennas; the Revelation of Peter; the Epistle of Barna-

bas; the Doctrines of the Apostles: and the Gospel accord-

ing to the Hebrews.
Besides these, Eusebius mentions certain I ks which

may constitute a fourth class (for the twenty-fifth chapter of

the third book of his Ecclesiastical History is not remark-

ably perspicuous) ; viz..

rV. Atsts xu Ijvvtii, (absurd and impious;) that is, writ-

ings which had been uniecrxnlh/ njidril as rrit/riilli/ x/ntriuus.

In this class be includes the Gospel of Peter, of Thomas, and

of Matthias ; the Acts of \ndrew, of John, and of other apos-

tles. These writings, says he, contain eviderii errors, are

written in a style entirely different from that of the apostles,

and have not been thought worthy of being mentioned by

any one of the ancient

A few years before the tune of Eusebius, or about the

year 800, mutobii »,e teacher of rhetoric at Sicca in Africa,'

and I,u tamiis his pupil, 1 composed, among other '.

elaborate vindications of the Christian religion, which prove

their acquaintance with tin- writings of the New Testament.

although they did not rule them by name, because tiny ad-

dressed their works to the Gentiles. Lactantius, n

assigns this very reason for bis reserve; notwithstanding

which |)r. Lardnei remarks, "He ins to show that the

Christians of that time were so habituated to tin- language

of Scripture, that it was not easy for them to avid ti

of it, when vi r they discoursed 'upon things of a n I

nature."

1 r ..i, ir'r timet, tome believed that thin workm not

by Job \, me, "i !> iwint*

• Lejrrln .v. pp. am— f
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During the next |ireceding forty years, the imperfect re-

mains nl numerous writers are still extant, in which they
either cite the Historical Scriptures of the New Testament,
or speak of them in terms of profound respect; but the tes-

timony of \ leroiuMs Bishop of Pettaw in Germany is par-

ticularly worthy of notice, on account of the remoteness of
Ins situation from that of Origin and Cyprian, who were
Africans. Yictorinus wrote commentaries on dub-rent hooks
of the Old Testament, an exposition of some passages of
Matthew's Gospel, a commentary on the Apocalypse, and
various controversial treatises against the heretics of his day ;

in which WS have valuable and most explicit testimonies to

aliniisi every book of the .New Testament.
Ofall the fathers who tlourished in ihi- t/nn/ rmtiiri/, the most

learned and laborious unquestionably was Okigen, who was
born in Egypt, a. n. 181 or 185, and died about the year '253.

It is said of bun, that he did not so much recommend Chris-
tianity by what be preached or wrote, as by the general tenor

of his life. So great, indeed, was the estimation in which
hi' was held, even among the heathen philosophers, thai they

dedicated their writings to him, and submitted them to his

nvisal. Of the critical labours of Origen upon the Scrip-

tures, we have spoken at considerable length in a Subsequent
part of this work ;' but, besides these (which in themselves
form adecisivetestimony tothe authenticity ofthe Scriptures.)

he wrote a three-fold exposition of all the books of the Scrip-

ture, viz. scholia or snort notes, tomes or extensive com-
mentaries, in which he employed all his learning, critical,

Sacred, and profane, and a variety of homilies and tracts for

the people. Although a small portion only of his works has
come down to us, yet in them he uniformly bears testimony

to the authenticity of the New Testament, as we now have
it ; and he is the first writer who has given us a perfect cata-

logue of those books which Christians unanimously (or at

least the greater part of them) have considered as the genuine
and divinely inspired writings of the apostles.

Gregory Bishop of Neo-Cfcsarea,10 and Dionysiub Hishop
of Alexandria, M were pupils of I rrigeh ; so that their testimo-

nies to the .New Testament, which are very numerous, are

in fact hut repetitions of his. In the writings of Cronus
Hishop of Carthage, w ho tlourished a few years after Origan,

and suffered martyrdom, a. n. v-'.'i^. we have most copious

quotations from almost all the books of tin New Testament.1'

Further, during the first thirty years of the third century,

there are extant fragments of several writers, in all of « hub
there is some reference to the books of the New Testament.

Thus Curs, suriiamed Uoiuanus. who was a presbyter of

tin church of Home, 13 quotes all the epistles ot Saint Paul
as his genuine productions, except the Epistle to the He-
brews, which he lias omitted to enuiin rate among the n st.

lliei'oi.YTi s l'oiiTi'FNsis also has several references CO most

nl' the books of the New Testament.14 Ammmmis com-

posed a Harmony the Four Gospels,1' and .Inns A™-
cam s endeavoured to remove the apparent contradictions in

the genealogy of Jesus Christ as delivered by the evangelists

Matthew and I, like. 1

Erom the third century we now ascend to the teeond, in

which tlourished TkktI'LI.Ian, a pn s!i\l. r "I the church of

( larthage, w bo was horn in the year 160, and died about the

rear B20. He became a MontaniSI about the year MO ; and

Christian writers have commonly distinguished between

what In wrote before that period, and what he published

afterwards. His testin v. however, to the authority of

the canonical Scriptures, both before and after he embrsoed

nets of Mont. inns, is oiactlj the same. He uniformly

recognizes the four Gospels, as written by the evangelists
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to whom we ascribe them ; distinguishing Matthew and
John as apostles, and Mark and Luke as apostolical men

;

and asserting the authority of their writings as inspired

books, acknowledged by the Christian church from their

original date. His works are filled with quotations by name,
and with long extracts from all the writings of the New
Testament, except the Epistle of James, the second Epistle
of Peter, and the second and third Epistles of John. But
if an author does not profess to give a complete catalogue
of the books of the New Testament, his mere silence in re-

gard to any book is no argument against it. Dr. Lardner has
observed, that the quotations from the small volume of the
New Testament, by Tertullian, are both longer and more
numerous than the quotations are from all the works of Ci-
cero, in writers of all characters, for several ages. Further,
Tertullian has expressly affirmed that, when he wrote, the

Christian Scriptures were open to the inspection of all the
world, both Christian and heathen, without exception.

And it also appears, that in his time there was already a
Latin version of some part of the New Testament, if not of
the whole of it : for, at least in one instance, he appeals
from the language of such version to the authority of the
authentic copies in Greek. 1

Contemporary with Tertullian was Clement of Alexan-
dria, who gives an account of the order in which the four

Gospels were written, and quotes almost all the books of the

New Testament so often by name, and so amply, that to ex-

tract his citations would fill a large portion ot this volume.
As he was the preceptor of Origen, and travelled in quest of

authentic information, and did not give his assent to the

Scriptures until he had accurately examined them, his testi-

mony to their authenticity possesses the greater weight. 2

Theophilus Bishop of Antioch, a. D. 181, in his three
books to Autolycus, could only mention the Scriptures occa-
sionally, from the particular object he had in view : but he
has evident allusions to the Gospels of Matthew and John,
the Epistle to the Romans, and the first Epistle to Timo-
thy. 3

Athenagoras, a philosopher and a native of Athens, who
flourished about the year 180, is the most polished and ele-

gant author of Christian antiquity. In his Apology for the
Christians, presented to the emperor Marcus Antoninus, and
in bis Treatise on the Resurrection of the Dead, he has in-

disputably quoted the Gospels of Matthew and John, the
Epistles to the Romans, and the two Epistles to the Corin-
thians.'1

Prior to these writers was Irenaeus, who succeeded the
martyr Pothinus, in the bishopric of Lyons about the year
170, or perhaps a few years later. His testimony to the
genuineness and authenticity of the New Testament is the
more important and valuable, because he was a disciple of
Polycarp, who was a disciple of St. John, and had also con-
versed with many others who had been instructed by the
apostles and immediate disciples of Jesus Christ. Though
he wrote many works, his five books against heresies are all

that remain : in these he has shown himself to be well ac-
quainted with heathen authors, and the absurd and intricate

notions of the heretics, as well as with the Scriptures of the
Old and New Testament. Though he has nowhere given
us a professed catalogue of the hooks of the New lesta-
ment, we learn from his treatise that he received as authen-
tic and canonical Scriptures, and ascribed to the persons
whose names they bear, the four Gospels, (the authors of
which he describes, and the occasions on which they were
written,) the Acts of the Apostles, the Epistle to the Ro-
mans, the Epistles to the Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians,
and Colossians, the first and second Epistles to the Thessa-
lonians, the two Epistles to Timothy, the Epistle to Titus
(all which Epistles he has repeatedly ascribed to Paul), the
two Epistles of Peter, and the first and second Epistles of
John. Irenaeus has alluded to the Epistle to the Hebrews,
but he is silent concerning the question, whether that Epistle
was written by Paul. We are not, however, as Bishop
Marsh has well observed, to attach to his silence more im-
portance than it deserves. " Irenaeus, though born a Greek,
was transplanted to the Latin church, which then rejected

the Epistle to the Hebrews. If therefore he had quoted it

as authority in controversial writings, he would have afforded

1 Sciamns plane non sic esse in Grazco authentico. Tertullian dp Monpo.
c. II. Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 250—287. ; 4to. vol. i. pp.416^36. Sir II. M.
VV.'llwood's Discourses on the Evidences of the Jewish and Christian Re-
velation, pp. 230—232.
» Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 206—243. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 302—412.
' Il.id. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 190-202. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 3S3—389.
< ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 180—187. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 377—381.

his adversaries this ready answer, that he produced as au-
thority what was not allowed by his own church. And,
since he has nowhere asserted, that Saint Paul was not the
author of that Epistle, his mere silence argues rather the
custom of the Latin church (as it is termed by Jerome), than
the opinion of Irensus himself." 5 He has quoted the Epis-
tle of James once, and to the book of Revelation his testi-

mony is clear and positive : he has not only cited it very
often, but has expressly ascribed it to the apostle John, and
has distinctly spolven of the exact and ancient copies of this

book, as being confirmed by the agreeing testimony of those
who had personally conversed with John himself.

In short, we have the testimony of Irenaeus, in one form
or other, to every one of the books of the New Testament,
except the Epistle to Philemon, the third Epistle of John,
and the Epistle of Jude; which, as they contain no point

of doctrine, could not afford any matter for quotations in the

particular controversies in which Irenaeus was engaged,
whose writings (it must be recollected) were wholly contro-

versial.

Considering the age in which he lived, and his access to

the original sources of information, the testimony of Irenaeus

to the genuineness and authenticity of the New Testament,
gives to such of his writings as are extant, a perpetual in-

terest and value in the Christian church : for his " quotations
are so numerous, and many of them are so long, as to afford

undoubted evidence that the books of the New Testament,
which were known to the disciples of Polycarp, are the same
books which have descended to the present age." In addi-
tion to the preceding remarks it may be stated, that Irenseus

mentions " the Code of the New Testament as well as the Old"
and calls the one as well as the other, " the Urucles of God,
and Writings dictated by his Word and Spirit."''

About the year 170, during the reign of Marcus Antonius,
the Christians in Gaul suffered a terrible persecution, par-
ticularly at Vienne and Lyons, whence they sent an affecting

narrative to their brethren in Asia. In this epistle, of which
Eusebius has preserved the greater part, there are exact re-

ferences to the Gospels of Luke and John, the Acts of the
Apostles, the Epistles to the Romans, Ephesians, Philip-
pians, 1 Timothy, 1 Peter, 1 John, and the Revelation of St.

John. 7 In this persecution, Pothinus Bishop of Lyons, the
predecessor of Irenaeus, was put to death.

At this time also flourished Melito Bishop of Sardis, in

Lydia, whom some writers have conjectured (but without
any authority from Christian antiquity) to be the angel of
the church of Sardis, to whom the epistle is directed in Rev.
ii. 1—6. He appears to have been a voluminous writer, as
the titles of thirteen treatises of his have been transmitted

to us, though none of them have reached our times, except
a few fragments preserved by Eusebius and Jerome. He
travelled into the East, to ascertain the Jewish canon, and
left a catalogue of the books of the Old Testament. From
the language cited from him with regard to the Old Testa-
ment, as distinguished from the New, there is reason to con-
clude that there was then extant a volume or collection of

books, called the New Testament, containing the writings of
apostles and apostolical men. One of Melito's treatises was
a commentary on the Revelation of Saint John. 8

Hegesippus, who was a converted Jew, was born in the

beginning of the second century, and, according to the Alex-
andrian Chronicle, died in the reign of the emperor Corn-
modus. He relates that, in his journey from Palestine to

Rome, he conversed with many bishops, all of whom held

one and the same doctrine ; and that " in every city the same
doctrine was taught, which the law and the prophets, and the

Lord teacheth ;" In which passage, by " the Lord," he must
mean the Scriptures of the New Testament, which he con-

sidered as containing the very doctrine taught and preached
by Jesus Christ. 9

Tatian flourished about the year 172 ; he was converted

from heathenism to Christianity by reading the books of the

Old Testament, and by reflecting on the corruptions and ab-

surdities of gentilism. After the death of Justin Martyr,

whose follower or pupil he is said to have been, Tatian
adopted various absurcf and heretical tenets, which are de-

tailed by ecclesiastical historians. He composed a Harmony
of the Gospels, called AlA TE22APfiN, of the four , in which

» Bp. Marsh's Lectures, part v. p. 41.

« Ibid, part v. p. 43. Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 153—180. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 363
—377. Wellwood's Discourses, p. 227.

i Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. lib. v. c; 1 —4. Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 148—153.

;

4to. vol. i. pp. 360-362.
• Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 146—148. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 358, 359.
» Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 141—145.; 4to. vol. i. pp. 355—358.
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he is charged with making alterations and omissions in such
passages of the Gospels as opposed his heretical tenets.

The fragments of this harmony, which have been preserved

by Clement of Alexandria who wrote against Tatian, prove
that it was compiled from the same Gospels which we now
have, and recognize as canonical. 1 The identity of the Gos-
pels harmonized by the latter, with our Gospels, is further

proved by the fact, that a Greek manuscript ol the Gospels in

the British Museum (Codex Harleianus 56-17) contains a

scholium, the object of which is to support a various reading

by the authority of Tatian. 2 Eusebius s account of Tatian's
Harmony further proves, that in the earliest times there were
four Gospels, and only four, which were in esteem with the

Christians. His oration or discourse against the Gentiles,

which is said to have been the most useful of all his writ-

ings, contains several quotations from, and allusions to, the

Gospels. 3

Justin, sumamed the Martyr, from his having sealed

with his blood his confession of the truth of the Christian re-

ligion, was one of the most learned fathers of the second cen-
tury. He was born at Sichem, or Flavia Neapolis, a city of
Samaria in Palestine, about the year 89. He was converted
to Christianity, a. d. 133, flourished chiefly from the year 1 10

and afterwards, and suffered martyrdom in Hit or 107. He
wrote several pieces, of which only his two apologies for the
Christians, one addressed to the emperor Titus Antoninus
Pius, and the other to the emperor Marcus Antoninus ami the
senate and people of Rome (this last is not entire), and his
Dialogue with 1'rypho the Jew, have been preserved. From
this dialogue we learn, that before his conversion, Justin had
carefully studied the Stoic, Pythagorean, and Platonic sys-
tems of philosophy ; and that he embraced Christianity at

last, as the only safe and useful philosophy. The sincerity,

learning, arid antiquity of Justin, therefore, constitute him a
witness of the highest importance. He has numerous quo-
tations from, as well as allusions to, the four Gospels, which
he uniformly represents as containing the genuine and au-
thentic accounts of Jesus Christ ana of his doctrine. He
terms them, " Memoirs" or commentaries, " Memoirs of the

JJposfles," " Christ's Memoirs ;" u Memoirs of the Apostles anil

their Companions, who have written the history of all things
concerning our Saviour Jesus Christ;" by which he evi-

dently means the Gospels of Matthew and John, of Mark
and Luke. Further, in his first apology he tells us, that the
memoirs of the apostles and the writings of the prophets were
read and expounded in the Christian assemblies for public
worship : whence it is evident that the Gospels were at that

time well known in the world, and not designedly concealed
from any one. The writings of Justin also contain express
references to, or quotations from, the Acts of the Apostles,
the Epistle to the Romans, the first Epistle to the Corin-
thians, the Epistles to the Galatians, Kphesians, Philippians,
and Colossians, the second Epistle, to the Thessalonians, the
Epistle of Peter, and the book of Revelation, which he ex-
pressly says was written by "John, one of the apostles of
Christ." 1

Anterior to Justin, was Papus, Bishop of Hierapolis in

Asia, whose public life is placed between the years 110 and
110. He was well acquainted with Polycarp and John the
presbyter or elder, both of them apostolical men, if not with
the apostle John himself; consequently he had access to the
best sources of information. He bears express testimony to
the Gospels nf Malthew and Mark, which he ascribe s to those
evangelists; he has also quoted the first Epistle of I'eter ami
the first Epistle of John, and alludes to the Acts of the Apos-
tles, as well as In the bunk of Revelation.

We have now traced the external evidence for ihe genu-
ineness and authenticity of the New Testament, from the

present time backward to the second century, without the aid
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of the apostolic fathers, (that is, of those who were the im-
mediate contemporaries or disciples, acquaintances, or suc-
cessors of the apostles,) or of any other writers whose tes-

timony can in any way be questioned. " But though we have
sufficient proof, independently of the apostolic fathers, there
is no reason for our rejecting them altogether as useless.
\\ I itii the passages in their writings, which are supposed
only from their resemblance to have been borrowed from cor-
responding passages in the Gospels, or other books, are
brought forward, as usual, in the first instance, we are then
indeed lost in uncertainty, whether such passages were bor-
rowed from the New Testameut or not. But when we have
already proved, that such books of the New Testament, as
they are supposed to have quoted, were then in existence, and
therefore might have been quoted by them, it becomes much
more credible, that those books really were quoted by them.
It is true, that, if the validity of a witness must be previously
established by means which prove of themselves what the wa-
nna is intended to prove, the importance of his evidence is

thereby diminished. But in the present case we are not so
much concerned with the obtaining of more evidence, which
is quite unnecessary, as with showing, that the testimony of
the apostolic fathers, as far as it goes, is consistent with the
evidence already produced."' There are, however, some
books of the New Testament, mentioned by name, and
others which are so expressly alluded to by the apostolic
fathers, as to prove most clearly that such writings must have
been extant in their time: and although (as above remarked)
tlieir testimony is not absolutely necessary to complete the
series of evidence for the genuineness and authenticity of the
New Testament, yet it may be satisfactory to the reader to

see their attestations ; because, independently of their quota-
tions from the books of the New Testament, and of their al-

lusions to them, the apostolic fathers were the chief persona
from whom the writers, that immediately succeeded them, re-

ceived the information which they have transmitted to us, con-
cerning the authors, and the general reception of those books.

The testimony, therefore, of these apostolical men forms an
important link in that unbroken chain of evidence which was
intended for the conviction of the latest ages : and though
their works might at first have been published anonymously,
from a dread of persecution, yet the authors of them were
well known at that time, nor do we find any difference

among the ancients concerning them. The- antiquity of their

writings being admitted, it is immaterial whether they were
written by those persons whose names they bear, or not

;

especially as it is clear from their contents, that the authors
of them were pious and good men. For the writings in

question were pious and moral, worthy of the apostolicalage,
anil of apostolical men ; and are not calculated to serve any
party, nor to countenance any opinion of the then existing
sects of philosophy. They are also written in a style of
evangelical simplicity, in a spirit of peace, charity, and re-

signation, and without that display of learning which occurs
in the writings of the fathers of the second and third centu-
ries. 6

The apostolic fathers are five in number, viz. Barnabas,
Clement, Hernias, Ignatius, and Polycarp.

1 . Barnabas, the fellow-labourer of Paul, (Acts xiii. 2, 3.

Hi, 17. I Cor. ix. 0.) who is alsei expressly styled an apos-
tle (Acts xiv. 11.), is the author of an epistle thai was held
in the greateet esteem by the ancients, and which is still

e'Xtant. In this epistle, though no book of the New Testa-
ment is expressly named in it, yet there are to be found ex-

pressions, which an- identically the same that occur in the

Gospel "I \l.Hlliiu ; ami one- in particular, which is intrn-

iIiiitiI wiih the formula, "it is written," which was used by
the .bus when they cited their sae're'il hunks. The' epistle

..I' Barnabas farther contains the end words of several other
ii \is ,.r the Not Testament, ami there are allusions to some
Others: ll also contains many phrases and reasonings us. .1

by the apostle Paul, whom the author resembles, as his

fellow-labourer, without1 copying him. It is i.> In- observed,

thai Barnabas cites, it alludes in, many more passages out
of the. tilel Testament than from the New ; which is to be
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attributed to the time and character of the writer, who was a
Jew, and who argued chiefly with Jews.1

2. Clement, Bishop of Rome, and a fellow-labourer of
the apostle Paul (Phil. iv. 3.), wrote an epistle (which has
not come down to us entire) in the name of the church at

Rome, to the church at Corinth, in order to compose certain

dissensions that prevailed there. In this epistle there are
several passages, which exhibit the words of Christ as they
stand in the Gospels, without mentioning them as quotations,

agreeably to the usage which then generally prevailed. He
also cites most of the epistles. It is generally supposed
that Clement was ordained Bishop of Rome a. d. 91, and
that he died in the third year of the reign of Trajan, a. d.

3. Hermas was also contemporary with Paul, by whom
he is mentioned in the Epistle to the Romans, (xvi. 14.) He
wrote a work in three books, towards the close of the first

century, entitled the "Pastor" or "Shepherd," which was
highly esteemed by the early fathers. It was originally

written in Greek, though now extant only in a Latin version,

and it contains numerous allusions to the New Testament. 3

4. Ignatius was Bishop of Antioch, a. d. 70, and suffered

martyrdom a. d. 107, or, according to some accounts, A. D.

116. If (as some have supposed) he was not one of the

little children whom Jesus took up in his arms and blessed,

it is certain that he conversed familiarly with the apostles,

and was perfectly acquainted with their doctrine. He has
left several epistles that are still extant, in which he has dis-

tinctly quoted the Gospels of Matthew and John, and has
cited or alluded to the Acts and most of the Epistles.'1

5. Polycarp was an immediate disciple of the apostle

John, by whom he was also appointed Bishop of Smyrna.
He had conversed with many who had seen Jesus Christ,

and is supposed to have been the angel of the church of

Smyrna, to whom the epistle in the Revelation is addressed.
He suffered martyrdom about the year 16G. Of the various
writings which he is recorded to have left, only one epistle

remains ; and in this he has nearly forty allusions to the dif-

ferent books of the New Testament. 5

On the preceding testimonies of the apostolic fathers, we
may remark, that, without any professed intention to ascer-

tain the canon of the New 1 estament, they " have most
effectually ascertained it, by their quotations from the seve-
ral books which it contains, or by their explicit references to

them, as the authentic. Scriptures received and relied on as
inspired oracles, by the whole Christian church. They most
frequently use the same words which are still read in the
New Testament ; and, even when they appear to have quoted
from memory, without intending to confine themselves to

the same language, or to have merely referred to the Scrip-

tures, without professing to quote them, it is clear that they
had precisely the same texts in their view which are still

found in the books of the New Testament. But, what is of
chief importance on this subject, every competent judge of
their writings must perceive, on the one hand, that, in all

the questions which occurred to them, either in doctrine or
morals, they uniformly appealed to- the same Scriptures
which are in our possession ; and, on the other hand, that
they were universally accustomed to refer to all the books
of the New Testament containing what related to the sub-
jects which they were led to discuss, without appearing to

nave intentionally omitted any of them. All the inspired
books, or the same texts, are not quoted by every writer ; as
the subject of the Epistle to Philemon could not be so fre-

quently appealed to, as the doctrine of larger and more argu-
mentative epistles. They had no intention to record the

i Cotclerii Patres Apostolici, vol. i. pp. 15—66. Laniner, 8vo. vol. ii. pp.
12—22. ; 4(0. vol. i. pp. 28-1—289. Dr. Laniner, however, is of opinion that
it cannot be said with certainty, that Barnabas referred to any books of the
New Testament ; "nor," he adds, "ought it to be reckoned strange that a
man, who was contemporary with the apostles, and had the sajne spirit and
like gifts with them, it he was not an apostle himself, should often reason
and argue like them, without quoting their writings or referring to them."
Works, 8vo. vol. v. p. 353. ; 4to. vol. iii. p. 99. The propriety of consider-
ing Barnabas as a testimony for the authenticity of the New Testament is

also questioned by Prof. Less, in his work on the "Authenticity of the New
Testament," translated by Mr. Kingdon, pp. 33—40. Should the reader
coincide in opinion with these eminent critics, the absence of Barnabas's
testimony will not affect the general argument, which is so strongly sup-
ported by the evidence of others of his contemporaries.

» Lardner, 8vo. vol. i. pp. 22—47. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 289—303. . Colelerius,
vol. i. pp. 185—189.

a Cotelerius, vol. i. pp. 75—126. Lardner, 3vo vol. ii. pp. 50—65. ; 4to.
vol. i. pp. 308-313.

• Ibid. vol. it. pp. 11—42. Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 65—85. ; 4to. vol. i. pp.
313—325.

• The Greek epistle of Polycarp to the Pliilippians is not entire. It is

given in Cotelerius, vol. i. pp. 186—189. and in the entire Latin epistle in pp.
190, 191. Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 86-100. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 325—333.

particulars of the canon, either of the Old or of the New
Testament, not having been sufficiently aware of the import-
ance of their testimony to succeeding ages ; though the
facts which they have furnished to establish it, incidentally
or occasionally introduced in their writings, are not on this
account less intelligible or important, but on the contrary,
derive a great part of their weight and value from this cir-

cumstance. There is scarcely a book of the New Testa-
ment which one or other of the apostolical fathers has not
either quoted or referred to ; and their united and uninten-
tional testimony, given in this form, is certainly more deci-
sive of the original authority assigned to the Scriptures re-
ferred to, than a precise list of them, or a professed disserta-
tion from any individual to prove their authenticity, would
have been. They uniformly quote and allude to them, with
the respect and reverence due to inspired writings : and they
describe them as ' Scriptures,' as ' Sacred Scriptures,' and as
' the Oracles of the Lord.' There is indeed good reason to

conclude, not only from the multiplicity of references, but
from the language employed by the apostolical fathers in
making their quotations, that the books of the New Testa-
ment were not only generally received, and in common use
in the Christian churches, but that at least the greater part
of them had been collected and circulated in one volume be-
fore the end of the first, or in the very beginning of the
second century." 6 This fact may be fairly deduced from
the language of Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch, who says in
substance, ' that in order to understand the will of God, he
fled to the gospels, which he believed no less than if Christ
in the flesh had been speaking to him ; and to the writings
of the apostles, whom he esteemed as the presbytery of the
whole Christian church.'' The gospels and the apostles, in
the plural, suppose that the writings referred to had been
collected and were read together. 8

Lastly, we have evidence that some part of the New Testa-
ment was cited by contemporary apostles themselves.

Thus, Paul has the following sentence in 1 Tim. v. 18.
The labourer is worthy of his reward, which occurs only in

Saint Luke's Gospel (x. 7.), whence we conclude that this

was extant at the time Saint Paul wrote his epistle to Timo-
thy. And James (ii. 8.) evidently refers to Matt. xxii. 39.,
when he says, If ye fulfil the royal law according to the Scrip-
ture,—" Thou shaft love thy neighbour as thyself,"

—

ye do
well. Other instances might be adduced, if necessary. In
further illustration of this testimony it may be observed, that
as the apostles enjoyed miraculous gifts, particularly the gift

of discerning spirits, they very early acknowledged the in-

spiration of one another's writings, and considered them on
the same footing with the Scriptures of the Old Testament.
Thus Peter, speaking of Paul's epistles, says (2 Pet. iii. 16.),
that the " unteachable and unstable wrest them, as they also do
the other scriptures, unto their own destruction."

In reviewing the body of evidence which has now been
stated, it is a consideration of great importance, that the wit-
nesses lived at different times, and in countries widely remote
from one another; Clement flourished at Rome, Ignatius at

Antioch, Polycarp at Smyrna, Justin Martyr in Syria, Ire-

naeus in France, Athenagoras at Athens, Theophilus at Anti-
och, Clement and Origen at Alexandria, Tertullian at Car-
thage, and Augustine at Hippo, both in Africa; and, to

mention no more, Eusebius at Ca?sarea. Philosophers, rhe-
toricians, and divines, men of acuteness and learning, all

concur to prove that the books of the New Testament were
equally well known in distant countries, and received as
authentic, by men who had no intercourse with one another.
But the evidence of the authenticity of the New Testa-

ment, to be derived from the Heretical Writers of the
first three centuries, is still more important than even that of
the orthodox fathers. It was the practice of the former, not
only to falsify or misrepresent particular passages, but to

erase such as were not reconcilable with their peculiar tenets.

Now this very circumstance, as Michaelis9 most forcibly ob-
serves, is a positive proof that they considered the New
Testament to be a genuine work of the apostles. They
might deny an apostle to be an infallible teactier, and there-

fore banish his writings from the sacred canon ; but they no-
where contend that the apostle is not the author of the Dook
or books which bear his name.

• Sir H. M. Wellwood's Discourses on the evidence of the Jewish and
Christian Revelation, pp. 215—217.

i This is the paraphrase of Le Clerc, and gives, I am persuaded, the true
meaning of Ignatius. The words of Ignatius are these :

—"Fleeing to the
gospels, as the Hesh of Jesus, and to the apostles as the presbytery of the
church." Epist. ad. Philadelph. Sect. v. " Ibid. p. 218.

» Introduction to the New Testament, vol. i. p. 35.
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Thus Cerinthis (who was contemporary with the apos-
tle John) maintained the necessity of circumcision, and the

observance of the Mosaic law: and because Paul delivered

a contrary doctrine in his epistles, which are cited, Cerinthos
and his followers denied thai he was a divine apostle,

Paul's epistles therefore—the very same that we now have

—

were extant in the first century, and were acknowledged to

be his by the Cerinthiane. And as this sect received and
approved the gospel of Matthew, because it did not contra-

dict their tenets, it is consequently evident that his gospel
was likewise extant in the first century. 1

Again, in the same age, the Euionites rejected all the epis-

tles of Paul, and called him an apostate, because he departed
from the Levitical law ; and they adopted the gospel of Mat-
thew, which however they corrupted by various alterations

and additions. This proves that Matthew's gospel was
then published, anil that Paul's epistles were then known.

-

In the following century, the ISasilidians, Vnlentiuians,
and other heretics, who altered or rejected various parts of
the New Testament, in order to accommodate them to their

respective tenets, are satisfactory testimony to the genuine-
ness of such books as they have quoted or alluded to. lint,

among the heretics who erased and altered passages of
Scripture, to make it agree with their doctrines, we may es-
pecially instance Makcio.n, who flourished in the beginning
of the second century. He lived therefore in an age when he
could easily have discovered if the writings of the .New
Testament had been forged ; and as he was greatly incensed
against the orthodox Christians, who had excommunicated
hint, if such a forgery had been committed, most unques-
tiouablv he would not have failed to make a discovery that
would have afforded him the most ample means of triumph.
I [e had likewise the experience derived from an acquaintance
with foreign countries, having travelled from Sinope, his na-
tive place, to Rome (whore he afterwards resided), in order
hi procure a repeal of

had been denounced against him. Ilut, throughout the vast

to procure; a repeal of the sentence of excommunication that

intermediate country between those two places, he was un-
able to discover the smallest trace of the New Testament
being a forgery. Thus frustrated, be affirmed that the gos-
pel of Matthew, the epistle to the Hebrews, with those of
Peter and James, as well as the Old Testament in general,
were writings, not for Christians, but for Jews. He pub-
lished a new edition of the gospel of Luke, and the first ten
epistles of Paul, in which Epipnanins has charged him w itfa

altering every passage that contradicted his own opinions:
hut, as many of those are what modern critics calf various
readings, this assertion of Epiphanius must be received with
caution. The conduct of Marcion, however, proves, that the
above-mentioned hooks of the New Testament did then ex-
ist, and were acknowledged to be the works of the authors
whose names they bear. The testimony to be drawn from
this view of the subject, in favour of the books of the New
Testament, is very strong. In consequence of Marcion's re-

jecting some books entirely, and mutilating others, the ancient
Christians were led to examine into the evidence for these
sacred writings, and to collate copies of them, and on this

account to speak very frequently in their works, as well of
whole books as of particular passages; and thus we, who
live in a later age, are enabled to authenticate these hooks,
and to arrive at the genuine reading of many texts, in a bet-
ter manner that we otherwise could have done. 3

Ii wen- easy to adduce other instances from the ancient
heretics, if the preceding were insufficient ; we therefore con-
clude this bead of evidence w itfa the fbUowing summan of
the learned ami accurate Dr. Lardner :'—" No. tus," says lie,

" Paul of Samosata, Sebellius, Marcellus, Photinns, the No-
vatians, Donntisls, Mam. -beans, Prisoillianists, besides Ar-
te n, the Vudians, the An. ins,' and divers others, all re-

ceived most, or all of the same books of the New Testament
which the Catholics received; and agreed in the same re-

Spect for them, as being written by apostles, or their dis-
ciples ami companions."
We now I le to the evidence of JeWISII and HEATHEN

Adversaries in favour of the authenticity of the New Tee-
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tament, which is equally important with the testimonies of
the ancient heretics. As, however, the testimonies of the

Jewish writers apply as much to the credibility of the New
Testament, as to its authenticity, and are therefore noticed
in the following chapter, we shall at present adduce only
the testimonies afforded by heathen adversaries of the first

four centuries : and it is worthy of remark, that, from a very
early period of Christianity, writers can be produced who
considered the New Testament as the work of the apostles
and evangelists: and Chrysostom remarks, with equal force

and justice,' that Celsus and Porphyry, two enemies of the
Christian religion, are powerful witnesses for the antiquity
of the New Testament, since they could not have argued
against the tenets of the Gospel, if it had not existed in that
early period,

1. Celsus, an Epicurean philosopher, who flourished to-

wards the close of the second century, wrote a work against
Christianity, entitled AuJic Acryoc, the greater part of which
has been preserved to the present time by Origin, in his re-

ply to it. In this treatise, which is written under the as-
sumed character of a Jew, Celsus not only mentions by name,
but also quotes passages from the books of the New Tes-
tament* so that It is certain we have the identical books to

which he referred. Thus, "the miraculous conception is

mentioned with a view of accusing the Virgin Mary of adul-
tery : —we also recognise Joseph's intention of putting her
away,8 and the consequent appearance of the angel warning
him in a dream to take her as his wife: 5—we meet with a
reference to the star that was seen at his birth, and the
adoration paid to the new-born .Saviour by the Magi at Beth-
lehem: 10—the murder of the infants by Herod," inconse-
quence of his being deceived by the wise men, is noticed, as
also the re-appearance of the angel to Joseph," and his con-
sequent flight into Egypt, 13 Here then are references to all

the facts of our Saviour s birlh. Again, we are informed of
the descent of the Spirit in the form of a dove," and the voice
from heaven at the baptism of our Saviour in Jordan ;

14 we
hear also of the temptation in the wilderness ;'"—we are told

that Christ was constantly attended by a certain number of
disciples, though the number is not correct :

,r—there is an
allusion to our Saviour's conversation with the woman of
Samaria at the well ;'•—and a reference less distinct to the
attempt of the people of Nazareth to throw him down the
rock, on which their city was built: 1 —here, therefore, is

ample testimony to his baptism, and the facts immediately
following it. Celsus also pretends, as Origen informs us,
to believe the miracles of Christ; and those of healing the

sick, feeding five thousand men, and raising the dead, are

expressly mentioned, though they are attributed to magus]
influence.*1 Several passages also in our Saviour's sermon
on the Mount, are quoted verbatim

;

2
> and his predictions re-

lating to his sufferings, death, and resurrection are re-

corded. 52 Nor are the closing scenes of our blessed Lord's
ministry noticed with less exactness. We meet with the

treachery of Judas, and Peter's denial of his Master;9 we
are informed that Christ was bound, insulted, -' beaten with
rods and ciucilied ;-—we read of the gall, which was given
him to 'eat, and vinegar to drink ;-' and we are insulted w nli

an unfeeling jest upon the blood and water, that flowed from
our dying Kcdeeiner's side.- This writer mentions also

some Words which were uttered by Christ upon the STOSS,
ami alludes to the earthquake and darkmss that immediately
followed the crucifixion.-'- There is also mention made of
the appearance of the angels at the sepulchre,-" and of the

inanilestation of Christ to Mary Magdalen. and the dis-

ciples. I after bis resurrection. Such are many of the- facts,

and more might have been recited, relating to the ministry
and life of our Saviour, ami preserved in the remaining part

of the work of the author heloriMis. And who is this au-
thor? He was an infidel writer, and one of the go atasl
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enemies with whom Christianity ever had to contend. Now
testimony such as the above, to the facts recorded in the

New Testament, would be strong proof of the truth of the

Gospel, even if recorded by a friendto the cause, or, at least,

if recorded by an indifferent writer. But when it comes
from the pen of a professed enemy to our religion, who, as

such, would have denied the facts, had there been any room
for so doing, the force of it is almost irresistible. For Cel-

sus never once hints, that the history itself is false, but en-

deavours from the facts themselves to disprove the credi-

bility of the Gospel. And the value of this testimony is

infinitely increased by taking into the account the time at

which the writer lived, which was but little more than a

cjntury after the very period at which the events themselves

h ppened. He had, therefore, ample means of satisfying

himself of the truth of the facts on which he comments ; and
it is not easily credible, that he would have neglected those

means, since the very circumstance alone of a falsity in the

narrative would at once invalidate the testimony of the

evangelists, and thus overthrow the religion which that tes-

timony has established." 1 It is also worthy of remark, that

in no one instance throughout his memorable attack upon
Christianity, did Celsus question the Gospels as books of

history ; on the contrary, he admitted most of the facts re-

lated in them ; and he has borne testimony to the persecu-

tions suffered by the Christians for their faith. He accuses

the Christians of altering the Gospels, which refers to the

alterations made by the Marcionites, Valentinians, and other

heretics ; and it is very material to remark, that this acute

adversary of Christianity professed to draw his arguments
from the writings received by its professors, especially the

four Gospels, and that in no one instance did he derive any of

his objections from spurious writings. 2

2. The testimony of Porphyry is still more important
than that of Celsus. He was born a. d. 233, of Tyrian
origin ; but, unhappily for the present age, the mistaken
zeal of Constan.ine and other Christian emperors, in causing

his writings against Christianity to be destroyed, has de-

prived us of the opportunity of knowing the full extent of

his objections against the Christian faith. It is, says Mi-
chaelis, universally allowed that Porphyry is the most sen-

sible as well as severe adversary of the Christian religion

that antiquity can produce. He was versed not only in po-

litical but also in philosophical history, as appears from his

lives of the philosophers. His acquaintance with the Chris-

tians was not confined to a single country, but he had con-
versed with them in Tyre, in Sicily, and in Rome : his resi-

dence in Basan afforded him the best opportunity of a strict

intercourse with the Nazarenes, who adopted only the He-
brew Gospel of Saint Matthew ; and his thirst for philoso-

phical inquiry must have induced him to examine the cause
of their rejecting the other writings of the New Testament,
whether it was that they considered them as spurious, or

that, like the Ebionites, they regarded them as a genuine
work of the apostles, though not divinely inspired. E nabled
by his birth to study the Syriac as well as the Greek authors,

he was of all the adversaries of the Christian religion, the

best qualified for inquiring into the authenticity of the sa-

cred writings. He possessed, therefore, every advantage
which natural abilities or political situation could afford, to

discover whether the New Testament was a genuine work
of the apostles and evangelists, or whether it was imposed
upon the world after the decease of its pretended authors.

But no trace of this suspicion is any where to be found, nor
did it ever occur to Porphyry, to suppose that it was spurious.
The prophecy of Daniel he made no scruple to pronounce a
forgery, and written after the time of Antiochus Epiphanes :

his critical penetration enabled him to discover the perfect

coincidence between the predictions and the events ; and de-
nying divine inspiration, he found no other means of solving
the problem. In support of this hypothesis, he uses an
argument which is an equal proof of nis learning and sa-

gacity, though his objection does not affect the authority of
the prophet ; viz. from a Greek paranomasia, or play on
words which he discovered in the history of Daniel and Su-
sanna, he concludes the book to have been written originally

» Trollope's Hulsean Prize Essay on the expedients to which the Gentile
philosophers resorted in opposing the progress of the Gospel, 8vo. pp. 29

—

3_>. London, 1822.
a As the works of Celsus have long since perished, the nature of his ob-

jections can only be known from Ongen's reply to him ; of which the best
edition was published by Dr. Spencer, at Cambridge, in 1677. From this
treatise Dr. Lardner has drawn up his account of the objections of Celsus.
(Works, Svo. vol. viii. pp. 5—69. ; 4to. vol. iv. pp. 113—149.)

in Greek, and afterwards translated into Hebrew. 3 Is it

credible, then, that so sagacious an inquirer could have failed
in discovering a forgery with respect to the New Testament,
had a forgery existed—a discovery which would have given
him the completest triumph, by striking at once a mortal
blow at the religion which he attempted to destroy f So far,

however, is this from being the case, that Porphyry not only
did not deny the truth of the Gospel history, but actually
considered the miracles of Jesus Christ as real facts. 4 The
writings of the ancient Christians, who answered his ob-
jections, likewise afford general evidence, that Porphyry
made numerous observations on the Scriptures.

3. One hundred years after Porphyry, flourished the em-
peror Julian (a. d. 331—363), surnamed the Apostate, from
his renunciation of Christianity after he mounted the impe-
rial throne. Though he resorted to the most artful political

means for undermining Christianity, yet, as a writer against
it, he was every way inferior to Porphyry. From various
extracts of his work against the Christians, transcribed by
Jerome and Cyril, it is evident that he did not deny the truth
of the Gospel history, as a history, though he denied the
deity of Jesus Christ asserted in the writings of the evange-
lists ; he acknowledged the principal facts in the Gospels, as
well as the miracles of our Saviour and his apostles. Re-
ferring to the difference between the genealogies recorded by
Matthew and Luke, he noticed them by name, and recited
the sayings of Christ in the very words of the evangelists

:

he also bore testimony to the Gospel of John being compos-
ed later than the other evangelists, and at a time when great
numbers were converted to the Christian faith, both in Italy
and Greece ; and alluded oftener than once to facts recorded
in the Acts of the Apostles. 5 By thus quoting the four Gos-
pels and Acts of the Apostles, and by quoting no other books,
Julian shows that these were the only historical books re-

ceived by the Christians as of authority, and as containing
authentic memoirs of Jesus Christ and his apostles, together
with the doctrines taught by them. But Julian's testimony
does something more than represent the judgment of the
Christian church in his time; it discovers also his own. He
himself expressly states the early date of these records : he
calls them oy the names which they now bear. He all along
supposes, he nowhere attempts to question their genuine-
ness or authenticity ; nor does he give even the slightest in-

timation that he suspected the whole or any part ol them to

be forgeries.

It is true that towards the end of the second or in the third

century of the Christian rera, certain pieces were published,
which were written by heretics, or false teachers, in order to

support their errors : but so far is this fact from concluding
against the genuineness and authenticity of the books of the
New Testament, that it shows the difference between them
and these apocryphal writings, in the clearest possible man-
ner. For, what reception was given to these forged produc-
tions ? They succeeded only among sects whose interest it

was to defend them as genuine and authentic : or if they
sometimes surprised the simplicity of Christian believers,

these soon recovered from the imposition. Besides, these
pretended sacred books had nothing apostolic in their charac-
ter. Their origin was obscure, and their publication mo-
dern ; and the doctrine they professed to support was different

from that of the apostles. Indeed, a design to support some
doctrine or practice, or to obviate some heresy, which arose

subsequently to the apostolic age, is apparent throuchout.
Trifling and impertinent circumstances are also detailed with
minuteness ; useless and improbable miracles are introduced,
the fabulous structure of which caused the fraud to be soon
detected. Further, in these forged writings there is a studied
imitation of various passages in the genuine Scriptures, both

' Michaelis, vol. i. p. 44. Porphyry's objections against the prophet Daniel
are considered, infra. Vol. II. Parti. Ch. VI. Sect. III. 5. IV. The ob-

jection above noticed, drawn from the story of Susanna, Bishop Marsh
very juslly remarks, does not affect that prophet's authority, because it

relates to a part that is acknowledged to be spurious, or at least never ex-
isted in Hebrew ; and is for that reason separated from the prophecy of
Daniel in the modern editions of the Septuagint, though, in the Greek ma-
nuscripts and the Romish editions of the Latin Bible, it forms part of the
book of Daniel. Ibid. p. 368. Dr. Lardner has given an ample account of
Porphyry. (Works, Svo. vol. viii. pp. 176—248. ; 4to. vol. iv. pp. 209—250.)

* See this proved in Dr. Macknight's Truth of the Gospel History, pp.
318. 328. 335. 337.

1 See an ample account ofJulian and his writings in Dr. Lardner's Works,
Svo. vol. viii. pp. 356—425. ; 4to. vol. iv. pp. 311—350., and in Dr. Herwerden,
de .lull. iix lmperatore Religionis Christianas hoste, eodemque vindice,

Ludg. Bat. 1827, Svo. Dr. Macknight has also given an abstract, less copi-

ous than Dr. Lardner's, of Julian's objections, in hi6 "Truth of theGospel
History," pp. 320, 321. 329. 336, 337.
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to conceal] the style, ami tu allure readers; at the same time
that the former In tray a poverty of style and harrenness of
invention, glossing uvi r tie- want "I incident by sophistical

declamation. Known historical bets awcontradiaed: the

pretended authors' names are officiously intruded ; and ac-
tions utterly unworthy of the character of a person divinely

commissioned to instruct anil reform mankind, are aseribed

to Jesus. 1

The precedingargument in favour of the books of the New
Testament, drawn from tin- notice taken of their contents by
the early writers against the Christian religion, is very con-
siderable, fur, in the first place, it proves that the accounts

which the Christiana then hail, wen- the accounts which we
have ""«' , and that our present Scriptures were theirs. It

proves, moreover, that neither Celsus in the second, Por-
phyry in lie ihird, nor Julian in the fourth century, suspect-
ed the authenticity of these books, or ever insinuated that

( hristians w ere mistaken in the authors to whom they ascribe

tin in. .Not one ill tin in expressed an opinion upon this sub-

ject, which was different from that held by the Christians.

••Ami when we consider how much it would have availed

them to have cast a doubt upon this point, if they could ; and
how ready they showed themselves to be to take every ad-

vantage in their power; and that they were all men of learn-

ing and inquiry ;—their concession, or rather their suffrage

upon the subject, is extremely valuable."9

Another important external or historical evidence for the

genuineness and antiquity of tin New Testament, is offered

in the Ancient Versions of it, which are still entirely or par-

tially extant in other languages. Some of these, as the Sy-
riac, and several Latin versions, were made so early as the

close of the first, or at the commencement of the second cen-

tury. Now the New Testament must necessarily have ex-

isted previously to the making of those versions : and a book,

w liuli was so early and so universally read throughout the

Bast in the Syriae, and throughout Europe and Alrica in the

Latin translation, must be able to lay claim to a high anti-

quity ; while the correspondence of those versions with our

copies of the original, attests their genuineness and authen-

ticity.

J. We now come to the Internal Evidence, or that which
arises out of an examination of the hooks of the New Testa-

iiu ni ; and tins branch of testimony will be found equally

strong and convincing w nh the preceding. It may be com-
prised under three particulars, viz. the character of the wri-

ters, the language and style of the New Testament, and the

circumstantiality of the narrative, together with the coinci-

dence of the accounts there delivered with the history of

those times.

[i.] First, The Writers of the New Testament are said In

fuwt '"• n .h us In/ birth, anil uf the Jewish religion, and nhu I"

hast bic i immediate wUneua ofwhat they relate.

This is every where manifest from the mode of narrating their

sturv—from their numerous allusions to the religious ceremonies

of the Jews—from the universal prevalence of words, phrases,

and thoughts derived from the Old Testament—from the van. it;

of Hebraic words, constructions, and phrases occurring in the

Greek of the New Testament, all of which betray on author to

whom the Jewish mode of thinking was perfectly natural—from

the characters of time, place, persons, and things evident in the

New Testament, and particularly in the Gospels and Acta:—all

which are related with the confidence uf nun, who are convinced

that tin ir readers already know thai they thsanselveBsaw and ex-

perienced every thing they record, and thai their assertions may

therefore be considered as proofs. In shun, they relate, like men

who wrote iur readers that were their contemporaries, and lived

at the very time in which their history happened, and who knew,

nr might as d\ have known, the persons themselves. This is as

evident an il is thai the noble English historian, who wrote an

a., it uf the truubles in the tune uf Charles I., was him-' It

concerned in those transactions.

• Hie anromenl aboys briefly I bed upon, In tbUy IBastratsfl whh
great ebiutj I research bjrl ' D llahby, to his lUustre.
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[ii.] Secondly, The Language and Style of the Kcw Ta-
llinn nt ajfiird an indisputable proof of its authentic ti/.

(I.) The Language is Greek, which was at that period
(in the first century of the Roman monarchy), and had been
ever since the time of Alexander the Great, a kind of univer-

sal language, just as the French is at present. It was under-
stood and spoken by Creeks, by Homans, and by Jews.
The greater part of the Christians also, especially those to

whom the Epistles of the New Testament were addressed,
would not have comprehended them so universally in any
Other language. At Corinth, Thessahmiea, Colosse, and in

Galatia, scarcely was another language understood. Besides
the Latin and Aramaean tongues, the Greek also was under-
stood at Rome, and in Palestine by the Jews.

The Greek in which the New Testament is written is not

pure and elegant Greek, such as was written by Plato, Aristotle,

or other eminent Grecian authors : but it is Hebraic-Greek,
that is, Greek intermixed with many peculiarities exclusively be-

longing to the East Aramtcan, i. e. the Hebrew or Chaldee, and
the West Aramtean or Syriae tongues, which were at that tune

spoken in common life by the Jews of J'alestine. In short, it

" is such a dialect as would be used by persons who were edu-

cated in a country where Chaldee or Syriae was spoken as the

vernacular tongue, but who also acquired a knowledge of Greek
by frequent intercourse with strangers :" 3 and it resembles pure

classical Greek as much probably as the French or German writ-

ten or spoken by a native Englishman, which must be constantly

mixed with some anglicisms, resembles the languages of Dresden

or of Paris. Now this is a very striking mark of the authenticity

of these writings : for, if the New Testament had been written in

pure, elegant, and classical Greek, it would be evident that the

writers were either native Greeks, or scholars who had studied

the Greek language, as the writings of Philo and Josephus mani-

festly indicate the scholar. But since we find the Greek of the

New Testament perpetually intermixed with oriental idioms, it

is evident from this circumstance that the writers were Jews by

birth, and unlearned men. " in humble stations, who never

sought to obtain an exemption from the dialect they had once
acquired. They were concerned with facts and with doctrines ;

and if these were correctly stated, the purity of their diction ap-

peared to them a matter of no importance. It is true, that ono

of them was a man of erudition, and moreover burn at Tarsus.

But if St. Paul was born at Tarsus, he was educated tit Jerusa-

lem ; and his erudition was the erudition of a Jewish, not of a

Grecian school.

"The language therefore of the Greek Testament is precisely

such as we might expect from the pi rsuns tu whom the several

parts of it arc ascribed. But we may go still further, and assert,

not onlv that the language of the Greek Testament accord* w uh
the situation uf the persons to whom it is ascribed, hut that it

could nut have been used by any person or persona who were in

a different situation from that of the apostles and evangelists. It

was necessary to have lived in the first century, and tu have been

educated in Jndna, or in Galilee, or in some adjacent country, to

be enabled to write such a compound language as that of the

Greek 'Testament Unless some oriental dialect had been fa-

miliar tu the persons who wrote the several bunks of the New
Testament, they would nut have been abb tu write that particu-

lar kind of Greek, by which moss books are distinguished boa
every classic author. Nor would this kind of language have a|>-

peared in the several booksofthc New Testament, even though

the writers had lived lu .llldaa, unless thev had lived also ill the

same age with the apostles and evangelists. Juda'ii itself could

not have produced in the Seconal century the compilations which
we find in the New Testament. The destruction of Jerusalem

ami ths total subversion of tin- Jew ish sinie. introduced new forms

and new relations, as well In language i- in potto] • The lan-

guage therefore of a tabulation attempted in the second century

WOUld li.ivi- borne a dilferenl character from that of writings com-
posed in the same country /";/'/" the destruction ol Jerusalem.

And even if (be diali i I of a former age could have bi ell BOO

fully imitated, no inhabitant of Judas in the second century

would have made the attempt. The Jews, who remained in that

country, will hardlybs su^pecied ofsuch u fabrication. And the

only Chriettatu who remained there in the second osutury w-cre

the Nsxamnea and me EUonites. Bui ths Nasarenea and the

Bbionitea used onlv snl < hjsrpel, and thai • hi rpel a as m Hebrew.

They will hardly be suspected therefure uf having forged (ireek

Gospels. Nor can they be suspected of having lorged (ireek

' • Bp. Marsh'! Lectiin •, part y. p. 87.
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Epistles, especially as the Epistles of St. Paul were rejected by

the Ebionites, not indeed as spurious, but as containing doctrines

at variance with their peculiar tenets. But if Judtea could not

have produced in the second century such writings as we find in

the New Testament, no other country could have produced

them. For the Christians of the second century, who lived

where Greek was the vernacular language, though their dialect

might differ from the dialect of Athens, never used a dialect in

which oriental phraseology was so mingled with Greek words,

as we find in the New Testament. The language therefore

clearly shows, that it could not have been written in any other

age than in the first century, nor by any other persons, than by

persons in the situation of the Apostles and Evangelists." 1

Nor is the argument for the authenticity of the New Testa-

ment, drawn from the nature of the language in which it is writ-

ten, at all affected by the circumstance of the Gospel of Saint

Matthew and the Epistle of Saint Paul to the Hebrews having

been originally written in Hebrew ;—that is, according to the

opinions of some learned men. " For," as it is most forcibly

urged by the learned prelate to whose researches this section is

deeply indebted, " if the arguments, which have been used in

regard to language, do not apply to them immediately, those

arguments apply to them indirectly, and with no inconsiderable

force. If those arguments show that the Greek Gospel of Saint

Matthew was written before the destruction of Jerusalem, and

that Gospel is a translation, it follows a fortiori, that the origi-

nal was written before that period. And if those arguments

further show, that the Greek Gospel of Saint Matthew was writ-

ten by a person similarly situated with Saint Matthew, we must

conclude, either that the translation was made by Saint Matthew
himself (and there are instances of the same author writing the

same work in two different languages), or that the translator was
so connected witli the author, as to give to the translation the

value of an original. The Hebrew Gospel of Saint Matthew
was retained by the Hebrew Christians of Palestine, and still

existed, though with various interpolations, in the fourth century.

But the Greek Gospel was necessarily adopted by the Greek
Christians : it was so adopted from the earliest ages ; and it is

no less the Gospel of Saint Matthew, than the Gospel which
Saint Matthew wrote in Hebrew. Similar remarks apply

to the epistle which was written by Saint Paul to the He-
brews " 2

(2.) Let us now advert to the style of the New Testa-

ment, considered as an evidence of its authenticity.

This style or manner of writing manifestly shows that its

authors were born and educated in the Jewish religion : for the

use of words and phrases is such,—the allusions to the temple-

worship, as well as to the peculiar usages and sentiments of the

Jews, are so perpetual,—and the prevalence of the Old Testa-

ment phraseology (which is interwoven into the body of the

New Testament, rather than quoted by its writers) is so great,

as to prove, beyond the possibility of contradiction, that the books

of the New Testament could be written by none but persons

originally Jews, and who were not superior in rank and educa-

tion to those whose names they bear. Thus, the style of the

historical books, particularly of the Gospels, is totally devoid of

ornament : it presents no beautiful transitions from one subject

to another ; the ear is not charmed with the melody of harmo-
nious periods ; the imagination is not fired with grand epithets

or pompous expressions. The bad taste of some readers is not

gratified by laboured antitheses, high sounding language, or false

ornament of any kind ; neither is the good taste of others pleased

with terse diction, brilliant expressions, or just metaphors. In

short, the elegancies of composition and style are not to be

sought in the historical books of the New Testament, in which
*' we find the simplicity of writers, who were more intent upon
things than upon words : we find men of plain education honestly

relating what they knew, without attempting to adorn their narra-

tives by any elegance or grace of diction. And this is precisely

the kind of writing which we should expect from the persons to

whom those books are ascribed. In the Epistles of St. Paul we
find a totally different manner ; but again it is precisely such as

we should expect from St. Paul. His arguments, though irre-

sistible, are frequently devoid of method ; in the strength of

the reasoning the regularity of the form is overlooked. The
erudition there displayed is the erudition of a learned Jew ; the

argumentation there displayed is the argumentation of a Jewish

» Rp. Marsh's Lectures, part v. pp. 83—90. For an account of the pecu-
liar btructure of the Greek language nf the New Testament] see cscniP.

Cjut infra, Part I. Chap. I. Sect. II. § 111.

* Bp. Marsh's Lectures, part v. p. 01.

G

convert to Christianity confuting his brethren on their own
ground. Who is there that does not recognize in this descrip-

tion the apostle who was born at Tarsus, but educated at the feet

of Gamaliel !

" If we further compare the language of the New Testament
with the temper and disposition of the writers to whom the seve-

ral books of it are ascribed, we shall again find a correspondence

which implies that those books are justly ascribed to them. The
character of the disciple whom Jesus loved is every where im-

pressed on the writings of St. John. Widely different is the

character impressed on the writings of St. Paul ; but it is equally

accordant with the character of the writer. Gentleness and
kindness were characteristic of St. John ; and these qualities

characterise his writings. Zeal and animation marked every

where the conduct of St. Paul ; and these are the qualities

which are every where discernible in the writitigs ascribed to

him." 3

[iii.] Thirdly, T7ie circumstantiality of the narrative, as

well as the coincidence of the accounts delivered in the ]\'ew Testa-

ment with the history of those times, are also an indisputable

internal evidence of its authenticity,

" Whoever," says Michaelis, " undertakes to forge a set of
writings, and ascribe them to persons who lived in a former pe-

riod, exposes himself to the utmost danger of a discordancy

with the history and manners of the age to which his accounts
are referred ; and this danger increases in proportion as they re-

late to points not mentioned in general history, but to such as

belong only to a single city, sect, religion, or school. Of all

books that ever were written, there is none, if the New Testa-

ment is a forgery, so liable to detection ; the scene of action is

not confined to a single country, but displayed in the greatest

cities of the Roman empire ; allusions are made to the various

manners and principles of the Greeks, the Romans, and the

Jews, which are carried so far with respect to this last nation as

to extend even to the trifles and follies of their schools. A
Greek or Roman Christian, who lived in the second or third

century, though as well versed in the writings of the ancients

as Eustathius or Asconius, would still have been wanting in

Jewish literature ; and a Jewish convert in those ages, even the

most learned rabbi, would have been equally deficient in the

knowledge of Greece and Rome. If, then, the New Testament,

thus exposed to detection (had it been an imposture), is found,

after the severest researches, to harmonize with the history, the

manners, and the opinions of the first century ; and since the

more minutely we inquire, the more perfect we find the coinci-

dence, we must conclude that it was beyond the reach of hu-

man abilities to effectuate so wonderful a deception." 4 A few

facts will illustrate this remark.

The Gospels state that Jesus Christ was born during the

reign of the Roman emperor Augustus ; that he began his mi-

nistry in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius; that, about

three years and a half afterwards, Pilate, the Roman governor,

condemned him to death; and that he was accordingly put to

death; and the book, called the Acts of the Apostles, relates that

Paul defended himself before the Roman governors Felix and
Festus, and before the Jewish king Agrippa, &c. An impostor

would not write so circumstantially.

Further, there are certain historical circumstances, respect-

ing the political constitutions of the world mentioned in the

New Testament, which coincide with the accounts of contem-

porary jirofane historians, and incontestably point out the

time when they were written.

(1.) Thus Palestine is stated to be divided into three principal

provinces, Judaea, Samaria, and Galilee.

At that time Iliis country was subject to the Romans, but had foTmerly
been governed by its own kings ; the Jews were deprived of the absolute
power of life and death ; a Roman governor resided at Jerusalem. The
nation was discontented with the Roman spvereignty, refused to pay tri-

bute, and was disposed to revolt. Two religious sects are represented as
having the chief sway among the Jews, viz. the Pharisees and Sadducees

;

the former, who taught a mechanical religion, deceived and tyrannised over
the people, by whom, however, they were almost idolised ; while the latter,

who adopted an epicurean philosophy, were strongly supported by tl'je

principal characters of the nation. The temple of Jerusalem was then
standing, and was annually risked by a great number of the JewSj who
were scattered abroad in different parts of the world. These, and similar

circumstances, are rather presupposed as universally known than related

by the authors of these writings; and they agree most exactly with the

condition of the Jews, and of the Roman empire, in the first century of the
Roman monarchy, as described by contemporary profane writers.

a Bp. Marsh's Lectures, part v. pp. 92, 93. The reader will find some
very instructive nhservatious on the style of the evangelists in the Rev. Dr.

Nare's work, intitled "The Veracity of the Evangelists demonstrated, by
a comparative View of their Histories," chap. iii. pp. 28—38. 2d. edit,

* Michael is's Introduction, vol. i. p. 49.
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(2.) We read in the Gospels that there were publicans, or

tax-gatherers, established at Capernaum, and at Jericho.

Now it was 111 Lblfl last mentioned city thai the precious balm mi col-

lected ;
win. 1

1

.-. principal article ol exportation from that
cDumry, required t I

thi dutj Imposed on It And at

Capernaum tdch both Justin and Sirubo lull us
was aztensfi y Lb AradsBans.1

(3.) In Luke iii. 14. we read that certain soldiers came to

John the Baptist) while he was preaching in all the country
about Jordan, and demanded of him, saving, And what shall

toe do? an important question in Christian morality.

It has been .t>k«-«t, who in--- soldiers were) for it docs not appear dial
the R , who were then stationed iti Judaja, were euyi
any war. Now H happens thai the expression used by the e\ ai

toriau is not rtf»T.«ia. or soldiers, but frpgnwojifFBi, that is, men Who
teere actually under arms or marchmg t<> tmttle. \\ |s not to In- supposed
that he would use tins word without a sufficient reason, and what that rea-
son is, sri may r< idily discover on consulting Josephiis's aocounl
reign ofHerod the tetrarch of Galilei He tells us* that Herod was at that
very th angaged in a war with his father-in-law, Gretas, s petty king of
Arabii Petrses whose daughter he bad married but who had returned to

her lathe) Id i onsequencc ol Herod s ill treatment The army ol Herod,
then on its march from Galilee, passed of necessity through the country
wlii- John was baptizing; and the military nun, who questioned him,
were a pan ol thai army So minute, so perfect, and so latent a coinci-
dence was never discovered in a forgery of later ages.1

(4.) The same evangelist (iii. 19, 20,) relates that Herod the

tetrarch being reproved bit him (John the Baptist) for Jlero-

dias his brother Philip's wife, and for all the evils -which

Herod had done, added yet thin above all, that he shut up John
in prison.

It does not appear what connexion there was between the soldiers
shovs-mentioned and the place of John's imprisonment, though the context
leads ns to Infer thai [I was iwhi re in the vicinity of the place where
the Baptist was preaching. The evangelist Mark (vL 17—23.), who relates
the circumstances ol bis apprehension and death, informs us that, si a
royal entertainment given on oee.isiMii >>l 1 1 .-ci >. Is hirlli day, tin- '/<

ofthe said Beret&as came in ; and thai the king, being highlj delighted with
t i dancing, promised to give ber whatsoever she wished. After consulting
wiih bei mother Herodias, she demanded the head of John the Baptist;
and Herod, reluctantly assenting, immediately dispatched an executioner,
who wenl and beheaded John in prison. Now ii does nol appear, from the
narrative of Mark* why a person In actual military service (<rTot( U/.«T«p)

was employed ; or why Ilerodius should have Cherished such a hatred of
John, as i" instruct her daughter to demand the head ol that holy man.
Um the above-cited passage from Josephus explains both circumstances.
Herod, we have seen, was actually at war with Aretes i while Mb army was
on its ui t igainsl his futher-in-law, Herod gave an enteriainmeni in the
fortress of Machsrus, whit h was at no great distance from the place where
John was preaching. Hero u cause of thai war It was on lor
account thai the daughter of Aretes, the wife of Herod] was compelled by
UMrestmenl to it u n fugs with her fathei an I b i the war in winch Are-
tas was engaged was undertaken in order to obtain redress for hie daugh
ter, H.'i-pd i hid .i |>' <ii'i,ii interest in acconip;iuy in^ Ilerud, even when
be was marching to battle; and her hatred of John (Who hud reproved
Herod on her account \ at that particular time, is thus clearly accounted
for. No spurious productions could bear so rigid a lest as that which is

here applied lo thi Gospels ol Mark and Luke.

(5.) Let us now take an example from the Acts of the Apos-

tles, (xxiii. 2—5.) where we have the following account of

Paul's appearance before the council in Jerusalem, anil his an-

swer to Ananias:

—

And Paul, earnestly beholding the council.

said, •Wfr/i anil brethren, I hare lived in till good conscience

before God until this day,'" .lad the high-priest .luunias

commanded them that Btood by him to .smite him on the mouth.

Then .-aiil Paul, u God shall smite thee, thou whited wall:

for sittest thou to judge tM after the la\i\ and i ommandest
me to be smitten contrary to the law?" And (hey that stood

by said, " Revileat thou Coil's hjgh-priest1
M T'ten taid Paul,

*' / wist not, brethren, that h<- W09 the hi ^h-fn-ir.sf."—Now, on

this passage, it has been asked, 1. Who was this Ananias!

2. How can it be reconciled with chronology that Ananias was

at that tune called the high-priest, when it is certain from Jose-

phus thai the time of his holding thai ollice was much earlier!

And, -i. How it happened thai ran] said, Twitt net, brethren,

that he wot the high'prieet, since the external marks of office

must have determined whether he were or not.

11On all these nbjects," aayi Klchaells, "If thrown the nil

soon as we examfni il thai period
confined to the pri tent, I i

cannoi be doubted Lhal thii \ k was written no) after the

desire | contemporary
eveni
pries] si tie- time thai if. at applied l be '

corn f he Limine winch took place in lb

of Cut . fied En the eleventh chap > Pi il

therefore, who looks Journey to Jerusalem m thai period,' could not have
be«n Igooi ml of the elevation ol knanj 1

1
to lhal (Uaolty. Boon sib

holding of lbs tii I i ooni il. Si ii i • nailed, at Jsnusttem, Ananias was dis-

i Justin ' Profi, lib. xxxv. c & Btrabonls Oeogrsphin. lib rrl

p N9 >

* Jo ' phua, Voi Jud lib irill e -
r
> * 1,2.

For u, .'-d to Mli ha i II i

(vol i p 51
i lo Dp, Rlai h, Let lures pari t

• Jobeph. Anl Jud. lib xx c .">. SZ » Acta XV,

poseessed of his office, in consequence of certain acts of violence between
as and Lhe Jew,-, and seal prisoner to Rome," whence he was

afterwards relet red, and returned to Jerusalem. Now from that period
1

iigh pi it si iii the proper sense of the word, though
sometimes given him the titleoffX"/">f taken

extensive meaning oi n priest, win- had a seat and voice in the Sanhedrln :
an i Jonathan, though we are nol acquaint* d with tl 'cumstances ofhu

i. had been laised in the mean time t.> iin- . nj.o n.<- dignity in lhe
Jewish < hurcb. Between the death of Jonathan, who was murdered* by
order of Felix, and the high priesthood ol Ismael, who was Invested with
ih.it office by Agripp «." elapsed an interval, In which this dignity continued

Now it happened precisely in tins interval thai Bainl Paul was
rusalem: and the aanhedrjn being desiiiuie of a presi-

dent, he undertook ol his own authorirj the discharge ol thai office, which
lie executed with tie

i inny." it is possible, therefore, th il 9l

Paul, who had been only a few days m Jerusalem, might l»- Ignorant that
Ananias, who had been dispossessed of the prii »tl L bad taki upon
himself a trust to which he was not endued : he nughl therefore very na-
turslly exclaim, / u [Aran, that u was the kigh-prieetP

'

a\o>
milling him, on Lhe other hand, to have been acquainted with the feci

expression must be considered aa an indirect reproof, and a tacll refusal
to recognise usurped authority, a passage, then, which has hitherto been
involved in obscurity, is brought by this relation into the clearesl Light;
and the whole history ol St. Paul's Unprisonmont, the - om

i

i ol the
fifty Jews19 with the consent of the Banhedrin, their pi tition I

send bun from Caasareaj with intenl to murder him on the road," are facts
wine]

i correspond to the character of the times as described by Josephus,
who mi Qtions the print ipal pi i soni recorded In the axts, and paints thetr
profligacy in colours even Stronger than those of Bt. 1.uke.' n

(G.) In Acts xxvii. I. Luke relates that "when St. Paul was
sent from Cnesarea to Rome, he was, with the other prisoners,

committed to the care of Julius, an officer of the Augustan co-

hort, that is, a Roman cohort, which had the honour of bearing
tiie name of the emperor.

"Now it appears from the account, which Josephus has given in his
second bookon the Jewish war, 11 that when Felix was procurator of Judaea,
the Roman garrison ;ii CaBsarsa was chiefly com] i ofsoldiers who were
natives of Syria But it also ap|" u D from the same hmik»«as
from the twentieth book of ins smtiqulniea,* 1 thai a small body of Roman
snldiers was .stationed there at the same nine, and thai 1018 body oi Roman
soldiers was dignified with the tide of-EBALTH or Augustan, the same
(J reek word being employed by Josephus, as by* the author of the Acts of
lie- Apostles. This select body of Hniiiui soldiers h;id heen employed by
Cuinaniis. who mimed ad \\ \n-< ceded Felix in the procurators hi)) of Jn>
d.e.L for the purpose ol quelling an insurrection. »» Ami when Pestua, who
succeeded i'.

i dh i u send prisoners from CoBsares to B
he w i mill of course intrust them to lhe care of an officei belonging to ttic

select corps. Even Aere then we have a coincidence, which is worthy of
notice; a coincidence which v\-' should never have dl covered without
consulting the writings of Josephus Hut thai which Is most worthy of
notice, is the circ el body of soldiers bore the I

.J iugustan. Tins title was known of ,- ae lo Si Luke, who accotnpa-
I si Paul from Cassarea to Rome. Bui that, in the I peror

Moro the garrj on i I I
i h consisted hii fjj ol Byriui Bolalera.

contained also a iinallfa dyol Romio soldiers, and \\\-.\\ ihev were dt^n

by the epithet Augusoui, in o minute, tnal no hnpoetar
oi a later age would have known them. And they prove Incontestabif,
that the Acts of the Apostiea could have been written only by ii person in
the Situation Oi St. Iatke. M i»

(7.) Once more, between the epistles of Paul ami the history

related in the Acts of the Apostles, there e\i-d maiiv notes rjf

undesigned coincidence or correspondency, the perusal of which

is sullieient to prove, that neither the history was taken from the

letters, nor the letters fiom the history. "And the umlesigned-

/less of these nureemeiits (wliirli uinl-si- nv> \nSBM is gathered

from their latency, their minuteness, their obliquity, the suit-

ableness of the circumstances in which they consist, to the

places in which those circumstances occur, ami the circuitous

references h* which they arc traced out), demonstrates that they

have not! been produced by meditation, or by any fraudulent

contrivance. Hut coincidences from which these causes are ex-

cluded, and which are too close and nuin* rous to be act tted

for In acctdental concurrences of lietion, uuist nscessaiilj have

truth lor their foundation."

These coin idencesare illustrated al considerable length, ans]

in a moel masterly manner, by Dr. Paler, in his "Horn Pauli-

nas," from which admirable trohUse the following particulars are

abridged. \ - die basis of his argumenl he assumes nothing but

the existence of the books. He observes, thai in the epistles oi

Paul, there i i an air of truth and realiU thai immedisb |j strikes

the remler. Mis letters are eoiiiiecle.l with Iih history in the

Vets by their particularity, and by the numerous circumstancesj

found in them. By examining and comparing these ckenm-

• .1. ', 2.

i Joseph llh o ui. ii Jnd lib II a 17. S$.
• AfXitpiH in the i-lur.d number is fri I in the Now Testa-

di in.

in\ ,t oi hi., xs. c. 8. 1 5. >• Ibid. lib. xx. c. & 1 8.
o [bid Ub vx t 9. *2. >• AstBxxUI i

'» Mi. hu. lis \o|. i pp. 51—61.
" ii 11 Jud hi 13. %7. '• Cap K' ' 5 P Mi

\-r \v I. |fb. \«. e.6. • Antl I
CX. r. 6.

is tip Mat Lectni . pari i B mi roes uM'
R .i J Blunt' " V, i

<is and
ici of i

: Vpi tli n "<i hi unds ifm
In ii.-

i compared, I W its i a b otbi i . and, I W ktta Jo i phus."
i

vol a p> 186.
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stances, we observe that the history and the epistles are neither

of them taken from the other, but are independent documents
unknown to, or at least unconsulted by, each other; but we find

the substance, and often very minute articles of the history, re-

cognised in the epistles, by allusions and references which can
neither be imputed to design, nor, without a foundation in

trutb, be accounted for by accident, by hints and expressions,

and single words dropping, as it were fortuitously, from the pen
of the writer, or drawn forth, each by some occasion proper to

the place in which it occurs, but widely removed from any view

to consistency or agreement. These, we know, are effects

which reality produces, but which, without reality at the bottom,

can hardly be conceived to exist. When such undesigned
coincidences are too close and too numerous to be accounted for

by accidental concurrences of fiction, they must necessarily have

truth for their foundation. This argument depends upon a large

deduction of particulars, which cannot be abstracted, but which
carry great weight of evidence.

If it can be thus proved, that we are in possession of the very

letters which the apostle Paul wrote, they substantiate the Chris-

tian history. The great object of modern research is to come at

the epistolary correspondence of the times. Amidst the obscu-

rity, the silence, or the contradictions of history, if a letter can
be found, we regard it as the discovery of a land-mark; as that

by which we can correct, adjust, or supply the imperfections and
uncertainties of other accounts. The facts which they disclose

generally come out incidentally, and therefore without design to

mislead by false or exaggerated accounts. This is applicable to

Paul's epistles with as much justice as to any letters whatever.

Nothing could be further from the intention of the writer than

to record any part of his history, though in fact it is made public

by them, and the reality of it is made probable.

These letters also show, 1. That Christianity had prevailed

before the confusions that preceded and attended the destruction

of Jerusalem. 2. That the Gospels were not made up of reports

and stories current at the time; for a man cannot be led by re-

ports to refer to transactions in which he states himself to be

present and active. 3. That the converts to Christianity were
i not the barbarous, mean, ignorant set of men, incapable of

thought or reflection, which the false representations of infidelity

would make them ; and that these letters are not adapted to the

habits and comprehension of a barbarous people. 4. That the

history of Paul is so implicated with that of the other apostles,

and with the substance of the Christian history itself, that if

Paul's story (not the miraculous part) be admitted to be true,

we cannot reject the rest as fabulous. For example; if we be-

lieve Paul to have been a preacher of Christianity, we must also

believe that there were such men as Peter, and James, and
other apostles, who had been companions of Christ during his

life, and who published the same things concerning him which
Paul taught. 5. That Paul had a sound and sober judgment.
6. That Paul underwent great sufferings, and that the church
was in a distressed state, and the preaching of Christianity at-

tended with dangers; this appears even from incidental passages,

as well as direct ones. 7. Paul, in these epistles, asserts, in

positive, unequivocal terms, his performance of miracles, pro-

perly so called, in the face of those amongst whom he declares

they were wrought, and even to adversaries, who would have
exposed the falsity, if there had been any. (Gal. iii. 5. Rom.
xv. 18, 19. 2 Cor. xii. 12.)

This testimony shows that the series of actions represented by

Paul was real, and proves not only that the original witnesses of

the Christian history devoted themselves to lives of toil and suf-

fering, in consequence of the truth of that history, but also that

the author of the Acts was well acquainted with Paul's history,

and a companion of his travels ; which establishes the credibility

of Luke's Gospel, considering them as two parts of the same
history ; for though there are instances of second parts being
forgeries, we know of none where the second part is genuine and
the first spurious. Now, is there an example to be met with of

any man voluntarily undergoing such incessant hardships as

Paul did, and the constant expectation of a violent death, for the

sake of attesting a story of what was false ; and of what, if false,

he must have known to be so 1 And it should not be omitted,

that the prejudices of Paul's education were against his becoming
a disciple of Christ, as his first violent opposition to it evidently

showed. 1

Further ; there are four Epistles of Paul to single persons, who
were his friends ; two to Timothy, one to Titus, and one to Phi-

1 Paley's Hors Paulinae, in the conclusion. Paley's Evidences of Chris-
tianiiy, voL ii. c.7.

lemon. In private letters to intimate companions some expres-

sion would surely let fall a hint at least of fraud, if there were
any. Yet the same uniform design of promoting sincerity, bene-

volence, and piety, is perceived ; and the same histories of Christ

and of Paul are alluded to as true accounts, in his private as in

his public epistles.

Besides numerous undesigned coincidences in historical cir-

cumstances and facts, which Dr. Paley has specified, there is also

an undesigned agreement throughout, between the sentiments

and manner of writing of Paul in his Epistles, and the account

of his character and conduct given in the book of Acts. Every
instance of this kind bespeaks reality, and therefore deserves

notice as a branch of internal evidence. The Epistles of Paul
show the author to be a man of parts and learning, of sound judg-

ment, quick conception, crowded thought, fluent expression, and
zealous and indefatigable in his endeavours to accomplish the

point at which he aimed. These properties correspond with the

history of him contained in the Acts. Brought up at the feet of

Gamaliel, he was instructed in Jewish learning. His speech to

the philosophers and people of Athens, his behaviour and ad-

dresses to Agrippa, FestU3, and Felix, &c. prove his sagacity, his

judicious selection of topics, and his skill in reasoning. The
violent manner in which he is recorded in the Acts to have per-

secuted the first Christians agrees with the ardour of spirit that

breathes in all his letters, and the glowing warmth of his style.

There are, indeed, great seeming discordances, which, how-
ever, are easily reconcileable by attending to his ardent temper,

and to the ruling principle of his conduct in different periods of

his life. His rage against the Christians (owing to strong Jew-
ish prejudices) was furious and unrestrained,* and unjustifiable

against any peaceable persons, such as they were. On the other

hand, his Epistles manifest a warmth and eagerness governed by
a calmer principle. After his conversion, Paul was at the same
time prudent, steady, and ardent. He was as indefatigable as he
had been before ; but, instead of cruel and unjust means to ob-

tain his purposes, he employed argument, persuasion, and the

merciful and mighty power of Go it. The religion he embraced

accounts for these changes easily and naturally. His conversion

to Christianity, the circumstances of which are related in the

book of Acts, and which are mentioned or alluded to in his Epis-

tles, harmonize every seeming contradiction in his character, and

thus become a strong evidence of the truth both of his history

and of his Epistles.

A similar observation may be made concerning Peter. Is there

not a striking uniformity in the character of this Apostle, as it is

delineated by the sacred writers, and as it is discoverable in the

style, manner, and sentiments of his Epistles ? Do they not bear

the marks of the same energy, the same unpolished and nervous

simplicity, the same impetuosity and vehemence of thought, the

same strength and vigour of untutored genius; strong in the

endowments of nature, but without the refinements of art or

science 1 Now there would scarcely have been found such a nice

agreement between the character of Peter given in the writings

of others, and exemplified in his own, if the one had been a fic-

tion, or the other spurious. It is the same Peter that speaks in

the Gospel history, in the Acts of the Apostles, and in the Epis-

tles which bear his name. The seal of his character, as graven

by the Evangelists, exactly corresponds with the impression of

his letters. This is an argument of the genuineness of his Epis-

tles, and of the truth of the Christian religion. 3

The other books of the New Testament furnish ample ma-
terials for pursuing; this species of evidence from undesigned

coincidences of different kinds. Dr. Paley,"1 and Mr. Wake-
field, 5 have both produced some instances of it between the

Gospels, to which we shall only add, in the last place, that

the similitude or coincidence between the style of John's

Gospel, and the first epistle that bears his name, is so

striking, that no reader, who is capable of discerning what ia

peculiar in an author's turn of thinking, can entertain the

slightest doubt of their being the productions of one and the

same writer. 6 Writings so circumstanced prove themselves

and one another to be genuine.

^ Acts viii. 3. \x. 1.

3 T. G. Taylor's Essay on the Cond. and Char, of Peter.
* Evid. of Christ, part ii. c. 4. B Internal Evidences, pp. 207—210.
8 The following comparative table of passages, from the Gospel and first

Epistle of Saint John, will (we think) prove the point above stated beyond
the possibility of contradiction.

Epistle. Gospel.

Ch. I. 1. That which was from the Ch. I. 1. In the beginning was the

beginning—5 iSiao-a^fS*, winch we word. 14. And, t»t*^to»
l
we beheld

have contemplated—concerning the his glory,

living word- 4. In him was life.

14. The word was made flesh.
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The forgeries of these tilings, if forgeries they were, must

(as Dr. J ortin has forcibly remarked) nave equalled Father

Hardouin's athi istical monklof the thirteenth century ; who,

according t" his fantastieal account, in an age of ignorance

and barbarism, surpassed in abilities nil tin' ancients and

moderns; forged tin' Greek and 1/atin authors whom we call

classical; and were not only great poets, but also great

mathematicians, chroDologers, geographers, astronomers, and

critics, .mil capable of inst rtiug in their proper places names

and account- of men, rivers, cities, and regions, eclipses of

the sun -.uicl in i. Athenian archons, Attic months, Olym-

piads, ami Roman consuls: all which happy inventions Have

been since confirmed by astronomical calculations and tables,

Toyages, inscriptions, Fasti Capitolini, fragments, manu-

scripts, ami a diligent collation of authors with each other. 1

Such are the evidences, both external and internal, direct

and collateral, for the genuineness and authenticity of the

New Testament: anil when their number, variety, and the

extraordinary nature of many of them are impartially con-

sidered, it is impossible not to come to this convincing con-

clusion, viz. that the books now extant in the New Testa-

ment arc genuine and authentic, and are the same writings

which were originally composed by the authors whose names

they bear.

SECTION III.

ON THE UNCORRUPTED PRESERVATION OF THE BOOKS OF

THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENT.

1. The uncemipted Preservation of the Old Testament,

provedfrom the absolute impossibility of its being falsified

or corrupted; 1. By Jews ;
—2. By Christians;—and, 3.

/:,

.

II. ,. \\ .... .prill Ills Wi.r.l,

truly in lhat man the love of God is

I

. .<'!.

II. C. Re wi.r. s.uili lie abid.-th in

ighl in... -.11 slso so to walk,

be walked. Beech, ill. 8t.lv.

13. 10.

II. 8. I write to you a new com-
maDdment

III. 11. This is the in. '-' v.l.i. I.

M the beginning,

that we should lava out-' another.

II. 8. The darkness paaeeth away,
ami the light which is true, now
ahinetb.

10. Ahi.h.ih iii the light, ami there

is aoslumbUng bloek t" blm,

11. 13. \'., uriLr children. I write i"

v.. n. because ye have known the

Fmther.
n. Because ye have known him

lr..in Ilf I.. ginning.

II. a. I hi who wi.rk.lh

usness, is begotten of God.
. v. 1.

ill. i. ii. -I,.. 1. 1 bow cr.>at i ive the

Father haUi b< thai we
tih.. hi. 1

1..- called tin- bodj ol God '

in - \\ . , ill , iik.- I. mi, ibrwe

HI 8, ||. . -in Is of
ii,, ,i. aneth from

III. 13 Do n"i w 1. 1, my breth-

ren, that iln- world
i\ g n, iin the I"--.- •! ,; "'l was

t, i. it,., . Qod ent bl : Boa
. begotten, kite thi

i live through him.

iv 12. No man bsthseenOod at

any n

V. 13, These I n (have written

].,, belli ••> "ii iln- name "1

Hi.- Bon <•< God, Hi. il ye inav know
thai v

,,i (.,,,1

V 1 1 II we ask any thing accord-

ing I" his will, he In .ir.tli us
\ i

•. cm.',
mil h.iiii girt ii n

i
..n nnderatandlng,

thsl w know blm '

'II III I'M

I lis i» the true
i. ,, .1 Ufa.

Gospel.
XIV. 23. If a man love me, he will

keep my words, and my Father will

love him.
XV. 4. Abide in me, and I in you.

As the branch cannot bring foilh

fruit of itself, except it abide in the
vine, no more can ye, except >'

abide in me.
XIII. 31. A new commandment 1

give to you,
that ye love one another as I have

loved you.

I. 5. The light shineth in dark-

ness.
II That was Ihe true light.

XI. 10. If a man walk in the night,

he stumbleth, because there is no
light i.. hi iii.

\\ II. 3. This is the eternal life,

thai il.'V might know thee the only-

true God,
Ami Jesus Christ whom thou hast

sent.

III. 3. Except a man be begotten
again.
* G. Except a man be begotten of
water anil ofthe Spirit.

I. 12. To them he cave power in

become the sons of God, even to

them who believe on his name.
\\li B4. Be with me where Iam,

that they may behold my glory.

VIM. 11. \ .- an- ..! yi.ur lilli.i 111--

devil— lie was a murderer In. in Un-

iting.

\v -ii. Ii iln y have persecuted
me. they will also persecute vou.

HI. IB Qo i a loyi <i the world,

thai in- gave his onlv begotten Bon
thai w bosoevei I" Uet eth on blm
might not perish, but hai '

-

tni life.

I I
-. No man hath seen God at any

lime.

XX. 31. ThoRe linn

ml I., bellevi thsl J< u
n

From the .Agreement of all the Versions, and Manuscripts

that are known to be extant.—II. The uncorrupted /'re-

servation of the boohs of the A'ew Testament proved, 1.

From their contents ;
—2. From the utter Impossibility of

an universal Corruption of them being accomplished

;

—3.

From the Agreement of all the .Manuscripts;—and, 4.

from the Agreement of ancient versions, ami of the quota-

tions, from the .Yew Testament in the writings of the early

Christians.—III. General Proofs that none ofthe canonical

Books of Scripture are or ever were lost.—IV. Particular

Proofs, as to the integrity ofthe Old Testament.—V. And
also of the JVeMV Testament.

Although the genuineness and authenticity of the Old
and New Testaments have been thus clearly proved, yet it

may perhaps be asked whether those books have not long

since been destroyed 1 And whether they have been trans-

muted to us entire and uncorrupted ? To these inquiries we
reply, that we. have evidence, equally decisive ana satisfac-

tory with that which has demonstrated the genuineness and

authenticity of the Old and New Testaments, to prove that

tiny have descended to us entire and uncorrupted in any
thing material ;—such evidence indeed as can be adduced for

no other production of antiquity.

I. And, first, with regard In the Old Testament, although

the Jews have been charged with corrupting it, yet this

charge has never been substantiated, and, in fact, tin- thing

itself is morally impossible. Generally speaking, the argu-

ments which have demonstrated that the Pentateuch (or five

books of Moses) is not, and could not be a forgery in the first

instance, apply equally to prove that these books have not

been wilfully and designedly corrupted. But, to be more
particular, we may remark,

1 . That there is no proof or vestige whatever of such pre-

tended alteration.

The Jews have in every age regarded the Pentateuch as the

genuine and uncorrupted work of one single person, and have

equally respected every part of it. Indeed, i I" they had mutilated

or corrupted these writings, they would doubtless have expunged

from them every relation of facts and events, that militated

against the honour and credit of their nation. Besides, when
could such an alteration or corruption have been executed ! It

was not possible, shortly after the death of Moses, for the memory

ofthe transactions recorded in the Pentateuch was too recent for

any one to venture upon any corruption or alteration, which pub-

lic notoriety would have contradicted. The Pentateuch, there-

fore, could not have been altered or corrupted so long as Joshua

and that generation lived, who were zealous for the worship of

the true God. (Josh. xxiv. 111.) From that time to the age of

Samuel, the Israelites were under the ilirei ti..ii of civil governors

or judges, who braved every danger in defence of the lonn of go-

vernment established in the sacred books.

Further, if they had wilfully corrupted the honks of the Old

Testament before the time of Christ and his apostles, the pro-

phets who nourished from Samuel to Malachi, and who were

neither s(ow nor timid in reproving the sins both id' rulers and

subjects, would not have pass. .1 over so heinous on offence in

silence. After the separation of llie ten tribes, at least, the boosst

of Moses.were kept in the kingdom of Israel; and the rivalry

that continued to subsist between the kingdoms of Ism. I and

.ludah, was an insuperable bar to any corruption or alteration;

for it coiil. 1 not have been attempted m eitha kingdom without

opposition mi. I .l.lr. lion IV,, in lh. other, of which sonic indue

must have been taken in their historical books. Besides, U lh*

Old Testament had been corrupted ill the time of .Icsus Christ

and his apostles, the .lews could not have passed without cen-

sure from mem, who rebuked their hypocrisy, increduhty, and

wickedness with so much severity. If then- had I n any altera-

tion or corruption, it 1101-1 have be. n llie work either of one or

of many persons. It caunol l.e o. 11.vim. I licit any one |icrson
tin '

, thi Son of God, snd that

believing ye might have lib- through could .1.. it. without being exposed i
nor that any one could bare

XIV 14 if yc shall ask any thiol

in my name, I will .In II

wil 9 i!,."i Nasi given him
power over all flesh, thsl hs mlghi

Its sternal life to as many as loon
I

n,l hi.-, ih.. i iln y might kni

iln- onlj true t >

'

whom it best . at ^t tcknlghl on

Remark '
' vol. I. pp 28. tt ttq. Less

Knl II Kingdon, pp. 1—26 Mi. haelu, ml. i pp.

vanitj enough to expect racoess in an attempt t.. alter facts in a

book so iiiiim r -:.ll\ read and so much esteemed. The unn

i, the correspondence of sentiment, and the uniform refer-

ence t" tin 'in Ii. I., which arc observable throughout the

(11,1 Testament, forbid Ol to iiMgins that muni, were united in

corrupting or altering any part of it. In a word, no mnn of

i pp.11 !

, i
I c. ..I.

i , ilenne, tome 1 Brnestl Intern. H I

II,".' I'l (In,

,i i , Inquiry Into the liuoksof

II..' .V w i. , I i ,,,. u
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number of men could make an attempt of this kind without being

exposed. Nor is it rational to suppose, that any man or number
of men could have capacity competent to eii'ect such a design,

who would not also have had the sense to observe the necessity

of making it more agreeable to the natural tempers of mankind,

in order that it might obtain credit in the world.

Again, if the Old Testament had been mutilated or corrupted

after the birth of Christ, out of malice to the Christians, and

in order to deprive them of arguments and evidences for proving

their religion, the Jews would unquestionably have expunged or

falsified those memorable prophecies concerning Christ which

were so irrefragably cited both by him and by his apostles. But
no such obliteration or alteration has ever been made ; on the

contrary, those very passages have continued in their original

purity, and are sometimes more express in the original Hebrew
text than in the common translation.

2. In fuel, neither before nor after the time of Christ, could

the Jews corrupt or falsify the Hebrew Scriptures ; for,

[i.] Before that event, the regard which was paid to them
by the Jews, especially to the law, would render any forgery

or material change in their contents impossible.

The law having been the deed by which the land of Canaan
was divided among the Israelites, it is improbable that this peo-

ple, who possessed that land, would suffer it to be altered or

falsified. The distinction of the twelve tribes, and their sepa-

rate interests, made it more difficult to alter their law than that

of other nations less jealous than the Jews. Further, at certain

stated seasons, the law was publicly read before all the people

of Israel ;' and it was appointed to he kept in the ark, for a con-

stant memorial against those who transgressed it. 2 Their king

was required to write him a copy of this law in a hook", out of

that which is before the priests the Levites, and to read

therein all the days of his life ;
3 their priests also were com-

manded to teach the children of Israel all the statutes, which

the Lord had spoken to them by the hand of Afoses ;* and pa-

rents were charged not only to make it familiar to themselves,

but also to teach it diligently to their children
;

s besides which.

a severe prohibition was annexed, against either making any

addition to or diminution from the law. 8 Now such precepts as

these could not have been given by an impostor who was adding

to it, and who would wish men to forget rather than enjoin

tliem to remember it ; for, as all the people were obliged to know
and observe the law under severe penalties, they were in a man-

ner the trustees and guardians of the law, as well as the priests

and Levites. The people who were to teach their children,

must have had copies of it ; the priests and Levites must have

had copies of it ; and the magistrates must have had copies of

it, as being the law of the land. Further, after the people were

divided into two kingdoms, both the people of Israel and those

of Judah still retained the same book of the law ; and the rivalry

or enmity, that subsisted between the two kingdoms, prevented

either of them from altering or adding to the law. After the

Israelites were carried captives into Assyria, other nations were

placed in the cities of Samaria in their stead ; and the Samari-

tans received the Pentateuch, either from the priest who was

sent by order of the king of Assyria, to instruct them in the

manner of the God of the land,' or several years afterwards

from the hands of Manasseh, the son of Joiada the high-priest,

who was expelled from Jerusalem by Nehemiah, for marrying

the daughter of Sanballat, the governor of Samaria ; and who
was constituted, by Sanballat, the first high-priest of the temple

at Samaria.8 Now, by one or both of these means the Samari-

tans had the Pentateuch as well as the Jews ; but with this dif-

ference, that the Samaritan Pentateuch was in the old Hebrew

or Phcnician characters, in which it remains to this day : whereas

the Jewish copy was changed into Chaldee characters (in which

it also remains to this day), which were fairer and clearer than

the Hebrew, the Jews having learned the Chaldee language

during their seventy years abode at Babylon. The jealousy and

hatred, which subsisted between the Jews and Samaritans, made

it impracticable for either nation to corrupt or alter the text in

any thing of consequence without certain discovery : and the

general agreement between the Hebrew and Samaritan copies

of the Pentateuch, which are now extant, is such, as plainly

demonstrates that the copies were originally the same. Nor can

any better evidence be desired, that the Jewish Bibles have not

been corrupted or interpolated, than this very book of the Sama-

» Dent. xxxi. 9— 13. Josb. viii. 34, 35. Nell. viii. 1—5.

* Deut. xxxi. 26. " Deut. xvii. 18, 19. ' Levit. x. It.

» Deut. vi. 7. fi Deut. iv. 2. xii. 32. i 2 Kings xvii. 27.

a Neb. xiii. 28. Josephus, Am, Jud. lib. xi. c. 8. Bp. Newton's Works,
vol. i p. 23.

ritans ; which, after more than two thousand years discord be-

tween the two nations, varies as little from the other as any
classic author in less tract of time has disagreed from itself by
the unavoidable slips and mistakes of so many transcribers.9

After the return of the Jews from the Babylonish captivity,

the book of the law, and the prophets, were publicly read in their

synagogues every Sabbath day ;
10 which was an excellent method

of securing their purity, as well as of enforcing the observation

of the law. The Chaldee paraphrases and the translation of

the Old Testament into Greek, which were afterwards made,

were so many additional securities. To these facts we may
add, that the reverence of the Jews for their sacred writings is

another guarantee for their integrity : so great indeed was that

reverence, that, according to the statements of Philo and Jose-

phus, 11 they would suffer any torments, and even death itself,

rather than change a single point or iota of the Scriptures. A
law was also enacted by them, which denounced him to be guilty

of inexpiable sin, who should presume to make the slightest

possible alteration in their sacred books. The Jewish doctors,

fearing to add any thing to the law, passed their own notions as

traditions or explanations of it ; and both Jesus Christ and his

apostles accused the Jews of entertaining a prejudiced regard

for those traditions, but they never charged them with falsifying

or corrupting the Scriptures themselves. On the contrary. Christ

urged them to search the Scriptures; 12 which he doubtless

would have said with some caution if they had been falsified or

corrupted : and he not only refers to the Scriptures in general,

but appeals directly to the writings of Moses. 1 -', It is also known,

that during the time of Christ the Jews were divided into various

sects and parties, each of whom watched over the otbers with

the greatest jealousy, so as to render any attempt at such falsifi-

cation or corruption utterly impracticable. Since, then, the Jews

could not falsify or corrupt tile Hebrew Scriptures before the

advent of Christ,

[ii.l So neither have these writings been falsified or cor-

ruptee/ after the birth of Christ.

For, since that event, the Old Testament has been held in

high esteem both by Jews and Christians. The Jews also fre-

quently suffered martyrdom for their Scriptures, which they

would not have done, had they suspected them to have been

corrupted or altered. Besides, the Jews and Christians were a

mutual guard upon each other, which must have rendered any

material corruption impossible, if it had been attempted ; for if

such an attempt had been made by the Jews, they would have

been detected by the Christians. The accomplishment of such

a design, indeed, would have been impracticable, from the moral

impossibility of the Jews (who were dispersed in every country

of the then known world) being able to collect all the then ex-

isting copies with the intention of corrupting or falsifying them.

On the other hand, if any such attempt had been made by the

Christians, it would assuredly have been detected by the Jews;

nor could any such attempt have been made by any other man
or body of men, without exposure both by Jews and Christians.

3. The admirable agreement of all the ancient paraphrases

and versions,' 1 and of the writings of Josephus, with the

s Dr. Bentley's Remarks on Freethinking, part i. remark 27. (vol. v. p.

114. of lip. Randolph's Enchiridion Theologicum, 8vo. Oxford, 1792.)

io Acts xiii. 14, K. 27. Luke iv. 17—20.
• i Philo, apud Euseb. de Praep. Evang. lib. viii. c. 2. Josephus contra

Apion. lib. i. § 8.

i« John v. 39. ' 3 John v. 46, 47.

n The Old Testament has been translated into a great number of Ian-

guages ; but the only versions, to which we shall now advert, are those

which were made eilher previously to the Christian ."era, or very shorily

after ils commencement. At that period, almost all the books of the Old

Law had been translated into Chaldee, for the use of the Jews in the East,

with whom the original Hebrew had ceased to be a living language ; the

whole had been rendered into Greek (two hundred and eighty-two years

before the birth of Jesus Christ) for the Jews of Alexandria, who were
still less acquainted with Hebrew; and, at the close of the first, or in the

beginning of the second century, the Old Testament was translated into

Syriac, for the Syrian Christians. These three versions have been pre-

served to our time : numerous manuscript conies and printed editions of

them are extant ; and, with the exception of a few unimportant differences,

they represent to us the same text, the same hooks, the same predictions,

and the same phrases. Now this agreement is not the result of any design

on the part of the translators, or of any fraud on the part of learned men.

These three sister versions, having once issued from their common parent,

have been for ever separated by events and by a rivalship which still sub-

sists. The Chaldee version, which was carefully preserved and consulted

by the Hebrews, remained unknown to Christians during the early ages of

the church, and has been in their hands only for two or three centuries.

The Christians of Syria knew as hltle of the Greek version, as the Greeks

did of the Syriac: and the Greek version,—which was diffused through-

out the West, and translated in its turn into Latin, and which, under this

second form, became the object of exclusive respect in the Romish
Church,—could not borrow any thing from the other versions, of the ex-

istence of which the inhabitants of the West were utterly ignorant. The
a«reetnent, therefore, of these three witnesses, is bo much the more
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Old Testament as it is now extant, together with the quota-

tions which are made from it in the New Testament, and in

the writings of all ages to (he present time, forbid us to in-

dulge any suspicion of any materia] corruption in the books
of the <Mii T. Btamem ; and rive oa on ry possible evidence
of which a Bubiect oJ tins kind is capable, that these books
are now in our hands genuine and unadulterated.

4. Lastly, the Ji all tin Manuscripts of the Old
Testament (amounting to nearly eleven hundred and fifty),

ir/rr/i tire known to he extant, is a ckur proof of its uncor-

rupted preservation.

In e manuscripts, Indeed, are not all entire ; some contain

one part and -some another.' Hut it is absolutely impossible

that every manuscript, whether in the original Hebrew, or in any
ancient version or paraphrase, should or could be designedly
altered or falsified in the Sonne passages, without detection cither

ty Jews or Christians- The manuscripts now extant are, con-

fessedly, liable to errors and mistakes from the carelessness, negli-

gence, or inaccuracy of copyists: but they arc not alt uniformly
incorrect throughout, nor in the same words or passages ; but

what is incorrect in one place is correct in another. Although
the various readings, winch have been discovered by learned
men, who have applied themselves to the collation of every

known manuscript of the Hebrew Scriptures, amount to many
thousands, yet these differences are of so little rail moment, that

their laborious collations afford us scarcely any opportunities of
correcting the sacred text in important passages. So far, how-
ever, arc these extensive and profound researches from being
either trivial or nugatory, that we have, in fact, derived from them
the greatest advantage which could have been wished for bv any
real friend of revealetl religion ; namely, the certain knowledge
of the agreement of the copies of the ancient Scriptures, now
extant in their original language, with each other, and with our
Bibles.

-

II. Equally satisfactory is the evidence for the integrity
AND DNCORBUPTNESS OF THB NKW Testament in any thing
material. The testimonies, adduced in the preceding section
in behalf of the genuineness and authenticity of the New
Testament, are, in a jrreat measure, applicable to show that
it has been transmitted to us entire and uncorrupted. But, to

be more particular, we remark,

1. That the uncorrupted preservation of the books of the

2V&I0 '/' ttament is manjf tt
t from their contents ;

For, so early as the two first centuries of the Christian sera,

we find the very same facts, and the very same doctrines, uni-
versally received by the Christians, which we of the present
day believe on the credit of the New Testament

2. Seeaust an universal corruption of those writings was both
impossible ami Impracticable, nor can the least vestige of such a
corruption be found in history,

[i.] They could not be corrupted during the lives of their

authors ; and before their death copies were dispersed among the

different communities of Christians, who were scattered through-
out the then known world. Within twenty years after the

-i ion. churches were formed in the principal cities of the

Roman empire
; and in all these churches the books of the New

Testament, especially the four Gospels, were read as a part of
their public worship, just as the writings of Moses ami the Pro-
phets were read in the Jewish synagogues. 1 -Nor would the use
of them lie ronlnnd to public worship ; for these hooks wrre
not, like the Sibylline Oracles, locked up from the perusal of the

public, but were exposed to public investigation. When the
books of the .New Testament were first published to the world,
the Christians would naturally entertain the highest esteem and
leveranos I thai delivered an authentic and inspired

history of the life and doctrines of Jesus Christ, and would be
desirous of possessing such an invaluable treasure. Hence, as
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we learn from unquestionable authority, copies were multiplied

and disseminated as rapidly aa the boundaries of the church in-

creased ; and translations were made into as many languages
as were spoken by its professors, some of which remain to this

day ; so that it would very soon be rendered absolutely impose*
ble to corrupt these hooks in any one important word or phrase.

Now it is not to bfl supposed (without violating all probability)

that alt Christians should agree in a design of changing or cor-

rupting the original books ; and if some only should make the

attempt, the uncorrupted copies would still remain to detect

them. And supposing there was some error in one translation

or copy, or something changed, added, or taken a\\a\ ; vet there

were many other copies and other translations, by the help of

which the neglect or fraud might he or would be oorrectedi
[ii.] Further, as these books could not be corrupted during

the lives of their respective authors, and while a ureal number
of witnesses was alive to attest the facts which they record; so

neither could unit material alteration take place aktlii their

decease, without being detected while the original manuscripts

were preserved in the churches. The Christians who were in-

structed by the apostles or by their immediate successors, tra-

velled into all parts of the world, carrying with them copies of

their writings ; from which other copies were multiplied and
preserved. Now (as we have already seen) 1 we have an un-
broken series of testimonies for the genuineness and authen-

ticity of the New Testament, which can be traced backwards,
from the fourth century of the Christian a?ra to the very time

of the apostles; and these very testimonies are equally applica-

ble to prove its uncorrupted preservation. Moreover, harmonies
of the four Gospels were anciently constructed ; commentaries
were written upon them, as well as upon the other hooks of the

New Testament (many of which are still extant), manuscripts

were collated, and editions of the New Testament were put forth.

These sacred records, being universally regarded as the supreme
standard of truth, were received hv every class of Christians with
peculiar respect, as being divine compositions, and possessing an
authority belonging to no other books. Whatever controversies,

therefore, arose among different sects (and the church was very

early rent with fierce contentions On doctrinal points), the Scrip-

tures of the New Testament were received and appealed toby every

one of them, as being conclusive in all matters of controversy ;

consequently it was morally impossible, and in itself impractica-

ble, that any man or body of men should corrupt or falsify

them, in any fundamental article, should foist into them a single

expression to favour their peculiar tenets, or erase a single

sentence, without being detected by thousands. "If one party

was inclined either to omit what opposed their peculiar tenets,

or to insert what might afford them additional support, there

was always some other party both ready ami willing to detect

the fraud. And even if they persevered in altering their own
manuscripts, they had not the power of altering the manuscripts

in the hands of their Opponents. Though the corruption there-

fore might be partial, it could not become general. Nor must
we forget that the books which compose the Greek Testament
have been transcribed, beyond all comparison, more frequently

than the works of any other Greek author. Audit is evident

that the difficulty of corrupting the Gnek manuscripti must
have increased with every increase in their number. Though
it cannot be denied, therefore, that there is Stronger temptation

to idler a work which relates to doctrines, than to alter a work
which relates to matters irulitl.niit. the impediments to the al-

teration of the Greek manuscripts were stdl more powerful than

the temptation. The Gospels, which were written in different

places, BJld the Kpistles, which were sddrSSBSd to ditl'ereiit eom-
nmnitirs. were multiplied m copies, dispersed in Palestine and
Egypt, in Asia Minor, Greece, and Italy* Under such circum-
-i Lnces a general corruption of the Greek manuscripts was a
thing impossible, for u could not have been effected without a
union of sentiment, which never existed, nor without a general

combination, which could not have been formed, before Chris*

lianit] bad received a civil establishment. Hut if such a cane*

bin « m >
> r i had bet n practicable, it could not have been carried bam

effect, without becoming n matter of general notoriety. And
ecclesiastical tiistorisni are silent on such a combination. The
silence of history is indeed no argumenl against the truth of a

feci established OJ Induction, if the fact was such that it could

not bs generally known. Hut the silence of history is bsnortant
ill reference to n fa. I, which, if it BVSi existed, must have Iwen

j

ct "i general notoriety^ Whatever ooiTUptlons flfitftn

may have taken place in the Greek manuscript^ those corrup-

* See pp. 4t—46. Mupra.
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tions must have been confined to a few, and could not, by any
possibility, have been extended to them all." 1 Indeed, though
all the Christian doctors, who were dispersed throughout the

world, should have conspired to corrupt the New Testament, yet

the people would never have consented to it ; and if even both

teachers and people had been disposed to have committed such

a fraud, most unquestionably their adversaries would not fail to

have reproached them wilh it. The Jews and heathens, whose
only aim was to decry and put down their religion, would never

have concealed it. Celsus, Porphyry, Julian, and other acute

enemies of the Christians, would have derived some advantage

from such corruption. In a word, even though the silence of

their adversaries had favoured so strange an enterprise, yet the

different parties and various heresies, which soon after sprang

up among Christians, were an insuperable obstacle to it. In-

deed, if any material alteration had been attempted by the or-

thodox, it would have been detected by the heretics ; and on
the other hand, if a heretic had inserted, altered, or falsified any
thing, he would have been exposed by the orthodox, or by other

heretics. It is well known that a division commenced in the

fourth century, between the eastern and western churches,

which, about the middle of the ninth century, became irrecon-

cileable, and subsists to the present day. Now it would have
been impossible to alter all the copies in the eastern empire ;

and if it had been possible in the east, the copies in the west
would have detected the alteration. But, in fact, both the eastern

and western copies agree, which could not be expected if either

of them was altered or falsified.

3. The uncorrupted preservation of the New Testament
is further evident, from the Agreement of all the Manuscripts,

The manuscripts of the New Testament, which are extant,

are far more numerous than those of any single classic author

whomsoever : upwards of three hundred and fifty were collated

by Griesbach, for his celebrated critical edition. These manu-
scripts, it is true, are not all entire : most of them contain only

the Gospels ; others, the Gospels, Acts of the Apostles, and the

Epistles ; and a few contain the Apocalypse or Revelation of

John. But they were all written in very different and distant

parts of the world ; several of them are upwards of twelve hun-
dred years old, and give us the books of the New Testament, in i

all essential points, perfectly accordant with each other, as any
person may readily ascertain by examining the critical editions

published by Mill, Kuster, Bengcl, Wetstein, and Griesbach,2

The thirty thousand various readings, which are said to be found

in the manuscripts collated by Dr. Mill, and the hundred and
fifty thousand which Griesbach's edition is said to contain, in

no degree whatever affect the general credit and integrity of the

text. In fact, the more copies are multiplied, and the more nu-
merous are the transcripts and translations from the original, the

more likely is it, that the genuine text and the true original

reading will be investigated and ascertained. The most correct

and accurate ancient classics now extant, are those of which we
have the greatest number of manuscripts ; and the most de-

praved, mutilated, and inaccurate editions of the old writers are

those of which we have the fewest manuscripts, and perhaps

only a single manuscript extant. Such are Athenseus, Clemens
Romanus, Hesychius, and Photius. But of this formidable mass
of various readings, which have been collected by the diligence

of collators, not one-tenth—nay, not one hundreth-part,—either

makes or can make any perceptible, or at least any material, al-

teration in the sense in any modern version. They consist al-

most wholly of palpable errors in transcription, grammatical and
verbal ditlerences, such as the insertion or omission of an article,

the substitution of a word for its equivalent, and the transposition

of a word or two in a sentence. Even the few that do change
the sense, affect it only in passages relating to unimportant, his-

torical, and geographical circumstances, or other collateral mat-

ters ; and the still smaller number that make any alteration in

things of consequence, do not on that account place us in any
absolute uncertainty. For, either the true reading may be dis-

covered by collating the other manuscripts, versions, and quota-

tions found in the works of the ancients ; or, should these fail to

give us the requisite information, we are enabled to explain the

doctrine in question from other undisputed passages of Holy
Writ. This observation particularly applies to the doctrines of

the deity of Jesus Christ and of the Trinity ; which some per-

sons of late years have attempted to expunge from the NewTes-

* Bp. Marsh's Lectures, part vi. pp. 10, 11.

» See an account of the principal manuscripts of (he New Testament,
infra, Part I. Chap. 111. Sect. II. §4., and of the critical edition, above men
tioned in the Bibliographical Appendix to vol. ii. Part. I. Chap. I. Sect. III.

tament. because a few controverted passages have been cited in
proof of them; but these doctrines are written, as with a sun-
beam, in other parts of the New Testament. The very worst
manuscript extant -would not pervert one article of our faith f

or destroy one moral precept, not elsewhere given in the most
explicit terms. All the omissions of the ancient manuscripts
put together could not countenance the omission of one essential

doctrine of the Gospel, relating either to faith or morals; and all

the additions, countenanced by the whole mass of manuscripts
already collated, do not introduce a single point essential either

to faith or manners beyond what may be found in the Complu-
tensian or Elzevir editions. And, though for the beauty, em-
phasis, and critical perfection of the letter of the New Testament,
a new edition, formed on Griesbach's plan, is desirable

; yet from
such a one infidelity can expect no help, false doctrine no sup-

port, and even true religion no accession to its excellence,—as

indeed it needs none. The general uniformity, therefore, of the

manuscripts of the New Testament, which are dispersed through
all the countries in the known world, and in so great a variety

of languages, is truly astonishing, and demonstrates both the

veneration in which the Scriptures have uniformly been held,

and the singular care which was taken in transcribing them ; and
so far are the various readings contained in these manuscripts
from being hostile to the uncorrupted preservation of the books
of the New Testament, (as some sceptics have boldly affirmed,

and some timid Christians have apprehended,) that they afford

us, on the contrary, an additional and most convincing proof
that they exist at present, in all essential points, precisely the
same as they were when they left the hands of their authors.

The existence of various readings affords no just inference

against the divine inspiration of the prophets and apostles.

" We all distinguish between the substance and the circum-
stances of a work, though we may not be able to draw with ac-

curacy the line between the one and the other. No one doubts
that he possesses, in general, the sense of a valuable author,

whether ancient or modern, because of some defects or interpo-

lations in the copy, or because he may be uncertain respecting

the true reading in some inconsiderable passage. The narrative

of an historian, and the deposition of a witness in a court of jus-

tice, may impress the mind as true, notwithstanding they con-

tain some mistakes and inconsistencies. I do not know why a
degree of precision should be deemed requisite for a divine com-
munication, which is not thought necessary for human testimony

;

or why a standing miracle should be wrought to prevent acci-

dents happening to a sacred book, which are never supposed to

affect the creditor utility of profane writings." 3

4. The last testimony, to be adduced for the integrity and
incorruptness of the New Testament, is furnished by the
agreement of the jincimt Versions and Quotations from it,

which are made in the writings of the Christians of the first

three centuries, and in those of the succeeding fathers oj tlte

church.

The testimony of Versions, and the evidence of the fathers

and other ecclesiastical writers, have already been noticed as a
proof of the genuineness and authenticity of the New Testa-

ment. J The Quotations from the New Testament in the

writings of the fathers are so numerous, that (as it has been fre-

quently observed) the whole body of the Gospels and Epistles

might be compiled from the various passages dispersed in their

commentaries and other writings. And though these citations

were, in many instances, made from memory, yet, being always
made with due attention to the sense and meaning, and most
commonly with regard to the words as well as to the order of

the words, they correspond with the original records from which
they were extracted :—an irrefragable argument this, of the purity

and integrity with which the New Testament has been pre-

served. The idle objection, therefore, to the incorruptness of the

New Testament, which some opposers of divine revelation have

endeavoured to raise, on an alleged alteration of the Gospels in

the fourth century by order of the emperor Anastasius, falls com-
pletely to the ground for want of proof. 5 Nor do we hazard too

3 Rev. R. Burnside's " Religion of Mankind, a Series of Essays," vol. i.

p. 327. * See pp. 40—45. 48. supra.
» The objection above alluded to is founded on the following passage, oc-

curring in the Chronicle of Victor Tununensis, an African bishop, who
flourished about the middle of the sixth century. "Messala V. C. Coss.

Constantinopoli, jubente Anasfasio Imperatore, sancta evangelia, taoiquam
ab idiotic evangelistfa composite, reprehenduntur et emendantur." (Vict.

Tun. Chron. p. 6. apud Scalig- Thes. Temp.) i. e. In the consulship of Mes-
sala (A. D. 506.), at Constantinople, by order of the emperor Anastasius,
the holy Gospels, as being composed by illiterate evangelists, are censured
and corrected. On the objection to the integrity of the Gospels, which has

been attempted to be founded on this passage, we may remark, in addition
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much in Baying, that if all the ancient writings new extant in

ipe were collected together, the hulk of them would by no

means be comparable to thai of the quotations taken Gram the

.New Testament alone; so that a man might, with more sem-

blance of reason, dispute whether the writings ascribed to Ho-

mer. Dei thenes, Virgil, or Casar, are in the main such as

they left them, than be could question whether those of Mat-

thew, Mark, Luke. John, Peter, James, and Paul, are really their

productions. 1

III. Although we thus have every possible evidence that

can be reaoanaofy desired ; yet, as there are some I Incited

or referred to in the Old and New Testaments, which are nol

now extant, it has been objected that some of those books

an uiiw wanting, which once were constituent parts of die

Scriptures. A little consideration will suffice to show that

this objection is utterly destitute of foundation, and that none

of the writings which are accounted sacred by the Jews and

Christians (and which claim to he received as inspired

writings) ever were m could be lost; and, consequently,

that no sacred or inspired writing is now wanting to com-
plete the canon of Scripture,

1. In the BtbI place, we may observe, that it seems very

unsuitable to the ordinary c luet of Divine Providence, to

sutler a book written under the influences of the Holy Spirit,

to be lost.

It seems to be no small reflection on the wisdom of the Divine

Being, to say, that he first influenced the writing of a set of

books, (that is, by his own extraordinary impressions on nun's

minds caused them to be written,) and afterwards permitted

them by chance, or the negligence "I n, to be irrecoverably

lost, it thej were nol serviceable to instruct and direct man-

kind in the iik limits of attaining the great ends of being, why
were they at lirst given ! If they were, it seems hard to imagine

that the s.iuie kind Providence which gave them would again

take tin-Ill aw. iv. Mow high such a charge as this rises, both

against the wisdom and goodness of Divine Providence, may
easily be perceived by every one who will think impartially on

the matter. This argument becomes still more strong, when

we consider the great care which the Divine Being in all ages

took to preserve those hooks which an- now reoeived into the

canon of the Old Testament, even when the persons with whom
they were intrusted were under circumstances, in which, with-

out the influence of Heaven, it would have liieii almost im-

possible for them to have preserved them. To instance onlj

that one i i mi' wln-n the .h«s wen- under the tyranny uf An-
tiochus Epiphanes,1 when although that monster of iniquity

laid their temple and their cily waste, destroyed all the sacred

hooks he could meet with, and at length published a decree, thai

all those shonld sutler immediately death who did not resign

their eopies. vet was llie sacred volume safely preserved, and

care was taken of it by its author.

J. Tie- zeal of the futliful at all times for their sacred

books was such, as would be a very effectual means to se-

cure tiieui from perishing.

This is well known both of the .lews and Christians ; and

indeed no lis- can he reasonably imagined of those, who looked

upon these hooks ;is discovering the method of obtaining eternal

life, and that religt for which they willingly sacrificed both

themselves and all they had. Ili-uee, as under the baTbaTOUS

persecution of the .lews by Anliochtts just mentioned, so also

under the Christian peraecutiona do endeavours wen wanting

to extirpate and abolish the Scriptures. It is evidenl thai the

to tin- observation already given Hi I that, wbatever.th] d< ignuponthe

.
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warm zeal and diligent care of the faithful preserved them; and

although the emperor Dioclesian in his imperial edict, among
other cruelties, en.teled, that all the sacred books should be burnt

wherever they were found ; yet as the OOUrage and resolution

of the Christians baffled and frustrated the design of his rage in

all other instances, so they frustrated H very remarkably in this

instance. Nor indeed could it be otherwise, when we consider,

3. That the canonical books, either ill the original lan-

guages or by means of versions, wen dispersed into the
most ciiuiitrn s. and in the possi ssion of innumerable per

As the truth of this fact has In . u di inoiislrated in the two
preceding sections of this chapter, we are authorized to in-

fer how improbable it is, nay, almost impossible, that any
book, so esteemed as the I ks of the Old and New T. --

lament were and still are, both by Jews and Christians, and
which they severally believe to be divinely inspired, so dif-

fused into the most distant countries, the copies of which)
or of translations from them, would also be continually mul-
tiplying and increasing, could by any accidl nl or chance, by
any human force or power, or much less by any can li SS

neglect, be lost and irrecoveraWy perish.

IV. With regard to the Old Testament, more particularly

we may observe, that what has given credit to the objection,

that some of the canonical books of Scripture are lost, is tin-

common notion, Ihal the I ks, so supposed to he lost, were
I'liliimis of some size, and all of them indited by the Holy
Spirit. Now, in opposition to this erroneous notion, it is to

he considered.

1. That lln Hebrew word (ic; si ei'iii a), which we render

book, properly signifies the ban- rehearsal of any thing, or

any kind of writing, however small; and it was the custom
of the Jews to call every little memorandum by that name.

Thus, what we translate a bill of divorcement (DeuL xxiv. 1.)

is in the original a book of divorcement ; and the short account

of the genealogy of Jesus Christ (Mall. i. 1.) is termed in the

Hebrew idiom the hook- of the generation of Jesus Christ. So
in Man. \i.\. 7. ami Mark x. I. n is in the Greek a book of di-

vorcement In like manlier. David's letter to .loah ill 'J Sam.

xi. 14, 15. is a booh in the Hebrew and Greek ; as also the king

of Sj ria's letter to the king of Israel, mentioned in - Kings v. 6.1

2. That several of these tracts, which are bow extant,

wen- written, not by persons pretending to any supernatural

assistance, hut by those w ho were styled recorders or writers

of chronicles,-' an office of ureal honour and trust, but of a
different kind from thai of the prophets.

3. But, supposing that the I ks in question were written

by those who were truly prophets, yel they wen not written

by inspiration.

This argument is forcibly Stated by Augustine in the follow-

ing manner:—"In the histories of the kings of .ludah and Is-

rael, sever.d things are mentioned, which are not then explained,

and arc referred lo as contained in other books which the pro-

phets wrote: and sometimes the nanus of these prophets aro

mentioned; ami yet these writings are nol extant in the canon

which the church of God receives. The reason ot which I can

ccodnl for in no other way, than by supposing, thai those very

persons io whom ihe Holy Spirit leveii.d those things which
are of the highest authority in religion, sometimes wrote only

as faithful historians, and al olliei ttmi on. lei the

influences of divine inspiration ; and that these writings an) so

dllfereut from each other, that the one sort are to be imputed
to themselves as the authors, the other to a>^\, as speaking by

them; the former are of service to increase our knowledge, the

other of authority in religion, and canonical." In addition to

this observation, we may remark, thai the hooks of prophecy
hue then author,' names expressed, and commonly
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they are repeated in the books themselves. But in the histori-

cal books there was not the same reason for specifying the

names of their authors; because, in matters of fact which are

past, an author may easily be disproved, if he relates what is

false concerning his own times, or concerning times of which

there are memorials still extant. But the credit of prophecies

concerning things which are not to come to pass for a very

long time must depend on the mission and authority of the

prophet only ; and therefore it was necessary that the names of

the prophets should be annexed, in order that their predictions

might be depended upon, when they were known to be delivered

by men, who, by other predictions already fulfilled, had shown
themselves to be true prophets.

4. The bare citation of any book in an allowedly canoni-

cal writing is not sufficient to prove that such book ever was
canonical.

If this were to be admitted, we must receive as the word of

God, the Greek poems of Aratus, Menander, and Epimenides

;

for passages are quoted from them by Paul. 1

5. Lastly, we may observe that most of the pieces sup-

posed to be lost are still remaining in the Scriptures, though

under different appellations ; and that such as are not to be

found there were never designed for religious instruction,

nor are they essential to the salvation of mankind. In il-

lustration of this remark, we may adduce the following ex-

amples, which are taken exclusively from the Old Testament.

Thus,

[i.] The Book of the Covenant, mentioned in Exod. xxiv. 7.,

which is supposed to be lost, is not a distinct book from the

body of the Jewish laws ; for whoever impartially examines that

passage will find that the book referred to is nothing else but a

collection of such injunctions and exhortations as are expressly

laid down in the four preceding chapters.

[ii.] The Book of the Wars of the Lord, cited in Num. xxi.

14., and supposed also to be lost, is, in the opinion of an emi-

nent critic,2 that very record, which, upon the defeat of the

Amalekites, Moses was commanded to make as a memorial of it,

and to rehearse it in the ears of Joshua. So that it seems to

be nothing more than a short account of that victory, together

with some directions for Joshua's private use and conduct in the

management of the subsequent war, but in no respect whatever

dictated by divine inspiration, and consequently no part of the

canonical Scriptures.

[hi.] The Book of Jasher, mentioned in Josh. x. 13., is sup-

posed by some to be the same with the book of Judges, because

we find mention therein of the sun's standing still ; but the con-

jecture of Josephus^ seems to be better founded, viz. that it was
composed of certain records (kept in a safe place at that time,

and afterwards removed into the temple), which contained an

account of what happened to the Jews from year to year, and
particularly of the sun's standing still, and also directions for

the use of the bow (see 2 Sam. i. 18.), that is, directions for

instituting archery and maintaining military exercises. So that

this was not the work of an inspired person, but of some com-
mon historiographer, who wrote the annals of his own time, and
might therefore deserve the name of Jasher, or the upright

;

because what he wrote was generally deemed a true and au-

thentic account of all the events and occurrences which had then

happened.
[iv.] Once more, the several books of Solomon, mentioned in

1 Kings iv. 32, 33., were no part of the canonical Scriptures.

His ' Three thousand Proverbs' were perhaps only spoken, not

committed to writing. His 'Songs,' which were one thousand
andfve in number, were in all probability his juvenile com-
positions ; and his universal history of vegetables, and that of

animals of all kinds, belonged to philosophy. It was not necessary

for every one to be acquainted with them ; and though the loss

of them (considering the unequalled wisdom conferred upon
their author) is to be deplored, yet it is a loss which only the

busy investigators of nature have cause to lament.

Upon the whole, therefore, we may conclude, that if any
books of the Old Testament seem to be wanting in our pre-

sent canon, they are either such as lie unobserved under
other denominations ; or they are such as never were ac-

counted canonical, such as contained no points essential to

the salvation of man, and consequently such of which we

» Aratus is cited in Acts xvij. 28. ; Menander in 1 Cor. xv. 33. ; and Epi-
menides in Titus i. 12.

'* Or. Lighlfoot. 3 Joseph. Ant. Jud. lib. v. c. 2.

H

may safely live ignorant here, and for which we shall never
be responsible hereafter. 4

V. Equally satisfactory is the evidence to show that none
of the books of the New Testament have at any time been
lost. Some learned men, indeed, have imagined that they
have found allusions to writings in the New Testament,
from which they have been persuaded that Paul wrote se-

veral other epistles to the Christian churches besides those
we now have : but a little examination of the passages re-

ferred to will show that their conjectures have no foundation.

1. Thus in 1 Cor. v. 9. the following words occur—Ejpx4*
i/j.a iv tv ET/rcxa, which in our version is rendered

—

I have writ-

ten to you in an epistle. From this text it has been inferred

that Paul had already written to the Corinthians an epistle

which is no longer extant, and to which he alludes ; while
others contend that by -n vtitckh he means only the epistle

which he is writing. A third opinion is this, viz. that Paul
refers to an epistle which he had written, or begun to write,
but had not sent ; for, on receiving further information from
Stephanas, Fortunatus, and Achaieus, he suppressed that,

and wrote this, in which he considers the subject more at

large.

[i.] To the hypothesis, which supposes that Paul wrote a
former letter which is now lost, there is this formidable objection,

that no such epistle was ever mentioned or cited by any ancient

writer, nor has any one even alluded to its existence, though
both the received epistles are perpetually quoted by the fathers

from the earliest period. To which we may add, that the reve-

rence of the first professors of Christianity for the sacred writings,

and their care for the preservation of them, were so great, as to

render it extremely improbable that a canonical book should be
lost. 5 From the third hypothesis the praise of ingenuity cannot

be withheld ; but as it is a mere conjecture, unsupported by facts,

we therefore apprehend that this first Epistle to the Corinthians,

and no other, was intended by the Apostle. The grounds on
which this opinion rests are as follow :

—

(1.) The expression t» er/rswt does not mean an epistle, but

that which Paul is writing. Thus Tertius, who was Paul's

amanuensis, speaking of the Epistle to the Romans, says, " I

Tertius, who wrote this epistle (tuv kt/s-gxw), salute you." (Rom.
xvi. 22.) Similar expressions occur in Col. iv. 16. 1 Thess. v.

27. and 2 Thess. iii. 14.

(2.) With regard to the word eypu^z, I ivrole, some commen-
tators refer it to what the Apostle had said in verses 5. and 6. of

this chapter: but it may also be considered as anticipative of

what the Apostle will be found to have written in subsequent

parts of this epistle, viz. in vi. 13., again in v. 18., and also in

vii. 2. It is probable, therefore, that Paul, on reading over this

letter after he had finished it, might add the expression in verse

9., and take notice of what he says afterwards, " I have (says

he) written to you in this epistle," viz. in some of the following

chapters, against fornication, and joining yourselves to persons

addicted to that sin.

(3.) The word £}pa4*i however, is not necessarily to be un-

derstood in the past tense. There are nearly one hundred in-

stances in the New Testament in which the past is put for the

present tense. Thus, in John iv. 38., Jesus Christ, speaking of

the mission of the apostles, says, &Te?uha., I sent you, though it

had not yet taken place. A more material example occurs in a
subsequent chapter of this very epistle (ix. 15.), where Paul uses

6^*4* m me sense 0I*

>^uc?&l » I "write. JW'ither (says he) have
I •written these things, that is, at this time, in this epistle which
I am now writing. In the passage now under consideration,

therefore, the expression tye.*^* vy.iv ev tm et/s-gm, is equivalent to

yg*<pa> vy.iv, J write unto you in this epistle, not to associate with

fornicators : and that this view of the passage is correct, is evi-

dent from v. 11. of this chapter, which is only a repetition of v.

9. Nyw ii e)g*4y >
J^ow I write unto you. The adverb vuvt, now,

shows that it is spoken of the present time, though the verb be in

the past tense. The following, then, is the plain sense of the text

and context :
" I write unto you," says the Apostle, "in this my

letter, not to associate (literally, be mingled) with fornicators,

yet not altogether with the fornicators of this world, or with

the covetous, or extortio?iers, or idolaters, since then indeed yc

* Edwards's Discourse concerning the Authority, Style, and Perfection

of the Old and New Testament, vol. iii. pp. 451—463. Jenkins's Reasonable-
ness and Certainty of the Christian Religion, vol. ii. pp. 95—97. Jones on
the Canon of the New Testament, vol. i. pp. 130—135.

» This observation is so applicable to the epistle of Paul to the Corin-
thians, which is extant in the Armenian tongue, that any further notice of
that pseudo-epistle is unnecessary. The curious reader may find an
English translation of it, as also of a pretended epistle of Paul to the Co-
rinthians, accompanied with satisfactory observations to prove their spu.
riousness, in Jones on the Canon, vol. i. pp. 143— 147.
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mutt go out of the irorW (renounce all worldly business v.hat-

|

• Hut I mean
f/ui

—

that y thonlil in on! the company of a brother (thtl is

profess.-,! Christian), if he be given to fornication, coveteue-

nett. or idolatry. Thin in the thing which I at thit time -write

unto uou."

Putting all these cireui r,wu conclude thai

tin- mi,, mil i -vii I. nr. i
unfavourable to tin' hypo-

thesis, that a letter to the Corinthians bad preceded thai

which Paul was bow writing. Tin external evideno i

lly against such hypothesis. I pon the whole, therefore)

we li : 't that il»' two epistles still preserved are tin'

only • piatlee « bich Paul ever adon seed to tin- ( lorinthi&ns. 1

J. In 2 Cor. \. 9— li- wc read as follows: That I may
»/..' teem if I would terrify you hv Ltmia. Fur hit i.kt-

Ihey, an weighty and powerful, but hit bodilypre-
tenrr . tech contemptible. Ia-1 such an ,,nt

think thit, that euehat we art in wordby letters, when u

absent, tueh will we bt alto in dud when um an present. I Eence

it baa In in argued thai Pan] had already written more than

one—even several letters to tin- Corinthians.

lint to thii it is answered, that it i- very common to speak of

one epistle in the |ilur;il number, as all know ; iiml Pan] mighl
well write -i- he ben rj he had bitherto sent onlj one

. t.. tin pi reonj t.i whom he is writing. Anil ("rem so long

u letter as the fust Epistle to the Corinthians is. men might form
a good judgm- ut c ierning but manner of writing lbttsbs,
though they had seen no other.1

3. In Col. IT. Iti. Paul desires the Colossians to Bend to
l dicea the epistle which they themselves bad re©
ami t.i send for another from Laooici a, w Inch was also t.> he

read at Colossas. His won ese: When thuepitth is

read among you, cause that it be read «/-" in tin church
I i hat i/i likewise mid tin epittlt from Laocutta
—Mj in u tjttttutmu is* **i vMMt arxjrari. Now the former part
of this verse is clear : bill It is nut BO char what epistle St.

Paul meant by » fri<?:>* ix .\-t-Jixutt. These wi.nls have In i n

interpreted three different ways,

(I.) 'H trt7-.ni u t\ntlmuet has bean explained, as di

epistle, "huh ha.l been written from Laodicea to Paul."
|.i Me has been supposed to have contained several ques-

tions, proposed to the apostles hv the I i-
.

>•
, which he

answered m the epistle to the Coloarianj ; an. I hence it has been
inferred that Paul ordered them t.i read the former, as being ne-

ry toward a right imderetanding of the latter,

lint this opinion is erroneous: for it Paul had received an
cpi-i i the capital of Phrygia, he would have re-

turned the answer to tin questions win. h it contained to Lao-
it-.lt. and mil t.i a small town m the neighbourhood. lie-

there would have been a manifest impropriety in Bending
toth. I i questions, with which they were nol

.inte.l. and then, after thej had the epistle which contained
the ..usiv, them i.. i.ad that which contained the

'wi.ither opinion is. that Paul meant an epistle which he

himself had written at Laodicea, and sent from that place to

1 M Pi -
• li. AIIOITOAIKON

OAOSAHPO ll I v; .in. ii. <ii

Ri ami -

s I
' . . ' .'!' H iil|>Ml 1. 1!. I ,. •!. v,n, I... pp. |.,..i.

Inar'aWorki -v.. vol. vl pp 668 671.; Ho. vol. Hi. pp
i v

; [are, vol. in. pp
1 ilia Ai-.iiIi.-iih. ., v.! U. pa

• Ui.lin.-r-. W„rk«, Sv... vol. vl pp. 669. ; 4to. vol.111, pp. 467, 468.

the (ircek suhscription to tlic first i
j
i-tl. t..

Tnn..th\ is ll*:c Tuutmt *}{*<?* axtt tuutttUMt. This opinii n is

defended hv Theophvlael : hut it is undotllitcdly hdsc. For it is

evident tram CoL ii. l. that Paul had never been at Laodicea,
when he wrote his , pistle lo the Colossians ; and if he had. he

would not have distinguished an epistle, which he had written

there, hv the place where it was written, hut by the person or

Community to which it was scut. It was not Paul's custom DO

date Ills epistles ; f..rthe sul.scrlptions. which We HOW find an-

nexed to them, were all added at a later period, and hv unknown
persons. If. therefore, he had meant an epistle, which he him-
self had written at I.aodicea, he certainly would not have de-

noted it by the title of ,1 wipaM Ix Aa_J.xw.e-.

(3.) There remains, therefore, no other possible interpretation

of these words, than an " cpi-tle. which the Laodicean- had re-

ceived from Paul." and which the Colossians vvi re orth rid to pro-

cure from Laodicea, when tl.ey communicated to the Laodiccans
ill. ir own epistle.

But, as among the epistles of Paul in our own canon, not
one is addressed to the I.aoilieeans in particular, the question

again occurs : W bich, and w here is this epistle t

1. Then- exists an epistle, which goes by the name of
Paul's epistle lo the Laodiccans.

This, however, is undoubtedly a forgery, though a very an-

cient one ; for Theodorct. who lived in the fifth century, in his

note to the passage in question, speaks of it as then extant. But
this is manifestly I mere rhapsody, collected from Paul's other

epistles, and which no critic can receive as a genuine work of the

Apostle. It contains nothing which it was necessary for the Co-
lnssians iii know, nothing that is not tin um>s In iter and more
fully explained in the epistle which Paul sent to the Colossians;

in short, nothing which could he suitable to Paul's design.

2. As the epistle, therefore, which now JCM s hv the name
of the epistle of Paul to the l.aiiiliei aiis. is a t

Apostle might mean an epistle, which he had sent to the Lao-
i.s, and which is now lost.

An objection, however, to this opinion (namely, that he had
ii epistle to the Laodiccans in particular), may be made

from Col. iv. If)., where Paul requests the Celoesiana to salute

Nymphas, who was a Laodicean. If he had written a particu-

lar epi-tle tn the Laodiceans he would have saluted Nvmphas
rather in this epistle, than in that to the Coloadsns.

3. Then- remains a third explanation, which is not c]im_'._h .1

with tin- preceding difficulty, namely, that Paul mean
epistle, which he had written partly, hut not solely for the
use of tin Laodioeana.

This epistle, in all probability, i- that which is called the epis-

tle to the Ephesiaus ; hi-cause Laodicea was a church within tin-

circuit of the Ephesian church, which was the metropolitan of all

\si.i. And as Ephesus was the chief city of Proconsular A-l.i.

this epistle may refer to the whole province.

The preceding are the most material instances which have
afforded occasion for the supposition that Paul wrote epistles
which are now lost. There an- indeed three or four other

examples, which baya been conjectured to n fer t" lost i pis-

tles ; inn a- these conji etures are founded on misconci prions
.if me Apostle's meaning, it is onneoi asery to adduc them.
We have, then fore, every reason to conclude that ndpartov
l ill \ i vv T, si v vii \ i i- i os i , a in I I hat I hi can f Scripture
ha- descended to our limes, entire and uneorruplcd.

• Mid i ,v , . „f
• a pi', lo >, ITI. Allnr. HiTiiicncuuca N. i loui.

i. pp 838, m,
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CHAPTER III.

ON THE CREDIBILITY OF THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS.

SECTION I.

DIRECT EVIDENCES OF THE CREDIBILITY OF THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS.

Their Credibility shown, I. From the Writers having a perfect knowledge of the subjects they relate.—II. From the Moral
Certainty of Falsehood being detected, if there had been any. This proved at large, 1. Concerning the Old Testament ;

and, 2. Concerning the New Testament.—III. From the subsistence, to this very day, of Monuments instituted to perpetu-

ate the memory of the principalfacts and events therein recorded.—And, IV. From the wonderful Establishment and Pro-

pagation of Christianity.

Satisfactory as the preceding considerations are, in de-

monstrating the genuineness, authenticity, and uncorrupted

preservation of the books of the Old and New Testaments
as ancient writings, yet they are not of themselves sufficient

to determine their cred bility. An author may write of events

which have happened in his time and in the place of his re-

sidence, but should he be either credulous or a fanatic, or

should we have reason to suspect his honesty, his evidence

is of no value. In order, therefore, to establish the credibility

of an author, we must examine more closely into his particu-

lar character, and inquire whether he possessed abilities suf-

ficient to scrutinize the truth, and honesty enough faithfully

to relate it as it happened.
That the histories contained in the Old and New Testa-

ments are credible ; in other words, that there is as great a

regard to be paid to them, as is due to other histories of al-

lowed character and reputation, is a fact, for the truth of

which We have as groat, if not greater, evidence than can be

adduced in behalf of any other history. For the writers of

these books had a perfect knowledge of the subjects which
they relate, and their moral character, though rigidly tried,

was never impeached by their keenest opponents : if there

had been any falsehoods in the accounts of such transactions

as were public and generally known, they would easily have
been detected ; and their statements are confirmed by monu-
ments subsisting to this very day, as also by the wonderful
propagation ana establishment of Christianity.

I. In the first place, The writers of the bboks of the
Old and New Testament had a perfect knowledge of
the subjects which they relate ; and their moral cha-
racter, THOUGH RIGIDLY TRIED, WAS NEVER IMPEACHED BY
THEIR KEENEST OPPONENTS.
The authors of these books were, for the most part, con-

temporary with and eye-witnesses of the facts which they

have recorded, and concerning which they had sufficient op-

portunity of acquiring full and satisfactory information ; and
those transactions' or things which they did not see, they de-

rived from the most certain evidences, and drew from the

purest sources. If a man be deemed incompetent to record

any thing but that which he sees, history is altogether use-

less : but a satisfactory degree of certainty is attainable on
events, of which we were not eye-witnesses ; and no one who
reads these pages doubts the signing of Magna Charta, or the

battles of Agincourt or Waterloo, any more than if he had
stood by and seen the latter fought, and the seals actually

affixed to the former. We owe much to the integrity ofothers ;

and the mutual confidence, on which society is founded,

requires, with justice, our assent to thousands ofevents which
took place long before we were born, or which, if contempo-
rary with ourselves, were transacted at some remote spot on

the face of the globe. Who will affirm that Rapin or Hume
were incompetent to produce a history, which, making some
allowances for human prejudices, is worthy the confidence

and the credit of our countrymen 1 Yet neither the one nor

the other was the witness of more than an insignificant por-

tion of his voluminous production. But if, by drawing from
pure sources, a man is to be deemed competent to relate facts,

of which he was not an eye-witness, then the writers of the

Bible, in those particular events of which they were not eye-

witnesses, but which they affirm with confidence, are entitled

to our credit. 1

1. With regard to the authors of the several boolts of the Old
Testament, it is evident in the four last books of the Pen-
tateuch, that Moses had a chief concern in all the transac-

i Dr. Coilyer's Lectures on Scripture Facts, p. 553.

tions there related, as legislator and governor of the Jews.
Every thing was done under his eye and cognizance; so

that this part of the history, with the exception of the last

chapter of Deuteronomy (which was added by a later writer),

may, not improper!}', be called the history of his life and
times. He speaks of himself, it is true, in the third person

;

but this affords no ground for suspecting either the genuine-

ness of his writings or the credibility of their author. Xe-
nophon, Caesar, and Josephus write of themselves in the

third person ; yet no one ever questions the genuineness or

credibility of their writings on that account. And for the

first book of the Pentateuch, or that of Genesis, we have
already seen that he is competent to the relation of every

event, and that he had sufficient authority for all the facts

therein recorded.2

In like manner, the authors of the subsequent historical

books, as Joshua, Samuel, Ezra, and Nehemiah, relate the

transactions of which they were witnesses; and where they

treat of events prior to their own times, or in which they did

not actually participate, they derived their information from

ancient coeval and public documents, with such care as fre-

quently to have preserved the very words and phrases of

their authorities ; and very often they have referred to the

public annals which they consulted. Moreover, they pub-

lished their writings in those times when such documents
and annals were extant, and might be appealed to by their

readers; who so highly approved of their writings, and
recommended them to posterity, that tiny wire preserved

with more care than the more ancient and coeval monuments,
which were lost in the lapse of time. So also the prophets

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, and others, where they

relate events that took place before their own times, derived

their narratives of them from the authentic documents just

noticed ; but concerning the facts that occurred in their own
times, which indeed, for the most part, relate to the degene-

racy, corruption, or idolatry of their countrymen, whom they

reproved for those crimes, and urged them to repentance,

they are contemporary and native witnesses. But, suppos-

ing the authors of any of these books, as those of Joshua

and Samuel, were not known, it would not follow (as some
have objected) that because it was anonymous, it was there-

fore of no authority. The venerable record, called Doomsday
Hook, is anonymous, and was compiled from various surveys

(fragments of some of which are still extant) upwards of

seven hundred and thirty years since ; yet it is received as

of the highest authority in the matters of fact of which it

treats. If this book has been preserved among the records

of the realm, so were the Jewish records, several of which
(as the books of Jasher, Abijah, Iddo, Jehu, and others that

might be mentioned) are expressly cited. The books above-

mentioned are therefore books of authority, though it should

be admitted that they were not written by the persons whose
names they bear. 3

9 See pp. 34—36. svprtt.
3 "Ifany one having access to tile journals of the lords ami commons, to

the books of the treasury, war office, privy council, and other public docu-

ments, should at this day write an history of the reigns ofGeorge the first

and second, and should publish it without his name, would any man, three

or l"Ur hundreds or thousands of years hence, question the authority of

that book, when he knew that the whole British nation had received it as

an authentic book, from the time of its first publication to the a<re in which

he live? This supposition is in point. The books of the Old Testament

were composed from the records of the Jewish nation, and they have been
received as true bv that nation, from the time in which they were written to

the present day. Dodsley's Annual Register is an anonymous book, we only

know the name of its editor ; the New Annual Register is an anonymous
book ; the Reviews are anonymous books ; but do we, or will our posterity,

esteem these books as of no authority I On the contrary, they are admit-

ted at present, and will be received in after-ages, as authoritative records ol
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2. In like manner, the writers of the New Testament
were contemporary « ith the facte which the] haw recorded,

and bad sufficient means of acquiring correct information

concerning them. The chief writers of the New Testament
are Matthew, John, Peter, Jamas, and Jude, all Jews by
birth, and resident at Jerusalem, the set ae of the history

which they relatei They were all the immediate disciples

of Jisu-, Christ, and eye-witnesses of his miracles as well

as of the wondi rfiil effects produced by his discourses on
the people. Paul, it is true, was B native of Tarsus, and

not among those who had been the friends of Jesus and the

eye-witnesses of his actions; bat In- had lived a long time
at Jerusalem, had studied theology under Gamaliel (a Jew-
ish teacher at that time in the highest repute), anil diligently

employed himself in acquiring a thorough knowledge of the

Jewish religion. Mark, it is well known, composed his

Gospel under the immediate inspection of Peter, and Luke
nposi d his Gospel and Acts under the immediate inspec-

tion of Paul. Their histories, therefore, are of as great au-

thority as if they ha.l been written by the above-mentioned
eye-witnesses. 1 It is an extraordinary hut singular fact that

no history since the commencement of the world has been

written by an equal number of contemporary authors. We
consider several histories as authentic, though there has not

been transmitted to our times any authentic monument in

writing, of equal antiquity with those facte of which we are

fully persuaded. The /n.stnri/ <f Alexander, king of tlacedon,

and conqueror qfJleia, is •"'< uilt itnl '"/ «<"/ contemporary ou-

thor. h ad the same remark may he made on the history of

AngU8tU8, Tiberius, and others, of which no doubt can be

entertained, though it has been written by authors who were
not witnesses of the lads therein contained. It is exceed-

ing rare, when the facts are ancient, to have well circum-

stantiated proofs of the same date ami ago.

That all the writers of the -New Testament were contem-
poraries with the events which tiny have related, is mani-

fest from the following considerations. So many facts ami

circumstances indeed are recorded, that, if the narrative were
not true, they might have been easfh confuted. The scenes

of the most material events are not laid in remote, ohscure,

or unfrequented places; the ti fixed is not some distant

age; nor is the account given ohscure and general. The
facts are related as of recent occurrence, some of them as

having taki a pi ice at Jerusalem, then subject to the Roman
government, and garrisoned by a band of Roman soldiers;

othi rs as having happened at Ccsarea; others, in cities of

"Teat resort in Syria, and elsewhere. The dispels are a

history of no obscure person. Jesus Christ was a subject

of universal curiosity : he preached and wrought miracles in

tie presence of thousands, and was frequently attended by

I
numbers of persons of all ranks ami characters. Winn

the high-priest interrogated him i ruing his disciples ami

doctrine, he answered, " I spake openly in tin worlds I ever

tanghl in the B] nagogue, and in the temple, whither the Jew s

always retort, and in secret have 1 Baid nothing*
1 (Johnzviii.

20.); and he appealed to those who had heard him, for the

publicity of his conduct. Both Jews and (entiles severely

Bcrutinizt d his character and conduct ; ami he was ultimately

put to death publicly, and during a solemn festival, when the

i- ibled at Jerusalem, While the principal

(acts, related in the Gospels, were fresh in the memory of

their countrymen, the four evangelists published their seve-

ral memoirs of the lii. ami death of Jesus < Ihrist. In relating

In-- miraculous operations, they mention the time, the place,

mcemed, and the names of those whom In-

healed orraised from the dead. They delivered their his-

tories to the people among whom he had lived, while that

generation was alive who in In hi tin- seems which they had

ib d. Not thi i h mil ol Chri I and his disciples were

sufficiently aid" ami willing to deb el fake] Is, if tin re had

been any, in the e publics! b: their credit was at stake,

and for their own vindication, it was incumbent onthose who
put him to di nil, and persecuted hi • disciples, to contradict

their testimony, if any part of it had been false, lint «» at-

tempt wai ever mad to amtrodiet »r in refutt tueli testimony

on ti,, contrary (as « ill !» shown in a rabsequent page),' it

i
.-.,',111.

I bj tfa I i torical tSStil y of adversaries, and

llir rivil, mililiiv I he >. Bo Utile

found lUonl .
.

i

nml ..
i

' . r Dl 'it Ajte

"1 I!' ' I

is,. n.i'.i., Tertulllui, Clement of Alejuuidria, and
Mllj "i in- Gospel lli.iorr, put II. i

'

• Svc i'-i. ui ItM (bltowtng nri-ii-in

eonseqtiently the circumstantiality of the cvai.ge ical histori-

ans establishes their credibility. The same remark is appli-

cable to the Acts of the Apostles, which, like the Gospi la,

were published in the place and among the people where the

facte recorded wen transacted, ami were attested by those
who opposed Christianity.—•• What shall we du I" these "ten ?

fur Ihnl indeedanotable miracle hath been done by them is mani-
fest tn all them that dwell at Jerusalem, and we cannot deny
it." (Acts iv. 111.)

II. Secondly, If there had been any falsehoods in the
accounts of such transactions as were public and uene-
rally known, they wol'i.d have been easily detected :

for these accounts were published among the people
who witnessed the events which the historians related.
Hut no such detection ever was or could be made in the
whitings of the authors of the ol.d and n«w testa-
MENTS.

In fact, we cannot charge Moses with having asserted
falsi hoods in the writings that bear bis name, without
charging him with being the greatest knave as well as the
most wicked impostor that ever lived. The injustice and im-
possibility of such charges as these (which, however, the im-

pugners of the Scriptures persist in asserting, regardless of
the convincing evidence to the contrary) will readily appear
from the following considerations:

—

[i.] It is almost incredible that so great an impostor as
Moses must have been, if he had asserted such falsehoods,

could have given to men so perfect and holy a law as he did ;

which not only does not allow of the smallest sins, but also

condemns every evil thought and every criminal desire.

This at least must he conceded, that no impostor has ,-vor Ml
been seen, who enacted such i xe.ll, nt laws as Moses did.

[li.] As Moses did not impose upon others, so neither was
he imposed upon himself; in other words, he was neither an
enthusiast (that is, one labouring under the reflex influence

of a heated imagination), nor a dupe to the imposition of
others. This will he evident from a brief view of his early

education ami apparent temper of mind.

Moses was educated in all the learning of Egypt, which coun-
try (we know from profane writers) was nt that time the s. it

of all the learning in the then known world; and though we
cannot, at this distant period, ascertain all the particulars o'f

which that learning consisted, yet we arc told that he learned

arithmetic, geometry, rhythm, harmony, medicine, music, philo-

sophy as taught by hieroglyphics, astronomy, and the whole cir-

cle of the sciences in which the king! of Egypt were wont to bo

instituted. Now the effects of a profound knowledge of philo

sophy are very seldom cither enthusiasm or superstition. Such
knowledge, in an age when it was excUusvely confined to the

kings and priests of Egypt, might adlulral'ly qualify a mall to

make dupes of others, but it would have no tendencj to m.ike

the possessor himself an enthusiast ; though, for the purposes

of deception, he might affect to view his own experiments in the

light of miraculous interpositions from heaven. Moreover, the

Hebrew legislator was brought up in all the luxury and refine-

ment of a splendid court, which is obviously very far from being

favourable to enthusiasm; and the temper of mind with which

he describes himself to have received his commission, was not

that of an enthusiast. The history of past ages shows us that

an enthusiast se< 8 no diffil mlties, dangers, or objections, no pro-

babilities of disappointment in anv tiling he wishes to under-

take. With him the conviction of a divine call is sufficient to

silence every rational argument. Hut no such precipitate for-

wardness or rash confidence is to he traced in the conduct of

Moses; on the contrary', we may plainly observe in him a very

strong degree of reluctance t" undertake the office of liberating

the Israelites from tin ar Egyptian bondage. Repeatedly did he

request to be excused loan the ungrateful nek, ami start every

difficulty and objection which the wit of man Can imagine,

"first, he asks, Whit am I ttmt I should tro unto i'haraoh,

mid that I should bring forth the children of Israel out of
Egypt? (Exod. iii. 11.) Next he urges. II hen J come unto
the children of Israel, and shall sail unto them. The Cod of
lu/ur fathers hath sent me unto l/oll, and /Art/ shall say unto

met, II hat is his name? II hat shall I sou unto them .-' (ExodL
iii. 13.) Then he objects, Heboid, then -.-.•ill not believe me,

nor heathen unto my toicc ; for theywill sau, The l.onlhath

not appeared unto thee. (Exod. iv. I.) Afterwards his plea is,

tl mo Lord, I am not eloquent, neither heretofore, nor since

thou hast spoken to thu /•errant; but I itm slow of speech, and
of a stoic league, (Exod. iv. to.) At length, when nil his ob-

jection! arc overruled, be fairly owns Us utter dislike of the
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task, and beseeches Goil to appoint another. O my Lord, send
Ipray thee by the hand of him -whom thou -wilt send. (Exod.
iv. 13.)" This reluctance is unaccountable on the supposition

that Moses was a discontented and impatient enthusiast; but it

is perfectly intelligible, if we allow him to have been free from
that mental disorder, as the whole of his conduct, together with
the sound moral feeling, and the deep political wisdom that per-

vade his code of laws, proclaim him to have been. 1

[iii.] It is absolutely incredible that he should have im-
posed on the Israelites, as true, things that were notoriously

False, and of the falsehood of which they could convict
him.

For he relates facts and events which had taken place in the

presence of six hundred thousand men, and urges the reality

and truth of those facts upon them as motives to believe and
obey the new religion, which he introduced among them : Ye
know this day, says he, for I speak not unto your children

which hare not known them ; and after relating a number of

awfui events, he concludes by saying, for your etes have seen

all these great acts of the Lord -which he did. (Deut. xi. 2—7.)

Is it likely that Moses could have established his authority among
the Israelites (who on many occasions rebelled against him) by
relating that be had performed various miracles in their behalf

previously to their departure from Egypt, and that they had seen

rivers turned into blood,—frogs filling the houses of the Egyp-
tians,—their fields destroyed by hail and locusts,—their lands

covered with darkness,—their first-born slain in one night,—the

Red Sea forming a wall for the Israelites, but overwhelming their

enemies,—a pillar of a cloud and of fire conducting them,

—

manna falling from heaven for their food,—the earth opening

and destroying his opponents,—if all these things had been false ?

The facts and events related by Moses are of such a nature, as

precludes the possibility of any imposition ; and, by appealing

to his adversaries, who witnessed the transactions he 'records,

he has given the world the most incontestable evidences of his

veracity as an historian, and also of his divine commission. In-

deed, if Moses had not been directed and supported by super-

natural aid, and by a divine commission, his attempt to release

the Israelitish nation from their servitude in Egypt must have

been characterized by no other term than adventurous folly ; and
all his subsequent proceedings must, in any other view of the

fact, be regarded as imprudent and insane.2

[iv.] We cannot conceive for what end, or with what
view, Moses could have invented all these things. Was it

to acquire glory or riches % he does not appear to have sought
either riches or profit. Though he had ample opportunities

of aggrandizing his family, he left not to his own children

any office of honour or emolument; and, on his decease, he
appointed an individual from another tribe to be the general

who was to conduct the Israelites into the promised land.

On the contrary, his writings are marked by the strictest

veracity, candour, and impartiality.

If we consider those apologists for themselves, who have
left us memoirs of their own lives, we shall find in most of

them an ambitious display of those moral virtues, by which
they desire to be distinguished : they lose no opportunity of

setting forth the purity of their designs, and the integrity of

their practice. The rest may do this with less pomp and
affectation ; they may preserve a modesty in the language,

and a decent reserve in the air and cast of their narration ;

still, however, the same purpose is discoverable in all these

writers, whether they openly proclaim or nicely suggest and
insinuate their own importance. When men are actuated by
a strong desire of appearing in the fairest light to others, it

unavoidably breaks out in some shape or other, and all the

indirect ways of address cannot conceal it from the intelli-

gent observer. This remark we see exemplified in Xeno-
phon and Julius Ceesar, two of the most extraordinary per-

sons of the pagan world. They thought fit to record their

own acts and achievements, and have done it with that air of

neglect and unpretending simplicity, which has been the

wonder of mankind. Yet, through all this apparent indif-

1 Faber's Horre Mosaics, vol. i. pp. 210—224. in which the topics, above
briefly noticed, are treated at length with great force of argument.

a See this argument fully considered and illustrated in M. Du Voisin's

Autorite des Livres de Moyse, pp. 157—169. ; and in Mr. Bryant's Disserta-

tion on the Divine Mission of Moses, forming the fourth part of his Treatise
on the Plagues inflicted upon the Egyptians (pp. 175—274.), London, 1810.

8vo. M. CetlCrierhas also collected many circumstances in the character
and conduct of Moses (some few of which are similar to those above
stated), but all of which, taken together, confirm his credibility as a writer,

besides affording a strong evidence of his divine mission. De l
5 Olivine

Aulhentique et Divine de 1'Ancien Testament, pp. 131—221. Geneve,
1326. 12mo.

fcrer.ee, every one sees the real drift of these elaborate
volumes ; every one sees that they are composed in such a
way as to excite the highest opinion, not only of their abili-
ties as generals, but also of their justice, generosity, and
benevolence, and, in short, of the. moral qualities of their
respective authors. It evidently appears that they designed
to be their own panegyrists ; though none but such men could
have executed that design in so successful and inoffensive a
manner. But, however accomplished these great men were,
can we doubt but that many exceptionable steps were taken
by them in the affairs they managed 1 that, on some occa-
sions, their prudence failed them, and their virtue in others %

that their counsels and measures were conducted, at times,
with too little honesty or too much passion 1 Yet, in vain
shall we look for any thing of this sort in their large and
particular histories. There, all is fair, judicious, and well
advised ; every thing speaks the virtuous«van and able com-
mander, and the obnoxious passages are either suppressed, or
they are turned in such a way as to do honour to their rela-
tors. 3

But now, if we turn to the authors of the Bible, we shall
find no traces of their thus eulogizing themselves. They
narrate their story unambitiously, and without art. We find
in it no exaggerations of what may be thought praiseworthy
in themselves ; no oblique encomiums on their own best
qualities or actions ; no complacent airs in the recital of what
may reflect honour on their own characters ; no studied re-
serve and refinement in the turn and language of their his-
tory.

More particularly, with respect to Moses, whom we find men-
tioned by ancient writers with very high encomiums, we see him
taking no advantage of his situation or talents, or placing them
in the most advantageous point of view. On the contrary, he
takes very particular notice of his own infirmities, as his want
of eloquence, and being slow of speech (Exod. iv. 10.) ; of his

impatience (Num. xi. 10.) ; his unbelief (Num. xx. 12.) ;

bis rebelling against the commandment of God, for which he
was excluded from entering the promised land (Num. xxvii.

14.) ; of his great anger (Exod. xi. 8.) ; and of his being very
wroth. (Num. xvi. 5.) He takes notice of his repeated declin-

ing of the measures to which he was called, i and ascribes the

new modelling of the government to Jethro's advice, and not to

his own wisdom and policy. In short, he spares neither him-
self, nor his people, nor their ancestors the patriarchs, nor his

own family or relatives.

" Of the patriarchs he speaks in such a way as not only did

not gratify the vanity of his countrymen, but such as must most
severely wound their national pride : he ranks some of their

ancestors very high indeed, as worshippers of the true God, and
observers of his will, in the midst of a world rapidly degenerat-

ing into idolatry ; yet there is not one of them (Joseph perhaps

excepted) of whom he does not recount many weaknesses, which
a zealous partisan would have been careful to suppress ; and to

many he imputes great crimes, which he never attempts to palli-

ate or disguise. In this point, the advocates of infidelity may
be appealed to as judges ; they dwell upon the weaknesses and
crimes of the patriarchs with great triumph ; let them not deny,
then, that the Scripture account of them is impartial and true in

all its points, good as well as bad ; and we fear not but it will

be easily proved, that notwithstanding their weaknesses and even
crimes, they were upon the whole, and considering the moral

and religious state of the human mind in that age, characters

not unworthy of pardon and acceptance with God, and fit instru-

ments for the introduction of the divine dispensations. Of the

Jewish nation in general, the author of the Pentateuch speaks,

it may be said, not only impartially, but even severely ; he does

not conceal the weakness and obscurity of their first origin, that
' a Syrian ready to perish was their father ;' 5 nor their long and
degrading slavery in Egypt: their frequent murmurings and
criminal distrust of God, notwithstanding his many interposi-

tions in their favour ; their criminal apostacy, rebellion, and
resolution to return to Egypt, first, when they erected the golden

calf at Mount Sinai ;» and next, on the return of the spies from

the land of Canaan, when they were so afraid of the inhabitants,

that they durst not attack them ;
r he repeatedly reproaches the

people with these crimes, and loads them with the epithets of

stiff-necked, rebellious, and idolatrous :
s he inculcates upon them

most emphatically, that it was not for their own righteousness

> Bp. Hurd's Works, vol. vii. pp. 179. 181.
* See the passages given in pp. 60, 61. supra.
Deut. xxvi. 5. 6 Exod. xxii. * Numb. xiii. and xiv.

» Vide in particular Deut. ix. also Exod. xxxii.
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that God gave them possession of the promised land : b

clams t» them his conviction, that in their prosperity they would

again' relapse into their r, botlioiu anil idolatries, ami imitate the

foul \ lees of those nations whom God had driven out from before

them for these very crimes, lien- again we in. i. appeal to the

judgment of infidels: they triumph in the apostasies and crimes

of the Jews, ami represent them as totally unworthy (lie divine

protection and regard : surely then they must confess, that the

historian who has thus described them is strictly impartial ; and

that as he has concealed nothing that would disgrace, we may also

be confident that he has feigned nothing to exalt his country-

men ; and admitting this, we may easily show that, notwith-

standing the crimes and the stubbornness of the Jews, it was

yet not unworthy of the divine wisdom to employ them as the

medium of preserving the worship of the true God amidst an

idolatrous world, and of preparing the way for the introduction

of a pure and univ.Tsal religion.

"The impartiality of the author of the Pentateuch is not less

remarkable in the mode in which he speaks of the nearest rela-

tions and connections of the Jewish Lawgiver. His brother-

Aaron is related to have been engaged in the great crime of

setting up the golden calf, to have joined with his' sister Miriam

in an unjustifiable attack on the authority of Moses, and to have

offended God so much, that he was excluded from the pro:

land ; and the 4 two eldest sons of Aaron are related to have been

miraculously put to death by God himself, in consequence of

their violating the ritual law. The tribe and kindred of the

lawgiver are not represented as exempt from the criminal rebel-

lion of the Jews on the return of the twelve spies : Caleb and
Joshua, who alone had opposed it, were of dif&ienl tribes, one

of Julian, and the other of Ephraim. In a word, nothing in the

narrative of the Pentateuch exalts the character of any of the

near relative- of Moses and Aaron, except only in the instance

of 5 Phinehas, the grandson of Aaron : who, for his zeal in re-

straining and punishing the licentiousness and idolatry into

which the Muhauitish women had seduced his countrymen, was
rewarded by the high priesthood being made hereditary in h

family. Of the family of the legislator we are told nothing, but

that his ' father-in-law Jethro was a wise man, who suggested t

Moses some regulations of utility : that his7 wife was an .'Ethio-

pian woman, and as such the object of contempt and opposition

even to his own brother and sister ; and that he had two sons,

of whom, or their families, the history takes no notice; so that

nothing about them is known, but that they were undistinguished

from the rest of the Levitieal tribe. How different is all this

from the embellishments of fiction or the exaggerations of vanity !

How strongly does it carry with it the appearance of humility

and truth !"

The preceding observations are equally applicable to the
writers who succeeded Moses; and who exhibit every mark
of integrity in their character, temper, and manner <if writ-
ing. They relate tacts with the utmost simplicity. Thej
appeal to have DO Secular interest in view ; nor can we con-
o ire tn. i they could possibly be under any such in tin, nee.
On the contrary, they exposed themselves to many disad-
vantages. In relating- the most wonderful facts, they make
in. ;:|...!m l.'i,-. They use no paneuyrie. There is nothing
like 11 tttery or reserve in their narrations, or their addresses.
" Their own frailties and lollies, and the mi- loot of th, ir

greatest heroes and -oven ions, are recorded with singular
and unexampled fidelity. Tiny offer no palliation id' their

conduct; the] conceal nothing; tiny alter nothing," how-
i v r disgraci fu! to the Hi on » worthies ami to tin. Hebrew
nation. V, cqnddd reader can peruse their writings Btten-

tiv. ly, without observing that this is a just, though unpi rfi cl

representation of their character ; nor cm any one suppose
tli.it men of such a character would wish to deceive their

readers. And would the transactions n , led by them have
been n ci i vi d as true by those who had the best in, sms and
opportrmitil - of exanrining the truth of them, if they had

not really and truly token place ?

2. Let us now dinet our attention to the writings of the

evangelists and apostles contained in the New T. -lament ;

and ue shall lee their credibility established upon ridenoo
My conclusive with that addnced for the old T. sta-

iiu it. For,

[i.] T^te actions ascribed to Jesus Christ in thi New I

ui'iif an uf that description ilmi they oould rot hoax been

•'.
'J

they had not been true,

\ Ida !> hi ml • Rxod mU.
• v.. * Nam. in t sad Lai I '

"

• N >>'. • Ezod v.ni i Nam. all I.

Ur i. i i' 'iiiooi.ti, tol i pg

Independently of tho miracles performed by Jesus Christ

(which are fuilv invest.'. rated in a subsequent chapter),9 "his
e eon. '.act, as described bv the evangelists, is that of a per-

son surpassing both in wisdom and in goodness the most perfect

character, thai was ever drawn by Koman or by Grecian elo-

quence. The character of our Saviour, as represented by the

evangelists, is not drawn in a formal manner, exhibiting at

one view the various qualities of which that character is com-
posed. The character of our Saviour must he learnt by com-
paring the facts recorded of him. with the situations in which
he was placed, and the circumstances under which he acted.

This comparison exhibits unshaken fortitude in the severest

trails, ,
: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . s s imdi-turbiil by provocation, kindness returned

tor injury, and dignity maintained inviolate through every action

of his lite. .Nor is the wisdom and the judgment displayed on
every trying occasion less conspicuous in the character of our

Saviour. At the same lime we perceive the gradual unfolding

of a scheme for the general welfare of mankind, a scheme uni-

form and consistent in all its parts, yet misunderstood at Jirst

bj the apostles themselves, as being opposed to the general pre-

judices of the Jews. Facts of this description could not have

been invented by the apostles. Plain and unlettered Jews, as

the twelve apostles were, though adetpiatc to the office of record-

ing what liny had seen and heard, were incapable of fabricating

a series of actions which constitute the most exalted character

that ever existed upon earth. If the learning and the ingenuity

of Plato or -\enophon might have enabled them to draw a pic-

ture of Socrates more excellent than the original itself, it was
not in the power of unlettered Jews to give ideal perfection to a

character which was itself imperfect, and to sustain that ideal

perfection, as in a dramatic representation, through a series of

imaginary events. Indeed it is highly probable, that the apostles

and evangelists were not wholly aware of that perfection which
they themselves have described. For that perfection is not con-

tained in any formal panegyric, expressive of the writer's opin-

ion, and indicating that opinion to the reader. It is known only
l>\ comparison and by inference. We are reduced, therefore, to

this dilemma:—either the actions, which are ascribed to our

Saviour, are truly ascrila'd to him; or actions have been invented

for a purpose of which the inventors themselves were probably

not aware, and applied to that purpose by means which the in-

ventors did not possess. And when we further consider that

the plan developed bv those facts was in direct opposition to the

notion of the Jews respecting a temporal Messiah, we must be-

lieve in w hat was wholly impossible, if we believe that unlettered

Jews coin, I have invented them." 10

[ii.] V 'In apostles could mil be deceived i» thefacts which they

have recorded. This will appear from the following consider-

ations :

—

( 1 .) They were compi U at witnesses of the facts which they

attested, and on which the Christian religion is founded.

Theii testimony did not relate to certain abstract points, in

forming a judgment of which tiny might hive been misled by

the sophistry of others, or have erred through their own inad-

vertence and incapacity ; nor to events which had happened be-

fore their birth, or in a distant region of the earth, concerning

which, then lore, they might have received false information. It

i, pected facts which Ibex bad witnessed with their eyes and

with theh cars. They had lived with ('bust during his ministry,

they had heard bis discourses, and seen his wonderful works,

ami , on ...,|im -lit ly received them oil the testimony of llieir ow n

senses, 'I hey all had the same know ledge, and in the same ,\,-.

cue, and they agree in the same essential testimony. Nov, we
may sick ill vain for any thing of a similar nature m the whole

universe. Contemporary authors themselves rare!) tee the in t-

which thc\ relate ; they are often ill a ,li tint r.anitn in, In thut

in which the svent happened, and are informed of it only by

public r, ports, \' Inch STfl MUOU] talthfill 111 all points. And their

want ,,f , ractneai will be evident to sny one who may under-

o compare the relations of difmrent though contemporsrj

writers." If, indeed, it happens that an authoi be at the same
time both historian and witness;—that he has accompanied the

prince ot general whose actions he relates (as lviybius, the Ins.

i
, accompanied the illustrious Ii dScipio),— that

ifidant, and
I tted in his

deliberations and councils ;

—

in uchacaee we set i high vans
upon hi ; and should consider it an act of injustice, as

• Seo chap. I el. II i/VdS.

i
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well as a want of common honesty, to call them in question or

doubt them, without sotid proofs, even though such a writer's

testimony be single. Further, we likewise highly value histo-

ries written by generals or princes, 1 who relate their own ac-

tions with an air of sincerity and modesty, which leaves an ap-

pearance of probability in their writings, though otherwise their

testimony might naturally be suspected.

What then must we think of the joint testimony of so many
historians, who relate nothing but what they saw with their

eyes, who were present at all the transactions, who heard each

particular, and are themselves a great part of the history which
they have written 1 Who can refuse to believe persons who
write, as one of them does, in the following manner:—" That,"

says he, "which was from the begiiming" (of Christ's minis-

try), M which we have heard, which we have seen with our

eyes, and our hands have handled of the word of life"

(Christ and his Gospel), . . . .
" that which we have seen and

heard, declare we unto you .
?" (1 John i. 1—3.) If Plato has

been deemed a competent witness, and in every respect qualified

to compose the biographical account of his master Socrates, and
of his discourse in prison before he drank of the poisoned bowl,

because he was present on those occasions ; or, to come nearer

to our own times, if Mr. Boswell is considered as a competent

witness to compose the life of the illustrious English moralist

Dr. Johnson, because he was present at most of the conversa-

tions, &c. which he has related ; or, if Sir William Forbes be

considered a competent witness for writing the life of the acute

detector of the sophistry of Hume, Dr. Beattie ; or, Mr. Hay ley,

for the life of the amiable poet Cowper, because they knew them
intimately, conversed and corresponded with them, and had au-

thentic information from the friends and correspondents of the

eminent men whose lives they have written ; surely the evan-

gelical historians were equally competent witnesses of the facts

which they have related !

(2.) Moreover, they were not enthusiasts or fanatics.

The characteristics of enthusiasm or fanaticism are, a blind

credulity, in consequence of which its subject is led to imagine

himself always to be the favourite of Heaven, and actuated by

divine inspiration ;—disorder and contradiction in the religious

system proposed by the enthusiast ; and obscurity and absurdity

in his exposition of it, accompanied with dictatorial positiveness,

requiring an implicit credence of his pretensions, or at least on
grounds as vain and delusive as those which have satisfied him-

self;—a morose, unsocial, and severe system of morality;—and

contempt of all written revelation. But none of these charac-

teristics is to be traced in the character or writings of the apos-

tles. They became the disciples of Jesus Christ upon rational

conviction,—not upon internal persuasion alone, but on the irre-

fragable evidence of clear and stupendous miracles, proofs sub-

mitted to their senses, and approved by their reason, which en-

thusiasm could not have counterfeited, and never would have re-

quired ; and at every step of their progress, as their faith was
called to signalize itself by new exertions, or to sustain new
trials, it was fortified by new proofs. The slowness and caution

with which the apostles received the fact of their Lord's resur-

rection from the dead fully exempt them from all suspicion of

being the dupes of delusion and credulity. Throughout their

various writings, the utmost impartiality, sobriety, modesty, and

humility prevail. In the most frank and artless manner they do

that which enthusiasts nex^er do ; they record their own mistakes,

follies, and faults, and those of very serious magnitude, acknow-

ledged to be such by themselves, and severely censured by their

Master. No example of this nature can be found in the whole

history of enthusiasm, and no other such example in the whole

history of man. Enthusiasts also, in all their preaching and con-

versation on religious subjects, pour out with eagerness the dic-

tates of passion and imagination ; and never attempt to avail

themselves of the facts or arguments, on which reason delights to

rest. Strong pictures, vehement effusions of passion, violent ex-

clamations, loudly vociferated and imperiously enjoined as ob-

jects of implicit faith and obedience, constitute the sum and sub-

stance of their addresses to mankind. They themselves believe,

because they believe, and know, because they know ; their con-

viction, instead of being (as itought to be) the result of evidence,

ia the result of feeling merely. If any one attempt to persuade

them that they are in error, by reasoning, facts, and proofs, they

i Such are Xenophon's History of the Retreat of the Ten Thousand
Greeks, and Caesar's Commentaries on the Wars of the Romans with the

Gauls, among the ancients ; and, among the moderns, the Archduke Charles
of Austria's Principles of Strategy, or the Science of War, as opposed in

Military Tactics, orihe Art of War, in which he has given the history of the
campaign of 1796, in Uennany.,

regard him with a mixture of pity and contempt, for weakly op-
posing his twilight probabilities to the noonday certainty, and
for preposterously labouring to illumine the sun with a taper.

How contrary is all this to the conduct of the apostles ! When
a proof of their mission or doctrine was required of them, they
appealed instantly and invariably to arguments, facts, and mira-
cles. These convinced mankind then, and they produce the
same conviction now. The lapse of more than seventeen cen-
turies have detected them in no error, and in no degree enfeebled

their strength. Their discourses were then, and are now, the
most noble, rational, and satisfactory discourses on moral and re-

ligious subjects ever witnessed by mankind. There is not one
single instance in them all, in which belief is demanded on any
other grounds than these ; and on these grounds it is always
rightfully demanded ; but on these grounds it is never demanded
by enthusiasts. There is not in the world a stronger contrast

to the preaching of enthusiasts, than that of Christ and his

apostles.

Further, the style of fanatics is always obscure, arrogant,
d violent. The style of f

reverse of this.

and the New Testament is the very

The utmost harmony exists through every part of the system
of religion inculcated by its authors. The historical books are
plain, calm, and unexaggerated ; detailing the facts which es-

tablish the unparalleled perfection of their Divine Lord, with the
particularity and consistency of truth. Some trifling discrepan-
cies, it is true, are found in the collateral circumstances related

by the historians of Jesus Christ (and this is an evident proof
that they did not copy one from another) ; but in all essential

>natters they entirely and perfectly agree ; and though scarcely

one among them had read, or could have read, the writings of
the others, yet their histories and doctrines are perfectly accord-
ant. And the epistles—though written at different and distant

times, on various occasions, from different places, and addressed
to very different communities, and persons—never contradict

each other. On the contrary, they are uniformly, in the highest
degree, natural, rational, and affectionate, admirably adapted to

the occasions which produced them, and to the relations which
their several writers bore to the various churches and persons
whom they addressed :—instructing their ignorance, and encou-
raging their virtues,—rebuking their offences without bitterness,

—vindicating their own character from calumny, without betray-

ing any excessive rebutment,—and maintaining their own au
thority, as religious instructors and guides, without any trace of

spiritual pride, any arrogant claims to full perfection of virtue.

So far are they from inculcating a gloomy devotion, or a morose,

unsocial, or selfish system of morality, that, while they insist on
the necessity of sincere, fervent, and heartfelt piety to God, with-

out any affectation of rapturous ecstasy or extravagant fervour,

—a piety, in short, chastened and controlled by humility and
discretion,—they at the same time inculcate the strictest equity

and justice in our intercourse with our fellow-men, together with

the purest, most active, and most diffusive benevolence. While
the just pre-eminence is allowed to internal sincerity, outward
rites and observances have their due importance preserved ; every

grace, and every virtue, that can form a part of the Christian

character, has its just order and value assigned to it in the Chris-

tian scheme; every civil, relative, and social duty is taught in the

clearest manner, and enforced by the strongest motives. So far

are the authors of the New Testament from contemning all writ-

ten revelation, that in their writings they uniformly evince the

greatest reverence for the written revelation of the Old Testa-

ment, which they exhort their disciples to study diligently,2 and

point out its friendly harmony with the Christian system. 11 And
though they insist on the necessity of receiving and believing

that system,-1 yet they equally condemn all spirit of persecution,5

and all religious indifference. 6

[iii.] They were neither deceived themselves, nor did or

could they deceive, or impose upon, others.

We have already remarked, 7 that the evangelical histo-

rians were eye-witnesses of the facts they recorded : conse-

» 2Tim. iii. H— 17. 2 Pet. i. 19, 20.

3 Actsii. 14—3n. xiii- 15—41. Rom. iv. 10. 19—21, &c
* Acts iv. 12. Rom. iii. 20—26. * Rom. xiv. 3—23.
" Dr. Graves's Essay on the Character oflhe Aposiles. to pi ove thai they

were not enthusiasts, 'passim : Dr. Less on the Authenticity, &c. of the

New Testament, pp. 280—299. ; by both of whom the topics above glancefi

at am fully and ably illustrated. Lord Lyttleton has also applied similar

considerations to the conversion of St. Paul, which ho has shown to be an

irrefragable argumentlbrthe truth of the Christian religion See his "Ob-
servations on iii. Conversion of si. Paul,"—an Inestimable little treatise, to

which scepticism could never frame a reply.
> See pp. 62, 63. supra
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quently they could not b: deceived as to the actual occurrence

of the facts and miracli - r. lat id in tin Gospels and Acts.

Tii.a they could n il be imposed upon themselves is svidenl

from the nature, number, and publicity of the miracles said to

have Kin
|

-I bj Jesus Christ, and afterwards bj bis

apostles. I'ii.v saw diseases healed, the dumb made to speak.

the power of bearing given to the deaf, the lame made to walk,

the maimed (thai is, those who wanted a limb) made perfect or

whole, and the dead raised to I l"e. They had the best possible

information, and were fully convinced of the reality of such mira-

cles. Neither did they deceive or impose upon others. The
whole tenor of their lives demonstrated, and even their ad-

versaries i ml id, that Ihey were men of piety and integrity.

They never would have pretended to persuade (nor could they

have succeeded in persuading) their countrymen and contempo-

raries, thai .1 man, whose death was public and notorious, was

risen again,—that darkness bad covered the land at the time of

his execution,—and that there bad been an earthquake at the

moment of his decease,— if these events bad not taken place. Be-

sides, when it is recollected thai the writers in question weir

men who ha 1 not received a learned education, and who were

also of a very hiimh'c class in society, it is utterly improbable that

they could pretend to speak foreign languages and upbraid an

entire and numerous society with making a bad use of the same

extraordinary gift, if that society had not received it. 1 Such pre-

tensions, if false, could never have been admitted ; and it were

absurd, not to say impossible, that so many men should conspire

to propagate a falsehood, especially at a time when even attend-

ance on the ministers of t'lirist, much less the profession of his

faith, exposed them to the severest persecutions and most immi-

nent danger of their lives. Moreover, it rarely happens that any-

one will propagate a deliberatefalsehood, without having some

advantage in view, either immediate or remote. Now the first

teachers of Christianity could have no prospect whatever of any

advantage. They could expect none from him in whom they

professed to believe, Jesus Christ, indeed, had warned them to

expect persecution, ignominy, and death in this world, if they

continued to be his disciples. They could not therefore aspire to

honours or cm ilitments, for the distribution of these was in the

bauds of Jews ami heathens, who reviled and persecuted them

with unrelenting severity. Still less could they expect to ac-

quire wealth; for their profession of the Christian faith sub-

jected them to the loss of all things. According to their own
principles, cither a I

.lews or I Shristians, they involved themselves

in eternal misery, if they deliberately persevered in propagating

falsehoods. Further, if the evangelists and apostles had con-

federated to impose upon mankind, it is incredible that none of

their associates should not have confessed the fraud before the

tribunals. It is equally incredible that so many precepts of piety

and virtue should have been delivered by men of such abandoned

principles, as they must have been if they had really been im-

postors; audit is still more incredible that they should have

been willing to die for the cause of Christ, who, if he had not

risen again from the dead, would have miserably deceived them.

Still less is it to be credited that they performed miracles (the

reality of which was acknowledged by their enemies) in con-

firmation of their doctrine. Lastly, if the apostles and evan-

gelists had designed to impose upon mankind, they would have

accommodated themselves to the humours of the people whom
they addressed

; they would have indulged their passions, and
would carefully have avoided saying or doing any thing that

might shock or offend them. Nothing of the kind was d bj

the apOStleS, They did not accommodate themselves to the ilis-

po it i. ,m , ..I' mankind ;
'hey boldly impugned t!.e traditions of the

Jews, ami the religion of the Gentiles; nor would they sufibi

the law in bo confounded with the Gospel, or the Mosaic core-

nionies to be relai 1. They pared not the corruptioni thai

prevailed in their times ; ihey sought not to clous their die*

courses or writings in the trb of human eloquence,

nor >' ttify the passions of their hearers. Would per-

sons, deliberately confederating to impose upon the world, have

pursued a i luct so little calculated to secure success to their

designs? And as the evangelical historians were neither de.

ceived ii >r imposed upon tie msalveS, nor did deceive or impose

upon others, so neither rould they have successfully carried on

such deceit or imposition, if they had been sverso muchdis.
posed or desirous to do ll. for, as we have ahead\ h id 00-

i incident dly to rem irk, the facts recorded by tin in were

pubi I Key were not done in a corner, but perforated

OJiciilv ; and were openly related before all mankind. They

I ins cbareh at fterlnth, 8<" '

were declared, not merely to the ignorant and illiterate, but to

iii.n of learning, leisure, sagacity, and power. Thousands could
ie the truth of thur story, and were under obligations to

examine it ; and if it had been false, to refute it. The im-
portance and strangeness of the subject thus announced would
naturally excite curiosity ; and on this account it would certainly

be examined by multitudes. If the report of the apostles and
evangelists had not been true, it would have been the most
ridiculous that can be imagined. If it were true, it was the most
important that ever sounded in the car-, of mortals. He must
therefore be a strange man, indeed, who could bear such things

reported and repeatedly asserted (in whatever light he might
consider them), without investigating the truth of them, the

grounds on which the report was made, and the evidence by
which it was confirmed. So far, however, were the apostles

from being either deceived themselves or deceivers of others, that,

[iv.] On the contrary, Ihey were men if the strictest in-

tegrily and eineeriiy.

This is evident from the style and manner of their writings,
which -are characterized by the most rigid impartiality and
fidelity. They were not ambitious of being known to the
world by their writings, hut wrote only as tiny were in-

duced by necessity, for tin- further propagation of the Gos-
pel.- "A statuary works upon marble: an historian upon
RICtS : both cut them to their fancy, and pare oil' all that will

not serve for their purpose. The writers of the New Tes-
tami nt -tan 1 remarkably clear from this imputation."

There is no preparation of events ; there arc no artful transi-

tions or connections; no set character of persons to l>e in-

troduced ; no reflections on past actions, or on the authors of

tin in ; no excuses or apologies for such things, as a writer

might probably foresee would shock and disturb his readers ; no
specious arlili.es, no plausible arguments to set off a doubtful

action, and reconcile it to some other, or to the character of the

person that did it. In short, it docs not appear that it ever en-

tered the minds of these writers, to consider how this or the

other action would appear to mankind, or what objections might
be raised against it. But. without al all attending to such a

consideration, they lay the facts before the w.uM. at no pains to

think whether they will appear credible or not. If the reader

will not credit their testimony, there is no help for it : they tell

the truth and nothing else. Greater marks of sincerity than

these it is impossible to find in any historical compositions that

are extant ; and they show that they published nothing to the

world but wdiat they believed themselves. They never attempt

to astonish their readers, but uniformly endeavour to enlighten

and convince them: regardless of themselves, Ihey seem en-

grossed by the great truths which they were commissioned to

promulgate. They do not dissemble certain circumstances in

lb,, hie and sufferings of their Mater, which have no tendency

to enhance bis glory in the eyes of the world : such are the

low circumstances of his parents,— the mean accommodation

his birth—that when he appeared publicly to the world, his

townsmen and near relations despised and rejected him,—that

few among his followers were men conspicuous for wealth,

dignity, or knowledge,—that the rulers, the scribes andPhaif-
si os, disowned his pretensions .iikI opposed him continually.—
that some, who for a time followed him, afterwardi

him,—Mhat he was betrayed into the bands of tin- higb-priasts

and ruler, by one of those who had i i li-

st. nit Companions,—and that be was cruciticd ill tl.

nonunion- nrannei with two malefactors. Hid they been silent

concerning such events, their sdvei i
uredl) never could

have discovered them, nor, i ly, have taken any ad-

vantage of them. The] have, however, not failed to relati r

with all their minutes) circumstances. Imposts would cer-

tainly have acted diflE n atly. Tbej would either have kepi back

neb facts I di IS pectfoJ to their leader; or they

would bjrvs endeavoured to assign i in order t,.

rials any bad i mpm tons that might arias from them. They
WOUUI entei into a laboured detail of the intellcctu.il endow

-

or moral excellences of their Master. Hut lbs evan-

gelists do no such thing. They utter no lofty panegyrics; th. v

pronoun, e no aloquenl encomiums. They depart from the com-

mon line of historians, and give an artless ni.r.n .

circumstance, however apparently onfavoursbfc to their Master,

and leave the truth to siippoil il . It,

I on, ,-i o they relate any of the miracles of Jesus Christ,

umouncs them with the same dispns-ionate ciK'Iness as if

» EumMiis 1IM. Eccl lib. III. c 23.
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they had been common transactions ; savins: nothing previously

to raise expectation, nor, after the recital of them, breaking out

into exclamations; but they leave the reader to draw his own
conclusion. Does he confound and triumph over his enemies .'

We see no symptoms of exultation. Is he in the lowest dis-

tress? On their parts we can collect no tokens of fear, of grief,

or indignation. Do they record his giving rjf sight to the blind,

restoring the lame, feeding many thousands with a few loaves

and fishes, calming the raging sea, and even raising the dead '

They seem perfectly calm and unconcerned. Do they narrate

his resurrection and ascension 7 They afford no explanation of

any difficulties ; they never offer a single argument to enforce

their credit; they leave the bare facts with their readers, who
may receive or reject them as they please. In perusing the sim-

ple and unadorned narratives of the evangelists, it is impossible

not to feel that the purport of their writings was to bear -witness

of the truth.

The conduct of the evangelists, when speaking of their ene-

mies, is characterized by the same striking integrity. Of all who
were concerned in the persecution and death of Christ, they

mention by name only the high-priest Caiaphas, and his co-

adjutor Annas, the Roman procurator Pilate, and the treacherous

disciple Judas; because the suppression of their names would

have impaired the evidence of their history to posterity. Not
the slightest tincture of party-spirit is observable in the notice

of these persons ; who are barely mentioned without censure

and without resentment. The epithet attached to Judas by all

the evangelists (i tv^-jJ-.u?, -who delivered him up') is expressive

of the, simple fact, rather than of its criminality ; which would

more aptly be signified by <w?pSvr)is
%
traitor, as he is styled on one

solitary occasion. (Luke vi. 16.

)

l

Further, it is worthy of remark, that the evangelical his-

torians pay no regard to what others had before written on the

same subject.

"Had they written in concert, and with the direct view of

promoting the same cause, they would have taken proper care

to have preserved some uniformity in their arrangement ; to have

supported the same facts, and not to have contradicted, in their

narration, any of those facts or circumstances that had been re-

corded by their colleagues or friends. But if any one will read,

with attention, their several histories, he will find a difference of

arrangement, different facta and circumstances also brought for-

ward by different historians, the same fact differently told, and

many things so altered and changed in their different relations,

that we are sometimes at a loss to determine, whether it be in

reality the same fact, that any two or more cf them are telling,

or some other one nearly resembling it in some leading features.

Matthew and Luke give us even different pedigrees of Jesus

Christ.2 We mention this only to show that we have no rea-

son to suppose, that they wrote in collusion ; and also to show

how inattentive they were to what others had written on the

same subject before. Each appears to have written what struck

him the most forcibly, and what seemed the most proper to make
us acquainted with the character and doctrines of Jesus Christ.

They are only careful to give them upon the best authority,

either from their own personal knowledge, or as they had them
from those, -who from the beginning were eye-witnesses and
ministers of the word. Like honest and faithful historians,

they are concerned about nothing but the truth. In their his-

tories, you meet with just such accounts as you may naturally

expect from different observers of the same fact. No two nun
of equal capacity and attention ever yet related the same fact

precisely in the same manner and words. Without the smallest

prejudice or partiality, and with the strictest regard to truth, they

will give you the circumstances of the same action with con-

siderable difference."

The inferences, then, that we have a right to draw from
this apparent honesty and impartiality of the sacred histo-

rians are, First, that the Gospel bears all the marks of a true

history, and that the differences and trifling disagreements
among the historians are a strong evidence of the truth of the

whole. It is much more likely to be true, than if the whole
had been transmitted to us by a single writer of the greatest

ability. Secondly, that though we meet with differences and

» The argument, here necessarily treated with brevity, is pros
considerable length, and in the very words of the most Learned defenders
of Christianity, in Mr. Simpson's Internal and Presumptive Evidences of
Christianity, pp. 126—142.

a See a solution of this and other supposrd difficulties, infra, Vol I

Part II. in the Chapter on the Interpretation ofthe Contradictions fa]

lep'd to exist in the Holy Scriptures.

Vol. I. I

difficulties in the relation of some material facts, yet none of
these difficulties affect the main cause, or the leading prin-
ciples of our religion. We are left in the full possession of
all these. They all agree that Jesus Christ was upon this

eaith, that he was a divine teacher, and a great example, that
he died and rose again. On the contrary, had they been all

uniform in their narration, we should have had good cause to

suspect fraud and collusion. Had they in the relation of
each particular sermon, prayer, and great work, expressed
themselves in the very same words, would not unbelievers
have found good cause to allege, " these men are no more
but copyists of one another, a company of men under the
pretended direction of the spirit of truth, imposing a most
impudent fraud on the world i"
These differences bear all the marks of candour, of honesty,

and integrity. We know from them, that Jesus Christ was
on this earth, that he wrought great works, that he delivered
remarkable prophecies, that he died and rose again, that his
disciples, immediately after his resurrection, with firmness
embraced his cause ; and in obedience to his last commands,
Vi'iiit and baptized all nations. We know, in short, that he
brought life and immortality to light, and placed our hopes
upon the best foundation. Let the Teamed, then, settle lesser

differences, and let cavillers dispute about dark expressions
and darker tenets ; we will bold last by the main pillars ; and
if the world itself should sink, these will support us : this

is our joy and rejoicing in the strength of this, let us march
onwards towards heaven. 3

If. from the consideration of the narratives of the evangeli-
cal historians concerning their Master, we proceed to what-
ever is recorded concerning themselves, we shall find the

integrity and fidelity every where prevail. When
Cicero had offended against the capital law of his moral
code—that which enjoined the love of his country—first, by
his backwardness to join the camp of Pompey, and after-

wards by his prompt submission to the tyranny cf Caesar,

what was the conduct of that illustrious Roman on this

pressing occasion 1 Did he frankly condemn those false

steps, or did he content himself with the simple relation of
them 1 He did neither of these things. He softened and
disguised the truth ; and employed all his wit and eloquence
to palliat this inglorious desertion of his principles to him-
self and to others. What a striking contrast, is this to the

ingenuousness of the evangelical writers ! They study no
arts of evasion or concealment. They honestly acknowledge
not only the lowness of their station, but also the meanness
of tli' ir original employments, the indigence of their circum-
stances, the inveteracy of their national prejudices, the slow-

ness of their apprehension under so excellent a teacher, the

weakness of their faith, the ambition of some of the disciples,

the intolerant temper of others, and the worldly views ot all.

They even tell us of their cowardice in deserting their Mas-
ter when he was seized by his enemies ; and that after his

crucifixion they all resumed their secular employments,—for

ever resigning those hopes which they had once fondly

cherished, ana abandoning the cause in which they had been
so long engaged ; notwithstanding all the proof that had been
exhibited, and the conviction which they had before enter-

tained, that Jesus was the Messiah, and his religion was
from God. They mention, with many affecting circum-

stances, the incredulity of one of their associates, who was
not convinced of the reality of their Lord's result ction but

by ocular and sensible demonstration. They might have
concealed their own faults and follies from the world ; or,

if they had chosen to mention them, they might have al-

leged plausible reasons to soften and extenuate them. But
they did no such thing : they related, without disguise, events

and facts just as they happened, and left them to speak for

themselves. In like manner, when recording the exercise

of the miraculous powers with which they were endowed,
they relate these astonishing facts, without any ornaments of

language, in the most concise and simple manner. They do
nothing, they assume nothing, in their own character. In

short, 'they speak with such certainty, with so much self-

conviction, and with such confidence in the truth of their

history, that assuredly we can no longer depend on any his-

torian"whatever, if we entertain the least doubt concerning

the integrity of the writers of the New Testament. And it

we compare their merits as historians with that of other

writers, we shall be convinced that they are inferior to none

who ever wrot?, with regard to knowledge of persons,

> Popular Efldencesof Natural Religion and Christianity, by die Rev.
Thomas Watson, pp. 115—US.
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acquaintance with facts, candour of mi;id,or reverence for

tru.h. 1

Lastly, in the epistles of the apostles which have been

transmitted to us, there are preserved memorials of many
particulars which are not very honourable to the first converts

to Christianity. Such ;.rc the readiness of the churches of

Galatia to depart from the purity and simplicity of the Gos-
pel; tin' Bcandaloua disorders of the ehurch.of_Corinth in

some solemn parU of their worship; the contentions among
them in behalf ni' theil teachers ; the preposterous us.- it i in

gift of tongues, proceeding f om vanity and ostentation; and

the unaccountable emu i

'„
irs, who depended upon an

empty faith without works, and a speculative Knowledge with-

out a suitable holy practice, referred to in the epistle of

James and John. "Upon the whole, it is most evident from

the facts thai were disadvantageous to Christ himself, to the

writers themselves, and also to the first Christians, that

those persons from whom we have received these accounts

had a very particular regard to truth, and preferred its inte-

rest before all selfish considerations.

[v.] Thru appealed to notorious proofs.

Whatever internal marks of credibility the evangelical writings

possess (and which could not but carry conviction to those to

whom they were addressed), their authors confirm the veracity

of their statements by an appeal to the miracles wrought by

themselves, and to the extraordinary gifts conferred by them upon
many other persons. This is evident from their epistles, which
were written and directed to those who had beheld those miracles,

and hail participated in those gifts, and which also contain re-

proofs for the mismanagement of such gifts, and various direc-

tions respecting the better use and employment of them.2 If

these persons bad not received such gifts, would this mode of

writing and arguing have recommended the persons or doctrines

of the apostles to them who were declining from both? Would
they not have contradicted the apostles, as asserting deliberate

falsehoods ? But this was never attempted,

[vi.] They suffered ever)/ Iking for the truth of their narra-

tion, even death itstif; and brought many of their contempora-
ries to a conviction of its truth.

The history of the first professors of Christianity hears wit-

ness to the afflictions, sufferings, and painful deaths to which
they were constantly exposed, and which they cheerfully endured
for the sake of their testimony. If the things which they attested

had been false, it would have been unparalleled madness for any
one to persist in them to the loss of life ; and it would have been
incredible, that so many should conspire in the same unreason-
able ami unai rountable folly ; especially when the religion which
they professed excluded nil liars from the happiness and rewards

of the next life, of which they pretended to be persuaded ; so thai,

whatsoever those persons might otherwise be, and however they

might falsify, there is no reason to doubt of their truth and fidelity

in this report, because they died for the testimony of it. There-
fore the highest attestation of a thing is called martyrdom, and
the most credible witnesses martyrs; ami though bare martyrdom
be not an argument of the infallible truth of a testimony, or of

the infallibility of a person that gives il. yet it is one of the highest

arguments that can be of bis honesty and integrity in that thing,

and that he believes it himself, otherwise he would not die fur it
;

and it is a good evidence of the genera! inte^iilv nf these per-

sons, as to all other things, that they were so conscientious as

not, for fear of death, to deny what they believed to be a truth,

nor to conceal what they believed to lie of importance.
Further, history shows, that, by their testimony, the first disoi-

ples of Christianity bo convinced a vast number of their contem-
poraries, who could without any trouble have proved the truth

or Msshood of their statements, that even mess encountered
great persecutions, and cheerfully ventured estate, liberty, and
even life itself, on tile truth of the flits thi'V aHerted \i'f Were

the per.-ous who thus embraced the I Ihriatian faith (notwithstand-

ing all the offerings which they knew that such pr.-t,

woidd infallibly bring upon them) merely ignorant or illiterate

individuals, who might I to be hurried iu'o a I" li' I

of it, through a blind and thoughtl.M I
-mho LSSm, On t!"

trary, among the first professors of Christianity, we have in-

stances of many persons of quality and rank, men capable of in-

i BoOIWt, (Euvrei i™ x. pp. 4!IS—801. Do miss's Annly»l« ot I

nolo* .'/ I»r Barwood'i Introduction t-- the New
Tvt vol. i pp. 6— 10. Left* on lllf Am .1 me ill.

pp. 887 BO Varnet, TrallS do Is VSrll* do la Btl CUM II

euf. •rut rooi iv. lip B

•wICoi i 1,6 i. I, ...v.j .-, x ,i xi||. a xlv. 1-33. 2Cor. ili. 7-11
CI i.l :. I Then L 6,

vestigating truth, and judging of its evidences, some of whom
were philosophers and accurately acquainted with the best writ-

ings, and with ail the learning of the Gentiles. 3

III. Thirdly, The credibility of the Old and New
Testaments is ruuTUCB attested bv the principal facts
CONTAINED IN THEM BE1NO CONFIRMED BV CERTAIN t OMMEVO-
r.ATIVE ORDINANCES OR MOM 'VENTS OE CREAT CELEBRITY,
THAT EXISTED AMONG THE JEWS AND CHRISTIANS FROM THE
TUBS WHEN THE EVENTS TOOK PLACE. WHICH THEY ARE SAID

TO COMMEMORATE, AND WHICH ORDINANCES OR MUNIMENTS
SUBSIST TO THE PRESENT DAY, WHEREVER EITHER Jews OR
( 'lIKISTlANS ARE TO BE FOUND.

1. For instance, among the Jews, there are the ordinance

of Circumcision, and the feasts of the Passover, of Taberna-
cles, and of Pentecost.

[i.] Cunt vteisioN is the seal of the covenant with Abraham,
the great progenitor of the Jews, on all whose posterity it was
enjoined. This rite was adopted by the Egyptians, Col. -loans,

the Ethiopians, the Phoenicians, and one or two other ancient

nations ; but though its high antiquity ascended beyond the

records of the pagans, no particular reason was assigned lor it,

except that some professed their adherence to it for the sake of

cleanliness. Now it is this precise want of reason which consti-

tutes the grand difference between the circumcision of the Gen-
tiles and that of the Israelites. In the case of the Gentiles it

proved no one historical fact : in the case of the Israelites, it

proved the historical fact that Abraham was commanded to adopt

the rite, and to hand it down to his posterity, as a badge of their

being, in certain chosen lines, the peculiar people of Jehovah.

This fact, which is a vital one in the Mosaic history, it decidedly

and incontrovertibly establishes. For though the Israelites, like

any other nation, might have simply adopted the rite of circum-

cision, yet they could not have adopted it as a commemorative
ordinance, professing to commence from the time when the com-
memorative fact occurred, unless that fact really had occurreJ.

The reason is obvious. If the belief, associated with the rile, had

commenced at anv given point of time eubteaueni to the adop-

tion of the rite itself, the persons who first embraced the belief

must unaccountably have suffered themselves to be persuaded,

not only that such was the origin of the rite, but that they and

their fathers before them, from the very time of its primeval insti-

tuiii [ways knew and believed thai such was its origin. 1

[ii.] The I'vssovi.r was instituted to commemorate the pro-

tection of the Israelites, when all the lirst-born of the Egyptians

were destroyed, and their deliverance from bondage in Egypt,

which was its immediate consequence. To this was added the

solemn consecration of the first-born of man and beast to God;
and in further commemoration of the destruction of the first-born

of the Egyptians, the tribe of Levi was set apart. The month
in which ibis feast was solemnized, from heinu the seventh, was
reckoned as the first month of the year. In order to mark it as the

teraof this illustrious deliverance. The passover was eaten, wuh
bitter herbs, to remind the Israelites of their severe bondage and
servile food in Kgypt :— with unleavened bread, because the

Egyptians, in their terror, urged them to depart, and would not

allow them time to leaven their breadla/br they said. We br all

dead men. And it was likewise eaten in the posture of travel-

lers pist prepared for a journey, t.. mark us having immedi
preceded, their sudden and final departure from the house of

bondage.

[iii.
|
The I'i \sr in Tvmi:h\ u i i s was instituted to perpetuate

the d. live I a nee of the Israelites, and I heir journey ill gs in I he desert.

tin this occasion they were commanded to dwell in tabernacles or

booths, "made of the boughs of goodly trees." And.
[iv.] The Feast ..i I'i -. rscosTwas appointed fiftj days attar

tin- passover, to commemorate the delivery of the Law from
Mount sinai, which took place fifty days after their departure

iron i Egypt A i this festival, which wss-eelebrsted at thatseason
of the year when their harvest usually i dosed, eaeli h. ad of a
family was enjoined bv the Jewish law to take some of the lirst-

fmiis of the earth, and bring it to the place which the Lord

» So, ti were Seiylai Pnulun, pn (Acts xiii. 7—12);
Dlonvsl r ihi
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should choose, and to set it down before the altar of the Lord,

making the solemn acknowledgment of the whole series of pecu-

liar and miraculous providences experienced by the nation, which

is prescribed in Deut. xxvi. 5— 10.

'

Now all these institutions have been held sacred among
the Jews in all ages since their appointment, and are

solemnly and sacredly observed among them to this day.

Can these observances be accounted for, on any principle but
the evidence of the FACTS on which they were founded 1

We have not more certain evidence of the facts of the murder
of king Charles I., contrary to all law and justice, and of the

restoration of the profligate Charles II., arid of the deliver-

ance of king James 1. and the English parliament from de-

struction by gunpowder (conspired t>y certain incendiaries),

and of the arrival of king William III., which terminated the

odious tyranny of James II., all which events are respectively

commemorated on the thirtieth day of January, the twenty-
ninth day of May, and the fifth of November in each year.

2. In like manner, the principal facts contained in the Gos-
pels are confirmed by monuments, which subsist to this day
among Christians, and which are the objects of men's senses.

These monuments are the ordinances of Baptism, the Lord's
Supper, and the festival observed on the first day of the week.

[i.] It is a well known fact, that, in all countries where the

Christian faith is held, its professors are initiated by Baptism ;

and that, by submitting to this rite, they renounce every other

religious institution, and bind themselves to the profession of the

Gospel alone. Now Eaptism, being performed in the name of the

Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, plainly signifies the

firm persuasion of the Christian church that their religion is

from God, the fountain of all good ; that it was published to man-
kind by Jesus Christ the Son of God, the voluntary messenger

of this dispensation ; and that it was confirmed by many great

signs, miracles, and gifts of the Holy Ghost. Particularly, on the

part of those who administer this rite, it signifies that they act

agreeably to the will of the Father who appointed the Christian

religion, and by express commandment from him, and from his

Son who published it, as well as from the Holy Ghost, who con-

firmed it, when they baptize men into the belief and profession

of Christianity. On the part of God, this rite is a declaration,

by his ministers, that he accepts and pardons the baptized person,

provided he gives the answer of a good conscience, and in his

subsequent life acts agreeably to the obligations of baptism.

And, lastly, on the part of the baptized, their receiving of this

rite is understood to be an affectionate and solemn public decla-

ration of their sense of the relation in which they stand to God
the Father as their Creator, to God the Son as their Redeemer,
and to God the Holy Ghost as their Sanctiner, according to the

views which the Christian religion gives of these relations; and
also of their firm resolution faithfully to perform all the duties

resulting from these relations.

[ii.] That the Lord's Supper is often celebrated in all Chris-

tian countries is a fact that cannot be questioned ; neither can it

be questioned, that Christians consider this rite to be essentially

connected with the profession of their religion. Our fathers

entertained the same opinion of its importance ; and their fathers

viewed it in the same light. But what claims and deserves par-

ticular notice with reference to this institution is, that by the

common consent of Christians now living, and of all in former

ages of whose opinion we have any knowledge, the importance
of the Lord's Supper arises from its being a commemoration
of the life, sufferings, death, and resurrection, and second coming
of the founder of their religion, and from its having been ex-
pressly enjoined to all his disciples by his dying request, with a

view to perpetuate the memory and demonstrate the truth of

these events.

[hi. J The stated observance of the fip.st Dat of Tnr. Week,
as a sacred festival in honour of Christ's resurrection from the

dead,—on which day Christians abstain from all secular labours
and alfairs, and hold solemn assemblies for the public worship
of God,—preserves that grand event from falling into oblivion.

Now, as these monuments perpetuate the memory, so they
demonstrate the truth of the facts contained in the Gospel
history beyond all reasonable contradiction ; because, unless
the events of which the Christian rites are commemorations
had really existed, it is impossible to conceive how those
rites could have come into general use. For, if Jesus Christ
neither lived, nor taught, nor wrought miracles, nor died, nor
rose again from the dead, it is altogether incredible that so
many men, in countries so widely aistant, should have con-

1 Du Vuisin, Autorite des Livres de Moyse, pp. 169—172.

spired together to perpetuate such a series of falsehoods, by
commencing the observation of the institutions of Baptism,
the Lord's Supper, and the Lord's day ; and it is equally in-

credible that, by continuing to observe them, they should
have imposed those falsehoods on posterity.2

IV. Lastly, The wonderful establishment and propa-
gation of Christianity is a most convincing proof of the
ENTIRE CREDIBILITY OF THE New TESTAMENT, AND OF THE
RELIGION WHICH IT ESTABLISHES.

Before the second century was completed, the Christian doc-

trine was propagated through the whole Roman empire, which
then comprised almost the whole known world. It prevailed

without the assistance of any temporal power. " Destitute of

all human advantages, protected by no authority, assisted by no
art, not recommended by the reputation of its author, not en-

forced by eloquence in its advocates, the word of God grew
mightily and prevailed. We behold twelve men, poor, artless,

and uneducated, triumphing over the fiercest and most determined

opposition, over the tyranny of the magistrate, and the subtleties

of the philosopher, over the prejudices of the Gentile, and the

bigotry of the Jew." In progress of time the church became
divided by heretics, as well as exposed to a series of the most
sanguinary persecutions

; yet still the truths she professed con-
tinued to spread, in defiance of all these impediments. And
notwithstanding that those truths are repugnant to every bad
passion of the human heart, and require, from those who pro-

fess them, the most exalted piety, together with the strictest

possible regard to every civil, moral, and relative duty, as well as

the purest and most diffusive benevolence,—still Christianity has

continued to spread (as its founder had predicted) in every part

of the known world, and, at the present day, is embraced and
confessed by a tenth part of the human race. 3

In considering these direct evidences of the credibility of the

writers of the"New Testament, it is of importance to observe,

that there is no opposite testimony to contradict the positive

credible testimony of the apostles, evangelists, and multitudes
of others, to the history and miracles of Jesus.

Now is it probable, or even possible, that so many character-

istic marks of truth as we have mentioned, derived from such
various quarters, should all so exactly coincide in favour of a
false story 1 Is not the supposition of the truth of a history

thus accredited much more natural, more consonant to general

observation and experience, to the laws of evidence, and of the

human mind, than is the supposition of its falsity 7 A belief

in the Christian Scriptures is, indeed, a belief in the reality of

past miracles, to confirm a religion worthy of God and useful

to man. Such a belief implies no absurdity, or contradiction to

any truth or any fact. But by rejecting the Gospel, persons are

compelled to maintain, in opposition to positive credible testi-

mony, that extensive important events have taken place without
an adequate cause. They must maintain the reality of mira-

cles, greater than Christians believe, and which accord neither

with the nature of God, nor the condition of man, but which
involve absurdities, contradictions, and impossibilities.

To explain the most wonderful and extraordinary appearances

in the natural world, philosophers without hesitation admit a

cause which accounts for them clearly, and with the fewest diffi-

culties ; especially when eveiy other supposition necessarily

leads to absurdities and contradictions. Upon what rational

ground, then, can the truth of the Gospel history be doubted ?

And its truth establishes the divine authority of Jesus and his

religion.

The full force of the arguments, which we have brought to-

gether to prove the truth of the Christian Scriptures, would be

more obvious and impressive, if we were to compare the New
Testament with other sacred writings, or with accounts of other

persons who have been represented as divine messengers. Con-
fucius, the writer of the Chinese canonical books, ingenuously

acknowledges, that his doctrine was not his own, but taken from

legislators who lived centuries before him. The ancient sacred

code of the Hindoos, the Koran of Mohammed, the lives of

Pythagoras, of Proclus, and of Apollonius of Tyana, and the

Popish Legends, all bear many stamps of fiction. We shall in-

stance in Philostratus's life of Apollonius, for the following

reasons : Hierocles, an ancient opponent of Christianity, has

drawn a parallel between him and Jesus, and preferred Apollo-

nius. 4 Eunapius, the biographer of several ancient philosophers,

» Macknight's Harmony, vol. i. prelim, obs. viii. and his Credibility oftha
Gospel History, pp. 555—563.

3 The difficulties, which Christianity had to encounter at its first propa-
gation, are considered in the Appendix, No. V.

Lard. Heath. Test. chap, xxxix. sect. 4. § 7.
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imagine*! Apolloni kind "f middle being between the

gods ami men ; on which account lie thought that '* the sojourn-

ing : ?*sr mankind" would lia\e been a more proper

title for Philostratus's history than that which i: now bears. In

modern time.. Lord Herb rl of Cherbury, ami Mr. Blount

taken I
.!' making favourable comments upon A]

iiiiis's history.

Philo niy one that we have of

nius, who Lived upwards of one hundred years before him.

lie tells us, that lie took bis narrative partly from common re-

oort, ami partly from memoirs of Apollonius, said to have been

written by one Domis, bis companion. 8ome other person having

i memoirs to Julia the wile of Severus, she gave them
to Fhilostratus. Before this time they were not known to tin-

world. Philostratua endeavoured to gain the favour of Julia,

and of Antoninus Caracalla, who were botli great admirers of

the marvellous. The latter was so prejudiced in favour of Apollo-

nius, that be paid him the honours which Pagans thought due
to heroes. Philostratua, to gratify his humour, when lus subject

required il ad led all the ornament be could, and made quite a

romi e of it. The narrative slums that be was fond of dis-

playing bis parts and genius. It contains laboured disci]

of Iri: tch as, which Is the mosl ancient, the

earth or the trees 1 which compi to leap best, water or wine 1

Impertinent, ridiculous, and absurd relations are often introd

in it. I'oi I pie, Of lirasts with a human bead and a lion's

; of women half white and ball' black ; of wool growing
(ifm nit of the earth; of countries abounding with plice-

in e . and dragons. In the description of his miracles,

he unwarily menti lire of a dropsy to have been elleeted

by prescribing abstinence to the patient.—Though Apollom
made to till Darnis, that he understood all languages without

learning them, yet in India, when he came before Kins; Phraortes,

he wanted an interpreter. In an account of bis raising a young
lady seemingly dead, at Koine, he mentions that it was still a

secret, whether there were some remaining sparks of life ; be-

sides this, the miracle was unknown to any who lived at that

time. The history tells us, that Apollonius appeared after his

death to Aurelian, whin he besieged Tyana; of which we have

no other proof than the testimony of this romance wriicr.

Apollonius is represented as manifesting the greatest vanity, ami
pn tending to universal knowledge. He taught the doctrine of

transmigration. He said, " II was wise to speak well of all the

g"i!s. especially at Athens, where altars of unknown demons were

erected." He attempted to deify a lion. Three instance, are

given of bis pretended prophetic spirit. Two of them evidently

imply notln or to human knowledge. The third, that

Nerva l emperor, one is not surprised' at, when
the i. ',:

i was, by flattery and advice, actualhj encourag-

ing him, ai that time, to a revolt ; and what totally destroys the

iritj of the prediction is, thai he denied ii before Domitian.
11 His wonder-working faculty he pretends to have fetched from

the East Indies; yel the account which he has given of

port! i ly fabulous, that that alone convicts him of ba-

re." 1

Ill suffice to manifest the striking contrast

that subsists between the memoirs of Apollonius ami those which
we have of Jens. Genuine marks of truth distinguish tin' nar-

ratives of the e\ lob' characters of fiction abound in

the In itoi " i I" I'll Host ratus.

terna] and internal, direct

and coll ticity of the
New Ti : i;d tin

extra irdin irj are impartiall] con-
1

to come i

i
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hut few, and in the first ages in the hands of the ecclesias-

. \et be adds, that he sees no reason to doubt, but
that i \.« Testament, as we have them, are

minus which were done and said

Ik ;\ s also, " That he is

did not falsify ihe Scriptures;

Se if they had had an intention so to do, they would
Ij have made Ihein more favourable to their power over

Christian princes and civil sovereignty than they are."*

Mr. I'm an bit the following sentiments :
—"That there

was guch a person as Jesus Christ, and that he, in the main,
did a:. il taught as is recorded of hint, appears probable, be-
cause it is improbable that Christianity should take place in

the way and to the degree that il did (or at least that we are

told it did), supposing the history of Christ's life and minis-
try io !„ a fiction." He adds, that " if such power attended

Christ in the exercise of bis ministry as the history
i. rib, then, seeing his ministry, and tin power that at-

tended ii, seems a1 bast in general to have terminated in ihe
• good, it is more likely iti.it Con was the primary

a r i in iln e\. reise of that power, than any other invisible

And then ii is probable that Jesus Christ, upon
whose will the immediate exercise of that power depended,

not use iliai [lower to impose upon and mislead man-
la l io thi ir linii; se. bag that power appears to have been

well directed and applied in other respects, and seeing he
ccountable to his Principal for the abuse of it. He

adds, • From these premises, or from this general view of

ie, I think this conclusion follows, via. it is probable

Christ's mission was divine ; at least it so appears to me,
light or information 1 haven eeived concerning it." 4

Lord BoUHOBROXE grants, that "Christianity has all the

proofs which the manni r in which it was revealed, and the

nature of it, allowi d it to have."- lie further acknowledges,

it is out of dispute that we have in our hands the

Gospels of Matthew and John, who give themselves out for

eye and earw k all that Christ did and taught. That
two channel Scient as four to convey those doc-

trines to the world, and to preserve ihein in their original

purity. The manner, too, in winch these evangelists re-

I lie m, was much bi Her adapted to ibis purpose than

that of Plato, or even of Xenophon, to preserve the doctrines

The evangelists did not content themselves

with giving a general account of the doctrines of Jesus

Christ to tic ir own words, not presume in feigned dialogues

to make him deliver their opinions in his own name, and as

lik: iiv, a di ctrines. They recorded his doctrines in the very
in which be taught them, and tiny were careful to

mention the several occasions on which he delivered them
i in - hi ciple On ts. Ii. iln o fore, Plato ami Xenophon
till us with a good (bene et certaintywhat Socrates taught,

evangelists s. .-in to t,ll us with much more what
taught, and amended th< m to teach."'

What but the irresistible force of truth could have extorted

such ( cessi ins from nun oflearning ami ability, who have

reral things to depreciate thi Christian religion,

ami the Divine authority of its author !

From .the preceding" observations, it is evident that we
have all the evidi nee that can be reasonably desired in favour

of the credibility of the Scripture History, and particularly

of what -the evangelioa] historians relate concerning Jeans

Chri i. Ii is manifest that they were every way qualified

' nt of the transactions « Inch thi j
have re-

,

|
i

a to impose mi mankind ; tiny

ii u hatevi r to atb mpi an imposture,

able inducement to the contrary; nor could

ik,
j |

d, il they had made the attempt.

SECTION II.

PHE CIIKIilHII.ITV OF THE OLD AM) NEW
TAMENT8 rBOM NATURAL UID CIVIL HISTORY.

To the i edibility of the Old and New Te#-

tamei been stated in the preceding section,

been drawn principal!) from an txammnti t those

have existed, and many of
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which continue to exist to the present day. We might safely
rest the credibility of the Scriptures upon those evidences;
but there is an additional testimony to their credibility and
truth as well as to their genuineness, which is afforded by
their agreement with natural unci civil history, and which is

too valuable to be passed in a cursory manner.

§ 1. TESTIMONIES FROM NATURAL AND CIVIL HISTORY TO THE
CREDIBILITY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

I. Testimonies to the Mosaic account of the creation of the
-world.—II. Particularly of man.—III. Of (tie fall of man.—IY. Of the translation of Enoch.—V'. Of the longevity
of the antediluvian patriarchs.—VI. Men of a ffiffa itic

stature.—VII. Of the deluge.— 1. Proofs of that event from
the fossilized remains of the animals of a former -world ;

—

2. From civil history, particularly from the paucity of man-
kind, and vast tracts of uninhabited land, mentioned in the
accounts of the first ages, the late invention and progress
of arts and sciences, andfrom the universal tradition of the
deluge;—Refutation of objections to the .Mosaic history of
that catastrophe.—VIII. Testimonies of profane history to

the building of the ioiver of Babel.—IX. To the destruction

of Sodom and Gomorrah.—X. To the Mosaic account of
the patriarchs.—XI. To the reality of the person and cha-
racter of Moses, and to the departure of the Israelites from
Eg-yi'tt.—XII. jYotice of various customs borrowed by an-
cient, nations from the llebre-.es.—XIII. . hid of certain per-
son! I histories, -which may be traced to the Old Testament
history,—XIV. Testimonies of ancient and modern -writers

to the truth of the Scripture account of the fertility of Pa-
lestine.— Concluding observations.

»he Scripture history agrees, in a surprising manner, with
the/most authentic records that remain of the events, customs,
anA manners of the countries and ages to which it stands re-

Jed. The rise and fall of empires, the revolutions that have
talKen place in the world, and the grand outlines of chrono-

logy, as mentioned or referred to in the Scriptures, are coin-

cident with those stated by the most ancient w riters that are
«xtant : while the palpable errors in these respects, which
/are detected in the apocryphal books, constitute one of the
most decisive reasons for rejecting them as spurious. The
history of the Bible is of far greater antiquity than any other
records extant in the world : and it is remarkable that, in

numerous instances, it shows the real origin of those absurd
fables which disgrace and invalidate all other histories of
those remote times ; which is no feeble proof that it was de-
rived from some surer source than human tradition. The
facts recorded in the Old Testament, cannot lie disproved;
but, on the contrary, they are confirmed by the traditionary

accounts of almost all nations. Mr. Hume, indeed, affirmed
that the Pentateuch was " wrote [written] in all probability
long after the facts it relates." 1 hat this book was written
long after some of the facts which it relates, is not denied

;

hut that it was written long after all or even most of those
facts, there is (as we have already shown) no reason to be-
lieve. If, as Dr. Campbell forcibly remarked (and Mr. Hume
neither did nor could refute the remark), this writer meant to

signify by the expression quoted, that this was in all proba-
bility the case, why did he not produce the grounds on which
such probability is founded 1 Shall a bold assertion pass for

argument ? or can it be expected that any one should consider
reasons, which are only in general supposed, but not specified.

Mr. Hume added, that the Pentateuch was " corroborated
by no concurring testimony." To which we may reply, that
it is as little invalidated by any contradictory testimony ; and
both for this plain reason, because there is no human compo-
sition that can be compared with this in respect of antiquity.
It were absurd to require that the truth of Moses's history
should be attested by heathen writers of the same or nearly
the same antiquity with himself; since we know that those
who affected to fix upon other nations the name of barbarians,
were in his time, and for several centuries afterwards, them-
selves barbarians. But though the Pentateuch is not corro-
borated by the concurrent testimonies of any coeval histories,

because if such histories were ever extant, they have long
since perished, yet it is not on that account destitute of col-
lateral evidence. On the contrary, its authority is legible in

the few fragments that remain of the earliest writers : and
subsequent historians have fully confirmed it by the accounts
which they give, though evidently mixed with depravation,
of the history of the Jews, and ol the legislation of Moses;
as will appear from the following instances, selected out of a

greater number which have been pointed out, and treated at
length by various learned men.

I. Testimonies to the Mosaic Account of the Crea-
tion of the World.

1. The heathens had a tradition among them concerning the
primeval chaos whence the world arose, and the production of
all things by the efficiency of a supreme mind, which hears so
close a resemblance to the Mosaic account of the creation, as
proves that they all originated from one common source; while
the striking contrast between the unadorned simplicity of the
one, and the allegorical turgiditv of the others, accurately distin-

guishes the inspired narrative from the distorted tradition. This
remark applies particularly to the Chaldaan, Egyptian, Phoeni-
cian, Hindoo, Chinese, Etruscan, Gothic, Greek, and American
Cosmogonies. 1

2. One of the most striking collateral confirmations of the
Mosaic history of the creation, is the general adoption of the
division of time into weeks, which extends from the Christian
states of Europe to the remote shores of Hindostan, and has
equally prevailed among the Hebrews, the Egyptians, Chinese,
Greeks, Romans, and northern barbarians;—nations, some of
whom had little or no intercourse with others, and were not even
known by name to the Hebrews. It is to be observed, that there
is a great difference between the concurrence of nations in the
division of time into -.reels, and their concurrence in the other
periodical divisions into years, months, and days. These divi-

sions arise from such natural causes as are every where obvious,
viz: the annual and diurnal revolutions of the sun, and the re-

volution of the moon. The division into iceets, on the con-
trary, seems perfectly arbitrary: consequently, its prevailing in
distant countries, and among nations which had no communica-
tion with one another, affords a strong presumption that it must
have been derived from some remote tradition (as that of the
creation), which was never totally obliterated from the memory
of the Gentiles, and which tradition has been older than the dis-

persion of mankind into different regions. It is easy to conceive,
that the practice, in rude and barbarous ages, might remain
through habit, when the tradition on which it was founded was
entirely lost : it is easy to conceive, that, afterwards, people ad-
dicted to idolatry, or who, like the Egyptians, had become profi-

cients in astronomy, should assign to the different days of the
week the names of their deities or of their planets.2

3. Even the Mosaic method of reckoning by nights instead of
i\.\\ s has prevailed in more than one nation. Thus, the polished
Athenians computed the space of a day from sunset to sunset; 3

and from a similar custom of our Gothic ancestors, during their

abode in the forests of Germany, words expressive of such a mode
of computing time have been derived into our own language. 4

The same custom also prevailed among the Celtic nations. 5

II. Of the Formation of Man in the Moral Image of
God, and his being vested with dominion over other animals,
similar traditionary vestiges remain in the widely diffused
notion, that mankind formerly lived in complete happiness
and unstained innocence; that spring reigned perpetually,
and that the earth spontaneously gave her increase.

This was the origin of the fabled golden age, so exquisitely

described by the classic poets, and which may also be distinctly

traced in the legends of our Scythian forefathers, and in the age
of perfection of the Hindoos; and in the classical story of the

garden of the Hesperidcs, we may equally discover an evident
tradition of the Mosaical paradise and of the promised Saviour,

who should bruise the head of the infernal dragon. Nor is it

improbable that, from the holiness of the garden of Eden, the

pagans borrowed their ancient custom of consecrating groves to

the worship of their various deities.6

III. The Fall of Man and the Introduction of Sin
into the World are related in the third chapter of the book
of Genesis. It has been the fashion with minute philosophers

» See an account of these various Cosmogonies in Mr. Faber's Horse
Mosaics, vol. i. pp. 17—10. The Greek and Latin Cosmogonies are parti-

cularly considered in Edwards on the Truth and Authority of the Scrip-

tures, vol. i. pp. 88—102. The testimonies of profane writers to the truth
of the principal facts related in the Scriptures are adduced and fully consi-

dered by Dr. Collyer in Ins "Lectures on Scripture Facts." 8vo. 2d edit.

London, 1800. The subjects, noticed in this section, particularly the Crea-
ti. >ii mid tiie Deluge, are likewise copiously treated of in the notes to Gro-
lins. De Verilale Rel. Christ, lib. i. c. 16.

•» Dr. Campbell's Dissertation on Miracles, p. 219. note.
a Aldus Gellius, Noctes Atticre, lib. iii. c. 2.

« Tacitus, de Mor. Ger. c. 11. The expressions oifortnight and se'nnight,
fur fourteen ninhts and seven nights, are slill in use among us in England.

Cfflsar, de Bell. Gall. lib. vi. c. 18.

s Faber'e Hur. Mos. vol. i. pp. 41—50. Edwards on Scripture, vol. i. pp.
103-10U.
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and philosophizing divines to endeavour to explain away the

reality of the fell, ami to resolve it all into allegory, apologue,

or moral fable; but the whole schc f redemption by

CbriBt is rounded upon it. and must stand or fell With it; "a

figurative fall requiring only a figurative redemption. Even
I...rd Bolingbroke (than whom Revelation never had a more
Bubtle opposer) justly rejects the allegorical interpretation.

' II can-not." says he, ••/" admitted by Christians i for, if it

. what would become of that famous text [that the seed

af the woman should crush the serpent's head. Gen. iii. 15.],

whereon the doctrine of our redemption is founded]" 1

I
| thi M ia ic account, from its simplicity and conso-

tance with the whole tenor of the Scriptures, was evidently

designed to represent a real transaction; 2 and it has been

received as Buch by the writers of the Old and New Testa-

ments, who certainly were more competent to decide than

men who have livid several thousands of years after the

transaeiinii, and whose hold contradictions of the best attested

matters of feci render their unsupported assertions of no

effect. Modern opposers of revelation have ridiculed the

nut of the fall as a fable. Hut nothing is easier than

ridicule to men who pay 00 regard to piety, equity, and com-
mon decency. Whatever they may assert (and let it be re-

membered that assertions without proof are not facts), and
however they may attempt to explain away the .Mosaic ac-

count of the fall, or attempt to prove it false, yet the evi-

dently ruined condition of the human race would still remain

as an inukmuile fact. And the narrative of the fall is

confirmed both by natural and civil history. Thus, it arrrees

in an eminent manner both with the obvious facts of labour,

s irrow, pain, and death, and also with what we see and feel

every day, and with all our philosophical inquiries into the

frame of the human mind, the nature of social life, and the

origin of evil. The several powers of the little world within

a man's own breast are at variance with one another, as well

as those of the great world; and we are utterly unable to

i complete solution of the origin of the evils which How
from these discords, and from the jarring elements of the

natural world. But the Mosaic narrative accounts for all

these otherwise unaccountable phenomena, and is corrobo-

r ded hy various traditions, more or less agreeable to it.

1. " The commencement of this moral taint is ascribed by
the author of the Pentateuch to the Disobedience of our

First Parents.

"An evil spirit, the origination of whose malignity itself is a

mvsterv which can never be fathomed, speaking through the or-

gans of a serpent, tempted them to transgress the command of

God by tasting the forbidden fruit of a distinctly specified tree.

The penalty of their rebellion was death." Though Moses gives

no account of Satan or the tempter, yet we learn, from other pas-

sages of Scripture, that he was first made like other celestial

spirits, perfect in his kind, and happy in his condition; hut that,

through pride or ambition, falling into a crime (the circumstances

of which ure unknown to us), he thence fell into misery, and,

together with his accomplices, was banished from the regions of

bliss. Of this fall of wicked angels, the ancients had some no-

tion, as is manifest from their tradition of the Titans and Giants

invading heaven, lighting against Jupiter, and attempting to de-

pose him from his throne, for which reason he cast them head-

long into hell, where they are tormented with incessant lire.

Ami therefore Empedocles, in some verses cited by Plutarch,

mention of the fata of some demons, who for theirj-cbcl-

It.m were. IV the i
:. , n ..1 leaven, plunged into the bottom

of the great ibyi , then to be |
iahed m they deserved.1

The fictions ..I" Indian mythology, with regard to contending

powers and their subordinate ministers, both benevolent and ma-

lignant, are erected on the same basis of truth.

2. THB IirTBOOUCTIOH 01 I*n vs.ii ai. E vi i. into the world,

By the disobedience of our first mother Eve, is plainly alluded

to by the well-known heathen legend of Pandora; who being

led hy a fatal curiosity to open casket thai had been given her

BJ Jupiter, OUl Of it flew nil the evil BltO the world, and she lie-

the original cause of all the nuserabls occurrences that be*

tall mankind. Mope alone—the hops in a promised nn.l long

remembered deliverer—remaining at the bottom of the casket.

8. OaiOUfiX Sin, the early corruption and depravation of

man's nature, in consequence of our first pan nts' Iransyres-

i It I... lu '.. - Works, Vol V pa72. Hvo rdil.

» Or Ifale'a < h Ion, %! II, book i p. 10.

• II Q s Alintan.r, 111, Z Edwarda on Hcriplur*. vol. I. pp.

sion, is a subject of complaint among the ancient heathen
moralists, philosophers, and poets.

Thus, Pythagoras termed it the fatal companion, the noxious
strife that lurks -within us, and which was born along with
us ;—Sopater called it, the sin that is born ivith mankind ;

—
Plato, natural -wickedness ;—Aristotle, the natural repugnancy
of man's temper to reason ; and all the Greek and Roman phi-

losophers, especially the Stoics and Platonists, complain of the
depraved and degenerate condition of mankind, of their propen-
sity to every thing that is evil, and of their aversion from every

thing that is good. Thus, Cicero lamented, that men are brought
into life by nature as a step-mother, -with a naked, frail, and
infirm body, and with a soul prone to divers lusts. Seneca, one
of the best of the Roman philosophers, observes, We are born
in such a condition, that we are not subject to fewer disorders

of the mind than of the body ;—that The seeds of all the vices

ure in all men, though they do not break out in every one ;

—

and that To confess them is the begitming of our cure. And
Hicrocles called this universal moral taint. The domestic ex-il of
mankind. Even some of the sprightliest poets bear their testi-

mony to the same fact. Propertius could say, Everu body has a
vice to which he is inclined by nature. Horace declared that

JVo man is born free from vices, and that He is the best man
who is oppressed with the least; that .Mankind rush into

uHckednesi, and tilways desire what is forbiiltldrn ; that Youth

has the softness of vur to receive vicious impressions, and the

hardness of rock to resist virtuous admonitions ; and, in short,

that We are mad enough to attack heaven itself, ami that Out-

repeated crimes do not suffer the God of Heaven to lay aside

his wrathful thunderbolts. And Juvenal has furnished a striking

corroboration to the statement of Paul of Tarsus concerning the

carnal mind (Rom. vii. 18—23.), when he says that Nature,
unchangeably fixed, runs back to wickedness, as bodies to

their centre.

Further, there is reason to suppose, that the ancient Celtic

Druids expressly taught the defection of the human soul from a

state of original rectitude ; the invariable belief of the Brahmins,

in Hindostan, is, that man is a fallen creature; and it is well

known that a similar opinion was inculcated by the classical my-
cologists, and especially by Hesiod, in their descriptions of the

gradual corruption of the human race, during the period subse-

quent to the golden age. Catullus represents the unhallowed

period, when justice was put to flight, and brothers imbrued their

hands in fraternal blood, while incest and sacrilege alienated the

mind of God from man ; and Tacitus marks out the progress of

depravity, from a period free from oiTence and punishment, to a

flagitious and abandoned wickedness, devoid even of fear. Thus,
" Providence seems to have drawn evidence of the guilt of men
from their own confessions, and to have preserved their testi-

mony for the conviction of subsequent times."'

4. The Form assumed bv the Tempter,

When he seduced our first parents, has been handed down in

the traditions of most ancient nations, particularly the Persians,

Hindoos, Greeks, the Egyptians, and the Scythians or Goths ;

and though animals of the serpent tribe were worshipped by some

of the Pagans, as the Egyptians, Pha?nieians, and Greeks, as

symbols of the good demon 5
,
yet they were more generally re-

garded as tyjies or figures of the evil principle.

There'is nothing in which the traditions and opinions of

the heathens hear Stronger testimony to the doctrines of

Scripture, than ihe conviction which prevailed, of the neces-

sity of an Atom mini FOB Sin. and of the Intervention

of a Divink Mi'iiiaiok, an.i tin universal practice of devot-

ing piaculai victims, which has at one period or other equally

prevailed iii every quarter ..1 ilie o|obe.

It has been alike adopted by the most barbarous, and by the

most savage nations. " Ihe rude idolater of the recently dis-

covemd hemisphere, and the polished votary of polytheism,

equally concur in the belief that without shedding of blood

. rana vol i pp '""- 1
I
Bdwaros, rol I pp 10B 110

;
Bp (ir«>'«

. S.i.i.-.l ..nil'. i ..lure, vol i. pp. 163—IBS.
;

Pletehei IppealtoM i dI rliel, PP 1*3 147.; Conusors Inquiry Into
I SB,; In wlnrlUM'lkK Ihe pi.s.ls el the

.. a. douul
» This is I in.mil. si reh. el ill. I. inptrr's aMUmlng lh« t>>rill of a f.'e.lly
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teinpti 1
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there can be no remission of sins. Nor was the life of the brute

creation always deemed sufficient to remove the taint of guilt,

and to avert the wrath of heaven. The death of a nobler victim

was frequently required ; and the altars of paganism were be-

dewed with torrents of human blood." Thus, the Canaanites

caused their first-born to pass through the fire, in order to ap-

pease the anger of their false deities ; and one of the kings of

Moab is said to have offered up his eldest son as a burnt-offering,

when in danger from the superior power of the Edomites. 1

" Nor was the belief that the gods were rendered propitious by

this peculiar mode of sacrifice confined to the nations which
were more immediately contiguous to the territories of Israel.

We learn from Homer, that a whole hecatomb of firstling lambs

was no uncommon offering among his countrymen ;
2 and the

ancient Goths having laid it down as a principle, that the effusion

of the blood of animals appeased the anger of the gods, and that

their justice turned aside upon the victims those strokes which
were destined for men, 3 soon proceeded to greater lengths, and

adopted the horrid practice of devoting human victims. In

honour of the mystical number three, a number deemed particu-

larly dear to heaven, every ninth month witnessed the groans

and dying struggles of nine unfortunate victims. The fatal blow
being struck, the lifeless bodies were consumed in the sacred fire

which was kept perpetually burning ; while the blood, in singu-

lar conformity with the Levitical ordinances, was sprinkled, part-

ly upon the surrounding multitude, partly upon the trees of the

hallowed grove, and partly upon the images of their idols. 1

Even the remote inhabitants of America retained similar cus-

toms, and for similar reasons. It is observed by Acosta, that in

cases of sickness, it was usual for a Peruvian to sacrifice his son

to Virachoca, beseeching him to spare his life, and to be satisfied

with the blood of his child. 5

" Whence, then," we may ask with the learned author,

to whose researches this section is so deeply indebted

:

"Whence, then, could originate this universal practice of
devoting the first-born, either of man or beast, and of offering

it up as a burnt-offering ? Whence, but from a deep and an-

cient consciousness of moral depravation] Whence, but
from some perverted tradition, respecting the true sacrifice

to be once offered for the sins of all mankind 1 In the obla-

tion of the first-born, originally instituted by God himself,

and faithfully adhered to both by Jew and Gentile, we be-

hold the death of him, who was the first-born of his virgin-

mother, accurately though obscurely exhibited. And in the

constant use of fire, the invariable scriptural emblem of

wrath and jealousy, we view the indignation of that God
who is a consuming fire averted from our guilty race, and
poured out upon the immaculate head of our great Interces-

sor. Had a consciousness of purity reigned in the bosoms
of the ancient idolaters, it does not appear, why they should
have had more reason to dread the vengeance of the deity,

than to expect and to claim his favour ; yet that such a dread
did universally prevail, is too well known to require the

formality of a laboured demonstration."6

IV. The Translation of Enoch
May be traced in the Grecian fables of the translation of their

heroes or demigods, and particularly of Hesperus and Astrea

(among the ancient Greeks), who are fabled to have ascended to

heaven alive, and to have been turned into stars and celestial

signs ; of Dhruva among the Hindoos ; of Buddha among the

Ceylonese, and of Xaca (another name for Buddha) among the

Cahnucks of Siberia.'

V. The Longevity of the Antediluvian Inhabitants,
mentioned by Moses, is confirmed by various heathen
writers.

" All," says Josephus, " who have committed to writing the
antiquities either of the Greeks or Barbarians, attest this longevity

of the men before the flood." And he immediately subjoins,

—

" Manetho, who wrote an account of the Egyptians, Berosus,
who compiled [an account of] the affairs of Chalda-a, and Mo-
chus, and Hestireus, and with them Hieronymus the Egyptian,
who had treated of the affairs of Egypt, agree with me in this.

Also Hesiod, and Hecatreus, and Hellanicus, and Acusilaus, and

» 2 Kings iii. 27. Other instances of human sacrifices may be seen in p.
17. aupTOt note 4.

> Iliad, lib. iv. ver. 202. a Mallet's North. Antiq. vol. i.e. 7.

Mallet's North. Antiq. vol. i. c. 7.—Olai Magni Hist. lib. iii. c. 7.

» Acost. apud. Purch. Pilgr. book is. c. 11. p. 8S5.
• Fiber's Hor. Mos. vol. i. pp. 64, 65.

' Faber, vol. i. pp. 89-91. Edwards, vol. i. p. 117

Ephorus, and Nicolaus, relate that the ancients lived a thousand
years."s Similar traditions of the longevity of men, in former
ages, are still to be found among the Burmans of the further In
dian Peninsula, and also among the Chinese.9

VI. The Mosaic account of Men of a Gigantic Stature,
who were inured to deeds of lawless violence and rapine,

Is confirmed by the Greek and Latin poets, who relate that there

were giants in the first ages of the world, and also by the Greek
and Latin historians, particularly by Pausanias and Philostratus

among the Greeks, and Pliny among the Romans, who have re-

corded that, on opening some sepulchres, the bodies of men were
found to be much larger in old times. Josephus also speaks ot

bones seen in his days, of a magnitude almost exceeding credi-

bility. 10 These testimonies of historians of former ages to the

generally gigantic stature of men, furnish a satisfactory answer
to the petty cavils of those who object to the credibility of Moses,
from his mentioning the gigantic size of Og's bedstead. (Deut,

iii. 11.) But men of very large size are occasionally seen even

in our days. Some allowance may also be made for royal vanity ;

as Alexander the Great ordered his soldiers to enlarge the size ot

their beds, that they might give to the Indians, in succeeding

ages, a great idea of the prodigious stature of the Macedonian
soldiers. 11

VII. No part of the Mosaic history has been more ridi-

culed by the opposers of revelation, than the narrative of the
Deluge ; though no fact that ever occurred in the world is

so well attested both by natural and civil history.

1. Proofs of that event from Natural History.
It has been asserted that the relation of the deluge, con-

tained in the seventh chapter of the book of Genesis, is

contrary to philosophy, and that the deluge could not be
universal, because no stock of water could be found sufficient

to overflow the earth to the degree represented by Moses.
The Hebrew historian, however, expressly asserts that it

was universal, and his relation is confirmed by the fossilized

remains of animals belonging to a former world, which are

found in every quarter of the globe.

Thus, the highest eminences of the earth, as the Andes, the

Alps, the Apennines, the Pyrenees, Libanus, Atlas, and Ararat,

in short, all the mountains of every region under heaven, where
search has been made, conspire in one uniform and universal

proof that the sea was spread over their highest summits ; for

they are found to contain shells, skeletons of fish, and marine
animals of every kind. The bones of extinct animals have been
found in America, at an elevation of 7,800 feet, and in the Cor-
dilleras, at 7,200 feet above the level of the sea. In central Asia,

the evidence is still more decisive ; the fossilized remains of the

horse, deer, and bear species, having been brought to England
from the Himalaya mountains, from an elevation of more than
16,000 feet. 12 Further, skeletons of the elephant and rhinoceros,

natives of Africa and southern Asia, have been dug up on the

steppes or table-lands of Tartary and Siberia ; and remains of

elephants have been found in various parts of England. 13 Croco-
diles, chiefly of the Asiatic species, have been discovered in va-

rious parts of Europe : the gigantic mammoth (an animal which
has hitherto been supposed exclusively to belong to the antedilu-

vian world) has been found in the most northern parts of Russia,

and also in North America, and in Ireland. The fossil bones

8 Josephus, Antiq. Jud. lib. i. c. 3. (al. 4.) On the authors above cited
by Josephus, it has been well remarked that " these men cither were in
possession of traditions relating to this fact, or that they borrowed them
from Moses ; and in either case our purpose is answered. For, if they re-
ceived them from prevalent traditions, it will be granted that these traditions
had originally some foundation in fact ; and they correspond with the sa-
cred history. But if they borrowed them from Moses, two points are
gained on our part. It is proved that such a man as Moses did really exist

;

that his writings were then extant ; that they were in substance what they
now are ; and that they bear an antiquity more remote than these, which
are allowed to be the most ancient of the heathen writers. It is proved
further, that his history was highly esteemed, and that it was supposed by
these writers to contain facts. Whether they drew from Moses or from
tradition ; and whether their testimony sprang from this narration, or from
any other source : either way, the Mosaic account of these early ages is

corroborated by the oldest fragments of antiquity." Collyer's Lectures on
Scripture Facts, p. 104.

> Faber, vol. i. pp. 92, 93.
i° The passages from the historians above mentioned are given at length

in Grotius de Veritate, lib. i. c. 16.

11 Bp. Watson's Apology in answer to Paine, p. 34. " My philosophy,"
he adds, "teaches me to doubt of many things, but it does not teach me to
reject every teslimony which is opposite to experience. Had I been born
in Shetland, 1 could, on proper testimony, have believed in the existence
of the Lincolnshire ox, or the largest dray-horse in London : though the
oxenandhorsesof Shetland had not been bigger than mastiffs." Ibid. p. 35.
w Quarterly Review, vol. xxix. p. 155.

" Prof. Bucklaud's Reliquite Diluvianse, p. 173
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and teeth of the rhinoeenw, hippopotamus, tiger, end h

(animals found in Africa end the east), and of the hear end ou-

meroos other enimeta, have been found in England: to which

we may add >ns with their roots and tops,

and some also with [eaves and fruit, di eovt red il thi i ol

minee end merle-pits, do) onlj in regions where no trees of such

kind were ever known to grow, but also where ii is demonstrably

impossible thai they should grow; which effect could only be

produced bv the fountains of the great deep being broken up.

Further, the drifting of the ark northwards, from Noah's settle-

ment to mount Arai.ii, lr.nl , qj tO int. a that the lii.itli current ol

the waters of tdc deluge came from the south; and mat this was
the case is most evident from the present appearance of the great

continents of the terraqueous globe ; whose deep Bouthi rn inden-

tations and hold projecting capes on the north, together with the

chaotic subversions of the ghauts of Hin lostan, as well as of the

mountains of Abyssinia and CafTraria, and of those in the neigh-

bourhood of the straights of Magellan,— all conspire to

that such kramendouB disruptions were originally ceased bj the

waters of thegreat deep ; which rushed northwards with conside-

rable fury at first, though the3 afterwards grew Less violent towards

the end of their progress. There ere also braces of prodi

disruptions of the earth in high northern regions, as if ,.n

purpose to absorb the redundant waters from the BOUth : and in

some parts, as in Norway, whole countries have been uplifted on

one Hide, and half buried on the Other in vast gulphs which
opened to receive them, To these facts we m.u add, that all the

researches of the most eminent geologists tend to prove the re-

cent population of the world, and that its present surface is not

of very ancient formation.3

Physical Objection to the Mosaic History of the
Deluge refuted.

Decisive as these facts are, it has been attempted to set

aside the Mosaic narrative, by some alleged marks of an-
tiquity) which certain continental philosophers have affirm d

tn exist in the strata of the lava of Mount iEtna. Thus
Count Borch has attempted to prove th l1 volcanic mount in
to be eight thousand years old, 03 the differ at strata of lava

which have been discovered. And in the vaults and pits

which have been sunk to a great depth about Etna, the

Canon U cu] rmed that b< ven strat 1 of lava have been

found, each with a surface of Boil upon them, which (he as-

sumes) would require two thousand yeai to accumulate apon
each stratum; and reasoning from analogy, he calculates

that the lowest of these Btrata must have flowed from the

mountain fourteen thousand years ago/

A nsw eh.—Nothing can be more fallacious than this ar-

gument, if indeed it deserves to be dignified with the name of

an argument. For, who knows what causes have operated to

produce volcanic eruptions at vers unequal periods ? Who he

kept a register of the eruptions of an} burning mountain for one

thousand years, to say nothing Ol three or lour thousand ! Who
can say that the strata of earth were formed in equal periods '

The time for the formation of the uppermost and last is proba-

blv not known, much less the respective periods of the tower

strata. One might have been tunnel in a year, another in a

century. The philosophers above mentioned are whollj ignorant

of the cause of any one of these eerthj Btrata. The* build one

hypothesis upon another, and to believe their wholt

requires stronger faith than to believe s miracle. Faith in a

miracle rests upon testimonj \ but faith in their scheme must

be founded on an exttf me d< 1 1 to prove a fal tehood. But the

analogy, on which it his been attempted to build the hypothesis

hut mentioned, ]-. contradicted by another analogy, winch i-

grounded on more certain (acts.
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.litn 1 and Vesuvius resemble each other in the causes that

' their eruptions, in the nature of (heir lavas, and in the

tune necessary to mellow them into soil tH tor vegetation. This
being admitted, which no philosopher will deny, the Canon
Recupero's analogy will prove just nothing ai all. \\Y can
produce an instance of seven different lavas, with i

7t, which have Bowed from m >unt \ -

Buvios within the space, not of fourteen thousand, but of some-
what leas than fourteen hundred years t for then, according

to our analogy, a stratum of lava m,u be covered with vegel ihle

sod in aboul two hundred andfifty years* instead <! requiring

two thousand for that purpose. The eruption of Vesu> ius, which
ii troyed Herculaneum and Pompeii, i-* rendered still

celebrated < 1 ie death of the elder Pliny, recorded in his

nephew's letter to Tacitus. This event happened V D. 9 . but

we are informed b) imquestionable authority,' thai the matter

which covers llerculaneum is not the produce of one eruption

only, for there are evident marks, that the matter of six erup-

tions has taken its course over that which lies immediately

over the town, sad which was the cause of its destruction: and

these strata are either of lava or of burnt matter, with veins of
foodsoil between. Whence it is evident, with what ease

little attention and increase of knowledge may remove great

difficulty.4

J. Hut the feet of the universality of the deluge doea not

rest on the evid< ace arising from the organic remains of the
: W mid \\ llieh have In ell dl-coVel'ed \ DOT is U> hi-tufV

confined to the Scriptures. Civil History likewise affords

many evid noes which support the Mosaic account of the dciugc.

Thus,
[i.] The Paucity of Mankind^ and the vast tra<

uninhabited land, which are mentioned in the accounts of

the first ages, show that mankind are sprung I it ly from a

small stock, and even suit the time assigned by Moses bi

the Hood. To which we may add. that the great number of

small kingdoms and petty states, in the first agi 9, concur to

the sain pin post .

"Most eminent nations," it has been well observed, "like

great families, have at all times been fond of extolling up their

pedigree, and carrying it as high as possible; and where no
marks remain of the successive alterations in their state, are apt

to imagine that it lias been always the same. Hence the many
foolish pretences among the ancients, to their being

of the countries they had inhabited time out of mind: hence

they were led to make their several gods the I I
their

rnment They knew but very Little of the world; and the

tradition which they bad of thai little was so rai mixed and

rupted with romance, that it served onlj to confound them. 4

Upon the removal of this cloud by the more diligent and ac-

curate inquiry of the moderns, we see ancient hi inning

to clear up, the world puts on a verj different face, and all parts

of it appear conformable to each other, ami to the late better

known course of things ; si is proved, verj clearly, in vi

instances, by a learned and ingenious Writer. —We find the

marvellous in all the annals of those times, and more especially

in the^rreat point of their antiquity, exceedingly reduced, 1 and

3 Sir \v. Hamilton' Reuuurkson tl i
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our own plain accounts still more and more confirmed : whence
we may be convinced, that both the peopling and cultivation of

the earth arose at first from a few low beginnings ; that it very

gradually spread itself from some one centre;' and that it has

at all times proceeded by pretty near the same slow regular steps

as it does at present." 2

Sir William Jones has shown that the traditions of the present

heathen nations of Asia are not of more authority than the tradi-

tions of the ancient nations of Asia and Europe. " We find,"

he says, " no certain monument or even probable tradition of

nations planted, empires and states raised, laws enacted, cities

built, navigation improved, commerce encouraged, arts invented,

or letters contrived, above twelve or at most fifteen or sixteen

centuries before the birth of Christ." And it is a well known
fact, that for the first thousand years of that period we have no
history unmixed with fable, except that of the turbulent and
variable, but eminently distinguished nation descended from

Abraham. The Chinese do not pretend that any historical

monument existed among them, in the age of Confucius, more
ancient than eleven hundred years before the Christian epoch.

And the researches of those who are most deeply skilled in the

literature and antiquities of the Hindoos, have shown that the

dawn of true Indian history appears only three or four centuries

before the Christian sera ; the preceding ages being clouded by

allegory or fable. 3

[ii.] The late Invention and Progress of Arts and Sciences

also concur to confirm the Mosaic history of the antedi-

luvians : for, as the Jewish legislator mentions little of their

arts, so it appears from the late invention of these after the

flood that those who were preserved from it were possessed

but of few arts.

Since the history of past ages has been more narrowly ex-

amined, it has been proved that the ancients were far less know-

ing and expert, than, by a superstitious reverence for every thing

remote, we once were accustomed to suppose. Some of them,

indeed, have described their knowledge in lofty strains, and per-

haps for their times, and in comparison with some of their neigh-

bours, it may have been considerable : and yet it is more than

probable that such accounts are chiefly owing to their ignorance

of the true state of mankind. This is particularly the case with

the Egyptians, whose learning has been so much extolled.

Though this country has been styled the Mother of Arts, as

well as Mistress of Religion, and was, no doubt, as early polished

as most countries
;
yet if we be allowed to judge of her im-

provement in other parts of science, from that most important

one, and that which in all reason should have been most cul-

tivated, viz. that of medicine, of which she also claims the first

invention, we shall not have much room to admire her highest

i "This has been observed by Is. Casaubon in one respect, viz. in re-

lation to language. 'Est enim verissimum,' says he, ' linguas ca?ieras eo
ruanifestiora et magis expressaoriginis Hebraic® vestigia servasse, et nunc
servare, quo propius ab antiqua et prima hominuin sede abfuerunt,' &c.
A confirmation of it, in some other respects, may be had from the fol-

lowing very remarkable pariicular, as Hartley justly calls it : (Observ. on
Man, vol. ii. p. 113.) ' It appeara from history, that the different nations of
the world have had, ceteris paribus, more or less knowledge, civil and re-

ligious, in proportion as they were nearer to, or had more intimate com-
munication with Egypt, Palestine, Chaldeea, and the other countries that

were inhabited by the most eminent persons amongst the first descendants
of Noah; and by those who are said in Scripture to have had particular

revelations made to them by God: and that the first inhabitants of the
extreme parts of the world, reckoning Palestine as the centre, were in

general mere savages. Now all this is utterly inexplicable upon the footing

of infidelity; of the exclusion of all divine communications, Why should
not human nature be as sagacious, and make as many discoveries, civil ami
religious, at the Cape of Good Hope, or in America, as in Egypt, Palestine,

Mesopotamia, Greece, or Rome J Nay, why should Palestine so far ex-
ceed them all, as it did confessedly. Allow the Scripture accounts, and
all will be clear and easy. Mankind after the flood were first dispersed
from the plains of Mesopotamia. Some of the chief heads of families settled
there, in Palestine and in Egypt. Palestine had afterwards extraordinary
divine illuminations bestowed upon its inhabitants, the Israelites and Jews.
Hence its inhabitants had the purest notions of God, and the wisest civil

establishment, Next after them come the Egyptians and Chaldeans ; who,
not being removed from their first habitations, and living in fertile countries
watered by the Nile, Tigris, and Euphrates, may be supposed to have pre-
served more both of the antediluvian and postdiluvian revelations; also to

have had more leisure for invention, and more free communication with
the Israelites and Jews than any other nations. Whereas those small
parties which were driven farther and farther from each other into the
extremities of heat and cold, entirely occupied in providing necessaries for
themselves, and also cut off by rivers, mountains, or distance, from all com-
munication with Palestine, Egypt, and Chaldeea, would lose much of their
original stock, and have neither inclination nor ability to invent more.'
Compare Bryant's Analysis, passim. Of the several arts, customs, re-
ligious rites, and civil institutions which first arose in Asia, see Conclusion
of Mod. Hirft. p. 120. fol. Any one that fairly examines history will find those
accounts more probable, than that extraordinary supposition of Lord Bo-
linghruke, viz, that science may have come originally from we^t to east.

Lord IJolingbroke's Works, vol. iv. p. 14."

* Bp. Law's Theory of Religion, pp. 238—2-11. 8vo. 1S20.

3 Sir W. Jones's Works, vol. iii. pp. 191. 145. 8vo. edit.

Vol. I. K

advances. " It must evidently appear," says a learned writer,

" that the Egyptians could have no such physician in the days

of Moses, as Diodorus and Herodotus seem to suppose : it is

much more probable that long after these times, they were like

the Babylonians, entirely destitute of persons skilful in curing

any diseases that might happen amongst them ; and that the

best method they could think of, after consulting their oracles,

was, when any one was sick, to have as many persons see and
speak to him as possibly could ; so that if any one who saw the

sick person had had the like distemper, he might say what was
proper to be done in that condition." 4

The pretences which the Egyptians made to antiquity, so

much beyond the times recorded in the Scriptures, proceeded

from their calculating by lunar years or months ; or from their

reckoning the dynasties of their kings in succession, which were
contemporary. For Herodotus 5 mentions twelve Egyptian kings
reigning at one time. They had such different accounts, how-
ever, of chronology, that, as it is affirmed, some of them com-
puted about thirteen thousand years more than others, from the

original of their dynasties to the time of Alexander the Great.6

The solar year, in use among the Egyptians, who were most
celebrated for astronomy, was so imperfect, that they said the sun
had several times changed Us course since the beginning of their

dynasties ; imputing the defect of their own computation to the

sun's variation; or else affecting to speak something wonderful and
extravagant. And Cassini has found the account of eclipses, at

the beginning of Diogenes Laertiue, to be false ; which is a fur-

ther confutation of the fabulous pretences of the Egyptians to an-
tiquity. The earliest astronomical observations to be met with,

which were made in Egypt, are those performed by the Greeks
of Alexandria, less than three hundred years before Christ, as

Dr. Halley has observed
;
7 and, since the recent discoveries in

the Egyptian Hieroglyphics of our great archaeologist Dr. Young,
and of MM. Letronne and Champollion in France, it has been
ascertained that the celebrated zodiacs of Esne and Dendera, to

which some modem antagonists of divine revelation had assigned

an incalculable antiquity, are posterior to the time of Jesus

Christ, as well as the edifices on the ceilings of which they were
painted !

s
y

The pretensions of the Chaldaans to profound attainments in

science have been shown to be equally unfounded. According
to Berosus, they supposed the moon to be a luminous body,

whence it is evident that they could have no great skill in as-

tronomy : besides, they wanted instruments for making exact

calculations. All that remains of their boasted astronomical dis-

coveries is only seven eclipses of the moon ; and even those are

but very coarsely set down, the oldest not being more than seven

hundred years before Christ: whence it is evident that they had
made but little progress in this science. And though Callisthenes

is said, by Porphyry, to have brought observations from Baby-
Ion to Greece, upwards of nineteen hundred years older than

Alexander
; yet, as the proper authors of those observations nei-

ther made any mention nor use of them, this circumstance ren-

ders his report justly suspected for a fable.9 So little ground is

there for us to depend upon the accounts of time and the vain

boasts of antiquity, which these nations have made.

The Greeks had their astronomy from Babylon ;
10 and the

Athenians had but three hundred and sixty days in their

year, in the time of Demetrius Phalereus ;" yet Dr. Halley fur-

ther observes, that the Greeks were the first practical astrono-

mers, who endeavoured in earnest to make themselves masters

* Si.uckford, Connect, book ix. p, 167. Bp. Law's Theory of Religion,

p. 246.
b Lib- ii. c 151. fl Diodor. Sic. lib. i.

i Wotion on Ant. and Mod. Learning, ch. 23. Jenkin's Reasonableness
of Christianity, vol. i. pp. 335—337.

b Cellerier, de I'Origine Authentique et Divine de PAncien Testament,

pp. 100—104. On the planisphere or zodiac of Dendera, M. Champollion

discovered an evidently Roman title, that of ATOKPTP, Aurcxpxrwp, or em-

peror ; which, most probably, may indicate Claudius or Nero, as boih

those sovereigns, in their medals struck in Egypt, are very often de-

signated by that identical appellation. On prosecuting his researches still

farther, M. Champollion read on that great edifice, in the ceiling of which
that planisphere had been placed, the titles, names, and surnames of the

emperors Tiberius, Claudius, Nero, and Domitian ; and on the portico of

Esne, the zodiac of which was reputed to be older than that of Dendera,

by several ages, he read the imperial Roman names of Claudius and Anto-

ninus Pius. Consequently these monuments, forwhich Volney and other

infidel literati had claimed an incalculably remote antiquity, belong to that

period when Egypt was under the domination of the Romans, and they can-

not be dated earlier than the first or second century of the Christian eeia.

Groppo, Essai sur le Systeme Hieroglyphique de M. Champollion, pp. 262,

263. Paris, 1829, 8vo. „ .«,„..
e Dr, Halley, in Wotton's Observations on Learning, ch. 23. Stanley, m

his History of' Philosophy (pp 757, 753. Lend. 1753), has shown that Pur-

phyry's account is entitled to little credit ; since there is nothing extant in

he C'hald^an astrology more ancient than the a?ra of Nabonassar, which
bctiinsonlv 747 years before Christ,

'o Herodotus, lib. ii. c. 109. ii Pliny, Hist. Nat. lib. xjutiv. c 6,
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of the science ; and th.it Thalcs was the first who could predict religious observances, and estimating the colurcs indicated in

an eclip.se in I
i ail hundred yean before Christ; and

that Hipparchus made the firs) catalogue of the fixed stars not

above one hundred and fifty yean be! i
'

According to the well known observation of Varro, 1 there was

nothing that can deserve the name of history t<> be found among
the Greeks before the Olympiads ; which commenced onlj

twenty yean before thi I Romi i and Plutarch informs

us, how little the tables of the Olympiads are to be relied on. :

Whatever learning or knowledge of ancient times the Ro

had, they borrowed it from the Greeks. For they wen- so little

capable of transmitting their own affairs down to posterity, with

am exactness in point ol time, that for many ages they had nei-

ther dials nor hour-glasses, by which to measure their days and

nights, for common use; and for three hundred years they knew
no snch things as hours, or the lil as, but computed
their time onI\ from noon to noon.

The pretensions ol the Chinese to antiquity appeal

vain, and upon the same grounds. They, too, understand little

or nothing of astronomy. Indeed, they themselves confess that

their anliuuitics are in great part fabulous, and they acknow-

ledge that their most ancient books wen iii hieroglyphics; which
were not expounded by any one who lived Dearer than one thou-

sand seven hundred years to the iirst author of tliem ; that the

numbers in computation are sometimes mistaken, or that months
are put for yean. Bui of what antiquity or authority soever

their Orel writers were, there is little or no credit to be given to

the books now remaining, since the general destruction of all

ancient books by the Emperor Xi Hoam 'i'i. lie lived only

about two hundred sears before Christ, and commanded, upon

pain of death, all the monuments of antiquity to be destroyed,

relating either to history or philosophy, especially the books of

Confucius: and killed many of their learned men : so that from

his time, they have only some fragments of old authors left.—
The Chinese are a people vain enough to say any thing that

may favour their pretences to antiquity, and love to magnify

themselves to the Europeans; winch makes them endeavour to

have it believed that their antiquities are sufficiently entire, not-

withstanding this destruction of their books. But the fact is

well known to be otherwise:'—and, upon inspection, it was
found that their inetrumi on were unless; ami that after all their

boasted skill in astronomy, they wen- not able to make an exact

calender, ami their tables of eclipses were mi incorrect, that they

could scarcely foretell about what time that of the sun should hap-

pen.' In like manner, the boasted antiquity, claimed for the

science and records of the Hindoos ovel those ..I .Moses by some
modern writers, has been fully exposed since .scientific Euro-

peans have become thoroughly acquainted with their language.

"The Hindoos, perhaps the most anciently civilized people on
the face of the earth, and who haveleasl deviated from their ori-

ginally established forms, have unfortunately no history. Among
an infinite number of books of mystical theology and abstruse

metaphysics, they do not possess a single volume that is capable

of affording any distinct account of their ore; in. or of the various

events that have occurred to their communities. Their Maha-
Bharata, or pretended urea! history . is nothing more than a poem.

The Pouranas are mere Legends^ on comparing which with the

Greek and Latin authors, it is excessively difficult to establish a

few slight coincidences of chronology, and even that is continu-

ally broken offand interrupted, and ne\er eoesback farther than

the time oi Alexander.' It is Don clearly proved, that their fa-

mous asti i les, from which it has been attempted to

assign a prodigious antiquity to the Hindoos, nave been calcu-

lated backwards; and it lias been late!. >!. that their

Burya .. which they consider as their mo t ancient as-

tronomical '' idee, and pretend to have been revealed to their

nation n than two milli m if yes ago, must havi

composed within the seven hundred and fitly years last
|

Theii '. ' l "in the calendars which

arc conjoined with them, and by which they are guided in their
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these calendars, may perhaps go back about three thousand two
hundred yean, which nearly coincides with the epoch of Moses.'
^'i

I not entire!) ignorant of the revolutions

which have affected the globe, as their theology has in some
measure con rive destructions which its

surface has already Undergone, and is still doomed to experi-

ence : and they only cany back the last of those, which have
already happened, about live thousand years; besides which,
one of these revoiu I in terms nearly correspond-
ing with the account given by Moses.' It is alsovery remarka-
ble, that the epoch, at which they lix the commi Dcement of the

reigns of the first human sovereigns of the race of the sun and
moon, is nearly the same at which the ancient authors of the

west have placed the origin of the Assyrian monarchy, or about
four thousand yean

From all these particulars it is evident how little credit is

to i e given to the pretences which the BeveraJ nations among
the heathens have made to antiquity, without any ground
from history, hut upon uncertain calculations of astronomy,
ij v. hich science thej actually had but Little or no skill.

[iii.] The irutii of the Mosaic history of the deluge iscon-

firmed by the Tradition of it, which universally obtained.

If Such an event bad ever happened, it is natural to expect
that gome traces of it will he [bund iii lb. records of Pagan
nations as wall as in those of Scripture. Indl i d it is scare, 1\

probable, not to say possible, that the know I,

a calamity should lie mil Hy lost to the rest of the world, and
should be lined to the Jewish nation alone. We find,

however, that this is by no means tin case: a tradition of
tin- deluge, in many respects accurately coinciding with tin

Mosaic account of it, has been preserved almost universally
among the ancient nations, [tie indeed a very remark
tact concerning the deluge, that the memory of almost all

nations ends in the history of it, cm n of those nations w hich
were unknown until they wen discovered by enterprising

voj aoers and travellers ; and thai the traditions of the deluge
were kept up in all the rites and C no s of the Gentile
world. And it is observable, that the farther We go 1

ihe more vivid the traces appear, especial)] in those coun-
tries which were nearest to the seem .faction. The n .

of tins would happen, if the whole were originally a table.

The history would not only I" leSB wid( Ij dil '. the

more remote our researches, the less light wi should ob
and however we might strain our sight, the objects would by
'I es grow faint, and the scene would terminate in ci'

and darkm ss. Besides, there would not have bi en tin I

respondence ami harmony in the traditions of different na-

tions, which so plainly subsisted among them: lew this

COuld not be the CI salt of ohuuiv, but 11. have
arisen from the same histor] b tsally aek:

[edged. These evidences are derived ti who
were of different ages and countries, and, in consequi

widely separated from each other: and, what is extra

nary, they did not know, in many, instances, the purport of

the data which they transmitted r tin vein, and c

quence,of their intelligence. In their myth
j
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circumstance, not only that these histories have been trans-

mitted to us, but also that, after an interval of so long a date,
we should be able to see into the hidden mystery, and from
these crude materials to obtain such satisfactory truths. We
now proceed to notice a few of the most striking of these
traditional narratives.

Thus Berosus, the Chaldffian historian, following the most an-
cient writings, as Josephus affirms,' has related the same things
as Moses of the deluge, and of mankind perishing in it, and like-

wise of the ark in which A'ochus, the restorer of the human
race, was preserved, being carried to the summit of the Armenian
mountains. Hieronymus the Egyptian, who wrote the antiqui-

ties of the Phoenicians, Nicolaus of Damascus, and many others,

mention these things, as Josephus- also testifies. Further, there

is a fragment preserved of 3 Abydenus, an ancient Assyrian his-

torian, in which mention is made of the deluge being foretold,

before it happened, and of the birds being sent forth three differ-

ent times to see whether the earth was dried, and of the ark be-

ing driven into Armenia. He and others agree with Moses in

the main circumstances, but in lesser particulars sometimes adul-

terate the truth with fabulous mixtures. Alexander Polyhistor,

another ancient historian, is cited by Cyril ' of Alexandria, to-

gether with Abydenes, and both to the same purpose. He says,

that in the reign of Xisuthrus (the same as Noah) was the great

deluge ; that Xisuthrus was saved. Saturn having predicted to

him what should happen, and that he ought to build an ark, and,

together with the fowls and creeping things, and cattle, to sail in it.

Among the Greeks, Plato 5 mentions the great deluge, in

which the cities were destroyed, and useful arts were lost; and
suggests that there was a great and universal deluge before the

particular inundations celebrated by the Grecians. He plainly

thought that there had been several deluges, but one greater than
the rest. Moreover, it was the tradition of the Egyptians, as

Diodorus ' informs us, that most living creatures perished in the

deluge, which was in Deucalion's time. Ovid's 7 description of

Deucalion's flood is so well known and remembered by every

scholar, that it is needless to point out its identity with Noah's
flood to any one who has received the least tincture of letters.

Plutarch,* in his treatise of the sagacity of animals, observes, that

a dove was sent out by Deucalion, which entering into the ark

again, was a sign of the continuance of the flood, but afterwards

living away, was a sign of serene weather. Homer also plainly

alludes to the particular of the rainbow,9 by calling it a sign or

token to men, tmc /jho^ttidv wbeixTw.

Lucian mentions 10 more than once the great deluge in Deuca-
lion's time, and the ark which preserved the small remnant of

human kind. He describes also the particulars of Deucalion's

flood after the example of Noah's flood : the present race of men
was not the first, but the former generation was all destroyed

;

this second race sprang from Deucalion : the former was a wicked
and profligate generation, for which reason this great calamity

befell them ; the earth gave forth abundance of water, great

showers of rain fell, and the rivers increased, and the sea swelled

to such a degree, that all things were water, and all men perish-

ed : Deucalion alone was left for a second generation, on account
of his prudence and piety ; and he was preserved in this manner;
he built a great ark, and entered into it, with his wife and chil-

dren, and to him swine, and horses, and lions, and serpents, and
all other creatures which the earth maintains, came in pairs: he
received them all, and they hurt him not; on the contrary, there

was by divine instinct great friendship among them, and they
sailed altogether in the same ark, as long as the water prevailed.

At the beginning, and in the conclusion, he professes to have
received this account from the Grecians, so that he cannot be
suspected of borrowing it from Scripture."

The orthodox among the ancient Persians believed in a de-
luge, and that it was universal, and overwhelmed the whole
earth. Similar traditions have prevailed in the east among the

Hindoos, Burmans, and Chinese: of these, the tradition of the
Chinese is particularly worthy of note, as it not only refers, both
directly and indirectly, to the deluge itself, but also to the cause
of it. The same tradition of a general flood is also to be traced

1 Josephus contra Apion, lib. i. § 19. edit. Hudson,
a Joseph. Antic,, lib. i. cap. 3.
3 Aliyil. in Euseb. Praep. Evang. lib. ix. cap. 12. edit. Vigeri.
4 Cyril contra Jul. lib. i. p. 8. edit. Spanhetnii.
I Plato de Leg. lib. iii. p. 677. torn. ii. Timaeus, p. 23. torn. in. edit. Serrani.

Diod. Sic. lib. i. p. 10. edit. Ithodomani. ' Ovid. Metamor. lib. i.

9 Plutarch, de Solerlia Anirnahum, p. 963. torn. ii. edit. Paris, 1624.
' Ilia.!, a. 28.
10 Lucian in Tinion, p. 59. De Saltatione, p. 930. torn. i. et de Syria Dea,

383. torn. ii. edit. Benedicti.
II Bishop Newton's Works, vol. i. pp. 138—191.

among the ancient Goths and Druids, as well as among the
Mexicans, Peruvians, Brazilians, and Nicaraguans ; to whom
may be added the very lately discovered inhabitants of Western
Caledonia, 12 the Cree Indians, in the p/hr regions of North
America,n the Otaheitans before their conversion to Christianity,

and also 11 the Sandwich Islanders. 15

From these various evidences it is manifest, that the hea-
thens were well acquainted with all the leading circumstances
of the universal deluge; that their traditions (though largely
blended with fable) bear a striking resemblance to the narra-
tive of Moses; and that the moral certainty of that great
event is established on a basis sufficiently firm to bid defiance
to the cavils of scepticism. Instead, therefore, of asserting
(as it has recently been asserted, contrary to all the evidence
furnished by natural and civil history) that we have no suf-

ficient evidence to induce us to believe that the deluge ever
took place,—" let the ingenuity of unbelieffirst account satis-

factorily for this universal agreement of the pagan world, and
she may then, with a greater degree of plausibility, impeach
the truth of the scriptural narrative of the deluge. 10

Notwithstanding all these testimonies, the Mosaic history
of the deluge has teen objected to, as an improbable event,
contrary to matter of fact.

Objection 1.—The ark (Gen. vi. 15, 16.) could not con-
tain all the animals which are said to have entered it, toge-
ther witli the proper provisions for them during the time of
the deluge.

Answer.—On accurate computation, the contrary has been
proved; so that what was thought an objection becomes even an
evidence for the truth of the Mosaic history. The dimensions
of the ark were three hundred cubits in length, fifty in breadth,

and thirty in height ; and it consisted of three stories or floors.

Reckoning the cubit at eighteen inches, Dr. Hales proves the ark
to have been of the burthen of 42,41.1 tons. "A first-rate man-
of-war is between 2200 and 2300 tons: and, consequently, the

ark had the capacity or stowage of eighteen of such ships, the

largest in present use, and might carry 20,000 men, with provi-

sions for six months, besides the weight of 1800 cannons, and
of all military stores. Can we doubt of its bring sufficient to

contain eight persons, and about two hundred or two hundred
and fifty pair offour-footed animals ; a number to which, ac-

cording to J\T. Bufifun, all the various distinct species may be

reduced, together with all the subsistence necessary for a twelve-

month?" To these are to be added all the fowls of the air, and
such reptiles and insects as cannot live under water. 17 Other
calculations have been made, to show that the ark was of suffi-

cient capacity for all the purposes for which it was designed

;

but as they are larger than that above given, they are here de-

signedly omitted. >s

Obj. 2. As the same causes must always produce the
same effects, it is objected as an absurdity in the Mosaic
history (Gen. ix. 13.), to speak of the rainbow as formed
after the flood, and as the sign of a covenant then made ; be-
cause, as that phenomenon results from the immutable laws
of the refraction and reflection of the sun's rays in drops of
falling rain, it is certain that the rainbow must have been
occasionally exhibited from the beginning of the world.

Answer. But the original does not say that God set the

rainbow in the clouds. The word translated, / do set my bow

13 ITarman's Journal of Voyages and Travels in Western Caledonia,
abridged in the Quarterly Review, vol. xxvi. p. 415.

•a Capt. Franklin's Journey to the Polar Sea, p. 73. London, 1823. 4to. or
vol. i. pp. 113, 114. 8vo. edit.

»* Ellis's Polynesian Researches, vol. i. pp. 62, 63.
ts Most of the above noticed traditions are given at length in Mr. Faber's

Horae Mosaics, vol. i. pp. 93—136. with references to various authorities

f6r each. Mr. Bryant's Analysis of Ancient Mythology (3 vols. 4to. or 6
vols. Svo.), however, is the completest work on the subject of the deluge,
as preserved in the traditions of the ancients; an abstract of bis system is

given in the Encyclopaedias, Britaunica, and Perthensis, article Deluge.
Dr. Hales has concentrated the more important geological facts in his Ana-
lysis of Chronology, vol. i. pp. 327—337. But the reader who is desirous
of prosecuting this subject, is referred to Mr. Howard's History of the
Earth and Mankind, 4to. ; Mr. Kirwan's Memoirs, in the Transactions of
the Royal Irish Academy, vols. v. vi. and viii. ; to Mr. Tovvnsend's elabo-

rate work on the Character of Moses as an Historian, 4to. ; or to Mr. Park-
inson's Organic Remains of a Former World, 4 vols. 4to. ; and especially

to M. Cuvier's great work on the same subject, of which Professor Jame-
son has given an interesting abstract at the end of Mr. Ken's translation

of Cuvier's Essay on the Theory of the Earth, pp. 229—267. Some very
acute remarks and proofs on the subject of the deluge are also to be found
in Dr. Nares's Bamnton Lectures, serin, vi. pp. 293. et sea.

ic Faber's Horaj Mosaicae, vol. i. p. 136.

" Dr. Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol. i. p. 328.

»B See Bp. Wilkins's Essay towards a'Real Character and a Philosophical
Language, part ii. c. 5. § 6. pp. 162— 168. Calmel's, Robinson's, or Jones's
Dictionaries of the Bible, article Ark

t
and Taylor's Scripture Illustrated,

Expository Index, p. 18.
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in the cloud, may be (as indeed it ought to be) rendered, with

great propriety, I do aituint my bow in the cloud, to be a sign

or token of the covenant between me and the earth; and a tit

sign it certainly was, because the patriarch knew that there never

was, nor ever can lie, a rainbow, but when there is sunshine as

well as rain. " Wh.it purpose then was served bj the rainbow!

The very best nuilMHH*, to well Qipreesed by the sacred historian,

when he represents Hod as saying, This is the token of the co-

venant, which I will make between me and you, and every

living creature that is with you, Fori PIBPBTOAL ukvkiia-

tio.ns; for natural and inanimate objects—such as pillars and

tnries ago, are become blacker than the natives: and the Portu-

B, who settled near the Mundingoes, about three hundred

years since, differ so little from them as to be called negroes,

which they resent ns a high indignity.

In short, to adopt the memorable conclusion of the indefatiga-

ble philosopher above cited (who deduced it after a minute in-

quiry from a great number of the best attested observations) :

—

•" From every circumstance, proof may be obtained, that mankind
arc not composed of species essentially different from each other;

that, on the contrary, there was originally but one individual

species i>f men. which, after being multiplied and diffused over

heaps of stones—were considered as tokens, and even a kind of
j

tin- whole surface of the earth, underwent various changes, from

witnesses, in the contracts of all the civilized nations of remote
,
the influence of climate, from the difference of food and the mode

antiquity. Of this we have several instances in the books of the
j

of living, from epidemical disorders, as also from the intermix-

Old Testament, but surely not one so apposite as that of the ture, varied ad infinitum, of individuals more or less resembling

rainbow. Noah and his sons undoubtedly knew—either by the each other; that these alterations were at first less considerable,

science of the antediluvian world, or by the immediate teaching

of God—that the rainbow is a physical proof, as long as it is

seen, that a general deluge is not to be dreaded: and therefore,

if their minds, tilled with terror and astonishment at what they

had escaped, should ever have become fearfully apprehensive of a

future deluge, the sight of the bow would immediately dissipate

their fears. The science of Noah and his sons, which taught

them the physical connection of the sign and the thing signified,

was soon lost, with other truths of greater importance, when
their descendants were scattered in small tribes over the face of

the whole earth : but the remembrance of the flood, as well as

some confused notions of the rainbow being a kind of informa-

tion from the gods to men, appear to have been preserved by tra-

dition among all nations; and thousands of pious Christians,

without knoyving any thing of the physical causes of the rain-

bow, consider it at this day as a token, and even a pledge (as in

truth it is), that the earth will not again be destroyed by a de-

luge." 1

Obj. 3. If all mankind sprang from Noah, the second pa-

rent of the human race, it is impossible to account for the

origin of the blacks, if the patriarch and his wife were white.

and confined to individuals; that afterwards, from the continued

action of the above causes becoming more general, more sensible,

and more fixed, they formed varieties of the species; and that

these varieties have been and still are perpetuated from genera-

tion to generation, in the 6ame manner as certain disorders and

Certain maladies pass from parents to their children."''

Obj. 4 The peopling of America and of several islands, in

which mischievous terrestrial animals are found, has also

been urged as an objection against the universality of the de-

luge, and consequently against the credibility of the Mosaic
history.

Answer. Modern geographical discoveries have removed the

weight of this objection. The straits which divide North Ame-
rica from Tartary arc so narrow as to admit a very easy passage

from one continent to the other ; and it is not impossible that

they might even have been united by an isthmus, which the

combined influence of time and the waves has demolished. The
resemblance found between the inhabitants of the opposite sides

of that passage and their uncivilized state and rude ignorance of

the arts, prove them to have had one common origin." So fully

convinced was M. Iiuffon of this fact, long before the last and

Answer. But this difference in colour does not invalidate the i
most important discoveries on the subject," that he declares he

narrative of Moses: for it has been ascertained that the influence

of climate, and the local circumstances of air, water, food, cus-

toms, &c. are sufficient to account for the dissimilarity which is

discovered in the appearance of different nations. If dogs, talon

to the frigid zone, grow shaggy ; and if sheefi, transported to the

torrid zone, exchange their wool for hair, why may not the hu-

man species gradually partake of the influence of climate 1 as

experience shows that it does.2

Man was formed to reside in all climates. " Man," says an

eminent naturalist, 3 who was by no means a bigot in favour of

the Scripture history, "though white in Europe, black in Afri-

ca, 4 yellow in Asia, and red in America, is still the same animal,

tinged only with the colour of the climate. Where the heat is

excessive, as in Guinea and Senegal, the people are perfectly

has " no doubt, independently of every theological consideration,

that the origin of the Americans is the same with our own.""

The parts of the new world which arc disjoined from the

others, and which have been represented by ignorance and in-

fidelity as vast continents, are by the most recent and complete

researches reduced to a few inconsiderable islands ; whose in-

habitants were, in all probability, conveyed to their present settle-

ments from islands" adjacent to the continent of Asia, from which

continent all the inhabitants of the new world (excepting the 10s-

quimcaux and a few other American tribes that are evidently de-

scended from the (ireenlanders) have migrated. Nor can it ex-

cite surprise, that we are unacquainted with the circumstances

of their migration, when we consider that this event probably

happened at no great distance from the time when our own an-

black ; where less excessive, as in Abyssinia, the people are les's cestors set out from the same regions, to people the western world,

black; where it is more temperate, as in Barbary and Arabia,
|

by an opposite route. 11

they arc brown; and where mild, as in Europe and Lesser Asia.

they are fair." In further corroboration of the influence of cli-

mate on the human complexion, we may remark, that there is a

colony of Jews, who have liecn settled at Cochin on the Malabar

coast from a very remote period, of which they have lost the

memory. Though originally a fair people from Palestine, and

from tiieir customs preserving themselves unmixed, they arc now
heroine as black as the other Malaharians, who are scarcely a

shade lighter than the negroes of Guinea, Benin, or Angola. At
Ceylon, also, the Portuguese, who settled there only a few cen-

> Bp. Olelg'a edition of Slackhouac's History of the Bible, vol. I p.SM
note.

» The testimony of M. Dr Page irho himself eiperienced th

Is particularly worthy of nonce in bis travel! round the world, during
the years 1767—1771, 9pcaking of his passage over (tie Qreal Desert, he

says,— "The tribes, wblt b frequent the otlddle <>( the desert, nave Pocks

somewhat crisped, axtramsly hue, end spnrosohmg lbs wooDj balroftbe
negro. My orrn, during the shun pi i nl no travi

became more itnj anil <t> aeott tlmn mo ill, me I re, etvlnf little nourishment,
from a checked psrsplraUOD, shoirrd a disposition to oats
/rizzled and woolly appearance : an ontlrc failure of moisture, '

excessive heal of climate by which It was i ast I, Seem to bfl tl

ctpal causes of those symptoms ; my blood was become sxtri mi

and my consnb iim at Ungth differed little from that of a Btnaoc
i '—Do Panes' Voyages, cited In Dr. Evelelgti's Bampton LcctujtraA "—Do Pages' Voyages, cited In Dr. Evelclgh's Bamplon Lectures,

pp. 276 SO!
Count Buffun.

« black Is not the mlnnr of lbs negro when first horn. Ii Is a r-iiinrkn

ble fact, that tie ,,i comes Into the world wiiitk, onl) wttb I

VsDOWlSh tings ; end thai ItbSCOIDSI progressively darker, until i

day, when Ills perfectly black. Cailiic, Voyage a t'euibuctoo, lorn. 1. p. 66.

Paris, 1830.

' Huffon's Nat. Hist. vol. i. p. 201. (Kenrick's and Murdoch's translation.)

Dr Hale* has colleen i-f very iiiipnrtatil nbsi i villous, ronlii in-

,, it,r above remarka, and vindicatoryof the Mosaic narrative, in his Ana-
ivsis of Chronology, vol i pp :'.>- :m:i —See also i>r J M th-mi's excel-

h-til Lecture en the Varlelll Of tin Minium Ha- e, in Lis Itonk of Nature,
v. .! n pi- ; v it: inn i he fulled dlseusi Ion of the subject i> to he found
in the elaborate WOTl Ol 'he American Professor, Ih hope
Smllll, e lit II led, "An Ks.-av on Ihe Causes of I he Viiri, \ ol '

.11 in the Human Spe-ies," S\n l.-onloii. 17-'.I
'

a thy

stvumenta adduced In this work may he seen In Dr, Reee'el v- inp.'edia,

,,.[ ix. article < Tht cent ol mankind frt
|
or is

clear!) proved b] no J B Ehunxti r, m his Treatise on the Records of the

• Tie- Baqulmeaui resemble their neighbours on the north-west sztrs-
miiv of Buropi I

neeu
the'llll !' th- Alliel [COII9 opposite

m i mil in, . ',.
- \n,, -ii ..I- -v,

, pi n,,, , t. av tnhes, which, I"-

f-th-i wit, tii i have descended from maOraeav
;

i -,i,l n
i-|- IB—49.

• 'I -, ' oeCook and King Tin- latter had nn npporumliy of
- oasts of Asia and America. Cook and

Vojri v..l in |-

• BuRbn'i IN -i II- t vl i -

• New Holland, though very ooneldarable In size, is not at all so In its po-
j-'il it i- -ii Ii w.o, however, 1 wn, in part, before the other islands above
r.terr-

° I'll- Inhabitants of these inlands arc supposed to have been all darflvt I

tiiiiiii. Mali Bet ten. . .In. n.-n to Cook and King's Voyages, vol. I.

1-1- but tip. 116—302.
" Dr. Eveletgh'e Bamptoi ' p 'JtJ. Respecting ihcpcnpling of

Noun \ i
i asearchae or Dr Itohcrtson,

In til HUtoryofAmi LT'^6
—49. andth- All- t lion-en. In hi*

it . .,! \i. vii'. i, -

.
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I t. Then
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in"Al' n till Rolls I the lii-li.ni Tnl-esol North Am. i It

I. i-i- it.- N- n Von llilorical Society, by Samuel Farmer Jams,
Ii Ii s. -,v \- ,k, Is'jo. bvo.
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VIII. The first remarkable occurrence after the flood was

the attempt to build the Tower ofBabel (Gen. xi. 1—4.) ; and
this is not omitted in pagan records.

Berosus, the Chaldee historian, mentions it, with the following

additional circumstances, that it was erected by giants who waged
war against the gods, and were at length dispersed, and that the

edifice was beaten down by a great wind. According to Josephus,

the building of this tower is also mentioned by Hestia?us, and by
one of the ancient sibyls, 1 and also, as Eusebius informs us, by
Abydenus and Eupolemus.2 The tower of Belus, mentioned by
Herodotus, is, in all probability, the tower of Babel, repaired by
Belus II., king of Babylon, who is frequently confounded by the

ancient historians with Belus I., or Nimrod. That it was con-
structed with burnt bricks and bitumen (as we read in Gen. xi.

3.) is attested by Justin, Quintus Curtius, Vitruvhis, and other

heathen writers, and also by the relations of modern travellers,

who have described its ruins. 3

IX. The History of the destruction of Sodom and Gomor-
rah

Is expressly attested by Diodorus Siculus, Strabo, Solinus, Ta-
citus, Pliny, and Josephus; whose accounts mainly agree with
the Mosaic narrative ; and their reports concerning the physical

appearance of the Dead Sea are confirmed in all material points

by the relations of modern travellers."1

X. Berosus, Alexander Polyhistor from Eupolemus and
Melo (writers more ancient than himself), Nicolaus Da-
mascenus, Artapanus, and other ancient historians cited by
Josephus and Eusebius, make express and honourable men-
tion of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph, agreeing with the
accounts of Moses ; and Josephus states that Hecataeus wrote
a book concerning Abraham, which was extant in his time,
though it is now lost. 5

XI. That Moses was not a mythological person (as has re-

cently been affirmed, contrary to all history^, but a real

character and an eminent legislator, we have already shown
in a preceding page. 6 To the testimonies there adduced, we
may add, that the departure of the Israelites from Egypt, and
their miraculous passage of the Red Sea, is attestea by Be-
rosus, Artapanus, Strabo, Diodorus Siculus, Numenius, Jus-
tin, and Tacitus. Of these, the testimonies of Artapanus and
Diodorus are particularly worthy of notice.

According to Artapanus, the Heliopolitans gave the following

account of the passage of the Red Sea :
—" The king of Egypt,

as soon as the Jews had departed from his country, pursued them
with an immense army, bearing along with him the consecrated

animals. But Moses having by the divine command struck the

waters with his rod, they parted asunder, and afforded a free pas-

sage to the Israelites. The Egyptians attempted to follow them,
when fire suddenly flashed in their faces, and the sea returning

to its usual channel, brought an universal destruction upon their

army."" A similar tradition, though less minutely particular, is

mentioned by Diodorus, as subsisting even at the time when he
wrote. He relates, that among the Ichthyophagi, the natives of

the spot, a-tradition is given, which is preserved from their an-

cestors, that by a great ebb of the waters, the whole bosom of the

gulf became dry, disclosing its weeds, the sea rolling upon the

opposite shore. But the bare earth having been rendered visible

from the very bottom of the abyss, the tide returning in its

strength restored the passage once more to its former condition. 8

Nor is the old tradition of the country even yet extinct. Accord-
ing to a learned and respectable modern traveller, the inhabit-

ants of Corondel and its neighbourhood (on the eastern side of

the Red Sea) to this day preserve the remembrance of the de-
liverance of the Israelites ; which event is further confirmed by
the Red Sea being called, by the Arabian geographers, the sea

» Josephus, Ant. Jud. lib. i. c. 4. (al. c. 5.) § 3.

* Eustbius, de Prrep. Evang. lib. ix. c. 14.

" The testimonies above noticed are given at length by Mr. Faber, Hone
Mosaics, vol. i. pp, 14(3— 170- See also Dr. Hales's Analysis, vol. i. pp. 350—355. and Mr. Rich's Memoirs on the Ruins of Babylon, 8vo. 1818; and par-
ticularly Sir R. K. Porter's Travels in Georgia, Persia, <&c vol. ii. pp. 308—
332. where these ruins are described as they appeared in November, 1818.

* Diud. Sic. lib. xix. c. 99. torn. viii. pp. 418—Wl. edit. Bipont. Strabo, lib.

xvi. pp. 1087, 1088. pdit.Oxon. Solinus, c. 36. Tacitus, Hist. lib. v. c. 6. (al.

7,) Pliny, Hist. Nat. lib. v. c. 16. lib. xxxv. c. 15. Josephus, de Bell. Jud. lib.

iv. c. viii. § 4. Faber, vol. i. pp. 171—174.
» Josephus, Ant. Jud. lib. i. c.7. Eusebius, Pnep. Evan?, lib. ix. cc. 17

—

23. The passages above referred to are given at lengih in Mr. Faber's
Hora? Mosaieai, vol. i. pp. 174 —186.

« See pp. 34, 35. supra.
1 Eusebius, Pru?p. Evang. lib. ix. c. 27. This circumstance (Mr. Faber

remarks) of the Egyptians being struck with lightning, as well as being
overwhelmed by the waves, is mentioned in PsaL lxxvii. 17., although un-
noticed in the Pentateuch.

* Diod. Sic. lib. hi. c. 39. (vol. hi. p. 279. edit. Bipont.)

of Kolzum, that is, of destruction.9 " The very country, indeed,
where the event is said to have happened, bears testimony in
some degree to the accuracy of the Mosaical narrative. Still is

the scriptural Ei'iam denominated Etti ; the wilderness of
SItur, the mountain of Sinai, and the country of Paran, are still

known by the same names ;'° and JWarah, Elath, and JMidian
are still familiar to the ears of the Arabs. The grove of Elim
yet remains ; and its twelve fountains have neither decreased nor
diminished in number since the days of Moses." 11

XII. Further, the heathen writers borrowed images
from the accounts communicated in the Scriptures, and attri-

buted to their deities distinctions similar to these which are
ascribed to the Divine Majesty, when God manifested himself
to the world. Thus, both poets and historians represented
the heathen deities to be veiled in clouds, as Jehovah ap-
peared.

Many of their religious institutions were likewise evidently de-
rived from the Mosaic appointments, as that of marriage and the

observance of stated days, particularly of the Sabbath, among the
Greeks and Romans, and, indeed, among almost all nations. The
rite of circumcision, which was appointed by God as a sign of a
distinctive covenant with Abraham, and designed to be expres-
sive of spiritual purity, 12 was adopted by several nations not de-
scended from that patriarch, as the Egyptians, Colchians, and
others. 13 There are likewise other particulars in which the
Greeks and Romans appear to have borrowed customs from the
Jews. Thus, Solon, conformably to the Jewish practice, decreed
that the time of the sun setting on the mountains should be
deemed the last hour of the day. This law was copied into the
laws of the twelve tables, and observed by the Romans ; whose
laws concerning the inheritance and adoption of children, retribu-

tion in punishment of corporeal injuries, and other points, seem
to have been framed on principles sanctioned by Moses ; and
traces of resemblance between the Hebrew and Roman codes are

still to be discovered in the Institutes of Justinian. The Jewish
custom of orphan girls marrying their next of kin also obtained

among the heathens. The appropriation of a tenth part of the

spoils, of the produce of lands, and of other things, to religious

purposes, is mentioned by many pagan writers. Lycurgus distri-

buted the possession of lands by lot, and rendered them inalien-

able. Those feasts, in which servants were put on an equality

with their masters, were apparently borrowed from the Jews, and
from the feast of tabernacles : and the reverence which the Jews
paid to the state of the moon also influenced the Lacedemonians,
who are supposed to have been early connected with the Jews

;

and who, in consequence of their superstition, having delayed the

march of their army till after the new moon, were thus deprived

of participating in the honour of the celebrated battle of Mara-
thon, as they did not arrive till the day after it had taken place.14

The preceding statements and facts are surely sufficient to

satisfy any cana'd inquirer, that the principal facts related in

the books ofMoses do not depend upon his solitary testimony ;

but that they are supported by the concurrent voice of all na-
tions. Upon what principle can this coincidence be accounted
for, if Moses had not been a real person, and if the events re-

corded by him had not actually occurred T

XIII. Many other things, which the Old Testament relates

to have happened, subsequently to the giving of the law until

the Babylonish captivity, are to be found among profane writ-

ers. A few of these shall be adduced :—Thus,

» Dr. Shaw's travels in Barbary and the Levant, vol. ii. pp. 99, 100. Edinb.
IsiH.

»<> Niobuhr's Travels, vol. i. pp. 189. 191.

" Faber, vol. i. pp. 189—191. See also Huet's Demonstratio Evangelica,
prop. iv. vol. i. pp. 73— 153., where very numerous additional collateral tes-

timoniee are given to the credibility of the Mosaic writings.
>» Compare Gen. xvii. 12. Rom. ii. 28, 29. Phil. iii. 3.

" A modern opposerof the Bible has affirmed, contrary to all history, that
the Jews borrowed the rite of circumcision from the Egyptians. From an
obscure passage in Herodotus, who wrote several hundred years after
Moses (and who collected his information from the Egyptian priests, whose
extravagant claims to antiquity have long since been refuted), some learned
men have conjectured that the Hebrews derived it from the Egyptians ; but
conjectures are not proofs. Indeed, so little dependence can lie placed on
the historical traditions of the Egyptians, the falsehood of which has been
exposed by Sir John Marsham, that it is more than probable that the Egyp-
tians derived it from the Hebrews or Ishmaclites ; although, at this distance
of time, it is impossible to account for the way in which circumcision be-
came established among the Egyptians. It is, moreover, worthy of remark,
that the practice of this rite among the Hebrews differed very considerably
from that of the Egyptians. Among the former, it was a religious cere-
mony performed on the eighth day after the birth of the male child ; but
among the latter it was a point of mere decency and cleanliness, and was
not performed until the thirteenth year, and then upon persons of both
sexes. See Marshara's Chronicus Canon ^Egyptiacus, and Spencer, de Le-
gibus Hebraiorum.

*« Bp. Gray's Connection between Sacred and Profane Literature, vol. i.

pp. 187—193.'Huet, Demonstratio Evangelica, ut supra.
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1. From the story of Moses's rod (Exod. iv. 17.) the heathens

invented the fables of the Thyrsus of Bacchus, and the Caduceus
of Mercury.

J. The circumstanceof J. phi hub's- devoting his daughter gave

ri-c to the story of 1 i>liiuiin.i being sacrificed by her lather Aga-
memnon.

3. The story of Scylla having cut off the purple lock of her

father Nisus, king of Megara, and given it to his enemy, Minos
(with whom he was then at war), ami by that means destroyed

both him and his kingdom, was in all probability taken from-the

history of Samson's being shaved.

4. When Herodotus, the lather of profane history, tells us, from
the priests of Egypt, that their traditions hail informed them, that

in very remote ages the sun had four times departed from his re-

gular course, having twice set where he ought to have risen, and
twice risen where he ought to have set \ it is impossible to read

this most singular tradition, without recollecting the narrative in

the book of Joshua, which relates, " That the sun stood still in

the midst ofheaven, and hasted not to go dovm about a whole
day;" and the fact related in the history ofHezekiah, "that the

sun went back' ten degrees, on the dial nf.i/taz." The priests

of Egypt professed to explain the revolutions of the Nile, the fer-

tility of their country, and the state of public health, by the in-

fiuence of the sun ; and, therefore, in mentioning the unexampled
traditional phenomena alluded to, they adverted to a circum-

stance, which to them appeared as remarkable as the tacts them-
selves, that those singular deviations of the sun from his course

had produced no sensible effects on the stale of the river, on the

productions of the soil, on the progress of diseases, or on deaths.

The circumstances are not mentioned in the same form by Joshua
and Herodotus, hut they are in substance the same in both the

narratives. .\\\*\, supposing tie- traditions to have been founded
on fact-, it can scarcely be doubted that they relate to the same
events ; especially when we recollect, that where so much was
ascribed to the influence of the sun, such remarkable deviations

from the course of ordinary experience could not fail to be handed
down through many ages. 1

5. Eupolcmus and Dius, as quoted by Eusehius and Grotius,

mention many remarkable circumstances of David and Solomon,
agreeing with the old Testament history ;

j and Herodotus has a

remarkable passage which evidently refers to the destruction of
ili. Assyrians in the reign of Hezekiah, in which he mentions
Sennacherib by name. 3 As we advance further to the Assyrian
monarchy, the Scripture accounts agree with the profane ones

rectified ; and when we descend still lower to the (era of Nabon-
a-ssar and to the kings of Babylon and Persia, who are posterior

to this ara, and are recorded in Ptolemy's canon or series of them,

we End the agreement of sacred and profane history much more
exact ; there being certain criteria in profane history for fixing tin'

facts related in it. And it is remarkable, that notonly the direct

relations of the historical books, but also the indirect mention of

things in the prophecies, correspond with the true chronology ;

which is an unquestionable evidence for their genuineness and truth.

The history contained in the Old Testament is throughout
distinct, methodical, and consistent ; while profane history

is utterly deficient in the first aires, and full of fictions in

the succeeding ages ; and becomes char and precise in the
principal facts, only about the period when the Old Testa-
ment history ends: so that the latter corrects and regulates
the former, and renders it intelligible in many instances

which must otherwise be given an as utterly inexplicable.
How then cm we suppose the "id Testament history not to

be genuine and true, or a w icked imposture to be made, and
not only continue liscovered, but even to increase to a most
audacious height in a nation, that, of all oilers, kept the moat
exact ai ants of time I It is further worthy of remark, that

this same nation, who maj not have lost so much as one
year from the creation of the world to the Babylonish capti-

vity, as soon as ib' v were deprived of the nsslsia of tin

prophets, became the mosl inaccurate in their methods of

keeping ami ; there being nothing more erroneous than tin'

accounts of Josephtu and the modern Jews, from the tune

of Cyrus to that of Alexander the Great: notwithstandirm
that all the requisite .mis might easily have been bore
from the in ignbourins nations, who now kept regular annals.
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siderations and facts we may add, that the manners of the per-
sons in. nil il in the Scriptures are characterized hy that
simplicity and plainness, which is also ascribed to the first

Bgi - of the world h\ pagan writers, ami both of them con-
cur to prove the novelty of the then pn ind conse-
quently the deluge.

-\I\ . Lastly, the 1'V.HTlMTV OF THE Soli. OK PALESTINE,
which is so frequently mentioned in the Script

Is confirmed by the unanimous testimony of ancient writers, 5

as well as of most, if not all, the travellers who have visited that

country.' Its present reduced and miserable state, therefore,

furnishes no ground for the objection which some modern oppo-
sers of revelation have raised against the Bible. Were Palestine

to be as well inhabited and as well cultivated as formerly, its

produce would exceed all calculation.

Besides these attestations from natural and profane history,
we may consider the Jews themselves as bearing testimony
to this day. in all countries of the world, to the truth of
their ancient history', tlrat is, to the truth of the Old and New
Testaments. AUow this, and it will be easy to see how they
should still persist in their attachment to that religion, those
laws, and those predictions which so manifestly condemn
them, both in past times and in the present. Suppose, how-
ever, that any considerable alterations have been made in

their ancient history,—that is, any such alteration as may
answer the purposes of infidelity, and their present state

will he inexplicable.'

§ 2. TESTIMONIES OF PROFANE WRITERS TO THE CRED1B1LITV
OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

I. Testimonies of Jewish and Pagan Authors to the account

of Princes ami Governor) mentioned in the .Yew Testa-
ment.— II. Testimonies to the character of the Jewish ,\",i-

tion, -which are either directly mentioned or incidentally

alluded to therein.— III. Similar Testimonies to the Charac-
ter of heathen .Yations.—IV. Testimonies of Jevrieh Ad-
versaries to the .Yume and Faith of Christ.— 1. Of Jose-

pints.—2. Of the Talmuds.—V. 'Testimonies of heathen

Adversaries, to the character of Jesus Christ.

—

I.Pontius
Pilate.—'-. Suetonius.—3. Tacitus.—4. Pliny the Younger.—5. jSSlius Lampridius.—6. Celsus.—7. Porphyry.—8.

Julian.—9. Mohammed.— Testimonies of heathen .Idver-

saries to the doctrines, character, innocency of life, and
constancy of the First Christians /'// the profession of their

faith.— 1. Tacitus, confirmed by Suetonius, .Martial, and
Juvenid.—2. Pliny the Younger and Trajan.—3. Celsus.—
4. Lucian.—5. Epictctus, .Marcus. Antoninus, Galen, and
Porphyry.—6. Julian.— VI. Refutation of the objection to

the Credibility of the Scripture History, which has been
raised from the silence of profane historians to the facts
therein recorded.— That silence accounted for, by the facts.— 1. 'That many of their boohs are lost,—2. That others

are defective.—3. That no profane historians now extant
take notice of all occurrences within the period described

by them.—4. Reasons why they would slight the facts re-

lating Jo Jesus Christ as fabulous.— Result of the preceding

facts and arguments.—,\'o history in the world is so certain

as that related in the Old and .Yew Testament.

Stiukini; as is the evidence for ihe credibility and truth

of the facts and events related in the Old Testament, fur-

nished hy natural and civil history, ilu books of the New
Testament are verified in a manner still more illustriona;

these 1 Its being written, and the fact i in them
transacted, during the times of Augustas, Tiberius,

and the succeeding Cassars. The learned and moat exact
Dr. Lindner has collected from profane writers a variety of
important testimonies to the truth of the New Testami at, in

the first part of his " Credibility of the Gospel History,"
and also in Ins " Jewish and Heathen Testimonies ;"

i

which elaborate works the followii dan are chiefly

abridged. The results of his observations may be ami
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under the following heads ; viz. Testimonies of Jewish and
Pagan authors to the account of princes and governors men-
tioned in the New Testament ;— Testimonies to the character
of the Jewish and heathen nations, which are either directly

mentioned, or incidentally alluded to therein ;—Testimonies
of Jewish adversaries to the name and faith of Christ;

—

Testimonies of Pagan adversaries to the character of Jesus
Christ, and also relative to- the doctrines, character, inno-
cency of life, and constancy of the first Christians in the
profession of their faith.

1. Testimonies of Jewish and Pagan Authors to the
Account of Princes and Governors mentioned in the
New Testament.

Josephus and various heathen writers mention Herod,
Archelaus, Pontius Pilate, and other persons, whose names
occur in the New Testament; and they differ but little from
the evangelical historians, concerning their offices and cha-
racters.

1. From the New Testament we learn that Jesus was bom
at Bethlehem of Judsa in the days of Herod the king; and
Josephus informs us that a prince of that name reigned over all

Judaea for thirty-seven years, even to the reign of Augustus.
Concerning this Herod, Matthew (ii. 1— 16.) relates that he
commanded all the male children in Bethlehem and its immedi-
ate vicinity to be put to death ; because he had heard, that in

that place was born one who was to be the king of the Jews.
To us, who are accustomed to the finer feelings of Christianity,

this appears almost incredible ; but the character of Herod, as

portrayed by Josephus, is such a compound of ambition and
sanguinary cruelty, as renders the evangelical narrative perfectly

credible. Herod left three sons, Archelaus, Herod Antipas, and
Philip, among whom his territories were divided. According to

Josephus, Herod by his will appointed Archelaus to succeed him
in Judsea, with the title of king; and assigned the rest of his

dominions to Herod Antipas as tetrarch of Galilee, and to Philip

as tetrarch of Trachouitis and the neighbouring countries; and,

according to the narrative of Luke (iii. I.), these two princes

were tetrarchs in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius

Caesar.

2. The will of Herod, however, being only partially confirmed
by Augustus, Archelaus was appointed ruler over Judsa and
Idumea with the title of ethnarch, the regal dignity being with-

held until he should deserve it. But Archelaus soon assumed
the title ; and Josephus, who has given us an 'account of this

limitation, calls him the king that succeeded Herod, and has
used the verb reigning with reference to the duration of his

government. It likewise appears from the Jewish historian, that

Archelaus was a cruel and tyrannical prince. All these circum-

stances attest the veracity of the evangelist Matthew, who says

(ii. 22.) that when Joseph heard that Archelaus did reign
in Jitllxa, in the room of his father Herod, he ivas afraid to

go thither, and turned aside into the parts of Galilee, which
were under the jurisdiction of Herod Antipas.

3. Luke relates (Acts xii. 1—3.) that Herod the king
stretched forth his hand to vex certain of the church, and
that he killed James, the brother of John, with the sword, and
because he saiv that it pleased the Jews, he proceeded further
to take Peter also. The correctness of this statement is also

confirmed by Josephus, from whom we learn that this Herod
was a grandson of Herod the Great, whom the favour of the

emperors Caligula and Claudius had raised to royal dignity, and
to whom nearly all the territories that had been possessed by
his grandfather were gradually restored. He was also exceed-
ingly zealous for the institutions and customs of the Jews ; and
this zeal of his accounts for his putting James to death, and
causing Peter to be apprehended. The death of this monarch
is related by Luke and Josephus with so much harmony, that, if

the latter had been a Christian, one would have certainly be-
lieved that he intended to write a commentary on that narrative.

This haughty monarch had deferred giving an audience to the
Tyrian and Sidonian ambassadors, who had solicited peace with
him, until a certain day. 1 And upon a set day1 Herod, arrayed
in royal apparel, sat upon his throne, 2 and made an oration

* Josephus (Ant. Jud. lib. xviii. c. 8. § 2.)hasnot mentioned this particu-
lar circumstance; but he informs us, that the termination of the king's
life succeeded a festival which had been appointed in honour of the empe-
ror Claudius. Hence we may conceive why Hemd deferred to receive
the ambassadors from Tyre and Sidon until that particular day, viz. that he
might show himself with so much greater pomp to the people.

» Josephus determines this day expressly, it was the second day of the
shows, which were exhibited at Cassarea, in honour of the emperor.

* Josephus says that he came into the theatre, early in the morning.
dressed in a robe or garment made wholly of silver (a-hhuv tpSuo-ajuives j;

,

unto them. And the people gave a shout, saying, "It is the

voice of a God, and not of a man"* And immediately the
angel of the Lord smote himf because he gave not God the

glory.* And he ivas eaten of worms, 1 and gave up the ghost.
(Acts xii. 20—23.) Both historians relate the fact, as to the
chief particulars, in the same manner. Luke describes the pride

of the king, as well as the nature of his illness, more circum-

stantially ; and omits a superstitious addition which is recorded

by Josephus :—a proof that the former surpasses in fidelity, accu-

racy, and judgment, even this learned historian of the Jews.a

Herod had three daughters, Bernice, Mariamne, and Drusilla
;

the last of whom, according to Josephus and Luke, was married

to Felix, who was appointed governor of Judaea on the death

of Herod.

4. According to the testimonies of Tacitus and Josephus, this

Felix was an oppressive, avaricious, and tyrannical governor,

who had persuaded Drusilla to abandon her lawful husband,

Azizus, king of the Emesenes, and to live with him. It was
not unnatural for such a man to tremble, when Paul reasoned

of righteousness, temperance, and judgment to come, and to

hope that the Apostle would have given him money to liberate

him. (Acts xxiv. 25, 26.)y

5. Luke (Acts xviii. 14— 16.) gives an honourable character

of the temper and manners of Gallio
;
10 and this account is

confirmed by Gallio's brother, the celebrated philosopher Seneca,
who represents him as a man of a sweet and gentle disposition,

and of much generosity and virtue. 11 Gallio is styled by the

evangelical historian, in our translation, the deputy, but in the

original Greek, the proconsul of Achaia. 12 The accuracy of

Luke, in this instance, is very remarkable. In the partition of

the provinces of the Roman empire, Macedonia and Achaia
were assigned to the people and senate of Rome ; but, in the
reign of Tiberius, they were at their own request transferred to

the emperor. In the reign of Claudius (a. o. c. 797, a. n. 44),
they were again restored to the senate, after which time procon-

suls were sent into this country. Paul was brought before Gallio,

a. n. 52 or 53, consequently he was proconsul of Achaia, as

Luke expressly terms him. There is likewise a peculiar pro-

priety in the name of the province of which Gallio was procon-
sul. The country subject to him was all Greece ; but the proper
name of the province among the Romans was Achaia, as appears

*pyup!u ri-THYfi.tvY.v riASAN) of most wonderful workmanship; and that
the reflection of the rays of the rising sun from the silver gave him a
majestic and awful appearance.

* In a abort time (says Josephus) his flatterers exclaimed, one from one
place and one fn m another (though not for his good), that -'he was a God ;"

and the) entreated aim to be propitious to them, Baying, "Hitherto we
have reverenced thee as a man. but henceforth jve acknowledge Uiat tliou

axj exalted above mortal nature."
* Josephus has here inserted a superstitious story, that Nerod, shortly

after, looking up, perceived an owl sitting on a certain cord over his head,
which lie be Id to be an evil omen. The fact itself he thus relates :—Im-
mediately after, he was seized with pains in his bowels, extremely violent
at the very first, and was carried to his palace !

!

« The very same cause is assigned by Josephus, viz. Because the king
bad neither reproved his flatterers, nor rejected their impious adulation.

1 Josephus has not described the disease so circumstantially : he relates
thai lie rod died, worn out by the excruciating pain in his bowels. Luke

that he teas eaten qftporme. These narratives are perfectly con-
sistent. Luke relates the cause, Josephus the effect of his disease ; on the
nature of which the reader may consult Dr. Mead's Mi dica Sacra, c. 5.

8 Less on the Authenticity of the New Testament, pp. 314. 315.
s The proofs of all the above particulars are stated, at length, by Dr.

Lardncr, in his Credibility of the Gospel History, part i. bouk i. chap. i.

—

Works, vol. i. pp. 11—31. 8vo, or vol. i pp. 9—2(1 4to.
*° From the conduct of Gallio on the occasion described by the evange-

list Luke in Acts xviii. 14— 10. the terms '• Gallionisui" and "Gallio like"
bavebeen invented, and are not ttufrequently though erroneously used, to
denote utter indifference to religion. But "that he took not cognisance
of the cause which was brought before htm proceeded not from his stu-
pidity, indolence, or negligence, but from his strict adherence to the Ro-
man laws.". .. ."It is will known, that the affairs of religion were always
a principal part of the care of the Roman magistrates and senate ; and as
iliev had many laws on that subject, so we frequently read of their execu-
tion. The true reason, why Gullio did not interpose in the affair brought
before him, was, because the senate and emperors had by various decrees,
and particularly the then reigning emperor Claudius, allowed the Jews
e\n*y where nre I' i" their dominion to govern themselves according to their
own laws in all matters of religion. This being such, he esteemed it not
of his cognizance : therefore he says (verse 15.) ' I will be no judge of
surh matters :' had you accused this man of injustice, violence, or crimes
against the slate, I would willingly have heardyou ; but 1 am not sent here
as a judge of your religious differences : these are to be rectified among
yourselves." Biseoeon the Acts, p. 55. Oxford edition, 1829. p. 55.

ii "Solebam tibi dicere, Gallioncm fratrem meuin (quexn nemo non
parum amat, eiiamqui amare plus non potest), alia vitia non nosse, hoc
etiam {i.e. adidationeni) odisse.—Nemo enim mortalium uni tarn dulcis
est, quain hie omnibus.—Hoc quoque loco blanditiis tuis restilit, ut excla-

mares invenisse te inexnugnaoilem virum adversus insidias, quas nemo
non in sinum recipit" L- Ann- Seneca, Natural. Qua'st. lib. iv. in prEef.

Op. toni iv p 267. edit. Binont. The learned John Selden. in a letter to

Archbishop Usher, has collected the various passages, which are to be
found in the ancient classic authors, relative to Gallio. Seldeiu Opera,
torn. ii. part ii. cols. 1712 and 1713-
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from various passages of Roman historianAj and especially from

the testimony of tlie Greek geographer Pausanias, which arc

given ut length by Dr. Lardner. 1

II. Equally Btriking with the preceding ti stimoniee t" the

Credibility of the New Testament history, is the siirnrnu-ut

between the evangi Heal historians and profane writers, rela-

tive to the Sbi i-. Morals, and Customs of the Java,

1. Thus it appears from JoeaphllS, that they enjoyed the free

exercise of their religion, with the power of accusing and prose-

cuting, but not of putting anj man to death. In consequence of

this [lower, thev importuned Pilate to crucify Jesus ; ami when
he commanded them to take him and crucify him, thev said, /' is

not lawful for its 4o put any man to death. (John xviii. 31.)

2. Further, it appears from Philo, Josephus, and other writers.

that the Jews were dispersed into many countries, before the de-

struction of Jerusalem ; and Luke tells us, in dillereut parts of

the Acts of the Apostles, that Paul preached in the Jewish syna-

gogues at Autioeh, Iconium, Thessalonica, Athens, Ephesus,

and Home.
3. The accounts related by the evangelists, of the sects of

Pharisees, Saducecs, and Herodians, as well as of the depravity

of the Jewish nation, in the time of Christ, and of the antipathy

that subsisted between the Samaritans and the Jews, are all

confirmed by Josephus ; and the Roman mode of treating prison-

ers, and crucifying criminals, as mentioned in the New Testa-

ment, is corroborated by the testimonies of Cicero, Plutarch, and

other writers, who have incidentally mentioned it.- According

to Luke's narrative (Acts is. 36.), the person whom Peter raised

from the dead at Joppa was named Tabitha or Dorcas
j
and it

appears from Josephus that this name was at that time in com-

mon use. 3 The same evangelist relates, that there was a great

famine throughout the land of Judea, in the reign of the empe-

ror Claudius (Acts xi. 28, 29.) : Josephus also mentions this

calamity, which began in the fourth year of that reign, hut raged

chiefly in the two following years; and says, that many personfl

die. I tor want of means to procure food. 1

4. When Paul was taken prisoner, in consequence of an uproar

which tlie Jews at Jerusalem had excited against him, the Roman
chiliarch, according to the relation of Luke (Acts xxi. 38.), asked

him

—

J&rt thou not that Egyptian, -which before these days (or

a short time since) modal an uproar, and leddat out into the

wilderness four thousand men, that ivere murdereri .*' Josephus

has recorded at length the transaction here incidentally mention-

ed. During the government of Felix, and consequently at the

time alluded to by Luke, an Egyptian, who pretended to be a

prophet, led into the wilderness several thousand men, and

marched against Jerusalem, promising that the walls should fall

down at his command. But Felix marched out of the city with

a strong force, and attacked the impostor, who escaped with only

a small part of his army. There is a remarkable agreement be-

tween the chiliarch or chief captain in the Acts and Josephus.

The former says, ,'lrt thou not that Egti'tian I Josephus has

nowhere mentioned the name of this man, but calls him TBI
Egyptian, and tiik Egtptiam false prophet.*

5. In Acts vi. 9. the sacred historian " speaks of a synagogue

at Jerusalem belonging to a class of persons whom he calls

AtStprnu" (in our version rendered Libertines), "a term which

is evidently the same with the Latin Libertini. Now, whatever

meaning we affix to this word (for it is variously explained)

—

whether we understand emancipated Blares, or the sons of

emancipated slaves,—thev most have been the slaves, or the

sons of slaves to Roman masters: otherwise the Latin word

Libertini would not apply to them. Thai among persons of this

description there were many at Roma, who professed the Jewish

religion, whether slaves .1 Jewish origin, or proselytes after

manumiasion, is nothing very extraordinary, lint that thev

should have been so numerous at Jerusalem as to have a syna-

goguc in that city, built for their particular use, appear- at lea a

to be more than might i"' expected. Borne commentators,

fore, have supposed that the term >n question, instead of denoting

emancipated Roman slaves, ,,r the sons of such persons, was hi

fore belonging to the name of some city or district: while

others, on mere conjecture, have proposed to alter the term u i If.

I irdni . I .. Ilblutx, |>«n I. book i. chap. I. t xii—Works, vol
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But the whole difficulty is removed by a passage in the second
book of the "Annals of Tacitus;" 6 from which it appears that

the persons whom that historian describes as being litiertim

generis, and infected (as he calls it) with foreign—that is. wild
Jewish— superstition, were so numerous in the tune of the empe-
ror Tiberius, that four thousand of them, who were ..! age to

carry arms, were sent to the island of Sardinia; and that all the

reel of them were ordered, either to renounce their religion, or to

depart from Italy before a day appointed. This statement of

Tacitus is confirmed by Suetonius," who relates that Tiberius
disposed of the young men among the Jews, then at Rome (un-
der pretence of their serving in the wars) in provinces of an
unhealthy climate; and that he banished from the citv all the

i-i of that nation, or proselytes to that religion, under penalty

of being condemned to slavery for life, if they did not comply
with his commands. We can now therefore account for the num-
ber ..f Libertini in .lu.laa. at the period of which Luke was
speaking, which was about fifteen years after their banishment
from Italy.

III. The Characters anp Pursuits of the Heathen
Nations, which are incidentally introduced into the New
Testament, are equally corroborated by the testimonies of
profane writers.

1. The diligent investigation and pursuit of wisdom formed

the general character of the Greeks.

Thus Paul declares,

—

the Greeks seek after -wisdom (1 Cor.

i. 22.): and this account of them is amply attested by all the au-

thors of those times, who take notice of their avidity in tho

cultivation of philosophy and literature. Not to multiply unm-
cessarv evidence, we may remark that there is a passage in

Herodotus, which most strongly corroborates Paul's character of

them. He says, that the Peloponnesians " affirm, that Anachar-

sis was sent l.v the S.\ thian monarch into Greece, tor the express

purpose of improving himself in science ; and they add, that at

his return he informed his employer, that alt the people ofGreece
were occupied in scientific pursuits, except the Lai edemo-

ninns''- To this general character of the Creeks, there are

many allusions in the writings of Paul. He informs us, that

they regarded the Christian doctrine with sovereign contempt, as

foolishness, because it was not ornamented with wisdom of

words, and with the figures and Bowers of a vain and showy
rhetoric ; and he urges this very circumstance as a signal proof

of the divine truth and authority of the Christian religion, that

it made a rapid and triumphant progress in the world, and even

among this very refined and philosophical people, though totally

divested of all those studied decorations with which their several

schemes of philosophy were so industriously embellish, d. Thus
lie tells the Corinthians that when he first published the Gospel

among them, he studied not to ornament it by elegance of dicti..n,

or by the display of superior wisdom ; for it was his lived deter-

mination to disclaim all knowledge among them, except the

knowledge of Jesus Christ and bis crucifixion ; that he appeared

among them in tremour and diffidence, in a plain, artless, and

undisguised manner; and that his public discourses did not re-

commend themselves bv any elaborate persuasive arts of human
erudition, but were confirmed to them by spiritual gilts and by

miracles ; so that tin ir e..u\ ietion of the truth of the Gospel did

not stand in learned arguments philosophically expressed, but in

the power of t i...l.

2. With regard to the Athenians in particular, St. Paul

represents tliein as very devout, greatly addict, d to religious

practices, and entirely devoted to the worship of the multiplicity

of denies which they had received j and he takes notice that

their city was full of idols. (Acts xvii. 22, 23.)

To the correctness of this description of the Athenian charac-

i.i. all antiquity bears testimony ; and that they adopted the

of all nations, and crowded into their capital all the divini-

ties of the then known world. Their strceis were encumbered

with statues, so that it was said to tic easier, at Athens, to find a

god than a man.' The account given of the Athenians lv .*!.

Luke,—that alt the .ithenians and strangers which were in

their i ilu spent their time in nothing else, l/ltt to tell or ?!>•*•

tome new thing (Acts xvii. 21.),— is confirmed bv the testimony

of Demosthenes," who describes them as loitering about and in-

• Annnl. lib. II. c S6. Up. Marsh Lectures, P*rt VI. p. 7U.

I In T.I.. ii... r.36
• ii lotus, lib. Iv. e. 77. tors i p Si. Oxon. lt*».

• I (or il 1-S.
ii ii. I

i Introduction t. *-! a p 69.

.. I: i'
. . bovs illudsd i "i" In liln flrrt

i
|

i. i," i vi.,. i don, i •' i i

KMaaaunc rnccunen oltlie uie of interrogations In the sublime.—"Is
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quiring in the places of public resort, if there be any news ?

Iamblichus passes a similar censure upon the Greeks in general. 1

3. The general character of the Cretans, noticed in Paul's
epistle to Titus, is confirmed by the testimony of antiquity.

The Apostle, writing to Titus, who had been left in Crete to

regulate the affairs of the Christian church in that island, com-
plains of many disorderly men there,

—

many unruly and vain
tulkers and deceivers, who subvert whole houses (or families),

teaching things which tltey ought not, for filthy lucre's sake
(Tit. i. 10, 11.) ; and he quotes the following verse from one of
themselves, a prophet of their own, viz. Epimenides, who was a

Cretan poet, and whose writings were by the ancients termed
XPH2MOJ, or oracles.

The general import of which passage is, that the Cretans were
a false people ; and united in their character the ferocity of
the wild beast with the luxury of the domesticated one. The
circumstance of Paul's styling Epimenides a prophet is sufficient-

ly explained by the fact of the words poet and prophet being
often used promiscuously by the Greeks and Romans,—probably
because their poets pretended to be inspired, and were by some
believed to be so. The Apostle adds, that the testimony of
Epimenides is but too true,

—

this witness is true. How true

the first part of it is, with respect to their deceit and lying, the

following facts will attest. From the time of Homer, the island

of Crete was regarded as the scene of fiction. Many authors
affirm, that as a people, its inhabitants were infamous for their

violation of truth ; and at length their falsehood became so noto-
rious, that KpTi^, to cretise, or imitate the Cretans, was a pro-

verbial expression among the ancients for lying.

IV. The Testimonies furnished bv Jewish Adversaries
to the Name and Faith of Christ are further Corrobo-
rations of the New Testament.

1. Thus JosEPurs,—in a passage of his Jewish Antiquities
which the opposers of Christianity (unable to resist its force)

have, contrary to all evidence, affirmed to be spurious,—bears the

following testimony to the character, miracles, and doctrines of
Jesus Christ. 3

After relating a sedition of the Jews against Pontius Pilate,

which the latter had quelled, he says,—" Now there was about
this time Jesus a wise man, if it be lawful to call him a man

;

for he performed many wonderful works. He was the teacher
of such men as received the truth with pleasure. He drew over
to him many of the Jews, and also many of the Gentiles. This
was the Christ. ('O Xpt-ms oiwos w)—And when Pilate, at the
instigation of the principal men among us, had condemned him
to the cross, those who had loved him from the first did not
cease to adhere to him. For he appeared to them alive again, on
the third day ; the divine prophets having foretold these and ten

thousand other wonderful things concerning him. And the
tribe (or sect) of Christians, so named from him, subsists to this

time."

2. The Talmuds,4 though blended with much falsehood, and

it," says the orator,—" Is it your sole ambition to wander through the pub-
lic places, each inquiring; of the other, ' What News V Can any thing be
more new, than that a man ofMacedon should conquer the Athenians, and
give law to Greece 1"—[Oratores Grasci, a Reiske, torn. i. p. 43.] Towards
the close of Demosthenes's oration on Philip's Letter to the Athenians, the
orator, speaking of the successes of Philip, has the following passage :

—

" How is it that, in the late war, his arms had such superior fortune j This
is the cause [for I will speak with undaimted freedoml, he takes the field
himself; endures its toils and shares its dangers; no favourable incident
escapes him. While we [for the truth must not be concealed} are confined
within our walls in perfect inactivity, delaying, and voting, and inquiring
in the public places, whether there is anv thing new 1 Can any thing bet-
ter deserve the name of new, than that a Macedonian should insult Athens ?"
[Ibid- pp. 156, 157.] The modern Athenians are not less inquisitive than their
ancestors. See an instance in Mr. Hughes's Travels in Sicily, dec. vol. h.
p. 306.

*'

» They are, says this philosopher, greatly addicted to novelty, perpetu-
ally running about from one place to another in pursuit of it,—unstable,
and without ballast. Iamblichus, De Mysteriis, sect. vit. §5.

» Epimenides, apud Fabricii Bibliothec. Gr3ec. lib. i. c. 6. 5 3. Har-
wood's Introduction to the New Test. vol. ii. pp. 70, 71. Dodd's Translation
of Callimachus's Hymns, p. 3. note, where it is shown that Paul did not cite
Callimachus, as some learned men have thought ; and some additional tes-
timonies, from classic authors, are produced, for the bad character of the
ancient Cretans.

• Josephus, Ant. Jud. lib. xviii. c. 3. §3. That the passage referred to
is genuine, see the Appendix to this volume, No. VH. infra.

* The Talmuds are two in number, and consist of two parts, viz. the
Mishna and the Gemara.—The Mishna is a collection of Jewish traditions,
which were committed to writing by Rabbi Jehudah, surnamed Hukkadush
or the Holy, about the middle of the second century. On this there are
extant two commentaries, by the Jews, called Gemara, i. e. perfection

;

viz. that of Jerusalem
; which was compiled in the third or fourth century'

and that of Babylon, compiled in the sixth century. When the Mishna or
text, and the Gemara or commentary, accompany each other, they are
called the Talmud; and accordingly as the Jerusalem or Babylonish I

Vol. I. L

with malicious insinuations against Jesus Christ, refer to his na-
tivity, relate his journey into Egypt, and do not deny that he
performed numerous eminent miracles.

But they absurdly ascribe them to his having acquired the
right pronunciati n of the Shemmaphoresh, or the ineffable name
of God, which (they say) he clandestinely stole out of the tem-
ple ; or they impute it to the magic arts, which he learnt in
E :\ ,

t (whence they affirm that he brought them, having in-
serted them in his flesh), and exercised with greater dexterity
than any other impostor ever did ! They call him Jesus of Na-
zareth, the son of Mary, the daughter of Eli, whose son he was
without the knowledge of her husband. After this, they say,
he fled into Egypt, and there learned those magic arts, by which
he was enabled to perform all his miracles. Again, they own
two witnesses were suborned to swear against him, and declare
that he was crucified on the evening of the passover. Mention
is also made in these writings of several of his disciples, of Mat-
thew, Thaddteus, and Bauni, the name of him who was after-

wards called Nicodemus, and of whom, as a very great, and good,
and pious ruler, much is related in these books. In one of them
Eliczer tells his friend Akiba, that he met with James, a disciple

of Jesus of Nazareth, in Zippor, a town in Galilee ; who gave
him the interpretation of a passage in the Old Testament, which
he had received from Jesus, and with which Eliczer was at that
time pleased. That the disciples of Jesus had the power of
working miracles, and the gift of healing, in the name of their
Master, is confessed by these Jews ; who give an instance of it

in the grandson of Rabbi Joshua, the son of Levi, who being in
great danger, one of the disciples came and would have cured
him in the name of Jesus. This power is again acknowledged
in the case of the son of Dama, grandson of Ishmael, who was
dying of the bite of a serpent, when James, the same who had
the conference with Eliezcr, came and offered to cure the young
man, but the grandfather forbad it, and he died. In a much
later work of the Jews (the Toledoth Jesu), and that the most
virulent of all the invectives against Jesus, his power of raising

from the dead, and healing leprous persons, is repeatedly ac-

knowledged. 5 Further, it appears from the Talmuds. that Christ
was put to death on the evening of the passover, and that a crier

preceded him for forty days, proclaiming, " This man comes forth

to be stoned, because he dealt in sorccrv, and persuaded and
seduced Israel." But the Talmudical acknowledgments of the
miracles, of his preaching, and of his suffering as a malefactor,

are blended with most virulent aspersions of his character, of his

mother Mary, and also of the Christians.6 The falsehood of
these assertions has been well exposed by Professor Vemet. 7

Concerning the destruction of Jerusalem by Vespasian and Titus,

the testimony of the Talmuds is very valuable.

V. Nor are the testimonies of heathen adversaries to
Christianity less explicit or less satisfactory than those
stated in the preceding pages : these may be arranged under
two classes, viz. 1. Testimonies to the life and charac-
ter of Jesus Christ, and, 2. Testimonies relative to the
Christians.

1. Testimonies to the Life and Character of Jesus
Christ.

(1.) Pontius Pilate.—The ancient Romans were par-
ticularly careful to preserve the memory of all remarkable
events which happened in the city ; and this was done
either in their Jicts nf the Senate {Ada Senates), or in the
Daily Ac/sof the People {Acta Diurnu Populi,') which were
diligently made and kept at Rome. 8 In like manner, it was
customary for the governors of provinces to send to the em-
peror an account of remarkable transactions that occuired in

the places where they resided, which were preserved as the
acts of their respective governments. In conformity with
this usage, Pilate kept memoirs of the Jewish affairs during
his procuratorship, which were therefore called Acta Pilah.

Referring to this usage, Eusebius says—"Our Saviour's

resurrection being much talked of throughout Palestine, Pi-

late informed the emperor of it, as likewise of his miracles,

of which he had heard ; and that, being raised up after he

commentarv accompanies the Mishna, it is called the Jerusalem or Baby-
lonish Talmud. See a full account of them, infra, Part II. Book I. Chap. II.

Sect. HI. §6. II.

s Dr. Gregory Sharpe's Argument in Defence of Christianity taken from
the concessions of the most ancient adversaries, pp. 40—48. (London,
1755, 8vo.) In the notes he has given the passages from the Talmudical
writers at length, in Hebrew and English.

* Dr. Lavdner's Jewish Testimonies, chap. v. Works, vol. vii. pp. 138

—

161 --mi hi- vol. Iii. pp. 547—560. 410.
1 In his Traitc de la VcritC de la Religion Chretiennc, torn. x. pp. 253

—

264.
8 Sec a further account of these Acta in Adams's Roman Antiquities, p. 18.
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had been put to death, he was already believed by many to

be a God." 1 i counts ware never published for

general perusal, but were deposited among die archivi

the empire, where tin v served as a fund of information to

historians, llrnce we find, long before the time of Euse-
bius, that the primitive Christians, in their disputes with

tin- (_;, ntili s, appeali i to th I
Pilate as to most un-

doubted ' itiraony. Thus, Justin Martyr, in his firet apology
fur the Christians, which was presented to the emperor
Antoninus Pius and the bi nate of Rome, ah. mi the year 1 40,

having m( ntioni .1 the crucifixion of Jesus ( Ihrist, and some
of its attendant circumstances, adds,—• .1ml thai //»« thingi

were bo done, you may know from the Acts made in the tinu

of Pontu's Pilate. Afterwards, in the same apology,

having noticed some of our Lord's miracles, such as nealing

diseases and raising the di a I, he says.

—

"And that thest thingi

were dni by h m, you m : knowfrom tht Ai is made in the

time of Pontics I'n.vn ."'-

The learned Tertullian, in his Apology for Christianity,

about the year "200, after speaking of our Saviour's cru-

cifixion ami resurrection, and bis appearance to the disciples,

and ascension into heaven in the sight of the same disciples,

who were ordained by him to publish the Gospel over the

world, thus proceeds:—" Of nil these thingi relating In

Christ, Pilate himself, in his i science already a Christian,

sent an An i nt to V //,/,.., tin ii emperor.

"

J The same
writer, in the sann- Apology, thus relates the proceedings

of Tiberius on receiving tins information:—"There was
an ancient decree thai no one should be received for a deity,

unless be was first approved by the senate. Tiberius, in

whose tune the Christ! m name" (or religion) " had its rise,

having receive! from Palestine in Syria, an account of such

things as in mifested the truth of bis"' (Christ's) "divinity,

proposed to the Benate that he should be enrolled among the

Roman gods, and g ive his own prerogative vote in favour of

the motion. Bui the senate"—(without whose consent no
deification could take place)—' rejected it, because the em-
peror himself had declined the same honour. Nevertheless,

the emperor persisted in his opinion, and threatened punish-

ment to the accusers of the Christians. Search torn own
commentaries (or public writings), you will there find thai

j\trn in:> ih' first who <' '<l " '// tht imperial ewora agamsi
this sect, wh u rising most at Uo/ne."> These testimonies of

Justin and Tertullian are taken from public apologies for the

Christian religion, which were presented either to the em-
peror and senate of Koine, or to magistrates of public

authority and great distinction in the Roman empire.

Now it is incredible that such writers would have made
such appeals, especially to the very persons in whose cus-

tody these documents were, had they not been fully satisfied

of their existence and contests,

(•J.) Suetonius, a Roman historian who flourished in the

reign of the emperor Trajan, a. n. llti, refers to Christ,

when he says that " Claudius Caesar expelled the Jews
from Home, because they raised continual tumults at the in-

stigation of Christ,'' 1 who (it is well known) was sometimes

• Bomb. Bcel. Hist lib. ii. c. 2.

» Justin Marl) i Apol pi lata, pp. 65. 72. edit. Benedict.
a Term!].. mi, \ i - - -

J
_'.

.
•: 21.

a Tertuluan, Apol < B To Tertulllin's account, Easeblus adds, that

Tiberius thr. of (ho Ohriatlanawlth the ptwlahment
of death and he considers tbls Inlorfora of the B an .-o. p.-r. >i- .. -

providentially deati the propagation ol the Gyospel. in us
Infancy, without mole tatton; while both ne and Cnirsoston ildei the

remarkd.!.. refu .1 .a the Roman aonata to del fi ' loaur owing
to the r..nir..i of Divine Proi Idi at a, ... order thai the Dtvlnuj ol Chrl i

I, not by h authority, but by tho mighty power of
(;.. i j and that Jesus might not be ranked or associated among thi

mfam the R EEuseb I Hat

Bed. lib. IL c. 2. CI !Cor. I ip lorn * p 6 N I

i origfnalsof all tuepreci ling tasi i., i
. (her, who

and ins letter toTtbi
I

wild ., Bee Heathen Ti
nu-p, chap II. VVorka,«ol ril pp 01 ~'ii Bvo ; ..i vol.111 pp
4to. The aai ftreatedbi Vernal InhisTnus
de la Varus de laR llglon Chr llenne torn iv pp 863 :; 'A

i JndisoB, tmpulsori Itonis. axpullt. Bos
tonlii* In Claudia < Though the J I by the
historian, yel, from (he nature of the toll land that Christiana
wert- l lad in ii ; for die first professors of Christianity helng of

the Jtieislt nation ware for noo.. .ml.. I with 'i

Motes, and participated in all the hardship, that wrrr Impoaad on them
Accordingly, in Act, ivui, 2. wan I and Priaclua, two Ii

Christiana, who had Bd IrOm Rome by the above-men
edict of Clan. tin,. ThohuHorian allrlbutee tha tumoltaoftha !

city 10 the Instigation of Chriat

;

—The adnuealon of the Oei Chi nurcbwithoul
Ins th^in (>. the in illtulloi I

Chn i

not "ii!> the Cent 111 en of ih.-.r owi
espoused their ciiubc- <>. tnaX ratand

called Chrestus, and his disciples Chrcstians. 8 This event
took place A. D. .V2, within twenty years after the crucifixion.

I, i Tacitus, the historian, who also flourished under
Trajan, a. d. 110, when writing the history of Nero (Clan-

ssor), and speaking of the Christians, A. D. 64,
says that "the author ol that (sect or) name was Christus,

who in the reign of Tiberius was punished with death, as a
ii ior l'ontius 1'ilat.." \

i

'.

( I.) The younger Pi.inv, in bis cell brated letter to Trajan,
written a. n. 107, says that Jesus was worshipped by bis
followers as God.—" They sing among themselves, alter-

nal. Iv, a hymn to Christ as to Cod.""
(.i.) The historian jEliUS LaMPBIDIUS relates, that the

emperor Alexander Severus (who reigned from a. d. "J2'2 to

235), had two private chapels, one more honourable than the
other; and that in the former " were the deified emperors,
and also some eminently good men, and among them Apol-
lonius, and as a writer of his time says, Christ, Abraham,
and Orpheus (whom he considered as deities), and the images
of bis ancestors."j The same historian adds, that the em-
peror " wished to erect a temple to Christ, and to receive

liiin among the gods. But he was forbidden by those who
consulted the oracles, they having found that, if that was
done, all men would become Christians, and the other tem-
ples be forsaken." 10

((>.) CsLBOS, one of the bitterest antagonists of Chris-
tianity, w ho wrote in the latter part of the second century,

speaks of the founder of the Christian religion as having
lived but a very few years before bis time, and mentions the

principal facts of the Gospel history relative toJeSTJS Christ,

—declaring that be hail copied the account from the writings
of the evangelists. He quotes these hooks (as we have
already bad occasion to remark)," and makes extracts from
them as being e posed by the disciples and companions
of Jesus, and under the names which they now bear. He
takes notice particularly of bis incarnation ; his being bom
of a virgin; his being worshipped by the magi; his Bight
into Egypt, and the slaughter of the infants. He spi

of Christ's baptism by John, ofthe descent of the Holy Spirit

in the form of a dove, and of the voice from heaven, de-

claring him to be the Son of God; of bis being accounted

a prophet by his disciples; of his foretelling who should

betray him, as well as the circumstances of his death and
resurrection. He allows that Christ was considered as a
divine person by bis disciples, who worshipped him; and
notices all the circumstances attending the crucifixion of

Christ, and bis appearing to his disciples afterwards. He
frequently alludes to the Holy Spirit, mentions God under
the title "of the Most High, and speaks collectively of the
Father, Son. and Holy Spirit. He acknowledges the mira-

cles wrought by Jesus Christ, by which In

multitudes to adhere to him as the Messiah. That I

miracles were really performed, hi' NEVER disputes ordl
but ascribes them to the magic art, which (he says) Christ

learned in Egypt. '-

(7.) Pont'iivitv, another learned antagonist of Christian-

ity, who flourished about a century after Celsius, has also

borne -evidence to the genuineness of the books received by
the Christians. 13 He not only allowed that then 1 was such
a person as Jesus Christ, hut also honoured him as a pious

person, ivbo was conveyed into heaven, as being approved
by the gods. 14

(8.) About the middle of the fourth century reigned the

obstinate in their reUgious dilute? ; and the preaching of die Oospel
.

i o t. n i\. !< ti. .in iii Asia Minor i

a It by main force, aa wa learn from l&l ivl v\m.

:

whence II ii- highly probable thai la this quarrel they pi unlar
i .. Hacknlght'i ' a cdibillly of the I ry. p.

'..
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• Penwram CShrasffomis pronon ils TerfulHan, Apot c 3.
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emperor Julian. It is a remarkable fact, that thia very
learned and inveterate enemy of the Christian name and faith

could produce no counter evidence in refutation of the truth

of the evangelical history, though (as we have already seen) 1

he attests the genuineness and early date of the four Gospels

;

and that he never attempted to deny the reality of Christ's
miracles. Jesus, he says, did nothing worthy of fame, un-
less any one can suppose that curing the lame and the blind,

and exorcising demons in the villages of Bethsaida, are some
of the greatest works. He acknowledges that Jesus had a
sovereign power over impure spirits ; that he walked on the

surface of the deep, and expelled demons. He endeavours
to depreciate these wonderful works, hut in vain. The con-
sequence is undeniable ; such works are good proofs of a di-

vine mission. 2

(9.) Lastly, to omit the very numerous intervening testi-

monies that might be adduced, Mohammed (who lived in the
latter end of the fifth and the former part of the sixth cen-
tury), though he assumed the honour of delivering to man-
kind a new revelation, expressly acknowledged the authority

of the Gospels. He speaks of Jesus Christ and of his mother
by their names, and calls him the Word of Cod. He says,
that he was miraculously born of a virgin ; acknowledges the
truth of his miracles and prophecies ; and speaks of his death
and ascension, of his apostles, ofthe unbelief of the Jews, of
Zecharias the father of John the Baptist, and of the Baptist
himself, describing his character in a manner perfectly con-
formable to the Gospels. 3

•2. Testimonies of Heathen Adversaries to the Lives
and Characters of the first Christians.

(1.) The first persecution of the Christians was raised by
the emperor Nero, a. d. 05, that is, about thirty years after

the crucifixion of Jesus Christ. Concerning this persecution,

we have the testimonies of two Roman historians, Tacitus
and Suetonius.

Tacitus was contemporary with the apostles. Relating
the great fire at Rome, in the tenth year of Nero's reign, he
says, that the people imputed that calamity to the emperor,
who (they imagined) had set fire to the city, that he might
have the glory of rebuilding it more magnificently, and of
calling it after his own name ; but that Nero charged the crime
on the Christians, and, in order to give the more plausible

colour to this calumny, he put great numbers of them to

death in the most cruel manner. With the view of conciliat-
ing the people, he expended great sums in adorning the city,

he bestowed largesses on those who had suffered by the fire,

and offered many expiatory sacrifices to appease the gods.
The historian's words are :

—" But neither human assistance,

nor the largesses' of the emperor, nor all the atonements offer-

ed to the gods, availed : the infamy of that horrible transac-

tion still adhered to him. To suppress, if possible, this com-
mon rumour, Nero procured others to be accused, and
punished with exquisite tortures a race of men detested for

their evil practices, who were commonly known by the name
of Christians. The author of that sect (or name) was Chris-
tus, who in the reign of Tiberius was punished with death, as
a criminal, by the procurator Pontius Pilate. But this pesti-

lent superstition, though checked for awhile, broke out afresh,

not only in Judwa, where the evil first originated, but even in

the city (of Rome), the common sink into which every thing
filthy and abominable flows from all quarters of the world!
At first those only were apprehended who confessed them-
selves of that sect ; afterwards a vast multitude discovered by
them ; all of whom were condemned, not so much for the
crime of burning the city, as for their enmity to mankind.
Their executions were so contrived as to expose them to de-
rision and contempt. Some were covered over with the skins
of wild beasts, that they might be torn to pieces by dogs ;

some were crucified ; while others, having- been daubed over
with combustible materials, were set up as lights in the night-
time, and thus burnt to death. For these spectacles Nero gave
his own gardens, and, at the same time, exhibited there the
diversions of the circus ; sometimes standing in the crowd as
a spectator, in the habit of a charioteer, and at other times
driving a chariot himself; until at length these men, though
really criminal and deserving exemplary punishment, began
to be commiserated, as people who were destroyed, not out

* See p. 47. supra.
* Lardner's Heath. Test. chap. xliv. Works, vol. viii. pp.355—423. 8vo.;

or vol. iv. pp. 311—318. 4to.
3 See the Koran, chapter 3, 4, 5, 6. 19. Dr. Macknight has collected and

inserted the passages at length in his Credibility of the Gospel History, pp.

of regard to the public welfare, but only to gratify the cruelty
of one man."''1

The testimony which Suetonius bears to this persecution
is in the following words :

—" The Christians likewise were
severely punished,—a sort of people addicted to a new and
mischievous superstition." 5

The preceding accounts of the persecution of the Christians
by Nero are further confirmed by Martial, the epigrammatist
(who lived at the close of the first century), and by Juvenal,
the satirist (who flourished during the reigns of "Domitian,
Nerva, Trajan, and Adrian), both of whom alluded to the
Neronian persecution, and especially to the pitched coat in
which the Christians were burnt.

Martial has an epigram, of which the following is a literal

translation :
—" You have, perhaps, lately seen acted on the

theatre, Mueius, whothmst his hand into the fire : ifyou think
such a person patient, valiant, stout, you are a senseless
dotard. For it is a much greater thing, when threatened tuith

the troublesome coat, to say, ' I do not sacrifice,' than to obey
the command, ' Burn the hand.' " 6 This troublesome coat or
shirtof the Christians was made like a sack, ofpaper or coarse
linen cloth, either besmeared with pitch, wax, or sulphur, and
similar combustible materials, or dipped in them : it was then
put upon the Christians ; and, in order that they might be
kept upright,—the better to resemble a flaming torch,—their
chins were severally fastened to stakes fixed in the ground.7

In his first satire, Juvenal has the following allusion :

—

Now dare

To glance at Tigellinus, and you glare '

In that pitch'd shirt in which such crowds expire,

Chain'd to the bloody stake, and wrapp'd in fire.'

Or, more literally, " Describe a great villain, such as was
Tigellinus" (a corrupt minister under Nero), " and you shall
suffer the same punishment with those, who stand burning in
their own flames and smoke, their head being held up by a
stake fixed to a chain, till they make a long stream" (of blood
and fluid sulphur) " on the ground."8

The above-cited testimony of Tacitus, corroborated as it is

by contemporary writers, is a very important confirmation of
the evangelical history. In it the historian asserts, 1. That
Jesus Christ was put to death as a malefactor by Pontius Pi-
late, procurator under Tiberius ; 2. That from Christ the peo-
ple called Christians derived their name and sentiments ; 3.

That this religion or superstition (as he terms it) had its rise

in Judea, where it also spread, notwithstanding the ignomi-
nious death of its founder, and the opposition which his follow-
ers afterwards experienced from the people of that country ;

4. That it was propagated from Judaea into other parts of the

world as far as Rome ; where in the tenth or eleventh year
of Nero, and before that time, the Christians were very nu-
merous ;"> and, 5. That the professors of this religion were
reproached and hated, and underwent many and grievous suf-

ferings."

4 Tacilus, Annal. lib. xv. c. 44. Lardner's Heathpn Testimonies, chap. v.

Works, vol. vii. pp. 251—259. 8vo. ; or vol. iii. pp. 610—014. 4to.
s Suetonius in Nerone, e. xvi. Lardner, chap. viii. Works, vol. vii. pp.

265—272. 8vo. ; or vol. iii. pp. 018—022. 4to.

6 In matutina nuper spectatus arena
Mucins, imposuit qui sua membra focis,

Si patiens fortisque tibi durusquc videtur,
Abdcritan."B pectora plebis habes.

Nam cum dictatur, tunicd prasente molestd,
" Ure manuin," plus est dicere :

" Non facio."

Martial, lib. x. epigr. 25.

i Lardner, chap. vi. Works, vol. vii. pp. 260—262. 8vo. ; or vol. iii. pp. 615,

616. 4to.
a Mr. Gifford's translation, p. 27. The original passage is ihus :

—

Pone Tigellinum, tceda lucebis in ill;),

Qua slantes ardent, qui fixo gutture fumant,
Et latum media sulcuiu deducit arena.

—

Juven. Sat. lib. i. 155—157.

» Lardner, ch. vii. Works, vol. vii. pp. 262—265. 8vo. ; or vol. iii. pp. 61®
-618. 410.

io The expression of Tacitus, is ingens mnltitudo, a vast multitude;
which Voltaire, with his accustomed disregard oftruth, has represented aa
only a few poor wretches, who were sacrificed to public vengeance. Essay
on History, vol. i. ch. v. p. 60. Nugent's translation. Dr. Macknight has
completely exposed the falsehood of that profligate writer, in his Credibility

of the Gospel History, pp. 300—302. Mr. Gibbon's false translation and mis-
representations of the passage of Tacitus above cited are ably exposed in

the appendix to Bishop Watson's Apology for the Bible, addressed to the
historian.
» On the above-cited passage of Tacitus. Gibbon has the following re-

mark :—" The most sceptical criticism is obliged to respect the TRUTH of
this extraordinary fact (the persecution of the Christians under Nero),

AND THE INTEGRITY OP THIS CELEBRATED PASSAGE OF TACITUS. The FORMER
(its truth) is confirmed by the diligent and accurate Suetonius, who men-
tions the punishment which Nero inflicted upon the Christians. The lat-
ter (its integrity and genuineness) may he proved by the consent of the
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(j.) The next testimony to be adduced is that of Cains

Pliniua < laeoiline Secundus, better known bj the name of the
ydungerVhiKY. He wasbom A. D. 61 ot62; and, after hold-

ing rations distinguished offices, was senttotheprovinc

Pontnaand liithvui.i. by the emperor Trajan, \. o. 106—ion,

a3 his lieutenant, and propraetor, with proconsular power.

The persecution of the Christians under that emperor had

commenced A. O. H>i>; and in that reunite rauiln there were
at this time prodigious numbi rs of Christians, against whom
Plinv, bv the emperor's edict, was obliged to use all manner

of severity. Being, however, a person ofgood sense and mo-
deration, ne judged it prudent not to proceed to the extreme

rigour of the I w, until lie had represented the case to Trajan,

and had received bis commands concerning it. He then f. re

wrote him the following epistle,' a. d. 107 (which is too im-
portant to be abridged), and in the same year received the em-
peror's rescript :

—

"Pliny, to the emperor Trajan, wisheth health and happi-

ness :

—

" It is my constant custom, sir, to ref( r myself to yon. in all

matters concerning which 1 have any doubt. For who can

better direct me wiiere 1 hesitate, or instruct me w lure I am ig-

norant ? I have never been present at any trials of Christians;

so that I know not well what is the subject-matter of punish-

ment or of inquiry, or whit strictness ought to he used in

either. Nor have I been a little perplexed to determine

whether any difference ought to be made upon account of age,

or whether the young and tender, and the full grown and re-

bust, ought to be tre.ited all alike ; whetherrepentance should
entitle to pardon, or whether all who have once been Chris-

tians ought to be punished, though they are now no longer so;

whether the name itself, although no crimes be detected, or

crimes only belonging to the name, ought to he punished.

Concerning all these things I am in doubt.
'• In the mean time I have taken this course with all who

have been broughtbefore me, and have been accused as Chris-

dans. I have put the question to them. \\ lather tin v were
Christians. I pon their confessing to me that they were, I

n
i

' iied the question a second and a third time, threat! nine
also to punish them with death. Such as still persisted, 1

ordered away to be punished ; for it was no doubt with me.
whatever might be the nature of their opinion, that contumacy
and inflexible obstinacy ought to he punished. There were
others of the same infatuation, whom, because they are Ro-
man citizens, 1 have noted down to be sent to the city.

" In a slmrt time, the crime spreading itself, even whilst
under persecution, as is usual in such cases, divers Borts of
people came in my way. An information was presented to

mc, without mentioning the author, containing the names of
many persons, who, upon examination, denied that they were
< Ihrfstians, "r had ever been bo ; who repeated after me an in-

vocation of the gods, and with wine and frankincense made
supplication to your image, which, for that purpose, I b td

caused to he brought and set before them, together with the

ties of the deities. Moreover, they reviled the name of
Christ, none of which things, as is said, they who are reall]

Christians can by any means he compelled to do. These,
then tore. I tie iii

:

>
1 1 proper to discharge. Others were named

by an info mer, who at first i fi seed themselves Christians,
and ai'i rv, .lit; the nsi saul they had been ( Chris-

tians, but had left them—some three y i

and one or
i twenty years. They all worshipped

your image, and the ofthegods; these also reviled
Christ. They affirmed thai lh< vohou qftheii

in thii, that they were wont to meet \

meet ancient manuscripts ; buth
reputation, which guartUdhu It >

I Decllni en ii'
408.) 8
bttred "i Ohrl
aonl bol

IMtimOl hi np|iM -i ••! i
>'. .I.in. .ii I, . . eh. in. .1 o,

which tan '" ba i i In the worka ol Tacltiu are I

terpolat ... laced lea I

ii.n i I l.v Hi.- wilful Ignorance 9

»h ii.. 1 1.. repi inted I a preeen
anil CI .i cheap fbnn, In ...

I

Will I'll!. I ill. I.
|

I

i
..i Mi u \ II ,,. , , i:
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i .i i. arned and ibl a In irhii h

pl.ii.iry .ma i ' a moftt Inaldious ainl
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' '' '• x. op 97 i. mi ii pp. 127—129. c.lii II. ml. ll

print! ii... hi Lardni e .. .

:
I till " I II I

"lie 1 ".'ii i. hi.. 1. 1.nerval i
I. ii i limonlca, chap.

Ii. Works, tol in pp j-7_JH. Bv .
; or , |. |v . pp. 10—43

f.re it was light, and sing among themselves, alternately, a
• Qod i ana to bind themselves by a solemn oath

memo), not to the cum mission ofany iriekedni.-*, but not

tiilty oftheft, or robbery, or adultery, never tofaltify their

mmitted to them, when eal&d upon
to return it. » things were performed, it was their

custom to separate, and then to come together again to a meal,
which they ut< in common, without any disorder i but this- they

hadforborne since the publication if my edict, by which, accord-

commands, Iprohibitedassi ml, lies.
•• ifter receiving this account, 1 judged it the more neces-

sary to examine, and that by torture, two maid-servants,
which wen called ministers. Hut I have discovered nothing
beside an evil and excessive superstition. Suspending
therefore all judicial proceedings, I have recourse to you for

advice; for it has appeared unto me a matter highly deserv-
ing consideration, especially upim account of the great number
of persons who are in danger of suffering; for many of all

ages, and every rank, of both sexes likewise, are accused, and
will be accusal. Nor has the contagion of this superstition

seized cities only, but the lesser towns also, and the open coun-
try, .Nevertheless, it seems to me that it may be restrained

and corrected. It is certain that the temples, which were
almost forsaken, begin to be more frequented; and the sa-
cred solemnities, after a long intermission, are revived.

Victims likewise are every where brought up. whereas for

some time there were few purchasers. Whence it is easy
to imagine what numbers of men might be reclaimed, if par-
don were granted to those who shallrepent."
To tin preceding letter, the emperor Trajan sent the fol-

low ing reply :

—

'•Trajan to Pliny, wisheth health and happiness:

—

"Von have taken the right method, my Pliny, in your
proceedings with those who have been brought before you
as Christians: for it is impossible to establish any one rule
that shall hold universally. They are not to be sought for.

If any are brought before you, and are convicted, lliev ought
to he punished. However, be that denies his being a Chris-
tian, and makes it evident in fact, that is, by supplicating to

our gods, though he be suspected to have I mi formerly,
let him he pardoned upon repentance, lint in no case, of
any crime whatever, may a bill of information be rcci ived,

without being signed by him who presents it; for that would
be a dangerous precedent, and tin worthy of my government."
The preceding letter and rescript furnish numerous im-

portant testimonies to the state oi Christianity, and to the
purity of Christian principles. We barn from it. in the
FIRST place, the great progress "I'lhe Christian religion in a
short space of time. Christianity was neither known nor
heard of in the world before the r. igu of Tila rius. Kighty
years had not elap8i d since tl rueilixion of Jesus, when
Pliny wrote this letter, nor Seventy Mars since the disciples

of Jesus In gan t.i make ,n \ mi ntjon of him to the Gentiles;
and yi t 1 1 n re were at tins time great number* of men whom
Pliny repeatedly terms ( 'hristians, in that part of Asia w In re

he pn sided, at a great distance from Judssa. Christians
there were i wi \ w in re, tlip hi gin ait the whole extent of his

province, in cities, in villages, and in the open country.

In g them were persons of all ages, of every rank and
condition, and of both mms; and some of them also were
citizi na Of Rome. The prevalence of Christianity appi

likewise from the universal decay of pagan worship: the

temples were deserted, and the sacrifices discontinued.
Bei is. brought I., market Cor victims, had liw purchasers.
So in it I, aid Wi ii in danger of suffering on

il of the prevalence of I his Opinion. BS gttVS the [.resi-

lient n.i small CO in. Further, il is evident that then were
net onlj iii. in 5 ;ii this t who bore the Christian name,
but thai such pi . pb had been thi re for man] yean; soma,

: and one oi more, w ho bad been brought
In fore Pliny, had professed Christianity, and had renounced
ii more than twenty years. Ml which circumstances prove
that Christianity had bi an planted there for many years be-

ivaL Such an increase, indeed, could only be the
work of time.— Si DOBDLV, Pliny's letter hears a noble tcsli-

iin iu\ to the fortitude of ue Christians in suffering, and to
their stead] peraevenwot In the (kith of Jesus Christ: and
ii also c municates several Interesting particulars retatite

to Ho i r religion) belief and worship. Mors particularly.

I. Tin \ disowned all the gods of the heathens, and would
not worship the imagt i ol the emperors or of their gods.
I in I.. p]e who embraced ibis religion forsook me heathen
feinjii. , .in.l all a-, and offered no sacrifices there. 2. They
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assembled together on a stated day, which we know from
the collateral testimony of Christian writers was the Lord's
day or Sunday, on which day Christians celebrate the

weekly festival of Christ's resurrection. 3. When they

were assembled, Pliny says that they sang- a hymn to Christ

as God; and also engaged themselves, "by an oath, not to

commit theft, or robbery, or adultery, never to falsify their

word, nor to deny a pledge committed to them." This ac-

count is highly to the honour of the first Christians. They
paid divine worship to their God and Saviour, Jesus Christ,

and devoted themselves to the practice of moral virtue.

—

Lastly, both the epistle of Pliny, and the letter or rescript

of Trajan, attest the innocence and virtue of the first Chris-

tians. From the former it is evident that no crime, besides

that of their religion, was proved against any of those who
were brought before Pliny. Even their accusers and prose-

cutors alleged nothing else against them, but that they were
Christians: he examined apostates; he put to the torture

two young women who were ministers or deaconesses, and

J'et he discovered nothing but what was quite harmless. The
only charge against them is an absurd superstition, and ob-

stinacy in adhering to it. Trajan's rescript affords equally

strong proof of the innocence of these men. He knew not

of any offence of which they were guilty, excepting only that

they did not supplicate the heathen deities. The honesty
and innocency of these men oblige us to pay great regard to

their belief and profession of the Christian religion. If they

were sober and discreet before they embraced it, we may be

sure that there then were such evidences of its truth as ap-

proved themselves to serious persons, 11 they are supposed
to have formerly been vicious and irregular, here is a strong

proof of the truth and goodness of Christianity, inasmuch as

it had so great an influence on the minds of men, at a time
when they might easily know whether it was well grounded
or not. In either case, it is an honour to these principles,

that those who embraced them maintained such innocence in

their lives, that their enemies, even after the strictest inqui-

ries, could discover nothing criminal against them.

(3.) a. d. 176. Celsus ridicules the Christians for their

worship of Christ, and attests the gradual increase of their

numbers. He also acknowledges that there were modest,
temperate, and intelligent persons among them, 1 and bears
witness to their constancy in the faith of Christ. At the

very time when he wrote against them, they were suffering

a grievous persecution, but were enabled to withstand both
his sharp-pointed pen, and also the sword of the magis-
trate. 2

(4.) Lucian, the contemporary of Celsus, was a bitter

enemy of the Christians. In his account of the death of the

philosopher Peregrinus, he bears authentic testimony to the

principal facts and principles of Christianity ; that its founder
was crucified in Palestine, and worshipped by the Christiana,
who entertained peculiarly strong hopes of immortal life, and
great contempt for this world and its enjoyments; and that

they courageously endured many afflictions on account of
their principles, and sometimes surrendered themselves to

sufferings. Honesty and probity prevailed so much among
them, that they trusted each other without security. Their
Master had earnestly recommended to all his followers mu-
tual love, by which also they were much distinguished. In
bis piece, entitled Alexander or Pseudomantis, he says, that

they were well known in the world by the name oi Chris-
tians; that they were at that time numerous in Pontus,
Paphlagonia, and the neighbouring countries; and, finally,

that they were formidable to cheats and impostors. And in

the dialogue entitled Philopatris (which, if not written by
Lucian himself, to whom it is usually ascribed, was com-
posed not long after his time), there are numerous allusions
to the writings, principles, and practices of Christians, all

of which are ridiculed, and especially their belief of the doc-
trine of the Trinity.'

(5.) The fortitude and constancy of the Christians under
persecution is referred to by Epictetus (a. d. 109), under
the name of Galileans.' The emperor Marcus Antoninus
(a. d. 161) mentions the Christians as examples of an ob-
stinate contempt of death. 5 And Galen (a. d. 200) ac-

i Vide Origen, contra Oelsum, lib. i. p. 22. edit. Cantab. 1677.
s Lardner's Heathen Testimonies, ch. xviii. sections 5—8. Works, vol.

viii. pp. 36—50. Svo. ; or vol. iv. pp. 130—138. 4to.

bid. chap. xix.

156. 4lo.

* II. id. chap. x.

50. 4to.

• Ibid. chap. xv.

73-78. llo.

\Vurks, volVviii. pp. 69—81. 8vo. ; or vol. iv. pp. 149—

Works, vol. vii. pp. 344—357. 8vo. ; or vol. iv. pp. 43

—

2. Works, vol. vii. pp. 398—406. 8vo. ; or vol. iv. pp.

knowledges the constancy of Christians in their principles.6

Porphyry (a. d. 270) acknowledges that they were then
very numerous in the Roman empire, and unwillingly admits
the miracles wrought by the apostles, which, however, he
ascribes to the magic art; and he endeavoured to expose
them to popular reproach by insinuating that they were the
causes of the calamities that befell the Roman empires

(6.) Lastly the emperor Julian (a. d. 361), though he
endeavours to lessen trie number of the early believers in
Jesus, yet is constrained to acknowledge that there were
multitudes of such men in Greece and Italy before John
wrote his Gospel, and that they were not confined to the
lower classes ; men of character—such as Cornelius, a Ro-
man centurion, at Cresarea, and Sergius Paulus, proconsul
of Cyprus—being converted to the faith of Jesus before the
end of Claudius's reign (who ascended the imperial throne
a. D. -11, and died a. d. 54); and he frequently speaks, with
much indignation, of Peter and Paul, those two great apos-
tles of Jesus, and successful preachers of his Gospel. So
that, upon the whole, the apostate emperor Julian has unde-
signedly borne testimony to the truth of many things re-
corded in the New Testament. He aimed to overthrow the
Christian religion, but has confirmed it: his arguments
against it are perfectly harmless, and insufficient to unsettle
the weakest Christian ; for he has not made one objection
of moment against the Christian religion, as contained in the
genuine and authentic books of the New Testament.8

VI. Thus do all the inveterate enemies of Christianity
from its first origin to its complete establishment in the then
known world, in the fourth century of the Christian »ra
unite in giving an honourable testimony to the character of
Christ, the reality of his miracles, to the genuineness, au-
thenticity, and credibility of the writings of the New Testa-
ment, and to the wide and rapid progress of the Christian
religion, as well as to the unity of the objects of the Chris-
tian faith and worship, the blameless lives of the Christians,
and their unshaken constancy in adhering to their holy pro-
fession, regardless of the most sanguinary and exquisite tor-

ments that could be inflicted on them. It is true that, con-
cerning many important articles of Scripture history, the
Greek and Latin writers now extant are totally silent; -and
hence some have attempted to raise an argument against the
Credibility of this history. But the silence of the writers in
question may be satisfactorily accounted for, by their great
ignorance of such facts as occurred very long before their
own time, and by the peculiar contempt entertained for both
Jews and Christians, arising from the diversity of their cus-
toms and institutions. To these general considerations we
may add, particularly with reference to the silence of pro-
fane historians relative to the remarkable events in the life

of Christ:

—

1 . That many boohs of those remote ages are lost, in which
it is very possible that some mention might have been made of
ttiejse facts.

Hence it has happened that many occurrences which are re-

lated in the evangelical history, are not to be found in the writ-

ings of the heathens. Of these writings, indeed, we have now
but few remaining in comparison of their original number; and
those which are extant, are only fragments of preceding histo-

ries. Thus, the mighty works performed by Jesus Christ, and
the monuments of the great achievements that took place in the

age when he was born, are now missing or lost. All the history

of Dion Cassias, from the consulships of Antistius and Balbus
to the consulships of Messala and China (that is, for the space

of ten years—live years before and live years after the birth of
Christ) is totally lost, as also is Livy's history of the same pe-

riod. In vain, therefore, does any one expect to find the re-

markable passages concerning the birth of Christ in these writers;

and much more vain is it to look for these things in those writers

whose histories are altogether missing at this day. To instance

only the census or enrolment ordered by Augustus, and men-
tioned by Luke (ii. 1, 2.), the silence of historians concerning

which has been a favourite topic with objectors :
9—there can be

no doubt but that some one of the Roman historians did record

that transaction (for the Romans have sedulously recorded every

« Lardner's Heathen Testimonies, chap. xxi. Works, vol. viii. pp.90, 91.

8vo. ; or vol. iv. p. 161. 4to.

i Ibid. chap, xxxvii. Works, vol. viii. pp. 220—226. 8vo. : or vol. iv. pp.
234—238. 4to.

8 Ibid. chap. xlvi. Works, vol. viii. pp. 394—411. 8vo. : or vol. iv. pp.
332—342. 4lo. Herwerden, de Iuiperalure Juliano, pp. 114— 131. Lugd.
Bat. 1827. 8vo.

» On the subject of this census, see infra, part ii. book ii. chap. vii.

sect. vii.
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thing that was connected with the grandeur ami riches of their

empire); though their writings are bow tost, cither by negli-

gence—by tire—bj the irruption of the barbarous nations into

Italy— ;.r l>\ sge and length of time. Ii is cedent thai someone

historian did men ion the census above alluded to; otherwise,

whence did 8uidas derive ml iati.ni of the /nc/—that Augustus

sent twsiiti bslict stair, ol acknowledged character for virtue

and integrity, into u.i. the provinces of the empire, to take a

census both of men and of property, and commanded that a just

proportion of the latter should be brought into the imperial trea-

sury ! And this, Suidas adds, was the FinsT census.'

3. Somt i f lh' Roman historian*, whose works, have come

down In our Unit, art DEFECTIVE.

This is particularly the case with Livy and Tacitus, from

whom we cannot expect any narrative of events that have refer-

ence to the birth of Christ, or to any great occurrence that took

place about that time. For Livy wrote only to the commence-

ment of Augustus's reign, which was before the time of Chris) ;

consequently he could nol record so memorable an event as that

of a census throughout the Roman empire, which did not take

place until the thirtieth year of Augustus's reign. And no no-

tice eoiilil be taken of that transaction by Tacitus, because he

does not go so far hack as Augustus. His Annals begin with

the reign of Tiberius, and continue to the death of Nero: his

books of History begin where the Annals terminate, and con-

elude with Vespasian's expedition against the Jews. For the

knowledge of the transactions intervening between the close of

Livy and the commencement of Tacitus, we are indebted to Vel-

leius Paterculus, Floras, Plutarch, Dion Cassius, Justin, and

others, who lived /on;' after the time of Augustus, and who com-

piled their histories from such materials as they could command.

Floras, in particular, is only an abbreviator of Livy, from whom
little consequently can be expected. Though Vclleius Patercu-

lus advances a little further, yet be is merely an epitomiser; and

as Justin, who nourished in the reign of the emperor Antoninus

Pius, only abridged the history of Tragus Pompeius, which be

did not continue, we cannot, therefore, expect any information

from him relative to the birth of Christ. Appian has altogether

omitted Judrca in thedescription which he has left us of the Ro-

man empire-. These facts will account for the silence of the

generality of the pagan writers concerning the events related in

the Gospel history : while the express, authentic, and genuine

statement of Tacitus, already given,3 furnishes an indisputable

testimony to the fact, that Jesus Christ lived and was crucified

during the reign of Tiberius, and thus completely refutes the ab-

surd and ignorant assertion—(an assertion, indeed, so truly ab-

surd as to be unworthy of notice, were it not that its effrontery

may impose on the unwary)—which has been lately made, viz.

that it is not now known at what year between a. d. 60 and 100

the name of Christ was first beard of in Europe, and in that pari

of Asia which is contiguous to Europe and the Mediterranean

Sea ; and that it is evident from all existing testimony that it

was not before the year GO !!!

3. Ofthefew remaining historians, who wrote about the ages

in question, must were engaged mi other subject! ,- to which u it

toot added, that no profant historians, whether Jews or Hea-

th ru, takt notice of u.l. nerui n net i.

Thus the obscurity of the sun at Julius Cresar's death, which

is said to have lasted a whole year, is not noticed by any It Hi

author except the poets Ovid and Virgil, and the phitosophei

Pliny : vet ten historians or more, in the following century,

wrote lives of Cottar, and gave an account of bis assai million

and of several things thai occurred alter it. A similar prodigy

b> reported b; Cedrenui to have happened in the reign of the

emperor Justinian ; bul between that time and Cedrenus, there

were nearly twenr. considerable writers, who mentioned DO such

thing Neitnei Tacitus, Justin, not Btrabo, who have particu-

larly spoken of the Jew have noticed the existence of the Jewish

sect of the Essence: nay, even Josephua, the Jewish historian,

U totally silent concerning them in hu two bonks against \| ,.

though he has mentioned them in Ins other writings. Vet, will

any pretend that there were no BsseneS, either before "I in

the time of Chrurl !—Again, neither Herodotus rThucydidea,

nor any other (ireek writers of thai time, b.ne t.iken any notice

of Home, though the conquests of lha II
i

pie were then

extended far an l wide, and the It. .mans were become great and

formidable. BuetOnillH wrote the lives of the first twelve Human

emperors t yet if we compare his relations with the events re-

oee A*tyfB$- \
I adtl Kaitcr.

upre

corded by other historians, we shall find that he has omitted

many important transactions that were obvious. Now, to apply

this to our present purpose :—it is true that none of the heathen

historians of imperial Rome have spoken of the celebrated Q -

sus in the time of Augustus, which is mentioned by Luke (ii. 1,

2.) : yet it does not follow that it did not actually take effect,

since we see it is not unusual for historians to pass by some per-

sons and things, winch are wrv remarkable and deserve to be re-

corded. If, then, some matters, which are mentioned by the

evangelists, are not noticed in other histories, we cannot, with

any reason, conclude from them, that the evangelists have re-

corded that which is false. No such thing can be inferred :

for, even among pagan writers, there are many peculiar histori-

cal passages related by some of them, concerning which the rest

are totally silent. Tacitus, and Valerius Maximus, for instance,

have narrations which are not to be found in any other Human
historians, and yet they are not suspected of falsehood. Why,
then, may we not credit those things which are recorded in the

New Testament, although no Gentile historians make any the

slightest mention of them 1 Nay, the evangelical historians

themselves do not all relate the same things ; though all of them

have mentioned some passages, yet there are others which are

noticed only by one or two of the evangelists ; and there are

some things or persons concerning which they arc wholly silent,

but which are as remarkable as some of those which they have

committed to writing. Thus, the Gospels speak of the Phari-

sees and Sadducees, and also of the Galileans and Herodians

;

and yet they take no notice whatever of the Esscnes by name,

though they were at that time a considerable sect among the

Jews. It is no reasonable objection, therefore, to the New Tes-

tament, that some things occur in it which are not to be found

in very approved authors. No history, whether sacred or pro-

fane, relates every thing. The evangelists themselves do not

pretend to do this : we cannot, therefore, expect to find all the

actions of Christ recorded in their writings, for one of them, who
wrote last of all, thus expresses himself at the close of his gospel

:

—.-hid there are many other things -which Jesus did; the

which, if they should be written every one, I suppose that

even the world itself could not contain the boohs that should

be -written. (John xxi. 25.)

4. Several of the facts, relating to Christ and his miracles

comingfrom Jews, would be slighted as fabulous by the Gentile

writers, especially considering, on the one hand, how com-
mon prodigies and magical stories were in that day; and on

tin- other hand, how superstitious and credulous the Jews
were reputed to be.

The scene of Christ's actions lay at a great distance from

Greece and Italy, and authentic accounts of his miracles could

not soon he transmitted thither : the learned Greeks and Ro-

mans, therefore, would regard the first reports of them as idle or

incredible tales. Besides, it was foridgn to the purpose of any

author who wrote the life of a Roman emperor, or the history of

a celebrated war, or the annals of a particular State, to describe

minutely a religious sect, begun in Judrra by one who was re-

jected as a deceiver in his own country. Or, if his subject led

such a writer to mention the Christian religion, its doctrines,

miracles, and disciples, he would naturally speak of them in such

a manner as he himself felt affected towards them ; and in what

sovereign contempt the first Christians were held, by the gene-

rality of profane writers, many of the passages adduced from

their works, in the preceding pages, sufficiently attest. Lastly,

the * 'liristian scheme of doctrines and moral duties was so con-

trary to the received tenets and maxims of the heathen, that it

cannot excite surprise that many of them cared bul little to in-

quire into evidences and facts relating to it Many, however,

who did inquire, doubtless became Christians ; their testimony,

therefore, is not to be reckoned here.

One) single example will illustrate the three last observa-

tions. The preternatural darkness of three hours which pre-

vailed in the land (it Juda-a at the time of Christ's crucifixion,

and which has been recorded by three of the evangelists, is

unnoticed by any profane historian: from which circum-

i
Mr. Gibbon baa taken occasion t" insinuate thai the

, vol me ni' the evangelists is nol Bufficiem to establish the

truth of facts, unless ii is supported by the concurrent testi-

IJ of pagan contemporary writers. Speaking of that

darkness, lie expresses Ills surprise that this tun. Kill, his evi nt

'passed without notiu in on age of science tsndhtstory. It hsp-

p, U..I." he a.l.U, ",11111110 the lib tune of Seneca and toe

elder Pliny, who must ham experienced the immeaVatt ifficts, or

rccriml the torlitst intelligence of the prodigy. Each of tl
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philosophers, in a laborious work, has recorded all the great

phenomena of nature, earthquakes, meteors, comets, and eclipses,

which his indefatigable industry could culled. Both the. one
and the other have omitted to mention the greatest phenome-
non, to which the mortal eye has been witness since the crea-

tion of the globe. Jl distinct chapter of PI ny is devoted to

eclipses of an extraordinary nature and unusual duration : but

he contents himself with describing the singular defect of

light which followed the murder of Coesar, when, during the

greatest part of the year, the orb of the sun appeared pale

and without splendour." 1 The sentences printed in italic are

those in which the sceptical historian has had recourse to

those misrepresentations which unhappily pervade too many
of his splendid pages. On this passage we remark,

First, That the eclipse being confined to Judaea, its immedi-

ate effects could not necessarily have been experienced by Se-

neca or Pliny, neither of whom could have been on the spot in

the reign of Tiberius, when the eclipse took place; nor can it be

proved, that they had immediate information from all parts of

the globe as soon as any extraordinary phenomenon had taken

place.

Secondly, Neither Pliny nor Seneca have left any works that

correspond to the historian's pompous description. Seneca does

not treat on eclipses at all, in the passage referred to ;
2 he speaks

indeed of earthquakes, but only in a very cursory manner, and

does not instance more than four or five, because his object was
evidently not to write a history of them, but to investigate their

symptoms, causes, and prognostics. The same remark applies

to Pliny with respect to earthquakes. They are mentioned only

to introduce philosophical observations. The historian, there-

fore, has but very feeble props to support his assertion. We may
reasonably imagine, that if Seneca and Pliny have recorded ail

the great phenomena of nature, they must of course have ex-

plored the Grecian and Roman histories, which were immedi-

ately open to their inquiries. Now, let us try an experiment as

to what they have derived from those sources with respect to

eclipses. Do they mention the total eclipse of the sun, when the

celebrated plague happened at Athens, in the first year of the

Peloponnesian war! Do they mention the solar eclipse on the

day when the foundations of Rome were laid 1 Do they men-
tion the eclipse foretold by Thales, by which a peace was effected

between the Medes and the Lydians 1 It would be too tedious

and useless to ask for many others, which might be mentioned

without any fear of our questions being answered in the affir-

mative.

Thiiidly, The distinct chapter of Pliny, in which, according

to the historian's lofty representation, we should expect to find the

subject of eclipses exhausted by its full and elaborate detail, con-

sists of only eighteen -words, the purport of which is, that

" eclipses of the sun are sometimes of extraordinary duration
;

such as that which took place on the death of Caesar, and during

the war with Antony, when the sun appeared pale for nearly a

year." 3

Lastly, This miraculous preternatural darkness did not pass

without notice. Omitting the supposed attestation of it by Phle-

gon (a pagan chronologist who wrote during the reign of the

emperor Hadrian, 4 and whose testimony is cited by Tertullian,

Origcn, and Eusebius), and also the supposed mention of it by

Thallus (who lived in the second century), which is cited by Ju-

lius Africanus, 5 a writer of great eminence and probity, who
lived at the beginning of the third century ;—we may remark
that there are two other testimonies not founded on the state-

ments of Phlegon and Thallus, which unequivocally confirm

the evangelical history of the darkness at the crucifixion, viz.

those of Tertullian and Celsus. In his Apology for the Chris-

tians, which was addressed to their heathen adversaries, Tertul-

lian expressly says, " At the moment of Christ's death, the light

departed from the sun, and the land was darkened at noon-
day ; WHICH WONDER IS BELATED IN YOUR OWN AN-
NALS, and is phesehved in YOUR ARCHIVES TO THIS
DAY." 6 If the account of this extraordinary darkness had not

been registered, Tertullian would have exposed both himself to

the charge of asserting a falsehood (which charge was never
brought against him), and also his religion to the ridicule of his

enemies. It is further particularly worthy of remark, that the

darkness and earthquake at the crucifixion are both explicitly re-

DTline and Fall, vol. ii. p. 379.

» Nat. Qtuest. lilj. vi. c. 1. Op. torn. iv. pp. 309—312. edit. Bipont.
3 Finn! prodlgiosOj et longlores solis defectus: qualis occiso dictatore

C;fisare, et Antoniano bello, tolius pjene anni pallore continue Plin. Hist.

Nat. lib. ii. c. 3D. torn. i. p. 148. edit. Bipont.
• See Lardncr's Works, vol. vii. pp. 370—387. 8vo. ; or vol. iv. pp. 68—67

4to. • Ibid. • Tertullian, Apol. c. 21.

cognised and mentioned as facts by that acute adversary of

Christianity, Celsus ; who would not have made such an admis-
sion, if he could have possibly denied them. 7

In addition to the preceding observations, we may state

that many good and solid reasons may be assigned why
profane writers have not made mention of the darkness at the

crucifixion, which, it is now generally admitted, was con-
fined to the land of Judsea. The most obvious is, that they
might have no sufficient information of it. The provinces

of the Roman empire were very extensive, and we find, in

general, that the attention of writers was chiefly confined to

those which were nearest to the metropolis. The ancient

historians and biographers are remarkably concise, and seldcm
stop to mention occurrences, which, although they may
have happened during the times of which thev write, have
no relation whatever to their main subject. This was their

general rule, and there is no reason for which it should be
violated merely to indulge the caprice of the captious, or

satisfy the scruples of the petulant. There is no more reason

in the nature of the thing itself why the testimony of pro-

fane writers should be called for to support the sacred than

the sacred should be called for to support the profane. We
may then retort the argument, and in our turn ask the his-

torian, and those who have lately circulated his false account

of the progress of Christianity, how they can credit the

accounts given by Paterculus, Pliny the elder, Valerius

Maximus, and Seneca, when Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
John take not the least notice of them! But let it be sup-

posed that the Roman writers had received information of

the fact in question, it is most probable that they would
have considered it as a natural occurrence, being accustomed

to earthquakes and darkness for whole days together, in

consequence of the eruptions of Mount Vesuvius. Or, sup-

posing that they had believed it to be a preternatural dark-

ness, would it have been consistent with their principles as

heathens to have mentioned it; They must plainly have

foreseen what great advantage would have been given to

Christianity by it. Their readers would naturally have
been led to inquire into the character of the extraordinary

person, at whose death the laws of nature were infringed,

and this inquiry, as it would have opened a more complete

view of the new dispensation, must have led to their con-

version. Hence we collect a very satisfactory reason for

their silence. Supposing that they knew the fact, and from

motives of policy suppressed it, their silence furnishes as

strong a proof of its truth, as their express testimony could

possibly have done.

Upon the whole, we may venture boldly to assert, that

even if this fact be destitute of support from profane writers,

it is a deficiency which may easily be dispensed with. We
believe many things upon the evidence of one credible wit-

ness. But in the case before us, we have no less than three,

Whose knowledge of the fact was never denied, whose ve-

racity is indisputable, and integrity not to be impeached.

So plainly are the characters of truth marked upon their

writings, that every person of common discernment must see

them, and he who 'is not satisfied as to the certainty of what

they relate, must give up all pretensions to a sc andJudgment,
and be abandoned to the incurable obstinacy of his own
forlorn scepticism. 8

An example taken from English history will confirm and

illustrate the preceding observations. No one in our days,

who has read the whole history of the popish plot in Charles

the Second's time, with any candour and attention, believes

it. The incoherence, and every way incredible circumstances

of the whole deposition, together with the infamous charac-

ters of the witnesses, preclude an assent. Yet, a circum-

stance to this day unaccounted for—the murder of Sir Ed-
numdbury Godfrey—happened to give it an air of probability.

Yet he would be thought injudicious to the last degree, who
should thence be inclined to favour the evidence of Titus

Oates. The case before us is opposite, indeed, hut parallel.

Christianity stands supported by evidences of the most un-

exceptionable nature ; yet the circumstance of Seneca's and

Pliny's silence concerning the eclipse or preternatural dark-

ness (admit it only for argument's sake) is unaccountable.

The evidence of the Gospel is, however, by no means

shaken, nor will be shaken, till it can be proved that we
must be able to account for every thing in an event, before

we admit the testimony of the event itself.

In short, there is no history in the world more certain and

i See Onsen contr. Celsum, lib. ii. § 65. p. 94.

s Rett's Bampton Lectures, Notes and Authorities, pp. xxiv.—xxxii.
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indubitable than that contained in the Christian Scriptures,

which is supported by the concurring testimony,—not to

say of so many men, but.of 80 many differ) 1 1 1 unions, di-

vided, indeed, anion'.' themsi lv< a in othei particulars, bnl all

uniting to confirm the truth of the facta related in tin- Gos-
pels. And, therefore, even though the Christian institution

had perished with the apostles, and their were nut in the

world at this day so much as one Christian, we should

have the most unquestionable evidence that the persons and
actions recorded m the Gospels, and attested By the con-

curring voice of all nations, really existed in the country of

Juda-a during the reign of Tiberius, as the evangelists have
assured us. 1

§ 3. COLLATERAL TESTIMONIES TO THE TRUTH OF THE FACTS
RECORDED IN THE SCRIPTURES FROM COINS, MEDALS, AND
ANCIENT MARBLES.

I. The .Mosaic narrative of the deluge confirmed by the

Apamean medal.—II. Various passages of Scripture con-

firmed by Egyptian Hieroglyphics.— III. The account of
Pharaoh-.Yecho'

1

s war against the Jews (2 Chron. xxxv.
20—24.^ confirmed by Herodotus, and by an ancient Egyp~
tian tomb discovered and explored by .1/". Belzoni.—IV.

Acts xiii. 7. confirmed by a medal proving that Cyprus was
at that time under the government of a proconsul.—V. . Ida
xvi. 11, 12. confirmed by a coin of .Macedonia Prima.—
VI. Acts xvi. 14. confirmed by an inscription.—VII. .lets

xvii. 23. confirmed by inscriptions.—VIII. Acts xix. 35.

confirmed by a medal of the city of Ephesus.—IX. The
Triumphal .Irch of Titus, at Rome.—Application of this

tort of evidence.

There remains yet one more class of collateral testimo-

nial to the credibility of the facts recorded in the Bible,

which is not leas important and decisive than the series of
evidence of profane historians friven in the preceding p
Tluse testimonies are furnished by ancient corns, n

and inscriptions on marbles ; which have survived tin v. reck
of time, and are extant to this day. These remains of an-
tiquity are allow i limn;; the most important proofsof
ancient history in general; and they afford satisfactory con-
firmation of inany particulars related in the Scriptures. The
must remarkable r» these we now proceed to submit to the
consideration of the reader.

I. The Mosaic Narrative of the Df.lucx

Is confirmed by a coin struck at Apamea in the reign of Philip

the elder. On the reverse of this medal is represented a kind
of square chest, floating upon the waters: a man and woman
are advancing out of it to dry land, while two other persons

remain within. Above it flutters a dove, bearing an olive branch

;

and another bird, possibly a raven, is perched upon its roof. In

one of the front panels of the chest is the word IS'OE in ancient

Greek characters*1

II. Various passages in the Old Testament are confirmed
by the successful researches of Dr. Young, Mr. Salt, M.
ChampoUion, M. Coquerel, and other eminent scholars, in

deciphering the hitherto illegible hieroglyphics, whic
still extant on auenm Egyptian monuments. To adduce a
few instances out of many which might be offered :

—

1. Several ages before the time of Scsoslris, the shepherd

kings, whom every circumstance provestohave been of 8cythian

origin, invaded ami conquered almost the whole of Egypt, about

the year 2083 before the Christian rare, ami in tin- tune

patriarch Abraham. The princes of the eighteenth dynasrj (the

Theban), whose chief was Thoutmoau I., the iir-t sovereign

after the shepherd kind's, erected the most ancient edifii

Thebes and Egypt, Thoutmords was adored as a god, under the

name of Amenuthph. became In
I

1 Bgypl tioni the

shepherds ; the reeolleetinn ot whoaS t%iaun\ to the

Egyptians ami to the kings of that dynasty, to which the

I'h. o, e.ii, mentioned in tin- tatter part of the Book of Qi

belongs. In Gen. xlvi. 34. Joseph tells In. brethren tli it

I Iwrnt'tt, on Itir Auihorilv, Ar. .if BeitpUirS, vet. i. pn :

I

i B rol in [ifi H
In tlie tiltli Toluuie pptiDown i" be I

tlie inn.i profound -a ill modern mien nutolosjel
Ndoudoi v • in pp. IflB. i i".

Every shepherd is an abomination unto the Egyptians. This
hatred of theirs against shepherds is confirmed in a verv singu-

lar manner by a very ancient mummy now at Paris. beneath
the buskins of both whose feet is painted a shepherd, bound
with cords?

3. The two first Pharaohs mentioned in the Bible, one of
whom was contemporary with Abraham (Gen. xii. 15.), and the

other with Joseph (Gen. xxxvii. 38.), were both of the Tin ban
or Diospoliuan dynasty. In the arrangements of their court I

may recognise the style and Egyptian customs which were re-

established after the expulsion of the shepherd kings. In Ivxod.

i. 11. 14. mention is made of the vast structures, in the building

of which the Egyptians imbittcred the lives of the Israelites

with hard bondage , and it was precisely the sovereigns of that

dynasty, who distinguished themselves by the erection of gi-

gantic monuments. The granite columns and apartments of

the palace at Karnac, several temples in Nubia, the great sphinx

of the pyramids, ami the colossal obelisk of St John of Later.m,
attest the power of Thoutmosis III. the Moeris of the Greeks,
Amenophis II. erected the colossal statue which attracted the

superstitious curiosity of the Romans. Ramses (or Rameses) II.

caused the superb obelisks at Luxor to be erected. M. Cham-
poUion read the names of all these sovereigns on the inscrip-

tions of monuments, The Pharaoh, under whose reiirn M
was born, was K.mises IV. surname.! Mei-Atuoun, that is. the

Friend of Amnion ; who Kit numerous edifices built bv the

children of Israel, whom he so cruelly oppressed. He caused the

vast palace of Medinct-Abou to be erected, as well as the tent-

pie situated towards the southern gate of Karnac. The sar-

cophagus of this monarch is preserved in the Louvre at Paris*

This contemporary of Moses must have swayed the Egyptian
sceptre more than forty years, since the Hebrew legislator pa-.- !

forty years at his court, and a long time afterwards, it is said

that the king of Egypt died. Now, it appears from M.inctho

(as quoted by Joscphus)* that this identical Ramses Mei-Amoun
reigned sixty-six years and two months. Are not these un-

expected agreements between sacred and profane history evident

proofs of truth ! Who then has falsified the ancient lists of

Egyptian d\ nasties, the lists written on papyrus, and the ruins

of Egypt, to make them agree so well with a few sent

uttered by a Christian, named Stephen (Acts \ii. 18. et seq.,)

and with a few lines written by a Jew named Moses ! I.

the Pharaoh, who witnessed tin ten plagues inflicted on the

Iv^vjitiaiis, was Kamses V.. surnamed Amenophis, the last

reign of the eighteenth dynasty, ami the father ofSesostris. His

name is legible on several parts of the palace of Karnac, which

was decorated by him.

3. M. ChampoUion has shown that the proper names of both

ssxea in .on nnt Egypt are almost always composed of the names
ofgods or goddesses. In Gen. aii. -i">. ws re.nl that Pharaoh gave

to Joseph in marriage " the daughter of Potiphemh, priest of
tin." (Potipherah is constantly written Putiphar in the Coptic

m of the Scriptures.) On is Heliopolis, the city of the sun,

BO termed by the Greeks. Pctcphrf, in Egyptian, means tl at

which belongs to re", or the sun. M. < d ha

monst'ratej that ihr4 or re denotes the «im, -In tie

language. Thus the hieroglyphic text completely confirms the

book ot" Genesis.

4. In" 1 Kiiil.s \i. 10. ws read that Jeroboam arose andfed
into Egypt, unto Shuhak king of 1

25. ami ° Chron. \ii. '.'.. that, in thejtflh t/eav of k ing Rehoboam.
Shithakkint 1 »/ came up againit Jerueulem. 'lb'

or chief of the tweiity-sc, ond dyM ty • ly

Manetho called Setenechit or Setmcheeit ; ami on one of the

colonnades which decorate the first court of the groat tern] 1

palace, aa it has also bean called "t Karnac. tl royal

Is 01 inscriptions, on one of which M. ChampoUion
in phonetic for vocal hieroglyphii . the word*.

—

Amon-mai-Sheihonk ) the well beloved of Amon (or the sun)

Sheahonk. II we hear in mind the peculiar genius of the an-

cient oriental languages, which, neglecting the vowels as least

11 1 mi. adhere only to the akeletonaof words, thai ia to

to the cononaiits.it is imp". .idle not to lie struck, with the

identity of the Egyptian name Micshnuk with the biters ot the

II, brew word -;••; iBisaac or iBssnax, and to recognise in him

It, An P
I

'It 14. ( in- lit

' l; \ I C I I S
a 1 impo • dan* ee» Ru | "u- ** re

ira faintr, p. 90. Annual.,.
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Pharaoh who is named Slushak by the sacred historian. 1 In the

same temple or palace, M. Champollion also beheld Sesonchis

dragging at the feet of the Theban Trinity (Amon. Mouth, and
Kons) the chiefs of more than thirty conquered nations, among
whom he found written in letters at full length iocuahmalek,
the king of Judah, or of the Jews.2 It is further worthy of re-

mark that the dates read by this accomplished antiquary are ex-

pressed precisely in the same manner as we read in the Bible ;

—

In the fifth year, on the fifth day of the month, &c. This
similitude of phraseology is very striking. 3

5. Lastly, in 2 Kings xix. 9. and Isa. xxxvii. 9. we read that

the king of Assyria heard tidings of Ttrhaka, king- of Ethi-
opia ; who is most probably the Pharaoh mentioned in Isa.

xxxvi. 6. The hieroglyphic name Tarak, the Taracus of the

Greeks (the third king of the twenty-fifth dynasty of Manetho,
who terms him an Ethiopian), was read by M. Champollion on
many monuments ; and Mr. Salt, without any intercourse with

him, having observed that the Egyptians wrote the names of

their Greek sovereigns in hieroglyphic characters, as well as

those of the Roman emperors, conceived the ingenious idea of

inquiring whether they might not have followed the same prac-

tice with regard to the inscriptions of the Ethiopian monarchs
who preceded those two dynasties. His researches were c owned
with success ; and he discovered in phonetic characters the name
TiniKA, in two places on an inscription from behind a small

propykeon or portico at Medinet-Abou, and in two other in-

scriptions from Birkel in Ethiopia. This Tiraka or Tirhaka,
therefore, is the king of Ethiopia mentioned in the Scriptures

as having corns out to fight against Sennacherib king of As-

syria.'

III. The account of the War, carried ox by Phat.acii-

Necho against the Jews and Babylonians (which is re-

lated in the second book of Chronicles), is confirmed by the

testimony of the Greek historian Herodotus, and especially

by the recent discoveries of the late enterprising trawl!-., r,

M. Belzoni, among the tombs of the E^-ptian soverti^ns.

The following is the narrative of the sacred historian, in

2 Chron. xxxv. 20—24.

After all this, when Josiah had prepared the temple, Necho,
king of Egypt, caine up to fight against Charchemish, by
Euphrates: and Josiah -went out against him. But he sent

ambassadors to him, saying, ft'hat have I to do -with thee, thou
king of Judah ? I come not against thee this day, but agai?ist

the house wherewith I have war; for God commanded me to

make haste ; forbear thee from meddling -with God, -who is

•with me, that he destroy thee not. Nevertheless Josiah would
not turn his face from him, but disguised himself that he
might fight with him, and hearkened not unto the words of
Necho from the mouth of God, and came to fight in the valley

of JWegiddo. And the archers shot at king Josiah ; and the

king said to his servants, Have me away, for I am sore
wounded. His servants therefore took him out of that chariot,

and put him in the second chariot that he had; and they
brought hi?n to Jerusalem arid he died, and was buried in one
of the sepulchres of his fathers. And all Judah and Jerusa-
lem mournedfor Josiah. And again in xxxvi. 1—4. Then the
people of the land took Jehoahaz, the son of Josiah, and made
him king in his father's stead in Jerusalem; Jehoahaz was
twenty-and-three years old when he began to reign, and he
reigned three months in Jerusalem. And the king of Egypt
put him down at Jerusalem, and condemned the land in an
hundred talents of silver, and a tale?it ofgold. And the king
of Egypt made Eliakim his brother king over Judah and Jeru~
salem, and turned his name to Jehoiakim. Asd Necho took
Jehoahaz his brother, and carried him ixto Egtpt.

These passages prove the power and conquests of Pharaoh-
Necho ; and if we turn to Herodotus we shall find a wonderful
agreement with many of the particulars. Now JVecos was the
son of Psammeticus, and reigned over Egypt ; it was he who
begun the canals, ifc. and he employed himself in warlike
tfitrsuits, building galleys, both on the Mediterranean and on
the Bed Sea, the traces of his dock-yards still existing ; and
these he used when he had occasion for them. And Necos
JOINED BATTLE WITH THE SYRIANS IN MaGDOLCS, AND CON-

* M. Champollion has engraved this royal legend in his Precis du Sys-
teme Hieroglyphique des anciens Egyptiens. Planches, et explication
(Pans, 182i. 3vo.), Plate, No. 116, and description, pp. 12, 13.

» Champollion. Septi- me Lettre, p. 35.

* Coquerel, Biographie Sacree, torn. iv. p. 231. Lettre p. 30. Rev. Prot.
p. IS. Greppo, Essai sur le Svsteme Hierolgvphique de M. Champollion le
Jeune, pp. 171, 172. Paris, 1829.

« Salt's Essay on Dr. Young's and M. Champolliou's Phonetic Svstem of
Antiquities, pp. 29—31. 70. Revue Protesiaiue, Juillet, L327! p. 19.

Vol. I. M

Q.EERED THEM, AND AFTER THE BATTLE HE TOOK CaHTTIS, A
lahge city of Stria. And hax-ing reigned in the whole six-
teen years, he di,ed, and left the throne to his son Psammis.5

The historian, who was better acquainted with Egypt than with
Judaea, has heie put Afagdolus, a city of Lower Egypt, for

jMegiddo, a city of Judaea, and has further confounded the He-
brews with the Syrians. Cadytis is again mentioned by Hero
dotus,' as " belonging to the Syrians of Palestine," and "as a

city not less than Savdes ;" so that there is no doubt that he
intended Jerusalem. " Here KzJun; is evidently taken from the

Syriac Kadutha signifying ' the Holy,' from the Hebrew rump
(KODrsiiflH), which is found inscribed on ancient Jewish shekels

in the Samaritan character ; in modern Hebrew characters, thus,

rw]~\p n D,k,
i?i"o (JeRrsaLEM Ha-KODusHnH), Jerusalem the

Holy ;" the historian affixing a Greek termination, and calling

the metropolis of Palestine Cadytis.

We now come to the researches of M. Belzoni in the tomb of
Psammethis or Psammis, the son of Pharaoh-Necho.

In one of the numerous apartments of this venerable monu-
ment of ancient art, there is a sculptured group describing the

march of a military and triumphal procession with three differ-

ent sets of prisoners, who are evidently Jews, Ethiopians, and
Persians. The procession begins with four red men with white

kirtles followed by a hawk-headed divinity : these are Egyptians
apparently released from captivity, and returning home under
the protection of the national deity. Then follow four white
men in striped and fringed kirtles, with black beards, and with a
simple white fillet round their black hair ; these are obviously

Jews, and might be taken for the portraits of those who, at this

day, walk the streets of London. After them come three

white men with smaller beards and curled whiskers, with double-

>preai:iiig plumes on their heads, tattooed, and wearing robes or

mantles spotted like the skins of wild beasts ; these are Persians

or Chaldeans. Lastly come four negroes with large circular

car-rings, and white petticoats supported by a belt over the

shoulder ; these are Ethiopians.8

Among the hieroglyphics contained in M. Belzonrs drawings
of this tomb, the late Dr. Young, who was pre-eminently dis-

tinguished for Ms successful researches in archaeology, succeeded

in discovering the names of Psammis, and of Nichao (the Necho

» Herodotus, lib. ii. c. 159. vol. i. p. 1CS. edit. Oxon. 1809. Rennell's
Geography of Herodotus explained, p. 245.

« Ibid, lib iii. c. 5. vol. i. p. 179.

i Dr. Hate's sacred Chronology, vol. i. p. 425. (second edition); Bp. Wal-
ton's Biblia Polyglotta, torn. i. Apparatus de Siclorum Forinis, pp. 3G. 38.

Dr. Prideaux—having referred to Herodotus's account of Pharaoh-Ne-
cbo's expedition, and capture of k^S^t.,-, or Cadytis, and also to the histo-

rian's concise description of it —says, "By which descripUon this Cadytis
could be none other than Jerusalem. For that it is situated in the raoun-

" tains of Palestine, and there was then no other city in those parts which
could be equalled to Sardis but that only ; and it is certain from Scripture
that after this battle Necho did take Jerusalem ; for .he was there when he
made Jehoiakim king. There is. I confess, no mention of this name either
in the Scriptures or Josephus. But that it was, however, called so in the
time of Herodotus by the Syrians and Arabians, doth appear from this,

that it is called by them and all the eastern nations by no other name but
one of the same original, and the same signification, even to this day. For
Jerusalem is a name now altogether as strange to them as Cadytis is to us.

They all call it by the name Al-Kitds, which signifies the same that Cadytis
doth, that is, Holy : fur from the time that Solomon built the temple at Jeru-
salem, and it was thereby made to all Israel the common place of their re-

li-rious worship, this epithet of the Holy was commonly given unto it. And
therefore we find it thenceforth called in the sacred writings of the Old
Testament Air Hakkodesh, that is, the City of Holiness or the Holy City
(Neh. xi. 1. 13. Isa. xlviii. 2. lii. 1. Dan. ix. 24.); and so also in several

place3of the New Testament. And this same title they give it in their

coins. For the inscription of their shekels (many of which are still ex-

tant) was Jerusalem Kedushah, that is, Jerusalem the Holy ; and this coin
going current among the neighboring nations, especially after the Babylo-

•ptivity had, made a dispersion of that people over all the East, it

carried ibis name with them, and thev from thence called this city by both

names, Jerusalem Kedushah, and at fength, for shortness' sake, Kedushah
only, and the Syrians (who in their dialect usually turned the Hebrew sh
into th) Kedutha. And the Syriac, in the time of Herodotus, being the
only language that was then spoken in Palestine (the Hebrew haying no
more been used there or any where else, as a vulgar language, after the
Babylonish captivity), he found it when he travelled :'.rough that country
to bp called there, in the Syriac dialect, Kedutha, from whence, by giving

it aOreek termination, he made it in the Greek language KmSvrts or Cadytis

in his history, which he wrote about the time that Nehemiah ended his

twelve years' government at Jerusalem. And for the same reason, that it

was called Kedusha or Kedutha in Syria and Palestine, the Arabs in their

language called it Bait Abnokdes, that is, the Holy Buildings, or the Holjr

Citv, and often with another adjective of the same root and the same signi-

fication, Bail Alkuds, and at length simply A'kuds, that is, the Holy, by
which name it is now called by the Turks, Arabs, and all other nations of

the Mahometan religion in those parts." (Prideaux's Connection of the

History of the Old and New Testament, sub anno G10. vol. i. pp. 80, 81.

ninth edition, 1725.)
• See M. BelzonPe " Narrative of the Operations and recent Discoveries

within the Pyramids, Temples, Tombs, and Excavations in Egypt and Nu-
bia,''&^nn.242,243. (no. London, 1820); and also Nos. 4,5, and G, of his folio

Alias of Plates illustrative of his Researches. The subjects of these

plates were also exhibited in the very interesting model of the Egyptian

tomb, exhibited by M- Belzoni, in 1521—22.
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of the Scriptures and .Vecoj of Herodotus). 1 And M. Cham-
p .ili. >u. Jim. w bo read the name of this prince on several sta

subsequently ascertained that he was Pharaoli-Necho II. the

alxth king of the twenty-sixth dynasty.2

IV. Acta xiii. 7. is confirmed by a coin, proving that the

island of Cyprus was at that time under the governmi nt of

a proconsul.

In the i lerred to, the evangelist Luke, relating the

transactions of Paul in Cyprus, gives to Sergius Paulas, the

Roman governor of that island, the Greek title of ArSwrwrof,

which was applied only to those governors of provinct

were invested with proconsular dignity. "And mi the suppo-

sition thai Cyprus was DOt S province of this description, it lias

been inferred, that the title given to Sergiua Paulus in thi

of the Apostles was a title that did not properly In-long to him,

A passage indeed has been quoted from Dion Cassias,3 who,
speaking of the governors of Cyprus, and some other Roman
provinces, applies to them the same title which is applied to

ms Paulus. Bat as Dion Cassius is speaking of several

Roman provinces at the same time, one of which was certainly

governed l>y a proconsul, it has l>ei n ipposcd, t!i;.t for the sake

of brevity he used one term for all of them, whether it applied

to all of them or not. That Cyprus, however, ought not to be

excepted, and that the title which he employed, as well as St.

Luke, really did belong to the Roman governors of Cyprus, ap-

pears from the inscription on a coin belonging to Cyprus itself,

and struck in the very age in which Sergiua Paulus was governor

of that island. It was struck in the reign of Claudius Ci

whose head and name arc on the face of it; and in the reign

of Claudius Cesser St. Paul visited Cyprus. It was a coin be-

longing to the people of that island, as appears from the word
KT1IPJ<:N on the reverse ; and, though not struck while Sergius

Paulus himself was governor, it was struck, as appears from the

inscription on the reverse) in the time of Proclus, who was next
to Sergius Paulus in the government of that island. And on
tin- coin too -imc title, ANeriIAT02, is given to Proclus, which
is given by St. Luke to Sergius Paulus." 4 That Cyprus was a

proconsulate i. also evident from an ancient inscription, of Cali-

gula's reign (the predecessor of Claudius), in which Aqoilius
Scaura is called the proconsul of Cyprus. 5

V. In A'ts xvi. 1 1, 1-2. Luke says,—" We came to

Philippic wh ch is the chief »f that part of Macedonia, and a
/." This passage, which has greatly exorcised the in-

genuity of critics and commentators, may, more correctly,
be thus rendered :

—

Philippi, u city of t/w first pari of Mace-
donia, or of Macedonia Prima.

This is an instance of minute accuracy, wdiieh shows that the

author of the Acts of the Apostles actually lived and wrote at

that time The province of Macedonia, it is well known, had
undergone various changes, and had been divided into various

portions, and particularly four, while under the Roman govern-

ment. There are extant many medals of the first province, or

Macedonia Prima, mostly of silver, with the inscription

MAKEiOsr:N itpiij i)v, or, tl„- first part of Macedonia, which
confirm the accuracy of Luke, and at the same time show his

attention to the minutest particulars. 1

' It is further worthy of

remark, that the historian terms Philippi a colony. By using
the term uumi (which was originally a Latin word, colonia),

instead of the corresponding Greek word «tchu*, be plainly iuti-

mates thai it was a [toman colony, which the twenty-first verse

certainly proves it to have been. And though the critics were
fi>I a Ion,' tone puzzled to find any express mention of it as

such, yet some coins have been discovered, in which it is recorded
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under this character, particularly one. which explicitly states that
Julius Ciesar himself bestowed the dignity and privileges of a
colony on the city of Philippi, which were afterwards confirmed
and augmented by Augustus. This medal corroborates the
character given lo tie ,-iiy by Lake, and proves that it had beta
a colony for many yean, though no author or historian lull him-
Belf, whose writings have reached us, has mentioned it under
that character.

VI. In Acts xvi. 14. we read that L vdia, a dealer in purple
from Thyalira. had Battled at Philippi.

Now it is remarkable that, among the ruins of Thyatira, there

is an in . r: Co. ii extant, which was originally made by the cor-

poration oi dyers (it concludes with the words 01 ba*K1£.—the

, in honour of Antonius Claudius Alphenus, a distin-

I man in tin- reign of Cat Hence we learn that

the art and trade id' dying purple were carried on in that city.

VII. In Acts xvii. 23. Paul tells the \t;i. iii.ms that, as he
passed through their city and beheld the objects of tloir

worship, lie found an aL'ar w inscription, TOT11K
I Mv.'NUW.N GOD (ArNP.iT!; fcE..).

No altar with this inscription has come down to our times

;

I. ut we know, from the express testimony of Lueian, that there

wis such an inscription nt Athens. And the occasion of this

altar being erected, in common with many others bearing the

same inscription, is thus related by Diogenes Laertius :—The
Athenians, being afflicted with a pestilence, invited Epimejiidcs
to lustraie their city. The method adopted by bun was, to cany
several sheep to the Areopagus ; whence they were left to wan-
der as they pleased, under the observation of persons sent to

attend them. As each sheep lay down, it was sacrificed on the

spot to the propitious God. By this ceremony, it is said, the

city was relieved ; hut, as it was still unknown what deity was
propitious, an altar was erected to tin- unknown Cod on every

spot where a sheep had been sacrifice,].'

On the architrave of a Doric portico at Athens, which was
standing when that city was visited about sixty years since by
Dr. Chandler and Mr. Stuart (the litter of whom has civen an
engraving of the portal), is a (.'reek inscription to the following

purport:—"The people" [of Athens have creeled this fabric]

"with the donations to Minerva Archegetia" [or the Condui tress]

"by the god Cuius Julius Csssai and I. is son the god Augustus,

when Niciaa was archon."

Over the middle of the pediment was a statue of Lucies

Caesar, with this inscription :
—"The people" [honour] " Lucius

Cirsar, the son of the emperor Augustus Cxsar, the son of the

god."

There was also a statue to Julia, the daughter of Augustus,

and the mother of Lucius, thus inscribed:—"The Senate of

the Areopagus and the Senate of the Six Hundred" dedicate

this stntue tol "the goddess Julia. Augusta, Providence.*'

These public memorials supply an additional proof of the

,'iuess of Paul's observations on the Athenians, that they

were too much addicted to the sdo] tion of objects for worshipand

devotion. They were not, indeed, singular in worshipping tlie

reigning emperor; bat Battery could not he carried higher than

kochi tense Ins descendants as deities, and one of them (who
was most infamous for her profligacy) as no less a deity than

Providence itself."1

VIII. In Acts xix. 35. the Vfi/u/xiTiu;. recorder, chancellor,

or tOWD-clerk of Epheeus,— in order to quel] the tumult

which had been raised there by Demetrius and his work>
men, who gained their livelihood bj making silver shrm. s

..r models of the temple ' f Diana in that city.— s.i\ s to the

I]phesia:is, What man is there that ksynocth not how that tltt

ritl/ pj tin: EphetiotU U WOnhippCT "f tilt trriat gpddeMM

Duma ?

The original word. NFHKOPON, is very emphatic, and pro-

perly signifies a person dedicated to the service of some god or

goddess, whose peculiar office it was to attend the temple and

that it was kept clean; thai, at the proper seasons, it waa
ii.al and adorned ; and that nothing necessary to the

splendour of his or her worship was at any time wanting.
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Originally, indeed, this word signified nothing more than a

sweeper of the temple, and answered nearly to our sacristan,

or, perhaps, churchwarden : in process of time the care of the

temple was intrusted to this person, and at length the NEt-KOPO],
or JVeokoroi, became persons of great consequence, and were
those who offered sacrifices for the life of the emperor. Whole
cities took this appellation, 1 and Ephesus had this prerogative

above the other cities in Asia Minor ; though some of them, as

Smyrna, Laodicea, and Pergamus, disputed the primacy with

her. There are extant, in various cabinets, numerous medals, in

which the appellation of NEQKOP02 is given to the city of

Ephesus in particular, with the several inscriptions of E<J>E2IfIN

NEnkOPP.N, B and A12 NEflKOPDN, r or 7P12and A or TETPA-
K12 NEslKOPfiN ; intimating that the Ephesians had borne the

office of Ncikoroi to the temples erected in honour of the Ro-
man emperors for the first, second, third, and fourth times. Of
the medals referred to, a catalogue has been given by M. Rasche,

to whose learned work the reader is referred.2 Not to multiply

unnecessary examples,—in the valuable cabinet of the British

Museum there is a rare bronze medal of the emperor Caracalla,

whoso head is on the obverse ; and on the reverse, of which the

following is an accurate representation.

there are. four temples ; the uppermost of which (on the left

hand) is the the temple of the Ephesian Diana, whose figure ap-

pears in the centre. Opposite to it is the temple of .'Esculapius
;

and the two other temples, beneath, are those of Geta and Cara-

calla. The inscription ITPnTflN ACIAC E*ECinN aT NE.QK.
intimates that the Ephesians, the chief [people or citizens] of
Asia, had for the fourth time been Ne koroi in honour of those
emperors. Such is the nature of the coincidence furnished by
this medal (even if there were no others extant), that it is suffi-

cient of itself to establish the authenticity of the work, in which
the coincidence is found. Besides the testimony furnished by this

medal (which has never before been engraved), there is extant at

Ephesus an ancient Creek inscription, on a slab of white marble,
which not only confirms the general history related in Acts six.,

but even approaches to several sentiments and phrases which oc-

cur in that chapter. 3

IX. Lastly, the triumphal arch erected at Rome bv the
senate and Roman people in honour of the emperor Titos,
(which structure is still subsisting, though greatly damaged
by the ravages of time), is an undeniable evidence to the
truth of the Historic accounts, which describe the dissolution
of the Jewish state and government, and also relate the con-
quest of Jerusalem. This edifice likewise corroborates the

1 Philip Rubenius has written a learned Diatribe deUrhibusNencoris,
which the reuiter will find in Gr.evius's Thesaurus Antiqiiiiatum Romana-
rum, mm. xi. pp 1350— 136r>.

» Rasche, Lexicon Rei Nummariie, vol. ii. columns 650—663. 666—670.
" Thi> following is Dr. Chandler's translation of it

:—"To the Ephesian
Diana, Inasmuch as it is notorious that, not only anions the Ephesians. but
also every where among the Greek nations, temples are consecrated to her,
in I sacred portions; and that she is set up. and has an altar dedicated to
her. on account other plain manifestations ofherself; and that, besides the
greatest token of the veneration paid her, a month is called after her name;
by us Arlemision. by the Macedonians and other Greek nations, and in their
cities, Arleraision ; in which general assemblies and Hieroinenia are ce-
lebrated, but not in the hoiy citv, the nurse of its own, the Ephesian god-
dess :—the people of Ephesus deeming it proper, that the whole month
called bv her name be sacred and set apart to the goddess, bave determin-
ed hy this decree, that the observation ofit by thembe altered. Therefore
it is enacted, that in tbe whole month Arteinision the days be holy, and
that nothing be attended to on them, but the yearly feastings. and the Arte-
misiac Panegyris, and the Hieroinenia

; the 'entire month being sacred to
the goddess ; for, from this improvement in her worship, our city shall re-
ceive additional lustre, and be permanent in its prosperity forever." The
parson who obtained this decree appointed games for the month, aug-
mented the prizes of the contenders, and erected statues of those who con-
quered. His name is not preserved, but he was probably a Roman, as his
kinsman, who provided this record, was named Lucius Phfenius Faustus.
The feast of Diana was resorted to yearly bv the lonians, with their families.
Dr. Chandler's Travels in Asia Minor, p. 134. The original Greek inscrip-
tion is printed in Dr. C.'s Inscriptiones Antiqa?, p. 13. no. xxxvi.

description of certain vessels used by the Jew9 in their reli-

gious worship, which is contained in the Old Testament. In
this arch are still distinctly to be seen the golden candle-
stick, the table of shewbrcad, with a cup upon it, and the
trumpets which were used to proclaim the year of Jubilee.
Representations of these are given in the second volume of this
work. 4

Further, there are extant numerous medals of Judaea van-
quished, struck by order of the Roman general Titus (who
was afterwards emperor), in order to commemorate the con-
quest of Judaea and the subversion of the Jewish state and
polity. On the following representation of the reverse ofone
of these (which is engraved from the original medal, pre
served in the cabinet ot the British Museum),

the conquered country appears as a desolate female sitting

under a tree. It affords an extraordinary fulfilment of Isa-

iah's prediction, delivered at least eight Hundred years before—" She being desolate shall sit upon the ground' (iii. 2;>.)

—

as well as a striking illustration of the Lamentations of Je-
remiah (i. 1.):—" Bow doth the city sit solitary, that was
full ofpeople ! Bow is she become as a widow .' she that was
great among the nations, princess among the produce, how is

she become tributary .'"

It would not have been difficult to adduce numerous addi-

tional testimonies from medals and inscriptions, which have
been collected and described by various learned modern tra-

vellers, who have explored Greece and Asia Minor; but the
length to which this chapter has already unavoidably extend-
ed forbids the production of further evidences of this kind.

—

Stronger testimonies than these it is impossible to bring for

the credibility of any fact recorded in history, even of the im-
portant transactions which have taken place in nurown days
on the continent of Europe, and to which the British nation

has been a party. Yet, notwithstanding this cloud of wit-

nesses, it has lately been affirmed that the facts related in the

scriptures of the New Testament never happened ; that Jesus
Christ was a mythological character, 5 and that the four G< s-

pels are mere fabrications and romances. With as much truth

• 3ee the Vignettes in Vol. II. Part III. Chap 1. Sect. II. The best en-
gravings of the arch of Titus are to be found in Hadrian Reland's treatise.

De SpoliisTempli Hierosolymilani, in Arcu Tiliane Ronite conspicuis. Ul-
trajecti, 1716. 8vo. Tolerably well executed conies of Reland's plates may be
seen in Schulze's Compendium Arch.-cologia? Hebraic:?, tab. i. ii. iii. p. viii.

—

x. Dresda?, 1793, 8vo. and also in the Fragments annexed toCahnei's Diction-
ary, no. cciii. pp. 14— 17. The destruction ofJerusalem is also said to bo
commemorated by an ancient inscription to the honour ofTitus, who. by his
father's directions and counsels,had subdued the Jewish nation,and destroy-
ed Jerusalem, which had never been destroyed by any princes or people
before. This assertion, however, is contrary to historical truth ; for Pom-
pey had conquered the Holy Cily. Tbe following is the inscription alluded
to-—

imp. tito. cjesarI. dIvI.vespasunL f.

vespasiano. aug. pontifici. maximo.
tr1b. pot. x. imp xvii cop viii. p. p.

principi. slo s. p. a. r.

aUOD. PR«CEPTIS. PaTRIS. CONSIlIsQUE. ET.

AUSPlds. GENTEM. JUD^ORITM. DOMU1T. ET.
URBEM H1EROSOLYMAM. OMNIBUS. ANTE SE.

DUCIBUS. REG1BUS GENTIBUSQUE. ALT. FRUSTRA.
PETITAM. AUT. OMN1NO. INTENTATAM. DELEVIT.

It is, however, proper to remark, that some doubts have been entertained

concerning the genuineness of this inscription. The diligent antiquary,

Gruter (from whom we bave copied it), acknowledges that it is not known
where this inscription stood ; and thatScaliger is of opinion, that it was the

invention of Onufrio Panvinio. See Gruleri Inscriptiones Antiquse. torn.

i. p. crxliv. no. 6. and Gronovias's Thesaurus Anliquilatum Romanarum,
torn. iii. p. 111.

» The assertion of the writer above alluded to was taken, without acknow-
ledgment, from Volney, who first made it at the close ofbis " Ruins of Em-
pires," and who was refuted bv tbe late Rev. Peter Roberts, in a learned

volume, entitled "Christianity Vindicated, in a Series of Letters addressed

to Mr. Volney, in answer to his Book called 'Ruins.'" 8vo. London, 1800.

This is only one instance, out of many, that might be adduced, of the total

destitution of candour in theopposers of revelation, who continue to re-as-

sert the long-since refuted falsehoods of former infidels, as ifthey had nevei
before been answered.
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may ii be raid that the man, whose ambition not many years of Europe, w hioh have been quoted or alluded to by various

aince disturbed the peace of Europe (and whose morj dailj ana periodical journals, as well as by contemporary his-

contiiim > to be fondly cherished by millions in Prance), is a torrans, who profi - ta n a nl the transactions of the last

mythological person who never had arty real existence. Pot twenty-five ye i-; and they are also perpetuated by struc-

the events of his career an' recorded in a variety of docu- | tures 1 and medals,- which have been executed in order to

ments, purporting to be issued by the different governments I commemorate particular victories or other transactions.

CHAPTER IV.

ALL THE BOOKS OF THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS ARE OF DIVINE AUTHORITY, AND
THEIR AUTHORS ARE DIVINELY INSPIRED.

SECTION I.

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS.

I. Inspiration defined.—II. Reasonable and necessary.—III. Impossibility of the Scriptures being' the contrivance or inven-

tion of wan.—Extent of Inspiration.—IV. Criteria of Inspiration.

I. THEprecoding/tfcr's have shown that the writers of the

Old and New Testaments were men of the utmost integrity,

and faithful historians, whose relations are entitled to the

fullest and most implicit credit. But since an honest man
may possibly mistake, not indeed in facts which he affirms

to be true upon his own knowledge, but in inferences from
those facts, in precepts and doctrines, or in delivering the

sentiments of others, if we can urge nothing more in behalf

of these writers, their authority will he only human. Some-
thing further is requisite, besides a pious life and a mind pu-

rified from passion and prejudice, in order to qualify them to

be teachers of a revelation from God, namely, a Divine In-

spiration, or the imparting such a degree of divine assist-

ance, influence, or guidance, as should enable the authors of

the Scriptures to communicate religiousknowledge toothers,

without i rror or mistake, whether the subjects of such com-
munications were things then immediately revealed to those

who declared them, or things with which they were before

acquaint! d.

II. That the Scriptures were actually dictated by inspira-

tion, may be inferred both from the reasonableness and from
the, necessity of the thing.

I. "It is reasonable that the sentiments and doctrines, de-

veloped in the Scriptures, should be suggested to the minds
of the writers by the Supreme Being himself. They relate

principally to matters, concerning which the communicating
of information to men is worthy of God ; and the more im-
portant tin information communicated, the more it is calcu-
lated to impress mankind, to preserve from moral error, to

stimulate to holiness, to guide to happiness; the more rea-

sonable is it to expect that God should make the communi-
cation free from every admixture of risk of error. Indeed,
the notion of inspiration enters essentially into our ideas of a

revelation from (.od; so that, to deny inspiration is tantamount
to affirming that there is no revelation; and to doubt the possi-
bility of inspiration, is to call in question the existence ol God.
And why should inspiration be denied 1 Is man out of the

reach of him n ho created him I Has he. who gave I in hi

intellect, no on aus of enlarging or illuminating that intellect !

And is it beyond hU powei r iIiium i : and inform, in an

i pedal manner, the iuti llecta of some chosen individuals ; 01

contrary to his wisdom to pros rw them from error, when
they ei mieate i o others, either orally or h\ writing

knowledge he imparted to them, not men ly for their out

unfit, bnl for that of the w orld ni large, in all generations I

9, " lint, further, inspiration it mi i ssabt. The neo itj

of rev latum has already been shown, from the Concurrent
testimony of facts, experience, and history in everj age, ol

which we have any authentic accountB ;' and the same ree-
soniugaiid faei .

i .i ibliah the necessity of inspiration: Bar,

(1.) " The subject* of Scripture render inspiration nee -

sary ; for some past beta recorded in the Bible could not pos-
sibly have been known if God had not revealed them.

(8.) " Many things -are there recorded as fiilure, thai is,

MB predicted, which God alone could foreknow and foretell,

which, notwithstanding) came to pass, and which, (hi refore,
were foretold under divine inspiration.

(3.) "Other tilings again are far above human capacity,

and could never have been discovered by men; these, there-

fore, must have been delivered by divine inspiration.

(1.) "The authoritative language of Scripture, too, argues
the necessity of inspiration, admitting the veracity of the
writers. They propose things, not as matters for considera-
tion, but for adoption : they do not leave us the alternative of
receiving or rejecting: tbev do not present us with their own
thoughts, but exclaim, Thus sailh the Lord, and on that

ground demand our assent. They must, therefore, of nee. —
sity, speak and wrile as they were inspired by the Holy Spi-

rit, or be impostors;"' and the last supposition is precluded
by the facts and reasonings which have been stated in the

preceding pagl -.

III. As the writers of the Scriptures profess to have their

doctrine from God, so it could not be the invention of men.
1. It could not be the contrivance a/wicked men.
Had they invented a religion, they would unquestionably

have made it more favourable to their own inclinations, pas-
sions, and appetites: they would not have fettered them-
selves, or laid themselves under such restraints as are im-
posed by the Bible, neither would they have denounced such
tremendous judgments against the evil ways which tbev pre-
fer and love: tliey would not have consulted so entirely

the honour of God. and (he reputation of piety, virtue, and
goodness, as the Scriptures do; hut they would have adapted

the W hole agreeably to their own evil nature, wishes, and de-

sire8, Indeed, if we could suppose them to be capable of this
(which yet is to make them act contrary to nature), we can-
not imagine that they should sacrifice all their worldly inte-

rests and prospects, and even their lives, for the sake of the

Bible. Did ever bad men act such a part, contrive the great-
d. Buffer and die to advance it !

•J. Equally i vident is il, that the Bible could not be lite conlri-

vanct of got d mt '.

The supposition involvi a them in a guilt perfectly incon-
sistent w-iih their character. They speak in the name of God,
and tin v profess to have received their doctrine from him.
Now if it was otherwise, and they werei scions of a fa

rassesl impostors in fee world, which is

so directl] contrarj to all virtue and honesty, thai ii can
never be imputed to any man who truly deserves (he name of
good. I in i tpiently, the Bible must be the word <•( God,
inspired by him,' and thus given to man.

i Such la the Watorti i Bi Dearths riverThames, which la sofa* to
\\ iti i loo, obtained brBrttl to I8UL

hi i is of B parte Such atto la the triumphal column, en
inthe placi Vendome,a Pa I tocon of thi lYeneh

- ni vblch, according to a Latin Inscription an>
iposedof the bnws cannon conquered from the ene-

uo lie In ii i ainpalgn "i Uirss months
this description sre the ''WstariooMedals, 11 dlstribotadbTOTQerof

a hi i at the expense ofths British nstloi istnous Bene-
a and tile brave officersand soldiers who were engaged In the memorable

ofWaterloo; andalsoths beautiful sis struck under the
M ni Mi Mn.ii.-, in com norais tin- achievements of the British

ol Prench modi mllcd
thi N all I ini the purpose o( commemorating the

1 BSfl Op '
'iird.

* Dr Letter, on the Bridsnoss of lbs t'hri»iian Religion,
V.il I

j
;

» When Ii I'.-- respired word .a Ood, we do not
thai ii was all spoksn by lam, or that it was written by him, or thai
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IV. Since the Jewish and Christian Scriptures profess to

be given by inspiration of God, and have been recognised as

such in every acre 1 (which in itself is no mean presumptive,

argument that they are divinely inspired writings), and since

also there have been many impostors in the world who have
pretended to be divinely inspired, it is necessary that the au-

thors of the dispensations contained in the Bible should pro-

duce satisfactory evidences of their divine mission. W hat

then are the evidences of inspiration with which every ra-

tional creature ought to be perfectly satisfied 1 This impor-

tant question admits of a clear and decisive answer; for, as

the existence of any power is demonstrated by its operations,

so the possession ofsupernatural knowledge is established by
the performance of supernatural works, or miracles; or as an

acquaintance with any language is manifested by speaking it

with propriety and ease, so the gift of inspiration is unques-
tionably displayed by the foretelling of future events with
precision. Miracles and Prophecy, therefore, are the two grand
criteria on which most stress is laid in the Scriptures. Pro-

phecies are the language of inspiration, and miracles are the

operation of that divine agency by which the prophet is in-

fluenced. The testimony of our senses is not a more satisfac-

tory evidence of the existence of external objects, than mira-

cles and prophecy are of the existence of inspiration; and
though both these modes of evidence are calculated, as well

for us who live in remoter times, as for those who lived in

the earliest, yet the evidence from miracles seems more par-

ticularly addressed to them, as that from prophecy is to us.

To them, miracles would appear the best proof of the truth of

a revelation, as they are addressed to the senses of the rude

and the refined, ana establish the truth of a religious system
at once, without subtle disquisitions, for which comparatively

few persons possess leisure, talents, or inclination. Miracles

convince the mind at once ; while prophecy does not give im-
mediate conviction, but the means of conviction to such as in

due time shall compare predictions with events. The an-

cients, who beheld the miracle*, had reason to believe that

the prophecies would be accomplished ; just as the moderns,
who see them fulfilled, have, besides other arguments, a

strong presumption that miracles were performed. The argu-

ments from miracles, depending on written testimony, will at

all times be equally forcible, while that from prophecy
(which has been termed a standing miracle) is increasing in

strength through every age ; and the more prophecies are ful-

filled, the more testimonies there are, and confirmations of the

truth and certainty of divine revelation ; and in this respect
we have eminently the advantage over those who lived in the

days of Moses and the prophets, of Christ and his apostles.

They had this growing evidence in part, but to us this amaz-
ing web is still more unfolded, and more of its wonderful
texture is displayed. They indeed heard the discourses of
Moses and the prophets, of Christ and his apostles, and they
beheld their miracles : but we have this advantage over
them, that several things, which were then only foretold are

now fulfilled; and what were to them only matters offaith,
are become matters of fact and certainty to us.'2

The evidence furnished by miracles and prophecy is so
abundantly sufficient to prove that the Bible is the word of
God, that we might safely rest its divine authority on these
proofs. There are, however, other internal evidences, which,
though not so obviously striking as miracles and prophecy,
come home to the consciences and judgments of every person,
whether learned or illiterate, and which leave infidels in

every situation without excuse. These internal evidences are,

the sublime doctrine and excellent moral precepts revealed in

evert/ Thing (hot is contained therein is (he word of God. But a distinction
is to lie made between those precepts, which inculcate justice, mercy, and
holiness of life, and the historical parts, which show the consequences of a
life in opposition to those principles. The first are properly sacred, because
they not only lead a man to happiness even in this life, but also give him an
evidence of things not seen in the life to come ; and thus are called the
word of God, as those moral virtues can only have their origin from the
fountain of all goodness. The last, that is, the 'historical parts, though some
are the words of good men,—wicked men,—or the speeches of Satan (on
which account they cannot be termed the word or words of God), have a simi-
lar tendency ; as they show, on the one hand, the malice, pride, and bias,
pheniyufthe spirit ofwickedness, and on the other hand, that spirit of divine
philaiuhrophy, which, throughout the whole Bible, breathes nothing but
'peace on earth, good will towards men." The nature andexlom of inspi-
ration are fully considered, infra, in No. II. of the Appendix to this volume.

1 Kor the testimony of the .Tews, in the time of Christ, it is sufficient to
refer to the New Testament, and to Josephus against Apion, book i. §8.
(See Ihe passage in p. 30. supra.) Fur the belief of the modern .tews, see
their confession of faith, which has been in use ever since the 13th century,
in Liimy's Apparatus Bihlicus, vol. i. pp. 245, 2415. Dr. Whitby has collected
the testimony of Christians di ring the first three centuries, in the General
Preface to his Commentary, pp. xvii.—xx.

4 Bp. Newton's Dissertations on the Prophecies, vol. i. pp. 3, 4. ninth edi-
tion.

the Scripture; the wonderful harmony and intimate connec-
tion subsisting between all the parts of Scripture; the mira-
culous preservation of the Scriptures ; their tendency to pro-
mote the present and eternal happiness of mankind, as
evinced by the blessed effects which are invariably produced
by a cordial reception of the Bible ; and the peculiar advan-
tages possessed by the Christian Revelation over all other

religions.

SECTION II.

THE MIRACLES, RELATED IN THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS,
ARE PROOFS THAT THE SCRIPTURES WERE GIVEN BY INSPIRA-

TION OF GOD.

I. A Jtfiracle defined.—IT. A*ature of the evidence from J\ftra-

des.—III. Their Design.—IV. Credibility of ,Miracles, vin-

dicated and proved.—V. Refutation of the objection that the

evidence for the credibility of .Miracles decreases with the

lapse of years, and the contrary proved.—VI. Criteria for
ascertaining true JMiracles.—Vlf. Application of these cri-

teria, 1. To the .Miracles of .Moses and of Joshua, and, 2.

To those of Jesus Christ and his Apostles, the number, va-
riety, design, and greatness of which, as -well as the persons

by whom and before whom, and the manner in which they

were performed, are fully considered, together with the ef-

fects produced by them.—The Jifiracles of Christ anil his

Apostles were never denied.—VIII. An Examination oj

some of the principal .Miracles related in the JVew Testa-

ment, particularly, 1. The Conx<ersion of Water into Wine
by Christ.—2. The Feeding of Five Thousand.—3. The
Healing of the Paralytic.—4. Giving Sight to the man who
was born blind.—5. The Healing of a man, lame from his

birth, by Peter and John.—6. Raising from the dead the

daughter of Jairus.—7. The Widow's Son at A'ain.—8.

And Lazarus.—IX. The RKStnnECTioN of Jesus Christ, viz.

1. Christ's Prophetic Declarations concerning his Death
and Resurrection.—2. The Evidence of Adversaries of the

Christian name and faith to this fact.—3. The Character

of the Apostles by whom it was attested, and the .Miracles

wrought by them; all which demonstrate the reality and
truth of Christ's resurrection.—X. General Summary of
the Argument furnished by .Miracles.—XI. Comparison of
them with pretended pagan and popish .Miracles, particu-

larly those, 1. Of Aristeas the Proconnesian.—2. Of Py-
thagoras.—3. Of Alexamler of Pontus.—4. Of Vespasian.
—5. Of Apollonius of Tyaua.—6. Pretended miracle at

Saragassa.—7. Pretended miracles of the Abbe' de Paris.—The Reality of the Christian Miracles demonstrated.

I. A Miracle defined.

A miracle is an effect or event, contrary to the established consti-

tution or course ofthings, or a sensible suspension or cantraiment

of, or deviationfrom, the. known laws ofnature, wrought eithei- by
the immediate act, or by the assistance, or by the permission of
Gad, and accompanied with a previous notice or declaration that

if is performed according to thepurpose and by the power of God,
for the proof or evidence of same particular doctrine, or in attes-

tation of the authority or d> vine mission ofsome particularperson

.

Nature is the assemblage of created beings. These beings
act upon each other, or by each other, agreeably to certain

rules formed by Infinite vVisdom, to which God has been
lileased to conform his own agency. These rules are called

by philosophers the laws of nature, and in the Scriptures, the
ordinances of heaven and ear/It. 3 Effects which are produced
by the regular operation of these laws, or which are con-
formable to the established course of events, are said to be
natural , and every palpable suspension or controlment of, or

deviation from, these laws, or rather from the progress of
things according to these laws—which is accompanied with
a previous notice or declaration that it is performed according

to the purpose and by the power of God—is a miracle.

" Thus the production of grain by vegetation is according to

a law of nature; were it to fall like, rain from the clouds,

there would be a miracle. Or, it is a law of nature that the

dead return not to life; were a dead person to become alive

again, there would be a miracle. It is thus carefully to be
distinguished, although the distinction be not often observed,

from events of extraordinary magnificence or unusual oc-

currence. A miracle, indeed, must be unusual ; but events

may be both unusual and magnificent which are not miracu-

lous. The appearance of a comet is unusual, and a violent

• Jer. xxxiii. 25. xxxi. 35. Job xxxviii. 33.
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thunder storm 19 magnificent ; but in neither the one nor the

oilier is there a suspension or alteration of any of nature's

laws. All the various appi arances, indeed, which materia]

or mental phenomena may, ucconiiug '" those laws, assume,

we Lire, perhaps, far from knowing, lint it is one thing to

assume an appearance, which, although a variety, is obvious-

ly, from its analogy, resolvable into a general law, and

another, to suspend or reverse the law; and it is by this

total alteration, of what from ample experience and induction,

even we, with all our ignorance, can safely pronounce to be

a law of nature, that a miracle must he distinguished from

every other phenomenon. We ascertain these laws by an

erience bo extensive and uniform, that it produces a cer-

tainty of expectation, scarcely inferior to the certainty ac-

companying the testimony ol our senses: this undoubted

permanency being the foundation of all those rules of con-

duet in the affairs of life, which are the same in all genera-

tions, and implied in all the most brilliant discoveries, and

profound calculations, in the science of physics." 1 It is

further essential to a miracle, thai it be accompanied with a

previous notice or declaration that it is performed according

to the purpose and by the power of God, for the proof or

evidence of some particular doctrine, or in attestation of the

authority or divine mission of some particular person. " This
intimation is necessary, that it may not seem to happen in

the ordinary course ot things; and it must be beyond the

reach of human calculation and power, that it may neither

appear to be the effect of foresight and science, as an eclipse,

nor the contrivance of human ingenuity and expertness, as

the feats of jugglers.

II. Nature of the Evidence arising from miracles.

It is commonly objected that a miracle is beyond our com-
prehension, mid is therefore contrary to reason.

Answkii.—This is by no means the rase. The possibility of

miracles, such as we have described them to be, is not contrary to

reason, and consequently their credibility is capable of a rational

proof; and though we cannot give a mechanical account of the

manner how they arc done, because they arc done by the unusual

interposition of an invisible agent, superior both in wisdom and

power to ourselves, we must not therefore deny the fact which

our own senses testify to be done. Every thing we see is, in

one sense, a miracle : it is beyond our comprehension. We put

a twig into the ground, and in a few years find that it becomes a

tree ; but how it draws its nourishment from the earth, and how
it increases, we know not. We look around us, and see the

forest sometimes shaken by storms, at other times just yielding

to the breeze ; in one part of the year in full leaf, in another,

naked and desolate. We all know that the seasons have an

effect on these things, and philosophers will conjecture at a few

immediate causes ; but in what manner these causes act, and

how they put nature in motion, the wisest of them know not.

When the stonn is up, why does it not continue to rage ?

When the air is calm, what rouses the storm? We know not,

hut must, after our deeped researches into first causes, rest satis-

fied with resolving all into the power of God. Yet, notwith-

standing we cannot comprehend the most common of these

appearances, they make no impression on us, because they arc

common, because they happen according to a stated course, and

are seen every day. If they were out of the common course of

nature, though in themselves not more difficult to comprehend,

they would still appear more wonderful to us. and mora ininii'.li-

Btfily the work of God. Thus, when We see a child grow into a

m in, and, when ihe hreath lias I. -ft the body, turn to corruption,

we are mil in the least surprised, because we see it every day ;

but were we to SM a man restored from sickness to health by u

word, or raised to lite from the .had liv a mere command, though

ill e things are not really more unaccountable, yel we call the

uncommon event a mimic, merely because it is uncommon.

We acknowledge, however, thai both an- produced by <bxl, be-

cause it is evident that no other power can produce them.

Such, then, is the nature of the evidence winch arises

from miracles ; and we have no mere reason to disbelieve

thl m, when well altested and not repugnant to the loudness

or justice of God, onlj becaua thej were performed m
ages ago, than we have to disbelieve (hi more ordinary oc-

currences of Providence which passed before our own time,

because the same occurrences may nevi r happen again d

Th. ordinary course of nature proves the being

and providence e I I o . 1 ; th.se extraordinary ad-, ol power

prove the divini ' that person who performs

them.

i D. ' ajr 1..1.1 tlic Booknof the NcwTeBaruont, p S17 I

Lurih, 1821. rtro.

" No event can be justly deemed miraculous merely be-

cause it is strange, or even to us unaccountable ; for it may
be nothing more than the regular effeel of some physical

cause operating according to an established though unknown
law of nature. In this country earthquakes happen but

ranly, and at no stated periods of time; and for monstrous
births perhaps no particular and satisfactory account can be
given; yet an earthquake is as regular an effect of the es-

tablished laws of nature as the bursting of a bomb-shell, or
the movements of a steam engine ; and no man doubts, but
that, under particular circumstances unknown to him, the
monster is nature's genuine issue. It is therefore III CI BBail

.

before we can pronounce an event to be a true miracle, that

the circumstances under which it was produced he known,
and that the common course of nature he in sonic degree un-
derstood ; for in all those cases in which we arc totally ig-

norant of nature, it is impossible to determine what is, or

what is not, a deviation Irom her course. Miracles, there-

lore, are not, as some have represented them, appeals to our
ignorance. They suppose some antecedent knowledge of
the course of nature, without which no proper judgment can
be formed concerning them ; though with it their reality may
he so apparent as to leave no room for doubt or disputation.

Thus, were a physician to give instantly sight to a blind

man, by anointing his eyes with a chemical preparation,

which we had never before seen, and to the nature and quali-
ties of which we were absolute strangers, the cure would to

us undoubtedly be wonderful ; but we could not pronounce
it miraculous, because it might be the physical effect of the

operation of the unguent on the I ye. Hut were he to give
sight to bis patient merely by commanding hiin to receive it,

or by anointing his eyes with spittle, we should with the ut-

most confidence pronounce the core to be a miracle; because
we know perfectly that neither the human voice, nor human
spittle, has, by the established constitution of things, any
such power over the diseases of the eye. No one is now
ignorant, that persons apparently dead are often restored to

their families and friends, by being treated, during suspended
animation, in the manner recommended by the Humane So-

ciety. To the vulgar, and sometimes even to men of science,

these resuscitations appear very wonderful; but as they are

known to be effected by physical agency, they can never be
considered as miraculous deviations from the laws of nature,

though they may suggest to different minds very different

notions of the state of death. On the other hand, no one
could doubt of his having witnessed a real miracle, who had
seen a person, that had been four days dead, come alive out

of the grave at the cull of another, or who had even beheld a

person, exhibiting all the common evidences of death, in-

stantly resuscitated merely by being thxirtd to live."-'

Sin'ce miracles are effects contrary to the established con-

stitution of things, we are certain that they will never be
performed on trivial occasions; for the laws, in conformity

to which created beings act, bi ing a consequence of the na-

ture of those beings, and of the relations which they bear

lo each other, are invariable. It is by them God governs tin-

world > he alone established them : he alone can suspend
them; and from the course of things thus established by In-

finite Wisdom, no deviation can be made but by God him-

self, or by some person to whom he has delegated his

power.

III. Design of Miiael.s.

A miracle becomes a proof of the character or mission of

him by whom it was wrought, by btitigprofissedly wroi

for the confirmation of either. A miracle is the testimony of

God. From the perfect veracity of him, who is the Sup
i

Being, it irresistibly results that he never can give, nor ra-

hi n .liv be supposed to give, bis testimony to any thing but

truth. When, therefore, a miracle is wrought in confirma-

tion of any thing, or as evidence of any thing, we know that

that thing is true, because God has given to it his t.sli v.

aiglii

....I ;

The miracles of Moses and of Christ were vi rough) to prove
that their mission and doctrine were fr.

they certainly were from God.
I. To this" it has been objected, ' first, that believers in

the Bible argue in a circle, and they prove the doctrine by

the miracle, and the miracle by the doctrine; an.l. s. ndly,

that miracles are asserted by the Scriptures tliotiisok.s lo

have been wrought in confirmation of falsehood.

Ainwr.n.— (1.) The triumph of the n.ln i-airics of Chrifitian-

• lip Olsli's dm, .a of StackhooM'a Hlston ol Q>tBlbU,vo1 HI p. 941.

in it. ue,, mi nmi ,,iii eii, whOM objection! have been r*-«choM by
, at oppOSOfl Ol r-\ elation
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ity would indeed be complete, if we asserted that a doctrine can

be proved to be reasonable and worthy of God, only by miracles,

and should then make use of the doctrine to prove that the mira-

cles come from God. But this is not the case. Miracles alone

cannot directly prove the truth or falsehood, the reasonableness

or absurdity, of any doctrine. As miracles are appeals to our

senses, so are doctrines to our reason. They are properly cre-

dentials and testimonials, which, when a man can produce openly

and fairly, if he teaches nothing absurd,—much more if his doc-

trines and precepts appear to be good and beneficial,—he ought

to be obeyed.

(2.) The opposers of revelation are greatly mistaken when
they assert that Christians argue in a circle, in proving the doc-

trines first by miracles, and then the miracles again by the

doctrines ; and the mistake lies in this,—that men do not distin-

guish between the doctrines which we prove by miracles, and

the doctrines by which we try miracles, for they are not the same
doctrines. The great doctrines of natural religion have for their

evidence the works of nature, and want not the support of

miracles. God never wrought miracles to prove the difference

between good and evil ; and if any man were asked how he

proves temperance or chastity to be duties, or murder or adultery

to be sins, he would not recur to miracles for an argument.

Though these and similar duties are enforced in the Gospel, they

were always truths and duties before the coming of Christ; and

we are in possession of them, without the help of miracles or

revelation. And these are the doctrines by which we try the

miracles. But when any new doctrine is published to the world,

of which nature has given no notice, it is of necessity that such

new doctrines should be established by new proofs. Now the

doctrines which are to be proved by miracles, are the new reveal-

ed doctrines of Christianity, which neither were nor could be

known to the reason of man:—such are the doctrines of salva-

tion and redemption by Christ, of sanctification and regeneration

by the Spirit of God ; and who ever brought these doctrines to

prove the truth or divine original of the miracles!

2. It has also been objected that miracles are asserted, by
the Scriptures themselves, to have been wrought in confirma-

tion of falsehood ;—as, for example, by the magicians in

Egypt, the witch of Endor, and by Satan in the time of

Christ's temptation.

Answer.— (1.) If the magicians of Egypt did work miracles,

they were wrought by the permission of God, with a view to

make the final triumph of his own cause, in the hands of Moses,

more the object of public attention, and more striking to the view

of mankind. This was done, when the magicians themselves

were put to silence, and forced to confess that the works of Moses
were accomplished by the finger of God. (Exod. viii. 19.) But
the truth is, the magicians did not perform any miracles. All

that they did [as the narrative of Moses expressly states] was to

busy themselves in their enchantments : by which, every man
now knows, that, although the weak and credulous may be de-

ceived, miracles cannot possibly be accomplished.

(2.) The witch of Endor neither wrought nor expected to

work any miracle. ( 1 Sam. xxviii. 7—25.) This is clearly evident

from her astonishment and alarm at the appearance of Samuel.
Saul, who expected a miracle, beheld Samuel without any pe-

culiar surprise: she, who expected none, with amazement and
terror. Indeed, it does not appear from the narrative, neither is

it to be supposed, that this woman had power to call up Samuel,

whom Saul wished to consult. But, before the sorceress could

prepare her enchantments for the purpose of soothing and flat-

tering Saul, the prophet Samuel, commissioned by God, appear-

ed, to her astonishment and consternation, and denounced the

judgment of death upon Saul. We are certain that, in this

case, Samuel was sent by God himself; because the message he
delivered respected a future event, and it is the prerogative of

God alone to declare what shall happen.

-

(3.) Satan is said by the evangelists to have taken Jesus

Christ up into an exceeding high mountain, and to have shown
him all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them, in a
moment of time (Matt. iv. 8. Luke iv. 5.); which transaction a

late scoffing antagonist of the Scriptures has termed " the most
extraordinary of all the things called miracles." But the truth

' Dr. Dwiglit's System of Theology, vol. ii. p. 508. That the Egyptian
magicians did not work miracles, has been proved at considerable tenjrtii

by Br. Farmer, in his Dissertation on Miracles. Chapter iv. Sect. i. Dr.
Graves has given (he chief part of Dr. Farmer's Observations, with some
additional remarks, in Ins Lectures on the Four last Books of the Penta-
teuch, vol. i. Appendix, Sect. ii.

3 Oh tiiis subject the reader will find a well written and satisfactory
communication in the London Christian Instructor for 1818. Vol. i. pp.
641—618.

is, that this transaction is not one of the "things called mira-

cles:" it is not mentioned as effected by supernatural means, or

without Christ's free consent. Neither were all the kingdoms
of the world exhibited to him. The Greek word uxsu/ttmc, here

translated -world, very frequently signifies land or country, and
ought to have been thus rendered in the passage just cited ;

:i the

meaning being no other, than that Satan showed to Jesus Christ

all the four tetrarchies or kingdoms comprised in the land of

Judaia. In this transaction it will not be pretended that there

was any thing miraculous.

The proper effect, therefore, of miracles is to mark clearly

the divine interposition ; and the Scriptures intimate this to

be their design ; for both Moses and the prophets, and Jesus
Christ and his apostles, appealed to them in proof of their

divine mission. Hence we draw this consequence, that he
who performs a miracle performs it in the name of God, and
on his behalf; that is to say, in proof of a divine mission.

IV. Credibility of Miracles vindicated and proved.
"Whatever miracles are wrought, they are matters of fad,

and are capable of being proved by proper evidence, as other
facts are. To those who beheld the miracles wrought by
Moses and Jesus Christ, as well as by his apostles, the
seeing of those miracles performed was sufficient evidence
of the divine inspiration of Moses and Jesus Christ. The.
witnesses, however, must be supposed to be acquainted with
the course of nature, so as to be able to judge that the event
in question was contrary to it. With respect to the miracles
recorded in the Scriptures, this cannot be doubted : for no
man of ordinary understanding could be incapable of ascer-

taining that the event was contrary to the course of nature,

when the Israelites passed through the Red Sea, and after-

wards over the river Jordan, the waters being stayed in their

current on either side ; when diseases were healed by a
word ; when sight was imparted to the blind, heating to the

deaf, and the powers of speech to the dumb, merely at com-
mand, and without the use of any other means : especially

when a corpse, that had begun to putrefy, was restored to

life by the speaking of a word. But to other men, miracles,

like other events, admit of the evidence of testimony. Now,
as we cannot doubt the competency of witnesses to ascertain

facts, their credibility is the only point to be considered; and
this must be determined upon the principles on which the

credibility of testimony, in general, depends. As this topic

has been dexterously seized by the advocates of infidelity, in

order to decry the credibility of the miracles recorded in the

Bible, the following hints on the value of human testimony
may be found useful in enabling the student to investigate

and explain them.
For estimating the value of single evidences the two follow-

ing plain rules have been laid down :

—

1. " Any thing capable of being proved by mere testimony,

is credible in proportion to the opportunity which the witness

had of being well informed concerning it himself, and his

freedom from any bias that might make him wish to impose
upon others.

If the person who gives us information appears to be a com-
petent judge of it, and to have been in a situation in which he

had the best opportunity of being rightly informed, and if there

be no appearance of its being his interest to deceive us, we give

our assent ; but we hesitate in proportion to the doubts we enter-

tain on either of these heads.

2. The more persons there are who relate the same trans-

action, of which they are equally credible witnesses, the

stronger is the evidence for it. But, the more persons there

are, through whose hands the same narration is conveyed to

us, the weaker is the evidence.

In this latter case, the witnesses are called dependent ones;

but in the former, they are said to be independent. Whatever

imperfection there may be in any one of a number of inde-

pendent witnesses, it is in part removed by the testimony of

others; but every imperfection is increased in proportion to the

number of dependent witnesses, through whose hands the same

story is transmitted."

3. The proper mark or criterion of a story being related

by a number of independent witnesses of full credit, is their

complete agreement in the principal arguments, and their

disagreement with respect to things of less consequence, or

at least variety, or diversity, in their manner of relating the

same story.

8 That the above is the proper rendering of onoupsm, is fully proved by
Dr. Lardncr. Works, vol. i. pp. 211. 255, 256. 8vo. ; or vol. i. pp. 132. 139,

110. lto.
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'• The reason of this is that to things of principal importance

they will all equally attend, and therefore the; "ill have their

minds equally impressed with the ideas of them; but that to

thinga ol lea consequence they will Dot give the same attention,

and therefore they will he apt to conceive differently concerning

them.
•' If a number of persons agree very minutely with respect to

all the facts of anv narrative, general and particular, and also in

the order and manner of their narration, it will amount to a

proof that they have agreed together to tell the same story; and

in this they will be supposed to have been influenced by some

motive not favourable to the value of their testimony; and be-

sides, having learned circumstances one of another, they cannot

be considered as independent of one another. All the histories

which have been written by persons in every respect equally

credible, agree in the main things, but they are as certainly found

to differ with regard to things of less consequence. We like-

wise distinguish with respect to the nature of the fact to which

our assent is required; for we expect more numerous, more ex-

press, and, in all points, more unexceptionable evidence, accord-

ing to the degree of its previous improbability, arising from its

want of analogy to other facts already known: and in this there

is a gradation front things which are antecedently highly proba-

ble, and therefore require but little positive evidence, to things

which are utterly incredible, being so contrary to what we already

know of the course of nature and the author of it, that no evi-

dence could convince us of it."

For instance, " if my servant should tell me that, as he was

passing through a certain place, he saw a friend of mine, who
(he knew) had business in that neighbourhood, and the charac-

ter of my servant was such, that I had never known him to tell

me a wanton lie, I should readily believe him; and, if I had any-

thing to do in the case, I should, without hesitation, act upon

the supposition that what he told me was true. But, if the same

servant should say that, coming through the same place, he saw

another of my friends, whom I knew to have been dead, I should

not believe him, though the thing in itself was not naturally im-

possible ; and if ten or a dozen persons of our common acquaint-

ance, persons of knowledge and curiosity, should, independently

of one another, seriously inform me that they wen' present them-

selves, and had no doubt of the fact, I might believe it." 1 It

follows, however, from this observation, that miracles require a

much stronger testimony than common facts; and such testimo-

ny, it will be seen in the following pages, they really have.

The greatest part of our knowledge, whether scientific or

historical, has no other foundation than testimony. How
many facts in chemistry, in physics, or other departments

of science, do we receive without having seen them, only

because they are attested to us; though they may seem con-

trary not only to our personal experience, but also to common
rriencei Fot instance, I am informed that the fresh-

water polype, when CUl into pieces, is re-produced in each

piece; thai the pieces of this insect, when put end to end,

tntergraft and unite together; that this Bame insect may be
turn-

i oul like a glove; and that it lives, grows, and
multiplies, in this new State, as w. 11 as in its natural slate.

Th ise are strange facts, and yet 1 admit them upon credible

testimony.' Again, a man who has never been out of Great

Britain is, by testimony alone, as fully convinced of the cx-

i ol fon i.'u countries as he is of the existence of the

ntry i" which he lives. No person, who has read his-

tory, has any more doubt of then 1" m» - UCb a city as Romi
or Paris, or that there formerly existed BUCfa persons as

Alexander the Greal and Julius Caesar, than he has ol

truth of the proposition thai two and tvt o make lour, or that

queen Elizabeth some time since reigned in this islai

that \\ tUism th, Fi arth t-. si pn < nt, Boven ign of the B i-

tish empire. Th. truth of these even! is convi jred to us by
r. nt testimonj ofhistory, by which it is

so firmly established, that, w ere a si t ..!' learni .1 me w to

arise, and, without being able to produce any ai cienl contra-

dictory statements, to endeavour by Bp cious reasonii

destroy our belief ..fit, it would argue the greatesl folly and
weakness to be moved by thi m, The truth of other i

substantiated in manner, and upon such evidence
almost ill. whole bu nn -- and intercourse of human life is

condneti d. But, bowevi t applicable tins reasoning may be

l>r Pri-Htl. >'- I \-\irr,l in.l It R a vol t pn
... .ai.iiiv Mr OalMill: I, .ill..

I

• The curl i ni. i'. mis of nniiiei i»ou on
Amos sstreonflnary aoltoals In the Pliiloeoplucal Trmnsaclioiifof ti.

Society, v.|» jcln xlin xliv nmtiiu

ordinary affairs of human life, it has been laid down
by sou,.

| is a maxim, that no human testimony is

sufficient to prove a miracle. This am rtipn was first made
by a late celebrated philosopher, whose notions have been
adopted by all lat. r dei-is. and whose argument in substance
is this:— Experience, which in some things is variable, in

others is uniform, is oat only guide in reasoning concerning
matters of fact. Variable experience gives rise to pro

lity only: an uniform experience amounts to proof. Cur
belief of any fact, from the testimony of eye-witnesses, is

derived front no other principle than our expi rience of the
veracity of human testimony. If the fact attested be mira-
culous, there arist a a cons st of two opposite a, or

proof against proof. Now, a miracle is a violation of the

laws of nature: and as a firm and unalterable expt rienci

established these laws, the proof against s miit cle, fr< m the

very nature of the fact, is as complete as any ar.juia. nt In in

experience eaa possibl] be imagined; and if so, it is an un-

deniable consequence, that it cannot be surmounted by any
proof whatever derived from human lesii ny."1

Now, to this reasoning, or the most prominent and essen-

tial parts of it, sever il .1. eisive answer- have been or may be
given. A few of the. e may properly find a place lure.

(I.) " Dr. Campbell, in his celebrated 'Dissertation on
Miracles,' shows the fallacy ofMr. Hume's argument thus :

—

' The evidence arising from human testimony is not derived
»ili l/l from experience: on the contrary, testimony has
natural influence on belief, antecedent to BX] Bli

'The early and unlimited assent given to testimony by chil-

dren, gradually contract-, as they advance in life: it is therefore

more consonant to truth to say, that our ilijfidence in testimony

is the result of experience, than that our faith in il has ibis

foundation. Besides, the uniformity of experience In favour of

any fact is not a proof against its being reversed in a particular

instance. The evidence arising from the single testimony of a

man of known veracity will go further to establish a belief of its

being actually reversed. If his testimony be confirmed by a few

others of the same character, we cannot withhold our assent to

the truth of it. Now, though the operations of nature are go-

verned by human laws, and though we have not the testimony

of our senses in favour of any violation of them; still, if in

titular instances we have the testimony of thousands of our fcl-

low-crealures, ami those, too, men of strict integrity, swayed by

no motives of ambition or interest, and governed by the princi-

ples of common sense, that they were actually witnesses of these

violations, the constitution of our nature obliges us to believe

them.'

(J.) " Mr. Hume's reasoning is founded upon too limited

a view of the laws and course of nature.

"If wc consider things duly, we shall find that lite!.— mat'er

is utterly incapable of obej ing any laws, or of being endued with

any powers; and, therefore, what is usually called the course

nf nature, can be nothing else than the arbitrary will and plea-

sure of Cod, acting continually upon matter, according to certain

rules of uniformity, still l>c:iring a relation to contingencies. So

that it is as easy for the Supreme Being to alter what men think

the course of nature, as to preserve it. Those affects, which are

produced iii the world regularly and indesiuentlv, and which are

usually termed the works of nature, prove the constant provi-

dence of the Deity; those, on the contrary, which, upon any

extraordinary occasion, are produced in such a manner as it is

manifest could 001 have been cither by hu u power, or by

what is called chance, prove undeniablj thi at* interpo-

sition oi the Deitj on that ipecial occaa God, il must ba

recollected, is the governor of the moral a I
the phytU

ral world; and in., the moral well-being of the uui.i e is ol'

more consequence than its physical order ami regularity, il fol-

lows, obviously, thai the law ly with which Lhi

teri.d world • dry to I lated ervi< nt, and

may occasionally veld to the laws by which the moral world is

governed. Although, therefore, a miracle i- contrary to

usual curst- of nature and would indeed lose its benel

ell'ect if it were i. innot thence be inferred that it is

•a Violation of tin' lu.r: of nature,' allowing the term to in. bale

od to moral ten.len.le-. The laws l.v which a wise and

holy God governs the world cannot, unless he i- pleased to oa-

ves! them, be (i irnl In any other way than from ttttim

. on this supposition, nothing but test! iv can bung i.s

acquainted with the whols aeriss of bis dispensations, and tins

kind of knowledge is absolute!] necessary previonalj to our col

• in lops Ba nnuuinic«, vol i. art MrUt
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rectly inferring those laws. Testimony, therefore, must be ad-

mitted as constituting the principal means of discovering the real

laws by which the universe has been regulated; that testimony

assures us that the apparent course of nature has often been in-

terrupted to produce important moral effects; and we must not

at random disregard such testimony, because, in estimating its

credibility, we ought to look almost infinitely more at the moral,

than at the physical circumstances connected with any particular

event."'

(3.) The futility of Mr. Hume's sophism may also be
shown, even upon its own avowed principles.

If the secret of compounding gunpowder had perished by the

accidental death of its discoverer, immediately after its extraor-

dinary powers had been exhibited before a hundred competent

witnesses, on the principles of the sophism now before us, the

fact of its extraordinary powers must immediately pe rejected as

a manifest falsehood. For, that a small black powder should

possess such powers, contradicts the universal experience of man-

kind. The attestation, therefore, of the hundred witnesses plainly

contradicts the universal experience of mankind. But it is more

probable that these hundred witnesses should be liars, than that

the universal experience of mankind should be contravened.

Therefore, the pretended black powder possessed no such extra-

ordinary powers, as those wliich these false witnesses would fun

ascribe to it.

(4.) This sophism (for argument it can scarcely be called)

" proves too much, and therefore proves nothing."

" It proves too much ; for, if I am to reject the strongest testi-

mony to miracles, because testimony has often deceived me,

whilst nature's order has never been found to fail, then I ought

to reject a miracle, even if I should see it with my own eyes, and

if all my senses should attest it; for all my senses have some-

times given false reports, whilst nature has never gone astray
;

and, therefore, be the circumstances ever so decisive or inconsist-

ent with deception, still I must not believe what I see, and hear,

and touch ; what my senses, exercised according to the most de-

liberate judgment, declare to be true. All this the argument re-

quires, and it proves too much : for disbelief in the case supposed

is out of our power, and is instinctively pronounced absurd ; and,

what is more, it would subvert that very order of nature on which

the argument rests : for this order of nature is learned only by

the exercise of my senses and judgment ; and if these fail me in

the most unexceptionable circumstances, then their testimony to

nature is of little worth."-

V. Refutation of the objection, that the evidence for the

credibility of miracles decreases with the lapse of years.

It is further objected by the disciples of Mr. Hume, that

" whatever may be conceded to those who received miracles

as true from the testimony of concurrent witnesses, those who
lived a thousand years after the event can have no reason to

believe it ; and that if we admit that concurrent testimony

may augment, still successive testimony diminishes, and that

so rapidly as to command no assent alter a few centuries at

most."
i Dr. O. Gregory's Letters on the Evidences, &c. of the Christian Reve-

lation, vol. i. pp. 176, 177. This argument is pursued to a considerable ex-

tent by Professor Vince, in his Sermons on the Credibility of Miracles,

Bvo. ; and with much acuteness by Dr. Dwight, in his System of Theology,
vol. ii. pp. 498-—505. See also Bp. Marsb's Lectures, part vi. lect. 30. pp.
72—91. and Dr. Cook's Inquiry into the Books of the New Testament, pp.
336—352. The sceptical theory of Hume concerning testimony has been
exposed with singular ability by Dr. VVhately, in his "Historic Doubts"
relative to the lale Napoleon Bonaparte, who has applied it to the history

of that extraordinary man, to which he has shown thai it applies with so

much greater force than it does to the Jewish or Christian narrative, as to

reduce the disciple of Hume to this dilemma, viz. either to abandon his

theory altogether, or to apply it first where it is most applicable ; and upon
those grounds, on which he impugns the Christian Scriptures, to acknow-
ledge the accounts of Bonaparte, with which Hie world was so long amazed
and terrified, to have been a mere forgery—the amusement of wits—or
the bugbear of politicians.

The reader, who is desirous offully investigating the subject of miracles,
will find it very ably treated in Drs. Campbell's and Adams's Treatises, in

reply to the sophistry of Hume; in Dr. Hey's Norrisian Lectures, vol. i.

pp. 157—300.; in Dr. Price's Four Dissertations on Providence, &c. diss
lv. pp. 384. el seq. ('Ith edit.); in the Criterion of the late Dr. Douglas, Bp.
of Salisbury ; and in Dr. Elrington's Sermons on Miracles, at the Donnellau
Lectures for 1795, 8vo. Dublin, 1796. See also Bp. Gleig's Dissertation on
Miracles (in the third volume of his edition of Stackhouse's History of the
Bible, pp. 210. el seq.), in which the recent endeavours in a celebrat.d lite,

rary journal to support the sceptical notions of Hume and his followers
are most ably exposed; as they also are in the Rev. J. Somerville's "Re-
marks on an Article in the Edinburgh Review, in wliich the Doctrine of
Hume on Miracles is maintained." 8vo. Edinburgh, 1815. The fifth and sixth
volumes of Professor Vernet's Traite delaVerite de la Religion Chreiienne
also discuss the subject of miracles at considerable length, and present
both solid and learned replies to the objections of the opposers of revela-
tion.

» Dr. Channing's Discourse on the Evidences of Revealed Religion,
a. 20.

Vol. I. N

Answer.—This objection is specious, but very far from being
correct. It is not, indeed, denied, " that there may be cases in

which credibility vanishes with time ; but no testimony is really

in the nature of things rendered less credible by any other cause,

than the loss or want of some of those conditions which first

made it rationally credible. A testimony continues equally

credible, so long as it is transmitted with all those circumstances

and conditions which first procured it a certain degree of credit

amongst men, proportionate to the intrinsic value of those condi-

tions. Let it be supposed that the persons who transmit the tes-

timony are able, honest, and diligent in all the requisite inqui-

ries as to what they transmit, and how should the credibility due
to their testimony be weakened, but by the omission of circum-

stances ] which omission is contrary to the hypothesis. No
calculation of the decrease of the credibility of testimony, in

which a man bears witness respecting realities, and not the fic-

tions of his own brain, can ever proceed upon any other princi-

ple than that of the characters and qualifications of the witnesses :

and, therefore, as far as the credibility of any matter of fact de-

pends upon pure testimony, those who live at the remotest dis-

tance of time may have the same evidence of the truth of it, as

those persons who lived nearest to the time in which the thing

was said to be done ; that identical time being of course ex-

cluded.

" In what possible manner, for example, can the evidence on
wliich we believe the facts related in the Gospels be less than
that on wliich those facts were accredited by Christians in the

second or third centuries? They possessed the standard writ-

ings of the evangelists ; so do we : what those books then con-

tained, they now contain ; and the invention of printing seems
likely, under the care of Providence, to preserve them genuine to

the end of time. This admirable invention has so far secured all

considerable monuments of antiquity, that no ordinary calami-

ties of wars, dissolutions of governments, &c. can destroy any
material evidence now in existence, or render it less probable to

those who shall live in a thousand years' time, than it is to us.

With regard to the facts of the Christian religion, indeed, it is

notorious that our evidence in favour of them has increased

instead of diminishing since the era of printing, the refor-

mation of religion, and the restoration of letters ; and, as even

the recent inquiries of learned men have produced fresh evi-

dence, there is every reason to hope it will continue to increase.

Indeed, it is only with regard to the facts related in the Bible,

that men ever talk of the daily diminution of credibility. Who
complains of a decay of evidence in relation to the actions of

Alexander, Hannibal, Pompoy, or Caesar ! How many fewer

of the events recorded by Plutarch, or Polybius, or Livy, are be-

lieved now (on account of a diminution of evidence), than were
believed by Mr. Addison, or Lord Clarendon, or Geoffrey Chau-
cer ? It might be contended, with some show of probability, that

we know more of those ancients than the persons now men-
tioned ; but that is widely different from accrediting less. We
never hear persons wishing they had lived ages earlier, that they

might have had better proofs that Cyrus was the conqueror of

Babylon, that Darius was beaten in several battles by Alexan-

der, that Titus destroyed Jerusalem, that Hannibal was entirely

routed by Scipio, or Pompey by J ulius Caesar : though we some-

times find men of ardent and enterprising minds exclaiming

—

' O that I had lived and been present when such and such splen-

did events occurred : how lively an interest should I have taken

in such scenes, how much concern in their termination !' And,
indeed, it is the frequent hearing of like exclamations that causes

men to confound weight of testimony with warmth or depth of

feeling ; and to lose sight of the essential difference between real

evidence, or the true basis for belief of history, and the sensible

impression or influence which such history may make upon the

mind. We believe as firmly that Lucretius killed himself in the

delirium of a fever, as that Lucretia stabbed herself in conse-

quence of the wrongs she had received from Tarquin's son
; yet

we feel a much more lively interest in the latter event than in

the former. The fate of Carthage, or the result of the contest

between Anthony and Octavius respecting the empire of the

world, would doubtless be much more deeply felt, and much more
warmly conversed about, within two centuries of the circum-

stances, than they ever are now
;
yet those who then conversed

about them had just as much reason to doubt their occurrence us

we have ; that is, just none at all. And the like reasoning will

apply to all the circumstances recorded in authentic history. So
that, having established the genuineness and authenticity of tr-i

books of Scripture on evidence far superior to that on which

other historic books are received, it is the most idle and ridicu-
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Ions thing imaginable, to affect to disbelieve any of the beta

thereto recorded on account of the remoteness of the times in

which they oc tuned." 1

Thus, th es of the genuineness, truth,

and divine anth iri v of the Scrip ifoil m
intr less as ipse of ages (as some antag

1), that, on the contrary, they are

progressively increasing with in< :rs: for So .

ii, -a noes have been discovered in fa-

vour of the Jewish :i:nt christian histories, as abundantly to

make up for any evidences that may have been lost in fir-

mer ages; and, as this improvement of the historical evi-

dences -iiv.ly increasing, there is every reaso
in \ will d i become ..mrc and more irn

ble to all i i

VI. lint, h iwever satisfactory the preceding general ah-

stract cvi.l j to real the de-

fence of miracles against the objections of infidels wholly
upon them. The miracles related in the Bible are accom-

Sanied by • as it will be found difficull I i

nee in -i iv other historic fact, and such as can-

not be brought to subsl mtiate any pretended fact what i .

Since, as we aln idj have had occasion to observe, the

proper efl'ect of a miracle is dearly to mail the divin i
i ter-

position. it must therefore have characters proper to iudi

such interpositi in; and these ob|tekia are six in mtmher
1. It is required, then, in the first place, that a fact or

event, which is stated to be miraculous, should have an im-

portant end, worthy of its author.

•J. It must he instantaneously and publicly performed.

3. It must hi' sensible and easy to be observed: in other

words, the fact or event must be such, that the senses of

mankind can clearly and fully judge of it.

1. It must he independent oi second causes,

5. \ ii onl] public monuments must be kept up, but some
outward actions musl be constantly performed in memory of
the fact thus publicly wrought.

6. And such monuments must he set up, and such actions

and observances be instituted, at the very tune when those

events took place, and afterwards be continued without in-

terruj i

1. The SrSt character of a miracle is, an important end,
AND WORTHY in' ITS \i thou, for what probability is there,

that the Umighty should specially interpose, and suspend
the 1 tws by whiefi he governs this w orld, u ithoul any neces-
sity, for a frivol in, inconsistent with his wisdom,
anil mi i f his greatness 1 Every miracle, then, musl
have a asi i'ul end, ana one to which second causes are intiilv-

gualei— t>. to authorize a prophet, or to establish a revela-
tion. Aii end so wise and so benevolent is well worth] i f

the Supn mi ine

Tin- character of a true miracle is found in all the miracles

recorded as being performed bj Moses and Jesus Christ. None
of them are repn scnted as having been wrought on trivial occa-
sions. The writers n bo mention them were eye-witnesses ol the
farts, which facts tiny affirm t" have been performed publicly, in

tation of the truth of their respective dispensations. Thev
arc indeed bo incorporated with these dispensations, thai the mi-
racJes cannot be separated &om the doctrines; and if the mi-
racles were nut really performed, the doctrines caimol be true.

Further, the miracles at Moses and Jesus Christ were wrought
in support of revelations, which opposed all the religious sys-

tems, prejudices, and superstitions of the age. This circum-
stance alone sets them, in point of authority, infinitely above
the pagan prodigies recorded by ancient writers, as well as the

pretended miracle, of the Romish church; many of which may
be shown to he mere natural event-, while others are repre-

sented as having been performed m secret, on the most trivial

occasions, and long before the time of the writers by whom they
are related ; and such ol them 1 1 ai tirst view appear to be be I

attested, are evidently trick- contrived for interested pur] . to

flatter power, or to promots the prevailing superstitions, and the

» Dr (i i:r lory's Letters on the 1 I tlsnRe.
' i dim subjocl '

i

,

i

» Ths i lA r wn'i is desirous of airing the nranmrnt (which In h»»rr ae-
oesssi erred to the n -

i -, i

Of (hi truth 01 it.i- (liri.ai.ui Iti

' I I inir»r|r«. with thrir Illustrations, U»
ebledj abridf. tl i M. i

-
| ihod irlthihi n •

end Pi •

i the Mini ot Q
pet,'' losoetrer to Booeeeeu, translated ti i n.irsd

erroneous doctrines which that church has imposed upon her
members, as articles of faith, that must be believed on pain of
damnation.

J. A second criterion of a miracle is, that it be insta.n-

TANEoCslv AND PL in 11 IV PERFORMED, AND BEFORE CREDI-
BLE witnesses.—A business, huddled up in a cloister bi

a lew interested monks, is not properly attested. IJut when
an aotion is performed before the public eve, as the miracles
of Moses and thi se of Christ wi re, or before witnesses who
have totally exculpated themselves of having any end but

i.i i. we have all the at;. rtation we can reasonably
desire.

(1.) It must be instantaneously performed.

A miracle does not present the shades and gradations ob-

iu nature. Nature proceeds not by tits and starts, but
is gradual and progressive in its operations; does not create, but

unfolds; nourishes, and causes to sprout and prow; sets to work
second causes, which act only by little and little, and do not pro-

duce their efiect until the end of a certain period. From this rule

ivine agency is entirely free. Ciod said, " Let there be
light, and there was light ."

(•2.) Further, publicity or notorii tj is reqt

Not that a miracle performed in the sight of a few witni

is the less a miracle on that account. It is enough that there is

a sufficient number of spectators worthy of credit. The no-
toriety of this or that particular miracle may be more or less

restrained by circumstances ; and we cannot reject a miracle,

properly established, under the pretence thai it has not had all

th. torietv which we might have imagined to be necessary.

How great soever may be the number of witnesses, we can
always emu cue a greater. But there is a degree of notoriety

which satisfies reason; and if it were not so, testimonial proof

could never be complete.

To this criterion of a miracle, it has been objected, that

Jesus enjoined secrecy on some of the persons on whom lu-

had wrought miraculous cures, and hence it has been in-

sinuated that they could not hear the test of examination.

A\-\v i n.—A little attention will show that this objection is

unfounded. " Distinguish the lime-, and the Scriptures will

agree." 5 This observation is of particular importance in show-
ing that the contradict ions, which the opposcrs of revelation

have asserted to cyist in the relations of Christ's miracles, aro

utterly unfounded; and also in showing the reas.ui whv he

commanded some of the persons whom be had healed, not to

divulge their miraculous cures to any man, while he performed
others with the greatest publicity.

.le-us Christ having . 1
. 1 1

_
1 1 1 , I and instructed the multitude

with his discourses, the lame of them, and of bis mighty Wi

so struck the people, thai the crowd which assembled around

him increased every day. In the universal expectation of the

Mi . i. ih thai then prevailed, there was reason to tear lest the

Jews, under the impulse of blind bul ardent seal, should have

declared him their king, or lest some seditious spirit should

take advantage of their favourable disposition towards him, to

Create BOme disturbance among that people. Tin- indeed is

evident from the Gospel, which informs us that the Jews had

hud a scheme t<> take him away by Jbreet and make him a

A/n-r. (John vi. IS.) lint Jesus djd not choose to give umbrage
to the Human government. Though he was to be condemned to

death, it was not neee--aiv he should be so a- a ret ..I t .
. Ciesar,

That fine tc-timonv WSS !' he Imnic to In- in nee. nee,— IJtnA
no fault in tfiix man: (l.nkc \ \ in. I.) Determined to seal w ith

his blood the truth of his religion, he lir-t proved his divine

me inn. multiplied the witnesses of his miracles, confirmed the

faith of the apostles, cave them instructions, and destroyed the

prep..--, --urn that the Mcs-iah was to he a temporal king, sur-

rOUnded With the pomp of worldly grandeur. Hut all till

not the work of a tew days, \ rapid instruction, joined to

multitude ol rowded into a -holt -pace ot lime, would

not have h D | p enough in the minds of men. Infinite

Wisdom, therefore, permitted not our Saviour to kin. lie the

hatred Of his enemies too soon, nor to deliver himself into their

before hie hour was come, lie was m the mean time to

work miracles, and to give them the necessary authenticity : bul

their greater or lest n. ... mi.iv depended upon times, places, and
persons. By making these distinctions, wi Bern in om
Divine Saviour a wisdom a- constant in it- aim. a- admirable in

.mill* finpora, CI rnnmrrUbunt Scrtptnrie.

in IS.

Auftcuirc OS Verb
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the appropriation of means to the variety of circumstances. He
acted less openly in JudsEa : Jerusalem especially required from

him great circumspection. He was there under the eye of Pilate,

the sanhedrim, and the priests : and the eagerness of the people

to follow him might have readily furnished them with a pretence

to accuse him as seditious. In the seventh chapter of the Gospel

of John we learn, that Jesus retired into Galilee, not choosing

to remain in Judxa, because that the Jews sought to hill him.

(John vii. 1.) Out of Judoea he was more at liberty. We must
not therefore wonder at his saying to the demoniac of Gadara,

Return to thi?ie otvn house, and sheiu koto great things God
hath done unto thee. (Luke viii. 39.) Gadara was a city where
there were many heathens : a disturbance among the people

there was not so much to be feared. Jesus acted also more
openly in Galilee. We read in the fourth chapter of Matthew,
that he there performed miracles in a very public manner. Such
was the miracle of the multiplication of the loaves ; and yet, as

soon as he saw that the people were on the point of taking

him away to make him a king, he retired to a mountain. (John
vi. 15.) He had regard therefore to the different disposition of

men's minds. This was sometimes so favourable to him, that,

choosing to distribute into different places the light of his doc-

trine, he prescribed silence to those whom he cured ; that he
might not be too long detained in the same place by the mul-
titude, who, being informed of a new miracle, would have im-
portuned him without ceasing. Thus, wrhen he had raised up
Jairus's daughter, he forbade the parents to publish it.

That our Lord chose to distribute equally the light of his doc-

trine is evident from the Gospel. We learn (Mark i. 38. Luke
iv. 43.) that when he had wrought several miracles in Capernaum,
he says, Let us go into the next toivns, that I may preach
there also ; for therefore came Iforth. The people staying
him, that he should not depart from them, he said unto them, I
must preach the kingdom of God to other cities also.

But this distinction of times will furnish us with the most
light in perusing the narrative of our Saviour's miracles. At
his entrance upon his ministry Jesus Christ used the utmost
caution, not choosing to be detained at the commencement of

his course. It was at the entrance upon his ministry that he
healed the leper spoken of in Mark i. 40—45. Accordingly, the
evangelists adds, that he recommended to the leper to keep
silence respecting his cure. (ver. 44.) Presently after, he per-

formed his miracles more openly ; but took the wise precaution
of qualifying their splendour. It was with this view that he
declared his kingdom was not of this world. Luke informs us

that the people were amazed at the mighty power of God. But
while they wondered at all things which Jesus did, he said to his

disciples, Let these sayings sink doivn into your ears ; for the

Son of man shall be delivered into the hands of men. (Luke
ix. 44.) The further he advanced in his course, the more eclat

and notoriety did he give to his miracles. On the approach of
his last passover, he hesitated not to celebrate it at Bethany, at

Jerusalem, and in sight of his enemies. We learn from Mat-
thew (xxi. 14. with John xii. 37.), that the blind and the lame
came unto him in the temple, and that he cured them in the
presence of the chief priests. When he had laid the founda-
tions of his religion, the reserve which he had formerly used was
no longer necessary : it would have shown more weakness than
prudence.

The preceding remarks will serve to remove the apparent
contradictions arising from the different degrees of notoriety
which Jesus Christ gave to his miracles. As he read men's
hearts, the different dispositions which he there discovered led
him to diversify his measures. He tempered the splendour
of his miracles, when any event might result from that
splendour injurious to his religion. The infinite Wisdom
which enlightened him, discovered to him, in this respect,
combinations which would have escaped a mortal sight.
When, therefore, he appears to vary his process, it is not
that he changes his plan, but he avoids the obstacles which
might injure it. 1

3. A miracle must, in the third place, be sensible and
EAsy to be observed : in other words, the facts purporting
to be miraculous must be of such a nature, that the senses
of mankind can certainly perceive that both the event is real,
and its origin supernatural.2

' Claparede's Considerations upon the Jliracles of the Gospel, in an-
swer to Rousseau, part i. c.7.

» "There are two things," says Archbishop Tillotson, "necessary to a
miracle:—that there should be a supernatural effect wrought, and that
this effect be evident to sense, so that, though a supernatural effect be
wrought, yet ifit be not evident to sense, it is, to all the ends and purposes
of a miracle, as if it were not, and can be no testimony or proof of any

It must turn upon laws which are generally known, and not
upon such as are scarcely or not at all known ; nor upon sub-
jects too remote from us, or which require the experienced
eye of an observer in order to be perceived. A supernatural
motion in the ring or satellites of Saturn could not therefore be a
miracle for the generality of the earth's inhabitants; it would at

most be only so to astronomers. A miracle, being calculated to es-

tablish the divine interposition, ought to be more within the reach
of men : signs from earth, therefore, will be preferable to signs

from heaven.—If a man display a phial full of blood which
sometimes congeals and sometimes liquefies, he has no right to

our credit, unless he submit his phial to the examination of our
senses. But when the waters of the Nile are turned into blood;

when millions are fed with manna ; when a man is raised from
the dead ; when four or five thousand people are fed by a
pittance :—in such cases there can be no deception ; our senses,

which are the only competent judges, have the means ofjudging.

4. A miracle ought to be independent of second causes,
or performed without any natural instrument.

If any external action or foreign circumstances accompany it

(as was commonly the case), this action or circumstance has
no natural connection with the effect produced. This it is which
particularly distinguishes miracles from natural events. The
latter have a natural cause ; and that cause is proportionate to
the effects which result from it. Thus every body, that is in
motion, moves in proportion to the force that impels it. But
the immediate special interposition of God excludes that of phy-
sical agents ; in every miracle, the proportion between causes
and effects no longer subsists. Medicine has remedies proper
for curing diseases : these remedies bear a certain relation to the
nature of the malady which they are to remove or destroy ; but
no such relation is discoverable in miracles. It is by natural
means that the understanding is enlightened and instructed in

those things of which it was previously ignorant. I speak a
language that is foreign to me ; I devoted time and labour to the
acquisition of it, and employed the assistance of a master : but
if, independently of such aids, my mind be instantaneously en-
riched with all the words of a language before unknown to me,
the effect has not its cause in nature. The event is super-

natural. The application of this remark to the apostles, at the

day of Pentecost, is too obvious to be insisted upon.

It has been objected to this criterion of a miracle, that
Jesus Christ, in three of his miracles, made use of an ex-
ternal application ; which, if it were necessary to the cure,
looks like the application of some hidden means of art. If

it were unnecessary, such process is arraigned as being im-
proper in the mode, and even ridiculous.

Answer. The three miracles in question are those of the
man who had been born blind (John ix. 1—7.), the blind man
in the vicinity of Bethsaida (Mark viii. 23—2S.), and the deaf
man near the sea of Galilee. (Mark vii. 32—37.) In the first

of these, " he spat on the ground, and made day of the spittle,

and anointed the eyes of the blind man with the clay," and
commanded him to go and wash in the pool of Siloam ; the man
went thither, and washed, and returned seeing. In the second
case, " he took the blind man by the hand and led him out of
the town, and when he had spit on his eyes, and put his hands
upon him, he asked him if he saw aught? and he looked up, and
said, I see men as trees walking. After that he put his hands
again upon his eyes, and made him look up. and he was restored,

and he saw every man clearly ; and he sent him away to his own
house, saying, Neither go into the town, nor tell it to any in the
town." Nearly similar was our Saviour's treatment of the deaf
man who had an impediment in his speech, into whose ears he
put his fingers, and " spit and touched his tongue ; and looking
up to heaven, he sighed, and saith unto him, Ephphatha, that
is,—Be opened ! and straightway his ears were opened, and the
string of his tongue was loosed, and he spake plain."

" These three ate the only instances where a deliberate ear-

thing, because it stands in need of another miracle, to give testimony to
it, and to prove that it was wrought. And ni.iihei in Scripture, nor in pro-
fane authors, nor in common use of speech, is any thing rallpd a miracle,
but what falls under the notice of our senses ; a miracle being nothing
else but a supernatural effect evident to sensp, the great end and design
whereof is to be a sensible proof and conviction to us of something that
we do not see. For want of this, transubstautiation is no miracle; a sign
or miracle is always a thing sensible, otherwise it could be no sign. Now,
that such a change as is pretended in transubstantiation should really be
wrought, and yet there should be no sign of it, is a thing very wonderful;
but not to sense, for our senses perceive no change. And that a thing
should rpmain to all appearance just as it was, hath nothing at all of wonder
in it. We wonder, indeed, when we see a strange thing done, but no man
wonders when he sees nothing done." Sermons, vol. ii. p. 440. 8vo. Lon-
don, 1830.
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temal application i* related I i bave been used, and in all these

cases tin- reason for using it seems to nave been one and the

same, namely, to convey to the individual*) on whom the mira-

cles were performed, a clear ataurance that Jeaiu woi the

person at whose command, and by -whose agency, the curt -was

wrought, and to enable them to Otate to others the grounds of
this assurance fully and circumstantially. For this purpose

our Saviour used such mods «f application as was best cal-

culated to make an Impression on the senses these men possessed!

unimpaired, antecedent t<> Ihe miracle, ami such as led them tu

observe thai be was about to interpose, in order to perfect those

organs which were defective- A little attention will show that

every circumstance in the different modes of application had this

tendency.
" A blind mm can know another only by the voice or the

touch. The blind man near Bethsaida our Lord led out of the

town remote from the crowd, that he might be sure of the person

who spoke to or touched him; he then spat on his eyes, and

laid his hands on him, and restored him to sight, though imper-

fectly,—after that, he put his hands again upon his eyes, and he

saw clearly. What possible mode could give him a more full

assurance that the cure was wrought by the interposition of an
external agent, and that Jesus was that agent 1 The deal" m in

could judge of the intentions of another only by seeing what

he docs ; him therefore our Lord took aside from the multitude,

that he might fix and confine his attention to himself, and then

he put his fingers into his ears, and touched his tongue, thus

signifying to him that he intended to produce some change in

these organs ; he then looked up to heaven, at the same time

speaking, to signify that the change would proceed from a divine

power, en rci wd al his interposition.

'The very same purpose was equally answered by our Lord's

application to the eyes of the man born blind; it assured him
that the person who came close to him, and spoke to him, and

anointed his eyes, was the sole agent, by whose interposition the

cure was wrought. Immediately, on approaching our Saviour,

after receiving his sight, he must have recognised him try bis

voice. Had the ground* of his assurance been less full and cir-

cumstantial, he never could have so unanswerably silenced the

objections, and replied to the captious queries of the Pharisees,

—

What did he do to thee? how opened he thine eyes ?— //,_-

anwered, and said, . / man that is called Jeeue made clay, and
anoin 'erf mine eyee

t
and taid unto me, Go to the pool of Siloam,

and tooth ; arid J went and washed, and I received sight.

** We niiv be confirmed in believing this to have been the

design of these external applications, by observing, that lliev

were used in no instance except those of blindness and deafness,

when a detect of the senses rendered them necessary to convey

finch assurance <>! JVmjs having been the author of the miracle.

And still more, by observing that it does not appear that any of

these three men had any previous knowledge of OUT Saviour's

power and character. The man horn blind, he healed without

ny solicitation. The blind man at Bethsaida, and the deaf man,

do not appear to have come of themselves, they were brought

by their friends; more precaution was therefore necessary to rail

their attention to the person by whom the miracle was wrought,

and give them full evidence that it was his sole work. When
the two blind men at Capernaum, and two others near Jericho,

applied to our Saviour to be healed, it was with a declared pre-

vious conviction ol his divine j,own thai they followed him,

crying. Son of Duval, have mercy uppn uel Here, therefore,

a less remarkable external application was sufficient; as they

profs ad thai] betid Je tu only required that this profession

should be sincere: 11, d he, that I have the power to

do this? awl they ,naitL Tea, Lord: then he touched their i

eayim .!•< ding to your faith he it unto you ; and their eyes

were opened,
u If these remarks are just, they exhibit one of those number-

lc eases, where incidents ariparontli minute and objectionable,

when Well eon -id. 'led, .lupin the ml raru lolls nature of I he RLCtS,

and the admirable propriety ol .-ur Lord's conduct in every cir-

cumstance ; and c\» tv such instance confirms strongly the con-

clusion, that our Lord's miracles wen- not delusive visions, >>r the

rxtnn
I

a wilil and senseless fanatic, hut plain proofs

of a divine power, exhibited with the sobriety and dignity be-

coming his divine « haraeler." 1

5. -Nor <»M.Y PI Hl.tr Mi'NI'MKNTS MUST BE KEPT IT. Bl I

BOtfl OUT* akii LOTIONS mi st also iik cnwrAMiV I'Kii-

rORMED, IN MKMollY of i 111 | \. | -, Till s pi Ml, HI. V WHO! OB I .

Ur Graves*! "Essay on the Character of ths apostles and Evange-
list*, UcHijfntd 10 pTOVC that they were not Enthusiasts,"

G. Such monuments must be set up, and bitch actions
AM) OBSERV vvi B8 INSTITUTED, AT THE VERY TIMK WHEN THOSE
EVENTS Took PLACE, AN1> 1st: sJTERWABOS OONTUTOED W1T11-

01 T iMi;iti;i i'i [ON.

These two rules render it impossible that the belief of any
fact-, should be imposed upon the credulity of after-ages, when
the generation asserted to have witnessed them had expired ; for,

whenever such facts come to be recounted, if not only monu-
ments are said to remain of them, but public actions and ohser-

vanjCes bad furthei been constantly used to commemorate them
by the nation appealed to, ever since they had taken place; the
deceit must be immediately detected, bv no such monuments ap-
pearing, and by the experience of every individual, who could

not but know that no such actions or observances had been used
by them, to commemorate such events.

VII. Let us now apply the criteria, thus stated and ex-
plained, to the ILLUSTRATION of a few of the miracles related
in the Sacred Writings.

1. And first, as tu the Mosaic Miracles recorded in the
Pentateuch :

—

The plagues in E^ypt were witnessed by the whole nation
of the Israelites, and felt by all the Egyptians.—At the Red Sea
the Israelites passed through, and beheld the whole host of

Pharaoh perish.—During forty years were the children of Israel

sustained with food from heaven. tSometimes they were sup-

plied with water from the tlinty rock; and throughout their

journeys they beheld the cloud of the Lord on the tabernacle by

day, and the fire by night. (Exod. xl. 38.)—At the passage over

the Jordan, u the waters stood arid j'ose up upon an heap ; and
all the Israelites passed over on dry ground in the midst of
Jordan." (Josh, iii. 16, 17.) To each of the miracles here
briefly enumerated, all the criteria above stated will be found to

apply.

[i] The posterity of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, being chosen by Jeho-
v;iii to be tu.s peculiar people, for the preservation i I ion, the
miraclt -

: performed Id their behalf were unquestionably worthy of their

almighty authoi ti< re we have the nasi mark.
[u | The miracles in ipiestinn, though some of them (as the piagOJ

i pt) were announced before they wire actually performed, did actually

and really take placi In E vpi ami were ronnv ed only at the command ol

Moses, while the land orGoshen (in which the Israelites dwelt) was ex-
i from theft or* ration. Here we have our ssootrn, nuao, and

i oi i i
i'ii!'> established ; for all the miracles above mentioned

were recorded by Hoses a) or about the time when they actually took
place: moreover, he recapindaint Mn- miracles which he had wi-nu-j :

Bgypl and In the wilderness, and appealed to ihosi who were pn lent for
the truth Of them; which no wise man would have iUmv, il he could liavo

been confuted.
[Hi ] Further, all these miracles were witnessed by upwards of two

ol pe 'sons, who remained collected In one camp for forty years;
!'. d great pro! ibly, never before or since remaini d i ollt cted

in one body for SO long a pe I If, then, this whole nation had not

entire!] without eyes and ears, II they were nol ben fl oi on sad
tensei il was impossible, al the time these beta were said to bave taken
place, thai they could have hum prrsuadeil ol theii - id they
nol been coal

(iv.| Ouce more, to commemorate the protection ofthe [sraellteaj when
all il,, : the Egyptians were destroyed, and their deUvoranee
from bondage, which was Its Immi

I
1 1

i
- Mo* • banged tho

beginning ol then row to th< month when this ev< nl td metl<
.. i. b ol tht p ovei ! Ided the solemn eonsecra-

lion of the first-born of man and beasl to the Lord, with the following re-

markablfi cliarge annexed : ^Andii ohaU bt when thy children at* thet
in tinu '!', ' What M tku .'' thou thaU say /" them, 'By

' Egypt from Ihr house of
P WOtua fmrdhj Iff us go, that

tht Lord bU ip all th* '< tt bot " in tin land of Egypt, both tht nVsi horn of
man, and A* I

tothi Lord all thai

optneth ' du (Exod cUI L4 16.) all these things have been
, ind < itabll h tht U iitta ol • book

of J d i Domi rui ration ol the di I born
of the li 1 "- ptlans, the Iribe ol Lei \\ del the pass>

over, thi Instituted, to perpetuate the deliverance
of the 1

" '

'
Desert (Lei utli, 10 al

(1
i i

.'i Penl o twi appointed fifty days after ihi er(Deut
rxvl G 10 v in memory i i the mlracul - di llvi rsnci ol the laa I

Mounl B k hie h tooh place fifty tftertbeli fl i 1

in all tli PS we have i iearry

ind decisively i I ib I

I
v,

i
'i in urn > at 'M ' "

111 i old n Itb i ti pt cl to the i i pty or

tht i i." hi. i with I I, the memory of which n ed by the pot
which wei a taken oul ol I

1

i the mlr* ' ' t ii*t

st up by J memorial to tht m t"i ever.

n,,w ni' i tible is) f Mr. I*eslleoni " To
fonn ou let as appo i dial there m ret was any

' qs . at t;iij;al were set

up upon oi Hi- i id that some dasignlni man to an after-age

Invent 'dthls I k ol Joshua, sjBn I thai it was writtenai the time nfthat

irj o% oni by ' ' ,r ''-

mid ; would nol svnry I rim ' Wt knom thla

,
hut we ae»ei bet heard ><t this reason fot It i d ii'in

: this while, and whei
how , .;, rot ,

i . ioi tells ua,

i ird i 'i to !
in (he

, particular mo nent,asi I "' we won n

taught ii when we ware children, noi did «- svai U u b our children any
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such tiling ; and it is in the highest degree improbable that such an empha-
tic ordinance should have been forgotten, during the continuance of so re-
markable a pde set up for the express purpose of perpetuating its remem-
brance.' And if, where we know not the reason of a bare naked monument,
a fictitious reason cannot be imposed ; how much more is it impossible to

impose upon us in actions and observances which we celebrate in memory
of particular events ! How impossible to make us forget those passages
which we daily commemorate, and persuade us that we had always kept
such institutions in memory of what we never heard of before ; that is, that
we knew it before we knew it ! And if we find it thus impossible for an im-
position to be put upon us, even in some things which have not all the marks
before mentioned ; how much more impossible is it that any deceit should
be in that tiling where ALL the marks do meet !" 1

2. Secondly, the observations contained in the preceding;

pages apply with similar weight and propriety to the Mira-
cles recorded in the New Testament ; the number, va-
riety, and greatness of which, as well as the persons by whom,
the persons before whom, and the manner in which they were
respectively performed, together with the effects produced by
them, and the incontestabfe fact, that their reality was never
denied by those who witnessed them, or who, living near the

time when they were performed, had the means as well as the

inclination to deny them, if they had not been actually

wrought, are all so many indisputable proofs of the truth of

the Christian revelation. If only one or two miracles bad
been wrought for this purpose, it might have been considered
as a fortunate chance, which occurred at a convenient season

;

or, if Christ had performed them privately, and before his

own disciples only, they might have been suspected by the

rest ofthe world of fraud and imposition. But the reverse of
all this was the actual fact ; for,

(1.) The number of Christ's miracles was very great.

If we consider only those which are recorded at large, they are about
forty in number ; and consequently the opportunities of examination were
increased, and of deceit proportionably lessened. But it is evident that
they must have been beyond all number, if we take into account the seve-
ral insiances in which we are told thai great multitudes Hocked to Jesus,
who were afflicted with various diseases, for the most part incurable by
human skill- and that he healed them all and that thousands were fed by
him with a few loaves and fishes. The Gospel, indeed, is fullufrhe miracles
of Christ; and one of his biographers informs us, that he perfoimed a
greater number th.ui are in any way recorded. Hut,

(2.) There was a great variety in the miracles recorded
in the JVeiv Testament, which were of a permanent nature, and
might be reviewed and re-examined, as in many instances ive

know they actually were.

The variety ofChrist's miracles is a circumstance that claims our atten-
tion equally with their numher. As no Impostors ever pretended to per-
form a great number of miracles, so (hey always or usually bruited them-
selves to one species ofthem. It was the number ami variety of the mira-
cles wrought by Moses, which at length convinced the Egyptian magicians
tiiat Che power by which he wrought them was divine. Prom the variety
of effects m the universe, we conclude the existence ofan Almighty design-
ing caurfc. One effect or two of different kinds, or a few of the same kind,
may be inadvertently ascribed to chance ; or it may be said, that the per
eons producing such effects possessed some extraordinary or peculiar skill

in accomplishing them, or some peculiar art in imposingon men in respect
of them. But a variety of effects, all mutually distinguished, and each per-
fect in its kind, suggests the idea of a perfect agent, powerful and design-
ing, employed in producing them. And this is the case with the miracles
of Christ ; for. not one disease only, but all are subject to the power of
Christ and his apostles; not only diseases, but every calamity which is in-

cident to mankind are banished by their word ; and even death, the last

enemy, is obedient to them, and gives up his prey at their command, espe-
cially at the command of Christ. We behold him, giving Bight to the born
blind,—healing the obstinate leprosy,—making those who wanted a limb'*
perfect,—those who were bowed double, straig lit,—those whoshook with the
palsy, robust,—nerving the withered arm with strength—restoring the in-

sane and demoniacs to reason, and raising the dead to life. That great mi-
racle of raising the dead, in particular, Christ performed no less than four
times; once on the ruler's daughter, just after she had expired,—again, on
the widow's sun, as he was carried on his bier to be interred,—a third time
on Lazarus when he had laid in his grave four days,—and lastly, the great-
est instance of all, in himself. We uehold the apostles also expelling de-
mons, restoring the lame from his birth, giving sight to the blind, healing all

manner of diseases, and giving life to the dead. These supernatural works
were not performed in afew instances, with hesitation and dijjidence ; but

> Leslie's Short and Easy Method with the Deists, p. 23. 3d edit The real-
ity of the miracles performed by Moses, and the impossibility of account-
ing for them by natural means, are ably vindicated by M. Du Voisin. Auto-
rit« dps Livres de Moyse, pp. 249—293. The various miracles, which are
concisely noticed above, are considered in detail, and excellently illustrat-
ed, by Mr. Faher, in his Horaa Mosaice (vol. i. pp. 359—397.) and bv Dr.
Graves, in his Lectures on the four last books of the Pemafeuch. (Vol. i.

pp 151—171.) In his appendix to the same volume (pp. 373—410.), Dr G.
b is refuted the sceptical remarks of the late Dr. Geddes(who chiefly bor-
rowed them from continental critics), which have lately been re-asserted
by a living opposer of divine revelation, as though they" had never before
been refuted. Dr. Collyer, in his Lectures on Scripture Miracles (p. 151. to
the end), has also treated on the principal miracles recorded in the Old and
New Testaments; and the miracles of the New Tpstamentare treated of by
pr. Dodd, in the first and second volumes of his Discourses on the Miracles
and Parables. (Svo. 4 vols.) London, 1809.

? So *u>.*.av,* signifies. It is a different word from Z">-5ws, and has a dif-

ferent signification. Both these words occur in Matt. xv. 31. xvwovg uyi»*s,
•gwxovf B-fj>i«-*T0uvfi$. He made the maimed to be whole, those who wanted
a limb, perfect, and (he lame to walk. What an amazing instance of divine
power, oi creative energy, must the reproduction of a hand, foot, or other
limb be, by the mere word or touch of Jesus! How astonishing to the spec-
tators ! That the above is the meaning of*vK\<>i, see Wetstein," Kypke, and
Eisner ou Matt. xv. 31.

every week and every day were witnesses to numerous instances ofthem for
a successive series of years, so that all suspicion of human management,
compact, and juggle, was for ever precluded. In short, not only man but
every other being bows in ready subjection to their voice ; not only animate
but inanimate creatures, feel the power of God, and act contrary to their
natures, at his will.—The winds, the waves, the rocks, the sun, the earth,
the heavens

:—all are the subjects of those who first introduced the Chris-
tian dispensation.

(3.) The design of Christ*s miracles was truly important,
and every way worthy of their Almighty Author.
The very kinds of these miracles were foretold by the prophet Isaiah,

nearly seven centuries be/ore y» and if we reflect on the end and purpose
for which these miracles were wrought, we find it grand and noble, lull of
dignity, majesty, and mercy. It was, to carry on one vast and consistent
plan of Providence, extending from the creation to the consummation of
all things, to establish a system of belief, hope, and practice, adapted to the
actual wants and conditions of mankind ; which had been revealed in part
to the Jews, promised to the prophets,^ and tended to destroy the four great
moral evils,—so prevalent and so pernicious,—viz. atheism, scepticism, im-
morality, and vice. In subservience to their grand object,—the confirma-
tion of his divine mission, the miracles of Christ were wrought for the most
benevolent of all purposes, the alleviation of human misery in all its forms,
and they carry in them the characters of the greatest goodness as well as
of the greatest power. Most of them were performed in consequence of
application or entreaty; and, on these occasions, the character and con-
ducl of Jesus appear, adorned with the most delicate expressions ofcom-
pliance and piety.

[i.J The instances of the leper, who applied for himself, as Jesus came
down from the mountain (Matt. viii. 3.);—of the centurion, in applying for a
favourite servant (viii. 8.);—of the sick ofthepalsv, brought in his' bed, and
let down by the roof (Luke v. IS.);—and of the ruler, whose daughter lay
at the point of death, and expired before his arrival (Luke viii. 41.);— are
all so many occasions which display that divine compassion, which was ever
open to the cries of the miserable :—a compassion surmounting every ob-
stacle, unconquerable by opposition, and with dignity triumphing over it.

The circumstances of the last-mentioned application are remarkably beau-
tiful. We see a ruler of the synagogue falling down at the feet of Jesus,
beseeching him to come into his house ; the more importunate in his en-
treaty, as probably he had been either an enemy, or liable to the imputa-
tion of being one, and, on that account, also, the more doubtful of success

;

to crown all, his case was pitiable and pressing: He had one only daugh-
ter about twelve years of age, and she lay a dying. As Jesus went to the
house, the people crowded about him, and in the throng a most compas-
sionate cure was wrought, only by touching the hem of his garment. In
the mean lime the young woman expires, and messages are sent to pre*
venl his taking any furtuer trouble. This new distress has the effect of
heightening the compassionate favour. It instantly drew forth from the
mouth ofJesus thai reviving declaration, the preclude of the miracle : Fear

' ' only, and she shall be made whole. (Luke viii. 50.)
[ii.J Beautiful as these instances arch yet they yield to others, where Je-

sus wrought his miracles without application. To prevent entreaty, to
watch for opportunity of doing good to others, is the very essence of a be*
nevolenl character, and is the p< rfectton of an amiable one. The miracu-
lous draught of fishes (Luke v. 1 ) is perhaps one of the lowest of these in-
stances. We cannot suppose that the disciples could either ask or expect
such an appearance in their favour But, as the miracle, by its greatness,
was fitted to inspire every sentiment of respect; so the occasion of work-
ing it served to give a full opening into the indulgent character of their Mas-
ter at the moment of his calling them. His entering soon after into Peter's
house, and healing his wife's mother, who lay sick of a fever (Matt. viii. 14),
was also an act of indulgence and peculiarly fitted to secuie the attach-
ment, oj this zealous disciple. The feeding ofthousands miraculously with
a few loaves and fishes, gives a happy and striking instance of an attention
descending to the most ordinary wantsof men. The cases of disposses-
sion have the most humane aspect where the misery was great, and no ap-
plication supposable, nor any desire of relief, on the pari of the persons
possessed.

[iii.] There are two instances of such distresses as every day occur, in
Which we see Jesus interposing, unasked, with the most exquisite sensi-
bility. One is a case of infirm old age ; the other of youth cut off in its

bloom; distresses mortifying to the pride of man, and always deeply affect-
ing to a generous mind. Witt thou be made whole 1 says Jesus lo the old man
lying at the pool of Bethesda. (John v. 6.) The helplessness of distressed
old age cannot be painted in mure lively colours, than in the simple account
which the man gives of himself; and never was relief dispensed with more
grace and dignity : Jesus sait/i to him, Itise, take vp thy bed and walk.
(John v. 8.) The other distress is still of a more tender kind, the untimely
death of an only son ; a distress always great, but on the present occasion
heightened by the concurrence of affecting circumstances. Jesus went
into a city called Nain. Now, when he came nigh to the gate of the city,

behold there was a dead man curried out, the only son of bis mother, and
she was a widow. And much people of the city was with her. (Luke vii.

11, 12.) In attending to the narration, we sympathize deeply with the dis-
tress of the sorrowful mother; we even participate in the sympathy and
sorrow of the attendants. Such a distress was adapted to the divine pity of
Jesus. When the Lord saw her, lie hud compassion on her. and said unto
In r. Weep not (Luke vii. 13) ; and he came and touched the bier, and said-,

Young man, arise. (14.) And, lest the immediate object of the miracle

3 The circumstance of Christ's miracles being predicted so many years
before the performance of them, is particularly worthy of notice. It re-

moves all suspicion of any design to impose on the understandings of men,
to sway them by the power of novelty, or to surprise them by a species of
proof, of which they had never before heard. In this respect the miracles
of Jesus have a great advantage over those of Moses. When Moses ap-
peared, the notion of a miracle must have been new and unprecedented

;

allowing this, there was no impropriety in the use of miracles, among a
rude, uncivilized people. But, when the world became more polished,
nud, by the frequency of imposture, more suspicious and inquisitive, it was
highly proper that the species of proof, by which any new system was con-
firmed, should be previously notified, or he such as men had been in the
habit of attending to. This applied particularly to the Jews, the witnesses
of the miracles of Jesus. They were much prepossessedagainst hiin ; and
it was of importance that the proof from this quarter should appear in the
mosl unexceptionable lisht. Jesus had this in view, in the answer given to
the disciples of John the Baptist, when they inquired if he was the Christ.

He directs them to his miracles, in proof that he was, and appeals to the
predictions of the same prophet who had described the character and ac-
tions of their Master. Compare Isa. xxix. 18, 19. xxjev. 4—6. and Lri. 1. with
Matt. xi. 4, 5. and Mark vii. 37.
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should eaczpf as, the historian concludes the account of It withobsi
thai Jeans arthtered him | IS.) Greal actions in ordinary life

have often a i; H they bai i

or.- ii iwful kind ; but, in the miracles of Jesut
burtfui i" none, and beneficial loall wl

their mil. it'M. v. I
''> been epecuuora of

] charm which overpowered the stu-

iidices of the multitudes, when the other charma of the mira-

eles seemed to have operated faintly. On occasion of one of the lowest
dds, the multi i

i able of making the following reflection:

lir half- dont at things ifell ; he maktth both the deaf to hear, and the dumb

•• Compare with these evangelical miracles the pagan mi-

racles, -.is delivered t<> us by report, or the ecclesiastical .mira-

cles after tin- church waa supported by the state:—but there

Lb no comparison* Hie latter were usually such as would
make fools bi ire, and wise men suspect; and as they began,

so they ended in vain,—establishing nothing, or what was
worse than nothing; if false, the tricks of deceitful men; ii'

true, the iVi'lies i f t'.mt i-ticnl demons."2

In short, the miracles of Christ had nothing in them fan-

tastical or cruel, but were glorious acts of kindness and be-

neficence, done to persons t<» whom it is usually least done,
but who mosl needed bis kindness and beneficence,—the
poor, the needy, the desolate, and the afHicted. They were,
moreover, calculated to i Kite gratitude rather than fear, and
to persuade rather than to terrify* Jesus performed no mira-
cles of the severe kind, and the apostles very few,—no more
indeed than were necessary for wise and good purposes, viz.

the deteetion and tin- punishment of sin and hypocrisy in the

infant state of the Christian church.

Of the vast multitude of miracles, performed by Jesus
Christ, there are only two which carry in them any marks
of severity, namely, his suffering the demons to enter the

herd of swine, in consequence of which the whole herd
perished in the waters ; and his causing the barren fig tree

to wither away.
(i.) With regard to the dei traction of the swine (Matt. viii. 2S—34. Mark

v l_» -17 l, tt should be con Idered thai Jesus did not, properly speaking,
command or do this but only suffered n to be done ; and it is no more an

hmenl ol hie g Ine th it he Buffered this to be done, than it is of
the providence nf the Ahui .

hi;, , thai he permits any evil to be committed
hi the world. J tu mighl suffer this, perhaps, in Bhow the great power
and msitce of evil spirits If not restrained by Omnipotence , perhaps 11 the
Jews were the ownei sine, to punish them for keeping such ani-

mals in direct violation of the Mosaic Institute, which forbade the eating of
swine, end even the ki i p u» of them

;
or, perhaps, it" ibe owners of them

Were Gentiles, I i C on vine- (hem of the sac redness ami divinity of the Jew-
i h laws which It is well known) they ridiculed on many accounts, and
especially for the prol io i

-i -
< in- hum's ih-sh ; and farther, it may

be la punii ii them foi laying a mare In the way of the Jews. But, who-
ever the] were thai u ta I this los . i to have deserved Ii

for their covetous and Inhuman temper ; for they were not so maoh pleased
with the good thai was done the afflicted man, as they were offended with
the loss nf the swine j and, io teadof being awakened hy so great a miracle
to confess their sins an I revi n the power ofChrist, tney desired him lm<
in diately to depart oul ol their coasts They could not but be sensible,
tin! in', who hi. I wioiil'Iii tin- miracle among them, must be a divine per-
son

; yet, because they bad sustained mi
I

i - by it, they never applied to

htm for m i >•, i. it sent him away, and thus showed themselves still more
punishment (hat had I n inflicted upon them.

[ii 1 1 1 causing I

1 "- barren flj tree to withei away iM.m.wi 19 Mark xi.

n .1 >, Jesus neither invaded private property, nor did any Injury to the
community at large ; and thougn this ll alleged us a severe miracle, the al-

legation is not to the purpo a. For, a tree was not an animated
being, i o ii v. i - not in a proper sense, capable of being kindly or unkindly

i, but was a prop.-r and strong figurative representation ol the Jew-
ish people Bui the lesson, which this action dictated to his disciples, and
now dictates tons, is ol thefim importance to every man alive,—to the

'.. belli ••' ll th'' opportunities which (.'oil has nivou
hi i iprovei ii j religion knowledge and the puriflcation of our
sffectioo . i" neglected or misemployed ; ifwe be found unfruitful to the
knowledge ol theLoid Jesus, and m good works, which are the fruits of

' ! like tin- harren hi; In e.
I

. . 1 - . 1 e

the Bory bis l >1 III d pl< asure, when be cometb to judge the earth.*

There were good reasons, therefore, for Christ's severity

in th i a ' 9J bu1 in nil other instances he was perfectfin I In ix vnlenee. "Mr went alumt doing good."
Ie was the greatesl physician to bodies aa well as souls

{

his constanl employmenl was, feeding the hungry, healing

the sick, ca ting oul demons,^ and raising tin- de-.ui. Tin

Dr David Hontsi Obtervatloo on tbfl History of Jesus Christ, vol

I. pp 286 91 Edin
* I»r. Jortln I '

:
'

» The aboi a, dnubtles i I lbs emble i the
.. |>e.,|»]e i.f t I

I

thblgS by SCtlonS ; and tier' in-- 1 1 .1 1 m. r 1 1 111 [S

prnphi ' 1

the Jews to un expect for making only s
-The kingdom

Mm v\i

I

, - M1ROI ' '!/, 1! th> CTfiiri'lf

* 1

1

1 mi evii spirits, which.
by Divine Provides sxarl themselves at that Dm*, and
tuposacii many persona. " hy llushe showed that he came to destroy the

first of his miracles was at a wedding, converting water into

wine, thus sanctioning the saered institution of man i

and at llie same time showing that he was no enemy to in-

nocent festivity; and one of the Last was restoring the ear 01

the bigh-prii st's si rvant which Peter had cut off. The tios-

pel was a covenant of mercy, and it could not be better rati-

fied and confirmed than by acts of mercy.

[4.] Consider further the cheatxess of Christ's miracle*.

If any actions can he called miraculous, those ol ' manly
so. In the simplest jnsisna soma
circumstances fixing this point,—such as, thsithi nature
incurable] thai ll waa inveterate, and had baffled every effort ol an ; that It

was Instantaneously removed, by single word aomi bout u,
ie.s by a touch, or by spplfi attons, from which In s natural way no

reliel was to be i ipected i"i example, anointing with ctoj the eyesol a
man born blind. In the higher instances of exertion, such as raising the
i lead, we have no difficulty in deu rmlning tnt m to have bi i n miraculous.
To explain them in any other way, is an attempt which must terminate m
confusion and absurdity, on which account very few have ever engag
it. But it is of consequence Io observe, thai works mi gr< al i

have been admitted BS I rue, by a scrupulous ami inquisi I here
been anj doubl ol their certainty. Their greatness, whli b all had occa-
Mon in know, and which no one ever contradicted (si v.i.i be shown in a
subsequent page.), securer them against the suspicion of unposture. Iin-

postors seldom deal in great truks . this would offend too muchsg
probability, ami prompt men '" .ui investigation The) u tiallj

themselves with little tricks, because they are less open to suspicion, and
more easily gain credit.

[5.] Observe also the PEnsoxs by whom these miracles were
accomplished.

They were wrought by persons who were known to be poor, unlearned,
of low conditii if-' of great friends and noweriul patrons; who
gave other proofs oftheir mission, ami did not rest the leasts of their cause
upon miracles, but who likewise insisted upon Ibe reasonableness of their

doctrines, which they offered to examination. Further, the) wen n
i

by parsons who appealed to Sod, and declared that the) would perform
them. Hy acting in the name of the God ami rather of all, they save the
best km. I ol prool thai I hi y \\ re -u\ ported b> him, and thu i pri vented 00*

jections that the wonder mighl happen by chance, or be effected by a se*

cret fatal power, of which they themselves knew nothing* or by evil spims,
or for other ends and purposes ; ami they laid themselves under a r

sity of fulfilling their pi onuses, or of passing for men who either deceived
others or were deceived themselves Hut Jesus Christ and his aposihs
were not ii nly persons " who confidently appealed to the evidence oi

miracles, m the very face of their enemies . thus daring them, as u were,
to a detection ol Imposture, If any imposture bad existed There was a
.ii

. ol writers in tne primitive cburcn who composed what were styled
Apologies. " (Some ,>i these spotogles bave already beencltedj They
" were addressed to the Pagans; and it was their avowed <\< si^n io ilei. mi
Christianity, and to vindicate the >

i option of It

"Tin cudu sst writai "i tins description with whose workswo are at all

acquainted 1
1 fti ldratua He lived al I n vi at) yt ara after the dt i th ol

Christ, and presented his Apology to the emperor Adrsin. a psssage ol II

has been pi esei \r,| by Kusehius ; lioiu w hull il appears, thai he lorimilly

ami eon ii< i< ntiv appealed to the miracles ol I hriei as b matter which admit*

ted nol ol the leaal doubt or controversy
-

n,,. v .
,..

, ,- Baviour,1 saya
he. 'were al". .i i con picviovi.- I'oi tbe\ were real Uolh Ihey thai

in, Lied, ami they thai were raised i ithe dead, were w en, not only when
the) were healed or raised, bol for a long time afterwards j

not only whilst

he dwelt on this earth, but slBoaftei his departure and for a good while
subsequent to it : insomuch that some of them have reached to ouTtunss.1!

"To the same pnxpoee speaks JusTDi BIasttb, who inliowed Quadratua
at the distance of about thirty years.—' Christ healed those, who from
their binb were blind and deal and tame; causing by bis word
leap, another in bear, and a third Io see ;

ami, bavlng raised the •had and
caused them to live, he, by his works, SXClted attention, and induced ihe

nun of thai age to know hun. Who. however, seeing these things

said that it was a magical appearance, and dared to call him a magician and
a deceiver of the people, o

Next in chronological order follows Tehtii.li an. who flourished during

tbesnmt century with Justin Martyr —'That person whom the Jea
vainly imagined, from ibe meanness of his appearance, to be a mere man,
they afterward uauceofthe power which beexeru

w in n ha. k nb one word ejeci

men, gave right to the bund, cleansed the leprous, stn ngthened thi nervsjs

of those that had the palsy, and, lastly, with 01 I the

dead . when lie. i say, made the very • lements ob< y bim
storms, and walked upon the seas, demoiistratiTin Ihium Ii (Q QC lbs Word
ol God »i

'• We may final I v notice Ohojbm, who lived In the thh nd who
publlshi 'i ' regulai d< Ii nee of Chi (

t'nii .uhtediv w e do think bim h \ Chi ;
i Bon of God, be

i
h- iii >i the lame and the blind

in this persuasion by wbal Is written In the prophecies; Then shall ibe-

.
i the bimd I pent d, and the sen ol 'to- deal ahsll hsai and the

lams in hi ih -v. h an as an harl B i nd (bat

ii || QOl a Ii. Uon 01 thOSe ^^!" l WTO '

t UTO03 hence:
that, it it bad I

Bell n then would I I to bo
nil H .i Ihii, ii not

n v. h Lve been recorth a
'•

ii aders ol Chrisdanhy should thus needfossly commit
pagans, Ii no miracles had been performed, and

lai confuutuon of thslr pretences was perfoctly eeny, u >
lieve."*

foretell that, • I Is doctrine

should pi- vail, idol i
fiould be put to flight Be foresaw thai

the gr< him would be, that he was « ntegiclso;

and thi refore ne <
-bow

In qo confederacy with them " Jortio Rei i

! Hiki.

i lea Hist lib. iv. c 3.

. ju r Marl Dial p • edll Thlribj
• Tertul. Apoi n a) d Pi i P
• tiritf COnl f I- lib ,.

• Saber's DifflcuUics of Infidelity, pp. Q30-232.
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(6.) The persons before -whom the miracles were wrought
claim our especial notice.

These astonishing actions were not performed in sequestered cells or
solitudes, cautiously shunning the light of truth, and the scrutiny of officious
inquiries. They were wrought in a learned age and in civilized countries,

in the politest and best inhabited parts of the world, where persons are not
easily deluded. It is worthy of remark, that, when Christianity was pub-
lished, a general prejudice in the people, and a very severe suspicion in

the government, prevailed against the belief of miracles. They were stig-

matized by the opprobrious name of magic; and Augustus, it is well

known, had published very rigorous edicts against the whole race ofpras-
tigiators or jugglers. Further, the Christian miracles were exhibited in

the face of day, before vast multitudes of friends and enemies indiscrimi-

nately, to whose calm, and deliberate investigation they were submitted;
and at a time, when men wanted neither power nor inclination to expose
them if they were impostures, and who were in no danger of being called

atheists for disbelieving them, and of being insulted by the populace and
persecuted by the -civil magistrate for deriding thoin. The miracles of
Christ and his apostles were witnessed by thousands, who would have re-

joiced in the detection of imposture, had any been attempted or practised,
and who scrutinized both them and the persons on whom they were
wrought, with the nicest sublilty and strictest accuracy, in order (if possi-

ble) to discover any fraud or falsehood in them. The persons who had
experienced these miraculous effects, and who had been cured of blind-

ness, leprosy, palsy, or lameness, or who had had lost limbs restored to

them, or who bad been raised from the dead—these persons lived many
years afterwards—public monuments of them—and carrying about with
them, in their own persons, the full conviction of these amazing opera-
tions.!

(7.) The manner, too, in which these miracles were per-

formed, is equally worthy of attention, for its publicity, sim-

plicity, a7id disinterestedness.

[L] As the miracles of Christ and his apostles were numerous, diversi-

fied, and great, so they were wrought openly and publicly, without con-
cealment or disguise, which is a circumstance necessary to establish their

credit.

Pagan antiquity furnishes us with accounts of pretended miracles, and
of pretended miriieulous intercourses between men and their deities; but
the scene of them is always laid out of the reach of observation and disco-

very. Modern miracles also have in a great measure owed their being to

the same source. When Jesus began lo work miracles, he did not retire
into deserts and corners, as if there had been something in the operation
to be kept secret, or which, if disclosed, would bring the whole into discre-
dit. But as he appeared in the world on purpose to instruct it, and as his
doctrine was for this purpose delivered in public, so his miracles, which
were chiefly exhibited for the support of the doctrine, were public also

;

being performed in the most frequented places and on the most public oc-

casions, as at marriages and funerals, and on solemn festivals. Thus,
many were done at Jerusalem, at the times of the great festivals, when
there was the greatest concourse of people from all parts of the country

;

others, in the public streets of villages and cities; others, in the public sy-

nagogues ; and others, before great multitudes, who came together to hear
Jesus, and to be healed by him of their infinniiies. By far the greater part
of his miracles were wrought in the vicinity of the sea of Galilee, which
was surrounded by large, fertile, and populous tracts, especially the two
Galilees, containing many towns, ;iml a multitude of villages, the least of
which towns (Josephus informs us) contained upwards offifteen thousand
souls* Some of Christ's miracles, indeed, were, from their nature, mo e

private than others;' yet privacy was never industriously sought alter,
except where the reasons of it are obvious. But an instance or two of this
kind cannot be supposed to invalidate the credibility of great numbers
openly performed. Considering the opposition of the world, it would do)
have been unreasonable, had the miracles of Jesus been less public ; in
some cases he might have changed his ordinary manner with propriety

;

but, to the last, he persisted in it; for instance, at the resurrection of his
friend Lazarus, only a little before his own death. The openness of the
miracles was therefore a defiance to the malice, and a defiance to the in-

credulity of the world; it being as true of his miracles as he asserted it to
be of his doctrine :

—

I spake openly, said Christ, to the world. lever taught
in tl/p synagogue, and in the temple, whither the Jews ahvays resort ; and
in secret have I said nothing. (John xviii. 20.)
The miracles of Christ and his apostles were accompanied with no ap-

pearance of pride, vanity, or ostentation. When a man preaches up him-
self, and assumes haughty airs of importance and superiority, he gives
cause for suspicion. Such was the case of Simon the Sorcerer, as repre-
sented by Luke (Acts viii, 9.), whose principal design seems to have been
that he might pass for a very great person among the Samaritans. Bui the
conduct of the apostles in this respect was unexceptionable; and Jesus.
during his ministry, acted as a servant and as a prophet sent from God,
ascribing all his miracles to his Father. While, however, Christ's manner
was totally free from ostentation, his miracles were characterized by ;i

peculiar sobriety, decorum, authority, and dignity. They display some-
thing above the ordinary character of man, but they axefacts in which the
spectators could not be mistaken.

[ii.] All the miracles of Christ were performed with the utmost Simpli-
city of Manner.
They are often, to all appearance, casual and incidental. At other times

he wrought his miracles when prompted by entreaty, or where such an
occasion presented itself, that it would have been out of character nut in

have wrought them. The manner of his doing them is remote from all

suspicion of deceit or vainglory. As no ostentation is displayed before, so
none is evinced after, the performance- Often he forbade those* who were
the objects of his goodness and compassion to speak of the person to whom
they were obliged—a hard prohibition to a grateful mind ! Often, as soon

> Qnadratus, in the passage above cited, says, that there were persons
living even in his time, upon whom Christ had wrought miracles. (See
Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. lib. iv. c. 3.) And it is by no means improbable that
some of those, who were cured of their infirmities, or raised from the dead
by Jesus Christ, were preserved by Providence to extreme old age, to be
living witnesses of his power and goodness.

'» Josephus, de Bell. Jnd. lib. iii. c. 3. § 2.
3 When it happened that any of them were performed privately, in a

house or chamber, the effects of the miracle were so visible, that they
could not but he observed by great numbers, as in the instance of the
raisins of Jairus r

s daughter to life.

* See the reason why Jesus sometimes enjoined secrecy on those whom
he had healed, supra, pp. 98, 99.

as the work was accomplished, he withdrew into some private retreat.
This circumstance strengthens the credibility of the miracles ; but it does
more— it exhibits them in their native beauty and dignity. It is, indeed,
difficult to say, whether the ease or the dignity of the manner is most
strongly expressed. To expel diseases by a single word, sometimes without
one; by a word to command the winds and waves; by a word to raise the
dead bodies of men, sometimes almost from corruption—are appearances
which surpass all that we can imagine.

[Hi.] The Disinterestedness wilh which the miracles of Christ and his
apostles were wrought is another circumstance that demands our consi-
deration.
They were performed for no worldly advantage. As nothing of that kind

was sought, so nothing was obtained by Christ and by bis disciples. When
he first sent them forth, he expressly commanded them to take no fee or
gratuity for the miracles they were about to work. Freely, said he, ye
have received ; freely give. (Matt. x. 8.) Obscure, indeed, they could not
be who were endued with such powers, nor could they be despised by
their friends and followers ; but these were small temporal advantages, in
comparison of the obloquy, the injuries, afflictions, sufferings, and perse-
cutions of every possible kind, which they underwent. The miracles of
Christ were wrought in the most generous and disinterested manner: all
were welcome lo partake of the benefit of them ; and no distinction was
made between the rich and the poor. The only exception was, that Christ
and his apostles would not work miracles to gratify curiosity or to sanction
unbelief. Should the question be asked, why Jesus did not perform more
miracles before Ihe unbelieving"? We reply, that such conduct was not
necessary lo the end of miracles, which was, lo afford a reasonable con-
viction ;—that it was not likely to answer any good end, but, on the con-
trary, would have been hurtful to such unbelievers;—that it tended to
defeat the design and success of Christ's ministry, by narrowing its sphere,
or shortening its duration ;—and that, lastly and chiefly, it was unreasona-
ble in itself, and contrary to the general scheme and order of God's moral
government.'

(8.) Another circumstance which confirms the truth and vali-

dity of these miracles, is the effects produced by the per-
formance of them.

Great numbers of persons, who were spectators of them, were convinced
by them, notwithstanding they had formed and cherished the stronsest
prejudices against the religion attested by these miracles. In consequence
Of this conviction, they quitted the religion in which they had been edu-
cated, and with it ease, pleasure, fortune, reputation, friends, and relations

;

they embraced the Gospel from the most indubitable persuasion of its

truth, inviolably adhered to the profession of it, and sealed their belief of it

with their blood.

(9.) Lastly, so far were the miracles of Christ and his apostles
from being considered as frauds or impostures, that their reality
was never denied.

The length of time, during which Jesus Christ and his apostles perform-
ed their miracles, must here be specially considered. " Seventy years
elapsed between the commencement of the ministry of Christ and the death
ol i he last of the apostles. During all ibis interval, the miraculous gilts in
question wire exercised. Now, as every repetition in case of imposture
multiplies the dangers of detection, and every extension of time makes it

Ihe more difficult to keep up the confederated plan, it is no inconsiderable
evidence of the genuineness ol the miraclen ol the Gospel, that they con-
tinued to be wrought and inspected during a period of so roan; years, and
yet no instance of a failure or <>i deception was ever discovered by those
tierce and untiring enemies with whom Christianity was always su'rrnund-
'I s In (act, both Jews'" and heathens wer istrained to admit them

;

though they ascribed them to various causes, denied them to be proofs of
bis iiivimty, or maintained that they were inferior to the miracles of the
pagans. Thus, on one occasion, ihe -lews attributed Christ's miracles to
Beelzobub, and on another, they acknowledged that he saved others, while
they reproached him with not betas able to save himself While the facts
were too recent to be disputed, Celsus,* Porphyry, Hierocles, Julian, and
other adversaries, admitted their reality, but ascribed them to magic, and
denied the divine commission of htm who performed them. But to what-
ever cause they ascribed them, their admission of the reality of these mira-
cles is an involuntary confession that there was something preternatural
in them.

VIII. A brief examination of a few of the miracles related
in the New Testament (more than a few cannot be investi-
gated for want of room) will confirm and illustrate the pre-
ceding- observations, and convince every candid inquirer that
they were wrought by the mighty power of God, and prove
incontestably that Jesus Christ was indeed the promised
Messiah.

1. The Miracle of the Conversion of Water into
Wine at Cana, in Galilee, is related with every mark of
veracity. (John it. 1— 10.)

The absence of all collusion could not he more happily implied than by
the manner in which the discovery is signified to the company. The Jewish
weddings, it should be observed, lasted seven days. During the continu-
ance of the nuptial feast, from the poverty of Ihe bridegroom and bride,

fi The topics above briefly noiiced are illustrated with equal force and
beauty of argument by Bp Hurd. Works, vol. vii, Serm. 39. pp. 168—175.

c Bp, Mdlvaine's (of Ohio) Lectures on the Evidences of Christianity, p.
159. (London, 1S33.)

1 This man doeth many miracles (John xi. 47,), was the .judgment of the
chief priests and Pharisees, assembled in council. And, Jesus of Naza-
reth, a man approved of God, among you by ivonders and miracles and
signs, which dud did by him in the mtdst of you, as ye yourselves know
(Acts ii. 2-2.}, was the appeal of Peter to a mixed multitude of the men of
Israel.— What shall we do to these men ? For that indeed a notable mira-
cle hath been done by them, is manifest to all them that direll at Jerusalem,
and we cannot deny it (Acts iv. Hi.), was the acknowledgment extorted
from the Jewish rulers, in consequence of the miracle wrought bv Peter
and John on the lame man at the gate of the temple in that city. For the
involuntary acknowledgment of Jewish and heathen adversaries, see pp.
Bl—S3.

» On the evasions to which Celsns had recourse in order to elude the
reality of Christ's miracles, the reader will find some forcible remarks in
Mr. Cumberland's Observer, vol i. no. 12.
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or perhaps from the number ajTgueeti eater than wee expecfc i.

there was a deficiency ol « ine. Thi being i « *- 1' i
* known 10 Jesus, h<

mandeil er uptathebrim. It

mi therefore Imp* iy w ine. The servants al were
I

i iv\ i,. in.' pi eeeet ol tl i J is to carry

some of the new wine i" the governor "i the feast The wine proves es
ccllcnt, therefore Iti plenty, and there wtu

b1 ii According to the practice usual among the Jews on thes*

slsa by id.' governor, the wine which the guests

had been drinking last was no) remarkable for excellence. His attention

was in,.!,, li hi i , i v ited by Lhta fresh buj pl> bia attestation

to It in ind easy a way, thai we cannot bul esteem ii beyond the
.in I ingenuity whatsoever, tie called the bridegroom

mill said] JSecry man tit tht ' ingeth forth good trine, and
xrf,'ti -•" n .'km' ir-<! it'uiik- then that Which it worse; but thou hast kept

the food urint until nutr. Tins UK' n lental testimony carries with it all toe

air "i authenticity which could possibly be derived from the unaffected

mention of such a circumstance The miracle became public, and con-
firm. -d the unii of the uew disciples ofJesus Christ

2. The MlttACDLOTJB Fklhino 07 Five Thousand Mkn,
besides women and children in the desert,- was attended with a

variety of circumstances that show the impossibility of false-

hood or imposition.

The disciples of Christ informed their compassionate Master, that it was
time to dismiss tin- people to the iiriLililiiuH in;: villages to buy food. Jesus
found, 00 inquiry, thai there was no more provision than five loaves ami
two fishes. The want of food lor such a multitude was certain, and the
means of supplying ii appi ire i to be impossible. He commanded the di

ciples t" main the people to all down upon the grass,' and to place them In

ranks by hundreds and by fillies. By this method, all confusion was avoid-

ed, and the attendance upon ibein was rendered more easy: besides the
miraculous Operation was thUR exposed to the view of the whole in nlf it mje

;

so thai It was impossible to deceive them by any artifice or sleight of band.
Jesus brake the five [naves and two fishes, and distributed t hen i to the apos
ties, who ;i»ain distributed to the people. " This small supply of provision
w.is perceived to multiply and grow, either in the hands of the apostles as
tfaey were ministering them to the people, or in the hands of the people
themselves, w bo, In all probability, saw the small fragments ofbread or fish,

with which they bad been presented, visibly increase while they held them
in their hands; till the hunger of each was fully satistn-d. and si i the lent was
still left brothers who might come after them."* After tin- multitude had
eaten, Christ commanded the apostles to gather up the fragments, wined
was a pi on proof that they had bad plenty of food; and the disciples filled

twelve baskets with ihe fragments thai remained. After ibis, can there
be thi least room for mcredulil) I

The people, struck with a miracle, in itself so astonishins, and in w blcfa

thoy were so deeply Interested, were convinced that be was the prophet
promised by the Almighty i" Bucceed Hoses (Deut sviii. 15.), and they
were desirous to make him b king, because the Messiah (according to their

notions) was entitled to thi reignty as other princes, and to rule
over Israel ss David and Solomon bad dour Thla circumstance is a fur-

ther proof of the miracle, and of the impression it had made on every pi i

son's mind who had witnessed it Lastly, on the next 'lay. Jesus Christ

being at Capernaum, and speaking to the same people, who were still

i i

{ a) the miracle which bts had performed, rebuked them for being
sensible only of its temporal effects, while they neglected to apply II to

their eternal salvation Tins reproach not only establishes ihe miracle, hut

also gives it additional dbtnity, by exhibiting the design which Jeaus chiefly
I. i in view In performing it, vis. ins beavenly doctrine, it is, therefore,
impossible, either to oppose such strong evidence, or to lessen the credit
of a miracle which had the testimony of nearly or rpiite eiijht thousand
persons (reekoniui; the women and children at iVKt or UIXHl) and which
is so necessarily connected with other facts equally public and true.

The as remarks are applicable to the subsequent feeding of four
thousand men besides women and children, related In Man. xv. 3"2—33,

3. Equally remarkable are the circumstances attending the

HxALlHfl 0J the Puialytic (Matt. ix. 2—8. Murk ii. 3— 12.

Luke v. 18—2G.)
t
which are such as to convince every reason-

able person.

Tins miracle was wrought In the pre lence of many witnesses, some of
whom wen secretly enemh I ind jealous ofhfs fame The man
net in which they presented the sick of the palsy la unparalleled, and at

the same time itiowt the confidence the] placed in his power and good-
nc 1 1 well .is the desire of the paralytic, and of the four men who bore
him on hi bed or coocb Whi u thi <t could not coins nigh because of the

multitude, tht 1/ a-, ni a a •!>! thi h - top, a be apart>
merit tr!i' i i 'ten it up, they let hin

Ji .i . The
manner In which he addre Pd theparah it re striking. Jesua

M (which did nol seem to be ine objeel
man 1

petition) without Baying any thing of hla malady, with which
both he and tea. Jesus set i n \ tht u faith,
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thi .» mhraclo, provlni thai ihcro could be at kh« fraud i »Uu Ln u

compassion, they at the game- time served to convey his instruc-

tions with the greater ipwaning and dignity.

To overturn preja n strengthen-
ed bj loned bj the example ol persona In authority
substitutes I principles In their puu i . must be a matter ol great delicacy

t

and will alwayfl require the most vigorous exertions. Thlb was the great
object "i the parables ol Jesus: It wsb b principal objeel ol hi

ministry, and with Infinite pronriet] entered mio bis miracles 'i'

oi the Jews sgalnsl ins person, among u ne-

l
thai in- should work miracles. There were also prcjudii

i

deeply rooted in the minds of the Jews, thai no power less than that of
miracles could be 8iipjM)sed io rombal them with snj probabUHj ol suc-
cess, ami agnlnst which we find particular miracles opposed That ca-
lamities are always the oflhpring of crimes is one prejudice which ihe
depraved nature of man is but loo prone to Indu Jen b, in the
time "i Christ, were greatly under the power ol thla prejudice w
told. III the gospel hlslory, ol some who Cume tO J' BUB Under tin- uillii. ore,
telling i mi

i dI i ertsin QsilUeans, whose blood PHate had mingle I
v\ ih thi ir

sea ii.uki- xin. I.) j and on thai Oceanian, he expi
absurdity of ihe aiTOi bj .i plain illustrstion On occasion ol

man who had been horn Mind, the disciples Ol Jesus fell i tl

takn, and aehedhim, Who droTsJn, this man oi A . that he u-us
born btindt (John Ix. l. 'J.) Jesus, in a moment, solved the diflh tilt] by
giving him the use of his sight He didso without going out ol his*
nary course Mirac|.-s were a pa Ins work, anil his compj
prompted bim; but the occasion railed for an extraordinary interposition,
and the miraculous cure was the most effectual expedient for forcing an
access to hearts, fenced by prejudice against the common feelings ol bu
inanity.

The Mui-ACLB. OF C.lVINO SniiiT Tu THE MAN WHO HAD BEEN DOflN I I

/
'

< hi hit in tin m nth rhn jit i r :!' tin tias/n I uf Juhn is oin [ lllUSr

trious mirarirs wrought by Christ, on accounl "i lui i. nil bnl dis-

tinct testimony to Its reality, which was given by the J< wi after the) had
ion.- every thing in their power (though withoul bucci ivei tl

possible, any circumstance which could have enabled then, to question or
deny it

As this miracle has been ihe subject of particular cavil by KoUSSeaU
t 00

the ground thai then' [a a gi idatJon bull which dot - not bum with a super-
natural operation or miracle [two of whose characters or criteria are tn-

Btantanettu in its performance, and independence on »>• .mi <

a.-s the cavil of thai eloipienl but seductive and bri'lilioiis Infidel hu been
adopted, withoul acknowledgment, by later opposere of revelatioo, It de-
mands b distinct examination.
Taking tl tor granted, that the leader has perused the narrative in

question, the noble simplicity of which, together with Its circurostantlalitj,

and the natural and graphic delineations oi ihe workings Of ibe human
heart, are all B any proofs ofthe credibility and verai iu •! the Writer,

—

we proceed to oiler some remarks on this rnjrai le.

ft.) In the nr;sr place, then, the man, on whom it tU performed, had
not heroine blind by any accident that admits ofrebel B lamly
born band, ail who knew him wen

i IMISjly known b\ . ] 1
1

; 1
1 _: ami heL'L'lli^ on Hie public j' B

n m as we shall afterwards nave occasion to take d i medthe
sajne to the Pharisees, u »h they dreaded their displ I DOt

in to defend a miracle, the lame of which men in power were destKMU,
if possible, to BuppresBj

In.] BbOOKDLV, the man did uol ask to be restored to Ins slghl as some
otnen did, who had accideotaili become blind Thus, thi n was uo room
for suspicion on Ins pari And Jl si is Christ, alter ha vim- b< Ul him to th©
pool of Siioain. did not uaitforhls return to receive the glory ol such a
miracle ; so that the blind ma i receiving BbthLdidnoi know who the
prison was thai bad cured bun, or whither be bad ^-nv. There was
therefore no possibility ft collusion in the transaction.

[in. I TuiiMu.v. the very question proposed by the disciples, which
i

.

sioned the miracle, Is a proof thai me man's bundness was from hit I

but the answer, aa we have alreedj intimated, waa so Huh con fori

to their notions, m to those ol the Jews, their contemporaries, thai it is

Impossible thai Ii coold evei bavi entered then uunds.lt they bad not

beard El from hla tips Jesus, m bis reply, did not attribute the Datura]
defect of the blind man to b particular provtdi m
Ii i ih.- glory of in-- Pathi r, who sent bun, and also to manifi st ins works;
that till.'- man was born blind in Oltlei tO be em . d W ha ever spoke ihufl I

For, lei it be observed, thai Chris) did not speak thus qfter the bui i

inn exposed hunaeli lobe c radlcted (according to the opinion ol

by bim, wiio, he says, had sent bim, when be declared the luture proof of
in

. ml ion.

[iv.) Iii Ihe Fot'ftTH place, consider the i iyed ftw giving the

man sight i be laboured undei an Inourable blindness The i
,

crystalline bun r, which I call toroct, and the impel feel oi

r -.ut tit si i • mi. which doei not whoUj deprive i

certain umes, are maladies ol the eye, ihal In some cs :

which depends upon a variety ol precautions, pn paration . u n d

ucpei lul) takes effect onl) with tone, and in most cases very
imperfecth But no precauUooi or preparation! whali vai wi re em-
ployed in the i- tl iii.- man bore blind Though b i al i
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pose himself to public ridicule, by carrying the clay on his eyes, and
causing himself to be conducted to the pool of Siloam, with the hopes oi

being restored to his sight 1 Is it not such a docility truly astonishing l And
how could any such tiling be imagined on his part before it happened?

[v.] Lastly, the miracle was performed in the public street, and in the
presence of many persons, and was immediately subjected to the strictest

scrutiny that can well be conceived. If we had heard of sue ha miracle, we
should not have given credit to so surprising a relation, till we had inquired
who the man was on whom it was said to have been wrought I Whether, in

fact, he had been born blind 1 Whether he actually was blind at the time
when Jesus met him? And whether it afterwards appeared that he realty
was cured J All these inquiries we should certainly have made ourselves,
or have been well informed that they had been made by credible people,
before we would have believed the miracle. And if we would have made
these inquiries, can it reasonably be supposed that they were not made by
those who lived at that time ? or that Ihey would have admitted that won-
derful fact on easier evidence than we would have done J Now we know
that these very inquiries were made by the Scribes and Pharisees, and
terminated in full proof. They sent for his parents, who declared that
their son was born blind. He was himself interrogated, threatened with
excommunication, and ultimately cast out of the synagogue; and, alter

examining the affair to the bottom, the truth of the miracle was established
beyond the possibility of contradiction. On the one side there appears
nothing but passion and calumny ; on the other, nothing but what is simple,
sincere, coherent, and infinitely surpassing the low jealousy and malice of
the Pharisees, whose utuiost efforts only rendered the truth more evident,
and added that testimony which they would have gladly wrested from it, if

it had been possible.

The reasoning of the man who was cured is unanswerable

—

Weknow
that God hearetk not sinners—since the world began was it nut heard that
any man opened the eyes of one that was born blind. If this man iccie

not of God, he could do nothing. (John ix. 31—33.) *

5. Equally remarkable with, the preceding miracle is that

•wrought at Jerusalem by the apostle Peter, in company with
John, on a Man who had been lame from his Birth ; and
which was subjected to a similar rigorous scrutiny.

The account is given in the third chapter of the Acts of the Apostles,
with every mark of veracity and genuineness. All the circumstances are
so connected together, and so inseparable ; the place, the time, and the
persons, all correspond together with such exactness, that we cannot ad-
mit a part without being forced to acknowledge the whole. In this miracle,
the reader will take notice,

—

[i.] First, of the publicity of the lame man''s person and condition.
He had been lame from his birth, and was then forty years old. He was,

moreover, well known to all the inhabitants of Jerusalem, bavins been
carried daily to that gate of the temple which was most frequented to re-
ceive alms. The time of the day when the miracle was performed was
that of public prayer, when the evening sacrifice was offered, when there
was the greatest number of persons present who were assembled from
different parts of the city.

[ii.] Secondly, of the manner in which the miracle was wrought.
It was instantaneous, and was so perfect, that the lame man could not

only walk, but stood and leaped for joy, while he praised God, and testified

his gratitude to Peter and Jonn.

[iii.] Thirdly, of the severe examination which the transaction under-
went.

Both the man who had been healed, and the apostles, are dragged before
the tribunal of the ecclesiastical rulers. They are most closely interro-
gated respecting the fact. They assert the reality of the miracle ; they de-
clare that it was in the name of Jesus of Nazareth that the man was made
whole—of that Jesus whom those rulers had crucified. What discoveries
do the chief priests make 1 The apostles are in their hands. The man
who had been lame is himself standing by. They are vested with full

power, as magistrates, to take cognisance of the matter. If there be de-
ceit, it must be detected. But no discovery is made ; and immediately af-

terwards five thousand Jews are converted, and embrace the Gospel in

consequence of what they had seen performed, and in a case where it was
morally impossible that they should have been deceived.

Besides the miracles related in the cure of diseases, there

are three remarkable examples, recorded by the evangelists,

in which Jesus Christ raised the dead to life ; viz. the daugh-
ter of Jairus, a ruler of the Jewish synagogue, the son of a
widow at Nain, and Lazarus, the brother of Martha and
Mary. How many examples of the same kind occurred dur-

ing his personal ministry is not related ; though, from his

message to John (Matt. xi. 5.), it is probable that there were
other instances. But these which the evangelists have re-

corded were certainly not the least striking or important.

6. The Raising of the Daughter ok Jairus to life, is

recorded by three of the evangelists,2 and the circumstances
related by them are in almost every point exactly the same.

Jairus applies to Christ, in the midst of a great multitude of people.
Prostrating himself at his feet, Jairus besought him to come to his house
and heal his daughter, who was at the last extremity. Jesus listened to his
request, and on his way was followed by the multitude. A miracle ofa dif-

ferent kind was performed at that moment (for all the three evangelists
have connected it with his progress to the house of Jairus), by the instan-
taneous cure of an inveterate disease, in a person who only secretly
touched the hem of his garment; a circumstance which rendered the
miracle so much the more a subject of observation to the multitude, when
the person who was healed was publicly questioned on what she had done.
At the same instant Jairus was informed by his servants, that his daugh-

ter was dead, in order to prevent him from farther importuning our Lord,
whose visit to his house they then considered as completely unnecessary
and useless. 3 Our Lord, aware of this message, encouraged Jairus not-

» Claparede's Considerations on the Miracles of the Gospel, part, ii ch 4
* Matt. ix. 18—26. Mark v. 22—13. Lukeviii. 41—56.
' Matthew's narrative might have led us to have supposed her to have

been dead when Jairus first addressed our Lord, if it were not obvious
that, omitting several circumstances, which are mentioned by the other
evangelists, he begins his relation at the time when the father knew that
she was dead, and places the circumstances in his narrative after that time.

Vol. I.

withstanding to rely on him, and went steadily on towards his house, with
the multitude attending him. All the customary and noisy lamentations for
the dead were already begun ; and our Lord found it necessary, for the
quiet of the family, to remove the mourners, who went forth fully pre-
pared to attest to the people without, the certainty of the death, after having
heard with scorn what they considered as a doubt on the subject, and what
our Lord intended as an intimation of the maid's immediate restoration to
life. Putting them forth among the multitude, he retained with him the
father and mother of the dead young woman, and three u\ his disciples ; a
sufficient number to witness and relate the circumstances of her restora-
tion. In their presence "her spirit came again," at our Lord's command.
The effect was instantly produced by his almighty word ; ?ud was verified
to the conviction of every individual, who saw her immediately receiving
food, as a person in the full possession of life and health. The event was
understood by the whole multitude ; and the evangelist Matthew relates,
"that the fame thereof went abroad throughout all the land." (Matt. ix.

26.) The person in whose family this miracle was done was sufficiently
distinguished, as a ruler of the synagogue, to render such a remarkable
event a subject of general attention ; and though all the circumstances in
the narrative have the aspect of the most natural and unexpected occur-
rences, which could neither have been combined by human contrivance,
nor anticipated by human foresight, no circumstance was wanting, either
to ascertain the reality of the miracle, or, without any apparent ostentation
or design, to give it the most unquestionable publicity.*

7. To the circumstances of the Raising of the Widow's
Sox from the Dead, at Nain (Lake vii. 11— 15.), we have
already had occasion to refer, as illustrating the benevolence of
Jesus Christ,5 In addition to the observations alluded to, we
may notice the circumstances under which this miracle was
performed.

Christ was coming from Capernaum, where he had healed the servant
-of the centurion. On approaching the gale of the city, he met the funeral
procession. The fact of the young man's death, therefore, was indisputa-
ble. "The widowed mother of an only son would not be precipitate in
performing these melancholy rites: the proofs of death must have been
sadly satisfactory, before she proceeded to pay this last debt of parental
tenderness." The tomb was prepared, and a considerable number of her
townsmen were accompanying the widowed mother thither, beside a mul-
titude of persons who were following Jesus on his way from Capernaum.
It was impossible that any miracle could have been performed under cir-
i
.mi -:;mces of greater publicity, or more instantaneously, or where the

facts related were more easy to be detected, if there had been any sus-
picion of fraud or deceit ; especially when we know that the rumour of this
miracle was immediately spread through all the adjacent country. Jesus
came and touched the bier, on which the corpse was laid, according to the
custom of that age and country, with a mantle thrown over it ; aud they
that bare him stood still. And he said. Young man, I say unto thee,
Arise ! And he that was dead sat up and begun tosp'eak ; and he deliver-
ed him to his mother. And there came a fear on all, and they glorified
God, saying, A great prophet has risen up among -us, ami Godhalh visit-
ed /us people. This rumour of him icent forth throughout all Jitdea, and
throughout the region round about. (Luke vii. 14— 17.)

8. The Resurrection of Lazarus is related (John xi.)

more minutely than either of the tivu preceding miracles, and
from the particularity of the circumstances related, it acquires
additional interest and ptiblicity.

[i.] While Jesus was beyond Jordan, in Perffia, the sisters of Lazarus
sent an express to him, with this message,

—

Lord, he whom than lovtst is

sick. After hearing this intelligence, he remained two days longer in the
same place, and then said to his disciples, Let us return into Judaa;
Lazarus is dead. Then when Jesus came into Bethany, he found that
Lazarus had been in the gravefour days already. (John xi. 6, 7. 17.) Itisto
be observed that while he was in Peraea he said to his apostles, Lazarus is

dead : so that Jesus neither did nor could learn how long Lazarus had been
in the grave, from the testimony of one of his sisters. The delay also of
the journey from Galilee to Bethany must not be overlooked. By that delay
the miracle became more bright, and its truth and reality more deter-
mined.

[ii.] The scene of it furnishes another circumstance extremely favourable
for promoting the same end. It was not laid in Jerusalem, where the minds
of men might be supposed to be held in awe, or biassed by power, where
the miracle might be charged with ostentation, and where personal preju-
dices were triumphant. Nor was it laid in a desert, where there might be
suspicion of deceit, but at the distance of only two short miles from Jeru-
salem.
The precise time of Christ's arrival at Bethany is a circumstance that

must be viewed in the same light. His coming so late destroys all suspi-
cions of any concert. It gave his enemies an opportunity of observing the
whole transaction ; as the season was, of all others, the fittest for finding ac-
cess to their minds. By this lime, the sisters of Lazarus were receiving
the consolatory visits of their neighbours and friends:

—

Many of the Jeics
had come to Martha and Mary, to comfort them concerning their brother.
Jesus himself approaches, and mingles with the company as a mourner
and friend. When Jesus, therefore, saw the Jews also weeping, who had
followed Mary out of the house, he groaned in spirit, and was troubled.
He was under no necessity of affecting the appearance of sorrow, for he
felt it

—

Jesus wept ; and the reality both of his sympathy and sorrow did not
fail to make him an object of regard. Then said the Jews, Behold how he
loved him. Every tiling concurred to excite expectation and scrutiny from
the malice of some of the Jews who were present, which caused them to
insinuate adefectin the power or goodness of Jesus. Some of them said,
Could not this man, which opened the eyes of the blind, have caused that
even this man should not have died?

[iii.] At length they arrive at the grave. It was a cave ; and a statu lay
upon it, which Jesus commanded to be removed, for he exerted bis miracu-
lous power only in cases where second causes were inadequate. This
stone might be removed by the hand of man: therefore, Jesus ordered it

to be removed. This circumstance would excite the greater attention, as
the objection felt by Martha to the execution of this command (ver. 39.)

most evidently shows, that death had indubitably taken place; and from
the time he had been buried, especially under the influence of so warm a
climate, it is certain that those changes of mortality must have passed upon
the frame to which she alluded. No human means, however, could raise

« Sir H. M. Wellwood's Discourses on the Jewish and Christian Revela-
tions, pp. 416—418. » See p. 101. supra.
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J.iiarua : Jesus, therefore, interposed his miraculous power ; and alter a

sbort prayer, which mi expresalr Intended for the b ks cried

with a loud voice. Lazarus, comefurth ! And he that tcuo- dtad camaforth,
bound hand and/out with rraot dothes. 1 Thai all pi < lave the

fullest convict) onol the reality ofthe miracle which had thus been wrought]
Jesus commanded them to loose him and let him go.

[iv.j The toitneeses ofthis miracleare likewise to be considered. Though
some of those who had come to mourn with the sisters ofLazaruswei e the

friends of Christ and his apostles, the evangelical narrative informs us thai

ethers were no* friendly to Christ and hi- Gospel Many ol these, how-
witneaaed the trana ction, believed oabiiJi; hut others, who

:,.,' wuliog to be his disciples, though they (bund it impossible to re-

ject <>r i" deny the miracle winch had been wrought, went their way to [he

PI risees andtotd them what Jesus had dune. The Pharisees themselves
could not contradict the miracle, though they were interested in denying it

A council of the chlel priests and Pharisees was convened. They did ven-

ture to examine the inn ,.<Ir, BS they bad done in the ea.se Of the man who
iiadbeen bum blind—The consideration of Lazarusand of his sisters, who
were no) mean persona,—the number ot the witnesses, who were also per
sons oi distinction, and who had filled Jerusalem with the newsat their re-

turn,—and the fear of adding a further degree of evidence to a miracle

which they were deatroui ol ing,—all these circumstanci

mented Lheh Indignation against Jesus, ami determined them tbpul him i"

. and thus termmatenis miracles. They said, What do we, for this

doth many miraeU • i Ifwe let him thus aim e, ail m n »
on him: and the Romans tcdl come and take maty both out place and
nation.

[fany additional evidence were wantiofl to confirm this miracle, it raighl

be added that, alter the resurrection of Lazarus, and sii days before the
passover, JesUS Came in Urihan y, wliriv In- supped with Lazarus and his

sisters; and much people of the Jtics Art> tr ihut he was at Bethan i and
they camefru I 'for Jesus' sake jmly, but that they

might sec Lazarus also, whom ht lav! raised from the dead. But tht

chief priests consulted that they mii;ht ]>ut Lazarus to death ; because that

by reason qfhim many of tht Jews went away and believed on Jesus
(John ah. 1,2. 9—11.) The curiosity of those who came to Bethany and
their belief in Christ, are natural consequences of the truth ol Le I

resurrection, which COUld not but ermine the priests and Phans.. s, who
were the enemies "i Christ; and their determination to put Lazarus to
f!>-;tth, s!i"ws die di-spriatinii tu which iln* publicity of the miracle drove
them. The reBUrrectHin nf Lazarus Was also one reason why, on the l>l

lowing day, much people that were come to thefeast (of the passover) when
they heard that Jesus teas coming to Jerusalem took branches of palm-
trees, and ir> n! f< i Ih ffl m> • t Aim, and • 1 t> d, SUSOA d \S fh> Kin f
that cometh in the name ofthe L»rd. The people, therefore, thai was in'h
him when he caUed Lazai us oat of his grace, and raised him from the

dtad. bake record. For Tins CAi'SE the people met him,for that they heard
that fit had d rnt this ran arte. The Pharisees, therefore, saidamong thi Bfr

selves, Perceive vt how ye prevail nothing, by your threatenings or ez-
communit al B a the world is eons after A»m,—the whole mass
of the people are becoming lns<lisri|i|._-s. (John xii. 12, 13. 17— 19.) Is it pos-
sible to deny thai Christ made his miry into Jt-rusalein in the manner re-

lat'-d by tin- eviM^rh^is, while many pi.-rs.iiis w-re hviim wlm L.:d ;tr[u.dlv

witnessed il I Can w leparate bo notorious an event from tin. 1 important
circumstances which mv Mewled with it in the e\anj;elical narration
And can a more natural reason be asalgned for such a concourse and
hriumpb than the resurrection of Lazarus, of which many were witnesses,
and winch the whole multitude air early believed to be a true mirai i

[v. J It has every i liaiac(--i- ..t .1 mir:i«']r . I.hiI tras s> a.;>>. '• <>

be observed. Lazarus trad been dead, he was alive;—two facts which,
taken separately, are of the most common sort, and enncerriini: which
many persons had the Utniosl r rl.Miil y /' >r at instant'attt.<atxhj and pub
licly performed before credible witnesses. On Christ saying, Lazarus,
comeforth ! Lazarus resumed life ; and the testimony of the witnes i

i
My of adversaries, is the most explicit that can lie imagined or desired-— It tea* independent of second causes. The effect has no affinity in na-

ture with the sign that accompanies it What affinity In nature, what physi-

cal proportion Is there, between the resurrection of Lazarus and the pro-

nunciation of the words,

—

Lazarus, come forth t Lastly, the end was im-
portant ; for u was to attest the divine mission ofthe Son ofGod.>

IX. But the most remarkable miracle of ;ill is the resur-
rection of Jesus Christ from the dead, which Lies al the

very foundation of Christianity. If this fails, the Christian
religion cannot be maintained, oi may beproved to be false.

If Christ fn nnt risen, arffRSS Paul of Tarsus, then is our
preaching vain, your faith atio it rum. (1 Cor. xv. 11.) On
the other hand, if this holds good, the divine mission and
authority ofthe founder of our holy religion are established.

To this tie himself appealed, as the threat and ultimate proof,

which was to convince mankind that he was what he pro-

fessed hitiisi If to be—the Sun of (Jod, the Saviour of the

u "i M. if we peruse the history of thai event, we must con-

clude either thai he arose, or that his disciples stole his body
away. The more we consider the hitter alternative, the more
impossible it appears, Every tune, indt ed* that ,i< bus Christ
attempted to perform a miracle, he risked his credit on its

* The nnrniion hn* bo**n askM, How Could ft man mm*1 out n( a grave
who wi\n bound hand ind mot ' 'i'" 'his m'nnry of the unbeliever I

factory an»w< r may be returned We learn from Joaephus, and .ilso from
such irnveiiorB an havp vlaiied Palseune, thai the Jewwh sepuichrt- 1 wan
generally coves or tooms bemoutof rocks The Jewi therefore, as t hoy
did not make OM of rofllnn in bUTVlnj tli'ir dead il-ri'- rally pJacad their

m nir-hfs, CDl into the aide* of theHi- raves nr rooms This m
the Jewmh aepnlrhres affords an SSJ1 SOlmloS of UlS BiPpOSsd dlfl

i rangeUsl does not mean tosav, that IjizAma walkeo oal

ebrs D| on hit* hack In a niche, he ' lot B fillniE

poH'nrrv and then poulni his tegs over - n. slid

oownand si i upright on d i II u Ulth he ml I I ti \t\\ landing
but arma were swathed with rollers, after the en lorn ot hi oanlrjmeii
4eeord1ngl)

I
i n lorth Ii u commandi II i

linn and let him go, which ici plainly Indicate* thai thi >

Iim kn«w ihnf Lasai Id not walk, till he was onbonnd Unci
Truth •! the *• n . p i;*v

* «'i.iparenv* Conafdi \ upon the Wrack i
1 "' i| ch. 6-

accomplishment; had he failed in one instance, that would
have Idasted his reputation for ever. The same remark is

applicable t«» bis predictions: had any one of them tailed,

tli.it great character which he had to support would have re-

ceivea an indelible stain. Of all his predictions, there is

not one on which he and his disciples laid greater stress than
that of his resurrection. Bo frequently, indeed, had Christ
publicly foretold that he would rise again on the third day,
that those persons who caused him to be put to death were
acquainted with this prediction; and, being in power, used
every possible means iovreveni its accompHsamentj or any im-
positum fn ike public m that affair.

The importance of this fact requires that we consider it

with a little more minuteness than the other miracles of
Jesus Christ. We shall therefore i xamine, in lbs lirst

place, his own 1'kophetic Declarations concerning his

death and resurrection; secondly, the Evidence fob the
Fact, furnisht if by (he testimony <f aa»i rsaries U> the Christian
Name and Faith . thirdly, the Character of the Apostles
by whom its reality is attested ; and, lastly, the MlRACLXS
subsequently wroughl bj these witnesses in the name of
( hiisi after the da) of lVntecost, which attest the fact of His
resurrection.

1. In the first [dace, let us examine the Prophetic De-
clarations of Christ himself concerning his death and
resi rrection.

[i.] All the evangelists unanimously relate, that Christ re-

peatedly predicted the circumstance of his death and resurrection

to his disciples. It is further worthy of remark, that those vary

predictions are frequently intermixed, cither with such circum-

stances as do not, of themselves, enter easily into any man's
mind, or with those which seem to have no sort of relation with

one another ; which proves that liny cannot he the imaginary

conceits of a fertile fancy, that delights in the invention v( fa-

bles. It is altogether improbable that the evangelists should

have invented Christ's discourse with Peter, concerning the suf-

ferings that should certainly befall him at his going up to Jeru-

salem.

[ii.] Moreover, it is to be observed, that Peter had just before

made thai noble confession, in the prest ace of all the other dis-

ciples— Than art the Christ, the Sou <>f the tnintf Hod; and
thai Christ had crowned this admirable confession with that ex-

traordinary promise of his

—

Blessed err thou, Simon JSar-jona:

for flesh and blood has not revealed it unto th'-i-, hut nni Fa-
ther which is in heaven. And I 90y unto thee. That thou art

J'eter, and upon this rock will I build mu ihurch, and the

gate* of hell shall not prevail against it. (Matt. xvi. 16— 18.)

Immediately after, Christ foretold what death he was to sutler

from the chief priests and senhes. hut added, thai lie shot. Id rise

on the third day. On hearing which, Peter rebuked him, and
said, lit- it far from thec

t
Lord! This shall not be nnio

thee, Bui Jesus Christ, instead of approving this expression of

his affectionate concern tor him, severely reproved his indiscre-

tion in these words:

—

(iet thee behind m\ Satan ; thou art an
offence unto me: for thou savouresf not the thing's that be of
God. but those that he nfmrn. (Matt. xvi. 21—23.) This bJs>

tory seems to be very natural and sincere; and'that mixture of

circumslanoes, which, in all probability, have no manner oi rela-

tion with one another, could not of itself easily enter into the

mind Of any man. Peter's confession was excellent; and the

promise made to him by Chrisl was extraordinary ; nay, the very

expression of it implied something strange and difficult: but,

above alt, it appears at first eight, that Christ censured too se-

verely the great seal nraniiesu <i bj Peter for his person ; and ii dose
not seem \erv nutunil that he. who snnl unto hiiu. Blessed art

thou, Simon Itar-jfiui, ;oi<l who promised to make Ini i ;i
|

in his church, should ihnosl immediately after say bo bun

—

Oet thee behind me, Satan, It is evident thai ii was the force

of truth, and nol the natural agreement of those euvmnstuncee,
which obliged the svsngelisl to join them both together in one
mid the same recital. What necessarily occasions this renv.uk

is, the l»i.'t that Jesus Christ had really foretold his dentil and

resurrection, before he had suflered the former, and before the

latter hud taken effect.

Bui what proves this fact more strongly than any thins

else, is, thai Jesus Christ, the Tery day before his passion, did .

such l thing as had never been done hetine. and whnh, donbt"

loss, will never be done again, vis, He instituted :i memorial of

that death, which he was just on the poinJ of suffering. Be
ild thai he should iuner death from the chief priests, the

senl.es, and doCtOn of the law; which \ et he nu^it BSsUj DSSS

avoided, it he would, hy withdrawing into another place. Uut
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lie rebuked the indiscreet zeal of Peter, who would have diverted

him from that death: therefore he considered it as an event

which was to be attended with the happiest and most beneficial

consequences to mankind. And with what happy consequences

could his death have been attended, unless it was to have been

immediately followed by his resurrection 1

Jesus, then, first instituted a memorial of his death, and then

voluntarily suffered it. He commanded that it should be com-

memorated, whence it is evident that he regarded it as an event,

which was to be the means of our salvation. He foresaw that

it would be commemorated : he foresaw, therefore, what would

infallibly come to pass, and that, too, at a time when there was

but little appearance of its ever happening. He did not say, that

they should commemorate his death, only till he rose again, but

until his second coming. He foresaw, therefore, that he should

speedily rise again, and that after his resurrection he should de-

part, in order to return again at the end of the world.

[iv.] Besides, no reasonable person can imagine, that the

evangelists had wholly invented the account of the eucharist;

for there is a wide difference between a doctrine and a practice.

It is very difficult to forge a doctrine, because it must be con-

certed by the consent of several persons ; but it is yet more difficult

to impose a sensible practice, a thing in use, and as it were a

speaking doctrine, upon mankind. It would certainly be the

greatest instance of folly imaginable, for any one to suppose that

a dozen poor fishermen, cast down, astonished, and confounded

at the death of their master, and undeceived in the opinion which

they had entertained that he was to restore the kingdom of Is-

rael:—persons who knew not what might be the consequence

of their publishing the doctrine of that crucified man ;—that they

should invent the institution of the eucharist, with all its circum-

stances, and make Christ utter these words

—

This is my body,

•which is given for you; This cup is the New Testament in

my blood (Luke xxii. 19, 20.);—words that implied something

new and very surprising, and which the evangelists and Paul

have unanimously recorded, though without any mutual compact,

as appears by the trifling variation that occurs in their recital

of them. It would, we repeat, be the greatest instance of folly

imaginable, for any one to suppose that the disciples had the

least idea of inventing these words, or the history of the eucha-

rist. The inference to be deduced from it is this, that Christ

foresaw his death, and suffered it voluntarily. Now, if he fore-

saw that he should die, and if he voluntarily offered himself to

death, he then either foresaw that he should rise again, or he did

not foresee it. If he did not foresee it, with what kind of hopes

did he comfort his disciples ? What was it that he promised

them 1 Or what did he propose to himself by his death ! Why
did he not shun it as he might have done, when he was at sup-

per with his disciples? What did he intend by instituting a me-

morial of his dead body, if that dead body were always to remain

under the power of death 1 And if he thought that he should

rise again, as we may very reasonably conclude he did, he him-

self could not have believed it, but only on the experience he had

already made of that power which had restored sight to the

blind, health to the sick, and life to the dead : for he could not

think his own miracles false, and yet, at the same time, believe

that he should rise from the dead. If he thought he should rise

again, he also thought his miracles to be true ; and if he believed

his miracles to be true, his miracles must of necessity have really

been true, because they were of a nature incapable of deceit and

illusion, at least with respect to him who performed them. Jesus

Christ could never imagine that he had fed five thousand men at

one time, and three thousand at another, besides women and
children; that he had raised to life the widow's son of Nain, the

daughter of Jairus, and Lazarus of Bethany ; and that he made
Peter walk on the sea, &c. &c, if all these things had not really

been true.

[v.] No one surely can doubt that Christ foretold his resurrec-

tion, who considers that it was on this very account that the

chief priests and Pharisees appointed a watch to guard his se-

pulchre, and commanded the stone of it to be sealed. Sir, said

they to Pilate, -we remember that that deceiver said, -while he
tvas yet alive. After three days I -will rise again. Command,
therefore, that the sepulchre be made sure until the third day,

lest his disciples come by night and steal him away, and say
unto the people, He is risen from the dead; so the last error
shall be worse than the first. Pilate saith unto them, Ye have
a -watch ; go your -tony, make it as sure as yon can. So they

•went and made the sepulchre sure, sealing the stone, and setting

the watch. (Matt, xxvii. 63—66.) This, as we shall further

have occasion to show, was such a matter of fact, as the disciples

neither could nor durst invent in opposition to the public know-
ledge which every one had of it; and which, besides, agrees

very well with the other circumstances of that event. For whence
originated the report which was spread at Jerusalem, that the

watch slept when the disciples took away the body of Jesus, if

they had not really set a watch to guard his sepulchre? And
what necessity was there to appoint a watch to guard it, had it

not been to prevent the disciples from propagating the report

that he was risen from the dead? And if Christ really believed

that he should rise again, he could not have believed it but upon
the truth of his miracles ; neither could he have believed his mi-

racles to be true, if they had been false. Thus it appears, that

the connection of all those circumstances forms, as it were, a

kind of moral demonstration, which cannot but convince any just

and reasonable person.

2. Having thus considered the predictions of Jesus Christ
himself concerning his death and resurrection, let us now
proceed to investigate the Evidence for that Fact.

The credibility of the Gospel historians respecting common
facts (we have already seen) is generally acknowledged, even by

its adversaries. Now their evidence, that Jesus really died upon
the cross, near Jerusalem, when Pontius Pilate was governor of

Judaea, is peculiarly clear and direct. Numerous circumstances

relative to his seizure, his public trial, his going to Calvary, and
his crucifixion, are minutely specified. Various particulars of

time, place, persons, discourses, &c. are set down. The chief

rulers in the Jewish nation, as well as the people, and the Ro-
man governor himself, are mentioned as parties concerned. The
publicity of his crucifixion in the suburbs of the chief city in the

nation, its being in the day-time, at a solemn festival (when mul-

titudes assembled from several different countries, and from every

part of Judaea), are all noted. His hanging six hours upon the

cross, 1 his being pierced in the side by one of the soldiers with

his spear, and blood and water evidently flowing from the wound, 2

are incontestable proofs that death must have previously taken

place. To these natural proofs of death, we may add the official

testimony of the Roman centurion, who would have subjected

himself to accusation if his account had been false, and who
would be the more exact in it, as the soldiers, " seeing that he
was dead already, 3 brake not his legs." Pilate, also, who was
intimidated, by the dread of an accusation to the emperor, to

consent to the crucifixion of Jesus, would likewise be afraid of

having him taken from the cross till he was really dead. Ac-
cordingly, he did not permit Joseph of Arimathea to remove the

corpse, till he had the decisive evidence of the centurion.4

The chief priests and Pharisees, who had so long and so

anxiously been plotting the destruction of Christ, would take

care that he was really void of life before the body was taken

down. His friends would never have wound it round so closely

with linen cloth, as was the custom in Judaea, 5 if there had been

any remains of life. Even if they could be supposed to be mis-

taken ; yet, lying in a cold sepulchre, unable to stir from before

six o'clock on Friday afternoon, till the dawn of the first day of

the week, the body must have been truly dead. The fact was
well known, and universally acknowledged. The friends and
companions of Jesus asserted it before his powerful enemies, in

j
the most public manner, only fifty days after, and even they did

not deny it.'' Nay, the Jews by being offended at his crucifixion

and death, gave their attestation to the facts. The very anxiety

of the chief priests and Pharisees to prevent the removal of the

body of Jesus, undesignedly drew from them a clear proof that

they themselves were convinced of his actual decease. While
his body was in the sepulchre, " they said to Pilate, Sir, we
remember that that deceiver said, whiu he was tet aiive.

After three days I will rise again.,,; This implies their full

persuasion that he was really not alive when they spake the

words. Their asking for a guard to prevent the disciples from

stealing the corpse, and from deceiving the people, by pretending

that he was risen from the dead, does also involve their being

convinced that he was then truly dead.

Further, upon the same grounds that we believe ancient his-

tory in general, there can be no reason for doubting, but that the

body of Jesus was deposited on the evening of the day on which

> Mark xv. 25. 34. 37.
** John xix. 34, 35. "The water in the pericardium, and the serum. It

is said, that there is much serum in the thorax of persons who die of tor-

ture." See Grotius, L'Enfant, and Archbishop Newcome on the text.

a Ver. 33.
* Mark xv. 43—45., which shows that he had been some time dead. Seo

the Greek, Le Clerc's Harmony, and Archbishop Newcome's note.
' John xix. 38—40. xi. 44. xx. 6,7. « Acts ii. 1. 14, ice.

i Matt xxvii. 63—66.
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it was taken from the cross, in a private sepulchre of Joseph of

Arinialli.u. hewn out of a rock, 1 in which no corpse had ever

been laid before.2 Noi i- there any ground for doubting, but

that a great atone wa rolled to the mouth of the sepulchre; that

this stone was sealed by the chief priests and Pharisees, who
would of course first that the body was there, el.se this pre-

caution would have been useless; and that at their request a

guard of Roman soldiers, as large as they chose, was placed be-

fore the sepulchre, to prevent the corpse from being removed.

Notwithstanding tin se precautions, however, early on the morn-

ing of the first day of the week following, the body was missing,

and neither the soldiers, who were upon guard, nor the chief

priests, nor the Pharisees, could ever produce it. Yet none of

the watch descried their post while it was in the sepulchre, nor

was anv force used against the soldiers, nor any arts of persuasion

employed, to induce them to take it away, or to permit any other

person to remove it.

The question then is, How came it to be removed I Matthew

has recorded the account which both the friends and the enemies

of Jesus, and the disinterested heathen military guard, give of

this. Let us examine these, that we may see which best deserves

our credit.

Early on the first day of the week some of the watch came

into the city, and showed unto the chief priests all the things

that were done; namely, the earthquake, the angel rolling back

the stone from the door of the sepulchre, &c. The chief priests

applied to Pilate the Roman governor for a watch to secure the

sepulchre, lest his disciples should steal him away ; and they

sealed the stone (probably with the governor's seal) to prevent

the soldiers from being corrupted, so as to permit the theft. By
this guard of sixty Roman soldiers was the sepulchre watched ;

and, notwithstanding all the precautions thus carefully taken, the

body was missing early on the morning of the first day of the

following week. In this great fact both the Jewish council and

the apostles perfectly agree : this cannot be questioned. The
council would otherwise have certainly produced it, and thus de-

tected the falsehood of the apostles' declaration, that Christ was
risen from the dead, and prevented it from gaining credit among
the Jews. On the resurrection of Christ, some of the soldiers

went and related it to the chief priests, who bribed them largely,

promising to secure their persons from danger, in case the gov-

ernor should hear of their taking the money, and charged them
to affirm that Christ's disciples stole his body away while they

were sleeping. So they took the money, and did as they were
taught: and this sailing, or report, Matthew adds, is commonly
reported among the Jews to this dayJ This flight of the sol-

diers, their declaration to the high priests and elders, the suhse-

quent conduct of the latter, the detection and publication by the

apostles of their collusion with the soldiers, and the silence of

the Jews on that subject, who never attempted to refute or to

contradict the declarations of the apostles,—arc all strong evi-

dences of the reality and truth ofhis resurrection. Had the report.

that his disci] les stole the body, been true, Matthew would not

have dared to have published in Judaaa, so soon after the even! as

he did, — (when many persona who had been spectators of the

crucifixion and death of Christ must have been alive, and who
would unquestionably have contradicted him if be had asserted a

falsehood.)—that the chief priests bribed the soldiers to propagate

it; as this would have exposed himself to their indignation and

to punishment, which they would the more willingly have inflict-

ed, because he had been in the odious office of a Roman tax-

gatherer, which he resigned to follow Jesus. The story of steal-

big the hotly appears from this account to have been so evidently
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false, that Matthew, though he faithfully records the report, does

ii .I Bay a s\ liable to refute it. He leaves the falsity of it to be

manifested by well-known facts. Had the disciples really stolen

the body, and invented the account of the resurrection of their

Master, they never would have represented themselves as giving

up all hopes of his rising again when he was dead, and as being

backward to believe in his resurrection after they said it took

place. (John xx. 9, 10.) Nor would they, in the same me-
moirs, have dcsciibcd the chief priests as manifesting their fears

and apprehensions that it possibly might come to pass, by the

extraordinary guard ihey provided to prevent any deception. It

this theft had been perpetrated, the partners in the fraud would
never have dwelt so much as they have done upon the women
going more than once to the sepulchre, to look for the body.

There would have been no time to have taken off the bandages,

nor to have wrapped up the napkin, and to have laid it in a place

by itself, separate from the other linen, (v. 6, 7.) These cir-

cumstances, therefore, would never have formed a part of the

narrative. Nor would it have been recorded of Mary, that she

said to Peter and John, They have taken away the Lord out

of the sepulchre, and tve knoiv not -where they have laid him.

(John xx. 2.) A few additional considerations will suffice to

show the falsehood of the assertion made by the chief priests.

(1.) On the one hand, consider the terror of the timid disci-

ples and the paucity of their number. They knew that a Roman
guard was placed at the sepulchre. They themselves were few,

friendless, and discouraged, in hourly expectation of being an-cst-

ed and put to death as followers of Christ, and voluntarily con-

line, 1 themselves to a solitary chamber for fear of being either

crucified or stoned. On the other hand, contrast the authority

of Pilate and of the sanhedrim or council, the great danger at-

tending such an enterprise as the stealing of Christ's body, and

the moral impossibility of succeeding in such an attempt. For
the season was that of the great annual festival, the passover,

when the city of Jerusalem was full,—on such occasions eon-

taining more than a million of people, many of whom probably

passed the whole night (as Jesus and his disciples had done) in

the open air. It was the time of the full moon ; the night, con-

sequently, was very light The sepulchre, too, was just without

the walls of Ihe city, and therefore was exposed to continual in-

spection. All these circumstances combine to render such a

falsehood as that which was imposed upon the Jews utterly un-

worthy of credit. For. in the first place, how could a body ot

men who had just before Bed from a similar guard, notwithstand-

ing their .Master was present with them, venture to attack a band

of sixty armed soldiers, for the purpose of rcmovinfr the body of

Christ from the sepulchre ! How, especially, could they make
this attempt, w hen they had nothing to gain, and when they must

become guilty of rebelling against the Roman government.—and,

if they escaped death Irom the hands of the soldiers, wire ex-

pos, il to this evil in a much more terrible form ?

(2.) Is it probable that so many men. as composed the guard,

would alt fall asleep in the open air at once?

(3.) Since Pilate permitted the chief priests and Pharisees to

make the sepulchre as sure as they could (Mall, xxvii. I".").), they

would certainly make it completely so. Roman soldiers were

used to watch. Heath was the punishment for sleeping on guard.

This watch was for only about three or four hours, and early in

the morning, so that tiny might have slept before. Can it he

supposed, th ii, that they were nil asleep together ! What could

a fen poor fishermen do against a well-disciplined and well-armed

military force I

(4.) Could they he soundly asleep, as not to awake with all

ihe noise which must necessarily he made by removing the great

-tone Ir he month of the sepulchre, and taking away the

(6.) .Are the appearances ii( composure and regularity found

in the empty tomb it all suitable with the hurrx and trepidation

of thieve-, when an armed guard, too. is at hand. Stealing in a

n ile-lit uighl I

(il.
i

Is it at all likely thai the timid disciples could have suf-

ficient time to do all this, without being perceived by any person 1
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How could soldiers, armed and on guard, suffer themselves to be

overreached by a few timorous people]

(7.) Either the soldiers were awake or asleep : if they were
awake, why should they suffer the body to be taken away 1 If

asleep, how did they know, or how could they know, that the

disciples of Christ had taken it away 1 Why did not the san-

hedrim, for their own honour, and the respect they bare to the

truth, put all those soldiers to the question 1 And if that thought

did not at first suggest itself to them, is it not natural to think

that they would have done it, when soon after they found all

Jerusalem inclined to believe in that crucified man ; and that

about six thousand persons had already believed in him in one

day, and that only fifty days after his death ? Doubtless the sol-

diers who watched the sepulchre were still at Jerusalem, and the

sanhedrim retained the same power and authority which they had

before. It highly concerned them to punish the negligence of

those soldiers, or make them confess the secret of their perfidy,

and who it was that suborned them, both to justify their own
procedure, and also to prevent the total defection from Judaism

of the great number of persons who had already joined the dis-

ciples of that pretended impostor. But this is not all. When
on the day of Pentecost, that is, fifty days after the death of Je-

sus Christ, the apostles showed themselves in the city of Jerusa-

lem, and there testified that they had seen him risen from the

dead, and that, after he had repeatedly appeared to them and
ascended into heaven, he had poured out upon them the miracu-

lous gifts of the Holy Spirit,—why did not the sanhedrim (who
were so highly concerned to discover the persons who had taken

away Christ's body) apprehend the apostles, and make them confess

how all things had happened? Why did they not confront them
with the watch ? Why did they not imprison Joseph of Arima-
thea, and those men, till they had made them confess what was
become of that body, as also every other circumstance of their

imposture ?

How unlikely is it, that, if the disciples had come by night

and had stolen away the body of Christ, they durst have showed
themselves, and appeared in public, nay, immediately confessed

that they were his disciples ? It is much more credible that they

would have hidden themselves after svu'h an action ; and that if

they preached at all, it would have been to people more remote,

and not in Jerusalem, the very place where those events had
happened, nor in the presence of that very sanhedrim, of whom
they were so much afraid, and whom they had so much offended.

(8.) Once more, Why did not the sanhedrim have recourse to

the methods ordinarily employed to discover criminals ? They
were very ready by menaces, torments, and persecutions, to oblige

the apostles not to preach in the name of Jesus Christ ; but they

never accused them of having stolen the body of their Master
while the watch slept. On that investigation they durst not enter,

because they well knew what the soldiers had told them, and it

was that very thing which made them so apprehensive. If there

had been any suspicion that his disciples were in possession of

the dead body, these rulers, for their own credit, would have im-
prisoned them, and used means to recover it, which would have
quashed the report of his resurrection for ever.

In the fourth chapter of the Acts of the Apostles we are in-

formed that the sanhedrim caused the apostles to be brought be-

fore them for preaching, in the name of Christ, the doctrines of

Christianity ; and for affirming, that Christ was risen from the

dead. Had they believed that the apostles stole away the body

of Christ, they would now certainly have charged them with

this gross fraud, this direct rebellion against the Roman and
Jewish governments; and unless they could have cleared them-
selves of the crime, would have punished them for it with, at

least, due severity. Such punishment would not only have been
just; but it had now become necessary for the sanhedrim to in-

flict it, in order to save their own reputation. They had origin-

ated the story ; and were now under the strongest inducements to

support it. Yet they did not even mention the subject ; hut
contented themselves with commanding them to preach no more
in the name of Christ.

In the following chapter, we are told, that the whole body of

the apostles was brought before them again, for continuing to

preach, in opposition to this command. On this occasion, also,

they maintained a profound silence concerning the theft, which
they had originally attributed to the apostles; but charged them
with disobpdience to their former injunctions. In this charge are

contained the following remarkable words : Did -we not strailly

command you, that ye should not teach in this name ? and be-

hold, ye have filled Jerusalem with your doctrine, and intend
to bring this man's blood upon us. (Acts v. 28.) To bring

the blood of one person upon another is a phrase of frequent

occurrence in the Bible. In fifteen different 1 instances, in which
we find it there, it has but a single meaning ; viz. to bring the

guilt of contributing to the death of a person, or the guilt of
murtler, upon another person. When it is said, His blood

shall be upon his o-wn head, it is clearly intended, that the guilt

of his death shall be upon himself. When, therefore, the san-

hedrim accuse the apostles of attempting to bring the blood ot

Christ upon them, they accuse them of an intention to bring

upon them the guilt of shedding his blood : this being the only

meaning of such phraseology in the Scriptures.

Should any doubt remain in the mind of any man concerning

this interpretation, it may be settled, beyond all question, by re-

curring to the following passage. In Matthew xxvii. 24, 25. we
are told, that when Pilate saw that he could prevail nothing

towards releasing Christ, he took -water, and washed his hands

before the multitude, saying, J am innocent of the blood of this

just person ; see ye to it : and that then all the people answer-

ed, and said, His blood be on us, and on our children. The
meaning of the phraseology in this passage cannot be mistaken

;

and it is altogether probable, that the declaration of the sanhedrim

being made so soon after this imprecation to the apostles, so

deeply interested in the subject, and on an occasion which so

naturally called it up to view, the sanhedrim referred to it di-

rectly.

But if Christ was not raised from the dead, he was a false

prophet, an impostor, and, of course, a blasphemer ; because he

asserted himself to be the Messiah, the Son of God. Such a

blasphemer the law of God condemned to death. The sanhedrim

were the very persons to whom the business of trying and con-

demning him was committed by that law, and whose duty it was
to accomplish his death. If, therefore, his body was not raised

from the dead, there was no guilt in shedding his blood, but the

mere performance of a plain duty. His blood, that is, the guilt

of shedding it, could not possibly rest on the sanhedrim ; nor, to

use their language, be brought upon them by the apostles, nor

by any others. All this the sanhedrim perfectly knew ; and,

therefore, had they not believed him to have risen from the dead,

they never could have used this phraseology.

It is further to be observed, that on both these occasions the

apostles boldly declared to the sanhedrim, in the most explicit

terms, that Christ was raised from the dead. Yet the sanhedrim

not only did not charge them with the crime of having stolen

his body, but did not contradict, nor even comment, on the

declaration. This could not possibly have happened through

inattenlion. Both the sanhedrim and the apostles completely

knew, that the resurrection of Christ was the point on which

his cause, and their opposition to it, entirely turned. It was the

great and serious controversy between the contending parties ;

and yet, though directly asserted to their faces by the apostles,

the sanhedrim did not even utter a syllable on the subject. Had
they believed their own story, they would either have punished

the apostles with death as rebels against the Jewish and Roman
governments, or else they would have confined them as luna-

tics.2

There can be no doubt, therefore, from the evidence of the

fact furnished by the adversaries of the name and faith of Christ,

that they were convinced he was actually risen from the dead ;

and yet it has been repeatedly urged by the opposcrs of revela-

tion as an oiltection to the credibility of Christ's resurrec-

tion, that he did not show himself to the chief priests and
Jews.

Answer.—Various reasons, however, may be satisfactorily

assigned, why it was not proper that it should be so.

[i.] In the first place, when the cruel and inveterate malice,

which they had evinced towards Jesus, is considered, as well as

the force of their prejudices, it is not probable that they would

have submitted to the evidence. They had attributed his mira-

cles to the power of the devil ; and his raising Lazarus from the

dead, of which they had full information, only stimulated them

to attempt to destroy him. Instead of being wrought upon by

the testimony of the soldiers, they endeavored to stifle it. Be-

sides, if Jesus had shown himself to them after his passion, and

they had pretended that it was a spectre or delusion, and had

still continued to refuse to acknowledge him, it would have been

urged as a strong presumption against the reality of his resur-

rection. But,

2 Sam. i. 16. xvi. 8.

Malt- xxiii. 35. Acts
' Lev. xx. 9. 11. 13. 16. 27. Deal. xix. 10. xxii. 8.

1 Kings ii. 37. Jer. li. 35. Ezek. xviii. 13. xxxiii. 5.

xviii. 6.

» Abbadie, Traill sur la Veritfl de la Religion Chr^tienne, ton. ii. sect.

ij. ch. 3. Dwight's System of Theology, vol. ii. pp. 537—539.
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[ii.] Secondly, let it be supposed that Jesus had not only ap-

peared to them after his resurrection, but that they themselves

had acknowledged its truth and reality, and had owned him for

their Messiah, and had brought the Jewish nation into the same
belief;—ean it be imagined that those who now make the above

objection would be aatiafied ! It is most probable that the

testimony of the priests and rulers, in such ease, would have

been represented as a proof that the whole was artifice and im-

poslure, and thai the; were influenced by some political motive.

Their testimony, moreover.—if truth had extorted it from them,

and if they had possessed honesty and resolution sufficient to

avow it,—would have been liable to suspicion. For it would
have been the testimony of men whose minds must have been

oppressed and tcrrilied by a consciousness of their guilt ; and it

might have been said, that they were haunted by ghosts and

spectres, and that their imagination converted a phantom into

the real person of him whom they had exposed to public deri-

sion, and sentenced to an ignominious death. Their testimony

would have gained little credit with men of their own rank and
station, and of principles and characters similar to their own. It

would have died with themselves, and produced no effect beyond

the circle of their own acquaintance, and the age in which they

lived. And,
[iii.] In the thirdplace, the character and religion of Christ

might have been very materially injured by his appearance to

the Jewish priests and rulers after his resurrection. They had

no right to expect this kind of evidence. No good purpose

could be answered by it : on the contrary, it might have been

very detrimental in its effects. If they had remained uncon-

vinced, which most probably might have been the case, the fact

would have been questioned. The multitude would have be-

come obstinate and irreclaimable in their incredulity ; and they

would have pleaded the authority of their superiors in station

and office, as an apology for neglecting inquiry, and rejecting

the means of conviction. If they had been convinced, without

honesty and resolution to declare the truth, the fact would still

have been considered as doubtful, or of no great importance.

But if with their conviction they connected the public avowal

of its truth, Jesus Christ would have incurred the charge of

being an impostor, and liis religion of being a fraud. Loud
would have been the clamour of a combination. Suspicion

would have attached itself to the evidence of men who had the

care of his sepulchre, who appointed the guard, and sealed the

stone that secured it, and who could easily have propagated a

report which would have gained credit with the servile multi-

tude. Christianity would have been rep resented, by persons

who are prone to ascribe all religion to state policy, as a contri-

vance of the priests and magistrates of Judaea to answer some
purpose of worldly emolument or ambition. Its progress and
prevalence would have been attributed to the secular influence

of its advocates ; and it would have been deprived of that most

distinguishing and satisfactory evidence which it now possesses,

that it derived in origin from God. and owed its success to the

signal interposition of divine power. But the inveterate oppo-
sition of tin- Jewish priests and rulers to the cause, and their

violent persecution of the Christians, removed all suspicion of

priestcraft and politics] design. If the disciples had agreed to

impose upon the world in this affair, common sense would have

directed them, first to spread the report that Jesus Christ was
risen from the grave, and then to employ an individual whom
they could trust to personate him. arid to appear before the mul-
titude in such a maiinrr and at such times a-s would not endan-

ger a discovery ; as, however, Christ never appeared to the mul-

titude after his resurrection, this removed all suspieion that

the disciples had contrived a sebeuie for deceiving the people.

These considerations show that Christ's appearance, after

he rose fr the dead, on/y in n competent number
<>J

wit-

. who wire intimately acquainted with him before Ins

dec uighly' calculated to establish the
truth ol Ins r. siirrretmn to posterity.

3. Tiik CbjUUI i mi ok mi Wn.ii.Ks, also proves the

truth of thi. resurrection of Christ; ami there -are kj.kvkn

considerations which give their evidence sufficient weight.
Observe tin' Condition and the .Xunilirr of these witness, s,

their Incredulity, and slowness in believing the resurrection

«.f Christ,—the moral Tmptutibility <<( tlnir succeeding in

Imposing upon others,—the Facte which the] themselves
avow,— the Agreement of their evidence,— the /Vtomuiafbe-
fen which they il I.—the '/',»» when tins evidence was
given,—the Putt where they bore theii TlieaTasw neiay to the

leauiiuction, and tin ir Motives fof doing so,—and the strik-

ing Contrast in the conduct of the apostles both before and
after the resurrection of Jesus Christ.

(1.) Consider the condition of these witnesses.

Had they been men of opulence and credit in the world, we
might have thought that their reputation gave currency to the

fable. If they had been learned and eloquent men, we might

have imagined that the style in which they hail told the tale had

soothed the souls of the people into a belief of it. But the

reverse of all this was the fact ; for the apostles were the low-

est of mankind, without reputation to impose upon the people,

without authority to compel, and without riches to reward. They
ilso mean, despised, and unlearned men, and consequently

very unequal to the task of imposing upon others. When alt

these circumstances are considered, it is impossible to conceive

that persons of this character could succeed.

(2.) Consider the numbeko/ Met* witnesses, and alsoof the

actual appearance* of Jesus Christ, which number was more
limn sufficient t" establish any fact.

By seven different credible authors, viz. the apostles Matthew,

John, Paul, Peter, and James, and the evangelists Luke and

Mark—not fewer than eleven distinct appearances of Christ have

been related or mentioned, after his resurrection, and previously

to his ascension, namely,

—

1. To Mary Magdalen alone (Mark xvi. 9), who saw Jesus standing. (John
xx. 14 )

2. To the women who were returning from the sepulchre to announce
his resurrection to the disciples. " Behold, Jesus met them, saying. All

hail ! and they came and held him by the feel and worshipped him."
(Mall xxxvii. 'J, 10.)

3. To Simon Peter alone. (I.uke xxiv. 34.)

4. To the two disciples who were going to Emmatis, with whom he con-

versed and brake bread, and then made himself known to them. (Luke
xxiv. 13—81.)

5. To the apostles at Jerusalem, excepting Thomas, who was absent.

(John xx 19, 20.)

6. Eight days afterwards to the disciples, Thomas being present. (John
xx. 26—39.)

7. At the sea of Tiberias, when seven of his disciples were fishing, with

whom In- nU f„„,l (John xxi. 1—15.)

8. To lie- eleven ipofltles,on a mountain in Galilee, where Jesus had
appoiuted to meet them. (Malt, xxviii. 16,17.)

9. "After lhat he was seen of above five hundred brethren at once."

(I r..r vv « l

10. "After that he was seen of James." (1 Cor. xv. 7 )

11. And, lastly, by all the apostles 1 1 Oor rv.7.) on Mount Olivet, on the

day of his ascension into heaven. (Luke xxiv. ~>1. Acts i. 9.)

On these various appearances, it is to be remarked, that Christ

was seen at different hours of the day,

—

early in the morning;

by Mary Magdalen and the other women,

—

during Ike day, by

Peter, by the seven disciples at the sea of Tilierias, by the apos-

tles at his ascension, and by Stephen,—and in the evening by

the ten apostles, and by Cleopas and his companion,—so that

they could not possibly he mistaken as to the reality of his ]ier-

son. But we nowhere read that he appeared at midnight, when

the senses and imagination might be imposed upon. Further,

the several distances of time and place at which Jesus showed

himself merit attention. 1 His two first appearances were early

in the morning on which he arose. One of them was just by

the sepulchre, the other in the way from it to Jerusalem. The
third on some part of the same day. The fourth in the evening

of it, on the road to Emmaus, and in a house in that village,

which was between seven and eight miles from Jerusalem. The
fifth, at Jerusalem, on a later hour of the same evening. The
sixth, a wci-k after, at the same city. The seventh, about sixty

miles from it , bv the sea of Tiberias. The time ami place at

which he was seen by James are not recorded. A ninth appear-

ance was in some other part of Galilee. Forty days alter his

resurrection he again met the aposlles at Jerusalem, and led

them out to Bethany, 'hat they might see him go up to the Fa-

ther. A few yean after this Stephen saw him |
\--ts vii. :>... 66.

59, 60.) ; and in nbout a vear fiom that turn- he appear. .1 to

Paul, near Damascus (Act* ix. :i—9. 1 Cor. xv. s. ix. 1.), to

whom be communicated his Gospel by immediate revelation.

(Gal i. ll— 'Jo.)-*

The different kinds of corner- iti.m and intercourse which

JeSDJ held with the different persons to whom he showed him-

self have grenl propriety, ami increase the evidence of his resur-

rection. As tin- apostles were to 1m- witnesses of Christ to the

whole wBJiid, his appearances, conversations, and actions, after

Ins resurrection, are Weil adapted to excite their attention, gradu-

ally lo diniiiu.li. and at length to remove their surprise ; and

thus to lit their minds for attending with calmness and imptir-

iialiiv to the evidence of the fact, and to afford them the strong-

Hsmecss'i ftsvlawoftbs DHIIiiii iilsa leasing In fHwisfs Basnrraa
ti. a, and Bsnson's Life of Chrint, ch ill.

sld
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est and most undoubted proofs of it. The women, by seeing

that the body was not in the sepulchre (John xx. 2.), and being

told by the angel that he was alive (Luke xxiv. 4— 10.), would,

of course, be rather in expectation of seeing him, though with a

mixture of fear. At his first appearance he permitted himself

to be seen by Mary Magdalen ; not to be touched. But he sent

her to prepare the apostles for beholding him alive again (John

xx. 11— 18. Mark xvi. 9, 10.), by telling them that he should

ascend to the Father. This report encouraged Peter and John

to run to the sepulchre, where seeing only the linen cloths and

the napkin, they returned, wondering at what had passed, per-

plexed how to account for it (Luke xxiv. 12. John xx. 6—10.) ;

and therefore in a state of mind to attend to further evidence,

and yet not to receive it unless it was valid. When Jesus

showed himself to the other Mary, Joanna, Salome, &c. he ad-

dressed them with the usual salutation, let them take hold of his

feet and pay him homage, bade them not be afraid, but go and

tell his brethren to go into Galilee, and there they should see

him. (Matt, xxviii. 9, 10.) This was further evidence to the

apostles, and increased their hope of seeing Jesus themselves.

His third appearance to Peter would probably convince him, and

would be a strong additional proof to the other apostles. His

walking to Emmaus with Cleopas, and another disciple, and

explaining to them all the prophecies concerning himself; going

into the village, and sitting at meat with them ; taking bread,

blessing, breaking, and giving it to them ; were such undoubted

proofs of his recovery to life again, that the two disciples could

not refrain from returning that very evening to Jerusalem to re-

port what they had seen and heard to the apostles. (Luke xxiv.

13—35.) While they were speaking, Jesus himself stood in

the midst of them ; and after asking them why they doubted,

bade them look attentively at his hands and feet, and handle

him, that they might be thoroughly convinced he had flesh and

bones, and that it was not a spirit which appeared to them. He
then ate fish and honey-comb before them. Having thus clearly

demonstrated to them that he was actually restored to life again,

he showed them that he fulfilled the prophecies concerning him-

self as the Messiah
;
particularly those relating to his suffer-

ings, death, and resurrection ; and appointed them to be his

witnesses to the world, and preachers of his Gospel to all na-

tions. (Luke xxiv. 33. 36—49. John xx. 19—25.)
Such undoubted proofs of his real resurrection kept their

minds in the pleasing expectation of some further manifestations

of his divine commission. All these interviews and conversa-

tions in one day afforded abundant matter for consideration. We
are not informed, therefore, that he was' seen any more till the

eighth day after. During this interval, the apostles would have

leisure to revolve calmly the several distinct facts, which clearly

and decisively proved that he was truly risen from the dead.

Thomas not being present at his interview with the other apos-

tles, Jesus showed himself again to them all on the following

first day of the week. He then submitted to a re-examination,

and desired Thomas to put his finger into the prints of the nails,

and to thrust his hand into his side, in the presence of them all.

(John xx. 26—29.) After this, it does not appear that any of

the apostles entertained the least doubt. Their obedience to

Jesus, who commanded them to meet him in Galilee (Matt.

xxviii. 16.), then to return to Jerusalem (Acts i. 4.), and to wait

there for the promise of the Father (Acts ii. 4.), are decisive

proofs of their firm faith in the reality of his resurrection. This
may be one reason why so few subsequent appearances of our

Lord are particularly mentioned. The free and varied mutual
conversation which Christ held with the seven disciples by the

sea of Tiberias, after his appearance to all the eleven ; his eating

again with them ; his particular queries and directions to Peter,

and his predictions concerning him and John (John xxi. 1—23.),

when he repeated some proofs, and added others, to confirm and
establish their faith. That their fear and surprise at his appear-

ance to them was now considerably diminished by the repetition

of it, is evident from the strain of the conversation between
Jesus and Peter, which is more easy than any that is recorded

in the former appearances. James, also, having seen Christ alone

(1 Cor. xv. 7.), would be an additional proof both to himself

and to the rest of the disciples. As each would naturally com-
municate to his brethren what he had seen, heard, and felt, to

convince him that Jesus was really alive again, the minds of the

disciples in general would be prepared for further evidence. A
still more public appearance than any former one. if appointed

by Christ himself (Matt, xxviii. 16.) previous to his death (xxvi.

32.), and if it actually took place after that event, would afford

this proof. Such an appearance would give to each an additional

ground of conviction that he could not be deceived, if a far

greater number than had ever before seen Jesus together were
present at the time, and distinctly formed the same idea with

himself. In Galilee, therefore, he thus appeared (1 Cor. xv. 6.):

a region in which he had lived till his thirtieth year ; where he

had often preached, and been seen in public ; where he wrought

his first, and the greater part of his other miracles ; the native

country of most of the apostles and disciples ; where, from being

best known before his death, he would be the more accurately

distinguished to be the same person after it, and where any im-

posture would be soonest and most easily detected. Here was

he actually seen alive by above five hundred brethren at once

;

of whom the greater part were not dead, when Paul, several

years after, wrote his first epistle to the Christian church at

Corinth. When the great apostle of the Gentiles published his

defence of Christ's resurrection in that epistle, he declared to the

world that Jesus had appeared to these Jive hundred witnesses

at one time ; and he appealed to a number of them who were

then alive for the truth of his assertion. Now it is most certain,

that Paul would not, could not, durst not, express himself in

that manner, if there had not been a great number of disciples

still living, who testified that they had seen Jesus Christ after

his resurrection. Could all those men agree voluntarily to main-

tain a vile falsehood, not only altogether unprofitable, but also

such as involved them in certain dishonour, poverty, persecution,

and death 1 According to their own principles, either as Jews
or Christians, if this testimony, to which they adhered to the

last moments of their lives, had been false, they exposed them-

selves to eternal misery. Under such circumstances, these men
could not have persevered in maintaining a false testimony,

unless God had wrought a miracle in human nature to enable

impostors to deceive the world.

(3.) Consider their incredulity and slowness in believing

the resurrection of Christ.

This rendered it impossible that they could themselves be de-

ceived in that fact. In common with their countrymen, they ex-

pected a reigning and glorious Messiah, who was not only to de-

liver them from the Roman yoke, but who was also to subdue all

his enemies. With him also they themselves expected to con-

quer and reign, together with the rest of the Jews, as princes and

nobles in the splendid earthly court of this temporal Messiah.

No expectation ever flattered the predominant passions of man
so powerfully as this. It showed itself on every occasion, and

adhered to them immovably until the day of Pentecost ; for,

just at the moment of Christ's ascension, ten days only before

that festival, they asked him, Lord, wilt thou at this time restore

the kingdom to Israel ? (Acts i. 6.)

It is evident that they did not and could not believe that he

would die : after he had predicted his death five or six different

times, Mark relates that they understood not that saying, (ix.

32.) It is equally evident, that they did not believe he would live

again, notwithstanding he had repeatedly foretold his resurrec-

tion. The notion which the Jews had of a resurrection was only

that of the last day. (John xi. 24.) There was indeed a rumour
raised by some, that John the Baptist had risen from the dead,

and had afterwards wrought those miracles which were perform-

ed by Christ, under the name of Jesus of Kazareth, as Herod's

guilty fears led him to believe : others said that one of the old

prophets had risen again. (Luke ix. 7, 8. 19.) But both these

reports the disciples knew to be false, and therefore had little rea-

son, from such groundless mistakes, to entertain a belief, contrary

to the general opinion of the Jews, of an immediate resurrection

of any one from the dead. And whatever was said of any other

resurrection, they considered as alluding only to that : they ques-

tioned one with another what the rising from the dead should

mean. (Mark ix. 10.)

The apostles and other disciples, therefore, were so far from

being credulous, or forward to believe the resurrection of Christ

from the dead, that they were not only inquisitive, and careful

not to be imposed upon, but they were exceedingly diffident and

distrustful. The women who went to the sepulchre were so far

from expecting to find him risen from the dead, that they carried

with them a preparation of spices to embalm his body ; and when
they found it not, they were greatly perplexed, not recollecting

the words which Jesus had spoken to them concerning the re-

surrection, until the two angels who stood by them in shining

garments had brought them to their remembrance. (Luke xxiv.

4—8.) But when they returnedfrom the sepulchre, and told

all these things to the eleven and to all the rest, they disbe-

lieved the testimony of the women, and regarded their words as
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idle tales.' When Christ appealed to the two disciples in their

waj to Ernraaus, he found them sorrowfully conversing on all

those tiling which had happened ; and, on his inquiring the rea-

son of their sorrow, the] gave him such an account, as ahowe
their desponding Bentimenn of their condition. Afterwards when
these two were themselves convinced, ami told the rest what hail

happened, neither believed they them. (Mark xvi. 13.) And
when, immediately apon this, Jesus himself stood in the midst

of them, they were terrified mid affrighted, and supposed that

they hail seen a spirit; and he said unt-o them, Why are ye

troubled, and why do thoughts arise in your hearts ? Jiehold

my hands and my feet, that it is I myself: handle me, and see ;

for a spirit hath notjlesh and hones, as ye see me have, Jlnd

•when he had thus spoken, he showed them his hands and his

feet. (Luke xxiv. 36—40.) It is to be observed, that the print

of the nails by which he was fastened to the cross was still per-

fectly visible both in his hands and feet : Christ therefore appealed

to them, because they thus furnished evidence that it teas he

himself, which no man would counterfeit. ."Still they believed

not for joy, and -wondered. To remove this doubt, he further

said to them, Have ye here any meat? .ind, in answer to this

inquiry, they gave him a pieee of a broiledfish and ofan honey-

comb. And he took' it, and did eat before them. (41 43.) At
the end of this proceeding, and then only, did they entirely be-

lieve that he was risen from the dead. After all these proofs,

Thomas, one of the twelve, not being with them when Jesus had

appeared to them, expressed his disbelief of his resurrection,

when they told him that they hud seen the Lord ; and said unto

them, Except I shall see in his hands the print of the nails, and
Out my finger into the print of the nui/s, and thrust my hand
into his side, I will not believe. At the end of eight days,

when the disciples were assembled together, and Thomas was
with them, Jesus came to them ; and, to convince the unbeliev-

ing apostle, and take away all pretences of incredulity for the

future, he granted him the satisfaction he desired. This irrefra-

gable evidence convinced Thomas, who immediately confessed

I, iin to be his Lord and his God. (John xx. 24—28.) The
backwardness which the disciples manifested in believing the re-

surrection of their Master, and the scrupulous incredulity of

Thomas in particular, are not only perfectly consistent with their

temper and turn of mind, as set forth in other parts of their his-

tory (which shows them to have been neither enthusiasts nor

fanatics), and on that account probable from uniformity ; but

they derive a further appearance of veracity to the historian, if

we consider that a forger of the Gospels would have apprehended
some detriment to his grand object, the resurrection of Jesus,

from an indisposition and unwillingness in those who knew him
best to acknowledge their Lord again. Such frankness and simpli-

city of narrative are striking presumptions (independently of the

positive evidence ahead] adduced) of the reality of this capita]

event, which is the corner-stone of Christianity; and indirectly

prove the entire conviction of the apostles themselves, thai

Christ had expired on the cross. All the circumstances of this

part of the Gospel history cannot fail to make si very considerable

impression on the mind of every impartial and discerning reader.

There is a certain limit to which an impostor, aided by ingenuity

and experience, may be allowed to proceed with little danger of

detection; but an undeviating consist ucj with itself, ami a strict

conformity to the maxims of experience, through a circumstan-

tial history of a great variety of extraordinary transactions, is be-

yond bin ability, and only attainable by the honest votary of

truth. —Thus the incredulity ofthe apostles, in thefirsl instance,

and their reluct. int. slow, and [duals t nl to the belief of tin'

bet of their M liter's n lurreetion (which was such as is always

yielded to evidence tli nt contr.idict-, prejudices Strong!] imbibed).

e ,n -
1 1 r U) prove the abs dute impos libllll J of their being tliem-

selves deceived in that fact They beheld Jeans, nol once only,

nor in a transient manner, but forforty da] together, and knew

him to be alive by mani proof: The] had tin

mom and n nuance m tofoni i
on "' dl the senses.

They saw him with their oyi ird him with their ears,

with their bunds the] touched and fell linn, and I lux I i ted of the

bread and fish which lie gave lie in
| hi atS and delllk with thcili,

hs conversed with them, he explained to them the Beriptures,

and he wrought mini le bi fore them himself The fondest en-

thusiast i Id not be deceived in thee particulars; but supposing

that one man might be deceived, could all the apostles '— Cotlld

ubovr jive hundred brethren at < be deceived I— If in this

i Loss t»i> 1. 11. Olhsi • Usl in lbs dl i l|

d d In verse 12. of Ini imecri ipu r, also In Hark xvl. II and John xx.

• Wakefield's Internal Evidences ofCliristianiijr, remark XXX p. IOC.

case they could not be certain, there is no certainty of sense in

any case. And as the apostles neither were nor could be de-

ceived themselves, so thev neither did nor could deceive others.

For,

(1.) Consider the moral impossibility of their succeeding in

palming an imposition upon the world.

In support of this remark, xve observe, Ln the first place, that

the known integrity, impartiality and fidelity of the apostles,

places them beyond every reasonable suspicion of intentional de-
ception. 3 But, secondly, if they had testified falsely that they
had seen Jesus Christ risen from the dead, it was either with a
mutual agreement or without one. Now it could not he without
a mutual agreement, for an error that is not supported by unani-
mous consent must necessarily fall of itself to the ground. And
it would unavoidably have so happened, that, while one would
have affirmed that Christ :vas risen from the dead, another would
have asserted that he was not risen : one would have said that lie

appeared to many, and another that he appeared to one only : an-
other that he appeared to no one : one would have related the

matter in one way, another in another way ; and, in line, the

most honest and sincere would have acknowledged that there was
nothing at all in the all'air. But, if they unanimously agreed to

contrive this imposture, there must necessarily have been several

persons who agreed together, constantly and un.iiiimouslv. t

late a matter as fact which they knew to be utterly false ; which
is a thing altogether impossible : 1. Because it is inconceivable

that a man should willingly expose himself to all sorts of punish-

ment—even to death itself, on purpose to testily a matter as fact

which he knew to be utterly false.—2. Though, by an unheard-

of prodigy, there should have been one single person so disposed,

yet it is the height of extravagance to imagine, that there was a
great number of persons who suddenly conceived and took that

dangerous resolution ; especially those whose previous conduct

had been quite different, having not only evinced a great degree

of caution, but also much timidity—not to sa] cowardice—on

several other occasions.—3. Although a very great number of

persons should have agreed together to attest a falsehood, yet it

is incredible that they should bear witness to it. who considered

perfidy and lying as sins thai were utli-rl] inconsistent with their

salvation : neither could it be supposed or expected of thosewho,

if they allowed the resurrection of Jesus Christ to be a mere fic-

tion, must also allow that they had followed a phantom, a chi-

merical, imaginary Messiah; and if thev acknowledged that they

had followed a phantom, thev must likewise confess their own
mutual extravagance.—1. Such a mutual concert or agreement

never could have been so carried on. but that some of them, to

avoid punishment, would have discovered the intrigue to the

Jews. with all its circumstances; it being most certain that, since

Christ had been so very basely betraved in his lifetime, it is more

probable that he would be so served after his death. For they

might have expected some reward from him when living, but they

could hope for nothing from him after his death, but misery and
torments, shame and continual remorse, for having followed an
impostor.—5. Lastly, there i- no doubl but that the very same

principles which had dissolved their mutual futility would mora

probably break off their mutual treachery. And since their love

and affection for their .Master, supported by the persuasion that

he was the ^Messiah, could not sustain that mutual fidelity, which

made them sav, no very long time before, Let us go also, that

xve mini die with him (John xi. 16.), so that thev tied and left

him wholly to the power of his enemies; call it be reasonably

supposed that, having been undeceived in the opinion they had

entertained concerning the Messiah, they should yet (notwith-

standing their shame, fear, and rejected condition), presently

after unanimously agree to tn lintain and affirm a horrible lie, lor

Hn , .press purpose oi 'disgraeing then nation, by laving an im.i-

ginaij crime tO their charge, and persist in in.iint lining It. so that

nol i
oi tin in should reeani or contradict bimseh, but nil of

them should lillillliluoiislv sutler the severest tonneuls, to allirlll

thai 111, v bad Ben what they hud really never Seen 1 It was,

therefore, i ally impossible that they should attempt, or succeed

in the attempt, to palm an imposition on the world.

(fi.) Ulinrv thr i :
'/ tiny thimsehcs avow.

Hid thev been metaphysical reasonings, depending on a chain

of principles and consequences • badtliev been penods ot ehro-

nology depending on long and difficull calculations; had they

been distant events, which could onlv have been known In

relation ; in such cases their reasoning! might hive

been suspected I but thev are fails which are in question, mil

» See pp. 60. 63-66. tupra, in which this subject is fully ducusasd
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facts which the witnesses declared they had seen with their own
eyes, at different places, and at several times. Had they seen

Jesus Christ? Had they touched him? Had they sat at table

with him, and eaten with him ? Had they conversed with him ?

All these are questions of/act : it was impossible they could have

been deceived in them.

(C.) Consider, further, the agreement of their evidence.

They all unanimously deposed that Christ rose from the dead.

It is very extraordinary that a gang of five hundred impostors

(we speak the language of infidels),—a company, in which

there must necessarily be persons of different capacities and

tempers, the witty and the dull, the timid and the bold :—it is

very strange that such a numerous body as this should maintain

an unity of evidence. This, however, is the case of the wit-

nesses for the resurrection of .lesus. What Christian ever con-

tradicted himself! What Christian ever impeached his accom-

plices ! What Christian ever discovered this pretended im-

posture •

(7.) Observe the tribunals before which they stood andgave
evidence, and the innumerable multitude of people by whom
their testimony was examined, by Jews and heathens, by
philosophers and rabbies, and by an infmite number of per-

sons who went annually to Jerusalem; for Providence so

ordered those circumstances, that the testimony of the apos-

tles might be unsuspected.

Providence continued Jerusalem forty years after the resur-

rection of Christ, that all the Jews in the then known world

might examine the evidence concerning it, and obtain authen-

tic proof of the truth of Christianity. The apostles, we repeat,

maintained the resurrection of Jesus Christ before Jews and

pagans, before philosophers and rabbies, before courtiers, before

lawyers, before people who were expert in examining and cros -

examining witnesses, in order to lead them into self-contradic-

tion. Had the apostles borne their testimony in consequence

of a preconcerted plot between themselves, is it not morally

certain that, as they were examined before such different and ca-

pable men, some one would have discovered the pretended fraud !

(8.) Take notice, also, of the time when this evidence was
given.

If the apostles had first published this resurrection several

years after the time which they assigned for it, unbelief might

have availed itself of the delay. But only three days after the

crucifixion of Christ they declared that he was risen again, and

they re-echoed their testimony in a singular manner at the feast

of Pentecost, when Jerusalem expected the spread of the report,

and endeavoured to prevent it ; while the eyes of their enemies

were yet sparkling with rage and madness, and while Calvary

was yet dyed with the blood they had shed there. Do im-

postors take such measures ? Would they not have waited till

the fury of the Jews had been appeased ; till the judges and
public officers had been changed ; and till the people had been

less attentive to their depositions ?

(9.) Consider the place where the apostles bore their tes-

timony to the resurrection.

Had they published this event in distant countries beyond
mountains and seas, it might have been supposed that distance

of place rendering it extremely difficult for their hearers to obtain

exact information had facilitated the establishment of the error.

But the apostles preached in Jerusalem, in the synagogues, in

the prsetorium ; they unfolded and displayed the banners of

their Master's cross, and set up tokens of his victory, in the very

spot on which the infamous instrument of his sufferings had been
set up.

(10.) Consider the motives which induced the apostles to

publish the fuel of Christ's resurrection.

It was not to acquire fame, riches, glory, or profit :—by no
means. On the contrary, they exposed themselves to sufferings

and death, and proclaimed the truth from a conviction of its

importance and certainty. " Every where they were hated,

calumniated, despised, hunted from city to city, cast into prison,

scourged, stoned and crucified. And for what were all these

excruciating sufferings endured ? Gain, honour, and pleasure
are the only gods to which impostors bow. But of these the

apostles acquired, and plainly laboured to acquire neither. What
then was the end for which they suffered ? Let the infidel

answer this question. As they gained nothing, and lost every

thing, in the present world ; so it is certain that they must expert

to gain nothing, and suffer every thing, in the world to come.
That the Old Testament was the word of God, thev certainly
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believed without a single doubt. But in this book, lying is ex-

hibited as a supreme object of the divine abhorrence, and the

scriptural threatsnings. From the invention and propagation of

tliis falsehood, therefore, they could expect nothing hereafter,

but the severest effusions of the anger of God.—For what, then,

was all this loss, danger, and suffering incurred ? For the pri-

vilege of telling an extravagant and incredible story to mankind,

and of founding on it a series of exhortations to repentance,

faith, and holiness ; to the renunciation of sin, and the univer-

sal exercise of piety, justice, truth, and kindness; to the practice

of all that conduct, which common sense has ever pronounced

to be the duty, honour, and happiness of man ; and the avoid-

ance of all that which it has ever declared to be his guilt, de-

basement, and misery ? Such an end was never even wished,

much less seriously proposed by an impostor. At the same time,

they lived as no impostors ever lived ; and were able to say

to their converts, with a full assurance of finding a cordial be-

lief of the declaration, Ye are -witnesses, and God also, how
hoUly, and justly, and unblamably, ive behaved ourselves

among yon that believe. That this was their true character is

certain from the concurrent testimony of all antiquity. Had
they not nobly recorded their own faults, there is not the least

reason to believe that a single stain would have ever rested

upon their character. If, then, the apostles invented this story,

they invented it without the remotest hope or prospect of making
it [to be] believed ; a thing which was never done by an im-

postor ; propagated it without any interest, without any hope

of gain, honour, power, or pleasure, the only objects by which

impostors were ever allured ; and with losses and sufferings

which no impostor ever voluntarily underwent : proposed as

their only end, or at least the only end which has ever been

discovered to mankind, an object which no impostor ever pur-

sued or even wished ; and during their whole progress through

life, lived so as no impostor ever lived ; and so as to be the most

perfect contrast ever exhibited by men, to the whole character

of imposition." 1

(11.) If Jesus Christ did not rise front the dead, it is im-

possible to account for the striking contrast between the

pusillanimous conduct of the prejudiced apostles during their

Muster's Ufe and t/tc fturlessly courageous conduct of the same
apostles after his resurrect 'on.

During the life of Christ, we see them limited in their con-

ceptions ; confounded by whatever was spiritual and sublime in

their Master's doctrine; prepossessed by the idea which then

prevailed among the Jewish people, that the Law of Moses and

the Temple at Jerusalem were to subsist for ever ; full of pre-

judices concerning the nature of Messiah's kingdom ; disputing

for the chief place in it, at the very time when Jesus Christ was
discoursing to them concerning his death ; and considering his

public death as an obstacle to his reign and an indelible oppro-

brium. If the apostles had always retained the character which

they exhibit in the Gospels, it cannot be doubted, but that Chris-

tianity would have been buried in the tomb of its Founder.

But let us prosecute our inquiries, and study the Acts of the

Apostles, the narrative of which commences where the evan-

gelical history terminates, viz. after the death, resurrection, and
ascension of Christ. There we behold the apostles endued with

the profoundest knowledge of the Gospel, emancipated from all

their obstinate prejudices, notwithstanding these were founded

on national self-love, on religious zeal, and on the dazzling

prospects which they had conceived for themselves. They have

for ever renounced all their gross ideas of earthly elevation
;

and it is evident that they fully understood that the kingdom
which they were commissioned to establish was a spiritual king-

dom,—that the Jewish nation were no longer the peculiarly

favoured people of God,—that the Levitical worship was about

to cease,—that the religion which they preached was to be com-

mon to all nations,—and that they considered their Master's

death in its true point of view, as the best means of proving

the truth of his divine mission, as the foundation of the cove-

nant of grace, the most powerful motive to holiness, and his

resurrection as the pledge of our resurrection.

During the life of Christ, we see them in a state of uncer-

tainty, incessantly asking for new proofs, exciting impatience by

the nature of their questions, and deserving their Master's re-

proach of being persons of " little faith." Only fifty days ajter

his death we see them decided, convinced, persuaded, speaking

with that noble firmness which is inspired by a thorough con-

viction and knowledge of the truth, delivering the doctrine which
they taught as certain and indubitable, as resting upon facta

i Dwight's System of Theology, vol. ii. p. 529.
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which all tlu-ir senses hail witnessed. No more fluctuation

—

no more doubt—no more uncertainty. Wi: know is their ex-

pression. •• Thatwhich vi have teen withvur eyee, which w i

have looked upon, andour hamh have handled of the Word
of Life declare »•[ unto yuu" (1 John i. 1. 3.) ; anil

tliev announce it with a tone of authority which well bi

the ambassadors of heaven, but which was ill suited to persons

in their condition and of their education!

Brfire their Master's death we sec them cowardly, trembling,

timid in the extreme, feeble sheep, who were scattered the mo-

nient their shepherd was smitten. After that event they became

altogether new men ; firm, courageous, and intrepid ; they as-

tonished Judsaa, tireeee, and Asia Minor by their doctrine, and

hv their eloquence. They spoke before the people; they spoke

before the tribunals of justice, and also to kiu^s, with singular

boldness and freedom. Tiny confounded the wisdom of the

Areopagus ; they made a proconsul tremble on his throne ; and

they extorted from a king, before whom they were accused, a

public acknowledgment ot' their innocence. That very apostle,

who had been so intimidated by the voice of a female servant

that he denied his Master, a few days alter his death, when
they were summoned before the very same magistrates who had

caused him to be crucified, dared to reproach them to their face

with having put to death "the Holy One and the Just, the

Prince ot' Lite." The menaces of their judges dit inayi d thi rn not.

" Whether ii beright in the sight of God," they said, "to hearken

unto you more than unto God, judge ye, for we cannot hut

speak the things which we have seen and heard." (Acts iv. 19,

20.) They braved the hatred, and they triumphed over all the

power of the synagogue. Unappalled by torments, they rejoiced

to he deemed worthy to sutler reproach for the same of Jesus.

Labours most abundant, perilous journeys, pains both in body

ami in mind, renunciation of all property, resignation to every

evil, nay, even the sacrifice of their lives,—they accounted

nothing hard or difficult And (which is most astonishing of

all) this courage was not a sudden burst of transient enthusiasm :

it never relaxed for an instant, notwithstanding the numerous
and diversified trials to which tiny were exposed: on the con-

trary, it was manifested for many \ ears, and finally was crowned

by a violent death.

If, from their public conduct as related in the Acts of the

Apostles, we turn to the epistles or letters written by these men
after their Master's resurrection, we shall find their whole souls

laid open. What nohle and elevated sentiments do we read in

them ! What courage, yet what resignation ! What holy joy

amid the dangers which menaced them; and the evils that befell

them ! What profoundness in their doctrine ! What sublime

andafibctfng instructions ! What tender solicitude for the rising

churches ! What ardent charity for all men,—yea even for their

pei BecntoiB

!

How was so sudden and so marvellous a change wrought in the

apostles? Is it possible to conceive such striking differences in

the same individuals I They were less than men, they became
more than heroes. But the notion, that the Gospel is the in-

vention of man, assigns no cause for this strange revolution;

which, however, may lie readily comprehended and accounted

for, if Jesus be the Mc-.si.ih, and if, according to his promise, he

poured down upon them the gifts of the Holy Spirit.

In short, the conclusion resulting from the striking contrast

in the conduct of the apostles, before and after their Master's

death, is so convincing and persuasive, that, even if the apos-

tles hail not informed us that they hid received extraordinary

gifts, it is impossible to conceive how any other means can ot

could he imagined, which can account for that astonishing dif-

ference.'

4. Lastly, thi MlRACLl
nam* of J ich has already been notii

after uu tffjt'on of the Holy Spirit <"i thi </ni/ of Peniecott,

aill/ , attended their preatJi ng throughout llu

world, are i to tht fd\ l of Cht i

from tht d d, 'i " tfoi to their veracity in proclaiming it.

V, i
mt more public, more investigated, or bet-

ter known, than the transaction! of the apostles. I, like, an his-

torian of . it. who witnessed many of the I

which he re! it ,. published the Acts of the Apostles among the

people who transactions. It would have blasted hi

character to have published falsehoods which must instantly be

detected : it would have ruined the character of the church to

have received, us facta, notorious falsehoods. Now tin ids of

t Arnp«i-h, Count d'Btudes ds U R 111 ChrvMleone, part II I

Dp 27S-i»t.

the Apostles were written by Luke, received by the church, and
DO falsehood was ever detected in that book by Jew or Gentile.

The primitive Christian writers attest its truth and authenticity,

and heathen authors record some of the important facts which
are related by the evangelical historian.

In the second chapter, we are informed that the effusion of
the Holy Spirit upon the disciples of t 'brist took place on the day
of Pentecost, at Jerusalem, where they were assembled after his

ascension- in obedience to his command, waiting for that very

performance of his promise (Acts i. 25.), both as a proof of his

resurrection from the dead, and also to qualify them to spread
the belief of it throughout the world. This was a public fact, 3

ami il produced its proper effect ; for, in consequence of it, not
fewer than three thousand of those very persons, who but just

before had joined in putting Christ to a painful and ignominious
death, immediately submitted to be baptized in his name, and
made an open profession of their faith in him, as the true Mes-
siah that was to come. To the gift of tongues was added a
number of undoubted miracles publicly wrought before Jews and
beal bens indiscriminately, in confirmation of the apostles' tes-

timony concerning Jesus Christ. These miracles are related in

the Arts of the Apostles, and were published among the people
who witnessed them. They were not. like the miracles of Christ,

confined to Jud.-ca or to Galilee, but they were performed
wherever the Gospel was spread, before Jews and heathens in-

discriminately, and with the express design of confirming their

mission from their Master. Their miracles, too. were subjected,

like those of Christ, to the most rigorous investigation ; and their

adversaries and persecutors were compelled, as we have already

seen. 1 to admit them as facts, and to acknowledge among them-
selves that their publicity rendered it impossible to deny their

reality. There was no want of inclination among the chief men
of Judsa to deny the apostolical miracles; but the public no-

toriety of the facts rendered such a denial impossible. Though
they did not hesitate to persecute the Christians, their persecu-

tion was vain. The people who heard the narratives and doc-

trines of the apostles, and who saw that both were confirmed

by unquestionable miracles, neither did nor could resist their

Conviction. Upon these proofs and assurances, by the clear evi-

dence and power of truth, "the word of God mightily grew and
prevailed" against all that prejudice, malice, and every vice

e. uld do to oppose it. in Rome and at Jerusalem itself.- For,

in that very city, where Jesus Christ had been crucified, and
where it would have been impossible to make proselytes, if his

resurrection had not been evidently proved bbtoits the pos-

siiiu.iTY of a confutation, great numbers were daily added to

the church. A church Was immediately founded at Jerusalem

;

and both the body of the people and their bishops (who were

fifteen in number), to the final destruction of Jerusalem by.

Adrian, were Jews by nation. In other parts of the world, also,

the church daily received new aeeessions ,,f eouverts; so that,

within thirty years after Christ's resurrection, one of those snot-

ties appealed to it as a well-known fact, that the Gospel had
been carried into all the countries of the then known world.

(Col. i.6.)

• Collect," says the eloquent Saurin, to whom we arc in-

debted for some of the preceding observations;

—

••collect

-all these proofs together ; consider the] in point of view,

ami see ii.Av many extravagant suppositions must be ad-

vanced, if the resurrection of our Saviour he denied. It must
be supposed that guards, who had been particularly cau-

tioned hv their otlieers. sat down to sleep; and that, never-

theless, they deserved credit when they said the body of Jo-
sus ('brist was stolen.' It must he supposed that men who
bad been imposed on in theluost odious ami einel in, hum

i

in

tin world, hazarded their dearest enjoyments tor the glory
of all impostor. It must be supposed that ignorant and illm -

rate men, who had neither reputati fortune, nor eloquence,

possessed the art of fascinating the eyes of all the church.

It must he supposed, either that live hundred persons wiie

all deprived ol their senses al a time, or that tiny were ,11

deceived in the plainest matters of fact ; or thai tins multi-

tude of false witnesses had found out the secret of mnr con-

tradicting themselves or one another, and of being always
uniform in their testimony. It must he supposed that tlie

ITJI rt COUTtS ot
i

ii.l l.-.it ii l could not find out a shadow
of contradiction In .1 palpable imposture. It must i" sup-

* u,. ilc siii,,... 1 of t Its \ - is a ppsntH * v. ill

Thi tin affusion of the Holj Spiriton tha day of Pert-
; I in the tppi n.iiv. \u IV.

1

> tin ih, difficulties attendant <ui the firnt propagation of Christianity, see
lie appendix, No. v.
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posed that the apostles, sensible men in other cases, chose
precisely those places and those times which were most un-
favourable to their views. It must be supposed that millions
madly suffered imprisonments, tortures, and crucifixion, to

spread an illusion. It must be supposed that ten thousand
miracles were wrought in favour of falsehood, or all these

facts must be denied. And then it must be supposed that

the apostles were idiots, that the enemies of Christianity

were idiots, and that all the primitive Christians were
idiots."'

When all the preceding considerations are duly weighed,
it is impossible not to admit the truth of Christ's resurrec-

tion, and that in this miracle are most clearly to be discerned

the four first of the criteria already illustrated. And with
regard to the two last criteria, we may observe, that Bap-
tism and the Lord's Supper were instituted as perpetual me-
morials of the death of Jesus Christ; and that the observ-

ance of the weekly festival of the Lord's day (or Sunday)
commemorates his resurrection. They were not instituted

in after-ages, but at the very time when the circumstances to

which they relate took place; and they have been observed
without interruption through the whole Christian world, in

all ages, from that time down to the present. Besides, Christ
himself ordained apostles, and other ministers of his Gospel,
to preach and administer the sacraments, and that always,
" even unto the end of the world." (Matt, xxviii. 20.) Ac-
cordingly, they have continued to this day ; so that the

Christian ministry is, and always has been, as notorious in

point of fact, as the tribe of Levi among the Jews. And as
the aira and object of their appointment are part of the Gos-
pel narrative, if that narrative nad been a fiction of some sub-

sequent age, at the time of its fabrication no such order of
men could have been found, which would have effectually

falsified the whole story. The miraculous actions of Christ
and his apostles being affirmed to be true no otherwise than
as there were at that identical time (whenever the deist will

suppose the Gospel history to be forged) not only sacraments
or ordinances of Christ's institution, but likewise a public
ministry of his institution to dispense them ; and it being
impossible upon this hypothesis, that there could be any such
things before they were invented, it is as impossible they
should be received and accredited when invented. Hence it

follows, that it was as impossible to have imposed these mira-
culous relations upon mankind in after-ages, as it would have
been to make persons believe they saw the miracles, or were
parties concerned in the beneficial effects resulting from
them, if they were not.

X. General Summary of the Argument furnished by
Miracles.
Such is the diversified and authentic testimony for the mi-

racles recorded in the Scriptures, especially those related in

the New Testament ; and as the various parts of which this

proof of the inspiration of the Bible consists are necessarily
placed at some distance from each other, we shall conclude
this branch of the evidence by a brief recapitulation of the
scattered arguments, together with a few additional sugges-
tions. If, then, we have found, after a minute investigation,
that the miraculous facts which are proposed for our belief,

and upon the credit of which a particular system of doctrines
and precepts depends, ore such, 1. As do not imply a self-

contradiction in them :—2. If they appear to have been done
publicly, in the view of a great multitude of people, and with
the professed intention of establishing the divine authority of
the person or persons who performed them :—3. If they
were many in number, instantaneously performed, and, inde-
pendently of second causes, frequently repeated, and repeat-
ed for a series of years together :—4. If they were of an in-

teresting nature in themselves, of such a nature that the
senses of mankind could clearly and fully judge of them

—

likely to have, made strong impressions on the minds of all

who beheld and heard of them, and, for that reason probably,
were much attended to, talked of, and investigated at the
time when they were wrought :—5. If public ceremonies
were instituted in memory of the miraculous facts, and have
been observed in all succeeding ages ever since they were so
instituted :—G. If the effects produced by them were not
transient, but lasting ; such as must have existed for many
years, and were capable, all the while, of being disproved if

* Saurin's Sermons, translated by Mr. Robinson, vol. ii. serm. viii. p. 221.
The reader who is desirous of investigating all. the circumstances of our
Saviour's resurrection, will find them considered and illustrated in Mr.
West's well-known treatise on the Resurrection, in the late Dr. Townsnn's
Discourses, originally published in 1792, 8vo. and reprinted in the second
volume of his works, and especially in Dr. Cook's " Illustralionof the Ge-
neral Evidence of Christ's Resurrection." 8vo. 1808.

they were not real :—7. If they were committed to writing
at, or very near, the time when they are said to have been
done, and by persons of undoubted integrity, who tell us that

they had been eye-witnesses of the events which they relate

;

by persons, who, having sufficient opportunity cf knowing
the whole truth of what they bear testimony to, could not
possibly be deceived themselves ; and who, having no con-
ceivable motive nor temptation to falsify their evidence, can-
not, with the least shadow of probability, be suspected of in-

tending to deceive other people :—8. If there r>e no proof,

nor well-grounded suspicion of proof, that the testimony of
those, who bear witness to these extraordinary facts, was
ever contradicted even by such as professed themselves open
enemies to their persons, characters, and views, though the

facts were first published upon the spot where they are said
to have been originally performed, and among persons, who
were engaged by private interest, and furnished with full au-
thority, inclination and opportunity, to have manifested the
falsity of them, and to have detected the imposture, had they
been able :—9. If, on the contrary, the existence of these facts

lie expressly allowed by the persons who thought themselves
most concerned to prevent the genuine consequences which
might be deduced from them ; and there were, originally, no
other disputes about them, but to what sufficient cause they
were to be imputed :—10. If, again, the witnesses, from
whom we have these facts, were many in number, all of
them unanimous in the substance of their evidence, and all,

as may be collected from their own conduct, men of such un-
questionable good sense as secured them against all delusion
in themselves, and of such undoubted integrity and unim-
peacbed veracity as placed them beyond all suspicion of any
design to put an imposture upon others,—if they were men,
who showed the sincerity of their own conviction by acting

under the uniform influence of the extraordinary works which
they bore witness to, in express contradiction to all their for-

mer prejudices and most favoured notions; in express con-
tradiction to every flattering prospect cf worldly honour,
profit, and advantage, either for themselves or for their

friends ; and when they could not but be previously assured
that ignominy, persecution, misery, and even death itself

most probably would attend the constant and invariable per-

severance in their testimony :— 11. If these witnesses, in or-

der that their evidence might have the greater weight with a
doubting world (each nation being already in p. ssession of

an established religion), were themselves enabled to perform
such extraordinary works, as testified the clear and indispu-

table interposition of a divine power in favour of their vera-

city ; and after having undergone the severest afflictions,

vexations, and torments, at length laid down their lives, in

confirmation cf the truth of the facts asserted by them :

—

12. If the evidence for such miracles, instead of growing
less and less by the lapse of ages, increases with increasing

years :—13. If those persons, who both testify and admit
them, seem, on the one hand, to aim at nothing else but their

own salvation and that of their brethren ; and, on the other
hand, if they are persuaded that their salvation is inconsist-

ent with imposture and deceit :—14. If great multitudes of
the contemporaries of these witnesses, men of almost all na-

tions, tempers, and professions, were persuaded by them
that these facts were really performed in the manner related,

and frAve the strongest testimony, which it was in their

power to give, of the firmness of their belief of them, both
by immediately breaking through all their ancient attach-

ments and connections of friendships, interest, country, and
even of religion, and by acting in express contradiction to

them:—15. If the revolutions introduced in the moral and
religious world, since the period wherein these facts are said

to have happened, have been just such as they would, pro-

bably, have been, upon a supposition of the truth cf them,
and cannot possibly be accounted for from any other adequate

cause:—16. If those who refuse to acknowledge all these

miraculous matters of fact, must unavoidably fill into a great

number of self-evident contradictions, as, for instance, to be-

lieve that the wisest among men are the taostfool sh, and the

most constant the most deceitful :— 17. If all these matters of
fact are so strictly united to one anothi r. that it is impossible

to admit the one without acknowledging the other also; and so

inseparably interwoven with some other indisputable matters

of fact, that they cannot be called in question v. rthoujt re-

nouncing our sense and reason :— IS. Lastly, if web veall the

proof, which the exaotest rules of the severest criticism can
require, to evince that no alterations have been made in the

original records and writings left us by these witnesses in

any material article of their evidence, since their fust publi-
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cation, other I cident or design ; but that they have superstitions notion! and prejudice* of the vulgar, who were,
ill.

j

were left by their authors. i ituation of thi

w I, , i
van. tv of circumstances, w hi re indet d all

imaginable circumstanc* -, mutually concur t.i confirm,

strengthen, and s, and concentre,

mii of the Bame interesting Berii

events, wit
i

ument on the other side, bul the

extraordinarini as of me facts,—shall we not be

ed "i indulging in an unreasonable incredulity in deny-

i,t to them < \'»1 w ill not Buch increduli

ii is ridiculous ! If facts attested in bo clear,

1 urnv ptionable a manner, and delivered dow n

Bterity with conspiring BignB and monuments
of truth, are, nevertheless, not i ed; it is impossi-

imiti -il wisd 'in of mankind to point out any evi-

dence of historical events, which will justify a wise and cau-

tions in. hi for giving credit to them,—and, consequently,

with regard to past ages, all will be clouds and thick

neestous; all will Be hesitation and scepticism : hit will

any thing be credible, which comes not confirmed to us by
tin'- report of our own senses and experie In short, where

. is the stroi ance of the existence of any par-

ticular series of past facts, which we are capable of acquir-

ing, according to the present! of our nature, and the

of things in the world, to reject these facts after all, and
to pretend to excuse ourselves from not believing them, upon
tin- h.ire suspicion i if a possibility that they may be false, is

a most absurd contradiction to the principles of common
. .mil to the universal practice ofmankmd. 1

.XI. A C0MPAKI8OH of tin' Scripture Miracles with pre-

tend, d Pagan and Popish Miracles.

Notwithstanding the mass of evidence above adduced, the

OppoSerS of revelation have endeavoured to weaken its force,

or, rather, to set it aside altogether, by insinuating that the e

are particular ac.-. .nuts of miraculous facts, which are as wi II

authenticate .1 as those relate. I in the Scriptures, and thai the

latter are to be rejected as false and incredible. But coun-

terfeited miracles are no proof that there never were real mi-

racles; and the more these pretended miracles are in

1, the more defective is the evidence adduced for them.

For,

1. In the fust place, the scene of most of them is laid in dis-

tant countries and remote ages; whereas the miracles, recorded

in the Scriptures, were wrought In an age and period whose

tory i> well known, and as fully ascertained as the history of

the hist century.

'J. ,s'..... the mon ancient heathen miracles are ac-

knowledged, by the adversaries of Christianity, to have been

performed in 1 ignorance, when the common p

were very liable to be deceived. They were solitary exertions

of power, rarely attempted, which could not be Bubjected t<i the

test ofa rigorous scrutiny, being in almost every instance wrought

in secret recesses of the temples, generally in the night-time, and

before only one ..." two persons who had come with the 1

tion of BSeing a miracle, and so mieht easily be imposed upon

;

or who, being the accomplices of the priests in their frauds, were

hired to announce that a miracle bad taken place. Whereas
the miracles related in the Scriptures were wrought before multi-

tudes, who bad every j... ibli opp irtunity of investigating Ehem,

and must ofwhot eissiies to the persons by whom the

lea were \vr..

::. Thirdly, the besthi n persons of high

rank, were regarded with the utme t veners common

I

.
. Is, v. bo would eagerly and implicitly receive every account

..I mi • to be wrought by them. In like manner,

miracles, as tin ir sovereigns and legislators pretended to pi

were readily I implici ed by the multitude ; and

pei ana of Letter understanding, from fear or Battery,

believe .them. This circumstance c pletely discredits

the two iuir;"'|e. §aid to be
1

n at Alexan-

dria, durini I for the empire, and which are examined
in a subsequent page. In abort, it is certain thai none of the

heathen miracles underwent any propel sxanunation ; while

of Christ ami his apostles, who had no lustre of birth 01

dignity to dasle <>r procure the veneration .1 the multitude,

w.re subjected t.. the atrietest possible examination of their ad-

li.. in n.i ..in in tance could deny them.

I / mrthly
t the heathen mil 1 performed t'.-r the sup-

port .it 1 In- established religion, and were nil engrafted upon the

1 ,

-.

1

ti. 11- Squire's lodlflhrenoe 1..1 UiIihi.-ii niexcuublo, ioc' 48.
PP

th.ret. .re, disposed to receive them: heme, they gai 1 an easy

reception amongst them. But the miracles recorded in the Bible

ill the then established religions in the world-,

and those wrought by t'hrist and his apostles actually overthrew
the r. iblishments of all countries. So that, if they

farced themselves on the belief of mankind, it was merely by the

power of the irresistible evidence with which they were accom-
panied.

5. In the fifth place, the heathen miracles are vouched to us

by no such testimony as can induce a prudent 111:111 to give them
any credit. They are m>t reported by any eye-witnesses of them,
nor by any persons on whom they were wrought Those who
relate them do not even pretend to have received them from eye»
witnesses: we know them only by a number of vague reports,

the original of which no one can exactly trace. Thus, the mi-

ll tn Pythagoras were not reported until several hun-
dred yean alter his death, and those of Apollonius one hundred
years alter his death. If, indeed, any of the heathen miracles,

whether ancient »»r modem, had any witnesses, none of them
travelled from country to country ; none of them published these

miracles under persecution; none of them sealed their testimony
ning tl with their blood. In all these respects, the

evidence attending me Christian miracles has infinitely the

vantage of the proofit by which the heathen wonders arc sup-

ported. The miracles of Christ are vouched to post. rit\ by the

my of many Bye-witnesses, who preached in every country

immediately after thru were wrought; who all concurred in the

same reports; and who had no temptations from interest to forge

such stories, but rather innumerable temptations to the contrary,

because, by preaching the history of their master, they even
where exposed themselves to the sew rest persecution, and often

to death itself. Further, these witnesses in the miraolee of Jesus

rendered their testimony credible, by performing similar miracles,

so that when mankind saw what things they accomplished, they

could entertain no doubt concerning the other. These miracles

were also recorded by four historians, whose memoirs cot only

in the accounts they give of I idea, but are also

confirmed by the reports given of them by numerous other eye-

witnesses, in then d to the (ieiitihs, anione; whom they

travelled and preached.

(i. /,,. tly, the more ancient heathen miracles were nowhere
credited by the intelligent and judicious; and the belief of them

ag the vulgar, produced no effects by which the certain per-

tuaeion entertained by mankind concerning them could be de-

monstrated. They wen- wrought to confirm no doctrine, or ales

lilish idolatry, and consequently could not be done by di-

vine power. On the contrary, the testimony of the apostles and

eye-witnesses ..1 the Christian miracles was embraced by thou-

sands in every country, among whom were many persons ilislin-

"uislied by their birth, their learning, and their eo.nl sense; and
all of whom forsook the religion in which mey had been edu-

cated, and embraced the christian profession; though such con-

duct e> . .. ed them to the severest persecutions and sufia

and even to loss of life.

The price. lino facts and reasoning equally destroy the

W llieh have been appealed to In

behalf of Christianity itself. They were all performed in

port of the faith and, what is w orthj of no-

tice, tin v happened C r the mat purl in the night-time, a) the

mart] is. 01 in deserts, or in the n a sses

of ch befon w witt Or, if a single « i

or two re generally frit nd - to the

of v aich the mi lo be 1 ichibiti d ;

1 1
1

1

1 thi refon they were in .1 dispi Bition to bi upon
by 1 very cunning

|

n. 1 r. Furthi r, as thi se miraclt • wt re

0, ,1 in support of .. religion sin ad] beliervi d b]

multitude to I" rta ..1 wond lo ha

II n . In half, w 011I.I I1..W b w llll-

oiit 1 ( it. 11 any on. . tcious than the.

resi, 1 i.t ii lined an] doubtt ii. he might re-

frain from publishing his icrut It 1, out of n -\ . ei 1.. the cause
in w huh he was engaged. On this account they Buffered

the 1 ;
'" pass uncontradicted: or, per-

haps, out of a mistaken leal, they joined the multitude In

-. from w huh so much eredil re-

dounded to we whole body.' Such is the evidence ol the

« 2'!"!.
I
uri C.vtsv. rrca,

ii."'.. 1 iir-«.
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' trhttt
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1 The
in- mhI 10 ci ,i.
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false miracles mentioned by some of the ancient Christians.

They can lay claim to none of the proofs by which the mira-

cles of Jesus and his apostles are established ; and the mira-
cles said to have taken place in modern times are, if possible,

still more destitute of evidence. 1 Besides all the marks of
evidence above mentioned, by which the ancient frauds are

confuted, they have stains peculiar to themselves, by which
their credibility is utterly destroyed. 2

Let us now apply the preceding tests to the principal

miracles ascribed to pagans and to the Romish church,
which have been brought forward by the opposers of revela-

tion, with the insidious but fruitless design of invalidating

the credibility of the Gospel miracles. The chief pretenders
to miracles among the ancient heathens were Aristeas, Py-
thagoras, Alexander of Pontus, Vespasian, and Apollonius
Tyananis : and if we examine the miracles ascribed to them,
we shall find that they were either trifling or absurd, and
were wrought not to promote the honour of God and the good
of mankind; and that these miracles were neither designed
to confirm any useful doctrine, nor to reform mankind from
superstition and vice, but to gain reputation with the vulgar,
and to strike men with astonishment.

[i.] Herodotus relates, that he heard a story told at Pro-
connesus, that Aristeas died there, but that his body could
not be found for seven years; that, afterwards, he appeared

longer obtain satisfactory evidence of their continuation. That miraculous
powers were exercised after tlie death ofthe apostles, on certain occasions,
is a fact supported by the unanimous and successive testimony of the fa-

thers down to the reign ofthe emperor Julian. In the apostolical age mira-
cles were frequent; in the succeeding century their number decreased,
but still we have satisfactory evidence, in the appeals made to them by the
Christian apologists, that they were actually performed. (See particularly
Terlulliairs Apologia, c. 22., and the Octavius of Minutius Felix, c. 27., and
also the references in Mr. Kelt's Batnpton Lectures, p. iv.of the Notes and
Authorities.) In the third century only a few traces remained of superna-
tural interposition ; and alter that time we have no authentic testimony for
Hi-- working of miracles, with the exception of the miraculous frustration
of the emperor Julian's mad attempt to rebuild the temple of Jerusalem,
Which is so clearly attested by heathen adversaries as well as by ecclesi-
astical writers, that the sceptical historian of the Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire (though he attempts to invalidate some of its proofs, and in-

sinuates a want of impartial authorities) is compelled not only i" acknow-
ledge llie general fact, but also many of the particular circumstances by
which it was accompanied and distinguished- In reply,to the question

—

Why are not miracles now wrought?—we remark thai, the design of mi-
racles being to confirm and authorize Hie Christian religion, there is no
lougei any occasion for them, now that it is established in the world, and
is daily extending its triumphs in the heathen lands by the divine blessing
<ni the preached gospel. Besides, if they were continued, they would be
ofno use, because their force and influence would i" : !"n( by the frequen-
cy of them; for, miracles being a sensible suspension orcontrolment of

—

ordeviation from—the established course or taws u( nature, if they were
repeated on every occasion, all distinctions of natural and supernatural
v.-.'ul I vanish, and we should be at a loss to say, which were (he ordinary
and which the extraordinary works of Providence. Moreover, His probable
that, if they were continued, llicy would be of no use, because those per-
sons who refuse to be convinced by the miracles recorded in the New
Testament, would not be convinced by any new ones: lor it is not from
wini of evidence, but from wan i of sincerity, andoul of passion andpreju-

I (hat any man rejects the miracles related in the Scriptures ; and the
same want of sincerity, the same passions and prejudices, would make him
resist any proof, any miracle whatever. Lastly, aperpelual powerof work-
ing id" miracles would in all ages give occasion to continual impostures,
while it would rescind and reverse all the settled laws and constitutions of
Providence. Frequent miracles would be thought to proceed more from
some defect in nature than from the particular interposition of the Deity :

and men would become atheists by means of them, rather than Christians.
'1'hi- lopics here briefly noticed are more fully discussed by Bp. Newton,
Works, vol. vi. pp. 193—208., and by Dr. Jenkin in his Reasonableness of
tin.- Christian Religion, vol. ii. pp. Jsl—494.

i The most distinguished miracles, which are credited by the church
of Rome, are those attributed to Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the order
of .1' suits, and to Francis Xavier, one of his earliest associates, who was
Bornamed the Apostle of the Indies. Neither of these men, during their
lives, claimed the power of working miracles. Xavier, indeed, m bis cor-
respondence Willi his friends during his mission, not onlv made n nliuii

of miracles, but expressly disclaimed all supernatural assistance. Ribade-
m-iia. a Jesuit and contemporary with Loyola, in the earliest account of Ins

nnfessed that Loyola had not wrought any miracles, and anticipated
the objections which might be urged from this circumstance against his
claims in saintship ; but fifteen years afterwards, when Loyola's eanoniza-
tiou was in agitation, he retracted this acknowledgment, and mentioned a
variety of miracles which he said had been wrought by him. The insin-
cerity and fraud of this statement are severely exposed by Bayle, in his
l)i. ii / .ii ,, ait. Loyola, note(AT) The earliesflife ofXavier was not pub-
Ii-m I until about/or/y years after his death; audit is to be observed, that,
oi [he numerous miracles which are ascribed to him, the scene of action
i< laid at a great distance from the country where they were first reported

;

le ii- supposed to have been performed in China and Japan, but reported
and believed only in Europe, where the persons to whom they were pro-
posed (being unavoidably deprived of all opportunities of examining them
and ascertaining the truth) were liable to be imposed upon by those whose
private 'iterests were connected with the propagation ofan imposture. On
lb.- miracles ascribed to Lnvola and Xavier, see Bp. Douglas's Criterion
pp. 01—78. In the Christian Observer for 18l7(vol. xvi. pp. 782—790.), there

Mite excellent strictures mi ;i popish miracle, pretended to have been
wrought on one Winifred While at St. Winifred's Well. And in the Brilish
full, for 1823 (vol. xhc. N. S. pp. 43—67.), the reader will find some acute
remarks on a pretended miracle, said to have been wrought on an English
nun, near Chelmsford, in Essex, by Prince Alexander Hohenlohe, resfdin"
at Ramberg, in Germany.

> Macknight's Truth ofthe Gospel History, pp. 361—373.

and made verses, and then disappeared : and that three hun-
dred and forty years after this lie was seen at Metapontum,
where he erected an altar to Apollo, and a statue for himself
close by it, telling them that he had once been the crow
which accompanied Apollo into Italy ; after which he vanish-
ed again. The pretended resurrection of this man was com-
pared by Celsus with that of Jesus Christ; but how absurd
is it to compare a story, which has every mark of fiction,
with the accounts of Christ's resurrection! For, in the first

place, Herodotus, who first mentions it, did not write till

four hundred and ten years after it ; secondly, he gives it

only on hearsay ; and, lastly, it is an idle tale, to which no
man of sense can give the least credit; it being impossible
that any Metapontine, then living, could know a man who
had been dead nearly four centuries before. 3

[ii.] Occurrences equally extravagant as these are related
of Pythagoras, as that he foretold to some fishermen the
exact number of fish which they had caught, and having paid
them for them, commanded the men to return them alive to
the s :a :

4 that he detained the savage Dautiian bear, and hav-
ing fed it with maize and acorns, compelled it by an oath no
longer to touch any living thing; that by whispering in the
ear of an ox which was eating green beans at Tarentum, he
not only caused the beast to refrain from them, but that the
latter never after tasted them f and that he showed to the
Scythian philosopher, Abaris, his golden thigh, telling him
he had come down from heaven, and assumed a human form,
for the purpose of remedying and benefiting the condition of
mankind. 6 Similar extraordinary things are related of Py-
thagoras by his biographer Porphyry ; who, as well as Iani-
blichus, affirms, that he communicated the power of working
miracles to others. On these assertions we remark, 1. That
Porphyry and Iamblichus (who compiled their lives of the
philosopher only .something more than eight hundred years
after his death) wrote at a time when the miracles of the
Gospel were known throughout the Roman empire, and were
every where appealed to as the proofs of the Christian reli-
gion ;

—

2. That those authors themselves wrote in the con-
troversy between the Gentiles and Christians ;—3. That their
principal design in publishing their memoirs of Pythagoras
was to discredit the Christian miracles, by placing miracle .

equal or greater, as they imagined, in opposition to them. It
cannot, therefore, excite astonishment if, while tin v had this
end in view, they made the competition as close as they
could, and endeavoured to give the preference to their hero ;

—

4. Lastly, the power i E working miracles, pn tended to be
imparted by Pythagoras, consisted only in the secrets of
magic ami incantation.

[iti.] In order to show how easy it is for cunning and im-
pudence to impose on the credulity of barbarians, Mr. Hume
introduces the story of Alexander of Pontus, an interpreter
of .AEsculapius and a fortune-teller, and compares this juo-gler
to the apostle Paul. Alexander, however, first practised his
impositions, not among the philosophers of Athens, but
among the rude and ignorant Paphlagonians ; while l"aul
preached at Corinth, at Rome, and at Athens, before the
Stoics and Epicureans, and even before the Areopagus, the
most venerable judicature in Greece. Further, Alexander
founded his impositions on the established superstitions;
while the apostle, by propagating a new religion, encoun-
tered the prejudices and incurred the hatred of the heathens.
Alexander enriched himself, while the apostle (it is well
known) laboured with his hands for his own support. Last-
ly, Paul wrought his miracles, and preached Christ crucified,
before the enemies of the Gospel, very many of whom were
men of learning ; while the Pontian juggler exhibited his
wonders only before those who were thorough believers in
the popular system : and his nocturnal mysteries were al-

ways introduced with an avaunt to atheists, Christians, and
Epicureans; none of whom could have been present at them
without exposing themselves to certain danger. 7

[iv.] But the principal instance noticed by Mr. Hume and
his copyists, and which he affirms to be the best attested in
all profane history, is that of the miracle said to have been
performed by the emperor Vespasian at Alexandria, in Egypt,
in curing a blind man by means of his spittle, and a man
who was lame in his hand by the touch of his foot. The
transaction is thus related by Tacitus :

—" One of the com-

3 Ilerodot. lib. iv. cc. 14, 15. vol. i. pp. 254, 255. edit. Oxon. Bp. Leng, at
the Boyle Lectures, vol. iii. p. 13S. folio edit.

* Iamblichus's Life of Pythagoras, translated by Mr. Taylor, chap. viii.

p. 23.

' Ibid. chap. xiii. pp. 40,41. ' Ibid. chap. xix. pp. 67,68.
1 Campbell on the Miracles, part ii. sect. 4. pp. 153—161.
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mon people of \1 randria, known to be diseas d in his eyes, piled el the request nf the empress .lulia Damns, wlio hated
by the admonition of the god Serapis, whom that super- '

hip above .ill other gods, prostrated Iiim-

si If before the amp stly imploring from him a

rente ly tor his blindness, and entre iting, thai be would di i n

to an .Tut with his spittle his cheeks and tin' balls of his eyes.

Another, dis ased in his hand, requi -t- d, by the admonition
of ill aame god, that he might be touched by tin- foot of the

emper r. Ve pasian at first derided and despised their ap-

plicatii n ; afterwards, when they continued to urge their pe-

titions, hi to dread the imputation of

vanity ; and at other times, by the earnest supplication of the

patients, and the persuasion of his flatterers, to be induced to

hope E r niccess. At length he commanded an inquiry to be
made by the physicians, whether such a blindness and de-

bility were vincible by human aid. The report of the phy-
: . ci ntaitied various pi hits ; that in the one. the power

of visi ii was not destroyed, but would return, if tl bsta-

cles were removed; that in the other, the diseased joints

might be n ston d, if a healing power were applied; that it

was perhaps agreeable to the gods to do this; that the em-
pen r was ell Cted by divine assistance ; lastly, that the credit

of the sneces would hi' the emperor's, tin 1 ridicule of the

pointment would fall upon the patients. \ esjinsian,

believing thai every thing was in the power of his fortune,

and that nothing was any longer incredible, whilst the multi-
tude which Btood bj eagerly expected the event, with a

countenance expressive ofjoy. cmm ted w hat he was desired
to do. Immediately tin hand was restored to its use, and
light r turned to l!ie blind man. They, who were present,

relate both these cures, even at this time, when there is

nothing to be gained by lying." 1

Such is the narrative of the historian, and how little the mira-

eles related by him are entitled to creililuliiv w ill easily appear
ft the follow ing considerations :— 1. Supposing the fact of

this application to Vespasian to have really taken place as

Tacitus relates, the design of them was both political and hill-

rented : it was to <rive weight to the authority of Vespasian,then
recently elevated to the throne of imperial Rome by the great

men and the army, and to induce the belief that his elevation
was approved by the Lrods. Not so the miracles of Christ
and the apostles, which alike exposed their property and
their pi is us to ruin. 'J. Tacitus did not write from ocular

inspection and personal examination of the men ; hut tin ill
)i-

Kttft yea a afterwards, wrote from hearsay at Rome, an ac-
ei nut oi transactions which had taken place at Alexandria,
in Egypt: on the contrary, the narratives of the Christian

miracles were published in the very countries, and almost
i '• liately after the time, when the miracles had actually

been wrought, and when many persons were living who had
witnessed them. .'!. Though Tacitus mentions the miracles
of Vespasian, In- d es not say that he saw them, or even hi-

liered that they were performed ; nay, he very plainly insinu-

ates that he did act believe them to he real. 4. The diseases
were not absolutely incurable: this is manifest from the

declarations of the physicians, who told Vespasian that the

Bight of the blind man Wat in I CXtinct, and thai the lame
man's punts might recover their strength; and between
whom, the emperor, ami the patients, the whole seems to

havi i loncerted. But the miracles wrought by Christ
v.

i
- performed on diseases and other cases which no human

skill could relieve, o. Lastly, consider the witnesses. The
i Vespasian were not (like the christian miracles)

perform' 1
1 in lie presence of acute and inveterate advi rsaries,

who crutinized them with the oi si rigour, and yielded a

ml acknowledgment of their realitj ; but the witnesses
of tie in were tic followers and ll ill. rers of Vespasian,
and i'

i ii ml Birperstitioue Vli candrians, who were

wholh devoted to the worship of Serapis, and to his interest.

[v. ] The last Instance of paean miracles which we shall

notice is that of ApoUonius oi Tyana, a Pythagorean philo-

sopher, who was horn about the inne of tin Christian

but whose lih » is mil wriin n nil more than u century after

hit death by Philoatratus, wl < tved Ins information part-

ly from report, and parti] from the commentaries of Dsmis,
the i ipanion of ApoUonius. In this work, besides a num-
ber of monstrous, ridiculous, and silly wonders, Philoetratui

has related man] things which resemble the miraclei "i

Jesus, as thai Vpolloniua cured diseases, expelled del is,

gave sight to the blind, raised the dead, and foretold iiiiino-

kable events. The book of Philoatratus was com-
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the Christians
: the remarks, therefore, which have already

been tirade on th. In raphers of Pythagoras may be applied
to him.' To which we may add. thai ApoUonius was ridi-

culed as an impostor by the heathen philosopher Lucian,
w hi wrote twenty years before Philostratus, and that no use
was made of his pretended miracles for the disparagement of
Christianity until the commencement of the fourth century:
when llieiocles, governor of Bithynia, a man of learning,
and a principal instigator of the persecution under Dioclesian,

I ived the design of showing the futility i f the inii

oM hrist a^s proofs of a divine mission, by opposing to then
other performances equally beyond the reach of human
powers, ami, as he wished it to' be believed, equally will
authenticated. Hierocles, however, did not attempt either to

call in question the genuineness of the books ot the New
Ti stamen!, or to deny that miracles were wrought by .1' BUS
Christ ; and his work, Which was founded on the narrali\.

I I

Philostratus, was answered at the time by Eusebius, in a
tract thai is still extant.

[vi.] The next instance produced by Mr. Hume is the
miracle pretended to have been wrought at Saragossa. and
mentioned by the cardinal De Ret/. His words, literally

translated, are.—"In that church they showed me a man,
whose business it w as to light the lamps, of which they have
a prodigious number, telling un , that he had bi en seen sei en
years at the gate with one b g only. I saw him there with
two."' From this relation il is evident thai the cardinal did
not attach any credit to the story : he did not examine the
man himself concerning the fact. This miracle indeed was
vouched by all the canons of the church, and the w hole com-
pany m town were appealed to for a confirmation of it, whom
the cardinal found, by their lesions di VOtion, to he thorough
In Ii. vers of the miracle, lint though those eccll -i 'sties ap-
pealed to the company in the town, it is clear from DeRetas
own account that In- did not ask any man a single question
on the subject. It is easy to conci ivB that such a siory,

managed by the priests and backed by their authority, would
obtain credit with the ignorant populace; especially in a
country where the inquisition was then in lull power,

—

where the Superstitions and pn pnliei s el' the people, ami the
authority ofthe civil magistrate, were all comhun d to support
the credit of such miracles,—and where it would not only
hav. been extremely dangerous to make a strict inquiry into

them, but even the expressing of the least doubt concerning
them might have exposed the inquirer to the most terrible of
all evils and sufferings. 1

[vii.] The last example of pretended miracles to he ad-
duced is. those reported to have In. n w rOUghl at llle lelllb of
the Ahhc de Paris, and in which both Mr. Hume and his

copyists in later times have exulted, as if the] were alone
Sllll'ielenl to destroy the credit of the miraculous faCtS ii 'Cord-

ed in the New Testament The circumstances of tin as
pretended miracles ale as folloVi s :

—

\\ h ile controversies ran high in France between tin .1.

and ihe Jansenism, about tin middle of the eighteenth ci n-

tnry. the Ahhc de Paris, an opulent and zealous .laus. ni -i.

gave the whole of his income to the poor; and. clothing

himself in rags, lay on the ground, fed mi black bread, water.

and herbs, ami employed walchiiujs and penances to macerate
his body. 1 On his death, in May, 1797, his puny canonised
him, ami pretended that miracles w are w raaghl at his t b ;

whither thousands Hocked ami practised grimaces and con-
vulsions in so disorderly and ridiculous a manner, that the

government of France was at length obliged i" put a stop te

this delusion, by ordering the church-yard, in which he was
inter re. I, to he wailed up in January, it."--'. Accounts of (he
cures said In have been WTOUgfal at the \ I

'

were
collected ami published l>\ M. de Monty) onselloi of

the parliament at Paris, in three quarto volumes; which were
critically examined, ami the delusions wi re < xpos< d as soon

as the] appeared. On these pretended miracles (which were
paralleled wilh those of .1, sus Christ!) we may remark,
I. That they were extolled as real In fni they were subjected
i" examination; and that when investigated at fust, they

> Qampbi i "ii Minolta, pp. 101- 169. np. Uoin>lim'« Criterion pn 40—
in I'jrv'. Evidences, vol. 1. pp 86] 366 In the Bncyclopasdu M.ioj

'' 614., there le in able article on i'"' character wtd
of ApoUonlii I* "' < "' in : i wii" ii Uic

h I ll.l.' l.'llL'Ol

• He 'ea du Cardinal de Reta Ltvra h fan
• Campbell "ii n»' Mini lot, pp 170 181.
» "I'll. of Roi D Fraoei nbo adopted the ophuoai

in • i Mini grace and pn detTinalioa, wbJoh were <>ppo»«l by
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vere tried before persons who were predisposed to favour

the Jansenists or appellants :—2. Montgeron, who collected

the cures said to be wrought at the tomb, produced vouchers

for only eight or nine : while some continued there for days
and even months, without receiving any benefit :—3. T
number reported to be cured was but small ; nor is there

any proof that this small number was cured by the pseudo-
saint s intercession. The imposture of those pretended mira-

cles was detected by the archbishop of Pans in one single

instance ; and the archbishop of Sens and others, in more
than twenty instances, discovered the artifice by which it

was supported :—4. The patients were so affected by their

devotion, the place, and the sympathy of the multitude, that

many were thrown into convulsions, which in certain circum-

stances might produce a removal of disorders occasioned by
obstruction :—5. All who implored the aid of the Abbe were
not cured ; while Christ and the apostles never failed in any
case, and were never convicted of imposture in a single in-

stance : and it was objected at the time, and never refuted by
his friends, that the prostrations at his tomb produced more
diseases than they cartel .—6. Christ's miracles were wrought
in a grave and decent, in a great but simple manner, be-

coming one sent of God, without any absurd or ridiculous

ceremonies, or superstitious observances. But the miracles
of the Abbe de Paris were attended with circumstances that

had all the marks of superstition, and which seemed de-

signed and fitted to strike the imagination. The earth of

his tomb was often employed, or the water from the well
of his house. Nine days' devotion was constantly used,
and frequently repeated again and again by the same per-

sons:—7. All the cures recorded by Montgeron as duly at-

tested were partial and gradual, and were such as might have
been effected by natural means. Nat tint if litem was in-

stantaneous. The persons at the Abbe's tomb never attempt-

ed to raise the dead, nor is there any evidence that either the
blind or the deaf were actually cured there. The notary,
who received affidavits relative to those miracles, was not
obliged to know the names of the persons who made them,
nor whether they gave in their own or only fictitious names :

—

8. The cures wrought at the tomb were not independent of
second causes; most of the devotees had been using medi-
cines before, and continued to use them during their applica-
tions to the supposed saint; or their distempers had abated
before they determined to solicit his help :—!>. Some of the

cures attested were incomplete, and the relief granted in

others was only temporary/ but the cures wrought by Christ
and his apostles were complete and permanent;— 10. Lastly,
the design of the miracles ascribed to the Abbe de Paris was
neither important nor was it worthy of God. The miracles
of Christ and of his apostles, as we have already seen, were
intended to prove the divine authority of the most excellent
religion : those reported of the Abbe to answer the purposes
of a party. The former answered the end for which they
were designed : the latter raised a prejudice against Jansen-
ism, and divided its adherents, several of whom were pro-
voked at the frauds of their parly, and bitterly reproached
and accused each other. The moment the civil power inter-

fered to put an end to the impostures they ceased ; but all

the powers on earth, both civil and sacerdotal, could not ar-

rest the progress of Christianity, or put a stop to the Wonder-
ful works wrought in confirmation of it. To conclude, with
regard to the attestations given to Christianity, all was wise.
consistent, worthy of God, and suited to the end for which it

was designed ; but the other is a broken incoherent scheme,
which cannot be reconciled to itself, nor made to consist with
the wisdom and harmony of the divine proceedings. The
miracles of Christ, therefore, are indisputably true ; but
those ascribed to the Abbe! de Paris are totally destitute of
reality, and are utterly unworthy of belief. 1

SECTION III.

ON PROPHECY.

I. Prophecy defined.—The highest evidence that can be given

of Divine Revelation.—II. Difference between the pretended
predictions of the heathen oracles and the prophecies cojt-

tained in the Scriptures.—III. On the Use and Intent of

< Campbell nn Miracles, pp, 181—203. Vernrt. Truit ' de la Vciito de la

Belie, ('tine loin vi pp 63— L35. Leland'a View of the Deistic&l Writers,
k.I. i on 319—3:11. Illi edit Bp. Douglas's Criterion, pp, 122—233. : in pp.
293—236. he Ims surne observations on the pretended miracles of Uie
French prophets.

Prophecy.—IV. On the Chain of Prophecy.— Classification

of the Scripture Prophecies.—Class I. Prophecies relating

to the Jewish Nation in particular.—1. Abraham.—2. Ish-

mael.—3. Settlement of the Israelites in Canaan.—4. Pre-
dictions of Closes relative to the sufferings, captivities, attd

present state of the Jews.—5. liirth of Joslah foretold, ana
his destruction of idolatry.—6. Isaiah's Prediction of the

utter subversion ofidolatry among the Jews.—7. Jeremiah's
Prediction of Zedehlah's captivity and death.—8. Ezekiel's

Prediction of the Calamities of the Jews, inflicted by the

Chaldxans.—9. Daniel's Prediction of the Profanation of
the Temple bij Antlochus Eplphanes, &c.— 10. Hosea's Pre-
diction of the present state of the Jews.—Class II. Pro-
phecies relating to the Nations or Empires that were neigh-
bouring to the Jews.— 1. Tyre.—2. Egypt.—3. Ethiopia.—
4. Nineveh.—5. Babylon.—6. The four great monarchies.—Class III. Prophecies directly announcing the .Messiah;
their A'umber, Variety, and .Minute Circumstantiality.— 1.

That the .Messiah was to come.—2. The Time.—3. The
Place of his Coming.—4. Ills Birth and Manner of life
anil Doctrine.—5. His Sufferings anil Death.—6. Ills Re-
surrection and Ascension.—7. The Abolition of the Jewish
Covenant by that of the Gospel.—The Certainty with
which these Prophecies can only be applied to Christ.—
Class IV. Prophecies delivered by Jesus Christ antt his

Apostles.— 1. Prophecies of Christ concerning- his Death
and Resurrection, the Descent uf the Holy Spirit, the De-
struction of Jerusalem anil its Temple, and the Spread of
Christianity.—Refutation of objections drawn from Its re-

jection by Jews and Gentiles, and from the existence and
prevalence of .Mohammedism.—2. Prophecies of the Apos-
tles concerning the Corruptions of the Gospel by the Church
of Rome, and the Spread of Infdelity.—V. Refutation of
objections from the alleged obscurity of Prophecy.— Con-
cluding observations on the evidence afforded by Prophecy.

I. Prophecy defined.

The various criteria and considerations which have been
stated in the preceding Section will enable the impartial in-

quirer to distinguish between true and false miracles. We
add, that it is equally easy to distinguish between true and
false prophecies; for prophecy is u miracle if knowledge, a
dt deration, or descr ption, nr representation ofsomethingfutun ,

beyond the power of human sagacity la discern nr ta calculate,

and it Is tin highest evidt ace lint can he given uf supernatural
communion with the /kit;/, and uf the truth of a revelationfrom
(lad.

The knowledge of future events is that object, which man,
with the greatest desire, has the least ability to attain. By
tracing cause ami effect in their usual i perations, by observ-
ing human characters, and by marking present tendencies,
lie may form some plausible conjectures about the future;
and an experienced politician, who is thoroughly acquainted
with tin' circumstances, interests, and tempers both of lis
own community and of those who are his neighbours, will
frequently anticipate events with a sagacity and success,
which bears some resemblance to direct prescience, and ex-
cites the astonishment of less penetrating minds. Still, how-
ever, he is limited to a kind of contact with present circum-
stances. That which he fori sees must have some connection
with whal he actually beholds, or some dependence on it:

Otherwisi his inquiries are vain, and his ci niectures idle and
delusive; and even within those narrow limits, how often is

his penetration baffled, and his wisdom deceived! The
slightest intrusion of uncommon circumstances, the smallest
possible deviation from rules, which cannot by any means
be rendered exact, destroys the visionary chain which be has
constructed., and exposes his ignorance to himself and others.
The prescience of the most experienced politician, in short,

beiirsa close resemblance to that of an experienced general
or a skilful chess-player. Judging how he himself, were he
in his adversary's place, would act in consequence of one of
his own movements, he builds upon his adversary's acting
in the same manner, when placed in the same circumstances

;

and thence, on the presumption of his thus acting, he pro-
vides against what he foresees must be the result of it; anti-

cipating in this manner the final winding up of the affair,

even when he is at a considerable distance from its termi-
nation. Prescience, then, of the present description, will

extend just so fir as the principle upon which it is built, lint

the deducing of effects from a combination of causes can
never be carried forward to any very remote period : because
new causes, which themselves again must be combined, will
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perpetually spring up; and <-"ii-. pu-mly, as those new
causes are as yt t unknown, no human sagacity can deduce
events from tuth caosi a.

'I'm fa. see and foretell future events is a miracle of which
the testimony remains in itself. It is a miracle, because t.i

foresee and foretell future events, t<> which no change ofcir-

enmsi
I

-. no tram of probabilities points, is as much
beyond the ability of human agents, as to cure diseases with

a word, or even to raise tht at ad, which may properly be

termed rhiracta ofpouter. That actions of the latter kind wen
ever pert'. run. I can be proved, at a distant period, only bj

witness: s. against whose testimony cavils may be raised, or

causes for doubt advanced : but the man, who reads a pro-

phecy and perceives the corresponding events, is himttlj the

witness of the miracle ; he set - that thus ii is. and that thus

by human means it could not possibly have been. A pro-

plieev vet unfulfilled is a iniraeloat present incomplete ; and
these, if numerous, ma] be tsidered as the seeds of future

conviction, ready to grow up and bear their fruit, whenever
the corresponding facts shall be exhibited on the theatre of

the world. Sn admirably lias this sort of evidence been con-
trived by the wisdom of God, mat in proportion as the lapse

of ages might turn to weaken the argument derived from mi-
raoles Iniiij since pi rformed, that very lapse serves only to

strengthen the argument derived from the completion of pro-

phecy.

[f the books of the Old and New Testament be genuine
and authentic, thai is, wi re written by the persons to whom
(hey are ascribt d, and at or about the times when they pro-
fess to have been written (and these points have already been
proved to demonstration), the very numerous predict

« bich they contain mm I m cessarily be divine. For they are

a regular chain, extending almost from the beginning to the

end oftime ; and many of them relate to events so distant, so

contingent, and so apparently improbable, that no human
foresight could ever anticipate them. Some relate to dates

and ctrcumst inces thai require the most exact accomplish-
ment, and s an fuliilling to the present time, and before

our eyes : so that, though this kind of et idt nee might be ren-

dered doubtful or suspicions, yel it is dailj accumulating,
and gathering Btrengthas it accumulates.

Q.(3n the Difference between the pretended predictions of
heat lea i oracles and the prophecies Contained in tin- Scriptures.

When we meet with a prophecy, the avowed end ofwhich
is to s.itisl'v some trivial curiosity or abet the designs of some
ambitious leader, suspicion n i ust necessarily take the alarm.

This was evidently the character of the ancient oracles.

However directed, whether by evil men or evil spirits, they

certainly spoke as they were paid or intimidated; and the

long eontinn id history of ancient tiiin s has completely in-

d us of the practices bj which the priests of the falsi

gods endeavoured to gain credit for their idols, and profit for

themselves, b\ ! things to come. "But how did

they conduct this difficult traffic 1 Did they make it hazard-

ous as \\> ii as difficult, by pledging their lives on the truth

of their predictions ! far otherwise :—the\ had very different

art- and plans, much more compatible with the conscious-

ness of In ing e\tr inely liable to error. In the first place,

unless a di i ci appeal to their inspiration was made by direct

inquiry, they osuallj ob erved a prudent silence. Tiny at-

tend no - prophecies. In saying nothing, they

exposed themselves to no detection; and when they were
oblig -. ii was always with sufficient precaution.

iir-i thrown in the way of inquiry. Ii\

mag ifices, it « as rendered extreme-

ly expen ive. This pretimin rj bad a double advantage : n

the number of inquirers, and at the same tune -,-

CUred abundant advantage to thepn. la. TheSl BBCrifices

were preo led, attended, and followed by many prescribed

ceremonies ;' the omission or mismanage nt of any o

which was sufficient to vitiate tin whole] teeding. Tht
gods were not at all times in a humour to be consulted.

inn us were lobe taken, and at trained, which, if

unfavourable in .an particul , ell i precluded the inquirj

for the present, or required further lustrations, i

and sacrifices to purify the person who consulted, and ren-

dered bun lit tO ti e, n, an answer from tht bring

their n a\ to a teaipe | ant |bl« n> the inquil

When indeed answers were given, the heathen oracles had

terminate schi me, and n lated to detached, unconnecti d

events; whih the prophecies of Scripture respect one great

i Van ie D
• Dr. n < I'.opheciee relative to llic Chriafian

Cli'ie '',
I'

1

1

Bcht me, and point to one person, whose family, country.
character, and circiiinstunci S, they announce, long bet'.. re In

was born. The heat 'a n oraclec spoke what ted,
or what tended 'be interest of the priests: pre-
cepts nl morality, and rull S of just conduct, were seldom

—

it ev.r—delivered from the cave, or from the consecrated
tripos. The purest sentiments prevalent among the pagans
wi re i ither delivered by the philosopher (who had non i

of enforcing them), or adorned thi the poet : while
the Hebrew prophets, on the < trary, boldly reproved Id

enfol I the purest morality by the most solemn sane
and Bllffi led rather than gaint 'I bj the pn dictions « inch

uttered. 1 They did not prophesy in compliance with the
n ishes ,,r natural propensities of tin ir countrymen ; but op-
posed their prep. dices, by predicting the impending calami-
ties, the humble state of the Messiah, the reject] r

Jew s, and the call of the Gentiles. Their prophecies tendi d
to one end; and the total cessation of them, when thai end
was answered, proves that tin \ did not owe their accomplish-
ment to chance or to imposture.

Further, when no means of evasion remained, the answers
given by the heathen oracles were frequently delusive, and
capable of quite contrary interpretations ; and the most c

hrated of them concealed their meaning in such ambiguous
terms, that they required another oracle to explain them.
Of this ambiguity several authentic iu-iaiie, dcd.
Thus, when Cricsus consulted the oracle at Delphi r.

I

to his intended war against the Persians, he was told that
be would destroy a great empire.' This be naturally inter-

preted of his overcoming the Persians, though the oracle

was so trained as to admit of an opposite mi ailing, t 'rosns
made war against the Persians, and was ruined; and the
oracle continued to maintain its credit. The answer given
to Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, many ages after, was of yet
more doubtful interpretation, being i ceived in tern

ambiguous, that it might either be interpreted thus:— / say
houson of JEacue canst conouerthc Homans. I'houshatt

go, thou x/ml/ n/unt, never shtilt thou perish in irar ; or thus,
/ Bay thai tht Rontons can conquer thec^ Thou
ehati go, thou eholi never return^ thou ahatt perish in ,

Pyrrhus understood tin oracle in the former sense ; he w
an unsuccessful war with the Romans, and was overcome:
yet still the juggling oracl ad its credit. Vnothet n -

iiiarkable instance of the ambiguity of the pretended pro-
phets occurs in I Kings wii. a. 6. Jehoshaphat, king of
Judah, and Ah. ih. king of Israel, having united their forces
against the Syrians, in order to recover Ramoth-Gilead, the

latter monarch gathered the false propheii together, about four

j
' Bapp) bad H I n Ibi the heaUn n world, ii. upon the aubjecl of mo-

i.ilnv. ..,!• had been Invariably silent The few which
the) did delii er ed upon Ihe s> vere p

and truth: the) varied Willi M" duclnauoi piniona and
coiDi lated lo the pn ib, and the \ i

their votai lea Nay th.v n equenl
mii and vetted, under the prostituted nameof

i in,, moat Da i Bbomioatlon tm t

I permitted to pollute thi rthi liuinan race The
]

the true God wen In
i

I by the
|

iprinciplei They actively and in.

ilj exerted themaefvealn the causeof virtue Thi orality

which the) sanctioned wai rue , i ,
,

,
. and P

and acknowledged prim Iplea Thoj teinperi a ii , verity i however, with
in,. in\, ,,i mercy and ih. gentle feelinga ol benevolence. With el

wi th of seal and energy oT eloquence thai >nded.t

the ^i i .mi;, i, it,, widow, and tl phan N ill n,nor
,.M , Ot |„,V\,.|\ , -Mill. I

i rebuki i: and
in ih, md « bich coul

if Ii mi. ,,ii.i ih.- , erlalnti ol dii Ine i

.

ol plun-
J

requin
the religion oftbe haarl, the control of iheioiem il,and
an ln« ird

nil 1H, i
el

for In rheae moral and
lutii wi i < not varied with the j

I
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i

i It
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hundred men, and said unto them, Shall I go against Ramotli-

Gilead to battle, or shall I forbear ? And they said, Go up, fur

the Lords/mil deliver [it\ into the hands of the king. It is to

be observed, that the word [it] is not in the original, and
that the reply of the pseudo-prophets is so artfully con-

structed, that it might be interpreted either fur ot against the

expedition ; as thus,

—

the Lord will deliver (it) Ramoth-
Gilead into the king,

s (Ahab's) hand ; or, the Lord will deliver

(Israel) into the king's hand, that is, into the hands of the

king of Syria. 1 Relying upon this ambiguous oracle, the

monarchs of Judah and Israel engaged the Syrians, and
were utterly discomfited.

Whenever the oracles failed, the priests, who officiated at

them, were never at a loss for subterfuges for preserving

their credit. If the event happened not to correspond with

the prophecy, it was discovered, when too late, that some
indispensable ceremony or observance had been omitted ; that

the gods were averse to the inquirer ; or that he had not been

in a proper state for consulting them. If an evil event took

place when a good one had been promised, it was the fault

of the inquirer. If, on the contrary, the result was more fa-

vourable than the prediction, this was owing to the interces-

sion of the priests, to the prayers they had offered, or to the

rites they had performed for propitiating the offended pow-
ers. But notwithstanding all these and other precautions,

the heathen priests succeeded very imperfectly in maintain-

ing the credit of the oracles. The wiser and more sagacious

heathens, especially in later times, held them in utter con-

tempt.2 They were ridiculed by the comic poets; and the

pretendedly inspired priestess was, in several instances, even
popularly accused of being bribed to prophesy according to

the interests of a particular party. Such was the success

of false prophecy, even with all the aids of art, and a sys-

tematic plan of imposture to preserve it from detection. 3

How widely different from these pretended predictions are

the prophecies contained in the Scriptures ! They were de-

livered without solicitation, and pronounced openly before

the people ; and the prophet knew himself by law exposed
to capital punishment, it any one of his predictions were to

be overthrown. The events which were foretold were often

both complicated and remote, depending on the arbitrary will

of many, and arising from a great vanety of causes, which
concurred to bring them to pass. Some of them were ac-

complished shortly after they were delivered; others had
their accomplishment somewhat later, but the prophets who
delivered them saw the event. Others again had a more
distant object which exceeded the prophet's life ; but the

different events which he foretold were so connected together,

that the most distant bordered pretty nearly upon some others,

the accomplishment of which was preparatory to the last.

The fulfilment of the first prophecies served to raise an ex-
pectation of those which were distant ; and the accomplish-
ment of the last confirmed the first. The predictions of
Isaiah will furnish an illustration of the correctness of these
remarks ; and whoever reads the prophets with attention will

readily find many more instances.

The kings of Syria and Israel,4 who separately had done
i Dr. A. Clarke on 1 Kings xxii. 15.
a Thus Aristotle observes, with his usual accuracy and penetration, that

"pretended prophets express themselves in general language. In a game
at oJd and even, a man may say, whether the number be odd or even,
much sooner than what it is ; and that such a thing will happen, than wheji.
Therefore those who deliver oracles never define when." (Aristot. Rhet.
fib. iii. c. 5. § 4. Op. torn. iv. edit. Bipont.)—Cicero likewise has the fol-

lowing remark : "If this be foretold, Who is the person meant and what
is Hie time? The writer has conducted himself so dexterously, that any
event whatever will suit his prophecy, since there is no specification of
men and times." (De Divinat. lib. ii. c. 54. Op. torn. xi. p. 287. edit.
Bipont.) Horace also ridicules with great humour the pompous nothing-
ness of the heathen oracles in the following verses :

—

O Lae'rtiade, quicquid dicam, aut erit, autnon
;

Divinare etenim magnus mihi donat Apollo. Sat. lib. ii. sat. 6. v. 59, 60.

O son of Laertes, what I now foretell, will either come to pass, or it

will not

;

For the gi cat Apollo gives me to divine.
Lastly, Lucian, in his history of Alexander, after relating in what manner

that impostor pretended to answer the sealed questions delivered to him,
without opening the seal, adds:—"Thus he delivered oracles, and gave
divine respom-es, but with great prudence, and giving perplexed, doubt-
ful, or obscure answers, according to the custom of oracles. Some he en-
couraged; others he dissuaded, replying as he thought proper. To some
he prescribed plain remedies and diets, for he knew many useful medi-
cines. But, with respect to the hopes (of advancement), the increase of
property, and successions to inheritances, he always deferred giving an
answer, adding, " All things shall be done when I am icill'ing, ami when mi/
•prophet Alexander shall entreat me, and shall offer prayers in your be-
half."—It is to be observed that this impostor spoke in the name of the
god JSsculapius; and that he did not give his responses for nothing, his
slated price being one drachma and two oboli (about lujd. sterling) for
each answer. Luciana Alexander seu Pseudomantis. Op. torn v. pp ^5
SO. edit. Bipont.

» Nares on Prophecy, p. 16. « Isa. vii 1. 9— 16.

Vol.. I. Q

great damage to the kingdom of Judah, united together abso-
lutely to destroy it, and came to lay siege to Jerusalem.
Ahaz, king of Judah, and all his subjects, being seized with
terror, the prophet Isaiah came to him, and publicly assured
him that the enterprise of the two kings should be frus-
trated : that in a short time they would both die ; and that, be-
fore a child, that was to be born in about ten months, could
say, " My father and my mother," Damascus, the capital of
Syria, and Samaria, the capital of the kingdom of Israel,

should be subject to the king of Assyria. Within three short
years the event justified the prophecy in all its parts, though
it was without any natural probability. 5—The destruction
of Sennacherib's army, together with all the minute circum-
stances of his previous advance, was announced by Isaiah a
long time before it happened, with this additional circum-
stance, that such destruction should take place in the night;
and that the noise of the thunder that should roll over the
Assyrians should be to Jerusalem an harmonious sound, and
like a melodious concert, because it would be followed with
public thanksgivings. 6 It was these precise and circum-
stantial predictions that supported the hope of Hezekiah,
notwithstanding every thing that seemed to oppose it. Nor
can it excite our astonishment that, after their accomplish-
ment, the pious monarch and his people were persuaded that
Isaiah was a prophet, to whom the Almighty revealed his
designs, and that he spoke by his command.—In like man-
ner, after the departure of the ambassadors, whom Merodach-
Haladan, king of Babylon, had sent to congratulate Heze-
kiah on his recovery from sickness, the same prophet was
commissioned to tell the Jewish sovereign that all his trea-

sures (which in the secret pride of his heart he had shown
to his ambassadors) should be conveyed to Babylon ; that
princes descended frrm him should be made captives; and
thitt they should be employed by the conqueror in menial
offices. r This prediction was apparently contrary to all pro-
bability : the kings of Babylon and Judah were then allies

and united in interest. The former seemed in no respect
formidable, when compared with the kings of Assyria,
whose yoke he had but just shaken off, and to whom he
was, perhaps, still tributary ; and yet the prophecy is posi-
tive, and Hezekiah entertained no doubt of it. It was lite-

rally accomplished, and then the Jews hoped for their return
from captivity, which Isaiah had not only foretold many
times, and in the most magnificent terms," but also marked
out the conqueror of Babylon, and the deliverer of the Jews
by name,9 considerably more than one hundred years before
Cyrus became king of Persia, and liberated the captive
Jews.—Lastly, Isaiah clearly declared the ruin of Babylon,
after he had seen, in prophetic spirit, all its splendour and
glory under Nebuchadnezzar

;
10 and it is astonishing with

what exactness all the parts of his predictions were accom-
plished ; so that the precise site of Babylon cannot now be
ascertained.

Once more, a large proportion of the Scripture prophecies
was committed to writing, and preserved in books which
were always left open to public examination, and all persons
were enjoined to peruse them. This is a test which the
spurious predictions of the heathens never could endure.
Their oracles were never collected in any authentic records ;

never brought into one view, with even a pretence to prove
the prescience of their deities. Certain officers only were
allowed to superintend them. In Egypt, the oracular books
were kept by the priests exclusively, and written in a pe-
culiar character ; and at Rome, the Sibylline books were
allowed to be consulted only by the quindecemviri, and not
even by these privileged few without an order from the se-

nate. And when at length a compilation was offered to the

world, professing to contain the Sibylline oracles, it was so

gross and clumsy a forgery as never to impose on any man of
sense, who exerted even the smallest skill in bringing it to

the test of criticism. 11

It is a remark, which holds alike in every circumstance of
divine revelation, that impostors never did attempt to produce
their credentials in such a manner as the real messengers of God,
Yet does the malice or the blindness of its opposers con-
tinually endeavour to confound them. Because there have
been lying prophets, the true must be suspected ; because

• Isa. viii. 2—4. 2 Kings xv. 29, 30. xvi. 9. Isa. viii. 7, 8.

s Isa. x. 26. 28. el scq. xxix. 6—8. xxx. 29. 31, 32.

i Compare Isa. xxxix. 5—7. and 2 Kings XX.
s See particularly Isa. Iii. 2. and xlii. 4. 9 Isa. xliv. and xlv.

>° Isa. xlvii 1. 7, 8, 9. 12, 13. xiii. 4. 19, SO. 21. ct seq. xiv. 22—24.
» Dr. .lortin has examined the pretended Sibylline oracles, and has shown

lhat they are to be rejected as forgeries and impostures. Kemarkson
EccL Hist. vol. i. pp. 183—217.
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there have been false prophets—pretenders to inspiration

—

therefore they 10 whom the Spin! of God has truly spoken

cannot obtain a candid hearing. Yet, if the things consi-

dered differ most essentially in the mode, in the circum-

stances, in the proof.—in all respects, indeed, except the Dame,

—where is the candour, or even the common sense, of in-

volving them in one sentence of rejection V The false pre-

tensions to prophecy that have appeared in the world are no

more a proof that there never were true predictions, than the

circulation of base coin proves that there is no pure gold or

silver employed in commerce and manufactures.

III. The 1 s« and Intent of Prophecy may be consider-

ed in various lights. Some have represented it as designed

to meet and accommodate the natural anxiety and impaoi in i

of men to know futurity—to relieve and soothe the trou-

bled mind—to repress the vain and forward—to discourage

schemes of vice—to support desponding virtue. Some have
argued, thai prophecy was designed to cherish and promote a

religious spirit—to confirm the faith of God's sovereignty and

particular providence. Some men, measuring the thoughts

and ways of God by those of men, have fancied, that an ob-

scure people, a carpenter's son, his birth, and acts, and igno-

minious death, wire subjects beneath the attention of the

Supreme Ruler; and have substituted, as more becoming
objects. >f prophecy, the splendid events, as they supposed,

of the rise and fall of kingdoms, and the revolutions of mighty
states and empires. But the ways of God are not as our

ways, nor bis thoughts as our thoughts. The events which
to us appear magnificent and interesting are trivial in his

sight, and moss which we might overlook or despise form
the principal figures in the plan of his infinite wisdom and
goodness. There were intermediate events predicted, as

subordinate ends of prophecy, as the state and history of

Abraham's, and Jacob's, and David's family ; but the great

use and intent of prophecy, to which all others were subser-

vient, was to maintain the faith of the Messiah, and to pre-

pare the world for his appearance and mediation. At the

same lime, it was calculated to serve as an evidence of the

divine origin of Scripture. Considering it in this light, we
should lirst satisfy ourselves that it was given, not after, but

long before the events took place ; and then carefully com-
pare the facts and circumstances predicted with the events

accomplished. If they correspond, the conclusion is un-

avoidable, that the prophet was commissioned hv Omni-
science to utter the prophecy, and that it has been fulfilled by
sovereign and almighty power. Have Jacob and Moses,
David and Isaiah, Daniel and the other prophets, many hun-
dreds of years In-fore, accurately described times, places,

characters, and ends, with their relative circumstances and
contingencies? And have these descriptions been verified in

Subsequent and exactly corresponding events?—then they

must have been divinely inspired, and their record and testi-

mony must be true and divine. Hy these prophecies, inter-

spersed with the greater part of the Scriptures both of the Old
and New Testament, the sacred writers have establishl d

tleir claim to inspiration, that they have not followed am-
nin^lj il< vised fubltx, but Hint tin if sjiulif find irruti us tin 1/ wen
moved by tin ably Ghost. The use and intent of prophecy,
then, was to raise expectation, and to soothe the mind with

hope,—to maintain the faith of a particular providence, and
the assurance of the Redeemer promised, and particularly to

attest the divine inspiration of the Scriptures.*

IV. On tbi Chair of Prophbcv.
The prophecies recorded in the Scriptures respect contin-

gencies inc. wonderful for the powers of man to conjecture or

to 1 ib ct Many of those, which are found in the old Tes-

tament, foretold unexpected changes in the distribution of

earthly power; and, whether they announced the fall of

nourishing cities, or the rain of might} empires, the event

minutely corresponded with the prediction. This chain of

predictions is so evident in the Scriptures, that we are

embarrassed w ith the selection and arrangement ofthem, than

doubtful of their import and accomplishment. To a super-

ficial observer, they may seem to be n ithoul order or connec-

tion ; but, to a well-informed I, they are all dispoa d in

neb a mode and succession as to form a regular system, all

tie part- of w Ineb barmom/.e in .me amazing and 1 aistenl

plan, which runs parallel with the history of mankind.

prea nt, and to come: and furnishes a perfect moral del •

•nation, that the book which oontains such predi

1 N»rrn on ProntiiTT. p
n. Rtnkcn'i Inn 1

-
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bek*a DIkouism en tha Dm and lou nl ot Prop

mation is indeed divine. The prophecies contained in the

criptures may be referred to four classes, viz. Prophecies
relating to the Jewish nation in particular,—Prophecies relat-

ing to the neighbouring nations or empires.— Prophecies di-

rectly announcing the Messiah,—and Prophecies delivered by
Jesus Christ and his apostles.

Class I.

J'rophecies relating tu the Jewish Nation in particular.

1. VVf. begin with Abraham, the great progenitor of the

Jews. At a time when he had no child, and was greatly

advanced in years, it was foretold that his posterity should
be exceedingly multiplied above that of other nations. The
chief of these predictions are to be found in Gen. xii. 1—3.

xlvi. 3. Kxod. xxxii. 13. Gen. xiii. 10. xv. 5. xvii. 2.

4—l>. xxii. 17.

The fulfilment of these predictions will be found as it respects

the Jews (to omit the vast increase of Abraham's other posterity)

in Exod. i. 7. 9. 12. Numb, xxiii. 10. Deut. i. 10. X. 28. Ezek.

xvi. 7. Heb. xi. 12. In less than five hundred years after the

first of the above predictions was delivered, the number of the

Israelites amounted to six hundred thousand men, besides women
and children; and the Scripture accounts of their numbers are

so confirmed by the testimonies of profane authors, that no doubt

can arise as to the exactness of the completion.

2. Isiimael's name and fortune were announced before be
was born ; particularly, that his descendants should be very

numerous, and that he should beget twelve princes. The
whole came to pass precisely as it was foretold. Compare
Gen. xvi. 10— 12. xvii. 20. and xxv. IS— 1H. 1 will make
In ui ii great nation, said Jehovah to Abraham ((Jen. xvii. 20.)

;

and this prediction was accomplished as soon as it could he
in the regular course of nature.

From Ishmael proceeded the various tribes of Arabs (also

called Saracens, by Christian writers), who anciently were, and
still continue to be, a very powerful people. They might, in-

deed, be emphatically styled agreat nation, when the Saracens

made their rapid and extensive conquests during the middle

acres, and erected one of the largest empires that ever was m the

world. He will be a wild man (Gon.xvi. 12.), literally, a wild

ass-man, that is, as wild as a wild ass; and the account of that

animal, ill .lob xxxix.5— S., adonis the best possible description

of the wandering, lawless, and freebooting lives and manners

of the Arabs. // ho hath sent "'it the wild ass free? or who
hath loosed the bunds of the -wild ass? Whose house I hare
made the wilderness! and the barren land his dwellings. He
srorneth the multitude of the city, neither regurdeth he the

crying of the driver. The range of the mountains is his fnis-

rure, and he searcheth after every green thing. God himself

has sent them out free, and has loosed them from all political re-

straint. The same wilderness, in which their ancestor. Ishma.l,

dwelt more than three thousand seven hundred years ago, is still

their habitation, and in the barren hind, where no other banco)

beings could live, mej hone their towellings. They scom the

rite, amblberefore have no fixed habilations. For their multi-

tude, they are not afraid. When they make depredations on

cities, towns, or caravans, tbev retire into the desert with such

precipit ancy,-that all pursuit is eluded; and in this respect, the

crying of the driver is disregarded. Tbev may be said to have

no lands, and vet the range of the mountains is their pasture ;

they pitch their tents and teed their Hocks wherever tbev pli

ami ibiY tearch after even/ green thing, arc continually look-

ing after prey, and sci/e every kind of property thai comes in

their way. It was further foretold thai Eshmael'l hand should

l>e against every num. and even hand against him.

Sesostris, I'vrus, Pompey, Trajan, and other ancient sovereigns

vainly attempted to Bubjugate tile wandering Arabs: thoimh

they had temporary triumphs over some tribes, tbev were ulti-

mately unsuccessful. Prom Ibe commencement of the Isbinacl-

itea to me pi.-, nt dav. tbey b ave maintained their tndepeii-

: and if there were no other srgumenl to evince the

divine oricm of the Pentateuch, the account of ishmael. hh.I

the prophecy concerning his ilwsi andante. ftfrlUrttd with their hi.«-

iorv and manner of lift during a period of neatrj foui Ihoe

would be sufficient; it may. indeed, be proaoiuaoad ab-

loluterj demonstrative.*

3. It Was foretold that Ihe PoSTTBJTV ok Aiih.mi.vm. Isaac,

> For » n.n n- count and ol ifl
Mi-

uuu.- 1 tea u. i."c Ni wt.ai'c •acond Dtaaartsnon.
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and Jacob, should possess the land of Canaan ; so that,

though they should he expelled thence for their sins, yet

their title should endure, and they should be resettled in it,

and there continue in peace to the end of the world. (See
Gen. xii. 7. xiii. H, 15. 17. xv. 18, 19, 20, 21. Exod. iii. 8.

17. Gen. xvii. 7, 8.) In unison also with these original pro-

mises are the predictions, that this land of Canaan should be
to the children of Israel an everlasting possession. (See
Deut. xxx. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Jer. xxx. 3.)

The completion of these predictions has been as remarkable

and exact as the predictions themselves. (See Num. xxi. Deut.

ii. and Josh, iii.) The Israelites enjoyed this land for above a

thousand years ; and when, for their wickedness, God sent the

tribes of Judah and Benjamin into captivity, he declared it should

be but for seventy years, which accordingly was true ; and they

continued six hundred years together, till by their rejection and

murder of the Messiah they were again doomed to a more last-

ing captivity, begun by Titus Vespasian, and continued to this

day. And though the ten tribes carried away captive by Shal-

maneser, and the body of the two tribes by Titus, are not now in

Canaan ; yet since the period of their final restoration is not yet

come, their present case is so far from being an objection against

these ancient prophecies before us, that it would be a great one

against the others if it were so. And he who considers that the

prediction, now under consideration, has hitherto been exactly

fulfilled in all the periods already past, cannot doubt of the ful-

filling of what remains to come in its proper season, and will

not question but that God will ultimately and completely, as he

promised, give to the seed of Abraham all the land of Canaan
for an everlasting possession. See Ezek. xxxvii. 25.

4. The twenty-eighth chapter of the book of Deuteronomy
contains a series of most striking predictions relative to the

Jews, which are fulfilling to this very day. Bp. Newton
and Dr. Graves have shown its accomplishment at great

length. 1 To specify a very {ew particulars :

—

(1.) Moses foretold that they should be removed into all the

kingdoms of the earth,—" scattered among all people
, from one

end of the earth even unto the other,—-find no ease or rest,—be

oppressed and crushed always,—be left few in number among
me heathen,—pine away in their iniquity in their enemies'

latid,—and become an astonishment, a proverb, and a by-word
unto all nations."

These predictions were literally fulfilled during the subjection

of the Jews to the Chaldeans and Romans ; and in later times,

in all nations where they have been dispersed. Moses foretold

that their enemies would besiege and take their cities ; and this

prophecy was fulfilled by Shishak king of Egypt, Shalmaneser
king of Assyria, Nebuchadnezzar, Antiochus Epiphancs, Sosius,

and Herod, and finally, by Titus. Though dispersed through-

out all nations, they have remained distinct from them all ; and
notwithstanding the various oppressions and persecutions to

which they have in every age been exposed in different parts of

the world, " there is not a country on the face of the earth where
the Jews are unknown. They are found alike in Europe, Asia,

America, and Africa. They are citizens of the world, without

a country. Neither mountains, nor rivers, nor deserts, nor
oceans,—which are the boundaries of other nations,—have ter-

minated their wanderings. They abound in Poland, in Holland,

in Russia, and in Turkey. In Germany, Spain, Italy, France,

and Britain, they are more thinly scattered. ' In Persia, China, and
India,—on the east and the west of the Ganges,—they are/ew
in number among the heathen. They have trod the snows of

Siberia, and the sands of the burning desert; and the European
traveller hears of their existence in regions which he cannot
reach,—even in the very interior of Africa, south of Timbuctoo.2

From Moscow to Lisbon,—from Japan to Britain,—from Borneo
to Archangel,—from Hindostan to Honduras,—no inhabitant of

any nation upon earth would be known in all the intervening

regions but a Jew alone." 3

(2.) Moses fwetold that such grievous famines should prevail
during the sieges ofthtir cities, that they slwuld eat the flesh of
their sons and daughters.

This prediction was fulfilled about six hundred years after

the time of Moses, among the Israelites, when Samaria was be-

sieged by the king of Syria ; again, about nine hundred years

» Bishop Newton on the Prophecies, vol. i. diss. vii. Dr. Graves on the
Pentateuch, vol. ii. pp. 417—443. See also Mr. Kett's History, the Inter-
preter of Prophecy, vol. i. pp. 87— 122.

* Lyon's Travels in Africa, p. 146.

' Keith's Evidence of the Truth of the Christian Religion from the Ful-
filment of Prophecy, p &4. (8vo. edition.) In pp. 80-160. there is a com-
pendious and excellently arranged digest of the predictions respecting the
Jews, and their accomplishment.

after Moses, among the Jews, during the siege of Jerusalem

before the Babylonish captivity ; and finally, fifteen hundred
years after his time, during the siege of Jerusalem by the

Romans.

(3.) Though the Hebrews were to be as the stars of heaven

for multitude, Moses predicted that they should be few in num-
ber.

This prophecy was literally fulfilled in the last siege of Jeru-

salem, in which Josephus tells us that an infinite multitude

perished by famine ; and he computes the total number who
perished by it and by the war in Jerusalem, and other parts of

Judaea, at one million two hundred and forty thousand four hun-
dred and ninety, besides ninety-nine thousand two hundred who
were made prisoners, and sold unto their enemies for bondmen
and bondwomen: and after their last overthrow by Hadrian,

many thousands of them were sold ; and those, for whom pur-

chasers could not be found (Moses had foretold that no man
would buy themJ were transported into Egypt, where multitudes

perished by shipwreck or famine, or were massacred by the in-

habitants. Since the destruction of Jerusalem, they have been
scattered among all nations, among -whom they have found no

ease, nor have the soles of their feet had rest : they have been
oppressed and spoiled ever more, especially in the East, where
the tyranny exercised over them is so severe, as to afford a literal

fulfilment of the prediction of Moses, that thy life shall hang in

doubt before thee, and thou shaftfear day and night. and shalt

have hose assurance of thy life. (Deut. xxviii. 66.) ' Yet, not-

withstanding all their oppressions, they have still continued a

separate people, without incorporating with the natives ; and they

have become an astonishment and a by-word among all the na-

tions, whither they have been carried, since their punishment has

been inflicted. The very name of a Jew has been used as a term

of peculiar reproach and infamy. Finally, it was foretold that

their plagues should be wonderful, even great plagues, and of
long continuance. And have not their plagues continued more
than seventeen hundred years ] In comparison of them, their

former captivities were very short : during their captivity in

Chaldrea, Ezekiel, and Daniel prophesied ; but now they have no
true prophet to foretell the end of their calamities. What nation

has suffered so much, and yet endured so long 1 What nation

has subsisted as a distinct people in their own country so long as

the Jews have done in their dispersion into all countries 1 And
what a standing miracle is thus exhibited to the world, in the

fulfilment, at this very time, of prophecies delivered considerably

more than three thousand years ago ! What a permanent attes-

tation is it to the divine legation of Moses !

5. Josiah was prophetically announced by name, three

hundred and sixty-one years before the event (1 Kings xiii.

2.) by a prophet, who came out of Judah on purpose to de-

« " The condition of the Jews in Palestine is more insecure, and exposed
to insult and exaction, than in Egypt and Syria, from the frequent lawless
and oppressive conduct of the governors and chiefs." (Carne'a Letters
from the East, p. 305.) The quarter of Jerusalem, now inhabited by the
Jews (all travellers attest), presents nothing but filth and wretchedness.
" Poor wretches ! every thing about them exhibited signs of depression and
misery: outcasts from the common rights and sympathies of men; op-

pressed and despised alike by Mahometans and Christians ; living as aliens

in the inheritance of their fathers,—what an awful lesson of unbelief do they
hold out!" (Three Weeks in Palestine, p. 69.) The Rev. Mr. Jowett,
speaking of the actual state of the Jews in the East, relates the following
circumstances (on the authority of a gentleman who had for some years
been the British consul at Tripoli), which strikingly illustrate the accom-
plishment of prophecy, as well as the state of degradation in which the Jews
there live. ''The life of a man seems to be there valued no more than the

life of a moth. If the Bey lias a fear or jealousy of any man, he sends some
one to put a pistol to his head and shoot him. If it happens to be a Chris-

tian remonstrance is made by the consul of his nation ; the Bey is quite

ready to give satisfaction ; he sends some one to shoot the first agent of his

cruelty ; and then, with an air of great regret, asks the consul if he is satis-

fied; if not, he is ready to give him satisfaction still further. But if the ob-

ject of his wrath be a Jew, no one would think of demanding saiisfacfion for

his death. This people feel the curse in full, that, among the nations where
they are scattered, they should^irf no ease, and hare none assurance of
their life. They are known, by their being compelled to wear a particular

dress, which they sometimes change in their own houses, on occasion of

their merry-makings; but even in these they are not free, the Moors exer-

cising the privilege" of free ingress at any time. When a vessel comes into

port, the merchant (a Mahometan) compels every Jew, whom he meets by
the way, to come and help in unlading, carrying, &c; nor do they dare to

resist." (Jowett's Christian Researches in the Mediterranean, p. 231. Lon-

don, 1832, 8vo. See also his Christian Researches in Syria, pp. 232—234.

London, 1825. 8vo.) Nor is the situation of the Jews in Persia much better.

"It is disgusting," says a recent intelligent traveller, "to see the way in

which the Persians abuse and oppress the unfortunate Israelites. When
a Persian wishes to have the snow cleaned from his flat-roofed house, he

coes into a street, and catches a Jew, and obliges him to perform the office.

For the murder of a Jew, a Persian has only to cut round a finger, so as to

draw blood, and the offence is expiated." (Alexander's Travels from India

to England, p. 178. London, 1827. 4to.) On the degraded and insecure state

of the Jews in Turkey, Mr. Hartley has collected some painfully interesting

anecdotes. (Researches in Greece, pp. 202—208.)
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nounce the judgments of God upon tlie priests of the altar,

and upon the altar itself, which Jeroboam had then recently

erected at Bethel.

The delivery of this prediction was accompanied with two mi-

racles: one wrought upon Jeroboam, liy the drying up of his hand,

which he had raised against the prophet, at whose prayer it was

restored to him again ; the other miracle was performed upon the

altar bj rending it and pouring the ashes from it. The fulfilment

of this prophecy was no less remarkable, plainly showing it to be,

—not from man, but from God. (2 Kings xxxiii. 15.)

6. Isaiah predicted the utter subversion of idolatry among
the Jews. (ii. IS—-21.)

On their return from the Babylonish captivity, more than two

hundred vears afterwards, they were perfectly cured of this

strange infatuation.—The same prophet foretold, that general dis-

tress and ruin would befall the Jewish people, on account of

their extreme wickedness; and within two hundred years after-

wards the calamities denounced overtook them. (Isa. iii. 1— 14.

compared with 2 Chron. xxxvi.) On the capture, however, of

Jerusalem by the Chaldeans, a few poor persons were left to till

the land, precisely as Isaiah had prophesied. (Isa. xxiv. 13, 14.

compared with Jer. xxxix. 10.)

7. Jeremiah foretold the conquests of Nebuchadnezzar,

and the captivity of the Jews by him, in so remarkable and

solemn a manner, that it was notorious to all the neighbour-

ing nations.

According to the custom of delivering prophecies by visible

signs, as well as words, he sent bonds and yokes " to the kings

of Edom. Moab, the Ammonites, Tyre, and Zidon, by the hand

of the messengers which came to Jerusalem (from these several

kings) unto Zedekiah king of Judah ;" and foretold, " that all

these nations should serve Nebuchadnezzar, and his son, and his

son's son." (Jcr. xxvii. 3—7.)—And the Jews put him in pri-

son for this prophecy ; where he was kept, when Nebuchadnez-

zar took the city, and set him at liberty, (xxxix. 11—14.) This

prophet was opposed and contradicted by several false prophets,

who prophesied deceitful and flattering delusions to the people,

persuading them that no evil should come upon them ; of whom
Jeremiah foretold, that Hananiah should die that same year in

which he uttered his false prophecies (xxviii. 10, 17.), and that

Ahab the son of Kolaiah, and Zedekiah the son of Maaseiah,

should be taken captive by Nebuchadnezzar, and slain in the

sight of the people of Judah, and roasted in the fire. (xxix. 21,

22.)—And thus distinctly foretelling the time and manner of

the death of those false prophets, he vindicated his own prophe-

cies, which were at first so unwillingly believed, beyond all con-

tradiction. But that which seemed most strange, and was most

objected against, in the prophecies of Jeremiah, was his predic-

tion concerning the death of Zedekiah ; in which he and Ezekiel

were thought to contradict each other.—Jeremiah prophesied in

Jerusalem, at the same time when Ezekiel prophesied in Baby-

lon, and concerning the same things ; and Jeremiah's prophecy

was sent to the captives in Babylon, and Ezekicl's to the inhabit-

ants of Jerusalem. Now these two prophets, writing ofthe cap-

tivity of Zedekiah, enumerate all the circumstances of it between

them, in such a manner, that they were believed to contradict

each oilier; and thus the expectation and attention ofthe people

were then more excited to observe the fulfilment of their prophe-

cies. (Compare Jer. xxxiv. 2—7. and lv/.ek. xii. 13.)—Jeremiah

said that lie should see the king of Babylon, and be carried to

Babylon; Bzekiel, that he should not see Babylon : Jeremiah, that

he should die in peace, and be buried after the manner of bis an-

cestors ; Ezekiel, that he should die at Babylon. And if we com-

pare all this with the history, nothing ever was more punctually

fulfilled : for Zedekiah saw the king of Babylon, who commanded

his eve- to be put out, before he was brought to Babylon ; and he

died there, but died peaceably, and was suffered to have the usual

funeral solemnities. (Jer. xxxix. 4. 7. 2 Kings xxv. fi, 7.)

Therefore both prophecies proved true in the event, which before

seemed to be inconsistent. And so critical an exactness in every

minute circumstance, in propliecic, delivered by two persons, who
were before thought to contradict each other, was such n convic-

tion to the Jews, after they had seen them so punctually fulfilled.

in their captivity, that they could no longer doubt but that both

were from God,

B, \\ bile K/.hkikl was a captive in Chaldsa, he prophe-

sied that the Jews, who still remained in Jud.ca, should be

severely chastised for tlmr wickedness ; that one-third part

of them should die with the pestilence and famine; thai an-

other third part should pensb by the sword ; and that the re-

mainder should he scattered into all the winds ; and that even
then the sword should follow them. In a very few years all

iln 96 evils came upon them by the hand of the Chaldeans. 1

9. The Profanation of the Temple by Antiochus Epi-
phanee, together with his death, and a description of his

temper, and even of his countenance, was clearly foretold by
Daniel, four hundred and eight jears before the accomplish-

ment of his prediction. (Dan.vtii.) He likewise prophesied

the destruction of the city of Jerusalem, the desolation of that

city, and also of Judaea, and the cessation of the Jewish sa-

crifices and oblations, (ix. 26, 27.) The accomplishment of

these predictions is attested by all history.

10. Lastly, Hosea foretold the present State of the people

of Israel, in these remarkable words :

—

They shall be wan-
derera among the nations, (ix. 17-)

The preceding are only a small number in comparison of

the multitude of predictions (nearly two hundred) that might
have been adduced; and which refer to the Israelites and

.hws, and other descendants of Abraham. We now pro-

ceed to

Class II.

Prophecies relating lo the Nations or Empires that were neigh-

bouring to the Jews.

1. Tyre was one of the most flourishing and opulent cities

of ancient times. The inhabitants became very wicked and
abandoned; and the Hebrew prophets were commanded to

Ion tell its ruin. At the time their predictions were uttered,

the city was extremely prosperous, successful in commerce,
and abounding in riches and glory. These predictions were
extremely minute and circumstantial ;

2 and announced that

the city was to be taken and destroyed by the C'halda>atis

(who, at the time of the delivery of the prophecy, were an
inconsiderable people), and particularly by Nebuchadnezzar,
king of Babylon ; that the inhabitants should flee over the

Mediterranean into the adjacent islands and countries, and
even there should not find a quiet settlement ; that the city

should be restored after seventy years, and return to her gain

and merchandise ; that it should be taken and destroyed a

second time ; that the people should, in time, forsake their

idolatry, and become converts to the worship and true reli-

gion of God ; and, finally, that the city should be totally de-

stroyed, and become a place only for fishers to spread their

nets upon. All these predictions were literally fulfilled :
3 for

want of room, we are compelled to notice here only those

predictions which denounce its utter destruction.

Thus tailh tin Lord God, Behold I am against thee, Ty-
rus, and will cause many nations lo come up against thee, as the

tea causeth his vtaves in come up , and they shall destroy the

in, lis of Tyrus and lino/; down her towers j / will also scrape

her dust from Inr. and moke her like the hip of a ruck. It shull

he a place fir the spreading of '" tl in tin midst of the sea i for
I hare spoken it, sailh the hire! God. (Ezek. xxvi. 3—5.) To
show the certainty of the destruction, the prophet repeats it:

(ver. 1 I.) / will moke tine like the top ofa rock , thou shall be

plate in spread nets upon ,• thou shall In built no mure, for I

the lAird hurt spoken it. And again, / will make thee a terror,

and thou shall be no more , though thou be sought fir, yet shall

thou never he found again, saith the Lord Hod. (ver. 81.) .Ill

they that knoo'- thee aiming the people, slmll be astonished tit

thee ; thou shall be a terror, and never shall thou be any more.

(xxviii. I'd
)

These various predictions received their ai inplishment by de-

Nebuchadnezzar destroyed the old city ; and Alexander

the Great employed its nuns and rubbish in making a causeway

from the continent to the island whereon it had been erected,

both of which were bene. forth joined together. " It is no won-

der, therefore," as a learned traveller has remarked,' »m«J there

are no signs of the ancient city ; mid as it is a sandy sb the

laeo of every thing is altered, and the great aqueduct in many

1
i i is almost buried III the sand." So that, as to this part of

the city, the prophecy has ttteralfy been fulfilled, "Than shall

be built no more: though thou be sought for, yet sbnlt thou

never be found again." It may be questioned, whether the new
cllv ever aftei arose to that height of power, wealth, and great-

ness, to which it was elevated in the times of Isaiah and Ezekiel.

i Bsak I IS andvltl .ninl. for the fulfilment, sec I'riilraux's Connection,

imri i I k i
"' anno • »ol I pp so si Btb edit

is., I , nlll Jer. xxv K/.ck. xxvl. xxvil. xxvlll. Amos i 9, 10.

- s, . lu n. i i iii lip Newton's alavsatti Hisserue

Son, and In Rollln'a Ai it History, book «v. ssot I jol pp. 94-Ml
< Bj P ki Deaei Ipti 1 1

i, *"l IL n>. 81, 82.
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It received a great blow from Alexander, not only by his taking

and burning the city, but much more by his building of Alexan-
dria in Egypt, which in time deprived it of much of its trade,

and thus contributed more effectually to its ruin. It had the

misfortune afterwards of changing its masters often, being some-
times in the hands of the Ptolemies, kings of Egypt, and some-
tunes of the Seleucidae, kings of Syria, till at length it fell under
the dominion of the Romans. It was taken by the Saracens'

about the year of Christ 639, in the reign of Omar their third

emperor. It was retaken by the Christians2 during the time of
the holy war, in the year 1124, Baldwin, the second of that

name, being then king of Jerusalem, and assisted by a fleet of

the Venetians. From the Christians-1 it was taken again, in the

year 1289, by the Mamelukes of Egypt, under their Sultan Al-

phix, who sacked and razed this and Sidon, and other strong

towns, in order that they might never afford any harbour or shel-

ter to the Christians. From the Mamelukes it was again taken
in the year 1516, by Selim, the ninth emperor of the Turks

;

and under their dominion it continues at present. But, alas,

how fallen, how changed from what it was formerly ! For from
being the centre of trade, frequented by all the merchant ships

of the east and west, it is now become a heap of ruins, visited

only by the boats of a few poor fishermen. So that, as to this

part likewise of the city, the prophecy has literally been fulfilled :—/ -will make thee like the top of a rock ; thou shalt be a place
to spread nets upon.*

How utterly this once flourishing city is now destroyed,
agreeably to the divine predictions, every traveller attests

who has visited its site. We select two or three of the most
striking.

Dr. Shaw, who travelled in the former part of the last century,

says, "I visited several creeks and inlets, in order to discover

what provision there might have been formerly made for the se-

curity of their vessels. Yet notwithstanding that Tyre was the

chief maritime power of this country, I could not observe the

least token of either cothon or harbour that could have been of

any extraordinary capacity. The coasting ships, indeed, still

find a tolerably good shelter from the northern winds under the

southern shore, but are obliged immediately to retire, when the

winds change to the west or south : so that there must have been
some better station than this for their security and reception. In

the N. N. E. part likewise of the city, we see the traces of a safe

and commodious basin, lying within the walls ; but which at the

same time is very small, scarce forty yards in diameter. Neither
could it ever have enjoyed a larger area, unless the buildings

which now circumscribe it were encroachments upon its original

dimensions. Yet even this port, small as it is at present, is not-

withstanding so choked up with sand and rubbish, that the boats

of those poor fishermen, who now and then visit this once re-

nowned emporium, can with great difficulty only be admitted." 5

" This city," says Maundhell, who travelled nearly about the

same time, " standing in the sea upon a peninsula, promises at

a distance something very magnificent. But when you come to

it, you find no similitude of that glory, for which it was so re-

nowned in ancient times, and which the prophet Ezekiel describes,

chap. xxvi. xxvii. xxviii. On the north side it has an old Turkish
ungarrisoned castle ; besides which you see nothing here, but a

mere Babel of broken walls, pillars, vaults, &c. there being not

so much as one entire house left: its present inhabitants are only

a few poor wretches, harbouring themselves in the vaults, and
subsisting chiefly upon fishing, who seem to be preserved in this

place by Divine Providence, as a visible argument how God has

fulfilled his word concerning Tyre, viz. that it should be as the

top of a rock, a place for fshers to dry their nets on." &

" Of this once powerful mistress of the ocean," says a recent

traveller, " there now exist scarcely any traces. Some miserable

cabins, ranged in irregular lines, dignified with the name of

streets, and a few buildings of a rather better description, occu-

pied by the officers of government, compose nearly the whole of

the town. It still makes, indeed, some languishing efforts at

commerce, and contrives to export annually to Alexandria car-

goes of silk and tobacco, but the amount merits no consideration.—
' The noble dust of Alexander, traced by the imagination

tillfound stopping a beer barrel? would scarcely afford a stronger

* Ockli^y's Hist, of the Saracens, vol. i. p. 340.

» Alml-Pharajii Hist. Dyn. 9. p. 250. Vers. Pocockii. Savage's Abridg-
ment of Knolles and Rycaut, vol. i. p. 26.

' Savage's Abridgment, vol. i. p. 95. Pococke's Description of the East,
vol. li. book i. chap. 2S. p. 83.

* Bp. Newton on the Prophecies, vol. i. p. 198. edit. 1793.
6 Shaw's Travels, vol. ii. pp. 30, 31. 3d edit.

« Maundrell's Travels, p. 48.

contrast of gTandeur and debasement than Tyre, at the period of
being besieged by that conqueror, and the modem town of Tsour
erected on its ashes."'"

2. Egypt was one of the most ancient and powerful kino--

doms in former ages ; and at one period is said to have con-
tained eighteen thousand cities and seventeen millions of in-
habitants. The revolutions and state of this kingdom were
minutely described by the prophets Isaiah, Jeremiah, and
Ezekiel. 8 The last-mentioned prophet, among other most
striking denunciations, expressly says, that Egypt shall be
the basest of kingdoms, neither shall it exalt itself any more
above the nations : for I will diminish them, that they shall no
more rule over the nations. 1 will make the land of Egypt
utterly waste and desolate, from the lower of Syene even under
the border of Ethiopia. The pride of her power shell come
down : from the tower of Syene shall they fall in it by the
sword. And I will make the rivers dry, and sell the land into
the hand of the wicked, and 1 will make the land waste, and
all thai is therein, by the hand of strangers. I will alto de-
stroy the idols, and I will cause their idols to cease out of Noph
(or Memphis, Ezek. xxix. 15. 10. xxx. 6. 12, 13).

It is now upwards of two thousand four hundred years since this

prophecy was delivered ; and what likelihood or appearance was
there, that so great a kingdom, so rich and fertile a country,
should for so many ages bow under a foreign yoke, and never
during that long period be able to recover its liberties, and have a
prince of its own to reign over them ? But as is the prophecy,
so is the event. For, not long afterwards. Egypt was successively

attacked and conquered by the Babylonians and Persians : on
the subversion of the Persian empire by Alexander, it became
subject to the Macedonians, then to the Romans, and alter them
to the Saracens, then to the Mamelukes, and is now a province
of the Turkish Empire ; and the general character of its inha-
bitants is a compound of baseness, treachery, covetousness, and
malice.3 Syene is in ruins; and the idols of Egypt are scattered.

And all modern travellers attest that the numerous canals with
which this country was anciently intersected are (with the ex-
ception of a few in Lower Egypt) now neglected. The conse-
quence is, that a very large proportion of the country is aban-
doned to sand and to unfruitfulness, while the effect is a fulfil-

ment of the threatening, / mil make her rivers dry. The an-
nual supply of enriching and fertilizing water being now lost to

an immense tract of country on both sides of the Nile, sand, the
natural soil, prevails : vegetation, which once bound together the
earth by the roots and fibres of grass, is burnt up. And what
was once a fruitful field has become desolate, overwhelmed by
flying blasts of sand, and consigned to ages of solitude. 11'

3. Ethiopia was a very considerable kingdom of Africa,
bordering upon Egypt. Its doom was denounced by the pro-
phets Isaiah and Ezekiel ;" and Nahum, after its accomplish-
ment, declares what that doom was :

—

Art thou belter, says
he to Nineveh, than populous No, thai ivus situate among the
rivers, that had waters round about it, whose rampart was the
sea, and her wall ivas from the sea ? Ethiopia and Egypt were
her strength, and it was infinite ,- Put and Lubim. were thy
helpers. Yet was she carried away, she went into captivity ,- lier

young children also were dashed in pieces at the tap of all the
streets: and they cast lots for her honourable men. (Nah. iii.

8—10.)

Ethopia was invaded and most cruelly ravaged by Sennacherib
king of Assyria, or Esarhaddon his son, and also by Cambyses
king of Persia. About the time of our Saviour's birth, the Ro-
mans ravaged part of this country ; and since the subversion of
their empire, it has been ravaged successively by the Saracens,
Turks, and Giagas.

4. Nineveh was the metropolis of the Assyrian empire,
an exceeding great city, according to the prophet Jonah (iii.

3.), whose statement is confirmed by profane historians, eif

three days' journey in circuit, and containing a population of
more than six hundred thousand inhabitants. Though the
Ninevites repented at the preaching of Jonah, yet that re-

pentance was of no long continuance : for soon after, Na-
hum predicted not only the total destruction of that city,

which was accomplished one hundred and fifteen years after-

wards, but also the manner in which it was to be effected.

« Jolliffe's Letters from Palestine, p. 13. 1820. 8vo.
9 See Isa. xix. Jer. xliii. 8— 13. and xlvi. and Ezek. chapters xxix.—xxxii.
* The prophecies concerning Egypt are minutely considered and illus-

trated by Bishop Newton in his twelfth Dissertation.
>° .lowelt's Christian Researches, p. 164.

« See Isa. xviii. 1—6. xx. 3—5. xlii. 3. Ezek. xxx. 4—6.
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While they were folden together as thorns, they were devourec/i their dominion ; and did actually form one vast republic which
</.* the ttu&blt full dry. (i. 10.) was different from all other governments thai had preceded it.

1full dry. (i."10.)

The Medians, under the command of Arbaces, being informed

of the negligence and drunkenness that prevailed in their camp,

assaulted them by night, and drove such of the soldiers as sur-

vived the defeat, into the city. The gates of the river shall lie

opened, and the palace shall he dissolved; which, Diodorus

Siculus informs us, was literally fulfilled. And its utter destruc-

tion foretold by Nahum (i. 8, 9. ii. 8— 13. iii. 17— 19.) and

Zephaniah (ii. 18— 15.), has been so entirely accomplished, that

00 vestiges whatever have remained of it. .Such an utter end

has been made of it, and such is the truth of the divine pre-

dictions.'

5. Concerning Babylon, it was foretold that it should he

shut up by Ih' ifedes, Elamitet, and other nations (Isa. xiii.

4. Jor. Ii. 7.); that the rircr Euphrates should be dried up
(lsa. xliv. -27. Jer. 1. 38. Ii. 3G.) ; and that the city should he

taken by surprise during the time of a feast, when till her

rulers anil mighty nun mere drunken. (.ler. 1. 24. Ii. 39. 57.)

All which was accomplished when Belshazzar and his thou-

sand princes, who were drunk with him at a great feast, were
slain by Cyrus's soldiers (men of various nations) after Cyrus
had turned the course of the Euphrates, which ran through the

midst of Babylon, and so drained its waters, that the river be-

came easily fordablc for his soldiers to enter the city. Further, it

was particularly foretold, that God would make the country a
possession for the bittern.'- and pools of water (Isa. xiv. 23.) ;

which w;is accordingly fulfilled, by the country being overflowed,

and becoming boggy and marshy, in consequence of the Eu-
phrates being turned out of its course in order to take the city,

and never restored to its former channel. Could the correspond-

ence of these events with the predictions be the result of chance ?

But suppose these predictions were forged after the event, can
the following also have been written after the event, or with anv
reason In- ascribed to chance !

The wild beasts of the desert shall dwell there,—and the

owls shall dwell therein ; and it shall he no more inhabited

for ever, neither shall it be dwelt in from generation to genera-
ti'in. As God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah, and the neigh-

boring cities t/terof—so shall no man dwell there, neither shall

unit son of man dwell therein.—They shall not take of thee a
stone for a corner, nor a stone for foundations ; but thou shall

be desolate for ever, saith the Lord.—Babylon shall become
heaps, a dwelling-place for dragons, an astonishment and a

hissing, without an inhabitant.— Hubiilon shall sink and shall

not rise from the evil that I will bring upon her. Babylon, the

trlory of kingdoms, shall he as when God overthrew Sodom
and Gomorrah. It shall never be inhabited, neither shall it be

dwelt in from generation to generation : neither shall the

Arabian pitch tent there, neither shall the shepherds make their

fold there. Hut wild beasts of the desert shall lie there, and
their houses shall be full of doleful creatures; and owls shall

dwell there,—and dragons in their pleasant places.'

It is astonishing with what exactness these various predictions

have been accomplished. After its capture by Cyrus, it ceased

In be ;i metropolis. Ii was afterwards dispeopled by the erection

of the low cities of S.l.u'ia and Ctesiphon (11. e. 293), which
were built with this design in its neighbourhood, and which
completed the ruin and desolation of Babylon,—a desolation that

Continues In this day.'

6. Daniel predicted ihe fate of the Form, Great Monarch-
ies, viz, the subversion of the Babylonian empire bj the

Medo-Persians, and of 'lie Persian empire bj the Grecians,

under Alexander the Great; tie- division of his empire into

four parts, which a. rdingly took place after the death of

Alexander; and the rise ofthe Romans, who were to reduce

all other kingdoms under their d iiimh, and form one vast

empire, that was to he different from all former kingdoms.

The Romans did arise, and reduce all other kingdoms under

1 Br). Newlnn, vol l. Dina ix.

• Tli.' lion <'n|it K'i'i' i the rains of Babylon in (he year
ISkkthosdc cribe the i-cno:—"As far oh ti ye coakfreach, the horl
son preMoted « brokan i I mounds the wools ofthli place
tlrxert flat ; tin' ..iilv \ .-ir. latum wa' a in ill prickly nlirub thinly leattei

overtbe pi mi patches of grass where the wsterhad lodged la

pools, oecuj I by Immense flocks ofoifferfiS ; so'BlenOy has tin- prophe
cy nf Isalahl o fulfilled respecting devoted Babylon, that it at Id be
sw.pt well tin- besom of destruction,' tbaltl

rioo t"r tii Narrative of a Journey from
i i i. ii. t >..i |, i i, ii 1859 smi i In pp 171— IBs. Capt.
Keppel baa described the t leol the rums of liabylon.

• Jar I
rt, in i, X :t; t'.i |«a iHI ID-S3

• Itp Newton, vol ' Dial * Sec also Kelt's History, the Interpreter of
I" , BSCV, vi. 1 I |'ii 1S3. it seq

1"

The prophecies o\' Daniel, ami his history nf the four monarch-
ies, are so exactly parallel, that the celebrated infidel 1'nrphv r\ , in

the second century, could only evade the force of them by assert-

ing, contrary to all evidence, that they were written long alter the

events : which is as absurd as if any one should maintain that

the works of Virgil were not written under Augustus, but after

his time; for the book of Daniel was as public, as widely dis-

persed, and as universally received, as any book could ever pos-

sibly be.

Here let us pause, and consider the series of predictions

exhibited in the preceding pages, which indeed firm only a
small part in comparison ot those which might have

I

adduced. Let the reader carefully and impartially survey
them, and contrast them with their respective accomplish-
ments; and let him then say, whether the propht ci s do nut

contain information more than human ? Not to dwell on
general prophecies, let him select the five first of those <

-

fained in this second class, and compare and meditate fully

on these five predictions. "The priority of the records to

the events admits of no question; the completion is obvious
to every inquirer. Here then are five facts. We are called

upon to account for those facts upon rational and adequate
principles. Is human foresight equal to the chance 1 Enthu-
siasm] Conjecture? Chance] Political contrivance 1 If

none of these—neither any other principle that may he devised
by man's sagacity—can account for the facts ; then true phi-

losophy, as well as true religion, will ascribe them to the

inspiration of the Almighty. Every effect must have a
cause. But if God is the author of these predictions, then
the hook which contains them is stamped with the seal of
heaven : a rich vein of evidence runs through the volume of
the Old Testament; the Bible is true; infidelity is confound-
ed for ever ; and we may address its patrons in the language
of Saint Paul —Bihold, ye despisers, and wonder, and pe-
rish /"'

Class III.

Prophecies direetli/ announcing the Mtssiuh.

If we turn from the prophecies respecting the circumstances
of individuals, as well as the empires and kingdoms of the

world in ancient times, to those predictions in w hich we our-

selves are more inn lialely concerned, we shall find that

they are not less remarkable, and astonishingly minute.
The great object of the prophecies of the Old Testament

is the redemption of mankind, This, as soon as Adam's fall

had made it necessary, the mercy nf God was pleased to

foretell. And, as the time for its accomplishment drew mar,
the predictions concerning it gradually became so clear, that

almost every circumstance in the life and character nf the

most extraordinary personage thai ever appeared among men
was most distinctly foretold.

tions belonging to th

to the .leuisl

The connection of the predic-

Messiuh. with those which are con-

fined to the Jewish people, gives additional force to the

argument from pTophecy; affording a strong proof ofthe
intimate union which subsists between the Iwo dispensations

of Moses and of .lestts ( 'hrist. ami equally precluding 'he art-

ful pretensions of human imposture, anil the daring nppiisiiii.it

of human power. The plan of prophecy was so wisely con-

stituted, that the passions and prejudices nf the .lews, instead

of frustrating, fulfilled il. and rendered the per-ntt, to whom
they referred, ihe Buffering and crucified Saviour who bad
been promised. Il is worthy of remark, that mosl of these

predictions were delivered nearly, and some of them more
than three thousand years ago. Any one of them is sufficient

in indicate a prescience mure than human: but the collective
force of all l.iki ii together is BUCh, ili.it nothing more can be
necessary In prove the interposition of omniscience, than the

establishment of their authenticity ; and this, even at so re-

ni'iti a period as Ihe present, we have already seen, is plan d

beyond all doubt. For the hooks, in which they are con-

tained, are known to have been written at the time to which,
and by ihe persons to whom, they are respectively assigned,
and also to have been Ir .inflated into different languages, and
ili -pi isi d into different parts, long befort the coming of

Christ It is absurd, therefore, to suppose that any fa
with respect to mem, if attempted by the first Christians,

• Dan ii 38,40, vU. ir U. »U1, ami i». lip Newton, 13th, inii, iuih,

ami mill Dissertations, ami Brown's Hi 3 rlpture Prophecy,
chapters xlt iii pp in 171 Edlnbumh, 1800 ftattgwnte Naturally si

iti i'i pla, torn it tip 1 1-' i -

* A k.y lolhs PropheoleSi by till Rev. David Simpson, p IB,
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should not have been immediately detected : and still more
absurd, if possible, to suppose that any passages thus forged

should afterwards have been admitted universally into their

Scriptures by the Jews themselves ; who, from the first ap-

plication of these predictions to Jesus Christ, have endea-

voured by every method to pervert their meaning. Surely,

if the prophecies in question had not been found at that time

in the writings to which the first propagators of Christianity

appealed, the Jews needed only to produce those writings,

in order to refute the imposition : and since no refutation was
then attempted, it was a demonstration to the men of that

age ; and the same prophecies, being found there now, with-

out the possibility of accounting for it if they were forged,

convey in all reason as forcible a demonstration to ourselves

at present, that they were written there from the beginning,

and, consequently, by divine inspiration.'

The prophecies which respect the Messiah are neither few
in number, nor vague and equivocal in their reference; but

numerous, pointed, and particular. They bear on them those

discriminating marks, by which divine inspiration may be

distinguished from the conjectures of human sagacity ; and
a necessary or probable event from a casual and uncertain

contingency. They are such as cannot be referred to the

dictates of mere natural penetration ; because they are not

confined to general occurrences, but point out with singular

exactness a variety of minute circumstances relating to times,

places, and persons which were neither objects ot foresight

nor conjecture, because they were not necessarily connected

with tlie principal event, or even probable either in them-
selves or in their relation. They were such as could only

have occurred to a mind, that was under the immediate in-

fluence of the Divinity, by which distant periods were re-

vealed, and the secrets of unborn ages disclosed. The scheme
of prophecy, considered in its first opening, its gradual ad-

vance, and its final and full completion in the advent, the

ministry, the death, and resurrection of the Messiah, and the

extensive progress of the gospel among the Gentiles, toge-

ther with its blessed influence on individuals, societies, coun-

tries, and the whole race of mankind—is an object, the

greatest and most sublime that imagination can conceive,

and the most pleasing and important that the human mind
can contemplate. 'fo Jesus give all the prophets witness i and
around him they throw the beams of their united light. In

illustration of these remarks, we shall now select a few of

the most striking predictions relative to the Messiah, and
shall show their accomplishment in the person of Jesus
Christ; referring the reader to the Appendix for a more co-

pious series of prophecies, with their fulfilment in the very
words of the writers of the New Testament. 2

We behold the promise of a Redeemer given to our first

parents, immediately after the fall, in obscure and general

terms. (Gen. iii. 15.) It foretold a victory which would be
gained over the enemy that had deceived and conquered
them ; a victory the most illustrious in its effects and conse-
quences, and which should amply revenge on the serpent's

head the evils and miseries which he had introduced into the
world. Further, we behold the promise renewed, in some-
what clearer language, to the patriarchs, particularly to Abra-
ham, the great tather of the faithful, and the precise line

indicated from which the Messiah was to be descended ; the

fulfilment of which prophetic promise may be seen in the

genealogies of Jesus Christ, taken from the public registers

by Matthew and Luke.
The prophets have not only foretold, in general terms, a

great revolution that would take place in the world by the

coming of the Messiah ; but they have delineated some par-
ticular circumstances attending it, which only the eye of Om-
niscience could have foreseen. They have marked out the

precise time and place of the Messiah's birth ; they have de-

scribed with wonderful exactness the distinguishing features

of his office and character ; they have displayed with equal

beauty and truth the effects and consequences of his advent;
and, through all their predictions, something pointing to the

Messiah, either by direct application, or by secondary and
distant reference, is so interwoven with the general contex-
ture, the universal scheme of prophecy, that, by keeping it

in our eye, we shall be furnished with a clue to trace out

their ultimate design, and contemplate their mutual connec-
tion with, and dependence on, each other : for the testimony

of Jesus is, clearly and eminently, the spirit ofprophecy. This
is its ruling and vital principle. Divested of this, it loses its

i Dr. Eveleigh'a Banipton Lectures for 1792, pp. 210.. 211.

» See the Appendix to this volume, No. VI. chapter i-

spirit and its power. We behold no consistency : the im-
pression of its dignity is weakened ; its object is debased ;

its end is darkened. But, viewed in this light, we behold
in it a harmony which delights, a grandeur which astonishes,

and from the result of the whole arises such evidence as car-

ries conviction to the understanding. 3 More particularly,

1. The prophecies of the Old Testament distinctly an-

nounced that the Messiah was to come, when the govern-
ment should be utterly lost from Judah. The sceptre (peculiar

prerogative and dignity) shall not depart from Judah till Shi-

loh come. (Gen. xlix. 10.) This prediction all the ancient

Jews applied to the Messiah.

The tribe of Judah is no longer a political body ; it has no au-

thority or magistrates of its own, but is dispersed and confound-

ed among the other tribes of Jews; its present condition, there-

fore, is an evident mark that Shiloh, or the Messiah, is already

come.

2. Daniel points out the precise Time in which he was to

come, to make an end of sin, to make reconciliation for ini-

quity, and to bring in an everlasting righteousness. 1 He
fixes the seventy weeks (of years, that is, four hundred and
ninety years), on one side, at the edict of Artaxerxes, for the

rebuilding of Jerusalem, which was accomplished by Nehe-
miah ; and, on the other, at the death of the Messiah, and
the establishment of his church. The two points of this du-
ration are therefore known, and one determines the other

:

the term at which a revolution of four hundred and ninety

years commences necessarily shows where it ends. The
prophets Haggai and Malachi 5 foretold that the Messiah,
the desire of all nations, whom they were seeking, should come
before the destruction of the second temple, and that his pre-

sence should fill it with a glory which the first temple had
not, though it was far richer and more magnificent.

Jesus Christ preached in that temple, which was totally de-

stroyed, within forty years afterwards. This second temple has

been destroyed upwards of seventeen centuries ; whence it is

manifest that more than seventeen centuries have elapsed since

the Messiah came.

3. The Place where the Messiah was to be born,—viz.

Bethlehem,—and the Tribe from which he was to spring

(that of Judah), were literally predicted by Micah.

Both these circumstances -are recorded by the evangelists as

fulfilled; the providence of God so ordering it that Augustus

should then command a general census to be taken, which caused

Joseph and Mary to go to Bethlehem, not only that she might

be delivered there, but that, their names being there entered,

their family might be ascertained, and no doubt might afterwards

arise as to their being of the line of David. All the evangelists

have mentioned that Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Juda;a, and

that this is an undoubted fact we are informed by Paul, when he

asserts that it is evident our Lord sprang out of Judah.r>

4. The prophet Isaiah has particularly foretold, that the

Messiah should be horn of a virgin (Isa. vii. 14.), and that

he should descend from the family of David (ix. 0, 7. xi. 1,

2.), which was a particular branch of the tribe of Judah.
While he points out his miraculous birth, and describes his

descent, he portrays his character in colours so striking and
distinguishing, as to render its appropriation to Christ obvi-

ous to every one who compares the picture with the original.

It was this holy prophet that foretold that the Messiah should

be (liii. 1, 2, 3.) destitute of outward power or influence to

attract the esteem and insure the attachment of the world ;

that though in the eye of God he should be (xxviii. 16.) the

c/rcf corner-stone, elect, precious ; yet that he should be (viii.

14, 15.) a stone of stumbling anda rock of offence to men who
were guided by the springs which in general actuate the hu-

man breast, such as interest, ambition, and the love of sen-

sual enjoyments : and particularly it was foretold, that the

Jews shouldfdl on this rock; should refuse to build on him
as the only foundation of their hones ; but should, in their at-

tempt to shake and overthrow it, be themselves scattered and
broken to pieces. The same prophet declared that he should
(vi. 9, 10, 11.) veil the eyes of the wise and learned, and
preach the gospel to the poor and illiterate ; that he should
(xlii. 1, &c.) restore sight to the blind, health to the dis-

eased, and light to those who had been oppressed with dark-

ness ; that he should teach the true and perfect way, and
should be the great instructor of the Gentiles; that (Ix. 10.)

a Dr. Wliite's Hampton Lectures, p. 291. 2d edit.

< Dan. ix. 24—27. « Haggai ii. 6-9. Mai. iii. 1

« Micali v. 2. Matt ii. 1 Hcb. vii. 14.
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kings should fall down before him, and all nations pay him

homage and obi dience ; thai Ins reign should he gentle and

benevolent; and thai tin- iiilluenoo of liis gospel should har-

monise tin- jarring (Iv. IS.) passions of mankind, and, to-

gether with the knowledge and worship of the true God, es-

tablish peace and purity on the earth, [hi, t>, 7, 8.)

5. In the fifty-third chapter, (he prophet gives a most

striking and affecting picture of the temper and behaviour of

die Messiah amidst the most distressing and humiliating

scenes through which he passed. His Death, considered as

Ihe great propitiation for the sins of the whole world, was an

object of such vast importance, that it pleased the Divine

Being strongly to mark the more distinguished eirenmstances

of it fn prophetic language ; to the end that our faith in him
Blight have every evidence to confirm it that was necessary

to give satisfaction to modest and impartial inquirers.

The fact in every respect corresponded with the prediction;

and so far was the prophet introduced into the secret counsels of

the divine mind, that when he spoke of future events, he appears

to be relating their past history: for to that omniscient God,

whose light directed the prophet's eye through the darkest re-

coancfl of distant ages, prescience and accomplishment are the

same ; and the future and the past form hut one object. Hence
the most striking scenes of Christ's passion are delineated by the

prophetic pencil with the same truth and exactness as if they

had been drawn on the spot when the secret volume of the divine

decrees was unrolled, and when that which had been foreseen in

vision was exhibited in reality. 1

In addition to these prophecies of Isaiah, we may remark,

that long before his time David foretold the change of the

order of the priesthood hy the Messiah,—the office he should

sustain,—the sufferings which he should undergo,—and the

glorious triumphs he should enjoy from his resurrection, his

ascension, and the extensive propagation of his gospel. 2

6. The Messiah was not to lie in the grave and see cor-

ruption, 3 but was to be raised from the dead on the third day
alter his interment,' and to ascend into heaven, there to reign

at his Father's right hand, invested with universal dominion.'

How exactly all these things were accomplished in the person

of Christ is obvious to every one that carefully compares these

predictions with their fulfilment

i Compare Murk xx. 27, 88.—White's Bampton Lectures, pp. 291—894.
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PROPHECIES IN THE SCRIPTURES, [Chip. IV.

7. Lastly it was foretold that the Messiah should \bolisii

the old, and introduce a new Covenant or dispensation
with his people ; and accordingly, .lesus Christ brought in a
more pi rf-et and rational economy. 6

The old covenant is abolished, and its observance rendered

impossible by the expulsion of the .lews from Judiea and Jerusa-

lem, and the destruction by fire of that temple and altar, on which
the whole of the Jewish public worship depended. It is, there-

fore, as impossible to doubt that the mediator of the new cove-

nant is come, as to question those external facts which prove

that the ancient covenant subsisU no longer.

The manner in which the evangelical historians showed
tin- fulfilment of the prophecies by Christ is remarkable, for

they did not apply them with hesitation, as if they wi re

doubtful concerning their sense, or undecided as to their object.

Their boldness of assertion bore the stamp and character of

truth. They had the clearest proofs, more particularly from
miracles, that their master was the promised Messiah, ami

therefore were fully persuaded that all the prophecies centred

in him. They appear to have had no conception, that this

evidence could, in the nature of things, he referable to any-

one else; and therefore they pressed the arguments drawn
from the Old Testament upon the minds of the unconverted,

with all the sincerity of conviction, and all the authority ol

truth. 7

The preceding is a concise view of the predictions contained

in the Old Testament, concerning the advent, life, doctrine,

sufferings, death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus Christ.

Such a variety of circumstances, therefore, predicted concern-

ing one person so many years before he was horn, and of

such an extraordinary nature,—all accomplished in Christ,

and in no other person that ever appeared in the world,

—

point him out with irresistible evidence as the Messiah, the

Saviour of mankind. If only one single man had left a hook
of predictions concerning .lesus Christ, and had distinctly

and precisely marked out the time, place, manner, and other

circumstances of his advent, life, doctrine, death, resurrec-

tion, and ascension ;—a prophecy, or series of prophecies, so

astonishing, so circumstanced, so connected, would he the

most wonderful thing in the world, and would have infinite

weight. Hut the miracle is far great! r: fur, lure is a suc-

cession of men, for four thousand years, who were widely

separated from each other by time and place, yet who regu-

larly, and without any variation, succeeded one another to

foretell the same event. Here, therefore, the hand of Cod is

manifest; and Jesus Christ is evidenced to be the Messiah.

Since, the beginning of (he world, all lie pri phecies have
been present to his mind : he has taken from iln in all that

seemed emit rail ieti iry, \\ hen not considered in respect to him j

he has equally accomplished them, whether the thing they

predicted concerning him were humiliating or divine; and

lias .I.- nstr.ileil that he is the centre ami end of them all,

I
-s reducing them to unity in his own person.

Further, bv the accomplishment of the prophecies, which
is the particular and incommunicable character of Jesus

Christ, all seducers or pretended messiahs, whether past or

future, are convicted of imposture. A few considerations

will fully prove this point.

There is but one deliverer promised, and to one only do
the Scriptures bear testimony. Whoever, therefore, has

neither been promised nor foretold, can be nothing but an

impostor; and whoever cannot ascend as high as the first

promise, or grounds himself upon Scriptures lees ancient

than those ol the .lews, stands , victed of imposture by

ih ii circumstance alone, either because In- has ho title, 01

only a fttftt one.

\li the prophets foretell what the Messiah is tn do and

suffer: mere can, therefore, be no doubt between him who
has done and suffered what the prophets foretold, and him
win. has had no knowledge of their predictions, or has noi

fulfilled ilo in-

Among the predictions of the prophets then- are some that

in repeated, and which are so annexed to carl

times and places, that tiny cannot In imitated bj ifil ' M' s-

-i.ili. Ii was necessary, for instance, thai ilo trtM Messiah
I e e into the" wo lid before the ilislruelic.il of the

-.,
, ,1 temple, because he was t'i leach ill. .e. ll wa-in-

I'lssiin ih.ii In- should lay the foundations of the church in

i.iii. because fi Mount Sion it was to be diffused

civer the whole world. It was nooe-.-.iiy tliat the Jiw.s

• Compare Jet sxtl.81 34 with lleb mIi 6-13.
' i Kelt on Prophet y, vol. I. p. 186.
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should reject him before their dispersion, because it was to

be the punishment of their wilful blindness. Finally, it was
necessary that the conversion of the Gentiles should be his

work or that of his disciples, since it is by this visible marl;

that the prophets point him out.

Now the temple is no more ; Jerusalem is possessed by
strangers; the Jews are dispersed, and the Gentiles are con-

verted. It is clear, therefore, that the Messiah is come ; but
it is not less manifest that no one else can repeat the proofs

which he has given of his coming; and consequently, no one

else ean accomplish what the prophets furetold would be fulfilled

by the Messiah.

Bishop Hurd's fine view of prophecy will terminate this

class of the Old Testament predictions with great propriety

and force. " If," says that very learned and elegant writer,
" we look into those writings, we find,

—

1. " That prophecy is of a prodigious extent ; that jt com-
menced from the fall of man, and reaches to the consumma-
tion of all things : that for many ages it was delivered

darkly, to few persons, and with large intervals from the

date of one prophecy to that of another ; but, at length, be-

came more clear, more frequent, and was uniformly carried

on in the line of one people, separated from the rest of the

world, among other reasons assigned, for this principally, to

be the repository of the divine oracles; that, with some in-

termission, the spirit of prophecy subsisted among that peo-

ple to the coming of Christ ; that he himself and his apos-
tles exorcised this power in the most conspicuous manner

;

and left behind them many predictions, recorded in the books
of the New Testament, which profess to respect very distant

events, and even run out to the end of time, or, in St. John's
expression, to that period, when the mystery of God shall be

perfected. (Rev. x. 7.)

2. " Further, besides the extent of this prophetic sch< me,
the dignity of the person whom it concerns deserves out
consideration. He is described in terms which excite the
most augnst and magnificent ideas. He is spoken of, in-

deed, sometimes as being the seed of the ivoman, and as the

son if man; yet so as being at the same time of more than
mortal extraction. He is even represented to us, as being
superior to men and angels ; as far above all principality

and power, above all that is accounted great, whether in

heaven or in earth ; as the word and wisdom of God ; as the

eternal Son of the Father ; as the heir of all things, by whom
he made the world; as the brightness of his glory, and the

express image of his person. We have no words to denote
greater ideas than these : the mind of man cannot elevate

itself to nobler conceptions. Of such transcendent worth
and excellence is that Jesus said to be, to whom all the pro-

phets bear witness.
3. " Lastly, the declared purpose, for which the Messiah,

prefigured by so long a train of prophecy, came into the
world, corresponds to all the rest of the representation. It

was not to deliver an oppressed nation from civil tyranny, or

to erect a great civil empire, that is, to achieve one of those
acts which history accounts most heroic. No : it was not
a mighty state, a victor people—

" ' Non res Romance periluraque regna—

'

that was worthy to enter into the contemplation of this di-

vine person. It was another and far sublimer purpose, which
He came to accomplish : a purpose, in comparison of which
all our policies are poor and little, and all the performances
of man as nothing. It was to deliver a world from ruin ; to

abolish sin and death ; to purify and immortalize human
nature : and thus, in the most exalted sense of the words, to

be the Saviour of all men, and the blessing of all nations.

"There is no exaggeration in this account. I deliver the

undoubted sense, if not always the very words, of Scripture.
" Consider then to what this representation amounts. Let

us unite the several parts of it and bring them to a point.

A spirit of prophecy pervading all time; characterizing one
person, of the highest dignity; and proclaiming the accom-
plishment of one purpose, the most beneficent, the most
divine, that imagination itself can project.—Such is the scrip-

tural delineation, whether we will receive it or no, of that

economy which we call Prophetic!" 1

Class IV.

Prophecies delivered by Jesus Christ and his Jlpostles.

The predictions delivered by Jesus Christ and his apostles,

and winch are recorded in the books of the New Testament,
' B|i. Hunt's Introduction lo the Study of the Prophecies, Serin, ii.

(Works vol. v. pp. 33—37.)

Vol. I. R

are not less evidently the inspiration of Omniscience than
those contained in the Old Testament.
The prophecies of Christ, indeed, were such as gave ad-

ditional evidence to his divine character, and clearly proved
him to be filled with a spirit more than human. He uttered
numerous predictions of events, altogether improbable on the
ground of present appeaiances, and such as the most pene-
trating mind could never have foreseen, nor conjectured, much
less have described with all their peculiarities, and marked
out the several incidents that attended them. Thus, Jesus
Christ foretold his own death and resurrection with an enu-
meration of many circumstances attending them,—the descent
of the Holy Spirit,—the astonishing (and to all human views
improbable) late of the temple of Jerusalem, and the total
destruction of the city,—and the universal spread of his
gospel, together with its extraordinary and glorious triumph
over the power and policy of the world, notwithstanding all
the violent opposition to which it would be exposed.2

1. Jesus Christ foretold his own Death several times,
with an enumeration of many of the circumstances that were
to attend it.

In Matt. xvi. 21. he told his disciples that he must go to Je-
rusalem, and there suffer nany things of the elders, and chief
priests, and scribes, and be killed. In Mark x. 33. 34. and
Matt. xx. 18, 19. he foretells, more particuarlly, the manner in
which they would proceed against him, viz. that the chiefpriests
it'itl scr.bes -would condemn him to death, but that they would
not put him to death, but deliver him to ihe Gentiles, to mock,
and scourge, and crucify him, which was afterwards done by-

Pilate, the Roman governor. He likewise predicted in what
manner this was to he accomplished, as that he would be
betrayed into the hands of men. ami by the man who dipped his

hands -with him in the dish, and that all his disciples would
forsake him. (Matt. xx. 18. xxvi. 23. 31.) And when Peter
declared his resolution to adhere to him, Christ foretold that the
apostle would deny him, with verj particular circumstances of
the time and manner of his denial. This night before the cock
crow twice, thou shah deny me thrice (Matt. xiv. 3U.) ; all which
W'as punctually accomplished.

2. Jesus Christ also distinctly predicted his Resurrection,
with its circumstances, viz. that he should rise again thethird
day (Matt. xvi. 21.), and that after he was risen he mm Id go
before tliciu into Galilee (Matt. xxvi. 32.), which was fulfilled.

(Matt, xxviii. 16.)

3. He likewise foretold the Descent of the Holy Spirit
on the apostles, in miraculous powers and gifts, and specifies

the place where the Holy Spirit should descend.

Behold, I send the promise of my Father upon you; but
tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem until ye be endaedivith po-wer

from on high. (Luke xxiv. 49.) And he particularly declares

what the effects of such descent should he :

—

,ind these signs
shall folloiv them that believe ; in my name shall they cast out
devils, and they shall speak with ne-w tongues; they shall take
up serpents, and if they drink any deadly thing it shall not

hurt them ; they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall

recover. (Mark xvi. 17, 18.) All which was punctually fulfilled

in the second chapter of the Acts of the Apostles, and in the
following part of that history.

4. The next instance of Christ's prophetic spirit is, his

FORETELLING THE DeSTRI'OTION OF JERUSALEM, and of its

celebrated temple, with all its preceding signs, and conco-
mitant and subsequent circumstances. He not only predicted

the period when this awful event should take place, but

described the very ensigns of those arms which were to effect

the direful catastrophe ; and also foretold the various ca-

lamities that should befall the Jewish nation, and the total

ruin in which their ecclesiastical and civil policy should be
involved : and the very generation, that heard the prediction,

lived to be the miserable witnesses of its fulfilment. 3 Of the

prophecies, indeed, that respect the Jews (and which are

common to the New as well as to the Old Testament), some
have long since been accomplished ; others are every day
receiving their accomplishment before cur eyes, and all of

them abundantly prove the divine origin of the Gospel pro-

phecy. The destruction of Jerusalem, with its unparalleled

circumstances of horror, is not more clearly recorded by

a On the predictions of Jesus Christ, see the Appendix to this Volume,
No. VI. chap, ii.

a See the particulars of this prophecy, with the historical evidence of
its fulfilment, infra, in Ihe Appendix, No. VI, chapter ii.
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Josephus,' than it is fort-told by Daniel, and by Jesus Christ.

Not did the latter prophesy only, in the most definite

language, the destruction of Jerusalem (Matt xvi. 28.), and

particularly that not one stone of the temple (Mark xiii. 2.)

ahcrald be left upon another; he also expressly foretold that

Jerusalem, thus destroyed, should be trodden underfoot bv
the Gentiles, nil the time of the I tantilee should be fulfilled

;

while the Jl •« B W BM to he carried away captive into all lands

:

and according to the denunciation of their great lawgiver

(Deut. xxvui. 37.), were to become an astonishment and a

by-word.

Jerusalem WAS taken by the Romans, and the temple was

levelled to the ground. Y\ hatever the distinguished nlli dinn

of the Jews for their religion and country could suggest, and

whatever infidelity and hatred of Christianity could help

forward in their favour, was tried in vain, with the malignant

view of confronting and defeating these prophecies. The apos-

tate Julian,—an emperor qualified for the attempt by his riches,

power, and persevering hostility to the name of Christ,—collected

the Jews from all countries, and led them on, under his favourite

Alvpius, to rebuild their temple. Every human power co-operated

whh them, and every difficulty appeared to have vanished : when
on a sudden, the work was broken up with terror and precipita-

tion; and an enterprise of which the execution was so zealously

desired and so powerfully supported, was at once deserted. As
the influence of human means was entirely engaged in its favour,

the miscarriage of it must be ascribed to supernatural interposi-

tion. What this was, we are informed by contemporary and

other writers, and particularly by Ammianus Marcellinus; whose

testimony as a pagan, a philosopher, and a bosom friend of the

apostate prince, infidelity would fully and readily admit, were

it not beforehand apprized of its contents. He declares, that

" horrible balls of lire, breaking out near the foundation, with

frequent and reiterated attacks, rendered the place from time to time

inaccessible to the scorched and blasted workmen; anil that the

victorious element continuing in this manner obstinately bent, lis

it were, to repel their attempts, the cnterprize was abandoned."1

So satisfactory and decisive is this evidence of the impartial

heathen writer, that the historian of the Decline and fall of tin-

Roman Empire, although he attempts with stubborn scepticism

to invalidate some of its proofs, and insinuates a want of im-

partial authorities, is compelled not only to acknowledge the

general fact, but many of the particular circumstances by which

it was accompanied and distinguished. 3

How literally the latter part of the above-noticed prediction,

relative to the dispersion and degradation of the Jew.-, has been

fulfilled, from the days of Titus and Hadrian to the pn
time, every historian informs us: that it is so now, we have the

evidence of our own senses and personal knowledge. The na-

tions, that once shook the world with their arms, have in their

turns disappeared, and mingled again with the common mass of

mankind: but the Jews, though exiles in every country under

heaven, and in every country oppressed, hated, and despised,

have yet, by a peculiar fate, of which the world affords no second

instance, survived, for more than seventeen centuries, the loss

of their country and the dissolution of their government, have

preserved their name and language, their customs and religion,

in every climate of the globe; and, though themselves not a peo-

ple, have yet subsisted a separate and distinct race in the midst

of every other nation. Having totally lost the tceptre, and hav-

ing no Xgemgifloet independently of a foreign tribunal, they afibrd

a standing proof that the Shiiofi is comi:, to whom the gotht

of the people Bhouhl be ; and thus exhibit a wonderful exs

of tho truth of their owti prophetic Scriptures, and in i

quencr- a continual and increasing evidence of the divine autho-

rity of ourt.

5. Further, Jesus Christ foretold that he should have a

Church and 1'eopi.k, not only bj express prophecies, but

also by monuments or ordinances of pi rpetual obsen
instituted by him for bis church, ami which, as we have
already s eii.' subsist to the pre-> ,.t d iy, He , manded
bis apostles to go and h "I, .ill nations; and accordingly
they went fnrt/i, after his ascension, ami preached tin <•

' Th<? ifixth *n<\ tfvfrwh Unok n{ Jos<ipl ' Jewish Wsi
wiih th'- Romans, contain n d*ntlkil Dsrntlvs oi' the eventl
predi'-tM by jV.u* Caret in n/'ir tr >t<li
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1
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« Hee ji[, QT. supra
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every where, with great success, the Lord working with them,
and confirming the words with signs or miracles following.

Both sacred and profane historians bear testimony to the rapid
propagation of the Gospel, after the death of its author. In a
few days after the ascension, there were at Jerusalem about one
hundred and twenty disciples (Acts i. 15.) : on the day of Pen-
tecost, which was ten days afterwards, there were added to them
about three thousand souls (ii. 41.); and soon after the
number of the men was about Jive thousand (iv. 4.) : after this

we are told that multitudes of believers, both men and women,
were added to the Lord; that the number of the disciples were
multiplied in Jerusalem greatly, and that a great company of
priests were obedient to the faith, (v. and vi.) This rapid dif-

fusion of Christianity among the Jews was accomplished within
the short space of two years after the ascension. In the course
of the seven following years, the Gospel was preached to the
Gentiles in Ccesarea; and, a year afier this, a great number of
them was converted at Antioch. The words of the historian

are—A great number believed and turned to the Lord;—
KOCH people was added to the Lord

;

—and, the apostles Bar-
nabas and Saul taught much people, (xi. 21. 24. 26.) On
the death of Herod (which happened next year), the word of God
grew and multiplied (xii. 24.); and, in the three following
years, when Paul preached at Icouium, « great multitude
bath of Jews and also of the Greeks believed (xiv. 1.) ; and he
afterwards taught mam at Derhe, a city of I,\caonia. (21.) In
three years alter this, or in sixteen years niter the ascension,

Paul found the Gentile converts of Antioch, Syria, and Cilicia,

established in the faith, and i H G u i.asi yr. in \t mmkii daily,

(xvi. 5.) In Thessalonica, some of the Jews believed, and of
the devout Greeks a great multitude, and of the chit fwomen
not a few. (xvii. 4.) At lforca mast of the Jews believed;

also of honourable women which were Greeks, and of men not
v r»W (12.): at Corinth, vaxt hearing, believed ami were
baptized (xviii. 8.) ; and the remark of the historian Luke

—

so mightily grew the word of God and prevailed (\ix. 20,)

—

proves the success of Paul's preaching at Epbesus; as also does

the complaint of Demetrius, that throughout all Asia this Paul
hath persuaded and turned away mum people. (26.) At
Athens certain men clave unto him, ami believed, (wii. 34.)

Whal the evangelical historian here relates is further confifll

by history to be plain and undoubted matter of net : for the

apostle Paul wrote epistles to all the saints at Home, to the

churches at Corinth, in Galatia, at Ephesus, Colossst, and
Thessalonica, and to till the saints at PlaUppi, with the bishops

and deacons ; which he neither would nor could have done, if

there had not been a considerable number of Christians in all

these
i
lacea. Further, he stationed Timothy at Ephesua, and

gave him directions lot the govenmu nt of the church there ; and
he left Titus in Crete, with a commission to set in order the

things that were wanting, and ordain elders in every city.

(Tit. i. .").) Peter directs bis epistle to the elect, scattered

throughout Pontvi, Galatia, Caphadocia, Asia, and liithunia.

(1 Pet i. I, 2.) In Paul's Epistle to the Colossians (i. G.*23.)

he represents the Gospel as then already preached in all the

world, and to every creature which is under heaven. This was

nearij thirty years after the ascension of Jesus Christ, or about

the year (12 of the vulgar ara. We also learn from ecclesiastical

history that, SOOD after the first preaching of the Gospel, churches

were established, arid bishops settled, in every part of the then

known world; the names of many of whom arc recorded. There

were also Christian writers,' many of whose works are still ex-

i ft in. iv help to eonvej to*ue sofbs notion of the extent and prt

, ,
i Liner ••! the ch i lalitj "i m inj I

i
'
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tant, in all parts of the world, as at Antioch, Smyrna, Sardis,

Edessa, Athens, Corinth, Alexandria, Carthage, Rome, and in

Gaul; and who have already furnished us with striking testimo-

nies to the genuineness and authenticity of the Christian Scrip-

tures

In considering the testimonies above cited from the historian

Luke, it is worthy of remark, that his account is a very incom-

plete narrative of the propagation of Christianity; a very small

part of it only being appropriated to the history of the twelve

apostles, more particularly of Peter, and the remainder (forming

about two-thirds of the Acts of the Apostles) being occupied with

the relation of Paul's conversion and apostolic labours:—not to

mention that, in this history, large portions of time are passed

over with a very slight notice. If, therefore, what we read in the

Acts of the Apostles be true, much more than is contained in

that history must be true also. We are, moreover, indebted for

the information, which it presents to us respecting tire spread of

the Gospel, more to incident or occasion than to any design in

the historian to magnify the number or rank of the converts.

Thus, Luke is totally silent concerning some of the apostles, as

well as the number of converts to the Christian name and faith,

at Philippi, Galatia, and other places and countries; nor is it

likely that we should have known any thing of the number in

many places, had not incidents occurred, which made it neces-

sary for the historian to mention them. 1

Besides the intimations contained in the New Testament
respecting the progress of Christianity, its wonderful and
speedy propagation throughout the world is attested by the

joint consent of contemporary pagan and of Christian writers.

Thus, the historian Tacitus, speaking of the persecutions by
Nero, a. d. 65, says, that this pestilent superstition (so he terms

the Christian religion) spread itself not only through Judaea, but

even in the city of Rome, and that a vast multitude of Christians

was seized and put to death by the emperor. Here then is a

most incontestable proof of the wonderful propagation of Chris-

tianity. In the time of Nero, scarcely more than thirty years

from the first publication of the Gospel at Jerusalem, there was
not only a vast multitude at Rome, who embraced the Chris-

tian religion, but also a large number of Christians who were
arraigned and condemned to death for the profession of their

faith. But most strong is the testimony of the younger Pliny
in his epistle to the emperor Trajan, a. n. 107, from which we
learn that, during his proconsulate in Pontus and Bithynia, the

Christians abounded in those provinces; that informations had
been lodged against many on this account; and that he had
made diligent inquiry, even by torture, into the nature of the

charge against them, but could not discover any crime of which
they were guilty, besides (what he terms) an evil and excessive

superstition. He adds, that he thought it necessary, on this

occasion, to consult the emperor, " especially on account of the

great number of persons, who are in danger of suffering:

for many, of all ages and of every rank, of both sexes, are
accused and •will be accused; nor has the contagion of this

superstition seized cities orily, but the lesser towns also, and
the open country" And he further intimates that the temples

had been almost deserted, the sacred solemnities discontinued,

and that the victims had met with but few purchasers. 7 Thus
mightily grew the word of God and prevailed in a province

far distant from Judaa, within seventy years after its first pro-

mulgation.

The Christian Fathers attest the same rapid and exten-
sive progress of the Gospel.

Clement, the fellow-labourer of Paul (Phil. iv. 3.), testifies

See also Lardner, vol. ii. p. 666); and ten years after this, Apollonius, who
suffered martyrdom under the emperor Commodus, composed an apology
for his faith, which he read in the senate, and which was afterwards pub-
lished. (Lardner, vol ii. p. 687.) Fourteen years after the apology of Apol-
lonius, Tertullian addressed the work, which now remains under that name,
to the governors of provinces in the Roman empire ; and ahout the same
time, Minucius Felix composed a defence of the Christian religion, which
is still extant ; and shortly after the conclusion of this century, copious de-
fences of Christianity were published by Arnobius and Lactantius." Paley's
Evidences, vol. ii. pp. 231. 233.

i The incidents above alluded to are, "the murmuring of the Grecian
converts; the rest from persecution; Herod's death ; the sending of Bar-
nabas to Antioch, and Barnabas calling Paul to his assistance ; Paul coming
to a place, and finding there disciples ; the clamour of the Jews ; the com-
plaint of ariificers interested in the support of the popular religion; the
reason assigned to induce Paul to give satisfaction to the Christians of Jeru-
salem. Had it not been for these occasions, it is probable that no notice
whatever would have been taken of the number of converts, in several of
the passages in which that notice now appears. All this tends to remove
the suspicion of a design to exaggerate or deceive." Paley's Evidences,
vol. L p. 214.

» flee the testimonies of Tacitus and Pliny at length, pp. 82, S3, 84.
supra.

that this apostle preached u$oih in the east and west, taught
the whole world righteousness, and travelled to the utmost
parts of the west" 6 Jcsti.v Martyu, who flourished in the
second century (a. n. 140, about thirty years after the date of
Pliny's letter), saj-s, that in his time "there was no part of
mankind, whether Barbarians or Greeks, among whom pi ayers
and thanksgivings are not offered up to the Creator of the
world, through the name of the crucified Jesus."* Iren'.eus,
who later in the same century (a. d. 170) was bishop of Lyons
in Gaul, assures us that "the Gospel was preached teiioj-guovt
the whole world, to the extreme parts of the earth, by the
apostles and their disciples; 5 and that, in his time, there were
churches founded in Germatiy, Spain, Gaul, and in the East t

Egypt, and Lybia."* After fifty years (a. n. 190) Tertul-
lian, another Christian father, appeals to the Roman governors,
saying—" We were but of yesterday, and we have filled your
cities, islands, towns, and burghs; the camp, the senate, and the
forum;—every sex, age, rank, and condition are converts to

Christianity."? Thirty years farther down, OrisEH (a. d. 220)
represents Christianity as now triumphant. "By the good pro-
vidence of God," says he, " the Christian religion has so flou-

rished and increased, continually, that it is now preached freely,

and without molestation, although there were a thousand obsta-

cles to the spreading of the doctrines of Jesus in the world."*

About eighty years after this, a. d. 306, Christianity, under
Constantine, became the established religion of the Koman em-
pire.9

The Character of the Age in which the Christian faith was
first propagated also demands a distinct consideration.

It was not a barbarous and uncivilized period, but was re-

markable for those improvements by which the human faculties

were strengthened. In most countries knowledge was diffused

further and more universally than it had been at any former
time : there never was a more learned, more philosophical, or

more discerning age, tban that in which the Christian religion

was proposed to mankind ; and when, from the profound peace
which the world enjoyed under the Roman government, an easy

communication subsisted between all countries, so that wise men
could not only judge of such extraordinary events as had hap-
pened, but could also freely impart to one another their senti-

ments concerning them. Now, in such an enlightened age as

this was, if the facts and doctrines preached by the apostles had
been false, they would instantly have been discerned to be so;

and the confutation of them would have quickly passed from one
country to another, to the utter confusion of the persons who
had endeavoured to propagate the belief of them. The genera-

lity of the first converts, it is true, were men in the middle and
lower stations of life ; but even these, in an age of such know-
ledge and intercourse, were sufficiently secured against false

pretensions of any kind. Indeed, supposing even that their

minds were but imperfectly imbued with knowledge, their at-

tachment to their first religious notions would be strong in pro-

portion to their ignorance, and no argument would be sufficient

to induce persons of this character and rank to change their

principles but evident miracles. Wherefore, this class of persons

being converted in such numbers, and so early, is an absolute

demonstration that many and great miracles were every where
wrought by the first preachers of the Gospel. But the first con-
verts to Christianity were not confined to the middle and lower

ranks of life ; even in the earliest age, we find among them men
of character, rank, learning, and judgment, whose offices and
stations rendered them conspicuous ; courtiers, statesmen, chief

priests and rulers, governors of cities, proconsuls, consuls, and
heathen philosophers; 10 many of whom wrote learned and able

apologies for the Christian faith, which are still extant. In pro-

cess of time, it was not a single distinguished person, in this

city, orjn that nation, who obeyed the Gospel ; but vast multitudes

of the noble, the learned, the wise, and the mighty, as well as

s Clement, Epist. i. ad Corinth. § 5.

* Justin. Dial, cum Tryphone, p. 345.
* Irenanis, adv. Haeres, lib. i. c.2. 6 Ibid. c. 4.

i Apol. c. 37. B In Cels. lib. i.

» For a full view of the universal and rapid propagation of Christianity,

with the various testimonies of Christian, and especially of pagan, authors,
see M. Vernet's elaborate Traite de la Verite de la Religion Chretienne,
tomes viii. is. x. See also Dr. Benson's History of the Propagation of
Christianity.

i° Arnobius, who flourished In the former part of the third century,
urging the triumphant efficacy of the Christian faith, says, " Who would
not believe it, when he sees in how short a time it has conquered so great
a part of the world ; when men of so great understanding, orators, gram-
marians, rhetoricians, lawyers, physicians, and philosophers, have re-

nounced their former sentiments, and have embraced the doctrines of the
Gospel?" Adv. GenteSj lib. ii. p. 21.
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others, in every eountry (though tliey could have DO temptation

or inducement whatever to forsake the religions in which they

had been educated), voluntarily embraced Christianity, and wor-

shipped Jesus Christ at God, constrained by the irresistible force

of truth in the evidences of the Gospel.

A circumstance that adds weight to the preceding facts,

and which therefore deserves particular attention, is, tint the

proftaion of Christianity w a followed by no worldly advantagi

.

thai could induce mi n to n nounce theu native religions, and

form of worship so different from every thing thai

was then practised.

On the contrary, those who renounced heathenism not only

denied themselves many gratifications in which their respective

religions had formerly indulged them, bat also voluntarily sub-

jected themselves to a rigid and severe course of life, widely dif-

ferent from thai to which they had been accustomed, and to the

forfeiture of the favour oftheir families and friends, as well as ex-

posed themselves t<> the loss of honour, fame, and fortune, yea,

even to the most excruciating and terrible sufferings. By the

magistrates they were subjected to heavy fines, their property was

confiscated, ami they were made to suffer a variety of ignominious

punishments, which to generous minds are more grievous than

death itself. They were imprisoned and proscribed ; they were

banished; they wire condemned to work in the mines; they

were thrown to be devoured by wild beasts, or made to fight with

them in the theatres for the diversion of the people ; they were put

to the torture ; they were placed in redhot iron chairs; they were

crucified, impaled, buml alive; in short, they were subjected to

all the torments which cruelty and barbarity, refined and inflamed

byre. invent; torments, the bare mention of which

excites horror in the human mind. 1 Now, as all these thin •

most repugnant to human nature, it follows that whatever was

the cause of the m would be received with the utmost reluctance

and difficulty. Nothing therefore but evidence, the most con-

vincing and resistless, could make men, in such circumstances,

acknowledge the truth of the Gospel history, and receive a reli-

gion founded thereon, which plunged them into such certain and

terrible misfortunes. The blood of the martyrs became the seed

of the church : their constancy under the tortures to which they

were exposed excited the attention of many distinguished philo-

sophers,' and made them inquisitive into the nature of thai re-

ligion, which could indue the mind with so much strength, and

overcome Ike fear of death, nay. even raise an earnesl desire of

it, thoi irnl in all its terrors. This, they found, had not

been effe :ted by all the doctrines of those philosophers, whose

Writings they bad can fully studied, and who had been labouring

at this great point The sight of these dying and tormented mar-

hr<rn- e-. | them to search into the history and doctrines of him

for whom they had Buffered. The more they investigated, the

more!. ire convinced ; until their conviction grew so strong,

that the) lie i.] elves en,braced the same truths, and either actually

laid down thi ii lives, or were always in readiness so to do, rather

than depart from the faith and hope of (he (iospel. To adopt the

declaration of one, whost hatred of Christianity will acquit him

of intentional exaggeration on this point:—"While that great

body" (the Roman empire) " was invaded by open violence or

undermined by slow decay, a pure ami humble religion gently

insinuated itself into the minds of men ; grew up in silence and

obscurity ; derived new vigour from opposition; and finally

ere. ted the tri imiphant banner of the cross on the ruins of the

CapitoL -Nor WSJ the influence of Christianity confined t.. the

|KTi.>d or to the limits of the Roman empire, After a revolution

ofthirteen 01 fourteen centuries, thai religion is still professed by

the nations of Europe, the most distinguished portion of human
kind in UtS and learning, as well as in arms, Ily the industry

and real ..t tie- Europeans, it has been widely diffused to the mosl

distant Bhora of Asia and All lea ; and bj '. lea i e . .1 1 1 .. 1 r e. d ao.

has been firmly established from Cnaada to Chili, in s world

unknovt a to the ancient .'

The suce. ,.i the Gospel, independently of us being a
In. iai and in., t signal fulfilment of prophecy, ail', rds a moat

oof if its truth and divine origin, when we eon-

sidei the weal ss ami meanness of the instruments that

were employed in thi it work. "Destitute of all human
advantagi :

. proti end 63 no authority, assisted by no art. not

re on ml. .1 by th. r. potation of II- author. 11..I . nforci .1 bj

eloquence in its advocates, tkt wordqfOodgrewmightily and

i Bitendsnl on lbs firM propagation
of Chrlatlanfty, in i

* .1 Ailu-naguras, Tcrtullian, Lactan-
..tier*

» Cflbbos i
1

I
i II p 205.

prevailed. Twelve men, poor and artless, and illiterate, we
la hi Id triumphing over the fiercest and most determined op-
position—ovi r the t\ rauiiy of the magistrate, and the subtle-

lies of the philosopher; over the prejudices of the Gentile,
and the bigotry of the Jew." They offered violence to no
man; ih y did not go about to compel any, by force, to enter-

tain the doctrine which they preached, and to enlist under
their banner; they were not attended with legions of armed
men, to dispose men for the reception of llnir doctrine, by
plunder, by vii lence, by tortures ; n< ither did they go about
I

. ti apt and allure nun to their way of thinking and acting
by the promises of temporal rewards, and by the hopes of

riches and honours; nor did they use any artificial insinua-

tions of wit and eloquence to gain upon the minds of men.
(in tin contrary, they utterly disclaimed, both in word and
deed, all violent and harsh measures of proceeding, all force

.Hal ei iu| ulsion upon the human conscii ncc, and all convi r-

Bions made by the terror of punishment or the sword. The
wea| 9 of their warfare were the purity, spirituality, and
reasonableness of the doctrines which they delivered, the

authority of the high name by whose commission they
i

. bed, and the miraculous works which they were en-

abled to perform ; nor did they use any other arms to conquer
the virulence of their enemies, and to rrnin proselytes to tho

faith, except patience, meekness, humility, submission to the

civil power in all things lawful, and universal good will to

mankind. The followers of Jesus were numerous enough,
long before the empire became Christian, i" have attempted
the way of force, had it been permitted to them; and the in-

Still I, ti ppressil ns, the persecutions which they Buffered,

f.oiu their pagan enemies, were en. nigh to have provoked the

in -t passive tempers to some acts of hostility and resistance,

lint every one knows thai they had recourse to no arms, be-

miI. s th Be of the Spirit; they took no advantage of distracted
times, to raise cot in notions in behalf of the m ir religion, or to

BuppreSS the old one: yet with meekness, mid patience, and

Bunering; hy piety, by reason, by the secret influence ofthe
divine blessing on* these feeble efforts, the doetrine of (he

insensibrj rained ground, spread itself far and wide;
and in the end became victorious over all the rage, anil

powi r, ami sophistry of an unbelieving world. It succeeded

in a peculiar degree, and in a peculiar manner: it deiived

that SUCCeSS from truth; and obtained it under circumstance.-

w b, :. 1,1 eh H d must have been detected and crushed : and
th, ( ihrii I. .u religion has remained to this day in full vigour,

not wit hst. mi. i log it- adversaries have every Where strenuously
attacked it both with arguments and with arms, lint vain

have been the efforts oiits antagonists: allthat they have

written and said has only contributed to elucidate and can-

firm those parts of Scripture, which had not before been fully

examined. Driven from tin- field by the ov< [powering weight

evidence of facte, the insidious ingenuity of the infidel

and sceptic has la en employed iii the futile and preposterous
. ,: d< .w.urs of accounting fur the miraculous -access of

Christianity from causes merely human.
Accordingly, a late eminent historian (the elegance of

wh.se style 'lias conferred all alarming popularity on the

licentiousness of his opinions)—though he alii els to admit

that the propagation of the Gospel was owing to the con-

vincing , \ id. rice of Us doctrine, and to the ruling providence

of us great Vuthor, h i - assigni d the reo pi ion of Christianity

I,./!,, .... each efwhien he has represented as in reality

unconnected with any divine interposition, tundss his account

of the spread of Christianity has been iialn m. a |j circu-

lated, 111 a detached folio, by Ih. em iiile- ofdivine TI Vela! ion,

a few remarks on this In torian's five causes may properly

claim a place hi re. The causes in question are ss follow :

—

"I. The Inflexible and tntolerantZeal ofthe first Christians,

derived from the Jews, bul purified from the unsocial spirit

which had .1. tern d the Gentiles from embracing the law. II.

The ll... tn fa Future Life. improved by every additional

circumstance which could .-n. weight and efficacy to that

imp .riant truth. III. Tin Miraeiiloii- Powers ascribed I..

Ila primitive church. IV. The Pure and Austere Morals of

the iii i Christians, \ • The I and Discipline of the

Christian Republic, which gradually formed an independent

and o itatS in thi heart of the Roman empire.' -1

Such are the historian's five causes; which, unhappily for

his sagacity, an- totally inadequate to the effects he supposes
th. nit" have produced: for they could not operate till

ChrUlianity had obtained a considerable establishment in the

world ; I the I mi is (as we have already shown from the

• Oil '„ Decline and Fall, v i .11 I' SW.
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testimonies of heathen as well as of Christian writers), 1

that the fir f and greatest 7/n'racle^ in the propagation of CHris-

tianiiy, had been wrought before the causes- assigned by him
maid begin io operate. " Were it, indeed, even to be con-

ceded, as in reason it never will be, that the causes assigned

by Mr. Gibbon for the rapid extension of Christianity were
adequate and true, one difficulty, great as it is, would only
be removed for the substitution ot a greater. For, what hu-
man ingenuity, though gifted with the utmost reach of dis-

crimination, can ever attempt the solution of the question,

how were all these occult causes (for hidden they must have
been), which the genius of Gibbon first discovered, foreseen,

their combination known, and all their wonderful effects dis-

tinctly described for many centuries prior to their existence,

or to the commencement of the period of their alleged opera-

tion r'8

Let us, however, briefly examine these secondary causes,

and see if they really are adequate to the effects ascribed to

t IX 111.

1. The first is tl ike Inflexible and Intolerant Zeal of the

first Christians."

But how an inflexible and intolerant zeal, such as condemned
even those practices, which, in the opinion of the historian,

" might perhaps have been tolerated as mere civil institutions,"

could invite pagans, amidst all their prejudices, to embrace Chris-

tianity, does not seem altogether easy to explain. It might, in-

deed, produce the only effect, which the historian in the recapitu-

lation of his argument might assign to it ; viz. it might supply

Christians with that " invincible valour," which should keep them
firm to their principles, but it could hardly be of service in con-

verting pagans. Is not then this secondary cause inadequate to

its declared effect ? But we deny the fact that any kind or any
degree of intolerance existed among the primitive Christians; on
the contrary, they experienced every possible kind of suffering and
torture from the intolerance of their heathen persecutors. And,
as to their zeal, we maintain that it did not hear the slightest

similitude to the fierceness and bigotry of the Jews, from whom
it is insinuated that they derived it. " It was derived from very

different causes, and aimed at far nobler ends. It was not the

narrow and temporal interests of one nation, but the general re-

formation and the spiritual happiness of the whole world, which
the teachers of Christianity were anxious to promote. That firm-

ness which may be construed into intolerance, and that activity

which we are content to call by the name of zeal, had, in the

usual course of human affairs, a tendency to retard rather than

to facilitate the propagation of the Gospel. The Christian, in-

stead of falling into the fashionable and popular intercommunity
of worship, disdained—amid the terrors of impending death—to

throw incense on the altar of Jupiter : he boldly pronounced the

whole system of pagan mythology imposture ; and charged the

whole ritual of its external devotions with grovelling superstition

and profane idolatry."

2. To the next secondary cause alleged we may certainly

attribute more force ; and the friends of Christianity will very
readily acknowledge " the Doctrine of a Future Life" (de-
livered as it was with the demonstration of the spirit and of
power) to have had its share in spreading the belief of it.

But the success, perhaps, was owing rather to this demonstra-
tion of spirit and of power than to the doctrine itself, which was
by no means suited cither to the expectations or wishes of the

pagan world in general : for it was offensive to the Epicureans,

by the punishments it denounced against the voluptuous and the

wicked; and it was not attractive to the vulgar by the very re-

wards which it proposed. The pride of the philosopher was
shocked by the doctrine of a resurrection, the mode of which he
was unable to comprehend ; and the imaginations of other men
were feebly impressed by the representations of a future state,

which did not hold out the serene sky, and the luxurious enjoy-
ments, ofanelysium. Men, indeed, must have believed the Gos-
pel in general, before they believed the doctrine of futurity on its

authority : they must have been Christian believers before they
admitted that doctrine ; so that this doctrine could not have been
a cause of the propagation of Christianity.

3. " The Miraculous Powers ascribed to the primitive church"
are assigned as a third cause, by the historian, who proceeds
in a style of the most contemptuous and bitter derision, to

insinuate that these powers were never possessed.

The considerations already offered on the subject of miracles, 3

» See pp. 130—131. supra.
* Keith's Evidence from Prophecy, p. 51. note.
• See pp. 81, 38, 33. 103. supra.

to winch the reader is referred, prove that miraculous powers
were not merely ascribed, but actually possessed by the apostles

and first preachers of Christianity; to which we may add, that

neither Porphyry, Celsus, Julian, nor any other of its must viru-

lent enemies, denied, or attempted to deny, the existence and
reality of those miracles; and Christianity has nothing to fear

from the improbable cause (magic) to which they ascribed them.
Besides, the Christian miracles were liable to peculiar difficulties,

which obstructed their reception; so that if they had not really

ami indisputably been performed, they neither could nor would
have been credited. " The multitude of popular gods admitted
among the heathens did, by necessary consequence, occasion such
a multitude of pretended miracles, that they insensibly lost their

force, and sunk in their esteem. Though the philosophers in

general, and men of reading and contemplation, could not but
discover the grossness and absurdity of the civil religion, yet this

could have little effect on the vulgar or themselves

:

—not on the

vulgar, because it was the business of the wisest and most politic

heads zealously to support and encourage them in their practices
;

not on themselves, because if they despised their gods, they must
despise their miracles too." 1 Now, under these circumstances,

miracles ascribed to the first propagators of Christianity must
hnve created an immediate and stubborn prejudice against their

cause; and nothing could have subdued that prejudice but mira-
cles really and visibly performed. Mr. Gibbon's third cause,

therefore, is as inadequate as the two preceding.

4. A fourth cause is " the Pure and Austere Morals of the

first Christians" which he reduces to a mean and timid re-

pentance for former sins, and to an impetuous zeal in support-
ing the reputation of the society in which they were engaged.

" But surely in the eyes of the haughty and jealous Romans,
such repentance and such zca! must have equally excited opposi-

tion to Christianity. The first would have provoked contempt

among persons of their daring self-sufficiency; and the other

would have awakened the jealousy of tin* magistrate. True it is,

that the Christians bad virtues of a nobler kind. It is also true

that those virtues did ultimately triumph over the scorn and
malice of their foes; and it is true, that a religion, producing

such elfects on its followers, and deriving success from such

means, carries with it a presumptive proof of which imposture
never could boast." Though the historian ascribes the growth of
Christianity to the exemplary virtues of its first converts, which
encouraged others to join their communion, he docs not account

for the exemplary virtues of the first converts themselves ; nor for

the conversion of abandoned heathens to the Gospel of Christ,

and to holiness of heart and in life. The virtues of the first

Christians arose from their faith, and not their faith from their

virtues. Nothing but a conviction of its truth could have induced
its first converts to repent, and to require their proselytes to

repent, as a condition of salvation.

5. The last secondary cause, mentioned by this writer, is

" /he Union and Discipline of the Christ an" church, or * fc lie-

public" as he is pleased to term it.

It must be acknowledged that union essentially contributes to

secure order and stability, and to enlarge the interests of every

society, but it is an incontrovertible fact, that the Gospel was
propagated (though perhaps thinly) before its professors were
sufficiently numerous to establish a discipline, or to form them-
selves into societies. And when they increased, their divisions

(for divisions early rent the church of Christ) must have checked

its progress ; and their strict discipline was more likely to deter

men from their communion, than to invite or allure them to it.

If the Gospel succeeded, not only amidst the furious assaults of

its enemies, but the no less violent contentions of its friends, we
must look for its success in some other cause than those which
the sceptical historian has assigned, and which the enemies of

Christianity have so industriously circulated. 5 The universal

prevalence, therefore, of the despised doctrine of a crucified law-

giver, against the allurements of flesh and blood, the blandish-

ments of the world, the writings of the learned, and the

sanguinary persecutions of the great and powerful, must ever be

regarded by every sincere and candid inquirer as an irrefragable

argument that its original was divine, and its protector almighty.

Notwithstanding the force and variety of the evidence

« Weston on the Rejection of Christian Miracles by the Heathen, p. 348.
t> White's Hampton Lectures, pp. 138— 144. Chelsimi's Remarks on Mr.

Gibbon's Dec line and Fall, pp. S— 13. Bp.Watson's Apologv for Christianity,

in a series of letters to Mr. Gibbon, letters i.—v. The wilful misrepresen-
tations ami blunders of the sceptical historian are likewise exposed with
equal learning and elegance in Mr. Rett's Hampton Lectures for 1790, 8vo.

1792 (2d edition) ; and in the late learned and Rev. J. Milner's treatise, en-

titled, "Gibbon's Account of Christianity considered," 8vo. 1808. (2d edit.)
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in behalf of Christianity, its oppose™ continue to object,

thai lized the prophecies and intimations

lity of the Christian religion i—that.

ler part of the Jews in the time ol

Christ, and also by the greater p.trt of the Gentilee;—that a

large portion "f the world at promt receives the Koran;

—

that Christianity is known only to a small portion of man-

kind; and, finally, that if the Christian revelation came iron.

God, do pan of the human race would remain ignorant of it,

no understanding would fail to he convinced by it. These
i lusible ; but, like those already noticed in

thr coarse of this volume, they rail to the ground as soon as

tiny are subjected to the test of critical examination. That

the victorious propagation of the Gospel has not been, hither-

to, so complete, as to answer the promise of no absohiU

universality, we readily acknowledge, but are in no pain for

the event ;' as the same oracles which have thus far been

verified suppose the present condition of things ; and, n hai

is more, assure us of a time to come, when tht fulness of the

I I i sii 11. i. corm in.

(1.) The rejection of tin (impel hi/ the unbelieving Jews,
vim men rioileoi/iorori/ irilh Christ mill his opnsl/es, is no ar-

gument against the divine original of Christianity.

The Almighty never acts towards his accountable creatures

in such a manner as to force their judgment, and irresistibly

to influence tin ir moral conduct; but on the contrary, haves

them in all BUCh instances to the application of their rational

powers, and to that freedom oi will, which are essential to a

right faith and practice. It depends wholly on ourselves, on

the affections of the heart, rather than on the acuteness of the

understanding, whether we will seriously and earnestly ad-

vert to the evidence, which is offered in proof of religious

truth, and canuidly give it a fair, honest, and impartial exami-

nation. To argue, therefore, either for the credibility, or

falsehood, of any point of history or doctrine, merely from

the numbers who receive or reject it. isavery fallacious way
of informing the judgment ; and he must he very little ac-

quainted with the usual course of the world, wlio has not

found by his own experience, that, as there are some men
capable of believing the grossest absurdities, so there are

others equally notorious for questioning, denying, and oppos-

ing the plainest truths. If, therefore, in the case before us,

we consider the circumstances and prejudices of the .lews,

during the time of Christ, we shall be able to account most

satisfactorily for their infidelity then, as well as for their

continuance to the present day in rejecting him as the Mes-

siah ; and shall further derive additional evidence to the truth

of the Gospel. It is certain that neat numbers of Jews and

devout proselytes were converted at first to Christianity; 2

which plainly showed that it was noi destitute of proof or

truth, and that it was not rejected for want of evidence, but

for some other reasons, which it is not difficult to assign.

One great and general cause, to which the infidelity of the

Jews is to be ascribed, is their wickedness; which certainly

is a cause sufficient to produce such an effect. If a man be

vicious, he is disposed to reject evident truths, and to em-

brace ridiculous opinions. That vice weakens the under-

standing, infatuates the judgment, and hinders it from

discerning between truth and falsehood, especially in matters

of morality and religion, is a truth not more constantly

affirmed in' the Scriptures than continued by reason and ex-

perience. How wicked the Jews were, is evident from many
passages of the New Tot anient ; and .losepluis, their own
bistort hi and a priest of Jerusali m, informs us of ii nor-

mous villanies practised by thein. '• It is," says ho, « im-

iio.sihle to give a particular account of all their iniquities.

Tims much, in general, u m ry Buffice to say, thai there never

was a city Which Suffered such miseries, or a race of men
from the In ".inning of the world w ho SO SI led in wicked-

ness." "I verily believe thai if the Romans had de-

laved to destroy these u icked w retches, the city would have

either been swallowed up by an earthquake, or overwhelmed
by the waters. 01 struck with lire from heaven like another

Sodom; for it produced a far more Impious gi aeration than

those who suffered such punish nt.' ' Can it then be a

matter of SStonil hinent, that the C.spel should meet with

' "The Itatou i« >• t f'.r an npp.ni.i. 'I I
I" 1 ll " ' • '"I U '"'

,,„i I,, 1 1,. beciuM »*"« auralj noma, ll utU
nonarrr '*

1

1

« .•«.., |),i' p 1*1

• flaa an account of llii i|.n..n .if the Jewiili people, in/ra,

|i:»rl Ml • lm\' f\ at I lit,

• Jo p m D n. ii J. 1 1 hi. i c ll I ft, am) r. in SO Tii.

fiiurii ii.a wch Inataaew ot tooanfluninaua
deprarliy aod desperate Mdrlcedneat of (he Jcwi.

lie proud and haughty Pharist C adescend lo be meek and
iwlv. and instead of worshipping God in show, learn to

no better reception amongst such monsters of Iniquity 1 How
could the voluptuous Saod ihe doctrines of morti-
fication and s, If-di ni I, ol I king up his .toss, and following

the Captain of his salvation through sufl rin si How could

the

lofl K . and Instead 01 WOrStlipplI

worship bun in spirit and in truth ! What methods could be
taken to win those who wen n solvi d to quarrel with every

one 1 What reason could prevail on them who were never

disposed to hear reason, who were always cloudy and sullen,

sell-willed and obstinate, and "exceedingly mad" against

those who differed from them I What more could he done
for them who had withstood the last, the utmost means of
conviction, and had rendered themselves incapable of mercy,
hy blasphemy against the Holy Spirit of God, by ascribing
to lie power of the devil those niir.iel , -s which had manifest-

ly been wrought by the power of God 1 No man, said Jesus
( 'hrist. con const Hutu meexcepi tin Father, wh ch has tentme,
ilrmr him. (John vi. 11.) No man can embrace the Christian

religion without the help of divine grace (which neither

forces the mind, nor controls the moral Liberty of man); and
divine grace is justly withheld from those who have m
themselves unworthy of it. In short, a judicial infatuation

seized the Jews. God left them to that blindness and hard-

ness of heart, which they hy their sins had brought upon
themselves; so that tin // con fit nut see with tin . ii un-
derstand with their hearts, and he converted nod healed. (John
xii. 40.)
A still more evident cause of the rejection of Jesus Christ

by the Jews is to be found in their strong prejudice, and ad-
herence to former opinions and practices : by which their

understandings were blinded and unable to see the evidi

produced. They were offended at the meanness of his Life

and the ignominy of his death. The prophets had employed
the loftiest images to set forth the glories of the Messiah ;

and in describing his spiritual kingdom, had borrowed their

metaphors from earthly kingdoms. What was thus figura-

tively spoken, the Jews had expounded literally; and these

traditionary expositions, being transmitted from generation

to generation, produced in the Jews a notion of a mighty
temporal prince; a notion highly gratifying to a people
whose affairs were on the decline, and whose polity seemed
to be tending towards dissolution. Impressed with this ex-

pectation, the Jews would not recognise the Messiah in JeSUS
Christ ; they looked for a prince of they knew not what high

extraction ; but, with respect to Jesus, they took it for grant-

ed that he was the carpenter's son. Having learned from
their prophets that Bethlehem was to be the place of the

Messiah's nativity, because Jesus resided at Nazareth, they

hastily concluded', that he was horn there, and that '"

thing could conn out of Galilee. They were pleasing them-
selves with gaudy dreams of greatness, with the prospeef of

conquest and empire; but he declared that his kingdom was
noi of this irorlil, and accordingly he taught them,—not how
to shake off the hated Roman yoke, but how to liberate

themselves from the greater yoke and tyranny of sin ;—not
how to triumph over foreign enemies, hut now to subdue
their dofnestie adversaries, their lusts and vices. Tiny Doped
to enjoy certain rights and privileges above the rest of man-
kind ; but Christ came to break down the wall of partition,

and to unite both Jews and Gentiles as one body, under one
head. They expected to become lords of the nations, and to

have Jerusalem Tor their seat of empire ; and were shocked
to hear that their city and temple would be destroyed, and
that oil who will Hei gOotfy in Christ JeSUS must sujl'i r jitrserti-

tion,—We know also that, about the tune of Christ, there
man) false Messiahs and false prophets, who dn w

away iniicn people after them. And even tbOSe persons, who
were tOO Wise to lend an ear to these impOStOrB, would yet

man] of them hi ne unreasonably suspicious, and mislead
themselves for very fear of being misled hy others. Seeing
so many impostors abroad, they would be apt to regard all

men as impostors, and reject the true Messiah among so

many false ones. At length, when they saw him put to an
ignominious death, that very thill'' was sutlicniil lo cancel all

his miracles, and t nvinoe them that he could not be their

Messiah, Little considering that he was the Lams) of ami,
flint tons thus to tohr infill/ tin .tins of the wnrlil.

Beside the preceding prejudices, which wer nninon to

the Jew ish nati lUectively, the chief priests, scribes, and

Pharisees, had particular motives for rejecting the Gospel.
They hated Christ, because lie had reproved and openly

I
\-

I

I their pride, their hypocrisy, their uncharitahlenesg,
I their covetousness their zeal for traditions; and their ha-
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tred against him disposed them to think ill of him, and to

do him all ill offices. We need not wonder when we find

them upon all occasions opposing and calumniating him, if

we consider that they were a wicked set of men, and that

he had publicly and frequently reproved them. They were
highly incensed against him, and in the judgment which
they made of him, they were directed by their passions, not

by their reason. Nor did anger and resentment only furnish

them with prejudices against Christ, but self-interest also

and worldly policy. The people who had seen the miracles

of Christ, particularly that miracle by which he had fed a
great multitude, had at one time, as St. John relates, a de-

sign to make him their king, concluding, reasonably enough,
that under such a leader they should be victorious. There-
fore Christ, if he had been a deceiver, and had entertained

ambitious designs, mighteasily have made himself a prince,

and might have incited the people to shake off the Roman
yUee, which was grievous to them.

The chief priests and principal persons among the Jews
thought, that if Christ should make such an attempt they

should be ruined, whatsoever the consequences of it were.
If the, Jews under his conduct should endeavour to recover

their liberties, and fail in it, they knew that the nation would
be severely punished by the Romans. Nor was their pros-

pect less bad, if Christ should deliver the people from their

subjection to a foreign power, and rule over them himself;

for though they hated the Romans, yet doubtless they thought

that Christ would be a worse ruler for them than any Roman
governor. They knew that he had a bad opinion of them,

and that he had exposed their vices ; and therefore they con-

cluded that the establishment of his authority would be the

ruin of theirs. Thus they were incited not only by resent-

ment, but, as they fancied, by interest, to deny that Christ

was the Messiah, to oppose him, and to destroy him ; for

since they were persuaded that the Messiah should be a tem-

poral king, they could not acknowledge Christ to be the

Messiah, unless at the same time they owned him to be their

king.

They succeeded in their endeavours, they stirred up the

people, they intimidated the governor, they prevailed to have
Christ crucified, and by his death they thought themselves
at last secure from all these evils. But he arose again, and
his disciples appeared openly in Jerusalem, working miracles,

and teaching that Jesus was the Messiah. One would at

first think tlrat no man could withstand such evidence ; but
we shall not so much wonder at their obstinacy, if we ob-

serve that their fears, and, as they thought, their interests,

led them again to oppose the truth. They considered that

they were the persons who had represented Christ as a man
who had lost his senses, a demoniac, an impostor, a ma-
gician, a violator of the law, a seditious teacher, a rebel,

an enemy to Ca:sar, and a false Messiah ; who had instigated

the people, and who had persuaded Pilate to crucify him

;

they heard that the apostles wrought miracles in the name
of Christ, and they concluded that, if the apostles were per-

mitted to proceed in this manner, they would convert a great

part of the Jews ; and they feared that, if the doctrines

taught by Christ's disciples were received, they who had
been his implacable enemies should be accounted not only
ignorant and blind guides, but dishonest men; that they

should not only lose their credit and authority, but be ex-

posed to the resentment of the incensed multitude ; and
therefore they thought that the best way to secure them-
selves was to deter and hinder the apostles from appearing
any more in public, and from preaching the Gospel. And
when the disciples continued to perform the functions of

their ministry, the high-priest asked them, saying, Did we
not straightly command you that you should not teach in this

name ? And behold, ye have Jilted Jerusalem with your doc-

trine, and intend to bring this man's blood upon us. (Acts V. 28.)
Miracles were wrought to convince them ; but when a man

is violently bent to believe or disbelieve, he is more than
half persuaded that things are as he desires. They hastily

concluded that those miracles were either delusions and im-
postures, or wonderful works performed by the aid of evil

spirits.

From these ill dispositions proceeded suitable effects ; for

they persecuted the first Christians, they accused them to

the Roman magistrates of sedition, they beat them in their

synagogues, they imprisoned them, they banished them, they
put many of them to death, and strove to the utmost of their

power to destroy this rising sect. Some 1 ancient writers

i Justin Martyr and Eusebius. See Justin, p. 171. and Thirlby's Notes,
and Fabrictus d'e Ver. Itel. Christ, p. 665

assure us, that the Jews took the pains to send persons from
Jerusalem into all countries, to accuse the Christians of
atheism and other crimes, and to make them as odious as
they possibly could.2

Such were the principal causes of the infidelity of the
Jews, and of their rejection of Christ as the Messiah, at
first .-nor is it difficult to conceive what may be the reasons
of their persisting in the same infidelity now. In the first

place, on the part of the Jews, most (if not all) of the same
reasons which gave birth to their infidelity continue to nourish
it, particularly their obstinacy, their vain hopes and expecta-
tions of worldly greatness, and the false christs and false
prophets, who at different times have arisen up among them.
To which may be added their want of charitableness towards
the Christians, and continuing to live insulated from all the
rest of mankind. All these circumstances, together, present
great difficulties to their conversion. Secondly, on the part
of the world, the grand obstacles to the conversion of the
Jews are, the prevalence of Mohammedism and other false
religions, the schisms of Christians, the unholy lives of
nam not Christians, and particularly the cruelties which, on
various pretexts and at different times, have been most un-
justly inflicted on this unhappy people.
From the account which we have given of the obstinacy

of the Jews, and of the causes whence it arose, it appears
that their unbelief is no objection to the truth of the Gospel.
The modern Jews, therefore, reason weakly when they say,
that their ancestors would not and could not have rejected
Christ, if the miracles related in the Gospel had been really
wrought. Against this argument we may also observe, that
it can do no service to a Jew, because it would prove too
much. It would prove that Moses wrouo-ht no miracles,
since the whole people of Israel often rebelled against him

:

it would prove that many of the prophets recorded in the
Old Testament were false prophets, because they were per-
secuted by the Jews. The Jews are not able to give any
reason why they acknowledge the law of Moses to be a
divine revelation, which will not directly and more strongly
establish the truth and authority of the Gospel.
So far indeed is the infidelity of the Jews from being an

objection to the argument from prophecy concerning the
spread of Christianity, that, on the contrary, it corroborates
that evidence for the truth of the Gospel. For, by their
infidelity, we gain a great number of unsuspected witnesses
to the truth of the Old Testament ; and, by their dispersion,
these witnesses abound in the richest and most commercial
parts of the world. Had the body of the Jews been con-
verted to Christianity, they might have been supposed to
conspire witli the Christians in forging and corrupting the
prophecies relating to the Messiah ; but now their infidelity

cuts off all cavils and suspicions of that kind, and makes
their testimony, like that of sworn enemies, the more favoura-
ble, the more unquestionable.

Again, by the infidelity of the Jews, and their dispersion
in consequence of it, many predictions of Moses and the
prophets, of Christ and his apostles, are remarkably ful-

filled ; so that instead of doing disservice to the Christian
cause, it does it real honour, and tends wonderfully to pro-
mote and advance it in the world. And after all the changes
and revolutions, after all the persecutions and massacres
which they have seen and undergone for more than seven-
teen hundred years, they still subsist a distinct people in
order to the completion of other prophecies, that (Rom. xi.

25, 26.) " when the fulness of the Gentiles is come in, all

Israel may be saved." There is nothing parallel to this

to be found in history from the creation of the world
down to this time, and it is no less than a standing mira-
cle in all ages and countries for the truth of the Christian
religion.

Besides, it is a gTeat advantage to the Christian religion

to have been first preached and propagated in a nation of
unbelievers, as it frees the account of the facts from all sus-

picion of fraud and imposture. Designing men may easily
tie supposed to carry on a trick among their creatures and
dependants, among those of the same side and party, of the

same profession and interest ; but how was it possible for a
small number of poor illiterate fishermen and tent-makers to

succeed in an attempt of this nature among thousands of
secret spies and cpen enemies 1 Nothing but truth, nothing
but divine truth, and upheld by a divine power, cculd have

» Jortin's Discourses concerning the Truth of the Christian Religion,

disc i Bp. Newton's Works, vol. v. dissertation xxix. See also Bp.
Convbeare's Sermons, vol. i. serm. 2. and Bp. Kidder's Demonstration of
the Messtas. (Boyle Lectures, vol. i. pp. 105 112.)
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stood the trial ami borne down so much malice and opposi-

tion before it.'
,. , .... „

(>
) Tkt resection of the Qotptlby the unbehev «a'(. entiles,

who were coniemporariet with Chrui and hit apoatkt,U iw ob-

jr.-t „„ to the truth of Christianity,
.

Many of the arguments which have been stated in the

preceding pages, with reference to the infidelity of the Jews,

may be applied with respecl to the Gentile nations, who had

many prejudices in imon with the Jews, and sunn- that

were peculiar to themselves.
.

The causes of unbelief, which were common to them with

the Jews. w.re. a goat corruption of manners ; the preju-

dice of education, which led the Gentiles to despise the doc-

trines and religious rites of Christianity previously to ex-

amination ;- the purity of the precepts ot" the Gospel, which

were entirely opposite i" their vn inns inclinations and prac-

tices* the temporal inconveniences which attended the pro-

fession of Christianity, and the temporal advantages which

might be secured or Obtained by rejecting or opposing it;

the mean appearance which Christ had made in the world,

and his ignominious death, which they knew not how to

reconcile with the divine power ascribed to him hy his dis-

ciples; and the contempt entertained by the philosophers for

the rank, acquirements, Sufferings, and martyrdoms of the

first Christians. All these things produced in the greater

part of the Jews an aversion for the Gospel, and thej had

the same effect on the unconverted Gentiles.

But hesides these causes of unbelief, the Gentiles had

many others peculiar to themselves. They entertained a high

notion of the efficacy of magic, of the strength of charms and

incantations, and of the almost uncontrollable power of their

demons and demi-gods; and this notion led the greater part

of them to reject the Christian miracles. They were, mure-

over, extremely careless and indifferent about all religions in

general ; consequently they had only very imperfect notions

of the Divine Being, and of the spiritual adoration which

was due to bun alone; and they were offended at the unso-

ciableness of Christianity, and its utter incompatibility with

the established worship of their several countries.

further, the great and powerful men among the Gentiles,

for want of attending to the intrinsic merits ..I'tlu new doc-

trine, and nf understanding it thoroughly, were not able to

reconcile it with their particular views and interests
; much

less was it tn lie expected tliat the priests, artificers, and ar-

tizans. wbn lived by the profits of idolatry, would readily

open their eyes and ears to receive a faith so utterly subver-

sive of their' present gain. Nor would the bad opinion, which

other nations in general bad conceived of the .lews, permit

them easily to pass a favourable judgment upon the Chris-

tians, between whom and the Jews they did not. for a consi-

derable lime, make a sufficient distinction; accounting Chris-

i Bp. Newton's Works, voL v. n US "The cue of the Jews may be

menu in correcting a rain opli which every one almost is si.iin-iiiii.-s

. entertain, thai bad tie livedln the tli i our Saviour and conversed

witti linn personally, bad he been an ear-witness to bis words an eye-wit-

to his works, be Bhould have I n » belter I ihrislian, in- should have

n- i.-ii- -l ail in • scruples, and bave believi i and obeyed without doubt and
\: i, who are Infidels now, would in all probability

have been Infidels then. Phi Jew aw the miracles of our blessed 1 i

sod 3 not ' Blessed are Ihey that have not seen and yethave

believed.'" CJohnxs 29.) Ibid p in The unbelief of the Jews is dii

cussed ii in ' ir, In the ihrei last di c 'ses ol

Mi- Prank's excellent " Hut* in Leclurt i i 1821, on thi '

Christianity, ' theywen tated ind enforced In On- discoum sot our

Lord i connected view of I I Ivi id
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re in- I
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tianity to be only a particular sort of Judaism, and calling the

Christians nlhi rfa, because they taught that the gods of the

nations were i ither nothing at all, or dead men, or demons,
and because they worshipped a spiritual Deity in a spiritual

manner, and had neither temples nor altars. Afterwards,

when the tiospel began to spread, and false teachers and
vicious professors infested the church (as Christ had foretold),

the Gentiles would not distinguish between the factious here-

tics (who wished to make themselves heads of parties) and
the true disciples of Christ: and, as the ancient Christians

frequently complained, they laid the crime-; of these false

and immoral brethren to the charge of Christianity: nor
could the singular innocence and piety of the Christians se-

cure them from malicious and false accusations.

Lastly, the antiquity of paganism, and the many distin-

guished blessings which (itwas imagined) the pn pitions in-

Buence of their heroes and gods bad from tie;- in line con-
ferred upon their several countries, together with the simple
i

- in I artless manner in which the apostles and lirst Christians,

and their followers, pn pagatcd a religion that had nothing in

its external appearance to recommend It,—concurred, in addi-

tion to the causes already stated, to lessen the force of the
miracles wrought by Jesus Christ and his apostles; ami pre-

vent, d no small number of the rich, the great, and the learned,

from giving in their names among the earliest converts to

the faith and obedience which is in Jesus Christ. "Such
w en- the prejudices of the .leu s and (i . which made so

many of them unwilling and unlit to receive the Christian

religion, lint there is reason to think thai the number "f

unbelievers, among those to whom the Gospel was first

preached, was not altogether so great as is commonly ima-
gined. Besides those who professed Christianity, anil those
who rejected and opposed it. there were in all probability

multitudes between Loth, neither perfect Christians, nor yet

unbelievers; they had a favourable opinion of the Gospel,
but worldly considerations made them unwilling to own it.

There were many circumstances which inclined them to

think that Christianity was a divine revelation, but there

wen- many inconveniences which attendi -I the .pen profes-

sion of il ; anil they Could not find in themselves eon
e tgh iii bear them; to disoblige thi tr tin mis and families,

to ruin their fortunes, to lose their reputation, their liberty,

and tin ir life, for tlie sake of tliis new religion. Till -reli re

they were willing to hope, that if they endeavoured to ob-
serve the go at precepts of morality, which Christ had repre-

sented as the principal part, the sum and substance of reli-

gion, if they il eht honourahh of the Gospel, if they never
spake against it, Gt lie) ., tiered no injury to the Christians,

if they did them all the services that they could safely per-

form, they wen- willing to hope that cd wi old accept this,

and that he would excuse and forgive the rest.

The account which we have of those times is very short,

but enough is said in the New T. stu nent to Bhow th.it this

supposition is not groundless, and that many thought and

acted in this manner; forwe are there told that several Believed

in Christ, but durst not mm it. some because they lovi d the

praise of men, others because they feared the .lews, because

they WOuld not he put 'Hit of the synagogue. Othl rs hie.

they would not part with their possessions. Joseph of Ari-

mathea is said to have been secretly his disciple; Niooi

inns seems tli have had the same disposition ; and aftl re

Gamaliel, and other Pharisees who opposed the persecution
ami the punis! at "t the apostles, were pn a lit-

tle inclined to Christianity. Thus it was then, and thus it

hath been ever since. Truth has bad concealed and tii

mas friends, w ho, lei i ping thi ir sentiments in th. mselves, i r

disclosing them onlj i" a few mplied with established
errors and superstitions, which thej disliked Ised.

Thej who are at all acquainted with hiBtory know thi

great number of such exampli - might be produced.
The opposition which the Gospel experienced from the

.bus and Gentiles arose principally from their vices. To
thi cause the Scriptures ascribe their unbelief, and oh
iu 1

1 truth is hidden from those who Idve darkness rather thi n

light, U hose deeds are evil, u bo hate to be 1. Imlio •!. U lose
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and who have pleasure in unrighteousness. Of such persons

it is said, that none of them shall understand." 1

(3.) A third objection to the prophecies that announce the

universality of the Christian religion, is founded on the fact,

that a considerable part of mankind, both in Europe and Asia,

now embrace Mohumniedism, and receive the Koran of Moham-
med as an inspired book .- which they would >wt do if Chris-

tianity were really from God.
Jlnswer. We conceive that the prophecies are fulfilled

when all parts of the world shall have had the offer of Chris-

tianity ; but by no means that it shall be upheld among them
by a miracle. This is contrary to the whole analogy of na-

ture. God gives increase to the tree, but does not prevent

its decay. He gives increase to a man, but does not prevent

his growing infirm. Thus religion, when planted in a coun-

try, is left to the natural course of things ; and if that country

grows supine, and does not cherish the blessing, it must take

on itselt the consequence. We conceive, therefore, that,

with regard to all those countries which receive the Koran,
where the Gospel once flourished, the prophecy has already

been fulfilled. Indeed, their present state is an accomplish-
ment of prophecy, inasmuch as it was foretold that such a

falling away should take place. Not to enter into too minute
details, it may be remarked, that the seven churches of Asia
lie, to this very day, in the same forlorn and desolate condition

which the angel had signified to the apostle John (Rev. ii.

iii.) ; their candlestick is removed out of its place, their churches
are turned into mosques, and their worship into the grossest

superstition. The prevalence of infidel principles on the

Continent is notorious; and equally notorious are the at-

tempts making to disseminate them in this highly favoured

country. Yet all these countries have had the Gospel, and if

they should hereafter expel it, as the French did a few years
since, it will be their own fault. The prophecy has been ful-

filled.

The opposers of revelation have not failed to contrast the

rapid progress of Mohammedism with the propagation of
Christianity; and have urged it as an argument, to show
that there was nothing miraculous in the extension of

the religion of Jesus. But, in making this assertion, they
have either not known, or have designedly suppressed, the

connections and means of assistance which favoured Mo-
hammed, and which leave nothing wonderful in the success
of his doctrine. That success, however, is satisfactorily ac-

counted for by the religious, political, and civil state of the

East at the time the pseudo-prophet of Arabia announced his

pretensions, and by the nature of his doctrine, as well as by
the means to which he had recourse for its propagation.

Mohammed came into the world exactly at the time suited

to his purposes, when its political and civil state was most
favourable to a new conqueror.

In Arabia Felix, religion was at that time in a most de-

plorable state. Its inhabitants were divided into four reli-

gious parties, some of whom were attached to the idolatrous

worship of the Sabians, who adored the stars as divinities ;

while others followed the idolatry of the Magi, who wor-
shipped fire. The Jewish religion had a great many fol-

lowers, who treated the others with much cruelty ; and the
Christians who were at that time resident there, formed prin-

cipally an assemblage of different sects, who had taken re-

fuge among this free people because they were not tolerated

in the Roman empire. Among the Christian sects in the
eastern part of the empire, bitter dissensions and cruel ani-

mosities prevailed, which filled great part of the east with
carnage, assassinations, and such detestable enormities, as

rendered the very name of Christianity odious to many. The
pure doctrines and holy precepts of the Gospel had been de-
graded into superstitious idolatry ; and the decay of morality,
in every class, had kept equal pace with that of piety. Un-
der such a distracted state of religion, it would have been
highly wonderful if in a short time, Mohammed had not pro-

cured a numerous train of followers. The Christian religion,

on the contrary, received its origin in a country where the
only true God was worshipped, and the Mosaic ceremonial
law (which it abrogated) was universally revered.

If the corruptions and distresses of Christianity were thus
signally favourable to the aspiring views of Mohammed, the
political state of the world at that time contributed not less

» Jorlin's Discourses on the Christian Religion, disc. i. pp. 91—94. In the
preceding part of that discourse, the learned author has discussed, at
length, Ihe causes of the rejection of Christianity by the Gentiles, which we
have necessarily treated wilh brevity. That "No valid Argument can be
drawn from the Incredulity of the Heathen Philosophers against the Truth
of the Christian Religion," has been proved by Mr. J. A. Jeremie, in his
Norrisian Prize Essay, Cambridge, 1826. 8vo.

Vol. I. S

remarkably to the success of the impostor. While the once
formidable empires of Rome, on the one hand, overwhelmed
by the fierce incursions of the northern barbarians, and of
Persia, on the other, distracted by its own intestine divisions,
were evidently in the last state ot decay, Arabia was in every
respect prosperous and flourishing. Naturally populous in
itself, it had received a very considerable accession of inha-
bitants from the Grecian empire ; whence religious intole-

rance had driven great numbers of Jews and Christians to

seek an asylum in a country, where they might enjoy their

opinions without interruption, and profess them without dan-
ger. The Arabians were a free but illiterate people, not de-
voted like other nations to the extravagances of sensual plea-

sures, but temperate and hardy, and therefore properly
qualified for new conquests. This brave people were at that
time divided into separate tribes, each independent of the
other, and consequently connected by no political union :—

a

circumstance that greatly facilitated the conquests of Mo-
hammed. The pseudo-prophet himself was descended from
a family of much power and consequence; and, by a fortu-

nate marriage with an opulent widow, was raised, from in-

digent circumstances, to be one of the richest men in Mecca.
He was, moreover, endowed with fine and politic talents

;

and from the various journeys which he made in prosecuting
his mercantile concerns, had acquired a perfect acquaintance
with the constitution of the country. These, added to his
high descent and family connections, could not fail of attract-

ing attention and followers to the character of a religious
teacher, in an age of ignorance and barbarism. No sucn ad-
vantages of rank, wealth, or powerful connections were pos-
sessed by Jesus Christ. Of humble descent, bred up in

poverty, he continued in that state all his life, having fre-

quently no place where he could lay his head. A man so
circumstanced was not likely, by his own personal influence,

to force a new religion, much less a false one, upon the
world.

In forming a new religion, Mohammed studied to adapt it

to the notions of the four religions that prevailed in Arabia;
making its ritual less burdensome, and its morality more in-

dulgent. From the idolatry of the Sabians and Magi, he
took the religious observance of Friday, and of the four
months in the year, together with various superstitious
fables concerning the resurrection of the dead and the last

judgment. From the Jews, to whom he announced himself
as the Messiah, the conqueror in whom their prophecies
centered, he borrowed many tales, particularly concerning
angels, numerous purifications and fasts, the prohibition of
certain kinds of food, and of usury, and the permission of
polygamy, and of capricious divorce. From the jarring and
corrupted Christian sects (to whom he proclaimed himself
as the Paraclete or Comforter, that was to accomplish the
yet unfulfilled system of revelation) he derived a variety of
doctrinal tenets, both false and true, concerning the divine
decrees, the authority of Jesus, and of the evangelists, the
resurrection of the body, and the universal judgment of man-
kind, together with many moral precepts. By this artful

compilation he united all the four religions of his country,
and thus procured a more easy admittance for his new doc-
trine.

Further, Mohammed established his religion in such a
manner, that it did not excite against itself the passions of
men, but on the contrary flattered them in various ways. It

was easier to perform certain corporeal ceremonies and
purifications, to recite certain prayers, to give alms, to fast,

and to undertake pilgrimages to Mecca, than to restrain lusts,

to suppress all sinful appetites, and to confine those which
are innocent within proper bounds. Such a system of doc-
trine, so accommodating to every bad passion,—accom-
panied by the permission of polygamy and capricious divorce,
and by the promise of a full enjoyment of gross sensual
pleasures in a future life,—could not fail of procuring him a
considerable accession of followers, and in no long time
brought the brave and warlike tribes of Arabia under his
standard. Far different was the holy and pure doctrine of
Christ. He and his apostles strictly forbade all sin, required
of all, without exception, the mortification of their most
beloved lusts, cancelled the ceremonies of the Jews, and all

the foolish superstitions of the heathens. Christ made no
allowance, granted no indulgence ; and yet his religion has
continued to prevail against the. strongest corruptions and
most inveterate prejudices. Mohammed changed bis system
of doctrine, and altered his laws and ceremonies, to suit the
dispositions of the people. He sometimes established one
law, and then suppressed it; pretending a divine revelation
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for both, though they were inconsistent. But Christ was

always the same, and" his laws wore and are invariable. Con-

scious that his pretended revelation would not hear the. test of

examination, it is death by one of the laws of Mohammed to

e intradict the Koran, or to dispute about his religion. The
Gospel, on the contrary, was submitted to free inquiry : the

more strictly it is examined, the brighter do its evidences

appear; and the rude assaults, which at various times have

been made against it, have served only to demonstrate its

divine origin beyond the possibility of refutation.

" The pretensions of Mohammed were not accompanied

by any of those external evidences, which may always be

expected to confirm and to distinguish a divine revelation.

liraculous power, that most infallible test of divine in-

terposition, he openly disclaimed every pretence, and even

boldly denied its necessity to confirm the mission of a pro-

phet. 1 He deemed it sufficient to appeal to a secret and

unattested intercourse with an angel, and above all, to the

inimitable sublimity and excellence of the Koran. To the

former of these pretences no serious attention is due ; for,

instead of affording any evidence in support of the claims of

Mohammed, it notoriously wants proofs to establish its own
authenticity." With regard to the boasted sublimity and

excellence of the Koran,—which the pseudo-prophet alleged,

bore strong and visible characters of an almighty hand, and

was designedby God to compensate the want of any mi-

raculous power,—it has been satisfactorily shown not only

to be far below the Scriptures, both in the propriety of its

images and the force of its descriptions; but its finest pas-

sages are acknowledged imitations of them, and like all

imitations, infinitely inferior to the great original. 2 The
Moslems in proof of their religion appeal to the plenary and

manifest inspiration of the Koran. They resl the divinity

of their book upon its inimitable excellence; but instead of

holding it to be divine because it is excellent, they believe

its excellence because they admit its divinity. There is

nothing in the Koran which affects the feelings, nothing

which elevates the imagination, nothing which enlightens the

understanding, nothing which improves the heart. It con-

tains no beautiful narrative, no proverbs of wisdom or axioms

of morality ; it is a chaos of detached sentences, a mass of

dull tautology. The spirit which it breathes is in unison

with the immoral and absurd tenets which it inculcates,

—

savage and cruel ; forbidding those who embrace the Mos-
lem faith to hold any friendly intercourse with infidels or those

who reject it, and commanding them to make war upon the

latter. Such is the Koran as mn" extant; but it is well

known that it has received alterations, additions, and amend-

ments, by removing some of its absurdities, since ii was
first compiled by Mohammed.' The Christian revelation,

on the contrary, remains to this day as it was written by its

inspired authors; and the more minutely it is investigated,

the more powerfully does it appeal to the hearts and minds
of all who examine it with honesty and impartiality.

Of the prophetic spirit of Mohammed, we have this soli-

tary instance. When he went to visit one of his wives, lie

says, that Cod revealed to him what she desired to say to

him : he approved of one part and rejected the other. \\ hen

he told his wife what was in her will to sneak to him, she

demanded of him who had revealed it to him! " lie thai

knowetb all things," said Mohammed, '"hath revealed it to

in', that ye maybe converted ; your hearts are inclined to do
What is forbidden. If ye act any thing against the prophet,

know that (Joel is his protector." There is not a single cir-

cumstance to render this relation credible.

Such were the circumstances that contributed to promote

t(„. .,,,. .1 Mohammedism; eireumstanoes that in no

degree appertained to the origin of Christianity. Daring

the first ween yean, indeed, when the Arabian impostor

used only persuasion, and confined his exertions to Mecca,

it appears thai he could reckon no more converts than i ighty-

three men and eighteen w Contrast with this the

rapid spread of Christianity during the same r tied/ But

no sooner was he enable. I
i bli I hart) llfficient 1"

support his ambitious designs, than he threw off the D

winch was no longer necessary ; and disclaiming the softer

arU of persuasion and reasoning, immediatel] adopted a

i Banc* ii" credit h dot to Dm mlraoulooe etoriei n
tiy Abulfeda, who wrote '
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quicker and more efficacious mode of conversion. It was
alleged by the deceiver, that, since a disobedient world had
disdained or rejected the ineffectual summons, which divine
mercy had sent in former times by the prophets, who came
with appeals to the senses and reason of mankind ; it had
now pleased the Almighty to send forth his last great pro-
phet, by the strength of his arm and the power of his sword,
to compel men to embrace the truth. A voluptuous paradise
and the highest heavens were the rewards of those who
fought his battles, or expended their fortunes in his cause;
and the courage of his adherents was fortified and sharpened
by the doctrine of fatalism which he inculcated. From all

these combined circumstances, the success of the arms and
religion of Mohammed kept equal pace ; nor can it excite

surprise, when we know the conditions which he prop
to the vanquished. Death or conversion was the only choice
offered to idolaters; while to the Jews and Christians was
left the somewhat milder alternative of subjection and tribute,

if they persisted in their own religion, or of an equal partici-

pation in the rights and liberties, the honours and privileges

of the faithful, if they embraced the religion of their

qucrors.

How different the conduct of Christ ! " He employed no
other means of converting men to his religion, but persuasion,
argument, exhortation, miracles, and prophecies. He made
use of no other force, but the force of truth—no other sword,
but the sword of the spirit, that is, the word of God. He had
no anus, no legions to fight his cause. He was the Prince of
peace, and preached peace to all the world. \\ nluni power,
without support, without any followers, but twelve poor hum-
ble men, without one circumstance of attraction, influence, or

compulsion, he triumphed over the prejudices, the learning,

the religion of his country ; over the ancient rites, idolatrj .

and superstition, over the philosophy, wisdom, and authority
of the whole Roman empire. \\ herever Mohammedism has
penetrated, it has carried despotism, barbarism, and igno-

rance;' wherever Christianity has spread.it bus produced
the. most beneficial effects on nations and individuals, in the

diffusion of knowledge, in morals, religion, governments, in

social and personal happiness."
The cnulinual prevalence of this baleful system of religion

may be satisfactorily accounted tor by theprofound ignorance

of the nature of the human heart, in winch Mohammedism
leaves its votaries,—the want of right moral feeling, which
accompanies inveterate and universal ignorance,—the vices

in which it allows its professors to live, and the climates in

which they live,—the chilling despotism of all Moh.ni.ineil.iu

governments,—and the cunning fraud and extortion which
universally prevail in them. 7

"Let not then the Christian be offended, or the infidel

triumph, at the successful establishment and long conl

of so acknovi ledged an imposture, as affording anj n

ground of objection against our holy faith. Let these events

rather be considered as evidences of its truth,—as accom-
plishments of the gmt-rul prediction of our Lord, that/bin

|

phets and foist < 'hristi should arise, and should dea in many ,-

and especially of that particular and express prophecy in the

revelations of bis beloved disciple (Rev. i\. 1, Sco.), which
has been determined by the ablest commentators to re late' to

the impostor Mohammed, and to his false and impious re-

ligion, which* n;v'.i/;nr like a sum/;, mil of the bottOml/M pit,

suddenly overshadowed the eastern world, ami involved its

wretched inhabitants in darhieia and in errar.
, '«

( I.) Lastly, it is objected that Christianity it known only

in a smallportion uf mankind, and Ihut ifthe Christum revela-
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ignorant of it, no understanding would fail to be convinced

by it.

Answer. The opposers of the Christian revelation cannot
with propriety urge its non-universality as an objection; for

their religion (if the deism or rather atheism, which they
wish to propagate, may be designated by that name,) is so
very far from Deing universal, that, for one who professes
deism, we shall find in the world one thousand who profess

Christianity. Besides, we clearly see that many benefits

which God has bestowed on men are partial as to the en-
joyment. Some are given to particular nations, but denied
to the rest of the world : others are possessed by some in-

dividuals only of a favoured nation. A moderate know-
ledge of history will be sufficient to convince us, that in the

moral government of the world, the bounties of Providence,
as weir as mental endowments, and the means of improve-
ment, are distributed with what appears to us an unequal
hand. When the objections to this inequality of distribution

are considered and refuted, the objection arising from the

partial knowledge of Christianity is answered at the same
time.

The subject, however, may be viewed in another light.

Some blessings flow immediately from God to every person
who enjoys them : others are conveyed by the instrumen-
tality of man ; and depend on the philanthropy of man for

their continuance and extension. The last is the case as to

the knowledge of Christianity. When it was first revealed,

it was committed into the hands of the disciples of Jesus;
and its propagation in the world ever since has depended on
their exertions in publishing it among the nations. That
a melancholy negligence has been too often betrayed, must
be acknowledged and deplored. But at the same time it

will be found, that in numberless instances the most violent

opposition has been made to the zealous endeavours of
Christians ; and that it is owinoj to the sanguinary persecu-
tions by the rulers of the world, that the Gospel does not
now enlighten the whole habitable globe. If a conqueror,
followed by his powerful army, desolate a country, and burn
the cities and villages, and destroy the cattle ana the fields

of corn, and the people perish for cold and hunger, is their

misery to be ascribed to a want of goodness in God, or to the

supcrabounding wickedness of man 1 The answer will
equally apply to the subject before us. 1

But the objection will appear less cogent, when it is con-
sidered that Christianity is not the religion of a day, nor of an
age ; but a scheme ofmercy, that gradually attains its triumphs,
and which, overcoming all opposition, will ultimately be pro-
{>agated throughout the earth. The most enlightened and
lest civilized nations of Europe, Asia, and Africa, have been

blest with the Gospel ; and with regard to the others, to

whom it has not yet been carried, this favour has been with-
held from them, because it is ordained that the spreading of
the Gospel should keep pace with the improvements of rea-

son. The wisdom of this appointment is evident. Revela-
tion is most properly bestowed after the weakness of human
reason, in its best state, has been demonstrated by experi-
ence. Besides, it would not have answered the design in-

tended to be produced by the Gospel, if it had been univer-
sally spread at the beginning. The conceptions which the
converted heathens formed ot the true religion were necessa-
rily very imperfect: hence sprang the great corruptions of
Christianity which so early prevailed. Had the Christian
religion been universally propagated in the first ages, it would
have been diffused in an imperfect form. Nor is this all.

The partial propagation of the Gospel, with the other objec-

tions that have been brought against Christianity, having
rendered its divine original a matter of dispute, the tendency
of these disputes has been to separate the wheat from the
chaff (which at the beginning necessarily mixed itself with
the Gospel), and to make Christians draw their religion from
the Scriptures alone. It is thus that Christianity, in the course
of ages, will acquire its genuine form. Then, also, it will
be surrounded with the greatest lustre of evidence ; and al-

though, for the reason just stated, the Gospel has hitherto
been confined to comparatively a few countries, yet we are
assured that in due time it will be offered to them all, and
will be diffused over the whole earth, with all its attendant
blessings. The predictions of the prophets, of Christ, and
his apostles, relative to the extension of the Gospel, expressly
announce that it is to be thus progressively diffused, and
that it will finally triumph, when the earth shall be full
of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea.

» Boguc's Essay on the Divine Authority of the New Testament, p. 235.

(Isa. xi. 9.) Through the divine blessing on the labours of
hundreds of faithful missionaries, who have been and are now
employed in carrying the Gospel into all lands, we see great
advances actually made in spreading Christianity; and we
doubt not but the Gospel will be planted, agreeably to the di-
vine predictions, in all the vast continents of Africa, Asia,
America, and in the islands of Austral Asia.
The sincerity and piety of fallible men, it is true, can never

do justice to the means which God has graciously vouchsafed

;

and it will always be a real grief to good men, that, among
many, there exists little more than the name of Christian. But
the advocates of Christianity do not pretend that its evidence
is so irresistible, that no understanding can fail of being con-
vinced by it ; nor do they deny it to liave been within the
compass of divine power, to have communicated to the world
a higher degTee of assurance, and to have given to his com-
munication a stronger and more extensive influence. But the
not having more evidence, is not a sufficient reason for reject-

ing that which we already have. If such evidence were irre-

sistible, it would restrain the voluntary powers too much, to

answer the purpose of trial and probation : it would call for

no exercise of candour, seriousness, humility, inquiry ; no sub-
mission of passions, interests, and prejudices, to moral evi-
dence, and to probable truth ; no habits of reflection ; none of
that previous desire to learn and to obey the will of God, which
forms the test of the virtuous principle, and which induces
men to attend with care and reverence to every credible inti-

mation of that will, and to resign present advantages and pre-
sent pleasures to every reasonable expectation of propitiating
his favour. " Men's moral probation may be, whether they
will take due care to inform themselves by impartial consi-
deration ; and, afterwards, whether they will act as the case
requires upon the evidence which they have. And this, we
find by experience, is often our probation, in our temporal
capacity."2

Further, if the evidence of the Gospel were irresisti-

ble, it would leave no place for the admission of internal

evidence
;
3 which ought to bear a considerable part in the

proof of every revelation, because it is a species of evidence
which applies itself to the knowledge, love, and practice of
virtue, and which operates in proportion to the degree of those
qualities which it finds in the person whom it addresses.

Men of good dispositions, among Christians, are greatly affect-

ed by the impression which the Scriptures themselves make
on their minds ; and their conviction is much strengthened by
these impressions. It is likewise true that they who sin-

cerely act, or sincerely endeavour to act, according to what
they believe, that is, according to the just result of the proba-

bilities (or, if the reader please, the possibilities) in natural

and revealed religion, which they themselves perceive, and
according to a rational estimate of consequences, and above
all, according to the just effect of those principles of gratitude

and devotion, which even the view of nature generates in a

well-ordered mind, seldom fail of proceeding further. This
also may have been exactly what was designed. 4 On the

contrary, where any persons never set themselves heartily and
in earnest to be informed in religion,—or who secretly wish it

may not prove true, and who are less attentive to evidence than

to difficulties, and more attentive to objections than to what
has long since been most satisfactorily said in answer to them

;

—such persons can scarcely be thought in a likely way of

seeing the evidence of religion, though it were most certainly

true, and capable of being ever so fully proved. " If any
accustom themselves to consider this subject usually in the

way of mirth and sport: if they attend to forms and repre-

sentations, and inadequate manners of expression, instead of

the real things intended by them (for signs often can be no

more than inadequately expressive of the things signified) :

or if they substitute human errors, in the room of divine truth

;

why may not all, or any of these things, hinder some men
from seeing that evidence which really is seen by others ; as

a like turn of mind, with respect to matters of common spe-

culation and practice, does, we find, by experience, hinder

them from attaining that knowledge and right understanding,

in matters of common speculation and practice, which more
fair and attentive minds attain to 1 And the effect will be
the same, whether their neglect of seriously considering the

evidence of religion, and their indirect behaviour with regard

to it, proceed from mere carelessness, or from the grosser

» Butler's Analogy, partii. chap. vi. p. 227. The whole of that chapter,

which treats on the objection now under consideration, will abundantly

repay the trouble of a diligent perusal.
s Tliis sort of evidence is fully stated in the following chapter.

• Paley's Evidences, vol. ii. pp 340—352.
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vices; or whether it be owing to this, tint forms and figura-

tive manners of sxpn ssion, B8 well as errors, administer <

-

casioneof ridicule when the things intended, and the trntti

itself would not. Men may indulge a ludicrous turn so tar,

as to lose all sense of c I
prudenci in worldly affairs,

anderen, as it seems, to impair their faculty of reason. And,

in general, levity, careli i tess, passion, and prejudice, do

hinder as from b< ing rightly informed, with respect to c m-

mon things; and they may, in like manner, and perhaps in

some farther providential manner, with respect to moral and

religions subji els, hinder evidence from being laid before us.

and from bei irhenitis. The Scriptore1 does declare,

that every on&shall not understand. And it makes no differ-

ence, by what providential conduct this comes to pass:

whet'hor the ( -.id ol Christianity was, originally and with

design, put and left so, as that those who are desirous of

evading moral obligations should not see it; and that ho

minded persons should ; or, whether it come to pass h\ ai

other means."- Nbuf, that Christianity has been established

in the world, and is still spreading in all directions, God do. s

not work miracles to wnl.r men religious ; he only sets the

truth before tl , as rational and accountable beings. It

wa£ ;„,.! [g the on rciful design of Cod, not to condemn the

World, but to save it,—even to save all, without exception,

who will listen to the overtures of his liosnel. lie that hi -

lieves and obeys the Goepi 1 shall not finally be condemni d,

hut will obtain a compli te pardon : « bile, on the other

he who wilfully rejects this last great offer of salvation to

mankind, must expect the consequence. And the ground of

iiis eondt amotion is, that such a person chooses to remain igno-

rant, rather than to submit himself to the teachings of this

heavenly revt ration, l.inhi (Jesus Christ, the Nun of Right-

eousness, the fi untain of light and life) is oomt into tht world

(diffusing his benign influences every where, and favouring

men with a cli at and full revelation of the divine will) :
mid

yet men haw loved darkness rather than light; have preferred

sin to holiness:

—

ami why!— Because their deeds were evil.

The had maa avoids the truth which condemns him ; while

the good man Bet ks it, as tin- ground-Work and proof of his

actions.

It w< re no difficult task to adduce other examples of the

fulfilment of prophecy, if the limits necessarily assigned to

this section would permit: we shall therefore add hut two

more instances in illustration of the evidence from prophecy.

The first is, the long apostasy and general corruption of

the professors of Christianity, so plainly foretold, and under

such express and particular characters, m the apostolic writ-

ings ; w hich, all the world may see, has been abundantly ful-

filled hi the church of Rome. Who that had lived in those

days, n ben ( l.iistianity was straggling under all the incum-

bent wi ighl of Jewish bigotry ami pagan intolerance and

persecution, could from the state of things have possibly con-

jectured, that a rising sect, every where spoken against, would

ever have given birth to a tyrant, who would opposeandexaU

himself above all laws, human anil divine, sitting OS Ood in

the tempt of God, and claiming and swaying a sceptre of

universal spiritual empire '. \\ DO, that beheld the low estate

of the ( 'brill in church in the fir- 1 age of its existence, could

ever have divini d that a remarkable character would one day

arise out of it, who should establish a vast monarchy, whose
coming should he with till pouter, and signs, and lying won-

ders (pn tended miracles), and "•Hit all aeeeivablenest of un-

righteousm , commanding the worship of demons, an

or departed saints; forbidding to

nlr lam from meats ." In short, we see the characters ol

beast, '"I ofBabylon, nosv ex-

emplified in every particular, and in a city that is seated upon

seven so that, if the pontiff of Rome bad sat foi

his picture, > more accurate likeness could not have been

drawn. 4 Tin existence of these monstrous corruptions of

. 11.,,. >,i in s, i ., 1 . , I

11, 12. John 111 19 \ It l e 14. and 2

1
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the purity and simplicity of the Gospel, which no human
ration could have foreseen, is a great confirmation ana

standing monument of the truth of the Gospel, and demon-
strates the divine inspiration ot tin Be pi rsnus who w rod- these
bmks. and circumstantially predicted future events ami future

corruptions of religion, infinitely l» yond the reach of all con-

ception and discernment merely human,
I'h. i iber instance alladed to. is the present spread of infi-

delity, in various parts of the professedly Christian world,

the efforts of which to subvert the Christian faith (we know)
will ultimately he in vain, "for the gates of hell shall not

prevail" against the church of Christ. Among the various

sie-iis of the last days, that is, dllring the continuance of the

Messiah's kingdom, or the prevalence of Christianity in the

world, it is foretold that "there shall eomescoffi ckers,

wai/dng after their man lints, who eeparatt themsehes by apos-

tasy, sensual, not having tin spirit, lovers of their

OUS, boasters, proud, hhls/i/ii mirs, l/nnliilliiiit In pill-tilts,

unthankful, unholy, without natural affection, truce-breakers,

false accusers, incontinent-fierce, desptsersofthosi that an good,

traitors, heady, high-minded, lovers ofpleasure more limn lovtrs

of llti',- having ti ftiriii n/ ifitdlincxii, hut dmi/intr the power
thereof." (_' IVt.'iii. :s. Jude 18, 19. 3 Tim. iii. 3—6.)

predictions point out the true source of all infidelity,

and of nun's motives for scoffing at religion.

The crospel of Jesus Christ is pure and holy ; it requires

holiness of heart and of life, ami enjoins submission to civil

government as an ordinance of Cod. The safety of all states

depends upon religion ; it ministers to social order, confers

stability upon government and laws, and jives security to

properly. •• Religion, anfeignedly loved, perfecteth men's
abilities unto all kinds of virtuous services in the common-
wealth ;" while infidelity, immorality, and sedition usuallygo
hand in hand. In the present state of tin world, infidelity is

closely allied with the revolutionary question ; and, generally

speaking, those who are eager to revolutionize all existing

governments, under the ostensible pretence of promoting the

liberty and prosperity of mankind, are alike infidels in pre-

i i>i and in practice. The one is a necessary consequence
of the other, for scepticism subverts the whole foundation of

morals ; it not only tends to corrupt the moral taste, hut also

promotes the growth of vanity, ferocity, and licentiousness.1

Hence, presumptuous and impatient of subordination, these

"scoffers" and • mockers" wish to follow the impulse ot

their own lusts and depraved
|
n -ions, and consequently hate

the salutary moral restraints imposed bj the Gospi 1. "The
religion of Christ is a code of laws as W( II as a system of
.Ii i Him s ; a rile of practice as well as of faith. It has cer-

tain conditions inseparably connected w ith the belief of it, to

w Inch mere is bnt t ften a great unwillingness to submit.

Belief, I" be reasonable and consistent, must include obedi-

ence; and bene,' arises the main objection to it. Cherishing

unchristian dispositions and passions in their bosoms, and
very frequently also devoted to unchristian practices which
they w ill not consent to abandon,—men pn tend to decide

upon the evidences of a religion from which they have little

to hope and much to fear, if it be true." Therefore, they

labour to prove that the Gospel is nol true, in order that they

may rid themselves of its injunctions; and. to save them-

selves the trouble of a fair and candid examination, they copy
, v a iouI acknowledgment, the oft-refuted objeo-

ii.ii b of • no' i opposi is nf n relation. Ami. a- ridiculing

ion is the i lik 1 1\ waj t" depreciate truth in thi sigh)

of iin unreflecting multitude, scoffers, having no solid argu-

ment to produoi .".in. i revelation, endeavour to burlesque
some parts of it. and I'd si Iv charge others with being oontra-

dictory; thej men affect -to laugh ai it. ami get superficial

think! rs t i Ian. ib H nh them. \l ll m'tli tin \ succeed in per-

Buading tnemseiyes that it it I f, and then throw the

on the in ek "I tht ii i vu propensities. The his-

tory of revolutionary France,—the avowed contempt of reli-

, morbid insensibility to morals, desecrated !•

ami abandonmi nl toamusements the most frivolous and dissi-

pating, which still prevail in that country, as well as on other

Kelt od Propbacj, vol II pp.1 61 a, compendious view of I

- a in Hat knight's Truth "i the '• pelHJ orr, pp

» Tie' topics above alluded lo »r.- illuatrated with ui mnsnl
and eloquence by the Rev. Robert Hall, In bla discourse on Modern Inn.icle

i The i Kpei |ence nf

more II

l.v.n a ,,., I the truth of every ens of lha ureal bar's obaaiia

i Boon attar the return ofLonlaXvUI lolhetbronsi i-sthe

French p< II i a repeal Ins decree fur enforcing a uioro decent
observance of (tie Bal
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parts of the Continent,—the rapid strides with which infi-

delity is advancing in various parts of the world, and the ef-

forts which at this time are making to disseminate the same
deadly principles among every class of society in our own
country, are all so many confirmations of (he truth of the .New

Testament prophecies. But the spirit which predicted these

events is the very same which was poured out upon the

apostles, and enlightened their minds with the knowledge
or the Gospel; therefore the apostles, who wrote the New
Testament, had the Spirit of God, and were enlightened

by it.

The preceding instances of prophecy and its accomplish-

ment are. only a few, in comparison of those which might
have been adduced : but they are abundantly sufficient to

satisfy every candid and sincere investigator of the evidences
of divine revelation, that the writings which contain them
could only be composed under divine inspiration; because
they relate to events so various, so distant, and BO contingent,

thai no human foresight could by any possibility predict

them. The argument from prophecy is, indeed, net to he

formed from the consideration of single prophecies, but from
all the prophecies taken together, and considered as making
one system ; in which, from the mutual connection and de-

pendence of its parts, preceding prophecies prepare and illus-

trate those which follow, and ihese again rellect light on the

foregoing: just as in any philosophical system, that which
shows tin; solidity of it is the harmony and consistency of

the whole, not the application of it in particular instances.

Hence, though the evidence be but small, from the comple-

tion of any one prophecy taken separately, yet that evidence
being always something, the amount of the whole evidence
resulting from a great number of prophecies, all relative to

the same design, is very considerable ; like many scattered

rays, which, though each be weak in itself, yet, concentred

into one point, shall form a strong light, and strike the senses

very powerfully. This evidence is not simply a growing
evidence, hut is, indeed, multiplied upon us from the number
of reflected lights, which the several component parts of such
a system reciprocally throw upon each; till at length the

conviction rises into a high degree of moral certainty. 1

V. Objections have been made to the darkness and un-

certainty of prophecy ; but they arise from not duly consider-

ing its manner and design. The languiiifi- has been assigned

as one cause of its obscurity, and the indistinctnew of its re-

presentation as another, but with how little reason or pro-
priety the following considerations will evince.

Answer.— 1. As prophecy is a peculiar species of writing,

it is natural to expecta peculiarity in the Language of which
it makes use. Sometimes it employs plain t rms, but most
commonly figurative signs. It has symbols of its own, which
are common to all the prophets ; but it is not on this account

to be considered as a riddle. The symbols are derived from
the works of creation and providence, from the history of the

Jews, and of the nations with whom they were most closely

connected, or by whom they were most violently opposed.
These symbols have their rules of interpretation, as uniform
and as certain as any other kind of language :- and whoever
applies his mind with patience and attention to the Bubjed
will be able to understand lie gi neral scheme of prophecy,
and the colour of the events foretold, whether prosperous or

calamitous; though he may be utterly unable to discover to

what person, or precise time and place, they are to be ap-

plied.

2. With regard to the alleged objection, of want of clear-

ness in prophecy, arising from an INDISTINCT REPRESENTATION
of the Event, it should be remembered that, if some prophe-
cies be obscure, others are clear : the latter furnish a proof
of the inspiration of the Scriptures; the former contain no-

thing against it. In many instances, the obscurity is ac-

counted for, from the extensive grasp of prophecy. Borne
predictions were to have their accomplishment in the early

ages of the church, and were peculiarly designed for the bene-

fit of those to whom they were immediately delivered : on
which account they were more plain. This remark applies
more particularly to the prophecies contained in the New
Testament. There are other predictions, designed for the
benefit of those who lived in after-ages, particularly the mid-
dle ages. To the first Christians these were! obscure ; but

when the time advanced towards their accomplishment, the

i Bp. Hurd's Introduction to the Study of Prophecy. (Works, vol. v. p. 30. >
1 On the Interpretation of the Prophetic Language ul the Scriptures, i>ee

vol. ii. part ii. book ii. chapter v.

veil was gradually drawn aside, and they were more clearly
seen, and better understood. Another elass of predictions
looked forward to the latti I ages of the church. These ap-
peared obscure both to the first I Christians and to those who
lived in the middle ages : but, when that generation appeared,
lor whose use it was the Divine Will that they should be hit
on record, light began to shine upon them ; and the minds
of men were awakened to look out for their accomplish-
ment in some great events, which would display the glory
of (iod, and advance the happiness of his servants. In
tins way the obscurity of many prophecies will he accounted
for.

3. Another reason for throwing a veil over the face of pro-
phecy, whether by its peculiar symbols or by a dark repre-
sentation, will appear, on considering the Natuue of the
Subject. Some of the events predicted are of such a nature,
that the fate of nations depends upon them; and they are to
be lirouolii jnto existence by the instruinentalily of men. If

the prophecies bad been delivered in plainer terms, some per-

son-, would have endeavoured to hasten their accomplish-
ment, as others would have attempted to defeat it : nor would
tlii- aeiions of men appear so free, or the providence of God
so conspicuous in their completion. " The obscurity of pro-
phecy was further necessary to prevent the Old Testament
economy from sinking too much in the estimation of those
who lived under it. It served, merely to erect the expecta-

tion of better things to come, without Indisposing men from
the state of discipline and improvement, which was designed
to prepare for futurity. The whole Jewish dispensation was
a kind of prophecy, which had both an immediate and ulti-

mate end. Il immediately separated the Jew s from the other
nations, and preserved the holy oraeles, committed to their

custody, from being corrupted by idolatrous intercourse; and
it ultimately maintained the hope of the Messiaj and his

reign. The illustration of this view of the ancient Jewish
law and constitution is the subject of the epistles to the Gala-
li in and Hebrews; that " the law was a schoolmaster to

bad mill to Christ"

—

"that.il was the shadow of good things
to come, but the body was Christ."
"The dispensation of prophi cy appears to have been ac-

commodated with great wisdom to the state of the church in

ever] age, to comfort the people of God and to con linn their

faith, according as they and the slate of religion required it.

On Adam's fall, on Abraham's separation from an idolatrous

world, on tin dispensation of the new economy by Moses, on
the Babylonish captivity, and on the commencement of
Christianity, prophecies were communicated with a growing
light; and they will become i e and more luminous with
the progress of events to the end of the world." ;

Itut though some parts of the prophetic Scripture are ob-
scure enough to exercise the church, yet others arc sufficiently
rdear lo illuminate it; and the more the obscure parts are ful-

filled, the bitter they are understood. Ill the present form
of prophecy men are left entirely to themselves and they

fulfil the prophecies without intending, or thinking, or know-
ing that they do so. The accomplishment strips off the veil

;

and the evidence of prophecy appears in all Its splendour.
Tune, thai detracts something from the evidence of other

writers, is still adding something to the credit and authority

of the prophets. Future ages will comprehend more than

the present, as the present under l.md. more than the past;
and the perfect accomplishment will produee a perfect know-
led o of nil the prophecies. Men are a imetimes apt to think

that, if 1 1 ley could but see a miracle wrought in favour of re-

ligion, they would readily resign all their scruples, believe

without doubt, and obey without, reserve. The very thing

which is thus desired we have. We have the greatest and
niosi striking of miracles in the series of Scripture prophecies
already accomplished :—accomplished, as we have seen, in

the pre.,ent state of the Arabians, Jews, Egyptians, Ethiopi-

ans, Tyre, Nineveh, Babylon, the four great monarchies, the

seven churches of Asia, Jerusalem, the corruptions of the

church of Rome, &c. &c. " And this is not a transient mira-
cle, ceasing almost as soon as performed ; but is permanent,

and prolraeted through the course of many generations. It is

not a miracle delivered only upon the report of others, but is

subject to our own inspection and examination. It is not a

miracle delivered only upon the report of others, but is open

to the observation ana contemplation of all mankind; and
after so many ages is still growing, still improving to future

ages. What stronger miracle, therefore, can we require for

> Dr. Ranken's Institutes, p. 300.
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our conviction 1 Or what will avail if this be found ineffec-

tual ! If we reject the evidence of prophecy, neither would
we be persuade. I though one rose from the dead. What can

be plainer 1 We see, or may see, with our own eyes, the

Scripture prophecies accomplished ; and iffile Scripture pro-
phecies are accomplished, the ScriptUTl B nm-i be the Word
of God ; and if the Scripture is the Word of God, the Chris-
tian Religion must be true." 1

CHAPTER V.

INTERNAL EVIDENCES OF THE INSPIRATION OF THE SCRIPTURES.

The arguments from miracles and prophecy contained in

the preceding chapter, form what has been termed the external

let that the Scriptures are the inspired Word of God ; and

without seeking for additional testimony, we might safely

rest the divine authority of the Bible on those proofs. There
are, however, several internal evidences, which, though not so

obviously striking as miracles and prophecy, come home to

the consciences and judgments of every person whether learned

or illiterate, and leave infidels in every situation without ex-

cuse. These internal evidences are, the sublime doctrines

and the purity of the moral precepts revealed in the Scrip-

tures,—the harmony subsisting between every part,—their

miraculous preservation,—and the tendency of the whole to

promote the present and eternal happiness of mankind, as

evinced by the blessed effects which are invariably produced

by a cordial reception and belief of the Bible,—together with

the peculiar advantages possessed by the Christian revelation

over all other religions;

SECTION I.

THE SYSTEM OF DOCTRINE, AND THE MORAL PRECEPTS, WHICH
ARE DELIVERED IN THE SCRIPTURES, ARE SO EXCELLENT, AND
SO PERFECTLY BOLT, THAT THE PERSONS WHO PUBLISHED
THEM TO THE WORLD MIST HAVE DERIVED THEM FROM A

PURER AND MORE EXALTED SOURCE THAN THEIR OWN ME-
DITATIONS.

NOTHING false or immoral can be taught by a God of

truth and holiness. Accordingly, the account of the Almighty
and of bis perfections, and the moral precepts which are con-

tained in the Scriptures, commend themselves to our reason,

as worthy of the highest and most excellent of all beings.

In order, however, that we may form a just and correct idea

of the doctrines ami duties of religion, which are offered to

our consideration in the Bible, it will he necessary to take ,i

brief view of them from the beginning. The sacred volume
opi us with that which lies at tiie foundation of religion,—an

account of the creation of the world by the Almighty, which
is there described in a plain and familiar manner, accommo-
dated to the capacities of man, and with a noble simplicity;

together with the original formation of man, who is represent-

ed as having been created after the divine image, invested

with dominion over the inferior creation (hut with a reserva-

tion of the obedience which he himself owed to God as his

Sovereign Lord), and constituted in a paradisaical state,—

a

happy state of purity and innocence. (Gen. i. ii.) In this

account there is nothing but what IB agreeable to right reason,

as well as to the most ancient traditions which have obtained
among the nations. We are further informed that man fell

from that state by sinning against his Maker,-' ami that sin
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submission to lite authority am) will of God, and an implicit resignation to

brought death into the world, together with all the miseries
to which the human race is now obnoxious; hut that the
merciful Parent of our being, in his great goodm ss and com-
passion, was pleased tomake such revelations and discoveries
of his grace and mercy, as laid a proper foundation for the
faith and hope of his offending creatures, and for the exercise
of religion towards him. (Gen. iii.) Accordingly, the re-
ligion delivered in the .Scripture is the religion ol man in his
lapsed state; and every one who impartially and carefully
investigates and considers it, will find that one scheme of re-

ligion and of moral duty, substantially the same, is carried
throughout the whole, till it was brought to its full perfection
and accomplishment by Jesus Christ. This relini.>n ma) be
considered principally under three periods, viz. the religion
of the patriarchal times,—the doctrines and precepts of the
Mosaic dispensation,—and the doctrines and precepts of the
Christian revelation. 3

§ 1. A CONCISE VIEW OF THE RELIGION OF THE PATRIARCHAL
TIMES.

Patriarchal Doctrines concerning-, I. The .Yature and Attri-

butes of Godj It. Bit Worship i unit. III. The .Moral
Duties of .Man.

I. The book of Genesis exhibits to us a char idea of the
Patriarchal Theology. We learn from it that Clod is the
creator of all things (i.),as well as the governor of all things,

by his general and particular providence (xiv. 19. xlv. 5. ?. 9,

1.20. xxii. 8. 13, 1-1.) ; that he is everlasting (xxi. 33.) ; om-
niscient, for none hut God can know all things, whether past
or future (iii. 8— 10. xv. 3— Hi. xviii. 18. compared with
Exod. i. 7.) ; true (Gen. vi. 7. compared with vii. xvii. 30.
compared with xxv. 16. xxviii. 15. compared with xxxii. 10.);
almighty (xvii. 1. xviii. 11. xxxv. 11.) ; holy and just (xviii.

25. with xix.) ; kind (xxiv. 12.) ; supreme (xiv. li'.) ; mi

Jul (xxxii. 10.); and bng-sujpering (vi. 3.); gracious to-

wards those who fear hint (vi. S.) ; and that, though he
sometimes tries them (xxii. I.}, yet he is always wit], tin in

(xxvi. 3. xxviii. 15. xxxix. 2,3. 21, 22.), and has an especial
regard for them. (xv. I. xviii. 17. 20—32. xix. 22. \\. 0.

xxv. 21. xxvi. 12. xxviii. 15. xxix. 32. xxxi. 12.) We Learn
further, that God is not the author of sin (i. 31.); and that,

since the fall, man is bom prone to evil. (vi. 5. viii. 21.)
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The patriarchs cherished a hope of the pardoning mercy of

God towards penitent sinners (iv. 7.), and confided in him,

as the judge of all the earth (xviii. 25.), and the great re-

warder of them that diligently seek him ; which reward they

expected, not merely in this present evil world, but in a

future state : for we are told that they sought a belter country,

that is, an heavenly, (v. 22. 24. compared with Heb. xi. 5.

xxviii. 13. compared with Matt. xxii. 31, 32. and xxv. 8.

compared with Heb. xi. 10. 11—16.) To the preceding

points we may add, that a hope was cherished from the be-

ginning, originally founded on a divine promise of a great

Saviour, who was to deliver mankind from the miseries and
ruin to which they were exposed, and through whom God
was to make the fullest discoveries of his grace and mercy
towards the human race, and to raise them to a high degree

of glory and felicity, (iii. 15. xii. 3. xvii. 19. xxii. 18. xxvi.

4. xlix. 10.)

II. These were the chief principles of the Religion of the

Patriarchs, who were animated by a strong sense ot their obli-

gation to the practice of piety, virtue, and universal right-

eousness. They held that it was the duty of man to fear God
(xxii. 12. xxxi. 53. xlii. 18.); to bless him for mercies re-

ceived (xiv. 20. xxiv. 27. 52.); and to supplicate him with
profound humility (xvii. 18. xviii. 22. et seq, xxiv. 12—14.);

that the knowledge of God is to be promoted (xii. 8. xxi.

33.) ; vows made to him are to be performed (xxviii. 20.

xxxv. 1—3.); and that idolatry is to be renounced, (xxxv.
2—4.) With regard to the external rites of religion, the

most ancient on record is that of offering sacrifice to God
(iii. 21. iv. 3, 4. viii. 20, 21.) ; and its having so early and
universally obtained among all nations, and in the most an-

cient times, as a sacred rite of religion, cannot be otherwise
accounted for, than by supposing it to have been a part of the

primitive religion, originally enjoined by divine appointment
to the first ancestors of the human race, and from them trans-

mitted to their descendants. The Sabbath also appears to

have been observed by the patriarchs. There is, indeed, no
direct mention of it before the deluge : but, after that catas-

trophe, it is evident that the observance of it was familiar to

Noah ; for he is represented twice as waiting seven days be-

tween his three emissions of the dove. (viii. 10. 12.) And
if Noah was acquainted with the consecration of the Sabbath,
his ancestors could not have been ignorant of it.

III. The Moral Duties between man and man are likewise
clearly announced, either by way of precept or by example

:

more particularly the duties of children to honour their pa-

rents (ix. 23, 24.), and of parents to instil religious principles

into the minds of their offspring, and to set them a good ex-
ample (xviii. 19.); and of servants to obey their masters,
(xvi. 9.) Wars may be waged in a good cause, (xiv. 14

—

20.) Anger is a sin in the sight of God (iv. 5, 6.) ; strifes

are to be avoided (xiii. 8, 9.) ; murder is prohibited (iv. 8

—

12. 15. ix. G.) ; hospitality to be exercised (xviii. 1. xix. 1.),

and also forgiveness of injuries. (1. 18—20.) Matrimony is

appointed by God (i. 28. li. 18. 21—24.), from whom a vir-

tuous wife is to be sought by prayer (xxiv. 7. 12.) ; and a
wife is to be subject to her husband, (iii. 16.) All improper
alliances, however, are to be avoided, (vi. 1, 2.) Children
are the gift of God (iv. 1. xxv. 21. xxx. 2. 22.) ; and adul-

tery and all impurity are to be avoided, (xx. 3. 7. 9. xxxix.
9. xxxiv. 7. xxxviii. 9.V
The Patriarchal Religion, as above described, seems to

have been the religion of Adam after his fall, of Abel, Seth,
Enoch, and the antediluvian patriarchs; and afterwards of
Noah, the second parent of mankind, and of the several

heads of families derived from him, who probably carried it

with them in their several dispersions. But above all, this

religion was signally exemplified in Abraham, who was
illustrious for his faith, piety, and righteousness, and whom
God was pleased to favour with special discoveries of his

will. From him descended many great nations, among whom
this religion, in its main principles, seems to have been pre-

served, of which there are noble remains in the book of Job. 2

There were also remarkable vestiges of it, for a long time,

among several other nations ; and indeed the belief of one
supreme God, of a providence, of a hope of pardoning
mercy, a sense of the obligations of piety and virtue, and of
the acceptance and reward of sincere obedience, and the ex-
pectation of a future state, were never entirely extinguished.
And whosoever among the Gentiles at any time, or in any

' Moldenhawer, Introd. in LibrosCanonicos Vet. et Nov. Test. pp. 19—21.
* An outline of the patriarchal doctrines of religion, as contained in the

book of Job, is given inj'ra, vol. ii. part i. chapter iii. sect. i. § x.

nation, feared God and was a worker of righteousness, might
be justly regarded as of the patriarchal religion. Rut, in

process of time, the nations became generally depraved, and
sunk into a deplorable darkness and corruption ; and the

great principles of religion were in a great measure over-
whelmed with an amazing load of superstitions, idolatries,

and corruptions of all kinds.

§ 2. A SUMMARY VIEW OF THE DOCTRINES AND PRECEPTS OF
THE MOSAIC DISPENSATION.

General Observations on the Mosaic Dispensation.—I. State-

ment of its Doctrine concerning God: 1. By Moses ; and. 2.

By the Prophets.—\\. Concerning the Duty ofMan toivards

God.—111. The Belief of a Future Slate.—IV. The Ex-
pectation of a Redeemer.—V. The Morality of the Jewish
Code delineated.—VI. The Mosaic Dispensation introduc-

tory to Christianity.

The second view of religion, presented to us in the Scrip-
tures, is that which relates to the Mosaic dispensation.
This was really and essentially the same, for substance, as
that which was professed and practised in the ancient patri-

archal times, 3 with the addition of a special covenant made
with a particular people ; among whom God was pleased,
for wise ends, to erect a sacred polity, and to whom lie gave
a revelation of his will, which was committed to writing, as
the safest mode of transmission ; religion having hitherto

been preserved chiefly by tradition, which was more easily
maintained during the long lives of men in the first ages.
This special covenant was in no respect inconsistent with
the universal providence and goodness of God towards man-
kind ; nor did it in any degree vacate or infringe the ancient
primitive religion which had obtained from the beginning,
but which w-as designed to be subservient to the great ends
of it, and to preserve it from being utterly depraved and ex-
tinguished. The principal end of that polity, and the main
view to which it was directed, was to restore and preserve
the true worship and adoration of the one living and true
God, and of him only, in opposition to that polytheism and
idolatry which began then to spread generally through the
nations ; and to engage those to whom it was made known
to the practice of piety, virtue, and righteousness, by giving
them holy and excellent laws, expressly directing the parti-

culars of their duty, and enforced by the sanctions of a divine
authority, and also by promises and threatenings in the
name of God. Another essential part of the Mosaic dispensa-
tion was, to keep up the hope and expectation of the Re-
deemer, who had been promised from the beginning, and to

prepare men for that most perfect and complete dispensation
which he was to introduce. And whoever impartially exa-
mines that constitution, must be obliged to acknowledge that

it was admirably fitted to answer these most important ends.
I. The Theology of Judaism was pure, sublime, and de-

votional. The belief of one supreme, self-existent, and all-

perfect Being, the creator of the heavens and the earth, was
the basis of all the religious institutions of the Israelites, the
sole object of their hopes, fears, and worship. His adorable
perfections, and especially the supreme providence of Jeho-
vah—as the sole dispenser of good and evil, and the benevo-
lent preserver, protector, and benefactor of mankind—are
described by the inspired legislator of the Hebrews in unaf-
fected strains of unrivalled sublimity ; which, while they are
adapted to our finite apprehensions by imagery borrowed
troni terrestrial and sensible objects, at the same time raise

our conceptions to the contemplation of the spirituality and
majesty ot Him, who "dwelleth in light inaccessible.

1.
r

l he Law of Moses, however, will best speak for itself.

It was the avowed design of that law to teach the Israelites

that there is only one God, and to secure them from that

polytheism and idolatry which prevailed among all the na-
tions round about them. And accordingly his essential unity
is especially inculcated, no less than his underived self-

existence, eternity, and immutability.
Hear, Israel, says Moses, the Lord our God is one Lord.

(Deut. vi. 4.) Again

—

The Lord, he is God in heaven above,

and upon the earth beneath ,- there is none else. (iv. 39.) And
the first commandment required them to have no other gads

3 The Mosaic law repealed or altered nothing in the patriarchal dispensa-
tion, beyond what Ihe progressive developeuient of the design of Infinite

Wisdom absolutely required. Hence it adopted several particulars from
patnarchism, such as sacrifice, the distinction between clean and unclean
Bnimels, the priesthood, the payment of tithes, certain moral precepts, and
the observance of the Sabbath. These points are fully proved by Mr. Fabcr,
Hora? Mosaica?, vol. ii. pp. 25—33.
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besides him. (Exod. xx. 3.) Idolatry, or the worship of any

other <rods but the ohi Sdprcmi God, was prohibited under

the Beverest penalties. Thi y were strictly required not to

bow down to the gods of thi ons, nor serve them r

bo much as to makt mention of their name*. (Exod. xxiii. 'J I.)

The law punished idolatry with death (Deut. \iii. ti. fee.),

ami denounced the curse of God and utt<r destruction against

all those who went alter other gods, (vi. 11. xi. 38. wviit.

11, &c) The! Pentateuch begins with an account of the

creation of the world hy the one Cod, who in the beginning

created the heaven ami the earth. Be said, Let there be light,

and Dure wot / ght. lie made the btattt of the earth, and the

fowls of tin d every I vine creature that moveth upon thi

earth, or in the waters. And at last lie rrealed man in his own
mi .

' him dominion over em ry

I v ng thing that moveth upon the earth. (Gen. i.) This oni

God ts described as necessarily aelf-existeut— /./'/ I'll. IT
I .1 1/— , i, i name, (Exod. ill. 1 1.) He is called the God
ofgods, and hard of lords, a gi at God, a mighty, and a terri-

ble. (Deut, x. 17.) Who is like unto thee, t) Lord, amongst
the gods? Who u like thee, glorious in holiness, fearful in

praises, doing wonders ? (Exod. xv. 11.) He is railed the

mo I high God, i of heaven and earth: (Gen. \iv.

22, &c.) He kiUcth a, nl maketh alive, he woundeth and he

healeth: nt ther is there any thai can deliver out of his hand:
(I)etit. xxxii. 39.) If gives us ike min iii its lint season, and
sends if.-o.vs in our fields: And again, Be "/mis up the heaven

that there In nn ruin, and thai the land yield not her fruit.

( Deut. xi. 14, fee.] He is the God of the spirits of all A /,.

(Num. xvi. 83.] The whole history of the Pentateuch is a
narrative of God's providential dispensations, his love, ami

care of his faithful servants, and his constant superintendence

over them; and ascribes all events, as well natural as mira-

culous, to God's providence. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,

and Moses, called upon the Lord, and he heard them .- and he
was m th tin in in nil pliers whither they went. The history

of Joseph Bets before us a beautiful and instructive example
ofGod's providential designs brought about by natural causes.

The Lord is represented as Godvn heaven above, and upon
the earth beneath: (Deut. iv. 39.) He is the eternal and ever-

lasting God. (Urn. xxt. 33. Deut. xxxiii. '27.) Be lifteth

up his hand, andsaitk, TUvt for ever, (xxxii. 10.) God is

not a man, that he should lie, nor the son qfman,thai lie should

repent. (Num. xxiii. lit.) His work is perfect, for all his

ways are judgment! a God of truth, and without iniquity

j

Just and right is he. (Deut. xxxii. 4, fee.] He is the fudgi
of nil the earth ; (Gen. xviii. 'Jo.) llr regardeth not pi rums,

nor taketh reward: (Deut, x. 17.) He is an holy God (Lev.

xix. 3.)j the faithful God, which keepeth covenant and mercy
with thriii that love him, anil Imp his commandments. (Deut.

vii. 9.] The Lord is nigh unto his people in all things thai

they call upon him for, (Deut. iv. 7.) When they cry unto

him, he heirs tin > voice, and looks on tin ir affliction, (xxvi. 7.)

To him belongeth vengeance and recompense. Thi Lord shall

fudge lis people: (xxxii. 35, 86.] Be will not justify thi

wicked (Exod. xxiii. 7.), and by no means clear the guilty:

but he is merciful andgradous, long-suffering, andaoundani
in goodness and truth, forgiving iniquity, and transgression,

and sin. (xxxiv. 6, 7.)

3. Such is the sublime ami beautiful representation, which
Moses lias given us of the Divine Being and perfections: a

similar n presentati"n, but much more char and explicit (if

possible), is contained in the writings of thi PROPHETS and
oilier in .pi red u liters, who were raised up from time to time

among the Jews. They teach us. thai tm Lord it God ohm
of all the kingdoms of ilu earth, and modi heaven andeatth
(lsa. xwvn. I6.)j that hi it thi first, ami In it thi last, and

det ii'in then is nn God (\hv. t;.); that Ini tin irnni nf the

J/iril were tin- heavens made, ami all the Imsi of them by the

breuth nf Ins umulli (I'sal. xxxiii. (>.); In spaja thi Word, and
they were made, he commanded, and tiiex ted. (I'sal.

cxlviii. 5.) II' is the Lordaurne, In made In or. a. tin l

oj hi , , :, , w tti nil their host .- thi earth, and all th ngi thi

thereini the seas, and all thai it and he presi

them all. and tht host ofheaven worshippeth him. Neh.
The supreme God is in these Bacred writings distinguished
b\ the name of Jehorah, which Bjgnifii nee

;

and by the title of the Vlmiehtj . tht Most Hi jn. W< bti

told that tht WO . >,l tin /alms tin n

In liis hand of i ing, and thi breath of
all mankind, (Job \n. in.) Bis it

power, and nd the majesty .-

J
that is in lln I,. or n, and 'ii tin until, is his; Ail is the hiiig-

dmn, and In is exalted as hind atmvc all: Both riches and ho-
nour come nf him : and he reigneth over all. (1 Chron. xxix.
11, 13.] The pillars of the earth art tin LotoVsj end he
hath set the world upon' tin m. ( 1 Nam. ii. H.) II, ruleth in

the kingdom ofmen, and gioeth it to whomsoever he will. (Dan.
iv. 33.] Hi changeth the times, and the seasons : Be remooeth
kings, and tetteth up kings. (ii. 31.) Be causeth the va-

pours to ascend from the ends ';/ the earth: lit ma/nth light-

nings w'tli rain, anil bringtth forth the wind out of hit

cures. (Jer. x. 130 I'"' and kail, snow ami vapour, and
sinrini) wind, fulfil his word. ( I'sal. cxlviii. 8.) lit is the

trui God, tht living God, an everlasting King. (Jer. x. lti.)

lie is the high ami Inflfi tine, that inhabiteti eternity, (lsa.

Ivii. 15.) Befon tht mountains wen brought forth, or the

, mill a,nl it,, world wereformed, even from i ever-

lasting In is God. (Psal. xr. 3.] Be is the Lord, In changeth
mil. ( Mai. iii. li.) The earth and thi heavens shallperish, but
he shall unfurl : IJr is tht same, and his i/iurs .-'wit have no

end. (Psal. cii. 36, 37.) Heaven is I th is

his footstool, (lsa. lxvi. 1.) Jim I a God at hand, saith the

Laid, and not n God afar off? Can am/ hide himself in

places thai 1 shallmot see lum? saith tht Lord: Do not I Jill

heaven and earth? (Jer. xxiii. 33, 34.) II is about our path
(says the Psalmist], and abw.it oar bed, mid spit th not all our
ways.— ll'ln Ifar shall J mi from tin/ spirits Or whither shall

I l;o from Hi// presena .'-'

If I climb up into heaven, thou art

lln ir,- if I go down In /:,//, thou art tin re also,— Tea, Ihe

darkness is m, darkness with thee . tin darkness and light to thee

are both alike, (Psal. ewxix. 3. kc.) Thi ey - of thi Istrd

a,, in every place, beholding the evil and thi good. (I'rov. xv.

3.) Hit eyes are upon tht ways of /ana ,• and he teeth all his

goings. Then is no darkness, nor shadow of death, where the

workers of iniquity may hide themselves, (Job xxxiv. 31.) He
uiidtrstaml'tli our thoughts afar off:— Nor is there a ward iii

our tongue, but he knowelh it altogether. (Psal. exxxix. 3, 1.)

II, searcheth nil hearts, and understandeth all the imaginations

of the thoughts, (1 Chron.xxviii.lt.) lit only Inn,with the

hearts of all the children of men, (I Kings viii. 39.) His un-
derstanding is infinite: He sees at once things past,

]

and to come, declaring thi end from li,

ancient times thi things that an not (lsa. xlvi. 10.)

lad in this the true God is distinguished from all the gods
of the heathen, thai he is able to show the tilings that are to

comt hereafter, and to show what shall happen, (xli. 33,33.
xliv. 7.) Be is niinhii/ in strength andunsdi m (Ji b xxxvi.

5.) Wonderful in counsel, excellent in working, (lsa. xxviii.

89.) Be taketh the wist in their own craftiness. (Ji b v. 13.)

II, tiirmili wise nn a backward, and mas knowledge
foolish, (lsa. xliv. 'Jo.) for then is m> wisdom, nor urn

standing, nor counsel against the Lard. (Prov. xxi. 30.) He
eon tin every thing (Job xlii. 3.); andthere is nothing too hard

Joe him, (Jer. xxxii. 17.) /" his hand then it power anel

might, so that none it able to withstand him. (8 Chron. xx. li.)

Tin Lord is righteous in nil his ways, ana holy in all his

works. (Psal, cxlv. \7.) There is none huh/ as tin Lord.

(I Sam. ii. 8.) God will not tl" wickedly, neither will the

Mmigkly pervertjudgment. (Job xxxiv. 13.) He isofpurer
t yet than to behold ml. and cannot look on iniquity. (Ilab. i.

13.) He is called tin God of truth. (lsa. Ixv. 1C.) lis

counsels of old are faithfulness and truth, (xxv. I.) th will

ever i„ mindful of hit covenants—the works of kU hum/sure

verity andjudgment. (I'sal. cxi. 5.7.) Tin /.mil

ami fill ni ., slow to anger, and ofgreat mercy. He
is good Ut nil ; mnl his lintltr ion, all his works.—
lit openeth Ins Imml . nml salisjit lb tin tbsirr of ertrl/ living

thing, (cxlv. 8, fee.) II it a father of the fatherless, and a
\judgt of tin with iws (Iwiii. 6.}i and deUvertth tin poor and
needy from him thatspoileth him. (xxxv. 10.) father

pitieth his children, so tin Lord /ninth them that fear him.

(ciii. 13.) The eyes of thi Lord arc over the righteous, and hs
ears an open onto tlnir prayers, (\xxiv. l.*>.) If is nigh

unto all tin in that Call upon linn, to all that roll upon him ill

truth. Ifwill fulfil the desire of them thatfear htm . In will

also /nil,"tlnir eru, and will sort them. (cxlv. IS. 19.) If it

good, and ready foforgive, (lxxxvi. 5.) If the wickedfori
'I return unto tin Lord, In will lime nirrrt/ upon him,

and will abundantly pardon. (lsa. Iv. 7.) //' rt tinm th not

hit anger f < . oocauti hi uelightclh in mercy, (Mic. vii.

18.] Hut though In is slew to anger, he will noi acquit the

d, ( Vih. i. 3.) In him belongeth vengeana (I'sal. xciv.

I, ij
/i,

I I • fer iii every man according to liis u>

(Prov. xxiv. 13.) Bighteaut u tht l«ml, and upright

his judgments. (i'sjl..\i\. 137.) There is no inii/uily with
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the Lord our God, nor respect of persons, nor taking of gifts.

(2 Chron. xix. 7.) Lastly, though great is the Lord, and
greatly to be praised, yet his greatness is unsearchable. (Psal.

cxlv. 3.) Lo, these are parts of his ways (says Job), but how
little a portion is heard of him? But the thunder of his power
u'ho can understand? (Job xxvi. 14.) Jls the heavens are

higher than the earth (saith God himself), so are my ways
higher than your ways, and my thoughts than your tlioughts.

(Isa. lv. 9.)
Were every passage relating to the nature and attributes

of the Deity to be cited, it would he requisite to extract a

very considerable portion of the Old Testament ; but the pre-

ceding will suffice to evince the sublimity and excellence of

its doctrines concerning these topics.

II. Equally excellent and explicit is the doctrine of the

Mosaic dispensation relative to our Duty towards God;
which is there set forth in a manner suitable to the idea given
of his perfections, and with a solemnity becoming its im-
portance. Hear, Israel, says the illustrious legislator of the

Hebrews, The Lord our God is one Lord. And thou shall love

the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul,

and with all thy might. (Dent. vi. 4, 5.) Take good heed an
to yourselves, says Joshua, that ye love the Lord your God
(Josh, xxiii. 11.) love the Lord, all ye his saints, says the

Psalmist. (Psal. xixi. 23.) The fear of God is as strictly re-

quired ; and such a fear as would induce them to keep God's
commandments :

—

Thou shall fear thy God, and serve hint,

says Moses. (Deut. vi. 13.) Fear God, says the preacher,

and keep his com mandments ,- for this is the whole duty of man.
(Eccles. xii. 13.) Abraham, Isaac, and the elders are repre-

sented as fearing God (Gen. xxii. 12. xxxi. 42. xliii. 18.)

;

believing in him, trusting in his promises, and obeying his

voice, (xv. 6. xxii. 18. xxvi. 5.) Solomon exhorts men lo

trust in the Lord with all their heart. (Prov. iii. 5.) Blessed

is the man, says the prophet, that trusteth in the Lord, and
wliose hope the Lord is. (Jer. xvii. 7.) The Psalmist on every
occasion expresses his firm trust in God, and faith in his pro-

mises :

—

In God, says he, I have put my trust ; I will notfear
what flesh can do unto me. (Psal. lvi. 4.)—And again, My soul,

wait thou only upon God ; for my expectation is from him. He
only is my rock and my salvation .- He is my defence, Ishall not
be moved. In God is my salvation and my glory ,- the rock of
my strength and my refuge is in God. Trust in him at alt

times, ye people, (lxii. 5, &c.) Obedience to all God's com-
mandments is strongly insisted on throughout the Old Testa-
ment ; and (what seems peculiar to the Jewish law) all mo-
ral duties are enforced on this principle, I am the Lord your
God. (Lev. xix. 3, &c.)—We have in Job the greatest ex-
ample of patience and resignation to God's will.— The Lord
gave, says he, and the Loral hath taken away ; blessed be the

name of the Lord. (Job i. 21.)—And again, Shall we receive

good at the hand of God, and shall we not receive evil? (ii. 10.)—And Solomon teaches the same good lesson, My son, de-

spise not the chastening of the Lord; neither be weary of his

correction. Tor ivhom the Lord loveth he correcteih, even as a

father the son in whom he delighteth. (Prov. iii. 11, 12.) The
Israelites were required to walk humbly with their Gorf(Mic.
vi. 8.) ; and are taught that the sacrifices of God are a broken
spirit ; and that a broken and contrite heart God will not de-

spise. (Psal.li. 17.)—Notmerely an external service, but the
internal worship of a pure heart was required of them. Offer
unto God not sacrifice but thanksgiving, andpay thy vows un-
to the Most High. (1. 14.) The sacrifice of the wicked is a7i

abomination unto trie Lord ; but the prayer of the upright is

his delight. (Prov. xv. 8.) Give unto the Lord the glory due
unto his name .- worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness.

(Psal. xxix. 2.) We have already seen how strictly all

idolatry was prohibited by the Mosaical law ; and the same
doctrine is taught by all the prophets. The one God was
the sole and constant object of their worship ; to him they
gave all honour, glory, and praise ; to him alone they offered

their prayers ; and to him they returned thanks as the giver
of all good things; and him they worshipped, not under the

vain representation of an image or idol, but in a manner suit-

able to his spiritual nature, and transcendent majesty. To
the one God alone, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, Moses, Sa-
muel, and the prophets, offered their prayers ; and he heard
them. The whole book of Psalms consists of prayers, and
praises, offered to the one true God. / will call upon God,
says David, and the Lord shall save me. (Psal. lv. 16.)—And
again, thou that hearcsl prayer, unto thee shall allflesh come.

(fxv. 2.) The whole service of the tabernacle and temple
was directed to the one God. At the dedication of the tem-

Vol. I. T

pie, Solomon offered up a solemn prayer to Jehovah the God
of Israel, to whom there was no God like in heaven above, or
on earth beneath. Him he besought to have respect unto the
prayers and supplications which should be there offered, and
to hear in heaven his dwelling-place. (1 Kings viii. 23. 29, 30.)
And God appeared to him, and assured him that he had heard
his prayer, and that his eyes should be open and his ears atten-
tive unto the prayer that should be made in thatplace. (2 Chron.
vii. 12, &c.)i

III. The Belief of a Future State which we have
already seen was held by the patriarchs2 (though not expli-
citly taught by Moses, whose writings presuppose it as a
generally adopted article of religion), was transmitted from
ihem to the Israelites, and appears in various parts of the
Old Testament. From the circumstance of the promise of
temporal blessings beingprincipally, if not entirely, annexed
to the laws of Moses, Bishop VVarburton attempted to de-
duce an argument in support of his divine mission. 3 It is

impossible here to enter into an examination of this argu-
ment : but we may observe, in the first place, " that the
omission of a future state, as a sanction to the laws of Moses,
can be satiifactorily accounted for,- and, secondly, that the
Old Testament shows that he himself believed in a future state,

and contains a gradual developement of it. These two propo-
sitions, the former of which is in unison with the opinion of
Warburton, the latter at variance with him, appear to be very
satisfactorily established by the luminous reasoning of Dr.
Graves. 4 Instead of employing the omission of the doctrine
as a medium, by which to prove that a divine interposition
was necessary for the erection and maintenance of Judaism,
he first shows the reality of a divine interposition, and then
that the omission in question, so far from being inconsistent
with the divine origin of the system, does, in fact, necessarily
result from the peculiar nature of the dispensation, and from
the character of the people to whom it was given.—The po-
lytheistic principle of tutelary deities maintained that their
worshirj was attended with a national prosperity. The fu-
tility ot this it was the intention of God to display by open
and unequivocal demonstrations of his own omnipotence.
The moral government of Jehovah was to be exhibited on
the earth by the theocracy which he established. 5 Its very
nature required temporal sanctions, and their immediate en-
forcement ; its object could not be attained by waiting till

the invisible realities of a future state should 1>e unveiled.
The previous exhibition of such a moral government was the
best preparation for the full revelation of man's future des-
tiny, and of the means provided for his welfare in it, by a
merciful and redeeming God. ' Life and immortality were
thus to be fully brought to light by the Gospel.' As yet the
bulk of mankind were unprepared for it, and were better
fitted to comprehend, and be influenced by sensible mani-
festations of the divine judgments, than by the remoter doc-
trine of a future state of retribution.
" The Old Testament, however, and even the writings of

Moses, contained intelligible intimations of immortality.
The four last books of the Pentateuch, indeed, were princi-

pally occupied in the detail of the legal regulations, and the
sanctions necessary to enforce them ; yet even from them Je-
sus Christ deduced an argument to the confusion of the Sad-
ducees. s And in the book of Genesis are several occur-
rences, which must have led the pious Jews to the doctrine
of a future existence, even had they possessed no remains of
patriarchal tradition. The account of the state of man before
the fall, of the penalty first annexed to his transgression, and
of the sentence pronounced upon our first, parents, considered
in connection with the promise of a deliverance, would ne-
cessarily suggest such a doctrine. Could the believing Jews
conclude that death would have followed the acceptance of
Abel's sacrifice, unless he was translated to some better state
of existence and felicity T How also did God show his ap-
probation of Enoch's piety, unless he took him to himself,
and to immortality aud bliss ?—Doubtless the author of the

i Dr. Randolph's two Sermons on the Excellency of the Jewish Law vin-

dicated, in vol. ii. of his View of our Blessed Saviour's Ministry, &c. pp.
259—273.

» See p. 143. supra.
a The following is a summary of his hypothesis :—The docfriDe of afu-

ture state is necessary to the well-being of civil society, under the ordinary
government of providence : all mankind have ever so conceived of the mai-
ler. The Mosaic institution was without this support, and yet did not want
if. What follows, but that the Jewish affairs were administered by an ex-
traordinary providence, distributing rewards and punishments with an
eqr.al hand, and, consequently, that the mission op Moses was divine?
Warhurlon's Divine Legation of Moses, book vi. sect. b\ (Works, vol. vi.

[i. lor,. ,v sea. 8vo. edit.)

* On the Pentateuch, part 3. lect. 3, 4. * Div. Leg. b. v. ssct. 4.
s Matt. xxii. 32. Mark xii. 26, 27. Luke xx. 37, 38.
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Epistle to the Hebrews was not the first who discovered

that 4 the fathers did not look for transitory promises ;' that

' they BOOgbt a better country, even a heavenly ;' and that

'God hath prepared far them a eity ;' and that Moses him-

self rejected the ' enjoyment ofthe pleasures of sin for a sea-

son,' because • he (tad respect to the recompense of the

reward.'—Tins important and consolatory truth of a fu-

ture state of being was, hi process of lime, displayed to

the Jews more and more clearly.—The book of Job is

verv explicit upon the subject The royal Psalmist has

spoken of it with great confidence; 1 and .Solomon, besides

several passages in his proverbs,' which seem to allude to

it. is supposed i" have written the book of Ecclesiastes,

which concludes with a clear declaration of it, for the ex-

press purpose of proving and enforcing it.-
1 The translation

of Elijah, 1 and the restoration to life of three several persons

by him and his successor,1 must have given demonstration
i f the probability of the same doctrine; which also Isaiah,

Ezekiel, rlosea, Amos, and especially Daniel, very fre-

quently inculcate, and eveu pre-suppose as a matter of noto-

riety and popular belief. 8

To these considerations we may add the fact, that in the

books of Leviticus (\i\. 26. '.i\. \x. 27.), and Deuteronomy
(xviii. 10, 11.), there are various enactments against divi-

ners, enchanters, and those who profess to know the future

by consulting either familiar spirits, or the spirits of the de-

parted. All these superstitions suppose the belief of spirits,

and the doctrine of the existence of souls after death ; and
Moses would not have prohibited the consulting of them by
express laws, if he had not been apprehensive that the He-
brews, after the example of the neighbouring heathen na-
tions, would have abused the doctrine of the immortality of

the soul, which was universally received among them. Se-
vere, however, as these laws were, they did not entirely re-

press this abuse; for the Psalmist (cvi. 28.) reproaches the
Israelites willi having eaten the sacrifices of the dead, that is,

sacrifices offered to the manes of tin' dead. We have also,

in Saul, a signal instance of this superstition. After he had
cut off those iluil had familiar spirits, and tin: wizards mil of
Hit land (1 Sam. xxviii. 3. !•.), having in vain consulted the
Lonn respecting the issue of his approaching conflict with
the Philistines, he went in quest of a woman that had a fa-

miliar spirit, and commanded her to evoke the soul of the

prophet .Samuel, (ver. 7— 12.) This circumstance evidently
proves that Saul and the Israelites believed in the immor-
tality of the soul.

IV. The Expectation ok a Redeemer, which was che-
rished by the patriarchs, was also kept up under the Mosaic
dispensation by predictions, both by the Hebrew legislator

and by the prophets who succeeded him, until the fulness of
time came, when the Messiah was manifested. But as this

topic (which is introduced here only to show the connection
between the patriarchal religion ami that of the .lews) has
already been noticed as an accomplishment of prophecy, we
proceed to remark,

—

V. That the MORALITY of the Jewish Code exhibits a

perfection and beauty, in no respect inferior to its religious
doctrines and duties. We owe to it (he decalogue, a reposi-
tory of duty to (iod and man, so pure and comprehensive as

to be absolutely without parallel ; anil these commandments
arc not tic impotent recommendations of man, or the uncer-
tain deductions of human reason, I. til tin- dictates of the God
of purity, Bowing from his immediate legislation, ami pro-

mulgated with awful Solemnity. The sanctions also ol tin

remaining enactments of the law are such as morality pos-

sessed in no other nation.

1. In the first place, the most excellent and amiable virtue

of humility, a virtue little practised, and jcareeh ever taught
by the philosopher-., is recommended and taught in the Old
'I estament, as well as in the New. Moses adi ushes
thecltilllrm of Isnnl to bswarc list t/uir In art tie lifted Up, ''"/

tin}; forget tin IaitiI tin ir Ctni, and ateribt their wealth and
prosperity t<> thewawn power and might, (!>' at. viiL 1 1. \e.)
\ml the prophet Micas teaoheth them, that to walk humbly
with their '.e</, was n f the principal things which tin

Ixird required nf them. (Mic. vi. H.) We are assured by

' S.t Pr.Mnn at. xxxvi. xlix. Ixxiii. exxxix At-., lip limn, on e
xvl xvil nnilxlix » I'rov. r. Si—S3. >i

i
•

i 17. and »HI. tl. 13, • SKIoai If II.
» I Kline* »*'i ' King r.illl.l XIN. St.

• • II It i Bo • .i xiii 11. A. Dan
all. I- I ?n in Prize E onthe Die and Neci iiy ol Ro
retailed, pp ;-' 71 Du Votalri! Aotoritu i Uvn ' Moj pr. IOC

' Sec pp. I»— 12S. $upm. ,ii I ,. Vl nlLx, No. VI infra.

Isaiah that God dwells with him /hut is of a contrite and hum-
ble spirit. (Isa. lvii. 15.) And Solomon declares, that pride,

goetn before destruction, and a haughty spirit before a full

;

that hitter it is to be nf a humble spirit with the luwly, than to

divide the sjinil with the proud ,• and again

—

Keen/ one that is

proud in heart is an abomination to the Lord. (Prov. xvi. 5,

Kr.) The kindred virtue of meekness is also a doctrine of
the Old Testament. The Psalmist assures us, that God will

guide tin meek in judgment, and teach them me way, (Psal.
xxv. '.'.) And Solomon teaches us, that he that is slow to

anger is /utter than the mighty , and he that ruhth his spirit,

than he Unit taketh a city. (Prov. xvi. 32.) It is not necessary
to adduce the many exhortations to diligence, which we
meet with in the writings of the Old Testament. Lvery
one knows that beautiful passage in the book of Proverbs :

—

(in to flu ant, thou sluggard, consider hi r ways and be wise,

which, having no guide, overseer, or ruler, proviAeth her meat
in the summer, and guthentli lor food in the harvest, (vi.

6, tasO
2. Further, lewdness and debauchery were not only com-

monly practised and allowed among the heathen nation ; but

shameless prostitutions and the most abominable impurities

were introduced into their temples, and made a part of their

religion. But all uncleanness, and unnatural lusts, wen
strictly forbidden in the law of Moses. It is said that

because of these abominations, the Lord cast out the Canaanitct

before them ,- anc

abominationsshall be cut offfrom among time people, 7

ir una ions nuty. (x\x. JJ.J i ne law oruains, mat mere
uld be no whore of the daughters of lsrai I. nur a sodomite of
sons of Israel. 1' (Deut. xxiii. 17.) And in general, all

stitution is forbidden:

—

Do not prostitute thy daughter,

1 that whosoever shall commit ant/ of tlnse
'

''he chil-

i/n n nf Israel, therefore, were required not to dcjili themselves

therein (Lev. xviii. and xx.), but to be holy, because the Lord
their God ie-as holy. (xix. 2.) The law ordains, that there

shout'

the

prostitutii

says the law. to cause her to be a whore, lest the loud fell to

whoredom, and the land Income full of wickedness, (Lev. xix.

29.) And these were some of the Climes which provoked
God to visit the Jews, and destroy their city and temple :

—

They committed adultery, and assembled themselves by troop*

in the Intrials' /muses, (.ler. v. 7. &c) Frequently and
earnestly does Solomon call upon young men to beware of
the arts of strange women, fit juice, says he, with the wife

if /In/ youth, and embrace not the bosom of a stranger, tor

the woi/s of man are before the eyes of the hard, and he ]ion-

ilereth all his goings. (Prov. V. 18, &C.)
3. The same Wise man cautions men as earnestly against

gluttony and drunkenness :

—

Be mil, says he. amongst wii.,-

oibbers, amongst riotous eaters of flesh, tor the glutton and
the drunkard shall tome to /ninety, (xxiii. 20, 21.) And
Isaiah pronounces a »iw unto Hum Hint rise up curly in the

morning. Hint they null/ follow strong drink, that cmiiiuui ant,

I

night, I II trine injhimi them. ( Isa. v. I 1.) Ami it is elmcli d

by the law, that, if a son be accused by his parents us stub-

born, and n hellions, a glutton, and a drunkard, he shall be

stoned to death, (Deal. xxi. 20, 21.) All covetous desires. lie

also prohibited. The tenth commandment forbade the Isra-

elites to COVet any of their neighbours' gl ods. (Exod. XX. 17.)

They wire admonished not to be greedy ofgain (Prov. xv.

27.), or labour to In rich (xxiii. I.); and are taught to ask

ol' God, that he mould gin tin m n> '

1/ nor I nhis. but

feed them with food convenient for them, (xxx. 8.) t >u r I u i \

to our neighbour is also clearly ami fully set forth in the law
ami the prophets. 'J'/mu shall loei tin/ neighbour at Ih ysi If

(Lev. xix. IH.), was a precept of the law . thai in one word
comprehends every duty which ws owe one to another.

1. All the relative duties of life are therein most plainly

taught. We read in the hook of Genesis, thai woman was

taken ont of man/ and therefore shall a man bun hisfather,

ami his mother, and shall eleem unto his wifi . and they slum
hi ant flesh, (Gen. ii. 93, 940 iVdulten was forbidden by
the seventh o iiHiiiaiiiliiicut ( K\"d. \\. 1 I.) ; and v\ as hv the

Mosaics] law punishable with death. (Lev. \x. 10.) The
fifth commandmenl required them to honour their father, and
t/nir mother, that t/uir days may be long upon the load which

the IaitiI t/uir (iod gucc them, (Exod. \\. 12.) And. if a

man hud a stubborn and n billions son, who would not obey the

eon-' ofhisfather, ormpther, and when tiny had chasli ned him.

Would not hearken unto llnm, they might tiring him unto the

• Tha words hi the orifhial atgnlfy pel - lewd
io proatllutcd i

1

!
i Iheli teuipti • and arhoae tun,

*,,, dedicated to the aerrlce of tbelr fillhj goda tad II fol<

n the next verae, Thou skaU not th of a tohoro, nr tha

(i , appellation Ail thaaa caUunhea), into Ml hmut of the

t.,,i,l thy Qo&joT moj rear ,' fur even both Ihtue art an uhoiniiuilom unto
l.'o I. n </ thy '"'<<
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elders of the city ; and all the men of his city shall stone him
with stones that he die : so, says Moses, shalt thou put away
evilfrom among you, andall Israel shall hear andfar. (Dent.

xxi. 18, &e.) And the same law pronounces a curse on all

disobedient children,

—

Cursed be lie that setteth light by his

father or his mother, (xxvii. 16.) The Israelites were for-

bidden to use their servants ill,

—

Thou shall nut rule over him
with rigour, saith the law; but shalt fear thy God. (Lev.

xxv. 43.) Again,

—

Thou shall not oppress an hired servant,

that is poor and needy, whether he be of thy brethren, or of thy

strangers, that are in thy land within thy gates. At his day
thou shalt give him his hire, neither shall the sun go down upon
it; for he is poor, and setteth his heart upon it,- lest he cry

against thee unto the Lord, and it be sin unto thee. (Dent. xxiv.

14, &c.) And to the same purpose speaks Job,

—

If 1 did
despise the cause of my man-servant, or of my maid-servant

.

zvhen they contended with me, what then shall I do when God
riseth up ? And when he visiteth, what shall I answer him ?

Did not he that made me in the womb make him ? And did

not onefashion us in the womb ? (Job xxxi. 13, &c.)
5. Every duty of justice was indeed strictly required by

the law of Moses. Murder was forbidden by the sixth com-
mandment, adultery by the seventh, and theft by the eighth.

IVhoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shuM his blood be shed

(Gen. ix. 6.), was the first commandment given to Noah
after the flood. And the same sentence was denounced
against murder by the Mosaical law. All kinds of violence,

oppression, or fraud, were also forbidden. (Exod. xxi. 12.

Num. xxxv. Deut. xix.)

—

That which is altogether just shall

thou fallow, that thou mayest live, says the law. (Deut. xvi.

20.) Ye shall not oppress one another ,- but thou shalt far the

Lord thy God. (Lev. xxv. 17.) Thou shalt not defraud thy

neighbour, neither rob him, (xix. 13.) Ye shall not steal, nei-

ther deal falsely, neither lie one to another, (xix. 11.) Ye shall

do no unrighteousness in judgment, in mete-yarel, in weight,

or in measure. Just balances, just weights, a just ephah, and.

a just hin shall ye have. Jam the Lord your God. (xix. 35,

&c.) The same commandment is repeated in the book of
Deuteronomy; and it is added, that all that do such things,

and all that do unrighteously, arc an abomination unto the Lord.
(Deut. xxxv. 13, &c.) And therefore our Saviour, when he
says to his disciples,— Whatsoever ye would that men should

do to you, do ye even so to them,—adds,

—

for this is the law and
the prophets. (Matt. vii. 12.)

6. The law of Moses was, moreover, characterized by
benevolence and goodness, which tended to develope the

same virtues among the Hebrews. It indignantly prohibited

human sacrifices, which at that time were so generally preva-
lent; it softened the horrors of war, so frightful in those
barbarous ages ; it defended the cause of the poor, of the

accused, of the fatherless, and of slaves. In all these re-

spects, the Hebrew legislator was obliged to make some
concessions to his countrymen ; but, when we compare his

institutions with the usages which then generally prevailed,

we cannot mistake the tendency and effect of the Mosaic
laws. We see, not only all injustice but all hatred forbid-

den, and humanity towards the poor most positively enjoined.
Thou shalt not hate thy brother in thine heart ,• thou shall not

avenge, nor bear any grudge against the children of thy people ,

but thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. (Lev. xix. 17, 18.)

If they saw their brother's ox or sheep go astray, they were to

bring them again to him. If they saw his ass or his ox full
down by the way, they ivere to help him to lift them up again.
(Deut. xxii. 1, &c.) If their brother wets waxen poor, and
fallen in decay, they were commanded to relieve him, yea, though
he be a stranger, or sojourner, and to take no usury of him, or

increase. (Lev. xxv. 35, 36.) If they at all took their neigh-
bour's raiment to pledge, they were to deliver it to him by that

the sun goeth down. (Exod. xxii. 26.) To the same purpose
we read (Deut. xv.)

—

If there be among you a poor man of
one of thy brethren, thou shalt not harden thy heart, nor shut

thine hand from thy poor brother ; but thou shalt open thine

hand wide unto him, and shalt surely lend him sufficient for
his need. (Deut. xv. 7, 8.) They were required, when they
reaped the harvest of their land, not to make clean riddance of
the corners of their field, nor to gather any gleaning of their

harvest ,• but to leave them unto the poor, and to the stranger.

(Lev. xxiii. 22.) The like they were to do in their olive-

yard and vine-yard : they were not to go over them again, but

leave the gleanings for the stranger, the fatherless, and the

widow, remembering that they themselves were bondmen in the

land of Egypt. (Deut. xxiv. 20, &c.) Nor were these kind
offices to be performed only to their brethren or friends. If

they met their enemy's ox or ass going astray, they were re-
quired to bring it back to him again. If they saw the ass of
him that hated them lying under his burden, they were surely
to help with him. (Exod. xxiii. 4, 5.) To the same purpose
speaks Solomon:

—

If thine enemy be hungry, give him brum
to eat , and if he be thirsty, give him water to drink. (Prov.
xxv. 21.) Nay, they were to extend their mercy even to
the brute beasts.

—

Thou shalt not muzzle the ox, when he
treadcth out the corn. (xxv. 4.) When a bullock, or a sheep,
or a goal is brought forth, then it shall be seven days under the
dam. Whether it be cow, or ewe, yc shall not kill it and her
young both in one day. (Lev. xxii. 27, 28.) If a bird's nest
chance to be before thee, thou shall not take the dam with the
young. (Deut. xxii. 6.) Thou shall not seethe a kid in his
mother's milk. (Exod. xxiii. 19.)

In short, it seems that Moses was desirous of softening
and civilizing the Hebrews, gradually, by mercy and benefi-
cence. A few observations on the laws respecting strangers
will confirm and illustrate this remark.

It is well known to all who are conversant with antiquity,
that strangers, who were denominated barbarians, were
treated as enemies, and often put out of the protection of the
laws. The. Gospel had not yet taught that all men were
brethren, and that heretics and enemies are alike our neigh-
bours. Further, the Mosaic legislation tended to insulate
the Jews among other nations, and to detach them from their
neighbours in order to protect them from their example. One
would expect, therefore, that Moses would treat strangers in
the same manner as they were at that time universally
treated, and perhaps even with greater severity : but it wps
his especial object to render his people compassionate and
generous, at the same time he endeavoured to remove stran-

gers to a distance from Palestine, by every means consistent
with humanity. The following are his enactments respect-
ing them :—// a stranger sojourn with thee in your land, ye
shall not vex him: but the stranger, that dwillclh in your land,
shall be unto you as one born amongst you, and thou shall love

him as thyself; fyr ye were strangers in the land of Egypt,
I aai the Lord your God. (Lev. xix. 33, 34.) And again,
God loveth the stranger in giving him food undrainunt. Love
ye therefore the stranger, for ye were strangers in the land of
Egypt. Apprehensive lest strangers should be exposed to

legal injustice (an occurrence which is frequent in the infancy
of legislation), Moses enacted that they should be subject to

the same laws and penalties as the Hebrews themselves were.
(Lev. xxiv. 15—22. Num. xv. 15, 16.) And, finally, the
oppression of strangers was one of the twelve crimes
which were solemnly cursed on Mount Ebal. (Deut. xxvii.
19.)''

Such is a concise view of the purity and extent of the
moral law, delivered by Moses. How admirably are such
language and such sentiments as these suited to the sacred
original whence they flow ! How strongly do they attest

the Divine benevolence which dictated the Jewish law, which
alone could enforce such precepts by adequate sanctions, and
impress such sentiments upon the human heart with practical

conviction ! If the intermixture of such sentiments and pre-

cepts with the civil code, and the union of political regula-

tions with moral instructions and religious observances, is

unparalleled in any other country, and by any other lawgiver,

—does not this circumstance afford a strong presumptive
evidence of the divine original of the Mosaic code 1

VI. The Mosaic dispensation, in its general provisions,

comprehended a complete form of government, both civil and
religious; and in botn these respects it was purely a theo-

cracy. Its civil enactments were adapted to peculiar cases

and circumstances ; but they enjoined, as we have seen, the

duties of social life in all its several relations ; and they ap-

pointed civil rulers to carry these laws into effect. The reli-

gious enactments of the Mosaic dispensation contained cer-

tain doctrines, promises, threatenings, and predictions, which
were the authoritative rule of faith to the Jews ; these enact-

ments also prescribed a great multitude of ceremonial and
judicial institutions, which, however indifferent in them-
selves, were obligatory on the Jews, by the commanding
authority of God.2 The precise use of all these institutions we

» This was forbidden, not only as it was an idolatrous custom practised

among the heathen, but as it carried with it the appearance of barbarity.

Vide Phil. Jud. n-fpi <p<*.*v5f>*«ri«s. Joseph, contra Apion, 1. ii. §22, Arc.

Dr. Randolph's View of our Blessed Saviour's Ministry, &c. pp. 282—290.

Cellerier, de l'Origine Authentique et Divipe de 1'Ancien Testament, pp.
221—233. Du Voisin, Autorite des Livres de Moyse, pp. 368—386.

» See a full account of the religious and civil polity of the Jews, infra,

vol. ii.
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cannot, at this distance of time, fully ascertain. Hut some of

them were manifestly established in opposition to the rites

of the Egyptians and other neighbouring nations, and with a

view to preserve tliein from the infections of their idolatries.

Others of their rites wen- instituted as memorials of the sig-

nal and extraordinary acts of Divine Providence towards
hem, especially those by which their law had been con-
firmed and established. And the history of the Jewish
people, the vengeance executed by them on idolatrous na-
tions, the wonderful works of God wrought among them,
and the excellency of their laws and constitutions, could not
but awaken the attention of the rest of mankind, and hold
forth a light to the heathen world throughout which they
were dispersed.

Infinite wisdom, however, had a still further design in the
Mosaic dispensation. It was designed to prepare the way
for that noire pi rfeet dispell ;ation which was to succeed it.

Its rites and ceremonies prefigure and set forth the coming of
our Lord Jesus Christ, who was tin end of the Law (K \.

4.), and who is pointed out and referred to through every
part of the Old Testament, The law was their schoolmaster
to bring them unto Christ. (Gal. iii. 24.) And though the

elements which it taught were weak and poor, in respect of
the more complete system which was afterwards to take
place, yet they were excellent in their kind, and wisely
adapted to the exigencies of those times.

The law, though not absolutely perfect, had a perfection
suitable to its kind and design : it was adapted to the genius
of the people to whom it was given, and admirably calcu-
lated to keep tin in a people distinct from the rest of man-
kind, and prevent their being involved in the idolatries com-
mon among other nations. And it was at the same time or-
dained to presignify good things to come, and to bear a strong
attestation to the truth of the Christian religion. These wen
surely good ends, and worthy of a wise and good God. If
God then chose Israel for his peculiar people, it was because
all the rest of the world was immersed in idolatry and super-
stition. Nor did he (hereby cease to be the God of the Gen-
tiles. He lift not himself without witness amongst them ; In

did them good, and goat them rain from heaven, awl fruitful
seasons, (Acts xiv. 17.) And hit eternalpower and godhead
(Rom. i. 19, 'Jo. j was manifested to them by the works of his
creation, lie was also at all times ready to receive those
who turned from their idolatries, and became proselytes to
the true religion. And he had prepared his Sun a ransom fir
all, to be testified in due time. ( 1 Tim. ii. C.) The Jews might
indeed take occasion from hence to value themselves, and
despise others : their law, however, gave them no encourage-
ment or pretence so to do ; but quite the contrary. And with
regard to their ceremonial law, they were all along taught,
both by Moses and their prophets, that true religion did not
consist in such external observances. Circumcise the foreskin

of your heart (l)eut. x. Hi.), said Moses to them. Andagain;
rht Lord tin/ God "-ill circumcise thine heart, ami the luurt of
thy seed, to lure the Lord thy God with all thine heart, anil with
all thy soul, that thou mayest lire. (xxx. ('..) The like doc-
trine taught Samuel :

—

Iluth the Jjjrd as great delight in

mrtti-qfferings, and sacrifices, as in obeying tlu void of the
Jjml? Behold, la obey is better than sacrifice, ami la hearken
tin. a Ha fit oj rums, (l Sain. xv. 82.) Thou desirest not sacri-

fice, says David, else uinild I aire il . Thau dehghiest not in

burnt-offering. The sacrifices of God are a Inula a spirit: .1
broken an,/ a rnntriti la a,i , t) tfnd, thou wilt not demise, (I',al.

Li. 16, 17.) 'I',, dojustin andjudgment, gays Solomon, ismi
acceptable to Vu Lord than saertfieo. (l'r.iv. x\i. .').) Isaiah
sneaks very fully to the same purpose :

—

T„ what purpose is

the mulliluil, of your sacrifices unto mi ? sailh the Lord) la,n

full of the burnt -,,][, ring! of ruins, ami l/u fa/ ,,/' /, ,/ /„ „sls, and
I delight not in the blood of bollocks, or of lambs, of he*goats,
&c— H 'ash ye, multe ye clean, put away the I vil of your aoingl
from before mine eyes, cease to iln nil. I, am In do a; II. seek

judgment, nine, the oppressed, fudge the fatherless, jiba,/ / ,

//,, widow. (l*a. i. 11, Kc.) Thus also sneaks Jeremiah,

—

Thus sailh the Lord of /lasts, tin God of Israel, Amend your
ways and your dninirs, and I will COUSt you to dwell in this

place. 'J rust i/i not in lyinir wards, suyinfr, Tin templcofihl
J^ord, the temple if tin Lord. (Jet. vu. 3, I.) T desired mercy,
and not sacrifice, says God by the prophet II. .-.oa, and the

knowledge of Hod more than burnt-offerings, (I los. vi. 6.)
Lastly, we read in th. prophet Micali,— Wherewithal shall I

come before t/ir hint, and /„,„ my-ilf /„/,,,, Iln high '

Shall 1 conic bifori him with tiurnt-ojfirinos, with calees of a
year old? It 'i II the Lord be pleased with thousands if rams, or

with ten thousands of rivers of oilt Shall Igive my first-born
far my transgression, the fruit of my body fur the sin of my
soul? Hi hath shown! thee, man, what is good t and what
doth the Lord require ofthee, but to dojusth/, and to love mercy,
and la walk humbly With thy Hud? (Mio. vi. 6, fas.) If then
the Jews placed their dependence on an external show of re-

ligion, they must stand condemned by their own Law, and
their Prophets.

But, however excellent the Mosaic institution was in

itself, and admirably adapted to the Jews, for the purposes
for which it was intended, yet it « as imperfect, as beingonly
one part of the grand revelation of the divine purpose to save
mankind through the blood of the Messiah, and also as being
designi d for a small nation, and not for the whole world. It

was indeed strictly of a local and temporary nature. One part
of its design being to separate the Israelites from the test of
mankind (which it effectually accomplished), many of its

ordinances are therefore of such a nature, that they are not

calculated for general adoption. 1 The Jewish dispensation
was only temporary, and preparatory to that fuller manifes-
tation ot the divine will, which in the fulness of time H as

to be made known to the world. This is not only implied in

its typical character, which has already been noticed, but is

also intimated, in no obscure terms, in those predictions

which announce its abrogation, the substitution of the evan-
gelical laws by the advent of the Messiah, and the conver-
sion of th (

'., utiles. To omit the prophecies concerning the
Messiah, which have already been noticed,- the cessation of

the Mosaic dispensation is foretold by Jeremiah in the follow-

ing i Eplicit terms:

—

Behold the days come, sailh the h,rd,that
I wiU mule a new covenant with the house of Israel, and with

the house nfjudah : not according to the covenant that I made
with tin house of theirfathers, in the day that I lm,k them by the

hand, to brim; them out of the land of Egypt [which my cove-

nunt they brake, although I was a husband to tin in, suith the

Lord) • but this shall be the covenant which I will make with

tlir house of I rail. After those days, suith the Lord, I will put
my law in t/uir inward purls, and write it in their hearts, and
will be their God, and llu y shall be my people. And tiny shall

tench on more every man his neighbour9 saying, Show ye the

Lint: f,r they mall \t.i. know me, from llu litis! nf tlu m to the

greatest of them, saith the Lord forlwillfbrgivt Hi, ir iniquity,

and I Will run: Hilar thrir sin tin mare. (.ler. XXxi. .11—34.)
From which passage, Paul infers (Heb. viii. 7— 13.), that

the mention el a new covenant necessarily implies the first to

be old, and that, if that first covenant had been faultless, there

would have been no occasion for the second. Compare also

Haggai ii. ti. with Heb. xii. -M',, -J7.

Equally important are all those predictions, which mention

the calling of the Gentiles." All these are punctually ful-

filled in the preaching of the Gospel, but are not so much as
possible, supposing the law to be still in force which con-

fined all solemn worship and sacrifices to the temple at

Jerusalem. Nav. further, this enlargement of the church

plainly supersedes those other oeremoniee, which were de-

signed to distinguish the Israelites as God's peculiar people;

for the partition wall must necessarily be broken down, and

Jew and Gentile both made one whenever those pv plums
should be accomplished.

Let us then adore the wisdom and goodness of God in all

liis dispensations, His statutes arcright and rejoict the luart,

nd : II his commandments are righteous. (I 'sal. xix. 8.)

And tin se same no lit. ens , man. I in. nls and holy doctrines

are delivered to us in the Gospel (as will be shown in the

following page;) with still-greater purity and perfection,

and fret prom that burthen of ceremonies, which the circum-

stances of th. Jewish age ami people rendered necessary.

§ 3. A SUMMARY vifw Of nil DOOTBimtS \Nn PRECEPTS or
TBI liosi-Ki. iusi'i:nsation.

I. Divine Character of the Fnunder of the Christian Uctiirion.

— II. The heading Doctrines nf the Gospel are worthy of
thecharacter of the .itmighty ; particularly, 1. The account
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of God and of his perfections, and the duty and spiritual

worship which we owe to him.—2. The vicarious atonement

made for sin by Jesus Christ.—3. Forgiveness of sins.—
4. Justifcatioji by faith, and reconciliation to God.—5. The
promise of the Holy Spirit to sanctify and renew our na-
ture.—6. The immortality of the soul ; and a future state

of rewards ajid punishmerits.—III. The JYloral Precepts

of the JYew Testament are admirably adapted to the actual

State of iWankind.—1. Summary of the duty it enjoins be-

tween man and man, particularly integrity of conduct,

charity, forgiveness of injuries.—2. The duties ofgovernors

and subjects, masters and servants, husbands and wives,

parents and children.—3. The personal duties of sobriety,

chastity, temperance, &c.—4. The holiness of the moral
precepts of the Gospel, a proof of its divine origin.—5.

Considerations on the manner in which the moral precepts

of the Gospel are delivered ; and on the character of Jesus

Christ as a moral teacher.—IV. Superiority of the Motives
to Duty presented by the Gospel.—They are drawn, 1. From
a consideration of the reasonableness of the duty.—2. From
the singular favours bestowed by God.—3. From the ex-

ample of Christ.—4. From the sanctions of duty, which the

civil relations among men have received from God.— 5.

From the regard which Christians owe to their holy pro-

fession.—6. From the acceptableness of true repentance and
the promise of pardon.—7. From the divine assistance

offered to support men in the practice of their duty.—8.

From our relation to heaven while upon earth.—9. From
the rewards and punishments proc'aiyned in the Gospel.

I. Divine Character of the Founder of the Christian
Religion.

The third and last dispensation of religion is that which
was introduced hy that divine and glorious person whom the
prophets had foretold. This is properly the Christian Dis-
pensation, which was designed and fitted for an universal
extent, and in which, considered in its original purity, religion

is brought to its highest perfection and noblest improvement.
An admirable wisdom, goodness, and purity shone forth in

the whole conduct and character of the great author of it.

He came in the fnlness of time, the time which had been
pointed out in the prophetical writings. In him the several

predictions relating to the extraordinary person that was to

come were fulfilled, and the several characters by which he
was described were wonderfully united, and in no other per-
son. He appeared, as was foretold concerning him, mean
in his outward condition and circumstances, and yet main-
tained in his whole conduct a dignity becoming his divine
character. Many of his miracles were of such a kind, and
performed in such a manner, as seemed to argue a dominion
over nature, and its established laws, and they were acts of
great goodness as well as power. He went about doing
good to the bodies and to the souls of men ; and the admi-
rable instructions he gave were delivered with a divine au-
thority, and yet with great familiarity and condescension.
And his own practice was every way suited to the excellency
of his precepts. He exhibited the most finished pattern of
universal holiness, of love to God, of zeal for the divine
glory, of the most wonderful charity and benevolence
towards mankind, of the most unparalleled self-denial, of a
heavenly mind and life, of meekness and patience, humility
and condescension. Never was there so perfect a character,
so godlike, venerable, and amiable, so remote from that of
an enthusiast or an impostor. He is the only founder of a
religion in the history of mankind, which is totally uncon-
nected with all human policy and government, and "therefore

totally unconducivo to any worldly purpose whatever. All
others, as Mohammed, Numa, and even Moses himself,
blended their religious and civil institutions together, and
thus acquired dominion over their respective people : but
Christ neither aimed at nor would accept of any such power

;

he rejected every object which all other men pursue, and
made choice of all those which others fear to encounter. _No
other founder of a religion ever made his own sufferings and
death a necessary part of his original plan, and essential to
his mission. Jesus Christ, however, most expressly fore-
told his own sufferings, the cruel and ignominious death he
was to undergo, his resurrection from the dead on the third
day, his ascension into heaven, the dreadful judgments and
calamities that should be inflicted on the Jewish nation, and,
what seemed the most improbable thing in the world, the
wonderful progress of his own Gospel from the smallest
beginnings, notwithstanding the persecutions and difficulties

to which he foretold it should be exposed. All this was
most exactly fulfilled : he rose again on the third day, and
showed himself alive to his disciples after his passion by
many infallible proofs, when their hopes were so sunk, that
they could hardly believe that he was risen, till they could
no longer doubt of it, without renouncing the testimony of
all their senses. He gave them a commission to go and
preach his Gospel to all nations, and promised that, to ena-
ble them to do it with success, they should be endued with
the most extraordinary powers and gifts of the Holy Ghost.
This accordingly they did, and though destitute of all worldly
advantages, without power, riches, interest, policy, learning,
or eloquence, they went through the world preaching a cru-
cified Jesus, as the Saviour and Lord of men, and teaching
the things which he had commanded them ; and by the won-
derful powers with which they were invested, and the evi-
dences they had produced of their divine mission, they pre-
vailed, ami spread the religion of Jesus, as their great Master
had foretold, in the midst of sufferings and persecutions, and
in opposition to the reigning inveterate prejudices both of
Jews and Gentiles.

II. If we examine the nature and tendency of the Gospkl
Dispensation, and of the doctrines taught by Jesus Christ
and his apostles, we shall find them to be in every respect
worthy of God, and adapted to the necessities of mankind.
They retain all that is excellent in the Old Testament reve-
lation ; for Christ came, not to destroy the law and the pro-
phets, but to fulfil them, and to carry the scheme of religion
there laid down to a still higher degree of excellency.
Accordingly, he taught all the fundamental doctrines of the
Christian system, which are necessary to be believed and
obeyed in order to the attainment of salvation. Such, for
instance, are the existence and perfections of God ; the
righteous and reasonable character of his law ; the rebellion,

apostacy, and corruption of man ; the impossibility of justi-

fication by the works of the law ; Christ's own divine
character, as the Son of God and the Saviour of men

; jus-
tification by faith in him ; the deity and offices of the Holy
Spirit; the nature and necessity of regeneration, faith, re-

pentance, holiness of heart and life ; a future state; a judg-
ment to come ; and a recompense of reward to the righteous
and the wicked, and the spiritual nature of his kingdom.
These are the leading subjects taught by Jesus Christ and
his apostles : to adduce all the passages of the New Testa-
ment that assert them would extend this section to an undue
length. A few of the principal testimonies may properly
claim to be noticed.

1. The account of God and of his Perfections contained
in the Scriptures commends itself to our reason, as worthy
of the highest and most excellent of all beings, and the most
suitable affections and dispositions towards him. He is

represented as a pure Spirit, the Creator and Governor of the
world, possessed of infinite wisdom, holiness, truth, justice,

goodness, and perfection ; the witness and judge of our
actions; eternal, immortal, invisible, unchangeable, and
omnipresent.' At the same time, his majesty is softened
(if we may be allowed the expression) by his benevolence,
which is liberal and unwearied in diffusing good throughout
the universe : " his tender mercies are over all his works,"
embracing at once the interests of our souls and our bodies;
and while he bestows in abundance the blessings and conso-
lations of the present life, he has provided for us perfect and
exalted felicity in the life to come. Of all the views of God
which had ever been given, none was so calculated to endear
him to us, and to inspire our hearts with confidence, as this

short hut interesting description, of which the scheme of re-

demption affords a sublime illustration,

—

"God is love!"
(1 John iv. 1(5.) But the Gospel not only makes known to

us the nature of God : it also imparts to us a full discovery
of our duty to him, clothed in ideas the most venerable,
amiable, and engaging. We are required to fear God, but it

is not with a servile horror, such as superstition inspires, but
with a filial reverence. We are directed and encouraged to

address ourselves to him as our heavenly Father through
Jesus Christ the Son of his love, and in his name to offer

up our prayers and praises, our confessions and thanksgiv-
ings, with the profoundest humility, becoming creatures

deeply sensible of their own unworthiness, and yet with an
ingenuous affiance, hope, and joy. We are to yield the most
unreserved submission to God as our sovereign Lord, our
most wise and righteous Governor, and most gracious Bene-

' John iv. 24. Rom. i. 20. Heb. iii. 4. Malt, xxiii. 9. Eph. iv. C. Matt. jt.

29, 311. Luke x. 24—28. 1 Tim. i. 17. John xvii. 11. Rev. iii. 7. XV. 4. Johu
vii. 28. 2 Cor. i. 18. 1 John i. 9. Rev. xv. 3. Eph. i. 23.
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factor ; to nan) ourselves to his disposal, and acquiesce in

his providential dispensations, as being persuaded that he

orders edl things really for the besl ; to walk continually as

in bis Bight, and with a regard to his approbation, setting

him In fore us as 003 great aft-seeing witness and judge, our

chief. ad highest end. Above all, we are required to

love the Lord our God with all our heart, and mind, and

strength, and t" Bhowthal we lore him hy keeping his com-
ments. l>v aspiring after a conformity to him in hisimita-

ble perfections, and by endeavouring, as far as we areable,to

glonfy him in the world.

The external worship of Clod, according to the idea given

of it in the New Testament, is pure and spiritual, and is

characterised by a noble simplicity. As God is a spirit, he

is to be worshipped, not in a formal manner, but in spirit and
in truth. (John iv. 84.) The numerous rites of the Mosaic
dispensation, which, though wisely suited to that time and

. were marks of the imperfection of that economy, are

iinu abolished. The ordinances of Christianity, prescribed

in tin (iospel. ;ire lew in number, easy to be observed, and

noble in their use and significancy ; and those ceremonies,

which ure necessary in order that all things may be done
decently-and in order, are Left to he filled up, in every country,

at the discretion of pious men lawfully appointed.—A glo-

rious plan of religious worship this! grounded upon the per-

feeiiens of the divine nature, and admirably corresponding
with the case mid necessities of sinful man.

2. That in. in should love God with all his heart, is not the

language of religion only; it is also the dictate of reason.

Hut. ;il. is! neither reason nor religion have had sufficient in-

fluence to produce this effect Man has offended God, and
guilt exposes him t" punishment; for the holiness of God
inns! hat sin. and his justice must lead him to testify in his

conduct the displeasure which bis heart feels. That man is

nU.
i ii depraved creature, and manifests that depravity in his

sentiments and disposition, the whole history of the human
kind furnishes abundant proof. If the annals of the different

nations of the earth do not portray the tempers and actions

of a race of dreadfully, depraved creatures, there is no such
in nature as an argument. The tendency of guilt and

depravity is as naturally and certainly to misery,as of a stone
I . fall d iwnw arils.

In what H a\ guilty and depraved creatures can he delivered

fro i svioki Ini and punishment, and restored to goodness
ii id felicity, is if tin- most difficult, as il is one of the most

rtant, questions which can employ the mind. "God is

justly displeased: how shall he be reconciled! Guilt makes
in m afraid of <e«l : how shall the cause of fear be removed !

Depravity makes man averse to intercourse with God : how
shall his siMtiuieiits and disposition be changed J" These
are all difficulties which natural religion cannot resolve ; and
concerning which reason is utterly silent. liepnilmice and
reformation have been considered by many as fully sufficient

I., liauish all these evils ; but they have no countenance for

their opinion from the course ot God's moral government. A
debauchie repents bitterly and sincerely of his vicious ex-

cesses ; hut repentance does not heal his diseased body : "he
is made to possess the sins of his youth ;" and the fatal

effects of his vices bring him to an early grave. The game-
ster repents of his folly, and reforms his conduct : but bis

penitence and reformation do not procure the restoration of
his lost estate ; and he spends his remaining years in poverty
and wain. By initialing, men testify their approbationof the
divine conduct, in their ideas of distributive justice. The
murderer is seized, anil led to llie tribunal of the judge. He
professes to he penitent, and there is no reason to question
tiis sincerity. Hut do any think thai Ins repentance should

arresi the arm of the righteous law ! I le is condemned, and

suffers death. If, then, me sentiment of men, ronfirmiiurthe

conduct of God, proclaim the insufficiency of repentance to

ai< for iniquity, no rational hops can be entertained of its

efficacy. We must look to another quarter ; but where shall

We look 1

An extraordinary interpoeition of the Supreme Being ap-

pears necessary, and also a revelation of ins will to give us

information on the subject. Thougb it would be presumption

in OS to na every Ibing that a revelation will contain, we
in. iv s iy with confidence, it will be full and explicit as to the

pardon of sin, and the method of n sinner's r, oUiation

with God. These are indispensably requisite. Tin N( »

I
|
.uncut does not disappoint our wishes or our liopi

eiiiers fully into all these difficulties, and proposes a remedy
for every evil which we feel, The doctrine of a mediator, and

of redemption through him, presents itself to our eyes in every
page; and forms the very core of the Christian religion. 1

Thus, what men had in all ages wished for in vain—an
atonement for sin (which conscience and their natural notions
of divine justice taught them to be necessary)—the sacred
books point out in the death of Jesus ; which, in conse-
quence of the dignity of his person, our reason perceives to
have been of sufficient value to expiate the guilt of innumer-
able millions. The reality and extent of tin atonement or
satisfaction made to divine justice by Jesus Christ are get

forth in the strongest and most explicit language that can be
conceived. Thus, he is said to have dial roB us, to hear our
sins, /oTAKE AWAY OUT sills, to be a PROPITIATION fir OUT sins,

and to purchase, redeem, or ransom us with the price of his

bbod,
Christ died for us.—He laid down his life for us. (1 John

iii. 16.)

—

He dial roBOUrgaiB, (1 Cor. xv. .'i.)

—

He gore him-
self for us. (Tit. ii. 14.)

—

He was delivered for our offences.

(liom. iv. 25.) lie tasted death for every man. (Heb. ii. 9.)—Agreeably to the prophecy concerning him, He was wound-
ed Foil intr transgressions, and bruised for our iniquities. (Isa.

liii. 5.)

—

Christ has borne our sins.—He was mire offered to

bear the sins of many. (Heb. ix. "28.)

—

He BARE our sins in his

own body mi tin tree. (1 Pet. ii. 84.
J
—Agreeably to the pre-

dictions concerning him, He hath borne our griefs and tarried
our sorrines : the Lord hath LAID on him the iniquity of us all.

(Isa. liii. i. 6.)
Christ has taken AWAY our sills.—He was manifsltd Intake

AWAY our sins. ( 1 John iii. 5.)

—

He pit away ini by the sacri-

fice of himself. (Heb. ix. 86.1

—

He hath washed us from our
sins in hit own blood. (Rev. i. 5.)

—

The blood of Christ Jesus

cj.eanseth us from all sin. (1 John i. 7.)
< 'Ariel is a propitiation for our sins.—Him hath God set

forth to be a propitiation, through faith in his blood. (Rom.
iii. 25.)

—

God sent his Son lobe the propitiation for our sins.

( 1 John iv. 10.)

—

He is the propitiation for our sins, and not

for ours only, but also fir the sins ofthe lehule world. (1 John
ii. 2.)

Christ purchased, redeemed, or ransomed us with theprice

of liis blood.— lie purchased the church of God with his own
blood, (Acts xx. 28.)

—

Be came to givt Ins If a ransom inr
many. (Matt. xx. '2s.)

—

Hegave htmselfa slassok for aU. (1

Tim. ii. Ii.)

—

He are BOUGHT with a price. (I Cur. vi. 20.)—
hi hint ire hnve UFIlFMlTIoN tkrOUgh bis blood, (Kph. i. 7.;

He hath BBDE8MED ns In find In/ his hlnnd. (Rev. V. !h)

—

We ore redeemed with the jirrriuus IJund of Christ. (1 I'd.

i. 111.)

3. The divine justice being Satisfied,we are assured ef the

FoiifiivF.NKss of oi u sins through Christ, upon a sincere re-

pentance. His forerunner, John the Baptist, preached the

baptism of repentancefir the remission- of sins. (Luke iii. S.)—Christ tells us, his blood was shut for many Jnr the remis-

sion of sins. (Matt. xxvi. 88.)— \licr the resurrection, the

BDOStleS are directed by him tn preach repentance and remis-

sion in sins in his 111:1111 niimng nil notions. (Luke xxiv. 17.)

—Accordingly their preaching was this: Him God hath ex-

alted iritli Ins right hand tn lie it priori tnttl nsarintir, fortogiw
repentance to Israel, and roBsrrxmns of sins. (Acts v. 81.)— /tcpent anil In: baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus

Christ, fir Me remission of sins. (Acts il. 38.)

—

Through this

man ispreachedunto you the fohuivknkss of sins. (Acts xiii.

88.)

—

lb him give all fib prophets witness, that through his
name, irhosnen r helievelh in him shall ririirr remission OF
sins. (Acts x. I.'t.)

—

Qod was in Christ reconciling flu worM
mil, i himself, not imi'i riNn their trapassts unto them. (2 Cor.
V. 19.) /" b'"l we hove rtdempiionthrOVgh his blond, the FOR-

GIVENESS of sins. (Kph. i. 7.)— And we are i inianiled to

fnrgire nne another, en n as God, foi ('bust's Bake, bath FOR-
hivfn US, ( Kph. iv. 32.)

4. Our sins being forgiven, we are justified by Christ in

the sight of God, By htm all that I iuwifixd. (Acts
\ni. 39.)

—

Weart JIMUIFUDM tht name of the Ijird Jesus.

(I Cot. vi. 1 1.)

—

He on j i meiwiMU freeh by his grace, through
the redemption that is in .bsus Christ. (Rom. iii. 21.)

—

llring

justified by his blnoil, we shall be saved from wroth through
him. (Rom. v. 9.)

—

Gml both moth him In be sin (lhat 1-. a

sin-otlcring) fit us, wlm kntw nu sin, that wr might tie made
the BJStHTBOt nratfl of Qod in him. (2Cor. v. 21.)

—

Kvrii the

iiloln ini snuss of God, which is by faith of Jesus Christ unto

all and npnn nil them that htlicrt. (liom. ill. 22.)—Therel. re

•' hi are accounted righteous before God, only for the merit

Rogue's Eiujr on the Divine Authority of the New Tetuunenl, pp
32.' 31
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of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, by faith, and not for

our own. merits or deservings." 1

Further, being justified by Christ, we are reconciled to

God. Being justified by faith, we have peace with God
through our Lord Jesus Christ. (Rom. v. 1.)

—

We are recon-
ciled to God by the death ofhis Sot). (Rom. v. 10.)

—

Us, who
were enemies, hath Christ reconciled in the body of his flesh,

through death. (Col. i. 21, 22.)

—

He hath made peace through
the blood of his cross, by him to reconcile all things unto him-
self. (Col. i. 20.)

—

God hath reconciled us to himself by
Jesus Christ (2 Cor. v. 18.);

—

Who suffered fir sin, that he
might bring us unto God. (1 Pet. iii. 18.)—And, we are

accepted in the beloved. (Eph. i. 6.)

5. Once more, in the Gospel we find the best principles of
comfort and refreshment to the soul under all the cala-
mities and afflictions of life, as well as a rich magazine of all

means proper for the sanctification of our souls, and our most
successful advances in true piety. In the Scriptures we see
that the Divine Spirit is ready with his mighty aids to assist,

enlighten, and strengthen our spirits in proportion to our sin-
cere desires and endeavours after godliness; and there we are
directed every day, and at all times, to seek unto God
through Christ, by fervent and believing prayer, for his gui-
dance and protection, and are assured that we shall never seek
his face in vain. For Jesus Christ, having reconciled us to

God, sanctifies the hearts of true believers by the Holy
Spirit, in order to enable thpm to perform their duty, and to

continue in the favour of God. We are chosen to sul.alion,

through sanctification of the Spirit (2 Thess. ii. 13.), and
through sanctification of the Spirit unto obedience. (1 Pet. i.

2.)

—

We are sanctified, through the offering of the body of
Jesus Christ. (Heb. x. 10 >

—

God hath not called us to uncleun-
ness, but unto holiness, who hath also given unto us his holy
spirit. (1 Thess. iv. 7, 8.)

—

The spirit of god dwelleth in
us (Rom. viii. 9.), and our body is the temple of the holy
ghost (1 Cor. vi. 19.), and we are an habitation of God
through the spirit. (Eph. ii. 22.)

—

We are renewed by the

holy ghost (Tit. iii. 5.)—and quickened by the spirit (John
yi. 63.)—and strengthened with might by the spirit in the
inner man. (Eph. iii. 10.)—And it is through the spirit that
we mortify the deeds of the body (Rom. viii'. 13.)—by which
deeds we grieve and quench the spirit. (Eph. iv. 30. 1

Thess. v. 19.)
He who assists us by his spmiTupon earth (Luke xi. 13.),

to enable us to do the will of God, and thereby to continue in
his favour, is our constant mediator, intercessor, and ad-
vocate with God in heaven, to present our prayers for the
supply of our wants, and to obtain a compassionate recard to
our failings and infirmities. He is the mediator of the New
Covenant. (Heb. xii. 24.)

—

There is one mediator between
God and man, even the man Jesus Christ. (1 Tim. ii. 5.) He
makes intercession fir us of the right hand of God. (Rom.
viii. 34.)

—

He appears in the presence of God for us. (Heb.
ix. 24.)

—

No man Cometh unto the Father but by him. (John
xiv. 6.)—He is able to save them to the uttermost who come unto
God by him, seeing he ever liveth to make intercession for
them. (Heb. vii. 25.)

—

If any man sin ice have an advocate
with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous. (1 John ii. 1.)
He is touched with the feeling of our infirmities, and therefore
let us come boldly to the throne of grace, that ire may find
grace and mercy to kelp in time of need (Heb. iv. 15, 16.)
and let us draw near with a true heart, and full assurance of
faith. (Heb. x. 22.)

—

In him we have boldness, and access
with confidence. (Eph. iii. 12.)

6. In favour of the immortality of the soul, a point so
important, but which to the wisest ofthe Gentiles seemed so
doubtful, the New Testament speaks in the most decisive
language, and holds out to the hopes and fears of mankind
rewards and punishments suited to their nature, and which it

is worthy of God to dispense. In the Gospel we see the dead
both small and great restored to life, and appearing before the
tribunal of God, to receive a sentence " according to the deeds
done in the body." The glories of heaven which' are reserved
" for them that love him," and the everlasting miseries which
will be the terrible portion of all the wilfully impenitent
workers of iniquity, are disclosed in the Scriptures ; which
alone set forth the true reason of our being in this world, viz.
not for enjoyment, but for trial ; not to gain temporal plea-
sures or possessions, but that our souls may be disciplined
and prepared for immortal honour and glory. While the di-
vine displeasure is declared against all ungodliness and un-

1 Article xi. of the Confession of the Anglican Church.

righteousness of men, and the most awful warnings are de-
nounced against sinners, the means bv which they may
obtain mercy are clearly displayed and offered to them. 2 And
as it is Jesus Christ who enables us to do the will of God
and to preserve his favour in this life (for without him we can
do nothing), so it is through him alone that we are made par-
takers of that eternal life and immortality, which he has
illustrated in the Gospel. The Father sent the Son to be the
Saviour of the world (1 John iv. 14.)

—

to seekand to save that
which was lost (Luke xix. 10.)

—

that we might live through
hioi (1 John iv. 9.)

—

that the world througli him might be
saved (John iii. 17.)

—

that believing, we might have life
through his name (John xx. 31.)

—

that whosoever believeth in
him should not perish, but have everlasting life. (John iii.

16.)—Through him we are saved from wrath He hath de-
livered us from the wrath to come. (1 Thess. i. 10. Rom. v.

9.)

—

Eternal life is the gift if Gud through Jesus Christ our
Lord. (Rom. vi. 23.)

—

God hath given us eternal life, and
this life is in his 8an (1 John v. 11.)

—

who is the captain of
our salvation (Heb. ii. 10.)

—

the author of eternal salva-
tion to all them that obey him (Heb. v. 9.) :

—

Neither is there

salvation in any other : for there is none other name under
hem hi given among men whereby we must be saved. 3 (Acts
iv. 12.)

Such is the system of doctrine promulgated in the New
Testament by the apostles of Jesus Christ. But whence did
they derive their knowledge? They have given us a full

view of human nature ; and have exposed in the clearest light
the depravity, guilt, and misery of man. They have, at the
same time, pointed out a method of deliverance from all these
evils. Their system is wonderfully ingenious: it is origi-
nal: it is adapted to the condition of human nature: it is a
remedy perfect and complete. They say that they had all

their knowledge of religion from Jesus Christ. But whence
did Jesus Christ derive it ? Those who deny his divine mis-
sion will find it difficult to account for his knowledge. There
is somethino; in his scheme unspeakably superior to every
other. It takes in the rights of God, as well as the necessi-
ties of man; and renders Gnd glorious in all his perfections,
as well as man completely happy. Who besides, in ancient
or modern times, ever conceived so vast an ideal But Jesus
had no literary education. Perhaps the Old Testament was
the only book be ever read. He never associated with the
philosophers: his companions were not the chief priests, and
elders, and scribes. Let the deist sit down and assign a
satisfactory reason for the vast superiority of the Gospel.
The Christian is free from difficulty; for he reads in the sa-
cred page, and he believes that " Jesus Christ is the only
begotten Son, who was in the bosom of the Father, and hath
declared him unto us." (John i. 18. )'

Finally, all the doctrines to which the Gospel requires our
assent are agreeable to unprejudiced reason; everyone of
them has a natural tendency and direct influence to reform
the manners of men; and all together make up the most ra-
t'onal and consistent belief in the world. To instance only a
few particulars:—What can be a more excellent foundation
of religion, than the Christian doctrine concerning the nature
and attributes of the only true God ? What so certain a pre-
servative against idolatry, as the doctrine, that all things
were made by him ? What can be so sure a ground of piety,
as the Christian doctrine of providence ? What a greater en-
couragement to holiness, than that God has made a revela-
tion of his will to instruct men in that practice ? What doc-
trine is so admirably suited to all the ends of religion, as that
of the incarnation of the Son of God ? Which way could
men have been so sensible of God's love, and have been in-
structed in divine truth so well, as by sending his only Son ?

How could the honour of the Divine laws°be vindicated,
and such an assurance of pardon been given to men, as by
this method of the Son of God giving himself a sacrifice for
sin? What could be a more glorious manifestation of the
mercy of God ; what more effectual to deter men from sin ;

and to exhibit to them its heinous nature, and God's hatred
against it, and the indispensable necessity of obeying his
laws, than this expedient of saving sinners by the sacrifice
of his Son? How could men be better encouraged to a reli-

gious life, than by having such a Mediator to obtain pardon
for their frailties, and by being assured of the assistance of

> Compare John v. 28. 29. 1 Cor. xv. 12—20. 2Cor. v. 10. Matt, xxv 31—
34. 41. 16! Rev. xx. 11—13. Mark ix. 43, 44. Rev. xiv. 10. II. xxii 11 John
xiv. 2, 3. 2 Cor. v. 1. 1 Pet. i. 4. Rev. xxi. 4. xxii. 3—6. 1 John iii. 2.

» Bp. Gibson's Pastoral Letters, Lett. 2. (in Bp. Randolph's Enchiridion.
vol. iv. pp. 160—166. first edition.)

'

< Bogue's Essay on the Divine Authority of the New Testament, p. 33.
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Tit. iii. 2. with Psal. xv. 3.) Further, we are forbidden tothe Holy Spirit, to enable them to conquer their corrupt af-

fections'? In fine, what mora powerful motive to persuade

men to live virtuously, man the certainty of a future judg-

iii ut ! Vain men may value themselves upon their specula-

tive knowledge, right opinions, and true belief; but no bb-

likk H M,l, in: OF ADVANTAGE tci THEM, WHICH IS SEPARATE
KKoM I 1 1 K PRACTICE nK HOLINESS.

Lastly, all the doctrines of the < Christian faith make up an

infinitely more consistent and rational tehenu of belief, than

the wisest of the ancient philosophers ever did, or the most
cunning of modem unbelievers con, invent. The philoso-

phers wen never able to make out a coherent scheme of

things, and the modern deists cannot frame to themselves
;m\ consistent anil lixed principle, as we have already seen. 1

There have, indeed, been disputes among Christians, but

they have not been like those among the philosophers, con-

cerning the supreme good of man, but only explications of

particular doctrines, which do not affect religion itself, and
ought not to hinder the good effect which the fundamental
doctrines ought to have upon the lives of men.

III. Admirably as the doctrines of the New Testament
Are adapted to the actual condition and wants of mankind,
the moral PRECEPTS which it enjoins are not less calculated

to promote their happiness and well-being, both collectively

and individually. The view of human duty, exhibited by
heathen moralists, was not only radically defective and ma-
terially erroneous; but the maimer of its exhibition was little

calculated to impress the mind, affect the heart, or influence

the conduct. Abstruse reasonings upon the fitness of things

—

general declarations concerning the beauty of virtue—cold

and inanimate precepts of conduct, if not contradicted, yet
imperfectly exemplified in their own behaviour2—might in

some degree exercise their pupils' faculties of reasoning and
memory, and render them subtle disputants, and pompous
declaimers; but they had little tendency to enlighten their

minds in the knowledge of moral truth, and to imbue their

hearts with the love of moral excellence. It is far otherwise
with the morality of the Scriptures, and especially of the

New Testament. While the system of moral truth, which
they evolve, is incomparably more pure than that of the hea-
then moralist, it is not, like bis, couched in cold generalities

It is pure and rational,

precepts of superstition

or in abstract uninteresting language
alike remote from the overstrainec

and enthusiasm, and the loose compliant maxims of worldly
policy, ll comes home to men's business and bosoms. It

is deeply impressive, and it is perfectly intelligible. It is

calculated for every rank and order of society, and speaks
with equal strictness and authority to the rich and honoura-
ble, to the poor and ignoble. All other systems of morals
prohibit actions, but not thoughts, and therefore are necessa-

rily ineffectual. Hut the moral system of Christianity per-

vades i very thought of the heart ; teaches us to refer all our
actions to the will of our ( 'rcator; and corrects all selfishness

in the human character, by teaching us to have in view llie

happiness of all around us, and enforcing the most enlarged
and diffusive benevolence.

With this general notice of Christian morality we might
conclude the present section, especially as the New Testa-
ment is in the hands of almost every one, but, since that vo-
lume (as well as the Old Testament) is arraigned by the

opposers of revelation in the present day as the most immoral
book that is extant, a Bhort view of the morality of the Gos-
pel dispensation, ami of the manner in which it is announci d,

becomes m .1 -suv. hi order to enable the Christian reader
t < give a reason of the hope that is in him. The moral pre-

cepts of the Gospel may be referred to the duties incumbent
Upon man in civil and social life, anil to the duties w hich he

owes to himsi If,

l. \\ ith regard to tin 1 dutii b incumbent upon man tow irds

his rELLovi -i in \< i in s, the Gospel requires that we offer not

the lea I i |un w wrong to others, m their persons, their

properties, or their reputations; thai we render unto all their

just due.; that we lie DOl one to another, but speak every

in. in truth unto his neighbour, anil provide things Inmost n

the sight of all lie n. All fraud and falsehood in 0UI words
and dealings, together with all inpisliee and violence, are

in"- 1 expressly forbidden, (Rom. mil 7,8. Eph. i v. 96,

2 ( 'or. vni. -.'I
.

) \,,i only arc we to abstain from injurious

actions, but we are required nol to be angry al our brother
without a cause; to speak evil of no man, ami neither i"

r.u ic si ii report - oui tell e again I our m i rhboure, nor

spread ii abroad whi n raised by others. (Man. v. 91, IS.

» >
i n ''• -SS. supra. ftSecpp W.SD »/»"

pass rash judgments upon others, lest we ourselves should
be judged by Cod ; on the contrary, we are to put the best
constructions upon their words which the ease will bear.

(Matt. vii. 1, 9. Rom. xiv. 10. 1 Cor. xii. 5. 7. .lames iv.

11.) And Jesus Christ has inculcated it in the strongest
manner, that no seeming acts of piety and devotion, or dili-

gence in the ritual observances of religion, will compensate
for the wrongs or injuries done to our neighbours, nor will
they be accepted by God without making reparation, as far

as is in our power, for those injuries and wrongs. (Matt. v.

23, 24. xxiii. 930
Nor does the Gospel enjoin a merely negative morality;

it enforces upon us, in the most explicit terms, the duty of
doing good to all men, as far as we have ability and oppor-

tunity. Thus, we are required to assist them in their neces-
sities and distresses, to sympathize with them in their nlllic-

lions and sorrows, as well as to rejoice in their prosperity ;

to be ready to distribute to their necessities out of our worldly
substance; to endeavour to convert them from the error of

their way, and to reprove them, when guilty of faults, in the

spirit of meekness; and, finally, to do all we can to promote
their temporal and spiritual welfare. The more effectually

to show the great importance of the duties of charity and
mercy, Jesus Christ assures us that particular notice will he
taken of them at the great day of judgment, and that men
shall then be rewarded or condemned according to their

abounding in, or their neglecting of, the practice of those
duties. (Gal. vi. 10. 1 Tim. vi. IS. Ileb. xiii. 3. 1(1. James
v. 20. Gal. vi. 1. Ram. xii. 15. Matt. \w. 31—16.)

Further, as the most difficult part of the duty required of

us towards mankind relates to the temper and conduct we
are to observe towards our enemies, and those who have in-

jured us, Jesus Christ has given us in this respect the most
admirable precepts and directions. If we have suffered inju-

ries from others, he enjoins us to exercise a forgiving temper
towards them, and not to give way to the bitterness of re-

venge; and requires us to insert it in our petitions to God,
that he would forgive us our sins, as we forgive others the

offences committed against us. The same is the design of

some of his excellent parables. And in this, as well as other

instances, the apostles taught the same doctrine with their

divine ford and Master, that we should recompense to no
man evil for evil, and instead of being overcome of evil,

should overcome evil with good. (Rom. xii. 17. 18, 1!', 20,

21. 1 Thess. v. 15. I I'et. iii. ft.) To these precepts we
may add, that Jesus Christ not only forbids the rendering

of evil for evil, but commands us to render good for evil.

This is the design of that glorious precept, by which we n.

commanded to love our enemies, to bless them thai curse us,

to do good to them ibal hate us. and to pray for them that

ilespitefully use us and persecute us. Instead of cursing,

we must pray to God for them, not indeed thai they may go
on and prosper in their evil courses, but that they may be

brought to a right temper of mind, and so may become the

objects of the divine favour; and if they he reduced to dis-

tn ss, we must he readv to assist and serve them in the kind

offices of humanity. "If thine enemy hunger, feed him; if

he thirst, give him drink." (Matt. V. 43, 1 F. Horn- xii. 90.)

And this certainly is carrying benevolence to the noblest

height. And though there have been high pretenders I" rea-

son who have found fault with it. yel some of the most emi-
nent among [ha ancient philosophers have been sensible of

the beauty and excellency of Bucn a conduct, but they w anti d

the ami tj nacessan to make unlaw obligatory on man-
kind. Hut in the Gospel of Jesus it is more strongly en-
forced, urged with more powerful motives than it ever waa
before, ami is bound upon us by a most express divine au-

thority. To ilu> it 1 1 1 .
i \ be a. I. led. that our Lord has expressly

condemned thai spirit which carries men to persecute and
do burl to others, under pretence of zeal for the cause of God
and religion. (I. like i\. 54, .

r
>.
r
>. 56.)

Upon the w hols, it is the manifest and uniform design and
tendency of the Gospel of Jesus to r mmend and enforce
universal benevolence. It la\s tin foundations of the du-

ties we ..we to mankind in love. It is there given as a com-
prehensive summary of the duties we owe to mankind:
Thou shall km thy neighbour at thymlf. (Matt. \\ii. 89.

Rom. xiii. 8, 9, Jam. ii. 8.) Ami bj om hi i
«• an

taughl to understand, not merelj those of the same country,

nauon, and religion with ourselves, but all of the human
that stand in i 1 of our kindness, and to whom we havi an

opportunity of doing good. This is beautifully exemplified
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by our Saviour, in the parable of the good Samaritan. (Luke
x". 33, 31, 35.) To which may be added that other remark-

able precept) IV hat'soever ye would that men should do unto

you, do ye even so to l/iem. (Matt. vii. 12.) A rule which, if

rightly considered, would be of great use in regulating our

conduct towards our fellow-creatures.

But though we are required to love and do good to all

men, the design is not, as some who are desirous to impeach
the Gospel morality would insinuate, that we should have the

same degree of affection for all. The special love and es-

teem which good men should have for one another, and the

peculiar ties by which they are united, in addition to the com-
mon ties of humanity, are recommended and enforced in the

strongest and most engaging manner, and lay the properest

foundation for all the intimacies of sacred friendship. (John
xiii. 34, 35. Gal. vi. 10. Eph. iv. 1—6. Phil. li. 1—5.
1 Pet. i. 22. 1 John iii. 16.)

2. Besides the general precepts prescribing the duties of

justice and benevolence towards all ma kind, there are also

particular injunctions given us, with respect to the duties
INCUMBENT UPON US IN THE SEVERAL STATIONS AND RELATIONS
which we sustain in civil and social life ; and these are

of great importance to the welfare of nations, families, and
particular persons.
The grand design of the New Testament, it has been well

observed, is, to teach religion. " What relates to civil in-

stitutions, it notices only so far as moral obligation is con-

cerned.

—

Forms of government it leaves to the wisdom of
men to regulate, and to nations to frame : but what the spirit

of governments should be, it plainly dictates; and it lays

down the principles, by which both governors and governed
ought to regulate their conduct, with authority, plainness,
and fidelity, and yet with a delicacy suited to the age in

which it was written, and to the jealousy of the governments
which then existed. 1 Civil government, the New Testament,
says, is an ordinance of God; in other words, it is the will

of God that men should not live as the beasts of the field,

without control ; but that they should be formed into socie-

ties regulated by laws, and that these laws should he exe-
cuted by magistrates appointed for the purpose. What kind
of government and what kind of rules are intended, the sa-

cred writers thus particularly specify :

—

They are not a ter-

ror to good works, but to evil. Do that which is good, mid thou
shalt have praise of the same : for he is the minister of God to

thee for good. But if thou do that which is evil, be afraid, fur
he beareth not the sword in vain ; for he is a minister of God,
an avenger to execute wrath, sent by him for thepunishmentof
evil-doers, and for tin praise of them that di> well. They arc
God's ministers attending to this very thing,2 that is, their
talents and their time are wholly employed in this rrreat and
good work. Such are the principles of government Bid down
in the New Testament ; and such the duties which it pre-
scribes to the rulers and magistrates of nations.

" But Christianity does not confine its injunctions to one
part of the community, and leave the rest to act as they
please : it addresses itself likewise with equal energy to the
people, and binds on their consciences the obligations of sub-
jection and obedience. Subjects are taught to be submissive
and obedient to the higher powers ; to pray for them ; to far
God and honour the king,- to give unto Cxsar the things which
are Cssa^s; to render tribute to whom tribute is due,- custom
to whom custom,- fear to whom fear ; honour to whom ho-
nour; and to do all this not merely because the civil laws
require it, and for fear of punishment from men, but for con-
science' sake, and in obedience to the laws of God. (Matt.
xxii. 21. Rom. xiii. 1, 2. 5, 6, 7. 1 Tim. ii. 1, 2. Tit. iii. 1.

1 Pet. ii. 13—15.) Are not these injunctions highly reason-
able, and exactly corresponding with the naturelind state of
things 1 If the members of a community refuse to honour
and obey the divine ordinance, to be subject to government,
to give high respect to rulers, or to pay them tribute,—and
all this, not from fear of punishment, but for conscience' sake,—it will be allowed by every rational man, that they rcsisl
an ordinance of God, an ordinance that is both reasonable
and beneficial, and deservedly receive to themselves con-
demnation." 3

Such is the doctrine of the New Testament respecting
civil government ; such are its grand moral principles, and

' Both Paul and Peter wrote during the reign of the sanguinary en:peror
Nero.

» Rom. xiii. 1. 3. 4. I Pet. ii II

» Rogue on the Divine Authority of the New Testament, pp. 221—22-f.
There is an admiral ile discourse on "Christian Obedience to Civil Holers''
in Mr. Ginbome'B Sermons principally designed to illustrate and enforce
Christian Morality, pp. 237—253.
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such its specific declarations on the subject. In every do-
mestic relation it also lays down, fairly and equitably, the
duties on both sides, viz. of servants and masters, of hus-
bands and wives, of parents and children.

Thus servants are enjoined, as a necessary part of religion,

to obey and serve their masters, with all proper respect,

fidelity, and diligence, not purloining, not answering again,

with good-will doing service as unto the Lord, and not unto
men ; knowing that whatsoever good thing any man doeth,
that shall he receive of the Lord, whether lie be html or free.

These things, when really believed and duly considered,
will have a much stronger influence to engage them to a
faithful and cheerful discharge of their duty, than mere cus-
tom, or the laws of the country. On the other hand, mas-
ters are required to give unto their servants that which is just

and equal, forbearing threatenings, knowing that they also
have a master in heaven, and that with him there is no re-

spect of persons. (Eph. vi. 5—9. Col. iii. 22—25. iv. 1.

1 Tim. vi. 1. 8. Tit. ii. 2. 9, 10, 11.) The duties of hus-
bands and wives, of parents and children, are also admirably
delineated and enforced. (Eph. v. 22—33. Col. iii. 18, 19.

Tit. ii. 4, 5. 1 Pet. iii. 8. Eph. vi. 1—4. Col. iii. 20, 21.
1 Tim. v. 4—8.) In like manner, superiors and inferiors,

the elder and younger, the rich and the poor, are directed to

a proper conduct towards one another ; and rules are given
which tend to regulate the deportment of equals among them-
selves, that they should be courteous, in honour preferring
one another, not willingly giving offence to any, and endea-
vouring as far as possible to live peaceably with all men.
(Rom. xii. 10. 12. 18. 1 Cor. x. 32. Phil.ii. 3. 1 Pet. ii. 17.

iii. 8. v. 5.) In a word, all the various offices of humanity,
justice, and charity, due from one man to another, are fre-

quently described in the sacred writings, enforced by the
most powerful motives, and by the authority of God himself;
which, where it is firmly believed, must come with greater
force upon the conscience, than the mere institutions of hu-
man legislators, or the reasonings of philosophers and mo-
ralists.

3. The preceding hints may serve to convey an idea of the
excellency of the Scripture precepts, with respect to the
moral duties we owe to mankind, in a civil and social state.

With respect to that part of our duty, which relates more im-
mediately to ourselves, to the governing of our affections,
passions, and appetites, and to the due regulation and im-
provement of our temper, the Gospel law is peculiarly ex-
cellent. While it prohibits all angry passions, as above re-

marked, it enforces the lovely duties of meekness, forbear-

ance, and long-suffering ; and recommends, above all, the
cultivation of that friendly temper and universal benevo-
lence, which is one of the most amiable and excellent dispo-
sitions of the human heart. (Eph. iv. 26, 27. 31, 32. Col. iii.

12— 14. 1 Cor. xiii. 4, 5.) Wherever the Gospel is sin-
cerely believed and embraced, it inspires the utmost abhor-
rence of those unnatural lusts and impurities, which had
made so monstrous a progress in various parts of the heathen
world at the time of Christ's coming into the world ; and
which, as we have seen, were countenanced by the precepts
and practice of the most distinguished sages of antiquity. 4

Not only adultery, fornication (which among the ancient
heathens was reputed to be a very slight fault, if a fault at

all), polygamy, and divorces upon slight occasions, but like-

wise all manner of uncleanness and lasciviousness, and the
cherishing and indulgence of all impure inclinations, are
strictly prohibited. (1 Cor. vi. 9, 10. 1 Tim. i. 9, 10. 1 Thess.
iv. 3, 4, 5. 7. 1 Cor. vi. 13—20. Matt. v. 27, 28.)

Further, we are frequently warned against rioting and
drunkenness, which tend to debase and dishonour our nature.

(Luke xxi. 34. Gal. v. 19. 21. Eph. v. 6. 1 Pet. ii. 11.)
And it is particularly worthy of observation, that, while the
Gospel enforces chastity, purity, and temperance, by the
most sacred obligations, care is taken to guard against su-

perstitious extremes. Neither Christ nor his apostles sub-
stituted fervency of devotion in the place of regular morality

;

nor, under pretence of extraordinary purity, have they for-

bidden and condemned marriage, as some of the Essenes
then did, and as others by a false refinement have since done.
On the contrary, it is declared, that marriage is honourable in

all. (1 Cor. vii. 9. Heb. xiii. 4.) And though all intempe-
rance and excess are expressly forbidden, and we are required
to subdue the passions and appetites, yet we are allowed the

moderate use of sensible enjoyments ; and it is declared, that

every creature of God is good, and nothing to be refused if it be

* See pp. 10, 20. supra.
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received with thanksgiving
; fur it it sanctified by the word of

Gnd and prayer. (1 Tim. iv. 3—5.)

Another instance of the excellency of the Gospel precepts

is, that particular care is taken to guard ns against an immo-
derate passion for worldly riches; the precariousnees of

which is illustrated, together with the inconsistency ofa pre-

dominant love of worldly wealth with the love ot God and
with real piety and virtue. The possession and enjoyment

of riches are not absolutely prohibited; but we -are directed

to make a proper use of them! and to regard them as a trust

committed to us by God, of which we ar ilythe Btewards,

and for which we must be ai untable. We are instructed

to employ them, not as incentives to luxury, but as op-
portunities of doing good, of honouring God, ami being use-

ful to mankind. (Matt vi. 24. Mark x. 34. Lukexii. 15

—

91. 1 Tim. vi.9, 10. Lnke xvL 9, 10. ITim. vi. 17—1!).)
\.i disposition is more hati ful to man than pride, which is

represented as odious in the sight of God, (.Iannsiv.fi.)

Many passages in the Gospel arc particularly designed to

correct and subdue it in all l!s various branches and appear-

i rices, w I" ther il signifies an inordinate ambition which puts

Hi i'u upon coii'u nding who should he greatest, or an eager

thirst after the applause of men rather than the favour and
approbation of God, or a presumptuous haughty arrogance,

and a high conceit of ourselves and our own righlei USness,

and a contempt of Others ; never w as an amiable humility re-

commended and enforced in such an engaging manner as by
.It BUS Christ, who also gave tin most perfect and lovely pat-

tern of it in his own example. (.Mall, xxiii. (i— 12. Mark ix.3.'i,

34, 35. Luke xviii. 9—14. John v. 44. Matt. xi. 29. John
xiii. 12— 17. Phil. ii. 3—7. 1 Pet. v. 5.) And as nothing
tends mure to discompose and disturb the mind than anxious
e res, or excessive BOW W8 and desponding liars, the Gos-
pel provides the most effectual remedies against all these:
in 'i by n pn senting worldly evils and calamities as no evils

;.t all, or prescribing an unfeeling apathy, and suppressing

the natural affections and passions, but by keeping them
within proper bounds. Nowhere are there such powerful
considerations for supporting us under afflictions and adver-
sities with a calm resignation and a lively hope. We are

fright lo regard them assent by God lir the wisest and best

purposes, and are assured that lie will graciously support us

under them, and overrule them t a greater benefit, and

th it, if dulv improved, they shall issue in a complete, ever-

la ting felicity. (Matt v. 4. Rom. v. 4,5. viii. is. \>.s. -j Cor.

iv. 17. Hch. xii. 5— 12.) Nothing can possibly be better

lii' 'I to deliver us from anxious distracting cares and solici-

and a distrustful thoughtfulness for to-morrow, than
the excellent precepts and directions given us by Christ and
his apostles. (Matt vi. 25—31. I.uke xii. -J'.'—31. 1'hil. iv.

6. 11. 12. ITim. vi. 6.8. Ueh. xiii. 5. l Pet. v. 7.) Hut

though we are directed to cast our cares upon God in a cheer-

ful and steady dependence upon bis wise and good provi-

dence, yet we are cautioned not to neglect the use of proper
nrs on our parte. It is urged as our duty,

iii to be Blothful in business, to exercise ourselves with dili-

rence in the work of our s, vera) callings and employments,
'in.' havi lack of nothing, and may have to give to him

that needetn. Those who had idle lives are represented as

walking disorderly, and it is declared, that if any man "ill

not work, neither should he eat (Rom. xii. 11. Eph. iv. 98.

I These, iv. 11,12. 9 These, iii. 10, 11, i-j.) To this it may
i -led, that the precepts and instructions of Christ are ad-

mirably fitted 1" in pira us »iili a truly divine fortitude, and
above the sla\ I ah fi IT ol rXtl u '.' I " ' mi Only kill

the body, and after thai have r»0 more that they can do . 0]

of any worldly evils and sufferings. And \et he is fa, from
encouraging a forward enthu i i: he direct his

discipli b nol needlessly to expose themselves to dangt

to lake ill proper precautions for avi idins the rage and m -

lice of their persecutors (Matt vii. 6. v. 16. 93.) ; but when
this i-.iulil not be done without betraying thi cause of God,
of i mill, ami righteousness, the} were to exert a noble forti-

tude, anid to endure the greatesl sufferings with constancy.
and even with loy, being divine supports, and

that an at should lie tin ir reward iii In av. ii. (Matt v. 10, 11,

B. Lnke \u. I. 5. l Pet iii. 14. iv. 18, 13.)

Ah know ledge is one of the noblest improvements of the

mind, and of the greatesl advantage to a life of piety and
virtue, it i- frequently urged apon us as on duty <

deavour to get our minds furnished with divine and useful

know ledge, .ml the Know ledge thi ri nol rely

of the speculative notional 1 > to called,

li'

but such a knowledge of those things which are of the high-
est importance to our happiness, as may help us to make
a progress in all holiness and goodness : we must endeavour
to grow in wisdom and spiritual understanding, so as to dis-
cern the things which are excellent, and to prove what is

the good, and acceptable, and perfect will of God. (John
xvii. 3. Phil. i. 0, 10. Rom. xii. 2. Eph. v. 17. Col. i. 9.
10. 1 Thess. v. 21. Tit i. 1.) Finally, it is required
of us, that we make it our continued endeavour to grow
in grace, and in every divine virtue; for which purpose
we must live and walk by faith, which is the substance

of things hoped fur, and the evidence „f thing* not teen, And
as a future life and immortality are now brought into the
most clear and open light, we are required lo carry our
desires and views beyond this transitory world and all its

enjoyments, and to seek the things which are above, and
place our choicest affections there. (2 Cor. v. 7. Col. iii.

1, 2. Heb. xiii. 11.) Accordingly, the Christian life is

represented under the noble image" of a conversation with
heaven, and communion with the Father, and with his Son
Jesus Christ : it is a continual aspiring towards the per-
fection of our nature in a conformity to the divine goodness
and purity, and an endeavour to do tlie will of God on earth,
as it is done in heaven. (Phil. iii. -20. 1 John i. 3. Phil,
iii. 12, 13, 11.) To all which may be added that it is the
distinguishing character of the refigi I Jesus, thai while
it directs us to aspire to the highest degree of moral ex-
cellence, it teaches us to maintain a constant sense of our
own weakness and defects, and of our insufficiency in our-
selves. In the Gospel, all boasting and confidence in our
own righteousness and merits is excluded; and we are in-

structed to place our whole dependence upon the grace of
God in Jesus Christ our Lord, giving him the glory of every
good thing that is in us, or which we are enabled to perform.'

4. In reviewing the leading features of * Ihristian morality,
the holiness of its precepts is a circumstance thai

especial consideration, and is a proof thai the n ligii n v hich
inculcates it came from God. All its precepts aim directly
at the heart. It never goes aboui to form the ea i

i

man. To merely external duties it is a stranger. Il I

the lives of men no otherwise than by forming their disposi-

tions. It never addresses itself to their fanity, selfishness,
or any other corrupt propensity. On the contrary, it declan a

open war and irreconcileable enmity against every evil dis-

position in the human heart It tolerates none. Of the
most odious sins, such as disobedience to parents, dis-

honesty, injustice, and murder, il sneaks with abhorrence.
It says that they ought not even to lie named among Chris-
tians. But this is not all. It descends into the heart : it

puis forth its hand and plucks oul every n I I of bitti mi ss,

which, springing up, would pollute the Boul and defile the

life. Many principles which the world approves, and on
many occasions considers to be harmless,—as ambition, the

eagi r pursuit of wealth, fondness for pleasure, pride, envy,
revenge, contempt of others, and a disposition to filthy jest-

ing,—the Gospel condemns in cverv form and degree. It

forbids the indulgence of them even in thought: il prohibits

the adultery of the eye, and the murder of the heart; and
i mantis the desire to be strangled in its birth. Neither
the hands, the tongue, the head, nor the heart must be

guilty of one iniquity. However the world may applaud
ill. heroic ambition of one, the love of glory In another,

the successful pursuits of affluence in a third, the high-
minded pride, the glowing patriotism which would compel
all the neighbouring nations to bow the neck, the Bteadj

it of revenge for injuries received, and a sovereign
it mpl of the rude and ignoble vulgar,— < 'hristianity i

demns them all. and enjoins the disciples of Jeans to crucify

them without delay. Not one is to be Bpared, though dear
.s a right eye for use or pleasure, or even neci arj ai b

right hand for di G nee or lahonr. The Gospel does not i

men i insider what thi ir fellow men may think < f inem,

or how it will affect their temporal interest; but what is

1 1 1
1

1
ii inn is necessary to their well being. "If yen

comply with its precepts you mnsl fre, and not merely teem

[t la the heart that isiequired; and .ill tin- different

prescribed forms of worship and obedience arc but so mi ay
i expressions or mi dincations of it"'

Now. is anything like ibis to be found in the writi

ni the opposen ol revelation 1 No. Their morality, we
i

I
. Ni... . il v af UM lint li-ti' It- \

>I9

Be i on On' Iioinp Authority of ilir NflW ToMament, p .1.

.mi Whdsbb, p. 'it.
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have seen, has no standard ; and their code of morals is, in

(act, subversive of all morality. 1 Their deity seems to take

no cognizance of the heart. According to them, " there is no
merit or crime in the intention." Their morality only gees
to form the exterior of the man. It allows the utmost scope
for wicked desires, provided they be not carried into execu-
tion to the injury of society ; and according to their code (as
recently promulgated), the assassination of a person, who
for some political reason may become obnoxious, is a

laudable act : the prohibition of the unlawful intercourse

between the sexes is a perversion of the " plainest dictates

of nature ;" and decayed old age is not worth the pains and
expense bestowed in supporting it !

!

It is worthy of notice that the Gospel inculcates the purest

worship of God and filial reliance upon his mercy and good-
ness : but, amid all the discordant theories of morals which
have been contrived by modern opposers of revelation, they
are unanimous in excluding the Divine Being from their

systems of ethics ; thus evincing that they are deists in

theory, pagans in inclination, and atheists in practice.

"The words of Scripture are spirit and life. They are

the language, of love. Every exhortation of Christ and his

apostles is impregnated with this spirit. Let the reader turn

to the twelfth chapter of the epistle to the Romans for an
example, and read it carefully ; let him find, if he can, any
thing in the purest part of the writings of deists, that is

worthy of being compared with it. No : virtue itself is no
longer virtue in their hands. It loses its charms, when they
affect to embrace it. Their touch is that of the cold hand
of death. The most lovely object is deprived by it of life

and beauty, and reduced to a shrivelled mass of inactive

formality."2

5. The last circumstance to be considered in reviewing
the morality of the Gospel is, the manner in which it is

delivered to us. While the ancient sages confined their

precepts to their respective pupils, they disregarded the
multitude, for whose moral instruction no provision was
made ; and however excellent many of their precepts were,
still they were destitute of sufficient weight and authority

to enforce their instructions, and not unfrequently their con-
duct was directly opposed to their precepts. Dut the pre-
cepts of the Gospel are perfectly natural, and eminently
adapted to the state of every class of society, and calculated
to promote the real happiness of all men. Simplicity and
plainness are the characteristics of all Christ's discourses

;

and appear not only in the language he employed, but also
in the allusions and illustrations by which he enforced or

recommended his doctrines or moral precepts.
Of the simplicity and plainness of language, which per-

vades the discourses of Jesus Christ, as well as of clear and
definite instruction in moral duty, we have a complete
model in his sermon on the mount. In that discourse no
article is introduced which he leaves either doubtful or
ambiguous. Not only does he distinctly expound the pro-
hibitions of the ancient law, but he also places, in opposition
to the things prohibited, a variety of duties which neither
the terms of the law nor the explanations of the Jews had
ever expressly recognised. He applies the law of duty to

the secret thoughts and dispositions of the heart, as much
as to the control or regulation of external conduct; and
opposes the genuine spirit of pure and practical morality to

all the loose and pernicious tenets, by which false cr in-

competent instructors perverted the people, teaching for

doctrines the commandments of men. The same plainness
of language characterizes all the other discourses of Jesus
Christ, as well as the practical parts of the apostolic writings.
The simplicity and plainness of Christ's manner are

likewise conspicuous in the nature of his allusions and in-
structions ; all of which were derived from objects familiar
to the apprehension of mankind at large. This is obvious
to every reader of his discourses. The city set on a hill,—
the salt of the earth,—the candle which is not to he set under a
bushel, but upon a candlestick,—the vine and the branches, the
shepherd and the sheep,—are instances which cannot be for-
gotten. These and similar examples are the happiest of all
allusions, and the best of all illustrations. They are natural
but forcible ; every where offering themselves, and every where
beautiful; familiar, but possessed of sufficient dignity ; and
always attended with this high recommendation, that they
are easily understood by men in every situation of life.

The same plainness and simplicity of manner are also
evinced in the parables delivered by Christ. Instruction

1 See p. 25. st/pra.

Fuller's Gospel its own Witness, p. 42.

ir principles and their power, not a word",

fell from his lips which either could or can

appears to have been communicated in allegorical discourses
generally resembling these, from the earliest ages; 3 but no
instructor ever framed them so happily as Christ. The
subjects, to which he alludes, are chosen with supreme
felicity; and the allusions are conducted with the utmest
skill and success. The allegorical part of the story is always
just and impressive, commonly beautiful, not unfrequently
sublime, and in several instances eminently pathetic. The
meaning, which it is intended to conve}', is at the same time
definite, clear, and obvious. The parable, instead of shading
the thought, illumines it; and instead of leaving the reader
in doubt, contributes not a little to the satisfaction of his in-

quiries. When we consider the perplexed and enigmatical
manner in which the Jewish and Gentile teachers, at that
time, conveyed many of their important instructions, we
shall on the one hand see this characteristic of our Saviours
discourses in a stronger light; and on the other shall be led
to admire the wisdom with which, in this respect, he taught
mankind. 4

W bile pride and vanity were the general characteristics
of the Jewish and Gentile teachers, Christ exhibited in his
manner of teaching the most perfect modesty and delicacy,
blended with the utmest boldness and integrity. While he
exposed the corruption of doctrine, and hypocrisy in practice,
of the Scribes and Pharisees, with such clearness of evi-
dence and such pungency of reproof, that they therr.selvis
often shrunk from the detection, and trembled for the very
existence of their

not a sentiment, fell Irom Ins lips

give pain to a mind of the most finished refinement ci.d

virtue ; not a word, not a sentiment, has been uttered that c; n
awaken one improper thought, or allure in the least degree
to any improper action.

The weight of his precepts, and the manner in which
they were inculcated, imparted to Christ's leaching a degree
of authority peculiar to himself, and extorted fnm his ad-
versaries the confession,

—

Never man .-pale I he thin man.
(John vii. 46.) At the same time, he uniformly displayed
towards his disciples the utmost kindness, gentleness, aid
patience; bearing with their weaknesses and infirmitii s,

often reiterating the same instructions, removing their pre-

judices, and giving full force and effect to all his doctrines
and precepts.

The character of Jesus Christ, indeed, forms an essential
part of the morality of the Gospel. To the character of
almost every other teacher of morals some stain or defect
attaches ; but he is charged with no vice either by friends or
enemies. 5 " In Christ" (we quote the acknowledgment of
an avowed unbeliever) "we have an example of a quiet and
peaceable spirit, of a becoming modesty and sobriety, just,

honest, upright, and sincere; and above all, of a most gra-
cious and benevolent temper and behaviour. One, who did
no wrong, no injury to any man, in whose mouth was no
guile ; who went about doing good not only by his ministry,
But also in curing all manner of diseases among the people.
His life was a beautiful picture of human nature in its native
purity and simplicity ; and showed at once what excellent

3 The nature and interpretation of parables are discussed infra, vol. i.

part. ii. book ii. chap. ii. sect. vi.

* Dwight's System of Theology, vol. ii. p. 280. The three discourses in

that volume on the character of Christ as a prophet are particularly valua-
ble for their originality of thought and the interesting manner in which the
subject is treated. Many beautiful observations on the characterand man-
ner of Christ as a teacher occur in lip. Law's Considerations on the Theory
of Religion, pp. 339—3G4. 8vo. London, 1820 ; and also in Mr. Simpson's
Internal and Presumptive Evidences, pp. 332—524. See also Bp. New-
Inn's Dissertation on the Eloquence of Jesus Christ (Works, vol. iv. pp.
36—104.); Archbishop Newcome's Observations on our Lord's Conduct as
a Divine Instructor, and on the Excellence of his Moral Character, 4to.

or Svo. ; and especially Bp. Sumner's work, entitled " The V-inisteria]

Character of Christ practically considered." 8vo. London, 1824.

> Nothing can be more honourable to the character ofJesus Christ than
the character and conduct OfJudas Iscariof, which furnish us with a strong
argument for the truth of the Gospel.—How came it to pass, that lie first be-
trayed his Master, and then was so stung with remorse, as to put an end to

his own life by hanging himself? How came he thus to own himself guilty

of the vilest sin, if he knew that he had done an act of justice to the world,
by freeing it from an impostor? For, if Jesus was not really what he
professed to be, he deserved all and much more than Judas was the means
of bringing upon him. Now, if there had been any base plot, any bad
design, or any kind of imposture in the case, it must have been known to

Judas, who had lived so long with Christ, and had even been intrusted
with the bag (which shows that he was not treated with any reserve),
and who was acquainted with our Saviour's most private life; and if he
had known of any blemish in his character or conduct, he ought to have
told it and would have told it :—duty to God, to his own character, and to

the world, obliged him to it; but his silence in this respect bears tile

most decisive testimony to Christ's innocence; Judas's death and perdition
prove Christ's divine authority. See Dr. Kanken's Institutes ol Theology,

pp. 370—379. and also the Rev. John Bonar's Observations on the Character
and Conduct of Judas Iscariot, 8vo. Edinburgh, 1750, or 12ino. 1823, for a
clear and masterly view of the testimony of Judas, as an evidence of
Christ's innocence and divinity, and of the truth arid inspiration of Scripture.
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express care, as appears from Saint Matthew (xii. 19.),

of carrying en his ministry in quietness; his declining of

150

creatures men would be, when onder the influence ami power

of that Gospel which he preached onto them." 1

In eacli of the four narratives of the life of Jesus, besides

the absence of every a] pearance of rice, we pi rceivi I

of devotion, humility, benignity, mildness, patience, and pru-

dence: which qualities are to be collected from incidental

eirriHi as the terms are themselves never used con-

ceming Christ in the Gospels, nor is any formal character of

him drawn in any part of the New Testament. '•Thus. we
see the devoutnest of liis mind, in Ids frequent retrrei i

to solitary prayer (Matt xiv. 33. Luke i\. 28. Mark xxvi

36.); in his habitual 'jiving of thanks (Matt. si. 25. Mara
viii. 6. John ri. 33, Luke xxii. 17.); in his refi r do of

the beauties and operations of nature to the bounty of Provi-

dence (Matt. vi. 86—28.); in his earnest addresses to Ins

Father, more particularly that short hut solemn one before

the raising of L izarus from the dead (John xi. 11.) ; and in

the deep piety of hi-* behaviour in the garden, on the I Bl

:i_: ot ins life (Man. xxvi. 36— 1? ;) his hum lili/. in his

constant reproof of contentions tor superiority (Mark i\.

33.); the benignity and affectionateness of his temper, in

his Idndni bs to children (Mark x. 10.); in the tears which
he shed over, his falling country (Luke xix. 41.), and upon

the death of Ids friend (John xi. 35.) ; in his noticing of the

widow's mite (Mark xii. I;!.); in his parables of thi

Samaritan, of the nngrati ful servant, and of the Phari a

publican ; of v. hich parables no one but a man of bum
could have been the author : the mildness and lenity of his

character is discovered in his rebuke of the forward zeal of

his disciples al the Samaritan village (Luke ix. 55.) ; in Ids

expostulation with Pilate (John xix. 11.) J in his prayer I' r

his incline, at the moment of his suffering (Luke xxiii. 34.),

which, though, ii has been since very properly and frequently

imitated, was then, I apprehend, new. His prudena i

eerned, where prudence is most wanted, in his conduct on

trying occasions, and in answers to artful questions. Of
these, the following are examples:—His withdrawing, in

yarn u. instana 9, from the first symptoms of tumult (Matt,

xiv. 2-2. Luke v. 15, 10. John v. 13, vi. 15.), and with the

Ctmbli's True Gospel of Jeans Christ, sect 8. pp. 55, 56. The author
canim ' the not issa iual and eloqui at,

sad in fact, la ifCnrisL drawn by the hand ofamt—"Iconfess to you thai the majesty of the Scriptures strikes me with

admiration, as the purity of the Gospel has Its influence on my heart

Pai use tho works ofour philosophers, with ;ill their pomp of diction : how
how contemptible are they, compared with the Scripture '

Is it pos-

sible ' tl once so simple and sublime, should be mei
work of man I il p i Ible thai the Bacred personage, whose biston ii

s, should be himself s mare manl Dowefind thai heassumed
Id.- tun B Dl ti • nihil ;in I nr .iiiihiliinis sei'tan I Wh.il sweetness, what
purity in his manncl ! What in .i It. -, rum »rai-i-l'iilllcs-s in his ilelivery I

What su i>h n hi v in his maxims 1 Whal profound wisdom in his discourses I

w i

i ice of mind in bis replies I Howgreal the c mandoverbU
i I Where is the man, where the philosopher, who could so live

ami so ,!,,. without weakness, ami win i oai ition I When Plato

m w if i i ill 1 1
ii- .-ho no of guilt, y--i meriting

i ghesl rewards of virtue, he describes exactly the character of Ji ii

' ilance is so striking that all thi- Christian fathers per-
Ci-ivil it

ii w mo t ii b< i to compai • (St
i

til- [l[l i| Soplltl 'II I I" f.h Ml' I III! : nil ol M.I I V ' Wllill all III fill

proportion Ii there between Iheml Socrates, dying without pain or Ig-

nominy, rally siipp-nl.nl his rh.u.'n I. T In thi I ll 1 . onl II his . In, it h. tlOW-

id not crowned his hie, it might have been doubted whether
Soi i. in v.illi .-II his Wis, I was any thing more than .' I -in Sophl I

He Invented ofmorala, Others, however, had I

put iinnn in practice ; in- had only in say, therefore, whal Ibev had done,
tplas to precept.- But where could Je u learn,

among hla compeiitoi th JKy, of which be onl]
,;.|. - The death of Socrati , peat eahlj

his ft ret able thai could lie

I
In,'

] thai "I Je »e, I' Vpirilin 111 in

nation, Is the at hon Ibis thai In i a

faart I

- In i In
|

thi cup ol poison, Wet ad the weeping
minister! it ; but Jesus, In the mid to! exci u

UirtUri , In in- o ili hii nn nit. n \ I
' || I til '

.
. t of J tho*

of a God. * '
'- ' mere ii- t

I
i

in .
i i

... i th.' marks ol Action ; on t] trnrj the hi inrj

of Soeratea, which nobody presumi to doubt I

thai of Ji it Cnrisl Such a iinpi I I

v. ii t," t n. it. I.' lh.,1 a nun. 1

.'

hi i
I

in -h the
ilhp rt ol n Tin

aurangi ontal Iln the Gospel, the marksi I

iniiillal.L- that the iti\.-til..r wollltl he ll n.

oi iln I KneaaSAlT.

wbataoD intiful and so to a I Tt... divinity
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. ,-i\ species of interference with the civil alfairs of the

country, which disposition is manifested by his behaviour in

in. .
i of the woman caught in adultery (John viii. 3— 10.),

and in his repulse of iln applical which was made to him,
to interpose lii- deci don about a disputed inheritance (Luke
\ii. ll.); his judicious, yet, as it should seem, unprepared
answers, will be confessed in the case of the Roman tribute

(Matt. xxii. in.); in the difficulty concerning the interfering

relations i f a future state, as proposed to him in the instance

of a woman who had married seven brethren (Matt \\ii. 38.)

;

and, more especially, in his reply to those who demand* il

from him an explanation of the authority by which In acted,

which reply consisted in propounding a question lo thi m,
situated between the very difficulties into which they wen
insidiously endeavouring to draw Mm."1 (Matt. xxi. -J.'i. tt

.",'.) [n short, the best descriptions of virtue are to he found

in the New Testament. The whole volume is repli te with
in. I w itlt devotional virtues which were unknovi n to the

ancient heathen moralists.

IV. Superiority of the motives to duty presented by
tin < rOSpel.

lint however excellent and complete a rule of moral duty

may he in itself, it will, in the present state of mankind,

hardlj be sufficient to answer the end proposed, unless it be

enjoined by a proper authority, and enforced by the most
powerful motives. In this respect, the religious and moral
precepts of the Gospel have an infinite advantage. For tin v

ore inn to he regarded as the mere counsels and dictates i I

w ise men and moralists, who can only advise and endeavour
to persuade, hut cannot pretend to a proper authority over

mankind; nor as the injunctions of fallible human legisla-

tors, armed with civil authority, who cannot pretend to judge

of the heart or of men's dispositions, and who have nothing

fin liter in view than the external order and welfare of soci. t\

,

and IV- iiuenllv make the rules of morality give way to their

political interests. Hut they arc urged upon us as the com-
mands of God iniiisi 'i'. the Sovereign Lord of the univi

who knows our most secret thoughts, and to win m we must

give an account, not only of our outward actions, hut also of

the inward nlft ctinns and dispositions of our souls.

1. Though the obsi rvance of iln- ml on cepts of • 'liris-

tianity is n.-t recommended in the New Testament from a
consideration of the fitness of things,—that perpetual subject

of dispute amongst philoSI pliers,—or from lives of expe-

diency, w hich would open a \\ ide gate to evi r\ immorality,

yet the ( iospel tint s not reject reason us a motive to obedience.

On the contrary, n aeon and justice are the basis of the whole
morality of Christianity. Paul, speaking of dedicating our-

selves to led. among i ther powerful motives bo thai duty,

observes that it
i

not tenia which we owe i" him
(Rom. xii. l.) ; and Peter lays il down as a fundamental prin-

ciple that it is right in obey Qod rather limn man. (Acts iv.

in.) [tie indeed frequenth remarked in the apostolic epistles

that the commandments of God an- holy. just, and pure, and

thai they oughl to he obsi rved from gratitude and Bubmi -

to him ; and on the other hand, that they who transgress them

are worthy of death. 1 The apostles also frequently display,

in strong 'terms, the indignity and infamy of persons addict-

ing themselves-to particular vices or sins; ami assert that

I I, sly and dei eiiev n quire llt.it OUT morals he decorous and

wall regulated. Tnt night ie far spent, thi day is at hand.

I,d „ ' ret n cast off the works of darkness, and let us walk

honestly at \n i/r day .- >ml in rioting and drunkenness, mil in

ieringandvM not in strife and envying, (Hum.
\iii. I'.', la.) fVhateotver things nn honest, whatsoever things

tin fust, whalsoevt r tiling* art pure, whatsoever things an tenety,

I \ 'ngt "i< "/ good report .- if there In nn
<i oirtw , ana

. In any praise, think on linn things. (Phil. \\ . 9,

j. Bui i

1

iical writers do nol confine them*
to the general motives of reason, justice, or dec* ncy : Ihi y

la] tl down ;ts a spi cial inotive peculiar to Christians, that

iln \ ougbl to live suitabl] to the singular favours conferred

on il h\ the lice grace and mercy of God. Since he has

vouch afed to call ilum out ol' darkness, and to imparl In

tin in the knowledge of himself, therefore they oughl m lead

a more holy life than those w ho have not yel received lie'

game knowledgi . Since (o,.l ha. s.. lov,.l ilu-m as to

them lie- till,- of his children (I John iii. I.), liny ought to

hear Ins image, and show forth Ins lirlw*.' H' 1/1 l/n

i t Paley'a Evidences, vol i pp.T4 " ,;

» See particularly Horn vut 19. an
< p. t. u v. i. aigtoal i- '"'• ring.
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says Paul, imitators of God, as dear children. (Eph. v. 1.)

Since God has purchased us anew by the blessing of redemp-

tion we ought to be doubly consecrated to him,—first, as our

Creator, and, secondly, as our Redeemer. Ye are bought with

a price i therefore glorify God in your body and in your spirit

which are God's. (1 Cor. vi. 20.) God, having raised up his

son Jesus, sent him to bless you in fuming every one of you from
his iniquities. (Acts iii. 26.) Such is the true end of his

coming, and the price which he expects for all that he has

done in our favour. Christ gave himselffor us, that he might

redeem us from all iniquity, and purify unto himself a peculiar

people, zealous of good works. (Tit. ii. 14.) Because Godfor
Christ's sake hath forgiven us, therefore we ought to be kind

to one another, tender-hearted, forgiving one another. (Eph.

iv. 32.) Since God has so loved us, as to send his only begot-

ten Son into tlte world that we might live through him, there-

fore we ought also to love one another (1 John iv. 9. 11.) ; and

because God maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good,

and sendeth rain on the just and. on the unjust, therefore we
are to love our enemies as well as our friends. (Matt. v. 44,

45.) Motives to obedience drawn from love are fitted to work
on the best principles of our nature ; and never was there such

a display of the wonderful love of God to mankind, as in the

method of our redemption and salvation by Jesus Christ.

Where this mystery of godliness is heartily received, with a

true and lively faith, it will have a happy influence to engage
and draw us to a holy and dutiful obedience ; since it is every

where inculcated in the Gospel, that the design of sending

his own Son into the world, and of all the great things which
have been done for us, is, to oblige us to die more and more
unto sin, and to live unto righteousness.

3. Another most powerful motive to evangelical obedience is

drawn from the pattern presented to us by Jesus Christ, whose
sacred life and practice illustrated and exemplified his own
holy laws and precepts. " Examples teach where precepts

fail." And what example is there so proper and engaging,
as the Son of God in human flesh, the most perfect image of

the invisible Deity, in whom the divine perfections are brought
nearer to our view, and such of them, as can be imitated by
feeble man, are placed within the reach of our imitation ] In

him we may behold the completest pattern of universal holi-

ness and spotless purity, of the most ardent love to God, the

most wonderful love to mankind, the most perfect obedience
and resignation to the divine will, the most exemplary pa-

tience under the greatest sufferings, the most admirable hu-
mility, meekness, and condescension, and of every amiable
virtue. And should we not be desirous to tread in his illus-

trious footsteps ? Learn of me, says Christ, fir Iain meek and
lowly in heart, and ye shallfind rest to your souls. (Matt. xi.

29.) Walk in love, urges the apostle Paul, as Christ also

loved us, and gave himselffor us. (Eph. v. 2.) Let every one

of us please his neighbour for his good, to edification ; for Christ

pleased not himself. (Rom. xv. 2, 3.) Let nothing be done
through strife or vainglory, but in lowliness of mind let each

esteem other better than themselves. Look not every man on his

own things ; let him aim not at promoting his own separate

interests, conveniences, or advantages, but every man also on
the things of others, aim at promoting those of others. Let
this mind be in you which was also in Christ Jesus. (Phil. ii.

3—5.) As he that hath called you is holy, says Peter, so be ye
holy in all manner of conversation. (1 Pet. i. 15.)

4. A further motive is taken from the sanctions of duty
which the civil relations among men have received from God.
Thus, magistrates are to be obeyed, not only for wrath, but for

conscience' sake, because they are the ordinance of God (Rom.
xiii. 2. 5.) ; and they must also conduct themselves towards
the people over whom they are placed as the ministers of
God to them for good. (Rom. xiii. 4.) Husbands and wives
are to adhere inviolably to each other, because they are joined
together and made one by God, who at the beginning made
them the male and the fnnule (Matt. xix. 4. 6.), arid by whom
whoremongers and adulterers will be judged. (Heb. xiii. 4.)
Servants are commanded to be obedient to their masters, in

singleness of heart, fearing God, with good will doing service as

unto the Lord, and not unto men , and masters to be just, and
merciful to their servants, as knowing that they also hare a

master in heaven with whom is no respect of persons. (Eph.
vi. 5—7. 9. Col. iii. 22.) And in general, Whatsoever we
do, the Gospel enjoins us to do it heartily as unto the Lord,
and not unto men (Col. iii. 23.) ; and that whether we eat or

drink, we do all to the glory of God. (1 Cor. x. 31.)
5. The regard which Christians owe to their holy profes-

sion furnishes another weighty motive to obedience. Im-

moralities of all kinds are forbidden them, because they ought
to walk worthy of the vocation wherewith they are called, with
all lowliness and meekness, with long-suffering , forbearing one
another in love, endeavouring to keep the unity of the spirit in the

bond of peace. (Eph. iv. 1—3.) They are to walk worthy of
God, who has called them to his kingdom and glory (1 Tliess.

ii. 12.), and as children of the light. (Eph. v. 8.) Their
conversation must be only as becometh the gospel of Christ.

(Phil. i. 27.) They must adorn the doctrine of God our Sa-

viour in all things (Tit. ii. 10.) ; and take care that the name,

or word, of God be not blasphemed, or evil spoken of, through
them. (ITim. vi. 1. Tit. ii. 5.)

0. The acceptableness of true repentance and the assurance

of pardon, which the Gospel offers to all who truly repent,

anil unfeignedly believe and ohey God's holy word and com-
mandments, are a further most powerful motive to sinful and
frail creatures, to encourage ana support them in the practice

of their duty. Nothing can he more satisfactory to the mind
of man, nothing more agreeable to the wisdom of God,
than such a declaration of the acceptableness of true repent-

ance, and such an authentic assurance of pardon thereupon,

as under the Gospel dispensation the divine mercy has found
means to afford unto us, in such a manner as is at the same
time abundantly consistent with the dignity of his laws, and
his haired against sin.

7. For our greater encouragement, divine assistances are

provided for us, to support us in the practice of our duty.

This is a consideration of great moment, as every one must
acknowledge who has a due sense of the weakness and cor-

ruption of human nature in its present state, and the manifold

temptations to which we are here exposed. We are not left

to our own unassisted strength, but have the most express

promises and assurances given us in the Gospel, that Gnd
will send his Holy Spirit to enlighten and sanctify us, and
to strengthen and assist us in the performance of our duty

;

if, from a sense of our own insufficiency, we humbly apply
to him for his gracious assistance, and at the same time are

diligent in the use of all proper means and endeavours on our

own parts. (John xiv. 16. 1 Cor. ii. 13. vi. 16. Luke xi.

13. 2 Cor. xiii. 14. Heb. iv. 16.) For those divine influ-

ences and aids are communicated in such a way, as is agree-

able to the just order of our rational faculties, and not so as

to render our own endeavours needless, but to assist and
animate our endeavours. It is God who worketh in us of his

good pleaiure , therefore we are exhorted to work out our sal-

vation withfear and trembling. (Phil. ii. 12. 13.) The effect

of this divine assistance was very wonderful in the primitive

times by the sudden reformation of more wicked men than

all the exhortations of philosophers ever brought to repent-

ance. And even in these days, when infidelity and profli-

gacy abound, there are more, exemplary holy people than ever

were found in the best ages of the heathen world.

8. Our relation to heaven while upon earth is likewise re-

presented as a powerful motive to holy obedience. Our con-

versa/ion, or citizenship, is in heaven (Phil. iii. 20.) ; and be-

cause we are only strangers and pilgrims upon earth, we must
abstain from fleshly lusts, which war against the peace, the

purity, and dignity of Me soul. (1 Pet. ii. 11.) We are

moreover put in mind that we are only sojourners here, and
hare no continuing city, but seek one to come (Heb. xi. 13. xiii.

14.) ; that we may not seek our rest in this world, nor be too

solicitous about the things of it, but may always keep our

heavenly country in view, and make it our greatest concern

to arrive safely there.

9. Lastly, the rewards and punishments which the Gospel
proposes to obedience or disobedience are a motive perfectly

agreeable to the natural hopes and fears of men, and worthy
of God to make known by express revelation : for by the cer-

tain knowledge of these things is the practice of virtue esta-

blished upon a sure foundation ; men have sufficient to sup-

port them in their choice of virtue, and to enable them to

conquer all the temptations of the world, and to despise even

death itself. Paul concludes a large catalogue of flagrant

sins with this just but terrible sentence:

—

Of which ltd/you

before, as I hair also told you in time past, that tltey which do

such things shell not inherit the kingdom of God. (Gal. v. 21.)

On the contrary, the Gospel recommends the practice of

Christian humility, by ensuring to it the kingdom of heaven

(Matt. v. 3.) ; of meekness, because it is in the sight of God

of great price (1 Pet. iii. 4.) ; of mercifulness, as the means
of obtaining mercy (Matt. v. 7.); of temperance, as necessary

in order ton*" our Christian race with success (1 Cor. ix.

24. Heb. xii. 1.); of purity, as a necessary preparation to
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the sceim; of God ( Matt v. >^.) ; and of patience and perseve-

rance in the Christian life, because our light affliction, which

is but for a moment, worketh out for im a far more exceeding

am/ eternal weigh! of glory, whih we look, mil at the things

which are teen, out n't tht thing! which are not teen, because the

things which nr, get n are temporal, but the things which are not

ma are eternal. (8 Cor. IT. 17. L8.) 1

Such is a r. > i : 1 1 outline of the purity anil excellence of the

morality of the Gospel, ami of the motives by which it is

enforced.' All the charms of the divine goodness, Brace,

mercy, and love are lure represented to our view, in terms
the must clear, explicit, and engaging that can possihly lie

conceived. How the writers at the New Testament should
be ahle to draw up a system of morals, which the world,
after the lapse of eighteen centuries, cannot improve, while
it perceives numberless faults in those of the philosophers
of India, Greece, and Rome, and of the opposers of revela-

tion, is a question of net, for which the candid deist is con-
cerned to account in a rational way. The Christian is able
to do it with ease. The evangelists and the apostles of Jesus
Christ spake us tiny were moved by the Holy .Spirit.

§ 1. ON THE OBJECTIONS OF UNBELIEVERS TO THE DOCTRINES
AND MORALITY OF THE BIELE.

I. Mysteries no ground for rejecting the Scriptures.—II. The
Scripture doctrine of redemption not inconsistent -with the
generally received ideas concerning the magnitude of crea-

tion.— III. The doctrine of a future judgment not improba-
ble, and the twofold sunt tion of rewards and punishments
not ofhuman invention*— IV. Christianity does not establish

a system of priestcraft anil despotism over the minds and
consciences ofmankind.— V, Does not prohibit free inquiry,
but invites it.— VI. The objection, that its morality is too

strict, obviated,— VII. The moral precepts of Jesus Christ
neither unit nsoua/ile nor impracticable,—VIII. Christianity
does not produce a timid spirit, nor overlook- the sentiments

of friendship or patriotism.—1\. The assertion, that the

Bible is the most immoral hook in the -world, disproved by
the evidence of flets.— .V. Intolerance and persecution not
inculcated in the Scriptures.

Situ is tin- unhappy obliquity of the mind of fallen man,
that there never yet was proposed to it any thing, however
excellent in itself, which has not hem the subject of cavil.

censure, nr reproach. This lias been the lot of the Scriptures
in particular, which nave In

.
n arraigned by the antagonists

of divine revelation as a tissue of absurdity, fraud, ami im-
rality. On the one hand it has been objected that some

of the dorhinrs which they propound to OUT belief—such as

tin- Trinity, the Incarnation of Jesus Christ, iVc.—arc inys-
teri.nis ami trary to reason, ami that where mystery he-
gins religion ends; that the Scripture doctrine of redemption
is inconsistent with the ideas at present entertained concern-
ing the magnitude of creation ; that the Scripture doctrine
ni a future judgment is improbable; that it establishes a

system of priestcraft ami spiritual tyranny over the minds
ami consciences of nun; ami that Christianity debars its

professors from all inquiries concerning religious truths, ami
demands of them a full and implicit assent without a pre-

vious examination of the ground on which they tin- in build
that assent. Ami. on tie othi r hand, ii is objected that the

''// n|' tin' Bible is Inn strlel. hears tun hard upon man-
kind, and lays us under too severe re-iraints ; thai it gene-
rates a timid, passive spirit, ami also entirely overlooks the
generous sentiments ol friendship and patriotism; I li.it the

Hr '. Pastoral Lettsi I. it j rjn Br^Bandolph's Enchiridion,
V..I iv pp 174—179.)

a Tie' reader, who ol proseeuUiig the investigation of I
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'
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Bible is the most immoral book extant in the world ; and
that it inculcates intolerance -.11111 persecution. Such an- the

principal objections w hich have, at various times, been made
-1 the doctrines and precepts contained in the Bible:

the contradictions involved in seine of them cannot fail to

strike the mind of the attentive reader. It might l» a sulli-

cient answer to most of them, to appeal to the facts and
statements already exhibited in the course of thi-, work, and
especially to the foregoing section: hut as these objections
have 1-at.ly he. -u reassertedand clothed in the garb of novelty,
in order to impose on the unwary (though most "I them have
long since been refuted), they demand a distinct considera-
tinti.'

I. Objection 1.

—

Some of the peculiar doctrines, which the

Scripturespropound to our belief, we mysterious and contrary

to reason ,- ami where mystery begins, religion ends.

Asswin.—This assertion is erroneous; for nothing is so

mysterious as the eternity ami Belf-existenc6 of God: yet, to be-

lieve that God exists is the foundation of all religion. Above
our reason these attributes of Deity unquestionably are. For,

who can conceive what eternity is \ A duration without be-

ginning, or succession of parts of time ! Who cm so much as

imagine or frame any idea of a Being, neither made by itself nor
by any other 1 Of omnipresence, of omniscience, and of im-

mensity I How, indeed, can a finite capacity, like ours, com-
prehend an Infinite Being whom heaven and the heaven of

heavens cannot contain ? Vain mortal ! dust thou presume to

scrutinize the nature and to comprehend all the w -,i\ s ..I' the in-

comprehensible God ? Canst thou, by searching, find out

God ? Canst thou find out the .ilmighty to perfection ? It is

high as heaven, ivhat canst thou do .? Deeper than hell, -what

cast thou know ? He holdeth buck the face of his throne, and
spreudeth his cloud upon it. How little a portion is heard of
him! The thunder of his power who can understand ? Such
knowledge is too wonderful for us, we cannot attain unto it.

but though the existence of God he a mystery to us. and above

our limited reason to comprehend, yet it is not contrary to rea-

son : because the wisdom, order, and harmony which are ob-

servable in the universe, the admirable and exquisite adapts!] 'u

of every part to produce the end for which it was designed, and

the providential care displayed in preserving and governing the

whole, are all so many proofs of the existence of a great First

Cause; and reason assures us that no clfcct can exist without a

cause.

But our ignorance is not confined to heavenly mysteries ; we
cannot comprehend the common operations of nature. Every
thing around us is full of mysteries. Who can tell, why, of

two seeds similar ill a|i|>eantnre. one |>rin!ures :i |;irure tree, and

Ihc othei a small shrub I Or. how- the origin of so large a body

should be contained in so narrow a spare ! The erowth of the

meanest plant, the structure of a grain of sand, is as much sb

our comprehension as the mysteries of religion. Bodies net on

each other by different forces, which are known In us only by

some of their effects. The natural philosopher observes these

affects, and the mathematician calculates them. Hut neither of

t lii-in has the slightest knowledge whatever of the causes ol tl

effects, The natural philosopher observes an infinite number of

motions in nature : lie is acquainted with tin- general laws of

motion, and also with the particular laws that regulate the mo-
tions of eeilain hodies : mi these laws the malhelualieiau •

theories Unit embrace alike the smallest particles of air or light,

as well as Saturn and his moons. Hut neither the natural phi-

losopher nor the iiiatlii-imilii -i.in has the least knowledge of the

real nature of motion. We know that all bodies are composed

of elements or prim hive paitich .nil also that there are different

orders of elements; anil we likewise know, at least by reaMin-

mg, th.it from nature, from the arrangement or c bination of

• I.- nis, result the various compounds of which the chemical

"Pal iii-nitiri- in iv n-k n i|iii- ti-.ii in tliri-i h

will en ' learning and ingenuity uitrty pngrs to anawer; and, when Ihla !
mi. quasi . - * r j be triumphantly aekod aeain the next yeas,

1 If nothing hart ever boon wrtuoi the ubject." (Dp. Ilorne1
I - n- 1-

on Infidelity, Works, \"l at. p 1 1 7 » Dr foiing (author of the " Night
ngof 1 "ii BoUngbroke'aargui 1 lthe authority

• a the Scnplurea, remarki thai Ihey " have bei - i-.i

Mm ii-- 1- not without proicedenl in on |i"ii.t il- repetition ol already

refuted nream- 1 1-. .1 deiaucal privilege, Irom which Jem or
Hi. in .11 - ii

-
iii ire to be tl I among them, which

they write, not to diacoTer truth, owl toipwad
/1 1 -11 . which old t

ii- iiii etered will do as wellaa new, and a will

be struck deepei mi -in.- n by repealing II Be>
1-

, new writers will have now readers The I k ma) tai Intohanda
untainted before, or the alreadj Infeoled may awallow II re greedily In a
new vehicle, or thay that ware dlagnaled n I

ivehli •

iiin mother." (Young's Centaur not fabulous. Lsttl 1 >" Infidelity )
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nomenclatures furnish us with a long catalogue : but what do

we know concerning the real nature of those elements, or con-

cerning their arrangement or combination 1—Nothing at all. 1

If, from the general works of nature, we ascend to the con-

sideration of animated creatures, and particularly of man, we
shall find mysteries prevail there also. We cannot comprehend
the structure of a worm, or of a hair of our heads, nor can we
understand the combination of instinct with brute forms. We
cannot tell how our bodies were formed, or in what manner they

are nourished. Who can tell why the offspring resemble their

parents; or why part resemble one, and part the other? Or
why, as often happens, resemblances are transmitted from the

first to the third generation, while the intermediate presents no
traces of it 1 How many philosophers have theorized in vain

on the mode in which the impressions of the senses are con-

veyed to the sensorium, and on the way in which they produce

thoughts and passions ! Yet the manner in which the brain

operates in these instances is as much a mystery now as it was
in the days of Plato and Aristotle. We cannot explain the na-

ture of the human soul, nor in what manner it is united to the

body ; and yet, that such an union does exist, we are convinced

by daily experience. There is nothing, of which we arc more
intimately conscious, than human liberty and free agency, or

which is of greater importance to the foundations of govern-

ment and morality, and yet, if we consider it metaphysically, no
subject is attended with greater difficulties, as the ablest meta-

physicians and philosophers in all ages have acknowledged.

Wherefore, until we can comprehend ourselves, it is absurd to

object to mysteries in those things which relate to the Self-ex-

isting, Eternal, and Infinite God.

Further, if from the consideration of ourselves we ascend to

the higher departments of science,_ even to the science of demon-
stration itself—the mathematics,—we shall find that mysteries

exist there, and that there are many principles or facts in that

science, as well as in the works of nature, which are above our

reason, but which no person in his senses would ever venture to

dispute. For instance, though we acquire the first principles of

mathematics, and learn to digest the idea of a point without

parts, of a line without breadth, and a surface without thickness,

yet we shall find ourselves at a loss to comprehend the perpetual

approximation of lines which can never meet ; the doctrine of

incommensurables, and of an infinity of infinities, each infinitely

less, not only in any infinite quantity, but than each other. Yet,

all these are matters of fact ; from which consideration we are

led to infer, that it is not consistent with true philosophy to deny

the reality of a thing merely because it is mysterious. Hence,

before we can consistently act the sceptic concerning the incom-

prehensible doctrines contained in the scheme of Christianity,

we must renounce the name of philosophers, and reject the sys-

tem of nature ; for the book of nature has its incomprehensi-

bles, as well as the book of revelation. The former, not even

the genius of a Newton could explore : the latter, not even an

angel's. Both, with intense desire, desire to look into them ;

—

both are lost in depths unfathomable ; both desist, believe, love,

wonder, and adore !

Indeed, " if the subject be duly considered, so far from its ap-

pearing suspicious that there should be mysteries in the Christian

religion, it will rather be regarded as a proof of its divine origin.

If nothing more was contained in the New Testament than we
knew before ; or nothing more than we could easily compre-

hend, we might justly doubt if it came from God, and whether

it was not rather a work of man's device. Were there myste-

ries in the duties of Christianity, an objection might be justly

raised, but not so with respect to the doctrines. That there will

be some things respecting the nature and government of God,

which are not fully revealed ; some things, which are merely

hinted at, on account of their connection with other parts of di-

vine truth ; and some things which are just mentioned, but not

explained, because they exceed the grasp of the human under-

standing, it is natural for us to expect : and what just ground is

there of complaint ? In a word, if, in the phenomena of nature,

and in the moral government of the Deity, there are many things

confessedly mysterious, is it not more than probable that this

will be the case in a revelation of his will, where the subject is

equally vast and far more comprehensive ? Without mysteries^

the Gospel would not be like the works of God." 2

1 See numerous additional instances of mysteries in the natural world in

the twelfth and thirteenth parts of M. Bonnet's P&tingenesle Philosopbique
(Oenvres, torn. vii. pp. 3:29—370. 4io. edit.); and on the subject of myste-
ries in religion, in general, the reader will find a valuable dissertation of I

Bp. Newton's, in the fourth volume of his Works. Disa. 35. pp. 220—233.
a Bogue's Essay on the Divine Authority of the New Testament, p. 249. I

Further, the mysteries, which appear most contrary to reason,

are closely connected with the truths and facts ot which reason
is convinced. For instance, the mysterious doctrine of the

Trinity, which is so inconceivable to reason, is necessarily con-
nected with the work of our redemption ; which could only have
been accomplished by the incarnation of an infinite person. The
mystery of our redemption is necessarily connected with the

necessity of satisfying divine justice. The doctrine of the

necessity of satisfaction is necessarily connected with the doc-

trine of the universal corruption of men, who had provoked
divine justice ; and that corruption is a fact fully recognised by
reason, and confirmed by experience, as well as by the confession

of men in all ages.

" The mysteries of Scripture are sublime, interesting, and use-

ful : they display the divine perfections, lay a foundation for our
hope, and inculcate humility, reverence, love, and gratitude.

What is incomprehensible must be mysterious, but it may be in-

telligible as far as revealed ; and though it connect with things

above our reason, it may imply nothing contrary to it. So that,

in all respects, the contents of the Bible are suited to convince the

serious inquirer that it is the word of God." 1 The reverse of all

this is to be found in the principles of infidelity, which abound
witli contradictions the most absurd and incomprehensible. 4 But
though some of the truths revealed in the Scriptures are mysteri-

ous, yet the tendency of the most exalted of its mysteries is prac-
tical. If, for example, we cannot explain the influences of the

Spirit, happy will it be for us, nevertheless, if we experience that

the fruits of the Spirit are love, joy, peace, long-suffering,

gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance. If we can--

not comprehend all that we read in the sacred pages, let us, not-

withstanding, submit, adore, and profit by them ; recollecting that

the sublirnest truths, and the profoundest mysteries of religion,

arc as level, perhaps, to the capacity of the meanest as of the

highest human intellect. By neither are they to be fully

fathomed. By both they may be easily relieved, on the sure
testimony of divine revelation. As simple and important facts,

which connect time with eternity, and heaven with earth, they

belong equally to men of every order, and are directly calculated

to produce those emotions of awe and reverence, of faith and
hope, and reliance on the divine presence, providence, justice,

and benevolence, of which the consequence must be in the

highest degree moral.

II. Objection 2.

—

The Scripture doctrine of redemption is

inconsistent with the ideas which areiww generally received con-

cerning the magnitude of creation.

Answer.—From what is known, by sensible experiment, of

the world in which we live, it is not unreasonable to infer, that

in space there must be contained a multitude of similar worlds, so

great that, with respect to our limited faculties, it may be termed

infinite. We may conclude upon similar grounds that, in each

of these worlds, there exists a race of intelligent beings. But,
" let creation be as extensive as it may, and the number of worlds

be multiplied to the utmost boundary to which imagination can

reach, there is no proof that any of them, except men and angels

have apostatized from God. If our world be only a small pro-

vince, so to speak, of God's vast empire, there is reason to hope

that it is the only part of it where sin has entered, except among
the fallen angels ; and that the endless myriads of intelligent

» Scott's Commentary on the Bible, vol. i. pref. p. xiv.

* See pp. 22—25. supra, fora summary of the contradictory doctrines pro-

posed by the most eminent opposers of revelation, in order to evade the re-

ception ofthe Scriptures as a standard of religious belief. The absurdity of

theit notions is well exposed in the following compendium, executed by the
author of the " Connoisseur" (one of those numerous collections of perio-

dical essays, which reflect so much honour on British literature) ; who has
thrown together a few of the principal tenets held by free-thinkers, under
the title of

"the unbeliever's creed.
" I believe that there is no God, but that matter is God, and God is matter

,

and that it is no matter, whether there is any God or no.
" 1 believe that the world was not made ; that the world made itself; and

that it had no beginning ; that it will last for ever, world without end.

"I believe that man is a beast ; that the soul is the body, and the body the

soul ; and that after death there is neither body nor soul.

" I believe that there is no religion ; that natural religion is the only reli-

gion, and that all religion is unnatural.
" I believe not in Moses ; I believe in the First Philosophy : I believe not

the Evangelists; I believe in Chubb, Collins, Toland, Tindal, Morgan, Man-
deville, Hobbes, Shaftesburv ; I believe in Lord Bolingbroke" [Hume, Vol-

taire, Diderot, Boulanger, Volney, and Thomas Paine) ;
" I believe not St.

Paul.
" I believe not revelation ; I believe in tradition ; I believe in the Talmud

;

I believe in the Koran; I believe not the Bible ; I hplieve in Socrates ; I be-

lieve in Confucius; I believe in Sanchoniathon ; I believe in Mahomet ; I

believe not in Christ.
" Lastly, I believe in all unbelief."

Connoisseur, No. 9. (Chalmers's edition of the British Essayists, vol. xxx

p. 48.)
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beings in oilier worlds are all tin- hearty friends of virtue, of reli-

gion, mill of God. There is nothing inconsistent with reason in

nppoang ihatsome onepeiticularpartofit should bechooenoul
of the red, as a theatre cm winch the great Author of all things

would perform Ins moat glorious works. Every empire thai has

been i'cuimleil in this world has had some one particular spot

where those actions ware performed whence its glory has arisen.

The glory of the Caaan was founded on the event of a battle

fought very near an inconsiderable city ; and why not this world,

though less than ' twenty-five thousand miles in eircumferenee,'

bechoeen as the theatre cm which Cod would bring about events

that should till his whole empire with glory and joy I It would
be as reasonable to plead the insignificance ot' Actram or Agin-
court, as an objection to the competency of the victories there ob-

tained (supposing them to have been on the side of righteous-

ness), to till the respective empires of Koine and Britain with

glory, as that of our world to till the whole empire of Cod with

matter ofjoy and everlasting praise. The truth is, the comparative
dimension of Our world is ofno account; if it In- large enough for

the aec phshinenl of events, which are sufficient to occupy the

minds of all intelligences, that is all that is required." 1 Admit-
ting, then, the probability of the conjecture that there is a plurality

of worlds (for it amounts to no more than a conjecture), the in-

habitants of these worlds, as intelligent agents, are either sinii.-r>

or not sinners. If they are mil sinners, they do not need a Sa-
viour or a Redemption; and if they are sinners, who can tell

whether Cod has been pleased to provide salvation or redemption
for any of them ? The whole obedientrational creation and king-

dom of (iod may derive immense aelvatitage from what was ex-

hibited in this our comparatively little globe ; and in that ease

(as we have already remarked), it dues not signify how small and
mean the stage. God is glorified, and his BubjectS are benefited,

withe. ut their directly sharing the redemption, concerning which
the Scriptures give no intimation.'2

111. Objbctior 3.

—

The doctrine of a future judgment u
improbabh .- and tin twofold tandion of rewards and panish-
mente is ofhuman invention,

Answkh.—This objection was first made in the last century
by Mr. Collins (from whom later infidels have copied it), who
asserted that it was •• greatly improbable that God should espe-

cially interpose to a.'.piaiut the world with what mankind would
do altogether as well without." 3

" But surely this harmonizes with the whole scheme that the

same person by whom God carried on his gracious design of re-

covering mankind from a state of vice, who felt our infirmities,

and was tempted as we are, should be appointed the final judge
of all men, anil the dispenser of future retribution. This is a re-

war.l .it Ins sufferings and pious obedience. It must impress the
wicked with awe. to think they shall be accountable to him whom
they have rejected and despised. It must animate and encourage
the' virtuous t.e look forward to the appearance of him as their

judge, whom they have Contemplated with so much gratitude .

em, and veneration, as their guide to immortality; and in

v\ hose- service thev have leei'll patient and persevering. And that

this benevolent friend of mankind should he otdeined to judge
the world in the- mi f the Universal Father shows to all thai

it is the' will of < "•>.! thai the decisions should he equitable and
merciful."4 That Jews shall be the judge, is one circumstance
relative !•> that life and immortality, to give the fullest assurance

ich was a principal object "i bis mission.
t 'onnected with the doctni fa future' judgment is that of the

twofold sanction of rewards and
i

laments; against which
Lord Bolingbroke assert thsl it "was invented by men, ami ap-

to !" so by the evident marks of humanity that characterize
it. The notions when it is founded sat more "t human
i

1

' ion tl fJH ties or prudence. He intimatos that ibimplies
the proceedings of God towards men in this hie to he i, ii

tin", i d rectify in" in i future cue
."

xet he acknowledges, thai "the' doctrii f rewards and
punishments in a future state I .t a tendency I

I tree

' i nil
i Do i- i

:' own u i Ir.Fnllei
chapter, entitled ' Fleden ptl Pre it

'

i oublfl "i i" inl, and
saUaftjctorf Eelutsl eclton oove under consideration. <>n the
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civil laws, and to restrain the vices of men, that reason, which
cannot decide fm it cm principles of natural theology, will not de-
cide against it on principle of good policy." He acids." A thelst

who eloi's not believe revelation can have' no objection to thedoc-
trine in general."*

Solomon observed, that all events in this world come alike to

all. An equal retribution is not made is this life. The Gospel
gives- us the reason of this, namely, that the pre sent is a state of
trial to tit us for a future and better condition of being. And the
doctrine of a righteous retribution in the world to come explains
the whole scheme of God's proceedings towards mankind in a

manner consistent with his equity, wisdom, and goodness. The
inequalities that subsist in a state of trial call forth to exercise and
improve those virtues which arc neces.-niv to lit us lot the enjoy-

ments of futurity ; while' the assurance of an equal retribution

hereafter is a means of reforming the wicked, of deterring the

vicious from greater enormities, mid of animating tin good to

higher attainments. His lordship asserts, respecting this life,

" that justice reepiires that rewards and punishments should lie

measured out in various degrees anil manners, according to the

various circumstances of particular eases, and in a due proportion
to them."'" Facts prove, however, that this is not the ease. If,

therefore, there he no righteous recompense hereafter, injustice

must characterize the divine government The Christian doctrine
removes the groundless aspersion, and vindicates the ways ,.| (iod

to man.
Lord Shaftesbury argues against the doctrine of future rewards

and punishments, as "a mercenary and selfish motive to virtue,

which should he practised liecausi' it is good and amiable in

itself. By making this a coti-ideral'lc or the- principal motive l.i

duty," he says, "the Christian religion in particular is over-

thrown, and the greatest principle, that of love, rejected." Vet he

acknowledges, that " the hope of future rewinds, and the fear of

future punishments, how mercenary and servile Boever n may bo

accounted, is yet, in many instances, a great advantage, secuntv,

and support to virtue, till we are led from this servile- state to the

generous service of allection and love." lie oilers many con-
stitutions to prove that it is so. Again, he allows, that. " if by
the hope of reward he understood the' hope' and desire of virtuous

enjoyments, or of the very practice of virtue in another life, it is

far from being derogatory to virtue, ami is rather an evidence of
our loving it. Nor can this principle he justly called selfish."1

These concessions are a complete answer to his own objection;
for the Christian looks for his reward only to a higher improve-

ment in useful knowledge and moral goodness, and to the exalted
enjoyments which result from these.

"Now, though virtue should he regarded for its own sake, and
God should he obeyed he'cause it is right, and his commands are

just and good
; yet is it not another proper reason tO choe.se vir-

tue because it makes us happy ? Man is formed not only with
a love of what is right, and has ideas ot gratitude and duty, but
he- has also a natural desire of life and happiness, unci fear to lose

these ; ami a desire of w e-ll-lie-ing mav conspire with the reel <A'

the discipline of his mind, and assist the growth of more liberal

principles. If. in the scheme of the Divine government in this

State, integrity pioduccs more cnjovnu'nt than vice, and it'll eloes

the same in the future state, no virtue requires us to neglect such

considerations. Religion does not entirely exclude self-love. It

is a part of our constitution. If the universal Ruler holds forth,

ac ihc patent of intelligent beings who desires their happuu sa, a

crown to contending t irtue, it seems unjust, ungrateful, and arro-

oil lo disdain til celive'. Further ; when this respect to a future

re'e'.impense Is the e ll, e t of e ele lllecrato trust in tin- Judge of the

Illinois.', all .icipuesi'i nee in Ills government, and a he hit that he-

is the re-wareler of such as faithlulK seek him, and disposes us to

wc-ll-eloiug, it becomes religious nidi, the first duty of rational

beings, and a linn bond of virtue-, private, social, and divine. In

this view the conduct of Moses is celebrated, 11,-h. xi. M, ess,

:u id this is tin- peculiar faith of a < Ihristian, who trusts that God
is talllllul who has pi i-.-.l."

Jesus himself, the most disinterested character that .-v.-r axisb <1

nth, " for the JOJ that waj 'it l>. toie him, endured the
I

ing the sliame."' To practise virtue habitually, with. eut
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any attention to, or concern about, our own happiness, is impos-

sible, incompatible with the state of humanity, and with the gene-

ral frame and constitution of the world. The Deity formed the

universe to be happy. To each creature he gave but a very

limited sphere of action. The general happiness of his wide

creation, therefore, must be accomplished by each being happy in

his own separate little department. Now, in order to secure this

individual felicity, to whom could the care of each be more pro-

perly committed, than to the person who is most interested in his

welfare, that is, to himself? The wise and kind Creator and

Ruler of all has, therefore, given every creature in trust, as it

were, to himself, to advance his own highest perfection and feli-

city. In order to engage each to be careful about, and attend

more particularly to, his own happiness, he has implanted in

every one instincts, affections, and passions, that centre in the

individual, and prompt to a concern for self.

If any one be deaf to the calls of private affection, and neglect

an attention to his own highest perfection and happiness, he is

guilty of disobedience to the Author of his frame and the

Former of the universe ; he is unfaithful to the trust reposed in

him ; and occasions a chasm and deficiency of order and happi-

ness in that part of the creation which is particularly committed

to his care. This would, perhaps, appear more evident, if we were

to suppose every man intrusted to another to promote his happi-

ness, and this other neglected him. The effect, however, respect-

ing the general happiness, the duty, and the transgression of it,

are the same, to whomsoever the charge be committed. The
Christian, therefore, by looking to future glory and felicity, as a

motive to, and the reward of, piety, benevolence, and purity, is

not merely promoting his own private happiness ; he is filltilling

an important duty to his Maker, and adding his share to the mea-
sure of general felicity and harmony through the wide creation

of God. He co-operates, in his narrow sphere, with the Deity

himself, by taking care that that part of his works, which is in-

trusted to him, shall be as perfect and as happy as he can make
it, and as conducive as possible to the general felicity. For such

is the constitution of human beings, that no individual can be

happy himself, unless he endeavours to promote the happiness of

others ; and the more he does this, the more he advances his own
felicity.

Looking to future glory and happiness as the strongest motive

to piety, benevolence, and all virtue, is, then, so far from " over-

throwing the Christian religion, and rejecting its greatest princi-

ple, that of love," that it is harmonizing those parts of it which
Lord Shaftesbury thinks are discordant ; and is directly and pe-

culiarly obeying the law of love. It is taking the most effectual

means to engage us to w love God with all our hearts, and mind,

and strength, and to love our neighbour as ourselves." It is

using the very same means for both these purposes, that we em-
ploy for the attainment of our own highest perfection and felicity.

It is, moreover, taking the same measure and rule for the kind

and degree of our love to our fellow-creatures, that we take for

love to ourselves. For in proportion as we really desire our own
future perfection and happiness, in the same proportion shall we
seek the glory of God, and the good of mankind. Again, it is

employing the same test to judge of our proficiency in piety and
benevolence, that we use to judge of our progress in self-improve-

ment. For the increasing degrees of ardour, attention, diligence,

and constancy, with which we endeavour to attain future happi-

ness, and the personal attainments in virtue that we actually

make, will be accompanied with correspondently greater zeal,

industry, care, and steadiness, to advance the honour of God, and
the welfare of our fellow-creatures. 1

IV. Objection 4.

—

Christianity establishes a system of
priestcraft and spiritual despotism over the minds and con-

sciences of mankind.

Asswkii.—Nothing is more common than for the opposers of

revelation to level their artillery against the Christian ministry.

Under the appellation of priests, they seem to think themselves

at liberty to load them with every species of abuse. That there

have been men, who have engaged in the Christian ministry as

other men engage in secular employments,—from motives of

profit,—may perhaps be true. But that this should be repre-

sented as a general case, and that the ministry itself should be

reproached on account of the hypocrisy of worldly men, who in-

trude themselves into it, can only be owing to the malignity of

those who make the unfounded assertion. Let the fullest sub-

traction be made of the characters just noticed, and we appeal to

impartial observation, whether there will not remain in only this

Vol. I.

* Simpson's Evidences, pp. 252—258.

class of Christians, and at almost any period, a greater number
of serious, upright, disinterested, and benevolent persons, than
could be found among the whole body of deists in a succession

of centuries.

The mass of mankind is busily engaged in the necessary pur-
suits of life, and has but little leisure to attend to mental im-
provement. That there should be teachers of religion, to instruct

them in its principles, to enforce its numerous precepts, and to

administer its consolations, has nothing in it contrary to the fit-

ness of things and the public good. If the knowledge of arts and
sciences be beneficial to a country, and the teachers of them be

ranked among the most useful members of the community, those

whose oflice and employment it is to instil into the minds of the

people the principles of pure religion and morality (principles

which are the best—the only—cement of civil society) certainly

stand on equal or superior ground in respect to general utility.

This argument will acquire additional weight, when we consider

the qualifications which the New Testament requires the differ-

ent orders of its ministers to possess. To adduce only a few of

the particulars which it enjoins respecting their private character

and behaviour:

—

If a man desireth the office of a Bishop, he
desireih a good -work. A bishop then must be blameless, the

husband of one wife, vigilant, sober, of good behaviour, given
to hospitality, apt to teach, not given to ivine, no striker, not

greedy of filthy lucre ; but patient, not a braivler, not covet-

ous ; one that ruleth well his own house, having his children,

in subjection with all gravity : For ifa man know not hoiv to

rate his own house, how shall he take care of the church of
God? ,\ot a novice, lest, being lifted up with pride, he

fill into the condemnation of the devil. JMoreover, he must
have a good report of them which are without, lest he fall

into reproach. (1 Tim. iii. 1—7.) But thou, man of God,
follow after righteousness, godliness, faith, love, patience t

meekness ; fight tiie good fight offaith ; lay hold on eternal

life, whereunto thou art also called, and hast professed a good
profession before many wit7iesses. (1 Tim. vi. 11, 12.) Take
heed unto thyself, and unto the doctrine ; continue in them ; for
in doing this, thou shalt both save thyself, and them that hear

thee. (1 Tim. iv. 16.) Giving no offence in any thing, that

the ministry be not blamed. (2 Cor. vi. 3.) Flee also youthful

lusts ; but follow righteousness, faith, charity, peace, with them
that call on the Lord out of a pure heart. And the servant of
the Lord must not strive, but be gentle unto all men, apt to

teach, patient, in meekness instructing those that oppose them-

selves, if God peradventure will give them repentance to the

acknowledging of the truth. (2 Tim. ii. 22. 24, 25.) Till I
come, give attendance to readitig, to exhortation, to doctrine;

neglect not the gift that is in thee, which was given thee by pro-

jihecy, with the laying on of the hands of the presbytery. Let
no man despise thy youth ; but be thou an example of the be-

lievers, in word, in conversation, in charity, in spirit, in faith,

in purity. (1 Tim. iv. 13, 14. 12.) Likewise must the Deacons
be grave, not double-tongued, not given to much wine, nor

greedy offilthy lucre, holding the mystery of the faith in a pure
conscience. And let these also frst be proved, then let them

use the office of a Deacon, beingfound blameless. (1 Tim. iii.

8— 10.) Can any reasonable objection be alleged against the

ministerial office 1

But it has been said that the most extravagant claims to wealth

and power have been made by men who call themselves minis-

ters of the Gospel. Ecclesiastical history shows that this has

been the fact : but with these claims Christianity is not charge-

able. The ministers of the Gospel are required to feed the flock

of God, taking the oversight thereof, not by constraint, but

-willingly, not for filthy lucre, but of a ready mind. (1 Pet. v.

2.) " The question is, on what footing does the New Testa-

ment establish the support of the ministers of religion 1 Examine,

and you will find, that it establishes it in such a way, as every

reasonable man must approve. It is thought equitable that men
who apply their younger years to the acquisition of languages

and of philosophy, and who spend their days and strength in

teaching them to others, should receive from those whom they

teach such a recompense for their labour as to enable them to

support themselves and their families in a decent and respectable

manner. Who will complain of this as improper and unjust ?

—

The gospel sets the maintenance of its ministers on the same

footing. ' The workman is worthy of his hire. They that serve

at the altar should live by the altar. When they dispense to

others of their spiritual things, they should in return receive of

their worldly things.' This is all that Christianity demands ;

and she is answerable for no other claim. Is it not reasonable
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tliat men of piety, talents, and education, who devote their lives

to the spiritual instruction of their fellow-creatures, with view-

to make them good and happy both in this lite and that which i>

to ' un-. should receive sues b remuneration aa to enable them

to live, not in arllucnce and splendour. Ear teas in luxury and BI-

tavagance, but in the respectability of decent competence !

The application of the same education and abilities to another

employment would have secured wealth. Do they make exor-

bitant claims, when they ask, from those whom they are labouring

to instruct, a moderate support I" Nor does the New Teetfe-

mi' ni countenance in the ministers of religion a claim of power
liuir.' than of wealth. Such claims indeed were made and csta-

lished during the dark ages, and to a certain extent are still

Bade, where the spiritual domination of the papal see still exists.

Hut the charge of spiritual tyranny ovet the consciences and
mind-- of men does not attach to the Gospel, All the motives

and arguments winch its ministers arc authorized to employ must

be drawn from the New Testament Its discipline and ordi-

nances arc alike simple but expressive, and where the spirit, with
which they were instituted, is duly regarded, they are admirably

Calculated to promote thfl spiritual happiness of Christians. So
far, indeed, is that part of the church of Christ, established in

these realms, from assuming any domination over the minds of

its members, that fin opposition to the church of Rome, which

LCJ Of the sacraments to depend on the intention

o! the pri"sN) she expressly declares, that the uuworthineaa of
the ministers hinders not the effects of the sacraments.*

The real cause o\' the antipathy cherished by the oppnsers of

revelation against the truly conscientious and pious ministers of

the Gospel, is tins. They are the men, who, having voluntarily

devoted themselves to the study and service of religion (vert/ fre-
quently with considerable temporal aacrificea)^ have in every

a: exposed the sophistry of deists, and vindicated Christianity

] 11 their malicious aspersions. On this account the opposers

of revelation will always consider them as their natural enemies.

It is, however, no more a matter oi' surprise that they should be

the objects of their invcetm', than that the weapons of nightly

depredators should be pointed against the watchmen, whose busi-

iii it is to detect them and expose their nefarious practices.

V. Objection —Christianity d lutes if., professors from
all in;

i i tncerning rel %iou truths^ and demands of them
a full u/i(l implicit assent, without a previous examination of
t!t ground on which they are fu build that assent.

Ajrswaa.—This objection is as old as the time of Celsus; and

though it- falsehood has been repeatedly shown at various times

during the last sixteen hundred years, yet all succeeding pro-

pagators of infidelity have continued to urge il with the utmost

confidence. Never, however, was objection raised upon so slight

a foundation: for, so far is Christianity from rejecting the Use of

reason, that on the contrary, with a candour peculiar to itself, it

earnestly invites and exhorts every man, before be embraces tb doc-

t
r

i' i, fairly and impartially to examine its pretensions. Prove
all /I ' says Paul: holdfast that which in good. (1 These.

v. 21.) When the apostle John warns us against believing

lirit, and bids us try the spirits whether they are of God
(I John iv. I.), does he not plainly recommend the use of our

understanding against a blind, enthusiastic, and implicit bi lie!
'

Is not the same advice fairly implied in the commendation given

to the H reans for searching the Scriptures and inquiring into

the truth Of what the BpOStlOS pi. -ached | (Acts \\\\, I 1.) A rid

docs not Jesus Christ himself inculcate the same doctrine, when
be appc Is to the judgment of bis adversaries,— //

even of yourselves judge what (Luke \ii. 57.)

Without i erci ing our reason, how can we he ways to

give a reason of the hope that i in US? (1 Pet iii. 16.) God
hs made us mass tunas, an 1 he will i

reasonable service (Kom. xii. l.),aud not \\v. sacrifice of fools.

(Keel. v. t.)1

The Gospel, therefore, not only invitee, but demands investi-

gation. While the founders and dispem en of false religions and

ird worship veiled them andei ilence tnd i * ob-

scurity, Jesus Christ, so t:ir from enjoining sccrecj to bii

tie , commandi them freely to profess and openlj to publish ins

doctrine. What / say to you in darkness, speak ye in the light

(Matt. x. 27.) ; that is, the doctrines which I teach you in para-

i article a Chorefc
» The ii-c of rss

ton Work rol. v.D \ i
i

.

i
Y ihi

whirl, il..- Go pel laj ujj m '
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' til Ihi roi I I Di M

answi r I of Political J I

ofihe Truth ofthe Christian Rel - .;»u.

bles, do ye publicly explain and expound. What ye hear in

the ear, that preach ye upon the house-tops ; that is, what I more
privately impart to you, do ye courageously publish and proclaim
to all the world. Had Christianity been conscious oi its own
weakness, it would not thus boldly have entered the Lists against

tVe prejudices «.f mankind, when the great improvement and in-

crease of all kinds of literature had excited I Bpiril ^<t curiosity,

which not only prompted men to inquire after, but qualified them
to understand and examine the truth, and detect fraud and im-
posture. But what fraud or imposture has been discovered in

the Gospel ] On the contrary, in proportion to the rigour o( the

scrutiny which it has undergone, the evidences of its divine au-

thority and origin have shone, and continue to shine, with in-

creasing lustre. The pens o\' infidels (calling themselves deists,

but whose principles for the most part are atheistical) in great

abundance have been drawn against the Scriptures, Every ob-

jection that wit or malice could suggest or derive from the modern
discoveries in science has been brought forward, either in the

way of open attack, or under the insidious form of professed re-

gard for the sacred volume. But has the Bible sustained any
real damage from these assaults

\ None whatever, hike a in

oak it has stood unmoved, suffering nothing from the natSJ wind,

but the mere rustling of its leaves. The cause of truth, ind

has been greatly promoted by these attacks: for they have given

birth to such defences of Christianity, as have efle tualh remov-

ed the doubts of sincere inquirers, and at once reflected honour

on their authors and confusion on their enemies ; while the un-

moral principles of deism or atheism, when brought to the test >>i'

reason, have in every instance appeared in all their native de-

formity.

IV. Objection 6.

—

The morality of the Bible is /«> strict,

bears loo hard upon mankind, una1
lays us under too severe

restraints.

Answer.—Does it then rob us of any pleasures worth]

rational beings ! By no means. It restrains us, indeed, but it

only restrains us from things that would oo us harm, and i

both ourselves and our fellow-creatures misi rable. It admits of

every tmlv rational, benevolent, and humane pleasure; nay, it

allows BVerj elijo\ incut n( \\ Inch QUI son- 9 arc capable, th.it is

consistent with the real good and true happiness of the whole
compound nature of man. Although the Scriptures, especially

the New Testament] set before us the noblest ideas of attainm

iu holiness, they do not earn it to am extremes, or to B d<

of strictness unsuitable to human nature. The Gospel does not

prescribe an unfeeling apathy, or pretend to render us insert

to the evils or calamities incident to tins presenl life, but ' ! '

us where to seek for consolation, and also supports us |.y its glo-

rious promises. We are. indeed, taught to deny ourselves; but

the intention is. only that we should endeavour to keep the infi
1 101

appetites and passions in due subjection, and that the pleat

and interests of the fieah and ^\' the world should be m
way to the dutv we owe to God, and to the love ot truth, virtue,

and righteousness, win-never they happen to Stand in competition.

We arc required not tO make provision tor the llesh. to fulfil the

lusts thereof; but neither Jesus Chrisl nor his apostles have i

it upon i>s as a dutv to macerate our bodies « Lth those unnatural

rigours -11111 austerities, or to chastise them with thai blood} dis-

cipline, which supeisiiiiou has often enjoined under the pn b

of extraordinary mortification and devotion. The Gospel offers

no sanction tor austerities ; it allows of no partial regards, no sub"

slitution of ritual I
- in the place of moral duties ; nor

does it permit seal for and abundance in the discluu > of one

dnt] to compensate foi the oeglecl oi mother. On 1

ry, it insists on u <u id explicit!) declares thai

i one point is guilty of all. It enjoins us to

be heavenly-minded, and to sal our afrections on things above,

yet not so us to neglect the duties and offices incumbent upon us

i With respect to all the Christian precepts relating
.

i
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|
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in this present state. We are not commanded absolutely to quit

the world ; but, which is a much nobler attainment, to live above

the world while we are in it, and to keep ourselves free from its

pollutions: not wholly to renounce our present enjoyments, but

to be moderate in the use of them, and so to use this -world as

not to abuse it. " All it requires is, that our liberty degenerate

not into licentiousness, our amusements into dissipation, our in-

dustry into incessant toil, our carefulness into extreme anxiety

and endless solicitude." In short, it enjoins every thing that can

do us good, and it only prohibits every thing that can do us

harm. Could a Being of infinite benevolence, wisdom, and per-

fection, do better, or act otherwise consistently with those per-

fections I
1

VII. Objection 7 Some nf the moral precepts of Jesus

Christ are unreasonable and impracticable.

1. An objection of this kind is made to the prohibition of an-

ger, Matt. v. 22. ; but the context shows that the anger here con-

demned is implacable. 2 " There are vices which it may he the

duty of some to reprimand with sharpness. Our Lord himself

was sometimes angry. 3 Anger, improper in its cause, its object,

its manner, its season, and its duration, must be that which is

here censured. There are different degrees of anger mentioned,

and proportionable punishments annexed to each. Christ there-

fore asserts, agreeably to other parts of Scripture, that reviling,

hatred, variance, wrath, strife, shall exclude from the kingdom

of heaven ;' and that these crimes shall be punished proportion-

ably to their degree of guilt. But according to the tenor of the

Gospel, sinful anger unrepented of is here supposed ; for on this

condition all sins, except one, are forgiven. 5 The same restric-

tion must be understood respecting other general assertions of

Jesus, as Matt. x. 33. ; which cannot apply to Peter.6

2. The precept of Jesus to forgive injuries7 has been asserted

to be contrary to reason and nature. A few of the most eminent

heathen philosophers, however, have given the same direction. It

is a maxim of Confucius, " never to revenge injuries." Socrates,

in his conversation with Crito,s says to him, " the person, then,

who has received an injury must not return it, as is the opinion

of the vulgar." Cicero declares,9 " that nothing is more lauda-

ble, nothing more becoming a great and excellent man, than pla-

cability and clemency." Seneca says, 10 " I would pardon an in-

jury, even without a previous benefit from the injurer, but much
more after it." He also declares, that " if the world be wicked,

we should yet peresvere in well-doing, even amongst evil men."

Phocion, when going to suffer death unjustly, charged his son

with his last breath, that he should show no resentment against

his persecutors."

It has, further, been objected to the Christian precept of for-

giveness, that it is given in a general indefinite way ; whereas

there aie certain restrictions, without wdiich it would be attended

with fatal consequences. It must be interpreted consistently with

what nature dictates to he our duty in preserving our reputation,

liberty, and property ; and in doing all we can in our several sta-

tions to hinder all injury and injustice from others as well as our-

selves. " Undoubtedly it must. But these exceptions are so

plain that they will always be supposed, and consequently need

not be specified. The Christian religion makes no alteration in

the natural rights of mankind, nor does it forbid necessary self-

defence, or seeking legal redress of injuries, in cases where it

may be expedient to restrain violence and outrage. But all the

explications it gives of the duty of forgiveness are consistent with

these. For the substance of what it recommends relates chiefly

to the temper of the mind ; that we be ready to pass by small

affronts, and not forward to execute private revenge, and that we
be candid in interpreting the designs and actions of those who
injure us. This will engage us to forgive, while there is yet lit-

tle to be forgiven ; and thus will prevent the occasion of addi-

tional injuries. The Gospel proposes the example of the Supreme
Being, in his conduct to sinful men, as the general rule of our

lenity and forbearance ; and enjoins forgiveness and sincere re-

conciliation, in case of repentance and reformation, and receiving

into full favour. 12 That we do not demand rigorous satisfaction

in other cases, and that we still preserve benevolent affections to-

* The subject of the above-noticed objection is fully considered in Mr.
Simpson's Internal and Presumptive Evidences ofChristianity, pp. 2SS—302.

» Matt. v. 23, 24. » Mark iii. 5. x. 14.

« 1 Cor. vi. 10. Gal. v. 2. ' Malt. xii. 31, 32.

c Newcome's Observ. part i. ch. 1. sect. 9. Blair's raraph. of Christ's

Sermon on the Mount.
i I.uke xvii. 3, 4. Matt. vi. 14, 15. • Sect. x.

» DeOfficiis, ch. 25.
io I)e Benefices, ch. viii. 14. Pe Ira, book ii. ch. 34.

>» See also Plutarch de Ira cohibenda. Marc. Antonio. deViia sua, bonk
vii. sect. 15. Butler's 8th and 9th Sermons. The Rambler, vol. iv. No. 1S5.

14 T •'-" "vii. 3. 4.

wards an unrelenting enemy. And a man may really forgive an
injury, so far as it is personal, while his relation to society may
oblige him, for the general good, to prosecute the offender." 13

o. Against the injunction to love our enemies 11
it has been

argued, '• if love carry with it complacence, esteem, and friendship,

and these are due to all men, what distinction can we then make
between the best and the worst of men ?

15 But a love of esteem

and complacence can never be intended by Christ, whose design

was to recommend the abhorrence of all vice, while he enjoins

good-will to persons of every character. In all moral writings,

whether ancient or modern, love generally signifies, what it does

in this precept of Christ, benevolence and good-will ; which may
be exercised by kind actions towards those whom we cannot es-

teem, and whom we are even obliged to punish. A parent exer-

cises this towards a wicked and disobedient child ; and it is this

love which Jesus recommends, from the motive of resemblance

to our heavenly Father." 11

4. The commandment of Jesus, " to love our neighbour as our-

selves," is also objected to, as unreasonable, and impossible to he

observed. 17

" Loving, as we have just noticed, in moral writings usually

signifies benevolence and good-will expressing itself in the con-

duct. Christ thus explains loving our neighbour as ourselves to

the lawyer who asked him the meaning of it, by the beautiful

parable of the compassionate Samaritan. 18 The precept we are

considering may be understood. (1.) As requiring that we have

the same kind of affection to our fellow-creature as to ourselves,

disposing us to prevent his misery and to consult his happiness

as well as our own. This principle will be an advocate within

our own breasts for our fellow-creatures in all cases oi' competi-

tion and interference between them and us, and hinder men from

being too partial to themselves. This inward temper is the only

effectual security for our performing the several offices of kind-

ness which we owe to our fellow-creatures. (2.) It may require

that we love our neighbour in some certain proportion as we
love ourselves. A man's character cannot be determined by the

love he bears to his neighbour, considered absolutely, but princi-

pally by the proportion which this bears to self-love ; for when
the one overbalances the other, and influences the conduct, that

denominates the character either selfish or benevolent ; and a

comparison is made in this precept between self-love and the Love

of our neighbour. The latter, then, must bear some proportion

to the former, and virtue consists in the due proportion. We
have no measure by which to judge of the degree of affections

and principles of action, considered in themselves. This must be

determined by the actions they produce. A competent provision

for self has a reasonable bound. When this is complied with,

the more care, and thought, and property, persons employ in do-

ing good to their fellow-creatures, the nearer they come to the

law of perfection, ' Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.'

(3.) The words may be understood of an equality of affection.

Yet still a person would, in fact, and ought to be, much more
taken up and employed about himself and his own concents, than

about others and their interests. For besides the one common
affection towards himself and his neighbour, he would have seve-

ral other particular affections, passions, and appetites, which he
could not possibly feel in common both for himself and others.

From hence it follows, that though there were an equality of

affection to both, yet regard to ourselves would be more preva-

lent than attention to others and their concerns. And it ought

to be so, supposing still the equality of affection commanded
;

because each person is in a peculiar manner intrusted with him-

self, and therefore care of his own interests and conduct particu-

larly belong to each. Besides, moral obligation can extend no

further than to natural possibility. Now we have a perception

of our own interests, like consciousness of our own existence,

which we always carry about with us, and which, in its continu-

ation, kind, and degree, seems impossible to be felt in respect to

the interests of others. Therefore, were we to love our neigh-

bour in the same degree (so far as this is possible) as we love

ourselves, yet the care of ourselves would not be neglected. The
temper and conduct to which due love of our neigbours would

lead us is described in 1 Cor. xiii. A really good man had rather

be deceived than be suspicious ; had rather forego his known
right than run the hazard of doing even a hard thing. The in-

fluence of this temper extends to every different relation and cir-

cumstance of life, so as to render a man better. Reasonable good-

13 Foster against Tindal, pp. 257—261. 1st edit. Christianity as Old as the

Creation, p. 340.
" Matt. v. 43—16. •> Christianity &c. p. 342.

i« Foster against Tindal, pp.261—264. Balguy's Sermons, vol. i. serm. 13.

>' Matt. xix. 19. Luke x. 27, 4x. Lcvit. xix. 17, 18. 34. Deut. x. 17—19.
• Luke x. 25—37.
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will, and right behaviour, tojvarus our fellow -creatures are in a

manner the same; only that the former expresses the princij le

as it is in the mind, the latter, the principle a. it were become
external." 1

The precepts, to do to others as we would have them do to

us,2 and to love our neighbour as ourselves, are nut merely intel-

ligible and comprehensive rules, but they also furnish the means
of determining the particular eases which art- included under
them. In any instance of his conduct to another, if a man sin-

cerely asks himself, what he could reasonably desire that pers .n

should do to him. or how he himself would wish to he treated in

the same circumstances, his own mind will present a proper rule

of action in that instance. These precepts are likewise useful

means of moral improvement, and alford a good teat of a person's

progress in benevolence* For as it requires practice and mural
discernment to apply them properly to particular cases, the more
aptly and expeditiously any one does this, the greater must be
his proficiency in disinterested kindness.

The excellence and utility of these moral maxims have en-
gaged the sages of the East to adopt them. In the fables, or ami-
cable instructions, of Veshnoo-Sanna, is the following sentiment :

" He who regards another's wife ns his mother; another's goods
as clods of earth ; and all mankind at hzmaelf, is a philosopher."-1

And Confucius has this precept, " Use others as you desire to be
used yourself." 1

5. The command of God, that we believe in Jesus Christ,' and
the sanctions by which it is enforced, " he that believeth and is

baptized shall he saved, but he that believth not shall be con*
demned," have been objected against by Mr. Tindal. He savs
" Faith, considered in itself, can neither be a virtue, or a vice ;

because men can no otherwise believe than as things appear to

them."'' " Yet that they appear in such a particular manner to

the understanding may be owing entirely to themselves." Now
let it be particularly observed, that it is nowhere said or insinu-

ated in the New Testament, that those shall be condemned for un-
belief who never heard the Gospel, or who never had it laid be-
fore them with proper evidence. On the contrary, the whole
spirit of Christianity teaches, that where there is no law there i,

no transgression, and that sin is not imputed where there is no
law." It declares that God is no respecter of persons, but in

every nation he that feareth (Jod, and workctb righteousness, is

a-cepted with him.-' All threatening! must be understood of un-
believers who had sufficient light and evidence offered to them,
and who, through inattention, neglect, wilful prejudice, or from
corrupt passions and views, have rejected it, as Christ savs, John
iii. 19. xv. 22. Nothing can be more reasonable, than that those
who wilfully refuse the light that would direct and comfort them
should suffer the natural consequences of such refusal. This is

agreeable to the usual government of God in the natural and mo-
ral world. 1 The sanctions with which our I,ord enforces the
precept of faith in him, though generally applied to a future judg-
ment, do not appear to have any relation to it ; hut only to the
admission of tin- Christian converts into the Christian church,
after Christ's ascension, upon the same terms as he admitted
them himself. Jesus here, upon leaving the world, gives hi- apo
ties the same power which be himself had exercised, and order;

them to use it in the same manner, "lie that believeth not.

shall he condemned" or accountable for his sins. This answer-
to the denunciation which Christ bail often made against those
who should not receive him ;

" that lln-\ should die In their sins."

Thus John iii. 18, hi. What this damnation or condemnation
was, we see, John viii. 2-1. "ye shall die in your sins." The
same appears to be th,- eense of John xx. S3. Matt, w i. Ml. All

texts declare, thai upon the first receiving the Christian re-

ligion, Christ, and bis apostles in his name, fir^me tbose thai

believed and were baptized ; and what was then dons here would
lie confirmed in heaven. Hut they have 00 relation to their con-

demnation or acquittal at the day of judgment ; at which tune

every man will be judged according to his works, and according
to what he has received." 11

np Batter's Sermons, No. IS. (Work*, vol. I pp. 201—217) Bullet
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'Man mi is WUHa^i translation, p. 9B7.
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\ III. (Injection ^.

—

Christianity produces atimid passive
. and alio entirely on Hooks ihe generous sentiments of

friendship andpatriotism.

Avswr.ii.— I, his a peculiar feature of Christian morality, that
it entirely omil rjg pts founded on false principles, those which
recommend fictitious virtue.-; which, however admired and cele-

brated, are productive of no salutary etfects, and. in fact, are no
virtues at all. Valour, for instance, is for the most pari constitu-
tional, and so far is it from producing any salutary edict-, bv in-

troducing peace, order, or happiness into society, that it is the
usual perpetrator of all the violences, wliicb, bom n utliated in-

juries, distract the world with bloodshed and devastation. It is

the chief instrument which ambition employs in her unjust pur-
suits of wealth and power, and is then-lore -o much extolled by
her votaries. It was, indeed, congenial with the religion of pagans,
whose gods were for the most part deceased heroes, supposed to
be exalted to heaven as a reward for the rapines, murders, adul-
teries, and other nii.cbiefs, which they had perpetrated upon
earth; and therefore, with them, this was the first of virtues, and
had even engrossed the denomination of virtue to itself. But
Christians arc so far from being allowed to inflict evil, that tin v
are forbid even to resist it ; that is, to repel one outrage bv
another ;

- they are so far from being encouraged to revenge in-
juries, that one of their first duties is iofoi •give them ; so far from
being incited to destroy their enemies, that they are commanded
to love them and serve them to the utmost of their power, and to
overcome evil with good. With reference to tins pacific disposi-
tion of Christianity, a celebrated sceptic 13 of the eighteenth cen-
tury objected, that a state composed of real Christians could not
subsist. We may, however, ask, in the words of an acute ob-
server of human nature, whom no one will charge with credulity

or superstition j "Why not! Citizens of this profession would
have a clear knowledge of their several duties, and a great zeal to

fulfil them : they would have a just notion of the right of natu-
ral defence ; and the more they thought they owed to religion,

the more sensible they would be of what they owed to their coun-
try. The principles of Christianity, deeply engraven upon the.

heart, would be infinitely more powerful than the false honour of
monarchies, the human virtues of republics, and the servile fear

..I despotic slates."' ' The same auiboralso mentions it as "an
admirable thing, thai the Christian religion, which seems to have
for its object only the felicity of another life, does also constitute
our happiness in this."' j

But though Christianity exhibits no commendation of fictitious

virtues, it is so far from generating a timid spirit, that, on the con-
trary, it forms nun of a singular cast ; some would say, of a sin-

gufor courage. "It leaches them to be afraid of offending Qod
and doing injury to man ; but it labours to render them superior
to every Other fear. They must carry on a constant war agiunst
evil ; but ' the weapons of their warfare are not carnal.' Was it

a timid character which Christ designed to form, wlieii he sent
Ins disciples through all the world to propagate his religion?

They were to penetrate into every country ; they were to address
men ..I every nation, and tongue, and language, thev were to

expose themselves to hunger -ou\ nakedness, to ridicule and in-

sult, to persecution and death. None of these things must deter

them : they must be daily speaking the word ul" life, however it

may be received, an-l to whatever dangers it may expose them.
I'!., v must hazard all forth.- propagation of truth and riuhteouH-
ness m the world. The lives Of Christians hive, in numberless
instances, displayed theemcaey of these divine principles, ('an
such instances <»i active exertioni of r>eraavering labour, of patient

suffering, Ih' adduced, as those which have been displayed bv the
disciples of Jesus I 'bust | 'j'bat they make not the noi-e of those

thai sack cities, and desolate countries, and spread I'ar and wide
the w.nk ..f .1. situ. Hon. is c. riainlv not to then dispraise. Their
method of reforming the world, and meliorating th.- condition of
man, is not bv brute force, but by implanting in the soul the

sentiments of knowledge and of goodness: the fruit will Im- ot-
i mi felicity, Christianity does all her work, and effects all her

no in-, however to bs observed that this precept sppllsseriat
h Ion
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purposes, by means of principles ; she employs and she permits

no other way besides." 1

Answer.—2. With regard to that part of the objection which

is founded on the silence of the Gospel concerning friendship,

—

(by which terms is usually understood a mutual attachment sub-

sisting between two persons, and founded on a similarity of dis-

position, will, and manners) ; whence it is insinuated that Chris-

tianity affords no countenance to private friendship ; various

satisfactory reasons may be assigned why Jesus Christ did not

enact any laws, nor give, like sonic of the ancient philosophers,

professed disquisitions concerning friendship. In the first place,

a pure and sincere friendship must, from its very nature, be en-

tirely a matter of choice ; and from its delicacy, it is reluctant of

the very appearance of compulsion. Besides, it depends upon
similarity of disposition, upon coincidence of sentiment and an'ec-

tion, and, in short, upon such a variety of circumstances which

are not within our control or choice, that perhaps the greater part

of mankind pass through life without having enjoyed friendship

in all that perfection of which we may suppose it capable. Nor
if this could be accomplished, would it be favourable to the gene-

ral virtue and happiness. Such strong partial attachments usually

lead persons to prefer their friends to the public. Friendships of

this kind have subsisted among savages and robbers. Theseus

and Pirith ".us, whom modern sceptics have produced as ap-

plauded instances, were equally remarkable for friendship, rapes,

and plunder. Such attachments are hurtful to society and to man-
kind : they weaken public virtue and general charity. As how-
ever mankind are prone to form them, it would have been a

defect in the Christian religion, had it enjoined or even recom-

mended friendship in this extreme. Accordingly the Gospel sets

such attachments very low, as consistent with the lowest selfish-

ness. If'ye do good to them who do good to you, wliat thank-

have ye ? Do not even the publicans the same ? (Matt. v. 46.)

On all these accounts, therefore, it was unnecessary for Christ

to enact laws on the subject of friendship, which, indeed, could

not possibly be the object of a divine command ; for such laws

must have been entirely beyond the reach of ordinary practice,

and on a subject in its nature totally incompatible with restraint.

The propriety, therefore, of such an omission will be evident to

every one who candidly considers the nature of the temper and

disposition enjoined by the Gospel. If the end of its command-
ment be (as wc know is the case) charity out of a pure heart

and faith unfeigned, and charity of the most enlarged and d illu-

sive kind, Christianity would long before this time have been

charged with inconsistency by its adversaries, if any laws had

been made either directly or by consequence confining its exer-

cise. Indeed, it would not have been prudent to have expressed

in the Gospel any particular approbation of friendship. " It might
have inflamed that propensity to it which nature had already

made sufficiently strong, and which the injudicious encomiums
of heathen moralists had raised to a romantic and dangerous

height. Our divine lawgiver showed his wisdom, equally in what
he enjoined, and what he left unnoticed. He knew exactly, what
no pagan philosopher ever knew, where to be silent, and where
to speak. It was not his intention, it was indeed far below his

dignity, to say fine things upon popular subjects
;
pleasing per-

haps to a few, but utterly useless to the bulk of mankind. His
object was of a much more important and extensive nature : to in-

culcate the plain, humble, practical duties of piety and morality
;

the duties that were of universal concern and indispensable obli-

gation, such as were essentially necessary to our well-being in this

life, and our everlasting happiness in the next. Now, the

warmest admirers of friendship cannot pretend to raise it into a

duty, much less a duty of this high rank. It is a delightful, it is

an amiable, it is often a laudable attachment : but it is not a ne-

cessary requisite, either to the present welfare or the future salva-

tion of mankind in general, and, consequently, is not of sufficient

importance to deserve a distinct place in the Christian system." 2

But though the Gospel makes no specific provision for friend-

ship (and, as we have seen, for good reasons), yet it does not

prohibit that connection : on the contrary, it is expressly sanc-

tioned by the example of Christ, whose chosen friend and com-
panion was the beloved apostle John, and whose friendship for

Martha, Mary, Lazarus, and others, the evangelical historians

have delineated in the most amiable manner. " If he had his

beloved companion and friend, we cannot surely be acting con-

trary to his sentiments, if we also have ours;" but let us take

heed what choice we make. Ye are myfriends, says Christ, if

ie do whatsoever I command you. (John xv. 14,) On the

» Boguc's Essay on the Divine Authority of the New Testament, p. 220.
* Bp. Porteus's Sermons, vol. i. p. 438.

contrary, the friendship of the world is enmity with God: -who-

soever therefore -will be a friend of the world, is the enemy of
God. (James iv. 4.)

Answeh.—3. Equally satisfactory reasons may be assigned

for the silence of the Gospel with respect to patriotism ; which
(it has been asserted) Jesus Christ has now here taught or enforced

by precept or by example.

What is patriotism 1—The love of our country. But what
love ? The bigoted love cherished by the Jews, in the time of

Jesus Christ, which impelled them to abominate every other

nation as accursed, and to refuse to render them even the slightest

good office 1—The proud love displayed by the Greeks, which
despised the rest of mankind as ignorant barbarians \—The am-
bitious love of conquest, that predominated among the Romans,
and stimulated them to enslave the world 1—That selfish love, so

much vaunted of in modern times, which leads men to seek the

aggrandizement of their country, regardless of the morality of the

means by which that aggrandizement is to be accomplished
;

which fosters party-spirit, engenders strife and every evil passion,

encourages slavery, and excites one part of the human race to

murder and extirpate the other }—No. Of this spirit Chris-

tianity knows nothing. " Patriotism is that Christian love which,

while it respects as sacj^ed the rights and the welfure of etf.hi

(and, of every foreign individual, teaches us to manifest within

the limits of justice special affection to our own country, in pro-

portion to the special ties by which we are united with the region

that gives us birth. If our Lord, then, inculcated by his own
lips, or by the pen of his apostles, the universal obligation of jus-

tice and love : if, in regulating the exercise of justice and love,

he pronounces that wrong and fraud are the more sinful when
directed against the Brethren ;

3 that while we do good unto all

men, we are bound specially to do good unto them who are of
the household of faith :* that affection of more than ordinary

strength is mutually to be evinced between husbands and wives,

parents and children, brothers and sisters : He has decided that

every additional tie, by which man is connected with man, is an
obligation to additional love : He has established the duty ofpa-
triotism, by establishing the very principle from which the duty

necessarily flows. If He bore, with unwearied patience, hatred

and contempt, and persecution unto death, from his Jewish adver-

saries ; if he mourned with the most tender sympathy over the

impending destruction of Jerusalem ;* if He repeated, at a second
risk of his life, his efibrts for the conversion of his countrymen
the Nazarcnes

;
6 by his own conduct he sanctioned patriotism,

by his conduct he exemplified it, by his own conduct he com-
manded it."' And the example, which Jesus Christ thus gave
in his own person, wc find, was followed by his apostles, who,
both before and after his crucifixion, first and principally laboured

to propagate the Gospel among their own people, the Jews.

Even Paul, the great apostle of the Gentiles, when he entered

into those places where the Jews resided, first directed his labours

to them; and such was his patriotism, that he could not only

say, j\ly heart's desire and prayer to God for Israel is, that

they might be saved (Rom. x. 1.) ; but, with a love as ardent

as it was pure, he also declared, / could wish myself accursed

from Christ, for my brethren, my kiiismcti according to the

flesh, who are Israelites. (Rom. ix. 3, 4.)

Nor is the Old Testament history destitute of instances of the

noblest and most disinterested patriotism. Of all the examples
recorded cither in ancient or modern history, whether sacred or

profane, it will be difiicult to find one surpassing that of the illus-

trious Hebrew legislator, Moses. His attachment to the people

over whom he presided presents his character in a most amiable
point of view. When the displeasure of the Almighty was mani-
fested against them, after their idolatrous conduct at Mount Si-

nai, how forcibly did he intercede in their favour ! Yet now, if
thou wilt forgive their si?is ,-.... and if not, blot me, I pray
thee, out of thy book, which thou hast written. (Exod. xxxii.

32.) On another occasion, when it is related that the Almighty
threatened the destruction of the Israelites, and even offered to

make of him a greater nation and migiitier than they, how nobly

did he sacrifice every view, which ambition might have suggested

to him, to the love of God and to the love of his people ! After

powerfully interceding from various considerations, that they

might again be forgiven, he obtained this answer to his supplica-

tions, / have pardoyied, according to thy word. (Num. xiv,

20.) It were not difficult to adduce numerous additional in-

a 1 Cor. vi. 8. * Gal. vi. 10. See also Rom. ix. 1—3. x. 1. xi. 14.
s Malt, xxiii. 37- Lukexiii. 34. xix 41, 42.

e Luke iv. Ifi—30. Matt. xiii. 54. Mark vi. 1—6.
i Gisborne's Sermons on Christian Morality, p. 260. The whole ofhis four-

teenth and fifteenth discourses is particularly worthy of perusal.
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stances from the Old Testament, especially from the book of

Psalms. (See a beautiful and ad'ecting passage breathing the

purest patriotism in PsaL cxxxviL 4, •">.) So far. indeed, was an

attachment to the country, in which Providence has placed u>,

inculcated among the Jews, that they were required, when taken

captive to another land, toseek the peace of the city whither they

were carried away captives, and to pray unto the Lord far it

:

for, adds the prophet Jeremiah, in the peace thereof ye shall

have pure (Jer. \xix. 7.)'

True patriotism is never at variance with true morality, and

the > ter is not complete without it. A strict perform*

ance of OUT duty to the community of which we form a part, and
t.» the government under which we live, involves no infringement

of our private duties, or of our duty to our fellow-men : each is

sufficiently distinct, and each ought to be inviolably observed*

He is seldom found to be a good parent, brother, or friend, who
neglecta Ins duty to the public and to the government; and he

cannot be a good patriot who neglects any civil, social, or rela-

tive duly. " It is not natural for a Christian to enter into the anti-

pathies, nr to embroil himself in the contentions of a nation, how-
ever he ni;i'. be occasionally drawn into them. His soul is much
more in its element, when breathing alter the present and future

happiness of a world. In undertakings, both public and private,

which tend to alleviate the miseries, arid enlarge the comforts of

human life, Christians have ever been foremost; and when they

have conceived themselves lawfully called, even into the field of

they have not been wanting in true bravery. But the hero-

ism, to which they principally aspire, is of another kind: it is

that of subduing their own spirit, doing good against evil, seeking

the present and eternal good of those who hale them, and laying

d«.wn their lives, if required, for the name of the Lord Jesus."

I\\ OBJECTION 9.— The Bible is ///'' mast immoral book in

tin world,

A \ bw kii.—This assertion was first promulgated by the author

of the Age "I Reason, and it has been repeated in a thousand

different forms in those publications which have since been issued

from the press by the opposers of revelation. In refutation of

this assertion] it is sufficient to refer to the view already exhi-

bited in the preceding pages of the morality of the Old and New
Testaments.1 It is readih admitted that the Old Testament does

relate immoral actions; and every impartial history of mankind
must do the Sam . The question is, whether they he so related

as to leave a favourable impression upon the mind of a serious

reader. If so, and if the Bible be the immoral book which it is

asserted to he, how is it that the reading of it should have re-

claimed millions from immorality?—a fact that is too notorious

to be denied by impartial observers. Every man residing in a

Christian country will acknowledge (unless he have an end to

answer in saying otherwisej tlnit those people who read the

Bible, believe ITS doctrines, and endeavour to form their lives by

its precepts, are the mewl sober, upright, and useful members of the

community ; and that those, on the other hand, who discredit the

Bible, and renounce it as the rule of their lives, are, generally

speaking, addicted to the grosses! vires; such as profane BWfjar-

ing, lying, drunkenness, and lewdness. It is surely very singu-

lar, tlnit men by regarding an immoral book should learn to prac-

tise morality ; and that others by disregarding it should learn the

contrary. How is it, indeed, that the principles and reaSOTUngfl

of infidels, though frequently accompanied with great natural

nnd acquired abilities, are seldom known to make any impression

on sober people ' Es it riot because the men and their communi-
cations are known ' How is it th;it so much i - made of the faUfl

of Noah, Lot, David, Jonah, Peter, and others! The same

things in heathen philosophers, or modern unbelievers, would

be passed over without nonce* All tin- declamations of our ad-

versaries on these subjects plainly prove thai such instances with

ub are more lingular than with them. With us they are 00CSv

fiional, and allord matter for deep repentance; with them they

are habitual, and furnish employment in the work of palliation.

The spot- on the garments <•! i child attract attention; but the

filthy condition of the animal tint wallows in the mire u

garded, *> being * thing of course. The morality, such as it is,

which is found among tounts to nothing mote ih.m a

little « ctei ior decorum* They e tplioitly deny thai there in any
thing criminal in n wicked intention. The great body ol :

writers pretend to no higher motii i urd to then

interest, or reputation. Anions proceeding from these principles

• Take on LhaD B M ited la the n
BciiMares it 196

pp if'., it; u una
• VOBOS/'i L»w of Nature, p. 19. Hcc alao p. 25. supra.

must not only be destitute of virtue, but wretchedly defective as
to their influence on the well-being of society. If the heart be
inclined towards Cod, a sober, righteous, and godly life becomes
a matter of choice; but that which is performed, not for its own
sake, hut from fear, interest, <»r ambition, will extend no farther

than the eye of man can follow it. In domestic life it will be
hut little regarded; and in retirement not at all. Such, in fact,

is the character of infidels. •• Will you dare to assert," savs

Linguet, a French writer, in an address to Voltaire, "that it is

in philosophic families we are able to look for models of filial

respect, conjugal love, sincerity in friendship, or fidelity among
domestics? Were you disposed to do BO, would not your own
conscience, your own experience, suppress the falsehood, even
before your lips could utter it

?"'

Much, however, of the immoral statements which are asserted

to exist in the Bible is founded OU a wilful inattention to the

wide difference that subsists between ancient and modern man-
ners. The characteristic distinction of modern manners is, the

free intercourse of the two sexes in the daily commerce of life

and conversation. Hence the peculiar system of modern man-
ners;—hence that system of decorum, delicacy, and modesty
(founded on the morality of Scripture) which belong entirely to

this relation of the sexes, and to the state of society in which it

exists. But in the ancient world there was nothing of this in-

tercourse. Women were either wholly shut op, as among the
Asiatics of all ages; or were slaves, handmaids, and inferiors, as

among the Jews, and in the patriarchal ages; or, by the effect

of custom (as despotic as positive law), they could not converse
or go abroad but with their own immediate family, as among the

Greeks and Romans. Hence what we call and feel to be deli-

cacy and modesty, and the whole system resulting from them,
had no existence among such nations. Men wrote only to men;
laws were given only to men; history was read only by men.
Everything was called by the name originally affixed to it; and
as such names had no adjunctive signification, arising only from
the intercourse of the sexes, they excited ideas of indelicacy

or immodesty no more than similar names excite such ideas

among the naked Indians. And hence, as a profound critic 4

long ago remarked, there is the same difference between the free

language of Scripture and the free language id" the (Jrcek and
Roman writers, as there is between the nakedness of a courtesan

and the nakedness of an Inili;m.

All thing* whatsoever ye would that men should do to you,
do ye even so to them.—Love your enemies; hless them that
curse you; do good to them that hate you; ami pray fur them
that despitefullit use you and persecute you.—The grace of
Goa\ which bringeth salvation to all turn, hath appeared

;

teaching us, that denying ungodliness and -worldly hints, we
should live soberly, righteously, and godly in this present
world,

Such, reader, is an epitome of Christian morality. Judge of

the falsehood of the assertion made by its enemies, that the Bible

is the most immoral book in the world. —" The Gospel," savs

the profound and penetrating Locke, whom no one will BCCD8B
of enthusiasm, " contains so perfect a body of ethics, that reason

may be excused from the inquiry, since she finds men's duty
clearer and easier in revelation than in herself."-

X. Objection 10.

—

The Bible inculcate* a tpirit of intole-

rance tun! persecution*

Answi.ii.—The ancient adversaries of the Gospel, as well as

their more modern copyists, have represented the r« ligion of Jesus
< 'hrist as of an unsocial, unsteady, surlv. and sohhirv complexion,

tending i<> destroj ever] other but itself. And it must be owned
ihut it does tend to desbrov every other, m the same manner as

truth in every BUDJOCl tendl t<> destroy falsehood, that is, hv ra-

tiomil conviction. The non might be urged against
the .Newtonian philosophy, which destroyed the Cartesian fa-

Mr-., or against the Copemican system, because the visions of

Ptolemy and Tycho-Brehe vanished before it. The sun extin-

guishes every interior lustre. And the glimmering lamps of

human knowledge, lighted up by the philosophers, served, in-

deed, to conduct them as n light shining in I dark place; but
this must naturally OS sunk in superior lustre, when the Sun
of righteousness should arise. The Gospel, then lore, is so un-

* Unguet was sn admlrsi rVolli iwen
to * tn i Bee his R< i i-'u tier's

Q el in own Witness, im» 73 74, 7&
• Dr. H. nil- y. * M Id vii. LA v. II Til. ii 11. 19
1 Concerntnf the eoDtredleUona t inlity, s i ly »Urged to

exist In the Script
I

i part II book U» chap. Ii

-Locke's Letter to Mi Holynsuxs d MM Works, vol Iv.p 827. 4to.
•in.
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sociable as to discredit error, with which it is as incompatible as

light with darkness. But it is evident to any one who will

calmly examine the Bible, that its pages do not inculcate any
such thing as a spirit of intolerance and persecution. 1

It is well known that the Jews, who were distinguished for

their spiritual pride and bigotry, and who regarded other nations

with an almost absolute intolerance, were never more strongly

marked by these characteristics than at the time when Jesus

Christ appeared. Even the apostles were not exempted from a

share of this character. JMaster, said John, we saw one casting
out devils in thy name, and we forbad him, because he follow-

eth not -with us. And Jesus said unto him, Forbid him not;

fur he that is not against us is for us. Again, John and James,
moved with indignation against the inhabitants of a Samaritan
village, because they declined to receive their Master, said unto
him, Lord, ivilt thou that we command fire to come down from
heaven, and consume them, as Efias did? Mat he turned and
rebuked them, and said, Ye know not what manner of spirit

ye are of. For the Son of man is not come to destroy men's
lives, but to save them. So intolerant was the spirit even of the

beloved disciple, and so benevolent was that of Christ. In this

nation, then, and at this period, was Christ born and educated.

But, instead of imbibing, countenancing, or warranting intole-

rance and bigotry, he taught, in ell instances, their odiousness

and guilt; and enjoined, with respect to every subject and per-

son, the most absolute moderation, liberality, and candour;—not

indeed the fashionable liberality of licentious men in modern
times, a professed indifference to truth and holiness ;—but a be-

nevolent and catholic spirit towards every man, and a candid and
just one towards every argument and opinion. Distinctions of

nations, sects, or party, as such, were to him nothing; distinc-

tions of truth and falsehood, right and wrong, were to him every

thing. According to this scheme, he framed his instructions and
his life; and the same catholic spirit and freedom from intole-

rance characterize the writings of his apostles.

The moderation of pagan governments, and their liberality in

granting unlimited indulgence to the different modes of worship
that obtained among the heathens, have been magnified by the

opposers of Christianity, and eulogized as if universal liberty had
been allowed, without any restraint upon the open or secret

practices of men in the exercise of religion. But this representa-

tion is quite contrary to the truth. The Roman government, in

its suppression of the Bacchanalian mysteries (which were infa-

mous for their voluptuousness and debaucheries), conducted
itself solely by the maxims of civil policy, without any regard

whatever to the religious pretexts of the worshippers.2 And
nothing can be more injurious to the religion of Christ than the

malicious suggestion which one infidel repeats after another, that

persecution for religion was indebted for its first rise to the

Christian system; whereas the very reverse is the real truth, as

might be proved by many facts recorded in history. To instance

only a few:—the Athenians allowed no alteration whatever in

the religion of their ancestors ;
3 and therefore Socrates suffered

death, as a setter-forth of strange gods, 1 in the same city of

Athens in which, four hundred and fifty years afterwards, Paul
of Tarsus was charged with the same crime, by certain philo-

sophers of the Epicureans and of the Stoics, because he
preached unto them Jesus and the resurrection. (Acts xvii. 18.)

But were a similar severity to be employed by any Christian

state, it would be imputed not merely to the policy of governors,

but to the temper of priests. The odious bigotry of Antiochus
Epiphanes (1 Mace. i. 41.) will not easily escape the recollection

of any, but of those who will impute no fault nor arraign any
crime, except it be found to involve in its consequences the

friends of revealed religion. Had the law of the twelve tables at

Rome, which prohibited the worship of new or foreign gods, 5

been considered as the edict of a Christian prince, the loudest

complaints would have been uttered against the spirit of bigotry

by which it was dictated. And if the demolition of the temple

i Respecting tbe charges of cruelly brought against the Israelites for
putting to death the Canaanites and other nations, see vol. i. part ii. book ii.

chap. ix. sect. v.

» See the very interesting account of the proceedings of the Roman go-

vernment in this affair, inLivy's History, book xxxix. chapters 8— 19. The
celebrated decree against the Bacchanalian meetings is still extant on a
plate of copper, which was dug up about the middle of the seventh century,
and is now preserved in the imperial library at Vienna.

a Isocrat. in Areopag. p. 374. edit. Basil. 1582.

* Diog. LaSrt de Vitis Philosophorum, lib. ii. c 5. § 19. lorn. i. p. 174. edit.

Longolii. Julian. Var. Hist. lib. ii. c. 13. Xenophon. Memorabilia SocratiB,

lib. i. c. 1.

» Separatim nemo habessit Peos ; neve novos, sive advenas, nisi publice
adscitos, privation colunto. Cicero, de Legibus, lib. ii. c. 8. Op. torn. xi.

p. 371. edit. Bipont.

of Serapis and Isis had been effected by the order of an ecclesi-

astical synod, instead of a heathen senate,' it would doubtless
have been styled an atrocious outrage upon the inalienable rights

of private judgment, instead of being represented as proceeding
from the use of " a common privilege," and ascribed to the
" cold and feeble efforts of policy."-" Tiberius prohibited the Egyp-
tian and Jewish worship, banished the Jews from Rome, and
restrained the worship of the Druids in Gaul;* while Claudius
employed penal laws to abolish their religion.^ 1 Domitian and
Vespasian banished the philosophers from Rome, and the former
confined some of them in the islands, and whipped or put others

to death. 10 Nothing, therefore, can be more unfounded than the
assertion, that intolerance and persecution owe their introduction

to Christianity : since the violent means, which for three hundred
years after its origin were adopted for the purpose of crushing
this very religion—at the time when its professors are universally

acknowledged to have been both inoffensive and unambitious

—

are too well known to be controverted. 11 It is the duty of every
good government to provide for the security of society and of
moral order. This, we have seen, was an important object of
attention, even with pagan governments. The writings of the

opposers of revelation, in our own day especially, are subversive

of both. Under the mask of free inquiry (which the Gospel de-
mands and invites, and of which it has stood the test for more
than eighteen centuries, as it will to the end of time), they have
compiled, without acknowledgment, from the oft-refuted produc-
tions of former infidels, and have circulated from the press, tracts

of the most destructive tendency to the public murals and safety.

And when they suffer the sentence of the deliberately violated

laws of their country, they call it persecution. " But persecution in

every degree, and whatever abridges any man in his civil rights on
account of his religious tenets

—

provided he be a peaceable mem-
ber of the community, and can give a proper ground of confi-

dence, that his principles require or allow him to continue so—
is wholly contrary to the spirit of the Gospel ;" as well as all

acrimony, reviling, contempt, or misrepresentation, in religious

controversy. 12

It is readily admitted, that men, calling themselves Christians,

have persecuted others with unrelenting cruelty, and have shed
rivers of innocent blood : but the Gospel does not authorize such
a conduct, and therefore is not chargeable with it. Such perse-

cutions prove, that those who inflicted them were not animated
by the spirit of real Christianity. Facts and experience, how-
ever, have proved that it is not the friends but the enemies of
the Gospel,—not sincere believers, but apostates and atheists,

—

who have been the most cruel oppressors and persecutors both

of civil and religious liberty. Of this we have a signal and
memorable instance in the history of France during the revolu-

tion, where, not merely the usurped power of the papal anti-

christ was subverted, but the Christian religion itself was pro-

scribed, and atheism, with all its attendant horrors, substituted in

its place. 13

SECTION II.

THE WONDERFUL HARMONY AND INTIMATE CONNECTION, SUB-
SISTING BETWEEN ALL THE PARTS OF SCRIPTURE, IS A FUR-
THER PROOF OF ITS DIVINE AUTHORITY AND ORIGINAL.

The harmony and intimate connection subsisting be-
tween all the parts of Scripture are no mean proof of its

authority and divine original.

Other historians differ continually from each other : the
errors of the first writers are constantly criticised and cor-

« Valerius Maximus, lib. i. c.3. § 3. p. 44. erlit. Bipont.
i Gibbon's Decline and Fall, vol. i. p, 52. ami nod < 15 )

• Tacit. Annal. lib. ii. c. 85. Josepbus, Ant. Jud. lib. xviii. c. 3. Suelonius,
inTiberio, c. 36. Pliny, Hist. Nat. lib. xxx. c. 4. torn. v. p. 48. edit. Bipont.

» Suetonius, in ClaudiO, c. 25.
io Suetonius, in Pomitiano, c. 10. ; in Vespasiano, c. 13.

ii Sr*> p <i. supra.
w "Taking away the lives, tbe fortunes, the liberty, any of the rights of

our brethren, merely for serving their Maker in such manner as ihey are
persuaded they ought, when by bo doing they hurt not human society, or
any member of it, materially, is evidently inconsistent wiih all justice and
humanity : for it is punishing those who have not injured us, and who, if

they mistake, deserve only pily from us " Archbp. Secker's Works, vol.

iii. p. 271. In the following pages, the learned prelate exposes the sinful-

ness of persecution for conscience' sake, in a masterly niannei, and shows
Ibat persecution is not of Christian but of heathen orisin.

»» Compare pp. 25, 26. supra. On the subject above discussed, the
reader will find many interesting facts and profound observations in Mr.
Fuller's Gospel its own Witness, part i. ch. 5. pp. 62—70. See also Mr.
Haldane's Evidence and Authority of Divine Revelation, vol. i. pp. 42—68.
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rectodbv succeeding adventureT8, and their mistakes are sure

to meet with the Bame treatmeni I'mm those who come afn r

thorn. Nay, how often does it happen, that ( temp

writers contradict each other in relating a fact which baa

happened in th-ir own time, and within the sphere of their

own knowledge ? Bui in the' Scriptures there is no dissent

or contradiction. They axe not a book compiled by a Bingle

author, nor by many hands acting in confederacyin the same
age; tor in such case there would be no difficulty in com-

posing a consistent scheme; nor would it be astonishing to

find the several parts in a just and close connection. But

most of the writers of the Scriptures lived at very different

times, and in distant places, through the long space of about

sixteen hundred years ; so that there could be no confederacy

or collusion ; and vet their relations agree with, and mutually

support each ether. Not only human historians, but philoso-

phers even of the suae school, disagree concerning their

tenets; whereas the two testaments, like the two cherubs

(Ezod. xxv. SO.), look Steadfastly towards each other, and

towards the mi rcy-seat which they encompass. The holy

writers, men of different educati faculties, and occupa-

tions,—prophets, evangelists, apostles,—notwithstanding the

diversity of time and place, the variety of matter, consisting

of mysteries i f provide i as well as mysteries of faith, yet

all concur uniformly in carrying on one consistent plan of

supernatural doctrines; all constantly propose the same in-

variable truth, flowing from the same fountain through dif-

ferent channels. Go, then, to the sacred Scriptures; ex-

amine them closely and critically. Can you find oru writer

controverting the statements or opinions of his predecessor '

One historian who disputes any fact which another had

stated ? Is there in the prophets any discrepancy in doctrines,

precepts, or predictions 1 However they vary in style, or

manner of illustration, the sentiment and the morality are the

same. In their predictions they exceed one another in par-

ticularity and clearness, but where is there any Contradiction !

The aame remarks apply to the New Testament. The lead-

ing doctrines of Christianity harmonize together: one writer

may enlarge upon and explain what another has said, may
add to lii- account, and carry it further; but he nn tr contra-

dicts him. It is serf-evident that the corruption of human
nature, that our reconciliation to God by the atonement of

Christ, and thai the restoration of our primitive dignity by
the sanctifying influence of the Holy Spirit, are all parts of

one whole, united in close dependence and mutual eongruity.

The same essential agreement, :nid the same mutual depen-

dency of one upon another, obtains also among the chief

practical precepts, as well as between the doctrines and pre-

cepts of Christianity. Those tend to form the temper and
character which these require. Whence, then, arises this

harmony of Scripture 1 Had the writers been under no pe-

culiar divine influence, they would have reasoned and Bpi eu-

latecl like others, and their writings would have opposed
each other. But if they were inspired,—if they all wrote

and spoke under the influence of the Bame spirit,—then is

this harmony accounted for; and it is impossible to account

for it upon any other principle. Hence we may conclude
that all Scripture is not only genuine and authentic, but di-

viie ly inspired.

In opposition to this vi. w of the harmony subsisting be-

tween the sacn d w titers, it has n pi atedlj he, i! object) a that

there are contradictions both to morality as well as among
the different writers themsel ves; and the ii has been in-

ferred that they Cannot have he.ai inspired. It is however

Worth} of rem irk, that the greater part of those, who of late

years have been most forward to charge the Scriptures with

contradictions, have been utterly pi tent to judge of the

matter; having borrowed tbi ons from preceding op*

p, .
. .. , i e .

. lation; who, instead of directing their atti ntion

to tii. in which the Scriptures are w ritti a,

have founded their objections on various translations in the

modern languagi - oi Europe. But the contradictions, as

they are termed, are * mingly only, and not real; theyper-
... rfici d n adi rs : dot is there one Binj

th.it does not admit of a rational i

i

little skill ia criticism in the Hebrew and

(. I, Languages, their idioms and properties, and in the an-

tiqoities and <..
I those countries where the scenes

mentioned in the Scriptun lay, and the affairs were trans-

I, w ill clear the main difficulties ; and a can ful distinc-

tion of the different senses of words, as well as of the dif-

ferent subjects ami ti in r with 'he occasioni on

w Inch the various books were written, will frequently rt

the seeming contradictions, and render the harmony between
the sacred writers as clear as the light of day. If some
difficulties should still remain, let them be viewed as we do
those of creation and providence; and they will form no ob-

jection to the reception of the Gospel. There is little doubt
but that, like the others, with increasing knowledge, they

also will he dispelled. 1

SECTION" III.

THE PRESERVATION OF THE SCRIPTURES, A PROOF OF THEIR
TRITH AND DIVINE ORIGIN.

As the wonderful harmony and connection of all the parts

of Scripture cannot rationally be ascribed to any other cause

than their being all dictated by the same spirit of wisdom
and foreknowledge; so also is their astonishing and (we
may sav) MIRACULOUS preservation a strong instance of

God's providential care, a constant sanction and confirmation

of the truth contained in them, continued by him without

intermission in all ages of the church. Whence comes it,

that while the histories of mighty unpins are lost in the

waste of time, tin very names of their founders, conquerors,

an I legislators are consigned with their bodies to tin-silence

and oblivion of the gravel Whence comes it that the his-

toij of a mean, insignificant people, and the settlement of

God's church, should from its very beginning, which is

Coeval with the world itself, to this day remain full and com-
plete !- Whence conns it that nothing is left of innumera-
ble volumes of philosophy and polite literature, in the pre-

servation of which the admiration and care of all mankind
Seemed to conspire, and that the Scriptun s have, in spite of

all opposition, come down to our time entire and genuine 1

During the captivity, the Trim and Thimmiini. the ark itself,

and every glory of the Jewish worship, was lost; during
tic profanation of Antiochus (1 Mace. i. 50, 57.) whoaoen r

was found with the book of the law was put to death, and
BVI >\ copy that could he found bumed with fire; the same
impious artifice was put in practice b\ sevi r.il Roman empe-
rors < 1

1

i r i 1
1

•_r their persecutions of the Christians, especially

ii\ Dioclesian, who triumphed in his supposed siuti ~s

against them. 1 After the most barban us havoc of them, he
issued an edict, commanding them, on pain of death under
the most cruel forms, to deliver up their Bibles. Though
many complied with this sanguinary edict, the greater part

disregarded it ; and notwithstanding these, and numberless
other calamities, the sacred volumes have survived, pure

and uneorrupted, to the present time. It is not necessary to

mention that more than Egyptian darkness which over-

whelmed religion for several centuries; during which any
falsification was secure, especially in the t 'Id Testament, the

Hebrew language being entirely unknown to all but the

Jews: and Ml they have, in Spite of their prejudices, pre-

served with scrupulous care even those passages which most
Confirm the Christian religion; the providence of God having
been graciously pleased to make their blindness a standing

evidence of the truth of the Scriptures, and their obstinacy

an instrument to maintain and promote bis doctrine and his

kingdom. To this may he added, the present low state of

many Churches, and the total annihilation of others, of which
nothing now n mains but the Scriptures translated for their

I i
: happy ill this respect, that their particular misfortune

is of service to the general cause, inasmuch as so many
copies in so many different languages, pre-, rved under so
many untoward circumstances, and ilill. iintr from each other

in DO essential point, are a wonderful proof oi their authen-

ticity, authority, and divinity. All the designs of the ene-
mies of the Scriptures, whether ancient or modem, have
been defeated. 'I he Bible still exists, and is triumphant,

and doubtless will exj as then is a church in tho

world, thai is, until the end of time and the consummation
of all things.

1 On I ire falsely alleged to exist in Ihc sacred
writings, see vol i partli. bookll chap ?p

i i ii.- JewUh history of nearly two hundred and
mt, years ; ill between the death ol v he disnd il i Mac-

:
nut Judasa betas,, during thai period, a prorlnce of Syria, and

una.., thi prefecture ol It the history or the Jews b of eourae Involfad hi

untrj to which they were ui< > 1
1 — This was ihc ease dur-

ing lha capth liy.

i of the panecudon of the christians by linx-lcslan

(which i i uiili iinrcle mint; lur, |,v M:, Memo in in Lardnat*a
He.nn. n I'. ilmoQles, chap, at Works, Uro. \..| mi pp. aa—3». 4lo. vol

iv Mi HT
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SECTION IV.

THE TENDENCY OF THE SCRIPTURES TO PROMOTE THE PRESENT

AND ETERNAL HAPPINESS OF MANKIND, CONSTITUTES ANOTHER
UNANSWERABLE PROOF OF THEIR DIVINE INSPIRATION.

I. Appeals of Christian apologists, and testimonies of hea-

then adversaries, to the beneficial effects of the Gospel upon

the characters and conduct of the first Christians.—II. Sum-

mary review of its blessed effects on society, especially in

private life.—III. On the political state of the world.—IV.

On literature.— Christianity not chargeable with the crimes

of those who have assumed the name of Christians, while

they have been utterly destitute of every Christian feeling.

—V. Historical facts, further attesting the benefits conferred

by the Gospel on the world.—VI. The effects respectively

produced by Christianity and infidelity in private life, con-

trasted, particularly under adversity, afflictions, arid in the

prospect of futurity.

The page of history shows that no regular government

was ever established without some religion; as if the former

was defective without the latter, and the one was a necessary

appendage to the other. And it also shows, particularly in

the case of the Romans, that while nations cherished a re-

gard for morality and for the sacred obligation of an oath,

prosperity attended them ;' but that when immorality becr.me

universal, their power and prosperity as rapidly declined.

That religion, or virtue, as founded upon reverence of God
and the expectation of future rewards and punishments, is of

vast public importance, is one of those self-evident axioms,

in which all thinking persons instantly acquiesce. It has,

however, been reserved for our own times to witness the

bold assertion, that "it is a public injury," and to have the

question triumphantly demanded, " Who that has read the

page of history, will venture to say that it has been a benefit

to any nation or society of people, in which it has been

adopted?"
What the deadly effects of infidelity have been, is known

to every one who is in any degree conversant with the his-

tory of modern Europe for the last fifty years,—viz. anarchy,

immorality, profaneness, murders innumerable, confusion,

and every evil work.2 W'hat have been the effects actually

produced by Christianity, an appeal to the pages of history

will readily show. It is not, indeed, the object of the Gos-
pel to gratify idle curiosity and afford us barren and specula-

tive knowledge. It every where aims directly at the heart,

and through tlie heart, to influence thelife. Nothing is want-
ing to remedy the actual state of the world, and to fit men
for the worship and felicity of heaven, but that they should

i The testinmny of the historian Polybius to the beneficial effects of the
pagan superstition in fortifying the sentiments of moral obligation, and sup-
porting the sanctity of oaths, is so weighty and decisive, that it would be an
injustice to the subject not to insert it; more especially, as it is impossible
to attribute it to the influence of credulity on the author himself, who was
evidently a sceptic. It is scarcely necessary to remark, that all the bene-
fits which might in any way flow from superstition, are secured to an in-

comparably greater degree by the belief of true religion. " But an B

all the useful institutions (says Polybius) that demonstrate tin.' superior
excellence of the Roman government, the most considerable, perhaps,
is the opinion which people are taught to hold concerning the gods ; and
that, which other men regard as an object of disgrace, appears, in my
judgment, to be the very thing by which this republic is chiefly sustaini <1.

—I mean superstition, which is impressed with all its terror-, ;uhI milii-

ences the private actions of the citizens and the public admin isd at ion ol lie'

state, to a degree that can scarcely be exceeded. The ancients, therefore,
acted not absurdly, nor without good reason, when they inculcated the no-

tions concerning the gods, and the belief of infernal punishments; but
much rather are those of the present age to be charged irii/i rashness "ml
absurdity in endeavouring to extirpate these opinions ; for, not to mention
other effects that How from such an institution, if among the Creeks, for
example, a single talent only be intrusted to those who have the manage-
ment of any of the public money, though they give ten written sureties,

with as many seals, and twice as many witnesses, they are unable to dis-

charge the trust reposed in them with integrity. But the Romans, on the
other hand, who in the course of their magistracies and in embassies dis-

Dtirse the greatest sums, are prevailed on, by the single obligation of an
oath, to perform their duty with inviolable honesty. And, as in other
slates a man is rarely to be found whose hands are pure from public rob-
bery, so among the Romans it is no less rare to discover one lhat is tainted
with this crime."—Hampton's Polybius, vol. ii. book vi. pp. 405, -106.

Though the system of paganism is justly condemned by reason and
Scripture, yet it assumed as true several principles of the first importance
to the preservation of public manners ; such as a persuasion of invisible
power, of the folly of incurring the divine vengeance for the attainment of
any present advantage, and the divine approbation of virtue: so that,

strictly speaking, it was the mixture of truth in it which gave it all its

utility.—Hall's Discourse on Infidelity. (Sermons, p. 73. note.)
a See a few instances of the effects of atheism, supra, pp. )15, 26. ; and

also, infra, p. 176.

Vol. I. Y

believe and obey the Bible. 3 Were all men thus sincerely

and cordially to believe and obey it as a divine revelation,

how would the moral face of the world be changed ! How
would the wilderness and the solitary place be glad, and the

desert rejoice and blossom as the rose ! Wrherever, indeed,

it has thus been embraced, the most beneficial effects have

been the result. A brief review of the positive benefits pro-

duced by Christianity on the political and moral state of so-

ciety, and also in private life, will show that it is and could

only be of heavenly origin, and afford a satisfactory refuta-

tion of the cavils of its enemies. 4

I. The writings of the earliest professors of Christianity

prove that the first converts were reformed characters, and

the Defences or Apologies, which many of them published

against the accusations of unbelievers, also demonstrate the

virtues that adorned the primitive Christians.

Thus, although it was not the object of the apostle Paul

to point out the°influence of his preaching, but to exhort men
to virtue, vet some incidental passages ot his writings evince

that he refurmed the manners of his converts, and rendered

them ashamed of their former vices. In his epistle to the

Romans he thus expresses himself:

—

Whatfruit had ye then

in Mo.se things whereof ye are now ashamed? for the end of
these things is deulh. But now being made free from .'in and
become the servants of God, ye have your fruit unto holiness and
iln i ad everlasting life. (Rom. vi. '31, 22.) This apostle also

in his epistle to the Corinthians, observes that some of them
were reclaimed by the Gospel:

—

lie not deceived, neitherfor-

nicators, nor adulterers, nor idolaters, nor effeminate persons,

nor abusers ofthemselves with mankind, nor thieves, nor drunk-

ards, nor rentiers, nor extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of
God. Ami such were some of you , but ye are washed, ye are

sanctified in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of
our God. (1 Cor. vi. 9—11.) Peter, in the following pas-

sage, alludes to the reformation wrought among the Jewish
ci inverts in Pontus, Galatia, and otner places .— The time past

of our life may suffice us to hate wrought the will of the Gen-

tiles, when we walked in lasciviousness, lust, excess of wine,

nnU'ngs, banquettings, and abominable idolatries, wherein

they tit ink it strange that ye run not with them to the same ex-

cess of riot. (1 Pet. iv. 3, 4.)

The various Christian apologists, whom the persecutions

of the pagans compelled to vindicate their character and con-

duct, have borne ample testimony to their exemplary lives

and conversation. Among these, the attestations of Justin

Martyr and Athenagoras (both of whom had been heathen

philosophers), Tertullian, Minucius Felix, Origen, and Lac-

tantius, are particularly worthy of notice; but the limits of

this work compel us to admit only two or three.

1. From the following passage of Justin Martyr, who
flourished about the middle of the second century, it is mani-

fest that a mighty change was wrought, in his time, on the

proselytes to the Gospel. " We," says the philosopher,
" who formerly delighted in adultery, now observe the

strictest chastity. We, who used the charms of magic, have

devoted ourselves to the true God ; and we, who valued mo-
ney and gain above all things, now cast what we have in

common,°and to distribute every man according to his ne-

cessities." 5

2. " We deny not," says Tertullian (who lived about

sixty years later than Justin), " a pledge left with us : we
defile no man's marriage-bed, we piously educate orphans,

relieve the indigent, and render to no man evil for evil. The
husband, now cured of his former jealousy, turns his wife

ami hei new modesty out of his house; the father, so tender

of his undutiful heathen son, disinherits him when he be-

comes a ( Ihrfstian an. I obedient to his will ; and the master,

hitherto so kind to a faithless servant, disbands him on be-

comino- religious and faithful. So much is the Christian

name Rated, notwithstanding the advantages of the Gospel,

that the husband prefers a false wife, the father a rebellious

son, and the master a knavish servant, to having them good

and virtuous Christians." 6

3. " Inquire," says Origen, in his celebrated reply to the

cavils and objections of the philosopher Celsus, written about

a. d. 246,—" Inquire into the lives of some amongst us :

" " If." says a late eloquent antagonist of Christianity,— " If all were per-

fect Christians, individuals would do their duty ; the people would be obe-

dient to the laws ; the chiefs just ; the magistrates incorrupt ; the soldiers

would despise death ; and there would be neither vanity nor luxury in such

a state.''—Rousseau, Du Contrat Social, liv. iv. ch. 8.

• The following statement of the inestimable blessings conferred by

Christianity on the world, is abridged from Dr. Ryan's elaborate " History

of the effects of Religion on Mankind" (3d edit. Bvo. Edinburgh. 1806), col-

lated with tip. Porteus's Tract uu the Beneficial Effects of Christianity.

* Apul. c. 2.
6 Tertullian, Apol. c 3.
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compare our formpr and present mode of life, and you will

find in what impieties and impurities men were involved be-

fore they embraced our doctrines. But since they embraced

them, how just, grave, moderate, and constant are tiny In-

come! yea, some are so inflamed with the love of purity and

goodness, as to abstain even from lawful enjoyments : the

church abounds with such men, wherever the doctrines of

Christianity prevailed. How is it possible they can be pes-

tilent members of society, who have converted many from

the sink of vice to the practice of virtue and a life of tcmper-

i
me, conformable to tin- dictates of right reason ! Were-

olaiin women from immodesty, quarrellinc with, or parting

from, their husbands; uv a from the wild extravagance of

the sports and theatres ; and restrain youth, who are prone

t i

i ice and luxury, by painting, not only the vilenesaoi lust.

but the punishment reserved tor the vicious and dissolute."'

4. "They are net Christians," says Lactantii'S (who
flourished a. d. 306), " but pagans, who rob by land, and
commit piract \n sea ; who poison their wives for their dow-
ries or tleir husbands that they may marry their adulterers;

who strangle or expose their infants, commit incest with

heir daughti rs. Bisters, mothers, or vestals, who prostitute

their bodies to unnatural lusts, seek heaven by witchcraft,

and commit other crimes odious to relate.'*- Tiie same wri-

ter also, contrasting the contradictions between the doctrines,

prt cents, and practice of the philosophers, and the little

effects that resulted from tl em, with the purity and efficacy

of the Gospel, has the following animated passage: "Give
me a man who is choleric, abusive in his language, head-

strong, and unruly; with a very few words,—the words of

God,—I will render him as gentle as a lamb. Give me a

greedy, covetous, parsimonious man, and I "ill presently re-

turn him to you a generous creature, freely bestowing his

money by handfuls. Give me a cruel and bloodthirsty man ;

instantly his ferocity shall he transformed into a truly mild

and merciful disposition. Give me an unjust man, a foolish

man, a sinful man; and on a sudden he shall become honest.

x
1

. i-e, and virtuous. So great is the efficacy of divine wis-

dom, that when once admitted into the human heart, it expels

folly, the parent of all vice; and in accomplishing this great

end, there is no occasion for any expense, no absolute need

of books, or deep and long stud) or meditation. The benefit

is conferred gratuitously, easily, expsditii usly ; provided the

ears and the heart thirst after wisdom. Did or could any of

the heathen philosophers accomplish such important pur-

poses as these V 3 Thus is the infinite superiority of Chris-

tianity evinced, in a moral point of view, over every other sys-

tem ofphilosophy. Laclantius, it should be recollected, had

himself been a heathen philosopher, and here delivers there-

suit of his own experience.

Though we cannot expect from pagans direct testimonies

to the virtues of men whom they cruelly persecuted, yet the

works of heathen writers incidentally furnish ample and suffi-

cient proofs of their innocence and worth. To adduci
or two instances :— it was a common saj mg of the heathens,

that a person was a good man, only he was a Christian.

Punt, in the memorable letter already cited,4 says, on the

information of some apostate Christians, that theii

crime ( risted in assembling together on a stated day be-

fore light, to sing hymns to < 'lirist as God ; and that they

bound themselves by oath, not to the commission of any

wickedness, but not to be gttifiu of theft, or robbery, or aduU
tery, nkvkk tofabify their word, sen to deny a pledgi commii-

teato thi m »•'•• 1 catted upon '<> return it. I le ado -, that though

he put t\yo Christian women to the torture, he discovered

HUTHuva besides a bad and exct . superstition, In the

course oftime, the perseverance of Christians in a life of ex-

emplary pit ty prevailed so tar that the spot i] i roi Ju-

i.ian, in an epistle to traacius, a heathen pontiff(written \. d.

d.'lll), recommended llieir chnritil - and othl r Culm 9 to the

imitation of the pagans, and desired Arsacius to turn his , res

to the means by which the superstition of the < 'hristians w Bl

propazin d, viz. by mnetity of life, bj fl ndneei to itrangert,

and by the Mention they paid to tht burial of the dead. He
recommends an imitation of their virtues ; exhorts the pon-

tiff to prevail on the priests of Qalatia to attend to the wot-
ship 01 the Jod« ; enjoini works of charity ; and desires him
to relieve the distressed, and build housi s for the ace. nmio-

• Origen rontrn Orlmim, lib. i. Orison was ninzuhrly eniinonl fur hi*

Sxanpury learninB and niftv
* Leclantiun, ln»lll Hum lib r r. 9 Op lain. I pp .'MO, 360 ftll 111

pom
Ibi.l til. in < 26. loin I. p 3*2, edit H|

« See p. fri.nipru i Jul..:. i|, i ISO

dation of strangers of whatever religion. " 7f is," adds the
emperor, " a disgrace tit tht pagans hi disregard those of their

own religion, while ('hristians do kind qmees to strangers

and enemies." From this admission of Julian, it is evident

that the Christians wire improved in benevolence and morals
by the Gospel; and even the heathens were improved by the

example of the Christians. These involuntary testimonies

of heathens to the innocence and virtues of the primitive

Christians, we shall find corroborated by various other proofs,

which we now proceed briefly to exhibit.

II. If we advert to the Effects OF Christianity on so-

ciety in general, we shall find that the benevolent spirit

of the Gospel served as a bond of union between indepen-

dent nations ; broke down the partition which separated the

Heathens and Jews, abated their prejudices, and rendered
them more liberal to each other. It cheeked pride and re-

venge, those sources of war and bloodshed, and promoted
humility and forgiveness; it rendered its sincere professors

just and honest, and inspired them with firmness under per-

secution. The apostles and evangelists endured the severest

sufferings rather than renounce their religion ; nor could the

primitive Christians who succeeded them he induced by
threats or torments to desert their profession. They neither

repined nor railed at their enemies, but endured various ex-

cruciating torments with invincible meekness, natii nee. and

resignation. Further, wherever the benign influence of the

Gospel has penetrated, it has descended into families, and
carried with it peace and happiness. The female sex, which
is degraded ana maltreated in modern heathen nations, as it

was among many of the ancient pagan nations, is < levated,

wherever the Gospel has spread, to that rank in society to

which it is so justly entitled, and the civil, moral, and reli-

gious condition ofwomen has been proportionality improved. 8

Polygamy has been abolished, anil divorce is permitted,

—

not to gratify the levity, caprice, or profligacy of eithi r party

(for in Home at least the women also had the power of di-

vorce, where their licentiousness was equal to thai of the

men),—but only in the case of unfaithfulni ss to the nuptial

vow. It is true, that in certain countries of Europe, v

the Christian religion has been so far corrupt' d as to

nearly all its influence, illicit connections may be I rmed,

adulterous intrigues pursued, and even crimes against nature

perpetrated, with but little dishonour. But it is not so in

Britain and other Protestant countries, where the Gospel has

had a freer course; for, though the same dispositions are dis-

covered in great numbers of persons, yet the fear of the pub-

lic frown holds most of them in awe. From the lowest de-

gradation and oppression the female sex has been raised to

M sped, cultivation, and refinement, to a rank and influence

in society, which they possess only in Christian countries,

where their interest and happiness are uniformly and pro-

perly consulted in every important concern in life. Wahave
no public indecencies between the sexes, nolaw that requires

prostitution. If any unnatural crimes be perpetrated, they

are not common; much less are they tolerated by the laws,

or countenanced by public opinion. On the contrary, the

odium which follows sueli practices is sufficient to Stamp the

perpetrators of them with perpetual infamy in the laud.

Rapes, incests, and adulteries are not only punishabli bj

law, but odious in the estimation of the public. No one can

live in the known practice of fornication, lying, theft, i

or cruelty, and retain bis character. It cannot be pleaded in

excuse With us, as it is in China or Hindestan (and as the

profligate Rousseau pleaded when he sent his illegitimate

offspring to the foundling hospital), that tuea things are the

i tut* m "/ the country.

Further, the harshness of parental authority has been re-

strained ; the barbarous practice of loosing, or deprivini

I id . weak, dl formed, or helpless children (w bich was sanc-

tioned by the law a of many Btati s). bas been abolished, and

hospitals have been institufa d t r tot pn si rvation i f deaerti d

children ; and what was then dl em. .1 a w ise political expe-

dient to rid the stale of useless and to ubll s. me members, is

now justly considered and punished as the inosl atreci. us . f

crimes. And thai uncontrolled power, which was possessed

by fathers and husbands, and which rendered the conditioni.\ t.i

of sons worse than il.at of slaves,' and exposed wives lo the

* On thii. subject iho r.'.-nl.-r will fuel n <

...
I

'

Women,' prefixed to the Meondvolume ol ' PemeleaeilptoreBtoiTepby,
by I y i ox, \ u " London, 1-17, Zvoli Rvo.

i ie ,1.1. Iiyofllie Romen lew, i sonienl «rlthlh< di Hoi

- m rltyevento the edult II considered children notes
. perl ,.i the furniture ol the ten h i... i,

Hi. a, .en i i iin i.uuil) might remove, or ecll, or duller, like any other
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most cruel treatment, 1 has been annihilated by the gentle

spirit of Christianity. The system of domestic slavery,

which subjected the greater part of mankind to the capricious

tyranny ot a few free-born masters,—who treated and valued

them like beasts, while they were sometimes made the

sacrifice of a youthful frolic, and murdered in the streets and

roads, by thousands for amusement,—is fully extinguished ;

and our own times have witnessed another triumph of Chris-

tian benevolence, in the extirpation (at least in the British

dominions) of the infamous traffic in human beings : the

success of which measure is to be ascribed principally to the

influence of Christianity in directing public opinion.

Thus, while the Gospel prescribes the best rules for pro-

moting family peace and domestic happiness, it has also re-

moved the great obstacles which have often impeded it.

The condition of the inferior and dependent ranks of society

has been ameliorated ; and every varied form of human mi-

sery finds some alleviation from the active diligence of private

benevolence, and the munificent provisions of public charity.

The heathens had no public places for the accommodation
of the sick, the poor, the widow, or the orphan, nor was
there a single hospital in the whole heathen world : whereas
every Christian country abounds with charitable institutions

for those humane purposes. The flow of beneficence, pro-

ceeding from this divine source (especially in this highly fa-

voured. country), has scarcely left any means untried for

meliorating the sufferings of the poor : it has erected asylums
for almost every form of human misery, for all the children

of the needy, for the destitute, and for the houseless. It has

extended itself to the abodes of guilt and crime, ami has at-

tempted to put within the reach of the prisoner all the com-
forts that are compatible with the strict claims of justice;

and it has even reached the inferior animals, by procuring for

them gentle treatment, and constituting them objects of legal

protection. In vain may we search in the writings of pagan
moralists for exhortations to benevolence like this : not a

word is to be found in Cicero's Offices, of active and liberal

love to the poor, to slaves, to criminals, to the brute creation,

in short, to any, except friends and relations, or for merely

worldly and selfish purposes ; and if modern moralists do
better, Christianity may claim the praise. What terminated

the horrid gladiatorial massacres and murders, which destroyed

so many thousands of unhappy persons among the Romans }—Christianity. What has instituted so many establish-

ments for the reclaiming of the vicious, and for instructing

even criminals 1—Christianity. What has meliorated the

condition and procured security to the lives of insolvent

debtors, whose misfortunes—not their faults—place them in

the power of merciless creditors?

—

Christianity. What
has protected widows and orphans against injustice,—orphan

princes against usurpers and rebellious subjects,—subjects

against exaction and oppression,—the weak against the pow-
erful in suits of law,—the goods and the persons of the ship-

wrecked against plunderers—and, in short, every description

of persons against the distress which would otherwise have
overwhelmedthem 1

—

Christianity. What has discouraged

suicides'!

—

Christianity. The heathens very frequently

committed suicide agreeably to their religious or philosophi-

cal dogmas ; but no real Christian can commit this crime

without knowing that he is acting contrary to the principles

of the Gospel, committing murder, and clearly violating a

divine command. What has discouraged the absurd prac-

tice of duels, or deciding doubtful or disputed points by sin-

gle combat, which obtained so generally in the north and

west of Europe?

—

Christianity. It is true that, from a

false notion of honour, duels continue to be fought, often for

the most frivolous or imaginary affront ; but these are not

chargeable upon the Gospel, which prohibits murder of every

kind ; and the men who engage in such duels, show by their

conduct that, though they may profess and call themselves

Christians, they are totally destitute of Christian prin-

part of the furniture, at his discretion. In one respect, the condition of a
Bon was worse than that of a slave. A slave could only be sold once, a son
three times : and he might be imprisoned, scourged, exiled, or put to

death by the pater- families, without appeal to any other tribunal." (Nieu-
port de Ritibus Romanis, p. 585.) With respect to daughters, there was an
act of power more exquisitely cruel perhaps than all the rest. The father

could compel his married daughter to repudiate a husband whom she ten-

derly loved, and whom he himselfhad approved. (Esprit des Loix, liv. xxvi.

c. 3.) Bp. Porteus's Beneficial Effects of Christianity, in his Tracts, p. 379.

> What was, if possible, still more preposterous and intolerable, the wife
herself, though the mother perhaps of a numerous family, was subjected,
no less than her children, to the paternal authority and despotic will of her
husband. She was in the eye of the law considered as his daughter, and
might be retained or dismissed at pleasure ; and for certain crimes (some
of them of a very trivial nature), might be put to death. Ibid.

ciple, and act in utter disregard of the laws of a Christian

country (at least of this country), which prohibit them, under
severe penalties. 2

III. From society, generally, let us ascend to the influ-

ence of Christianity on the religion and government of
states and countries.
Wherever the Gospel has spread, we have the most satis-

factory evidence of its mighty efficacy as a means of im-

proving the present condition of man. Polytheism and ido-

latry, together with human sacrifices, and all their attendant

cruelties and profligate immoralities, have been abolished.

And as soon as nations and governments became Christian,

they were actuated by that mild, benevolent, and generous

spirit which the early believers had displayed even in the

midst of calumny, insult, and persecution. Those princes

who embraced Christianity, became more humble than their

heathen predecessors ; blended Christian morality with their

civil institutes ; and transcribed into their political codes the

humanity and benevolence inspired by their religion. Fewer
kings were murdered, and fewer revolutions took place in

Christian than in pagan states. It is the power of the Gos-
pel alone that has greatly reformed the laws of nations, and
has diminished the horrors of war. That it has not hitherto

been sufficient to banish unjust wars from the earth is true

;

and, as an acute writer has forcibly remarked, " It would
have been wonderful if it had, seeing it has never yet been
curdially embraced by the majority, nor perhaps by the pre-

ponderating part of any nation. Nevertheless it hus had its

influence ;"•' and that influence has been of the most benefi-

cial kind for the happiness ofman. For, the cold inhumanity,

which considered war, not as the greatest scourge of the

human race, but as the prime business and most exquisite

gratification of life;—the restless ambition, passion for mar-

? By the law of England, where the parties meet with an intent to mur-
der,—(and with what other intent, we may ask, can they meet 1 since chal-

lenges are always sent at least one or two days before the duel takes place,

so that they meet deliberately and with a determination to take eacholhei's

lives,—thinking it their duty as gentlemen, ami claiming i! as their right to

wanton with their own lives and the lives of others, without any warrant

for it either human or divine,)—if one party kills the oilier, it conies within

the notion of murder, and is punishable accordingly. So repugnant indeed

is our law that not only the principal who actually kills the other, but also

his seconds, are guilty of murder, whether they fought or not; and it is

held, that the seconds of the party slain are likewise guilty as accessaries.

See Blackstone's Commentaries, vol. iv. p. 199.

The modern practice of duelling is considered as absolutely necessary

to protect men from insult : but, that it is a mere custom, and unnecessary
for that purpose, is evident from the fact, that females, the Christian soci-

eties called Quakers, and Unitas Fratrum or Coiled Brethren, and minis-

ters of the Gospel, are scarcely more insulted than the man who will fight.

"It is strange." Dr. Ryan remarks, with equal force and justice, "that

fighting should be considered a proof of the truth, honour, or honesty of the

duellist: a man may possess personal courage without another good quality.

The liar, the knave, the seducerof his friend's wife, will fight. Hewhowas
a villain before he fought will still be a villain, and, in some cases, a greater

villain than if he had declined the combat, "llf a man is so grossly insult-

ed that his religious principle is not sufficiently strong to support him under
the affront, let him challenge the aggressor, form a resolution not to fire,

and commit this resolution, sealed up, to his second. If he escapes, let

him prosecute at law ; if he is killed, let his friends prosecute for a wanton

and unprovoked murder.]* I knew a gentleman, who had fought many
duels, receive a challenge for a trilling offence ; he made an apology, which
the challenger did not accept of, but insisted on a meeting. When the

challenged went to the ground, he carried a paper, stating the offence, his

offer of an apology, his private resolution not to fire, with a direction to his

friends to prosecute for murder, if he should fall. The challenger fired

without effect; his antagonist did not fire, but prosecuted him at law, and
caused him to be imprisoned. Though the challenger was thus punished

for firing, it is probable he would have escaped unpunished if he had killed

his opponent, as juries are in the habit of perjuring themselves in support

of this practice. They find a man guilty of a breach of the peace who sends

a challenge, or fires without hitting, but acquit him if he kills in conse-

quence of that challenge ! Their usual verdict, that the survivor killed in

his own defence, is generally false, becavse self-preservation seldom

requires a man to kill his antagonist. Where the combatants are suppos-

ed to fire at the same instant, each stands as good a chance of escaping,

where he reserves his shot, as where he discharges it, provided his oppo-

nent is not apprized of his intention. He defends his honour by standing

his adversary's fire, and his reserved shot protects his own life and that of

his antagonist. He, therefore, who unnecessarily kills, has no claim to

impunity on the plea of self-defence, and juries who urge that plea are ab-

solutely perjured. The jury man, however, has precedents for disregard-

in" his oath : most juries perjured themselves in the same way, and he is

satisfied ; as if he was not accountable to God, and to society, for his per-

jury, and for the evils which generally arise from the encouragement of

duels " (Dr Ryan's History of the Effects of Religion on Mankind, pp. 121,

122.) Most of the preceding observations are equally applicable to the dis-

gusting and brutal practice of prize-fighting.

' Fuller's Gospel its own Witness, p. 134.

• A correspondent, since the publication of the sixth edition, has ob-

jected that the sentences, above printed between brackets, may mislead a

"weak Christian to think that he was allowed to send and receive a challenge.

As these sentences form an integral part of a quotation from Dr. Ryan, the

author of the present work does not consider himself at liberty to omit

them But whoever calmly and attentively weighs the whole of the quota-

tion above given, and the context of the note in which it occurs, must come

to the conclusion that all duels are contrary to the word of God and to the

spirit of Christianity. Note to the seventh edition.
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tial achievements, and ferocious rapacity, which produced

the most onprovoki d aggn aaions;—the implacable and vin-

dictive spirit with which wars were carried on, and which,

consequently, for many agi a, overwhelmed the world with

bloodshed, ruin, and desolation;—that relentless cruelty

which condemned the unhappy captive te perpetual slavery.

or to an ignominious death (semi times by torture) In the

hand ofthe executioner;—the desi lations of whole countries,

together with the utter destruction of flourishing and opulent

cibes, and that relentless crui In which spared nol from mas-

Bacre and i xtermination the unoffending ti male, the helpli ss

infant, and Lhi decrepitude of old age;—these are out]

of which we seldom, if ever, hear in the wars carried on by

professing Christians, though nothing was more frequent

among the most polished nations of antiquity, and those mi Bl

celebrated tor their private and public virtue. (Such 'were

the /" gan notions of virtue !)
•• It is the spirit of Christianity alone, which, mi derating

the views of sovereigns and states, and directing the mea-
snn s of government to the legitimate objects of its institu-

tion, viz. th< promotion of the welfare of society and the pre-

se vation of its moral interests, leads to an equitable consi-

deration of the rights and independence of other nation-, i:

to an onremitti d regard to the well-heing of the community
over which it presides. It is the spirit of just and reasonable

policy, which inspires nth rs with a desire of fulfilling the

intentions of God, who appointed them m a terror to en I- do

and fur //it praise ofthem that do weU; teaching them to pro-

mote, upon general and permanent principles, the interests

of every class of society, and to ground the confidents -
I

power on the observance of the just claims of every depart-

ment." 1 Hence the ancient fierceness of despotism, where
such a form of government still exists, has been limited and
assuaged. Those arbitrary laws, and that perversion and
corruption of justice, which prevailed at Athens, and espe-

cially at Home, during the latter periods of the republic, have
disappeared from the codes of Christian states, especially in

our own country. These great civil blessings, it may be
safely affirmed, are in a ;n at decree owing to the intlm nee

w hieh the spirit of Christianity has had on our civil consti-

tution (with which it is so closely and essentially interwo-

ven, that it is part of the common law of England),' on the

temper of i ni governors and of the people, on the temper of
the laws, and of those who framed them, as well as ol those

who administer them. It is this holy influence of Christi-

anity, principally. " which, by mitigating in some degree the

rancour of contending factions against each other, and inspir-

ing them with some little share of mutual charity, and for-

bearance, has hitherto preserved this country from those scenes
of carnage and devastation, that stain and disgrace the annals
of ancient history. It is this, which has, in gem nil, restrain-

ed our provincial governors from exceeding the bounds of
equity and humanity in their administration ; and has carried

even to our most distant colonies a large share ofthe freedom,
the justice, the ease, the tranquillity, the security and pros-

perity of the pari tit state. Ii is this, in line, which has im-
pressed on the minds of our magistrates and our judges, that

strong sense of duty to God, to man, and to their country,
that sacred regard to justice and rectitude, which renders
them, beyond all example, impartial, upright, an I uncorrupt

;

which secures to every rank of men the equal hem til of the
laws, which extends to the meanest their protection, and brings
the greatest under their i trol." J

IV. Hut the blessings i (erred by Christianity on the
world are not confined to ameliorating the moral, civil, reli-

gious, and political condition of mankind : the moat polished
nations, now in existence, an ind< bted to ii for the preserva-

tion and diffusion of liti ratlin and the elegant arts of paint-

ing, statuary, architecture, and music. ( ihristianity has been
instrumental In preserving and disseminating moral, classi

cal, and theological Knowu t, in every nation whi
has been established. The I.aw. the Gospi I, the CO] mtS
on them, and the works of the lathers, were written in I I. -

hrew, Greek, or Latin: so tii.it a knowledge of these three

languages became indispensably neci isary to every man v. ho
wished to lie an intelligent Christian. Christianity heing
contain., I m I l,s. the us.' ol letters became necessary to its

teachers; nor could learning have been entirely lost, while
there Wai an order of men, who wire obliged to possess a

• n|. fc.c 'e r . t ti oiiure, vol. i p
* ii '

i
. ni. Mil iv p

D
> Up Portcua'a Tract!, p. 333.

nn di rate share of it, to qualify them for the priesthood, and
entitle them to its emoluments. In the time of Tacitus (a. d.

Hi'). 1 tin German nations were strangers to letters; and the
two following facts prove, that other nations were likely to

continue illiterate, hml not the teachers of the Gospel exerted

themselves for their instruction. The Goths, having made
themselves mash rs of Athens (a. d. "J7(i). brought together
into one heap all the honks tin \ found tin n. ami would have
consumed the valuable treasure, had not one of them told his

companions, that while the Greeks amused themselves with
those they neglected the art of war. and were easily over-

Theouoric, a Gothic prince (a. d. 393). would not
sillier the childn n of his subjects to he instructed in the sci-

ences; imagining, that such instruction enervated the mind.

red men unlit for martial exploits ; and that the hoy who
trembli d at the rod, would never lock undaunted at the swerd
or spear.8 Butno soonerwas Christianity propagated i

. than they were instructed in the use ,f letters.

UlphilaS, a (.'ethic bishop (A. D. 380), invented h Hi rs for

his illiterate countrymen, translated the Bible into the vulgar

tongue for their use, and instructed them in its doctrines;

and some Goths soon became so well informed, that they

compared their version with the Latin, the Greek, ami the

Hebrew originals.' Before the introduction of Christianity

in In laud, the natives had no alphabet, no annals but their

verses, nor any thing hut memory to preserve their verses,
their antiquitii s, the genealogies of their kings, and the t

\-

ploits of tin ir heroes. The more verses a man could repeal

the more learned be was deemed, while the hard who com-
posed any thing new was sure of being respi cted by the longs
and people This was the state of the Irish, when the

Christian missionaries came to instruct them in the use of

letters, and in the truth of the Gospel, Such a change, how-
ever, was wrought in them by Christianity and its teachers,

that Ireland was stvled the island of very pious and very

learned men. Ansgaiius,' the chief apostle of the northern

nations, not only preached the Gospel to those barbarians,

hut establish, d schools for the instruction of youth in n ligion

ami letters. Cyril and Methodius,' 1 who converted the Hul-

garians, Moravians, and Bohemians, about the same time
Bret -I\ invented the Slavic alphabet, and translated the

Bible, ami some Greek and Latin authors, into the Slavic

tongue, for tin purpose of expanding their narrow minds, and
softening their hard hearts to mildness and pity. Nearly

(he same may be said of other barbarians who became pro-

selytes of the Gospel. In Hussi.i the teachers of Christi-

anity recommendi d, at the same time, the Gospel and letters,

the rudiments ofthe arts, of law, and order; ami were seconded
in their exertions by religious princes, who employed skilful

Creeks for decor. iting the cities, and for the instruction of
the people. " The dome and paintings of [the famous Ca-
ll edral '•(} St. Sophia at Constantinople were rudely copied
in the Uussian churches of kiow ami Novogorod; the writ-

ings of the fathers were translated into the Sclavonic lan-

"i: , ; and three hundred noble yonihs were invited, or com-
p. lied, to attend lectures in the college of .laroslnus." 11 In

Various parts of Europe, edifices for divine worship arose

miller the T -storing care of the clergy, aided by the munifi-

cence of sovereigns and of the laity ; and i hough these were
sometimes influenced by unworthy motives, yet the effect

li - ma been ttie less beneficial to the arts of painting, design,

architecture, and music, whose professors were encouraged
to the exertion ofthi ii talents by liberal remuneration. \\ ben,
b iwi ver, the bvc of literature was succeeded by the love of

(which was particularly the case during the middle
ages) li w had itlduci on inta to stud v. except those who Were

ed for the sacred office ; not could a know-
ledge of tin Greel I oman classics have been propagated
SO Universall] as i| was. bad nol the clergy found them ne-
ci ss.

i

;-t. ui.ling the Scriptures and the works of
the I. itb. rs. Bj these means, they possessed most of the

r ol lb s, tun, s. and handed it down to their sum s-

sors, w bo bad tie merit of collecting, transcribing, and pre-

ike. which otherwise must have perished, when a

taste for erudition was almost extinct, ami the passion of
lay on n WSJ din cted to arms. 1 -

• |e Mortbu < mi i- ii in.

i Zonaral s L Ufa di. c. ». Oibbon'a HIM. vol. I. p 431.
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il.u, ooDclaolj Inn forcibly mntr.l by Dr. JorUu. "To whom," saya ha.
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On the subversion of the Greek empire by the Mohamme-
dans, in 1453, literature took refuge in the west of Europe,
where many of the clergy were among its most strenuous

supporters. At length, learning emerged from the silence

of the cloister, whither she had retreated, and where she had
been preserved from destruction ; and her appearance was
followed by a revival of all the blessings which she so emi-
nently bestows. The Reformation promoted, still more, the

cause of learning; and its general diffusion has been aided

most signally by the discovery and almost universal adoption

of the art of printing. The modern opposers of revelation,

however, reasoning in a retrograde motion, ascribe all our
improvements to philosophy. But it was religion, the reli-

gion of Christ, that took the lead. The Reformers opened
to us the Scriptures, and broke all those fetters that shackled

human reason. Philosophy crept humbly in her train, pro-

fited by her labours and sufferings; and now ungratefully

claims all the honour and praise to herself. Luther, Me-
lancthon, and Cranmer preceded Lord Bacon, Boyle, New-
ton, and Locke. The horrible excesses that will for ever
disgrace the annals of the French revolution, are not charge-
able upon Christianity. The French nation renounced Chris-
tianity before they plunged into such crimes. Philosophy
and reason were their boasted guides. Besides, Christianity

ought not to be charged with all the crimes of those who
have assumed its name. No institution has ever been able

to prevent all the excesses which it forbad; nor is it peculiar

to the Christian revelation, that it has sometimes furnished a

pretext for introducing those very evils and oppressions,

which it was designed to remedy.' But the mischiefs which,
through the corrupt passions of men, have been the accith ntal

consecmences of Christianity, ought not to be imputed to its

spirit. " The Legislator of the universe, in promulgating
the sublime laws of Christianity—though he furnished men
witli motives calculated to elevate them to his throne, and to

extend their hopes far beyond the grave—did not at the same
time transform the intelligent creatures, to whom he gave
those laws, into mere machines. He has given them (he power
either to conform to Christian precepts or to infringe them , and
thus has placed in their own hands their own destiny. If,

after this, a great many of them reject the good and choose
the evil, the fault is manifestly theirs, and not his, who, by
so many the most tremendous denunciations, warns them
against the latter, and by the most alluring invitations soli-

cits them to the former." Were all men to become sincere

believers in the heavenly doctrines of the Gospel, and were
all honestly disposed to obey its holy precepts, nothing is

better calculated to diffuse real comfort, peace, and happiness
in this world. Indeed, whoever will candidly and atten-

tively compare the morals of professing Christians through-
out the world, defective as they are, with those of the heathen
nations m a similar stage of society, will be convinced that

the effects of Christianity have been exceedingly beneficial.

Some vices were not forbidden, while others were applauded,
by the ancients; but the vices of the Christian, the sins of

the heart as well as the life, are all forbidden by the Gospel.

It has silently communicated innumerable blessings to indi-

viduals. Besides those enumerated in the preceding pages, 2

"am we indebted for the knowledge of antiquities, sacred and secular, for

every thing ttiat is called Philology, or the Litera Hiunaniorc.it To
Christians. To whom, lor grammars and dictionaries of the learned lan-

guages! To Christians. To whom, for chronology, and the continuation
of history through many centuries 1 To Christians. To whom, for rational

systems of morality and of natural religion? To' Christians. To whom,
for improvements in natural philosophy, and for the application of these
discoveries to religious purposes 1 To Christians. To whotn, for meta-
physical researches, carried as far as the subject will permit i To Chris-
tians. To whom, for the moral rules to be observed by nations in war and

fieace ? To Christians. To whom, for jurisprudence and political know-
edge, and for settling the rights of subjects, both civil and religious, upon a

proper foundation 1 To Christians—not to atheists or deists, some ofwhom
(as Hobbes in particular) have been known advocates for tyranny." (Jor-

tin's Sermons, vol. vii. pp. 373, 374.) He further observes, that some of the

atheistical and deistical writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centu-
ries (and the remark is ecpially applicable to those of our own times) were
"ignorant and illiterate, most of them a sort of half-scholars, and retailers

of second-hand wares, none of them eminently learned, or contributors to

the advancementof erudition and knowledge in auv material article." Ibid.

p. 373.)
» On the subject above noticed, the reader will find some excellent and

forcible remarks in Dr. Dewar's Discourses illustrative of the Designs of
Christianity, Disc. 13. entitled "The Imperfection of Christians no valid

Objection to Christianity."
» "Much general reformation and happiness, in various ways, hath been

introduced into the world by the Gospel, both among individuals, and
among nations. But even on a supposition it had been otherwise, it proves
nothing against the good effects of Christianity, if it were properly obeyed.
It only proves, that notwithstanding the purity of the Gospel, and its gra-

cious intention of making mankind religious and happy, there are numbers
who will not be made religious and happy by it. But what could God A|.

mighty do more for man, consistently with leaving htm at liberty to act

we may observe that, through its blessed influence, crimes
are less malignant; the manners of mankind are softened
and humanized, to a degree unknown in ancient times; a
more general respect is paid to the decency of external ap-
pearances, and to the sentiments of virtuous and pious men;
and although much wickedness still remains among the
nominal professors of the Christian faith, who are Christians

in name, but little better than heathens in practice, yet a
large portion of piety and virtue silently exists among the
middle and lower classes of mankind, who in every age and
country form the greatest part of the community. Nay, in

Christian countries, even the wicked themselves (who nave
not cast off all religion, and deliberately renounced the Gos-
pil) are greatly restrained by the fear of future punishments,
which are so clearly set forth in the Gospel. So that man-
kind are, upon the whole, even in a temporal point of view,
under infinite obligations to the mild and pacific temper of the

Gospel, and have reaped more substantial worldly benefits

from it, than from any other institution upon earth; and,
whatever of sobriety or moral virtue is to be found either in

the writings or lives of the opposers of revelation in modern
times, they are indebted for it to that very Christianity which
they are impotently endeavouring to subvert. " To say
nothing of the best ideas of the old philosophers on moral
subjects being derived from revelation (of which there is

considerable evidence), 3
it is manifest that, so far as the mo-

derns exceed them, it is principally, if not entirely, owing to

this medium of instruction. The Scriptures having diffused
the light, they have insensibly imbibed it; and finding it to

accord with reason, they flatter themselves that their reason
has discovered it. ' After grazing,' as one expresses it, ' in

the pastures of revelation, they boast of growing fat by na-
ture.'—So long as they reside among people, whose ideas

of right and wrong are formed by the morality of the Gospel,
they must (unless they wish to be stigmatized as profligates)

behave with some degree of decorum. Where the conduct
is uniform and consistent, charity, and even justice, will lead

us to put the best construction upon the motive ; but when
we see men uneasy under restraints, and continually writing
in favour of vices which they dare not openly practise, we
are justified in imputing their sobriety not to principle, but to

the circumstances attending their situation." 1

V. It were no difficult task to adduce from the page of
history, numerous facts that would fully confirm the pre-

ceding general survey of the effects produced by the influ-

ence of Christianity. A few additional instances, however,

freely I He could only give him a rule to walk by, and reason to enforce
that rule ; unless he Karl changed his nature, and, by giving him a new re-

ligion, had wrought a standing miracle to hove Ins obedience to it. So
that, of course, the world will always be divided into two sorts of people

—

such as are deaf to all the calls of religion ; and such as live up to its rules.
Among these latter only are to be found those who feel tin happiness of
living under Gospel laws. It would be a wonderful thing, indeed, if those
should profit by them, who never trouble llii'ir heads about them. The
patient, who rejects the medicine, must not hope to remove the disease.
Our Saviour himself, you remember, prophesied, in the parable of the
sower, of the different reception which his Gospel should meet among dif-

ferent men. Some seed, he tells you, would fall among thorns, and be
choked—others on beaten ground, and be picked up—but that still there
would be some which would fall on good ground, and bring forth fruit in

abundance. The Christian religion, therefore, is not meant to work by
force, or like a charm, on the minds of men. Ifit did, there could be no
goodness in the observance of it; but it is intended mercifully to guide
those to happiness, who will listen to ifs gracious voice. So that when we
look into the world, and wish to see the effects of religion, we must look for

it only among real Christians—among those who truly live up to its laws

—

and not among those who happen to live in a Christian country, and are
Christians only in name." Gilpin's Sermons, vol. Hi. pp. 9— 11.

a A glance at the devotions of the Gentiles will show that, with very few
exceptions, there was nothing spiritual in their prayers— no thanksgiving

—

no request for divine assistance in the performance of their duly—no pious
sorrow and acknowledgment of their offences. But "after the propagation
of the Christian religion, we find forms of adoration in some pagan writers
which are more rational and spiritual than the old hymns and prayers of
their ancestors ; and we may reasonably suppose that these improvements
arose from the Gospel. See Prod. Hymn, ad Solem, et ad Musas; Jam-
blich. de Myst. Egypt. § 5. c. 26. ; Simpl. in Epictet. adfin. to whom I Wish
I could add Maximus Tyrius. It is pity that he who on other accounts
deserves commendation, should have taught that prayer to God was super-
fluous, Disc. 30. See also Juvenal x. 346T and the Commentators. Seneca
says, Primus est deorum cul/us, deos credere : deinde redder e itlis majes-
ialetn suam, reddere bonitatcm.— Vie deos propitiate ? bonus esto. Satis
illos coluit quisquis imitatus est. Epist. 95. p. 470. But (hat he did not

til ink prayer to be useless and unnecessary, as some may fancy from these

words, will appear from the following places Nos quoque ezistimamus
vota proficere, salva vi et potentate fatorum. Quaidam enim a Diis im-

ntortalibus ita suspensa relicta sunt, ut in bonum vertant, si admota Diis
preeesfuerint,sivotasuscepta. Nat. Qurest. ii. 57. Itaque non dat Deus
benehcia—non exaudit preeantium voces el undique sublatis in ccelum
manibus vota facientium privata ac publico . Quod profecto non ferel,

nee in /tunc furorem omncs mortales consensissent alloquendi surda mi-
nima et ineffieaces Deos, nisi nossenl illorum beneficia nunc ultra oblatOj

nunc orantibus data. De Belief. IV. 4." (Jorti'n's Discourses on the

Christian Religion, p. 267. note.)

» Fuller's Gospel its own Witness, p. 113.
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must suffice. Wherever Christian missionaries have gone,

the most barbarous heathen nations have become civilized.

Some of them were cannibals; others worshipped their

swords as gods; ami all of them offered human victims to

their id. .Is. The ferocious became mild ; those who prowled
about for plunder acquired settled property, as well as a

relish for domestic happiness; personB who dwelt in caves
or huts learned from missionaries the art of building; they

who fed on raw llesh applied to agriculture; men who had
been clothed in skins, and were strangers to manufactures,
enjoyed the comforts of apparel; and the violent and rapa-

cious renounced their rapine and plunder. The various tribes

that inhabited Germany ceased to sacrifice men after the in-

troduction of Christianity; nor did the Huns continue to be
Strangers to the difference of ritjlit and wrong, after they em-
braced it. The (m loni, and other Scythian tribes, ceased to

use the skins of their enemies for clothes; and the Heruli
(who latterly overran and devastated the western empire) no
longer put to death the aged and infirm, as they had formerly
done, nor required willows to kill themselves at the tombs
of their husbands. The aboriginal inhabitants of Ireland,

and the Attacotti (a valiant Caledonian tribe), relinquished
cannibalism, and the Hungarians ceased to devour the hearts
of their captives, after their conversion. After the conver-
sion also 01 the Scandinavian nations, they ceased to commit
suicide on principle; nor did their wives and slaves volunta-
rily devote themselves to death, in order to honour the de-

ceased in the paradise of Odin. Christianity imparted to

the Danes, Norwegians, and Russians, just ideas ofproperty ;

and put an end to their piratical expeditions and depreda-
tions. The northern kingdoms, which were engaged in in-

cessant wars, while their inhabitants were heathens, became
more pacific after the preaching of the (lospel among them.
The Danes, Swedes, and Norwegians, who could only speak
a barbarous language, acquired the use of letters; a people
who were continually making depredations on their neigh-
bours, became content with their own territories; and nations,
almost inaccessible on account of tin ir cruelty and supersti-
tion, became gentle and sociable in consequence of their con-
version. The well-informed lawyer must respect Christianity
for the numerous benevolent laws to which it gave rise; and
every man who has read (however slightly) the laws of the
emperors Theodosius, Justinian, and Charlemagne, or the
codes of the \ isigoths, Lombards. Anglo-Saxons, and other
barbarous nations, must venerate Christianity as the source
of many just and merciful laws, which were totally unknown
to polished as well as to civilized pagans.

Perhaps no country more greatly needed the light of Chris-
tianity, or has been more eminently benefited by it, than
England. Druidism, uniformly more sanguinary than other
cruel modifications of paganism (though in some respects
less erroneous), was succeeded first by the impure mythology
of Rome, and then by the sanguinary ami war-inspiring wor-
ship of the deities of the northern hordes, by whom it was
invaded from time to time, and finally subdued. Never was
Christianity attended with circumstances more pleasing, or

with changes more salutary, than among our rude and fero-

cious forefathers. The preaching of the Gospel, from the
very earliest lime of the Christian sera, abolished human sa-

crifices (principally wretched captives), that were offered by
the Druids: the rude and unsettled Saxons, when converted
to Christianity, acquired a relish foT the comforts of civilized
life, and ceased n> immolate their captives, or the cowardly
members of thl ir own army. And the descendants of those

barbarous savages, who prohibited commercial intercourse
with strangers, and who thus cruelly put their prisoners to

death, now. bed and eh. the them, ana ei wage intercourse

with all the nations ..f the earth. It was the spirit of Chris-
tianity, that, in England, pul a atop to the dreadful animosi-
ties of the barons; that chocked the perpetual tends of the
darker ages ; that, subdued the pride and fierceness which so
convulsed the government of our own and other nations ; that

gave rise to the singular but beneficial institution of chivalry,

which tempered the valour of its professors, by uniting in

the same persons the various and useful virtues of courtesy,
humanity, honour, ami juslice; and, finally, has diffused that
spirit of practical piety, benevolence, ana morality, which
have justly rendered Britain the glory of all lands.

Sueh were the happy changes wrought by Christianity on
the st;ite of society in ancient times) nor lias it been le^s
useful aim.ng modern pagans, so far its its pure and lib-giv-
ing precepts have been propagated and inculcated among
them. Indeed, on whatever part of the field of missionary
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exertions we fix our attention, we have the most satisfactory
evidence of the mighty efficacy of the Gospel as the means
of improving the present condition of mankind. Thus, in
North America, in South America also, and in the East In-
dies, wherever Christianity has been carried, it has abolished
human sacrifices, and all "the barbarous practices mentioned
in the former part of this work; 1 and has diffused the bless-
ings of civilization, together with the glad tidings of salva-
tion.2 In the West Indies it has mitigated the horrors of
slavery, and converted stubborn captives (barbarously and
unjustly torn from their native soil) into valuable servants;
so that a real Christian slave, it is well known, is of greater
value than one who is a pagan.

Further, in Greenland, among a people who, in addition
to all the privations which they endure from the sevi rity of
the climate, had been left in the lowest stages of savage 'life,

the Moravians or United Brethren have been instrumental in

introducing the comforts and endearments of civilization;
and those outcasts of society may now be seen enjoying the
food and shelter which their industry and perseverance had
secured for them. With the admission ot the doctrines of
Christ, they have relinquished their ferocious habits; they
resinned the exercise of reason, when they began to practise
the duties of religion; and instead of exhibiting the miseries
of their former condition, we behold the edifying spectacle
of men raising their adorations to him who created and re-
deemed them, and walking in all Hie mmmandmatti and ordi-
nuiiris of 1he Lord blameless. In South Africa, through the
divine blessing on the labours of the same missionaries, and
those of other societies, among a race equally removed from
the habits of civilization—and, perhaps, still more hostile to
the application of any means of improvement—Christianity
has made a powerful impression ; and has accomplished a
change, which has raised those who were placed at the ex-
treme point of human nature to the possession of piety,
decency, and happiness. Similar effects have been pro-
duced on the western coast of Africa, through the instru-

mentality of the Church Missionary Society; and the same
effects are uniformly seen to follow its progress. 3

In short, in proportion as Christianity advances into the
regions of paganism, we may confidently anticipate a melio-
ration in the general condition of mankind, and a greati r

equality in the moral and political advantages of every tribe

and people. The beneficial effects of the Gospel, indeed, are
felt even in Mohammedan countries; for all the best moral
precepts of the Koran are taken, without acknowledgment,
from the Scriptures. W here it agrees with them, it tends to

advance human happiness; where it differs from them, it is

generally a rhapsody of falsehoods, contradictions, and absurd
fables, that will not bear the test of examination.

As, however, na nl facts most powerfully arrest attention,

we shall adduce one instance more of the glorious triumph
of Christianity over paganism, which has been achieved in

our own time, since the commencement of the present century,

1 See p. 21. supra.
* Some writer! have imagined that certain detestable practices of ihe

{lagansw.-re abobebed by civilization, and not by the Christian njUgton.
tin the falsehood of this opinion will appear, by considering, that bloody
and obscene customs prevailed among the Egyptians, Cartbaginlans,
Qreeka. and Romans, whowere, in many respecu equations in literature

and civilisation, and yet performed several hideoui rttee long after they
li;i.l ari-iv.-.l at it..- pinnacle of refinement. Polished heathens ottered hu-

ii M.i.ii.s to their iz.'.is and were, on particular oecai a, guilty of
every abomination Imputed to the nnrivilizr.l, eacepl devouring their chll

dren. in nit rude naoonswhlch embraced it..' da pel Chrisdaolty and
civilisation we ". i and t, -rare
to I..' asorlbed to the former. As the Qoepal aofl i and clvilisi -) l.arha.
...ii w . may fairly attribute to n the happy effects >>i civilisation. The
t'i .. lane ino Lithuanian! baring offered human nci Iflces, an.' . ontlnued
onerriUsed nit Ihelr conversion In the thirteenth and fount i nth 1 1 n i

. probable they would have done so to tins .lay, were it not tor t

nullify, sine., the Hlngrellans, ClreasBtans, and other ire suit

I. rude than Christian nations under nearly the aame clrcuinaauwes
..I latilii.l.. ami soil. The ( 'hinese and Japanese, though i

o
1 1 > 1 1 , . I netlonSj

ami w.ii acquainted with aria and mannfecturee, h is well known, publicly
commit Crimea whloh wonM not be tolerated In the rudest! o ban king*
• loin Upon the whole, it appears thai Christianity baa exploded at

. rimes or the civilised as well el barbarona heathen] hasttughl each of
in. in vii t n. -s to whir ii he was n atranger, and must, wherevei ii Ii cms-
l.lisli.-.l |.i.v. til r. -lapse- I., paganism, an. I Id.- I. olt injc

from foiae systems oirettg ,—Thr. It van's History ofReligion, pp. '177, 27s!
» Til.- detail! ..ii which the at. ..v.- statement! are I led, mas bt

... ' . ...i in i.. iv .i Greenland, '-' role. t*vo. I.ondon, 1BBD; l-iirnbe's
t .,i in \i It to South Anica In 1816 and 1816,410 I

. -n. t.-n. Ms, and
in the later Reports .a t to- Society t. i I'lopaKatinit the Gospel iii PoreWn
Parts an. i ..I tin- Society t.-i l'i itlng Christian Knowledge;. of the
Church M. toner] I h

|
of tht Society Ibi Ml stone I tabllsnedby the

1 Hi .I..... .- oftbeLon iM f Society ; or tin
M. loni in in. t i Indies ; and of the Wealeyan Mit i. nary So-

ciety il unci --tin. it recent of these reports or Christian brncto-
t.-n.-'e (oompEtstna al«n much Imporiaitt geographical Information] may he
seen In the periodical journal entltWd "The Mualonary Register."
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in the numerous clusters of islands in the southern Pacific

Ocean, through the divine blessing on the unwearied labours

of devoted missionaries; who have persevered in their ardu-

ous undertaking, under discouragements the most protracted

and depressing, and with a patient endurance of privations

not easily comprehended by those who have always remained
at home, or visited only civilized portions of foreign climes.

In common with missionaries in other parts of the world,

they have been described by the enemies of religion, as igno-

rant and dogmatical fanatics; more intent on the inculcation

of the peculiarities of their sect or party, than in promoting
the well-being of the people ; holding out no inducement by
precept or example to industrious habits, &c. : but the pre-

sent state of the islands in which they spent so many
years, compared with what it was previously to and at the

time of their arrival (as recorded in the voyages of captains

Cook and Bligh, and other navigators), and during several

subsequent years, presents a sufficient and triumphant refuta-

tion of every charge of this kind. For, in Otaheite (more
correctly Tahiti), and many neighbouring islands, many
thousand adult inhabitants, together with their chieftains, 1

voluntarily embraced, and made an open profession of the

Christian faith, without the intervention or influence of any
Christian potentate or state; and the consequence has been
the abolition of //("//—of idolatry—of infanticide—of the

Jirreoy Society (a privileged order that practised the vilest

cruelty and abominations)—of human sacrifice.';—of the mur-
der of prisoners taken in battle—of the principal causes of war
itself—of polygamy—of unnatural crimes—and of various

other immoral and indecent practices, both in public and pri-

vate life, that were connected with their idolatry. Instead

of a rude administration of justice, founded on the arbitrary

will of the chieftains, a system of equitable laws has been
established, with the voluntary consent of the sovereign,

chieftains, and people, founded on the basis of Christian

principles. Education, civilization, and industry'-' are rapidly

spreading through those islands; for, where the precepts of

Christianity are diffused, idleness never fails to become dis-

reputable, and civilization inevitably follows. Men, devoted

to intemperance, cruel, profligate, and ungodly, have been so

changed in their hearts and Fives, as to become virtuous and
useful members of society; and many thousands of adult

persons (besides their children) who a few years since were
enveloped in error, sensuality, and idolatry, have been turned

from dumb idols to serve the living and true God. Public,

social, and domestic worship are universal, and private devo-
tion is supposed to be almost universal. 3 Who can contem-
plate the former condition of these islands, with their inha-

bitants groaning, and consuming under the tyranny of a cruel

system of idolatry, and of vices still more destructive—and
then contrast with it the natives in their present circum-
stances, gradually emerging from their former darkness and
misery under the benign influence of Christianity ; worship-
ping the true God, becoming honourable members of the
Christian church, reading the Holy Scriptures (for a written
language has been given to them), advancing in the know-
ledge of Jesus Christ, improving in their mental and moral
character, and in their social habits, with the comforts of
civilized life daily multiplying around them,—where is the

* By the instrumentalily of native teachers, chiefly, has the Gospel been
carried to Ihe Palliser Islands, at the distance of 250 miles east ot Tahiti

;

to Raivaivai, six islands 500 miles southward of Tahiti ; and to the Harvey
Islands, 600 miles west-south-west of it. They are preparing to make set-

tlements on other islands still more remote. (Orine's Discourse on the
History of the South Sea Mission, p. 33.) The Christian religion has also
been voluntarily embraced by the inhabitants of several of the Sandwich
islands, through the divine blessing on the labours of the missionaries sent
out by the North American Missionary Society ; and in New Zealand by
the missionaries sent forth by the Church Missionary and the V/esleyan
Missionary Societies.

a The results in the way of civilization which have already occurred in

these islands, since their inhabitants embraced Christianity, are extraor-
dinary, considering their disadvantages. "Among savages, who a short
time since were but a few degrees removed from the slate of nature, print-
ing-presses have been established, written laws promulgated, the trial by
jury adopted, the rudiments of navies formed, regular roads made, piers
constructed, comfortable houses built, and many of the conveniences, and
even some of the luxuries, of life introduced. Ale not these evidences of
the operation of powerful principles, and of an influence of a high moral
order J" (Orine's Discourse on Missions, p. 29.)

• See the Narrative of the Mission to Otaheite, published by the Directors
of the London Missionary Society, 8vo. London, 1818; and particularly Mr.
Ellis's Polynesian Researches, London, 1829, in 2 vols. 8vo. ; also their Re-
ports for the years 1819 to 1833 inclusive. Many thousand copies of a
Taheitean version of t lie gospel of St. Luke have long been in circulation,
besides a large number of spelling-books, Scripture lessons, and cate-
chisms. The number of natives in the Georgian islands only, who are
able to read, amounts to several thousands. .Schools have been erected,
in every district, by command of the late king Pouiarre ; who himself
composed the alphabet at the beginning of the spelling-book, and worked
off some of the fust sheets at the printing-press.

Christian who can contemplate these things, and not evi-
dently perceive the finger of Divine Providence,—a most con-
vincing proof of the efficacy of the Gospel, and a most power-
ful incentive, as well as encouragement to further missionary
exertions ?

VI. Such are the effects which Christianity is actually
producing in our own times. Contrast them with the effects

of that atheistical philosophy, which towards the close of the
eighteenth century plunged France in desolation, misery, and
anarchy almost indescribable, and then judge of the want of
candour and truth, in an opposer of Christianity, who, with
such facts hefore him, could assert that the Christian religion

is "a pestilence more destructive of life, happiness, and
peace, than all other pestilences combined." ! !

!

It is, however, in the private walks of life, especially, that
the efficacy of the Christian system has been practically felt

in reclaiming the profane and immoral to sobriety, equity,
truth, and piety, and to an exemplary behaviour in relative

life. Having been made free from sin, and become the ser-

vants of God, they have their fruit unto holiness, and, after pa-
tiently continuing in well-doing, and cheerfully beaiing vari-

ous afflictions (supported by the precious promises of the
Bible), they joyfully meet death ; being cheered by the hope
of eternal life, as the gift of Gvd through Jesus Christ : while
they who are best acquainted with the Gospel are most con-
vinced that they have been rendered wiser, more holy, as
well as more happy, by believing it ; and that there is a
reality in religion, though various conflicting interests and
passions may keep them from duly embracing it. "There
are indeed enthusiasts also, but they become such by forsak-
ing the old rule of faith and duty for some new fancy; and
there are hypocrites, but they attest the reality and excellency
of religion by deeming it worth their while to counterfeit it." 4

It is the peculiar glory of the Christian revelation that it

is adapted to every rank and station in life. Is the Chris-
tian favoured with temporal blessings 1 He is instructed how
to enjoy them aright, and to distribute to the necessities of
those who are in want. Are his circumstances contracted ?

It preserves him from repining. He hath learned in whatso-
ever state he is, therewith to be content. He knows both how to

be abased, (end how to abound ,—every where, and in all things,
he is instructed, both to be full and to be hungry,—both to

abound, and to suffer need. Nor does the Gospel only pro-
duce contentment, but it gives to its possessor a certain
dignity and authority, which the greatest can never acquire
without it. The rods and axes of despots may extort an
outward reverence, but nothing commands the hearts and
affections of men like real piety and goodness. Godliness is

profitable unto all things, having the promise of the Ife that
now is, and of that which is to come. (1 Tim. iv. 8.) A con-
scientious discharge of the duties of religion conciliates the
love and esteem of mankind, and establishes a fair character
and unblemished reputation. While the real Christian fears
God and honours the king, he is honest in his dealings, fru-
gal in his expenses, and Industrious in the proper calling of
his life ; and aims to adorn the doctrine of God his Saviour in
all things.—Real Christians, whatever be their rank in life,

have a peculiar enjoyment in the possession of temporal
goods (whether they be few or many), while the ungodly
find emptiness in all their possessions : for the mind, ren-
dered happy by the holy and excellent principles that govern
it, mixes its own sweetness with whatever good is received,
and imparts an extraordinary relish to it ; while the unholy
dispositions of those who are not in a Christian state of
mind, must, by their very nature, prevent such persons from
enjoying what they possess.
But the happy effects of Christianity are not confined to

prosperity : its sincere professors have also peculiar conso-
lations in the day of adversity. The experience of every
day proves that man is born to trouble ,- and religion will not
prevent the Christian from being made to feel what it is, to

share in the common lot of mankind. But, what supports
will it afford him, when the cup of affliction is put into his
hands ! Supports to which mere men of the world are utter

strangers. These are for the most part miserable in their

affliction. If they be kept from murmuring, it is the sum-
mit of their attainments, while Christians are enabled to

glory even in tribulation, and cordially to approve all the
divine dispensations towards them. They truly possess a
peace that passeth all understanding. Being justified by faith,
they have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ, and
they also have the testimony of a good conscience, that, in sim-

« Scott's Commentary on the Bible, vol. i. pref. p. xvi.
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pliriti/ and godly sincrritu. bi/ the graee uf Qnd, Ihei/ hare hud

their conversation in tJu world. This is to them a sourer of

unspeakable joy, with which a stranger intermeddled) not.

"What trouble, indeed, can overwhelm, what fear can dis-

compose, that man who loveth Christ,and keepeth his words !

What earlhlv power can make sucli a man unhappy ! \\ ill

yon take away his riches'! His treasure i6 in heaven. Will

you banish him from 1 lei His country is above. .A ill

yon hind him in chains! His conscience, his spirit, his

affections, arc all free. Will yon destroy his body! Hi-

body shall be raised incorruptible at the last day, and Ids

soul will immediately return unto God, who gave it. Hea-
ven itself is but an emblem of his happiness. As heaven
is enlightened by the rising sun, his soul is illuminated by
that Sun of righteousness, which ariseth, without si tting, in

bis heart. As heaven is intrinsically bright and beautiful,

though clouds obscure anil midnight darkness surround it,

he is peaceful, happy, and serene, in the midst of trials and

afflictions. As heaven is exalted above the storms and n m-
pests of this lower atmosphere, he is elevated above the dis-

tractions and perturbations of this troublesome world. lie

is a Christian. His conversation is in heaven. His life is

hid, with Christ, in God.
"We admit, then, that such a Christian has his sorrows.

But his sorrow is BWeeter than this world's joy. Every trial,

every affliction, draws him nearer to his d.d. In the Becrecy

of bis chamber, in the silence of midu ght, he has a resource

which the world knows not of. He pours forth his fears,

his apprehensions, his griefs, into tin bosom i I his Maker.

.Suffering thus becomes a well-spring of delight ; for it is

felt to he a source id" spiritual improvement. Thus it is,

that all things work together, not only tor g 1, hut for en-

joyment, to them that love their God!. Thus it is, that if

they sow in tears, they also nap in joy." 1 Far different from
this is the joy of the hypocrite or of tin- ungodly. His joy-

is a malignant passion, excited by tin- temporary success of

some of his devices. Folly is joy /« him Ihul is destituti of
wisdom; hut the triumphing of tki wicked is short i andtht
jay of tkt kypocritt is but fur u moment ; God is nut in till

their thoughts,, Therefore they say unto God, Departfrom us,

fur ire desire nut thee nor I hi Knowledge of tin/ ways. What
is the JUmighty ihul ire should serve htm ? What profit should

We /litre if in /inn/ In li'sin '.•'-

But it is in tin prospect of futurity, especially, that the

happy effects of Christianity are peculiarly felt and dis-

played. The hour of death must, unavoidably, arrive to

every individual of the human race. In that aw fill moment,
when the soul is hovering on the confines of two worlds,

suffering the agony of bodily torture, and the remorse of ;ni

accusing conscience, something is surely needed to cheer the

mind. But, in this exigency, the only consolation afforded

by infidelity is. " that there is no hereafter." W hen friends

and relatives an- expressing by their agonized looks what
they are afraid to utter: when medicines and pains are rack-

ing the debilitated frame : when the slumbers of conscience
are for ever broken, and its awful voice raised:—all—all

that unbelief can present to sustain the mind in this trying

hour is—the cold and the coin fort less doctrine of an irri i:n \i.

SLEEP.
That these sentiments are unequal at such a period lo . nii-

port tin- mind, is evident from the death-beds of die most
eminent of their ailvncatis. Whilst a Paul, a Peter, and a

John, and the whole host of Christian martyrs, could sur-

vey, unmoved, death in its most terrific forms
; w bile many

have vehementlj longed for its approach, desiring to depart

n n,t in with Cartel: while some have exulted in the midst "i

the uiosi excruciating bodily tortures:— Voltaire endured

horrors never to he expressed. His associates have attempted
to i-oiu-i al lie faol ; Imt tie- evidence is too Btrong to be re-

futed, lake lb rod, who was smitten by an angel whilst

receiving undue homage from nun ; so, immediately after

his return from the theatre in which he li "I been inhaling the

incense of adulation from a Billy populaci .
ho felt that the

stroke of rli alii had ane-ted him. Illlllledialel V 111- friends

crowded around 1 1 1 in. and his brethren ol the DIuminati ex-
horted In m to (lie like a hero. In spite of 1 1 an ad niti

in- out £bi the curt oi' si. Gervais; I. after confession,

signed in the presence of the abbe! Mignol 'In- nephi
i the marquis de Villevielle !""' of the DIuminati),

his recantal if hi- f ei principles. Mtar 'his visit,

the run was no more allowed to see him. Ills former

1 lt|> Jfibb1

Si i

i'

» I 'rev. xv. 'I. Job i». 5. P»jJ. Ei 1. Job xxi. 14, 15.

friends, having obtained possession of his house, interdicted
all access unto him. It has. however, crept out by means
of the nurse who attended him, thai he died in unutterable
agony of mind.' D'Alcinhcrt, Diderot, and about twenty
others, who beset his apartment, never apt) cached him w ith-

out receiving some hitter execration. Often he w mild curse
them, and exclaim, "Retire! It is you who have brought
me to my present state. Begone! 1 could have done with-
out you all ; but yon could nol exist without me. And what
a wretched glory have yon procured me !"

These reproaches were succeeded by the dreadful recol-

lection of hi- own part in the conspiracy ag igion.

He was heard, in anguish and in tin ad. a Item, itrlv suppli-
cating or blaspheming that God against whom he led con-
spired. He would cry out, in plaintive accents, Oh, Christ!
I lh, .Irsiis ( 'hiisl ! and then complain that he w :- aband
hy God anil man. It seemed as if the hand, which had
traced of old the sentence of an impious king, now traced

before his eyes Ins own blasphemies. In vain he turned
away from the contemplation of them. The time w as coming
apace, win ti he was to appear before the tribunal of Mm
whom he had blasphemed; and his physicians, particularly

Dr. Tronchin, calling in to administer relief, thnndt rstruck,

retired. His associates would, no doubt, willingly have
suppressed these facts; but it was in vain. The mareschal
de Richelieu tied from his bed-side, declaring it to be a sight

too terrible to he endured ; and Dr. Tronchin observed, that

the luries of Oresli s could give hut a faint idea' ol' tins, of
\ oil. lire.' The last hours of D'Alcinhcrt win like those

of Voltaire.' Condorcet boasts, that he refused admission
to the cure

1

on Ins second visit. Such a refusal evidently
shows that he feared what an interview would disclose.—

Hume, instead of meeting death with the calmness of a phi-

losopher, played the buffoon in that awful hour, proving, by
his comic aeti <u-. his anxiety to drown serious thought.

—

Diderot and Gibbon discovered the same anxiety, by deeply

interesting themselves in the most trilling amusements. The
last hours ol' Paine were such as might have been expected
from his previous immoral and unprincipled habits. Though,
in reply to tin- inquiry of his medical attendant win met ho

believed or wished to believe that Jesus Christ is the Son ot

Cod, he declared that lie "bad no wish to believe on that

Subject ;" yet, during the paroxysms of his distress and

pain, he would invoke the name of that Saviour whom ho

had blasphemed by his writings, in at i of voice that would
alarm the house: and at length he expired, undi

|
lend and

den sied by his adopted countrymen. A. conduct like this

proves that there was one spark of horror in the souls of

these antagonists of revelation which all their philosophia

efforts w.n unequal to extinguish.

The whole of the atheist's creed, with respect to tin future

world, is comprised in the following su uiry : that his

ho.lv, begtm by chance or necessity, is continued without

design, and perishes without hope; that hi- soul is a mere

attribute ot' his body, useless ami worthless while he liv< s,

and destined at his "death to rottenness and corruption; and

that the sooner it is returned to its parent mould the hitter.

\iid, by" his mandate, h nsigiis mankind to the dark and

desolate regions of annihilation. By this sweeping sentence,

which he passes on all the human race, he lakes away from

himself andTais fellow-men, every motive, furnished py the

fear of future punishment or by the hope of future rewards,

to virtuous, upright, or amiable conduct.
( In the ether hand, how glorious are the Christian's views

.I in. futun world. From the promise of his Creator, he
learns that his limit/, sawn here in corruption, weakness,

dishonour, shall /» raised, beyond the grave, in auorruptum,

power, and glory, with bo many attributes of mind or spirit,

a- lo be di nominated hy Him who made it a spiritual body.

i TI.' ;
i,. \-., a .a,

in, i.i..-. a. till she ins aesurnd be wu not a
m. If he were, she would on no account Incor tin.

danger ol witnessing such i had been compelled to do st the

death ol M Volt ... " I '. . Wll '
i 00 I

p. 8»o edition. 1'r Wilson adds, iti.a

ulii.se living

• 'I'll.' reader «." nnd mil tccounl ol n, snd ..i tb« boi

II lh. .1,1.. I'. II I II. I Hi I, 'I \ ol I
i i

i i a bj M di i

ed a i "i '
' II. nl

i
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Ever young, active, and undecaying, it shall be reunited

to the immortal mind, purified from evpry stain and every

error. This perfect man shall be admitted, with an open and
abundant entrance, into the heaven of heavens, the peculiar

residence of Infinite Majesty, and the chosen seat of infinite

dominion. In this noblest of all habitations, this mansion
of everlasting joy, he shall be united with an innumerable
multitude of companions like himself, sanctified, immortal,

and happy. Enrolled among the noblest and best beings in

the universe, a child, a priest, a king in the house of his

Heavenly Father, his endless and only destination will be

to know, love, serve, and enjoy God ; to interchange the

best affections and the best offices with his glorious com-
panions : and to advance in wisdom, virtue, and happiness,

. . . .FOB EVER. 1

This is no ideal picture. Hopes and consolations like

these have, in every age of Christianity, supported the

minds of millions of Christians, in the humble and retired

walks of life, as well as in exalted stations. They cheered

and animated the minds of such men as the Lord Chief
Justice Hale, Pascal, Newton, Boyle, Locke, Addison,
Boerhaave, Lord Lyttleton, Baron Haller, Sir William Jones,

Beattie, and very many other distinguished laymen (divines

are designedly omitted), both British and foreign, who ap-

plied their mighty intellects to the investigation and eluci-

dation of the evidences of the Christian records ; and whose
lives and writings will continue to instruct and edify the

world, so long as the art of printing shall perpetuate them.

Such are the effects which the Christian revelation has
actually produced on the happiness of nations, as well as of

individuals. Philosophy and infidelity (we have seen) are

alike inadequate to accomplish them. Jin evil tree, we know,
bringeth forth not good fruit. If, therefore, this revelation

were not of God it could do nothing.

SECTION V.

THE PECULIAR ADVANTAGES, POSSESSED BV THE CHRISTIAN
REVELATION OVER ALL OTHER RELIGIONS, A DEMONSTRATIVE
EVIDENCE OF ITS DIVINE ORIGIN AND AUTHOEITY.

Peculiar advantages of Christianity over all other religions.

—I. In its perfection.—II. Its openness.—III. Its adaptation

to the capacities of all men, and to the gro-wing advancement

of mankind in knowledge and refinement.—IV. The spiritu-

ality of its -worship.—V. Its opposition to the spirit of the

world.—VI. Its humiliation of man andexalting of the Deity.

—VII. Its restoration of order to the world.—VIII. Its ten-

dency to eradicate all evil passions from the heart.—IX. Its

contrariety to the covetousness and ambition ofmankind.—X,
Its restoring the divine image to men.—XI. Its mighty effects.

All the truths stated in the preceding pages will appear

still more evident, if we consider the Christian revelation, as

it stands opposed to all other religions or pretended revela-

tions. The excellency of the Christian revelation consists in

this, that it possesses advantages which no other beli-

gions OB bevelations have, at the same time that it has none
of the defects by which they are characterized.

We affirm, that no other religion or revelation has advan-

tages equal to those of the Christian revelation or religion

;

for no other can pretend to have been confirmed by ancient

prophecies. Even Mohammed thought it better to oblige

men to call the Scriptures in question, than to derive any ar-

guments from them, which might serve to confirm his mis-

sion. There are indeed several religions which have had
their martyrs, but of what description !—Superstitious men,
who blindly exposed themselves to death, like the ignorant

East Indians, thousands of whom prostrate themselves before

the idol Juggernauth, and hundreds of whom devote them-
selves to be crushed by the wheels of the machine that car-

ries the colossal image of their idol. But no religion, be-

sides the Christian, was ever confirmed by the blood of an
infinite number of sensible understanding martyrs, who vo-
luntarily suffered death in defence of what they had seen

;

who from vicious and profligate persons, became exemplary
for the sanctity of their lives, upon the confidence they had
in their Master; and who at length, being dispersed through-
out the world, by their death gained proselytes ; and making

Vol. I.

Dwight's System of Theology, p. 55.
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their blood the seed of the church, cheerfully suffered mar-
tyrdom, having certain assurance of being crowned after their

death : a certain assurance which they derived from what
they themselves had formerly seen.

We find other religions, which pretend to be confirmed

and authorized by several signs and extraordinary events

from heaven. Thus, the Romans used to attribute to their

religion all the advantages they obtained over other nations

;

and the Mohammedans pretend that the great successes, which
God was pleased to give their prophet, were so many cer-

tain and undeniable marks of the truth of their religion. But
to pretend that temporal prosperity is a certain character of

a true religion, or adversity that of a false one, is to suppose

that the most profligate wretches, provided they are happy
in this world, are the greatest favourites of God. But certainly

it is not prosperity or adversity simply considered, but pros-

perity or adversity as foretold by God or his prophets that is

a certain character of true religion : and when we affirm that

several extraordinary events bear witness to the truth of

Christianity, we mean only those events which had been
foretold by the prophets ; as, for instance, the calling of the

Gentiles, the destruction of Jerusalem, and the establishment

of the Christian church. Finally, there may be several re-

ligions that may deceive, but it is only the Christian religion

that can truly satisfy mankind. There are some religions

grounded upon fabulous miracles, and confirmed by witnesses

easily convicted of imposture; but it is only the Christian

religion that is firmly and solidly established upon true mira-

cles^and valid testimonies. It appears, then, that no religion

in the world has such extraordinary qualifications as the

Christian religion ; of which it must also be affirmed, that it

is free from all such defects as are incident to other religions.

No deep research, no great sagacity or penetration of mind,

is necessary to discover this truth ; for it is manifest that the

Christian religion is not designed for the satisfaction of the

carnal and worldly appetites of men, like that of the Jews,

who aspired only after temporal prosperity and worldly pomp :

nor is it a monstrous medley, like that of the ancient Sama-
ritans, made up of a ridiculous mixture of the pagan and Jew-
ish religion : nor has it any of the faults or extravagant super-

stitions of the pagan religion. But as it would extend this

chapter (already perhaps too long) to a disproportionate

length, were we to oppose it particularly to all the errors of

other religions, we snail confine our comparison to showing

the advantages possessed by the Christian religion over ail

the rest, in the following respects :

—

I. In its Perfection.

Other religions, as being principally of human invention and

institution, were formed by degrees from the different imagina-

tions of several persons, who successively made such additions

or alterations as they thought convenient. The Greeks, for ex-

ample, added several things to that religion which they received

from the Egyptians ; and the Romans to that which they had re-

ceived from the Greeks. Menander improved upon the senseless

impieties of Simon Magus; and Saturninus and Basilides added

to those of Menander.2 And the reason is, because men are never

weary of inventing, nor the people of believing, novelties. But

it is not so with the Christian religion, which was wholly deli-

vered by Christ, is entirely contained in every one of the Gospels,

and even in each epistle of the apostles. Whatever alterations

men have thought fit to make in the doctrine which Christ brought

into the world only corrupted its purity and spirituality, as ap-

pears by the great disproportion there is between the apostolical

doctrine and the ordinary speculations of men.

II. In its Openness.

Other religions durst not show themselves openly in full light,

and therefore were veiled over with a mysterious silence and af-

fected darkness. Some of the Gnostics chose the night to cover

the impurity of their abominable mysteries. And the Romans

exposed themselves to the satirical raillery of their poets, by being

so careful to conceal the worship they paid to their goddess Bona.

Julian and PorphyTy exerted all their talents, either to set off

the ridiculous and offensive ceremonies of paganism, or to palliate

their superstition, by several various explanations of it ; as when

they positively affirmed, that they worshipped one only supremo

God, though they acknowledged at the same time other subordi-

nate deities depending one upon another; and when they endea-

voured to justify the worship they paid to their idols, by using

many subtle and nice distinctions. It is certain that there is a

i See an account ofthese false teachersof Ouistianity, in Dr.Lardner'B

History of Heretics.
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principle of pride in the hearts of men, which is the reason why
tin- v cannot endure to be accused of entertaining any absurd and

extravagant opinions; so that whenever th,ir passions have made
tin in embrace a religion which sci ms not very reasonable, they

employ ail their ingenuity to make it at least nppear consonant

to reason. Hut the Christian religion requires no veil to cover

it, no mysterious silence, do dark dissimulation, or close disguise,

although it proposes such kinds of objects to us as are vastly con-

trary to all our prejudices and received opinions. The apostles

freely confess that the preaching of the Gospel is, as it were, an

apparent folly; but yet they assure us that God was resolved to

Save the world by that seeming folly. They knew that the death

of Christ became a scandal to the Jew, and a folly to the Greek

;

yet they publicly declared, that they were determined not to know
any thing save Jesus Christ and him crucified. And how comes

it then that they did not in the leasl degree extenuate, or endea-

vour to soften the sense of that seeming paradox (so far were

(hey from concealing it), but were strongly and fully persuaded

of the truth of that adorable mystery, and the abundance of their

Understanding served only to make them more fully comprehend

the efficacy of the cross !

III. In its Adaptation to every existing state, constitution,

and to tin- capacities of all men.

If we were strictly to consider some religions, we should find

thai they were at first, for the most part, instituted either by poets

or philosophers ; and that they generally sprang from the sportive

conceits or witty speculations of the understanding; which is the

reason why they were not so universally approved. The phi-

losophers always derided the religion of the vulgar; and the vul-

var understood nothing of the religion of the philosophers. So-

crates ridiculed the religion of the Athenians; and the Athenians

ari used Socrates of impiety and atheism, and condemned him to

death. The Christian religion alone is approved both by the

philosophers and also by the vulgar people, as neither depending

upon the ignorance of the latter, nor proceeding from the learning

of the former. It has a itiiiru- efficacy and agreeable /tower,

euitable tfl all hearts: it is adapted to all climates, and to every

existing state-constitution, and is suited to all classes of the human
intellect, and to every variety of human character

1. The Christian religion is adapted to harmonize with every

existing state-constitution. It has, indeed, nothing immediately

to do with political affairs* It fashions every individual, and
produces in him that knowledge and those dispositions and feel-

ings, which enable him to live contented in any place, and be-

come a useful citizen under every kind of civil constitution, and

a faithful subject of every government. It does not, according to

the principles of its Author, erect one state within another; nor

does it in any case disturb the public tranquillity (for loyalty and
trur piety are never disunited), nor can the interest of the church

ever conn- in collision with that of the government < hi the

other hand, that state, whose citizens should really lie farmed
a greeebly to the principles of Christianity, would unquestionably

be tin- happiest and must flourishing. Its rulers would have tin'

most faithful, obedient, and active subjects; and the slate itself

would be distinguished for an order, which would need no power

or constraint lor its preservation. The arls and sciences would

flourish then 1

, without being abused and made tin' means of poi-

soning the morals of the people: life also would there beenjoyed
in the most agreeable and tranquil manner, and all properly and

rights wan I Id he perfectly secured. ,\ 1 1
stale won Id he more tirinly

connected together, and consequently more terrible and invinci-

ble III its III.MM
2. Further, the Christian religion is adapted to every class of

the human intellect ! it is level to the capacity of tbi- most simple

and ignorant, though infinitely raised above the philosophy of

the wise: it is sublime without being nicely speculative, ml
simple without being mean; iii its sublimity preserving its clear-

. ami in ii simplicity preserving its dignity. In a word,

there is nothing so treat HOT BO inciHi !'!• treble in human society,

but what may sunn way fall under Its Consideration, and It Is

equally approved of and admired by nil. It is, moreover, most

Wonderfully adapted t" those habit-, and sentiments, win. h spring

up in the advancement of knowledge and refinement, and which

seem destined to continue for ages, as the-, have done for the I it

three centuries, ami to spread themselves inure ami mm.' widely

over the human ra.-e. Sim'.' tin- introduction of tin- Christian

religion, "human nature has made ureal progress, and

srienced great and in this advanced condition of the

l R. ihS'i ''. I'! "i I Hi. I'.iiiiI.'I .,| (line ;, Hv |.|. '.'tl.'JU V '. i

1831.

world, Christianity, instead of losing its application and importance,
is found to be more and more congenial and adapted to man's
nature and wants. Men have outgrown the other institutions of

that period when Christianity appeared, its philosophy, its modes
of warfare, its policy, its public and private economy ; but Chris-

tianity has never shrunk as intellect has opened, but has always
kept in advance of men's faculties, and unfolded nobler views in

proportion as they have ascended. The highest powers and af-

fections, which our nature has developed, find more than adequate
objects in this religion. Christianity is indeed peculiarly fitted

to the more improved stages of society, to the more delicate sen-

sibilities of refined minds, and especially to that dissatisfaction

with the present state, which always grows with the growth of

our moral powers and affections. As men advance in civiliza-

tion, they become susceptible of mental sufferings, to which ruder

ages are strangers; and these Christianity is fitted to assuage.

Imagination and intellect become more restless ; and Christianity

brings them tranquillity by the eternal and magnificent truths,

the solemn and unbounded prospects which it unfolds. This fit-

ness of our religion to more advanced stages of society than that

in which it was introduced, to wants of human nature not then

developed, seems to me very striking. The religion l>ears the

marks of having come from a Being who perfectly understood

the human mind, and had power to provide for its progress. This
feature of Christianity is of the nature of prophecy. It was an
anticipation of future and distant ages ; and when we consider

among whom our religion sprung, where, but in God, can we find

an explanation of this peculiarity ?"2

IV. In the Spirituality of its Worship.

Other religions brought men from spiritual objects to those

which were corporeal and earthly : the Christian religion brings

them from the objects of sense to those of the understanding.

We all know that when the heathens deified men, or worshipped
a deity under a human shape, they were so far from paying to

that deity a worship due to a spiritual nature, that their adora-

tion consisted in several games, shows, and divers exercises of

the body. The Jews and Samaritans, by their eager disputes

whether God was to be worshipped in Jerusalem or on mount
Gerazim, extinguished charity, the true spirit of religion, in their

violent defences of the external part of it. Nay, the prophets

complained formerly that the Jews made a true feat to consist in

bowing down their heads as a bulrush, sral putting on sackcloth

and ashes. 1 And the Holy Scripture observes, that the priests

of Baal were wont to cut themselves with knives and lances

when they sacrificed to him, as if there were no other way to

make their god hear their prayers, hut by inflicting such punish-

ments on their own bodies. 4 The modern Jews cannot he per-

suaded that we have been called to the knowledge of the true

God (though they find we all profess to put our trust and confi-

dence in him), because they perceive not that we use any cor-

poreal ceremonies, And the Mohammedans, more irrengious

than superstitious, make their religion and its happiness depend

chietlv mi their senses. When they worship, they turn them-

selves towards \liii' s the .lews turned towards Jerusalem,

and earnestly desire of (jod that he would gratify their senses;

and though they have a sort of religious respect tor the letters

that compose she name of God, and the paper on which it is

written. yet tiny are enjoined t.. Oppress men that bear the imago

of God, by then religion, which breathes nothing but violence,

fury, and oppression.

The reason why men thus usually refer every thing to their

senses, is, because a worship that is corporeal and sensual i

nn.re easy ; it is much easier for a man to take the sun for a Qod,
than to he continually occupied in seeking alter a God that is in-

visible : lo solemnize games and festivals in honour ol a pre-

tended deity, than to renounce himself for the s,,k.' ..t a true one:

it is mncfa easier for him to last, than to I enounce Ills Mr.
.

lo

sing spiritual songs, or bow t.. il aim i,than forgive bis enemies.

It appears, linn, that the Christian religion In I I

\. -cl-

ient character, as it gives us for tin- object of our worship, i. i

Qod under a human shape, but a God, that is a spirit,

teaches us to I air him, not with a carnal, but with a Spiritual

worship; and this Christ himself has very elegant]] told ns in

il.. , wools. Qod it a tpirtt, unit they thai worihip him mini

wtrihip Mm in spirit and in truth. (John iv. " l. \\ ho could

till his mind with such elevated notions ' And how coiiusitlb.il

in o excellently sets down in that short precenl the genius of

true r. ligion, of which men before m << whouj Ignorant
'

'

> iii w i. ii, mn ' D - ' "I- "
'
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V. In its Opposition to the Spirit of the World.

It may be said of all other religions, without exception, that

they induce us to look after the pleasures and profits of the world

in the worship of God ; whereas the Christian religion makes

us glorify God by renouncing the world. Thus the heathens,

designing rather to please themselves than their deities, intro-

duced into religion whatever could in any way flatter and divert

them : and the Mohammedan religion, not being encumbered

with many ceremonies, at least affixes temporal advantages to

the practice of its worship ; as if the pleasures of the world

were to be the future reward of religion : but certainly both of

them are much mistaken : for the heathens should have known
that the worship of God consisted not in diverting and pleasing

themselves ; and the Mohammedans should not have been igno-

rant, that since temporal and worldly advantages were insuffi-

cient in themselves to satisfy the boundless desires of the human
heart, they could not come in competition with those benefits

which true religion had peculiarly designed for him. But both

these followed the motions of self-love, which being naturally

held in suspense between the world and religion, imagines that

nothing can be more pleasant than to unite them both, thinking

thereby to reconcile its inclination and duty, consecrate its plea-

sures, and put no difference between conscience and interest.

But the first rule of true religion teaches us, that that mutual

agreement is impossible ; or, to use its own words, that Christ

and Belial are incompatible one with the other ; that we must

either glorify God at the expense of worldly pleasures, or pos-

sess the advantages of the world with the loss of our religion :

and this certainly shows the Christian religion to have a divine

character.

VI. In its Humiliation of Man and Exaltation of the
Deity.

Other false religions debase the Deity and exalt man : whereas

the Christian religion humbles man. and exalts the Deity. The
Egyptians, a nation that boasted so much of their antiquity, made
monsters of their deities ; and the Romans made deities of their

emperors, who were rather monsters than men : the most famous
philosophers were not ashamed to rank their deities below them-

selves, and themselves even before Jupiter; but the Christian re-

ligion teaches us that we owe all to God, who owes nothing at

all to us. It humbles us by the consideration of that infinite dis-

tance which there is between God and us : it shows that we are

miserable despicable creatures in comparison of God, who is a

Supreme Being, and who alone is worthy of our love and adora-

tion. Who then can but admire so excellent a religion 1

VII. In its Restoration of Order to the World.
Other religions made us depend upon those beings which were

given us to command, and pretend a power over that Supreme
Being upon whom we ought only to depend. They taught men
to burn incense to the meanest creatures, and impudently to equal

themselves to the universal monarch of the world. It is indeed

no wonder that men should be so impious, as to desire to be-

come gods, since they were so base as to forget that they were
men ; and yet how ill their pride became them when they dis-

dained not to submit to four-footed beasts, to the fowls of the air,

and to the creeping animals and plants of the earth, as St. Paul
reproaches them ; and how basely superstitious were they, in that

they were not content to deify themselves, but would also deify

their own vices and imperfections ! But the Christian religion

alone restores that equitable order which ought to be established

in the world, by submitting every thing to the power of man,
that he might submit himself to the will of God. And what can
be the duty of true religion, but to restore such just and becoming
order in the world ?

VIII. In its Tendency to eradicate all evil Passions
from the Heart.

We need no deep research into other religions to find that they
chiefly tend to flatter the corrupt desires of men, and efface those
principles of justice and uprightness which God has imprinted on
their minds. But he that shall truly consider the Christian reli-

gion will certainly find that it tends to the eradication of those
corrupt desires out of our hearts, and restoring those bright cha-
racters of honesty and justice imprinted on our minds by the
hand of God. The heathens flattered their passions to such a
degree, as to erect altars in honour of them ; and Mohammed was
so well pleased with temporal prosperity, that he made it the end
and reward of his religion. The Gnostics imagined, that when
they had arrived at a certain degree of knowledge, which they
called a state of perfection, they might commit all sorts of actions

without any scruple of conscience ; and that sin, which polluted

others, would be sanctified in them. But what blindness ! what
impiety was this ! How admirable is the Christian religion,

which alone among all others shows us our own wickedness and
corruption, and heals it with such remedies as are as wholesome
to the soul as unpleasing to the body.

IX. In its Contrariety to the covetousness and ambition
of mankind.

It is, moreover, worthy of remark, that other religions are con-

trary to policy, either in favouring or restraining too much human
weakness and corruption upon the account of policy ; whereas

the Christian religion preserves its rights and privileges inviola-

ble, independent of either. The pagan religion was against

policy in giving too much to human weakness and corruption.

It would have been much better for the good and welfare of the

state, if men had framed to themselves a greater idea of the holi-

ness of their gods ; because they would have been less licentious

and more submissive to the civil laws : whereas they were en-

couraged by the example of their deities to violate the most
sacred and inviolable rights. Mohammed, desirous to avoid this

irregularity, retained the notion of a true God ; but then, being

willing also to flatter men's inclinations in order to draw them to

his side, he confusedly mixed with that idea the carnal and gross

notions which the heathens had entertained of paradise, borrow-

ing from Christianity such objects as must necessarily mortify our
passions, and assuming those from paganism which serve to flatter

our bad inclinations. But the Christian religion keeps no such

measures either with policy or corruption. Policy complains that

the doctrine of Christ necessarily softens men's courage ; and that

instead of encouraging them to enlist themselves soldiers for the

welfare and preservation of the state, it rather makes them lambs,

who can hardly be exasperated against their enemies, whom they

must continually pray for, and are obliged to love as themselves.

And human frailty and corruption murmurs to see itself impugn-
ed by the Christian religion, even in the dispositions and nmst

secret recesses of the soul; and that the veil of hypocrisy, and
the pious pretences and dissimulations of the soul under which
it ought to lie secure, are ineffectual against it. Who, then, but

God, can be the author of a religion so equally contrary both to

the covetous desires of the mean, and the ambition of the great,

and so equally averse both to policy and corruption ^

X. In its Restoration of the Divine Imace to Man.

Other religions would have God bear the image of man, and
so necessarily represent the Deity as weak, miserable, and infected

with all manner of vices, as men are. Whereas the Christian

religion teaches us that man ought to bear the image of God

;

which is a motive to induce us to become perfect, as we conceive

God himself to be holy and perfect. That religion, then, which
restores to God his glory, and the image of God to man, must
necessarily be of divine authority.

XI. In its mighty Effects.

False religions were the irregular confused productions of the

politest and ablest men of those times : whereas the Christian

religion is a wonderful composition, which seems wholly to pro-

ceed from the most simple and ignorant sort of people ; and, at

the same time, it is such as evinces that it must have for its prin-

ciple the God of holiness and love. They, who habitually apply

the Christian religion in their tempers and lives, and who imbibe

its spirit and hopes, have an evidence of its superiority, still more
internal than any which has hitherto been mentioned ;—an evi-

dence which is to be ff.lt rather than described, but which is not

less real because it is founded on feeling. We refer to that con-

viction of the divine original of the Christian religion, which
springs up and continually gains strength in their hearts. " In

such men there is a consciousness of the adaptation of Christi-

anity to their noblest faculties ; a consciousness of its exalting

and consoling influences, of its power to confer the true happiness

of human nature, to give that peace which the world cannot

give ; which assures them that it is not of earthly origin, but a

ray from the everlasting light, a stream from the fountain of

heavenly wisdom and love. This is the evidence which sustains

the faith of thousands, who never read and cannot understand

the learned books of Christian apologists ; who want, perhaps,

words to explain the ground of their belief, but whose faith is of

adamantine firmness ; who hold the Gospel with a conviction

more intimate and unwavering, than mere argument can pro-

duce." 1

And now let us put together all these characters, and ask
the opposers of revelation, whether they can be so extrava-

gant as to ascribe to an impostor a religion so perfect in its

> Dr- Channing's Discourse on the Evidences of revealed Religion, p. 44.
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anginal, that nothing could ever since be superadded to it,

but what necessarily lessens its perfection; a religion that

proposes its mysteries with such authority and boldness;

that brings men from sensual objects to spiritual ones ; that

extirpates corruption ; that restores the principles of right-

eousness and uprightness which wire imprinted in our souls;

that teaches us toglorifv Cod without any regard to self-love

or pleasure; to exalt God and humble ourselves ; to submit
ourselves to his will, who is above us all, and to raise our-

si Ives above those beings which be has put in subjection

under us; a religion that is contrary to policy, and yet more
averse to corruption; that astonishes our reason, and yet

gives us the peace of a good conscience; and, in a word, is

as delightful to the one as it is comfortable to the other 1

If the Christian religion, then, has all these qualifications,

as it certainly has, we cannot doubt but that it is directly, as

to these qualifications, opposite to all other religions. And if

it be thus opposite to all other religions, it must necessarily

have a principle opposite to them : so that, as all other re-

ligions peculiarly belong to the flesh, the Christian wholly
appertains to the spirit; and as the former arc the products

of the cormpt desires and imaginations of men, so the loiter

mu I hare for its principle the God of holiness and purity.'

The preceding considerations will derive additional force

if we contrast the advantages which infidelity and Christian-

ity respectively afford to those who embrace them.
"Let it be supposed, then, that the deist is right, and thai

Christianity is a delusion ; what does the former gain 1 In

what respects has he the advantage 1—Is the deist happier

than the Christian ? No.—Is he mare useful in society ? No.
—Can he meet the sorrows of life with morefortitude ? No.

—

Can he look into futurity with more composure? No. His
highest bliss arises from base lusts; his conscience is his

daily tormentor ; his social circle is a wildenu ss overgrown
with thorns; his life is perfect madness; and of bis death it

may be said, that he dieth as a fool dieth. Hut the Christian

is nappy in himself, or rather in his Saviour; he is useful in

his day ; amid all the tumults and anxieties incident to mor-
tality, he enjoys a peace which the world can neither give

nor take away; his mind is supported under all the sorrows

and afflictions of life ; and, in that awful moment, when the

great problem is about to be solved,—of annihilation or

eternity.—he looks forward to futurity with holy tranquillity.

.// least, he is as safe in his death as any of the children of

inen.-

On the other hand, let it be supposed that the antagonist

of revelation is wrong, and that Christianity is true (and

true// will be found), what advantage has the Christian

more than the infidel,—the believer than the unbeliever 1 or

what does it profit us to be Christ's peculiar people] Much
every way. For if our happiness in a future state, as is

highly probable, shall increase in proportion to what o.

.

know, believe, and practise of our duty, upon a principle of

obedience to the will of God, in the present life; the conse-

quence is indisputable, that the more we know, believe, and

practise of our duty here, so much the more pure and exalted

will be our joys in the eternal mansions nl bliss hereafter.

This, then, is the Christian's boasting, and this our serious

triumph, that the Holy Scriptures have made us fully ac-

quainted with all the various relations in which we stand to

the Divine Nature, as our ( 'reator. Preserver, Redeemer, and
constant assistant in our progress towards perfection ; that

our whole duty is laid open to our view, and that we never

can be ignorant of what is the good and a rotable will of

our Sovereign Lord; that we have the strongest motives of

gratitude and inti n I
to animate us to live up to the law of

our being; and that WB are filled with the nfortable as-

surance, that our merciful God ami Father will receive our

sincere, though imperfect, > ndeavoure to serve and please

him, in and through the dl nth and mediation of Ins Son .1. -

BUS Christ. The lust Christian must /» tin but, anil ContC-

quently, upon thi whole, will be tin happiest man. Let it not,

then fore, be imagined, as is too often the case, that God ar-

bitrarily assigns to Christians a higher degree of happiness

than to others, without having a properTegard to their moral

agency, and that this is the doctrine of the Gospel. On the
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contrary, the faith of sincere Christians is always directed

to the right and best object, their piety is of, the noblest kind,

and their virtues the most pure and extensive : to be uni-

formly engaged in an upright, benevolent, and religious

course of action is t In- solemn vow and profession of Chris-

tians. In a word, the deist, by wilfully rejecting all moral

evidence, forfeits all things, and gains nothing; while THE
Christian hazards nothi.no, and gains all things.

SECTION VI.

INABILITY TO ANSWER ALL OBJECTIONS NO JUST CAUSE FOR RE-
JKiTINn THE SCRIPTURES. UNBELIEVERS IN U1V1NE REVC-
LATh N MORE CREDULOUS THAN CHRISTIANS.'

Ai.i, the objections, which can with any colour or preieine

be alleged againstthe Scriptures, have at different times been
i I i lend and ausv. eied by men of great learning and judg-
ment, the result of whose inquiries we have attempted to

i eiiii.itein the present volume ; and several objections,

particularly those relative to the Mosaic history of the crea-

tion and of the deluge,have been demonstrated to be ground*
less ami frivolous. Hut even though all the difficulties, that

arc alleged to exist in the Sacred Writings, could not be ac-

counted for, vet this would be no just or sufficient cause why
wc should rejeet the Scriptures: because objections for the
most part an- impertinent to the purpose for which they were
designed, and do not at all affect the evidence which is

brought in proof of the Scriptures; and if they were perti-

nent, yet unless they could confute that evidence, they ought
not to determine us against them.
He that, with an honest and sincere desire to find out the

truth or falsehood of a revelation, inquires into it, should first

consider impartially what can be alleged for it, and afterwards

consider the objections raised against it, that so he may com-
pare the arguments in proof of it, and the objections together,

and determine himself on that side which appears to have
nest reason for it. But to insist upon particular objections,

collected out of difficult places of Scripture, without attend-

ing to the main grounds and motives, which induce a belief

of the truth of the Scriptures, is a very fallacious mode of ar-

guing : because it is not in the least improbable, that there

may he a true revelation, which may have great difficulties

in it. lint if sufficient evidence be produced to convince us

that the Scriptures are indeed the word of God, and there he

no proof on the contrary t" invalidate that evidence, then all

the objections besides, that can be raised, are but objections,

and mi /mire" For if those arguments, by which our reli-

gion appears to be true, remain still in their full force, not-

withstanding the objections, and if no positive and direct

pr.of he brought that they are insufficient, we ought not to

reject those arguments and the conclusions deduced from

them on account of the objections, but to reject the objec-

tions lor tin- sake of those arguments; because, if those can-

not be disproved, all the objections which can be conceived

must proceed from some mistake. For when a person is

once assured of the truth of a thing, by direct and positive

proof, he has the same assurance, that all objections against

it must he vain and false, which be has that such a thing is

true; because every thing must he false which is opposite to

truth, and nothing bul that which takes oil' the argi uts, by

which unv thing Ts proved tola- true, can ever prove it false;

but all objections must be false themselves, or irrelevant to

lli.- purpi B6 for Which they are alleged, if the evidenee for

the truth of that, against which they are brought, cannol he

disprovi d, that is, if the thing against w bleb tin v an brought

he true.

To illustrate these observations by a few examples:—if

a man pn-duee never so many inconsistencies, as he thinks, in

the Scriptures, yet unless be be as wall assured, at bast, that

these which he calls inconBistenoiee, cannot he in any book

of diviic- revelation, as he maybe that the Scriptures are ol

divine revelation, he cannot in reason reject their authority.

And to be assured of this, it must be considered, what is iu-

eonsisiint with the evidence whereby the authority of the
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.Scriptures is proved to us ; for whatever is not inconsistent

with this evidence, cannot be irtconsistent with their autho-

rity. In like manner, if a man should frame never so many
objections against the opinion commonly received, that

CiEsar himself wrote the Commentaries which pass under his

name, and not Julius Celsus or any other author ; unless he

can overthrow the evidence by which Cfesar appears to be

the author of them, all his objections will never amount to a

proof that he was not the author. If Archimedes or Euclid

had used improper language or solecisms, would their demon-
strations have had the less weight with those by whom they

had been understood'! Or if they had subjoined an histori-

cal account of the discovery and progress of the mathema-
tics, and had made mistakes in the historical part, would the

demonstrative part have been the less demonstrative ? And
does not that man make himself ridiculous who, with Epicurus

and Hobbes, pretends by reason to overthrow mathematical

axioms and theorems which he cannot understand 1 Upon
the same grounds, if the substance of what the sacred wri-

ters deliver be true, it will nevertheless be truth, though the

expression were not always proper, and the circumstances of

time and place in things less material had been mistaken,

and many things should be written which are hard to be un-

derstood.

It is very possible for God to reveal things which we may
not be able to comprehend ; and to enact laws, especially con-

cerning the rites and ceremonies enjoined to a people so

many ages past, the reasons of which we may not be able

fully to understand ; and it is very possible likewise, that

there may be great difficulties in chronology, and that the

text may in divers places have a different reading : and though

all these things have been cleared to the satisfaction of rea-

sonable men by several expositors, yet let us suppose at pre-

sent, to gratify these objectors (and this will gratify them,

if any thing can do it), that the laws are utterly unaccount-

able, that the difficulties in chronology are no way to be ad-

justed, that the various readings are by no means to be re-

conciled ; yet what does all this prove 1 That Moses wrought
no miracles 1 That the children of Israel and the Egyptians
were not witnesses to them % That what the prophets fore-

told did not come to pass t That our Saviour never rose from
the dead, and that the Holy Spirit did not descend upon the

apostles ? Or that any thing is contained in the Scriptures

repugnant to the divine attributes, or to the natural notions

of good and evil 1 Does it prove any thing of all this ? Or
can it be pretended to prove it ? If it cannot (and nothing is

more plain than that it cannot), then all the evidence pro-

duced in proof of the authority of the Scriptures stands firm,

notwithstanding all that either has been or can be said con-

cerning the obscurity, and inconsistency, and uncertainty of

the text of the Scriptures. And the next inquiry naturally

will be, not how the Scriptures can be from God, if these

things be to be found in them (for it is already proved that

they are from God, and therefore they must from henceforth

be taken for granted, till it can be disproved), but the only

inquiry will be, how these passages are to be explained or

reconciled with other places.

For let us consider this way of reasoning, which is made
use of to disprove the truth and authority of the Scriptures

in other things, and try whether we are wont to reason thus

in any case but that of religion, and whether we should not

be ashamed of this way of arguing in any other case. How
little is it that we thoroughly understand in natural things,

and yet how seldom do we doubt of the truth and reality of

them because we may puzzle and perplex ourselves in the

explication of them ! For instance, we discern the light and
feel the warmth and heat of the sun, and have the experience

of the constant returns of day and night, and of the several

seasons of the year ; and no man doubts but that all this is

effected by the approach or withdrawing of the sun's influ-

ence : but whoever will go about to explain all this, and to

give a particular account of it, will find it a very hard task

;

and such objections have been urged against every hypothe-
sis in some point or other, as perhaps no man is able fully

to answer. But does any man doubt, whether there be such
a thing as light and heat, as day and night, though he can-
not be satisfied whether the sun or the earth move ? Or do
men doubt, whether they can see or not, till they can demon-
strate how vision is made 1 And must none be allowed to

see but mathematicians 1 Or do men refuse to eat, till they
are satisfied how and after what manner they are nourished 1

Yet, if we must be swayed by objections, which do notcome
up to the main point, nor affect the truth and reality of things,

but only fill our minds with scruples and difficulties about
them, we must believe nothing which we do not fully com-
prehend in every part and circumstance of it. For whatever
we are ignorant of concerning it, that may, it seems, be ob-
jected against the thing itself, and may be a just reason why
we should doubt of it. We must take care that we be not
too confident that we move, before we can give an exact ac-
count of the cause and laws of motion, which the greatest

philosophers have not been able to do ; we must not presume
to eat till we can tell how digestion and nourishment are car-

ried on. In short, this would lead us into all the extrava-

gancies of scepticism ; for upon these principles it was, that

some have doubted whether snow be white, or honey sweet,
or any thing else be of the same colour or taste of which it

appears to be, because they could amuse themselves with
difficulties, and they were too much philosophers to assent

to any thing that they did not understand, though it were con-

firmed by the sense and experience of all mankind. They
were rational men, and it was below them to believe their

senses, unless their reason were convinced, and that was too

acute to be convinced, so long as any difficulty that could be
started remained unanswered. And thus, under the pretence
of reason and philosophy, they exposed themselves to the
scorn and derision of all who had but the common sense of

men, without the art and subtilty of imposing upon them-
selves and others.

And it is the same thing, in effect, as to matters of reli-

gion. The Scriptures come down to us corroborated by all

the ways of confirmation that the authority of any revelation

at this distance of time could be expected to have, if it really

were what we believe the Scriptures to be. Why then do
some men doubt whether they be authentic 1 Can they dis-

prove the arguments which are brought in defence of them f

Can they produce any other revelation more authentic'! Or
is it more reasonable to believe that God should not reveal

himself to mankind than that this revelation should be his'!

No, this is not the'ease ; but there are several things to be
found in the Scriptures, which they think would not be
in them, if they were of divine revelation. But a wise man
will never disbelieve a thing for any objections made against

it, which do not reach the point nor touch those arguments
by which it is proved to him. It is not inconsistent that that

may be most true which may have many exceptions framed
against it ; but it is absurd to reject that as incredible, which
comes recommended to our belief by such evidence as can-

not be disproved. Till this be done, all which can be said

besides only shows, that there are difficulties in the Scrip-

tures, which was never denied by those who most firmly and
steadfastly believe them.

But difficulties can never alter the nature of things, and
make that which is true to become false. There is no science

without its difficulties, and it is not pretended that theology
is without them. There are many great and inexplicable

difficulties in the mathematics ; but shall we, therefore, reject

this as a science of no value or certainty, and believe no de-

monstration in Euclid to be true unless we could square the

circle? And yet this is every whit as reasonable as it is not

to acknowledge the truth of the Scripture, unless we could
explain all the visions in Ezekiel, and the revelations of St.

John. We must believe nothing and know nothing, if we
must disbelieve and reject every thing which is liable to dif-

ficulties. We must not believe that we have a soul, unless

we can give an account of all its operations ; nor that we
have a body, unless we can tell all the parts and motions,
and the whole frame and composition of it. We must not

believe our senses, till there is nothing relating to sensation

but what we perfectly understand ; nor that there are any
objects in the world, till we know the exact manner how we
perceive them, and can solve all objections that may be
raised concerning them. And if a man can be incredulous

to this degree, it cannot be expected that he should believe

the Scriptures : but till he is come to this height of folly and
stupidity, if he will be consistent with himself, and true to

those principles of reason from which he argues in all other

cases, he cannot reject the authority of the Scriptures on ac-

count of any difficulties that he finds in them, while the argu-

ments by which they are proved to be of divine authority

remain unanswered. And all the objections, which can be
invented against the Scriptures, cannot seem nearly so ab-

surd to a considering man, as the supposition that God
should not at all reveal himself to mankind ; or that the

heathen oracles, or the Koran of Mohammed, should be of

divine revelation.
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Nothing is more frequent, than the charge of superstition

and credulity, which is brought by modern unbelievers

against Christians, for giving assent to moral evidence of

Buch force as to amount to a moral demonstration. Yet the

fact is. that the charge of credulity attaches with ananswer-
force to these very n lectors of divine revelation. For

they admit, that a few illiterate Jews, devoted to external

circumstances and to a national religion, conquered their

Frejudices, ami published an universal religion, which was
res from the- numerous rites and ceremonies of their nation;

that they taught religious and moral doctrines, surpassing

the wisdom of the highest heathens—suhdued the power and
policy of the .lews and Gentiles—speedily propagated their

tenets among many nations—and conquered the pride of
learning, without divine assistance. The opposers of reve-

lation admit, that many persons united in propagating a for-

y, which produced them no advantage; ami that not one
oftnem was induced, either by promises or by threats, to betray
a plot or to disown a n stimonj which exposed them to in-

conveniences. \ man may endure i/icnnri uitnees for his
country to obtain wealth or power for himself, or in defence
of a false religion which lie believes to be true; but unbe-
lievers cannot point out a single individual who exposed
himself to insult, imprisonment, tortures, or death, which
produced none of those conveniences. According to the creed
which they profess, impostors wire attached to virtue, and
voluntarily endured every evil, in order to propagate opinions
that were beneficial to Society, but detrimental to themselves:
that bad men reformed the religion and manners of all na-
tions, or that good men attempted it by fraud and imposture.
They admit, that a few ii_r m>raiit fishermen were able to make
proselytes, iii opposition to power and prejudice, to eloquence
and learning: that crafty men chose lor their hero a crucified

malefactor, and Buffered every evil in order to establish the reli-

fion ofan impostor, who deluded them by false promises, if he

id not ri-e from the dead. It is much easier to believe the
I cts recorded in the .New Testament, than to suppose them
filse, and believe the absurd consequences that must follow
from such a (apposition. It is more credible that God should
work a miracle foi the establishment of a useful system of

religion, than that the first Christians should act against
every principle that is natural to men. It is as contrary to

nature that men should prefer shame, affliction, and death, to

esteem, comfort, and life, in support of a falsehood, as that

the dead should be raised, or ponderous bodies hang unsup-
ported in the air. All the mysteries of the Gospel shall be

clearly and satisfactorily explained, when the unbeliever can
(how, how these or any other things could have been accom-
plished without supernatural assistance. How little credit,

then, is due to these pretenders to wisdom, who are obliged

to admit things more incredible than those which they reject

or disbelieve! Though they affect to resemble the ancient

(ages in wisdom and g knees, set are they inferior to them
inhoth these respects. The wisest heathen sages acknow-
ledged then own ignorance and the imperfection of their

faculties; their pretended successors are self-sufficient, and
disclaim all asststat The former laboured to discover
arguments for the comfortable hope of a future stale; the

latter, to erase all apprehensions of it. The former paid
i deference to things accounted sacred; while the latter

turn every thing serious into |es! ami ridicule, and openly

advocate i lorality of every kind. The heathen philoso-

phers spared even falsi' religion for its political benefits;

while the modem unbelievers attack the Gospel, which is

not only capable of doing much good, but has also produced
the greatest bit md, social, and political, in every

nation that has embraced it.

Lastly, they who will not, by the arguments and proofs

already exhibited, be convino d of the truth and certainty of

the Christian religion, and be persuaded to make n the rale

and guide of all their actions, would nol be oonvinoed (so far

as to inihieiiee their practice and reform their Lives) nj anj

ither evidence whatever—not even though one should lis,

from the dead, on purpose to endeavour to convince them.

From what has been slated ill the preceding pages, it I

manifest ihal Ood has given us all the proofs of the truth

of our religion Ihal the nature of ih. time would hear, or

which it were reasonable either fort. . or men to

expect.
It is true, the resurrection of Christ, and buu othei might]

works, must be based not to be such ocular da nstra*

tions of the truth of his divine mission to after gen. t

u^ tin-} wire i-, those men who then lived, and .»«», and cun-

versted irith him. But since the matters of fact are as clearly
proved /" lit, as it is possible for matters of fact to be, he
thai will run the hazard of losing eternal happiness, and
falling into eternal misery, rather than believe the most ere

dihle thing in tin irinli/, merely because he does not see it

with bis eyes, it is plain be does not believe the thing for
want of evidence, but because it is contrary to some particular

met of his, which makes it his inn rest that it should not
be true. And for that reason also be might have disbelieved
it, though he had seen it biiusi It.

And that this is the real cause is most evident from the
lives and actions of most of those persons, w ho pretend want
of evidence to he the ground of their infidelity. Their lusts,

their appetites, their affections, are interested : they are lovers
of vice and debauchery, and slaves to evil habits and cus-
toms ; and therefori lie \ are not willing to discern the evi-

dence, which would compel them to believe that, which they
cannot believe with any comfort, so long as they resolve not
to part with their beloved vices. Their hearts and affections

are habitually fixed upon things here below; and therefore

they will not attend to the force of any argument, that would
raise their affections to things above. Tluv are enslaved to

the sensual pleasures and sinful enjoyments of earth ; and
therefore they will not hearken to any reasonable conviction,

which would persuade them to relinquish these present gra-

tifications, for the future and more spiritual joys of heaven.
The love of this present world has blinded their eyes ; and
therefore they receive nut Hit things of the Spirit of God ; for
they are ftmlfshness unto them; neither eon they kimir tlum,

hectiu.se theif an spirituali/i discerned, (1 Cor. ii. 1-1.) In a
wor.l. the true and only reason why men love darkness rather

than light Iff, because their dads art iril. (John iii. 19.)

So long, therefore, as men continue under the dominion
of their evil lusts and propensities, they will not be con-
vinced, though the evidence of religion were even much
Stronger than it actually is. It is true that many men, who
are now conscious and willing to acknowledge that they act

contrary to all the reasonable evidence of religion, arc inn r-

theless apt to imagine that if its great truths were proved to

them by some stronger evidence, they should by that means
be induced to act otherwise. If, however, the true reason

why these men act thus foolishly is, not because tie doc-

trines of religion are not sufficiently proved, hut lumun- they

themtchet an hurried away by sonu unruly passion, it is plain

they might continue to act as they do, though the evidence
of these things were greater than it is. They are willing to

imagine, that if they had seen our Saviour's iniraeh a tiny

would have embraced his doctrine; and if their affections

were not set upon this world, tiny would ilo the same ROW,
Hut if they love the pleasures of sin ROW, the case would
have been 'the same if liny had lived in our Saviour's time.

Others there are, who imagine that if a person was sent

to them from the other world, they would immediately be-

come new creatures. Hut if God should satisfy their unrea-

sonable desires, there is little room to doubt, but as they

hearkened not unto Moses, neither would they he ptrtsmded,

tlimigli inn rime from the thud. They might be terrified at

first, but as BOOB as the fright was over, it is by no means
impossible that their vicious habits would by degrees prevail

over them. Some there are, in our present age, who pretend

to be i viiiced of the being of spirits by the demonstration

of their own senses, and yel w e do nol observe that thej are

more remarkably eminent for exemplary piety than any other

g I men.
It is not, therefore, for want of evidence that men d.

In n the great truths of religion, but far irant of integrity,

ami of dt tiling impartially with themselves. Wherefore, if

they will judge truly of the n aeonableni ss of the Christi in

i. \, lation, it is neoeasar] that they become impartially will-

ing to embrace whatever shall appear to be agre. .Me to

reason, Without interesting their lusls hi the judgment; and

when tiny have pal themselvi into this frame of mind, lot

them try if thej can any longer reject the evidence of the

Gospel indi i d. men w bo an of this good disposition, could

not (nit give their assent to ihe doctrines of Christianity, on

II
., .urn of the intrinsic excellency of the things themsehi s,

tl gh the evidence was less than il is; nay, were there no

other evidence but the hare excellency of the troths of reli-

gion, yet even in this case it would he most agre, abb B
reason to live according to the rules of the GospeL

Hut this i t our case. God has afforded us, as the pre-

oedinj pages has. Uvgert ami particularh shown, many and

ei i tain prools of the truth and divine authority of the Scrip-
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tures; even as certain as any matter of fact is capable of.

And we now exhort men to believe—not that which is barely

possible and excellent, and probable, and of the utmost im-

portance in itself; but that, which they have all the positive

evidence, and all the reason in the world to oblige them to

believe.

To conclude :—No man of reason can pretend to say, but

that God may require us to take notice of some things at our

peril : to inr/uire into them, and to consider them thoroughly.

And the pretence of want of greater evidence will not excuse
carelessness or unreasonable prejudices, when God has vouch-
safed to us all that evidence which was either fit for him to

grant, or reasonable for men to desire ; or of which the nature

of the thing itself, that was to be proved, was capable.

CHAPTER VI.

RECAPITULATION OF THE EVIDENCES FOR THE TRUTH AND DIVINE AUTHORITY OF THE SCRIP-

TURES. MORAL QUALIFICATION FOR THE STCDT OF THE SACRED WRITINGS.

I. Necessity of a Divine Revelation proved.—II. The Genuineness and Authenticity of the Scriptures, considered simply as

Compositions, established.—III. As also their uncorrupted Preservation.—IV. And their Credibility.—V. Proofs that the

Scriptures -were -written by Men divinely inspired.—VI. The Scriptures a perfect Pule of Faith and Morals.—VII. Moral
Qualifications for the Study of the Scriptures, and in -what order they may be read to the greatest Advantage.

Such are the principal proofs, external and internal, for

the genuineness, authenticity, and inspiration of the Holy
Scriptures ; and when the whole are taken together, every

rational and candid inquirer must be convinced that we have
every possible evidence for their truth and divine authority,

which can be reasonably expected or desired.

I. No one, who believes that there is a God, and that He
is a Being of infinite power, wisdom, and knowledge, can
reasonably deny that He can, ii r.e thinks fit, make a revela-

tion of himself and of his will to men, in an extraordinary

way, different from the discoveries made by men themselves,
in the mere natural and ordinary use of their own powers.
And as the works of creation prove that He is a being of in-

finite power and goodness, so we may be assured that He
who has given us the power of communicating our ideas to

each other, cannot be at a loss for some proper method, by
which to make it apparent to his rational creatures, that it is

He who speaks to them. To admit the existence of a God
and to deny Him such a power, is a glaring contradiction.

Since it cannot reasonably be denied, that it is possible
for God to reveal His Will to mankind, let us, in the next
place, consider, which is most probable and agreeable to the

notions we have of Him, whether he shoulder should not

make such a revelation. Now, if any credit be due to the

general sense of mankind in every age, we shall scarcely
find one, that believed the existence of a God, who did not
likewise believe, that some kind of communication subsisted
between God and man. This was the foundation of all the

religious rites and ceremonies, which every nation pretended
to receive from their deities. Hence also the most celebrated

legislators of antiquity, as Zoroaster, Minos, Pythagoras,
Solon, Lycurgus, and others, all thought it necessary to pro-

fess some intercourse with heaven, in order to give the
greater sanction to their laws and institutions, notwithstand-
ing many of them were armed with secular power. And,
what gave birth and so much importance to the pretended
oracles, divinations, and auguries of ancient times, was the
conscious sense entertained by mankind, of their own igno-
rance, and of their need of a supernatural illumination, as
well as the persuasion that the gods had a perpetual inter-

course with men, and by various means gave them intelli-

gence of future things.

The probability and desirableness of a divine revelation fur-

ther appear from this circumstance, that some of the ancient
philosophers, particularly Socrates and Plato (though they did
not believe the pretences to revelation made by their priests),

yet confessed that they stood in need of a divine revelation,

to instruct them in matters which were of the utmost conse-
quence ; and expressed their strong expectation that such a
revelation would, at some future time, be vouchsafed, as
should dispel the cloud of darkness in which they were in-

volved.

From the preceding remarks and considerations, we are
authorized to infer, that a divine revelation is not only pro-
bable and desirable, but also absolutely necessary. In
fact, without such revelation, the history of past ages have
shown, that mere human reason cannot attain to any certain

knowledge of God or of his will, of happiness, or of a future
state. Contemplate the most polished nations of antiquity ;

and you will find them plunged in the grossest darkness and
barbarism on these subjects. Though the works of nature

sufficiently evidence a Deity, yet the world made so little use
of their reason, that they saw not God, where even by the im-
pressions of himself he was easy to be found. Ignorance
and superstition overspread the world ; the ancients conceived
the parts of nature to be animated by distinct principles, and,

in worshipping them, lost sight of the Supreme Being. The
number of deities continually increased ; the grossest and
most sanguinary idolatry prevailed ; human sacrifices were
universal ; the vilest obscenities were practised under the
name of religion ; and the heathen temples were commonly
places of prostitution, from which many of them derived a

considerable revenue. All men, indeed, under pain of dis-

pleasing the gods, frequented the temples, and offered sacri-

fices : but the priests made it not their business to teach

them virtue. So long as the people were punctual in their

attendance on the religious ceremonies of their country, the

priests assured them that the gods were propitious, and they

looked no further. It cannot, therefore, excite surprise, that

religion was every where distinguished from, and preferred

to, virtue; and that a contrary course of thinking and acting

proved fatal to the individual who professed it.

If we advert to the doctrines and practices inculcated by
the ancient philosophers, who professed to teach the know-
ledge of virtue, we shall find the light of reason enveloped in

equal obscurity. There was, indeed, a very small number
of these, who were comparatively wise and good men ; who
entertained more correct notions of morality and religion

than the rest of mankind ; and preserved themselves, to a

certain degree, unpolluted from the world. Yet these were
never able to effect any considerable change in the prevailing

principles and manners of their respective countrymen ; their

precepts being delivered to their own immediate pupils, and
not to the lower orders of people, who constitute the great

mass of society. Further, the moral systems of the philoso-

phers were too refined for the common people : about them,
indeed, the Stoics gave themselves no trouble, but seem to

have considered them as little better than beasts ; and even
those moral truths, which the philosophers were able to

prove and explain to others with sufficient clearness and
plainness, they had not sufficient authority to enforce in prac-

tice. At the same time they entertained the most imperfect
and erroneous'notions relative to the nature of the Divine Be-
ing, his attributes and worship, and the duties and obliga-

tions of morality.

Thus, they were ignorant of the true account of the crea-

tion of the world, of the origin of evil, and of the cause of the

depravity and misery which actually exist among mankind,
and which they acknowledged and deplored. Equally igno-

rant were they of any method, ordained and established by
the Almighty, by which a reconciliation could be effected be-

tween God and man, and divine mercy could be exercised

without the violation of his attribute of justice. They were,
moreover, ignorant—at least they taught nothing ol divine

grace and assistance towards our attainment of virtue and
perseverance in it. Their notions of the true nature of hap-
piness were dark and confused ; and they had dark and
imperfect notions of the immortality of the soul, and of the

certainty of a future state of rewards and punishments : for,

although their poets fancied an elysium and a hell, and men-
tion the appearance of the ghosts of departed men, in a visi-

ble form, and as retaining their former shapes in the shades
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below, yet these were regarded rather as well-contrived re-

Mr. lints for the vulgar, than as articles of their own belief.

Consequently, they h.ul no perfect scheme of moral rales for

piety and good manners; indeed they were grossly ignorant

of moral duties. Thus we find several sects esteeming re-

venge not only lawful hut praiseworthy; self-murder, as a

proof of a noble mind ; and the tone of applause, as the great-

est incentive to the practice of virtue : at the same time they
countenanced, both "V arguments and example, the most fla-

gitious practices. Destitute of proper authority to enforce

the virtues and duties which they did recommend, they had
no motives powerful enough to overrule strong temptations

and corrupt inclinations: their own example, instead of re-

commending their precepts, tended to counteract them, for it

was generally, even in the very liest of them, in direct oppo-
sition to their doctrines ; and the detestable vices to which
many of them wire addicted, entirely destroyed the efficacy

of what they taught.

Lastly, it we advert to the pagan nations of the present

age, we learn from the unanimous testimony of navigators

and travellers, that they are enveloped in the grossest igno-

rance and idolatry ; and that their religious worship, doc-
trines, and practices are equally corrupt : yet they also pos-

sess the same light of reason which the ancient heathens en-

joyed. The consideration of all which facts shows that a

divine revelation is not only possible and probable, but also

absolutely necessary to recover mankind out of their univer-

sal corruption and degeneracy, and to make known to them
the proper object of their belief and worship, as well as their

present duties and future expectations.'

But notwithstanding this mass ofevidence,—especially the

confessions made by the most distinguished ancient philoso-

phers, of their need of a revelation,— it has been contended
by the opposers of revelation in modern times, that the book
ot creation or of nature is the only word of God ; that phi-

losophy and right reason are fully sufficient to instruct and
preserve men in their duty ; and, consequently, that no divine

revelation is necessary. But it is certain that this book of

nature is so far from being universally intelligible or con-
vincing, that, though the existence of a God may be known
from it, yet very few of the human race have learned even
the principles of deism from it. In every age, where the

Scriptures have been unknown, almost all men (as we have
shown in the preceding pages) have been gross idolaters.

ilow inadequate, indeed, this boasted book of nature is, for

the purposes of universal instruction, is evident from the fact,

that it requires translators, expositors, and preachers, as well

as the Bible : but the bulk of mankind have neither time,

money, nor inclination, to become astronomers themselves,

nor to attend on the lectures of astronomers, supposing them
to become preachers. The book of nature is an excellent

book, but there are lew indeed who understand it, while the

Bible instructs the peasant as well as the philosopher in mo-
ral and theological knowledge; and the contradictory and
discordant speculations of the enemies of divine revelation,2

both in religion and morals, only prove that such a revela-

tion (if it had not already been given) is as absolutely neces-

sary now as ever it was.
II. Such a revelation the Scriptures profess to be: but,

are we certain—considering tluin simply as writings pro-

filing to he the productions of certain men—that they are

i.ltHI ink, that is, actually written by the persons to whom
the different books are ascribed, and whose names they hear,

and ai Tin: nth, I hat is, that they relate matters of fact as they

really happened? The result of our investigation of these

important questions is rafficieni to satisfy the mind of every

reasonable and candid inquirer.

Nil nation, indeed, in the world, cm be more certain of tin'

genuineness and authenticity of any of their public acts and

records, which have been preserved with the utmost rare,

than we are of the genuineness and authenticity of the writ-

ings, called the Scriptures, which are now in our hands.

for, in the fusl place, the in. inner ill which they have been

transmitted to as, resembles thai in which other genuine
hooks and true histories have been < veye.l down tO pos-

terity, and the most acute adv. i in. < ..I the Scriplun 9 have

never been able to invalidate or to disprove the fact of their

I., in', so transmitted tons.' Secondly, the language and style

Of writing, both in the Old and New T. -.ta Ilts, arc such as

• T 1
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prove them to have been composed at the time and hy the
persons to whom they are ascribed, and, consequently, that
they are both genuine and authentic.1 Thirdly, such ii mul-
titude of minutely particular circumstances of time, place,
persons, &c. is mentioned in the hooks of the Old and New
Testaments as affords a clear and unquestionable proof of
their genuineness and authenticity. No forged or false ac-
counts of things superabound thus in peculiarities: in fact,

no forger would mention so great a number of particulars,

since this would be to put into his reader's bands so many
criteria by which to detect him ; nor could any forger or re-

later of falsehoods produce such minute details. It is easy
to conceive how faithful records, kept from time to time by
persons concerned in the transactions, should contain such
minute particulars of time, place, persons, &c. lint it would
be a work of the highest invention, and greatest stretch of
genius, to raise from nothing such numberless particulars as

are almost every where to be met with in the books of the
Old and New Testaments ;—particulars, the falsehood of
which would most assuredly have been detected by the per-

sons most interested in detecting them if they had been
forged, but whose acquiescence with them', as well as their

obedience to the injunctions contained in these books, are
conclusive evidence in favour of their genuineness and au-
thenticity, abundantly sufficient to convince every candid
inquirer.' Fourthly, the moral impossibility of the books of
the Old and New Testaments being forgeries is an additional

evidence of their genuineness and authenticity : for it is im-
possible to establish forged writings as authentic, in any
place where there are persons strongly inclined and well
qualified to detect the fraud. If the books of the Old 7W»-
miiil be forgeries, they must have been invented either by
Gentiles, by Jews, or by Christians. By the Gentila they
could not have been invented, because they were alike igno-

rant of the history and sacred rites of the I febrews, who most
unquestionably would never have given their approbation to

Writings invented by them. It is equally certain that they

are not the fabrication of the Jews, because they contain vari-

ous difficult precepts and laws, and also relate all the idola-

tries and crimes of that people, and the very severe punish-

ments inflicted on them by God. Now all these discreditable

facts would not be comprised in those hooks if they hail been

invented by the Jews. And the Christians could not have
forged the nooks of the Old Testament, because these were
extant long before the Christian name had any existence.6

Equally impossible is it, that the books of the /Veto Ti.-la-

mini could have been forged ; for the.lews were the most
violent enemies of Christianity: they pat its Founder to

death ; and both Jews ami Gentiles persecuted bis disciples

with implacable fury ; and they were anxious to stifle

the new religion in its birth. If the writings of the New
Testament bad been forged, would not the Jews have de-

tected the imposture I Is there a single instance on record,

where a few individuals have imposed a history upon the

world against the testimony of a whole nation ? \\ mild the

inhabitants of Palestine have received the Gospels, if they

had not had sufficient evidence that Jesus Christ really ap-

nred among them, and performed the miracles ascribed to

? Or would the churches at Rome or at Corinth have

acknowledged the epistles addressed to them as the genuine
works of l'aul, if he bad never preached among them ! Or,
supposing any impostor to have attempted the invention and
distribution 01 writings under his name, or the names of the

other apostles, is it possible that they could hive been re-

ceneil without contradiction in all the t 'liristmti communi-
ties of the three several quarters of the globe ! V\ e might as

well attempt to prove that the history of the reformation is

the invention of historians, and that no revolution happened
in Great Britain during the seventeenth century, orinFraass
during the eighteenth century, and the first fifteen years of

the nineteenth century.'

III. But. have the books of the Old and New Testaments
been transmitted to us Brnax and dhoorhi ptcdI \\ e answer
in the affirmative, and upon evidence the most satisfactory

that can possibly be required. For. it tiny had been cor-

rupted, such corruptions must have been introduced either by
( 'nristmns or by Jew a,
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1. With regard to the Old Testament, the silence of the

Jews (who would not fail to have noticed the attempt
if it had been made) is a clear proof that it was never cor-

rupted by the Christians. And if the Jews had either muti-

lated or corrupted these writings, they would have expunged
whatever militated against the character or honour of their

nation : but the silence of the prophets before the time of

Christ, as well as of Christ and his apostles, fully proves

that no obliteration or corruption had then been attempted.

The constant reading of their sacred books in public and in

private (which were at once the rule of their faith and of

their political constitution), and the numerous copies both of

the original as well as of the Septuagint version, together

with the numerous sects and parties into which the Jews
were divided after their canon was closed, and the reverence

of every party for their law, all concur to render any attempt

at falsification improbable and impossible before the time of

Christ; and after that event, the same books being in the

hands of the Christians, these would instantly have detected

the malice and frauds of the Jews, if they endeavoured to

accomplish such a design. 1

4. Equally satisfactory is the evidence for the integrity

and incorruptness of the New Testament, in any thing ma-
terial. For the contents of its several books are precisely

the same now, as they were in the two first centuries ; to

which fact we may add, that the multiplication of copies,

which were read both in public and in private, the reverence

of the Christians for these writings, the silence of their

acutest enemies, who would most assuredly have charged
them with the attempt if it had been made, and the agree-

ment of all the manuscripts and versions extant, are all so

many proofs of the integrity and incorruptness of the New
Testament ; which are further attested by the agreement with
it of all the quotations from it which occur in the writings

of Christians from the earliest age to the present times.2 It

is true that certain books are cited, or referred to in the Old
and New Testaments, which are not now extant : but an
examination in detail of those books: (which does not admit
of abridgment) has shown that none of the genuine or ca-

nonical books of Scripture have been lost.

IV. Not less satisfactory is the evidence for the credibility

of the writers of the books of the Old and New Testaments.
For, in the first place, they were so many in number, and
lived at such a distance of time and place from each other,

that, if they had been impostors (which their disinterested-

ness, integrity, and impartiality prove them not to have been),
it would have been impracticable for them to contrive and to

carry on a forgery without being detected. And as they
neither would nor could deceive the world, so they neither

could nor would be deceived themselves. Every page, in-

deed, of these books proves that the writers of them Tiad a
perfect knowledge of the subjects which they have recorded

;

and their moral character, though rigidly tried, was never
impeached by their keenest opponents.'1 Secondly, if there

had been any falsehood in the account of such transactions

as were generally known, it would have been easily de-
tected : for these accounts were published among the people
who witnessed the events related by the historians, and who
could easily have detected fraud or falsehood, if any such
there had been, but who did not attempt to question either

the reality of the facts or the fidelity of the narrators.
Thirdly, the credibility of the authors of the Old and New
Testaments is further attested by the principal facts contained
in them being confirmed by certain ordinances or monuments
of great celebrity, which were instituted among Jews and
Christians for the express purpose of commemorating par-

ticular facts or events in their respective histories, at the very
time when those events took place, and which have subsisted
from that time to the present day, wherever either Jews or
Christians are to be found ; but which ordinances most
assuredly would not have been thus observed, in commemo-
ration of fictitious events. 5 To this consideration we may
add, that the wonderful establishment and propagation of
Christianity is a most convincing proof of the entire credi-

bility of the New Testament, and of the religion which it

establishes ; which was spread far and wide, by the force
of truth that accompanied the preaching of the Gospel, and
which has continued to spread, even to the present time,
notwithstanding all the persecutions and oppositions which

i See pp 52—54. supra.
» See pp. 54, 55. supra.
-1 See coupler iii. sect. i. pp. 59—6S. supra,

a, lot

3 See pp. 56—58. supra.

' See pp. "60—62. supra, "for the Old Testament, and pp. 62—67. for the
New Testament.
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it has experienced from its numerous, powerful, and most
bitter enemies.6 Nothing, indeed, but the plainest matter
of fact could induce so many thousands of prejudiced and
persecuted Jews, to embrace the humiliating and self-deny-

ing doctrines and precepts of the Gospel, which they held in

such detestation and abhorrence. Nor could any thing but
the clearest evidence, arising from undoubted truth, make
multitudes of lawless and luxurious heathens, receive, follow,

and transmit to posterity, the doctrine and writings of the

apostles : especially at a time when the vanity of their pre-

tensions to miracles, and to the gift of tongues, could be so

easily discovered, if they had been impostors ;—at a time
when the profession of Christianity exposed persons of all

ranks and ages to the greatest contempt and to the most im-
minent danger. Further, an additional testimony is furnished

to the credibility, truth, and genuineness of the Scriptures,

by their agreement with profane history, both natural and
civil, 7 and by the existence of various coins, medals, and
ancient marbles,8 which attest the reality and truth of many
of the facts therein recorded : in short, no history in the
world is confirmed by such various and concurrent testimo-

nies as that related in the Bible.

V. Moreover, that the Scriptures are not merely entitled

to ' e received as credible, but also as containing the revealed
will of God,—in other words, that they are divinely in-

spired,—we have evidence of various kinds, amounting to

moral demonstration. For their sacred origin is evinced by
the most illustrious attestations, viz. miracles and prophecy,
which cany with them the most manifest proofs of a divine

interposition ; and which it cannot reasonably be supposed
that the Almighty would ever give, or permit "to be given, to

an imposture. The miracles were instantaneously and
publicly performed before multitudes, both friendly and
hostile to the persons by whom they were wrought ; they
were sensible and easy to be observed. Memorials were
instituted at the time many of them were performed, which
continue to be observed to the present time ;—a manifest

proof this, of the reality of those miracles, which the bitter-

est enemies of the Gospel, who witnessed them, could never
gainsay or deny, though they vainly attempted to evade
them.9 The prophecies, also, were delivered during a long
succession of ages by persons who lived at different and
distant times ; they were so numerous, so particular both

with respect to nations and individuals, so opposite and ap-
parently so irreconcileable, that no human wisdom could
nave devised them, no human power could accomplish them.
Many of the predictions, which are found in the Old Testa-
ment, foretold unexpected changes in the distribution of

earthly power. And whether they announced the fall of

flourishing cities, or the ruin of mighty empires, the event

has minutely corresponded with the prediction. To mention
a few instances:—Nineveh is so completely destroyed, that

its site is not and cannot be known ;—Babylon is made " a
desolation for ever, a possession for the bittern, and pools of
water :"—Tyre, all voyagers and travellers concur in stating,

is become " like the top of a rock, a place for fishers to

spread their nets upon , —and Egypt is " a base kingdom,
the basest of the kingdoms," and still tributary, and in a
state of the most abject servitude to strangers. But the

great object of the prophecies of the Old Testament is the

redemption of mankind. This, as soon as Adam's fall had
made it necessary, the mercy of God was pleased to foretell.

And, as the time for its accomplishment drew near, the pre-

diction concerning it gradually became so clear, that almost
every circumstance in the life and character of the most ex-

traordinary personage that ever appeared among men was
most distinctly foretold. The connection of the predictions

belonging to the Messiah, with those which are confined to

the Jewish people, give additional force to the argument
from prophecy; affording a strong proof of the intimate

union which subsists between the two dispensations of Moses
and of Jesus Christ, and equally precluding the artful pre-

tensions of human imposture, and the daring opposition of

human power. The plan of prophecy was so wisely con-

stituted, that the passion and prejudices of the Jews, instead

of frustrating, fulfilled it, and rendered the person whom
they regarded, the suffering and crucified Saviour, who had

been promised. It is worthy of remark, that most of these

predictions were delivered nearly and some of them more

» See pp. 67, 68. supra.
i See chap. iii. sect. ii. § 1. pp. 69—78. for the Old Testament, and § 2. pp

78—87. for the New Testament.
• See chap. iii. sect. ii. §3. pp. 88^92. supra.
» See chap. iv. sect. ii. pp. 93— 119. supra.
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than three thousand years ago. Anyone of them is sufficient

tu indicate a prescience inure than human : but the collective

force Of all taken together is such, that nothing more can he

necessary to prove the interposition of omniscience, than the

establishment of their authenticity ; and this, even at so re-

mote a period as the present, we leave already seen, is placed

beyond all doubt. 1

Besides these external attestations, the Scriptures have the

most excellent internal characters of truth and goodness
(which prove their divine origin and inspiration), in the

Sublimity, excellence, and sanctity of the doctrines and moral

precepts which they deliver, and their admirable adaptation

to the actual state and wants of mankind ;'-'—in the harmony
and connection that subsist between all the parts of which
they consist ;

'—in their wonderful preservation, notwith-

standing all the attempts which were made by their enemies
to destroy them; 1—and, finally, in their admirable tendency
(which is demonstrated by the effects which are invariably

produced wherever the Scriptures are cordially and sincerely

believed) to promote the glory of God and the good of man-
kind, and the cause of virtue and righteousness in the world,

and to prepare men by a life of faith and holy obedience
upon earth for the eternal enjoyment of God in heaven. 5 To
which we may add the infinite superiority, in every respect,

of the Christian Revelation over every other religion which
has ever been in the world. 6

Upon the whole, we have such a number of evidences of

the truth of the Scriptures as no man can resist, who duly

and impartially considers them ; and it is to the wilful igno-

rance of those evidences that we are to ascribe that infidelity

which at present exists in different parts of the world.

VI. "The Scripture," as a late eminent prelate 7 has
justly remarked, " is not a plan of Christianity finished with

minute accuracy, to instruct men as in something altogether

new, or to excite a vain admiration and applause; but it is

somewhat unspeakably nobler and more extensive, compre-
hending in the grandest and most magnificent order, along

with every essential of that plan, the various dispensations

of God to mankind, from the formation of this earth to the

consummation of all things."—" Other books may afford us

much entertainment and much instruction, may gratify our cu-

riosity, may delight our imagination, may improve our under-

standings, may calm our passions, may exalt our sentiments,

may evrn improve our hearts. But they have not, they can-

not have, that authority in what they affirm, in what they

require, in what they promise and threaten, which the Scrip-

tures have. There is a peculiar weight ami energy in tin m
which is not to be found in any other writings. Their de-

nunciations are more awful, their convictions stronger, their

consolations more powerful, their counsels more authentic,

their warnings inure alarming, their expostulations more pe-

netrating. There are passages in them throughout so sublime,

so pathetic, full of such energy and force upon the heart and
conscience, yet without the least appearance of labour and

study for that purpose; indeed, the design of the whole is so

noble, so well suited to the sad condition of human kind ; the

murals have in them such purity and dignity ; the doctrines. BO

man] of them above reason, yet su perfectly reconcileable

with it; the expression is su majestic, yet familiarized with
such easy simplicity, that, the mure we read and study these

writings, with pious disposition* and'Judicious attention^ the

more we shall see and feel ofthe hand ofGod in them." Thus
are tin- Scriptures the only rule uf uur faith and standard nt'

onr lives; and thus do they point nut to us the only way by

which to an. mi Bolid comfort, peace, and happiness. " Bui

that which stamps upon them the highest value, that which
renders them, strictly speaking, inei/tmaofe, and distinguishes

them from all other books in the world, is this, that tiny,

and they only, contain thi words ofeternal life. (Johnvi. 68.J
In this respect everj ether book, even the noblest composi-

tions of in.in. must i.ui; tin \ ca t give ns th.it which we
in- i want, and what is of 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .

1 \ more importance to as

tli.in nil other things put together—rrcaiux Lint.
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is there, and there only, that we are informed, from autho-
rity, of the immortality of the soul, of a general resurrection
from the dead, of a future judgment, of a state of eternal

happiness to the good, and of eternal misery to the bad. It

is there we are made acquainted with the fall of our first pa-
rents from a state of innocence and happiness; with the
guilt, corruption, and misery which this sad event brought
on all their posterity ; which, together with their own per-
sonal and voluntary transgressions, rendered them obnoxious
to God's severest punishments. But to our inexpressible
comfort, we are further told in this divine book, tliat God is

full of mercy, compassion, and goodness; that he is not ex-
treme to mark what is done amiss; that he willeth not the
death of a sinner, but rather that he should turn from his
wickedness and save his soul alive. In pity, therefore, to

mankind, he was pleased to adopt a measure, which should
at once satisfy his justice, show his extreme abhorrence of
sin, make a sufficient atonement for the sins of the whole
world, and release all, who accepted the terms proposed to

them, from the punishment they had deserved. This was
nothing less than the death of his Son Jesus Christ, whom
he sent into the world to take our nature upon him, to teach
us a most holy, pure, and benevolent religion, to reform us
both by his precept and example; and, lastly, to die for our
sins, and to rise again for our justification. By him and his

evangelists and apostles we are assured, that if we sincerely

repent of our sins, and firmly believe in him and his Gospel,
we shall, for the sake of his sufferings and his righteousness,
have all our transgressions forgiven and blotted out;—shall

be justified, that is, considered as innocent in the sight of
God;—shall have the assistance of his Holy Spirit for our
future conduct ;—and, if we persevere to the end m a uniform
(though, from the infirmity of our nature, imperfect) obe-

dience to all the laws of Christ, we shall, through his merits,

be rewarded with everlasting glory in the life to come."*
Thus do the Holy Scriptures contain "all things necessary
to salvation ; so that whatsoever is not read therein, nor may
be proved thereby, is not to be required of any man, that it

should be believed as an article ol the faith, or be thought
requisite or necessary to salvation."8

VII. Such, then, being the utility, excellence, and perfec-

tion of the Holy Scriptures, since they are not merely the

best guide we can consult, lint the only one that can make us
wise unto salvation, it becomes the Indispensable duty of all

carefully and constantly to peruse these sacred oracles, that

through them they may become "perfect, thoroughly fur-

nished to every good work." 10 This, indeed, is nut only

agreeable to the divine command, " and to the design of the

Scriptures, hut is further cm ended to us by the practice

nf the church in ancient," and in modem times, and by the

gracious promise made by Him wliu cannot lie, to all true

believers, that "they shall all he taught of God." 13 What
time is to be appropriated fir this purpose, must ever depend

upon the circumstances of the individual. It is obvious that

somt time ought daily to be devoted In this impurtatit study,

and that it should be undertaken with devmil simplicity and

humility t prosecuted with diligence and attention;14 accom,

panied by prayer for the divine aid and teaching; 14 togethei
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with a sincere desire to know and perform the will of God,
and, laying aside all prejudice, to follow the Scriptures

wherever conviction may lead our minds. For it is- indubita-

ble, that persons of piety, who are anxiously desirous of the

knowledge of divine truth, are aided by the Spirit of God in

searching out the meaning of Scripture, particularly in such
subjects as have an especial reference to faith and religious

practice. 1

In order, however, to study the Scriptures aright, it should

be recollected that they are not to be contemplated as one

entire book or treatise. "The knowledge of divine truth is,

indeed, perfectly distinct from human science, in that it

emanates immediately from the fountain of Infinite Wisdom.
Yet has it this in common with human science, that it is

made by its heavenly Author to flow through the channel of

human instruction. While, therefore, we receive it not as the

word of men, but as it is in truth the Word of God ( 1 Thoss.
ii. 13.), we must nevertheless examine it as it is delivered

to us, clothed in the language of men, and subject to the

general rules of human composition. The deference due to

it as a divine production does not interfere witli this province

of human learning; it only exacts submission with respect

to the subject matter of the revelation, to which the critical

investigation is entirely subordinate." 2

But besides the paramount importance of the contents of

the Holy Scriptures, a further motive to the diligent study
of them presents itself, in the facilities that are offered to us
for this purpose by the numerous publications on the criti-

cism and interpretation of the Bible, which have appeared at

different times, and whose most valuable precepts it is the

design of the present work to concentrate. In fact, " a will-

ingness to know and to do the will of God, implies a will-

ingness to resort to all necessary helps for advancement in

the truth, and for security against error." 3 The value of
such helps was never questioned, except by those who chose
to despise what they did not possess. "They are of dis-

tinguished value in theology; but then, like every thing
else that is excellent, they have their province. While they
are supreme in the concerns of human investigation, they are

subordinate in those of divine. They cannot communicate a
right disposition of heart, nor can they compensate for its

absence. Like the armour of the ancient warrior, if the
native vigour of the frame can wield them with alertness and
skill, they are his defence and ornament: but if this vigour
be wanting, they are of no advantage whatever; they become,
on the contrary, a burden and an incumbrance."
With regard to the order to be pursued in reading the

Scriptures, it may be sufficient to rpmark, that it will be
desirable to peruse those books first which are written in the
plainest style, and, consequently, are best adapted to the
capacity of the mind; and afterwards to proceed gradually
from the easier books to such as are more difficult, and espe-
cially to read those in succession which are of parallel argu-
ment; from the New Testament to the Old, and from the
simpler books to such as are more abstruse.

Further, as it is of importance to understand the several
dispensations given by God to mankind, besides this elemen-
tary reading of the Scriptures, it is necessary that they be
studied according to the historical order of time. This mode
of reading the Bible will at once help both the memory and
the judgment: it will also discover to us those connections
and dependencies which are otherwise undiscernible. Many
chapters and books of Scripture are out of their proper place,

according to the order of time; which if put in their pmpcr
chronological order in the course of our reading, would reflect

not a little light upon each other.

Thus, in the book of Genesis, with which the Bible com-
mences, we have a continued history from the creation of the
world down to the death of the patriarch Joseph. Next to

that, in order of time, lies the narrative contained in the book
of Job (if, indeed, it be not the first written book), in which
we meet with several vestiges of the patriarchal theology, as
recorded in Genesis, but with no references to any of the

eyes, may still be as a book that is scaled (Isa. xxix. 11. ), and be as ineffec-
tive as if the characters were illegible." Lively Oracles, sect. viii. §24,

1 Non estdubitandum, viros pios el veritatis divina cupidoa adjuvari n
Rpiritu Dei in scrutando Scripture sensu, in iis quidem rebus qua1 pro-
prie ad fidem et mores pertinent.—Ernesti Institutio Interpretis Novi Tes-
tamenti, p. 25. Lipsia?., 1792.—Though the truth of God receives not testi*
mony from men, it is pleasing to observe it thus expressly recognised by
men of such intellectual greatness as John Augustus Ernesli ; who is ad-
mitted to have been one of the most erudite and elegant scholars of modern
Germany.
» Bishop Vanmildert's Batnpton Lectures, p. 22.

Ibid. p. 41. The whole of his second sermon, on the moral qualifications
requisite for a right apprehension of the Sacred Word, is truly excellent.

succeeding parts of the sacred history. Then comes the
book of Exodus, which gives an account of the deliverance
of the Jews from their Egyptian bondage, and the erection

of the tabernacle for the service of God ; from which taber-

nacle He gave those ordinances for his service, which are

related in the book of Leviticus. After these ordinances had
been issued, the Israelites performed those journeyings of
which we have an account, together with the incidents that

befell them in each, in the book of Numbers. When their

wanderings in the Desert of Arabia were drawn to a close,

Moses, snortly before his departure, recapitulated and ex-
plained the preceding laws and ordinances to them, as re-

corded in the book of Deuteronomy. The settlement of the

Israelites in the land of Canaan, and the coincident circum-
stances, under the command of Joshua, the successor of

Moses, are narrated in the book which bears his name ; and
of their succeeding history we have an account in the book
of Judges. But the history contained in the two hooks of
Samuel, of the Kings, and of the Chronicles, is so interwo-

ven, that it requires very considerable attention to devclope
it; and, unless the different synchronisms be carefully at-

tended to, and the several psalms and prophecies, previously

to the Babylonish captivity, be also interwoven in the order
of time, it will be extremely difficult (not to say impractica-

ble) critically to understand the sacred history. After the
captivity, the affairs of the Jews are continued by Ezra,
Esther, and Nehemiah, in whose narratives the predictions

of Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi (by whom the canon was
closed), ought in like manner to be interwoven, together with
such of the psalms as manifestly appear, from internal

evidences, to have been composed subsequently to the cap-
tivity. 4

In the New Testament, the four evangelists have given
us, in so many memoirs, an historical relation of the life and
actions of Jesus Christ, which is the same in substance,

but different in many particulars. Now, if their several nar-

ratives be digested and arranged into one, in the order of time,

this would throw much light upon various passages, which
in a detached state appear difficult to be understood. 5 The
book of the Acts of the Apostles also gives us a short history

of the Church, from Christ's ascension, together with the

propagation of the Gospel by the apostles, and especially of
the sufferings and labours of' Peter and Paul. The insertion

of the different apostolical epistles according to the several

times and seasons when they were written (so far at least

as we can collect them from attending circumstances), would
further be of great use, to enable us the better to understand
them. 6 Thebook of the Revelation of St. John, which closes

the canon of Scripture, gives a prophetical history of the

church to the end of the world ; and, of course, must be
studied by itself.

" I can speak it from experience," says the celebrated
Erasmus/ " that there is little benefit to be derived from the
Scriptures, if they be read cursorily or carelessly; but if a
man exercise himself therein constantly and conscientiously,

he shall find such an efficacy in them as is not to be found
in any other book whatsoever."—" The genuine philosophy
of Christ," says the same eminent scholar and critic, " cannot
be derived from any source so successfully, as from the books
of the Gospels and the Apostolic Epistles; in which, if a
man philosophize with a pious spirit, praying rather than
arguing, he will find that there is nothing conducive to the
happiness of man, and the performance of any duty of human
life, which is not, in some of these writings, laid down, dis-

cussed, and determined, in a complete and satisfactory man-
ner."*

* In the second volume of this work the prophetical books are arranged
in order ol times. The author had it in contemplation to have attempted an
arrangement of the entire Scriptures, on the plan above noticed ; but he has
happily been anticipated in this laborious undertaking, so far as respects
the Old Testament, by the Rev. George Townsend, in his work, entitled
"The Holy Bible, arranged in Chronological and Historical Order." Lon-
don, 1621, in two volumes, 8vo. See an account of this work infra, in the
Bibliographical Appendix to vol. ii. [Note to the third edition.]

' For an account of the various Harmonies of the Four Gospels, see the
Bibliographical Appendix to vol. ii.

6 Cradock's Apostolical History, Benson's History of the first planting of
Christianity, and Bevan's Life of the Apostle Paul, and especially the Rev.
Geo. Townsend's NewTestament arranged in Historical and Chronological
Order, may here be noticed as particularly useful helps for studying the
apostolic epistles in the order of time.

1 Pr.-ef. in Paraphr. in Luc.
8 Existimopuram illam Christi philosophiam non aliunde feliciushauriri,

qtr'tnex evangelicislibris, qu:im ex aposlolicis Uteris : in quibussi quispie
philosophetur, orans magis quam argnmentans, nihil esse inveniet, quod
ad hominis felicitatem, nihil quod ad ullam hu jus vita? functionem pertineat,
quod in his non sit traditum, discussum, et absolutum. Erasmus, cited in
Dr. Knox's Christian Philosophy, p. 295, 2d edit.



ON

THE CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION

THE SCRIPTURES.

Criticism, in the more extensive sense of the term, is the

art i

1' forming a correct judgment concerning any object pro-

posed to OUI consideration. In a more restricted sense, par-

ticularly with reference to the works of ancient authors, it

was fashionable, for B considerable time, among the literati

i n the continent of Europe, toemploy this term as indicating

merely that kind of labour and judgment which was em-
ployed in settling the genuineness of the whole or part of

the text nf any author. But the term is now generally used

in a much more enlarged sense, viz. to indicate any kind of

laboui Ol judgment, which is occupied either in the literary

history of the text itself, or in settling or explaining it. To
the former the German philosophers have given the appella-

tion of lower criticism,- while the latter has been termed
higher criticism, because its objects and results are of a much
more important nature.' In this latter sense, the term is taken

in the pn 91 ni volume, which is devoted to the consideration

of the Criticism and Interpretation of the Holy Scriptures.

The first part, which treats on Scripture-Criticism, will
he found to comprise a concise account of the Languages in

which the Sacred Volume is written; together with a Sketch
of the Critical History of its Text, and of the several Di-
visions and Subdivisions of it, which have obtained at dif-

ferent times. The Sources of Sacred Criticism are next
discussed, including a particular account of thi Manuscripts
of the Old and New Testament, and the History of the

Ancient Versions of the Scriptures. The nature of Various
Headings, and the means of determining genuine re.nl-

ings, are then considered, together with the Quotations
from the Old Testament in the New, and the nature and
different lands of Harmonies of the Old and New Testa-

ment.
In the second part the principles and subsidiary means

of Scripture Interpretation are discussed, together with the

application of them to the exposition of the Sacred Volume,
both exegetical and practical.

PART I.

ON SCRIPTURE-CRITICISM.

CHAPTER I.

OS THE LANGUAGES IN WHICH THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS ARE WRITTEN.

A knowledge of the original languages of Scripture is

of the utmost importance, and indeed absolutely necessary,

to him who is di'sirous of ascertaining the genuine meaning
of tin Sacred Volume. Happily, the means of acquiring

these languages are now so numerous and easy of access,

that tlie student, who wishes to derive his knowledge of the

Oracles of Cod from pure sources, can be at no loss for

guides to direct him in this delightful pursuit.

SECTION I.

ON TIIK 1IKBREW LANGl'AGE.

Introilnctorii remarks en the Oriental or SheyaiHeh lan-

guage*.— I. Origin eftheffebrev language*— II. Historical

sketch of this language, and of the stuily of Hebrew,—
III. And of its characters.—IV. Of the vowel points.—
V. Uebrevi accents.

Thi languages of Western Asia, though differing in

respect to dialect, are ratHeatty the same, and have been so,

as far hack as any historical reCOIOS enable us to trace them.

Palestine, Syria, rhosnicia, Mesopotamia, Babylonia, Arabia,

and also Ethiopia are reckoned u the countries, where the

languages commonly denominated Orii nlnl have beell spoken.

Of Tale, many critics have rejected tin- appellation ' Oriental,'

a being I prehensive, and have substituted that of
i sit t ntttofi,' a denominative derived from Saoa. Against
this appellation, however, objections of a similar nature may
be urged ; foi DO inconsiderable portion of those, who spoke

the languages in question, wire not di scendauls of Shem. It

Ifanfiacto, B . v6 |
l Bd |i|» 1,2. Jnhn'f Diwer-

uii'hi*. '•> ProC Stturt, pp M,SS CUrlclArit mica, pp. I, 2.
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is matter of indifference which appellation is used, if it be
first defined.

The Oriental Languages may be dividi d into three princi-

pal dialects, viz. the Iramaean, tin Hebrew, and the Arabic.

1. The .Iruih.nui, spoken in Syria. Mesopotamia, and
Babylonia or Chaldaea, is subdivided into the Syriac and

( ihajdee dialects; or, as they are sometimes called, the East
and West Aramaean.

•_\ The 7A /«<»• or Canaanitish (lsa. xix. 1st.) was spoken
in Palestine, and probably with little variation in Phoenicia,

and the Phoenician colonies, as at < 'arthage and othl r places.

The names of-the Plicenician and Punic dialects are too ft w,

and t nueh disfigured, to enable as to judge w ith certainty

how extensively these languages were the saint as the dialect

of Palestine.

3. The Jrabic, to which the Ethlopic bears a special re-

semblance, has. in modern times, a great yarn i', ol dulects,

as a spoken language, and is spread over a vast extent of

country. Hut. so tar as we are acquainted with it. termer

State, it appears more anciently to have been principally

limited to Arabia and Ethiopia.
The Arabic is very rich in forms and words; the Syriac,

so far as n is yet known, is comparatively limited in both;
the Hebrew holds a middle place between them, bath as to

copiousness of words and variety of forms.

Besides the preceding dialects, then- are many slighter

variations of language, sometimes distinguished from iho

general names by local appellations. Thus, the Kphraimites

could not distinguish between the letters z (s) and r (sh),

as the Hebrews did, in speaking: hence the Ephraimitea

pronounced Stbboleth instead of Smbboleth. [Judges zU. 60
\. hemiah « as indignant that part of Ins countrymen should

peak the language of Ashdod. (Neb. Mil. •.'.'!
—

'J.
r
>.)

The Samaritan Dialect appears to bo composed (as one
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might expect, see 2 Kings xvii.) of Aramaean and Hebrew

:

and the slighter varieties of Arabic are as numerous as the

provinces where the language is spoken.

All the Oriental or Shemitish languages are distinguished

from the Western or European Tongues, in general, by a
number of peculiar traits, viz. :

—

(1.) Several kinds of guttural letters are found in them,
which we cannot distinctly mark ; and some of which our
organs are incapable of pronouncing after the age of ma-
turity.

(2.) In general, the roots are tri-literal, and of two sylla-

bles. By far the greater part of the roots are verbs.

(3.) Pronouns, whether personal or adjective, are, in the

oblique cases, united in the same word with the noun or

verb, to which they have a relation.

(4.) The verbs have but two tenses, the past and future;

and, in general, there are no optative or subjunctive moods
distinctly marked.

(5.) The genders are only masculine and feminine ; and
these are extended to the verb as well as to the noun.

(6.) For the most part, the cases are marked by preposi-

tions. Where two nouns come together, the latter of which
is in the genitive, the first in most cases suffers a change,
which indicates this state of relation ; while the latter noun
remains unchanged ; that is, the governing noun suffers the

change, and not the noun governed.

(7.; To mark the comparative and superlative degrees, no
special forms of adjectives exist. But from this observation
the Arabic must be excepted ; which for the most part has
an extensive form of adjectives, that marks both tne com-
parative and superlative.

(8.) Scarcely any composite words exist in these languages,
if we except proper names.

(9.) Verbs are not only distinguished into active and pas-
sive by their forms ; but additional forms are made, by the
inflections of the same verb with small variations, to signify
the cause of action, or the frequency of it, or that it is re-

flexive, reciprocal, or intensive, &c.
(10.) All these dialects (the Ethiopic excepted), are writ-

ten and read from the right hand to the left ; the alphabets
consisting of consonants only, and the vowels being gene-
rally written above or below the consonants. 1

I. Origin of the Hebrew Language.

Of all the Oriental Languages, the Hebrew bears marks
of being the most ancient : in this language the Old Testa-
ment is written, with the exception of a few words and pas-
sages which are in the Chaldaean dialect, and which are
specified in sect. iii. p. 31. infra. Numerous appellations
have, at different times, been given to this language. In
the Scriptures it is nowhere called Hebrew. This term, as
it is used in John v. 2. and in several other passages in the
New Testament, does not refer to the biblical Hebrew, but
to the Syro-Chaldaic dialect prevalent in Palestine in the
time of Jesus Christ. In 2 Kings xviii. 26. it is called the
language of /he Jews. In the Targums or Chaldee Para-
phrases of the Old Testament the appellation

—

holy tongue—
is first applied to it : but the name, by which it is usually
distinguished, is Hebrew, as being the language of the He-
brew nation.2

Concerning the origin of this name there has been con-
siderable difference of opinion. According to some critics,

it derived its name from Heher, one of the descendants of
Shem (Gen. x. 21. 25. xi. 14. 16, 17.) : but other learned
men are of opinion that it is derived from the root -\zy

(abcr) to pass over, whence Abraham was denominated the
Hebrew (Gen. xiv. 13.), having passed over the river Eu-
phrates to come into the land of Canaan. This last opinion
appears to be best founded, from the general fact that the
most ancient names of nations were appellative. " But,
whatever extent of meaning was attached to the appellation
Hebrew, before the time of Jacob, it appears afterwards to
have been limited only to his posterity, and to be synony-
mous with Israelite.

The origin of the Hebrew Language must be dated farther
back than the period, to which we can trace the appellation
Hebrew. It is plain, from the names of persons and places
in Canaan, that, wherever Abraham sojourned, he found a
language in which he could easily converse, viz. the Hebrew
or Phoenician language." That this was originally the
language of Palestine, is evident from the names of nations

1 StuaH's Hebrew Grammar, pp. 1, 2. (first edition ) Robinson's edition
ofCalmet's Dictionary abridged, pp. 605—607.

» Hodge's Biblical Repertory, vol. ii. p. 293.

being appellative, and from other f?.ets in respect to the
formation of this dialect. Thus, the Weil is. in Hebrew,
a- (ykm), which means the sea, that is, towards the Medi-
terranean Sea. As the Hebrew has no other proper word for

west, so it must be evident that the language, in its distinc-

tive and peculiar forms, must have been formed in Pales-

tine. 3

The Jewish Rabbins, Jonathan the author of the Chaldee
Paraphrase, Solomon Jarchi, and Aben-Ezra, have affirmed

that Hebrew was the primitive language spoken in Paradise;
and their opinion has been adopted by Origen, Jerome,
Augustine, and some other fathers, as well as by some
modern critics and philologers. Huet, however, and the
majority of modern critics, are of opinion, that the language
spoken by Adam perished in the confusion of tongues at

Babel. But it seems highly probable, that if the original

parents of mankind were placed in Western Asia, they spoke
substantially the language which has for more than fifty

centuries pervaded that country. 4 Without adopting, there-

fore, the hypothesis just stated, which rests only on bare
probabilities, we may observe, that the Hebrew is the most
ancient of all the languages in the world ; at least we know
of none that is older : that it is not improbable that it was
the general language of men at the dispersion ; and, how-
ever it might have subsequently been altered and improved,
that it appears to be the original of all the languages, or
rather dialects, which have since arisen in the world. 1

Various circumstances, indeed, combine to prove that He-
brew is the original language, neither improved nor debased
by foreign idioms. The words of which it is composed are
very short, and admit of very little flexion, as may be seen
on reference to any Hebrew grammar or lexicon. The names
of persons and places are descriptive of their nature, situation,

accidental circumstances, &c. The names of brutes express
their nature and properties more significantly and more accu-
rately than any other known language in the world. The
names also of various ancient nations are of Hebrew origin,

being derived from the sons or grandsons of Shem. Ham, and
Japhet: as, the Assyrians fromAshur; the Elamites from
Elam ; the Aramaeans from Aram ; the Lydians from Lud ; the
Cimbrians or Cimmerians from Gomer; the Medians from
Madai, the son of Japhet ; the Ionians from Javan, &c. 6

Further, the names given to the heathen deities suggest an
additional proof of the antiquity and originality of the He-
brew language: thus, Japetus is derived from Japhet; Jove,
from Jehovah ; Vulcan, from Tubal-Cain, who first disco-
vered the use of iron and brass, &c. &c. Lastly, the traces
of Hebrew which are to be found in very many other lan-
guages, and which have been noticed by several learned men,
afford another argument in favour of its antiquity and priority.

These vestiges are particularly conspicuous in the Chaldee,
Syriac, Arabic, Persian, Phoenician, and other languages
spoken by the people who dwelt nearest to Babylon, where
the first division of languages took place. 7

The knowledge of the Hebrew language was diffused very
widely by the Phoenician merchants, who had factories and
colonies on almost every coast of Europe and Asia : that it

was identically the same as was spoken in Canaan, or Phoe-
nicia, is evident from its being used by the inhabitants of
that country from the time of Abraham to that of Joshua,
who gave to places mentioned in the Old Testament, appel-
lations which are pure Hebrew ; such are, Kiriath-sepher, or
the city of boohs, and Kiiiath-sannah, or the city of learning.
(Josh. xv. 15. 49.) Another proof of the identity of the two
languages arises from the circumstance of the Hebrews con-
versing with the Canaanites, without an interpreter ; as the
spies sent by Joshua, with Rahab (Josh, ii.); the ambassa-
dors sent by the Gibeonites to Joshua (Josh. ix. 3—25.), &c.
But a still stronger proof of the identity of the two languages
is to be found in the fragments of the Punic tongue which
occur in the writings of ancient authors. That the Cartha-
ginians (Poeni) derived their name, origin, and language from
the Phoenicians, is a well-known and authenticated fact ; and
that the latter sprang from the Canaanites might easily be
shown from the situation of their country, as well as from
their manners, customs, and ordinances. Not to cite the

a Stuart's Heb. Gram. p. 5.

« Huet, Deuionstr. Evang. Prop. IV. c. 13. Calmet, Dissertation sur la

premirre Langue. Alber, Heruieneut. Vet. Test. torn. i. p. 321. Stuart's
Heb. Gram. p. 6.

e Dr. Gr. Sharpe's Dissertations on the Origin of Languages, &c p. 22
et sea.

9 Grotiusde Veritate, lib. i. sec. 16. Walton's Prolegomena to the London
Polyglott, prol, iii. § 6. (p. 76. ed. Dalhii.)

' Wallon, Prol. iii. § 7, 8. (pp. 76, 77.)
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testimonies of profane authors on this point, which have been

accumulated by Bishop Walton, we have sufficient evidence

to prove that they were considered as the same people, in

the fact of the Fliu'iiicians and Canaaiiites being used pro-

miscuously to denote the inhabitants of the same country.

Compare Exod. vi. 15. with Gen.xlvi. 10. and Exod. xvi.

33. with Josh. v. 19., in which passages, for the Hebrew
words translated CanaanitisA and land if Canaan, the Sep-

tua'Tiiit roads Phoenician and the country of Phoenicia.

H. Historical Sketch of the Hebrew Language.

The period from the aw of Moses to that of David has

been considered the golden age of the Hebrew language,

which declined in purity from that time to the reign of Heze-

ki ih or Manasseh, having received several foreign words

from the commercial and political intercourse of the Jews
and Israelites with the Assyrians and Babylonians. This

period has been termed the riteer age of the Hebrew lan-

guage. In the interval between the reign of Hezekiah and

the 'liabylonish captivity, the purity of the language was
neglected, and so many foreign wonts were introduced into

it, that this period has, not inaptly, been designated its iron

age. During the seventy years captivity, though it docs

not appear that the Hebrews entirely lost their native tongue,

yet it underwent so considerable a change from their adop-

tion of the vernacular languages of the countries where they

had resided, that afterwards, on their return from exile, they

spoke a dialect of Chaldee mixed with Hebrew words. On
this account, it was, that, when the Hebrew .Scriptures were

read, it was found necessary to interpret them to the people

in the Chaldean language ; as, when Ezra the scribe brought

the hook of the law of Moses before the congregation, the

Levites are said to have caused the people to understand tin-

law, because they read in the book, in the law af Gnd. dis-

tinctly, AND GAVE THE SENSE, AND CAUSED THEM TO UNDER-

STAND the reading. (Neh. viii. 8.) 1 Some time after the

return from the great captivity, Hebrew ceased to be spoken

altogether: though it continued to be cultivated and studied,

by the priests and Levites, as a learned language, that they

might be enabled to expound the law and the prophets to the

people, who, it appeals from the NewTestament, were will

acquainted with their general contents and tenor ; this last-

mentioned period has been called the leaden age of the lan-

guage.2 " How long the Hebrew was retained, both in

writing and conversation ; or in writing, after it ceased to be

the language of conversation, it is impossible to determine.

The coins, stamped in the time of the Maccabees, are all

the oriental monuments we have, of the period that elapsed

between the latest canonical writers, and the advent of

Christ; and the inscriptions on these are in Hebrew. At

the time of the Maccabees, then, Hebrew was probably

understood, at least, as the language of books; perhaps, in

some measure, also, among the better informed, as the lan-

guage of conversation. Hut soon after this, the dominion

of the Seleucidee, in Syria, over the Jewish nation, uniting

with the former influence of the Babylonish captivity, in

promoting the Aramaean dialect, appeals to have destroyed

the remains of proper Hebrew, as a living language, and to

have universally substituted, in its stead, the Ilebraso-Ara-

r • : iii, as it was spoken in the time of our Saviour. From
the time when Hebrew ceased to be vernacular, down to the

present day, a portion of this dialect has been preserved in

the old Testament It has always been the subject of study
among learned Jews. Before and at the time of Clirisi,

there wire nourishing Jewish academies at Jerusalem;

especially under llillel and Shammai. After Jerusalem was
destroyed, schools were set up in various places, but par-

ticularly they tlourished at Tiberias, until the death of U.

Judah, surnamed Hakkodah or the Hbly, the author of the

Mishna; about a. i>. •23(1. Some of Ins pupils set up other

schools in Babylonia] which became the rivals ol these.

The Babylonish academies tlourished until near the tenth

» It is worthy of remark thru the shovs practice exists et the present time,

among the Karaite Jews, at Brmpneropol, Id Criin Tartary
; where the Tar'

tar trantlartftn in mil together with the HebrewTexJ (SeeDr Pinker

ton1! Letter. In the Appendix t" the Thl nut Report "i the British end
Foretell Hole Society, p. 76 ) A similar practice obtains ne the Syrian

rhriHtiaim ill Travanri.re, in III'' Ka .1 I (I'll- tt fi.T. Mir Si/mir is tin- 1. in

ed language ami the language otitic church; win!, i he il'ilayalim it Mai

ahar is the vernacular language ol lie- 1
, niniry Tile I'ht

i n in prll

the Bcripturee frommuioectipl copies In Uie/brmer, Bnd expound the
i in- (oiler '" the

i pie. Owen'c lliMnry oftbe British ami Foreign Bible
..il :i |> 9.1

» Wall. >ii, Froi. HI. 118—81 (pp. Bt—87.) Bchlensner'i Lexicon, voce,

EC,.... Jehn, lnir...i a.i v. i Fosdui , pp '.it-* Psrkhtn l(Oi 1
1

, ra o,

Eifn) has endesTOOTOd In Ihow, bul unaucceaiihilly, ttiat no change from
Hebrew ui Chaldee ovor tool plsi

century."' From the academies at Tiberias and in Babylo-
nia, we have received the Targums, the Talmud, the Masora
(of all which an account will he found in the course of the
present volume), and the written vowels and accents of the
Hebrew language. The Hebrew of the Talmud and of the

Rabbins has a eh <se affinity with the later Hebrew ; especially
the first and earliest part of it, the Mishna.

III. Antiquity of the Hebrew Characters.
The present Hebrew Characters, or Letters, are twenty-

two in number, and of a square form : but the antiquity of
these letters is a point that lias been most severely contested

by many learned men. From a passage in Eusebius's Chro-
nicle,4 and another in Jerome, 5 it was inferred by Joseph
Scaliger, that Ezra, when he reformed the Jewish church,
transcribed the ancient characters of the Hebrews into the

square letters of the Chaldseans : and that this was done for

the use of those Jews, who, being born during the captivity,

knew no other alphabet than that of the people among whom
they had been educated. Consequently, the old character,

which we call the Samaritan, fell into total disuse. This
opinion Scaliger supported by passages from both the Tal-

muds, as well as from rabbinical writers, in which it is ex-
pressly affirmed that such characters were adopted by Ezra,
lint the most decisive confirmation of this point is to be
found in the ancient Hebrew coins, which were struck be-
fore the captivity, and even previously to the revolt of the

ten tribes. The characters engraven on all of them are

manifestly the same with the modern Samaritan, though with
some trilling variations in their forms, occasioned by the

depredations of time. These coins, whether shekels or

half shekels, have all of them, on one side, the golden
manna-pot (mentioned in Exod. xvi. 32, 33.), and on its

mouth, or over the top of it, most of them have a Samaritan

Aleph, some an Aleph and Schin, or other letters, with this

inscription, The Shekel of Israel, in Samaritan characters. On
the opposite side is to be seen Aaron's rod with almonds,
and in the same letters this inscription, Jerusalem tin holy.

Other coins are extant with somewhat different inscriptions,

but the same characters are engraven on them all. 6

The opinion originally produced by Scaliger, and thus de-

cisively corroborated by coins, has been adopted by Onsau-
bon, \ ossius, Orotius, Bishop Walton, Louis Cappel, Dr.

Prideaux, and other eminent biblical critics and philologers,

and is now generally received: it was, however, very strenu-

ously though unsuccessfully opposed by the younger Bux-
torf, who endeavoured to prove, by a variety of passages
from rabbinical writers, that both the square and the Sama-
ritan characters were anciently used ; the present square

character being that in which the tables of the law, and the

copy deposited in the ark, were written; and the other cha-

racters being employed in the copies of the law which were
made for private and common use, and in civil affairs in

general ; and that, after the captivity, Ezra enjoined the

former to boused by the Jews on all occasions, leaving the

latter to the Samaritans and apostates. Independently, how-
ever, of the strong evidence against BuXtOrfs hypothesis,

which is- afforded by the ancient Hebrew coins, when we
consider the implacable enmity that subsisted between the

Jews and Samaritans, is it likely that the one copied from

the other, or that the former preferred, to the beautiful letters

used by their ancestors, the rude and inelegant (diameters of

their most detested rivals? And when the vast difference

between the Chaldee (or square) and the Samaritan letters,

with respect to conveniencetand beauty, is calmly considered,

it must lie acknowledged that they never could have been
used ,ii the s;i time. After all, it is of no great moment
which of these, or whether either of them, were the original

characters, since it does not appeal that any change of the

Words has arisen from lie m. inner of writing them, because

the Samaritan and Hebrew PentatenchS almost always agree,

notwithstanding the lapse of so many ages. It j s most

probable that the form of these characters has varied at dif-

ferent periods: this appears from the direct testimony of

Monifiucii, and is implied in Dr. Kennicott's making the

characters, in which manuscripts are written, one test of

their age.1 It is, however, certain that the Chaldee or square

character was the common one: as in Matt. v. 8. the yml is

referred to at the smallest letter in the alphabet. It is highly

• Ulnar!'* 11,1, Cram. p. 12. • Suh anno 4740.

• I'rai m I Hi i!

W.,i I',,,! in 'i :t7. (pp 103—UM Carpiov, t'rltica Sacra,

PP.'SBO—"II llama, I, Una Sa. la |i|>. Ill— 1-7.

i Itexsplc Ortfenle, low i pu.9Lsfses.
• llia.Herlutioii unllie llct.rrwTcul, vol I. pp. 310—314.
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probable that it was the common character, when the Sep-

tuaorint version was made ; because the departures in the

HeErew text from that version, so far as they have respect

to the letters, can mostly be accounted for, on the ground,

that the square characters were then used, and that the final

letters which vary from the medial or initial form, were then

wanting. 1

IV. Antiquity of the Hebrew Vowel Points.

But however interesting these inquiries may be in a phi-

lological point of view, it is of far greater importance to be

satisfied concerning the much litigated, and yet undecided,

question respecting the antiquity of the Hebrew points ; be-

cause, unless the student has determined for himself, after a

mature investigation, he cannot with confidence apply to the

study of this sacred language. Three opinions have been
offered by learned men on this subject. By some, the origin

of the Hebrew vowel points is maintained to be coeval with

the Hebrew language itself: while others assert them to

have been first introduced by Ezra after the Babylonish
captivity, when he compiled the canon, transcribed the books
into the present Chaldee characters, and restored the purity

of the Hebrew text. A third hypothesis is, that they were
invented, about five hundred years after Christ, by the doc-

tors of the school of Tiberias, for the purpose of marking
and establishing the genuine pronunciation, for the con-

venience of those who were learning the Hebrew tongue.

This opinion, first announced by Rabbi Elias Levita in the

beginning of the sixteenth century, has been adopted by
Cappel, Calvin, Luther, Casauhon, Scaliger, Masclef, Erpe-
nius, Houbigant, L'Advocat, Bishops Walton, Hare, and
Lowth, Dr. Kennicott, Dr. Geddes, and other eminent critics,

British and foreign, and is now generally received, although
some few writers of respectability continue strenuously to

advocate their antiquity. The .ircunum Punctutionis Jiei'e-

laium of Cappel was opposed by Buxtorf in a treatise Be
Punctorum Vbcalium Jintir/uitate, by whom the controversy

was almost exhausted. We shall briefly state the evidence
on both sides.

That the vowel points are of modern date, and of human
invention, the anti-punctists argue from the following consi-

derations :

—

1. "The kindred Shemitish languages anciently had no writ-

ten vowels. The most ancient Estrangelo and Kufish charac-

ters, that is, the ancient characters of the Syrians and Arabians,

were destitute of vowels. The Palmyrcne inscriptions, and
nearly all the Phoenician ones, are destitute of them. Some of

the Maltese inscriptions, however, and a few of the Phoenician

have marks, which probably were intended as vowels. The Ko-
ran was confessedly destitute of them, at first. The punctua-
tion of it occasioned great dispute among Mohammedans. In

some of the older Syriac writings is found a single point, which,

by being placed in different positions in regard to words, served

as a diacritical sign. The present vowel system of the Syrians

was introduced so late as the time of Theophilus and Jacob of

Edessa. (Cent, viii.) The Arabic vowels were adopted soon
after the Koran was written ; but their other diacritical marks
did not come into use, until they were introduced by Ibn Mokla
(about a. i>. 900), together with the Nishi character, now in

common use." 2

2. The Samaritan letters, which (we have already seen) were
the same with the Hebrew characters before the captivity, have
no points ; nor are there any vestiges whatever of vowel points

to be traced either in the shekels struck by the kings of Israel,

or in the Samaritan Pentateuch. The words have alwajs been

read by the aid of the four letters Aleph, He, Vau, and Jod,

which are called matres Iectio?u's, or mothers of reading.

3. The copies of the Scriptures used in the Jewish syna-

gogues to the present time, and which are accounted particularly

sacred, are constantly written without points, or any distinctions

of verses whatever : a practice that could never have been intro-

duced, nor would it have been so religiously followed, if vowel
points had been coeval with the language, or of divine authority.

To this fact we may add, that in many of the oldest and best

manuscripts, collated and examined by Dr. Kennicott, either

there are no points at all, or they are evidently a late addition
;

and that all the ancient various readings, marked by the Jews,
regard only the letters : not one of them relates to the vowel
points, which could not have happened if these had been in use.

4. Rabbi Elias Levita ascribes the invention of vowel points

to the doctors of Tiberias, and has confirmed the fact by the au-
thority of the most learned rabbins.

» Stuart's Hebrew Grammar, p. 16. Ibid. p. 19.

5. The ancient Cabbalists 3 draw all their mysteries from the
letters ; but none from the vowel points ; which they could not
have neglected if they had been acquainted with them. And
hence it is concluded, that the points were not in existence when
the Cabbalistic interpretations were made.

6. Although the Talmud contains the determinations of the
Jewish doctors concerning many passages of the law, it is evi-

dent that the points were not affixed to the text when the Tal-
mud was composed ; because there are several disputes concern-
ing the sense of passages of the law, which could not have been
controverted if the points had then been in existence. Besides,
the vowel points are never mentioned, though the fairest oppor-
tunity for noticing them offered itself, if they had really then been
in use. The compilation of the Talmud was not finished until

the sixth ceniitry. A

7. The ancient various readings, called Keri and Ketib, or
Kbetibh (which were collected a short time before the comple-
tion of the Talmud), relate entirely to consonants and not to
vowel points ; yet, if these had existed in manuscript at the time
the Keri and Khetib were collected, it is obvious that some re-

ference would directly or indirectly have been made to them.
The silence, therefore, of the collectors of these various readings
is a clear proof of the non-existence of vowel points in their time.

8. The ancient versions,—for instance, the Chaldee para-
phrases of Jonathan and Onkelos, and the Greek versions of
Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion, but especially the Septua-
gint version,

—

all read the text, in many passages, in senses dif-

ferent from that which the points determine them to mean.
Whence it is evident, that if the points had then been known,
pointed manuscripts would have been followed as the most cor-
rect; but as the authors of those versions did not use them, it is

a plain proof that the points were not then in being.

9. The ancient Jewish writers themselves are totally silent

concerning the vowel points, which surely would not have been
the case if they had been acquainted with them. Much stress

indeed has been laid upon the books of Zohar and Bahir, but
these have been proved not to have been known for a thousand
years after the birth of Christ. Even Buxtorf himself admits,
that the book Zohar could not have been written till after the
tenth century ; and the rabbis Gedaliah and Zachet confess that
it was not mentioned before the year 1 290, and that it presents

internal evidence that it is of a much later date than is pretended.
It is no uncommon practice of the Jews to publish books of re-

cent date under the names of old writers, in order to render their

authority respectable, and even to alter and interpolate ancient
writers in order to subserve their own views.

10. Equally silent are the ancient fathers of the Christian
church, Origen and Jerome. In some fragments still extant, of
Origen's vast biblical work, entitled the Hexapla (of which some
account is given in a subsequent page), we have a specimen of
the manner in which Hebrew was pronounced in the third cen-
tury ; and which, it appears, was widely different from that which
results from adopting the Masoretic reading. Jerome also, in

various parts of his works, where he notices the different pro-

nunciations of Hebrew words, treats only of the letters, and no-
where mentions the points, which he surely would have done,
had they been found in the copies consulted by him.

11. The letters n, n, l, ' (Aleph, He, Vau, and Yod), upon
the plan of the Masorites, are termed quiescent, because, accord-

ing to them, they have no sound. At other times, these same
letters indicate a variety of sounds, as the fancy of these critics

has been pleased to distinguish them by points. This single cir-

cumstance exhibits the whole doctrine of points as the baseless

fabric of a vision. To suppress altogether, or to render insig-

nificant, a radical letter of any word, in order to supply its place

by an arbitrary dot or a fictitious mark; is an invention fraught

with the grossest absurdity.5

3 The Cabbalists were a set of rabbinical doctors among the Jews, who
derived their name from their studying the Cabbala, a mysterious kind of
science, comprising mystical interpretations of Scripture, and metaphysi-
cal speculations concerning the Deity and other beings, which are found in

Jewish writings, and are said to have been handed down by a secret tradi-

tion from the earliest ages. By considering the numeral powers of the let-

ters of the sacred text, and changing ami transposing them in various ways,
according to the rules of their art, the Cabbalists extracted senses from the
sacred oracles, very different from those which the expressions seemed
naturally to import, or which were even intended by their inspired authors.
Some learned men have imagined, that the Cabbalists arose soon after the
time of Ezra ; but the truth is, that no Cabbalistic writings are extant lint

what are posterior to the destruction of the second temple. For an enter-
tainins account of the Cabbala, and of the Cabhahstical philosophy, see Mr.
Allen's Modern Judaism, pp. 65—94., or Dr. Enfield's History of Philosophy,
vol ii. pp. 199—221.

« For an account of the Talmud, see part ii. book i. chap. ii. seel. i. §6.

infra,
'» Wilson's Elements of Hebrew Grauiuiar, p. 43.
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1 2. Lastly, as lliejirsi vestiges of the points that ean be traced

are to be found in the writings of Rabbi Ben Aaher, president

of the western school, and of Rabbi Ben Naphthali, chief of the

eastern school, who flourished about the middle of the tenth cen-

tury, we are justified' in assigning that as the epoch when the

system of vowel points was established.

Such are the evidences on which the majority of the learn-

ed rest their convictions of the modern date of the Hebrew
points: it now remains, thai we concisely notice the argu-

ments adduced by the BuMorfs and their followers for the

antiquity of these points.

1. From the nature of all languages it is urged that they re-

quire Towels, which are in a manner the soul of words.

This is readily cunccded as an indisputable truth, but it is no

proof of the antiquity of the vowel points: for the Hebrew lan-

guage always had and still has vowels, independent of the points,

without which it maybe read. Origan, who transcribed the

Hebrew Scriptures in Greek characters in his Hexapla, did not

invent new vowels to express the vowels absent in Hebrew
words, neither did Jerome, who also expressed many Hebrew
words and passages in Latin characters. The .Samaritans, who
used the same alphabet as the Hebrews, read without the vowel

points, employing the mn'res lectionis, Aleph, He or Hhelh,

Jod, Oin, and Vau (a, e, i, o, u) for vowels; and the Hebrew
m >v be read in the same manner, with the assistance of these

letters, by supplying them where they are not expressed, agreea-

bly to the modern practice of the Jews, whose Talmud and rab-

binical commentators, as well as the copies of the law preserved

in the synagogues, are to this day read without vowel points.

2. It is objected that the reading of Hebrew would be rendered

very uncertain and difficult Without the points, .liter the lan-

guage ceased to be spoken.

To this it is replied, that even after Hebrew ceased to be a ver-

nacular language, its true reading might have been continued

among learned men to whom it was familiar, ;lnd also in their

schools, winch flourished before the invention of the points. And
thus daily practice in reading, as well as a consideration of the

Context, would enable them not only to fix the meaning of doubt-

ful words, but also to supply the vowels winch wire deficient,

and likewise to fix words to one determinate reading. Cappel,'

and alter linn Yi.iselet.-' have given some general rules for the

application of the matres lectionit, to enable Ds to read Hebrew
without points.

3. " Many Protestant writers have been led to support the

authority of the points, by the supposed uncertainty of the un-
pointed text ; which would oblige, us to follow the direction of

the church of Rome.
"This argument, however, makes against those who would

suppose Ezra to have introduced the points: for in that case,

from Moses to his day the text being unpointed must have been

obscure and uncertain; and if tins were not so, why should not

the unpointed text have remained intelligible and unambiguous
after his time, as it had done before it I This argument, more-

over, e^ni'ts whfil they who use it are not aware of: for if il DC

allowed that the unpointed text is ambiguous and uncertain, and
would oblige us in consequence to recur to the church of Koine.

the Romanists may prove—at least with every appearance ol

truth—that it has always been unpointed, and that, therefore, we
nei ' lie. m area to the church to explain it. Many writers

of that communion have had the candour to acknowledge, that

the unpointed Hebrew taxi can be reel and understood like

the Samaritan texl ; for although asverel words in Hebrew my,
when separata, admit of different interpret. itions, the context
Dsoally lives tin ir meaning with preci ion ;" or, if it ever rail to

do so, and leave their inclining still ambig is, recourse may In-

had to the inteqiretations of aie leni ti.ni latOTS or commentators.

We must likewise remember, that the Mnsoriles, in affixing

points to the text, did not do SO according to their own notions how

bought to lie reel : they followed lie ieeri\ed reading of their

dav, and thus fixed unalterably tint mode of reading which was

authorized among them; and, therefore, though we reject thest

points as their in
i

' con idei tii ' the] never were '

by onv inspired writer, vet it by no means follows, thai tor tie

intarpretal I Scripture ws musl go toasupposed infallible

shurchi for we sckno b divini ginsj of whs
points expn namerj the icroti nts conveyed by the letters

and e red text."'

1. 1 w.
i tue 'tie con• t

BUI Will always nVlrrmlni ill

4. In further proof of the supposed antiquity of vowel points,
some paasagi s Inn,' been adduced from the Talmud, iii which ac-

cent* and verses are mentioned. The fact is admitted, but it is

no proof of the existence of points ; neither is mention of certain

words in tile Masoretic notes, as being irregularly punctuated)
any evidence of their existence or antiquity : for the Masora was
not finished by one author, nor in one century, but that system
of annotation was commenced and prosecuted by various He-
brew critics through several ages. Hence it happened that the

latter Masorites, having detected mistakes in their predecessors

(who had adopted the mode of pronouncing and reading used in

their day), were unwilling to alter such mistakes, but contented
themselves with noting particular words as having been in

larly and improperly pointed. These notes, therefore, furnish no
evidence of the existence of points before the time of the first

compilers of the Masora.'

Thepreeedingaretlie chief arguments usually urged for and
against the vowel points, and from an impartial consideration
of them, the reader will be enabled to judge for himself.
The weight of evidence, we apprehend, will hi- found t" d<-

tennine agauui them: nevertheless, "the points seem to hare
their uses, and these not inconsiderable ; and to have this use

among others,—that, as many of the Hebrew letters have
In en corrupted since the invention of the points, and as the
pi mts subjoined originally to the true Utters have been in

many of tin se placi s n gularly preserved, these points will

frequently concur in proving the truth of such corruptions,

and will point out tin' method of correcting them."6

V. Hebrew Accents.
II. sides the rowel points, the antiquity of which has been

considered in the preceding pages, we meet in pointed He-
brew Bibles with other marks or signs termed Viiems; the

system of which is inseparably connected with the present

state of the vow el points, inasmuch .is tin se points are often

changed in consequence of the accents. The hitler therefore

must have originated contemporaneously with the written

vowels, at least with the i ipletion of the vowel system.

Respecting the design of the accents there has been great

dispute among Hebrew grammarians. Pn Ii ssor Stuart, w ho
has discussed this subject most copiously in his valuable

Hebrew Grammar, is of opinion thai ihey were designed,

not to mark the tone-syllable of a word r the inn rpnhctioB,

but to regulate the cantiUation of th. Scriptures, It is well
known that the Jews, from time immemorial in tin public

reading of the Scriptures, have tantMated tin in, that is, read

in a kind of half singing or recitative way. In this m inner

most probably the Ethiopian eunuch was reading the pro-

phecy of Isaiah when he was overheard and interrogated by

Philip. (Acts \ iii. oil.) In this manner also Mussiiliueii

read the Koran; and the pe
public discourses in this \

Hebrew in different countries is at present various, but

guided in all by the accents; that is, the accents are used as

musical notes, though various powers arc assigned tothein.'

The mode of leading with Hebrew accents will he found

treated at less or gni aar length in most of the Hebrew gram-
mars with points.

A bibliographical account of the principal editions ol the'

Hebrew liihle will be found in the fJlBUOOBJLPHIOai Appen-
dix to this" vol tune, 1'akt I. Chap. 1. Skit. 1., and of the

principal Hebrew grammars and lexicons, both icith and
without points, in Past 11. Chap. IV. Skit. 1. and II.

Ill mil- iinuiiM i n !.->' ,< uo'iiiiin ii

people of the Ea8l generally deliver
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III. Examination of its style.—IV. Its Dialects—Hebra
isms—Jiabbinisms—Aramxisms—Latinisms—Persisms and
Cilicisms.

1. Similarity of the Greek Language of the New Tes-
tament WITH THAT OF THE ALEXANDRIAN OR SEPTUAGINT
Greek Version.
If a knowledge of Hebrew be necessary and desirable, in

order to understand the Old Testament aright, an acquaint-

ance with the Greek language is of equal importance for

understanding the New Testament correctly. It is in this

language that the Septuagint version of the Old Testament
was executed ; and as the inspired writers of the New Tes-
tament thought and spoke in the Chaldee or Syriac tongues,

whose turns of expression closely corresponded with those

of the ancient Hebrew, the language of the apostles and
evangelists, when they wrote in Greek, necessarily resem-

bled that of the translators of the Septuagint. And as every

Jew, who read Greek at all, would read the Greek Bible,

the style of the Septuagint again operated in forming the

style of the Greek Testament. 1 The Septuagint version,

therefore, being a new source of interpretation equally im-

portant to the Old and New Testament, a knowledge of the

Greek language becomes indispensably necessary to the

biblical student.

II. A variety of solutions has been given to the question,

why the New Testament was written in Greek.
The true reason is simply this,—that it was the language

best understood, both by writers and readers, being spoken
and written, read and understood, throughout the Roman
empire, and particularly in the eastern provinces. In fact,

Greek was at that time as well known in the higher and
middle circles as the French is in our day ; almost all Ro-
mans, who had received any tincture of education, speaking
it in addition to their mother tongue. To the universality

of the Greek language, Cicero,2 Seneca, 3 and Juvenal 1 bear

ample testimony : and the circumstances of the Jews having
had both political, civil, and commercial relations with the

Greeks, and being dispersed through various parts of the

Roman empire, as well as their having cultivated the philo-

sophy of the Greeks, of which we have evidence in the New
Testament, all sufficiently account for their being acquainted

with the Greek language ; to which we may add the fact,

that the Septuagint Greek version of the Old Testament had
been in use among the Jews upwards of two hundred and
eighty years before the Christian oera ; which most assuredly

would not have been the case if the language had not been
familiar to them. And if the eminent Jewish writers, Philo

and Josephus, had motives for preferring to write in Greek,
there is no reason—at least there is no general presumption

—

why the first publishers of the Gospel might not use the

Greek language. 5 But we need not rest on probabilities. For,

1. It is manifest from various passages in the first book
of Maccabees, that the Jews of all classes must at that time

(b. c. 175— 1 10) have understood the language of their con-

querors and oppressors, the Macedonian Greeks under Anti-

ochus, falsely named the Great, and his successors.

2. Further, when the Macedonians obtained the dominion of

western Asia, they filled that country with Greek cities.

The Greeks also possessed themselves of many cities in

Palestine, to which the Herods added many others, which

» Bishop Marsh's Lectures, part iii. pp. 30, 31. The question relative to

the supposed Hebrew originals of Saint Matthew's Gospel, ami of the Epis-

tle to the Hebrews, is purposely oinitled in this place, as it is considered in

the subsequent part ol this work.
» Orat. pro Archia Poeta, c. 10. Graeca leguntur in omnibus fere genii-

bus; Latina suis finibus, exiguis sane, continentur. Julius Csesar attests the
prevalence of the Greek language in Gaul. De Bell. Gal. lib. i. o. 29. lib. vi.

c. 14. (vol. i.pp. 23. 161. edit. Bipnnl.)
a In consolat. ad Helviam, c. 6. Quid sibi volunt in mediis barbarorurn

regionibu9 GraccB urbes t Quid inter lndos Persasquc Macedonian srr-

mo 1 Scythia et totus ille ferarum indomilarumque gentium tractus civita-

tes AchaiEe, Ponticis impositas litoribus, ostentat.
* Nunc totus Graias nostrasque habet orbis Athenas. Sat. xv. v. 110

Even the female sex, it appears from the same satirist, made use of Greek
as the language of familiarity and passion. See Sat. vi. v. 18.3—191. To the
authorities above 'cited may be added the testimonies of Tacitus fDe Orat.
c. 29.), of Ovid (De Arte Amor. lib. ii. v. 121.), and of Martial. (Epigr. 1. c.

xix. Epig. 58.)

» Josephus, de Bell. Jud. Proem. § 2. says, that he composed his history
of the Jewish war in the language of his country, and afterwards wrote it

in Greek for the information of the Greeks and Romans. The reader will

find a great number of additional testimonies to the prevalence of the Greek
language in the East, in Antonii Josephi Binterim Epistola Catholica Inter-
linealis de Lingo i Original! Novi Testamenti non Latin:!, Arc. pp. 171

—

153. Dusseldorpii, 1820. It is necessary to apprize the reader, that the
design ofthis volume is to support the dogma of the Romish church, that
the reading of the Holy Scriptures, in the vulgar tongue, ought not to be
promiscuously allowed.

Vol. I. 2 B

were also inhabited by Greeks. Herod the Great, in particu-
lar, made continual efforts to give a foreign physiognomy to
Juda>a ; which country, during the personal ministry of Jesus
Christ, was thus invaded on every side by a Greek population.
The following particulars will confirm and illustrate this fact:

Aristobulus and Alexander built or restored many cities,

which were almost entirely occupied by Greeks, or by Sy-
rians who spoke their language. Some of the cities, indeed,
which were rebuilt by the Asmonaean kings, cr by the com-
mand of Pompey, were on the frontiers of Palestine, but a
great number of them were in the interior of that country

;

and concerning these cities we have historical data which
demonstrate that they were very nearly, if not altogether,

Greek. Thus, at Dora, a city of Galilee, the inhabitants
refused to the Jews the right of citizenship which had been
granted to them by Claudius. 6 Josephus expressly says
that Gadara and Hippos are Greek cities, ixumSi; tio-i sri^ac.7

In the very centre ot Palestine stood Bethshan, which place
its Greek Inhabitants called Scythc/polis* Josephus3 testifies

that Gaza, in the southern part of Judaea, was Greek ; and
Joppa, the importance of whose harbour induced the kings
of Egypt and Syria successively to take it from the Jews, 10

most certainly could not remain a stranger to the same influ-

ence. Under the reign of Herod the Great, Palestine be-
came still more decidedly Greek. That prince and his sons
erected several cities in honour of the Caesars. The most
remarkable of all these, Oa-sarea (which was the second city
in his kingdom), was chiefly peopled by Greeks;" who after

Herod's death, under the protection of Nero, expelled the
Jews who dwelt there with them. 12 The Jews revenged the
affront, which they had received at Ctesarea, on Gadara,
Hippos, Scythopohs, Askalon, and Gaza,—a further proof
that the Greeks inhabited those cities jointly with the Jews. 13

After the death of Pompey, the Greeks, being liberated from
all the restraints which had been imposed on them, made
great progress in Palestine under the protection of Herod;
who by no means concealed his partiality for them," and
lavished immense sums of money for the express purpose of
naturalizing their language and manners among the Jews.
With this view he built a theatre and amphitheatre at Caesa-
rea; 15 at Jericho an amphitheatre, and astadium; 1 " he erected
similar edifices at the very gates of the holy city, Jerusalem,
and he even proceeded to build a theatre within its walls."

3. The Roman government was rather favourable than
adverse to the extension of the Greek language in Palestine,

in consequence of Greek being the official language of the
procurators of that country, when administering justice, and
speaking to the people.

Under the earlier emperors, the Romans were accustomed
frequently to make use of Greek, even at Rome, when the

affairs ofthe provinces were under consideration. 18 If Greek
were thus used at Rome, we may reasonably conclude that it

would be still more frequently spoken in Greece and in Asia.

In Palestine, in particular, we do not perceive any vestige

of the official use of the Latin language by the procurators.

We do not find a single instance, either in the books of the

New Testament or in Josephus, in which the Roman gover-

nors made use of interpreters; and while use and the affairs

of life accustomed the common people to that language, the

higher classes of society would on many accounts be obliged

to make use of it.

4. So far were the religious authorities of the Jews from
opposing the introduction of Greek, that they appear rather

to have favoured the use of that language.
They employed it, habitually, in profane works, and ad-

mitted it into official acts. An article of the Mischna prohi-

bits the Jews from writing books in any other language,
except the Greek. 19 Such a prohibition would not have been

Josephus, Ant. Jud. lib. xix. c. 6. § 5.

t Ant Jud. lib xvi. c. 11. §4.
a Kxudmv H0A.15, Judges i. 27. (Septuagint version.) Polybius, lib. v. c.

70. § 4.

9 Josephus, Ant. Jud. lib. xrii. c. 11. § 4.

i° Diod. Sic. lib. xix. cc. 59. 93. 1 Mace. x. 75. xii. 33, 34. xiii. 11. xiv. 34.

2 Mace. xiii. 3. Josephus, Ant. Jud. lib. xiii. c. 9. §2. and lib. xiv. c. 10. §22.
" Josephus, de Bell. Jud. lib. iii. c. 9. compared with lib. ii. c. 13. § 7.

" Bell. Jud. lib. ii. c. 14. § 4. " Ibid. lib. ii. c. 18.

M JosepbuSj Ant. Jud. lib. xix. c. 7. § 5.

'* Idi'in. lib. xv. c. 9. compared with lib. xvi. c. 5.

6 Bell. Jud. lib. i. c. 33. §§ 6. 8. Ant. Jud. lib. xvii. c. 6.

' Bell. Jud. lib. i. c. 9. s. 3. Ant. Jud. lib. xv. c. 8. «i»T|iif n 'h.oj-o

hvftm; ...xoSo/oKriv. Compare Eichhorn de JudEeorum Re Scenica in Com
ment. Soc. Reg. Scient. Getting, vol. ii. Class. Antiq. pp. 10—13.

»" This will account for the Jewish king, Herod Agrippa, and his brother
being permitted by the emperor Claudius to be present in the senate, and
to addressthat assembly in Greek. Dion. Hist. lib. lx. c. S

» Mischna, Tract. Megill. c. 1. §8.
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riven if they had not been accustomed to write in a foreign

laniruaffe. The act or instrument of divorce might, indiffer-

cmlv. Be written ami signed in Greek or Hebrew: in either

language, and with i ither subscription, it w aa valid. 1 Daring

the siege of Jerusalem, t'"r the first time, some opposition

av . i, in ide to the use of the Greek language, when brides

were forbidden to wear a nuptial crown, at the same time

that fathers were commanded t< . prevent their children thence-

forward from learning Greek.3 This circumstance will en-

able ns readily to understand whj Josephus, when sent by

Titus to address his besieged countrymen, spoke to them
't$fu?<Mt, that is. in the Hebrew dialect, and t» t*t?i<» ^x-.rn,

in Kit native tongue.- 1 it was not that he might oe better

heard, but that he might make himself known to them as

their fellow-countryman and brother,

5. The Greek lanjniacre was spread through various clases

of the Jewish nation by usage and the intercourse of life.

The people, with but few exceptions, generally understood
it, altnmiirh they continued to he always nmre attached to

their native tongue. There wt re at Jerusalem religions

communities wholly composed of Jews who spoke Greek;
and of these .lews, as well as of (J reek proselytes, the Chris-

tian church at .lei iisalein appears in the first instance to have
bi i ii formed. An examination of the Acts of the Apostles
will prove these assertions. Thus, in Acts xxi. 10. and xxii.

'-'. when Paul, after a tumult, addressed the populace in

Hebrew, they kepi the more silence. They, therefore evi-

dently expected that he would have spoken to them in an-
other language which they would have comprehended,4

though tley heard him much better in Hebrew, which they
preferred. In Acts vi. !). and ix. 29. we read that there were
at Jerusalem whole synagogues of Hellenist .lews, under
the name of I'yrenians, Alexandrians, &c. And in Acts vi.

1. we find that these very Hellenists formed a ci msiderahlc
portion of the church in that city. 5 From the account given

m John xii. -JO. of certain Greeks (whether they were Hel-
lenistic Jews or (Ire. k proselytes it is not mat) rial to deter-

mine), who throne, h Iheapostfe Philip requested an interview
with .lc BUS, it may fairly he inferred that both Philip and
Andrew understood I 'reek. ;

S. Farther, there arc extant Greek monnmi nts, containing
epitaphs and inscriptions, which were erected in Palestine

and the neighbouring countries," as well as ancient coins

which were struck in the cities of Palestine, and also iii the

various cities of Asia Minor. - What purpose could it

answer, to erect the one or to execute the other, in the Greek
language, it that language had not been familiar—indeed

vi macular to the inhabitants of Palestine and the neighbour-
ing countries > There is, then, evi ry reasonable evidence,
amounting to demonstration, that Greek did prevail uni-

veTBall] throughout the Roman empire; and that the i-

moii people of .ludica were acquainted with it, and under-
Stood it.

Convincing as we apprehend the preceding facts and evi-

dence win be found to the unprejudiced inquirer, two or three

objections have bei n r ii i d gainst them, which ii may not

be irrelevant hen- brefly to notice.

1. It is objected that, during the siegi of Jerusalem, when
Titus granted 8 truce to the factious Jews just before he
commenced his last assault, he advanced tow anls them ac-

companied by an interpreter:' but the Jewish hisi

Josi jihus, evidently means that the Roman general, confident

of victory, f i a sense of dignity, spoke first, and in his
own maternal language, which we Know was Latin. The
interpreter, therefore, aid not attend him in order to trans.

late Greek words into Hebrew, hut for the purpose of ren-
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dering into Hebrew or Greek ihe discourse which Titus pro-
nounced in Latin.

2. It has also hcen urged as a strong objection to ihe Gr. i k

original of Ihe Gospels, that Ji bos Christ spoke in I lebn w ;

because Hebrew words occur in Mark v. ilj. (Talitha cumi)-,

vii. 34. [Ephphatha) ; Matt, xxvii. 46. (JSli, Eli.' I tana

gabaehthani), and Mark xv. 34. But to this affirmation ws
may reply, that on this occasion the evangelists have noticed
and transcribed these expressions in the original, bee:

Jesus did not ordinarily and habitually speak Hebrew, lint

admitting it to be more probable, that the Redeemer did
ordinarily speak Hebrew to the Jews, who wi re mi si par-

tial to their native tongue, which they heard him speak with
delight, we may ask—in what language but Greek did he
address the multitudes, when they were composed of a
mixture of persons of different countries and nation! pro-
selytes to the Jewish religion, as well as heathen Gentili a ?

For instance, the Gadarenes (Matt. viii. 28—34. Mark v. 1.

Luke viii. 26.); the inhabitants of the borders of Tyre and
Si<l. hi (Mark vii. 24.); the inhabitants of ihe Decapolis;
the Syrophcenician woman, who is expressly n rmed a trreeJt,

>i jimi 'Exxjivif, in Mark vii. 36. ; and the (in > ks, I >. >.»vf.-, who
were desirous of si einir Jesus at the passover. (John xii.

20.)'°

3. Lastly, it has been objected, that, as the Christian
churches were in many countries 1 chiofh of the

common people, they did not and could not understand

Greek. Hut, not to insist on the evidence aln ad\ adduced
for the universality of the Greek language, we may reply,

that " in every church there wire numbers of persons en-

dowed with the gifts of tongues, and of the interpretation

of tongues; who could readily turn the apostles Greek
epistles into the language of the church to which they were
M nt. In particular, the president, or the spiritual man, who
read the apostle's Greek letter to the Hebrews in their public

assemblies, could, without any hesitation, read it in the He-
brew language, for the edification ofthose who did not undi r-

Btand Greek. And with respect to the Jews in the provinces,

Greek being the native lanem oi . f mi si of tie m, this,

epistle was much better calculated for their use, written in

the Greek language, than if it had In en written in the He-
brew, which few of there understood." further. " it was
pro] i

i that all the apostolical epistles shi uld be written in

the Greek language ; because the different doctrines of the
Gospel bi ing uelivi n d and explained in them, the explana-
tion of these iiocii'ines could with more advantage !» com-
pared so as to be better understood, being expressed in

language, than if, in the different i pistles, thej had bt en ex-
i d in the language of the churches and persons to whom

1 1 1

« \ were sent Now, what should that language be,

in which it was proper to write the ('lnisti.ui Revelation,

but the tire, k, w hieh w as then .ii iii rail) tin

w hieh there were many 1 ks extant, tha

of literature, and on tliat account were likl ly to he pn served,

and bj the reading ofwhich Christians, in il s, would
be enabled to understand the Greek ol the \m Testament 1

This advantage none of the provincial dialects used in the

apostle's tiays could preti ml to, Heine limited to particular

countries, they were soon to be disused; and few (if any)
I ks being written in them which merited to bt preserved,

the meaning"of such ol the apostles' letters as wire com-
post d in the provincial languages could not easily have been

I'M

III. E\ VMINATION 0V TIIK Sl'VI.K OF THE Nl » TlSTA-
M i

-.
i .

The style of the \ I' it has a considerable
affinity with that of the Sephiarinl \ eisi i thi < lid I

ment, which was executed dria," although it ap-

firoaches somewhat nearer to the idiom of the later Greek
anguage. Hena some philologers have wi bed to call tha

of thl \'W Tesl, inn nl ihe . 1 1, jinitlrinr dialect, and
hue i, garded the dialect of Ah xandria as tin Bource of tha

style of the New Testament This opinion i supported,

si by a comparison of the New Testament with this

dialect, nor by history: for the writers of the New Testa-
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ment were not. citizens of Alexandria ; nor, simply because

they have sometimes followed the Alexandrine version, can

it be concluded, that they have imitated the Alexandrine

Dialect, which was not a language peculiar and appropriate

to the citizens of that place alone, but was a kind cf speech-

mixed and corrupted by the confluence of many nations, as

Greeks, Macedonians, Africans, Carthaginians, Syrians,

East Indians, Sicilians, and others. After the Macedonians

had subjugated the whole of Greece, and extended their do-

minion into Asia and Africa, the refined and elegant Attic

began to decline ; and all the dialects being by degrees mixed
together, there arose a certain peculiar language, called the

Common, and also the Hellenic ,- but more especially, since

the empire of the Macedonians was the chief cause of its

introduction into the general use from the time of Alexander

onwards, it was called the (later) Macedomc. This dialect

was composed from almost all the dialects of Greece, to-

fether with very many foreign words borrowed from the

'ersians, Syrians, Hebrews, and other nations, who became

connected with the Macedonian people after the age of Alex-

ander. Now, of this Macedonian dialect, the dialect of

Alexandria (which was the language of ull the inhabitants

of that city, as well of the learned as of the Jews), was a

drgcnerati' progeny far more corrupt than the common Mace-
donian dialect. This last-mentioned common dialect, being

the current Greek spoken throughout Western Asia, was
made use of by the writers of the Greek Testament. 1 In

consequence of the peculiarities of the Hebrew phraseology

being discernible, it has by some philologers been termed

Hebrenc-Gretk, and (from the Jews having acquired the

Greek language, rather by practice than by grammar, among
the Greeks, in whose countries they resided in large commu-
nities;) Hellenistic-Greek. The propriety of this appellation

was severely contested towards the close of the seventeenth

and in the early part of the eighteenth century :
2 and nume-

> Ernesti on the causes of the forced Interpretations of tile New Testa-

ment, in the Biblical Repository, vol. i. pp. 472—170.

s The "controversy on this topic began very soon after the revival of
literature in Europe. In the sixteenth century, Erasmus anil I.aurentius

Valla ventured to assert publicly, that the Greek of the New Testament is

Hellenistic. Many learned men of that day were inclined to adopt tnfs

opinion. Hut Robert Stephens, in the preface to his celebrated edition "f
the New Testament (1576), took it into his head strenuously to contend for

the Attic purity of its dialect. As his Testament was so widely circulated,

the preface served to excite general attention to the subject in question,

and to prepare the minds of critics for the mighty contest which followed
Sebastian Pforscher led the way, in his Diatribe de Ling. Greec. N. Test.

puriudr, published in 1629, at Amsterdam; in which he defends, with great
warmth, the purity of the New Testament Greek. His antagonist was J.

Jung, who published in 1640 his Sentential doctiss. virorum, tic HeUenistia
et Beuenistica Dialecto. To this a reply was made, by J. Grosse of Jena,

styled Trias propositionum t/ieol. slilutn Nov. Test, a barbaris crimina-
tionibus viadicantiuin ,- in which the whole mass of Hellenists were con-

signed over to the most detestable heresy. In the same year, Wulferwrote
an answer to this in bis Innocentia Hellenistariim vindicata ; to which
Grosse replied, in his Observation's pro triade Observatt. upologelicai.

MusEeus defended Wulfer (though not in all his positions) in his Dist/uisi-

tio de stilo Nov. Testamenti, a. d. 1641 ; to which Grosse replied by a Ter-
tiadefensio Triados, 1641. In 1642, Musffius felt himself compelled to pub-
lish liis Vindieioi Disquisitionis ; which however only excited Grosse to a
Quurta defensio Triados.
"About the same lime, the controversy was briskly carried on in Hol-

land. D. Heinsius, in his Aristarchits Sacer, and his Exercitt. Sac. in Nov.
Teslamenlum, had espoused the cause of Hellenism, and commented upon
Pforscher's Diatribe. In a plainer manner still did he do this, in his Exer-
citatio dp Lingua Hellenistica, published in 1643. In the very same year,

the celebrated Salmasius appeared as his antagonist, in three separate pub-
lications, the spirit and tone of which may be readily discerned from their

titles. The first was inscribed Commentarins controversial!! de lingua
Hellenistica decidens ; the second, Funus lingua: Hellenistica ; the third,

Ossilegium lingure Hellenistica. In 1648, Gataker, in England, warmly
espoused the

1

cause of the Hellenists, in his Dissert, de stilo Nov. Testa-
menti. On the same side, about this time, appeared Wercnfels, of Switzer-
land, in his essay De stylo Script. Nov. Testament! ; and J. Olearius, of
Germany, in his book Destilo Nov. Testament! ,- also Bockler, in his tract,

De ling. Nov. Test, original!. In Holland, Vorstius published, in defence
of the same side, his book Dc Hebraismis Nov. 7'estamenti, 1653; and in

1665, his Comment, de Hebraismis N. Test. The last was attacked by H.
Vitringa, in his Specimen annolalt. ad Pbilol. Sac. Vorstii. The best of
these dissertations were collected and published by Rhenferd in bis Syn-
tagma Diss. Philol. Ttieol. de stilo Nov. Test. 1703; and also by Van
Honert about the same time, at Amsterdam.

"J. H. Michaelis, in his essay De textu Nov. Test. Hals, 1707, and H.
Blackwall, in bis Sacred Classics illustrated and defended, endeavoured to

moderate the parties, and to show, that while it might safely be admitted
that there are Hebraisms in the New Testament, it may at the same time
be maintained, that the Greek of the sacred writers is entitled to the cha-
racter of classic purity. But all efforts at peace were defeated by Georgi
of Wittemberg, who, in 1732, published his Vindicia, Nov. Test. This was
answered byKnappand Dressing ofLeipsic. In 1733, Georgi published his
Hierocrilicus Sacer, in three books ; and at the end of the year, a second
part, in as many more books ; which were also answered by his Leipsic
opponents. From this time, the cause of the Hellenists began to predomi-
nate throughout Europe. And though many essays on this subject have
since appeared, and it has been canvassed in a far more able manner than
before, yet few of these essays have been controversial ; almost all writers
leaning to the side of Hellenism." Dissertations on the Importance and best

rous publications were written on both sides of the question,
with considerable asperity, which, together with tin- contro-
versy, are now almost forgotten. The dispute, however in-

teresting to the philological antiquarian, is, after all, a mere
•' strife of words;' -3 and as the appellations of Hellenistic or
Htbraic-Greelt, and of Macedonian-Greek, are sufficiently cor-

rect for the purpose of characterising the language of the
New Testament, one or other of them is now generally
adopted. The peculiar genius and character of the Greek
style of the New Testament are copiously and ably discussed
by Henry Planck, in a dissertation on this subject, to which
the reader is necessarily referred. 4

Of this Heb aic style, the Gcspcls of St. Matthew and
St. Mark exhibit strong vestiges : the former presents harsher
Hebraisms than the fatter : and the Gospel of St. Mark
abounds with still more striking Hebraisms. "The epistles

of St. James and Jude are somewhat better, but even these
are full of Hebraisms, and betray in other respects a certain
Hebrew tone. St. Luke has, in several passages, written
pure and classic Greek, of which the four first verses of his
Gospel may be given as an instance : in the sequel, where
he describes the actions of Christ, he has very harsh He-
braisms, yet the style is more agreeable than that of St.
Matthew or St. Mark. In the Acts of the Apostles he is

not free from Hebraisms, which he seems to have never
studiously avoided; but his periods are more classically
turned, and sometimes possess beauty devoid of art. St.
John has numerous, though not uncouth, Hebraisms both in
his Gospel and epistles : but be has written in a smooth and
flowing language, and surpasses all the Jewish writers in
the excellence of narrative. St. Paul again is entirely dif-
ferent from them all : his style is indeed neglected and full

of Hebraisms, but he has avoided the concise and verse-like
construction of the Hebrew language, and has, upon the
whole, a considerable share of the roundness of Grecian
composition. It is evident that he was as perfectly acquainted
with the Greek manner of expression as with the Hebrew;
and he has introduced them alternately, as either the one or
the other suggested itself the first, or was the best ap-
proved." 5

This diversity of style and idiom in the sacred writers of
the New Testament affords an intrinsic and irn sistible evi-
dence for the authenticity of the books which pass under
their names. If their style had been uniformly the same,
there would be good reason for suspecting that they had all

combined together when they wrote. ; or, else, that having
previously conceited what they should teach, one of them
had committed to writing their system of doctrine. In ordi-
nary cases, when there is a difference of style in a work pro-
fessing to be the production of one author, we have reason to
believe that it was written by several persons. In like man-
ner, and for the very same reason, when books, which pass
under the names of several authors, are written in different
styles, we are authorised to conclude that they were not com
posed by one person.

Further, If the New Testament had been written with
classic purity; if it had presented to us the language of
Isocrates, Demosthenes, Xenophon, or Plutarch, there would
have been just grounds for suspicion of forgery ; and it

Method of studying the Original Languages of the Bible, by John and others,
with Notes by Prof. Stuart, (Andover, N. America, 1821), pp. 77, 78. The
reader, who is desirous of investigating the controversy on the purity of the
language of the New Testament, is referred to the Acroases Academicte
super Hermeneutica Novi Testamenti of Prof. Morns fyol. i. pp. 202

—

233.) ; in which he has enumerated the principal writers on each side ofthe
question. A similar list has been given by Beck (Monogrammata Herme-
neutices Novi Testamenti. part i. pp. 28—32.), bv Carpzov, (Isagoge adl.ee-
tinnem N. T. p. &3. et seq.) and by Rambach, (Instil. Herm. Sacrae, pp. 23.
399.) Dr. Campbell has treated the subject very ably in the first of his
Preliminary Dissertations, prefixed to his version of the four Gospels; and
Wetstein (Libelli ad Crisin atque Interpretationcm N. T. pp. 48—60.) has
given some interesting extracts from Origen, Chrysoslom. and other fathers,
who were of opinion that the language of the New Testament was not pure
Greek. Other writers might be mentioned, who have treated bibliographi-
cally on this topic : but the preceding foreign critics only are specified, as
their works may be easily procured from tile Continent.

a Michaelis ascribes the disputes above noticed either to " a want of suf-
ficient knowledge of the Greek, the prejudices of pedanlry and school or-
thodoxy, or the injudicious custom of choosing the Greek Testament as the
Jrst book to be read by learners of that language ; by which means they
are so accustomed to its singular style, that in a more advanced age they
are incapable of perceiving its deviation from the language of the classics."
(Bp. Marsh's Michaelis, vol. i. p. 211.)

* Commentatio de vera Natura atque Indole Oralionis Gra?ca? NoviTesfa-
menti (Gottingre, 1810.) As the Latin Treatise is not of very common occur-
rence, the reader is particularly referred to two accessible English trans-
lations, one in the second volume, (pp. 91—188.) of the Edinburgh ' Biblical
Cabinet,' and the other in the first volume (pp. 638—689.) of tic Biblical
Repository' (Andover, Massachusetts. 1833.)

» Michaeli6, vol. i. p. 112.
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might with propriety have been objected, that it was impos-

sible for Hebrews, who professed to be men of no learning,

to have written in so pure and excellent a Btyle, and, conse-

quently, that the hooks which were ascribed to them must

have been the invention of some impostor. The diveraitj

of style, therefore, which is observable in them, so far from

oeing any objection to the authenticity of the New Testa-

in. Dt, is in reality a strong argument for the truth and i-in-

ocrity of the sacred writers, and of the authenticity of their

writings. •• Very many of the Greek words found in the

New Testament, are not such as were adopted by men of

education, and the higher and more polished ranks of life,

but such as were in use with the common people. Now this

shows that the writers became acquainted with the language,

in consequence of an actual intercourse with those who spoke

it, rather than from any study of books : and that intercourse

must have been very much confined to the middling or even

lower classes ; since the words and phrases most frequently

osed by them passed current only among the vulgar. There
are undoubtedly many plain intimations 1 given throughout

these books, that their writers were of this lower class, and

that their associates were frequently of the same description ;

but the character of the style is the strongest confirmation

possible that their conditions were not higher than what they

have ascribed to themselves."- In fact, the vulgarisms,

foreign idioms, and other disadvantages and defects, which

some critics imagine that they have discovered in the He-

braic Greek of the New Testament, "are assigned by the

inspired writers as the reasons of God's preference of it.

whose thoughts are not our thoughts, nor his ways our wa\ -..

Paul argues, that the success of the preachers of the Gospel,

in spite" of the absence of those accomplishments in lan-

guage, then so highly valued, was an evidence of the divine

power and energy with which their ministry was accom-

panied. He did not address them, he tells us (1 Cor.i. 17.),

with the wisdom of irord.*,—with artificial periods and a

studied elocution,

—

lest the cross of Christ should be mad of
none effect

;

—lest to human eloquence that success should be

ascribed, which ought to be attributed to the divinity of tin-

doctrine and the agency of the Spirit, in the miracles wrought
in support of it. There is hardly any sentiment whirl,

lie is at greater pains to enforce, lie used now of the en-

Hang or persuastvt words of man}'s wisdom. Wherefore?

—

'That their faith might not stand in the wisdom of man, but

in the power of God? (1 Cor. ii. 4, 5.) Should I ask what
was the reason why our Lord Jesus Christ chose for the in-

struments of that most amazing revolution in the religious

Bystems of mankind, men perfectly illiterate ami taken out

of the lowest class of the people? Your answer to this

will serve equally for an answer to that other question,

—

\\ hv did the Holy Spirit choose to deliver such important

truths in the barbarous idiom of a few obscure Galihrans,

and not in the politer and more harmonious strains of d'r, eian

eloquence?— 1 repeat it, the answer to both questions is the

-lie—That it might appear, beyond contradiction, the

excellency of the power was of God, and not of man." 3

As a large proportion of the phrases and constructions of

the New Testament is pure Greek, that is to say, of the same
degree of purity as the Greek which was spoken in Mace-
donia, and that in which I'olybius and Appinn wrote their

histories; thi language oi the New Testament will derive

considerable illustration from consulting the works of classic

writers, and especially from diligently collating the Septua-

gint version of the Old Testament: the collections also of

Raphe I ins, Palain t. Boas \hreseh, Urnesti, and
i
the i writers

whose works are noticed In the Bibliographical Appendix to

Vol. II., will afford the biblical student every essential

assistance in < \phiininir the pure Greek expressions of the

New Testament according to the osage of classic authors.

It should further hi tie,, I. thai ther cur in the New
Testament words that express both doctrines and practices

' It is ot>\ ten passages, as Mnrk i 10. i, II J,,hn xxi .1.7.

where (be oecunatlonn ol the apostles .or plainly t prof, dlj

n, I. Urai be mora eeilsmelory to refei to lc\ I

SCor.viii and tx.xt.CS, 9. 87. joi 11* Pta I 11
i

.
i" rial. .in ii IS. iii these, lbs euelnm, n

.s, nn,l aaanrlilna nf the prnarhni ' lymen-
tkmod «n. I alluded to; and aftord a species of unoestgwd proof, which

t,, repel Ihe In pal U I fraud, especially if (he circumstance of*

J I,. I,,- taken int.. Ihe aceoosL
» Hn. Maliby'a "ii i the Troth oflheCbrlaUan Religion," pp

' Hr OampbeO'a IV-hminary Dissertation, We* I (vol 1 Bd edll

Ubop Warhurton fa with ra usual ability In D
true- of Grace," book I cha i (Works, trot tut, pp. 878 MB.)
Sec also Mlchaelis'a lnlro<tut

I

, vol I pp. 1 10— 1J3.

which were utterly unknown to the Greeks ; and also words
bearing widely different interpretation from those which are
ordinarily found in Greek ".inters.

IV. Iii eon e,| , of the Macedonian Greek being com-
pos,,! of almost all the dialects of Greece (as will as of very

man] foreign words), die NewTestamentcontains examples
ns iiiai.ki'Ts occurring in the Greek language, and

especi ll\ ofthe Attic. To these, some have added the poetic

dialect, chiefly, it should seem, because there are a few pas-
cited by St. Paul from the ancient Greek poets, in

Acts IVU. 38. 1 COT. xv. :i:i. and Tit. i. 1-2. ' Hut the sa-

cred writers of the .Vw Testament, being .lews, Were conse-
nuentlv acquainted with the Hebrew idioms, and also with
the common as well as with the appropriated or acquires
senses of the words of that language. Hence, when they
used a Greek word, as correspondent to a Hebrew one of

like signification, they employed it as the Hebrew word was
used, c iiher in a common or appropriated sense, as occasion
required. The whole arrangement of their periods " is regu-
lated according to the Hebrew verses (not those in Hebrew
poetry, but sueh as are found in the historical books) ; which
are constructed in a manner directly opposite to the round-

ness of Grecian language, and for want of variety have an
endless repetition of the same particles."' These particular

idioms are termed Hebraisms, and their nature and classes

have In i n treated at considerable length by various writers.

Georgi, Pfochenius, and others, have altogether denied the

existence of these Hebraisms; while their antagonists have,

perhaps unni cessarily. multiplied them. Wyssius, in his

Dialectologia Sacra, has divided the Hebraisms of the New
Testament into thirteen classes; Vorstius' into thirty-one

classes ; and Viser into eight classes; 7 and Masclef has given

an ample collection of the Hebraisms occurring in the sacred

writings in the first volume of bis excellent Hebrew Gram-
mar. 8 The New Testament, however, contains fewer He-
brew grammatical constructions than the SeptUSgint, except

in the ihook of Revelation ; wherewe often find a nominative,

win rt another ease should have been substituted, in imitation

of the Hebrew, which iswilhout eases.' As the limits ne-

cessarily assigned to this section do not permit us to abridge

the valuable treatises just noticed, we shall here adduce some
instance.a of the Hebraisms found principally in the New
Testament, and shall oiler a few canons by which to deter-

mine them with precision.

1. Thus, to be catted, to arise, and to be found, are the same
as to be, with the Hebrews, and this hitter is in the Old Testa-

ment frequently expressed by the former. Compare Isa. lx. 14.

18. lxi. 3. Lrii. \2. Zech. viii. 3.

\.
. ordlngly, in the V wTesl imeut, these terms are often employed one

Inr tt her, as In Han. v. 9. ThsyshaU be tailed the cliiutrtn of God:
and v. i. !'.* //. thall be called tat least in the kingdom of llturenl—
I John in 1. Thalvt •lrii' oonsofQoeL 7'u be called here
and in other places is really '" oe, and il is s>> expressed according1 io the
ii king. There Is the like signification of the wora arise,

as ii'.s.iiii xi. 20 ij tht king's terath artst Bstli iv.il Bniargtmenl
and deliverance shall arise to the JeuH Proi > r. B Tht . olavtuy shall

</ — In all which |
.I ices Hi,' w->ni arise slgnlflee no other than

; according i<> the Hebrew idiom. Ami hence it is

i ., siiml ir manner in it,,- New Testament, as In Luke ixhr 88, ll'Ay

arise in your hearts 1 i. a. Why are they there 1—Malt. xxiv.

..'t There shall arise foist Chrlsts, i e. there shall actually heat that nine
-ii,h pi rsona ac in,:: i" ii, > predii tlon S i, !» OS found i-

II, .hows of the*same import with the above-mi a ami
...k in it,,. ( i, i put t"i lbs other, as In I B un. I si

,N EvQ /mill roil tut n /"unit iii tti'i —gChron xtx a, Good l/iines are
1,1 3 J ess shall lie foinut therein —Dan.

.'. ni epiril teat
'' nnd in Daniel In these and <,it,er teztaths

Hebrew word ilenl toteas, In imllmtloo of this

n i , sum or ssisro, to bs in the NewTejetn*
, I oke rvil ' V found that rsturnsdte gtvegtoru

utphi v 6s found ft

ICot It ' t'f<at a man Inxfoundfaithful—Phil h -

it infashton as a sjioji Beb d 5> Enoch teas notfoawl

.

: which

« .1 It Us :•" I'
I loi H. ,,.... nii.-.r. |, 16 Piciil.t, 11. mi.

i D UlebaeUs, sni i. p. 123.
B rll B (Op 1

1
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ii

;
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is the same with Enoch was not, as is evident from comparing this place

willi Gen. v. 24. lo which it refers. The expression of St. Peter, 1 Bp. it.

22. ifeither teas suite found in his mouth. i> taken from Isa. tiii. 9. Neitfu r

was there any deceit (or guile) in his mouth. Whence it appears, that in

this, as well as the other lexis above cited, to befound is equivalent to icus.

2. Verbs expressive of a person's doing' an action, are often

used to signify his supposing the thing, or discovering and ac-

knowledging the fact, or his declaring and foretelling the event,

especially in the prophetic writings.

Thus, He that findt'th his life shall lose it (Matt. x. 39.) means, Be that

expects to save his life by apostasy, shut! lose it.—So, Let him become afoot
(I Cor. iii. 15.) is equivalent in, Let him lierome sensible -<f hi* folly.—Make
the heart of this peoplefat (Isa. vi. 9, 10.). i. e. Prophesy that they shall be

so.— What God hath cleansed (Acts x. 15.), i. e. What Ood hath declared
clean.—But of that day j,nd hour no manknoweth (that is, maketh known),
not even the angels who are in heaven, neither the Son, hut the Father
(Matt. xxiv. 36.), that is, neither man, nor an angel, nor the Son, has permis-
sion to make known this secret.

3. Negative verbs are often put for a strong positive affirma-

tion.

Thus, No good thing will he withhold (Psal. Ixxxiv. 11.) means. He will

give them alt good things.— Being not weak fn the faith (Rom. iv 19.), i e.

Being strong in the faith.—twill nut leace you comfortless (John xiv. 18.}

means, I will both protect and give you the most solid comfort.

4. The privileges of the first-born among the Jews being very

great, that which is chief or most eminent in any kind is called

the first-born. Gen. xlix. 3.

So, in Job xviii. 13., the first-born of death is the most fatal and cruel
death.—In Isa. xiv. 30. the first-horn of Ihe poor denotes those who are most
poor and miserable. (See also Psal. lxxxix. 27. Jer. xxxi. 9. Itoni. viii. 20.

Col. i. 15. 18. Heb. xii. 23.)

5. The word son has various peculiar significations. This

word was a favourite one among the Hebrews, who employed it

to designate a great variety of relations. The son of any thing,

according to the oriental idiom, may be either what is closely

connected with it, dependent on it, like it, the consequence of it,

worthy of it, &c.

Thus, the sons or children of Belial, so often spoken of in the Old Tes-
tament, are wicked men, such as nv »i»nd lor nothing, or such as will not
be governed.

—

Children of light are such as are divinely enlightened.
(Luke xvi. 8. John xii. 3o\ "Ephes. v. 8. 1 Thess v. 5 h-Children of disobe-

dience are disobedient persons. (Ephes. ii. 2.) Children of Hell (Mat!

xxiii.15.); of wrath (Ephes, ii. 3.) ; and&on of perdition (John xvii. 12.

2 Thess ii. 3.), are respectively such as are worthy thereof, or obnoxious
thereto.—A son of peace (Luke x. b\) is one thai is worthy oi"it. JSee Matt.

x. 13.)—The children of a place are the inhabitants of it (Ezra ii. I, Paai
cxlix. 2. Jer. ii. 16.)—So the word daughter is likewise used (2 .Kings six.

21. Psal. xlv. 12, exxxvii. 8. Lam, II. 13. Zech. ii. 10.) ; the city being as a
mother, and the inhabitants of it, taken eolleciively. as her dun shier, The
children of the promise art- such as embrace and believe the promise of

the Gospel. (Gal. iv. 23.)—Sons of men (Psal. iv. 2.) are no more than men.
And Christ is as often called the sort of man, as he is man. The so?is of
Ood (Gen, vi. 2.) are those who professed to he pious, or the children of
God.' (Matt. v. 45.) They are sucb&S imitate him, or are governed by him

.

(1 John iii. 10.) On the same account are men called the children of the

devil. So likewise (John viii. 41.) father is understood in a like sense ;

also those who are the inventors of any thing, or instruct others therein,

are called their fathers. (Gen. iv, 20.)

6. Name is frequently used as synonymous with persons*

Thus, to believe on the name of Christ (John i. 12.) means to believe on
him. See similar examples in John iii, 18. xx. 31. Rev. iii. 4. In like man-
ner soul is put for person, in Matt. xii. 18. In whom my soul /»• well pl> ased\
that is, in whom I am well pleased. See other examples in Gen. xii. 13.

xix. 20. Psal. cvi. 15. Job xvi. 4. Prov. xxv. 25. Rom. xiii. 1. Heb. x. 39.

7. As the Jews had but few adjectives in their language, they

had recourse to substantives, in order to supply their place.

Hence we find kingdom and glory used to denote a glorious kingdom.
(1 Thess. ii. 12.) Mouth and wisdom for wise discourse (Luke xxi. 15.) ; (he
pahence of hope for patient expectation (I Thess. i.3.); glory of his poicer
tor glorious power. (2 Thess. i. 9.) So circumcision and DncircunicisiOfl
mean circumcised and uncircumcised persons. Anathema (IC'or. xvi. 32.)

means, an excommunicated member. The spirits of the prophets (1 Cor.
xiv. 32.) means, the spiritual gifts of the prophets. \Vhen one substantive
governs another, in the genitive, one of them is sometimes used as an ad
jective. In the body of his flesh, means, in his fleshly body [Col. i. 22.) ;

Bond of perfectness (Col. iii. 14.) means, a perfect bond In Eph. vi. 12.

spiritual wickedness means, wicked spirits. Newness of life (Rum. vh. 6.)

is a new life. The tree of the knowledge of good and evil (Gen. ii 9. com-
pared with iii. 22.) means, the tree of ike knowledge of good, or of a plea-
sure which to taste is an evil. When two substantives are joined together
by the copulative and, the one frequently governs the other, as in Dan. iii.

7. All the people, the nations, and the languages, mean, people of all na-
tions and languages. In Acts xxiii. 6. the hope arid resurrection of the
dead means, the hope of the resurrection of the dead. In Col. ii. 8. Philo-
sophy and vain deceit denotes a false and deceitful philosophy. Hath
brought life and immortality to light (2 Tim. i. 10.5 means, to bring im-
mortal life to light. But the expression, lam the way, the truth, and the

life (John xiv. 6.), means, I am the true and living way. It is of import'
Once to observe, that, in the original, nouns in the genitive case sometimes
express the object, and sometimes the agent. In Matt, ix, 35. the gospel of
the kingdom, means, good news concerning the kingdom. Doctrines of
devils (I Tim. iv. 1.) evidently mean, doctrines concerning demons. The
faith of Christ often denotes the faith which ihe Lord Jesus Christ enjoins.
The righteousness of God sometimes means, bis personal perfection, and

* The various significations of the words "Son," and "Sons of God,"
according to the oriental idioms, are investigated and elucidated at consider-
able length by Professor Stuart, in his "Letters on the Eternal Generation
of the Son of God," pp. 94—107. Andover (North America), 1822.

sometimes that righteousness whicn he requires of his people. In Col. it.

11 the circumcision of Christ means, the circumcision enjoined by Christ.
The Hebrews used the word living to express the excellence of the thing
toWhich it is applied. Thus, living water, or living fountain, signifies,

running, or excellent water. Living stones, living way, living oracles,

mean, excellent stones, an excellent way, and excellent oracles.

8. The Jews, having no superlatives in their language, em-
ployed the words of God or of the Lord in order to denote the

greatness or excellency of a thing.

Thus, in Gen. xiii. 10. a beautiful garden is called the garden of the Lord.
In 1 Sam. xxvi. 12. a very deep sleep is called the steep of the Lord. In 2
Chron. xiv. 14. and xvii. 10. the /ear of (he Lord denotes a very great fear.

In Psal. xxxvi. 7. Heb. (6. of English Bibles), the mountains of God are
exceeding high mountains ; and in Psal, lxxx. 10. (Heb.) the tallest cedars
are termed cedars of God. The voices of God (Exod. ix. 28. Heb. in our
version properly rendered mighty thunderinps) mean superlatively, load
thunder. Compare also the sublime description of the e fleets oi thunder,
or the voice of God, in Psal. xxix. 3— 8. The production of rain by the elec-

tric spark is alluded to, in a very beautiful manner, in Jer. x. 13. When he
(God) uttereth his voice- there is a multitude of waters m the heavens.* In
Jonah iii. 2. Nineveh is termed an exceeding great city; which in the
original Hebrew is a city great to God. The like mode of expression oc-
curs in the New Testament. Thus in Acts vii. 20. MoSes is said to be
*a-Tfio$ ra fr>; ... literally fair to God, or, as n is correctly rendered in our

i n. exceedingfair. And in 2 Cor. x. 4. the weapons of our warfare
are termed Ju*>*ra rw 8iu), literally, mighty to God, that is, exceeding
powerful,—not mighty through Goo, as in our authorized translation.

9. According to the Hebrew idiom, a sword has a mouth, or

the edge of the sword is called a mouth. (Luke xxi. 24.)

They shall fall by the mouth (or, as our translators have correctly ren-
dered it. the edge) of the sword (Heb. xi. 34)—escaped the edge of the
sword, is in the Greek bto/mi, the mouth of the sword. So, we read of a. two-
mouthed sword (Heb. iv. 12.), for it is JxrTo^ci jn the Greek. That this is

the Hebrew phraseology may be seen by comparing Judg. iii.lG. Psal. cxlix.
f». Prov. v. 4.

10. The verb ynooiut, to know, in the New Testament, fre-

quently denotes to approve.

Thus in Matt vii. 23. / never knew you means, I never approved you.
A similar construction occurs in I Cor. viii. 3. and in Rom. vii. 15. (Gr.)
which in our version is rendered allow. Compare also Psal. i. 6.

1 1. Lastly, to hear denotes to understand, to attend to, and to

regard ivhat is said.

In illustration of this remark, compare Dent xviii. 13. with Acts iii. 23.

and sec also Matt. xvii. 5. and xi. 16. xiii. 9. and Luke viii. 8.

It were no difficult task to adduce numerous similar exam-
ples of the Hebraisms occurring in the Scriptures, and par-

ticularly in the New Testament ; but the preceding may
suffice to show the benefit that may be derived from duly
considering the import of a word in the several passages of

Holy Writ in which it occurs.

In order to understand the full force and meaning of the

Hebraisms of the New Testament, the following 1 canons
have been laid down by the celebrated critic John Augustus
Ernesti, and his annotator Professor Moras :

—

1. Compare Hebrew words and forms of expressions with

those -which occur in good Greek formula?, particularly in doc-

trinal passages.

As all languages have some modes of speech which are common to each
other, it sometimes happens that the same word or expression is both He-
brew, and good Greek, and affords a proper meaning, whether we take it in

a Hebrew or a Creek sense. But, in such cases, it is preferable to adopt
that meaning which a Jew would give, because it is most probable that the
sacred writer had this in view rather than the Greek meaning, especially ii

the laiter were not of very frequent occurrence. Thus, the expression, ye
shall die in your sins (John viii. 24 .), if explained according to the Greek
idiom, is equivalent to ye shall persevere in a course of sinful practice to

the i nd of your lives : "but, according to the Hebrew idiom, it not only de-
notes a physical or temporal death, but also eternal death, and is equivalent
tn ye shall he damned on account of yow sins, in rejecting the Messiah.
The latter interpretation, therefore, is preferably tn be adopted, as agreeing
best wiih the Hebrew mode of thinking, and also with the context.
This rule applies particularly to Ihe doctrinal passages of the New Testa-

ment, which must in all cases be interpreted according in the geniusof the
Hebrew language. Thus, tofear God, in the language of a Jew, means to

reverence or worship God generally. The knowledge of God, which is so
frequently mentioned in the New Testament, if taken according to the He-
brew idiom, implies not only the menial knowledge of God. but also the
worship and reverence of him which flows from it, and, consequently, it is

both a theoretical and a practical knowjedge of God. The reason of this

rule is obvious. In the first place, our Saviour and his apostles, ihe first

teachers of Christianily, were Jews, who bad been educated in the Jewish
religion and language ; and who (with the excepiinn of Paid), being unac-
quainted with the niceties ofthe Greek language a1 the time they were called

to the apostolic office, could only express themselves in the style and man-
ner peculiar lo their country. Secondly, the religion taught in the New
Testament agrees with that delivered in Uie Old Testament, of which it is a
continuation; so that the ritual worship enjoined by the law of Moses is

succeeded by a spiritual or internal worship [the legal dispensation is suc-
ceeded by the Gospel dispensation, in which what was imperfect and ob-
scure is become perfect and clear. Now tilings that are continued are
substantially the same, or of a similar nature. Thus Ihe expression to

comt unto God occurs both in the Old and in the New Testament. In the
former ii simply means to go up to the temple ; in the latter it is continued,
so that what was imperfect becomes perfect, and it implies the mental or
spiritual approach unto the most Sigh, i. e. the spiritual worshipping of
God. In like manner, since the numerous particulars related in the Old
Testament concerning the victims, priests, and temple of God are transfer

> Dr. A. Clarke on Exod. ix. 28.
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red, in the New Testament, In theatonine death of Christ, to his c.fforins of

himself to death, and to tbi • ib, the veil offigure being with-

drawn, the force and beauty of these esnreasionseannoi be perceived, doi

their meaning toil, i we Interpret the doctrinal parts ol

Ihi N twTeata m u tbi sld ofthe Old Testament

2. Tin- Hebraisms of the Jfe-a Testament are to be com-

juued -with the good Greek occurring in the Septuagint or

ndrian vereiotu

As the Hebraisms occurring in the Old Testament are uniformly ren-

in the Septuagint version. In g I Greek, this translati nay be
considered as i commentary and exposition ol those passages, and as con

vcying the sense .,| ll.e Hebrew nation cnnceniinj! their ineanint! The
Alexandrian translation, therefore, ought to be consulted in those passages

of the New Testament In which the sacred wrio-rs have rendered the it,

na literally. Thus, in 1 for XV. :">t death is said le be siriillmrid ,</•

in ne'er'/, whi ' Is a quotation from Isaiah xxv.8. Asthe Hebrew

wordrTJJiteTsacH, with the*? prefixed, enquires the fori fan adverb, and
means for rt'r, icil/i"Ut end, or incessantly i and as ttie Sepluaglnl s"ioe.

(urn - renders the word liinctsuch by it* mxoe in victory, but mOBl com.
monty bv "-- t ,>.:.-, fot • r- . Hichaenslsof opinion that this last meaning
properly belongs CD I Cor. xv. 51., which should therefore be rendered death

IS sieuUKirnl upJar i r< r. And so ii is translated by Bishop Pearce.

3. In passages that are good Greek, -which are common both

to the Old and .<\Vu> Testament, the correspondi?ig -words in the

Hebrew Old Testament are to be compared.

Several passages occur in the New Testament, that are good Greek, and
which are also to be found in the Alexandrian version. In these case. || i>

sufficient to consult the Greek Language only
: recourse should also be

i
. ie i he Hebrew, her,, use such words of the Septuagint and New Testa-

me in have acq is different meaning fromwh&l is given to them by Greek
writers, and are sometimes to be taken in a re lax, sometimes in a more
strut sense. Thus, in Qen. V- 34. and Beb. xl .", ii is said that E

,/ God, iwipiariiKii'jii iw ©i., ; which expression in itself is sufficiently

clear, and is also good Greek
; bui d we compare i in- corresponding ex*

presslon in the Hebrew, its true meaning Is, thai he walked with '''»/. In

rendering this clause by mibittii*iv*i , 81 •
, the Greek tt snslstor did not

render tie- Hebrew i< > hatim. for in that case lie would have said :np<,-

w*t*c-< <rw 8i«; but he translated it correctly as to die sense. Enoch
pleased God, because he lived habitually as in the sight ofGod, seitmg him
always before his eyes in every thing he said, thought, and did. In Psal. ii

1 me Septuagint version runsthus, ivori ippv»%»ri99n,whydidthenations
ragt ' MOW though tins expression isgood (ireek, it docs not fully render

theorlginal Hebrew, which means whydo the nationsfuriously andtunul
tuously asst mbli togetht r, or reoel / The Beptosginl therefore is noi Miffi-

ciently close. Once more, the expression ov« ; ., they are rn>i is good
Greek, but admits ol various meanings, indicating those who are not yet lit

existence, those who are already dere;io-,l ir, figuratively, p- r si,ns of no
authority. Tins express! tcurs both in the Scptuaginl version ol Jer.

xxxi. 15. and also in Malt II I s Ii we compare ii riginsl Hebrew, we
shall find that u is to he limited '" these who -oe dead. Hence it w ill be evi-

denl thai the collation of 11 'Iginai Hebrew will not only prevent us I

I.: ing words either Ln too lax 01 boo strict a sense, bul will elso guard us
against uncertainty as to their meaning, and had us to that very sense winch
ill., sacred u i Iter Intended,

Besides the Hebraisms which we have just considered,

there are found in the New Testament various Rabbinical,

Syriae, IVrsic, Lalin, and other idioms and wurtls, which are

respectively denominated Knbbinisms, Syriasms, Persians.

Latinisms, kc. &<. on which it may not he ini]iro|ier to oiler

a lew remarks.

1. Rabbini.tm.i.—We have already seen that during, and

subsequent to, the Babylonian captivity, the Jewish language
sustained verv considerable chancres. 1 New words, neu

sentences, ami now expressions were introduced, especially

terms of science, which Moses or Isaiah would have as little

understood, as Cicero or Ctesai would a system ofphilosophy
or theology composed in the language of the schools. This

new Id br.w language is called Talmndical, or Rabbinical,

from the writings in which it is used; and, although these

writings tiro ol' much later date than the New Testament,

yet, from the coincidence of expressions, it is not improbable
that, even in the time of Christ, this was the learned language
id' the Rabbins.' Lightfoot, Schoetgenius, Meuschen, and

others, have excellently illtisi ah d the linbbinisms oecu o

in lite New Testament.
;. Jranueanu, oi Syriasms and Chaldaums,—Tin- verna-

cular language ol the Jews, in the tin f Jesus Christ.

was the Aruin.e.iii ; which branched into two dialects, differ-

ing in pronunciation rather than in words, ami respectively

denominated the Chalda or Easl Iranuean, and the St/riae,

or Weal iramtean. The Easl Vranuean was spoken at Jeru-

- lit in and in .luihea ; and H U DSed bj < 'Inist in his familiar

,li i-Miir-os and ConVI is itum, w nli th,- .lows; the \\ est Ara-

iiucin was spoken in "Galil f the Gentiles." It was

therefore natural that ntrmerous Chaldee and Syriae words,

phrases, and terms of expn aid be intermixed with

the Creek nf tin- Now 'I ctamoiil, and even such as arc not

to in- found in the Septuagint ; ami tin existence of tins.'

Chaldaisms and Syriasms allords a stroiio intrinsic proof of

I sn> p ISO tiifirtl.

» Mtehaolla vol i p l£9., wlio haagfven some lllu

Aeroases snj>er It i tinenti, sot I. p
Olearlu lee i mtUmainbi 111 aphorism vu, tThemurus
'li,. .. r. .i i an ii pp Ol. H I

the genuineness and authenticity of the New 'i\ stament.
\\ Bra tliis, indeed. » t'n e from those idioms, we might "

I

-

rally conclude I hilt it was not written ei tbi r by nun t I' Gait]

or Judaea, and therefore was spurious; f> r, us ct rl linlj as the
s|n 1

1 h of l'eti r betrayed him to he a Galiltean, when Christ
st I In Ion tin- Jewish tribunal, so certainly must the writ-

ten language of a man. horn, educated, and grown old in

Galilee, discover marks of bis native idiom*unless we assume
the absurd hypothesis, that God hath interposed a miracle,
which would nave deprived tin- N.w Testament of one of its

strongest proofs of authenticity."
The following tire the principal Aramaon . r Syrian and

Chaldee words occurring in the New Testament:

—

a/?/8*

Libba), Father, (Rom. viii. 15.)

—

AxtfJi/uu (Aceldama), the

held of blood, (Ads i. 111.)

—

Kyt^/Utn (Jrmageddon), the

mountain of Megiddo, or uf the Qotpel, (Rev. xvi. Hi.)

—

Bn&wif* (SethesaV), the house of mercy, (John v. -2.)—k**«
(Cephas), a rock or stone, (John i. -1.1.)

—

K^/Jjv (Cvrban), a
gift or offering dedicated to God, (Mark vii. 1 1.)—E)-w, H/.m,

M(jl* <rxfi*x6jin (Klui, Elui, lama sabachthani), my Cod. my
God ! why hast thou forsaken me? (.Mail, xxvii. Hi. Mark
xv. 34.)—Eeextfla (Ephphatha), he thou opened. (Mark vii.

34.)

—

Ma/tftm* (Miiiiiiiiini), riches, (Matt. vi. 34.)—M«$*»
a6» (Maran JI/iii), the Lord comctb, (1 Cor. xvi. 38.)—Pax*

(Baca), thou worthless fellow ! (Matt. v. 2i.)—T </>•&* lu/uu

(Taliiha curni), maid arise! (Mark v. II.) 4

3. Latinisms.—"The sceptre having departed from Judah"
(Gen. xlix. 10.) by the reduction ot Juua-a into a Roman
province, the extension of the Roman laws ami governmi nt

would naturally follow the success of the Roman arms; and
if to these we add the imposition of tribute by the conquerors,

togi ther with the commercial intercourse necessarily conse-

quent on the political relations of the Jews with Rome, we
shall lie enabled readily to account for the Latinisms, or Latin

words and phrases, that occur in the New Testament.

The following is a list of the principal Latinisms:

—

ajts-i-

fM (assarion, from the Latin word assarivs), equivalent to

about three quarters of a farthing of out money. (Matt x. 39.

I, like xii. 6.)—K»icr;t (census), assessment or rate, (Matt. xvii.

'25.)—K»iT'.i/f/a'r (centurio), a centurion, (Mark xv. 39. 1 1. 15.)

—KoXosut (colonia), a colony. (Acts xvi. 12.)

—

Kevrlimha (eti,--

todia), a guard of soldiers, (Matt, xxvii. 65, 66. xxviii. 11.)—^ntufnt (denarius), a Roman penny, equivalent to about

seven-pence halfpenny of our money, (Luke vii. II.)

—

QeayOMot (Jiagellum), a scourge, (John ii. 15.); from ibis

word is derived {i)3j». to so urge w iih whips, ( Matt, xxvii.

-JO. Mark xv. 15.) As this was a Roman punishment, it is

no wonder that we find it expressed by -a term m arly Roman.
—Icuefre (Justus), (Acts i. 23.)

—

htyem (Jegia), a legion, (Matt,

xxvi. 5:1.)

—

H'J^nxt (mtadrans), ;i Roman coin i quivalenl to

about three fourths of an English halfpenny. (Matt. v. 26.)

—AfsWira (liberlmus), -a freed man. (Acts \\. 9.)—.'crur

(lintruin), a towel, [John xiii. t.)—MaxaVHw (maci/him),

Bhambles, ( I < 'or. x. 35.)

—

MiuBexn (mtmhrana), parchment,

(2 Tim. iv. 13.)

—

mo.» (m Be), a mile; the Roman mile

consisting of a thousand paces, (Matt. v. II.)—Zwr« (.'i.c-

tarius), a kind of pi it. (Mark vii. 4.8.)

—

Tlfontfui (prsetorhtm).

a judotin'tit hall, or place where the prator or other chief

magistrate heard and determined causes, (Matt. xxviL 37.)

—Xs/aau>3is> or 2i/iato&m (semicinctium), an apron. (Acts xix.

12.)—ZotoVHt (sienriii.s). an assassin. (Acts \\i. .:-. — ! jitfi

(sudarium), a napkin, or handkerchief, (Luke xix. 20.)

—

Sr-KK /; . {•/' ..'/./,'o."). a soldier eiliployed as tin i.ri nilinu r,

( Marl, vi. ;*.)

—

Ttt&er* (lain rim), a tavern. (Acts \\\ ui. 15.)

—Trrx'.c (Mulus), tt tiile. (John xix. 19, 20V)'

M i
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4. From the unavoidable intercourse of the Jews with the

neighbouring nations, the Arabs, Persians (to whose sove-

reigns they were formerly subject), and the inhabitants of

Asia Minor, both words and expressions may occasionally be
traced in the New Testament, which have been thus neces-

sarily introduced among the Jews. These words, however,
are not sufficiently numerous to constitute so many entire

dialects; for instance, there are not more than six or seven
Persian words in the whole of the New Testament.' These
cannot, therefore, be in strictness termed Persisms; and
though the profoundly learned Michaelis is of opinion that

the Zend-avesta, or ancient book of the Zoroastrian religion,

translated by M. Anquetil du Perron, throws considerable

lig'ht on the phraseology of Saint John's writings; yet, as

the authenticity of that work has been questioned, not to say
disproved, by eminent orientalists, it cannot (we apprehend)
be with propriety applied to the elucidation of the New Tes-
tament. From the number of words used by Saint Paul in

peculiar senses, as well as words not ordinarily occurring in

Greek writers, Michaelis is of opinion (after Jerome) that

they were provincial idioms used in Cilicia in the age in

which he lived ; and heuce he denominates them Cilicisms. 2

The preceding considerations and examples may suffice to

convey some idea of the genius of the Greek language of the

New Testament. For an account of the principal editions

of the Greek Testament, see the Bibliographical Appendix
to Volume II. Part I. Chap. I. Sect. III.; and for the most
useful Lexicons that can be consulted, see Part II. Chap. IV
Sect. III.

SECTION III.

ON THE COGNATE OR KINDRED LANGUAGES.

I. The Aramxan, -with its two dialects ; I. The Chahlee ; 2.

The Syriac.—II. The Arabic, -with its derivative, the Ethi-
o[)ic.—III. Use and importance of the cognate languages to

sacred criticism.

The Cognate or Kindred Languages are those which are
allied to the Hebrew, as being sister-dialects of the Shemitish
languages, all of which preserve nearly the same structure
and analogy- The principal cognate languages are the Ara-
m.Tui, and the Arabic, with their respective dialects or deri-
vatives.

I. The Aram.ean Language (which in the authorized
English version of 2 Kings xviii. '36., and Dan. ii. 4., is

rendered the Syrian or Syriac) derives its name from the very
extensive region of Aram, in which it was anciently verna-
cular. As that region extended from the Mediterranean sea
through Syria and Mesopotamia, beyond the river Tigris,
the language there spoken necessarily diverged into various
dialects; the two principal of which are the Chaldee and the
Syriac.

1. The Chaldee, sometimes called by way of distinction
the Kast-.iramscan dialect, was formerly spoken in the pro-
vince of Babylonia, between the Euphrates and the Tigris,
the original inhabitants of which cultivated this language as
a distinct dialect, and communicated it to the Jew's during
the Babylonian captivity. By means of the Jews it was
transplanted into Palestine, where it gradually became the
vernacular tongue; though it did not completely displace
the old Hebrew until the time of the Maccabees. Although
the Aramtean, as spoken by Jews, partook somewhat of tTie

Hebrew character, no entire or very important corruption of
it took place ; and to this circumstance alone the Babylonians
are indebted for the survival, or at least the partial preserva-
tion, of their language, which, even in the mother-country,
has, since the spread of Mohammedism, been totally extinct.
The principal remains of the Chaldee dialect now extant

will be found,

—

(1.) In the Canonical Books, Ezra iv. 8. to vi. 18. and
vii. 12—26. Jer. x. 11., and Dan. ii. 4. to the end of chapter
vii.; and .

(2.) In the Targums or Chaldee Paraphrases of the books

' Such are ayy-psunv, y»£a, pjij-o,-, n*(y*f it,;, ^.j-t£i., S) and perhaps

» Michaelis. vol. i. pp. 149—162.

of the Old Testament, of which an account will be found in
chap. iii. sect. iii. § 1. infra. 3

2. The Svriac or West-Aramsean was spoken both in
Syria and Mesopotamia ; and, after the captivity, it became
vernacular in Galilee. Hence, though several of the sacred
writers of the New Testament expressed themselves in
Greek, their ideas were Syriac ; and they consequently used
many Syriac idioms, and a few Syriac words. 4 The chief
difference between the Syriac and Chaldee consists in the
vowel points or mode of pronunciation ; and, notwithstand-
ing the forms of their respective letters are very dissimilar,

yet the correspondence between the two dialects is so close,

that if the Chaldee be written in Syriac characters without
points, it becomes Syriac, with the exception of a single in-
flection in the formation of the verbs. 5 The earliest document
still extant in the Syriac dialect is the Peschito or old Syriac
version of the Old and New Testament, of which an account
will be found in chap. iii. sect. iii. § 3. infra. The great
assistance, which a knowledge of this dialect affords to the
critical understanding of the Hebrew Scriptures, is illustrated

at considerable length by the elder Michaelis, in a philologi-
cal dissertation, originally published in 1756, and reprinted
in the first volume of MM. Pott's and Ruperti's " Sylloge
Commentationum Theologicarum."'5

II. Though more remotely allied to the Hebrew than
either of the preceding dialects, the Arabic Language pos-
sesses sufficient analogy to explain and illustrate the former,
and is not, perhaps, inferior in importance to the Chaldee or
tlic Syriac; particularly as it is a living language, in which
almost every subject has been discussed, and has received
the minutest investigation from native writers and lexicogra-
phers. The Arabic language has many roots in common
with the Hebrew tongue; and this again contains very many
words which are no longer to be found in the Hebrew writ-
ings that are extant, but which exist in the Arabic language.
The learned Jews, who flourished in Spain from the tenth
to the twelfth century under the dominion of the Moors,
were the first who applied Arabic to the illustration of the
Hebrew language; and subsequent Christian writers, as
Bochart, the elder Schultens, Olaus ( Ylsius, and others, have
diligently and successfully applied the Arabian historians,

geographers, and authors on natural history, to the explana-
tion of the Bible. 7

The Ethiopic language, which is immediately derived
from the Arabic, has been applied with great advantage to
the illustration of the Scriptures by Bochart, De Dieu. Hot-
tirjger, and Ludolph (to whom we are indebted fur an Ethio-
pic grammar and lexicon) ;' and Pfeiffer has explained a few
passages in the books of Ezra and Daniel, by the aid of the
Persian language. 9

III. The Cognate or Kindred Languages are of considerable
use in sacred criticism. They may lead us to discover the
occasions of such false readings as transcribers unskilled in
the Hebrew, but accustomed to some of the other dialects,
have made by writing words in the form of that dialect, in-
stead of the Hebrew form. Further, the knowledge of these
languages will frequently serve to prevent ill-grounded con-
jectures that a passage is corrupted, by showing that the
common reading is susceptible of the very sense which such
passage requires ; and when different readings are found in
copies of the Bible, these languages may sometimes assist us
in determining which of them ought to be preferred. 10

1 .Tahn, Elementa Aramaica? Lingua?, p. 2. Walton's Prolegomena, c. xii.

12, 3. (pp. 559—562. edit. Dathii.) Rigge's Manual of ihe Chaldee Language,
pp. 9—12. (Boston, Mass. 1832.) To his excellent Chaldee Grammar Mr. R.
has appended a Chrestomathy, containing the bihlical Chaldee passages,
and select portions of the Targuins with very useful notes and a vocabu-
lary, to facilitate the acquisition of this dialect to the bihlical student.

4 Masclef, Gramm. Hebr. vol. ii. p. 114. W'otton's Misna, vol. i. prtef. p.
xviii.

Walton, Prol. c. xiii. 5 2, 3, 4, 5. (pp. 594—603.)
D. Christiani Benedicti Michaelis Dissertafio Philologica, qua Lumina

Syriaca pro illustrando Ebraisuio Sacro eiibentur dials', 1756), in Pott's
and Ruperti's Sylloge, torn. i. pp. 170—244. The editors have inserted in the
notes some additional observations from Michaelis's own copy.

< Bauer, Herm. Sacr. pp. 82, 83. 106, 107. Walton, Prol. c. xiv. 52—7. 14.

(pp. 635—641. 649.) Bishop Marsh's Divinity Lectures, part iii. p. 28.
• Bauer, Herm. Sacr. p. 107. Walton, Prol. c. xvi. § 6—8. (pp. 674-678.)
" Dubia V'exata, cent. iv. no. 66. (Op. torn. i. pp. 130—422.) and Herm.

Sacra, c. vi. §9. (Ibid. torn, ii p. 618.) Walton, Prol. c. xvi. §5. (pp. 691.
692.)

10 Gerard's Institutes of Biblical Criticism, p. 63.—For Notices of the prin-
cipal Grammars and Lexicons of the Cognate Languages, see the Bibliogra-
phical Appendix to the second Volume, Part II. Chap. IV. Sect. IV.
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CHAPTER II.

CRITICAL HI5TOST OF THE TEXT OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.

SECTION I.

BISTORT AND CONDITION OF THE TEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

§ 1. HISTORY OF THE HEBREW TEXT.

[. From the writing of the books of the Old Testament, until the time of Jesus Christ; 1. History ofthe Pentateuch; 2. .In-
dent history of the remaining books ofthe Old Testament.—II. From the time of Jesus Christ to the age of the .Masorites;
I. History of the test in the first century; 2. From the second to the fifth century ; IS. Particularly in the time of Jerome.—
III. From the age of the .Masorites to the invention of the art ofprinting; 1. Object of the JUdsora,—its object and critical
value; 2. Oriental anil occidental readings ; 3. /(ecensions of Aaron ben .Usher and Jacob ben JVaphtali; -I. Standard
copies of the Hebrew Scriptures in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.—IV. From the invention of the art of printing to
our own time.

The Critical Historv of the Text of the Old Testament
has been divided into various periods. Dr. Kennicott has
specified six,- Bauer divides it into turn principal epochs,
each of which is subdivided into two periods; Jahn Udsfice
periods; and Muntinghe, whose arrangement is hen; adopted,
has disposed it into four periods, viz. 1. From the writing
of the Hebrew books until the time of Jesus Christ; 2. From
the time of Christ to the age of the Masorites; 3. From the
age of the Masorites to the invention of the art of printing;
and, 4. From the invention of printing to our own time.

I. History of the Hebrew text from the writing of
the books of the old testament until the time of jesus
Christ.

1. We commence with the Pentateuch, concerning the
earliest history of which we have more minute information
than we have of the other books of the Old Testament.
Previously to the building of Solomon's Temple, the Penta-
teuch was deposited by 1 the side uf the ark of thi covenant
(I)eut. xxxi. 21—26.), to be consulted by the 'Israelites; and
after the erection of that Bacred rdilior. il was deposited in

the treasury, together with all the succeeding productions
of the inspired writers. On the subsequent destruction of
the temple by Nebuchadnezzar, the autographs of the sacred
books are supposed to have perished : but some learned men
have conjectured that they were preserved, because it does
not appear thai Nebuchadnezzar evinced any particular en-
mity against the Jewish religion; and in the account of the

sacred things carried to Babylon (2 Kings xxv. 2 Chron.
xxxvi. Jer. lii.), no mention is made of the sacred books.
However this may be, it is a fact, that copies of these auto-

graphs wore earned to Babylon; for we find the prophet
Daniel quoting the law (Dan. ix. 11. 13.), and also expressly
mentioning the prophecies of Jeremiah (ix. 2.), which he
could not have done, it' lie had never seen them. We are

further informed that, on the finishing of the temple in the

NXth year of Darius, the Jewish worship was fully re-esta-

blished, according as it it written in the book of Mums (Ezra
vi. is.); which would have been impracticable, if the Jews
bad not had copies offhe law then among them. But what
still more clearly proves thai they mnsl have had transcripts
of their sacred writings during, BS well as subsequent to, the

Babylonish captivity, is the met, that when the peopl
quested Ezra to produce the law of Moses ( Nehem. vui. I.),

they did nol entn al him to get it dictated anew i" them ; but

thai he would bring forth the book of the law of Motet, which
tin Lord had commanded to ItraeL Further, long before the

tune of Jesus I Ihri it, another edition of the Pentateuch was
in the bauds ef the Samaritans, which has been presi rved to

our time; and though it differs in seme instances from the

text of the i I el nan Pentateuch, yel upon the whole it accu-
rati i\ agra i with the Jewish copies.' \n<l in the year 286
oi 885 before the Christian ana, the Pentateuch was trans-

lated into the Greek language; and tins version, whatever
errors may now be detected in it, was so executed as to ihov*

Lhal the t! it, from winch n was ffl ids, agreed with the taxi

« hich we now have.

'•oh ' I I I"- r.-ii- l.-reil ;—nol is the side of the ark. Per Or K. urn
,..'i Dl ii i

' S' • •• fu i the Samaritan Pcnutoucli. infra, aect. H. pp.
ts, it

critical account of ihc Hiptuaiint version, In chap ill. »cct ill

%lt. infra.

3. With regard to the entire Hebrew Bible.—About fifty

years after the rebuilding of the temple, and the consequent
re-estahlishmeiil of the Jewish religion, it is generally ad-
mitted that the cation of the Old Testament was settled"; but
by whom this great work was accomplished, is a question
on which there is considerable difference of opinion. On the
one band it is contended that it could not have been done by
Ezra himself; because, though he has related bis zealous
efforts in restoring the law and worship of Jehovah, vet on
the settlement of the canon he is totally silent; and the
silence of Nehemiah, who has recorded the pious labours of
Ezra, as well as the silence of Josephus, who is diffuse in

his encomiums on him, has further been urged as a presump-

j

tive argument why he could not have collected the Jewish
writings. But to these hypothetical reasonings we may
Oppose the constant tradition of the Jewish church, uncon-
tradicted both by their enemies and bj I Ihristians, thai Ezra,
with the assistance of the mciulu rs of the great syn i

(a ng whom were the prophets Haggai, Zecbariah, and
.Malacbi), did collect as many copies of the sacred writings
as he could, and from them set forth a correct edition of the

canon of the Old Testament, w ith the exception of bis cm n
writings, the book of Nehemiah, and the prophi cj 1 1 Mala-
cbi; which were subsequently annexed to the canon by
Simon the Just, who is said to have been the last of tho
great synagogue. In this Esdiino text, the e 9 of the
former copyists were corrected; and Ezra (being himself an
inspired writer) added in several places, throughout the

books of this eaition, what appeared necessary t" illustrate,

connect, or complete them.4 Whether Ezra's own cop; of

the Jewish Scripturi a perished in the pillage of the temple
by Atitiochus Efpiphanes, is a question lhal cannot ni w be

ascertained; nor is it material, since we know that Judas
Maccabeus repaired the temple, and replaced every thing

requisite for the performance of divine worship ( 1 M ICC. iv.

36—.'»'.).>, which included a correct, if not Ezra's own, copy
of the Scriptures.' It is nol improbable, that in this lata r

temple an ark was constructed, in which the sacred boi

Of til.' Jews-Were preserved until the destruction of Jen.s.i-

lem, and the subversion of the Jewish polity by the Romans
under Titus, before "hem the volume of the law was carried

iii triumph, ill Ig the other spoils which had been Liken at
Jerusalem.

II. IIistouy OF the Hebrew Text fhom the time ok
i' Christ to thi hoc or thi Masoriteb,

1. A the Ji ws were dispersed through various countries'
to whose inhabitants (In ek was vernacular, they gradually
acquired the knowledge of this language, and even <-u li i-

vated Greek literature: it cannot therefore excite surprise,
that the Septuugiiit version should he so generally used, as

to cause the I lebrew original to be almost i ntirely neglected.
Hence the former was read in the synagogues: itappi
to bave bet a t tclusively followed by the Alexandrian Jew

,

l'liifo. and it was most frequently, though nol solely, con-
sulted by Josephus, who was well acquainted with Hebrew.

• Prtdeanx' I i

, m tub uino M6 vol I i

nn.t the i led C&rpsov. Introd id 1 I

Tool pp
» lip Totnllm i la i ei Tl log] vol I. p IL
• JO I B. I; .1.1.1 III. Ml <• Sill.
Muntlniho, Bxpo* t iiii.eH Bu i.e, pp. Bl, 52. JaJm ct Ackcrinaiin,

lnlri.it ail Lllima Vi-I Fait »00.
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2. In the second century, both Jews and Christians ap-

Elied themselves sedulously to the study of the Hebrew
criptures. Besides the Peschito or Old Syriae version (if

indeed this was not executed at the close of the first cen-

tury), which was made from the Hebrew for the Syrian

Christians, three Greek versions were undertaken and com-
pleted ; one for the Jews by Aquila, an apostate from Chris-

tianity to Judaism, and two for the Ebionites or semi-Chris-

tians by Theodotion and Symmachus. 1 The Hebrew text,

as it existed in the East from year 200 to the end of the fifth

century, is presented to us by Origen in his Hexapla, by
Jonathan in his Targum or Paraphrase on the Prophets, and
by the rabbins in the Gemaras or Commentaries on the Misna
or Traditionary Expositions of the Hebrew Scriptures. The
varieties are scarcely more numerous or more important than

in the version of the second century. But the discrepancies,

Which were observed in the Hebrew manuscripts in the

second or at least in the third century, excited the attention

of the Jews, who began to collate copies, and to collect va-

rious readings ; which, being distributed into several classes,

appear in the Jerusalem Talmud about the year 280. They
are as follows :

—

(I.) anoiD tiny (it^iir sophcrim), or the /{ejection of the

Scribes : to this class belong five places, in which the reader is

directed to reject the prefix l vau, which was found in the He-
brew text. 2 As we have no information concerning the " rejec-

tion of the scribes," except the slight notice contained in the

Talmud, Morin is of opinion, that it is only a fragment of some
corrections and a revision of the sacred text made by some Jew-
ish doctors, whose time and circumstances are utterly unknown. 3

(2.) d^-idid ppn (th/kun soPHeniM), or the Correction of the

Scribes, contains sixteen or eighteen places, which were cor-

rupted in the Hebrew manuscripts, and the correct reading of

which was restored by the collation of copies.

(3.) Extraordinary Points placed over one, more, or all the

letters of some word, which, as appears from the collation of

ancient versions and the Samaritan text, denote that those words
and letters were not found by the copyists in some manuscripts.

Of this description of various readings there are fifteen examples.

Jahn ascribes the origin of these points—or at least of many of

them—to the unwillingness of a transcriber to erase a letter or

word improperly written, which he rather chose to denounce by

this extraordinary point, while other subsequent copyists tran-

scribed the points along with the word.4

(4.) In many Jewish manuscripts and printed editions of the

Old Testament, a word is often found with a small circle annexed
to it, or with an asterisk over it, and a word written in the margin
of the same line. The former is called the 3*np (KneTm), that

is, -written, and the latter, np (kcri), that is, read or reading,

as if to intimate, write in this manner, but read in that manner.
For instance, when they meet with certain words, they substi-

tute others : thus, instead of the sacred name Jehovah, they

substitute Adonai or Elohim ; and in lieu of terms not strictly

consistent with decency, they pronounce others less indelicate or

more agreeable to our ideas of propriety. 5

(5.) The '•vac (sbirim) are critical conjectures of the

more ancient rabbins, on certain passages of Scripture.6

3. The state of the Hebrew text, in the west of Europe,
during the fifth century, is exhibited to us in the Latin ver-

sion made by Jerome from the original Hebrew, and in his
commentaries on the Scriptures. From a careful examina-
tion of these two sources several important facts have been
collected, particularly that

(1.) The Old Testament contained the same books which are

at present found in our copies.

(2.) The form of the Hebrew letters was the same which we
now have, as is evident from Jerome's frequently taking notice
of the similar letters, beth and caph, resh and daleth, mem and
samech, &c.

(3.) The modern vowel points, accents, and other diacritic

signs were utterly unknown to Jerome. Some words were of
doubtful meaning to him, because they were destitute of vowels.

» An account of these versions and of the biblical labours of Origen is
given in chap. iii. sect. iii. §2. infra.

* Bauer has given the examples at lenith.in his Critica Sacra, p. 208.
3 Morini Exercitationes Biblicte, lib. ii. exercit. 22. cap. i. §6.
* Munlinghe, Expositio Crit, Sacra;, p. 55. Jahn et Ackcnnann, Inlrod.

§ 107. Capper's Crilica Sacra by Vogel and Scharfenbers, torn. i. p. 455.
'Tile Keri and Khetib are copiously discussed by Bishop Walton, Pro-

leg- viii. §§ 18— 2ti. Cappel, Critica Sacra, lib. iii. c. i.— iii. xiv.—xvi., and by
Mr. Whiltaker, in his Historical and Critical Inquiry into the Interpretation
of the Hebrew Scriptures, pp. 114— 178.

• See a full account of them in Cappel's Critica Sacra, lib. vi. c. 8.

Vol.. I. 2 C

(4.) The divisions of chapters and verses did not exist in any
Hebrew MSS. ; but it should seem that both the Hebrew original
and the Septuagint Greek version were divided into larger sec-
tions, which diifer from those in our copies, because Jerome, in
his commentary on Amos vi. 9., says that what is the beginning
of another chapter in the Hebrew, is in the Septuagint the end
of the preceding. 7

(5.) The Hebrew MS. used by Jerome for the most part
agrees with the Masoretic text ; though there are a few unim-
portant various readings.^

III. History of the Hebrew Text from the Age of
THE MASORITES TO THE INVENTION OF THE Art OF PRINTING.

1. After the destruction of Jerusalem and the consequent
dispersion of the Jews into various countries of the Roman
empire, some of those who were settled in the East applied
themselves to the cultivation of literature, and opened various
schools, in which they taught the Scriptures. One of the
most distinguished of these academies was that established
at Tiberias in Palestine, which Jerome mentions as existing
in the fifth century.9 The doctors of this school, early in
the sixth century, agreed to revise the sacred text, and issue
an accurate edition of it ; for which purpose they collected
all the scattered critical and grammatical observations they
could obtain, which appeared likely to contribute towards
fixing both the reading and interpretation of Scripture, into
one book, which they called mioa (mosorhh), that is, tra-
dition, because it consisted of remarks which they had re-
ceived from others. Some rabbinical authors pretend that,
when God gave the law to Moses on Mount Sinai, he taught
him, first, its true reading, and, secondly, its true interpre-
tation .- and that both these were handed down by oral tra-
dition, from generation to generation, until at length they
were committed to writing. The former of these, viz. the
true reading, is the subject of the Masora ; the latter or true
interpretation is that of the Mishna and Gemara, of which an
account is given in a subsequent chapter of the present
volume.
The Masoretic notes and criticisms relate to the books,

verses, words, letters, vowel points, and accents. The
Masorites or Massorets, as the inventors of this system were
called, were the first who distinguished the books and sec-
tions of books into verses. They marked the number of all
the verses of each book and section, and placed the amount
at the end of each in numeral letters, or in some symbolical
word formed out of them ; and they also marked the middle
verse of each book. Further, they noted the verses where
something was supposed to be forgotten ; the words which
they believed to be changed ; the letters which they deemed
to be superfluous ; the repetitions of the same verses ; the
different reading of the words which are redundant or defec-
tive ; the number of times that the same word is found at the
beginning, middle, or end of a verse ; the different significa-
tions of the same word ; the agreement or conjunction of one
word with another ; what letters are pronounced, and what
are inverted, together with such as hang perpendicular,
and they took the number of each, for the Jews cherish the
sacred books with such reverence, that they make a scruple
of changing the situation of a letter which is evidently mis-
placed ; supposing that some mystery has occasioned the
alteration. They have likewise reckoned which is the middle
letter of the Pentateuch, which is the middle clause of each
book, and how many times each letter of the alphabet occurs
in. all the Hebrew Scriptures. The following table from
Bishop Walton will give an idea of their laborious minute-
ness in these researches :

—

Times.
« Aleph occurs in the Hebrew Bible. 42377
3 Beth 38218
J Gimel 29537

T Daleth 32530
n He 47554
1 Vau 76922
t Zain 22867
n Cheth 23447
13 Teth 11052
' Yod 66420
3 Caph 48253
S Lamed 41517

1 In Hebraicis alterius hoc capituli exordium est ; apud LXX vero finis
superioris.

» Bauer, Critica Sacra, pp. 212—215.
Pnefat. ad Comment, in librus Paralipomcn*n.
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Times.

13 Mem occurs in the Ilebrcw Bible. 77778

j Nun 41696

D Samech 13580

« Ain 20175

B Pe 22725

X Tsaddi 21 882

p Koph 22972

1 Resch 22 147

v Shin 32148

n Tau 59343'

Such is the celebrated Masora of the Jews. At first, it

did not accompany the text ; afterwards the greatest part of

it was written in the margin. In order to bring it within the

margin, it became necessary to abridge the work itself. This
abridgment was called the little Masora, Masora parva,-

but, being found too short, a more copious abridgment was
inserted, which was distinguished by the appellation of the

great Masora, Masora magna. The omitted parts were added
at the end of the text, and called the final Masora, Masora
finalis.2

The age when the Masorites lived has been much contro-

verted. Some ascribe the Masoretic notes to Moses ; others

attribute them to Ezra and the members of the great syna-

gogue, and their successors after the restoration of the temple
worship, on the death of Antiochus Epiphanes. Archbishop
I'sher places the Masorites before the time of Jerome

;

Cappel, at the end of the fifth century ; Bishop Marsh is of

opinion, that they cannot be dated higher than the fourth or

fifth century ; Bishop Walton, Basnage, Jahn, and others,

refer them to the rabbins of Tiberias in the sixth century,

and suppose that they commenced the Masora, which was
augmented and continued at different times, by various au-

thors ; so that it was not the work of one man, or of one

age. In proof of this opinion, which we think the most
probable, tt'r may remark, that the notes which relate to the

variations in the pointing of particular words, must have
been made after the introduction of the points, and conse-

quently after the Talmud ; other notes must have been made
before the Talmud was finished, because it is from these notes

that it speaks of the points over the letters, and of the varia-

tions in their size and position. Hence it is evident, that the

whole was not the work of the Masorites of Tiberias; fur-

ther, no good reason can be assigned to prove the Masora the

work of Ezra, or his contemporaries ; much appears to show
it was not : for, in the first place, most of the notes relate to

the vowel points, which, we have seen, 3 were not introduced

until upwards of fifteen hundred years after his time, and the

remarks made about the shape and position of the letters are

unworthy of an inspired writer, being more adapted to the

superstition of the rabbins, than to the gravity of a divine

» Bishop Walton's Prolesom. c. viii. §8. p. 27.~>. edit Dathil, In the lasl

century, an anonymous writer published the following c ill ulaxlon similar

to thai of the afaaoritea, for the Enoush Vbrsion of the Bible, under the
title of the Oldand New Testament DSeeeet >l It Is said in have occupied
three years el llie ,-nn,| tiler's life, ami is a smeular instance of the trilling

employ mourn In uliieh snp, rslilioii has led mankind.

TI1K OLD AND SEW TESTAMENT DlBSBCTID.
Books in the Old.... 39 In the New 27 Total Go

Chanters 929 260 Lift
\- aa 23.2M 7,9r>9 31,173
Words 583,439 181,263 T,

Letters 2,7-^siJu 838,380 3,667160

Apocrypha
inters 1S3

Verses 6,031

Words •iw, is".

The middle chapter, and tni Bible, la Psahn 117.

The i
eighth of the 1 18th Psalm

The middle Dne2dofChn i tispter. Ifithverse,

i srord rma*occtin In thi ITi

i n in thi New Testament, 10,684 times.

The word Jehovah oconrs6 Bllmi

Old Testament.
The middle hook is Pre..

The middle chapter la Job 28th.

i mi i D a vi I i
'

i i iieuieles, 20th chapter, between the 17th and
IStfa Verses

The least verse is 1st Chronicles, 1st chapter and 25th verso.

New Testament.

The Diddle boos is Tliessalonian
I I

'
i and I hi. Unmans.

The middle vei i i chapter 17th ol acts, 17th vei
i i

Vie Slat Terse of Ibi N •» has all the Letters in the Alpha-

i Hh chapter of the 2dof Klngsand the 37th of Isaiah arc alike.

> Boiler's Hoi • glblli s, ol i

pa See pp. 191, 192, ofths present volume.

teacher. Secondly, No one can suppose that the prophets
collected various readings of their own prophecies, though
we find this has been doite, and makes part of what is called
the Masora. Thirdly, The rabbins have never scrupled to
abridge, alter, or reject any part of these notes, and to inter-

mix their own observations, or those of others, which is a
proof that they did not believe them to be the work of the
prophets ; for in that case they would possess equal authority
with the text, and should be treated with the same regard.
Lastly, Since all that is useful in the Masora appears to have
been written since Ezra's time, it is impossible to ascribe to
him what is useless and trilling; and from these different
reasons it may be concluded that no part of the Masora was
written by Ezra. And even though we were to admit that
he began it, that would not lead us to receive the present
system in the manner the Jews do, because, since we cannot
now distinguish what he wrote, and since we find many
things in it plainly unworthy of an inspired writer, we may
justly refuse it the credit due to inspiration, unless his part

were actually separated from what is the work of others.
On the whole, then, it appears, that what is called the Ma-
sora is entitled to no greater reverence or attention than may
he claimed by any other human compilation.'

Concerning the value of the Masoretic system of notation,
the learned an- greatly divided in opinion. Some have highly
commended the undertaking, and have considered the work
of the Masorites as a monument of stupendous labour and
unwearied assiduity, and as an admirable invention for deli-

vering the sacred text from a multitude of equivocations and
perplexities to which it was liable, and for putting a stop to
the unbounded licentiousness and rashness of transcribers and
critics, who often made alterations in the text on their own
private authority. Others, however, have altogether censured
the design, suspecting that the Masorites corrupted the purity
of the text by substituting, for the ancient and true reading
of their forefathers, another reading more favourable to then
prejudices, and more opposite to Christianity, whose testi-

monies and proofs they were desirous of weakening as much
as possible.

Without adopting either of these extremes, Bishop Marsh
observes, that " the text itself, as regulated by the learned
Jews of Tiberias, was probably the result of a collation of
manuscripts. But as those Hebrew ertties were cautious of
introducing Inn ninny .corrections into the text, they noted in

the margins of their manuscripts, or in their critical collec-

tions, such various readings, derived from other manuscripts,
either by themselves or by their predecessors, as appeared to
In worthy of attention. This is the real origin of those mar-
ginal or Masoretic readings which we find in many editions
of the Hebrew Bible. But the propensity of the later Jews
to seek mystical meanings in the plainest facts gradually in-
duced the belief that both textual and marginal readings pro-
ceeded from the sacred writers themselves; and that the lat-

ter were transmitted to posterity by oral tradition, as conveying
some mysterious application of the written words. They
were regarded therefore as materials, not of criticism, but of
interpretation."' The same eminent critic elsewhere- remarks,
that notwithstanding all the care of the Masorites to preserve
the sacred text without variations, " if their success has not

been complete, either in ettablahing orpraenimglha Hebrew
text, they have heeu guilty of the only fault which is com-
mon to every human effort."'

'J. In the period between the sixth an. I the tenth centuries,
the .lews had two celebrated academies, one at Babylon in

the aast, and another at Tiberias in the west ; where theii
[iterators was cultivated, and the Scriptures were very fre-

quently transcribed. Hence arose two recensions 01 editi as
Ol the lb how Scriptures, which were collated m the eighth
or ninth century. The differences or various readings ob-

served in tliein w i n noted, anil ha nsmitted to OUT
time umic r the appellati f the Oriehtix and I Icciourrix
or Eastibk ami w kvnns Hi uusos. They are variously
Computed at 910, -Its ami :!". and are printed by Kishop
Walton in the gxppendn to Ins splendid edition of the Poly-
glot! Bible, II is worthy of remark, that not one of them
various readings is found in the Septuagint : they do not re-

late to vo\, el points or aee, i its. imr do any of them all'ecl ihe

tense, <*ur printed editions vary from the eastern readings
in lilt y-ti \ pi

• Wsehner's Andqull B w.dinn.Prot
vlll. M 1—16.

.
iv into

,
part II. p. 84 • IWd

' Walton, Proles vlll 27,99 < appel, Critics Sacra, lib in c- 17. Bauer
I
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3. The attention paid by the Jews to the study of the

Scriptures, during this period, is further evinced by several

Chaldee paraphrases which were made about this time, and

by the Arabic version of the Scriptures executed by rabbi

Saadias Gaon, an Egyptian Jew, who died a. d. 942, of

which an account is given in chap. iii. sect. iii. § 3. infra.

To the tenth century may be referred the completion and
establishment of the modern system of vowel points. At
length, in the early part of the eleventh century, Aaron ben
Asher, president of the academy at Tiberias, and Jacob ben
Naphtali, president of the academy at Babylon, collated the

manuscripts of the oriental and occidental Jews. The dis-

crepancies observed by these eminent Jewish scholars amount
to upwards of 861 ; with one single exception, they relate to

the vowel points, and consequently are of little value ; they

are also printed by Bishop Walton. The western Jews, and
our printed editions of the Hebrew Scriptures, almost wholly
follow the recension of Aaron ben Asher. 1

4. The learned Jews, who removed to Europe in the middle
of the eleventh century, brought with them pointed manu-
scripts ; and in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries copies were
transcribed with greater care than was exercised in succeed-

ing ages. In making these transcripts the copyists adopted

certain exemplars, which were highly esteemed for their cor-

rectness, as the standard texts. These standard copies bear

the names of the Codex of Hillel, of Ben Asher, which is

also called the Palestine, Jerusalem, or Egyptian Codex, of

Ben Naphtali, or the Babylonian Codex, the Pentateuch of

Jericho, and the Codex Sinai.

(1.) The Codex of Hillel was a celebrated manuscript
which rabbi Kimchi (who lived in the twelfth century) Bays

that he saw at Toledo, though rabbi Zacuti, who flourished

towards the close of the fifteenth century, states that part of

it had been sold and sent into Africa. Who this Hillel was,

the learned are by no means agreed ; some have supposed
that he was the very eminent rabbi Hillel, who liven about

sixty years before the birth of Christ ; others imagine that he
was the grandson of the illustrious rabbi Jehudah Hakkadosh,
who wrote the Misna, and that he flourished about the mid-
dle of the fourth century. Others, again, suppose that he
was a Spanish Jew, named Hillel; but Bauer, with greater

probability, supposes the manuscript to have been of more
recent date, and written in Spain, because it contains the

vowel points, and all the other grammatical minutin? ; and
that the feigned name of Hillel was inscribed on its title in

order to enhance in value.

(2,) (3.) The Codices of Ben Asher and Ben Naphtali
have already been noticed. WT

e may, however, state, on the

authority of Maimonides, that the first of these was held in

most repute in Egypt, as having been revised and corrected

in very many places by Ben Asher himself, and that it was
the exemplar which he (Maimonides) followed in copying
the law, in conformity with the custom of the Jews.

(4.) The Codex of Jericho is highly commended by rabbi

Ellas Levita, as being the most correct copy of the law of

Moses, and exhibiting the defective and full words.

(5.) The Codex Sinai was a very correct copy of the

Pentateuch, characterized by some variation in the accents,

in which respect it differed from the preceding exemplar. 2

Lastly, to thisperiod may be referred the division of the

text of the Old Testament into chapters by cardinal Hugo
de Sancto Victore, who died in 1260, of which an account is

given in sect. iii. § 1. of this chapter.

IV. History of the Hebrew Text from the Invention
of the Art of Printing to our own Time.

Shortly after the invention of the art of printing, the He-
brew Scriptures were committed to the press ; at first in de-

tached portions, and afterwards the entire Bible.

The earliest printed portion was the book of Psalms, with
the commentary of rabbi Kimchi: it appeared in 1477, with-

out any indication of the place where it was printed. In

1482 the Pentateuch was published at Bologna: at Soncino,

the former and latter prophets were accurately printed in

1485-86, in two volumes folio, with the commentary of

Kimchi ; in 1487, the Book of Psalms, with the commentary
of Kimchi, and the remainder of the Hagiographa, appeared
at Naples in two volumes folio according to Jann, but in two
volumes quarto according to De Rossi, with the commenta-
ries of rabbi Immanuel on the Proverbs, of Ben Gershom on
the book of Job, and of Kimchi on the remaining books.

» Walton, Proleg. viii. § 29. Cappel, Critica Sacra, lib. iii. c. 18. Bauer,
Critica Sacra, pp. 124—126.

» Walton, Prole?, viii. §§8— 11. Kennicolt, Diss. Gen. §§55,56. Bauer,
Critica Sacra, pp. 224—226.

The most ancient edition of the entire Hebrew Scriptures

was printed at .Soncino, in 1488: it was followed in that

printed at Brescia in 1494. In 1502—1517 the Compluten-
sian Polyglott was printed at Alcala or Complutum in Spain.

The Hebrew text is printed after manuscripts, with the vowel
points, but without accents. The Hebrew text of this Poly-

glott is followed, 1. In the Antwerp Polyglott printed in 1569
—1572; 2. In the Paris Polyglott printed in 1629—1645 at

the expense of M. Le Jay ; and, 3. In the London Polyglott

edited by Bishop Walton in 1657. 3 Two celebrated editions

were executed oy Cornelius and Daniel Bomberg, with the

Targums and Rabbinical Commentaries;—the first in 1518,

under the care of Felix Pratensis, a converted Jew ; and the

second in 1525-26, under the care of Jacob Ben Chaim.
The Brescian eiition of 1494, the Complutensian, finished

in 1517, and the second Bomberg edition of 1525-26, are the

three standard texts, after which all subsequent impressions

have been printed. 4 A bibliographical and critical account
of the principal editions of the Hebrew Scriptures is given
in the Bibliographical Appendix to the second volume,
Part I. Chap. I. Sect. I.

§ 2. HISTORY AND CONDITION OF THE SAMAJtITAN PENTA-
TEUCH.

I. Origin of the Samaritans.—II. Account of the Samaritan
Pentateuch.—III. Variations of the Samaritan Pentateuch

from the Hebrew.—IV. Versions of the Samaritan Penta-
teuch.

I. Origin of the Samaritans.
The Samaritans being generally considered as a Jewish

sect, the specification oftheir tenets properly belongs to the

second volume of this work. At present, it will De suffi-

cient to remark that they were descended from an intermix-

ture of the ten tribes with the Gentile nations. This origin

rendered them odious to the Jews, who refused to acknow-
ledge them as Jewish citizens, or to permit them to assist

in rebuilding the Temple, after their return from the Babylo-
nish captivity. In consequence of this rejection, as well as

of other causes of dissension, the Samaritans erected a tem-
ple on Mount Gerizim, and instituted sacrifices according to

the prescriptions of the Mosaic law. Hence arcse that in-

veterate schism and enmity between the two nations, so fre-

quently mentioned or alluded to in the New Testament.

The Samaritans (who still exist, but are greatly reduced in

numbers) reject all the sacred books of the Jews except the

Pentateuch, or five books of Moses. Of this they preserve

copies in the ancient Hebrew characters ; which, as there has

been no friendly intercourse between them and the Jews
since the Babylonish captivity, there can be no doubt were
the same thatWere in use before that event, though subject

to such variations as will always be occasioned by frequent

transcribing. And so inconsiderable are the variations from
our present copies (which were those of the Jews), that by
this means we have a proof that those important books have

been preserved uncorrupted for the space of nearly three

thousand years, so as to leave no room to doubt that they are

the same which were actually written by Moses.

II. Account of the Samaritan Pentateuch.
Although the Samaritan Pentateuch was known to and

cited by Eusebius, Cyril of Alexandria, Procopius of Gaza,

Diodorus of Tarsus, Jerome, Syncellus, and other ancient

fathers, yet it afterwards fell into oblivion for upwards of a

thousand years, so that its very existence began to be ques-

tioned. Joseph Scaliger was the first who excited the atten-

tion of learned men to this valuable relic of antiquity ; and

M. Peiresc procured a copy from Egypt, which, together with

the ship that brought it, was unfortunately captured by pi-

rates. More successful was the venerable Archbishop Usher,

who procured six copies from the East ; and from another

copy, purchased by Pietro della Valle for M. de Saney (then

ambassador from France to Constantinople, and afterwards

Archbishop of St. Maloes), Father Morinus printed the Sa-

maritan Pentateuch, for the first time, in the Paris Polyglott.

This was afterwards reprinted in the London Polyglott by

Bishop Walton, who corrected it from three manuscripts

which had formerly belonged to Archbishop Usher. A neat

edition of this Pentateuch, in Hebrew characters, was edited

by Dr. Blayney, in octavo, Oxford, 1790.

a See a bibliographical account ofthe Polyglott editions of the Bible in the

Appendix to the'second volume, part i. chap. i. sect iv

« Jahn et Ackermann, Introductio ad Libros Vet. Feed. § 112. Bauer, Cri.

tica Sacra, pp. 229—231.
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III. Variations of the Samaritan Pentateuch from

THE HEBREW.
The celebrated critic, Le Olerc,' has instituted a minute

comparison of the Samaritan Pentateuch with the Hebrew

text; and has, with much accuracy and labour, collected

those passages in which he is of opinion that the former is

more or less correct than the latter. For instance,

—

1. The Samaritan text appears to be more correct than the

Hebrew, in Gen. ii. 4. vii. 2. xix. 19. xx. 2. xxiii. 16. xxiv. 14.

\hx. 10, 11. 1. 26. Exod. i. 2. iv. 2.

2. It is expressed more conformably to analogy, in Oen.

xxxi. 39. xxxv. 26. xxxvii. 17. xli. 34. 43. xlvii. 3. Deut.

xxxii. 5.

3. It has glosses and additions in Gen. xxix. 15. xxx. :!(!.

xli. 16. Exod. vii. 18. viii. 23. ix. 5. xxi. 20. xxii. 5. xxiii. 10.

xxxii. 9. Lev. i. 10. xvii. 4. Deut. v. 21.

4. It appears to have been altered by a critical hand, in

Gen. ii. 2. iv. 10. ix. 5. x. 19. xi. 21. xviii. 3. xix. 12. ss. 16.

wiv. 38. 55. xxxv. 7. xxxvi. C. xli. 50. Exod. i. 5. xiii. 6. xv.

5. Num. xxii. 32.

5. It is more full than the Hebrew text, in Gen. v. 8. xi. 31.

xix. 9. xxvii. 84, xxxix. 4. xliii. 25. Exod. xii. 40. xl. 17.

Num. iv. 14. Deut. xx. 16.

6. It is defective in Gen. xx. 16. and xxv. 14.

It agrees with the Sepluagint version in Gen. iv. 8. xix. 12.

xx 16. xxiii. 2. xxiv. 55. 62. xxvi. 18. xxix. 27. xxxv. 29.

\x\ix. 8. xli. 16. 43. xliii. 26. xlix. 26. Exod. viii. 3. and in

many other passages. Though,

7. It sometimes varies from the Septuagint, as in Gen. i. 7.

v. 29. viii. 3. 7. xlix. 22. Num. xxii. 4.

The differences between the Samaritan and Hebrew Pen-

tateiichs may be accounted for, by the usual sources of

various readings, viz. the negligence of copyists, introduction

of glosses from the margin into the text, the confounding of

similar letters, the transposition of letters, the addition of ex-

planatory words, &c. The Samaritan Pentateuch, however,

is of great use and authority in establishing correct readings :

in many instances it agrees remarkably with the Greek Sep-

tuagint, and it contains numerous and excellent various lec-

tions, which are in every respect preferable to the received

Masoretic readings, and are further confirmed by the agree-

ini nt of other ancient versions.

The mosl mali rial variations between the Samaritan Pen-

tateuch and the Hebrew, which affect the authority of the

former, occur, first, in the prolongation of the patriarchal

generations; and, secondly, in the alteration of Ebal into

Gerizim (Deut. xxvii.), in order to support their separation

from the Jews. The chronology of the Samaritan Penta-

teuch has been satisfactorily vindicated by the Rev. Dr.

Hales, whose arguments, however, will not admit of abridg-

ment; 2 and with regard to the charge of altering the Penta-

teuch, it has been shown by Dr. Kennicott, from a considera-

tion of the character of the Samaritans, their known reverence

for the law, our Lord's silence on the subject in his memora-
ble conversation with the woman of Samaria, and from vari-

ous other topics ; that what almost all biblical critics have
hitherto considered as a wilful corruption by the Samaritans,

is in all probability the true reading, and that the corruption

is to be charged on the Jews themselves. In judging there-

fore of the genuineness of a reading, we are not to declare

absolutely for one of these Pentateuchs against the other, but

to prefer the true readings in both. " One ancient copy,"

Dr. Kennicott remarks, with equal troth and justice, •• has

been received from me .lews, and we are truly thankful

for it: another ancient copy is nll'ered by the Samaritans;

let us thankfully aceept iliai likewise. Both hare been often

transcribed; both therefore may contain errors. They differ

in many instances, therefore the errors musi be many. Let

the two parties be heard without prejudice; lei their evi-

dences be weighed with impartialitj ; and Let the genuine

words of Moses lie ascertained by tin ir joint assistance.

Let the variations of all the manuscripts on each side be

carefully collected ; and men critically i tamini d by the eon-

text and the ancient versions. If the Samaritan copy should

be found in som lo correct the Hebrew, yet will the

Hebrew cony in other places correct the Samaritan, Each
copy therefore is invaluable; each copy then fore demands

' Coinmrnl in Pinl.iMirh, Imlci. ii iMSHRISOnn ierv».
lion* on Hi-' duTerencee between (he BemarHan and Hebrew Penteleoche,
In I»r Kaon] . .. ; no s. I. . i Pnaeojtca in the <»M Tcalaiiieni, pp.
43—17.
• Analyiis of Chronology, vol. 1. pp. 80. ct «j. 4lo. edition.

our pious veneration, and attentive study. The Pentateuch
will never be understood perfectly, till we admit the autho-

1 1 1 v of BOTH."1

1\ . \ fusions ok 'rut; Samaritan Pentateccii.

Of the Samaritan Pentateuch two versions are extant ; one
in the proper Samaritan dialect, which is usually termed the
Samaritan Version, and another ill Arabic.

1. The Samaritan version was made in Samaritan charac

ters, from the Ilcbra;o-Samaritan text into the Samaritan
dialect, which is intermediate between the Hebrew and the

Aramaean languages. This version is of great antiquity,

having been made at least before the time of Origin, that is,

early in the second century. The author of the Samaritan
version is unknown, but he has in general adhered very

closely and faithfully to the original text; so that this ver-

sion is almost exactly the counterpart of the original Hebrew-
Samaritan codex, with all its various readings. This shows,
in a degree really surprising, how very carefully and accu-

rately tlie lb brew Pentateuch has been copied and preserved

by the Samaritans, from the ancient times in which their

version was made.'1

2. The Arabic version of the Samaritan Pentateuch is

also extant in Samaritan characters, and was executed by
Abu Said, a. n. 1070, in order to supplant the Arabic trans-

lation of the Jewish rabbi, Saadia Gaon, which had till that

time been in use among the Samaritans. Abu Said has very

osely followed the Samaritan Pentateuch, whose readings

be ex |m ssi -.. even win re the hitler diffi rs from tbe I lebn W
text : in some instances, however, both llishop Walton and
Bauer have remarked, that he has borrowed from the Arabic
version of Saadia. On account of the paucity of manuscripts

of the original Samaritan Pentateuch, Bauer thinks this ver-

sion will be found of great use in correcting its text. Some
specimens of it have been published by Dr. Durell in the

"Hebnw Text of the Parallel Prophecies of Jacob relating

to the Twelve Tribes," tcr. (Oxford, 1763, 4to.) and before

him by Castell in the fourth volume of the London Poly-

glott; also by llwiid, at Rome, in 1780, in 8vo., and by
Paulus, at Jena, in 1789, in 8vo. 4

SECTION II.

HISTORY AND CONDITION OF THE TEXT OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Account of the different families, recensions, or editions of
manuscripts of the .Yew Testament ; and of the systems, I.

Of Bengel—II. Of Griesbach.—Ul. Of .Micha'elis.—lV.

OfMatihri.—X. Of.Yolan.—VL Of Hug.—VII. Of Kich-

horn.— VIII. Of Scholz ;
—.lnalysis of it, with remarks.—

IX. On the Fadus cum Grtecis, or coincidence between

many Greek manuscripts and the Latin version.

The total number of manuscripts of the New Testament

(whether they have been transmitted to us entire or in frag-

ments), which are known to have been hitherto wholly or

partially collated, amounts, according to Professor Scholz's

enumeration, to six hundred and seventy-four. The result

of the collation of these manuscripts and of the ancient ver-

sions, together with the quotations of the New Testament,

I CCurring in the writing of the early Christian fathers and

ecclesiastical writers, lias led many eminent critics to con-

clude thai certain manuscripts have an affinity to each other,

and that their text is distinguished from that of others by
characteristic marks; and, after diligently comparing the

quotations from the New Testament in the writings M Cle-

ment of Alexandria and of Origan' with those made by Ter-

lullian ami Cyprian, they have deduced the inference, that,

rll as the third century, there were in existence two
families, recensioni, ar edftuat oi manuscripts, 7 or, in other

a KeiiiH D II pp. 90—MB.
• Nnrlli Ann n. hi it. \ i. w. New Serial, vol. xxi p 313.

i lip. Wei Proteg. c xi. H10—81. op 527—553. Cerpzov. Criilra Re-

Lea i. ii. PhUologue Hebra i D
Ituattoghe, Expoaiuo Crillcca Vcteria Foederis,

rm, pp.
i pp itJa—335.

|.|. lis, ll'.i

• In the eeond volume of Criesbnch's Symbolo? Crlllrir (pp. 229—820.)

there le ;i leborioue ooUeilon "t tin* quotations from the New TeeJaflMaft,

I'M Igea and I lament of Alexandria, arith the Vulgate or common
Qreeh ii

> Benfel eipreaeed Ihli releuonahjp or affinity between niantnvrijita by

Ihe n-rui r<mii/v [Introd. ad Crtain N. T. 1(27—30.) Scmlar (Apparatus
i i ..ii. in Snvi Tenement! tntarpn ad Griaebeeh

mm i P eirlll luae lha term recewfa, nnuwa, um
is edition, which last term la adopted by Mkhaclia, vol. II. p. 173.
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words, two entirely different texts of the New Testament.

A similar arrangement of texts is now known to exist in the

manuscripts of profane authors. Professor Heyne, for in-

stance, detected two distinct families of manuscripts of

Virgil's works, at least in the /Eneid, viz. one, the Apronian,

which is found in the Codex Mediceus; and another, differ-

ing from this, which is found in the celebrated Codex Yati-

canus, No. 3867. ' In like manner, M. Gerhard discovered,

in thirteen manuscripts of Apollonius, very numerous various

readings of such a different character, as leave no doubt of

there having been two recensions of the text of that writer. 2

Michaelis has observed that, as different countries had
different versions according to their respective languages,

their manuscripts naturally resembled their respective ver-

sions, as these versions, generally speaking, were made from
such manuscripts as were in common use. Eight different

systems of recensions or editions have been proposed by
Bengel, Griesbach, Michaelis, Matthau, Nolan, Hug, Eich-
horn, and Scholz.

I. As the result of his researches concerning the Greek
text of the New Testament, Bengel established two recen-

sions or (as he termed them) families, viz. the African and
the Asiatic. Of the African family he considers the Alex-
andrian manuscript, which is described in a subsequent sec-

tion, as almost the sole representative, nearly all the African

MSS. bavins been entirely destroyed. With this agree the

Ethiopic, Coptic, and ancient Latin versions. The other

manuscripts he regards as witnesses of the Asiatic family.

According to Bengel, a reading of the African family is

always ancient, though not always genuine : while the Asiatic

family, though numerous, are of very little weight, especially

when they are not supported by any ancient version, though
sometimes a manuscript of the Asiatic family supplies an
hiatus in a manuscript of the African family. And he was
of opinion, that the agreement of several, or certainly of

the principal, witnesses of each family, is a strong criterion

of the genuineness of a reading. 3

II. The basis of Dr. Griesbach's system is, the division

of the Greek manuscripts of the New Testament into three

classes, each of which is considered as an independent wit-

ness for the various readings which it contains. The value

of a reading, so far as manuscript authority is regarded, is

decided by Griesbach, not according to the individual manu-
script in which it is found, but according to the number of

classes by which it is supported. The classes under which
he arranges all the Greek manuscripts are the following

;

viz. 1. The Alexandrine; 2. The Occidental or Western ;

and, 3. The Byzantine or Oriental. To each of these is

given the appellation of recension or edition, as we commonly
say of printed books.

1. The first class, or Alexandrine Recension, which is

also called the Egyptian Recension, comprises those manu-
scripts, which, in remarkable and characteristic readings,

agree with the quotations of the early Alexandrine writers,

particularly Origen and Clement of Alexandria. After them,
this recension was adopted by the Egyptian Greeks : with
it also coincides the Coptic version.

2. The Occidental or Western Recension is that which
was adopted by the Christians of Africa (especially by
Tertullian and Cyprian), Italy, Gaul, and the west of Europe
generally. With this recension sometimes coincide the

Sahidic version, made in the fourth century, the Syriac ver-

sion of Jerusalem, and the readings in the margin of the

Syro-Philoxenian version ; as also the Ante-Hieronymian
or old Latin versions, which were in use before the Vulgate
version.

3. The Byzantine or Oriental Recension or edition,

which was in general use at Constantinople, after that city

became the capital and metropolitan see of the eastern

empire.
With this edition are closely allied those of the neigh-

bouring provinces, whose inhabitants were subject to the

spiritual jurisdiction of the patriarch of Constantinople. 4

1 Heyne, having adverted to some orthographical peculiarities, which
clearly distinguish the two families of Virgilian manuscripts, thus states his

deliberate opinion :
—

" Deduxit nos sedula observatio tandem eo, ut omnino
duas codicum familias, sattem in 55neide deprehenderemus, alteram Apro-
nianaui, Mediceo auctore ; alteram ab eo diversam, in quaprincepsestRo-
manus sive Vaticanus." Virgilii Opera, a C. G. Heyne. vol. v. p. 399. Edi
tio tertia, Lipsiae, 1800.

* Lectiones Apolloniana?. ScripsitEdvardus Gerhard, p. 40. Lipsiae, 1816
* Bengelii Apparatus Criticus ad Novum Testamentum, p. 425. Tubin

6a?, 1763.

* Michaelis remarks, that the greatest number of manuscripts written on
Mount Athos are evidently of the Byzantine edition ; and he thinks it pro

The readings of the Byzantine recension are those which
are most commonly found in the K«v» ExJctk, or printed Vul-
gate Greek text, and are also most numerous in the existing
manuscripts which correspond to it. Griesbach reckons
upwards of one hundred manuscripts of this class, which
minutely harmonize with each other. On account of the
many alterations, that were unavoidably made in the long
interval between the fourth and fifteenth centuries, Michaelis
proposes to divide the Byzantine edition into ancient and
modern ; but he does not specify any criteria by which we
can determine the boundaries between these two classes.

The Byzantine text is found in the four Gospels of the
Alexandrian manuscript : it was the original of the Sclavonic
or old Russian version, and was cited by Chrysostom and
Theophylact bishop of Bulgaria.

Most of the manuscripts now extant exhibit one of the
texts above described ; some are composed of two or three
recensions. No individual manuscript preserves any recen-
sion in a pure state ; but manuscripts are said to be of the
Alexandrian or Western recension, as the appropriate read-

ings of each preponderate. The margins of these manu-
scripts, as well as those of the Ethiopic, Armenian, Sahidic,

and Syro-Philoxenian versions, and the Syriac version of
Jerusalem, contain the Alexandrian variations for the Western
readings, or vice versa ; and some Byzantine manuscripts
have the Alexandrian or Western various lections in their

margins. Each of these recensions has characteristics

peculiar to itself. The Occidental or Western preserves
narsh readings, Hebraisms, and solecisms, which the Alex-
andrine has exchanged for readings more conformable to classic

usage. The Western is characterized by readings calculated

to relieve the text from difficulties, and to clear the sense : it

frequently adds supplements to the passages adduced from
the Old Testament; and omits words that appear to be
either repugnant to the context or to other passages, or to

render the meaning obscure. The Alexandrine is free from
the interpretations and transpositions of the W estern recen-

sions. An explanatory reading is therefore suspicious in

the Western recension, and a classical one in the Alexan-
drine. The Byzantine or Constantinopolitan recension (ac-

cording to Griesbach's system) preserves the Greek idiom
still purer than the Alexandrine, and resembles the Western
in its use of copious and explanatory readings. It is like-

wise mixed, throughout, with the readings of the other

recensions. 5

Although Dr. Griesbach has defended his classification

of the documents of the text of the New Testament with great

ingenuity and learning, yet it is liable to doubts which are

not to be despised, independently of the attacks which have
been made on his theory of recensions by the authors of

other recensions, of which an account is given in the follow-

ing pages.
1. In the first place, what he has urged concerning the

origin of each recension is destitute of foundation, and the

existence of three texts has never been proved analytically.6

2. The peculiar character of the text of the New Testa-
ment, which is followed by the Pcschito or old Syriac ver-

sion, cannot be well accounted for according to Griesbach's
doctrine.

For this version (which was most probably executed early in

the second century if not at the close of the first,—certainly

before the middle of the third century) often exhibits readings

of such a nature as, according to Griesbach's theory, belonged

to the Western text, although at that time there was no inter-

course between the Syriac and the Western churches. He there-

fore concludes that the original text of this version underwent

not a few alterations at various times : although at that time

there was no twofold recension extant of the text which was

bable that almost all the Moscow manuscripts, of which M. Matthfei has
given extracts, belong to this edition. As the valuable manuscripts collected

by the late Professor Carlyle were obtained in Syria, Constantinople, and
the islands of the Levant, it is probable, whenever they shall be collated,

that they will be found to coincide witli the Byzantine recension. These
manuscripts are preserved in the Archiepiscopal Library at Lambeth, and
are described in a subsequent section.

> Michaelis, vol. ii. pp. 163—177. Griesbach's Symbolee Criticse, torn. i.

pp. cxvii.—exxii. exxxvii. clvii.—clxiv. torn. ii. pp. 132—148 Griesbach's

edit, of the New Test. vol. i. Proleg. pp. lxxiii.—Ixxxi. edit. Halie, 17%.
« This fact has been shown at length, after a very minute examination of

Griesbach's data, by the Rev. Dr. Laurence (now archbishop of Cashel) in

his Remarks on the Classification of Manuscripts adopted by Griesbach in

his edition of the New Testament. (8vo. Oxford, 1814.) For learned and ela-

borate analyses of Dr. Laurence's work see the Eclectic Review for 1815,

vol. iv. N. S. pp. 1—22. 173—189., and particularly the British Critic for

1814, vol. i. N. S. pp. 173—192. 296—315. 401—428.
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followed by the Syriac version, and by the old italic version, by

the aid of which the text of ihe New Testament was published

in the west. A similar difficulty attends the Coptico-Sahidic

version, which Griesbach refers to the Western recension ; there

being no union between the Christian congregations of Upper

Egypt who used that version, and the Western church.

3. Lastly, those who have been desirous of arranging

manuscripts, versions, and the writings of the father's, accu-

rately, according to various recensions, are pressed with this

difficulty, viz. :

7
riiat not one of those documents for the text

of the New Testament, which are really ancient, exhibits

any such pure and entire recension. 1

But though Dr. Griesbach's theory of recensions has been

thus shaken—not to say subverted—yet his critical labours

will not cease to possess high claims to the grateful attention

of every student of sacred literature.

As a General and correct index to the great body of Greek
manuscripts, so far as they had then been collated, they are

an invaluable treasure to the scholar, and a necessary acqui-

sition to the divine, but especially to those who may not be

able to procure the more copious critical Edition of the New
Testament edited by Dr. Scholz : at the same time, his col-

lection of various readings is admirably calculated to satisfy

our minds on a point of the highest moment,—the integrity

of the Christian Records. Through the long interval o"f

seventeen hundred years,—amidst the collision of parties,

—

the opposition of enemies,—and the desolations of time,—

they remain the same as holy men read them in the primi-

tive ages of Christianity. A very minute examination of

manuscripts, versions, and fathers, proves the inviolability of

the Christian Scriptures. "They all coincide in exhibiting

the same Gospels, Acts, and Epistles; and, among all the

copies of them which have been preserved, there is not one

which dissents from the rest either in the doctrines or precepts,

which constitute Christianity. They all contain the same
doctrines and precepts. For the knowledge of this fact, we
are indebted to such men as Griesbach, whose zealous and

persevering labours to put us in possession of it entitle them

to our grateful remembrance. To the superficial, and to the

novice in theolorry, the long periods of life, and the patient

investigation, which have been applied to critical investiga-

tion, may appear as mere waste, or, at the best, as Only

amusing employment : but to the serious inquirer, who, from

his own conviction, can declare that he is not following cun-

ningly devised fables, the time, the talents, and the learning

which have been devoted to critical collation will be accounted

as well expended, for the result which they have accomplished.

The real theologian is satisfied, from his own examination,

that the accumulation of many thousands of various read-

ings, obtained at the expense of immense critical labour,

does not affect a single sentiment in the whole New Testa-

ment. And thus is criticism—which s. despise and

others neglect—found to be one of those underpaying columns,

by which the imperishable structure of Christian truth is

supported."'
ill. According to Michaelis, there have existed four

principal recensions, viz. 1. The Alexandrine ; '2. The Occi-

dental ; and, 3. The Byzantine as proposed by Griesbach

;

in addition to which, as the old Syriac version differs from
them, Michaelis has instituted a fourth, which he terms the

l'i iiessene edition : it comprehends the special Asiatic in-

struments, as they Were termed by Griesbach, or those

Manuscripts from which that version was made. Of tins

edition no manuscripts are extant ; a circumstance fin which

Michaelis accounts, by the early prejudice of the Syrian

literati m favour of whatever was Grecian, and also by the

Wars that devastated the East for many ages subsequent to

the fifth century. But, bj lome accident, which is difficult

to be explained, manuscripts are found in the west of Europe,

aa rjanied ereu with a Latin translation,such as thi Codex
Bczte, winch so eminently coincide with the Old Syriac

version, that their affinity is indisputable. Although, ac-

cording to tins theory, the n adinga <d' the Occidental, Alex-

andrine, and Edeeeene edit sometimes differ, yet they

very frequently harmonize with each other. This coinci-

dence Michaelis ascribes to their high antiquity, as tl hi-

est manuscripta extant belong to one of these editions, and

BehoU, befog* '" Novum F.e.iu«, pp. 583 Ml
Sou •gainH Orli iheoryi a*tonj will be found la Di -

prolegomena to hi* thlnled fOrli beob'*Greek TV ' Bt,»ol I n
lull, uurv. end Id i >r Osbler'e pretice lo the Mcond ralQiai ol Off)

bach's Opu out Vi uSemtce, pp. rV.— li.

• Eclccu. Review, voL v. pari I. p. 1*1.

the translations themselves are ancient. A reading confirmed
by three of them is supposed to be of the very highest
authority; yet the true reading may sometimes be found only

in the fourth.'

IV. Totally disregarding Griesbach's system of recensions,

Professor Matth.hi altogether denied tiie existence of any
anciently cxi cuted recensions of the Greek T< stament. In

order to judge accurately of its text, he proposed to divide

the existing manuscripts into, 1. Codiea Text&t Perpehrii
that is, those which are not accompanied by Scholia or Com-
mentaries : these he considered to be preferable to all others,

because they exhibit a purer text. •_>. Leeiionaria, or manu-
scripts containing the sections of the New Testament read

in the service of the church, which exhibit, more frequently

than the first class, a text interpolated from commentaries.
3. Manuscript* of a mixed description, having scholia and in-

terpretations written in the margin, and which are for the

most part interpolated. Mattha-i was of opinion that the

manuscripts of the New Testament which he found at Mos-
cow, and which were very diligently collated by him, are

preferable to all others. As these manuscripts came origi-

nally from Mount Athos, and other parts ot the Greek em-
pire, and as the Russian church is a daughter of the Greek
church, those manuscripts consequently contain what Gries-

bach has called the Byzantine Text; which Matlha'i admits
to be the only authentic text, excluding the Alexandrine and
Western recensions, and also rejecting all quotations from
the fathers of the Greek church. To the class of manuscripts

to which the Codex Beza>, the Codex Claromontanus, and
others of high antiquity, belong, he gave, in the preface to

his edition of Saint John's Gospel, the appellation of Editio

ScurriUs, nor did he apply softer epithets to those critics who
ventured to defend such manuscripts.

V. The Rev. Dr. Nolan's system of recension is de-

veloped in his " Inquiry into the Integrity of tin Greek I «/-

goto < ir received Text uf the New Test'anient.." (London, 1815,

8vo.) 4 That integrity he has confessedly established by a
series of proofs and connected arguments, the most decisive

that can be reasonably desired or expected; but as these

occupy nearly six hundred closely printed pages, the limits

of this section necessarily restrict us to the lollowing concise

notice of his elaborate system, of the existence of which

the continental critics appear to be entirely ignorant.

It has been an opinion as early as the times of llishop

Walton, that the purest text of the Scripture canon had been

preserved at Alexandria; the libraries of that city having

been celebrated from an early period for their correct and

splendid copies. From the identity of any MS. in its pe-

culiar readings, with the Scripture quotations of Origen,who
presided in the catechetical school of Alexandria, a strong

presumption arises that it contains the Alexandrine recen-

sion : the supposition being natural, that Origen drew his

quotations from the copies generally prevalent in his native

country. This, as we have seen, was the basis of Dr.

Griesbach's system of recensions: accordingly, he ascribes

the highest rank to the manuscripts of the Alexandrine

class, the authority of a few of which in his estimation out-

weighs that of a multitude of the Byzantine. The peculiar

readings, w hich he selects from the manuscripts ol this class,

he confirms by a variety of collateral testimony, principally

drawn from the quotations of the ancient fathers and the

versions made in the primitive ages. To the BUthorit] (A

Qrieen, however, he ascribes a paramount weight, taking it

as the standard by which his collateral testimony is i

estimated ; and using their evidence merely to support Ins

testimony, or to supply it when it is deficient. '1 in- read-

ings which he supports by ibis weight of testimony, he con-

siders genuine ; and, introducing a number ol il» m into the

•acred page, he has thus formed his corrected texl of the

New Tesi in. The necessary result of this process, as

obviously proving the existence of a great number of spuri-

ous readings, has been that of shaking the authority m the

authorized English version, together with the foundation on

which u rests.

In combating the conclusions of Griesbach, Dr. Nolan

argues, from the inconstancy of Origen's quotations, ihai no

in conclusion can be deduced from his testimony : he

ml. rs from the history of Origen, who principally wrote and

I B B I
nUir.-<:r.Ti|iM\t..in ii p 1 '

I Harsh'*

Lecture*, pert II p.30 BehoU, lsafogo In No, fa hi P "
• Tier, been i» analynleof Ihlewor' in Uli B CriUcfN B 'TOL

, pp. i M., from which, ti work ttael( lbs present nolle* of

Dr. Knlaii'a iritem of receniloni ii derived.
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published in Palestine, that the text, quoted by that ancient

father, was rather the Palestine than the Alexandrine; and

he proves, from the express testimony of Saint Jerome, that

the text of Origen was really adopted in Palestine, while

that of Hesychius was adopted at Alexandria.

Having thus opened the question, and set it upon the

broader ground assumed by those critics, who confirm the

readings of the Alexandrine text, by the coincidence of the

ancient versions of the Oriental and Western churches ; Dr.

Nolan combats this method, proposed for investigating the

fenuine texts, in two modes. He first shows that a coinci-

ence between the Western and Oriental churches does not

necessarily prove the antiquity of the text which they mutu-

ally support; as the versipns of the former church were cor-

rected, after the texts of the latter, by Jerome and Cassiodo-

rus, who may have thus created the coincidence, which is

taken as a proof of the genuine reading. In the next place,

he infers, from the prevalence of a text published by Euse-
bius of Ca;sarea, and from the comparatively late period at

which the Oriental versions were formed, that their general

coincidence may be traced to the influence of Eusebius's

edition. This position he establishes, by a proof deduced

from the general prevalence of Eusebius's sections and

canons in the Greek MSS. and ancient versions, and by a

presumption derived from the agreements of those texts and
versions with each other, in omitting several passages con-

tained in the Vulgate Greek, which were at variance with

Eusebius's peculiar opinions. ' And having thus established

the general influence of Eusebius's text, he concludes against

the stability of the critical principles on which the German
critics have undertaken the correction of the Greek Vulgate.

The material obstacles being thus removed to the establish-

ment of his plan, Dr. Nolan next proceeds to investigate the

different classes of text which exist in the Greek manu-
scripts. Having briefly considered the Scripture quotations

of the fathers, and shown that they afford no adequate crite-

rion for reducing the text into classes, he proceeds to the

consideration of the ancient translations, and after an exami-
nation of the Oriental versions, more particularly of the

Sahidie, he comes to the conclusion, that no version but the

Latin can be taken as a safe guide in ascertaining the genu-

ine text of Scripture. This point being premised, the author

lays the foundation of his scheme of classification, in the

following observations :

—

" In proceeding to estimate the testimony which the Latin

translation bears to the state of the Greek text, it is necessary

to premise, that this translation exhibits three varieties :—as

corrected by Saint Jerome, at the desire of Pope Damasus,
and preserved in the Vulgate; as corrected by Eusebius of

Verceli, at the desire of Pope Julius, and preserved in the

Codex Vercellensis ; and as existing previously to the cor-

rections of both, and preserved, as I conceive, in the Codex
Brixianus. The first of these three editions of the Italic

translation is too well known to need any description ; both

the last are contained in beautiful manuscripts, preserved at

Verceli, and at Brescia, in Italy. The curious and expensive
manner in which at least the latter of these manuscripts is

executed, as written on purple vellum in silver characters,

would of itself contain no inconclusive proof of its great

antiquity ; such having been the form in which the most
esteemed works were executed in the times of Eusebius,
Chrysostom, and Jerome. The former is ascribed, by im-
memorial tradition, to Eusebius Vercellensis, the friend of

Pope Julius and Saint Athanasius, and, as supposed to have
been written with his own hand, is deposited among the

relies, which are preserved, with a degree of superstitious

reverence, in the author's church at Verceli in Piedmont.
By these three editions of the translation, we might naturally

expect to acquire some insight into the varieties of the

original ; and this expectation is fully justified on experi-
ment. The latter, not less than the former, is capable of

being distributed into three kinds ; each of which possesses
an extraordinary coincidence with one of a correspondent
kind, in the translation. In a word, the Greek manuscripts
are capable of being divided into three principal classes, one
of which agrees with the Italic translation contained in the
Brescia manuscript; another with that contained in the
Verceli manuscript ; and a third with that contained in the

Vulgate."*
1 In (he course of this discussion, Dr. Nolan assigns various reasons for

the omission of the following remarkable passages, Mark xvi. 9—20. John
viii. 1— 1). ; and for the peculiar readings of the following celebrated texts,

Acts xx. 2& 1 Tim. iii. 10. I John v. 7. Sec his Inquiry, pp. 35—41.
a Nolan's Inquiiy. pp 3S—61.

Specimens of the nature and closeness of the coincidence
of these three classes are annexed by Dr. Nolan, in separate
columns, from which the four following examples are se-
lected. He has prefixed the readings of the received text and
authorized English version (from Matt. v. 38. 41. and 44.),
in order to evince their coincidence with that text, to which
the preference appears to be due, on account of its conformity
to the Italic translation contained in the Codex Brixianus.

38. K-JU ej'.vr* ttvri cfivroe. Rec.
—and a tooth for a tooth. Jlulh.

d'.vri avn iJ'.vth. Cant. dentem pro dentem.

itxitJivTz uvti cJ'si'tcc. Vat. et dentem pro dente.

xxt g/ovtsc avr* cJsi'Tcc. JMosc. et dentem pro dente.

41. Cvrttyt /apt' xvtcv ivo. Rec.
—go with htm twain. Auth.

u?rA-)i [apt' olvtov ert <L>x<t Juo. vade cum illo adhuc aha duo.

Cant. Fere.

C-rzyt jutr' amw Juc. Vat. vade cum illo et alia duo. Vulg.

uitayi ftn' ai/rcu $m. Jifosc. vade cum illo duo.

44. suxoyuTt rev; KZTxf&ufviu; C/uus. Rec.
—bless them that curse you. Auth.

wKtyvTi T&y? KXTzpwpiviu; vfnts desunt.

Cant. desunt.

ft«. benedicite maledicentibus vos.

Rrix.

44. 7rpZtT8J%Z7$t UTtf> TQBV tT»pt*£wri»V VfJLS-C,

k-ju fiaKivTav CfjLis. Rec.
—pray for them who despitefully use you

and persecute you. Auth.

irpiT-ivxtr&t wn^ ruv frntpiifyvTm orate pro calumniantibus et per-

Verc.

Vulg.

Brix.

Brix.

Verc.

Vulg.

WXcyUTt TCC/f KZTUfMfAtyWS

J\losc.

sequentibus vos. Verc.

orate pro persequentibus et ca-

lumniantibus vos. Vulg.

orate pro calumniantibus vobia

et persequentibus vos. Brix.

x.11 Jicexcvrw uf*!tG. Cant
T^aj^iT^i fay ton <fta'x:vTa>v

Cjxsls. Vat.

7reC0-£U%t7&< VTiP T&V tTHfiii^tVTOiV

jyibsc.

The preceding short specimen will sufficiently evince the affi-

nity subsisting between the Latin and Greek manuscripts,
throughout the different classes into which they may be divided :

at the same time it will illustrate the dissimilarity which those

classes exhibit among themselves, in either language, regarded

separately. Still further to evince the affinity which in other

respects they possess among themselves, Dr. Nolan exhibits a
connected portion, comprising the first twelve verses of the fifth

chapter of St. Matthew's Gospel, in the original and the transla-

tion : from which we select the six following examples :

—

CLASS I.

Codex Cantabrigiensis. Codex Vercellensis.

1. Uaiv Je tcuc c;t*ct/c, ctvtCw a? to 1. Videns autem Jesus tur-

gor K&t Kzf}i<rsLVTo$avTc.t/
t
7rg,e-M\Qcv bam, ascendit in montem, et

M/TCe 01 fX'jB»T<U &VTW

2. KeU CLVCt^Ui TO PTOfJLA. OLUT0U,

fJitJa^sv olutzv; KrytDV'

3. MXKStpiOl 01 TTTOH^Ot TU 7TVBJ-

juATf on awTcvv titty w fexo-ihu* tcuv

OVQCLVM.

5. Maxag/o/ c* 7rp±ti? 'ait otvrot

KKH f&V.fjlHTWQ-t THV yHV.

4. M*jc=t(>/si o* a-evOcyvTsc' vri

&VTQ 7ratpZK\>l&n<TZVT5U.

6. Maxa/y&/ oi ttotcuvtsc ksu h-

4»VT6C TMV £iX,3UQQ~UVHV' OTt OLVTOt

yGprsw&M o" tvrau.

CLASS

Codex Vaticanus.

1. J/&) fa tzu; ey^ouc, ctv&ti a?

TO GPC?' X.X4 KrtQtTstV T0SOVT0U, 7rf>0-

CHkBoV [tXUTto] Ct fXX&HTOt CtXITOV.

2. KeU OtVOt^C TO OT'sfXCt. CtUTOU,

iStSito-Ktv aureus \iyw
3. MxX.*pttt 01 TTTtoyOt T« TTViV

fAATf OTt OtUTOiV WTIV » $Z<Ti\itX.

toov oupuvav.

4. Maucuptu ol <orev(WT«f* art

SU/T5/ 7T<Xf-XKXnQ»<rZVT3U.

5. W-'x.-jftu ci TrpajuV oti olutoi

KKHpCVOfAHTOUTt THV }HV.

cum sedisset, acccsserunt ad
eum discipuli ejus

;

2. Et aperuit os suum, et do-

cebat eos dicens

:

3. Beati pauperes spiritu

:

quoniam ipsorum est regnum
ccelorum.

5. Beati mites : quoniam ipsi

hereditate possedebunt terram.

4. Beati qui lugent : quoniam
ipsi consolabuntur.

6. Beati qui esuriunt et siti-

unt justitiam : quoniam ipsi

saturabuntur.

i.

Versio Vulgata.

1. Videns autem turbas as-

cendit in montem, et cum sedis-

set accesserunt ad eum discipuli

ejus :

2. Et aperiens os suum, do-

cebat eos dicens

:

3. Beati pauperes spiritu

:

quoniam ipsorum est regnum
ccelorum.

4. Beati mites : quoniam ipsi

possidebunt terram.

5. Beati qui lucent : quoniam
ipsi consolabuntur.
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6. M««i5i d inraiTK uti ii- 6. Beati qui csuriunt et siti-

4<wtv t«» ttumttmf -' *^ru unl ju-titiam : quoniam ipsi

£ ST*a-S»T.rr:u. saturubuntur.

i 1. 1 B I in.

Codex MweoeiMM. CMex Briximau.
1. Unit tw. s^xsv;, ii tf» uc 1. Vidcns autcni turbaa as-

<ro tfsc* x*i acaWsemc ^yr:y, t^:- ccndit iii montcm, et cum scdis-

ff-*A&;r *y-r» ci .uaSurau oujtss disci-set accesserunt ad eum
puli ejus

;

•J. Et apericns os suum docc

bat cos d icons :

3. Beati paupcres

quoniam ipsorum est

ccclorum.

4. Beati qui lucent

am ipsi consolabuntur.

5. Beati mansucti : quoniam
ipsi hereditabunt terrain.

6. Beati qui esnriunt et sili-

unt justitiam : quoniam ipsi

saturabuntur.

spiritu :

regnum

: quoni-

2. Kit If.lj-« TC TTCfJ-X xvr-.v,

tiJ&TKU avr:u; AfJaV

3. M«i£i:' :i TTuy:l Ta T»a>-

/JtxTl. irt ww tffTtv i fixvit.ii*.

Tar O'JStrOtt.

4. M*x*w:i 01 tifSsuctV oti

5. M4JC*fttl «1 rcfuc' 0T( etVTCf

6. Msx^:::i 01 Trtlvavrt; KOJ <fl-

4*i"rf< t«v AiKilzTuviW in awrci

£cpTa<rS>i3-:VT3(l.

On these different classes of manuscripts in the Greek and
Latin, Dr. Nolan remarks, that it must be evident, on the

most casual inspection, that the manuscripts in both lan-

guages possess tlie same text, though manifestly of different

classes. "They respectively possess thai identity in the

choice of terms and arrangement of the language, which is

iiTeconcileable with the notion of their having descended
from different archetypes. And though these classes, in

either language, vary among themselves, yet. as the transla-

tion follows the varieties of the original, the Greek and Latin

consequently afford each other mutual confirmation. The
different classes of text in the Greek and Latin translation,

as thus coinciding, may be regarded as the conspiring testi-

mony of those churches, which were appointed the witnesses
and keepers of Holy Writ, to the existence of three species

of text in the original and in the translation." 1

Having thus produced the testimony of the eastern and
western churches to the existence of these classes, the learned

inquirer proceeds to ascertain the antiquity of the classes:

which he effects by the Latin translation.

"As the existence of a translation necessarily implies the

priority of the original from which it was formed; this tes-

timony may lie directly r> iferred to the close of the fourth

century. The Vulgate musl he clearly referred to that pe-

riod, as it was then formed by St. Jerome: in its bare exist-

ence, of course, the correspondent antiquity of the Greek
text, with which it agrees, is directly established. This
version is, however, obviously less ancient than that of the

Verceli or Brescia manuscript; as they are of the old Italic

translation, while it properly constitutes the new. In the

existence of the ancient version, the antiquity of the original

text with which it corresponds is consequently established.

The throe classes of text, which COTTeSp 1 with the Vulgate

and Old Italic version, must he consequently referred to a

period not less remote- than the close of the fourth century." 2

The system of classification being thus carried up as high

as the fourth century. Dr. Nolan justifies it by the trstimonv

of Jerome; for this learned father, who livid at that period,

rls the existence of three classes of text in the same age.

which respectively prevailed in Egypt, Palestine, and Con-
stantinople. Tin ; identity of thi ,,- classes w iih the different

classes of text which still exist in the Greek original and in

the Latin version, 3 our author then proceeds to establish.

And this he effects by moans of tin- manuscripts which have

been written, tie- versions w hich have been published, ami the

collations which have been made, in the different countries

to which St Jet : founding every pail

of his proofs on tie testii v --I' Idler, Birch, VVoide, Mun-
ter. and other critics who have .iiialy/.. -1 lie text and version.-,

of the N'-w Testament.
The r. i

- investigation is, thai tie- three classes of

text, which an- discoverable in the Greek manuscripl

nearly identical with the three editions, which existi A iii tie

age of Jerome: with which they an- identified by then

ctdence with the Latin translation which existed m tin- age

of thai Christian rather. Of the flni ckm, the Codex Btzm,

or Cambridge manuscript, is an exemplar: it contains the

text which Jerome refers to Egypt, and ascribi to II \-

chin-.. Of lie 0t», tbi • M \ atl'Mli

. v i

p ?n -> ll.i.l |i(..7n. 71.

• To Whichlawn to bo added the PcKlmour DHUyriacvrrninn.

manuscript, forms the exemplar, and contains the text which
Jerome refers to Palestine, and ascribes to Eusebius; and
of the third dot, the Moscow manuscript, collated by Mal-
tha?!, and by him noted with the letter V. and the Harleian
manuscript in the British Museum, No. ofjU-l., noted G. by
Grieshach, are the exemplars, and contain the text which
Jerome attributes to laician, and refers to Constantinople.
The result of |)r. Nolan's long and eloborate discussion is,

that, as the Occidental or Western, Alexandrine, and Byzan-
tine texts (according to Griesbach's system of recensions)
o Bpectivel] coincide with the Egyptian, Palestine, and By-
zantine texts of Dr. Nolan, we have only to substitute the
term Egyptian for Western, and Palestine for Alexandrine,
in order to ascertain the particular text of any manuscript
which is to be referred to a peculiar class or edition. "The
artifice of this substitution admits of this simple solution:

tin- Egyptian text was imported by Eusebius of Verceli into

the West, and the Palestine text republished by Euthulius
at Alexandria, the Byzantine text having retained the place
in which it was originally published by Lucianus. In a
word, a manuscript which harmonizes with the Codex Can-
tabrigiensis must be referred to tin- first class, and will con-
tain the text of Egypt. One which harmoniy.es with the
Vatican manuscript must be referred to the second class,

and will contain the text of Palestine. And one which har-

monizes with the Moscow manuscript must be referred to

the third class, and will contain the text of < Sonstantinopll

The advantages stated by Dr. Nolan as resulting from the

system of recensions just developed are twofold :— In tin first

place, ii leads not only to a more adequate method of classi-

fication, but also to the discovery of a more ancient text, by
means of the priority of the old Italic version to the New or

Vulgate Latin of Jerome. And, secondly, it coincides with
the respective schemes of Dr. Griesbach and of M. Matthffii,

and derives support from their different systems. It adopts
the three classes of the former, with a slight variation merely
in the name of the classes; and, in ascertaining the genuine
I'M. it attaches the same authority to the old Italic transla-

tion, which tin- same distinguished critic has ascribed to that

version. It likewise agrees with the.soheiue of Matthffii, in

giving the preference to the Kwn Ex/onc, the Greek \ ulgate
or Byzantine text, over the Palestine and Egyptian; hut it

supports the authority of this text on firmer grounds than the

concurrence of the Greek manuscripts. " Hence," it is ob-

served, that "while it differs from the scheme of M. Mat-

thffii, iii building on the old Italic version, ii differs from
that of Dr. (Iriesbach. in distinguishing the copies of this

translation, which are free from the influence i fthe Vulgt te,

from those which have been corrected since the times of

Eusebius of Verceli, of Jerome, and Cassiodorus. And it

affords a more satisfactory mode of disposing of the multi-

tude of various readings, than that suggested by the latter,

who refers them to tin- intentional or accidental corruptions

of transcribers; or by that of the former, who ascribes them
to the correction of the original Greek by the Latin transla-

tion: as it traces them to the influence ofthe text which was
published by Eusebius, at the command of Constantino."

VI. Widely different from all the preceding tl n s is the

system of recensions proposed by the Learned Romanist Pro-

fessor lln;, of Kribourg, who ailirnis the existem f three

recensions oreditions, and divides the history of the sacred

text of the New Testament into three periods, viz :

—

1. The First Period comprises the text of the New Testa-

ment, from the time when its several books wen- written to

the third century. Thai text, according to tin- testimony of

i Hi on in of Uexandria, Origan, [rename, ami other fathers,

was early the object of imprudent or msli alterations: al-

ii their statements were greatly exaggerated, vet the

fad is certain, that such alterations were actually made; and
the text, thus altered, was, according to Hug, what is com-
monly termed koinh kk^0212, or the common edition,

which, be thinks, is in a great measure represented in the

Codex He/e or Cambridge Manuscript Though almost

. \. i\ where tin- same, this edition bad two forme, a little

different, one of w Inch corresponds with Griesbach's \\ st-

ern Recension, and lbs other with lus special Asiatic In-

struments, and particul.uJy with the Pesehilo or old Sj

Vers

•J. Second /'. Hid.—The defects of the Common edition hav-

ing hi en perceived about the middle of the thild Century,

leariii d men, severally and independently, though

« Nolan'a Inquiry, |ip. 105 106.
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nearly simultaneously, undertook the arduous task of puri-

fying the text, and of restoring- it to its first form, by the aid

of manuscripts, viz. Origen in Palestine, Hesyeliius in

Egypt, where he was a bishop, and Lucian, a presbyter at

Antioch, in Syria. The work of Besychius was generally

received in Egypt, and became the source of the Alexandrine
family : that of Lucian, which was better known, and has
sometimes been termed the Edith Vulgata, or Luciartu9,was
introduced into divine worship in Syria, in Asia Minor, in

Thrace, and at Constantinople; and that of Origen, having
been made in his old age, and left for publication by his

pupils, was confined within Palestine, where it was soon

superseded by the edition of Lucian, and in no long time was
entirely lost.

3. The Third Period of the history of the text of the New
Testament embraces the variations made therein, from the

threefold recension in the third century, to our own time. 1

VII. Professor ElCHHOBM approaches nearer to the opinion

of Hug than to that of Griesbach, on the subject of ancient

recensions. He considers the existence of a twofold text in

the second century as fully proved, viz. the African and
Asiatic; though neither of these texts was regulated by any
certain critical laws. He denies that Origen was the author

of a peculiar recension : but he is of opinion that Hesychius
and Lucian in the third century did severally undertake and
complete a revision of the text; and that ever since that pe-

riod there has been a threefold recension of the text of the

New Testament, viz. 1. The African (or Alexandrine); 2.

The Asiatic, (or Constantinopolitan) ; and, 3. A mixed text

formed out of these two, because there were some, who, not-

withstanding the recensions of Hesychius and Lucian, had
acquired ecclesiastical authority in the African and Asiatic

churches, yet frequently preferred to follow the authority

of more ancient manuscripts. 2 The text thus formed con-

tinued the same until the seventh century ; after which time,

until the New Testament was issued from the press, no
learned men applied themselves to the collation of the text

with Mss.i
VIII. The last and most important (as it is the most pro-

bable) of the various systems of recensions, which have been
proposed, is that announced by Dr. J. Martin Augustin
Scholz, 11 one of the professors at Bonn upon the Rhine.
From the differences, which are sufficiently perceptible in

the manuscripts and editions of the Greek text of the New
Testament, Dr. Scholz concludes that these instruments na-

turally divide themselves into '. 'vo great classes, which are

the same throughout the books of the New Testament. To
the first of these classes belong all the editions and those

numerous manuscripts, which were written within the limits

of the patriarchate of Constantinople, that is, in Asia or in

the eastern parts of Europe, and which were destined for

liturgical use : the second class comprises certain manuscripts
written in Egypt, and the western part of Europe. Tran-
scribed, unquestionably, from copies which were valuable on
ac -mint of their age and beauty, they were intended only to

preserve the contents of those copies ; but, as they presented

a different text from that which was generally received, they
could not be employed in divine service : hence they were
for the most part negligently written, with an incorrect

1 Cell-Tier, Introd. au Nouv. Test. pp. St— 103. Hug's Introd. to the New
Test. vol. i. pp. 134—231.

» Euthalius, lor instance, who was an Egyptian bishop in the sixth cen-
tury, previously to publishing a peculiar stichometrical arrangenienl of the
Acts and Pauline Epistles, wi-nl [o Ca?sarea in Palestine, and there collated
the Egyptian or Alexandrine text, which he used with the more ancient
IMSS. in the celebrated Library of Paiupliilus which was deposited in that

city. (Zacagni, Collectanea Monumentoruin Veteris Ecclesite Grteca*, p.

513. Rome, 1698 I

> Bichhorn Einleit. in das N. T. vol. iv. pp. 275—33-2.
4 Dr. Scholz has. in fact, proposed two systems of recensions. The fi] st

was developed in his " Cum Critics in Historiam Trxtus Eviii/i:: linrmn
commf-iitafianibits daatnia exfiibita," published at Heidelberg in 1820: it

was the testilf of his examination offorty-eight manuscripts in Ihe Royal
Library at Paris; seventeen of which he collated entirely, and nine of
which had never before been examined by any person. As the extensive
anil laborious researches, unremittingly prosecuted during ten years, in-

duced Professor Scholz to abandon tins system of recensions, and to adopt
Ihe second, of which an abstract is given in the text, it may suffice here
briefly to state, that, according to his first theory, he thought that he had
discovered, among the various manuscripts collated by him, vestiges of five
distinct families ; viz. two AfricanoT rather Egyptian, one of which cor-
responded with the Alexandrine recension of Griesbach, and Ihe other,With
his Occidental recension ; and two Asiatic, one of which was particularly
deserving of that name, and corresponded with Ihe special Asiatic instru-
tuenlsof Griesbach, and theother was the Byzantine or ConstantinopoH-
fan recension. To these he added a fifth recension, which he denominated
the < 'i/j'i"tan, because if contained that lext which is exhibited in the Co-
ibr Cypriua, a manuscript of the eighth century brought from the Isle of
Cyprus, which is described in a subsequent page.

Vol. I. 2 D

orthography, and on leaves of vellum of different sizes and
qualities. To this class, Professor Scholz gives the appella-
tion of'Jhxundrine, because, its text originated at Alexandria :

it is followed by several Latin and Coptic versions, by the
Ethiopie version, and by the ecclesiastical writers who lived

in Egypt and in the west of Europe. The other class he
terms the Constantinopolitan, because its text was written
within the precincts of the patriarchate of Constantinople:
to this class Dr. Scholz refers the Syriac versions (Peschito
and Philoxenian), the Gothic, Georgian, and Sclavonic ver-

sions, and the quotations from the New Testament which
occur in the works of the ecclesiastical writers, who flourished

in Asia Minor, Syria, Palestine, and the eastern part of Eu-
rope, especially Greece and Constantinople. There are,

moreover, extant other manuscripts, which belong sometimes
to one class, and sometimes to the other, and which also ex-
hibit some peculiar varieties; but, after repeated examina-
tions of them, he is of opinion that they do not possess suf-

ficient characters to constitute them distinct classes. The
conclusion to which Dr. Scholz has arrived, is, that the
Constantinopolitan text is almost always faithful to the text

now actually received, while the Alexandrine text varies
from it in innumerable instances; and this conclusion he
founds, not only upon the actual collation of six hundred and
seventy-four manuscripts, but also upon an induction of his-
torical particulars, of which the following is an abstract.

The separation of the MSS. of the New Testament into

two classes, in the manner just stated (Dr. Scholz argues),
is so conformable to the real state of the text, that it is

secure from every attack : there would, indeed, be very little

ground for the objection, in order to combat this classifica-

tion, that the text of the greatest numl-er of manuscripts is

not yet known, and consequently uncertain. This objection

can only be repelled a posteriori. For this purpose, after

having determined the text of a great number of manuscripts
by actually collating a few chapters, Dr. Scholz proceeded
to collate them nearly at length. When, therefore, eighty
manuscripts exhibited, almost constantly, the same additions,

the same omissions, and the same various readings, with the

exception of a few obvious mistakes of the transcribers and
some unimportant modifications ;—when, further, after taking-

here and there fifteen or twenty chapters, he uniformly found
in three or four hundred other manuscripts the same various

readings as in the first eighty ;—he considered himself
authorized to conclude, that the remainder of the uncollated
manuscripts would present the same results as in these fif-

teen or twenty chapters ; and that like results would be
presented by all the manuscripts written in the same place
and under the same circumstances as these four hundred
manuscripts were written : that is to say, that all the manu-
scripts which were written within the patriarchate of Con-
stantinople, and were destined to be used in divine service,

followed the text of the Constantinopolitan class.

It is by no means surprising that this classification should
he thus clearly connected with ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

The history of the propagation of Christianity shows us
with what strictness, especially within the jurisdiction of
the patriarch of Constantinople, missionaries enjoined on
their converts the minutest rites of the principal church, and
also to what warm disputes the least deviation from them
gave rise. These discussions always terminated in reducing
them to the most entire conformity with the metropolis.

Further, from the fifth to the middle of the fifteenth cen-

tury, a greater number of copies of the sacred books was
made at Constantinople than in all the rest of the patri-

archate. Transcribed and collated in the same convents
under the eyes of the superiors, then sold and resold by the

monks and priests to distant churches, all these copies pre-

sented the same text, as well as the same characters and the

same menologies (or calendars of Greek saints for every day

in fhe month throughout the year), in all the provinces which
were subject to the influence of the metropolitan church, of

its literature, booksellers, and monks.
When Islarnism was diffused from India to the Atlan'ic

Ocean;—when thousands of Christians were imprisoned,

driven to apostacy, or sold as slaves ;—when the flames had
devoured a prodigious number of Greek manuscripts;

—

when the use of the Greek language was interdicted, and the

capital of Greek literature was overthrown,

—

then the influ-

ence of Constantinople extended, without a rival, over almost
every thing that remained to the Christians who spoke Greek.

The text of the Constanlinopolitaii church, and the manu-
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scripts which contained it, were generally ado|)t< d. I he

text of the oilier class, on the eonlrarv, which had till tin n

been used for divine service within the limits ot the patri-

archate of Alexandria, and the manuscripts belonging to

that class, disappeared almost entirely. The copyists ceased

to transcribe them : the most ancienl and valuable penshed ;

and their text was preserved only in a few libraries, or by a

few lovers of literature, as curiosities, or as venerable relics

of ancient and lost documents.

Although the Alexandrine text is sometimes found in

liturgical "books or in li ctionaries, Dr. Scholz cannot believe

that the manuscripts, which contained it. were ev< r destined

for divine service: they have, in tact, been written with so

much haste and incorrectness, that such could never have

been their destination. The manuscripts of both families

ordinarily have' i\-w corrections and no various readings in

the margins: every tiling-, on the contrary, indicates that

thev are not exact copies of ancient exemplars.

That sci few v< rv ancient manuscripts of the Constantino-

politan text arc now extant, is a circumstance which ought

not to excite surprise. They must necessarily have been

worn out, and have perished, in consequence of the daily

use made ei' them for divine service. In the fourth eentnrj

the text may be regarded as equally fixed with the can f

the New Testament; after which time the veneration of

believers for the sacn 'I books would not allow the introduc-

tion of any change. Befurt that period, therefore, the altera-

tions must have taken place, which gave rise t i the division

of manuscripts into two classes. *s
'

met thai period manu-

scripts have been collated and even corrected, but never

arbitrarily and always afar ancient ilooumi nts : b -sides, tin-

corrections s ade were of little importance, and bad only

a limited influence. Mthougb different manuscripts may be

of the same country, it dees not necessarily result that their

text exhibits an absolute identity, but only a general con-

formity in the greatest number of eases.

What then, it maybe asked, v i of the Con,

stantinopnlitan text! Dr. Scholz is of opinion that it was

the original text, nearly in all its purity, and derived directly

from autographs. This he regards as certain as any critical

fact can he : bistorj leads us to admit it : external evidence

confirms it; and it is completely demonstrated by interna'

proof-,.

The greater part of the writings of the New Testament

were destined fir the churches in Greece and in Asia Minor,

where the idea of forming a collection of them would
orininate, as is evident from Saint John's approbation of the

collection of the first three Gospels. These writings were.

from the beginning, read in the religioHS assemblies of the

Christians; and when the originals were worn out or lost by

use or by the calamities which befell many of the churchi i,

apographs or correct transcripts from thi m w i re preserved in

private libraries as well as in the libraries atl ched to thi

churches. These holy writings were further multiplied by

numerous copyists for the use of private individuals. In

transcribing the text, the I !onstantinopolitan scribi a certainly

did not imitate the audacity of the grammarians of Uex-

andria: 1 tins wool I be in the highest degree improbable, if

the question related to profane authors; but it hccoiiu s utterly

incredible as it regards the New Testament On the con-

trary, these writings were cherished with increasing reli-

gious veneration. The ll ' Bishops,

who presided over the nunc reus churches in \sia, the

Archipelago, and in Greece, trait Bitted to the faithful the

instructions which they bad received from ile apoi tli a. Far

frmn altering in ""'/ degn e that sacred deposit, thi v laboured

with pious vigilance to pn lerve il
i

i
and unmuulated. In

this state they lefl it to their sue i
i

I to new churches;

and, will i
1 "- • ko prion of a I ol ists, the

text remained without alteration until the reigns of Const m-

tim and of Gor tans, \t that time, however, some Alex-

andrine MSS. wen- di peraed at C i
itantinople, wl e

alterations were intl to Dl B

scripts. This oircu

Constantinopolit.m family to approxu , to the liex-

andrine text than we should otnerwi •

Let us now examl te t
1 eomplainta or the ancients rela-

tive to the alterations . i d i the text I dl literary pi

tions, generally, and particularly in the text of thi

Testament. These complaints have no rel : m to

countries, in which Chri uianity exist* .1 duri ' tfai e

i On litis iuvj«cl Me Uw n«!r in p .ill tn/ra,

centuries with the greatest purity. The fathers, who lived

and wrote in those countries, did not participate in these
Hen ;utions.2 If they did not bring to the study of the New
Testament the critical acumen of Origen, the greater part of
them were not destitute of a truly classical education; and
such important diversities of readings, as are sometimes
discernible in the Egyptian or Alexandrine copies, o old not

have escaped them. Consequently, they were unknow n to

them; and tho manuscripts which were made use of for

public worship must have been transcribed with sufficient

exactness, so as to give no cause for discontent.

We sboubl have- a further proof of the authenticity of the

Constantinopolitan text, if we could find it agree with that

of other countries equally distinguished bv the contiguity of
their churches, and by the number and learning of their pas-

tors. These two texts, however, must have c nti iui d inde-

pendent of each other; and the monuments of both must
pn sent vestiges of a higher antiquity, apparently as< ending
;..i least since the third century) to distinct sources. In such
eisr we should evidently he authorized to conclude that this

twofold text is really conformable to the original text.

We have extant "critical documents, Some of which w.

written in Palestine, and others in Syria, which agree with

those of (.'recce and Asia Minor, even in readings that are

utterly insignificant. This is the case with six Palestine

manuscripts (and particularly with the I '

!

I Ri iua Parisi-

ensis a.'!. ),
: which were copied in a convent at Jerusalem

after very ancient manuscripts. Consequently, they make
known to us the text of that country for a long period of

time. The text of these six exemplars is not absolutely

identical, which circumstance still further corroborates the

argument, and shows that they faithfully retm sent to us the

ancient witnesses for the text of the New Testament,

We do not here appeal to the testimony of Justin Martyr,

as he frequently cites from memory or alludi
|
phal

gospels: but the writers of I'ab stine, who are less ancient

than be was. exactly follow- a text conformable to th

i lonstantinople. In Syria, besides some ( ,i,
i k mam scripts

already referred to, ami which appear to havi been written

in that country, we find the Peschito and the Philox nun
Syriac version-,; the first, executed in the third 4 and the

second in the sixth century: both these vi rsioi s follow the

Constantinopolitan text; no doubt therefi re can m w remain

on this subject. The text which prcvaih d in Asia and in

( rt in' during tile first ages of Christianity also prevailed in

Syria. It is the same text which somi what lati r prevailed

at Constantinople, whence it was diffused throughout the

eastern empire, and which has been preserved to us with a

greater degree of purity than any other text, and without

any important alterations.

As tin' sacred books were, from the beginning of Chris-

tianity, destined to liturgical use. it would becomi

sometimes to write in the margin, for the direction of the

public reader, C< Itain initial or final words or phrases, with

which he was to commence or terminate the portion B9-

poi ted to be read in the church, in order that the whole
., might be the better understood. From the margin

il li. came Impossible, in later times, to prevent these words
or phrast s fn iii passing i ccasionally into the text. In many
manuscripts, however, they have remained in their original

place; but. ns'iuight naturally be expected, there was only a

small number ofcop] ists sufficiently exacttoleave mem there.'

From all these facts and arguments Dr. Scholx concludes,

that die Constantinopolitan text, as it is actually found either

ii manu i ipt . or in the Bvangelisteria, Lectionaria, and
otht i b ' tie books, must be n g irdi d a thi pun si text ;

peci dlj as it is that w hich has in ceived the

sanction of the church, and has always been employed in

divine service.

It would now remain to prove by internal arguments, de-

rived from the very variations from the Constantinopolitan

text, which are discoverable in the Alexandrine text, that

the former is indeed THE authentic text. l!ul for this pm

» Dr. Srholr., in his ProloRomenn initio Nc-.v TeataOM nt, n
troato.t rt length, nmi lias givm numeroui referoi

llcmlwrttei > ol«M
.'I'O d

- -,. d - r«islo|ue of M.ss li I* ducrtbed In Ma Pro-

• ii : torsion In ih.

, iiioii p\i iht rim.'- ofuw to tun-

to Dr. Sel • nl

• Tip i ui i ii li 'i D ota, In lha Proh k M
iik\ li'...;i D| lln Nl M !'• . .1.11111 HI, |ip CL3C1V —CLXV1.
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it will be sufficient to appeal to competent judges, and par-

ticularly to the profoundly learned Dr. Griesbach, 1 who very
rarely followed the Alexandrine text, notwithstanding bis

predilection in favour of the ancient manuscripts in which i;

is preserved. Further, the remarkable agreement which
exists among the Constantinopolitan manuscripts, and the

scrupulous delicacy of the copyists who transcribed them,
are almost a proof of the legitimacy of this text ; for, on a

comparison of them with the Egyptian exemplars, the traces

of corruption every where observable in the latter will readily

be perceived. Every one of these exemplars has so many
peculiar variations, as to place the mutual relationship of that

class of manuscripts beyond all doubt.2

There exists no difference between the manuscripts of the
Alexandrine family and those of what may be called the
Occidental or Western family. Both, in Dr. Scholz's judg-
ment, form but one class : they vary, however, from each
other in so many instances, that, if we do not confine our-
selves to one single family, and to its general character, we
must institute as many classes as there are manuscripts. In-
stead, therefore, of dividing the Egyptian documents into
two classes as he had formerly done, 3 on the authority of the
distinguished critics who had preceded him, Dr. Scholz now
reunites them together under the name of the Alexandrine
family, because they exhibit the corrupted text of Alex-
andria, whence they have originally issued.

Egypt, then, is the country whence the alterations of the
text of the New Testament principally originated. They
commenced in the very first century. This is demonstrated
by the most ancient monuments of the text ; for instance,
the Codices Vaticanus, Alexandrinus, and Ephremi, which
unquestionably are copies of very ancient exemplars, and
exhibit Egyptian interpolations. Witness, also, the Egyp-
tian and Latin translations made in the second and third cen-
turies after exemplars of the same description ; and, finally,

the quotations of the fathers and ecclesiastical wi iters cf the
same country. Clemens Alexandrinus, Origen, and Dio-
nysius Alexandrinus all made use of this text. The com-
plaints of the ancient doctors of the church, and of (

I

in particular, relate to these manuscripts, and to the conduct
of the Alexandrian copyists. The ecclesiastical writers who
indicate or discuss various readings made use of manuscripts
of the same description, of which only they consequently
spoke. Jerome, who certainly employed manuscripts of
both families, seems to have had but a very obscure appre-
hension of the difference subsisting between them. His
notice of them, therefore, is sufficiently vague. To this ob-
scure apprehension it should seem that we must refer the
passage of his letter to Damascus bishop of Rome, in which
he condemns upon hearsay the exemplars of Lucian and
Hesychius. He speaks of their labours in an uncertain and
unsatisfactory manner : he mentions neither the city nor the
country where their text was adopted ; and the expressions
"asserit perversa contentio, nee in Novo" [Tesiamento]
"profuit emendasse,"< show in what horror Jerome and his
contemporaries held such corrections; and, consequently,
what little chance they had uf being adopted, even if they
had been preferable to the Egyptian text.

Enough has been said concerning the origin of this text.
At Alexandria, where it is well known that"great numbers
of manuscripts were transcribed, the grammarians were

» "Ipse ctiam Griesbachius aliique ingenue fatentur, lectiones Alexan-
drinas longe plerasque plane respuendas esse." Scholz, Proleg. pp.
CLXVII. CLXVIII.

a The Sahidic version (which was in the dialect spoken in Upper Egypt)
may be adduced as an example of the variations above referred to. In' the
Gospels and Acts of the Apostles it agrees Willi D; or the Codex Beza? very
nearly 119 times ; with D. and A. (the Codex Alexandrinus), 16 limes ; with
D. A. and other Egyptian exemplars, 112 limes; with D. A. and the Vulgate,
65 times

; with D. and the Vulgate, 52 times ; with A. very nearly 11 times :

with A. and several other Egyptian exemplars, 51 limes ; with A. and seve-
ral Latin versions, 44 times. In the Epistles of Saint Paul it agrees with A.
and D. 83 times

; with A. alone, 3 times ; with A. D. and other Egyptian ex-
emplars, 14 times ; with A. and others. 5 times ; with A. and tbe Vulgate, 16
times

;
with D. alone, twice ; with D. and other exemplars, 7 times ; with D.

and the Vulgate, 7 times. In the Catholic Epistles it agrees with A. 5 times
;

with A. and others, 14 times ; with A. and the Vulgate, 36 times ; with other
Egyptian exemplars (A. excepted), 50 times; and in more than one hundred
instances it has its own peculiar readings. Scholz, Biblische-Krilische
Reise, p. 178.

3 See p 209. supra, note.
' The entire passage of Jerome alluded to is as follows :—" De Novo nunc

loquor Tesiamento. . . . Hoc certe cum in nostro sermone discordat, et in
diversos rivttlorum tramites ducit, unode fonte quterendum. Pra?termilto
eos codices, quos a Luciano et Hesychio nuncupalos paucorum hominum,
asserit perversa contentio, quibus utique nee in toto veteri instrumento
post Septuaginta interpretes emendare quid licuit, nee in Novo pro/ail
tmendasse, cum multarum gentium linguis Scriptura ante translata doceat,
falsa esse qua; addita sunt.'

accustomed to correct in the margins whatever displeased
them in the authors whose productions they copied, which
alterations were subsequently introduced info the text. Most
of the Egyptian alterations were made in the first two cen-
turies, and consequently they are found in all the manuscripts
of that family. A sufficiently large number of new interpo-
lations, some of them very considerable ones, had a litfr

origin. Such is the source of the principal differences ob-
servable in the Alexandrine family. This corrupt text was
diffused more or less in the West, either in Greek manu-
scripts or in the Latin versions ; and this circumstance
accounts for its being constantly used by the Italian and
African doctors, as well as by Irenretis in the south of France.
When, however, Jerome does cite the writings of any of his
Asiatic fellow-countrymen, he gives the purest text which
they used, that is, the Constantinopolitan text. 6

Although Prof. Scholz's system of classing manuscripts
seems, at first view, to contradict those of his predecessors
in this department of sacred criticism (except Bengel), yet
this contradiction is only apparent—not real ; for he actually
recognises the same facts as other critics ; he only denies the
importance of some, and explains others in a different way.
With respect to the results, however, there is no difference.

The grand—the final—result of the principle of families,
viz. the certainty, and (in any thing material) the inviola-
bility of the sacred text, is expressed more distinctly by
Scholz than by any of his predecessors. His system, more-
over, appears generally to offer—more than any other theory
or system of recensions—a remarkable character of sim-
plicity and universality. It is less complicated, and it also
possesses a greater degree of probability (probability approx-
imating to certainty) than either of the theories noticed in
the present section ; and it is supported by profound]; learned
and laborious researches, the result of which (it must be
candidly admitted) shows the great pre-eminence of the
Asiatic or Constantinopolitan text over the African or Alex-
andrine text, and, consequently, the real value, genuine-
ness, AND INTEGRITY OF THE PRESENT RECEIVED TEXT OF THE
New Testament.
Having thus given a summary, and, it is hoped, an impar-

tial, view of Professor Scholz's system of classification of
manuscripts, it only remains that we oiler some specimens
in illustration of it.

1. The first vestige of a twofold class of manusciipts is

furnished by Jerome, who, in his epistle to Mir.erius and
Alexander, states that he found three different readings in

1 Cor. xv. 51.

(1.) The Asiatic writers, as Theodoras of Heraclea, Diodorus
of Tarsus, and Apollonaris, follow the reading given by Theodoret
and Chrysostom : r*jwrg/ua at Jt:i//w5»i0"<«s6*, t^vti,- fi dAXstjutrc-

fA&ati We shall not all sleep, but toe shall all be changed.

(2.) The African writers, as Origen, Dhlymus, and Acacius,
even Jerome himself (in his explanation of Psalm xliv. addressed

to Principia), read, with the Greek manuscripts quoted by Rufi-

nus, Pelagius, Augustine, and (Eeumenius,

—

Uxtri; ftiv kci/auSkto-

/utfa., ou TrxvTic <fe *x\ai»o~.[Afhi. ; We shall all sleep, but -we shall

not all be changed. From this lection,

(3.) The Latin manuscripts differed, in reading Trwrtt fxu

ttvzo-ThTcjuttix., cb jntrrec ii t.Kh'xyno sptb'* ; We shall all rise again,
but -we shall not all be changed.

This variety of reading discovered by Jerome is also evi-

dent in manuscripts which are now extant. The Codices B.
'Alexandrinus), which, however, omits the word y.ei, D.
Cantabrigiensis) E. (Basileensis B. VI.) and others, which

are followed by the received text, agree with the Asiatic
writers. The Codices C. (Ephremi), 17 (Regius 55), and
other manuscripts and writers of the Alexandrine family,
agree with the African writers.

2. The following examples, selected from the fifth chapter

' A striking confirmation of Dr. Scholz's remark on the inaccuracy of
the Alexandrian copyists is incidentally given by the geographer Strabo,
who died A D. 25. Relating the migrations of Aristoile's library (whose
works had suffered greatly from the errors which had crept into the copies
made of them), Strabo says, that Rome contributed to multiply these
errors ; and that Sylla, on the capture of Athens, look possession of Aristo-
tle's libraiy, which he ordered to be transported to Rome. There the gram-
marian Tyrannion, who was a follower of the Aristotelian philosophy, having
gained over the keeper of the library, took copies ofthe philosopher's writ-
ings, Some booksellers also had copies made by incompetent transcribers
and not by the collators [xvTiZx>.h™ri ; , those whose province it was to
compare the copies with the original exemplar]. The same thing also
happens to books which are copied for sale, Doth here [that is, at Rome]
and at Alexandria;— *0:r;p x*t ixt rw H\\vv tu>* tic srp«o-M> y p»$optvvv
Siit."-", x*. i,$x£t x«i I, AAESANAPElA. Strabonis Geographia, lib. xiii.

torn, ii, pp. 875, 876. Oxon. 1807 ; or p. 609. Paris, 1620. Edit. Casauboni.
6 Scholz, Biblische-Kritische Reise, pp. 163—187.
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of Saint Mark's Gospel, exhibit a specimen of the variations

between the Constantinopolitan and Alexandrine Recensions.

COXSTANTINOPOLITAN RECEN-
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2. The Propiiets, which were thus designated because these

books were written by inspired prophetical men, were divided into

the former and latter, 1 with regard to the time when they respec-

tively flourished : the former prophets contained the books of

Joshua, Judges, 1 and 2 Samuel, and 1 and 2 Kings, the two
last being each considered as one book; the latter prophets com-
prised the writings of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and of the

twelve minor prophets, whose books were reckoned as one. The
reason why Moses is not included among the prophets, is, be-

cause he so far surpassed all those who came after him, in emi-

nence and dignity, that they were not accounted worthy to be

placed on a level with him : and the books of Joshua and Judges
are reckoned among the prophetical books, because they are gene-

rally supposed to have been written by the prophet Samuel.

3. The Cetvbim or Hagiogiiapjia, that is, the Holy Writ-

ings, comprehended the Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Song of Solomon.
Ruth, Lamentations of Jeremiah, Ecclesiastes, Esther, Daniel,

Ezra and Nehemiah (reckoned as one), and the two books of

Chronicles, also reckoned as one book. 2 This third class or di-

vision of the Sacred Books has received its appellation of Cetubim
or Holy Writings, because they were not orally delivered, as the

law of Moses was; but the Jews aftirm that they were composed
by men divinely inspired, who, however, had no public mission

as prophets : and the Jews conceive that they were dictated not by

dreams, visions, or voice, or in other ways, as the oracles of the

prophets were, but that they were more immediately revealed to

the minds of their authors. It is remarkable that Daniel is ex-

cluded from the number of prophets, and that his writings, with
the rest of the Hagiographa, were not publicly read in the syna-

gogues as the Law and the Prophets were : this is ascribed to the

singular minuteness with which he foretold the coming of the

Messiah before the destruction of the city and sanctuary (Dan. ix.),

and the apprehension of the Jews, lest the public reading of his

predictions should lead any to embrace the doctrines of Jesus
Christ.'

The Pentateuch is divided into fifty or fifty-four Paraechioth,
or larger sections, according as the Jewish lunar year is

simple or intercalary
; one of which sections was read in the

synagogue every Sabbath-day: this division many of the
Jews suppose to have been appointed by Moris, but it is by
others attributed, and with greater probability, to Ezra.
These paraschioth were further subdivided into smaller sec-
tions termed Siderim, or orders. Until the persecution of
Antiochus Epiphanes, the Jews read only the law; but the
reading of it being then prohibited, they substituted for it

fifty-four Haphtaroth, or sections from the Prophets. Subse-
quently, however, when the reading of the Law was restored
by the Maccabees, the section which had been read from the
Law was used for the first, and that from the Prophets, for

the second lesson. 4 These sections were also divided into
Pesulcim, or verses, which have likewise been ascribed to

Ezra; but if not contrived by him, it appears that this sub-
division was introduced shortly after his death ; it was pro-
bably intended for the use of the Targumists or Chaldee in-

terpreters. After the return of the Jews from the Babylonish
captivity, when the Hebrew language had ceased to be
spoken, and the Chaldee became the vernacular tongue, it

was (as we have already remarked) 5 usual to read the law,
first in the original Hebrew, and afterwards to interpret it to

the people in the Chaldee dialect. For the purpose of expo-
sition, therefore, these shorter periods were very convenient."

III. The divisions of the Old Testament, which now
generally obtain, arc four in number : namely, 1. The Pcn-

1 This distinction, Carpzov thinks, was borrowed from Zech, i. 4.—" Hr
ye not as your fathers, unto whom the former prophets have cried.'1— In-
trod. ad. Lib. Bibl. Vet. Test. p. 146
*The Song of Solomon, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, and Esther are,

in the modern copies of the Jewish Scriptures, placed immediately after the
Pentateuch ; under the name of the five Megilloth or volumes. The book
of Ruth holds sometimes the first or second, and sometimes the firth place.

3 Hottinger's Thesaurus, p. 510, Leusden's Philologus Hebraeus, Diss. ii.

pp. 13—22. Bishop Cosin'sScholaslica! Hist, of the Canon, c. ii. p. 10. it seq.
* Of these divisions we have evident traces in the NewTestament : thus,

the section (nfoxq)of the prophet Isaiah, which the Ethiopian eunuch was
reading, was, in all probability, that which related to the sufferings of the
Messiah. (Acts viii. 32.) When Saint Paul entered into the synagogue at

Antioch in Pisidia, he stood up to preach, after the reading of the Lair
and the Prophets (Acts xiii. 15); that is, after reading the first lesson out
of the Law, and the second lesson out of the Prophets. And in the very
discourse which he then delivered, he tells the .lews that the Prophets
were read at Jerusalem on every Sabbath-day, that is, in those lessons
which were taken out of the Prophets. (Acts xiii. 27.)

s Sec p, 100. supra, of this volume.
« In vol. ii. part ui. chap. i. sect. iv. we have given a table of the Paras-

ehiolh or Sections of the Law, together with the Haphtoroth or Sections
of the Prophets, as they are read in the different Jewish synagogues for
every Sabbath of the year, and also showing the portions corresponding
with our modern divisions of chapters and verses.

lateuch, or five books of Moses ;—2. The Historical Books
comprising Joshua to Esther inclusive;—3. The Doctrinal
or Poetical Books of Job, Psalms, the Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,
and the Song of Solomon ;—and, 4. The Prophetical Boohs
of Isaiah, Jeremiah with his Lamentations, Ezekiel, Daniel,
and the twelve minor Prophets. These are severally di-
vided into Chapters and V erses, to facilitate reference, and
not primarily with a view to any natural division cf the mul-
tifarious subjects which they embrace: but by whom these
divisions were originally made is a question, concerning
which there exists a considerable difference of opinion.
That they are comparatively a modern invention is evident

from its being utterly unknown to the ancient Christians,
whose Greek Bibles, indeed, then had T/w,ci and Knn/.m
{Titles and Heads); but the intent of these was, rather to
point out the sum or contents of the text, than to divide the
various books. They also differed greatly from the present
chapters, many of them containing: only a few verses, and
some of them not more than our. The invention of chapters
has by some been ascribed to I.aiifranc, who was archbishop
of Canterbury in the reigns of William the Conqueror and
William II.; while others attribute it to Stephen Langton,
who was archbishop of the same see in the reigns of John
and Henry HI. But the real author of this very useful divi-
sion was cardinal Hugo de Sancto Caro, who flourished
about the middle of the thirteenth century, and wrote a cele-
brated commentary on the Scriptures. Having projected
concordance to the Latin Vulgate version, by which any
passage might be found, he divided both the Old and New
Testaments into chapters, which are the same we now have:
these chapters he subdivided into smaller portions, which he
distinguished by the letters A, B, C. D, E, F, and (», which
are placed in the margin at equal distances from each other,
according to the length of the chapters." The facility of
reference thus afforded by Hugo's divisions, having become
known to Rabbi Mordecai Nathan (or Isaac Nathan, as he
is sometimes called), a celebrated Jewish teacher in the
fifteenth century, he undertook a similar concordance for the
Hebrew Scriptures; but instead of adopting the marginal
letters of Hugo, he marked every fifth verse with a Hebrew
numeral, thus, n 1. n 5, &c, retaining, however, the cardi-

nal's divisions into chapters. This concordance of Rabbi
Nathan was commenced a. d. 1438, and finished in lllo.
The introduction of verses into the Hebrew Bihle was made
by Athias, a Jew of Amsterdam, in his celebrated edition
of the Hebrew Bible, printed in 1661, and reprinted in 1667.
He marked every verse with the figures in common use, ex-
cept those which had been previously marked by Nathan
with Hebrew letters, in the manner in which they at present
appear in Hebrew Bibles. By rejecting these Hebrew nu-
merals, and substituting for them the corresponding figures,
all the copies of the Bible in other languages have since been
marked.* As, however, the modern divisions and subdivi-
sions are not always made with the strictest regard to the
connexion of parts, it is greatly to be wished that all future
editions of the Scriptures might be printed after the judicious
manner adopted by Mr. Reeves in his equally beautiful and
correct editions of the entire Bible; in which the numbers
of the verses and chapters are thrown into the margin, and
the metrical parts of Scripture are distinguished from the
rest by being printed in verses in the usual manner

§2. ON THE DIVISIONS AND MARKS OT DISTINCTION OCCURRING
IN THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Ancient divisions ofTtrku and K^iAaja.

—

Amwo?iian, Euse~
bian, and Euthalian sections.—Modern division of chap-
ters.—II. Account of the ancient and modern punctuation

of the A'eiv Testament.—Ancient St/j^:/ and modern verses.

—III. Of the titles to each book.—IV. Subscriptions to the

different books.

It is evident on inspecting the most anc :ent manuscripts
of the New Testament, that the several books were originally

' These divisions of cardinal Ili^n may be seen in any of the older edi-

tions of the Vulgate, and in the earlier English translations of the Bible,
which were made from that version, particularly in that usually called
Tavrrner's Bible, folio, London, 1539. The precise year, in which Hugo
divided the text of the Latin Vulgate into its present chapters, is not known.
But as it appears from the preface to the Cologne edition of his works,
that he composed his Concordance about the year l'-MS, and as his division
of the Vulgate into its present chapters was connected with that Concord-
ance, it could not have been done many years before the middle of the
thirteenth century. Bp. Marsh's Lectures, part v. p. 25, note 15.

fl Buxtorf. Praef. ad Concordant. Bibliorum Hebraeorum. Prideaux'a
Connexion, vol. i. pp. 332—342. Carpzov. Introd. ad Libros Biblicos Vet.
Test. pp. 27, 28. Leusden, Philol. Heor- Diss. iii. pp. 23—31. Ackermann,
Introd. in Libros Sacros Vet. Feed. pp. 100—104.
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written in one continued series without any blank spaces

between the words; 1 but in progress of time, when Chris-

tianity was established, and frequent appeals were made to

tin- sacred writers, in consequence of tne heresies that dis-

turbed the peace of the cnurch, it became necessary to con-

trive some mode bj which to facilitate references to their

productions.
I. The Jews, we have already seen,2 divided their law

into paraschioth and Biderim, or larger and smaller sections,

and the prophi ts into haphtoroth or sections; and this divi-

sion must probably suggested to the early Christians the

idea of dividing the books of the New Testament into simi-

lar si-.-iiiiiis. The early Christian teachers gave the name
of l'i:i;n ni'.i: to tin- sections read as lessons Dy the Jews: 3

ami Clement of Alexandria applies the same appellation to

larger sections of the Gospels and St. Paul's epistles. These
pericopie then were church-lessons or Sections of the Nl W
Feslament, which wen- read in the assemblies for divine

worship after Moses and the prophets. The commencement
ofe nil pericope was usually designated by the letter * («»^»,

(he beginning'), and its close by the letter t (tci.ec, the tnil).'

Subsequently the ancients divided the New Testament
into two kinds of chapters, some longer and others shorter;

the former were called in Creek Tcrxai, and in Latin breves

;

and the table of contents of each brevis, which was prefixed

to the copies of the New Testament, was called breviarium.

The shorter chapters were called mpaAau*, capitulti, and the

list of them, capitulaiio.

This method of dividing is of very great antiquity, cer-

tainly prior to the fourth century: for Jerome, who flourished

towards the close of that century, expunged a passage from
Saint Matthew's Gospel which tonus an entire chapter, as

In ing an interpolation.' These divisions were formerly very
numerous; but, not being established by any ecclesiastical

authority, none of them wi re ever received by the whole
church. Saint Matthew's dispel, for instance, according to

the old breviaria, contained twenty-eight breves; but, accord-

ing to Jerome, sixty-eight. The same author divides his
Gospel into .'i"ij capitula; others, into 7 1 ; others, into 88 ;

others, into 117; the Syriac version, into ?(>; and Erpenius's
edition of the Arabic, into 101, The most ancient, and, it

appears, the most approved of these divisions, was that of
'Iatian (a. d. 17'2), in his Harmony of the lour Cospels, for

tin- tit/,/or breves; and that of Ammomcs, a h arned Christian
of Alexandria in the third century, in his Harmony of the

Gospels, for the KtpiK-jM or capitula. From him they wen
termed the &mmonian Sections, As these divisions wen
subsequently adopted, ami the use of them was recommended,
by EuSEBRS the celebrated ecclesiastical historian, they are

frequently called by his name. According to this division,

Saint Matthew conl. lins lis breves, and .'(">.", capitula; Saint

Mark, 48 breves, and 234 capitula; Saint Luke, 83 breves,
and 342 capitula; anil Saint John, Is breves, and 231 capi-

tula. All the evangelists together form 'Jib breves and 1186
capitula. In ancient Greek manuscripts the t/txm or larger

portions are written on the upper or lower margin, and the
xt»*xaj* or smaller portions are numbered on the side of the
margin. They an- eb-.irl y repres -nii-il in ICrnsmus's editions

of the Greek Testament, and in Robert -Stephens's edition

of 1550.

The divisi* n of the bsts of the Apostles, and of the ( iatho*

lie Epistles, into aateAouu or capitula, was made by Eutha-
i.ii is, iii hop of Suie.i, in Egypt, in the fifth century: who
published -,in edition of Si. Paul's Epistles, that had been
divided into capitals, in one continued series, by some un-

known person in the fourth century, who had considered
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them as one book. This arrangement of the Pauline K pis-

til s is to be found in the Vatican manuscript, ami in some
others; but it by no means prevails uniformly, for there are
many manuscripts extant, in which a fresh enumeration
commences with each epistle. 6

Iii sides tin- divisions into chapters and sections above
mentioned, the Codez Bezs and other manuscripts wire
further divided into lessons, called Atx^vuT/xm or Auynnt,
Euthalius is said to have divided Saint Paul's Epistles in
this manner, as Andrew Bishop of Cesarea in Cappadocia
divided the Apocalypse, at the beginning of the sixth ci n-

tury, into twenty-four lessons, which be ternn ii . accord-
ing to the number of elders before the throne of God, Ki v.

iv. 4.), and seventy-two titles, according to the number of
parts, viz. body, soul, and spirit, of which the elders w in-

composed !

The division of titxci and jm$xx»i* continued to be general
both in the eastern and western churches, until cardinal Hugo
de Sancto Caro in the thirteenth century introduced the
chapters now in use, throughout the western church, Ii r the

New Testament as well -as the Old: of which an account
has already been given." The Greek or eastern church,
however, continued to follow the ancient divisions; nor are

any Greek manuscripts known to he extant, in which chap-
ters are found, prior to the fifteenth century, when the (irei k
fugitives, after the taking of Constantinople, tied into the
West of Europe, became transcribers for members of the
Latin church, and of course adopted the Latin divisions.

II. Whether any points fur marking the sense were used
by the apostles, is a question that has been greatly agitated ;

Pritius, PfalV, Leusuen, and many other eminent critics,

maintaining that they were in use befort the time of the

apostles, while Dr. Grabe, Falun-ins, Montfoucon, Hoff-
mann, John Henry Michaelis, line-all. John David Michaelis,

Moldenhawer, Ernesti, and a host . f ther critics, maintain
that the use of points is posterior to the time of the apostles.8

The numerous mistakes of the fathers,9 or their uncertainty
how particular passages were to be read and understood,
clearly prove that there was no regular or accustomed system
of punctuation in use, in the fourth century. The majority

of the points or stops now in use are unquestionably 1 1 mo-
dern date: for although some full points are to be found in

the ( 'oilex Alexanilriiius, tin- ( 'odex Vatic nus, and the Co-
des Bezffi (as they also are in inscriptions four hundred \ i in
before the Christian a-ra), yet it cannot be shown thai our
present system of punctuation was generally adopted earlier

than the ninth century. In fact, ii seems to hue been a

gradual improvement, commenced by Jerome, ami ci ntinued
by succeeding biblical critics. The punctuatii a of the manu-
scripts of the Septuagint, Ernesti observes from Cyril of
Jerusalem, 1 " was unknown in tin early part of tin fi iiiih cen-

tury, and consequently (he infers) the punctuation of the

New Testament was also unknown. About fifty \ cars -.il'i-r-

w.inls Jerome began to add the comma ami colon; ami they

were then inserted in many more ancient manuscripts. About
the middle of the fifth century, Euthalius (then a deac f

the church at Alexandria) published an edition of the lour

Gospels, and afterwards (when be was bishop of Sulca ill

Egypt) an edition of the Acts of the Apostles and of all the

Apostolical Epistles, in which he divided tin- New T. 9ta-

nii nl into o-tix" (stic/ioi), or lines regulated by the sense, so

that each terminated where some pause was to in- made in

reading. Of this uietli.nl of division (which Euthalius .1.

-

• Miiin Prolegomena, H 384—380. 1 !
i.efeee, An edition or lha

lie i
in" . ,,l Ki.il,..!.,

ronton aftei Vatican Libran > 1
1 i

.

Us "i'ii " / " ' 'in In pp '' " '
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i . I. .,(.,.

i i
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1. ins 1 1 is ltiv, ii iwetve closet; printed - to the «-numt»-

ration ni Mi- - '-, us Com Crit In Not lei i pp ll

• s i ihs ' ml '"- and uncertainties ..i Interpretation ere sufft-

dently curious. ThusJc D Bpn. D endum,
ni cantas \. I

.-
'

i

-
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vised in order to assist the clergy when reading the Word in

public worship, and obviate the inconveniences and mistake's

just noticed) the following extract from Tit. ii. 2, 3., accord-

ing to the Codex H., Coislinianus 202., will give an idea to

the reader:

—

nPE2BTTA2 NH$AAIOT2 E1NAI
2EMNOT2
2.Q<I>PONA2

rriAlN0NTA2 THi ni2TEI
THl ArAIIHl

nPE2BTTIAA2 n2ATTfl2
EN KATA2THMATI lEPOlTPEriEIS

MH AIABOAOT2
MH OINOj nOAAP-i AEAOrA-QMENA2

KAAOA1AA2KAAOT2.

In English, thus:

THAT THE AGED MEN BE SOBER
GRAVE

TEMPERATE
SOUND IN FAITH

IN LOVE
THE AGED WOMEN LIKEWISE

IN BEHAVIOUR AS BECOMETH HOLINESS
NOT FALSE ACCUSERS

NOT GIVEN TO MUCH WINE
TEACHERS OF GOOD THINGS.!

This mode of dividing the sacred text was called 2t%c//!tp/i
;

and this method of writing o-ti^iJm }p*4=u> At the end of each
manuscript it was usual to specify the number of stichoi

which it contained. When a copyist was disposed to con-

tract his space, and therefore crowded the lines into each

other, he placed a point where Euthalius had terminated the

line. In the eighth century the stroke which we call a comma
was invented. In the Latin manuscripts, Jerome's points

were introduced by Paul Warnefrid, and Alcuin, at the com-
mand of the emperor Charlemagne ; and in the ninth century

the Greek note of interrogation (;) was first used. At the

invention of printing, the editors placed the points arbitrarily,

probably (Michaelis thinks) without bestowing the necessary

attention ; and Stephens in particular, it is well known, varied

his points in every edition. The fac-similes given in a sub-

sequent section of this volume will give the reader an idea of

the marks of distinction found in the more ancient manu-
scripts.

The stichoi, however, not only assisted the public reader

of the New Testament to determine its sense ; they also

served to measure the size of books ; thus, Josephus's twenty
books of Jewish Antiquities contained 60,000 stichoi, though
in Ittigius's edition there are only 40,000 broken lines. And
according to an ancient written list preserved by Simon, and
transcribed by Michaelis, the New Testament contained

18,612 stichoi.2

The verses into which the New Testament is now divided,

are much more modern, and are an imitation of those invented
for the Old Testament by Rabbi Nathan in the fifteenth cen-

tury. 3 Robert Stephens was their first inventor, 4 and intro-

duced them in his edition of the New Testament, published
in the year 1551. This invention of the learned printer was
soon introduced into all the editions of the New Testament;
and the very great advantage it affords, for facilitating refer-

i Hug's Introduction, vol. i. p. 241.
a Introd. to the New Test. vol. ii. pp. 526, 527. Michaelis, after Simon,

uses the word remata ; but this is evidently a mistake. On the subjects
discussed in this section, Scholz's Prolegomena (pp. 31—33.), and Pritius's

Introductio in Nov. Test. (pp. 333—346. 362—375.) may be consulted.
* See p. 213. supra, of this volume.
* He made this division when on a journey from Lyons to Paris, and, as

his son Henry tells us (in his preface to the Concordance of the New
Testament), he made it inter eguilandum, literally, while riding on horse-
back ; but Michaelis rather thinks that the phrase means only, that when
he was weary of riding, he amused himself with this work at his inn.

Michaelis, vol. ii. p. 527.

ences to particular passages, has caused it to be retained in

the majority of editions and versions of the New Testament,
though much to the injury of its interpretation, as many pas-
sages are now severed that ought to be united, and rice versa. s

From this arrangement, however, Wetstein, Bengel, Boyer,
Griesbach, Drs. Burton, and Bloomfield, and other editors of
the Greek Testament, have wisely departed, and have printed

the text in continued paragraphs, throwing the numbers of
Stephens's verses into the margin. Mr. Reeves also has
pursued the same method in his beautiful and correct editions

of the authorized English version, and of the Greek Testa-
ment in 12mo., 1803.

Besides the text in the different books of the New Testa-
ment, we meet with titles or inscriptions to each of them,
and also with subscriptions at the end, specifying the writer

of each book, the time and place, when and where it was
written, and the person to whom it was written.

III. It is not known by whom the inscriptions or titles
of the various books of the New Testament were prefixed.

In consequence of the very great diversity of titles occurring
in manuscripts it is generally admitted that they were not
originally written by the apostles, but were subsequently
added, in order to distinguish one book from another, when
the canon of the New Testament was formed. It is however
certain, that these titles are of very great antiquity; for we
find them mentioned by Tertullian in the latter part of the
second century,6 and Justin Martyr, in the early part of the
same century, expressly states, that the writings of the four
evangelists were in his day termed Gospels. 7

IV. But the subscriptions annexed to the epistles are
manifestly spurious : for, in they?™/ place, some of them are,

beyond all doubt, false, as those of the two Epistles to the
Thessalonians, which purport to he written at Athens, whereas
they were written from Corinth, In like manner, the sub-
scription to the first epistle to the Corinthians states, that it

was written from Pnilippi, notwithstanding St. Paul in-

forms them (xvi. 8.) that he will tarry at Ephesus until Pen-
tecost , and notwithstanding he begins his salutations in that

epistle, by telling the Corinthian Christians (xvi. 19.) the

Churches of Asia salute you; a pretty evident indication that

he himself was in Asia at that very time. Again, according
to the subscription, the epistle to the Galatians was written
from Rome ; yet, in the epistle itself, the apostle expresses
his surprise (i. 6.) that they were so soon removed from him
that called them . whereas his journey to Rome was ten years
posterior to the conversion of the Galatians. And what still

more conclusively proves the falsehood of this subscription
is, the total absence in this epistle of all allusions to his bonds
or to his being a prisoner; which Saint Paul has not failed

to notice in every one of the four epistles, written from that

city and during his imprisonment. 8 Secondly, The subscrip-
tions ate altogether wanting in some ancient manuscripts of
the best note, while in others they are greatly varied. And,
thirdly, The subscription annexed to the first epistle to

Timothy is evidently the production of a writer of the age of
Constantine the Great, and could not have been written by
the apostle Paul : for it states that epistle to have been writ-

ten to Timothy from Laodicea, the chief city of Phrygia Pa-
catiana; whereas the country of Phrygia was not divided into
the two provinces of Phrygia Prima, or Pucatiana, and
Phrygia Seeunda, until the fourth century. According to Dr.
Mill, the subscriptions were added by Euthalius bishop of
Sulca in Egypt, about the middle of the fifth century. But,
whoever was the author of the subscriptions, it is evident
that he was either grossly ignorant, or grossly inattentive.

The various subscriptions and titles to the different bocks
are exhibited in Griesbach's and Scholz's Critical Editions
of the New Testament.

t> Thus Col. iv. 1. ought to have been united to the third chapter.
• Adversus Marcionem, lib. iv. c. 2.
T Apol. i. p. 98. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 121. ; 4lo. vol. i. p. 344.

Pritii Introd. in Nov. Test. pp. 331—333.
s Paley's Horte Paulina;, pp. 378, 379.
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CHAPTER III.

ON THE CRITICISM OF THE TEXT OF SCRIPTURE.

A'eccssity of the Criticism of the Text.

Since the editions of the Sacred Text very nftrn differ from

cacti other, and man; also contain spurious readings, besides

which great numbers of other readings arc extant; the exhi-

bition of a correct texl becomes a very important object of

attention with those who are desirous of understanding the

Holy Scriptures:—in other wools, tin- interpreter and the

divine stand equally in need of the art of criticism, by the

aid of which a proper judgment may he formed of various

readings, the spurious may be discerned, and the genuine, or

at hast the most probable, may he restored. This subject,

which involves an inquiry respecting the tact, what the author

wrote, has not inaptly been compared by Dr. Jahn to a judi-

cial procedure, ill which the critic sits upon the bench, and
the charge of corruption in the reading is brought against the

text. The witnesses from whom evidence is to be obtained

respecting what the author wrote,—or, in other words, the

Sources of the text Scripture,—are, Manuscript Copies,

Ancient Versions, the Editiones I'rincipes and other
early printed EDITIONS, and other Books ok Antiquity,
thk Authors OF which quoted the Text from Manuscripts.
Bui since these witnesses are often at variance with one

anothi r, and vi tv frequently it is impossible to ascertain the

truth from their evidence, it further becomes necessary to call

in the aid of internal arguments, or those which are drawn
frmii the very nature of the case. Such are,—the facility or

the difficulty of a more modern origin, the absence of any
sense, i r at least of one that is suitable, the agreement or

disagreement of a reading, with the series and scope of the

discourse, the probability or improbability of any particular

word or expression having arisen from the author, and the

01 discrepancy of parallel places; lastly, the

laws by which, on sucli evidence, the critic is guided in pro-

nouncing sentence, are the rules of criticism. 1 These topics

it is proposed severally to discuss in the following sections.

X

T r
I - "f » Sykaoooce Roll of the Pentateuch.

SECTION I.

ON llli: HEIIREW MANUSCRIPTS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

I. Different claeiet of Hebrew manutcriptt.— II. The rolled

manutcriptt of the Synagogvei.—HI. The iqvare munu-

tcriptt uted by the Jewt in private life,
— IV. ./ . oj II •

brew manutcriptt.— V. of tin- order in which the Sacred

Boohe arc arranged in manutcriptt.—Number of bookt

contained in different manutcriptt.— VI. Modern familiet

or recenoionu of Hebrew manutcriptt,— VTL Notice of the

matt ancient manutcriptt,— VIII. Brief notice of the manu-
tcriptt of the Indian Jr-wt.— IX. .Manutcriptt of th

> it. in Pentateut A.

\i rnoooH, a^ we have already seen.-' the Hebrew text of

tin' ( 'hi Test inn nt lias descended ti > our times onoorrupted,

1 Jul" Inl I >* Vctcris Fti'dcris, 4 llfi.

I Pp I .r.y.i.i

yet, with all the care which the ancient copyists could be-
stow, it was impossible to preserve it free from mistakes,
arising from the interchanging of the similar letters of the
Hebrew Alphabet, and other circumstances incident to the

transcription of ancient manuscripts. The rabbins boldly
asserted, and, through a credulity rarely to be paralleled, it

w as implicitly believed, thai the 1 lebrew text w as
free from error, and that in all the manuscripts of the Old
Testament imt a single various reading of importance could
be produced. Father Morul was the lirst person who VI Dtured
to impugn this notion in his Exercitationet in utrumnue
Samaritanorum Pentateuchum, published at Paris in 1631;
and he grounded his opinion of the incorrectness of the

Hebrew manuscripts on the differences between the I It brew
and the Samaritan texts in the Pentateuch, and on the dif-

ferences between the Hebrew and the Septuagint in ol

parts of the Bible. Morinus was sen after followed by
Louis Cappel (whose I'rilirn Surra w as published in It

who pointed out a great number of errors in the printed

Hebrew, and showed hew they might be corrected bj

ancient versions and the common rules of criticism. He
did not, however, advert to the most obvious and effectual

means of emendation, namely, a collation of Hebrew manu-
scripts; and, valuable as his labours unquestionably are. it

is certain that lie neither used them himself, nor invited

others to have recourse to them, in order to cornet the saon d

text. Cappel was assailed by various opponents, but chiellv

by the younger Huxtorf in his .Inlirri/itit, publisbe I at Basil

in 1653, who attempted, but in vain, to refute the pril ci

he had established. In 1 (". r>7 Bishop Walton, in his Prole-

gomena to the London Polyglot! Bible, declared in favi ur

of the principles asserted by Cappel, acknowledged the

necessity of forming a critical apparatus for the purpose of
obtaining a more correct text of the Hebrew Bible, and ma-
terially contributed to the formation of one by bis own ev r-

tions. Subsequent biblical critics acceded to the pro]

of their arguments, and since the middle of the seventeenth

century, the importance and necessity of collating Hebrew
manuscripts have bet n gent rail] acknowledged. 1

I. Hebrew Handscklpts are divided Into two Ci u
viz. Autographs, or those written by the inspired penmi n

themselves, which have long since perished ; and apograph*.

or copii g n i.i b from the originals, and multiplied by repi

transcription. These apographs are also divided into the

men ancient, which formerly enjoyed the highest authority

among the .lews, but have in like manner pertstu d '

and into the more modern, which are found dispersed in vari-

ous public and private libraries. The manuscripts which
are still extant, are subdivided into the rulhti manuscripts

used in the BJ nagognee and into the tqlum manuscripts w luch

are uvi d by private individuals anion- the .lews.

II. The Pentateuch was read in the.I. wish Sj

from tin- earliest tunes; and, though the public n

it was intermitted during the Babylonish captivity), it was
resumed shortly after the return of the Jews. Hence
numerous a pies wen made from time to time; and a«

held the books Of MOSSS ill the most Miperstr

various regulatio ruidance of the treu-

9, who were obliged to conform to them in copying

the Rolls destined for the use of the synagogue. The date

oi these regulations is not known, but mey are long posts mr

to Hi. Talmud \ and thi ugh man] of mem are me most

ridiculous and useless thai can be well conceived, yet the

religious observance of them which has continued for many
centuries, has certainly contributed in ee to pie-

the purity of the Pentateuch. The I res
few of the principal of these regulations;

The Copies of the law must be transcribed fans ancient

manuscripts of approved character only, with pure ink, on

parchment prepared from the bide of a clean animal, for tins

express purpose, by a Jew, and fastened together bj the

01 Clean annuals; every skin must contain a a

* > Jnhn, oi a. » n. Intn ictioi i
' ' tarts,

.i hi li|i Mirth's Lectures, part ll p 1W
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number of columns of prescribed length and breadth, each
column comprising a given number of lines and words; no
word must oe written by heart or with points, or without

being first orally pronounced by the copyist ; the name of

God is not to be written but with the utmost devotion and
attention, and previously to writing it, he must wash his pen.

The want of a single letter, or the redundance of a single

letter, the writing of prose as verse, or verse as prose,

respectively vitiates a manuscript ; and when a copy has
been completed, it must be examined and corrected within

thirty days after the writing has been finished, in order to

determine whether it is to be approved or rejected. These
rules, it is said, are observed to the present day by the per-

sons who transcribe the sacred writings for the use of the

synagogue.' The form of one of these rolled manuscripts

(from the original among the Harleian MSS. in the British

Museum, No. 7619.) is given in the vignette at the head of

this section. It is a large double roll, containing the lie-

brew Pentateuch ; written with very great care on forty

brown African skins. These skins are of different breadths,

some containing more columns than others. The columns
are one hundred and fifty-three in number, each of which
contains about sixty-three lines, is about twenty-two inches

deep, and generally more than five inches broad. The letters

have no points, apices, or flourishes about them. The initial

words are not larger than the rest ; and a space, equal to

about four lines, is left between every two books. Alto-

gether, this is one of the finest specimens of the synagogue-
rolls that has been preserved to the present time.

III. The Square Manuscripts, which are in private use,

are written with black ink, either on vellum or on parchment.
or on paper, and of various sizes, folio, quarto, octavo, and
duodecimo. Those which are copied on paper are considered

as being the most modern; and they frequently have some
one of the Targumsor Chaldee paraphrases, either subjoined
to the text in alternate verses, or placed in parallel columns
with the text, or written in the margin of the manuscript.
The characters are, for the most part, those which are called

the square Chaldee ; though a few manuscripts are written

with rabbinical characters, out these are invariably of recent

date. Biblical critics, who are conversant with the Hebrew
manuscripts, have distinguished three sorts of characters,

each differing in the beauty of their form. The Spanish
character is perfectly square, simple, and elegant : the types
of the quarto Hebrew Bibles, printed by Robert Stephen
and by Plantin, approach the nearest to this character. The
German, on the contrary, is crooked, intricate, and inelegant
in every respect ; and the Italian character holds a middle
place between these two. The pages are usually divided
into three columns of various lengths; and the initial letters

of the manuscripts are frequently illuminated and ornamented
with gold. In many manuscripts the Masora'2 is added;
what is called the larger Masora being placed above and be-
low the columns of the text, and the smaller Masora being
inserted in the blank spaces between the columns.

IV. As the authority of manuscripts depends greatly

on their antiquity, it becomes a point of considerable im-
portance to ascertain their age as exactly as possible. Now
this may be effected either by external testimony or by inter-

nal marks.
1. External testimony is sometimes afforded by the sub-

scriptions annexed by the transcribers, specifying the time
when they copied the manuscripts. But this criterion cannot
always be depended upon: for instances have occnm id, in

which modern copyists have added ancient and false dates in

order to enhance the value of their labours. As, however,
by far the greater number of manuscripts have no subscrip-
tions or other criteria by which to ascertain their date, it be-
comes necessary to resort to the evidence of

2. Internal Marks. Of these the following arc stated by
Dr. Kennicott and M. De Rossi to be the principal :— 1.

The inelegance or rudeness of the character (Jablonski lays
down the simplicity and elegance of the character as a crite-

rion of antiquity) ;—2. The yellow colour of the vellum ;

—

3. The total absence, or at least the very rare occurrence, of
the Masora, and of the Keri and Ketib ;'—4. The writing
of the Pentateuch throughout in one book, without any

i Carpzov. Critica Sacra Vet. Test. pp. 371, 372. Dr. Henderson (Bibli-
cal Researches, pp. 208—211.) has given an account of the laborious muui-
tin 1

, in many respects coinciding wilh those above stated, to which the
modern Jews axe subjected.

« See an account of the Masora in pp. 201, 202. supra.
a For an accounl of llicoe, see p. 201. supra.

Vol. I. 2E

greater mark of distinction appearing at the beginning of
books than at the beginning of sections ;—5. The absence
of critical emendations and corrections;—6. The absence of
the vowel points ;—7. Obliterated letters, being written and
re-written with ink ;—8. The frequent occurrence of the
name Jehovah in lieu of Adonai ;—9. The infrequency of
capital and little letters ;—10. The insertion of points to fill

up blank spaces;— 11. The non-division of some books and
psalms;—12. The poetical books not being distinguished
from those in prose by dividing them into hemistichs ;

—

13. Readings frequently differing from the Masoretic copies,
but agreeing with the .Samaritan text, with ancient versions,
and with the quotations of the fathers. The conjunction of
all, or of several, of these internal marks, is said to afford

certain criteria of the antiquity of Hebrew manuscripts. But
the opinions of the eminent critics above named have been
questioned by Professors Bauer and Tychsen, who have
advanced strong reasons to prove that they are uncertain
guides in determining the age of manuscripts. The most
ancient Hebrew manuscripts are all written without any di

visions of words, as is evident not only from ancient Hebrew
coins and Palmyrene inscriptions, but also from various pas-
sages in the most ancient translations, the authors of which
frequently adopted a division of words, altogether different

from that of the Masorites. This circumstance is also cor-
roborated by the rabbinical tradition, that the law was
formerly one verse and one word. It is impossible to de-
termine the time, when the Hebrews began to divide words
in manuscripts : we only know, from the researches of Dr.
Kennicott and other eminent Hebrew critics, that all the
ancient, interpreters used manuscripts written in one con-
tinued series ; that MSS. of more recent date (the thirteenth
century) are still extant in which the same mode of writing
appears,—for instance, the MSS. numbered 290. and 293. by
Dr. Kennicott ; and that some vestiges of the division of
words are to be found in the Talmudical writings, and in
Jerome. 4

V. A twofold Order of Arrangement of the sacred books
is observable in Hebrew manuscripts, viz. the Talmudical
and the Masoretic. Originally, the different books of the
Old Testament were not joined together ; according to Rabbi
Elias Levita (the most learned Jewish writer on the subject),
they were first joined together by the members of the great
synagogue, who divided them into three parts,—the law,
the prophets, and hagiographa, and who placed the prophets
and hagiographa in a different order from that assigned by
the Talmudists in the book entitled Baba Bathra.
The following is the Talmudical arrangement of the Old

Testament: Of the Prophets, Joshua, Judges, Samuel,
Kings (1 and 2), Jeremiah, Isaiah, Ezekiel, and the twelve
minor Prophets (in one book). Of the Hagiographa, Ruth,
Psalms, Job, Ecclesiastes, Song of Solomon, Lamentations,
Esther, Chronicles. By the Masorites, the Prophets are
placed in the same order, with the exception of Isaiah, who
precedes Jeremiah and Ezekiel, because he flourished before
them. This arrangement is adopted in the manuscripts of
the Spanish Jews, while the Talmudical order is preserved
in those of the German and French Jews. In the Hagio-
grapha the Masorites have departed from the arrangement
of the Talmudists, and placo the books comprised in that
division thus :—Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ruth, the Song of
Solomon, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations of Jeremiah, Esther,
Daniel, and Ezra. This mode of arrangement obtains in the
Spanish manuscripts. But in the German MSS. they are
thus disposed: Psalms, Proverbs, Job, the Five Megilloth
(or books), Daniel, Ezra, and Chronicles; and the Five
Megilloth (or books) are placed in the order in which they
arc usually read in their synagogues, viz. the Song of Solo-
mon, Ruth, Lamentations of Jeremiah, Ecclesiastes, and
Esther.

There are, however, several manuscripts extant, which
depart both from the Talmudical and from the Masoretical
order, and have an arrangement peculiar to themselves.

Thus, in the Codex Norimbergensis 1. (No. 198. of Dr. Ken-
nicott's catalogue), which was written a. d. 1291, the books
ate thus placed: the Pentateuch, Joshua, Judges, Samuel,
Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, the twelve minor Pro-
phets, Ruth, Esther, Psalms, Job, Ecclesiastes, Song of
Solomon, Lamentations, Proverbs, Daniel, Ezra, and Nehe-
miah (in one book), and Chronicles. In the Codex, No.
94., written a. d. 1285 (in the university library at Cam-

' Muntiughe, Ejtpositio Crit. Vet. Feed. pp. 40, 41.
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bridge), and also in No. 102., a manuscript in the British

Museum, written early in the fourteenth century, the hooks

of Chronicles precede the Psalms; Job is placed hcfori the

Proverbs; Ruth before the Song of Solomon; and Eccle-

siastes before the Lamentations. In the Codex, No. 130.,

a manuscript of the same date (formerly in the library of the

Royal Society of London, hut now in the British .Museum),

Chronicles and Ruth
|

Pe dms; and in the Codex,

No. 96. (in the library of St John's College, Cambridge),

written towards the close of the fourteenth century, and

also in many other MSS., Jeremiah takes precedence of

Isaiah. In the Codex Regiomontanus 2. (No. 234.). writ-

ten early in the twelfth century, Jeremiah is placed before

Ez°kief, whose book is followed by that of Isaiah : then

succeed the twelve"minor Prophets. The Hagiographa are

thus disposed : Ruth, Psalms, Job, Proverbs. Bcclesiastee,

Song of Solomon, Lamentations, Daniel, Esther, Ezra, and
Nehemiah (in one book), and the books of Chronicles (also

in one book). The order pursued in the Codex I'buerianus

2. is altogether different from the preceding. Samuel follows
Jeremiah, who is succeeded b'. I oks of Kings, and
by part of the prophecy of Ezekiel : then comes pari of
Isaiah. The twelve minor Prophets are written in one con-

doned discourse; and are followed by Ruth, Psalms, Job,
Proverbs with Ecclesiastes and the Song ofSolomon, Lamen-
tations, Daniel. Esther, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles.
Of the various Hebrew manuscripts which have been pre-

served, few contain the Old Testament entire : the greater
part comprise only particular portions of it, as the Penta-
ii ; eh, Eve Megilloih, and Haphtaroth or sections of the
prophets which are read on the Sabbath-days ; the Prophets
or the Hagiographa. Some, indeed, are confined to single
books, as the Psalrns, the book of Esther, the Song of Solo-

mon, and the Haphtaroth. This diversity in the contents of
manuscripts is occasioned, partly by the design of the copy-
ist, who transcribed the whole or pari of the sacred writings
for particular purposes ; and partly by the mutilations caused
by the consuming hand of time. Several instances of such
mutilations are given in the account of the principal Hebrew
MSS. now extant, in p, 219. in) a.

VI. As the Hebrew manuscripts which bavi been in nse
since the eleventh century have all been corrected according
to some particular rectus, on or cditi n. lie; have from thiscir-

cumstauce been classed into Families, according to the
country where such recension has obtained. These Ftumliet
or Recensions are three or four in number, viz.

1. The Spanish M uruSCRlPTS, which were corn cted after

the Codex of Hillel. described in page -JU3. supra.

They follow the Masoretic system with great accuracy,
and are on this account highly vain. ,1 by tin- Jl ws. though
some Hebrew critics hold them in little estimation. The
characters are written with gre.it . le irtci . and are pi rfectly

6quare: the ink is pale ; the pages are seldom divided into

three columns : the Psalms are divided into hemistichs; and
the Chaldee paraphrases are not interli I, but written in

separate columns, oi are inserted in the margin in smaller let-

ters. Professor Tychsen speaks in high terms of the cali-

graphy of the Spanish manuscripts. As the Spanish monks
excelled in that art, he thinks the Jews, who abounded in

Spam in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, acquired it

from them, and he appeals to manuscripts which he had
seen, where the letters are throughout so equal, that the
whole has the appearance of print.

•J. The Omr.vi vt, Mam -i -in its are nearly the same as the

ieh manuscripts, and may be referred to the s one class.

3. The linonN Mam -i RIFTS are w r i 1 1
,

• 1 1 with less ele-

oi than the Spanish codices : their characters are more
rudely formed; toe initial letters are generally larger than
the rest, ,md ornamented; the ink is very black. They do
not follow the MaaoTetic notati and frequently van from
the Masoretic manuscripts, exhibiting important reai

that are not to be found in the Spanish manuscripts, but

which agree with the Samaritan b m ol the Pentateuch, and
with the ancient versions. Tin Chaldee paraphrases are

Interted In alternate rersee. This class of manuscripts is

litib- esteemed by the Jews, but most highly valued b)

biblical oritics.

4. The Italian M*j>dsciu^ts hold a middle place between
tin' Spanish and German codices, and lemetimes hai
nearer affinity to than to the oilier, both iii the

shape of the Hebrew characters, and also as it respects their

• Tychsen, Trnlunen dt »»ril» Cod Ueb. M86 pp. 302—30%

adherence to or neglect of the Masoretic system. M. ISruns,

the able assistant of Dr. Kennicott in collating Hebrew ma-
nuscripts, has given engraved specimens at the Spanish,
German, and Italian manuscripts, in his edition cf Dr. K.'s
I hssert.itio (jeneralis (8vo. Brunswick, 1783); and Profes-

sor Tychsen has given fourteen Hebrew alphabets, of varii us
ages and countries, at the end of his Tentamen de variis Co-
dicum llebra'orum Vet. 'Pest. MSS. 'ieiu riln.s. Ancient
and unpointed Hebrew manuscripts, written for the use of
the synagogues, and those .Mason tie Spanish exemplars,
which have been transcribed by a learned person, ami for a

learned person, from some famous and corn cl copy, are pre-

ferred by M. De Rossi to the copies written for private use,

or even for the synagogue, from Masoretic exemplars, of
which last the number is very gn at. lint M. Bauer pro-

nounces those manuscripts to be the In t. who-, v.mm
tions are most frequently confirmed by the ancienl

especially by the Alexandrian and Syriac, and also by the

Samaritan Pentateuch and version. 2

VII. M. De Rossi lias divided Hebrew manuscripts into

three classes, viz. 1. Mart Jbiaent, or those written before

the twelfth century;—2. .indent, or these written in the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries ;—3. Afore recent, orthose
written at the end of the fourteenth, or at the beginning of
the fifteenth century. The nmsl mint, or these written
since the fifteenth century, which are very numerous, and are

those found in the synagogues, he pronounces to be of little

or no use, unless it can he proved thai they have been tran-

scribed from ancient apographs. The total number of He-
brew manuscripts collated by l>r. Kennicbtl for his critical

edition of the Hebrew Bible is about six hundred and thirty.

The total number collated by M. He Rossi for his Collection

of Various Readings, is four hundred and si v. uiy-nine ma-
nuscripts, besides two hundred and eighty-i ight printed edi-

tions. The following are the most ancient manuscripts

collated by Dr. Kennicott.

The Codex Laiiiia.m s, a. 172. and 162. and numbered 1.

in Dr. Keunicott's list of Hebrew manuscripts. Though now
in two folio parts, it is evident that they originally formed only

one volume: each part consists of quioquernions, or gathi

of five sheets or ten leaves, and at the bottom of every tenth

leaf is a catch-word beginning the next leaf, which is the first

of the succeeding gathering of ten leaves. But at the end of

the first part or volume, there is pasted on, I leaf of the next

quinquernion, completing the book of Deuteronomy ; s<> that

this volume concludes with live sheets and one leaf over. And
the first gathering in the second volume consists of onhj 'our

sheets and one leaf, which last is likewise pasted on, for want jf its

fellow-leaf. This manuscript is written an vellum. BGCOld eg to

Dr. Kennicott. in the Spanish character, but in the optaiion of

Dr. Brims it is in the Italic character, to which M. Ue Road
assents. The letters, which arc moderately large, arc plain,

simple, and elegant, but universally unadorned; and they were

originally written without points, ;is is evident from Ihe different

colour of the ink in the letters and in the points. Some of the

Letters, having become obliterated by the lapse ol ages, haw been

written over a second time ; and though such places wen
written in" the same strong character, yet many of the words

were becoming a second tunc invisible, when collated by Dr. K.

This eminent critic assigns it to the tenth century, but De Rossi

refer* it to i he eleventh. The I.nudian manuscript begins with

Gen. xxvii. 81. : it contains fourteen thoueond variations from
\

:
mi,

i Rooghfa edition of the Hebrew Bible. More man two
thousand arc (bund In the Pentateuch, which confirm the Sep*

tuagint Greek version In one hundred and nine • >ngs;

the Syriac, in ninety-eight; the Arabic in eighty-two j the

its or Latin version, in eighty-eight; and tin Chaldee

Paraphrase, in forty-two; it also egreei with lhe8i iritan Pen-

tateuch against the printed Ilcbiew. Ill seven Inindlid ltisl;in.cs.

What renders this manuscript the more valuable is, that h ['re-

serves o word of great importance for ^\uU Sam.
xxiii. 3— 7., which word is confirmed bv the Greek version, und
thus recovers to us a prophecy i f ihe Messiah.

2. The Cniiix Cviu.sniiir.Nsis 1. ^!\o. 164. of Dr. Keuni-

cott's lint of manuscripts) formerly belonged t .in d

> Wal I m c iv. 11—IS pp II

i
'

I ilea 2

I pp. 170 B ,,,-.. Ha
Ri v

i t . cl. ' t Prolefom v vi vr.\
j

|> vi •
i

• K. nnli i> nl pp 315- 319 He- h il
i

u I>Ii«

Hi i li Dissert (.enrisiis, pp. 70, 71 lis R' ••!, V«nr Lie
nones, torn i. Prokg p. ux.
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and learned Reuchlin, whose efforts contributed so much towards

the revival of literature in the fifteenth century. This manuscript

is now preserved in the public library at Carlsruhe, and is the

oldest that has a certain date. It is in square folio, and was
written in the year of the world 4866, corresponding with 1106

of our ffira. It contains the Prophets with the Targum.
3. The Codex Vienxe (No. 590. of Kennicott) contains the

Prophets and Hagiographa. It is written on vellum in folio,

and, if the date in its subscription be correct (a. d. 1018 or 1019),

it is more ancient than the preceding. Bruns collected two
hundred important various readings from this manuscript. The
points have been added by a later hand. According to Adler's

enumeration, it consists of four hundred and seventy-one leaves,

and two columns, each column containing twenty-one lines.

4. The Codex C.ksex,e, in the Malatesta Library at Bologna,

(No. 536. of Kennicott), is a folio manuscript written on vellum,

in the German character, towards the end of the eleventh cen-

tury. It contains the Pentateuch, the Haphtaroth or sections of

the Prophetical Books, and the Megilloth or five Books of Can-
ticles, or the Song of Solomon, Ruth, the Lamentations of Jere-

miah, Ecclesiastes, and Esther. De Rossi pronounces it to he a

most ancient and valuable manuscript, and states that in its

margin are inserted some various readings of still more ancient

manuscripts. 1

5. The Codex FLOttEXTiJtus 2. (No. 162. of Kennicott) is

written on vellum, in quarto, in a square Spanish character,

with points, towards the end of the eleventh, or, at the latest, in

the beginning of the twelfth century. It contains the books of

Foshua. Judges, and Samuel. Very many of the letters, which
were obliterated by time, have been renewed by a later hand.

6. The Codex Medioeanensis 9. (193. of Kennicott) is

written on vellum, in octavo, in the German character, towards

the close of the twelfth century. It has neither the points nor

the Masora. This manuscript comprises the Pentateuch ; the

beginning of the book of Genesis, and the end of Leviticus and
Deuteronomy, have been written by a later hand. Both erasures

and alterations occur in this manuscript, and sometimes a worse

reading is substituted in place of one that is preferable. Never-

theless it contains many good various readings.

7. The Cooex Nohimberrknsis 4. (201. of Kennicott) is a

folio manuscript, written on thin vellum, in tli3 German charac-

ter, and containing the Prophets and Hagiographa. It is mutilated

in various parts. It is of great antiquity, and, from the simila-

rity of its character to that of the Codex Carlsruhensis, both Dr.

Kennicott and M. De Rossi assign it to the beginning of the

twelfth century.

8. The Codex Pabisiexsis 27. (Regius 29. 210. of Kenni-
cott) is a quarto manuscript of the entire Bible, written on vel-

lum, in an elegant Italic character. The initial words are, with

few exceptions, of the same size as the rest. The Masora and
Keri are both wanting; and the Megilloth precede the books of

Chronicles. It is highly valued by Kennicott and De Rossi, who
refer it also to the beginning of the twelfth century.

9. Coeval with the preceding is the Codex Regiomontanfs
2. (224. of Kennicott). written in the Italic character, in small

folio. This manuscript contains the Prophets and the Hagio-
grapha, but it is mutilated in various places. The initial letters

are larger than the others, and three of the poetical books are

written in hemistichs.

10. To the beginning of the twelfth century likewise is to be

referred the Codex Paiusiensis 24. (San-Germanensis 2. No.
366. of Kennicott) : it is written on vellum, in large quarto. It

is imperfect from Jer. xxix. 19. to xxxviii. 2.; and from Hosea
iv. 4. to Amos vi. 12. Isaiah follows Ezekiel according to the

Talmudieal Canon.2

The following are among the most ancient of the manu-
scripts in the possession of the late M. De Rossi, and collated
by him, viz.

1. The Codex, by him numbered 634., which is in quarto. It

contains a fragment of the books of Leviticus and Numbers

—

from Levit. xxi. 19. to Num. i. 50.; and exhibits every mark of

the remotest antiquity. The vellum on which it is written is

decayed by age ; the character is intermediate, or Italic—ap-

proaching that of the German manuscripts. The letters are all

of an uniform size ; there is no trace of the Masora, or of any
Masoretic notes, nor is any space left before the larger sections

;

thou h sometimes, as in other very ancient manuscripts, a few
points are inserted between the words. M. De Rossi assigns

'his manuscript to the eighth century.

» De Rossi, torn. i. Proleg. p. lxxxvii.
> Kennicott, Dissertatio Generalis, pp. 86. 87, 88, 89.98. 104.

2. A manuscript of the Pentateuch (No. 503.), in quarto, and
I on vellum, containing from Gen. xii. 41. to Deut. xv. 12. It is

composed of leaves of various ages, the most ancient of which
are of the ninth or tenth century. The character is semi-rabbi-

nical, rude, and confessedly very ancient. Points occur, in some

j

of the more ancient leaves, in the writing of the original copyist,

I but sometimes they are wanting. There are no traces of the
1 Masora or of the Masoretic notes, and sometimes no space at all

before the larger sections. It frequently agrees with the Sama-
ritan text and ancient versions.

3. A manuscript of the Pentateuch (No. 10.), with the Tar-
gum and Megilloth. It is written in the German character, on
vellum, and in quarto, towards the end of the eleventh or in the

beginning of the twelfth century. The Masora is absent. The
character, which is defaced by time, is rudely formed, and the

initial letters are larger than the rest. Coeval with this manu-
script is,

4. A manuscript of the book of Job, in quarto, also on vellum,

and in the German character. It is one of the most valuable

manuscripts of that book. The pages are divided into two co-

lumns, the lines being of unequal length.

5. A manuscript of the Hagiographa (No. 379.), the size,

character, and date of which correspond with the preceding. It

begins with Psal. xlix. 15. and ends with Neh. xl. 4. The Ma-
sora and Keri are absent; and the poetical books are divided

into hemistichs.

6. A manuscript of the Pentateuch (No. 611.), on vellum, in

octavo, and written in the German character, approaching some-
what to the Spanish, towards the close of the eleventh, or in the

commencement of the twelfth century. The ink is frequently

faded by age ; there are no traces of the Masora ; the Keri are

very rarely to be seen, and the initial letters are larger than the

others. There are frequent omissions in the text, which are

supplied in the margin. 3

Dr. Kennicott states that almost all the Hebrew manu-
scripts of the Old Testament, at present known to be extant,

were written between the years 1000 and 1457, whence he
infers that all the manuscripts written before the years 700
or 800 were destroyed by some decree of the Jewish senate,

on account of their many differences from the copies then
declared genuine. This circumstance is also alleged by
BUhop VValton, as the reason why we have so few exem-
plars of the age of 600 years, and why even the copies of 700
or 800 years are very rare.

VIII. It was long a desideratum with biblical scholars to

obtain the Hebrew Scriptures from the Jews who are settled

in India and other parts of the east. It was reasonably sup-
posed, that, as these Jews had been for so many ages sepa-
rated from their brethren in the west, their manuscripts might
contain a text derived from the autographs of the sacred

writers, by a channel independent of that through which the

text of our printed Bibles has been transmitted to us. Dr.
Kennicott was very anxious to obtain a copy, or at least a
collation of a manuscript from India or China, for his edition

of the Hebrew Bible, in the expectation that it would exhibit

important variations from the Masoretic editions; but he was
unsuccessful in his endeavours to procure it, 4 and the honour
of first bringing an Indian manuscript of the Hebrew Scrip-

tures into Europe was reserved for the late Rev. Dr. Buchanan.
Among the hiblical manuscripts brought from India by

this learned and pious divine, and which are now deposited

in the public library at Cambridge, there is a roll of the

Pentateuch, which he procured from the black Jews in Ma-
labar, 5 who (there is strong reason to believe) are a part of

the remains of the first dispersion of that nation by Nebu-
chadnezzar. The date of this manuscript cannot now be
ascertained ; but its text is supposed to be derived from those

copies which their ancestors brought with them into India.

Those Jews, on being interrogated, could give no precise

account of it: some replied, that it came originally from

3 De Rossi, Var. Lect. torn. i. Proleg. pp cxvi. cxu. xevm. cvn. cvm.
« According to the information collected from various sources, by Pro-

fessor Bauer, it does not appear that the manuscripts of the Chinese Jews
are of any remote antiquity, or are calculated to afford any assistance to

biblical critics. Although Jews have resided in China for many centuries,

yet they have no ancient manuscripts, those now in use being subsequent
\a the fifteenth century. Critica Sacra, pp. 405—407. See ah account of
Ilebraeo-Chinese manuscripts in Koegler's Notitia S. S. Bibliorum Juda>
orum in lmperio Sinensi. Edit 2. 8vo. Halffi ad Salam, 1805. Brotier, in

his edition of Tacitus (vol. iii. p. 567. et seq.), has gwen the best account
that is extant of the Jews in China, a colony of whom settled in that coun-
try in the first centiu-y of t he Christian sera. The reader will find an
abridgement of it in Dr. Townley's Illustrations of Biblical Literature, vol.

i. pp. 83—89.
• See an account of these Jews in Dr. Buchanan's "Christian Research-

es," pp. 224. et seq. 4th edit.
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Si una in Arabia; othsn of them said, ii was brought from

Cashmir. The Cabul Jews, who travel annually into

interior of China, remarked, tii.it in some synagogues the

Law i> still found written on a roll of leather; not on % 1-

lum, but on a soft flexible leather, made of goat-skins, and

dyed red. 1' is evident that the Jews, in the lime i f M
had tin- art of preparing and dyeing skins; for rams' skin-.

dyed red, made a pan of the covering tor the taben

(Exod.xxvi. 14.); and it is not improbable, that the very

graph of the Law, written by the bend of Moses, was
written "ii skins mi prepared. The ancient rules presc

to the Jewish Bcribes direct, that the Law be bo written,

provided it be done on the skins of clean animals, such as

sheep, goat, oi calf-skins: therefore tins Ms., and man]
otlu-rs iii the hands of the Jews, agree in the Bame as an an-

cient practice. The Cabul Jew i, • • bIiom that

copies of the Law. written on leather skin .
.

among their people in India and China; and hence we have
no doubt, that Buch are copies of vi rv ancient Mss.t The
Cambridge roll, or Indian cony oT me Pentatenoh, Which
may also be denominated Matabarie, is written on a roll of

tkins dyed rnl, and was discovered by Or. Buchanan in

cord-cheat of a synagogue of the black Jews, in the
interior of Malayala, in the \ car 1mm;. It measures forty-

ih, and in breadth about twenty-two inches,

book of Leviticus and the gieatat
i the book of Deuteronomy are wanting. It appears,

from c . that tin- original Ii agth of die roll was not

less l iuety English feet. In its present condition it

ists ot' thirty-seven skins; contains one hundred and
Beventeen columns of writing perfectly clear and legible; and
exliibits (as the subjoined lac-simile of Dent. iv. 1, -J. will

lecimen of the manner and form of the most
uuscripts among the Jews.

The columns are a palm of four inches in breadth,

contain from forty to fifty lines each, which are written with-

out vowel points, and iti all other respects according to the

rules prescribed to the Jewish scribes or copyists. As some
of the skins appear more decayed than others, and the b

evidently not all written by the same hand. Mr. Veates (from

v. bese collation of this MS. the present account is abridged,

and to whom the author is indebted for the preceding lac-

simile) is of opinion, that the roll itsi If comprises the frag-

ments of at least three different rolls, of one common mat. rial,

viz. dyed goat-skin, and exhibits three different specimens

of writing. The old skins have been strength' tied by patches

of parchment on the back; and in one place four words have
been renewed by the same supply. The text is written in the

square character, and without the vowel points and accents;

and the margin of the columns is everywhere plain, ami free

from writing of any sort. He has diligently examined and

collated this manuscript with the printed text of Vender
1 1 hi .Mil's edition of the Hebrew Bible; and the result of his

investigation is, that the amount of variations iii the whole
does not exceed furl//, and that none of tin in BIS found to

differ from the common reading as to the Bense and inter-

pretation of the text, but are merely additions or omissions
|od or van letter, expressing Buch words to be full or

deficient, according to the known usage of the Hebrew
tongue. Hut even this small number of readings w b - si

derably reduced, when compared with the text oi \

edition, printed at \uisti -rclaiu in 1661 ; so that the inti grit)

of the Hebrew text is e..iifinn. il by iln- valuable manuscript

so far as it goes, and i mis bcc it is unques-

tionably important.'
•• With respect to the several sorts of skins and handwrit-

ing, the answer of some Indian .lews, when interrogated

concerning this MS., is worthy of remark. Bj account,

Dr Cud n Wotflui
i

ktoai

PiTtyra. nfliiineii. he bad found MS riho H n Hula

Imr ; fur thai the J< I
' betook llien

Ihrougb Perala to Ibfl H are aafe In numbi t

about
'

la !.. allacbed to Ibe H i ibu MSB The Bui

u. a. M M ;
i .

Tcjni Hi i Tradit Judcoi, al per P
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4 B7 Bee in k.i ii In ..J i-.i-.-M u..- S

afJea Mr Vcatuu'a ri.ll.ili.ni ,.| an Indian Copy ol I

!

2, 3 6, 7.

it was brought from Senna in Arabia; and by another ac-
e.uni. ii came from Cashmir : which two accounts are cleared
up on an i lamination of the Ms., since part of it being oom-
posed of brown skins, and the writing very similar to that

seen in rolls of Arabian and African extraction, there is a
possibility that such part is the fragment of an Arabian or

i MS., as those Jews relate: and the other account,

viz. that it was brought from Cashmir, may also be equally

true; since that part consisting of red skins so well corres-

ponds with their own description of copies found in the

BynagogueS of the eastern Jews. The consideration of this

point attaches still greater consequences !<• the r. • 1 1 itself,

which, as it is found to consist of fragments of copies purely
oriental, and seemingly nnconni eted with the Wt stern Jewish
copii s, we may now conclude the same to be ample s)

mens of copies" in those parts of the World. It is true, in-

deed, that a great part of the text is wanting, and the whole
book of Leviticus; yet, notwithstanding the large deficiencies

of the MS., ii ought to be a satisfaction to know . that herein

an ample specimens'of at least three ancient copies of tha

Pentateuch, whose testimony is found to unite in the inte-

grity and pure conservation of the sacred text, acknowledgi d

Bj ii., aaris and Jews in these parts of the world."*
"The following testimony of Bishop Marsh to the value of

the < lodes Malabaricns is' too valuable to be omitted i

—" A
-,-ript ri ill of the Hebrew Pentateuch, apparently of

antiquity, and found among the black Jews in the in-

terior of India, must be regarded at least as a lib rary curio-

-n\. deserving the attention of the learned in general. And
as this manuscript appears, on comparison, to have no in>

portant deviation from our common printed Hebrew text, it

i ol still gTI in. i value to a theologian, as it affords an addi-

ument for the integrity of the Pentateuch. The
Hebrew manuscripts of tin Pentateuch, preserved in the

West of Europe, though equally derived, with the Hebrew
manuscripts preserved m India, from the autograph of Mi see,

must have descended from it through very different chan-

nels; and therefore the close agreement of the former with
iii. latter is a proof, that they nave preserved the original

text m coat purity, since the circumstancee, under which
the Ms. w.i found, forbid theexplanati t t li.it agreement

on the principle of an] imm«li«« connection. It is true

ih.it. as this manuscript (or rather the three fragmeqtS of

which this manuscript Ul composed) was probably written

• Bat Mi Yralea'a Collation of an Indian Copjr of ihc Pcnialcucli, p. 8.
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much later than the time when the Masoretic text was es-

tablished by the learned Jews of Tiberias, it may have been
wholly derived from the Masoretic text; and in this case it

would afford only an argument, that the Masoretic text had
preserved its integrity, and would not affect the question,

whether the Masoretic text itself were an accurate represen-

tative of the Mosaic autograph. But, on the other hand, as
the very peculiar circumstances under which the manuscript
was found render it at least possible that the influence of

the Masora, which was extended to the African and Euro-
pean Hebrew manuscripts by the settlement of the most dis-

tinguished Oriental Jews in Africa and Spain, never reached
the mountainous district in the south of India ; as it is possi-

ble that the text of the manuscript in question was derived
from manuscripts anterior to the establishment of the Ma-
sora, manuscripts even which might have regulated the
learned Jews of Tiberias in the formation of their own text,

the manuscript appears for these reasons to merit particular

attention." 1 Professor Lee, however, states that Bishop
Marsh is mistaken in his judgment of this manuscript, which
Mr. L. pronounces to be an European Masoretic roll, the

errors in which show that it was written by an ignorant scribe,

so that its text is of little value.2

IX. Seventeen manuscripts of the Samaritan Penta-
teuch are known to be extant, of which Dr. Kennicott has
given a minute description. Six of these manuscripts are in

the Bodleian Library at Oxford, and one in the Cotton Li-
brary in the British Museum : concerning a few of the most
valuable of these, the following particulars may not be un-
acceptable. They are numbered according to Dr. Keimi-
cott's notation.

1. Cod. 127. is preserved in the British Museum. (Bibl.
Cotton. Claudius, B. 8.) It is one of the six MSS. procured
by Archbishop Usher, by whom it was presented to Sir Ro-
bert Cotton. This very valuable manuscript is complete,
and was transcribed entirely by one hand, on two hundred
and fifty-four pages of vellum. It is in an excellent state of
preservation, a leaf of fine paper having been carefully
placed between every two leaves of the vellum. This MS.
was written a. d. 1362.

2. Cod. 62. is preserved in the Bodleian Library at Ox-
ford ; and was also purchased by Archbishop Usher, from
whose heirs the curators of that library bought it, with many
other MSS. This manuscript is in large quarto, and contains
an Arabic version in Samaritan letters, placed in a column
parallel to the Samaritan text. Unhappily there are many
chasms in it. Dr. Kennicott attributes a high value to this
manuscript, which was written about the middle of the thir-

teenth century.
Cod. 197. is a most valuable manuscript in the Ambrosian

Library at Milan, which was collated for Dr. Kennicott by
Dr. Branca, who is of opinion that it is certainly not later

than the tenth century. It is imperfect in many places ; and
is very beautifully written on extremely thin vellum, in red
characters.

Cod. 363. (No. 1. of the MSS. in the Library of the Ora-
tory at Paris) is the celebrated manuscript bought by Pietro
della Valle of the Samaritans, in 1616, and printed by Mori-
nus in 1631-33. It is written throughout by one hand ; and
though no date is assigned to it, Dr. Kennicott thinks it was
written towards the close of the eleventh century. It was
collated for Dr. Kennicott by Dr. Bruns, in some select
passages. 3

SECTION II.

ON THE MANUSCRIPTS OF THE GREEK SCRIPTURES.

§ 1. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON GREEK MANUSCRIPTS.

I. On -what materials -written.—II. Form of letters.—III.

Abbreviations.—IV. Codices Palimpsesti or Rescript!.

I. The Greek manuscripts, which have descended to our
time, are written either on vellum or on paper ; and their ex-

» See Mr. Yeates's Collation of an Indian Copy of the Pentateuch, pp.
40, 41.

> Prolegomena in Biblia Polyglolla Londinensia Minora, Prol. i. sect,
xiv. p. 23.

» Kennicott, Diss. ii. pp. 533—540. Diss. Gen. pp. 81. 86. 88. 98. In the
seventh and following volumes of the Classical Journal there is a cata-
logue of the biblical, biblico-oriental, and classical manuscripts at present
existing in the various public libraries in Great Britain.

ternal form and condition vary, like the manuscripts of other
ancient authors. The vellum is either purple-coloured or of
its natural hue, and is either thick or thin. Manuscripts on
very thin vellum were always held in the highest esteem.
The paper also is either made of cotton, or the common sort
manufactured from linen, and is either glazed, or laid (as it

is technically termed), that is, of the ordinary roughness.
Not more than six manuscript fragments on purple vellum
are known to be extant : they are described in the following
sections of this chapter. The Codex Claromontanus, of
which a brief notice is also given in a subsequent page, is

written on very thin vellum. All manuscripts on paper are
of a much later date ; those on cotton paper being posterior
to the ninth century, and those on linen subsequent to the
twelfth century ; and if the paper be of a very ordinary
quality, Wetstein pronounces them to have been written in

Italy, in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

II. The letters are eilher capital (which in the time of Je-
rome were called undid, i. e. initial) or cursive, i. e. small ; the
capital letters, again, are of two kinds, either unadorned and
simple, and made with straight thin strokes, or thicker, un-
even, and angular. Some of them are supported on a sort

of base, while others are decorated, or rather burdened,
with various tops. As letters of the first kind are generally
seen on ancient Greek monuments, while those of the last

resemble the paintings of semi-barbarous times, manuscripts
written with the former are generally supposed to be as old
as the fifth century, and those written with the latter are sup-
posed to be posterior to the ninth century. Greek manuscripts
were usually written in capital letters till the seventh cen-
tury, and mostly without any divisions of words ; and capi-
tals were in general use until the eighth century, and some
even so late as the ninth : but there is a striking difference
in the forms of the letters after the seventh century. Great
alterations took place in the eighth, ninth, and tenth centu-
ries : the Greek letters in the manuscripts copied by the
Latins in the ninth century are by no means regular ; the a,

s, and >, being inflected like the a, e, and y, of the Latin
alphabet. Towards the close of the tenth century, small or
cursive letters were generally adopted ; and Greek manu-
scripts written in and since the eleventh century are in small
letters, and greatly resemble each other, though some few
exceptions occur to the contrary. Flourished letters rarely

occur in Greek manuscripts of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and
fifteenth centuries. 4 The fac-similes of the Alexandrian and
other manuscripts, .given in the subsequent pages of this

work, will furnish the reader with a tolerably correct idea
of the various styles of Greek writing which obtained at dif-

ferent periods between the sixth and the fourteenth centuries.

The most ancient manuscripts are written without accents,
spirits, or any separation of the words ; nor was it until after

the ninth century that the copyists began to leave spaces be-
tween the words. Michaehs, after Wetstein, ascribes the
insertion of accents to Euthalius, bishop of Sulca in Egypt,
a. d. 458. 5

III. Nearly the same mode of spelling obtains in ancient
manuscripts which prevails in Greek printed books ; but,
even in the earliest manuscripts, we meet with some words
that are abbreviated by putting the first and last letters, and
sometimes also the middle letter, for an entire word, and

drawing a line over the top : thus ©C. KG, 1C, XC, T2, 2HP,

1HA, or 12HA, riNA, nHP, MHP, OTKoi, AN02, 1AHM, AAA,
respectively denote 3-k God, Kvpics Lord, immt Jesus, Xptomc
Christ, Tics a son, San-iip Saviour, J^mia Israel, riva/tu spirit,

IlstTw father, Mot-ii/j mother, Oi/fiB; heaven, Av&rams man, Ispit/-

<r*k»ix Jerusalem, Aat/af David. 6 At the beginning of a new
book, which always commences at the top of a page, the
first three, four, or five lines are frequently written in ver-
milion ; and, with the exception of the Alexandrian and Va-
tican manuscripts, all the most ancient codices now extant
have the Busebian xipxacux and ™»u, of which we have given
an account in page 214. supra.

Very few manuscripts contain the whole either of the Old
or of tne New Testament. By far the greater part have only
the four Gospels, because they were most frequently read in

the churches ; others comprise only the Acts of the Apostles

* Wetstein's Prolegomena to his edition of the Greek Testament, vol. i.

pp. 1—3. Astle on the Origin of Writing, pp. 60—76. 2d edit. Wetstein
lias given an alphabet from various Greek manuscripts, and Astle has illus-

trated his observations with several very fine engravings.
• Wetstein, Proleg. p. 73. Michaelis, vol. ii. pp. 519—524.
8 Concerning Greek abbreviations, see Monttaucon's Palfleographia Grae-

ca, pp. 345—370. Mr. Astle has also given a specimen of Greek abbrevia-
tions from two Psalters.—On Writing, p. 76. plate vi.
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and the Catholic Epistles; others, again, have the Acts,

and St. Pawl's Epie'les ; but a few contain the Apocalypse in

connection with other I I--, and fewer still contain it al i,

as this book was seldom read in the churches. Almost all

of th. in. . hm rally the more ancient manuscripts, are imper-

fect, either from the injuries of time, or from neglect. 1 The
.I in \. « Testament are not always disposed in the

i. Thus, in Mime of the few manuscripts which
in the whole of the New Testament, we find the seve-

ral books arranged in the following; order :—the Gospels of

Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, the Arts of the Apostles, die

Catholic Epistles, Apocalypse, and the Epistles of Paul. In

others, however, tin- Gospel of John is placed either imme-
diately after mat of Matthew, and is followed by Luke and

Mark, or it is placed first, and is succeeded by Mntth. «.

Mark, and Luke. In some, the Acts of the Apostles are fol-

lowed by the Pauline Epistles, the Catholic Epistles, and
i i, \

:

ilypse. The Epistle to the Hebrews for the most
part fill' us the Epistle to Philemon ; but in many manu-
scripts it precedes the Epistles written to Timothy, Titus,

and Philemon.'
All manuscripts, the most ancient not excepted, have era-

sures and corrections; which, however, were not always
effected so dexterously, but that the original writing may
sometimes be seen. Where these alterations have been

made by the copyist of the manuscript (a prim,) manu,aa it

is termed), they are preferable to those made by later hands,

or a sccum/a munu. These erasures were sometimes made
by drawing a line through the word, or, what is tenfold

worse, by the penknife. But, besides these modes of obli-

teration, the copyist frequently blotted out the old writing

with a iponge, and wrote other words in lien of it : nor was
this practice confined to a single letter or word, as maybe
mi ii in tin- Codex Bezs. 1 Authentic instances are on record,

in which whole books have been thus obliterated, and other

writing bas been substituted in the place of the manuscript

so blotted out; but where the writing was already faded

through age, they preserved their transcriptions without fur-

ther erasure.

IV. These manuscripts are termed Codicu PaHmptetti or
/' KripH. Before the invention of paper, the great scarcity

of parchment in different places induced many persons to

obliterate the works of ancient writers, in order to transcribe

their own, or those of some other favourite author in their

place: hence, doubtless, the works of many eminent writers

have perished, and particularly those of the greatest anti-

quity ; for such, as were comparatively recent, were tran-

scribed, to satisfy the immediate demand ; while those, which
w.ri already dim wilh age, were erased.' It was for a long

time thought, that this destructive practice was confined to

the eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries,

ami that it chietlv prevailed among the Gn eks : it must, in

fact, be considered as the consequence of the barbarism which
overspread those dark ages of ignorance ; but this destructive

operation was likewise practised by the Latins, and is also

mi re remote date than has usually been supposed.
I i general, a Codex Rescriptns is easily known, as |l

rarely happens that the former writing is so completely
erased, as not to exhibit some traces: ill a few instances,

both writings are legible. Many Buch manuscripts are pre-

served iii the libran of the Bnti h Museum. Montfaucon
found a manuscript m the Colbert Library, which had been
written about the eighth century, and originally contained the

works ascribed t" St. Dionysius: new matter had been writ-

ten over it, three or four centuries afterwards, and both con-

tinned legible. Muratori savi in the Ambroeian library a

manuscript comprising the works of the venerable Bede, the

w ruing oi whien « aa from eight to nine hundred yean old,

and which had been substituted for another upwards of a

thousand years old. Notwithstanding the t Sorts which had

been made to erase the latter, some phrases could bedeci-

i The Codoi Oolloolanoj, for In wlytho
Book of '.'ii' : fho Codoi Ci
book, togeuii -

,
i

- i
, bAIoj indriao

Ill M IwrllU I

Ami thi i D mb contains 00I7 Ihfl foul Goopolo and too AcU of thi
A|> ' ll.-M

if] i
i i| h. , i

i ir in i. ,;,,,, v. i i
• '
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Wei P ,1 pp B Qi leobocl rd tho

i in ilio Oodi ' mi .
s,
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• Pi not t ..,i sin I'HIrtoirc deP ' 'f*i-

i Pi Oi i put of tho manujertpta oo
pirrii ni which Montlhucon 1 Imoq iro written on
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phered, which indicated it to be an ancient pontifical/ The
indefatigable r< si archi s ofsignor Angelo Mat (for sometime
the principal keeper of the Vatican library al Rome] have
discovered several vail ins of biblical and clas-

literature in the Anibr. sian libran' at Milan; and a s

account of some of the principal Codices Rescripti of the

New Testament, or of parts thereof, will be found in th*

sequel of this section.

§ 2. ACCOUNT OF GREEK M ANCSCP.IPTS, CONTAINING THE
OLD AND imw nSTABtliTTS,

I. The J&lexandnan .Manuscript.— II. The Vatican .Mami
script.

Or the few manuscripts known to he extant, which contain

the Greek Scriptures ! that is, the Old Testament, according
in the SeptuaglDl version, and the Nevi Tl

are two which pre-eminently demand the attention ef ihe

biblical student for their antiquity and intrinsic value, viz.

The Alexandrian manuscript, winch is preserved iii the

liritish Musei and the Vatican manuscript, ii< posited in

the library of the Vatican Palace at Home.
I. TheCoDBX Ai.hXAXiimxcs, or Alexandrian Manuscript,

which is noted by the letter \. in Wetstein's, Griesbach a,

and Sclioh's critical editions of the New T( slain, nt. consists

of four folio volumes; the three first contain the whole
i f

the Old Testament, together with the apocryphal books, and

the fourth comprises the New Testament, tin f >
r~-

1 i pistle .f

Clement to the Corinthians, and the apocryphal Psalms

ascribed to Solomon. In the N. w T. slameM there is want-

ing the beginning as far as Matt. xxv. G. : ri/,«»«c tf^nui;

likewise from John vi. 50. to viii. 59. and from -J Cor. iv. 13.

to xii. 7. The Psalms are preceded by the epistle of Athana-

sius to Marcelliuus, and followed by a catalogue containing

those which are to be used in prayer for each hour, both of

the day and of the night; also by fourteen hymns, partly

apocryphal, partly biblical, the eleventh of which is thehymn
of the Virgin Mary, usually termed the Magnificat (Lukei.
-Hi—55.), and here entitled ntlmy uv, or. the

prayer of Mary thi moiho oj God: the arguments of Eusehius

are annexed to the Psalms, and his canons to the <• spels.

This manuscript is now preserved in the I'n sh Mum i. iii,

where it was deposited in 1753. Itwassentt i nt to

King Charles 1. from Cyrillus Lucaris, a native of Crete,

and patriarch of Constantim pie, bj Sir Tb mas l.'.v.e. ; m-
idor from England to the (Irani! Seigni r. in the yoar

1628. Cyrillus brought it with him fr, m Alexandria, win re,

probably', it was written. In a schedule a' nexed to it. he
gives this account ; that it was written, I ion,

by Tbeela. a noble Egyptian lady, ah al thirteen hundred
years ago, a little afti r thi council of Nice. Ileadils.ih.it

the ii. i of Thecla, at the end of thi book, v ; but

that this was the case with other b ol.s of the Chii tians,

after Christianity was extinguished in Egypi bj the Moham-
medans : and that recenl tradition records the facl of the

laceration and erasure of Thecla's name. The p..

this manuscript, before it came into the hands of Cyrillus

Lucaris, had written an Arabic Bubscriptii n. I Xpressing that

ibis hook was said to have been written with the pen of

Tbeela the Martyr.

Various disputes have arisen with regard to the place

whence it was brought, and where ii w to its anti-

quity, and of course to its Somi critics have

bestowed upon i< the highest commendation, whilst it has
been i quail] depreci iti ere. Of its bi -to

i

adversaries. \\ etstein seems to have In en the principal. Th*
place from which it was bi nl to England « as, « ithi ul di ubt,

\b\ in. In. i. ami in i iv n has i" i n calli i tl

drittua, \s to the place whan Ll was written, than ia a

considerable diffemnce ol opinion. Matlheus Mutlis, who
was a temporary, friend, ami deacon ol Cyrillus, and

who afterwards instructed in the Greek language Jchn Ru-
dolph \\ i tsti in. 1 1

n.
-I e of i be celebrated editi r i f the ( ...

,
k

Testament, be, us testimony, in a letter written to Martin

Bogdan, a physician in Berne, dated Jannar] 1 1. 1664, that

it bad been brought from one of the twent] -t« o mi nt - •

in M

,

oiiii Atbos, which the Turks never destroyed, but

allowed t< iii i ii ue upon the payment of tribute. Dr. Woide
. ml, iimir, to weaki 'I the emdeni e of Muttis, an.

I to render

the lestll y of the elder \\ el-t. Ill suspicious : but .Spolim

, in .liws 43
. Woldll Notltl i I * !' ')"'

I., ii bui omnlbua Rceudondun uimii. imi«»i|ue adjooll Uouliob

Leberocht Spohn, |>p 10—13. (8ro. Lipiln, OTO >
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shows that the objections of Woide are ungrounded. Allow-
ing their reality, we cannot infer that Cyrillus found this

manuscript in Alexandria. Before he went to Alexandria he
spent some time on Mount Athos, the repository and manu-
factory of manuscripts of the New Testament, whence a

great number have been brought into the west of Europe, and
a still greater number has been sent to Moscow. It is there-

fore probable, independently of the evidence of Muttis, that

Cyrillus procured it there either by purchase or by present,

took it with him to Alexandria, ana brought it thence on his

return to Constantinople. But the question recurs, where
was this copy written ; The Arabic subscription above cited

clearly proves, that it had been in Egypt at some period or

other, before it fell into the hands of Cyrillus. This sub-
scription shows that it once belonged to an Egyptian, or that

during some time it was preserved in Egypt, where Arabic

h;;s been spoken since the seventh century. Besides it is

well known that a great number of manuscripts of the Greek
Bible have been written in Egypt. Woide has also pointed

out a remarkable coincidence Detween the Codex Alexatulri-

nus and the writings of the Copts. Michaelis alleges another

circumstance as a probable argument of its having been
written in Egypt. In Ezekiel xxvii. 18. both in the Hebrew
and Greek text, the Tyrians are said to have fetched their

wine from Chelbon, or, according to Bochart, Chalybon.
But as Chalybon, though celebrated for its wine, was un-
known to the writer of this manuscript, he has altered it by
a fanciful conjecture toemv at %f&fw, wine from Hebron. This
alteration was probably made by an Egyptian copyist, be-

cause Egypt was formerly supplied with wine from Hebron.
The subscription before mentioned ascribes the writing of it

to Thecla, an Egyptian lady of high rank, who could not

have been, as Michaelis supposes, the martyress Thecla,
placed in the time of St. Paul; but Woide replies, that

a distinction must be made between Thecla martyr, and
Thecla proto-martyr. With regard to these subscriptions
we may observe, with Bishop Marsh, that the true state

of the case appears to be as follows :
—" Some centuries

after the Codex Alexandrinus had been written, and the

Greek subscriptions, and perhaps those other parts where
it is more defective, already lost, it fell into the hands of a
Christian inhabitant of Egypt, who, not finding the usual
Greek subscription of the copyist, added in Arabic, his native

language, the tradition, either true or false, which had been
preserved in the family or families to which the manuscript
had belonged, ' Memorant hunc codicem scriptum esse
calamo Thecla? martyris.' In the 17th century, when oral

tradition respecting this manuscript had probably ceased, it

became the property of Cyrillus Lucans : but whether in

Alexandria, or Mount Athos, is of no importance to the
present inquiry. On examining the manuscript, he finds that

the Greek subscription is lost, but that there is a tradition

recorded in Arabic by a former proprietor, which simply
related that it was written by one '1 hecla, a martyress, which
is what he means by ' memoria et traditio recens.' Taking
therefore upon trust, that one Thecla a martyress was really

the copyist, he consults the annals of the church to discover
in what age and country a person of this name and character
existed ; finds that an Egyptian lady of rank, called Thecla,
suffered martyrdom between the time of holding the council
of Nica?a and the close of the fourth century ; and concludes,
without further ceremony, that she was the very identical

copyist. Not satisfied with this discovery, he attempts to

account for the loss of the Greek subscription, and ascribes
it to the malice of the Saracens ; being weak enough to be-
lieve that the enemies of Christianity would exert their
vengeance on the name of a poor transcriber, and leave the
four folio volumes themselves unhurt." Dr. Woide, who
transcribed and published this manuscript, and must be better
acquainted with it than any other person, asserts, that it was
written by two different copyists ; for he observed a difference
in the ink, and, which is of greater moment, even in the
strokes of the letters. The conjecture of Oudin, adopted byW etstein, that the manuscript was written by an Accemet is,

in the judgment of Michaelis, worthy of attention ;' and he
adds, that this conjecture does not contradict the account that

* The Acoemets were a class of monks in the ancient church, who flou-
rished, particularly in [he East, during the fifth century. They were so
called, because they had divine service performed, without interruption,
in their churches. They divided themselves into three bodies, each of
which officiated in turn, and relieved the others, so that their churches
were never silent, either night or day. Welstein adopts the opinion of
Casimir Oudin, that the Codex Alexandrinus was written by an Accemet,
because it contains a catalogue of the psalms that were to be sung at every
hour both of the day and night. Proleg. in Nov. Test. vol. i. p. 10.

Thecla was the copyist, since there were not only monks but
nuns of this order. Mr. Baber, in the prolegomena to his
fac-simile edition of the Old Testament from this manuscript,
accedes to the opinion of Wetstein, that it was written, not
for an individual, but for some church or monastery.2

The antiquity of this manuscript has also been the subject
of controversy. Grabe and Schulze think that it might have
been written before the end of the fourth century, which, says
Michaelis, is the very utmost period that can be allowed,
because it contains the epistles of Athanasius. Oudin places
it in the tenth century. Wetstein refers it to the fifth, and
supposes that it was one of the manuscripts collected at

Alexandria in 615, for the Syriac version. Dr. Semler refers

it to the seventh century. Montfaucon3 is of opinion, that

neither the Codex Alexandrinus, nor any Greek manuscript,
can be said with gieat probability to be much prior to the
sixth century. Michaelis apprehends, that this manuscript
was written after Arabic was become the native language of
the Egyptians, that is, one or rather two centuries after Alex-
andria was taken by the Saracens, which happened in the year
640, because the transcriber frequently confounds M and B,
which is often done in the Arabic ; and he concludes, that it

is not more ancient than the eighth century. Woide, after a
great display of learning, with which he examines the evi-

dence for the antiquity of the Codex Alexandrinus, concludes,
that it was written between the middle and the end of the
fourth century. It cannot be allowed a greater antiquity,
because it has not only the mm or iesp*>,a<=t majora, but the
x!?«a»w minora, or Ammonian sections, accompanied with the
references to the Canons of Eusebius. Woide's arguments
have been objected to by Spohn." Some of the principal argu-
ments advanced by those who refer this manuscript to the
fourth or fifth centuries, are the following: the epistles of
Saint Paul are not divided into chapters like the gospels,
though this division took place so early as 396, when to each
chapter was prefixed a superscription. The Codex Alexan-
drinus has the epistles of Clement of Rome ; but these were
forbidden to be read in the churches, by the council of Lac-
dicea, in 364, and that of Carthage, in 419. Hence Schulze
has inferred, that it was written before the year 364 ; and he
produces a new argument for its antiquity, deduced from the
last of the fourteen hymns found in it after the psalms, which
is superscribed v/uvo; <hm<, and is called the grand doxology

;

for this hymn has not the clause ayioc o S**, ayut ^xvtK < a>"f
*Bxv4tc;, tK&rov »

(
uac, which was used between the years 434

and 446 ; and therefore the manuscript must have been writ-
ten before this time. Wetstein thinks that it must have been
written before the time of Jerome, because the Greek text of
this manuscript was altered from the old Italic. He adds,
that the transcriber was ignorant that the Arabs were called
Hagarenes, because he has written (1 Chron. v. 20.) «>sf*i«
tor AyxpzKi. Others allege that ayqam is a mere erratum :

because Aynptim occurs in the preceding verse, Aj-aproic in

1 Chron. xxvii. 31. and Ayxpmci in Psal. lxxxii. 7. These
arguments, says Michaelis, afford no certainty, because the
Codex Alexandrinus must have been copied from a still more
ancient manuscript : and if this were faithfully copied, the
arguments apply rather to this than to the Alexandrian manu-
script itself. It is the handwriting alone, or the formation
of the letters, with the want of accents, which can lead to

any probable decision. The arguments alleged to prove that
it is not so ancient as the fourth century, are the following.
Dr. Semler thinks, that the epistle of Athanasius, on the value
and excellency of the Psalms, would hardly have been pre-
fixed to them during his life. But it ought to be recollected,
that Athanasius had many warm and strenuous advocates.
From this epistle Oudin has attempted to deduce an argu-
ment, that the manuscript was written in the tenth century.
This epistle, he says, is spurious, and could not have been
forged during the life of Athanasius, and the tenth century
was fertile in spurious productions. Again, the Virgin Mary,
in the superscription of the Song of the Blessed Virgin, is

styled Swtgmc, a name which Wetstein says betrays the fifth

century. Further, from the probable conjecture, that this

manuscript was written by one of the order of the Aecemetae,

Oudin concludes against its antiquity; but Wetstein contents

himself with asserting, that it could not have been written

before the fifth century, because Alexander, who founded this

order, lived about the year 420. From this statement, pur-
sued more at large, Michaelis deduces a reason for paying
less regard to the Codex Alexandrinus than many eminent

a Vet, Test. Gra?c. a Babcr, Prolegom. p. xxv,
3 Pal^og. Gr.ec. p. 185.

« Pp. 42—109. of his edition of Woide's Nolitia Codicis Alexandnni.
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critics have done, and for the preference that is due, in many i remarkable coincidence. Griesbach has observed, that this

respects, to ancient versions, before any single manuscript, manuscript follows three different editions: the Byzantine
because the antiquity of the former, which is in genera] in the Gospels, the "Western edition in the Acts of the Apos-
grcater than that of the latter, can be determined with more
pn vision. Dietelmaier, who has more rrc< mlv investigated

this question, is of opinion that this manuscript was written

towards thi closeoftne fourth, or early in the fifth centnrj :'

ties, and the Catholic epistles, which form the middle di-
vision of tliis manuscript) and the Alexandrine in the epistles
of Saint Paul. The transcriber, if this assertion be trui-,

must have copied the three parts of the Greek Testament
and this, which is the most probable opinion, is adopted by I from' three different manuscripts of three different editions.

It is observable, thai the readings of the Codex Alexandri
nus coincide very frequently not only with the Coptic and
the old Syriac, but with the new Synac and the Ethiopks ;

and tliis circumstance favours the- hypothesis, thai this manu-
script was written in Egypt, because the new Syriac version
having been collated with Egyptian manuscripts of the
Greek Testament, and the Ethiopic version bi ing taken im-
mediately from them, have necessarily the reading., of the
Alexandrine edition.

The Alexandrian manuscript is written in uncial or capital

Letters, without any accents or marks of aspiration, but with
a few abbreviations nearly similar to those already noticed,4

and also with some others which are described by Dr.

Woide,' who has likewise explained the various points and
spaces occurring in this manuscript.
A fac-simile of the Codex Alexandrians, containing the

New Testament, was published at Loudon in 1786, in folio,

by the late Dr. Woide, assistant librarian of tin British

Museum, with types east for the purpose, line for line, with-
out intervals between the words, precisely as ill the original.

The following specimen will convey to the reader an idea of
this most precious manuscript.

Mr. Baber.'

The value of the Alexandrian manuscript has been dif-

ferently appreciated by different writers. Wetstein is no

great admirer of it, nor does Michaelis estimate it highly,

either on account of its internal excellence or the value of

its readings. The principal charge which has been pro-

duced against the Alexandrian manuscript, and which
has been strongly urged by Wetstein, is its having been
altered from the Latin version. It is incredible, says
Michaelis, who once agreed in opinion with Wetstein, but

found occasion to alter his sentiments, that a transcriber who
lived in Egypt, should have altered the Greek text from a

Latin version, Decause Egypt belonged to the Greek diocese,

and Latin was not understood there. On this subject Woide
has eminently displayed his critical abilities, and ably de-

fended the Greek manuscripts in general, and the Codex
Alexaiidrinus in particular, from the charge of having been
corrupted from the Latin. Griesbach concurs with Woide, 3

and both have contributed to conlirm Michaelis in bis new
opinion. If this manuscript has been corrupted from a ver-

sion, it is more reasonable to suspect the Coptic, the version

of the country in which it was written. Between this manu-
script and both the Coptic and Syriac versions, there is a

? e
John i. 1—7.

I

7

r

7

NXpXH MMOAOrOCKJLIOXOroCH
TTPOCTON0N •

I<xiecHMOXOrOC

'

OYTOCHN6NAPXHTTpOCTONON
TT^NTXXIA.YTOYereNeTOKXIX(D
peiCA.YTOYereNeTooYA.eeM
OrerOMCNieMA.Y1 co^lodh Hn •

KXIHZCDH H MTOCf>03CTU3N^h4a>N
!<AITOCb<JDCeMTHCI<OTIA.CpA.I
NCI KXIHCKOT1AXYTOOYKAT6

>^\ABeN- ereNeToxNocATTe

TcoiaaxKimhc oytochxeeN
eiCMXpTYP XNIN^MXpTYpH
CHTTepiTOYCJ^CDTOC INXTTAvN
TeCTTlCTeYCCDCllNlXI^YTOY

For this stereotvpe specimen we are indebted to the Rev.
H. II. Baber, one of tin- librarians of the British Museum,
who kindly favoured us with the use of the Uexandrian

types, with which ho printed B fac-simile edition of tin (lid

Testament fi the Codes alexandrinus al London, isir_
'_'-<, in four volumes folio. For the gratification of the

English reader, the following extract is subjoined, compris-

ing the fust s, vi ii verses of Saint John's Gospl I, M ndl red

mthei re literally than the idiom of our language will

i Dletetmali . DMseruilo Academics, qun antiquhaa Codicie JjJ

d i" Hi alur. Si 7, 8.

> v. i i . i Qi .
. Prolej p. 3t.

In ' ," >"1
I pp. 110—117.

i Bee i> 991 Mpra<
In the Prefect to hi" fac •imilc of the Alexandrian muuKlipl ! tl"'

N.-w Tula in, II

• The reader who may be deetnioj of further Information conci

ih.. aleiand rlpt, la referred t" Hr Qrabe1 proli |omi n

•djuonol the Qreea Bcptuaflnt, and also to the prologon fDi
mi. i ol Mi Baber, alreadJ cited, and to Ihoaa "i "' Mill and Welaleln,

pi i

i i to theli edition ol (he New Tc 1 unenl flei nli o Mi. li

I Newl L U vol. it. i pp. 1
'

I

Mm "'I, ami lluii'ii Inlnili. I" Hi.' V »
i ,-7:i Dr. Lardnei baa given (he uble of cental

Una manuacrlpi in hie Credibllltj ol thoGo pel BI i->rjr, part li. chap. M7,

•o. vol ». np Us roth pp, ii—to.)

admit, in order to convey an exact idea of the original Qtt i k

(above given) of the Alexandrian manuscript.

John i. 1—7.

lNTiii',nr.i;iN\iN(;\vAs'nir.\V()i{n\NDTiii:\voKi)\VAS

WITUtJD a nik .i «w U3THEWORD-
HEWASlNTHEBEGINNlNOWITHGD
\l.l \\ I'.KI'M U'l KYIIIM VMlUITH
OUTHtMWASMADENOTONKT/y/M?-
THATWA8MADEINHIMLIFEWA8
WliTIII.I.II lAVAS'l'IIKMCII'l-OKMN
ANDTHELIGHTINDARKNESSSHIN
1 .11 1 \ \ Im I EDAItK \ I

ssi ,[ i im iTITCOMPRE
lll.Mi therewasaSmse

N'i'i'i{oMi;i>ii\\ii(isi:\AMi:irAi
-

IllllN THIS/'/ '/.'MIM'tMK
\SAWI I'M.ss in 'THEMlGHTTEgn

1 V| ONCF.RNINGTHELIGHTTHATA
i.i..Mi(;iiTiii:i.ii:\ KTiiitortiiuiiM

11. The Coni t Vatii un a, Ho. 1909., teata the palm

ofantiquitj with the Uexandrian manuscript Nofao-etmile

rrf it has ever been published. The Roman edition of the
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Septuagint, printed in 1590, professes to exhibit the text of

this manuscript ; and in the preface to that edition it is stated

to have been written before the year 387, i. e. towards the

close of the fourth century : Montfaucon and Blanchini refer

it to the fifth or sixth century, and Dupin to the seventh

century. Professor Hug has endeavoured to show that it

was written in the early part of the fourth century ; but from
the omission of the Eusebian »*««« and titkoi, Bishop
Marsh concludes with great probability that it was written

before the close of the fifth century. The Vatican manu-
script is written on parchment or vellum, in uncial or capital

letters, in three columns on each page, all of which are of

the same size, except at the beginning of a book, and with-

out any divisions of chapters, verses, or words, but with
accents and spirits. The shape of the letters, and colour of

the ink, prove that it was written throughout by one and the
' same careful copyist. The abbreviations are few, being con-

fined chiefly to those words which are in general abbreviated,

such as GC, KC, 1C, XC, for ®m, Kt/p/«, I»ra/c, X/iio-tcc, God,
Lord, Jesus, Christ. Originally this manuscript contained
the entire Greek Bible, including both the Old and New
Testaments ; in which respect it resembles none so much as

the Codex Alexandrinus, though no two manuscripts vary
more in their readings. The Old Testament wants the first

forty-six chapters of Genesis, and thirty-two psalms, viz.

from Psal. cv. to cxxxvii. inclusive ; and the New Testa-
ment wants the latter part of the epistle to the Hebrews,
viz. all after chapter ix. verse 14., and also Saint Paul's
other epistles to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon, and the

whole Book of Revelation. It appears, however, that this

last book, as well as the latter part of the epistle to the He-
brews, has been supplied by a modern hand in the fifteenth

century, and, it is said, from some manuscript that had
formerly belonged to Cardinal Bessarion. In many places
the faded letters have also been retouched by a modern but
careful hand : and when the person who made these amend-
ments (whom Michaelis pronounces to have been a man of
learning) found various readings in other manuscripts, he has
introduced them into the Codex Vaticanus, but has still pre-
served the original text; and in some few instances he nas
ventured to erase with a penknife. Various defects, both in

orthography and language, indicate that this manuscript was
executed by an Egyptian copyist. Instead of <rwlx»4"> &c.
he has written ot/xmijUnJji, M/n-^irSe, Mu^nimi, which occurs only
in Coptic or Graeco-coptic MSS. He has also written tli-xv for

ili-n, as may be seen in the celebrated Rosetta inscription

;

uSa.v, iTriTnv, uTitxHiv, atuKurc, and Sttju^prufitTo, as in the inscription

of the Theban Memnon ; and ia>p-iK*v and jtjtw, as the
Alexandrians wrote, according to the testimony of Sextus
Empiricus. These peculiarities show that the Codex Vati-
canus exhibits the Egyptian text, subsequent to the third

century, according to the Alexandrine Recension of Gries-
bach, though it exhibits many additions (in the Gospel of
Saint Matthew for instance) which are not found in other
manuscripts of this recension.

It has been supposed that this manuscript was collated by
the editors of the Complutensian Polyglott, and even that this
edition was almost entirely taken from it; but Bishop Marsh
has shown by actual comparison that this was not the case.

Dr. Scholz made use of the collection of Julius de St.

Anastasia, which was executed before the year 1669, and
which is now preserved in the royal library at Paris. 1

The Vatican manuscript has been repeatedly collated by
various eminent critics, from whose extracts Wetstein col-
lected numerous various readings ; but the latest and best
collation is that by Professor Birch, of Copenhagen, in 1781.
Although the antiquity of the Vatican manuscript is indis-
putable, it is by no means easy to determine between its

comparative value and that of the Alexandrian manuscript

;

nor is there any absolute and universal standard by which
their several excellencies may be estimated. With regard
to the Old Testament, if any Greek manuscript were now
extant, containing an exact copy of the several books as they
were originally translated, such manuscript would be perfect,
and, consequently, the most valuable. The nearer any copy
comes to this perfection, the more valuable it must be, and
vice versa. In its present state the Hebrew text cannot de-
termine fully the value of these MSS. in their relation to
one another : and yet, as that text receives great assistance
from both, it proves that both deserve our nighest regard.
It is worthy of remark, that neither of them has the asterisks
of Origen, though both of them were transcribed in the fifth

century ; which, Dr. Kennicott observes, 5 is one proof that
they were not taken either mediately or immediately from
the Hexapla. The Vatican and Alexandrian manuscripts
differ from each other in the Old Testament chiefly in this;
that, as they contain books, which have been corrected by
different persons, upon different principles ; and as they
differ greatly in some places in their interpolations,—so they
contain many words which were either derived from different
Greek versions, or else were translated by one or both of
the transcribers themselves from the Hebrew text, which
was consulted by them at the time of transcribino-.
On the ground of its internal excellence, Micnaelis pre-

ferred the Vatican manuscript (for the New Testament) to
the Codex Alexandrinus. If, however, that manuscript be
most respectable which comes the nearest to Origen's
Hexaplar copy of the Septuagint, the Alexandrian rnanu-
script seems to claim that merit in preference to its rival

:

but if it be thought a matter of superior honour to approach
nearer the old Greek version, uncorrected by Origen, that
merit seems to be due to the Vatican. 3

The annexed engraving exhibits a specimen of the Vatican
manuscript from a fac-simile traced in the year 1704 for Dr.
Grabe, editor of the celebrated edition of the Septuao-int,
which is noticed in a subsequent part of this work. The
author has reason to believe that it is the most faithful fac-
simile ever executed of this MS. It was made by Signor
Zacagni, at that time principal keeper of the Vatican Library,
and it is now preserved among Dr. Grabe's manuscripts in
the Bodleian Library at Oxford.

+£Z$XIHK

I 3

Vol. I.

Scholz, Nov. Test, vol, i. Prolog, p. 38

2F

KMe reA/eroe htou-tma.
KOC-rtoe"T€ ITC T^f-rco
M HN fr €M nTNTOYMtiH^
KAl£rcuHMHN€N/M€Cty
TNCx(XKiAj<w ctt&eniToy
n O TA.N70YTOYXOB.kp«»
HNO I X© NCMsTO JOYpANOf
KAl6»AONOj>fcuCe»cerneu.
J1TKTOYMHNOC TOYTi
TO€TOCTOnCMnTO NTnc
AJX-MAXCO C(AC TOTflAC f

xeujc 16oXKe IM KA/ere
NCTOA-orocicynpocie
zejciHVrioNBoyzejtoj/

jep€fc>€K/rHXA>AA<cON€
nitoyrro tam oytot*
BM» KAJ€r€N€TO€HeMe
~%€ I fkV km im> n km i*°^

nTosCixipoNHf*e toa*o

BOpfAKMNe<P €*MM€rAk
AH€M1XYTU>

This fac-simile has been most carefully and accurately

copied, under the direction of the Rev. Dr. Bandinel, the

keeper of that noble repository of literature, to whom the

author now offers his acknowledgments for his kind assist-

ance on this occasion. The passage represented in our

engraving contains the first three verses of the first chapter

of the prophet Ezekicl, of which the following is a literal

English version:

» Diss. li. pp. 413—415.
3 Sisnor Zacagni's Letter to Dr. Grabe, dated Rome, Nov. 29. 1704,

in Dr.'Kennicotl's Diss. ii. pp. 408—411. Michaelis, vol. ii. parti, pp.341—
350. Part li. pp. 810-820. Hug's lulrod. to the New Test. vol. i. pp.
262-272.
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NNOW1TCAMETOPAS8

1XTIIE

T1KTH VEAHFOURTH

1EZEKIEL.
+ +

OPASSINTHETHIR

MiiXTHONTHEKIFTHOFTHEMONtr
WHENIWA8INTHEMIDST
OFTHECAPTIVESBYTaE
RTVERCHOBARAirn
THEHEAVEXSWEREOPENED
ANDISAWTHEVTSIONSOFGDONTHEF*
FTHOFTHEMOXTHTHIs
WASTHEFIFTHYEAROFThb
CAI'TIVITYOFTHEKI
NGJOACllIM ANDCA
methewordoftheTdtoe
zekielthesonofbuzithe
priestinthelandofthechaldee8b
YTHERIVERCHo
BARANDUPONMEWAS
THEHANDOFTHELDANDILOOKEDANDLO
AWHIRLWNDCAMEOUTOF
THENORTHANDAGREATCLOUD
WITHFI'

No fac-simile edition (like that of the Alexandrian manu-
script of the New Testament edited by Dr. Woide, and of
the Old Testament by the Rev. H. H. Baber) has ever
been executed of the precious Vatican manuscript. Durino-
the pontificate of Pius VI. the Abate Spoletti contemplate!
the publication of it, for which purpose he delivered a memo-
rial to the Pope. No public permission was ever given

:

and though the Pontiffs private judgment was not unfavour-
able to the undertaking, yet, as his indulgence would have
been no security against the vengeance of the inquisition,

Spoletti was obliged to abandon his design. 1 It is, however,
but just to add, that no obstacles were thrown in the way
of the collation of manuscripts in the Vatican for Dr.
Holmes's critical edition of the Septuagint version, of which
some account will be found in the Bibliographical Appen-
dix to the second volume.

§ 3. ACCOUNT OF ANCIENT MANUSCRIPTS (ENTIRE OR IN PART)
CONTAINING THE SEPTUAGINT OR GREEK VERSION OF THE OLD
TESTAMENT.

I. The Codex Coltonitinut.—II. 77k- Codex Sarravianus.—
III. The Codex Cotiertiaui.—IV. The Codex Cxtareus,
Jlrg-enteus, or JB.rgenteo-PwpvTtlU.—V. The Codex Am-
brosianns.—VI. The Codex Coislinitiim.i.—VII. The Codex
Ecuiliano-Faficannt.— VIII. The Codex Twicensis.

Ir is nnt precisely known what number of manuscripts
of the Greek version of the Old Testament are extant. 'I he
highest number of those collated by the late Rev. Dr. Holmes,
for his splendid edition of this version, is one hundred and
thirty-five. .Vne of them are described, as lining written in

uncial characters, and as having famished him with the most
important of the van mis readings, with which his firstvolume
is enriched: besides these he has noticed riarfy-iAra others,
written in oursive or small characters, and which have like-

wise furnished him with various lections, of these manu-
scripts the following are more particularly worthy of notice,

on account of thi it rarit) an 1 value.'

I. The Codex CoTTONiAirus is not only the moat ancient

but the most correct manuscript thai 18 extant. It w;is

originally brought from Philipni by two Greek bishops, who
pro,, ni,, | a to king Henry VIM. whom they informed

1

thai

tradition reported it to have been the identical copy which
had belonged to the celebrated Origan, who lived in the
former half of the third century. Queen Elisabeth n^yo it

to Sir John I irii in,, her preceptor in ( ire, k, who. desirous
of preserving it for posterity, placed it in the Cottonian
library. This preoious manuscript was almost destroyed by

Mm hulls, fol ii pari i p I8L, pnri ii ii 'II ' I

s Our daacrtpi ledfromDr Efolmu1! Prmfntlo «<i

Pciiuii'ui iniiii. mp ii pin,., i to the Brat returns of his erttlotl edition
of th« BepMnftOI version published »l Oxfor'1, in I79S, Mm

the calamitous fire which consumed Cotton House at West-
minster, in the year 1731. Eighteen fragments are all that
now remain, and of these, both the leaves, and consequently
the writing in a just proportion, are contracted into a less
compass ; so that what were large are now 9mall capitals.
These fragments are at present deposited in the British
Museum. 3

In its original state, the Codex Cottonianus contained one
hundred and sixty-five leaves, in the quarto size; it is writ-
ten on vellum, in uncial characters, the line running along
the whole width of the page, and each line consisting, in
general, of twenty-seven, rarely of thirty letters. These
letters are almost every where of the same length, excepting
that at the end of a line they are occasionally somewhat less,
and in some instances are interlined or written over the line.

Like all other very ancient manuscripts, it has no accents or
spirits, nor any distinction of words, verses, or chapters.
The words are, for the most part, written at full length, with
the exception of the well known and frequent abbreviations

of KC, KN, eC, 0N, for Kwr.c and Kofitr, hird, and 0kc, 0*r,
God. Certain consonants, vowels, and diphthongs are also
interchanged. 4 The coherence of the Greek text is very
close, except where it is divided by the interposition of the
very curious paintings or illuminations with which this

manuscript is decorated. These pictures were two hundred
and fifty in number, and consist of compositions within
square frames, of one or of several figures, in general not
exceeding two inches in height ; and these frames, which
are four inches square, are occasionally divided into two
compartments. Tlie heads are perhaps too large, but the
attitudes and draperies have considerable merit : and they
are by competent judges preferred to the miniatures that

adorn the Vienna manuscript, which is noticed in pp. 227,
228., infra. Twenty-one fragments of these illuminations

were engraved in 17-14, on two large folio plates, at the ex-
pense of the society of Antiquaries of London. More frag-

ments must have been preserved than the eighteen which at

present remain ; because none of those engraved are now to

be met with. 5 On an examination of the Codex Cotton-

ianus, with a view to take a fac-simile of some one of its

fragments for this work, they were found in a nearly pulver-

ized and carbonized state, so that no accurate copy could be
made. The annexed engraving therefore is copied from that

of the Antiquarian Society.'' The subject on the right hand
is Jacob delivering his son Benjamin to his brethren, that

they may go a second time into Egypt, and buy corn for him-
self and his family. The passage of Genesis, which it is

intended to illustrate, is ch. xliii. 13, II., of which the fol-

lowing is a representation in ordinary Greek characters; the

words preserved being in capital letters.

KAlTONAAF.ATONrMnv \i$m **t an
2TANTK2KATABH7EiIPOZ nt a»&f»

nON-Oal-OIMOrAnH uuiv X^r" *""

T10NTOTAN©I>nriOr-KAl uTkttiOvu T.t

' A-iEA«ONrMf!NTON iv* k-u <ra BtM

AMF.lN-Kr!!MENrAPKA0*Tl(> iitocto

MAlHTEKNflMAT.

In English, thus:

A1S0YOURBROTHEB take, and a

HIKEIioAi; AIM NTOthe ma

N'ANDMAYGDGrVE you favour be

PORETHEMANTHAT he may send bark
<i 01 RBROTHER and Benj

AMIN-A8FORMEA8 I have been be

REAVEDOFCIUI.URENIAM bereaved.

The subject on the left hand of the engraving is Joseph's
interview with his brethren in his own lions,, on iiu-ir return
mi', Egypt. Ii illustrates (Jem sis xliii. 30, 31., and is as
follows :

—

i OMalnsus BibllaChKn OatMoJanB, p 386. (folio, 1802.) Culry's C«|».
i
mss ,,, ,|,,. k,-, -, in,, ,, v nn, viii. IX.

i Tit*
i

ii weri 1 1,,11'inl source of erron In manuscript*.
i , "I II, ,,, 10 en- II Sect. VI , 1. in I inlrn

» <';>,;, Iml'ii . Mbllnfhecat Ootl ina p 966
• Win ,, Mononjenll ]">' *& It'Tiun lliilniiniraniiii Mcninnmtl foil-

tervenrfeni Soclflm A, in,), ur„,run I miuipoi 1110 cilcilila CuraviL Loildinh,

1747, folio, i„i,i. I. PI LA-

177. No VI (i VII.
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TP€ |€TO T\f TACNTCPA
[rOJA A€A UO AYTOY'KAiez H
;IC6A60UN AecrCTOTA/^vei
N€K€ IKAINlYAMCMOCTO
i^eAecDNeNeKPATercATo

K A
1
TO N AA€A^ ONVM 0>^CT^NT.eC '< jsTabh n&TrpocTTTON-OAe etMOYAtJJHT/ONTOy A IM ePUOTTOVK^

aacta^ ony^wn ton*
AM6lN-ercO Me NTAP KXQ
MAlMT €K NUJMM'

'

! J-

Hw

;' ;'$.— - M

G^HAeeMAC I^C!AeYCCOAOM<*>N
TPE'tETOrAPTAENTEPA a.mwi

TfiAAEA*nAirTOr-KAlEZH<r« k\*3/W
EI2EA0nNAEEI2TOTAMElw ucKnur

ENEKEI-KAINI^AMENOSTO Trfcirxmt

tEEA0f2NENEKPATEr2ATO-x:u im
Uaf*3"eT6 ufTWS.

In English, thus:

And Joseph was discomposed-

FORhisBOWELSYEARNED
TOWARDSHISBROTHER-ANDheSOUGht where to weep-

ANDENTERINGINTOHISCHAMBer, he we
PTTHEREANDWHENHEHADWASHED his face, and
cOMEFORTHHERESTRAINED himself- and said

Set on bread.

The larger Greek characters at the foot of our fac-simile

are copied from the third plate of Mr. Astle's work on the

Origin of Writing: they exhibit the first four words of Gen.
xiv. 17. of the same size as in the Codex Cottonianus Gene-
eeois, before the occurrence of the calamitous fire above

noticed. The loss of the consumed parts of this precious

manuscript would have been irreparable, had not extracts of

its various readings been made by different learned men,
which have been preserved to the present time. Thus the

collations of it by Archbishop Usher and Patrick Young, in

the middle of the seventeenth century, are printed in the sixth

volume of Bishop Walton's Polyglott Edition of the Bible.

Archbishop Usher's autograph collation is deposited in the

Bodleian Library, among the other MSS. of that distinguished

prelate. The principal various readings, noted by Dr. Gale,

towards the close of the same century, are entered in the

margin of an Aldine edition of the Greek version, which
subsequently belonged to the late Dr. Kennicott. But the

most valuable collation is that made in the year 1703, by Dr.

Grabe, who was deeply skilled in palaeography, and be-

queathed by him to the Bodleian Library, whence the Rev.

Dr. Owen published it at London, in 177H, in an octavo vo-

lume. Dr. Holmes has chiefly followed Grabe's extract of

various readings, in his critical edition of the Septungint, hut

he has occasionally availed himself of Archbishop Usher's

collation. 1

The Codex Cottonianus is the most ancient manuscript of

any part of the Old Testament that is extant. It is acknow-
ledged to have been written towards the end of the fmirlh, or

in the beginning of the fifth century ; and it seldom agrees

with any manuscript or printed edition, except the Codex
Alexandrinus, which has been described in pp. 2'2'2—224. of

the present volume. There are, according to Dr. Holmes, at

least twenty instances in which this manuscript expresses

the meaning of the original Hebrew more accurately than

any other exemplars.

II. III. The Codices Sarravianus (now in the Public

Library of the Academy at Leyden"), and Colbertinus (for-

merly numbered 3084. among the Colbert MSS., but at pre-

sent deposited in the Royal Library at Paris), are distinct

parts of the same manuscript, and contain the Pentateuch,

and the books of Joshua and Judges. The Codex Sarravia-

nus is defective in those very leaves, viz. seven in Exodus,
thirteen in Leviticus, and two in Numbers, which are found

in the Colbertine manuscript; the writing of which, as well

as the texture of the vellum, and other peculiarities, agree so

closely with those of the Codex Sarravianus, as to demon-
strate their perfect identity. These manuscripts are neatly

written on tnin vellum, in uncial letters, with which some
round characters are intermixed. The contractions or ab-

breviations, permutations of letters, &c. are the same which
are found in the Codex Cottonianus. These two Codices, as

they are termed, may be referred to the fifth or sixth century.

To some paragraphs of the book of Leviticus titles or heads

have been prefixed, evidently by a later hand.

IV. The Codex C/esareus (which is also frequently called

the Codex Argenteus, and Codex Argenteo-Purpuheus,

because it is written in silver letters on purpl- vellum) is pre-

served in the Imperial Library at Vienna. The letters are

beautiful but thick, partly round and partly square. In size,

it approximates to the quarto form : it consists of twenty-six

* Another collation was made by the eminent critic. Ciusius, who highly

commended the Codex Cottonianus in two dissertations pnhlistled by him
atGoltingen in 1744 and 171" Crusius's collation subsequently Oil into

the hands of Breitin°er, the editor of the beautiful edition of the Septua.

cint published at Zurich m 17D0—1733. It is not at present known what

has become of this collation.
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leaves only, tlie first twenty-four of which contain a frag-

ment of the honk of Genesis, viz. from chapter iii. 4. to chap,

viii. 2 1. ; the two last contain a fragment of St. Luke's Gos-
pel, viz. chapter x\iv. verses 21—4.9. In Wetstein's critical

edition of the Greek New Testament, these two leaves are
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was executed in the ninth century. Dr. Holmes considers it

to he a manuscript of considerable value and importance,

which, though in many respects it corresponds with the other

MSS. collated by him, yet contains some valuable lections

which are nowhere else to be found. On this account it is to

be regretted that the Codex Basiliano-Vaticanus is imperfect

both at the beginning and end.

VIII. The Codex Turicensis is numbered 262 in Dr. Par-

son's catalogue of MSS. collated for the book of Psalms, in

his continuation of the magnificent edition of the Septuagint

commenced by the late Rev. Dr. Holmes. It is a quarto

manuscript of the book of Psalms, the writing of which
proves it to have been executed at least in the eleventh cen-

tury, if not much earlier; and consists of two hundred and
twenty-two leaves of extremely thin purple vellum ; and the

silver characters and golden initial letters are in many parts

so decayed by the consuming hand of time, as to be with

difficulty legible. The portions of the Psalms wanting in

this MS. are Psal. i.—xxv. ; xxx. 1—xxxvi. 20. ; xli. 5

—

xliii. 2. ; lviii. 13.—lix. 4. ; lxiv. 11. lxxi. 4. ; xcii. 3.—xciii.

7. ; and xcvi. 12.—xcvii. 8. Several of the ancient ecclesi-

astical hymns, which form part of this MS., are also muti-

lated. It is, however, consolatory to know that those portions

of the Psalms which are deficient in the Codices Alexandri-

nus and Vaticanus may be supplied from the Codex Turi-

censis :' and this circumstance, it should seem, occasioned

the generally accurate traveller, Mr. Coxe (whose error has
been implicitly copied by succeeding writers) to state that the

MS. here described once formed part of the Codex Vati-

canus.2

§ 4. ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPAL MANUSCRIPTS CONTAINING THE
NEW TESTAMENT, ENTIRE OR IN PART, WHICH HAVE BEEN
USED IN CRITICAL EDITIONS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The autographs, or manuscripts of the New Testament,

which were written either by the apostles themselves, or by
amanuenses under their immediate inspection, 3 have long
since perished ; and we have no information whatever con-

cerning their history. The pretended autograph of St.

Mark's Gospel at Venice is now known to be nothing more
than a copy of the Latin version, 4 and no existing manu-
scripts of the New Testament can be traced higher than the

fourth century ; and most of them are of still later date.

Some contain the whole of the New Testament ; others com-
prise particular books or fragments of books ; and there are

several which contain, not whole books arranged according

to their usual order, but detached portions or lessons («*-
yiwut), appointed to be read on certain days in the public ser-

vice of the Christian church ; from which again whole books
have been put together. These are called Lectionaria, and
are of two sorts : 1. Evangelisteria, containing lessons from
the four Gospels ; and, 2. Jpostolos, comprising lessons from
the Acts and Epistles, and sometimes only the Epistles

themselves. When a manuscript contains both parts, Mi-
chaelis says that it is called Apostolo-Evangelion. Forty-six

Evangelisteria were collated by Griesbach for the four Gos-
pels of his edition of the New Testament ; and seven Lec-
tionaria or Apostoli, for the Acts and Epistles. 5 Some manu-
scripts, again, have not only the Greek text, but are

accompanied with a version, which is either interlined, or in

a parallel column ; these are called Codices Bilingues. The
greatest number is in Greek and Latin ; and the Latin version

is, in general, one of those which existed before the time of

Jerome. As there are extant Syriac-Arabic and Gothic-Latin
manuscripts, Michaelis thinks it probable that there formerly
existed Greek-Syriac, Greek-Gothic, and other manuscripts

1 The preceding description of the Codex Turicensis is abridged from
Professor Breitinger's scarce tract, addressed to Cardinal Quirini, and en-
titled, "De antiquissimo Turicensis Bibliothecee Grffico Psalmorum Libro,
Epistola. Turici. 1748." 4to.

» See Coxe's Travels in Switzerland, in Finkerton's Collection of
Voyages and Travels, vot. vi. p. 672. 4to.

3 Saint Paul dictated most of bis epistle to amanuenses ; but, to prevent
the circulation of spurious letters, he wrote the concluding benediction
with his own hand. Compare Rom. xvi. 22. Gal. vi. 11. and 2Thess. iii. 17,

18. with 1 Cor. xvi. 21.

* See vol. ii. p. 305, and note 9.

» Griesbach, Proleg. ad Nov Test. torn. i. pp. cxix—cxxii. In the second
volume of his Symbolae Critical (pp. 3—30.) Dr. G. has described eleven
important Evangelisteria, which had either been not collated before, or
were newly examined and collated by himself. Michaelis, vol. ii. part i.

pp. 161—163. part ii. 639, 640. The Rev. Dr. Dibdin has described a superb
Evangelislerium, and has given fac-simites of its ornaments, in the first

volume of his Bibliographical Decameron, pp. xcii—xciv. This precious
manuscript is supposed to have been written at the close of the eleventh,
or early in the thirteenth century. The illuminations are executed with
singular beauty and delicacy.

of that kind, in which the original and some version were
written together. 6 Where a transcriber, instead of copying
from one and the same ancient manuscript, selects from seve-
ral those readings which appear to him to lie the best, the
manuscript so transcribed is termed a Codex Criticus.

i. Manuscripts written in Uncial or Capital Letters. 7

I.—A.* The Codex Alexandrinus. See a description jl

it among the manuscripts containing the Old and New Tes-
taments in Greek, pp. 222—224. supra. Except in the four

Gospels (the copyist of which followed a manuscript of the

Constantinopolitan Recension), this manuscript is considered

the standard MS. of the Alexandrine Recension.

II.—B. The Codex Vaticanus. It is described in pp. 224
—226. Dr. Scholz refers it to the Alexandrine Recension,
except in the Gospel of St. Matthew, in which there are many
additions not found in other manuscripts of this family.

III.—C. The Codex Ephremi, or Codex Regius, 1905,
(at present 9.) is an invaluable Codex Rescriptus, written on
vellum, and is of very high antiquity. The first part of this

manuscript contains several Greek works of Ephrem the

Syrian, written towards the close of the twelfth, or perhaps
of the thirteenth century, over some more ancient writings

which had been erased, though the traces are still visible, and
in most places legible. These more ancient writings appear
to have container! the Septuagint version of the Old Testa-
ment (considerable fragments of which are still extant), and
the entire New Testament. Both were originally written

continuously ; but they were so completely intermingled,

inverted, or transposed, by the unknown later copyists of

Ephrem's treatises, as to render these venerable remains of

Scripture almost useless. 8 The chasms in the New Testa-

ment are very numerous. They are specified by Wetstein,

from whom they have been copied by Michaelis and Gries-

bach. The text is not divided into columns ; the uncial

characters are larger than those of the Codex Alexandrinus,

without accents, and the words are not divided. There are

large initial letters at the beginning of each section ; and the

text is sometimes divided into articles, not much larger than

our verses. A small cross indicates the end of a division ; a
full point below a letter is equivalent to a comma, and in the

middle to a semicolon. The Gospels follow the divisions of

Ammonius, and also have the titam, a prima manu ,- the sec-

tions of the epistles sometimes agree with the «u)vc&rus or

lessons occurring in the MSS. which are known to have been
written in Egypt. The titles and subscriptions to the seve-

ral books are very brief, without any of the additions which
are sometimes found in the Codex Alexandrinus. The Codex
Ephremi exhibits the text of the Alexandrine Recension in

its greatest purity, and numerous other indications of its

Egyptian origin. In this manuscript the disputed verse,

John v. 4., is written, not in the text, but as a marginal scho-

lion. Wetstein conjectured, that this was one of the manu-
scripts that were collated at Alexandria in 616 with the new
Syriac version ; but of this there is no evidence. From a
marginal note to Heb. viii. 7. the same critic also argued, that

it was written before the institution of the feast of the Virgin

Mary ; that is, before the year 542. But his arguments are

not considered as wholly decisive by Michaelis, who only

asserts its great antiquity in general terms. Bishop Marsh
pronounces it to be at least as ancient as the seventh century

;

Professor Hug considers it to be even older than the Codex
Alexandrinus ; and Dr. Scholz refers it, with much probabi-

lity, to the sixth century. The readings of the Codex Ephre-
mi, like those of all other very ancient manuscripts, are in

favour of the Latin ; but there is no satisfactory evidence that

« Introduction to the New Test. vol. ii. part i. p. 164.

1 In the following catalogue of Manuscript Letters of the Alphabet, A. to

U. and X. denote the references made by Wetstein, Griesbach, and Scholz,

in their respective critical editions of the New Testament, to the manu-
scripts described in this catalogue. The letters V. W. Y. Z. r. and A. de-

note the references made by Scholz alone. Where no authorities are

specified for particular manuscripts, in order to avoid the unnecessary

multiplication of references, it is proper to state that this catalogue of

manuscripts has been drawn up from a careful examination of the Pro-

legomena of Dr. Mill, Wetstein, Griesbach, and Scholz, from Griesbach's

Symbote Critical, from Hug's Introduction to the New Testament, and
from Michaelis's Chapter on "the Manuscripts that have been used in

Editions of the Greek Testament," with Bishop Marsh's supplementary

Annotations, which collectively form the greater part of the second

volume of Michaelis's Introduction to the New Testament.
« Catalogus Codicum Manuscriptorum Bibliothecae Regis?, torn. ii. p. 2.

In pp. 3—S., the compiler of the Catalogue [M. Anicet Mellot] has given an

index of the several passages of the Old and New Testament restored to

their proper order, with references to the leaves of the manuscripts where
they are actually to be found. Montfaucon (PalEeographia Grsca, pp. 213,

214.) has given a fac-simile of this manuscript, which Professor Hug sayi

is not equal in point of elegance to the original manuscript.
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It has been
,

IV.—D. The Codex Bez.e, also called ihe Codex Cantait has been corrupted from the Latin version

altered bj a critical collator, who, according to Griesbach,
[

brigiensis, is a Greek and Latin manuscript, containing the
must have lived man; yeaw aftei the time when the manu- four Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles. It is deposited
script was written, ana who probably erased many of the in the public library of the University of Cambridge, toiwbich
ancient readings. tCnstei was the first who procured extracts it was presented by the celebrated Theodore 13ez;T, in the year
from this manuscript for his edition of Dr. .Mill's Greek Tes-

lament W etstein has collated it with very great accuracy
;

and the numerous readings he has quoted from it greatly

enhance the value of his edition.

1581. Of this manuscript, which is written on vellum, in
quarto, without accents or marks of aspiration, or spaces
Between the words, the following fac-simile will convey an
idea.

81 jbi jsa

II represents the first three verses of the fifth chapter of
Saint Matthew's Gospi 1, which are copied from Dr. Kipling's
far-simile edition of the Codex Bezre, published at Cam-
bridge in 1793, of which an account is given in the Bibliogra-
phical Appendix to the second volume. We have placed the
Latin uni/rr the Greek, in order to bring the whole within the
compass of an octavo page. The following is a literal Eng-
lish version of this fac-simile :

—

Matt. V. 1—3.
ANDSEEINOTHKMULTm DBSHEWENT1 I'lNTOAYOl'NTAIN
\Mi\\ m:\m:vv ansi: nwmvr \MrroiiiM
HISDISCIPLES INDOPENINQHISMOUTH
hi r \\ (,ii ri iii:mn\\ im,

e l.(ni.i:ssr.i).i;>, /.THKi ,(M)i;i\si-rKORTHKiitsis
Till MV.IMlMi.l III \\ I \

h Centrnctrd far Spuut.
8pu, for (puuru.

The Greek Unm, nNITMATI; and the
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Sixty-six leaves of this manuscript are much torn and muti-

lated, and ten of them have been supplied by a later transcriber.

The Codex Bezae is noted with the letter D. by Wetstein,

Griesbach, and Scholz. In the Greek it is defective, from the

beginning to Matt, i.20., and in the Latin to Matt. i. 12. In

the Latin it has likewise the following chasms, viz. Matt. vi.

•20.—ix. 2. ; Matt, xxvii. 1—12. ; John i. 16.—ii. 26. ; Acts
viii. 29.—x. 14. ; xxii. 10—20. ; and from xxii. 29. to the

end. The Gospels are arranged in the usual order of the

Latin manuscripts, Matthew, John, Luke, Mark. It has a

considerable number of corrections, some of which have been
noticed by Dr. Griesbach ; and some of the pages, containing

Matt. iii. 8—16. John xviii. 13.—xx. 13. ana Mark xv. to

the end, are written by a later hand, which Wetstein refers to

the tenth century, but Griesbach to the twelfth. The Latin

version is that which was in use before the time of Jerome,
and is usually called the Old Italic or Ante-Hieronymian
version. In the margin of the Greek part of the manuscript

there are inserted the Ammonian sections, evidently by a later

hand ; and the words a c^«, tcxsc, k& xt^t, aJt o-Ihm, are occasion-

ally interspersed, indicating the beginning and end of the

AvzymTfAUTz, or lessons read in the church. The subjects dis-

cussed in the Gospels are sometimes written in the margin,
sometimes at the top of the page. But all these notations are

manifestly the work of several persons and of different ages.

The date of this manuscript has been much contested.

Those critics who give it the least antiquity, assign it to the

sixth or seventh century. Wetstein supposed it to be of the

fifth century. Michaelis was of opinion, that of all the manu-
scripts now extant, this is the most ancient. Dr. Kipling, the

editor of the Cambridge fac-simile, thought it much older than

the Alexandrian manuscript, and that it must have been writ-

ten in the second century. On comparing it with Greek in-

scriptions of different ages, Bishop Marsh is of opinion that

it cannot have been written later than the sixth century, and
that it may have been written even two or three centuries

earlier; and he finally considers it prior to all the manuscripts
extant, except the Codex Vaticanus, and refers it to the fifth

century, which, perhaps, is the true date, if an opinion may
be hazarded where so much uncertainty prevails.

Wetstein was of opinion, from eleven coincidences which
he thought he had discovered, that this was the identical

manuscript collated at Alexandria in 616, for the Philoxenian

or later Syriac version of the New Testament; but this is a

groundless supposition. It is, however, worthy of remark,

that many of the readings by which the Codex Bezae is dis-

tinguished are found in the Syriac, Coptic, Sahidic, and in

the margin of the Philoxenian-Syriac version. As the read-

ings of this manuscript frequently agree with the Latin ver-

sions before the time of St. Jerome, and with the Vulgate or

present Latin translation, Wetstein was of opinion that the

Greek text was altered from the Latin version, or, in other

words, that the writer of the Codex Bezae departed from the

lections of the Greek manuscript or manuscripts whence he
copied, and introduced in their stead, from some Latin ver-

sion, readings which were warranted by no Greek manuscript.

This charge Semler, Michaelis, Griesbach, and Bishop Marsh
have endeavoured to refute ; and their verdict has been gene-

rally received. Matthau, however, revived the charge of

Wetstein, and considered the text as extremely corrupt, and
suspected that some Latin monk, who was but indifferently

skilled in Greek, wrote in the margin of his New Testament
various passages from the Greek and Latin fathers, which
seemed to refer to particular passages. He further thought
that this monk haa noted the differences occurring in some
Greek and Latin manuscripts of the New Testament, and
added parallel passages of Scripture ; and that from this/ar-

rairo either the monk himself, or some other person, manufac-
tured his text (whether foolishly or fraudulently is uncertain),

of which the Codex Bezae is a copy. But this suspicion of

Matthiei has been little regarded in Germany, where he in-

curred the antipathy of the most eminent biblical critics, by
vilifying the sources of various readings from which he had
it not in his power to draw, when he began to publish his

edition of the New Testament; giving to the Codex Bezae,

the Codex Claromontanus (noticed in pp. 231, 232. infra),

and other manuscripts of unquestionable antiquity, the appel-

lation of Editio Scurrilis.i Bishop Middleton considers the

judgment of Michaelis as approximating very near to the

truth, and has given a collation of numerous passages of the

received text with the Codex Bezae ; and the result of his

» Bishop Marsh's Lectures, part ii pp. 30, 31.

examination, which does not admit of abridgment, is, that the
Codex Bezae, though a most venerable remain of antiquity,
is not to be considered, in a critical view, as of much autho-
rity. He accounts for the goodness of its readings, consi-
dered with regard to the sense, by the natural supposition of
the great antiquity of the manuscript, which was the basts
of the Codex Beza^ ; but while its Latinizing is admitted, he
contends that we have no reason to infer that its readings, con-
sidered in the same light, are therefore faulty. The learned

prelate concludes with subscribing to the opinion of Matthaei

somewhat modified. He believes that no fraud was intended;
but only that the critical possessor of the basis filled its mar-
gin with glosses and readings chiefly from the Latin, being a
Christian of the Western Church ; and that the whole collec-

tion of Latin passages was translated into Greek, and substi-

tuted in the text by some one who had a high opinion of their

value, and who was better skilled in caligraphy than in the
Greek and Latin languages.2 The arguments and evidences
adduced by Bishop Middleton, we believe, are by many, at

least in England, considered so conclusive, that, though the

antiquity of the manuscript is fully admitted, yet it must be
deemed a Latinizing manuscript, and, consequently, is of com-
paratively little critical value.

At the time Beza presented this manuscript to the univer-

sity of Cambridge, it had been in his possession about nine-

teen years ; and in his letter to that learned body, he says,
that it was found in the monastery of Saint Irenceus at Lyons,
where it had lain concealed for a long time. But how it

came there, and in what place it was written, are questions
concerning which nothing certain is known. The most
generally received opinion is, that it was written in the west
of Europe.
The Cambridge manuscript has been repeatedly collated

by critical editors of the New Testament. Robert Stephens
made extracts from it, though with no great accuracy, under
the title of Codex /2, for his edition of the Greek Testament,
of 1550; as Beza also did for his own edition published in

1582. Since it was sent to the university of Cambridge, it

has been more accurately collated by Junius, whose extracts

were used by Curcellaeus and Father Morin. A fourth and
more accurate collation of it was made, at the suggestion of

Archbishop Usher, and the extracts were inserted in the

sixth volume of the London Polyglott, edited by Bishop
W"alton. Dr. Mill collated it a fifth and sixth time; but that

his extracts are frequently defective, and sometimes erroneous,

appears from comparing them with Wetsh in's New Testa-
ment, and from a new collation which was made, about the

year 1733, by Mr. Dickenson of Saint John's College, which
is now preserved in the library of Jesus' College, where it

is marked O, e, 2. Wetstein's extracts are also very incorrect,

as appears from comparing them with the manuscript itself.

A splendid fac-simile of the Codex Bezae was published

by the Rev. Dr. Kipling at Cambridge, under the patronage

and at the expense of the university, in 1793, in 2 vols, atlas

folio. Dr. Harwood regulated the text of the Gospels and
Acts, in his edition of the Greek Testament, chiefly accord-

ing to the readings of the Codex Bezae ; which was so highly
valued by the learned but eccentric divine, Whiston, that in

his "Primitive New Testament in English" (8vo. .Stam-

ford and London, 1715), he has translated the four Gospels
and Acts literally from this manuscript. Dr. A. Clarke, in

his Commentary on the New Testament, has paid very par-

ticular attention to the readings of the Codex Bezae.

V. The Codex Claromontanus, or Regius 2245., is a
Greek-Latin manuscript of St. Paul's Epistles found in the

monastery of Clermont, in the diocese of Beauvais, and
used by Beza, together with the Codex Cantabrigiensis, in

preparing his edition of the New Testament. It is noted
1). by Wetstein and Griesbach in the second volumes of their

respective editions of the Greek Testament. Sabatier sup-

poses it to have been written in the sixth century ; Montfau-
con places it in the seventh century ; Griesbach thinks it was
written in the sixth or seventh century, and Hug, in the

eighth century. This manuscript is written on vellum in

uncial characters, and with accents and marks of aspiration

added by another hand, but of great antiquity. As it con-

tains the Epistle to the Hebrews, which has been added by
a later hand, it is supposed to have been written in the westnppo

till oof Europe. Dr. Mill contended that the Codex Claromon-
tanus was the second part of the Codex Bezae; but this

opinion has been confuted by Wetstein, who has shown that

» Bishop MidUIeion on the Greek Article, pp. 677—698., first edition.
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the former is by no means connected with the latter, as ap-

pears from the difference of their form, their orthography,

and the nature of the vellum on which they are written.

Bishop Marsh adds, on the authority of a gentleman who had

examined both manuscripts, that the Codex Claromontanus

contains only twenty-one lines in each page, while the Cam-
bridge manuscript contains thirty-three lines in a page ; the

abbreviations in the two manuscripts are also different. The
Codex Claromontanus, like other Greek-Latin manuscripts,

has been accused of having a Greek text, that has been

altered from the Latin ; but this charge has been satisfacto-

rily refuted by Dr. Semler. The migrations of this manu-
script are somewhat remarkable. From the hands of Beza
it went into the Putean library, which derived its name from

the family of I)e Puy. Jacques Ue Puy, who was librarian

to the king of France, and died in 165ti, bequeathed it, to-

gether with his other manuscripts, to the Royal Library at

Paris, where it is now preserved, and at present is marked
107. According to the accounts of Wetstein and Sabatier,

thirty-six leaves were cut out of it at the beginning of the

last century (it is supposed by John Aymon, a notorious lite-

rary thief of that time), and were sold in England ; but they

were sent back by the earl of Oxford in 1729. The manu-
script, therefore, is once more complete, as the covering only

is wanting in which the stolen sheets had been enclosed,

which is Kept in the British Museum, and filled with the

letters that passed on the occasion, as a monument of this

infamous theft.

VI.—E. The Codex Basileensis, B. VI. 21. (noted by
Dr. Mill, B. l.,and by Bengel Bas <*), is a manuscript of the

four Gospels, written in uncial letters, in the eighth or (more
probably) ninth century. It is mutilated in Luke i. 69.—ii.

4., iii. 4—15., xii. 58.—xiii. 1'2., xv. 8—20. ; and xxiv. 47.

to the end of the Gospels ; but the chasms in Luke i. 69.

—

ii. 4., xii. 58.—xiii. 12., and xv. 8—20. have been filled up
by a later hand. This manuscript was not used by Erasmus ;

but it was collated by Samuel Battier for Dr. Mill, who
highly valued it; by lselin, for Bengel's edition of the New
Testament; and by Wetstein, who has given its readings in

his edition, whence they have been adopted by Griesbach and
Scholz.

VII. The Codex Lai'DIanus 3., as it is cited by Dr. Mill,
but noted by the letter E. by Wetstein and * E. by Gries-

bach in their catalogues of manuscripts of the Acts of the
Apostles, derives its appellation from Archbishop Laud, who
gave this among many other precious manuscripts to the
university of Oxford, in whose noble library it is now pre-

served. It is a Greek-Latin manuscript of the Acts of the

Apostles, in which the Latin text is one of those versions
which differ from Jeroma's edition, having been altered from
the particular Greek text of this manuscript. It is defective
from chap. xxvi. 29. to xxviii. 26.

This manuscript is erroneously supposed to have been the

identical book used by the venerable Bede in the seventh cen-
tury, because it has all those irregular readings which, in his

Commentaries on the Acts, he says were in his book; and no
other manuscript is now found to have them. There is an
extraordinary coincidence between it and the old Syriac ver-

sion of the Acts of the Apostles. Wetstein conjectures, from
an edict of a Sardinian prince, Flavius Pancratius, written at

the end of this manuscript, and from several other circum-
stances, that it was written in Sardinia in the seventh cen-

tury. To this conjecture Michaelis is disposed to accede,

though Dr. Woide supposed it to have been written in the

East, because its orthography has several properties observa-

ble in the Codex Alexandrinus. But as these peculiarities

are also found in other very ancient manuscripts, Bishop
Marsh considers them as insufficient to warrant the inference,

especially when we reflect on the great improbability that a
Greek manuscript written in the East should be accompanied
with a Latin translation. It will be seen from the annexed
fac-simile,

VMftf
pXA*rjtes

6eus

viisus esT

MOSTRO

O^eedpH

rat n^Tepec

oec

LDc]>e H
TCDnj>J
HKtCJUM

which represents the chief part of Acts vii. 2., that this

Latin translation, contrary t" tin- usual airangemenl of the

Qreek-Latin manuscripts, occupies the lirsi column of the

page. Only oneword (or at the utmost, two or three words,

and thai bui seldom) is written in a line, and in uncial or

capital letters; and ihey an- so written thai each Lam word
is always opposite to Ins com ipondenl Greek word. Hence
it is evident, that the manuscript was written for the use of a

ii who was not well skilled in both languages; and as

the I. hi cupios the first column, this circumstance is an

additional evidence thai il was written in the West of Eu-
rope, « here Latin only » as spoken. For tin' satisfaction of

the English nadir, the verso in question is subjoined in 0OD>
i Roman and Greek capitals, with the corresponding lite-

ral English in a third column:

—
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4 07. The text agrees with that of the Constantinopolitan binding of other books, in the year 1218 ; as appears in a note

recension, though ifhas some readings which are common to

the Alexandrine recension.

XIII. II. The Codex WoLFH B. was also brought from

the Bast by Seidel ; it i- written on vellum, in quarto, and is

of the eleventh century. It contains the four Gospels, which,

however, are mutilated in the following passages, viz. Matt.

i. 1. to xv. 30., xxv. 3. to xxvi. :s. Mark xv. 44. to xvi. 1 1.,

Luke v. 18—33., vi. 8—'.'3., x. -2—19., John ix. 30. to x. 25.,

xviii. 2 25. and xx. 12—25. It follows the Constantinopo-

litan family, but it has many readings in common with the

Alexandrine recension.

XIV. MI., in Griesbach's notation of manuscripts of

Saint Paul's Epistles, is the Codex Coisliniakus, a very

beautiful manuscript of the fifth or sixth century, according

to Moutfaucon; but Griesbach assigns it to the seventh a u-

tury. It contains fragments of Saint Paul's Epistles, written

in uncial characters, with accents ; and was formerly kept at

mount Athos, where it was applied, as old parchment, to the

of the bonk to the binding of which it was applied. 1

XV.—I. The Codkx ( 'ottonia.ncs (Titus C. XV.), pre-

served in the Cottonian Library in the British Museum, is a

most precious fragment of the four Gospels, written in silver

letters on a faded purple ground. It is one of the oldest (if

not the most ancient) manuscripts of any part of the New
Testament that is extant; and contains,

(1.) Part of Saint Matthew's Gospel, beginning at Chapter

\\ \ I. v. 57. and ending with v. 65. of the same Chapter.

(2.) Part of the same Gospel, beginning at Chapter XXVII.
v. 26. and ending with v. 31. of the same Chapter.

(3.) Part of Saint John's Gospel, beginning at Chapter XIV
v. 2. arid ending with v. 10. of the same Chapter.

(4.) Part of the same Gospel, beginning at Chapter XV. v.

15. and ending with v. 22. of the same Chapter.

The subjoined engraving is a fac-simile of the Greek Test
of John xiv. G.

Aere iAytcdo fc

ercueiivieiHo
AXDCKXliHAKH

oyAjcepxe-jivt
TTfOCTO NTffl\

6BMHA.)GMQy
from this manuscript, of which the following is a representa-

tion in ordinary Greek characters, with the corresponding
literal English version.

AprEiATTnoii

Err.EiME.HO

A02KA1HAAH
eiAKAlHZflH

OTTAIIEPXETai

np02TONIITFA
E1MH41EMOT

SaITIIUNTOIIIMJs

i \mtiie\v
ayandtiiktru
thandthelifb
\<>M WroMKni
INTOTIIKI.TIIk
hi rm \u:

The words 1HIOT2 (Jau*), 6E02 (Gorf), KTP102 [Lord),

TIOj: (&>»), and IfiTHP (fltanour), are written in letters of

gold; the first three with contractions sinu'«ir to those in the

Codex Alexandrinus, and Codex Bezee. This pieciooi

rnent is generally acknowledged to have been . \. cutl <l Bl the

end of tie- f urth, or at the latest in the beginning of the fifth

century. Dr. Scholz, however, refers n to the seventh or

eighth century.

\ VI.—K., in the first volume of \\ . (Stein's, <iri> sbach's,

and Scbol/.'s critical editions of tie \. n Testami at, is the

Codex Cypjucs (Wrgius 63., formerly 2213., and Colbertinua

5149.}, a rhanuscript of the four Gospels, brought from the

[eland of Cyprus in the year 1637; and now deposited in tho

Royal Library at Paris, where it is at present numbered 33.

This manuscript w;is lirst collated by rather Simon.- whose
extracts of various readings were inserted by I > r. Mill in his

critical edition of the .New Testament.1 Wetstein charged
this manuscript with Latinising, but without sufficient evi-

dence. Uichaelis deemed it to be of great value, and
expressed a wish for a more accurate collation of it. That
Wish was not realized until the year 1819, when Dr. .1. M.
\. Scholz, of Heidelberg, being at Pans, subjected this ma

ipt to a very rigorous critical examination; the results

of which he communicati d to the public in his Curm Critical

in HUAoriom Tistus ESvongdtorwn ( tto. EieidelbeigB, 1820):
from this work the following particulars are abridged.

Tins manuscript is written on vellum, in an oblong quarto

size, and in excellent preservation. The uncial characters

are not round, as in most ancient manuscripts, but leaning;

they exhibit evident marks of haste, and sometimes of OalC*

li Bsnet -. iu the transcriber, and they present the same
ins as occur in the Alexandrine, Vatican, and other

manuscripts. In s few instances, sea bH are absent^ but

frequently thej an inoom etlj placed; the spirits (aspcf and

• Hug' Introduction, tot i p BB
H Ci iilqut da T« ite du Nouvewi TVMAiocnt, ch»p. x. p. 104.

•Noi i : Mi .11 i KubIcii Proli-gnm
, p IK
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lenis) are often interchanged ; and the permutations of vowels
and consonants are very numerous. Thus we meet with
*«iii»«u::» for xatpvftfxam (Matt. xiii. 44.) ; ixd-u for s>,3t, (Mark
iv. 22.); f*/3& for fxPfa (Matt, xxiii. 7., xxvi. 25. 49, &c);
tK-J'.fjom for maSopom (Luke iv. 29.) ; t:ot» for tcuto (Luke
viii. 9.) ; AkJ/kct for &*SS*i>.-t ; etafst/Jsv for tx&wScv (Matt. xxv.

5.) ; Na^wsS- for Na£aper (Mark i. 9.), &c. From the con-

fused and irregular manner in which the accents and spirits

are placed, Dr. Scholz conjectures that the Codex Cyprius
was transcribed from a more ancient copy that was nearly

destitute of those distinctions. Some of the permutations are

unquestionably errors of the transcriber ; but the greater part

of them, he is of opinion, must be referred to the orthography
and pronunciation which (it is well known) were peculiar to

the Alexandrians. To this manuscript are prefixed a Synax-
arium,' or epitome of the lives of the Saints who are vene-
rated by the Greek church, and a Menologion,' or martyrology,
together with the canons of Eusebius : to each of the three

y-~ last Gospels is also prefixed an index
|^— of the Kxpaxcua. or larger chapters. The
»eS numbers of the Ammonian sections and
i-W larger chapters,2 are marked in the

inner margin ; and the numbers of the
other chapters, together with the titles,

are placed either at the top or at the
bottom of the page. The Gospel
of St. Matthew comprises 359 Ammo-
nian sections, and 68 chapters ; that of
St. Mark, 241 sections, and 48 chapters

;

that of St. Luke, 342 sections, and 83
*~-—

_j~f
chapters; and the Gospel of St. John,

^^ ^*- 23:2 sections, and 19 chapters. The
celebrated passage in John viii. 1—11.,

concerning the woman who had been
taken in adultery, constitutes a distinct

chapter. From the occasional notation

of certain days, on which particular

portions were to be read, as well as
/*"\ ' .J from the prefixing of the synaxarion
V^ f^-* and menologian, Dr. Scholz considers

this manuscript as having originally

.been written, and constantly used, for

ecclesiastical purposes. In very many
instances it agrees with the Constanti-
nopolitan and Alexandrine recensions;
in others, with the Alexandrine alone,
and in a few instances with neither.

A considerable difference of opinion
prevails, respecting the age of the
Codex Cyprius. Montfaucon assigned
it to the eighth century ; Scholz and
Hug, to the ninth century; and Simon,
to the tenth century. Specimens of its

characters have been given by Mont-
faucon,-' Blanchini, 1 and Dr. Scholz; 5

the annexed fac-simile is copied from
that of Dr. S. : it contains part of the
first verse of the twenty-eighth chapter
of St. Matthew's Gospel, "in English
thus;

<^-

(

<s

7Z

<
'O-r

#

i INTHEENDOFTHESABBATH'ASITBEGANTODAWNTOWAR
DSTHEFIRSTZMl'OFTHEWEEK CAMEMARYMAGDALENE.

This manuscript is of considerable

importance in a critical point of view,
particularly as it affords great weight
to the readings of the best and most
ancient MSS., ancient versions, and the

fathers.6

' According to Suicer, Synararion is the nameof an ecclesiastical book
in use among the members of the Greek church ; it contains a very brief
notice of their saints, and also a concise explanation of the subject of each
festival which is celebrated. A Menologian is the same among the Greeks,
as a martyrology or calendar of reputed saintB with the Latin or Romish
church, which contains an indication (for it can scarcely be termed a
biographical notice) of the saints for every day of the month throughout
the year, and also a commemoration of those saints, ofwhom no lives are
extant, and for whom no special office is appointed. Thesaurus Ecclesias-
licus, i. .in ii. pp. 368 1108.

9 See a notice of these divisions in p. 214 of this volume.
» Paljeographia Greeca, p. 232.
4 Evangeliarium Quadruplex, part i. p. 492. plate 3. from that page.
• At the end of his Curse Criticae in Historiam Textus Evangeliorum.
" Dr. Scholz (Cur. Crit. pp. 63—65.) has given several instances of such

readings, one only of which we have room to notice. In John vii. 8. the

XVII.—L. The Codex Regius 62. (formerly 2861,
Stephani ».) is a quarto manuscript on vellum, containing
the four Gospels, and written in uncial letters, of an oblong
form, according to Wetstein in the beginning of the seventh
century, but in the opinion of Dr. Scholz, in the eighth
century. Griesbach refers it to the eighth or ninth century.
The accents are frequently wanting, and are often wrongly
placed, even when they are inserted ; from which circumstance
Griesbach and Scholz think that this manuscript was transcrib-
ed from another very ancient one, which had noaccents. Each
page is divided into two columns, and the words follow, for

the most part, without any intervals between them. The iota

subseriptum, and postcriptum, are uniformly wanting: the
usual abbreviations occur, and the letters AT and Or are some-
times written with contractions, as in the Codex Ccislinia-
nus 1. (a manuscript of the eighth century) ; and not seldom
a letter is dropped in the middle of a word :—Thus, we read
in it i-apzptji for 7rAf,*(&j>jt, tojnrtrtu for KKtf^iiffereu^ KXTf&psvcc for

xKTaf«i//;»5f, &c. &c. Errors in orthography appear in every
page, and also permutations of vowels and consonants. This
manuscript contains the four Gospels, with the following
chasms, viz. Matt. iv. 21.—v. 14 and xxviii. 17. to the end
of the Gospel; Mark x. 17—30. and xv. 10—20.; and John
xxi. 15. to the end. The waci and the Ammonian sections
writh reference to the canons of Eusebius are written in the
Codex Regius a prima manu. This manuscript harmonizes
with the Alexandrine or Western Recension. It was collated
by Robert Stephens, and by Wetstein, but more accurately by
Griesbach, with the exception of Matt, viii xviii. ; which
chapters he states that he examined in a cursory manner.
The parts omitted by Griesbach were carefully collated by
Dr. Scholz.
XVIII—M. The Codex Regius 48. (formerly 22430 is a

manuscript of the four Gospels, presented to Louis XIV. by
the Abb£ Francois des Camps, Jan. 1, 1706. It is written
on vellum, of the tenth century, and has the E usebian canons,
together with synaxaria, summaries of chapters, accents,
musical notes, the usual abbreviations and permutations of
words similar in sound. The text for the mist part agrees
with the Alexandrine Recension, but sometimes with the
Constantinopolitan, and it has a few readings which are
peculiar to K. or the Codex Cyprius. Dr. Scholz has
described it in his Biblico-Critical Travels, and collated it

throughout.
XIX.—N. The Codex Vindoboxensis, Lambecii 2., in the

Imperial Library at Vienna, contains a fragment of Saint
Luke's Gospel, viz. ch. xxiv. 21—40. It has already been
d. scribed in § IV. pp. 227, 228. of this volume. Schoiz,
after Fleischer, refers it to the seventh century ; but it should
rather seem to be of the fifth or sixth century.
XX.—O. is a fragment, torn out of some larger manu-

script, containing the narrative of the Pharisee and the Pub-
lican, in Luke xviii. : it was presented by Anselm Banduri
to Montfaucon. Only one reading has been quoted from it

by Wetstein, Griesbach, and Scholz, via. 5 >*j i*s?»«, which
has been received into the text by the two last-mentioned
editors, as well as by Schott, Vater, Naebe, Goeschen, and
Tittmann.
XXI.—P. The Codex GuELPHEnBVTAXus A. contains

fragments of the four Gospels, written on vellum in the sixth

century, which were erased in the eighth or ninth century, in

order to write several works of Isidore of Seville.

XXII.—Q. The Codex Guelpherbytanus B. is also a
palimpsest manuscript of the sixth century, containing frag-

ments of the Gospels of Luke and John, which were erased,
in order to make room for some treatises of Isidore of Seville.

XXIII R. The Codex Tubingensis is a single leaf of
thick vellum in quarto, written on both sides, in the seventh
century. It contains John i. 38—50.

XXIV S. The Codex Vaticanus 354. contains the four

Gospels with the canons of Eusebius. It is written on
vellum, in folio, by one Michael, a monk, in the year 949.

It almost uniformly agrees with the Constantinopolitan re-

cension.

XXV.—T. The Codex Borgianus 1. is a fragment of a

Codex Cyprius reads sv* »p«0*i*« which in later manuscripts is altered to

ouw-u, awAJBamw, because the celebrated antagonist of Christianity. For.

phyry. had used it as a ground of objection. With the Codex Cypriua
agree the Cambridge Manuscript, the Codices Regii. 14 (33. of Grieshach's
notaiion), and 55. (17. of Griesbach), several of the Moscow manuscripts
cited by Matthasi, the Meniphitic and Ethiopic versions, together with
several of the Ante Hieronymian versions, and among the fathers, Jerome,
Augustine, Cyril, Chrysostom, and Epiphanius. This reading alone proves
that the Codex Cyprius has not been altered from the Latin, as Wetstein
asserted without any authority.
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Greek-Sahidie manuscript of the fifth century, in quarto, con-

taining .T'hn vi. 28—07. and vii. 6—8.31. Itwas published

by Georgi, at Home, in 1789, with the Sahidic version. Its

text follows that of the Alexandrine recension.

XXVI.—U. The Codex Naniani's 1., in the library of

St. Mark, at Venice, contains the four Gospels with the

Eusebian canons. It is nearly entire, and for the most part

agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension. Dr. Birch,

by whom it was first collated, refers it to the tenth or eleventh

century ; Dr. Scholz, to the tenth century.

XXVII.—V. is a manuscript in the library of the Holy

Synod at Moscow, thus noted by Matthsi in his edition of

the Greek Testament. It is written on vellum, in octavo, and

contains the four Gospels. From Matt. i. to John vii. 38. is

in uncial Utters, of the eighth century; from John vii. 39. to

the end, is the writing of the thirteenth or fourteenth century ;

it follows the Constantinopolitan recension.

XXVIII.—W. is a fragment annexed to the Codex Regius
Parisiensis 314., containing Luke ix. 36—47., and x. 19—83.

It is written on vellum, in quarto, in the eighth century, and

agrees with the Alexandrine family. It was first collated by

Dr. Scholz.

XXIX.—X. The Codex Landshutensis, formerly Ingol-

stadiensis, is a neatly written manuscript of the tenth century,

containing the four Gospels, the text of which almost uni-

formly agrees with the Alexandrine recension. Dobrowski,

who communicated some readings from this manuscript,

referred it to the eleventh century : it was, for the first time,

collated throughout by Dr. Scholz. To the text of the Gos-

pels of Matthew and John are added commentaries taken
from Chrysostom, on John xix. 16. el sei}. from Origen and
Hesychius of Jerusalem, and on Luke from Titus of Bostra.

Many leaves are misplaced by the carelessness of the binder,

and there are numerous chasms, which are specified by Dr.
Scholz.

XXX.—Y. The Codex BiBLioTHEca: Barberinian* 225.
is a fragment in folio, of the ninth century, written on vellum.

It contains John xvi. 4. to xix. 28., and agrees with the

Alexandrine family.

XXXI Z. is the Codex Rescriptus of St. Matthew's
Gospel, in the library of Trinity College, Dublin. It was
discovered hy the Rev. Dr. Barrett, senior fellow of that col-

lege. While he was examining different books in its library,

he met with a very ancient Greek manuscript, on certain

leaves of which he observed a two-fold writing, one ancient

and the other comparatively recent, transcribed over the

former. The original writing on these leaves had been
greatly defaced, either by the injuries of time, or by art: on
close examination, he found, that this ancient writing con-

sisted of the three following fragments :—The Prophet Isaiah,

the Evangelist Saint Matthew, and certain orations of Gre-

gory Nazianzen. The fragment, containing Saint Matthew's
Gospel, Dr. Barrett carefully transcribed ; and the whole has

been accurately engraved in fac-simile by the order and at

the expense of the University, thus presenting to the reader a

perfect resemblance of the original.' The accompanying en-

graving is copied from Dr. B. s first plate.

Totag irxTHreNecicor
TOOCHN'UNHCTeTGei
CH CTHC1JHTPOUTTO
1_L AP U C TOD ICOCM <T) TTpi

K

c t ni eAG e i nathto ore er
peeHeNPiCTpiexoTa
e kttnc ^ .rionr-
cocHCp 2s,ecuNHpzinrTHC

j.TTHNAeiriiiTeiC/1 r

eBOTAH0HAiep .dTTOAT
Ci UTHTH N'

t represents the 18th and 19th verses of the first chapter of

Saint Matthew's Gospel. We have subjoined the same

verses in ordinary Greek types, with a literal version in

parallel columns.

V. 18. ToTAEirXTHrENEiTEOT
TnXHN.MNMXTSTeEl
IHSTHIMHrrOiAVTO .,

MAPIALT::l::iH<J)UriN
ITNEAMEISAITOIIET
rHHHENrAs.TriEXori.A-

ekiTnlai lor

V 19 llllH<l"iE0ANHrATTH5;
AlKAIOitlNKAIMHMEA ...

AITHNAEII MATEliAl
EBOTAHMHAAePAAIIOAT
EAIATTBN.

V. 18 NownmemTlioFjsciiTTll
C1WA8 BBIN0E8POU
HF.niHSMui I

marvtojosePIIbeforr
ULVTMSranroiTAi

POl'NDWITIICHILD

BYT1IBII0LY8PT'

V. 19. josBPIIriiKMlKulirsnAMt
MI-HTMANANnSOTWIl.l. .

TOMAKI.HI.HAl'l BLII I \ AMl'l i:

WAKMiM'ii'l*imll.\TOPCT
UBHAWAV.

Of the original writing of this manuscript, winch Dr. Bar-

ntt .-alls the Codex Vctxu, only sixty-four leave, n m in a

very mutilated state : each page contains one column; and

the columns in general consist of twenty-one lines, and some-

times (though rarely) of twenty-two or twenty-three ; the

lines are nearly of equal lengths! and consist, ordinarily, of

eighteen or twenty square letters, written on vellum, origi-

nally of a purple Colour, hut without any accents. From
these two cUCUfflStanoeB, as well as from the division of the

text, tli'- orthography, mode of pointug, abbreviations, and

from some other < siderations, br. Barrett, with great pro-

bability, fixes its age to the sixth century. This manuscript

follows il"' Alexandrian Recension. The Codex fteeemt,at

later writing (which contains several tracts of some Greek

fathers), he attributes to a scribe of the thirteenth century :

about which time it became a general practice to erase

ancient writings, and insert others m their place.-

ThMluV of lliia Ingrowing (and roiiipnralivcly Itttto known) publleUlOB
i id 8 lum M ."ii.'"in .» ' '•

' pto In

II M,. .Hi- , I Oil 1 Dublin Uoacrlpluui Optra •

Studio jnhannia Barren, S. T P. MDCCCI." It".

I, KS."

irr.-u. E

» l)r Itirn-tt'M Pi.il.^iuiu.'ua, pp. 'J— 9.
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XXXII.—The Codex Harleianus, No. 5598., is a most

splendid Evangelistarium, or collection of lessons from the

four Gospels, written on vellum in uncial Greek letters,

which are gilt on the first leaf, and coloured and ornamented

irotighout the rest of the book. It consists of seven hundred

and forty-eight pages : and, according to an, inscription on the

last page, was written by one Constantine,a presbyter, a. p.

995. To several of the longer sections, titles are prefixed in

larger characters. The passages of the Gospels are noted in

the margin, as they occur, by a later hand, and between pages
726. and 729. there are inserted ten leaves of paper, contain-

ing the series of Lessons or Extracts from the Gospels,

which are supposed to have been written by Dr. Covell, who
was chaplain to the British embassy at Constantinople, a. d.

1670—1677, and was a diligent collector of MSS. The an-

nexed fac-simile, from the third page of this precious manu-
script, represents the eighteenth verse of the first chapter of

Saint John's Gospel.

+
•

N0v^HrriCAT9<

GN0rAE12Etl
PAKEnnnoTE-_
OMONOrENHZrS
OnNEIZTONKOA
noNTornpzEKEi
NOSEHHrHSATO-

In ordinary Greek types, with a literal English version in

parallel columns, it is as follows :

—

GDNOMANHATHSE
ENATANYTIME-
THEONLYBEGOTTENSN
WHOISINTHEBO
SOMOFTHEFHRH
EHATHMADEHIMKNOWN-

The lines of this venerable MS. are not all of equal length,

some containing ten, others ten or more letters, in each line.

The same contractions of B2 for 0b; (.God), np for n*r»p

{Father), T2 for Tio; (a son), &c. which occur in all the most
ancient Greek manuscripts, are also to be seen in this Evan-
gelistarium. This manuscript, which was unknown to

Griesbach, was collated by Dr. Scholz, for his edition of the

Greek Testament. He numbers it 153, in his catalogue of

Evangelisteria.

XXXIII.—The Codex Uffenbachianus 2. (l.of Bengel's

notation, and No. 53. of Wetstein's and Griesbach's cata-

logues of manuscripts of Saint Paul's Epistles), is a frag-

ment of the Epistle to the Hebrews, consisting of two leaves :

it is at present preserved in the public library at Hamburgh.
Having been very imperfectly described by Maius, Wetstein,

and Bengel, Dr. H. P. C. Henke rendered an important ser-

vice to biblical literature by subjecting it to a minute critical

examination, the result of which he published at Helmstadt,
in 1800, in a quarto tract, with a fac-simile of the writing. 1

According to this writer, the Codex Uffenbachianus originally

consisted of one ternion, or six leaves, of which the four

middle ones are lost. It is wholly written in red uncial cha-

racters, slightly differing from the square form observable in

the most ancient manuscripts. The accents and notes of aspi-

ration are carefully marked, but the iota subscriptum nowhere
occurs : nor are any stops or minor marks of distinction to be
seen, except the full stop, which is promiscuously placed at

the bottom, in the middle, or at the top of a page, to serve as

» Dr. Henke's publication and fac-simile are reprinted by Pott and Ru-
perti, in their Sylloge Comtnentationum Theologicarum, vol. ii. pp. 1—3'2.

Helmstadt, 1801 ; from which our account of the Codex Uffenbachianus is

abridged.

a comma, a colon, or a full point. The note of interrogation

occurs only once, viz. in Heb. iii. 17. after the word p»/ua> ; but

there are scarcely any abbreviations besides those which we
have already noticed as existing in the Alexandrian and other

ancient manuscripts : the annexed fac-simile exhibits the first

four verses and part of the fifth verse of the Epistle to the

Hebrews.

4Htr^o t {Bfiift rce-rri on>AH
iftfm iduj au tti m JJct.-~

nOtKY«U€ ^tRaxfroxytp o'ttu) rTrt/

7\X\ oft A4.^H t iCRTU-ra-T^ACIHtH

HlUP U)

U

TTOYTUME^a^H t* NHJLU

EN"r i <i>-dV» tfh\K£fc*HMM o'nomIKm

v
-rwN>3Mtnrjj<*i c-m'iHtfTttVuVujNaV

g A «wr4aTOLYra£juuTHt2>.o^t)K.X\x^

EN'T'JfH'Mfu: TT>t»'r-iU>«rVT7HN!r

KDJJUNO C'tWNdTTErMUN.OCWkU^I

ki m <im ojua
r tVn\riHitkht*> te
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In English thus :

—

TlirEHSTr.ETOTItEllEBRCWS
SBTFORTHLIKKROYALLS PTKR8P \TEXT.'

IN8UNDRYPAKT9ANDDJVER8ITANNERBAN
LYGODWUOSrAKETOTUSF t'l'IIERSBY

THEFROFHETSiN rHKLASTOF
. kYSH \ ' H r IK] \' VTOH

SBYW.nSOVM IIOMIlF.IIATllcnXSTITCTEDIIEIROFA

I.l.Tlllxe.s.BYUIIi'UAI.S'illKM I III: I'HEWORLDS'

\\ II [NO rHKBRlOH rM SS0FA7SQLORYANDTHttlCX
imii:>si\ia<;k<ii insi-i kshvanDLTP
HOLDINGALLTHING6B1 I HKW ORDOFPOW
BR'WBKNBl KIMSRLFFDRIF1CATION
OFS1NSHEH A l»l\ DE-SAT
DOWNONTHERIOUTBANDOFTHEMAIE8TY
ONHIGH'SOMOCHBBTTERBEINGMA
DKTIIANTHEAM.il S.ASA MOREEX
cei.l.KX I namhtiiaxthey
HI II 1 IHOBTAI.\KD'l'c)IH'NTO\Vincn[oflhcangcls]HATHHESAIDATAXV

TIME

ii. .Ifanuscripts containing the JVew Testament or the Four
Gospels, written in cursive or ordinary Greek characters,

•which have been collated and cited by editors of the Greek
Testament (and especially by ll'etstcin and Griesbach),

who preceded Dr. Scholz, by whom their notation has been

retained, -with the exception of Numbers, 12. 87. 98. 100.

107. Ill, 112. 122. and 172.

1. The Codex Basileensis, B. VI. 27. (noted hy Bengel
Bas, >.) contains the whole of the New Testament, except

the Revelation, anil is written on vellum with accents. On
account of the subscriptions and pictures which are found in

it (one of which appears to he a portrait of the emperor Leo,
surnamed the Wise, and his son Constantino Porphyrogen-
netus), Wetstein conjectures that it was written in their time,

that is, in the tenth century. Michaelis and Griesbach have
acceded to this opinion. Erasmus, who made use of it for

his edition of the Greek Test, nt. supposed it to he a Latin-

ising manuscript, and his supposition was subsequently
adopted by Wetstein ; but Michaelis has vindicated it from
this charge, and asserts that it is entitled to very great

esteem. According to Hug, the text of the Gospels is very

different from the text of the other parts of the hook. In the

Acts and Epistles, according to Dr. Scholz, it agrees with the

Constantinopolitan Recension; and in the Gospels, with the

Alexandrine Recension.

3. The Codex Basileensis B. VI. 25. (noted hy Bengel
Bas, /3.) is a manuscript of the fifteenth century, containing

the four Gospels. Its text harmonizes with that of the ( !on-

stantinopolitan Recension. It was used by Erasmus for his

edition of the New Testament.

3. The Codex Cosendoncensis formerly belonged to a

monastery of • lanons Regular of the Blessed Virgin at Cor-
sendonck near Turnhout. It is a manuscript of the twelfth

century, containing the whole of the New Testament, except

the Apocalypse. It was used hy Erasmus for his second edi-

tion. \\ ri-iein charges it with being altered from the Latin.

4. The Codex Riant.s h|., formerly 2*(>7. (Stephaiii, y.),

is a manuscript of the four Gospels, written on vellum in the

twelfth century. It was partially collated by Robert Ste-

phens and subsequent editors, and for the first lime through*

out hy Dr. Scholz, who stales that its text is composed from
ilie \l, \anilriue and ( 'onstaiitinopolitan Recensions, but more
frequently agrees with the last.

5. The CoDM REGIUS 106., formerly 2*71 (Stophani, /.),

contains the Acts, Catholic and Pauline Epistles, and the

Gospels with Prologues ; it is written on vellum in the

twelfth century, and exhibits mixed text. Ii was collated

throughout by Dr. Scholz. Extracts from n were given by
Dr. Mill. \\ el rtein, and Griesbach.

6. The Codex Regius LIS., formerly 3426, and then 220.r>.

(Stcphani, i.), is a manuscript of the elevi nth century, writ-

ten on vellnui 10 l'.'ino. It contains the Gospel, Aels. and

Epistles, with synaxaria,* and the liturgy of Clirysostom.

To the Gospels of St Mark, St. Luke, and St. John, and to

the Epistle "i si.. I. - .iioi i he first Epistle of St Peter, ore

prefixed an argument and index of chapters; lO the remain-

ing Catholic Epistles and to those of St. Paul, only an srgu-

i Bach, Dr. Hanke haa imown, I
tBi I Lhi In erlp

iii.ti, mi, ,i p.,, I, ii.iv i i the ' i I f H [ " la] written -

mill, i, lUora of Hi-' ..in i. ni Imperial letter* patent, which were
i flranbtch

lull Ii '
I FOl li of Potl'e and HupcrU'a HylUigo

OtHBmsnUUon Theolofti
» On the Import of Una word aoc nolc 1 p. 230 tupra.

incut. This manuscript is pronounced by Michaelis to be of

very great importance : it has the following chasms, which
were first discovered by < i i i sbach, viz. Matt. i. 1.— ii. 91.:
xxvi. ,'i;i—53. ; xxvii. 26.

—

xxviii. 10. ; Mark i. 2. to the end
of the chapter; and John xxi. 2. to the end i f the Gospel.
The various readings from tins manuscript given by Koster
and Wetstein are very inaccurate. Matt. xiii. xiv.'and xv.
were the only three chapters actually collated by Griesbach.
It was collated hy Dr. Scholz, in the Gospel ofSt Matthew,
in Mark i—iv. and John vii. viii. The text is a mixed one.

7. The Codex Regius 71.. formerly 2866. (Stephaiii, c),
is a manuscript of the eleventh century, written on vellum,
and containing the four Gospels, with prologues, synaxaria,
the Eusebian canons, and figures. The text for the most
part agrees with that of the Constantinopolitan Recension,
though there also are very many Alexandrine readings. Dr.
Scholz collated it in Mark i.—vi. and John iii. s.

H. The Codex Regius 10.. formerly 2212. (Stephaiii, £.),

is a manuscript on vellum, of the eleventh century. It is cor-

rectly written, in folio, and contains the Gospels, with the

Eusebian canons, and synaxaria : it. follows the Alexandrine
Recension. Michaelis s account of this manuscript is very
perplexed : in this notice we have adopted the numeration of
Dr. Scholz, who not only saw it, but collated it expressly for

the Gospel of St. John.
9. The Codex Regius 83., formerly 2862. (Stcphani, 18.),

is a manuscript of the four Gospels, written, according to the

subscription, in the year 1 168, while Manuel Porphyrogenne-
tns reigned at Constantinople, Amaurv at Jerusalem, and
William II. in Sicily. It contains the four Gospels, with the

Eusebian canons, and synaxaria. The text for the most part

agrees with that of the Constantinopolitan Recension. Lus-
ter printed extracts from this manuscript, which were retained

in Wetstein's and Griesbach's editions : it was collated by
Dr. Scholz in Matt. i.—viii., Mark i.

—

it., and Johniv.—viii.

10. The Codex Regius 91., formerly 2865. and 2247.
(Luster, Paris, 1), is a manuscript of the four (iospels, of the

thirteenth or fourteenth century, according to Griesbach, and

of the thirteenth century according to Scholz, This manu-
script came from Greece: for the subscription states that it

was given in 1 (39 to the library of the ('annus Regular at

Verona, by Dorotbeus, a Greek by nation, and archbishop of
Mitylene, who was present at the synod convened at Florence
[in 1438] for the purpose of uniting the Greek and Latin

churches. It contains the four (iospels. with the Eusebian
canons, and synaxaria. Luster's collation is by no means
accurate: and many remarkable readings were omitted by
Wetstein, according to Griesbach, who expressi a a w ish for

its more accurate examination. Dr. Scholz collated it for

Mark i.—iv. and John iv.—viii. The text i f this manuscript,

for the most part, agrees with that of the Constantinopolitan

Recension.
11. The Cooex Regius 121. and 122., formerly 3424.

a. and 3.^ js a sma ]i octavo manuscript in two volumt s, of the

twelfth century, according to Or. Scholz, but of the tenth

century in the judgment of Montfaucon. It is neatly exe-

cuted, and contains the four (iospels with the Eusebian

canons. Roster has printed some readings from ibis manu-
script, which was collated anew by Scholz; who states that

its readings, for the most part, follow those of the ('oustaii-

tinopolilan Recension, though there are many readings pecu-

liar in the Alex Irine manuscripts.
12. The Codex Regius 'J.'in. is a ipiarto manuscript on

vellum, of the eleventh century,containing the Gospels, with
synaxaria, the Eusebian cartons, prologues, figures, and com-
mentaries. A very few insianees excepted, it agrees H itb the

Constantinopolitan Recension. It was collated for the Gos-
pels of Mark. Luke, and John, by Or. Scholz. who has sub-

stituted this manuscript for No. 12. of Wetstein's notation

(* 12 of Griesbach), in the place of threi manuscripts in the

royal library at Parts, viz. 1*5." (No. 120. infra), 85. (No.
119. tn/ro), and another manuscript, at present unknown, the

readings of winch and ibis number had been confounded

together bj \\ etstein.

13. The Coinx Rxoius 60., formerly 2244.' (Kuster, Pa-

ris, li.). is a ipiart aiiusoripl on vellum, of the twelfth

century, according to Scholz, of the thirteenth centot] to-

cording to Michaelis, ami of the twelfth or thirteenth « ntnry

act ling to Griesbach. It contains the four Gospels, with

Bynaxaria, and follows the Alexandrine Recension. It lias

the following chasms, via. Matt i. I.—ii. 81. xxvi.33—63.

xxvii. 96.—xxviii. 10., Mark LSI—45., and John xxi. 9—86,
It was negligently collated by Luster and Wetstein, and
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more diligently by Griesbach ; who, in those parts which he
collated, discovered not fewer than six hundred various read-

ings which had been omitted by Kuster. It was collated

anew by M. Begtrup, a Danish divine, in 1797 ; from whose
labours Dr. Birch 1 and Dr. Sehulz2 severally obtained nume-
rous additional various readings.

14. The Codex Regius 70., formerly 3424. and 2396.,

(Kuster, Paris, 7.), is a manuscript on vellum, very neatly

and correctly written in the year 964, as appears from the

subscription. It contains the four Gospels, with the Euse-
bian canons, figures, and the paschal canon; and follows the

Constantinopolitan text. It was collated by Scholz in Matt.

vii.—xxi., Mark i.—vi., Luke iii. iv. ix. xi., and John iii.

—ix.

15. The Codex Regius 64., formerly 2868., and afterwards

2232. (Kuster, Paris, 8.), is a very neat copy of the four

Gospels, of the tenth century, with the Eusebian canons,
pictures, and synaxaria. Extracts from it were given by
Kuster ; and Dr. Scholz collated the chief parts of the Gos-
pels of Matthew, Mark, and John.

16. The Codex Regius 54., formerly 1881., is a neatly

written Greek-Latin manuscript of the four Gospels, of the

fourteenth century. It was collated by Wetstein ; and Dr.
Scholz collated the Gospel of Mark, and select passages
from the other Gospels. The text of this manuscript rarely

departs from the received text ; but it has some Alexandrine
leadings.

17. The Codex Regius 55., formerly 2083., and after-

wards 2244., is a folio manuscript of the sixteenth century,

containing the four Gospels with a Latin version. Accord-
ing to Wetstein and Scholz, it was written in France, by
George Hermonymus of Sparta, who was Greek professor at

Paris, and the preceptor of Budanis and Reuchlin. Wet-
stein examined this manuscript, but only in a very cursory
manner, according to Griesbach, who has given more ex-
tracts from it. The Gospel of Mark, and select passages of
the other Gospels, were collated by Scholz, who states that

this manuscript very rarely departs from the received text.

18. The Codex Regius 47., formerly 2211., was written

in the year 1304; it contains the New Testament, with pro-
logues, synaxaria, psalms, and hymns. The Gospels and
Acts were collated by Scholz, who examined the remaining
books of the New Testament cursorily. Its text closely

follows that of the Constantinopolitan recension.

19. The Codex Regius 189., formerly 437., also numbered
1880., is the same manuscript which Wetstein cites as I In

Codex Regius 1869. It was written on vellum in the twelfth
century, and contains the four Gospels, with a catena on John,
and scholia on the other Gospels. The text is that of the

Constantinopolitan recension, though there are some changes
which have been introduced from an Alexandrine copy. This
manuscript was collated throughout by Dr. Scholz.

20. The Codex Regius 188., formerly 1883., was brought
from the East in 1669. It was written in the twelfth cen-
tury, and contains the Gospels, with a catena on Matthew,
and the commentaries of Victor, a presbyter of Antioch, or
of Cyril of Alexandria, on Mark; of Titus of Bostra, and
other fathers, on Luke ; and of John Chrysostom and other
fathers on John. Further, there are scholia written in the
outer margin; and at the end of each Gospel are disserta-

tions on various topics by Eusebius Pamphilus, Isidorus
Hippolytus of Thebes, Sophronius, archbishop of Jerusalem,
and others. A later copyist has supplied some omissions in

the text, as in Mark ix. 5. 37. At the end of the Gospel of
M irk, it is stattd that this Gospel was transcribed from accu-
rate manuscripts, and collated ; and nearly the same assertion
is made at the close of the Gospels of Luke and John. The
text, for the most part, follows the Constintinopolitan re-

cension; but it has many Alexandrine readings, chiefly in

those passages which have been altered by a later hand. Dr.
Scholz collated the greater part of this manuscript.

21. The Codex Regius 68., formerly 2860. and 1007.,
contains the four Gospels, which were written in the tenth
century on vellum, together with synaxaria, written on paper
by a hiter hand. Wetstein cited this manuscript only on
John viii. It was collated by Scholz on Matt i.—xi., the
Gospel of Mark, and John iv. v. vii. viii. It belongs to the
Constantinopolitan family.

22. The Codex Regius 72., formerly 2244. (incorrectly cited

by Wetstein on John viii. as No. 2242.), Colbertinus 2467, is

t Tn his Variffi Lectiones ad Textuin iv. Evangeliorum. Jttiiiu.r 1801.
a In his third edition of Griesbach's Greek Testament, vol. i. Berolini.

1827. 8vo.

a manuscript on vellum, correctly written in the eleventh
century. It contains the four Gospels, which are mutilated
in Matt. i.—ii. 2. and John xiv. 22. to xvi. 27. Some leaves
are transposed by the carelessness of the bookbinder. Its
orthography and text coincide with those of the Alexandrine
recension. This manuscript was collated by Wetstein, and
also by Scholz, who states that there are traces of readings
which were added in the sixteenth century.

23. The Codex Regius 77., formerly 2861 and 3947, Col-

bertinus 3947, contains the four Gospels written on vellum
in the eleventh century, with a Latin verson of Matthew,
Mark, and Luke i. 1.—iv. 18., which very rarely differs from
the Vulgate. It is mutilated in Matt. i. 1.—xvii. Luke xxiv.
46. to John ii. 20., and in xx. xxi. 24, 25. It follows the
Constantinopolitan recension. The chief part of this manu-
script was collated by Scholz.

24. The Codex Regius 178., formerly 2244, Colbertinus

4112, on vellum, of the eleventh century, contains the Gos-
pels with a commentary, and with synaxaria which appear
to have been added by a later hand. It is mutilated from
Matt, xxvii. 20. to Mark iv. 22. This manuscript follows
the Constantinopolitan recension ; nearly the whole of it was
collated by Scholz.

25. The Codex Regius 191., formerly 1880, Colbertinus

2259, is a folio manuscript on vellum of the tenth century,
containing the Gospel with scholia. The text is composed
from Constantinopolitan and Alexandrine copies. It has the
following chasms, viz. Matt, xxiii. 1.—xxv. 12. Mark i. 1.—vii. 36. Luke viii. 31—11. ix. 44—54. x. 39 xi. 4. and
John xiii. from the middle to the end of that Gospel. Many
leaves have been transposed by the error or carelessness of
the bookbinder ; the whole of this manuscript was collated
by Scholz.

26. The Codex Regius 78., formerly 2244. 5., Colbertinus
4078, is a manuscript on vellum of the eleventh century,
neatly and correctly written by one Paul, a presbyter, and
containing the Gospels, with a commentary and the Eusebian
canons. Its text almost always agrees with the Constanti-
nopolitan recension ; though there are many Alexandrine read-
ings. It was collated by Wetstein and Scholz.

27. The Codex Regius I 15., formerly 2863, Colbertinus

6043, in Dr. Mill's notation Colb. 1., is a manuscript of the
eleventh century, neatly and correctly written, and containing
the Gospels with synaxaria and pictures. John xviii. 3. to
the end of that gospel is written on cotton paper, in the four-
teenth century. Though this manuscript has not a few pe-
culiar readings, and such as are common to the Alexandrine
recension, yet it for the most part follows the Constantino-
politan text. It was collated again both by Wetstein, and
by Scholz. Michaelis states that in this manuscript many
readings have been erased, and others substituted in their
stead.

28. The Codex Regius 379., formerly 30
J

2
, Colbertinus

4075, (Mill, Colb. 1.) is a manuscript of the the tenth cen-
tury, not very correctly written : it chiefly follows the Alex-
andrine recension, though it has many readings which are
peculiar to the received text and to itself. It contains the
Gospels with synaxaria, and it has the following chasms,
Matt. vii. 17.—ix. 12. xiv. 33.—xvi. 10. xxvi. 70.—xxvii.
48. Luke xx. 19.—xxii. 46. John xii. 40.—xiii. 1., xv. 24.—xvi. 12. xviii. 16—28. xx. 20.—xxi. 5. 18—25. It was
collated anew and described by Scholz.

29. The Codex Regius 89., formerly 2860, Colbertinus
4705 (in Mill, Colb. 3.), a manuscript on vellum of the twelfth
century, contains the Gospels with scholia, and fragments of
the Eusebian canons. Some lost leaves in the Gospels of
Mark, Luke, and John, have been added in the fifteenth cen-
tury. Though it chiefly agrees with the Constantinopolitan
recension, it has numerous Alexandrine readings which have
been added by some corrector. This manuscript was col-

lated by Scholz in Matt, i v., and John v.—viii.

30. The Codex Regius 100., formerly 2^ ' Colbertinus

4444 (in Mill, Colb. 4.), is a manuscript written on paper in

the sixteenth century, by George Hermonymus of Sparta; it

contains the Gospels, and nut the first sixteen chapters only
of Matthew, as Mill and after him Wetstein and Griesbach
have asserted. Its text varies little from that of No. 17, and
agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension. Dr. Scholz
collated it for select passages of the Gospels.

31. The Codex Regius 94., formerly 2865, Colbertinus
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6083, is a manuscript on vellum, of the thirteenth century.

It contains the Gospels, with prayers. Many parts of this

manuscript, w hi. h win- ill .v. ii ten, have lieen erased. The
t.-xt i- that of the Constantinopolitan family: it was collated

by Scholz in select passages.

32. The Codex Regius 116., formerly 2aG0
> Colbertinus

6511, contains the Gospels, written on vellum, in the thir-

teenth century ; hut Matt. i. 1.— \. 22. xxiv. 15—30. Luke
x\ii. :{.").—.lihii iv. 30. are wanting. This manuscript was
evidently used for ecclesiastical purposes; its text is mixed,

but for the most part it follows the Constantinopolitan recen-

sion. It was collated by Scholz in select passages.

33. The Codex Rboios 11., formerly 1871, Colbertinus

•J- I I (in Mill, t'olb. 8. for the Gospels, Colb. 6. for the Acts,

and Colli. 7. for the Kpistles), is a manuscript of the eleventh

century according to Scholz, and of the eleventh or twelfth

according to Gneshach. It contains part of the prophets,

and the whole of the New Testament; the extremities of

almost all the leaves are torn, and many leaves are transposed

by the book binder. It agrees throughout with the Alexan-

drine recension. This manuscript was collated by Wetstein,

Griesbach (in Matt. i.—xviii.), Begtrup, and again through-

out by Scholz.

31. The Codex Coisliniani's' 195., is a manuscript ele-

gantly written on vellum, on Mount Athos, in the eleventh

century. It contains the Gospels with a catena, prologues, and

figures. The text closely agrees with that of the Constanti-

nopolitan recension. It was cursorily collated by Wetstein
and by Scholz.

35. Codex Coisliniani's 199., contains the New Testa-

ment, written on vellum ill the eleventh century : it has been

corrected in many places. The text very rarefy differs from
the textus receptus : it was cursorily collated both by Wetstein
and by Scholz.

36. The Codex Coisliniani's 20., is a manuscript of the

eleventh century on vellum, brought from Mount Athos : it

contains the four Gospels with the Kusebinn canons, prefaces,

and commentaries. The text agrees with that of the Con-
stantinopolitan family ; it was cursorily collated by Wetstein
and by Scholz.

37. The Codex Coisliniani's 21., of the twelfth century,

contains the Gospels with scholia, the Eusebian canons,

synaxaria, and figures. Its text agrees with the Constanti-

nopolitan recension, and was cursorily collated by Wetstein
anil Scholz.

38. The Codex Coisliniani's 200., (Stephani &.) is a ma-
nuscript of the fourteenth century, according to Scholz, but

of the thirteenth century according to Griesbach. It contains

the New Testament, except the Kpistles of St. Paul, with

figures, and is mutilated in Matt. xiv. 15.—xv. 30. xx. 11.

—xxi. 27. and Mark xii. 3.—xiii. It follows the Constan-

tinopolitan recension ; and was cursorily collated by Wetstein
and Scholz.

39. The Codex Coislinianus 23., formerly 315., was
written in the eleventh century: according to the subscrip-

tion it was present' d to the monastery of St. Athanasius on

Mount Athos in the year 1318. It contains the four Gospels
with commentaries, and follows the ( 'onstantinopolitan recen-

sion; it was cursorily collated by Wetstein and Scholz.
This manuscript was presented to Louis IX. king of France,

by the Greek emperor Michael l'al.rologns.

40. The CoDEX Coisliniani's 33., formerly 375., a manu-
script of the eleventh century, brought from Mount Athos,

contains the four Gospels, with commentaries and the Euae-

bian canons. It is defective frojn John xx. 25. to the end.

It follows the Constantinopolitan family, and was cursorily

collated by Wetstein and Scholz.

•II. The Codex CoisLunAXUS 34., formerly I II.. contains

the Gospels of Matthi w and Mark with commi ni tries, and

was written on vellum to th eleventh century. It was col-

lated by Wetstein, and again cursorily by Scholz.

13, The Codci Mi ov ei Pithoei is manuscript of the

four Gospels, the readings of « rtich were extracted by Titer

l'nhoii, ami writtl n in the margin of his copy of St, phens's

i im in of 1550. These reading! wi re eoi nnicated to Dr.

Mill bj Mr. Bernard, the purchaser of that copy ; ami from

Mill they have hen copied by Wetstein, Grieshacb, and

Tli.' Cod i Colli
i

Ii > i

;

I
i

' " BUhop "f

Mats, i" wlinm thai wara bequi irated Ohancelloi Be

foler, who died In 1673 Thcj are deecrlbed br Monl "Bib
Rouiac* ('olalinlana, ollm s.^iueriana." Paria, 1710, folio. (March'a
Mlcbacka, vol li part II p 738.)

Scholz. Amelotte, who professes to have used this manu-
script, states that it was preserved in the collect at Troyes
in bis time (the close Of the seventeenth century). Dr.

Scholz sought for it in vain in the different libraries of France,

and says that it could not be found in the city of Troyes. The
readings of this manuscript coincide with those of the Alex-
andrine recension.

43. The Codex Gr.iecus 4., in the Library of the Arsenal

at Paris, formerly called the Codex San-Magloriamis, is a
manuscript of the eleventh or twelfth century, in two volumes
4lo. : the firstcontains the Gospels with the Kusebian canons;

the second, the Acts and Kpistles. It agrees with the Con-
stantinopolitan recension ; Amelotte and Simon both used this

manuscript ; which, from the subscription to the second Epis-

tle. to Timothy, appears to have been written at Ephesus.
It was collated for select chapters by Scholz.

44. The Codex Missvanis, now in the British Museum
(No. 49 19 of the additional manuscripts), is a manuscript of

the four Gospels, of the eleventh century, which Cesar de
Missy procured from Mount Athos, and collated for Wetstein,

to whom he communicated its readings. Like all other

manuscripts brought from that mountain, it agrees with the

Constantinopolitan recension.

45. The Codex Barocciancs 31., now in the Bodleian

library at Oxford (in Mill, Bodl. 1.) is a manuscript of the

four Gospels on vellum, of the fourteenth century, with the

Eusebian canons and figures. It agrees with the Constan-

tinopolitan recension. It was collated by Dr. Mill, and after-

wards in select passages by Criesbach.

46. The Codex Baroccianus 29., (in Mill, Bodl. 2.) was
written in the fifteenth century. It contains the four Gos-
pels, with synaxaria, the Eusebian canons, and figures. It

was collated by Dr. Mill, and was afterwards examined by

Grieebach for readings on Mark xii. which, he asserts, had

been neglected by Dr. Mill.

17. The Codex Bodleianus (in Mill, Bodl. 0.) is a manu-
script of the fifteenth century, containing the four Gospels.

Archbishop Usher was the first who procured extracts from

this manuscript, which were inserted in the sixth volume of

Bishop Walton's Polyglott, whence they were taken by Mill

and by subsequent editors of the Greek Testament. It fol-

lows the Constantinopolitan recension.

48. The Codex Bodleianus (in Mill, Bodl. 7.) is a manu-
script of the thirteenth century, containing the Gospels with

scholia, and the Eusebian canons. It follows the Constanti-

nopolitan recension, and was collated by Mill.

49. The Codex Bodleianus, Roe. 1. contains the four

Gospels with the Eusebian canons, which were collated by

Mill. It agrees with the Const intinopoliian recension.

50. TheCoDEX Bodleianus, Laudianus, I). 122. (in Mill,

Land. 1.), contains the Gospels with commentaries; it was
written in the eleventh century, and follows the Constanti-

nopolitan recension. It was collated by Dr. Mill, and more

accurately by Griesbach on Mark iv.—vii. and Luke viii. ix.

This manuscript is defective from Matt. i. 1. to ix. 30. xii.

3 34, and xxv. 20—31. and John v. 18. to the end. Mark
xiv. 10. to tin- end has hern added by a later hand.

51. TheCoDEX lloni.KiAMs, Lai diam 5, C. 715., 63 (in

Mill, Laud. 2.), of the thirteenth century, contains the Acts,

Kpistles, and Go
mail

and for the"most part agrees with the Constantinopolitan

recension. Ii was collated by Mill and Griesbaph.

53. The Cow Bodlei twos, Laudiani b, C. 38. (in Mill,

Laud. ''•) was written in the year 1386, and contains the

Gospels. It follows the Constaniinopolitan recension, and
was collated first by Mill, and afterwards more accurately

by Griesbach, on Mark iii. Luke iv. v. vi. and John v. 1—5.

vii. 53.—viii. 19.

53. The I loDI \' Si i.iifni I., written in the fourteenth cen-

tury, i tains the Gospels ; it follows the Constantinopoli-

tan recension, and was collated by Mill.

54. The CoDEl Skihim '-'.. written in 1338, contains the

Gospels with synaxaris, and follows the Constantinopolitan

recension. It was collated by Mill.

55. The Codex Seldeni 3., written in the fifteenth oi-
tury, also i-.nit mis tin Gospels with synaxaria. It was col-

lated h\ Mill, sod follows the Constantinopolitan recension.

56. The Com \ LwooLMEirats 1., belonging to Lincoln

Collegi , Oxford, was written to 1502. Il contains the Gos-

• The 8eldon Manuacripla are preaorved In the Bodleian Library, at

Oiford.

pistles, and Gospels, with synaxaria and pri logw S. It has

any readings in common with the Complnti nsi.m Polyglott,
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pels, and follows the Constantinopolitan recension. It was
collated by Bishop Walton and Dr. Mill.

57. The Codex Magdalensis 1., belonging to Magda-
len College, Oxford, contains the Gospels, Acts, Epistles,

Psalms, and Hymns. It was written in the eleventh century,

and is defective in Mark i. 1—11., the Epistles to the Ro-
mans, and 1 and 2 Corinthians. It was collated by Bishop
Walton, Hammond, and Mill, and follows the Constantino-

politan family.

58. The Codex Nov. Coll. l.,in the library of New Col-

ege, Oxford, is of the fifteenth or sixteenth century, and con-

tains the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles. It was collated by
Walton, and Mill. Dr. Scholz has not indicated with what
recension this and the two following manuscripts agree.

59. The Codex Gonvilli et Caii is a manuscript of the

four Gospels belonging to Caius College, Cambridge. It

was collated by Walton, carefully examined by Mill, and
inspected by Wetstein.

60. The Codex Cantabrigiensis, Dd. 9. 69. formerly
Mori 1., contains the Gospels very neatly written on paper,
in 1297, and the Apocalypse in a more modern hand. It has
the Ammonian sections, without reference to the Eusebian
canons; and was collated by Dr. Mill.

61. The Codex Montfortianus or Montfortii, also called
Dublinensis, is a manuscript containing the whole of the
New Testament, preserved in the library of Trinity College,
Dublin, to which it was presented by Archbishop Usher. It

derives its name of Montfortianus from having belonged to

Dr. Montfort, previously to coming into Usher's possession.
It has acquired much celebrity as being supposed to be the
only manuscript that has the much-contested clause in 1 John
v. 7, 8. of which the following is a fac-simile :

oCU '

yf
i/fi/tPV ct fULpfu

pouvr if -Jlv 0(MjU/, map) A.oJoj') KacTlva alioVi

\<Jc cl>Tac otlAsj V fa" )<cU rfZS favoi/tapiv

MXp&'fw TiuVlfySfo Xa^afOp-O/.ttMupl^pWC. Tw

&Vjvd\tVY tSlKi oti'curtH. tSlV/i.juapU'pia, T>V -QioV/qU'

4LlM&fTv/)*Y$ 7TS.pl ?ou <*bo axftov.

In English, literally thus,

for there are three that bear

witn[ess] in heaven, father, word, and holy spirit, And these

three are one- and there are three that bear witn[ess] on earth,

spirit, .water, and blood' if we receive the witness of men, the

witness of God is greater, for this is the witness of God, which

he hath testified of his son.

The Codex Montfortianus is the same manuscript which
was cited by Erasmus under the title of Cocle-x Ijritannicus,

who inserted the disputed passage in the third edition of his

Greek Testament on its authority. It is written in small

Greek characters on thick glazed paper, in duodecimo, and
without folios. Dr. A. Clarke (to whom we are indebted

for the preceding fac-simile)' is of opinion that it was most
probably written in the thirteenth century, from the similarity

of its writing to that of other manuscripts of the same time.

He has no doubt but that it existed before the invention of

printing, and is inclined to think it the work of an unknown
bold critic, who formed a text from one or more manuscripts

in conjunction with the Latin Vulgate, and who was by no
means sparing of his own conjectural emendations, as it

possesses various readings which exist in no manuscript yet

discovered. But how far the writer has in any place faith-

fully copied the text of any particular ancient manuscript,

is more than can be determined. In the early part of the

last century, Mr. Martin claimed for this manuscript so early

a date as the eleventh century. But Bishop Marsh, after

Griesbach, contends that it is at least as modern as the fif-

teenth or sixteenth century. The Codex Montfortianus, he
observes, "made its appearance about the year 1520: and
that the manuscript had just been written, when it first ap-

peared, is highly probable, because it appeared at a critical

juncture, and its appearance answered a particular purpose. 2

' * Our engraving is copied (by permission) from the fac-simile prefixed

to the Rev. Dr. A. Clarke's Concise View of tile Succession of Sac red l.ilera-

ture, 12mo. London, 18117. This facsimile was traced by the accurate hand
of the late Rev. Dr. Barrett, senior fellow of Trinity College ; by whom Dr.
Clarke's engraving was collated with the original manuscript, so as to

represent it with the utmost fidelity.

» " Erasmus had published two editions of the Greek Testament, one in

1616, the other in 1519, both of which were without the words that begin
Willi tv tw ovpjtvw, and end with tv t* y>>, in the disputed clause in 1 John v.

7, 8. This omissio?!, as it was called by those who paid more deference lo

the Latin translation than to the Greek original, exposed Erasmus to much
censure, though, in fact, the complaint was for non-addition. Erasmus,
therefore, very properly answered, ' Addendi de meo, quod Grrecis deest,
provinciam non susceperam.' He promised, however, that though he could
not insert in a Greek edition what he had never found in a Greek manu-
script, he would insert the passage in his next edition, if in the mean time
a Greek MS, could be discovered which had the passage. In less than a
year afler that declaration, Erasmus was informed that there was a Greek
MS. in England which contained the passage. At the same time a copy of
the passage, as contained in that MS., was communicated to Erasmus : and
Erasmus, as he had promised, inserted that copy in his next edition, which
was published in 1522."

Vol. I. 2 H

But, whether written for the occasion or not, it could not
have been written very long before the fifteenth century

;

for this manuscript has the Latin chapters, though thejc^«\a/*
of Eusebius are likewise noted. Now the Latin chaph its

were foreign to the usage of the Greek Church, before the
introduction of printed editions, in which the Latin chaplirs
were adopted, as well for the Greek as for the Latin Testa-
ment. Whatever Greek manuscripts therefore were wri:

with Latin chapters, were written in the West of Europe,
where the Latin chapters were in use. They were written

by the Greeks, or by the descendants of those Greeks, wl
fled into the West of Europe, after the taking of Constanti-
nople, and who then began to divide their manuscripts ac-

cording to the usage ot the country, in which they fixed

their ahode. 3 The Dublin manuscript, therefore, if not writ-

ten for the purpose to which it was applied in the third

edition of Erasmus, 1 could hardly have been written more
than fifty years before. And how widely those critics have
erred in their conjectures, who have supposed that it was
written so early as the twelfth century, appears from the fact

that the Latin chapters were not invented till the 13th cen-

tury. 5 But the influence of the Church of Rome in the

composition of the Dublin manuscript, is most conspicuous
in the text of that manuscript, which is a servile imitation of
the Latin Vulgate. It will be sufficient to mention how it

.

follows the Vulgate at the place in question. It not only

agrees with the Vulgate, in the insertion of the seventh
verse : it follows the Vulgate also at the end of the sixth

verse, having ym«, where all other Greek manuscripts
have mu/*a: and in the eighth verse it omits the final clause

which had never been omitted in the Greek manuscripts, and
was not omitted even in the Latin manuscripts before the

thirteenth century. 6 Such is the character of that solitary

manuscript, which is opposed to the united evidence of all

former manuscripts, including the Codex Vaticanus, and the

Codex Alexandrmus." 7 Upon the whole, it does not appear

that the date of the Codex Montfortianus can be earlier than

the close of the fifteenth century. The uncollated parts of

this manuscript were collated by the late Rev. Dr. Barrett,

' "There are three Greek manuscripts with the Latin chapters in the

University Library at Cambridge, marked Hh. 6. 12. Kk. 5. 35. and LI. 2. 13.

That which is marked LI. 2. 13 . and is evidently the oldest of the three, was
written at Paris by Jerom of Sparta, for the use and at the expense of a

gerson called Bodet, as appears from the subscription to it. Now Jerom ol

parta died at the beginning of the sixteenth century."
« " The third edition of Erasmus has 1 John v. 7. precisely in the wortia

of the Dublin MS."
« See p. 213. supra.
6 "Here there is an additional proof, respecting the age of the Dublin

MS."
1 Bishop Marsh's Lectures, part vi. pp. 23—2G. See also his letters to

Mr. Archdeacon Travis. (Leipzig, 1795, 8vo.) Pref. pp. xvii. xviii xxiii. in the

notes, Michaelis, vol. ii. pari i. pp. 281—287. part ii pp.755 -759. Dr. A.

Clarke's Succession of Sacred Literature, pp. 86—92.
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of Trinity College, Dublin, with Wetstein's edition of the

Greek Tesl imenl ; beginning w ith Rom. ii. and ending with
the Apocalypse) including also a collation of the Acts of the

Apostles, from chap. xxii. -27. to chap, xxviii. '2. This col-

lation, comprising thirty-live traces, forms the thinl part of

Ins fac-simile edition of the Codex Rescriptus of St. Mat-

thew's Gospel.
62. The Codex Cantarrigiensis K. k. 5. 35., formerly

belonging to Henry Googe, is a manuscript of the Gospels,

written on paper in the fifteenth century. Its readings were
first printed in the London Polyglott, whence they were
copied by Mill, Wetstein, Griesbach, and vScholz. It fol-

lows the Constantinopolitan recension.

63. Tin l 'omcx UssERii 1., now in Trinity College, Dub-
lin, where it is marked I). -20., is a folio manuscript on vel-

lum, containing the four Gospels with commentaries. It

agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension. Some ex-

tracts from this manuscript wire given in Bishop Fell's edi-

tion of the New Testament, in the Gospels of Luke and
John. It was collated for Dr. Mill on all the Gospels by
Richard Bulkley. Wetstein suspected that this manuscript
is the same as the preceding, which Griesbach remarks is

scarcely probable.

64. The Codex Usrerii 2., also in Trinity College, Dub-
lin (F. 1.), formerly belonged to a Dr. Goad. It is a manu-
script on vellum, in 8vo. containing the Gospels, and agrees

with the Constantinopolitan recension. Mill and Wetstein
conjectured that this is the same manuscript which Bishop
Walton quotes in the sixth volume of the London Polyglott

by the abbreviation Km. as belonging either to Emanuel
College, Cambridge, or perhaps to some fellow of that Col-
li <_u'. This, however, is far from being certain. Wetstein,

Griesbach, and Scholz, have severally omitted the readings

of the manuscript Em. Henry Dodwell gave extracts from

this manuscript to Bishop Fell ; and Richard Bulkley, to

Dr. Mill.

05. The Codex Harleianus 5776., formerly cited as Co-
vellianus 1., is one of live manuscripts, brought from the

East by Dr. John Covell : it contains the Gospels, with the

Eusebian canons and prologues, and was collated by Dr.

Mill. Griesbach merely says that it is not very ancient.

Scholz refers it to the thirteenth century.

66. The Codex Tiiomjf. Gai.k, contains the Gospels with

synaxaria, part of the Eusebian canons and scholia. It

agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was col-

lated by Mill. No age has been assigned to this manuscript.

67. The Codex Hcntingtonianus '2., now in the Bod-
leian Library, is a manuscript of the eleventh century, which
was brought from the East by Dr. Robert Huntington. It

contains the Gospels, and is imperfect from John vi. G4. to

the end. This manuscript was collated by Dr. Mill.

68. The. Codex Whei.eui L, now belonging to Lincoln

College, Oxford, was brought from tin- Bast by Sir George
Winder. It contains the Gospels with the Eusebian canons,

and was collated by Dr. Mill. Michaelis states that it was
written in the year 1502.

69. The Codex Leicestrensis derives its name from be-

ing the property of the Corporation of Leicester:' it is a

manuscript of the whole New Testament, written by a mo-
dern hand, partly on paper, and partly on vellum, chiefly the

former, and is referred by Wetstein and Griesbach to the.

fourteenth century. It is noted by Dr. Mill by the letter L.,

in the first part of Wetstein's New Testament, Codex Gil.

;

in the second, 37. ; in the third, 31. ; and in the fourth, II.;

and by Griesbach, GO. The book of Acts is inserted between

the epistle to the Hebrews and that of Saint James. This
manuscript is defective from the beginning as far as Matt,

xviii. 1.")., and has also the following chasms, viz. Acts x.

45. xiv. 7. Jude 7. to the end of that Epistle, and it con-

cludes with part of Rev. xix. It has many peculiar readings

;

and in those which are not nonfilled to it, this manuscript

chiefly agrees with D. or the Codex Cantabrigiensis : it also

harmonizes in a very eminent manner with the old Syrian

i In a rriliiiin> nn 1 lie BOCOnd adMou oftiua wnrk. in tha BclacUC lt< vi, u

f. i Juiauy.lSB (ml nU. N. 8. p. SB.)) it is Kt.it- .t iii o when the wrttoi

,.f that ..in. It made inquiry roepecunjj Lhi Codej I trenala, It mi no

longer '" be I id In fne Ubivy oi the. Town BUI " Lerieeeter Anxious,

f.»r iti'' into, i i lerad Uuui towonrudn the reed t." ', the utfnoi
of Itie (iri'M-iil W'.rk r.Fjti. -I'll Mr < 'ntiiln- Oui ii-nl t k irll.i .1! tli.it

pi i.. wIm.mi Ik' din. iri.Hiiy n.iik.'s in'. eknowtodgmehU> to make the
r...(-ioit.- in-. .- a o-.ii Tha result of Mr Comba-i taJ reeaan
•linl tht Oodet /' ' ' ' ' " tit ih "I'll rnirfulltj jirrnrrrnl. Mr Intlli-i

i mi ni ii (which had I n drawn up from the

nottcea ol Wei lein and MUchaall I with the nanaiortpl iwolf, and Lhlacol-

iMl.ui Imi enabled Mm to Inak' » >» . * l»- K. riptmn ahnvr i;i\cn lllnlc i_- on j.l it .-

us w II an inure correct. JrVotc to the third edition.]

version; and, what further proves its value, several readings,
which Dr. Mill found in it alone, have been confirmed by
other manuscripts that belong to totally different countries.
The ( 'odex la icestrensis was first collated by him, and after-

wards more accurately by Mr. Jackson, the learned editor of
Xovatian's works, whose extracts were used by Wetstein.
There is another and still more accurate transcript of Mr. J.'s

collation in his copy of Mill's edition of the Greek Testament,
which is now preserved in the library of Jesus College, Cam-
bridge, where it is marked O, e, l.2

70. The Codex Cantarrigiensis LL. 2. 13., now in the
library of the University of Cambridge, formerly belonged to

a Mr. Bunckle, and afterwards to Bishop More. It contains
the Gospels, and was written in the fifteenth century, at

Paris, by George Hersionymns, of Sparta, from whom we
have a few other manuscripts of the Greek Testament. It

was collated by Mill, and perhaps by Wetstein.
71. The Codex Ei'tiKsirs (so called because it had formerly

belonged to a bishop of Ephesus) is now in the archiepisco-

pal library at Lambeth, to which it was presented by Thomas
IVaheme, together with a collection of its various readings3

which were printed by Mill. It was written in 1 166, and
contains the Gospels with scholia. For the most part it

agrees with the Constantinopolitan family.

72. The Codex Harleianus 5617., formerly cited as
Johnsnnii (from T. Johnson, a bookseller, who lent it to

Wetstein for collation before it was sent into England), is a
very elegantly written manuscript on vellum, of the eleventh
century, which contains the four Gospels, with a catena on
Matthew, and various readings on Matthew and Luke. It

frequently agrees with the Alexandrine recension.

73. The Codex Wakii 1.. which formerly belonged to Dr.
Wake, archbishop of Canterbury, is now in the library of
Christ's College, Oxford. It contains the Gospels, written

in the eleventh century, with the Eusebian canons.

71. The Codkx Wakii 2., also belonging to Christ's Col-
lege, Oxford, isa manuscript, containing the Gospels, written

on Mount Athos, in the thirteenth century. It is imperfect

in Matt. i. 1— 14. v. 30.—vi. 1. Both this and the preceding
manuscript were collated by the Rev. John Walker, for \\ et-

stein.

75. The Codex Gknevensis 10., written in the eleventh

century, contains the Gospels with prologues, the Eusebian
canons, and figures. The text agrees with the Constantino-

politan family : it has a few readings in common with other

manuscripts, especially No. 6. (see p. '23s. supra.) Wetstein

says that he saw it in the year 1714. Scholz collated it in

some select passages; and Professor Cellerier, of ( lYncvu,

also specially collated Matt. i.

—

xviii., and Mark i.—v. for

his critical edition of the Greek Testament.

76. The Codex C-esareis Vindobonensis fin Lamhecius's
catalogue 28.) contains the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles, with
prologues, synaxaria, and figures. It was written in the

eleventh century, and was collated by Gerard Von Maes-
tricht, and most accurately by Alter.

77. The Coon Cesarev'S Vindobonensis (in Lambecius
29., and in Nessel's catalogue 111.), is a manuscript of the

eleventh century, very neatly and Correctly written, contain-

ing the Gospels, with commentaries, the Eusebian canons,

prologues, figures, paintings, and synaxaria, which last have

been added by a more recent band. It was collated by Alter.

78. The (odex Carpv.uvianus was formerly in the pos-

session of John Gottb.b Carpzov, of Leipzig, on the death of

whose grandson, at 1 lolin-iailt. it was purchased bv Nicholas
Siguier Jniioovich, of Vutlass, in Hungary, whither it was
talon. Ii contains the ( iospels, written in the twelfth century

according to Griesbaoh ; and almost always agrees with the

( 'iiiistatuiiiopoliian recension. Dr. Boomer collated it for

buster's edition of Mill's Greek Testament; and Scholz col-

lated it in select passages for his edition.

70. The Cosn GaWRSIl Douu (by whom it was brought

from Constantinople) was seen by Gomel at Leyden, on the

eighth chapter of Saint John's Gospel. Scholz conjectures

'Mchaalla, tot ft. parti, pp.DM W. partll pp 749,780 ninimn Marsh
tin oopj of MiU'aG k Taet in. with Jackwin'K iii.irjoiml read-

ings, is i, ireaaura of aacrnd erfticlam, which deeerredlo be conunnnleaied
in tin. public h oonuuna the result of nil Ida taboora in thai branch "t

lileraturi . II euppUea man? oftbe detect* ol Mitt, and correct* many of hie
i . and, beaidea quotalftona from manuecrtpta and ancleni version^ it

runinms i bo] i coUeetion -a raadfnfa from many "i ii,. nuhei . whli h

IthaitoDaan very unperfecUj coUatod, or wholly ni ibid.

i. r.Mi

Ttaherne'a or Tmheron's Manuecrlpi I'nii... imn a \ o It- .irtlnga,

n- in 1 1
1.

• r.-ili-x Eplicsiim, is now in the lirillhli Museum, among tho Burncy
MS8 No. '21.
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that it is the Codex Lugdunensis Batavorum 74. It contains

the Gospels with a Latin version, and is imperfect.

80. The Codex Gr^evii formerly belonged to the celebrated

critic John George Graevius, and afterwards to the Rev. John
Van der Hagen. It contains the Gospels, written in the

twelfth century. According to Wetstein, who saw it, this

manuscript was collated by Bynarns in 1691.

81. Certain Greek manuscripts, which are mentioned in a

revision of the Latin Bible, written in the thirteenth century.

82. Certain Greek manuscripts cited by Laurentius Valla

in his remarks on the Latin New Testament. As he has

given no description of them, and has not distinguished the

readings of one manuscript from those of another, it is impos-
sible at present to ascertain them : Bishop Marsh, who is

followed oy Dr. Lotze in his edition of Wetstein's Prolego-

mena, supposes that they are still preserved in some of the

libraries of Italy. The various readings extracted by Valla

are such as are generally found in manuscripts of the least

antiquity and the least value.

83. The Codex Monacensis 518. (Augustanus 1. of Ben-
gel's, Wetstein's, and Griesbach's notation), is a neatly and
accurately written manuscript, of the eleventh century, con-

taining the Gospels, with synaxaria. It follows the Con-
stant nopolitan recension. This manuscript is described by
Ignatius Hardt in his catalogue of Greek MSS. at Munich

:

it was collated in select passages by Scholz.

84. The Codex Monacensis 508. (Augustanus 2. in Bengel,

Wetstein, and Griesbach), is a manuscript of the twelfth

century, also described by Hardt, and collated in select pas-

sages by Scholz. It contains the Gospels of Matthew and
Mark, and is imperfect in Matt. i. 1— 18. xiii. 10—27. xiii.

42.—xiv. 3. xviii. 25.—xix. 9. xxi. 33.—xxii. 4., and in Mark
vii. 13. to the end. It follows the Constantinopolitan text.

85. The Codex Monacensis 509. (Augustanus 3.) contains

only some loose leaves of the four Gospels, on vellum, writ-

ten in the thirteenth century ; it follows the Constantinopo-

litan recension, and is described by Hardt. Dr. Scholz
collated it anew for his edition.

80. The Codex Posoniensis, also called Byzantinus, be-

cause it formerly belonged to the Emperor Alexius Comne-
nus, was written at least before the year 1183. It contains

the Gospels, with the Eusebian canons and prologues, and
was collated by Bengel.

87. The Codex Trevirensis formerly belonged to Cardi-

nal Cusa ; it contains the Gospel of St. John with a catena,

written in the twelfth century. Cordier (or Corderius)

printed it in his catena of Greek Fathers on that Gospel. It

follows the Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated

by Scholz, who has numbered it 87., in the place of the

Codex Mosquensis (Mattha-i v.) which he has numbered
250., infra.

88. The Manuscript cited by Joachim Camerarius, in his

Annotations on the New Testament, as being ancient. It

contains the Gospels. Wetstein says that it is like those

which he has described under the numbers 03., 72., and 80.

(See pp. 24-2, 243. supru.)

89. The Codex Gottingensis, formerly called Gehlianus,

from its possessor, A. G. Gehle, was written in 1100, and
contains the Gospels, the text of which agrees with the Con-
stantinopolitan recension. It was collated by Gehle in 1729,

and again by Matthau, who numbers it 20.

90. The Codex Joannis Fabri, Daventriensis, was written

by John Faber, a Dominican monk, of Deveuter, who in the

sixteenth century copied it from a manuscript written in the

year 1293. It contains the four Gospels, Pauline Epistles,

Acts, and Catholic Epistles. The Epistle of Jude is written

twice, and from two different copies. Faber collated this

manuscript with a very ancient copy which had belonged to

John Wessel of Gromngen, to whom it had been presented

by Pope Sixtus IV. Faber's manuscript was collated by
Griesbach.

91. The Codex Perronianus, which formerly belonged to

Cardinal Perron, contains the four Gospels, which Montfau-
con refers to the tenth century. He communicated the ex-

tracts which were inserted by Dr. Mill.

92. The Codex Andrew Faeschii 1. derives its name
from Andrew F'aesch, secretary of the republic of Basle, its

proprietor. It contains the Gospel of Mark with the com-
mentary of Victor, and a commentary on the Catholic Epis-
tles, it was collated by Wetstein, who has not specified

its age.

93. The Codex Gravh contains the Gospels. It is cited

by Vossius on the genealogy of Christ, recorded in Luke iii.

94. The Codex Andrew Faeschii 2. contains the Gospels
of Mark and Luke, with a commentary. It was collated by
Wetstein.

95. The Codex Lincolniensis 2. is a manuscript of the
tenth or eleventh century, containing Luke xi. 2.—xxiv. 53.,
and the Gospel of John (with the exception of three leaves),
with a commentary extracted from the writings of the fathers.

It follows the Constantinopolitan recension. This manu-
script was collated by Dr. Mill, and on John v.—vii. by the
late learned Professor Nicoll for Scholz.

96. The Codex Bodleianus, A. 3. 37., was written by
John Trithemius, abbot of Spanheim, in the fifteenth cen-
tury. It contains the Gospel of John, the text of which ap-
pears to coincide with that of the Alexandrine recension. It

was collated by Walton and Mill, and again, on John iii. and
iv., by Griesbach.

97. The Codex Hirsaugiensis, a manuscript of St. John's
Gospel, written in 1500 by one Nicholas, a monk of Hirsau,
who seems to have copied it from Trithemius's manuscript
(No. 96.), with which it agrees. Scholz asserts that Mi-
chaelis and Griesbach (who followed him) are in error, when
they designate this manuscript as the Codex Giessensis et
Urfenbachianus, because it never belonged to the library of
the university at Giessen, or to UfFenbach's library. Dr. S.,
however, appears himself to be mistaken. Bengel, who made
use of this manuscript, expressly says that it was communi-
cated to him by Z. C. von UfFenbach ; and a manuscript has
been discovered by Professor Schulze, in the university library
at Giessen, which had formerly belonged to UfTenbach, and
had been collated by Maius, whose extracts are likewise pre-
served in that library. The identity, therefore, of the two
manuscripts seems to be sufficiently ascertained. Bishop
Marsh, likewise, compared the extracts from the Codex
Giessensis with Wetstein's quotations from the Codex Hir-
saugiensis, and found that their readings are not contradictory
to each other. 1

98. The Codex Bibliothecs: Bodleianje, E. D. Clarkii
4., is a manuscript brought from the East by the Rev. Dr. E.
D. Clarke : it contains the four Gospels, with figures, and
seldom departs from the received text. Scholz, who collated

it in Matt. vi. ix. x., and Luke iv. v. vi., has numbered ibis

manuscript 98., in place of the Tubingen fragment which
Griesbach has noted with the letter R.

99. The Codex Lipsiensis, in the library of St. Paul (No.
18. of Matthan's notation), is a manuscript of the sixteenth
century collated by Matthari, and containing Matt. iv. 8.

—

v. 27. vi. 2.—xv. 30. and Luke i. 1— 13., with fragments of
synaxaria. Scholz has substituted this manuscript in place
of the Codex Rutgersii, used by Daniel Heinsius in his
Exercitatiories Sacra;, which is noticed infra, under No. 155.

100. The Codex Eubeswaldianus is a manuscript which
formerly belonged to Baron Paul, of Eubeswald. It was
used by Wagenseil ; a reading has been taken from it in John
viii. 6. Scholz is of opinion that it is, most probably, the
same manuscript on vellum which is now preserved in the
university library, at Pesth in Hungary. He describes it as
containing the Gospels, written in the tenth century, with
index of chapters, the Eusebian canons, synaxaria, and
scholia, added by a later hand on paper. The text follows
the Constantinopolitan recension. Some later hand has also

added numerous corrections.

101. The Codex Uffenbachianus 3. contains the Gospel
of St. John, written in the sixteenth century. Its text agrees
with that of the Constantinopolitan recension, and almost
uniformly with that of the printed editions. Bengel thought
that it was transcribed from some Basle edition ot the New
Testament.

102. The Codex Medicsus is an unknown manuscript,
from which some unknown person wrote extracts in the mar-
gin of Plantin's edition of 1591. These extracts were printed

by Wetstein. This manuscript contains fragments from Matt.

xxiv. to Mark viii. 1.

103. The Codex Regius 193, is a folio manuscript of the

eleventh century, which formerly belonged to Cardinal Ma-
zarine. Scholz is of opinion that this is the same manuscript

from which Emeric Bigot communicated a few extracts to

Courcelles or Curcellams. It follows the Constantinopolitan

recension, and was cursorily collated by Scholz.

104. The Codex Vignerii is a manuscript of the tenth

century, containing the four Gospels. It was collated by
Bigot, whose extracts were printed by Wetstein.

i Ben^elii Apparatus Criticus, p. 9. Marsh's Michaelis, vol. ii. part ii-

p. 716.
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105. The Codex Khnkkiam - is a very neat manuscript of
|
ecclesiastical Tear, and a menolotryof the Creek church. <\ll

New Testament in quarto, formerly in the possession of these additions (as appears firum note appended] were
llieronymus Ebnai von Bschenbach 'it' Nuremberg, tram written \. \l. 6999, corresponding; with the year 1391 of our
whom tion is derived: it_is now the property of the computat by one Joasaph, a caHigraphist The book is
I Diversity of I Ixford, and is deposited among the other pre- bound in massy silver covers, in the centre of which (hi Ri -

manuscripts preserved in the Bodleian library. I'hc dceiner of the worldlis represented Bitting on a throne, and in
Codi \ Kbnerianus contains 1J."> leaves of vellum, and was the act of pronouncing a blesaing. Above bis bead is the
written in the twelfth century. The whole of the N. w T, -- following inscription, in square letters, exhibiting the style
tamenl is comprised in tins volume-, excepting the Hook of in which the capitals are written :—tetm iMyimtm
Revelation: each page contains 27 lines, at equal distances, y-.» v.*%imt \ip.m/*!.r rwuU/ui ««i m mum turtv. "Lord, bless
excepting thosi in winch the different books commence, or the leasl of thy servants. Hieronymus Gulielmus, and his
which rated with illuminations. At the beginning family." Of the style of writing adopt) d in the body ol the
of the manuscript there has been added a table of the ordi t of manuscript the annexed engraving will afford a <

reading the four (o.spels, yearly; which is followed by three and at the same time exemplify the abbreviations frequent in
other tables of lessons tor particular days and seasons of the Greek manuscripts of the tw< Ifth and thirteenth cental

\J al^jryv "H °/-°\S I<pu-o/-o l^oc Mp -trrt^/?c,5 H OIJ

l^ou 6 a- n'w o'f-o-^ a o'vTo rr. m'p by °-^fy^ -rrr^pc-

-TP h H ® -rtrajiTai ej\a{/To u O V^V %* ^S^P p,(
„

cLi/Tbu <$/6v§~o6u £t en > Q r% rope|i»orjf«L*Jr

^ (5 <p ciJc cp th criu)Tla Cpat'ptf' KoxhoUo

Tt'cu a-xsro <AjJCLn-6^aj e &H 'O <^6y <T° >+«°e

-rot xj-a-f-^fJ oc "W^-pa- O • opo «-«J an-coi ou

>iuN<r o ouToc,H\r3£H£icxt_apTv^pio4>. V\t ^
j_»_a-p fo pH en* "W^rQi. ttju cp CD To C • l\Ja.TTCL\J

T6r ' 'UJi cj-^-o-to en (/]* tjjr -rr3u a ^^I^h p e Ktt'p 0O~

MP d<pc«5c, >^ipa/*AxtpTupH'rxH TT^p^TPoo cf>or

To C* «H <J>Cpeec 3
V

cv."eiH°F , 6 cjxxflYO 4
,

<HE> /< o u>ud n/» , J<eu. o u-o op— c/] <*f I u t5

Tin- f.ic'nmlo comprises tin' first tin verses of the first

chapter of Saint Johns (iospel : the abbreviations, though
numerous, being uniformly the same, do not interpose

any material lltbcully to the ea-v perusal ..I the tnaniiscnpt.
Wetstein, though he has admitted it Into his catalogue, has
made use of it only m the eighteenth chapter of Saint John's
Gospel; Bchqlz, who has bneny noticed mil manuscript, did

it. Michaelia has classed it amono th.

w Testament. 1 It is to be hlated manuscripts of the New '

hoped

• Woutoin, NT i . gp Harsh1! HehaaBs, vol H. part I n
JOB. De Murr • Memorabilia Uibllo0>c«! Norlrubcrgciula, put If. pp. 100

that some learned member of the I uiv. rsity of Oxford will

publish a collation of nil the various readings which may be
found in this manuscript.

nn'p. The Codex \\ im in i n im s derives its name from
its owner, an Karl of \\ inohelsea. This manuscript com.mis
tin lour Gospels, and w.i^ uriiien in the tenth centun .

taxi tor the most part agrees with that of the Alexandrine
recension. It was collated by J. Jackson, whose extracts

i

i

Willi ', w|,|, I, »o HI Ul
niiii'imiriuii point ol vn-w. Our uc wuiiilc 15 oopti 't' Muffr's
plalca.
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Caisar de Missy communicated to Wetstein, by whom they

were printed.

107. The Codex Bibliothec/E Bodleianje, E. D. Clarkii

6., contains the Gospels, which are written by different

bands: it rarely departs from the received or Constantino-

politan text. It was collated by Scholz, in Matt. vi. ix. x.,

Mark v. vi., Luke iv. v. vi., and John v. vi. Dr. S. has

substituted this manuscript for No. 107. of Wetstein's and

Griesbach's notation, it being the same which they have
numbered -201.

108. The Codex Parrhasii formerly belonged to Aulus
Janus Parrhasius : it is now in the imperial library at Vienne.'

it is in two volumes, folio, written in the eleventh century,

and (in Scholz's opinion) at Constantinople. This manu-
script contains the Gospels with a commentary, the Eusebian

canons and figures, and follows the Constantinopolitan recen-

sion. It has been collated by Alter, Birch, and Scholz.

109. The Codex 5116. in the British Museum, formerly

cited as Meadii 1. and Askewii, is a manuscript in three

volumes; of which 5116 contains the Gospels; 5115, the

Acts, and Catholic Epistles; and 5117, the Epistles of Saint

Paul. Scholz says that this manuscript was written in 13-26.

110. The Codex Ravianus, now in the royal library at

Berlin, formerly belonged to John Rave of Upsal. It con-

tains the New Testament in two volumes, written in the six-

teenth century; the principal part of which is copied from
tin- Complutensian edition, and the remainder from Robert

Stephens s third edition. It was collated and minutely de-

scribed by Wetstein, Griesbaeh, and Pappelbaum.
111. The Codex Bibliothece Bodi.eianje, E. D. Clarkii

7., contains the four Gospels. It is imperfect from John xx.

•25. to the end ; and was collated by Scholz on Matt. vi. ix.

x., Mark v. vi., Luke iv. v. vi., and John v. vi. Dr. S. has
substituted this manuscript for the collection of Velesian

readings (of which an account is given below), 1 which Wet-
stein and Griesbaeh had severally numbered 111.

11'2. The Codex Bibliothec/e Bodleian/E, E. D. Clarkii

10., contains the Gospels with the Eusebian canons: it fol-

lows the Constantinopolitan recension, though there are some
Alexandrine readings, and many errors. This manuscript
was collated on Matt. v. ix. x., Mark v. vi., Luke iv. v., and
John v. vi., by Dr. Scholz, who has substituted it under this

number for the Barberini Readings, or collation of twenty-two
Roman manuscripts, ten of which contained the Gospels,

in. idi- by John Matthew Caryophilus, which was published

by Pierre Poussines (Petrus Possinus) at the end of a Greek
catena on St. Mark, printed in 1673. Dr. Mill inserted these

extracts among his various readings ; but as it was not known
for a long time what had become of the Barberini manu-
scripts, and as the readings of the Barberini collation are for

the most part in favour of the Latin Vulgate version, Wet-
stein, Sernler, and other Protestant divines, accused Poussines
of a literary fraud. Of this, however, he was acquitted by
Isaac Vossius, who found the manuscript of Caryophilus in

the Barberini library ; and the imputation against the veracity

of that eminent Greek scholar has been completely destroyed

by M. Birch, a learned Danish divine, who recognised in the

\ atiean library six of the manuscripts from which Caryophi-

lus had made extracts. These six manuscripts will be found

• John Louise de la Cerda inserted in his Adversaria Sacra, which ap-

peared at Lyons in 1696, a collation of sixteen manuscripts, which had been
Diade by Pedro Faxardo, Marquis otf Velez. From Lhesa manuscripts the

marquis inserted various readings in his copy of the Greek Testament, but
without specifying what manuscripts in particular, or even how many, in

general, were in favour of each quoted reading. The remarkable agree-
ment between the Velesian Readings and those of the Vulgate excited the
suspicions of Mariana (who communicated them to Ue la Cerda) that Velez
bad made use only of interpolated manuscripts, that had been corrected
agreeably to tlie Latin Vulgate, subsequently to the council of Florence.
However this may be, the collation of Velez will never be of any utility in

llie criticism of the New Testament, unless the identical manuscripts,
which he made use of, should hereafter be discovered in any Spanish
library. But this discovery must be considered as hopeless after the labo-

rious and careful researches made by Bishop Marsh, relative lo the colla-

1 1<
. ii of Velez, who (he has proved to demonstration) did not collate one

singld Greek or Latin manuscript, but took his various lections from Robert
Stephens's edition of the Latin Vulgate, published at Paris in 1540: thai

the object which the marquis had in view, in framing this collection of
readings, was to support, not the Vulgate in general, but the text of this

edition in particular, wherever it varied from the text of Stephens's Greek
Testament printed in 1550; and that with this view he translated into Greek
the readings of the former, which varied from the latter, except where
Stephens's Greek margin supplied him with the readings which he wanted,
where he had only to transcribe, and not to translate. Michaelis, vol. ii.

part i. pp. 351—354. part ii. pp. S24, 825. Mr. (now Bishop) Marsh's Letters

lo Archdeacon Travis, p. 67. and the Appendix lo that work (pp. 253—344.),

in which a minute detail of the Velesian Readings is given, as also in Chris-
tian Benedict Michaelis's Tractatio Critica de Variis Lectionibus Novi
Testamenti, §5 87—89. (pp. 96—101.) 4to. Halse Magdeburgics, 1749.

in this catalogue, under the letters B. (pp. 224—206.) and S.

(p. 235.) supra, and under the numbers 127. 129. 141. and
111. The remainder, Scholz thinks, may be found among
the Vatican manuscripts, numbered 159— 168. infra.

113. The Codex Harleianus, 1810., a manuscript of the
eleventh century, contains the Gospels, with prologues, Eu-
sebian canons, figures, pictures, and synaxana, added by a
later hand. It was collated by Griesbaeh in select passages,
and follows the Alexandrine recension.

1 1 1. The Codex Harleianus 5540. contains the four Gos-
pels, written in the twelfth century, with marginal notes of a
later date, many of which have nearly disappeared. It fol-

lows the Alexandrine recension, and was collated by Gries-
baeh in select passages.

115. The Codex Harleianus 5559., a manuscript of the
twelfth century, contains the Gospels : it is defective in Matt,
i. 1.—viii. 10. Mark v. 23—36. Luke i. 78.—ii. 10. vi.

4—15. and John xi. 2.—xxi. 25. It has a mixed text, ac-
cording to Dr. Scholz; but Griesbaeh, by whom it was collated

in Matt. viii.—xi., considers its numerous peculiar readings
as nothing more, than bold conjectures.

116. The Codex Harleianus 5567., a manuscript of the
twelfth century, contains the Gospels, with the Eusebian
canons, and synaxaria, and for the most part follows the
Alexandrine recension, according to Scholz. Griesbaeh,
however, attaches but little value to it. He collated the
whole, except the last chapters of St. John's Gospel.

117. The Codex Harleianus 5731. was formerly the pro-
perty of the celebrated critic Dr. Bentley : it was written in

the fourteenth century by an illiterate transcriber, and it con-
tains the Gospels, with fragments of a lectionary, the Euse-
bian canons, and synaxaria. Griesbaeh, who collated it in

some select passages, states that it has many readings pecu-
liar to itself.

118. The Codex Bodleianus, Marshii 24. (which for-

merly belonged to Archbishop Marsh, of Armagh), is a codex
rescriptus ot the thirteenth century, containing the four Gos-
pels; but the original writing can no longer be traced, so as
to determine upon what treatise the Gospels were written.
It is defective in Matt. i. 1.—vi. 3. Luke xiii. 35.—xiv. 20.
xviii. 8.—xix. 9. and John xvi. 25.—xxi. 25. These chasms
have been supplied by a later hand. Griesbaeh, who col-

lated it in select passages, considered it as having an eclectic
text, but Scholz states that it for the most part agrees with
the Alexandrine recension.

119. The Codex Regius, 85. (formerly 2865".) contains
the four Gospels, which were written about the twelfth cen-
tury : its readings are intermingled by Wetstein with those
of the manuscript No. 12. (p. 233. supra.') It seldom varies
from the received text. It was partially collated by Gries-
baeh.

120. The Codex Regius 158". (iS. of Robert Stephens's
notation) is a manuscript of the thirteenth century, which
originally contained the Gospels : its readings are also inter-

mingled by Wetstein with those of the manuscript No. 12.
It rarely departs from the received text. The Gospel of St.

Mark is lost, and there are other chasms.
121. The Codex Genovefensis, which formerly belonged

to the library of St. Genevieve at Paris, contains the tour
Gospels, with synaxaria, written in the year 1284. It is

defective in Matt. v. 21.—viii. 24., and follows the Con-
stantinopolitan recension. Scholz states that it is not known
where this manuscript is now preserved : he could not find

it either in the library of St. Genevieve or in the Royal
Library at Paris.

122. The Codex Meermannianus 116. derives its name
from its former possessor, M. Meerman, at the sale of whose
library it was purchased by a private individual, but has
since been deposited in the Library of the University of
Leyden. It was written towards the close of the twelfth
century, and contains the four Gospels, Acts, and all the
Epistles ; but it is defective in Acts i. 1—14. xxi. 14.—xxii.

28. Rom. i.—vii. 13. 1 John iv. 20. to the end ; the second
and third Epistles of John, and the Epistle of Jude. This
manuscript was first collated by Dr. Dermout, in his Col-
lectanea Critica in Novum Testamentum ; and the various
readings discovered by him are incorporated by Dr. Schulz
in his third edition of the first volume of Griesbach's Greel
Testament, where it is numbered 246.2 As the. manuscript
which Griesbaeh had numbered 122. is the same which ht

had previously numbered 97. (p. 243. supra), Dr. Scholi
has substituted the Codex Meermannianus in its place.

» Dermout, Collectanea Critica in N. T. pais i. p. 14.
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123. Tin- Codes Cssabedb VntDosoifXHsia (Lambecii

30.), of tin eleventh century, > tains the four Gospels,

with prologues, the Eusebian canons ami figures. Some
emendations have been inserted bj another hand. It was
collated by Alter and Birch, and frequently agrees with the

Alexandrine recension.

134. The Codex ('ks.uiki-s Vindobonenbis (Lambecii

31.) is ;i manuscript of the four Gospels, written in the

eleventh or twelfth century: it lias been collated by Tree-
chow. Birch, and Alter. It is of very great importance, and

agrees with the Qodex Uantabrigieusis in not less than

eighty unusual readings; with the Codex Ephremi in up-

wards of thirty-live; with the Codex Regius 3861. or stc-

phani », in fifty ; with the Codex Basileensis in more than

i fty, ami has srvrral which are found in that manuscript

alone; with the Codex Regius 3344s. in sixty unusual read-

ings; and with the Codex Colbertinus 3844. in twenty-two.
It chiefly follows tin- Alexandrine recension.

1 •_'.">. The Coiikx C/esaheus (Kollarii (3.), in the imperial

library at Vienna, is a manuscript of the tenth century, con-

taining the Gospels. Its text frequently coincides with that

of the Alexandrine recension: it was collated by Treschow,
Birch, and liter.

136. The Codex Gcelpherbytanus XVI. 16. is a manu-
SClipl of the four Gospels, of the eleventh century, with the

Eusebian canons, isout, prologues, and portraits of each

evangelist. Heusinger, by wh its existence was first an-

nounced to the learned, supposed it to have been written in

the tenth century. Hut Suchaelis, Griesbach, and Sholz,
after Knittel (hy whom it has been copiously described), 1

re f.r it to the eleventh century. Knittel slates that a modern
hand, later than Erasmus's edition of the Greek Testament,
has officiously Collected the text in several places. lie fur-

ther adds, that the text seems occasionally Latinized, and

that the copyist has frequently omitted part of the text,

which omissions are specified by Knittel ; hut at other times

he has repeated those almost immediately preceding, and

has sometimes committed manifest mistakes in writing.

This manuscript also has many remarkable readings; and

occasionally there is an uncial Letter in the midst of a word,

for instance in Matt. xv. 1. Tf.irFfvcM-su, and 32. >«» x»va-

Nai, This occurrence of an uncial letter Knittel considers

as a proof that the original of this manuscript must have

been an ancient codex. The liturgical notices which are

interspersed, together with a summary of the ecclesiastical

calendar with which the manuscript terminates, are written

in a hand evidently different from thai which wrote the pre-

faces and (iospels. The conclusion of the Gospel of Saint

Matthew, xxviii. 18—20., is written in a cruciform manner,
thus :

—

WfOV*

Kuvntraur

el Si l-

<ri\6»r o In*-

:-./:, th*k»ftt e&VTOff,

toynf li-J-.h* fx'.i -rj.71 i;;i/fw iv

wpxtt» %u vti yw. TUptohnns /u

SlrTRi-

'ilTTtf.:-

TK OVTiUC IK

ts lk/uz tm riatr^r

Kli TCU TlU/ K*i t:w

uyt'At nilU/XatT&C" JJX'M'A-

tic ttu-rwt txpur irnrrA

if* HrrurttAn vftn' *.*i l-

$vj) lye* fxH i/fxm tt/xt m<r*t

tw >f*if*<> wc ft nuTU.ic

«r t:v tuuv.t. <t/xn.

v 1. p 3G6. rl ttq or pp ant

i. i urn. work, •mill.'.
I

" Ne« Crl
i Kini'.i, Noua Kniii-.i ii nbar 1 J"h

Ri . M \ l

tli i .i Ihi i
. If i I ail I John v , i I. 8vo Knlllel

i mi. i i ].i ii.iiiu' .iii 1 1... rasdbin >>i iIiim mannioript, but

...r tlmi tin-) \vi'- '.-vfir publlahcil.

In English, thus :

—

they wor-

shipped

him:

but some

doubted.

And Jesus

coming spake unto them,

saying, All power is given unto me in

heaven and in earth. Uo ye, make

disci-

ples of

all

nations,

baptiz-

ing them in

the name of the Father,

and of the Son and of the

Holy Ghost ; teach-

ing them to observe all things

whatsoever I have commanded you ; and I

o, I am with you id-

way, even unto the end

of the world. Amen, t t t t

Knittel conjectures that this cruciform mode of writing may
have been a prolific source . I" various readings, on account

of the frequent disruption of the words. \)r. Scholz at

that this manuscript follows the U< xandrim recension.

127. Tin- Codex V.vru \ms 359., of the tw. Ifth century,

contains the Gospels, with the Eusebian canons : then

Emendations by a later hand. The » hole ol this manuscript

was collated by Birch; its text frequently agrees with that

of the Alexandrine recension.*

l-.N. The Codex Vath uius 356., of the eleventh cent

contains the Gospels, with pn ib igues. It was inspect*

Ilirch ; and its text appears to harmonize with that of the

i lonstantinopolitan recension.

129. The Codex Vaticanvs 358., which formed]

to Cardinal Nicholas de ( 'usa, contains the four (iospels,

with scholia, written in the twelfth century. It appears to

coincide with the ( 'oustautini'polifan recension.

130. The Codex Vaticahus 359. contains the four <. a-

pels, with the Latin version, written in the thirteenth century,

by a Latin copyist. It frequently agrees with the Constqn-

tmopolitan recension, but for the most p.iri it follows the

Uexandrine family.

131. The Codex Vaticanus 360. formerly belonged to

M'lus Mauiitius, the son of I'aul : it contains the (iospels.

Vets, and Epistles, with the Eusehiaii canons, written in the

eleventh ceiiturv. \hlns appears in have consulted it for

liis edition' of the New Testament, as it frequently

its peculiar readings with this manuscript, which For the

aiost part hariiioiiiy.es with the Constantinopolitan recension,

though it has' numerous readings peculiar to itself.

138. The ( Iodex \ .vneiM B 361., of the el ot
i ury,

i. mis the Gospels, with the Bust bian oanons and figurt s.

133, The Codex \ iticanus 363. of the eleventh century,

contains the Gospels, Vets and Epistles, with synaxaria.

134, The c \ Vaticahus 364., also of toe eleventh

century, i
tons the Gospels, with the Busebian canons

ami figures.

135. Tin Codex \ ltii urus 865. contains the (iospels,

with figures, written on velluin, in the eleventh century.

The firsl twenty-aix leaves have been supplied by a later

hand, on paper.

136. Tim Codex Vatioahi a 665., of the thirteenth cen-

tury, contains the Gospels Of Matthew and Mark, with ihe

commentary of Euthymius,
187. The Codex v ith *m a 766., of the i Ii v< nth century,

i
ii.. ( ... p.is. with a commentary.

188. 'I'Im- Com \ \ iticahos 767., of the twelfth century,

contains the Gospels, with a commentary ; ll was collated

in i h ri passages b] Birch and Schols.

139. The Codex Vatioaiti a 768., of the twelfth century,

' ThaCodoM Vnticani No«. 127-137. wart "I"'") « partially colUtad

I
Bin !
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contains the Gospels of Luke and John, with a commentary.
It was collated in select passages by Birch and Scholz.

140. The Codex Vaticanus 1158. contains the four Gos-
pels, splendidly written on vellum in the twelfth century,
with the Eusebian canons and figures. It follows the Con-
stantinopolitan recension, and was partially collated by
Scholz.

141. The Codex Vaticanus 1160., of the thirteenth cen-
tury, contains the New Testament, with synaxaria : it follows
the Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated in select
passages by Scholz.

142. The Codex Vaticanus 1210. contains the Gospels,
Acts, Epistles, and Psalms. Numerous readings are written
on the margin : in the Gospels it for the most part follows
the Constantinopolitan recension. This and the following
manuscripts, Nos. 143, 144. 146—157. 159—162. 164—171.
173—175. 177—180. and 182—199. were collated wholly
or in part by Drs. Birch and Scholz.

143. The Codex Vaticanus 1229., of the eleventh cen-
tury, contains the Gospels, with a commentary. It follows
the Constantinopolitan recension.

144. The Codex Vaticanus 1254., of the eleventh cen-
tury, contains the Gospels, with the Eusebian canons. It

appears to follow the Constantinopolitan recension.

145. The Codex Vaticanus 1548., of the thirteenth cen-
tury, contains the Gospels of Luke and John : it is defective
in Luke iv. 15.—v. 36., and in John i. 1—26. The seven-
teenth chapter of Luke, to the twenty-first, inclusive, has
been added by another hand. Numerous emendations occur
in the text, and various readings in the margin.

146. The Codex Palatino-Vaticanus 1 5., of the twelfth
century, contains the Gospels of Matthew and Mark, with a

commentary. It follows the Constantinopolitan recension.

147. The Codex Palatino-Vaticanus 89., of the eleventh
century, contains the Gospels, with synaxaria. It follows
the Constantinopolitan recension.

148. The Codex Palatino-Vaticanus 136., of the thir-

teenth century, contains the Gospels, with scholia on the
beginning of St. Matthew. It follows the Constantinopolitan
family, but it has some Alexandrine readings.

149. The Codex Palatino-Vaticanus 171., of the four-

teenth century, contains the New Testament adapted to eccle-

siastical use: it follows the Constantinopolitan recension.
150. The Codex Palatino-Vaticanus 189., of theeleventh

century, contains the Gospels, with the Eusebian canons,
and synaxaria : it follows the Constantinopolitan family.

151. The Codex Palatino-Vaticanus 220., of theeleventh
century, contains the Gospels, with the Eusebian canons,
and scholia : it has a mixed text.

152. The Codex Palatino-Vaticanus 227., of the thir-

teenth century, contains the Gospels, with figures, and pro-
logues. It follows the Constantinopolitan recension.

153. The Codex Palatino-Vaticanus 229., of the thir-

teenth century, contains the Gospels, with prologues, and
svnaxaria: it has a mixed text, but chiefly agrees with the
Constantinopolitan recension.

154. The Codex Alexandrino-Vaticanus 5 28. was writ-
ten in 1442, and, according to the opinion of Scholz, in Italy.

It contains the Gospels, with the commentary of Theophy-
lact, and follows the Alexandrine recension.

155. The Codex Alexandrino-Vaticanus 79., of the four-

teenth century, contains the Gospels, to which are prefixed
some readings from Saint Paul's Epistles. It follows the
Constantinopolitan recension. Schoiz is of opinion that this
was the manuscript which Wetstein had formerly numbered
99., and which was also consulted by Daniel Heinsius for

his Exercilationes Sacra;.

156. The Codex Alexandrino-Vaticanus 189., of the
twelfth century, contains the Gospels, the text of which fol-

lows the Constantinopolitan recension.
157. The Codex Urbino-Vaticanus 3 2. appears to have

been written for the use of John II. emperor of the East, who
succeeded Alexius in the empire in 1118. It contains the

The Codices Palatino-Vaticano are so called, because they were pre-
sented to the Vatican Library, during the pontificate of Urban VIII., by
Maximilian, Elector of Bavaria: they formerly belonged to the Electors-
Palatine.

» The Codices Alexandrino-Vaticani formerly belonged to Alexandria
Christina, Queen of Sweden, who abdicated her throne, and went to reside
at Rome, where she embraced the Romish faith. Pope Alexander XII.
presented them to the Vatican Library.

* The Urbino-Vatican Library at Rome is a collection of books, removed
from Urbino to Rome, by Pope Clement VII., who added them to the Vati-
can Library.

Gospels, with the Eusebian canons, figures, pictures, a chro-
nicle of the life of Christ, the Chronicle of Hippolytus, and
a preface from Chrysostom. Scholz states that it was tran-
scribed from, and collated with, some very ancient Jerusalem
manuscripts, preserved in a monastery of the Holy Mountain
[Athos]. It sometimes agrees with the Constantinopolitan
recension, but it has very numerous Alexandrine readings.

158. The Codex Pii II. Vaticanus 53. contains the Gos-
pels, written in the eleventh century, with the Eusebian
canons. There are various readings inserted in the margin.

159. The Codex Barberinianus' 8. contains the four Gos-
pels, written in the eleventh century : its text follows the
Constantinopolitan recension.

160. The Codex Barberinianus 9., written in the year
1 123, contains the four Gospels, with synaxaria : it agrees
with the Constantinopolitan text.

161. The Codex Barberinianus 10., of the tenth century,
contains the Gospels : it is imperfect in John xvi. 4 xxi. 25.

162. The Codex Barberinianus 11., written in the year
1163, contains the Gospels, with the Eusebian canons, and
figures.

163. The Codex Barberinianus 12., written in Syria in
the eleventh century, contains only the sections of the Gos-
pels usually read in churches, together with fragments of the
Eusebian canons. It follows the Constantinopolitan recen-
sion.

164. The Codex Barberinianus 13., written in 1040, con-
tains the Gospels, with the Eusebian canons and synaxaria.
It chiefly follows the Constantinopolitan recension ; but it

has many Alexandrine readings.
165. The Codex Barberinianus 14. formerly belonged to

Eugenia, the daughter of John Pontanus, by whom it was
presented to the Barberini Library. It was written by a
Roman monk in the year 1197, with the Latin version, Euse-
bian canons, and synaxaria. It follows the Constantinopo-
litan family.

166. The Codex Barberinianus 115., of the thirteenth
century, contains Luke ix. 33.—xxiv. 24., and John. It mostly
agrees with the Alexandrine recension, but frequently, also,
with the Constantinopolitan family.

167. The Codex Barberinianus 208., of the fourteenth
century, contains the Gospels, which follow the Constan-
tinopolitan text.

168. The Codex Barberinianus 211., of the thirteenth
century, contains the four Gospels, with the commentary of
Theophylact. It follows the Constantinopolitan recension.

169. The Codex Vallicellianus B. 133. belongs to the
library of Santa Maria in Vallicella, a library at Rome be-
longing to the fathers of the oratory of San Filippo Neri : it

contains the Gospels, written in the eleventh century, with
prologues, figures, and synaxaria.

170. The Codex Vallicellianus C. 61., of the thirteenth
century, contains the Gospels, with synaxaria. The last
chapters of Saint Luke, and many chapters of Saint John,
have been written by a later hand. It follows the Constan-
tinopolitan family.

171. The Codex Vallicellianus C. 73. contains the Gos-
pels, written in the fourteenth century. Its text follows the
Alexandrine recension.

172. The Codex Vallicellianus F. 90., of the twelfth
century, according to Birch and Griesbach, contains the
Gospels ; but Scholz states that it now contains only the
Pentateuch, with which the Gospels were formerly bound.
It is not known where the Gospels are now to he found.

173. The Codex Vaticanus 1983. (formerly S. Basilii
22.), written, according to Scholz, in the thirteenth century,
for the use of some church in Asia Minor, contains the Gos-
pels, with synaxaria, and the Eusebian canons. It is defec-
tive in John xiii. 1.—xxi. 25., and almost every where agrees
with the Constantinopolitan family.

174. The Codex Vaticanus 2002. (formerly S. Basil. 41.)
was written in the year 1063, and contains the Gospels. It

is defective in Matt. i. 1.—ii. 1. and John i. 1—27. and viii.

47—xxi. 25.

175. The CodexVaticanus 2020. (formerly S.Basil. 119.),
of the twelfth century, contains the New Testament, with
scholia on the Acts. It is defective in Matt. i. 1 iv. 17.
Some various readings have been added in the margin. It

agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension, but it frequently
has Alexandrine readings.

* The Codices Barberiniani derive their name from the library founded
in the Barberini Palace at .Rome, by the cardinal Francis Barberini, in
the seventeenth century.
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176. 'I'll.- Codex Vaticanus 9113. (formerly 8. Basil.

1 52.), of the thirteenth century, contains tin- Gospels, ai -

mounted t.. eccli aiastical use. It is imperfecl in Matt. i. 10.—x. n. and John i. 1—39.
177. Tin- Codex Vaticanus, formerly Basil. 1 03., con-

tains tlio Gospels, written in the eleventh century. It is

imperfecl in John i. 1—89.

17>. The Codes Vjtoblious A. 1. 5., in the library of the
monastery of the Auguatiniana at Rome, contains the Gospels
with the Kusehian canons, written in the twelfth century : it

follows the Constantinopolitan recension, ami is imperfect in

John xxi. 17. to the end.

179. Thet 'odkx AnoelicdsA. 4. 11. contains the Gospels,

with the Busebian canons, written on vellum, in the twelfth
century. Some leaves have been added, by a later hand, on
paper, in which the chasms occurring in it have been sup-

plied. This manuscript is accommodated to ecclesiastical

use. and mostly follows the Alexandrine recension.

180. The manuscript in the library • I" the College ..f tin

Propaganda at Rome, formerly Borgia -.. contains the Gos-
pels, written in the eleventh century, to which are added the
Acts, Kpistles, Apocalypse, and some apocrypha] books
which hear the date of the year 1284. It agrees with the

Constantinopolitan recension.

1*1. The manuscript belonging to Francis Cardinal de
Zelada contains the Gospels, with scholia, written in the

eleventh century. Its text follows the Constantinopolitan

recension.

182. The Codex I.airentiani's VI. 11., of the twelfth
century, contains the Gospels. The Constantinopolitan re-

cension is followed by all the Codices Laurentiatii, No.
183—198.

1*::. The Codes Laorkntianos VI. 14., of the twelfth

Century, contains the Gospels, with figures, Kusehian canons,
and Bynaxaria.

lsi. The CoDBX Lai'iiextianus VI. 15., of the thirteenth

century ntains the Gospels, with prologues.
1*">. The Codex 1 . u iii-.tiavis VI. 111., written by one

Basilius in the twelfth century, contains tin G. pels' with

prologues and Bynaxaria.
186. The CoDEX I.ai iientiants VI. I s ., written in the

twelfth century by Leontius a calligrapher, contains the Gos-
pels, with the Kusehian canons, prologues, and commen-
tarii a.

187. The Codex Laurewtiawus VI. S3., of the twelfth
century, contains the Gospels, with figures and paintings.

Ihs. The Codex l.u ueniiams VI. '25., of the eleventh
century, contains the Gospels, with svnaxaria.

189. The Codex Laurewtiawus VI. 27., of the twelfth
century, contains the Gospels. Acts, and Kpistles, with pro-

logues and Bynaxaria.

190. The Codex Ladrbntianus VI. 2s., written in the
month of July, 1385, contains the Gospels.

191. The Codex Laurkntianus VF. 29.,,of the thirteenth

century, contains the Gospels, with prologues.

193. The Codex Lai rehti uros VI. 30., also of the thir-

teenth century, contains the Gospels, with prologues.

193. The Codex Laubentiawus VI. 32., written in the

eleventh century, contains the Gospels, with the Kusehian
ns and figures. It has heen adapted to ecclesiastical use.

194. The Codex Laurj ktianus \ I. 33., of the eleventh
century, contains the Gospels, with a figure of St. John the

apostle, ami with commentaries.
195. The Codex Laubentiawus VI. 34., of the eleventh

century, com tins the Gospels, with prologui a, commentaries,
and Bynaxaria.

196. The Codex Laurewtlanub VHI. 19., of thi twelfth

eentnry, contains the Gospels, written in red letters, with a

catena and figures.

197. The Codex Lai rewtiawus \ III. I I., ol the eleventh

oentury, contains the Epistles of St James, and Era Is

..file i. pel of St Matthew and St Mark, with i n-

taries.

198. The Codex Laurewtiawus 356., of the Ihirteenth

eentnry ntains the Gospels, with the Busebian canons.

199. The Codex 5., formerly belonging to die monks of

the Benedictine order of Santa Mans ntains the Gos-
pel . written in the twelfth century, with figures, Busebian
canons, scholii I iambic rem . ll agrees with the ma-
nuscripts of the Constantinopolitan family. Dr. Birch col-

I in d tins manuscript, and also those numhcreil 900—909.

904—908. 911—SI I.

900. Tin CoDEX 6., formerly bi longing to the same monks.
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of the tenth century, contains llie dispels, with the Kusehian
i ii s, prologues, fragments of an oration against llie Ari ins

i.\ Greg ry in. Theologian, and svnaxaria. It agrees with
thl I "iisiantinop..|ilnn recension.

•21U. The Codex 701., formerly belonging to the friars-

preachers of Saint Mark, was written in the Mar 1359. It

contains the New Testament, and, according to Dr. Scholz,
it is undoubtedly the same manuscript from which Wetatein
quoted some various readings out of 1.amy's treatise De Eru-
ditiont Jpostolontm, and which he numbered 107., referring
it in the fourteenth century.

908. The Codex 705., formerly belonging to the friars-

preachers of Saint Mark, contains the dispels, with synaxa-
ria, written in the twelfth century.

303. The Codex 707., formerly belonging to the friara-

preachers of Saint Mark, of the fifteen eentnry, contains the

New Testament written in modern Greek. Dr. Scholz Bt
that he does not know where the MSS. Nos. 199—'203. are
at present to be found.

•201. The Codex Bononiensis (i 10., belonging to the canons
regular, contains the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles, written in

the eleventh century.

205. The Codex Venetcs 5. (in the library of Saint Mark
at Venice]) formerly belonged to Cardinal Uessarion. It con-

tains the Old and New Testaments, written in the fifteenth

century, and it is allied to the manuscripts of the Alexandrine
family.

•Jini. The Codex Venetus 6., written partly on vellum and
partly on paper, contains the whole of the New Testament,
written in the fifteenth century.

207. The Codex Venetcs s., of the tenth century,

tains the Gospels, with synaxaria. Ii is imperfecl in the

ning of Saint Matthew.
908. The Codex Venetianus 9., of the tenth centaury,

contains the Gospels, with the Kusehian canons, lis text is

allied to that of the MSS. of the Alexandrine recension.

•209. The Codex Venetian! s 10., of the fifteenth century,

contains the New Testament, in the following order, viz. the

\<ts of the Apostles, Catholic Kpistles. the Kpistles of Saint

Paul, Gospels, and Apocalypse, with prolegomena. In the

Gospels, the taxi follows the Alexandrine recension ; and in

the Acts and EpiStlee It Chiefly agrees w itll the Conslalilino-

S.lilan family. Tins manuscript was collated throughout by

irch and Engelbreih: its readings will he found in Dr.

Schulz's third edition of Griesbach a Revision of the Crci k

Testament, and also in Dr. Scheie's critical edition.

•210. The Codex Venetianis -27.. of the tenth century,

i tains the Gospels, with a catena.
•211. The Codex Venetianis 539., of the eleventh een-

tnry, contains the Gospels, with an Arabic version. There
are chasms in the beginning of Sain) Matthi w and Saint John.

•212. -21.1. The Com. es Venetian! 540. and 549., of the

eleventh century, contain the Gospi Is.

914. The Codex Venetianos 543., of the fourteenth cen-

tury, contains the Gospels, With synaxaria. ll appears lo

agree with the texl of the ' lonstantuiopolitan recension.

315. The Codex Venetlanvs 544., of the eleventh oen-

tury, contains the Gospels, w ith i imentarjes from the »Til-
ings of the fathers, to « bich are pn fixed the canons of Euse-
hius and his epistle to Carpianus. ll was collated on Mall.

SXiv., Marl, iv., I, like iv.. and John v. lis I. \i for llie in. I

pari agrees with that of the Constantinopolitan recension.

316. The Codex Cahonici, brought from Corcyra into the

library of Sainl Mail, al Venice, contains the Gospels, lis

date is in. I spi cifil d bj Scholz.

•217. The Codex III. in Class 1. of Sainl Mark's library,

written in the twelfth or thirteenth century, contains iheG -

with the Busebian canons and synaxaria. Ii was col-

lated for the same portions of the Gospels as No. 915. Ita

text agrees parti] with the Uexandrine and partly with the

( ionstantinopolitan recension.

918. The I .in \ I
'

l lAREO-A [WDOBOWEW8IS 93. (
I ..illiln i II

1.) was brought b\ Busbeck • i .'iii Constantinople. It was
written in the thirteenth century, and contains the i>hl and

\. n Testament Birch examined ibis manuscript only in

those places where manuscripts usual!] depart from the rc-

.
.

i .1 i, ,i. h is imperfecl m Rev. xu. .'>.— xiy. B. \v. 7.

—

xvii. -'. t\ in. in.— \i\. i">. and \\. B. to the end. Dr. To a-

chow, bj whom this manuscript has been minutely describi d,

si a irs thai 1 1 was written bj fi ui dial n i I hand From
manuscript Prof. Allei printed bis , .lui.n of the Greek TV s-

lanieiil. which appealed at Vie I in 1786-87, m two rols.

Hvo. I!. I. i from ll only whin tin copyiBi had
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committed manifest errata, which he has corrected from Ro-
bert Stephens's edition of 1546. The text of this manuscript
frequently agrees with the MSS. of the Alexandrine family,

but for the most part with those of the Constantinopolitan

recension.

219. The Codex Cesareo-Vindobonensis 321. (Lambecii

32.), of the thirteenth century, contains the Gospels, with
prologues. It chiefly agrees with the Constantinopolitan

recension, and was collated by Alter.

220. The Codex C^sareo-Vindobonensis 337. (Lambecii

33.) contains the Gospels, written in very small characters in

the fourteenth century. Its text for the most part agrees

with the Constantinopolitan recension. It was also collated

by Alter.

221. The Codex Cesareo-Vindobo^ensis CXVII. 29.

(Lambecii 38.) contains the four Gospels, written in the

eleventh century, with Chrysostom's commentaries on St.

Matthew and St. John, with the commentary of Victor on St.

Mark, and of Titus of Bostra on St. Luke. It is defective in

Matt. i. 1—11. As the transcriber of this manuscript seems
rather to have designed the writing of a commentary than a

correct text, it is difficult to refer it to any recension, from the

liberty he has taken of making arbitrary additions to or omis-
sions in the text.

222. The Codex C^sareo-Vindobonensis (Nessel. 180.

Lambec. 39.), of the fourteenth century, contains sections of

the Gospels, with commentaries. It is imperfect both at the

beginning and end ; and for the most part agrees with the

Constantinopolitan recension.

223. The Codex CyESAREO-ViNDOBONENSis 301 (Lambec.
40.), of the fourteenth century, contains fragments of the

Gospels of St. Matthew, St. Luke, and St. John, with a

catena. Scholz states it to be of little value in a critical

point of view : it was collated by Alter.

224. The Codex C^esareus 8. in Kollarius's Catalogue,

and 30. in Forlosia's Auctarium, came from Naples to Vienna.

It contains the Gospel of St. Matthew, the text of which
chiefly agrees with that of the Constantinopolitan recension :

it was collated by Alter.

225. The Codex Cesareus 9. of Kollarius and 31. of For-

losia, contains the Gospels, with synaxaria. It exhibits a

mixed text, agreeing partly with the Constantinopolitan re-

cension, and partly with the Alexandrine recension. It was
collated by Alter, and was written in the year 1192.

226. The Codex Escurialensis ^ IV. 17., of the eleventh

century, contains the Gospels, Acts of the Apostles, and
Epistles, with figures : it exhibits a mixed text, and has been
corrected by some one after a copy of later date. This and
the seven following manuscripts (227—233.) were collated

in select passages by Dr. Moldenhawer.
227. The Codex Escurialensis £ III. 15., of the thirteenth

century, contains the Gospels, with figures : some of its

leaves have been misplaced by the bookbinder. It agrees
with the Constantinopolitan family.

228. The Codex Escurialensis x IV. 12. contains the

Gospels, Acts of the Apostles, and the Epistles, with the

Eusebian canons, written in the fourteenth century.
229. The Codex Escurialensis x IV- 21., written in the

year 1 140 by Basilius Argyropylus, a notary : it contains the

Gospels, with a figure of Saint Mark, and is imperfect in

Mark xvi. 15—20. and John i. 1— 11. Many alterations of

the ancient writing (which are evidently of the fourteenth

century) are written partly in the text and partly in the mar-
gin; but nearly half the readings and notes in the margin
nave perished through the carelessness of the bookbinder.

Its text agrees partly with the Alexandrine and partly with
the Constantinopolitan recension.

230. The Codex Escurialensis <p III. 5., written in 1011,
contains the Gospels, with synaxaria. Its text agrees partly

with the Alexandrine and partly with the Constantinopolitan
recension.

231. The Codex Escurialensis <p III. 6., of the twelfth
century, contains the Gospels, with scholia, figures, and
synaxaria. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension.

232. The Codex Escurialensis $ III. 7., of the thirteenth

century, contains the Gospels, with synaxaria. It agrees
with the Constantinopolitan recension.

233. The Codex Escurialensis » II. 8. contains the Gos-
pels, with a catena, written in the twelfth century. It agrees
with the Constantinopolitan recension.

234. The Codex Havniensis 1. in the Royal library at

Copenhagen was written in 1278, and contains the Acts of
the Apostles, the Epistles of St. Paul, the catholic Epistles,

Vol. I. 2 1

and the Gospels, with synaxaria. The text of the Gospels
for the most part agrees with the Constantinopolitan recen-
sion.

235. The Codex Havniensis 2, was written in 1314, and
contains the Gospels adapted to ecclesiastical use. It ap-
pears chiefly to agree with the Alexandrine recension.

236. The readings of a manuscript which are written in
the margin of Dr. Mill's edition of the New Testament,
written partly by himself and partly by Hearne, the editor
of the Codex Laudianus. It is not known from what manu-
script these readings were derived. Griesbach has given a
copious extract of their various readings in his Symbola;
Criticae, vol. i. pp. 247—304.

237. The Codex S. Svnodi 42. in the library of the Holy
Synod at Moscow (d. of Matthaei's notation), contains the
Gospel, with scholia and figures, written in the tenth cen-
tury. It agrees for the most part with the Constantinopolitan
recension.

238. The Codex S. Synodi 48. (e. of Matthaei), of the
eleventh century, contains the Gospels of Matthew and Mark,
with commentaries and a catena. It agrees for the most part
with the Constantinopolitan recension.

239. The Codex S. Synodi 47. (g. of Matthaei) contains
Mark xvi. 2—8., Luke, and John i. 1.—xxi. 23., with com-
mentaries. It agrees almost always with the Constantino-
politan recension.

240. The Codex S. Synodi 49., of the twelfth century,
contains the Gospels, with the commentary of Euthymius
Zigabenus. It is defective in Mark viii. 12—34. xiv. 17

—

54., and Luke xv. 32.—xvi. 8. It follows the Constantino-
politan family.

241. The Codex Dresdensis formerly belonged to Mat-
thaei, who has noted it by the letter k in his edition of the
New Testament. It is very beautifully and carefully written
in the eleventh century, and contains the New Testament,
with synaxaria. It chiefly agrees with the Constantinopoli-
tan recension.

242. The Codex S. Synodi 380. (1. of Matthaei), of the
twelfth century, contains the New Testament, with figures,

the Eusebian canons, paintings, and prologues, besides
psalms and odes. It follows the Constantinopolitan recen-
sion.

243. The Codex Bibliothece Typograph. Synodi 13.

(m. of Matthaei), written in the fourteenth century, contains

the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Luke, with the com-
mentary of Theophylact. It follows the Constantinopolitan
recension.

214. The Codex Bibliothec* Typograph. Synodi 1.

(n. of Matthaei), contains the Gospels, with figures, and the

commentaries of Euthymius Zigabenus. It follows the

Constantinopolitan recension.

245. The Codex Synod. 265. (o. of Matthaei), written in

1199, contains the Gospels, and follows the Constantinopo-
litan recension.

216. The Codex Synod. 261. (p. of Matthaei), of the
fourteenth century, contains the Gospels. It is defective in

Matt. xii. 41.—xiii. 55., and in John xyii. 24.—xviii. 20.

It follows the Constantinopolitan recension, and has some
various readings in the margin.

247. The Codex Synod. 373. (q. of Matthaei), of the

twelfth century, contains the Gospels, with synaxaria. It

follows the Constantinopolitan recension.

248. The Codex Synod. 264. (r. of Matthaei), written in

1275, contains the Gospels, and for the most part agrees
with the Constantinopolitan family.

249. The Codex Synod. 94. (s. of Matthaei), written in

the eleventh century, contains the Gospel of St. John, with
a catena. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension.

250. The Codex Synod, (not numbered), preserved in a
small wooden box (v. of Matthaei), contains John vii. 39. to

the end of that Gospel, written in cursive Greek characters

in the thirteenth century.

251. The Codex Bibliothece Tabularii Moscuensis
(x. of Matthaei), of the eleventh century, contains the Gos-
pels with the Eusebian canons and figures: it contains a

mixed text, from both families of manuscripts.

252. The Codex Dresdensis formerly belonged to Mat-
thaei, who has noted it with the letter z. : it is of the eleventh

century, and contains the Gospels. This manuscript has

corrections and double readings, which have been added by
the same hand from another manuscript. Its text, for the

most part, agrees with that of the Constantinopolitan recen-

sion.
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353. 'I'!,' Codes of Nil ephori ~. Archbishop of Chi

(lo. di" Matthaei), of the eleventh century, i tains die Gos

pels, with scholia. I
1 has manj readings in common with

i
i Constantinopolitan family:, but more which agree with

tin- Alexandrine recen

SIS I. '1'Im Coon M n niu:n of the eleventh century (11.

of Matthaei), i taina the Gospels of Saint Luke and .Saint

J.ilm with figures and scholia. Its text for the most part

agrees with the Constantinopolitan family.

5)55. The Com l SvjroD. 189. (12. of Matthaei), of the

thirteenth century, contains commentaries extracted from

Chrysostom and others on the Gospels, with fragments of

!!„. B , which for the moBt part follows the Con-

Btantinopolitan family.

356. Tl»' Codex Bibuothecs Typografh. a". (11. of

Matthaei), of the ninth century, contains scholia on

and Luke, together with fragments of the sacred text, which

i'.u the must part agrees with the Constantinopolitan r» i n-

sion.

•237. The Codex Biblioth. Svnod. 120. (15. of Matthaei)

contains fragments of John i. and xx., written in capital

tetters in the eighth century, with scholia. Its text mostly

agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension.

358, The Codes Dresdensis (17. of -Matthaei), of the

thirteenth century, contains the Gospels incorrectly written

by an illiterate BClibe, to._r.ther with ligures. It agrees with

the Constantinopolitan recension.

359. The CODES S. SVHODI 15. (a. of Matthaei) contains

the (Jospels written in the eleventh century, with synaxaria,

thi Eusebian canons, and commentaries. Its text for the

most part agrees with the Alexandrine family.

The preceding manuscripts, Nos. 336—359., were collated

and described by Matthaei. I>r. Scholz, however, has omit-

ted those t> hich be has marked if, j6\ >', f, (, £ »', 3-', >.', /*',

~r , t '. »', !• 2. 3. 4. 5. (i. 7. S. and D., because they appear to

contain only some works of Chrysostom.

iii. .Manuscripts conlaitiing the JVew Testament and the

Gospels, which, for the first lime, were collated bij Dr.

Scholz,

Jilil. The Codex Rkcics 51. formerly 2213. (in the royal

library at Paris),' contains the four Gospels, with figures,

Correctly written in the twelfth century. It follows the

i tantinopolitan recension. The greater part of this

manuscript w as collati i.

361. The Codex Reoius 52. is written on vellum in the

twelfth century; bn1 tlie beginning, comprising Matt. i. 1

—

11., has been supplied on paper by some one in the four-

h century. It contains the Gospels adapted to eccleei-

I use. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan family.

and is imperfect from Luke xxiv. 39. to the end of that

Gospel. It was collated by Scholz on Matt xi.—xiii.,

Mirk v.—vii., Luke i-— v., and Johnv.—viii.

263. The Codex Regius 53., of the tenth century, con-

tains the Gospels, with synaxaria and the Kusehian canons.

It chiefly agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension, and

was collated throughout
363. The Cod i Reoius 61., formerly 3351. and a] o

2864., was written in the twelfth century, and probabl} in

An Minor. Ii eon: .ins the Gospels, Acts of the Apostles,

and the Epistles, with figures. It has only the beginning

of ii.. Eu ;i bi in c tni r . bul thi numbers of the Ajnmoniarj

sections are written in the margin. In the Gospels thi

manuscript follows the Cot tantinopolitan recension. It

was collated on Matt viii.— iiv., Mark '•—iv.,and John

ii.—v.

364. The C R bii 65. formerly 2862.) was written

in the thirteenth century, and (il mould seem from the form

,,t in. !. H in Egt pt li c intains the Gospels, and was

collated bj Scholz on Matt xviii.—xxiv. Mark iii.— v. and

John iv.—viii. ; in other pasaagi a he only cursorily examined
this manuscript, the text of which is mixed.

365. TheCoDEX Reoii >66. (formerly 2858.), of the tenth

century, conlaii ' els, the text ot which is com]
o i the Con lanl politan andrine families. The
following portions wi '

; viz. the wholi G
Si. Matthew, Mark i.—v., Luke \\ii.— xxiv., and John v.

—viii. The remaindi i xamini d.

266. The Coni « Id...
of the ii nih century, conl ii is I i G

ti. .
I

. ly lit-

u.ibed bjr Bcli.il/. ii. i Bib 1 —13

it follows the i '..nst uiiiu. .politan recension. It was collated

on Matt. i.—xi.. Mark ii.—v.. and John v.—i\. TI.

i was curs. .nly examined.
367. The (

' s Reoius 69. (formerly 3013., Colbertinue
4631.) contains thi Gospels, written in the tenth cenl

and adapted I clesiastical use. Ii is imperfect in Matt
i. 1—-^.. Mark i. 1—7.. Luke i. 1

—

s
. xxiv. 50., and John

i. 12. It follows the Constantinopolitan family, and was
collated on Matt. ii.—\. and John vii. viii. The remainder
was cursorilj examined.

. The Codex Reoius 73. (formerly .OS r-'., afterwards

2859.), of the twelfth century, contains the Gospels, with
the Kiisel.iai! canons, synaxaria, and figures. It was collated

..ii Malt xxvi., Mark i.—iv.. and John iv.—viii., and it fol-

lows the Constantinopolitan recension.

269. The Codex Reoius 74. (formerly 171., and after-

wards 1(112. and 3858.), of the eleventh century, contains

the Go pel . with picturt . The Gospel of St Matthew-
was collated, and also .Mark i.—iv. It follows the Con-
stantinopolitan recension.

270. The Codex Reoius 7.".. (formerly 2868.), of the

eleventh century, contains the Gospels, with synaxaria. It

chiefly follows the Constantinopolitan recension, hut it also

has many Egyptian readings. Most of this manuscript was
collated by Scholz.

271. The ' 'odes Reoius 75"., of tin t w
. Ifth century, con-

tains the Gospels, with the Eiischian canons and figttl

In Matthew, Luke, and John, it almost eiitin \\ fi Hows the

Constantinopolitan recension; but in Mark it has a mixed
text. The chief part of this manuscript was collated.

272. The Codex Reoius 7(1. (formerly 2865.) contains

the Gospels, written in the eleventh century. It follows the
Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated on Matt. vi.

—xi.. .Mark i.— iii., John v.—viii. The remainder was
cursorily examine, I.

3. The Codes Reoius 79. (formerly 4480., Colbertinus

3012.) was written, partly on vellum in the twelfth, and
partly on cotton paper in the fourteenth century. Ii contains

the Gospels, with an epitome of the evangelical annals, a

scholium on Luke v;., the Eusebian cam ns, the commenta-
ries of Sevi nanus on Luke vii. o7.. a table of the parables
contained in the Gospels, and a fragment of a synaxarion.
The text chiefly follows the Constantinopolitan recen

but it has seme Alexandrine readings. Tins manuscipl was
Collated 111 si lent passages.

27 1. The I '.mi \ IvEuus 7a"1
., very elegantly and com I

w ritten on vellum in the tenth centun . contains the Gospi Is.

with figures, synaxaria, and the Eusi ns. It is

imperfect in Mark i. 1— 17., John i. 1—20., Mark vi. 21—54.

and John iii. 1*.— iv. 1., vii. 23— 12.. ix. 10—27., and
Xviii. 12—2I>., which passages have been supplied on paper

by a I t, r hand. It moStlj agrees with the Constantinopo-
litan family.

275. The Codex Reoius 80. (formerly 538, and 3342'.)

contains the Gospels, with the Eusehiaii canons, prolog

in I a portii la Bynaxari written in the eleventh century.

Scholz collated it for tin Go pel of St Matthew, and on Mark
i. ii. and John iii.— viii. The remaind 3onl] ex-

amined: it agrees with the Constantinopolitan family.

376. I'h. Codes Reoius 81., of the eleventh century,

in thi G pels, with the Eusebian canons and figi

and agrees with the Constantinopolitan family. It was col-

lated for tin Gospel of St Matthew, and on Marki.— \i.,

l.nK. iv. an. I wii.. and John v. and viii.

277. The Codes Rtetui81. \.. of the eleventh century,

conl ins the Gospels, with the Eusi bian canons and tin arcs.

s, I . n hich had bi en omitti d, have been sup

Its I. XI lllestl_\ follOWB ll I OIIIO-

politan recension. Tin- chiei part of this manuecripl was
collated bj Scholz.

27*. Tie CODES REOIUS 83. (formerly 3012.) contains

Hi. Gospels, with tin Eusebian canons, figures, ami synax-
int. n in the twelfth century. From some Armenian

inscriptions. Dr. Scholz conjectures that it was originally

executed m Uia Minor, whena it migrated loan Armenian
lery. Matt xiii. I".— xvii. 6. have been supplied by
hand, lis text follows the Cohatantinopolrtan fami-

ly: ii w is collated in select

I, Ti„ Coni \ Hi. .ii . -o. (former! GO., I Minus

6051.) was presented to Lout K1V. in the year 1686,

a Georgin ne, An J Sa s. Ii was written in

ih.. twelfth century, .""l contains the Gospels, with the Eu-

ebian canons, synaxaria, ani I' follows thi ''on-
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stantinopolitan recension, and was collated in select pas-
sages.

380. The Codex Regius 87., of the twelfth century, con-

tains the Gospels, with a portion of a synaxarion, and pro-

logues. It is imperfect in Mark viii. 3.—xv. 36.; and was
collated on Matt. vi.—xii., Mark i.—v., Luke iv. v., and
.lohn iv.—viii. It follows the Constantinopolitan recension.

381. The Codex Regius 88. (formerly 2860., Colbertinus

4766.) contains the Gospels, written in the twelfth century,

with figures and the Eusebian canons. It follows the Con-
stantinopolitan family. This manuscript is imperfect in

Matt, xxviii. 11. to the end, and Luke i. 1.—ix. It was col-

lated on Matt. vii.—x., Mark i.—v., and John vi.—viii.

383. The Codex Regius 90. (formerly -2860. 3
, Colbertinus

0045.), written in the year 1176, contains the Gospels, which
for the most part agree with the Constantinopolitan family.

It was collated in select passages.

283. The Codex Regius 92. (formerly
j[

01
£

-
' Colbertinus

4744.),- of ihe fourteenth century, contains the Gospels. The
text follows the Constantinopolitan family. This manuscript
was collated in select passages.

284. The Codex Regius 93. (formerly 2862 3
.), of the thir-

teenth century, contains the Gospels, with the Eusebian
canons, figures, and synaxaria. The chief part of this manu-
script was collated. Itfollows the Constantinopolitan family.

285. The Codex Regius 95. (formerly 2835 ;!

.), written in

the fourteenth century, contains the Gospels, with figures,

and follows the Constantinopolitan family. The greater
part of it was collated.

286. The Codex Regius 96. (formerly 3011 »• "-, Colberti-

nus 4556.), written in the year 1432, contains the Gospels,
with the paschal canon from 1432 to 1502. It follows the

Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated in select pas-
sages.

287. TheCoDEx Regius 98. (formerly f
36]-' Colbertinus

4916.), contains the Gospels, written in the fifteenth century.
It agrees with the Constantinopolitan family, and was col-
latedin select passages.

288. The Codex Regius 99. (formerly 2861 3
., Colbertinus

4885.) contains Saint Luke's Gospel, written in the sixteenth
century. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan family, and
was collated in select passages.

389. The Codex Regius 100. A., dated February 15, 1025,
by one Luke, who calls himself ag^jOvrov, chief priest,

[archbishop]], contains the Gospels, which agree with the

Constantinopolitan family. It was collated in select pas-

saws.
290. The Codex Regius 108a

, of the thirteenth century,

contains the Gospels, with synaxaria. It was collated in

select passao-es, and follows the Constantinopolitan recension.

291. The Codex Regius 113. (formerly 2868s., Colberti-

nus 0162.), of the twelfth century, contains the Gospels, with
synaxaria. It follows the Constantinopolitan recension, and
was collated in select passages.

292. The Codex Regius 114., of the eleventh century,
contains the Gospels, with synaxaria and figures. It is im-
perfect in Matt. l. 1.—vii. 14., and in John xix. 14. to the

end. It follows the Constantinopolitan recension, and was
collated in select passages.

293. The ConEX Regius 117., written in November. 1373,
contains the Gospels, with figures and synaxaria ; and fol-

lows the Constantinopolitan recension. It was collated on
Malt. v.—x., Mark ii.—vi.. Luke ii., and John v.—viii.

294. The Codex Regius 118. (formerly Colbertinus 6629.),
of the thirteenth century, contains the Gospels, with figures.

It follows the Constantinopolitan recension, and is imperfect
in Matt. i. 18. to xii. 25. This manuscript was presented to

Louis XIV. by Joseph Georgirene, Archbishop of Samos.
It was collated in select passages.

295. The Codex Regius 120. (formerly 3420.), of the thir-

teenth century, contains the Gospels: it agrees with the Con-
stantinopolitan recension, and is imperfect in Matt. i. 1.—xi.

It was collated in select passages.
296. The Codex Regius 123., of the sixteenth century,

contains the Gospels. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan
recension, and was collated in select passages.

297. The Codex Regius 140. a., of the twelfth century,

contains the Gospels, with figures and synaxaria. It agrees
with the Constantinopolitan family, and was collated in

select passages.

298. The Codex Regius 175"., formerly belonged to the

public library of the Jesuits at Lyons. It was written in the

twelfth century, and contains the Gospels, with figures and

synaxaria. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension,
and was collated in select passages.

299. The Codex Regius 177. (formerly 22 12.) was written
in the eleventh century, and Dr. Scbofz conjectures, from
some scholia, by a follower of Theodore of Mopsueste. It
contains the Gospels, with prologues, the Eusebian canons,
figures, scholia, and fragments of various writers, concerning
some particular passages. The text for the most part atrrees
with the Constantinopolitan family; but in the Gospels of
Saint Mark and Saint Luke there are many peculiar read-
ings, as well as readings which commonly occur in manu-
scripts of the Alexandrine recension. The whole of this
manuscript was collated.

300. 'Ihe Codex Regius 186. (formerly 750., also 1883.),
of the eleventh century, contains the Gospels of Matthew,
Mark, and Luke, collated with ancient copies from Jerusalem,
deposited on the holy mountain [Athosl] ; together with the
Eusebian canons, synaxaria, a catena, additional observa-
tions on some select passages, and Theophylacl's commenta-
ries written in the outer margin by a later hand. The text
follows both the Alexandrine and the Constantinopolitan re-
censions. It has a few peculiar readings. The whole of
this manuscript was collated.

301. The Codex Regius 187. (formerly 537. also 1879.),
of the eleventh century, contains the Gospels, with a catena
from the writings of the fathers. It for the most part follows
the Constantinopolitan recension, but it also has not a few
readings peculiar to the Alexandrine family. This manu-
script was collated throughout.

302. The Codex Rectus 193. (formerly 1893.), of the
sixteenth century, contains a fragment of Saint Matthew and
Saint Luke, with a commentary. It follows the Constanti-
nopolitan recension, and was collated in select passages.

303. The Codex Regius 194. A. contains John!.—iv.,
of the eleventh century, with Theophylact's commentary on
the Gospels, and iambic verses on Matthew and Mark, writ-
ten on cotton paper in 1255. The text follows the Constan-
tinopolitan recension. Select passages of this manuscript
were collated.

{of the thirteenth century,
contain the Gospels of
Matthew and Mark with
a catena. Both follow
the Constantinopolitan re-

cension, and were collated

in select passages.
306. The Codex Regius 197., of the tenth century, con-

tains the Gospels of Matthew and John, with the commen-
taries of Theophylact. The text is allied to that of the Con-
stantinopolitan recension.

307. The Codex Regius 199., of the eleventh century,
contains the Gospels of Matthew and John, with a com-
mentary. It follows the Constantinopolitan recension, and
was collated in select passages.

308. The Codex Regius 200., of the twelfth century,
contains the Gospels of Matthew and John, with a com-
mentary. It is imperfect, follows the Constantinopolitan
recension, and was collated in select passages.

309. The Codex Regius 201., of the twelfth century,
contains the Gospels of Matthew and John, with the com-
mentary of Chrysostom; cf Luke, with that of Titus of
Bostra; and of Mark, with that of Victor. It follows the
Constantinopolitan family, and was collated in select pas-
sages.

310. The Codex Regius 202., of the eleventh century,
contains Matthew, with a catena : it agrees with the Con-
stantinopolitan recension, and was collated in select passages.

311. The Codex Regius 203., of the twelfth century,
also contains Matthew, with a catena ; it agrees with the
Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated in select
passages.

312. The Codex Regius 206., written in 1308, contains
Mark, with the commentary of Victor. It belongs to the
Constantinopolitan family, and was collated in select pas-
sages.

313. The Codex Regius 208. (formerly 2410.), of the
fourteenth century, contains Luke, with a catena, which is

different from that published by Corderius. It is imperfect;
agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was col-

lated in select passages.
314. The Codex Regius 209. (formerly 247. and 2141.),

of the twelfth century, contains the Gospel of John, with
a commentary. It agrees wilh the Constantinopolitan fa-

mily, and was collated in select passages.
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316. rhe Codex Renins 910. (formerly 8443s., Colberti-

nus 606.), of tin' thirteenth century, contains the Gospel of

St. John, will, g i mentary by an unknown author. It is

imperfect in riv. 35.

—

vr. 16. xxi. 89—95.; agrees with
tin Constantinopolitan family, and was collated in select

paast

316. The Codex Regius 211., which was brought from

Constantinople, agrees with the Constantinopolitan recen-

sion. It was written in the twelfth century, and contains

the Gospels of Luke and John, with commentaries. This
mannsc ipl is imperfect, and was collated in select passages.

317, Tin i
i R hob (formerly Medicoeus 1867.), of

the twelfth century, contains John x. 9.— \xi. 25., with a

cai.na differing from that published by Corderius. It agn u -

with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated in

elect
31*. Thecoma Rectus 313., of the fourteenth century,

contains John vii. 1.—xxi- _'.>., with a commentary. It fol-

lows the Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated in

s. Ii it passages.
319. The CoDEX Regius 231., of the twelfth century,

contains the dispels, with a commentary. It is imperfect,

and agrees with the Cnnstaiitinoptilitnn recension. This

manuscript was collati d in Belt cl passages.

32(1. The Codkx Rsorus 233., of the eleventh century,

contains the dispel of I. tike, with a commentary. It agrees

with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated in

Beleel pass tgi i.

321. The CoDEX Regius 303., of the thirteenth century,

contains the Gospels. It follows the Constantinopolitan

recension, and was collated in select passages.

322. The Codex Regius 315., of the fifteenth century,

contains the Gospels. It follows the Constantinopolitan

family, ami was collated in si 1. ct passages.

333. The Codex Regius L18*., of the fifteenth century,

contains Matt. vi. vii. and also the tales of Ralila and Dimna
translated from the Arabic into Greek. The text of St.

Matthew agrees with the Constantinopolitan family.

334. Tin- Code* Reotos 376. (formerly Mazarinianns),

of the thirteenth century, on vellum, contains readings from

the Aeis ..t' the Apostles and the Pauline Epistles, sections

from the Gospels narrating the passion of our Lord; and
the Eusebian canons, Gospels, Bynazaria (on cotton paper),

and a catalogue of emperors from Constantino to Manuel
Porphyrin/! mi. tus. In the Gospels the text almost always

agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension. The chief

part of tins manuscript "as collated.

335. The Cooes Regius 377. (formerly 3011.), of the

thirteenth century, contains the Gospels. The text agrees

with the Constantinopolitan recension. It was collated in

select passages.
32(i. The Codkx Regius 378., of the fourteenth century,

contains an exposition, in the form of homilies, on one or

more, verses of some Beetions "f the Gospels. The text

almost every when- agrees with the Constantinopolitan re-

cension. It was collated in ages.

337. The Codex Regius 380., of the fifteenth century.

cunt lins the Gospels. It agrees w ith the • 'mistaiitinopolitan

family, and was collated in Beleel passages.

338. The Codex Reoius 381., of the sixteenth century.

contains ihe ( . • pi Is, « iih a e military. Il agrees with

the Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated in si i, el

339. The Codkx ' i-s 19. (formerly 16.), I
-

tains the Gospels, with a imentary. It agrees with the

Constantinopolitan recen ion, ind was collated in select

passagi
33(i. Tin I 'inn \ ( SoiBLnn uroa 196., of the eleventh cen-

tury, contains the G '•

nil Epistles, with tbi

i [t agrees with the I Son-

polil in family, and was collated in select pas- r

3 II. The Codex Coisliicuw a 331. (formerly 11.) of thi

tenth century, contains tin Gospels, with synaxaria. It

agrees with the I itinopolitan recension, and was col-

lati d in i Ii ct
;

839, Thi I ' \ Tn ii-. -.1 \ \. b. I\ . 90., of the

nth ei nturv, contains the (ins pi la, with comment lit,

figures, ami prologues. It h the Constantinopoli-

tan family, and wai collated in s. led
p

333. Tin- Codex Taurinei i
l\. b. I., 1 formerlj be-

' Tin' manuscript i In thi rojsl library tiTurin (Nos-TOT M
bed at length t>y Jowpn Pi OtatogUt HiMiolheca. Taunntntit

longed to Arsenins. archbishop of Monembasia. and after-
wards to Gabriel, metropolitan of Philadelphia. It was
written in the thirteenth century, and contains Matthew and
John, w ith the same catena "!' Nicetas, « llich was published
by Cordier and Poussines. It " ra - with the Constautino-
p.ililan family, and was collated in select past

334. The Codex Taubutensis 13. h. \ . 33., of the foiir-

teenth century, contains thi G sot Matthew and Mark,
with prologues, and a commentary. It follows the ConsUn-
tinopolit ui recension, and was collau d in sell c

335. The Com I l amirsis 14. b. V. 24., of thi six-

teenth century, contains tin Gospi -. with prologues. It

- with the Constantinopolitan family, and was col-
li: .1 in

336. TI" Codex Tauhlnknsis nil. e. 1\'. 17., of the six-

centnry, contains Luke, with a catena. It as
with tin (amstantinopolitan family, and was ciliated ill

Belt cl passages.

337. The ( 'oIlKX TaCRIXENSIS 53. h. V. 33., of the twelfth
century, contains portions of St. Matthew's Gospel, with a
i mentary. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan family,

and was collated in select passages.
.'i.ls. The Codex Tauuinensis" 335. b. I. 3., of the twelfth

century, contains the Gospels, with the EuHebian canons
and figures. It follows the Constantinopolitan family, but
has some Alexandrine readings. It was collated in sell t

passages.

339. The Codkx Taurinensis 302. c. II. 5., of the thir-

teenth century, contains the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles,
with prologues, the Ensebian canons, synaxaria, ana other
pieces. It follows the Constantinopolitan recension, and
was collated in select passages.

310. The Codex Taurinkxsis 311. b. I. 13., of the
eleventh century, contains the Gospels, many passages of
which have been corrected by a later hand. This manu-
script agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension, and
was collated in select passages.

311. The Coma Taumnensis 350. b. T. 21. was written
in the year 1396, and contains the Gospels, with a synaxa-
riiim. It follows the Constantinopolitan family, and was
collated in select passagi s.

312. The Codex Tavrwehbis 149. b. II. 3., of the thir-

teenth ceuturv, contains the Gospels, with the Ensi hian

canons; it agrees with the Constantinopolitan family, and
was collated in select passages.

343. The pODEX UtBROSIANVS 13. (in the Ambrosian
library at Milan.)-' of the twelfth - ntaina the Gos-
pels, with the Eusebian canons and figures, adapted to

ecclesiastical use. It agrees with the Constaiitiiiopolitan

family, and was collated in -

344. He Codex Ambrosianub 16. contains the Gospels,
with svnaxaria on vellum, written in the twelfth century.

Luke xiii. 21—xvi. 33. xxii. 19—23, x\i. IS. and x\in. i:>

—50. have been written on paper, in the fourteenth century.

It is imperfect in John xxi. 12. to the end. This manuscript
agrees w ith the Const ami in pol it an recension ; the latter part,

in particular, w ith the toxins ri ceplus. It was collated in

m lect passages.

345. The Codex Vmbbobiauub 17.. of the eleventh ceu-

turv. contains the Gospels, with Bynazaria. It is imperfect

[aft i. I— il. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan
oi-i nsion, and w as coll ited in select past

346. The (

' \ Ims osianub 83., sn incorrectly written

manuscript of the twelfth century, contains thi Go , Is, the
text of which agrees with the Uexandrini family. It is

imperfect in John iii. <>.—Vii. 68. The entire manuscript
was collated.

317. The Codex Imbrobiahds 35., , f the twelfth ccn-

tury, correctly written by Constantinus ChryBographus.
contains the Gospels, with prologues, fitted to ecch aiastica]

use. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension, and
was collated in seh Cl pa ISBgeS.

348. Th. Codex kMBRosiANua B. 56., written in 1088,

ains the Gospels, with Bynaxaria, and the Eusebian
canons. It agrees totj often with the ConstantinopoHttn

a. in I w as collated iii select passages.

349. Tue Codex Utsrosiahus 61., written in 1389, con-

tains the Gospels, with synaxaria, and the Ens. hum canons.

It follows the Constantinopolitan recension, andwti collated

in select p

The iiiniiiinrriniii in Hi. Imbforiu lihnry uro rfrwribed m length hjr

inn in. tiii Ri i i pp ro—w.
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350. The Codex Ambrosianus B. 62. contains the Gos-
pels, with figures and svnaxaria, written on vellum in the

eleventh century. The first four leaves are written on paper
in the sixteenth century. It is imperfect in John xxi. 9.

to the end. It follows the Alexandrine recension, but often

agrees with the Constantinopolitan family. It was collated

in selectpassages.
351. The Codex Ambrosiani'S 70. is of the eleventh cen-

tury. Latin words, written in the fifteenth century, are
occasionally interspersed among the Greek text. It mostly
agrees with the received text, but it also has many peculiar

readings. It was collated in select passages.

352. The Codex Ambrosianus B. 93., brought from
Calabria in 1607, contains the Gospels, written in the twelfth

century. It is imperfect in Matt. i. 1—17. Mark i. 1—15.

xvi. 13. to tlie end, Luke i. 1—7. xxiv. 43. to the end, and
John i. 1—10. and xxi. 3. to the end. The faded letters

have been restored by a later hand. Indices of lessons,

written in the fourteenth century, have been added in the

margin. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension,

and has been collated in select passages.

353. The Codex Ambrosianus M. 93. of the twelfth cen-
tury, contains the Gospels, with the same commentary as

No. 181. It is imperfect in John xxi. 24, 25., and agrees
with the Constantinopolitan recension. The greater part of
this manuscript was collated.

351. The Codex Venetus 29. contains the Gospel of
Matthew with Theophylact's Commentary, written in the

eleventh century. It was collated on Matthew xxiv., and
for the most part agrees with the Alexandrine codices.

355. The Codex Venetus 541., of the eleventh century,

contains the Gospels, preceded by the. Eusebian canons and
the Epistle to Carpianus. It was collated for Matt, xxiv.,

Mark iv., Luke iv., and John v. It almost always agrees
with the Constantinopolitan family.

356. The Codex Venetus 515. contains a catena on St.

Lake's Gospel, written in the sixteenth century, ascribed to

Titus of Bostra ; but the text of Luke is rarely cited.

357. The Codex Venetus 28. contains Luke and John,
with a catena, written in the eleventh century. Dr. Scholz
has given readings from it on Luke i. and John v. Its text

agrees with that of the Constantinopolitan recension.

358. The Codex Mutinensis 9. (II. A. 9.), of the four-

teenth century, contains the Gospels. It agrees with the

Constantinopolitan family, and was collated in Matt, vi.,

Mark iv. v. x., Luke v., and John v. vii. viii.

359. The Codex Mutinensis 242. (MS. III. B. 16.), of
the fourteenth century, contains the Gospels. It agrees
with the Constantinopolitan family, and was collated on the

same chapters as No. 358.

36(1. The Codex Parmensis (formerly De Rossi 1.), in

the library of the Duke of Parma, contains the Gospels,
written in the eleventh century. It agrees chiefly with the
Constantinopolitan family, but it has numerous Alexandrine
readings. This and the following manuscript were collated

by De Rossi and Scholz.
361. The Codex Parmensis (formerly De Rossi 2.), of

the thirteenth century, contains the Gospels. It agrees with
the Constantinopolitan family, but it has numerous Alex-
andrine readings.

363. The Codex Florentinus, in the library of Santa
Maria at Florence, contains the Gospel of Saint Luke, with
a catena, of the thirteenth century. This manuscript is cited

by Lamy, in his treatise lit Eruditteme Apustulurum, p. 239.
Dr. Scholz does not know where it now is deposited

.

363. The Codex Florentinus Laurentianus VI. 13.

contains the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles, written in the

thirteenth century. It follows the Constantinopolitan family,

and was collated in select passages.

364. The Codex Laurentianus VI. 24., Dr. Scholz con-
jectures, from the form of the letters, was written in Scla-

vonia in the thirteenth century. A few leaves have been
added at the beginning and end, which were written in the

fourteenth century. It contains the Gospels, and agrees
with the Constantinopolitan family. This manuscript was
collated in select passages.

365. The Codex Laurentianus VI. 36., of the thirteenth

century, contains the Gospels, Acts, Epistles, and Psalms.
It agrees with the Constantinopolitan family, and was col-

lated in select passages.

366. The Codex Laurentianus 2607. (formerly belong-
ing to the library of Santa Maria) contains the Gospel of
Saint Matthew, with a catena. It is imperfect in the begin-

ning : occasionally, annotations are written in the maroin
by a later hand.

367. The Codex Laurentianus 2708. (also formerly be-
longing to the same monastery), written in 1332, contains
the New Testament, with prologues and synaxaria. It fol-

lows the Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated in

select passages.
368. The Codex Richardianus 84., of the fifteenth cen-

tury, contains the Gospel of Saint John, the Apocalypse,
andi Epistles, together with Plato's Epistle to Dionysius
incorrectly written. The text of St. John's Gospel agrees
with the Constantinopolitan MSS. It was collated in select

passages.

369. The Codex Richardianus 90., of the twelfth cen-
tury, contains Mark vi. 25.—ix. 45. x. 17. xvi. 9., and a
grammar of the Greek language, together with the Fables
of Phaedrus. The text of these fragments for the most part

agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was cur-

sorily collated.

370. The Codex Richardianus (K. I. 11.), of the four-

teenth century, contains the Gospels, with Theophylact's
commentary. It is imperfect at the beginning and end.
This manuscript is stated by Scholz to have been described
by Lamy in his treatise De Eruditione Jlpostnlorum, p. 232.
et seg. It is not known where it is now deposited.

371. The Codex Vaticanus 1159., of the tenth century,
contains the Gospels with the Eusebian canons and figures.

It follows the Constantinopolitan family, and was collated

in select passages.

372. The Codex Vaticanus 1161., very beautifully writ-

ten in the fifteenth century, contains the Gospels. It is

imperfect from John iii. 1. to the end. It agrees with the

Alexandrine family, and was collated in select passages.
373. The Codex Vaticanus 1423. formerly belonged to

Cardinal Sirlet. It was written in the fifteenth century, and
contains the Gospels, with a catena. The end of John is

wanting. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan family, and
was collated in select passages.

374. The Codex Vaticanus 1415., written in the twelfth

century, contains the Gospels with the commentary of Peter
of Laodicasa. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan family,

and was collated in select passages.
375. The Codex Vaticanus 1533., of the twelfth cen-

tury, contains the Gospels, with the Eusebian canons. It

follows the Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated

in select passages.
376. The Codex Vaticanus 1539., of the eleventh cen-

tury, contains the Gospels collated with ancient copies at

Jerusalem. It follows the Constantinopolitan family, and
was also collated in select passages.

377. The Codex Vaticanus 1618., of the fifteenth cen-
tury, contains Matthew, with a catena, Mark, Luke, and
John, with questions and answers. It agrees with the Con-
stantinopolitan family, and was collated in select passages.

378. The Codex Vaticanus 1658., of the fourteenth cen-
tury, contains fragments of Saint Matthew's Gospel, with the

homilies of Chrysostom, and numerous passages from the

prophets. The text seldom departs from the received text.

It was collated in select passages.
379. The Codex Vaticanus 1769., of the fifteenth cen-

tury, contains the Gospels, with a perpetual commentary. It

follows the Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated

in selectpassages.
380. The Codex Vaticanus 2139., of the fifteenth cen-

tury, contains the Gospels, with the Eusebian canons. It fol-

lows the Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated in

select passages.
381. The Codex Palatino-Vaticanus 20., of the four-

teenth century, contains the Gospel of Saint Luke, with a
catena. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan family, and
was collated in select passages.

382. The Codex Vaticanus 2070. (formerly Basil. 109.),

correctly written in the thirteenth century, contains fragments
of the Gospels, the leaves of which have been greatly mis-
placed by the carelessness of the bookbinder. Its text

agrees with the Alexandrine family. The greater part of
this manuscript was collated by Dr. Scholz.

fare three manuscripts belonging to the College at
383. I Rome, written in the sixteenth century. They se-

384. J verally contain the Gospels with a commentary

;

385., | follow the Constantinopolitan recension; and were
[.collated in select passages.

386. The Codex Vaticano-Ottobomanus 66., of the fit-
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teenth century, contains tin 1 New T< stameni with Bynaxaria.

[t agrees with 1 Constantinopolitan recension. This and

the following manuscripts, Nos. 387. to 397. inclusive, were

collated bj Dr. Scholz in sell el passagi s.

387. The \ \ iticano-Ottobokuotjs 304., of the

twelfth century, onrtaina the Gospels, and agrees with tlie

Constantinopolitan reci nsion.

388. The Coras Vaticano-Ott mams 218., of the

twelfth century, miliums tlir Cospels, w ith figures. It ex-

hibits ;i mixed! text, which often agrees with the Alexandrine

recension.

389. The Cooes Vaticano-Ottobonianus 297., of the

eleventh century, contains the Gospels, and agrees with the

i ntinopobtan n cension.

390. The Codex \ atkax^Ott mam a 381. was writ-

ten in 1252, and contains the Acts, Epistles, Gospels, and

Apocalypse, with scholia, synaxaria, and the Eusebian

canons.' Ii agrees witii the Constantinopolitan text.

391. The Codex Vaticano-Ottobonianbs 132., written in

the eleventh century, was presented by the sbbot Abachus

Andriani, of mount Athos, to Pope Benedict XI11., who
commanded it to be deposited in the Vatican Library. Ii

contains the Gospels, with prologues and commentaries. It

is imperfect in Matt. i. I—$. laike i. 1—no. and John vii.

53.

—

via. ii„ which passages were added in another hand-

writing in the fifteenth century. It follows the Constantino-

polii nsion.

392. 'I'h, Codes Barberinianus 225., of the twelfth cen-

tury, contains the Gospels, with the i imentary ofTheophy-
lact, to which is prefixed the fragment of SL John's Gospel,

noticed in page 118. § \\X. under the letter Y. This ma-

nuscript agrees with the Constantinopolitan family.

393. The Codex Valwceluaijos E. 22., of the sixteenth

century, contains the < Satholic and Pauline epistles, togethi r

with tiic Gospels. Ii follows the Constantinopolitan family.

394. The Codes Vallicellianus 1'. 17„ written by one

Michael, s monk, and dab ,1 Jul) 1 1, 1330, contains the Gos-

pels, Acts, and Epistles. It agret a « ith the i lonstantinopo-

litan family.

395. The Codi \ Cabanatensis \. R. V. 33.,ol thetwelfth

century, contains the Gospels, with figures. Corrections

and readings arc writti n in the margin. Ii follows the
|
Ion-

si intinopofitan recensi but has some All icandrine readings.

396. The Codex Ghioianus K. IV. 6., of the twelfth cen-

tury, contains thi Gospels. It is imperfect in Matt. i. 1.

—

xxiii. 27., and agn i s « ith the < lonstantinopolitan family.

:i:»7. The c \ \ m.i. n i i.i .i \m s C. i.. of the fifteenth

century, contains the ( ., • p, I "I St. .l-din. w iih a catena. It

agrees with the Constantinopolitan family.

398. The Codex Taobinenbis 92. c. IV. 6., of the thir-

tei nth c, niiiry, contains select passages of the Gospels, with

a catena. It' was cursorily collated, and agrees w ith the

Constantinopolitan family.

399. The Codex Taorwehsis L09. c. IV. 29., ol the fif-

teenth century, contains a commentary on the Gospels, but

the text i- ma always given. It was c ursorily collated, and

agrees with the Constantinopolitan family.

100. The C ex Berolutensis Bibliothi :i -v. (formerly

Die/.ii in.), of the fifteenth century, tains Matt. xii. 29.

—

xiii. >.. the Acts, and Epistles. It is mutilated, and has

hen damaged both by lire and water. It was described by

Ann illius in 1802; and was again di cribed and collated by

<;. T. Pappi II -Mini in 1815.

mi. The Codi \ Ni ipoi n u»t - I. C. 24., of the i leventh

century, contains the Gospels of Matthew and Luke, Mark

u . I.—xvi. to the end, and John i- l.— xii. l- It fo

tie t lonstanl politan n w nsion. Tins and the nine follow-

ing manuscripts, to No. 117. inclusive, were collated iii se-

ll -ei passai „ ,

[02. The Codes Neapolitans 1. C 28., of tin

ci story, contains the Gospels, with
|

1 1 agrees with the ConstaBtinopolitan family.

403. The Conn Niafomtahus 1. C. 29., of the twelfth

century, contains Matt xii. 2:1.— \i\. 12. sxviu., Mark com-

plete, Luki 1. 1—6. wi. 36. I" the end. and John 1. 1.—

xmii. 36., w ill. synaxaria. It follows the < lonstantinopolitan

family. _
mi. \ ,„ ig to the abate s, 01 n, 01 Na-

1, ,

,
.

Il was w nil, 11

in the eleventh century, and agrees with the Constantinopo-

litan family. XI
III.',. Tin I '-hi \ \ 1 M II'.'. I llllll.l ' 1 •

( ''''" ' N "'

111. (Inrne , "i iln ' Il wi.lh century, contains

the Gospels, with the Eusebian canons. The leaves have
' ,,1 In ihe 1 khinder that scarcely two or

pages of the same ' rospel are to Si Ii and.

The text of this manuscript for the ni"st part agrees « itl

Uexandrine recensi but it contains some Uexandrine
readings. 1

106. The Codes Venetian! 3, Class I. No. 11. (formerly
Vim .urns 1.), of the eleventh century, cont lins the Gospi Is.

It is imperfect in Mark iv. II.—v. 14. and Luke iii. 16

—

iv. I. ; and for the most part agrees with the Alexandrine re-

cension,

107. The Codex Venetian! s. Class I. \,,. 12. (for Iv

Nanianus .").), of the eleventh century, contains Luke V. ill).

to the end, and John i. 1 ix. Ii chiefly Ii Hows the 1

Btantinopolitan recension, but has some readings which differ

from il.

408. The Codex Venetian-is S. Mabci Bibliotb
Class I. Ni,. 11., Nanianus 7., formerly belonged to the mo-
nastery of Saini John, near the Jordan. Ii is of the twelfth

century, ami contains the Gospels, w ith the Eusi bian canons,

ll has si'inc peculiar readings, hut for the most j

with the ( lonstantinopolitan recensi

409, Tin Codes \ enetianits S. Marci, Class I. \n. 15.

(formerly Nanianus B.), of the twelfth century nuns the

Gospels, with the Eusebian canons and synaxaria. Il 1

wnli ihe Constantinopolitan family, hut has some peculiar

readings.
1 10. In the Codex Vi.m:ti\m sS. Mabci, Class 1. No. 17.

(formerly Nanianus 10.), which is written on cotton paper,

of the fourteenth century, the early pages (which arc on vel-

lum), with the Eusebian canons, arc copied from another

more ancient manuscript of the twelfth century. The ti

the manuscript was written by one Joasaph, a monk, in the

ihirie, nth century. Ii contains the Gospels, and agrees with

the < !on8tahtinopolitan recension.

111. The Codex Vebtstiaiujs Bibliotrkck Nanian.se 11.,

of the fourteenth century, contains the Gospels, with the

Eusi Man canons, and synaxaria.

412. The Codex Veni ti urns S. Mabci, Class I. No. I!'.

(formerly Nanianus 120, written >» l:i01 ''>' Theodon ll.>

giopetritUS, a calligrapher. contains the Cospels. with the

Eusebian canons and synaxaria. It agrees with the Con-

stantinopolitan family.

413. The 1 'em \ \ r\i:n.',M 3 S. M Ma 1. Cls B I. No. 20.

mis 1::.). a! mi,' time belonging to the mo-
rn on Mount Sinai. Ii waseleg

(formerly Nanianus 1:1.

nasierv of Sainl ( latherierv

written in 1302 by one Theodore, and contains the Gospi Is.

w ni, iii,. Eusebian canons, figures, and synaxaria. It agrees

with the Constantinopolitan Family.

111. The Codex \ enetuhds 5. Marci, class 1. No. 21.

(formerly Nanianus 14.), written in the fourteenth century,

bj one Philip, a monk, contains the Gospi Is, with synaxana.

1 ees with the Constantinopolitan ramily.

415. The Codes \ 1 mhams s. Maw i. Class I. No. 29.

(formerly Nanianus 15.), written in January, 1356, contains

the Gospels, with Bynaxaria and figures. It agrees with the

Constantinopolitan family.

in;. The,Codex Vehetiahi b S. Mabci, class I. No. 24.

(formerly Nanianus 17.), written in the fourteenth century,

ins the Gospels. It is imperfect in Matt. i. 1.— xxv,

nd Johnxviii. 7. to the end. It agrees with the Con-

stantino] olitj [tcci Ion.

117. The Con [Venetian! S. Marci, < I. No. 35.

, rh Nanianus 18.), of the fourteenth o ntury, coi 1 tins

the (,, pel ol
v

l itthi ".. Mark, and Luke. It is imp.

in tin beginning and end. It agrees with Ihe Constantino-

politan familj

.

lis. Th, Codes Veni ruiroa Bibliothbc e Naniana 21.

contains the Gospels of Matthew and Mark. Ii is imperii ct

111 the end.

119. A manuBcripl formerly belonging to the mon«
ni Michael at Venice, ol the twelfth century, contains

pels. Ii is imp, rt> ei in John \\i. 7. to the -

[20. I'h, c,.iu \ M 1. of iln fowl 1 nth century,

was written by different copyists. It contains the Gos|

with critical notes selected fro thea manuscripts. Il

acted by 1 > r. Munter. This manuscript is 1 ,1 2:i7. m
Di. Seie,l,-.'s third ' ditlon of Grii inch's t Ti mi nt.

121, The Codex Sybacusajtos in the Landolini libran

ihe twelfth centu the G I the

j, . with Hi, Bum bian 1 anona and pn r*

M-s N, 106 II," »

1 ,«,._. ' •' "'"'"
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has a mixed text, and was also inspected by Dr. Mi'tnter.

Sehwlz has noted it 238. in his edition of Griesbach's Greek
Testament.

422. The Codex Regius Monacensis 210. (in the royal

library at Munich) was written for ecclesiastical use in the

eleventh century by one Joseph, a monk. It contains the

Gospels, with prolegomena and synaxaria; but the Gospel
of John appears to have been written by another and later

hand. It follows the Constantinopolitan text, but the copyist
has transferred into the text a few scholia which were written

in the margin ; for instance, in Mark i. 10. tou 3-eou after mtu/ua..

This manuscript was collated in select passages by Dr.
Scholz.

423. The Codex Monacensis 36., of the fifteenth century,
contains the Gospel of Matthew, with the catena of Nicetas.

It agrees with the Constantinopolitan family, and was collated

in select passages.

424. The Codex Monacensis 83., of the fifteenth century,
besides other works, contains the Gospel of Saint Luke, with
the commentary of Titus of Bostra, and of other writers

cited by him. It follows the Constantinopolitan family, and
was collated in select passages.

425. The Codex Monacensis 37., of the fifteenth century,
contains the Gospel of John, with the most copious of all the

catenae of Nicetas which Dr. Scholz has met with. It agrees
with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated in

select passages.

426. The Codex Monacensis 473., of the fourteenth cen-
tury, contains Luke vi. 17.—xi. 26., with the catena of
Nicetas. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension.

127. The Codex Monacensis 465., of the twelfth or thir-

teenth century, contains the Gospels of Luke and Mark, with
the commentary of Theophylact. It seldom deviates from
the received text, and was collated in select passages.

128. The Codex Monacensis 381., of the thirteenth cen-

tury, contains the Gospels, with commentaries and figures.

From the subscription it appears that the Gospel of Si. Mat-
thew was collated with some ancient manuscripts of Jerusa-
lem preserved on the Holy Mountain (Allies'?). From
actual collation, Dr. Scholz ascertained that this manuscript
is either a transcript of No. 300. (Codex Regius 186.), or of

the copy whence that was transcribed. Its readings coincide
for the must part with those of No. 300. The chief part of
it was collated by Scholz.

429. The Codex Monacensis 208., of the. tenth century,
contains questions with their solutions, taken from various
interpreters, on the Gospels of Matthew and John, with the
text, which was written in 970. It further contains Luke i.

1.—ii. 3'J., with a catena. This manuscript seldom departs

from the received text. It was collated in select passages.
430. The Cooex Monacensis 437., of the eleventh cen-

tury, contains the Gospel of John, with the catena of
Nicetas. It follows the Constantinopolitan recension, and
was collated in select passages.

431. The Codex Molsheiuiensis formerly belonged to

the College of Jesuits at Molsheim, in Alsace, ft was
written in the twelfth century, and contains the Gospels,
Acts, and Epistles, with prologues and the Eusebian canons.
Goldhagen inserted fifty-two various readings from it in his

edition of the New Testament printed at Mayence in 1753.
Or. Scholz states that he found very few various readings
in this manuscript on the Acts and Epistles, and scarcely
any on the Gospels, so that no judgment can be formed con-
cerning its text.

432. The Codex Monacensis 99., of the sixteenth cen-
tury, contains (besides other treatises on various subjects)

the Gospel of Mark, with the commentary of Victor of
Antioch. It follows the Constantinopolitan recension, and
was collated in select passages.

433. The Codex Berolinensis is a quarto manuscript, on
vellurn, of the twelfth century, preserved in the Royal
Library at Berlin. It contains the following fragments;
viz. Matt. i. 1—21. vi. 12—32. and xxii. 6. to the end of
that Gospel; Mark i. 1—5. 29. ix. 21.—xiii. 12. Luke viii.

27. to the end of the Gospel; John i. 1.—ix. 21. and xx.
15. to the end of the Gospel. The various readings com-
prised in this manuscript were published by M. Pappelbaum,
archdeacon of Berlin, in his description of it ; whence they
have been inserted by Dr. Dermout in his Collectanea

Critica in Novum Testamentatum, 1 and by Dr. Sclndz
(who numbers it 239.) in his third edition of Griesbach's
Greek Testament. It has a mixed text. ,

i Dcrntoutj Collectanea Critica, p. 22.

434. The Codex Cesareo-Vintjobonensis 71. (Lambecii
42. formerly 279.), of the fourteenth century, contains the
Gospel of Luke, with a catalogue. It very seldom deviates
from the received text. It was collated in select passao-es.

435. The Codex Bibliothecje Lugduno-Batavensis,
Gronovii 131., now in the University library at Leyden,
contains the Gospels neatly written. It is imperfect in
Matt. i. 20.—ii. 13. and xxii. 4—19. John x. 14. to the end
of that Gospel is written by a later hand. Neither Dermout,
who first collated this manuscript, nor Dr. Scholz, has spe-
cified its age. The latter states that its text for the most
agrees with the Alexandrine family.

436. The Codex Meermannianus 117. comprises the four
Gospels written in the eleventh century. They are arranged
conformably to the Liturgy of the Greek church. On the
sale of the Meermann library by auction in 1824 this manu-
script was purchased by an English bookseller. It is not
known who is the present possessor of it.

437. The Codex Bibliothece Imperialis Petropolitanje
(in the Imperial library at Petersburgh) was written in the
eleventh century, by Michael Cerularius, formerly patriarch
of Constantinople.

438. The Codex f,H in the British Museum (formerly
Askew 621.) contains the Gospels, in two volumes, quarto.
It was written about the eleventh century.

439. The Codex 5107. in the British Museum (formerly
Askew 622.) contains the Gospels written in 1159 on mount
Athos, by the monk Nephon.

440. The Codex Cantabric.iensis Mm. 6. 9. or 2423.
contains the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles. The text is com-
posed from both families. It was collated by Dr. Scholz
on Matt. vi. ix. x., Mark v. vi., and Luke iv.

441. The Codex Cantabrigiensis 4 2622. contains the
Old and New Testaments with notes.

442. The Codex Cantabrigiensis 4 2537. 2538. contains
the New Testament.

113. The Codex Cantarrigiensis, formerly Askew 621.,
contains the Gospels. It was brought from mount Athos.

444 The Codex Harleianus 5796., in the British Museum,
contains the New Testament, except the Apocalypse, neatly
and carefully written in the fifteenth century. After the
Acts are placed the Catholic Epistles, ami then those of
Saint Paul. A table of lessons is subjoined lo the Gospels,
and there is another at the end of the hook. This and the
five following manuscripts (445—119.) all agree with the

ollated on Mark v.

owing manuscripts (4 15—149.'

Constantinopolitan family, and were coll

415. The Codex Harleianus r>~:u\. was written in 1506,
as appears from the subscription. This manuscript was
not known to Griesbach.

446. The Codex Harleianus 5777., of the fifteenth cen-
tury, contains the Gospels, with synaxaria. It is imperfect
in Matt. i. 1—17., Mark i. 7—9., 'Luke i. 1— 1H., and Jehu
i. 1—22. Scholz states, that it is written by a clear but not
very skilful or learned hand.

447. The Codex Harleianus 5781., of the fifteenth cen-
tury, contains the Gospels, with the Eusebian canons, and
synaxaria.

448. The Codex Harleianus 5790. contains the Gospels,
most beautifully illuminated : it was written, as appears
from the inscription at the end of the volume, by one John,
a priest at Rome, and it is dated April 25th, 1178.

419. The Codex ^ in the British Museum, which for-

merly belonged to Ca;sar de Missy, contains the Gospels,
clearly and accurately written, probably in the fourteenth
century.

150. The Manuscript belonging to the library of the
great monastery of the Greeks at Jerusalem, numbered 1.,

contains the first three Gospels, with an Arabic version
neatly written in 1013, to which are prefixed synaxaria and
the Eusebian canons. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan
family, and was collated in select passages.

451. Is the manuscript, No. 2., in the same library, writ-

ten in the twelfth century, and containing the Gospels

;

which agree with the Constantinopolitan family, and were
collated in select passages.
452—455. Are manuscripts in the same library, numbered

3—6., all of which were written in the fourteenth century,

and contain the Gospels. They agree with the Constanti-
nopolitan family, and were also collated in select passages.

456. Is a manuscript in the same library, No. 7., contain-
ing the Gospels. To the text of Saint Matthew is annexed
a commentary, neatly written in the thirteenth century. It

was collated in select passages.
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457. Is a manuscript belonging to the Greek monastery
of Saint Saba (which is two miles distant from Jerusalem),
No. S., written in the thirteenth century. It oontaim the
• '-pels. Acts, and Epistles, to which arc prefixed synaxaria.
This and the nine following manuscripts (Nos. 15H—100.)
all agree with the Constantinopolitan recension, and were
severally collated in select passages,

468. Is a manuscript belonging to the same library, No.
3., and contains the Gospels written in 1278.

459. and 4(i0. Arc manuscripts belonging to the same
library, Nos. 7. and 8., of the twelfth century, and contain
the Gospels.

(61. Is a manuscript in the same library, No. 9., neatly
written in 83.">, by one Nicholas, a monk, and contains the
Gospels.

402. and 463. Are manuscripts in the same library, Nos.
10. and 11., of the fourteenth century, which contain the
Gospels.

464. Is a manuscript in the same library, No. 12., of the
eleventh century, and contains the Gospels.

405. Is a manuscript in the same lihrary, No. 19., of the
thirteenth century, and contains the Gospels.

400. Is also a manuscript in the same lihrary, of the thir-

teenth century : it contains the New Testament.
•107. Is a manuscript belonging to the library of a monas-

tery in the isle of Patmos. It is of the eleventh century,
and contains the Gospels; agrees with the Constantinopo-
litan recension, and was collated in select passages.

408. Is a manuscript in the same library, of the twelfth
• century. It contains tlie Gospels with a commentary ; agrees
with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated in

select passages.
109. Is also a manuscript belonging to the same library,

of the fourteenth century. It contains the Gospels; agrees
with the Constantinopolitan family, and was collated in

select passages.

iv. Evangelisteria (or Lessons from the Gospels appointed to

be read in Divine Service) which have been collated by
the Editors of the Greek Testament (especial!;/ by /( et-

stein and Griesbach,) -who preceded Dr. Scholz, by
whom their .Volution has been retained.!

1. The Codex Reoics 278. (formerly Colbertinus 700.)
is n ritten m uncial letters, in the eighth century : it is imper-
fect. Tins evangelisteriom was cursorily collated by Wet-
stein and Scholz: it agrees with the Constantinopolitan
recension.

2. The C :\ RnsiDS 280., formerly Colbertinus 2215.,
of the eighth century, according to M.uitfiueon and Scholz,
but Wetstein does not think it earlier than the ninth century.
It was written in uncial characters. It is imperfect, agrees
with the Constantinopolitan reeension, ami was cursorily
collated by Wetstein and Scholz.

3. The Codex OxONIEHSIS Wheleri 3., of the tenth cen-
tury, is in uncial characters. It was collated by Dr. Mill,
ami agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension.

1. 1'he Codex Cantaiirioiensis 1>. I. *. 19. formerly be-
longed to Dr. More, bishop of Kly. It was written iii the
tenth century, in uncial characters'. Bishop Marsh thinks it

was brought from the East. This evangeitsterium was col-

lated by Dr. Mill.

5. Tile Coon BoDUIANim 3. was written in the year 995,
in uncial letters. It was collated by Mill and Wetstein.

0. The Codex II1111.1..1 111 . 1: I u no-Hatav.<k. formerly
Sealigeri 343., 1- Greek-Arabic manuscript, written in

ial letter-, in tin- tenth century. Besides an svangeliste-
riuin, it contains lessons from the Acts of the tpostles,
Bpi lies, md Psalm . Wetstein states that it.has 1 is pe-
culiar readings, and that it agrees with the Egyptian vers

Dr. Dermout, who is the in "St recent describe! and cull, iter

of tin- manuscript, stab • that be found numerous valuable
readings which Wetstein had omitted.' The following an
tin- portions of the Gospels winch are comprised in this

manuscript :— Malt. xx. 17—99. 96.—xxiv. 2"<. 35.— XXV.
16. EXvi. 3—11. 17. to the end. Mark xt. 1— 11. xiv. 96.
—xv. 46. xvi. Duke vii. II— 17. ix. 89 86. xi\. 96—48.
x\. -J7— :is. \\n. i._win. pi. r.3.—xxiv. 3:.. John 1. 9—
11. ii. 19—96. v. 19—311. (verse-. 1H. to 99.00001 twice.)

xii. 1.—xx. 31. (xii. 17— 19. occur twice.)

1
I

, nri.-i.il

letters tra to be unJemlootl n* being wrillcu in ciimvu vt ui.liii.11) Qn k

ten
• CollccUnM Cciiica In Nov. Ten. p. 16.

ji hi... .iiui.ii w. vuii.iuii.iiiuj.ivi 11 10 lliiuvi jr. 1 111 in. i.ie-

^inning and end, and agrees with the Constantinopolitan
ecension. It was cursorily collated by Wetstein and Schols.

7. The Codex Rcgiub 301. (formerly Colbertinus 614.)
was written by George, a pn sbyter of the Grei k church,
in 120"). It was 1 .Hated by Wetstein and sdmly..,
ami agrees with the Constantinopolitan reci nsion.

h. The Codex Regius 310. (formerly Colbertinus 0-18.)
was written in the fourteenth century by em- ('"smas, a
monk. It was cursorily collated by W( tstein and Scholz,
and agrees with the Constantinopolitan reeension.

9. The Codex Regius 307. (Colbertinns 681.), of the
thirteenth century, agrees with the Constantinopolitan re-
cension. It was cursorily collated by Wetstein ami Schols.
Wet-tein stales that this manuscript and No. 10. are both
imperfect.

10. The Codex Regius 287. (Colbertinus 721.), of the
eleventh century, agrees with the Constantinopolitan re<

siou, ami was cursorily collated by Wetstein anil Scholz.
11. The Codex Rec.ius 309. (Colbertinus 1966.), "I' the

thirteenth century, is imperfect in the beginning and end.
It was cursorily collated by Wetstein and Scholz, and
agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension.

12. The Codex Heuiis 310. (Colbertinus 824.), of the
thirteenth century, appears to have been written for the use
of the church of Constantinople. It is imperfect in the be-
gin

reef

13. The Codex Coisi,imams 31." is substituted by Dr.
Scholz for the Colbertinus 1941 ., which Wetstein (and after

him Griesbach) had numbered 13., because that manuscript,
which is now the Codex Regius 19*2., does nut contain an
evangelisterium. The Codex Coislinianus 31. is very neatly
written in gold uncial characters, as far as the seventh Ii at';

thence to the twenty-second it is written with vermilion
;

and the rest of the manuscript is written with ink, and orna-
mented with figures. It follows the Constantinopolitan re-

cension, ami was collated by Scholz.

1 I. The Codex Etieius 316. (Colbertinus 1989.), of the

fifteenth century, was cursorily collated hy Wetstein and
Scholz. It agrees with the Cmistantinopolitan recension.

16. The Codex Ramos 302. (Colbertinns 1894.), of the
thirteenth centurv. is detective in the beginning and end. It

was cursorily collated by Scholz, and agrees with the Con-
stantimipiilit.in recension.

10. The Codex RbsIUS 297. (Colbertinus 2105.), of the

twelfth century, is very imperfect. It agrees with the Con-
stantinopolitan recension, and was collated by Wetstein and
Scholz.

17. The Codex ReoiOS 27!'. (formerly Colbertinus), of
the twelfth centurv, is imperfect at the end. It follows the
Constantinopolitan text, but has some Alexandrine readings;
and was cursorily collated by Scholz.

18. The Codex Dai hi ami's 1). 191. (Bodl.4. of Dr. Mill's

notation) is of the twelfth or thirteenth centun according to

Griesbach, hut of the thirteenth century according to Scholz.

It is written in large and elegant characters, hi two columns,
the initial letters and titles being gilt. It is imperfect in the

beginning and end, and some leaves are also lest out of the

middle of the volume. Scholz states that its text for the

most part agrees with the Alexandrine family: it was col-

lated by Mill, and more accurately by Griesbach, who disco-
vered numerous readings which had been overlooked hy Mill.

19. The Codex Hoiu.eianus 5. originally belonged to

Parthcnius, patriarch of Constantinople, by whom it was
given to Heneage Finch, Earl of Winchelsea, ambassador to
the Ports 111 1661. It was presented tO the univrr-lty of

Oxford by Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon, chancellor of
that university. It is very neatly written in the ihirti . nth
century, and for the moSI part agrees with tin Mex.iudiiue
iee. nsion, and was ciliated bj Mill and Griesbach.

90. Tin Codex Lai ohm a 1. of Dr. Mill, in the Bodleian
library marked Laud. C. 79.. was written ill the year 1047.
It agrees with the Constantinopolitan reeension, and was
collated lirst by Mill, and afterwards hy Griesbach, who
st. ites that he found scarcely SSy readings which bad not
been noticed by Mill and W etsti in.

91. The ( "in \ Si i him I. of Mill, in the It. .dl. tan library

3386., noted Arch. Said. B. 56., though characterized by
Mill as ancient, oannot be dated earlier than the thirteenth

century. A few fragments only "I this manuscript now re-

main. It agrees with the Canatantinopolitan recension, and
was collated by Mill and Qrieabaoh.

99. The t "in \ Si 11 1 m ... .I Mill, iii the llndleian library

3384., n I \r.li. s, 1.1. II. 64., 1- of the twelfth century.

The ohil f part of this manuscript consists ,.| h tiles of the
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fathers, especially of Gregory Nazianzen ; to which are an-

nexed some fragments of an evangelisterium. This manu-
script was collated by Mill and Wetstein, and subsequently

by Griesbach, who collated many readings of which they

had taken no notice.

23. The Codex Meadii, which successively was the pro-

perty of Dr. Askew, and of M. d'Eon, by whom it was sent

into France, was seen by Wetstein, who, however, has not

specified its date.

24. The Codex Monacensis 333. (Augustanus 4. of Ben-
gel), of the tenth century, is correctly written, and is imper-

fect in John i. 1—14. Luke xxiv. 23—35., and Matt, xviii.

14—30. It was inspected by Bengel, and minutely examined
by Scholz.

25. The Codex Hableianus 5650. in the British Museum,
of the twelfth century, is a codex reseriptus, but very few
traces of the ancient writing are legible.

25". According to Griesbach is part of the same manu-
script, written by another hand, in a smaller and more elegant

character, and containing lessons concerning the resurrection

of Christ. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension,

and was collated by Griesbach.
26. The Codex Bodleianus 3390. noted sup. Seld. 2. was

written, or rather re-written, in the fifteenth century ; but

almost every vestige of the more ancient writing (which
seems to have been of the ninth or tenth century) has disap-

peared. Some lessons are added from the Acts and Epistles.

The text of this manuscript is mixed : it was collated by
Griesbach, who has described it at great length.

27. The Codex Bodleianus 3391. noted sup. Seld. 3. is of

the thirteenth ur fourteenth century according to Griesbach,
but of the fourteenth century according to Scholz. It was
written in large characters by some illiterate monk over a

more ancient evangelisterium, in uncial letters of the ninth

century. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension,

and was first collated and described by Griesbach.

28. The Codex Mabshi 22., now in the Bodleian library,

was written in the thirteenth century by two different hands,
neither of whom was very careful or accurate. It is imper-
fect at the end, and has a mixed text. Both this and the

following manuscript were collated and minutely described
by GriesDach.

29. The Codex Mabshi 23., also in the Bodleian library,

was elegantly written in the thirteenth century, but the letters

have become so faint as to be legible with difficulty. It is

imperfect at the end, and follows the Constantinopolitan re-

cension.

30. The Codex Bodleianus 296., now marked Cromwelli
117., from Oliver Cromwell, to whom it formerly belonged,
and with the rest of whose manuscripts it came into tho

Bodleian library, was written in the year 1225. It contains
Greek liturgies and forms of public prayers. At page 149
commence sections of the Gospels and Epistles. Scholz
has not stated with what recension its text coincides : but as
it was written in Greece, we may conclude that it follows
the Constantinopolitan family.

31. The Codex Nobimbebgensis is of the twelfth century :

it was collated by Doederlein. Michaelis states that its

readings have a great conformity with those of the Codices
Canlabrigiensis, Stephani », Basileensis y, and Leicestrensis.

32. The Codex Gothanus, now in the library of the Duke
of Saxe-Gotha, was written by a careless and illiterate Greek
scribe. This manuscript was collated and described in a
treatise published at Leipzig in 1791. It agrees with the
Constantinopolitan recension.

33. Is an Evangelistebium, belonging to Cardinal Ales-
sandro Albani, written in the ninth century, in uncial cha-
racters. It was edited in 1788 by Stefano Antonio Morceli,
at Rome, and belongs to the Constantinopolitan recension.

34. The Codex Monacensis 229., formerly Evangeliste-
rium Mannhemense 19., is in three volumes quarto, which
were written in uncial characters in the ninth century, and,
in Dr. Scholz's opinion, founded on internal evidence, for

the use of some monastery on mount Athos. After a care-
ful collation, he found very few readings different from the
received text.

35. The Codex Vaticanus 351. was written in the year
949, by one Michael, a monk: it follows the Constantino-
politan recension, and was collated by Birch.

36. The Codex Vaticanus 1067. contains lessons from
the Gospels, very correctly written in uncial characters, in

the tenth century.

37. A manuscript numbered 287., in the library of the
Vol. I. 2 K

college of the Propaganda, at Rome, contains sections from
the Gospels and Epistles, written in the eleventh century.
It agrees for the most part with the Alexandrine family, and
was collated by Dr. Birch.

38. and 39. The Codices, Florentinus 1. and 2., were col-
lated by Birch.

40. The Codex Escubialensis 1. is an evangelisterium,
supposed by Moldenhawer (by whom this and the other
manuscripts in the Escurial were collated for Birch) to be
written in the tenth century. It is in uncial characters.

41. The Codex Escubialensis X. III. 12., written in the
tenth century, in uncial characters, agrees with the Constan-
tinopolitan recension.

42. The Codex Escurialensis X. III. 13., of the tenth
century, contains an evangelisterium written in uncial cha-
racters in the tenth century. It is imperfect in the beginning;
follows the Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated
in select passages.

43. The Codex Escubialensis X. HI. 16., of the eleventh
century, was written for the use of some church in Constan-
tinople. It is imperfect in the beginning.

44. The Codex Hauniensis 3., of the fifteenth century,
contains an imperfect evangelisterium. It follows the Ccu-
stantinopolitan recension.

45. 'I he Codex Vindobonensis, Lambecii 15., ameng the
Greek law MSS., is a fragment of an evangelisterium, con-
sisting of six leaves, and written in uncial characters iu the
eight century.

46. The Codex Cjesareus or Vindobonensis (Kollarii 7.,

Forlosia 23.) contains fragments of an evangelisterium,
written on purple vellum in the ninth century.

47. A manuscript in the Library of the Holy Synod at
Moscow, numbered 23. (b. of Matthaei's notation), is iu
uncial characters, written in the eighth century. It agrees
with the Constantinopolitan family. This and the ten evan-
felisteria following (to No. 57. inclusive) were collated by
Iatthaei for his critical edition of the Greek Testament.
48. A manuscript in the Libbary of the Holy Synod,

No. 44. (c. of Matthaei), was written in 1056 by one Peter,
a monk : it subsequently belonged to Nicephorus, metropo-
litan of the island of Crete, and agrees with the Constanti-
nopolitan text.

49. Is a manuscript in the library connected with the
Printing Office of the Holy Synod, No. 11. (f. of Mat-
thaei.) The former part of it is of the tenth century; the
latter part is of a later date. It agrees with the Constanti-
nopolitan recension.

50. Is a very ancient manuscript, probably of the eighth
century, in the same library, No. 12. (h. of Matthaei) : It is

written in uncial characters, and agrees with the Constanti-
nopolitan recension.

51. Is a manuscript in the same library, No. 9. (t. of
Matthaei) : it is of the sixteenth century, and agrees with
the Constantinopolitan recension. It contains part of an
evangelisterium.

52. A manuscript in the Libraby of the Holy Synod,
No. 266. (£ . of Matthaei), written in the fourteenth century,
contains lessons from other parts of the New Testament,
besides an evangelisterium or lessons from the Gospels.

53. A manuscript in the same library, No. 267. (%. of
Matthaei), of the fifteenth century, contains an euchologium,
or collection of Greek prayers, and lessons from the New
Testament.

54. A manuscript in the same library, No. 268. (4. of
Matthaei), written in 1470, also contains an euchologium,
and lessons from the New Testament.

55. Is a manuscript in the library connected with the
Printing Office of the Holy Synod, No. 47. (a>. of Mat-
thaei) : it was transcribed by an ignorant and very careless
copyist from a more ancient manuscript, and contains an
euchologium, with lessons from the New Testament.

56. Is a manuscript in the same library, No. 9. (16. of
Matthaei), of the fifteenth century. It contains fragments
of ecclesiastical lessons from the New Testament.

57. Is a manuscript in the Library at Dresden, No. 256.
(19. of Matthaei), of the fifteenth century. It formerly be-

longed to Count Bruhl, and contains an euchologium, in

which are many lessons from the New Testament.

V. Evangelisieria, first collated by Dr. Scholz for /us critica

Edition of the New Testament.

58. The Codex Regius 50. a., of the fifteenth century,
was written for the use of some church in Greece. It agr< ls
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with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was cursorily

collated by Scholz.
59. The Codex Regius 100. A., of the seventeenth cen-

tury, agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was
cursorily collated.

CO. The Com- \ [( i-i;i i s :i?j. (formerly ^j'
2-

' Colbertinus

495 1.) was written in 1033. It contains lessons from die

New l'< stament, and agrees with the Alexandrine recension.

The whole of this manuscript was collated.

61. The Codkx Regius 182. contains fragments of the

G j"ls. viz. Matt. xxvi. 07. to the end, and John xix. 10

—SO. It is written in uncial characters, and agrees with
the Cunstantinopolitaii recension.

62. The Codex Regius 194. A., of the thirteenth century.

agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was cur-

sorily collated.

63. The Coma Rsoios 077., formerly 2193., was brought
from the East into the royal library at Paris. It was written

in the ninth century in uncial characters, and is mutilated at

the beginning and end. It agrees with the Coustantinopo-
litan recension.

61. The Codex Regius 381. was also brought from Con-
stantinople; it is written in uncial letters of the ninth cen-
tury, and many of the leaves are torn. It agrees with the

Constantinopolitan recension, but has a few Alexandrine
readings. Very many sections of it were collated.

65. and 66. The Codices Regii 383. and 283. are both
palimpsest manuscripts, the more ancient writing of which
appears to have been an evangelisterium written in uncial

characters in the ninth century. Over this an ecclesiastical

office was written in the thirteenth century: its text agrees

with the Constantinopolitan recension. The ecclesiastical

office in No. 293. is imperfect at the end. Dr. Scholz states

that he collated these two manuscripts with great labour,

but discovered very few readings different from those of the

received text.

67. The Codex Regii's 284., of the eleventh century, is

written in uncial letters: it very rarely departs from the re-

ceived text.

68. The Codex Regius 2S5., formerly ^8
|- (Colbertinus

3006.), of the eleventh century, is imperfect at the beginning
and end. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan family, and

was cursorily collated by Scholz.
1)9. The Codex litiais .'Ml., of the eleventh century, is

imperfect at the end. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan
recension, and was cursorily collated.

70. The Codex Regius 388., of the eleventh century, on
vellum, was brought from the East in 1669. A few leaves

at the beginning and end have been written by a later hand.
This manuscript was cursorily collated.

71. The Codex Regius 289., formerly 2
^

ofi
/ (Colbertinus

4123.), written in 1066, is partly on vellum and partly on

c tlon paper. It agrees with the Alexandrine recension, and
was collated in select passages.

72. The Codex ReoioS -290., written in 1257, follows the

Constantinopolitan recension. Three leaves annexed to this

manuscript, and containing John v. 1—11. vi. 61—69. and

vii. 1— 15., are written in uncial characters, of the ninth
century. The text of these fragments also corresponds with
the Constantinopolitan recension.

73. The Codex Regius 291., of the twelfth century, is

imperfect. It follows the Constantinopolitan recension, and
was cursorily collated.

' I. 7"), 7b, and 77. The Codices Regii, 292 (formerly

34660 -93, 295, and 396., an all of the twelfth century,

and agree with the Constantinopolitan recension: they wen'
cursorily collated by Dr. Scholz.

78. The Codex Regius B98H formerly 21fiG
- (Colbertinus

4123.) is written on vellum, in the twelfth century : a few
chasms are supplied on cotton paper. This manuscript for

the most part agrees with tin- < n i anlinopolilan recension,

but it has some peculiar reading i.

79. and 80. The CoDICES Rcotl 299. and 300. (formerly

2467.) are both ofthe twelfth eentury: they follow the Con-
st antinopolitan family, and were on sorily collated.

81 . TbeCoDU Reoiui 305., on vellum. Dr. Schorl thinks

was written in Egypt; but it has supplements added mi

paper, of the fifteenth century. Its text for the most pan
agree, with the Alexandrine 'recension, and the greater part

of it was collated.

82. The Codex Regius 276., of the fifteenth century, on
paper, contains lessons from the prophets, as well as nam
the New Testament. It follows the Constantinopolitan re-

cension, and was cursorily collated.

83. The Codex Regius 394., of the eleventh century,
contains lessons from the New Testament. It agrees with
the Constantinopolitan recension, and was cursorily col-

lated.

84. and 85. The Codices Regii 32. a. and 33. a. are both
of the twelfth century, and contain lessons from the Old
and New Testaments. They agree with the Constantino-
politan recension, and wen cursorily collated.

86. The Codex Regius 311., formerly 1884. and 548.,
was written in 1336, and agrees with the Constantinopolitan
recension. The chief part of this manuscript was collated

by Dr. Scholz. At the end is placed the section concerning
the adulterous woman, with obelisks before each line, but
without any indication of the holiday on which it was read.

87, 88, and 89. The Codices Regii 313, 314. (formerly
2466. Colbertinus 3715.) and 316. (formerly 3464. and
4266.) are respectively of the fourteenth century. They
agiee with the Constantinopolitan recension, and were cur-
sorily collated. Numbers 88. and 89. are both imperfect.

90. The Codex Regius 317. (formerly 249
|' Colbertinus

638.) was written in 1533. It follows the Constantinopolitan
recension, and was cursorily collated.

91. The Codex Regius 318. (formerly **£& Colbertinus

3017.) was written in the eleventh century. The subscrip-
tion and other additions, which were made by l.eoniius, a
monk, in the isle of Cyprus, may be seen in Montfaucon's
Palrcographia Gra-oa, p. 89. This manuscript agrees with
the Constantinopolitan recension, and was cursorily col-
lated.

93. The Codex Regius 334. (No. 35. of the Eoctionaria

collated by Scholz) contains lessons from the New Testa-
ment, with fragments of the liturgy of Basil. Its text agrees
with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was cursorily
collated.

93. The Codex Regius 326. (No. 36. of the Lectionaria
collated by Scholz), of the fourteenth century, contains
sons from the New Testament; the text ot which agrees
with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was cursorily
collated. This manuscript also contains the liturgies of
Chrysostom and Basil.

94. The Codex Regius 330., of the thirteenth century,
contains lessons from the New Testament, together with an
euchologium. It follows the Constantinopolitan family, and
was cursorily collated.

95. The Codex Regius 374.. of the fourteenth century,

agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was col-

lated in select passages.

96. The Codex Regius 115"., of the twelfth century,
agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was cur-
sorily collated. It is imperfect at the beginning and end.

97. The Codex Regius 376. (No. 33. of the I.eetionaria

collated by Scholz) almost always agrees with the received

texl in tin set'tituis relating to the passion of Jesus Christ.

98. The Codex Regius 377. (formerly 3011.) is ofthe
thirteenth century. 1'art of this manuscript is rewritten,

and the ancient writing appears to exhibit sections ot the

Gospels. The text very seldom departs from the received

text : it was cursorily collated.

99. The Codkx Regius 380., formerly -™ 12 - (Colberti-

nus 1691.), of the fifteenth century, was cursorily collated.

100. The Codkx Regius 881., formerly ' !ol
'f (Colberti-

nus 4588.), was written in 1550, by one Michael Maurice,
as appeirs from the subscription. It follows llie Constanti-

nopolitan n cension, ami w as collated in select passages.

101. 'I'll. Cobej Ramus .'>t>:t. is of the thirteenth, cen-

tury. Dr. Scholz has not indicated what recension it

follows.
in.'. The CoDKX Amhuosi anus 62., in the Ambrosian

library at Milan, was written 00 paper in 138] : it contains

an evangelisterium, with a commentary, and other lessons.

\t the beginning and and, respectively, then are two leaves

Of n Hum. This manuscript agrees with the I 'oust. inlino-

politan recension, and was collati il in select passages.

103. The Com \ \miihusianu8 67., of the thirteenth cen-

tury, agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension. It was
collati d 111 select passages.
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104. The Codex Ambrosianus 72., of the twelfth cen-

tury, contains an evangelisterium and other lessons from the

New Testament. It is imperfect at the beginning and end,

and was collated in select passages.

105. The Codex Ambrosianus 81., of the thirteenth cen-

tury, is well and correctly written on vellum, with the ex-

ception of the first nineteen leaves, which are written on

paper, in the sixteenth century. It agrees with the Con-
stantinopoHtan family, and was collated in select passages.

106. The Codex Ambrosianus 91., of the thirteenth cen-

tury, atn-ees with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was
colbited in select passages.

107. 108, 109, and 110. The Codices Venetiani 548

—

551. are all of the thirteenth century. Dr. Scholz has not

specified to what recension they belong.

111. The Codex Mutinensis 27. is an evangelisterium,

written in uncial characters in the tenth century. It agrees

with the Constantinopolitan family, and was collated in se-

lect passages.

112. The Codex Laurentianus 2742. (No. 48. of the

Lectionaria cited by Scholz) contains lessons from the New
Testament, neatly written in the thirteenth century. It

agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was col-

lated in select passages.

113. Of the Codex Laurentianus VI. 2. the former part,

as far as the two hundred and thirteenth leaf, was written

in the twelfth century, and the latter part, to the end, in the

fourteenth century. It agrees with the Constantinopolitan

family, and was collated in select passages.

114. The Codex Laurentianus VI. 7., of the twelfth

century, agrees with the Constantinopolitan family.

115. The Codex Laurentianus VI. 21., elegantly written

in uncial characters in the eleventh century, agrees with the

Constantinopolitan recension. It was cursorily collated.

116. The Codex Laurentianus VI. 31., elegantly written

in uncial characters, in the tenth century, agrees with the

Constantinopolitan family, and was cursorily collated.

117. The Codex Laurentianus 214., beautifully written

with gold cursive letters, in the twelfth century, with illu-

minations, follows the Constantinopolitan recension. It was
cursorily collated.'

118. The Codex Laurentianus (not numbered) is ele-

gantly written in uncial characters, in the twelfth century.

Ft agrees with the Constantinopolitan family, and was col-

lated in select passages. 1

119. 120, and 121. The Codices Vaticani 1155. 1256.

and 1157. are all of the thirteenth century, and agree with
the Constantinopolitan family. They were collated in select

passages.

122. The Codex Vaticanus 1168., written in 1175,

agrees with the Constantinopolitan family. It was collated

in select passages.

123. The Codex Vaticanus 1522., very correctly written

in uncial characters, in the eleventh century, without any
puints, was collated in select passages.

124. The Codex Vaticanus 1988. (Basil. 27."), of the

thirteenth century, is imperfect at the beginning and end. It

was collated in select passages.

125. The Codex Vaticanus 2017. (Basil. 56.) is of the

twelfth century.

126. The Codex Vaticanus 2041. (Basil. 80.), of the

twelfth century, agrees with the Constantinopolitan family.

It was collated in select passages.

127. The Codex Vaticanus 2063. (Basil. 102.), of the

ninth century, is in uncial characters : it is imperfect in the

beginning. The leaves at the commencement of the second
part (a menologium) are of the fourteenth century. This
evangelisterium agrees with the Constantinopolitan family,

and was collated in select passages.

128. The Codex Vaticanus 2133., of the fourteenth cen-
tury, agrees with the Constantinopolitan family, and was
collated in select passages.

129. The Codex Alexandrinc-Vaticanus 12., which for-

merly belonged to Christina, Queen of Sweden, was written

by two different hands. The first forty leaves are of the

thirteenth century : the hundred and eight following leaves

were written by another hand, in the same century ; and the

seventy-one leaves following to the end (Dr. Scholz thinks)

were added in the fifteenth century. The first forty leaves

* Both these evangelisteria, which are among the most precious in the
library of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, were specially described by the
canon Angelo Bandini, in a volume intituled " IUuslrazione di due Evange-
liari Greci del Seculo XI." Venezia, 1787, 4to.

exhibit the Alexandrine text, and appear to have been writ-

ten in France. The remainder agrees with the Constanti-

nopolitan text. This evangelisterium was collated in select

passages.
130. The Codex Vaticano-Ottobonianus 2. is beautifully

written in uncial letters of the ninth century. It agrees with
the Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated in select

passages.
131. The Codex Vaticano-Ottobonianus 175., of the

fourteenth century, contains part of an evangelisterium. It

agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension, and was col-

lated in select passages.
132. The Codex Vaticano-Ottobonianus 326., written

in silver characters, in the fifteenth century, agrees with the

Constaiitinopo'itan recension, and was collated in select

passages.
133. The Codex Vaticano-Ottobonianus 416. is a lec-

tionarium of the fourteenth century.

134. The Codex Barberinianus 15., of the thirteenth

century, agrees with the Constantinopolitan family. The
first eight and last three leaves are written on paper ; the

remainder on vellum. This manuscript agrees with the

Constantinopolitan recension, and was collated in select

passages.

135. The Codex Barberinianus 16. is a palimpsest manu-
script of the sixth century, in uncial letters.

136. Is the later writing of the twelfth century, superadded
to the more ancient writing of the same manuscript. Both
these manuscripts contain lessons from the Gospels.

137. The Codex Vallicellianus D. 63., of the twelfth
century, is imperfect in the beginning. It agrees with the
Constantinopolitan family, and was collated in select pas-

sages.

138. The Codex Neapolitans 1. B. 14., of the fif-

teenth century, was presented to the church of Saint Peter
and Saint Paui at Naples, by Christopher Palaeologus, May
7th, 1584.

139. The Codex Venetianus 12. is an evangelisterium
of the tenth century.

140. The Codex Venetianus 626. is an evangelisterium

of the thirteenth century.

141. The Codex BibliotheCjE NanianvE 2. at Venice, is

of the eleventh century.

142. The Codex Bibliothecx Nanian.e 1C. is of the
fourteenth century, and imperfect.

143. Is an evangelisterium, formerly belonging to the
monastery of St. Michael, Venice, and numbered 29. : it is

imperfect.

144. The Codex Bibliothece Malatestian.e C-esena-
tis XX VII. 4. is written in uncial letters of the tenth or (as

Dr. Scholz thinks) of the twelfth century.

145. The Codex Bibliothece Malatestianje Cesena-
tis XXIX. 2. is of the twelfth century. Scholz has not
indicated to what class of recensions Nos. 143—145. belong.

146. The Codex Cantabrigiensis Dd. VIII. 23. is neatly

written in the eleventh century, for the use of the church at

Constantinople.
147. The Codex Harleianus 2970. is an evangelisterium

of the eleventh century, with pictures of the four evange-
lists, and elegant ornaments of a gold and purple colour.

148. The Codex Harleianus 2994. is of the eleventh
century.

149. The Codex Harleianus 5538. is of the fourteenth
century.

150. The Codex Harleianus 5598. is a splendid evange-
listerium in uncial letters, written in 995. See it more fully

described in pp. 237, 238. supra.

151. The Codex Harleianus 5785. is beautifully written

in cursive letters, of the tenth century. It has pictures and
ornaments prefixed to the different sections; ana the initial

letter of each section is gilt.

152. The Codex Harleianus 5787., of the eleventh cen-
tury, is in uncial letters, not unlike those in No. 150. It is

defective in the beginning and in various other parts.

153. The Codex Meermannianus 117. is of the eleventh

century.

154. The Codex Monacensis 326. (formerly Mannhemen-
sis 20.), written in small and neat characters in the thir-

teenth century, contains that part of a synaxarion which
exhibits the sections which are to be read during Lent and at

Easter, and part of a menologium from September to De-
cember. Dr. Scholz is of opinion that this manuscript was
written for the use of the Constantinopolitan church.
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155. The Conn (' v.sArti:o-Vi\nono\'i-N-sis, Nessel.Theol.
209a Lanibecii II., is ;i codex rescriptus of thr tenth cen-
tury for the more ancient writing. The later writing, which
is of the fourteenth or Bftcenth century, is a commentary
en tin ( roepel of Saint Matthew.

15ti. The Codu lv"M \mi-\ Ai.i.irKi.i.iANi's I). 4. I. is an
evangelisteriam, which is fully described by Blanchini in

his Evangeliarium Quadruples., part i. pp. 537. tl aeg. Dr.
Scholz ilc.es not know where it is now preserved.

157. The Codu BlBUOTHKCJE BoviXUSM Clarkii 8. is

imperfect at the beginning and end.

158. Is a manuscript belonging to the library of the great

monastery of the Greeks at Jerusalem. It was written in

the fourteenth e. ntury.

159. Is a manuscript belonging to the Library of the
Virgins, w .uiytwic xiiiyiu, erected hy Saint Melana. It

was written in the thirteenth century, and not iu the eighth,
as the reclusi s imagine.

160. Is a manuscript in the Ijiiirary of the Monastery
OF Saint Saba, numbered I. and written in the same monas-
tery in the fourteenth century. It contains lessons from the
whole of the Nov Testament.

161. and 163. Are manuscripts in the same library, tium-
bc red 5. and fi., both of the fourteenth century. No. 161.
contains lessons from the New Testament and sections of
tin Gospels; No. 169. is an evangelisteriam.

1 ti3. Is a manuscript in the same Library, numbered 13.,

of the thirteenth century. This and tlio eight following
manuscripts were written for the use of some monastery in

Palestine.

1G4. Is a manuscript in the same library, numbered 14.,

written in the fourteenth century.

1G5. Is a manuscript in the same library, numbered 17.,

written in the fifteenth century.

DIG. Is a manuscript in the same library, numbered 21.,

of the thirteenth century.
1H7. [s a manuscript in the same library, numbered 22.,

of the fourteenth century.

108, 169, and 170. Are manuscripts in the same library,

numbered 23—25., and all of the thirteenth century.

171. Is a mansscript in the same library, written in

1059.

172. Is a manuscript in the library of a monastery in the

Each page contains two columns, the Latin on the left and
the Greek on the right : the Latin is in square or Gothic cha-
racters. The manuscript seems not to nave been finished ;

for, at the beginning of one or two of the Epistles, the spare
for the first large letter, occupying the breadth of two lines,

is left blank, as well as ihe top line, evidently showing that
the antiquarians intended to (ill it up at leisure in a n • orna-

mental style, as is tin case in ether Looks. The CodeX Ot-
tobonianus has no title. The text begins at v w iih I'rinmm
quidem ttrmonem, .\tt.r the Acts come the Bpistle of St.

Janus and the Other lesser ones; last those of St. Paul. The
ink is I'a.ied: n is. in feet, become lin.w n, so as to appear
much i.ior. ann.-nt ; in aome letters it is Completely scaled

off, so that it was with the greatest difficulty that Dr. Wise-
mail Could catch Ihe traces of the several letters. 1 This
manuscript has been alter. .1 in many places, in order to make
it harmonise with the Latin \ nlgate :-' on this account, as well
as its late date, it can be of little value in sacred criticism,

except where it corroborates the readings of MSS. .1 In iter

authority and of earlier date. The specimens of its readings,

printed by Or. Srlioly. in his Hiblico-( 'rilical Travels, are

given by I). Derinout in his Collectanea Critica in Novum
TcStaineiituin.

1 I era abrldfed from n letter of Or Wi nimn tu

Hi- a.- f Hah College, It - " l>r

W 'I ..I' ii ' i lull Ihan Hi. il given t,v Ucliol/. In tils llil.tierric

h. tin Iu It.i-. p In.

• Scholz, Rel<", |. In".

isle of Patmos, written in uncial letters, and (according to
Scholz) in the fourth century.

173. Is a manuscript in the same library, of the ninth
century, and in uncial letters.

174, and 175. Are manuscripts in the same library, of the
tenth century, both of which are written in uncial let-

ters.

17G. Is a manuscript in the same library, of the twelfth
century.

177. Is a manuscript in the same library, of the thirteenth
century.

178. Is a manuscript in the same library, of the fourteenth
century. 5

§5. NOTICES OF MANUSCRIPTS WHICH HAVE HITHERTO BEEN
ONLY Sl.IOHTLV, OR NOT AT AM., EXAMINED.

I. The Cndex Ottobonianus 298.—II. The Codices J\fannert-
Suttoniani.—III. The Codices liurneiuni.—IV. The Codices
]tu:lr!-i(ini.

However minute the researches of Scholz and his prede-
cessors have been, many manuscripts, it appears, yet remain
to be collated. 1 At Moscow alone there is still an ample
field for critical research, in the manuscripts contained in the
Patriarchal Library at Moscow, none of which have yet been
fully collated. 2 To this class may be referred the Codex
Klinerianus already noticed in p. 244., and also the Co-
dex Ottolioiiianus 298., the Codices Manners-Suttoniani,
the Codices Burneiani, and the Codices Butleriani, of which
some account is now to be given.

I. The Codex Ottobonianus 298. is one of the manuscripts
preserved in the Vatican library, and was written in the fif-

teenth century. It is in very small quarto, on vellum, and
contains the Acts and Apostolic Epistles in Greek and Latin.
It was collated by Dr. Scholz for his edition of the Greek
Testament ; but as the results of his collation have not yet
appeared, this manuscript is noticed on account of its contain-
ing the disputed clause in 1 John v. 7,8., but in a form which
renders it of no value or authority iu determining the genuine
reading of that clause. 5 The iollowiiiLr lae-siiuile of it is

copied fiom the tracing made by the Rev. Dr. Wiseman,
vice-president of the English College at Rome, for the

Bishop of Salisbury (the Hi. Rev. Dr. Burgees), hy whose
liberal permission it appears in this work.

^P^" "»- „•» V

>W0}^-jiUi^j^r4rty»"JJl}ii<iV TrbVjlVJJS

rfl-M iflL JtfiiTqVjviJUJ {JiS*if "lTV? vi>xJ

II. The Codices Man-ners-Sittoniani area choice collec-

tion of manuscripts, in the archiepiscopal library at Lambeth,
which have heeii purchased and presented to that library by
the late archbishop (Dr. Charles Manners Suttoo). They
are principally.the collection made bj lie I Ri v. .1. 1 1. I'arlyle,

Professor of Arabic in the university of Cambridge, .lining

Ins travels in the Kast. with a view to a critical edition of the

Ww Testament, with various readings; which, however,
was never undertaken, in consequence of Ins lamented de-

cease. 1
I H tin s. manuscripts (u nich are chiefly of the New

Testament) Ihe following are particularly worthy of notice,

on account of the I carves' of various lections which tin y may
be ' tpected t.. afford :

—

Tl,. i f iiinuusf ript- o.litmus Itn.si- ODtJ wlni'li

compi .1 ent, or the four Gc |..i-, and the ofwyra-
liKl.-rin. ..r 1. -vain Iri.tii tin- Qotpeil fbl ll DM. It was Ihe
uiltliiir's wish I., Imvi- KIV.li it Males ..lull tin- iiiinnis.-i ipls hitherto known
1. 1 1.1 M I mII.c. 1 1 Whin Mr S, l,,,]z s r run. it edition <>1 1 1 » .- New Tee-
iiiin.-ni s 1 1 :, 1 1 in- tiinstii-ii. tn- piopoaM to oonipleta men catalonoi ajid

to have tin- sii|.|il.iiii'ntnry page* so primed an tu n.linil ol li.-nifc Inilfllll

ll Iv ..la 1 tins paue.
* Dr. Ili-iiilenton's Hitilical Researches, p. f.|

• s, , v.,
I || p 307.

« Sin oftbeae prerloua MM I by Hie Patriarch of
.t.-ru -'.in. 1 11 I. nt enlv I.- ta I. 1 1 irhrle, the] «.-i- 1.

Iiirn.-.l t.i lilln in 1-17, b] tils (Our.- tin- An. lu.islli.l" oy < IajU'MMIBT. full

I tulai 1 , l.niv . to litis I ran snr In. n, an holioural't" In llu- until" mi, I ma
inln .-lit rhnriicler of tin- Primate ..I .ill Kniilniiil. m» In- x- "ll In Iti" llev.

II J. Tn \ Ill i.l On 1 1. * llltJI.nl, win, !i In.,

I

' 1 tl." lull Profeeeorl -.iter Pan of
win. here no* depoeHedmUie e\ixbieplseopil latiraryaiLanibctli Palace."

London 11919 ]8vo.
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1. No. 1175. is a manuscript of the four Gospels, written on

vellum, in quarto, towards the end of the eleventh or at the be-

ginning of the twelfth century. The first two verses of the first

chapter of St Matthew's Gospel are wanting. At the end of this

manuscript, on a single leaf, there are part of the last verse of

the seventh chapter of Saint John's Gospel and the first eleven

verses of the eighth chapter.

2. No. 1 1 76. is another manuscript of the four Gospels, on

vellum, in quarto, written in the twelfth century. On the first

leaf there are some figures painted and gilt, which have nearly

disappeared from age. This is followed by the chapters of the

four Gospels.

3. No. 1 1 77. is a manuscript of the four Gospels, on vellum,

of the twelfth century, which is very much mutilated in the

beginning.

4. No. 1178. contains the four Gospels, most beautifully

written on vellum, in quarto, in the tenth century. The first

seven verses and part of the eighth verse of the first chapter of

Saint Matthew's Gospel are wanting.

5. No. 1179. contains the four Gospels, mutilated at the be-

ginning and end. It is on vellum, in quarto, of the twelfth cen-

tury.

6—8. Nos. 1182, 1183. and 1 185. are manuscripts, containing

the Acts of the Apostles, the Catholic Epistles, and the whole of

Saint Paul's Epistles. They are all written in quarto and on
paper. No. 1182. is of the twelfth century : the conclusion of

St. John's First Epistle, and the subsequent part of this manu-
script to the end, have been added by a later hand. No. 1 183.

is of the fourteenth century. No. 1185. is of the fifteenth cen-

tury, and is mutilated at the end.

9. No. 1186. is a quarto manuscript on vellum, written in the

eleventh century, and contains the Epistles of Saint Paul and

the Apocalypse. It is unfortunately mutilated at the beginning

and end. It commences with Rom. xvi. 15 irav (that is,

Oku/ui-tv) vm Teur evv eturus iravTatp a^icyc,— .... pas (that is,

Oltfmpat) and all the saints -which are -with them : and it ends

with the words, vrt tu> d-p:va> ktycvnc A^tnv,

—

on the throne, saying,

Amen. Rev. xix. 4. The Rev. H. J. Todd has given a fac-simile

of this precious manuscript in bis catalogue of the manuscripts

in the archiepiscopal library at Lambeth.
10— 12. Nos. 1187—1189. are lectionaries from the four

Gospels, written on vellum in the thirteenth century.

13. No. 1190. is a manuscript on vellum, written with singu-

lar neatness, in the thirteenth century. Formerly it contained

the Acts of the Apostles, and the Catholic Epistles, together

with the whole of Saint Paul's Epistles. It is sadly mutilated

and lorn, both in the middle and at the end.

14. No. 1191. is a lectionary, from the Acts of the Apostles

and the Epistles. It is on vellum, in quarto, of the thirteenth

century. It is mutilated both at the beginning and end. All

the preceding manuscripts were brought by Professor Carlyle

from the Greek islands.

15— 17. Nos. 1194, 1195, and 1196. are lectionaries from the

Acts of the Apostles and Epistles. They are on vellum, in

quarto, and were written in the thirteenth century.—No. 1194.

is mutilated at the end : the writing of this manuscript is singu-

larly neat, and many of the letters are gilt. No. 1195. is also

mutilated at the beginning, and No. 1196. at the end.

15. No. 1 192. is a very beautiful manuscript of the four Gos-
pels, in quarlo, written on vellum in the thirteenth century.

19. No. 1193. is a lectionary from the four Gospels, also writ-

ten on vellum, in the thirteenth century. It is mutilated at the

end. The last six manuscripts, Nos. 1191— 1196., were brought

from Syria. 1

111. The Codices Burneiani form part of the Collection
of Classical and other Ancient Manuscripts, now deposited in

the Library of the British Museum. They were purchased,
under the sanction of parliament, of the representatives of the
late Rev. Dr. Charles Burney, in the year 1818. In this

collection there are many valuable Greek and Latin manu-
scripts of the Scriptures. The following are those which
contain the New Testament, entire or in part, which do not
appear to have been hitherto collated :

—

1. No. 18. contains the four Gospels, elegantly written on
vellum, by one Joasaph, in the year 6874, or a. d. 1366. The
letters in the first pages of the sections are of gold. To each
Gospel is prefixed an index of chapters ; and a menologium is

subjoined.

» Catalogue of Ihe MSS. in the Archiepiscopal Library at Lambeth. By
the Rev. H. J. Todd, pp 261, 362. London, 1812. folio. '

2. No. 19. is a manuscript of the four Gospels, written on
vellum in the eleventh century. It has pictures of the evange-
lists and ornaments prefixed to the sections. This manuscript
formerly belonged to the library of San Lorenzo in the Escurial.

3. No. 20. is a manuscript of the four Gospels, on vellum,

written in the year 6793, or a. d. 1285. It has pictures of the

evangelists, and the Eusebian canons are prefixed.

4. No. 21. is a manuscript of the four Gospels, written on
paper in the year 6800, or a. n. 1292.

5. No. 22. is an evangelisterium, on vellum, written in 1330.

6. No. 23. is an imperfect manuscript, on vellum, containing

the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke, and John i.—viii. 14.

It was written in the thirteenth century.

IV. The Codices Butleriani are a choice collection of
manuscripts in the library of the Rev. Samuel Butler, D.D.,
of Shrewsbury, Archdeacon of Derby, to whom the author is

indebted for the following critical notices of them.
1. Novum Testamentum, Grace. This manuscript is a

very thick octavo, of the twelfth century, on vellum. It

contains the whole of the New Testament, except the Apoca-
lypse, and has, generally, the best readings. At the begin-
ning it has the Eusebian canons ; and at the end there are
several Psalms and extracts from the Old Testament. This
manuscript is written in a small clear black character, with
a few illuminations; one of which (among the Psalms and
extracts from the Old Testament) is a representation of David
slaying Goliath, who is bearing the kite-shaped shield, which
went out of use about the middle of the twelfth century.
This manuscript has not been collated.

2. Novum Testamentum, Grace. It is a large folio

volume on vellum, containing the entire text of the New
Testament, mchtdme the Apocalypse, and is written in a
fine bold hand, with stops and accents throughout: the
initial letters and running titles at the top, and often at the
bottom of each page, are in characters of gold. It has the
Eusebian t/tam and KiqJxaj* in the margins, and a collection

of the whole before each hook, in gold letters. The Gospels
are placed first : to that of St. Matthew is pre fixed a table of
ecclesiastical lessons. To the Gospfls succeed the Acts of
the Apostles, the seven Catholic Epistles, and the Epistles
of Saint Paul, at the end of which is the date, Oct. 11. 1368.
Last of all comes the Apocalypse. The disputed clause in

1 John v. 7. is omitted. This most splendid manuscript, which
is uninjured by worm or damp, is marked in Gnesbach's
Prolegomena (sect, vii.), No. 107. and 201. It has been
very imperfectly collated.

3. Qlatuor Evancelia, Grace. This fine manuscript,
which is a short thick folio on vellum, dated a. d. 1326, has
not yet been collated : it is interesting, as having been brought
to the Rev. Dr. Butler from Mount Sinai. It is in the origi-

nal thick wooden binding, ornamented with silver knobs,
which (it is believed) are designed to represent pomegranate
flowers. This manuscript is written in a bold hand, with
black ink, and is illuminated with rude portraits of the

Evangelists.
4. Quatuor Evangelia, Gra:ee. This manuscript, writ-

ten on cotton paper, in quarto, is of the latter part of the
fifteenth century. It is evidently the work of two different

transcribers, and has not been collated.

5. Evangelisterium, Grace. This manuscript is a fine

folio volume, on vellum, of the eleventh century: it was
brought from Constantinople, and has not yet been collated.

6. Some Fragments ok the Gospel of Saint Matthew,
comprised in six leaves of vellum, in small folio, of the

twelfth century. They are beautifully written in double
columns.

SECTION III.

ON THE ANCIENT VERSIONS OF THE SCRIPTURES.

Next to manuscripts, Versions afford the greatest assists

ance in ascertaining critically the sacred text, as well as in

the interpretation of the Scriptures. " It is only by means
of versions that they, who are ignorant of the original lan-

guages, can at all learn what the Scripture contains; and
every version, so far as it is just, conveys the sense of Scrip-

ture to those who understand the language in which it is

written."

Versions may be divided into two classes, ancient and
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modern : the former were made immediately from the origi-

nal languages bj persons to 'whom thej were familiar i and

wIki, it ma] be reasonably supp.i-e.1. had Infer opportunists

for aso rtaining the force and meaning of words, than more

r, at translators can possiblj have. Modern versions are

those made in later times, and chiefly since the Reformation

;

us. ful for explaining the sense of the inspired

writers, while ancient versions are of the utmost importance

both for ihe criticism and interpretation of the Scriptures.

'ri„ present Bection will therefore be appropriated to giving

an account of those which are most esteemed for their anti-

quity and excellence.'

The principal Ancieht Versions, which illustrate the

Scriptures, are the Chaldee Paraphrases, generally called

Targums, the Septuagint, or Alexandrian Greek version,

the translations of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodolion,

and what are called the fifth, sixth, and seventh versions

(of which latter translations fragments only are extant),

together with the Syriac, and Latin 01 Vulgate versions.

Although the authors of these versions did not flourish at the

time when the Hebrew language was spoken, yet they en-

joyed many advantages for understanding the Bible, espe-

cially the Old Testament, which are not possessed by the

moderns: for, living near the time when that language was

vernacular, they could learn by tradition the true signification

of BOme Hi brew words, which is now forgotten. Many of

them alsn being Ji ws, and from their childhood accustomed

to hear the rabbins explain the Scriptures, the study of which

they diligently cultivated, and likewise speaking a dialect

allied to "the Hebrew,—they could not but become well ac-

aainted with the latter. "Hence it maybe safely inferred

tlial the ancil HI versions generally give the true sense of

Scripture, and not unfreqnently n passages where it could

scarcely be discovered by any other means. All the ancient

versions, indei d, are of great importance both in the criticism,

as well as in the interpretation, of the sacred writings, but

thl v are not all witnesses of equal value; for tin- authority

of the dub n nt versions depends partly on 1 1
it age and

country i I" their respective authors, partly on the text w hence

their translations were made, and partly on the ability ami

fidelity with which they were executed. It will therefore

be not irn levant to i
tier a Bhort historical notice of the prin-

cipal versions above mentioned, as well as of some other

ancient versions of less cell brity perhaps, but which have

been bi neficially consulted by biblical critics.

§ 1. ON THE TARGUMS, OR CHALDEE PARAPHRASES OK THE
OI.II TESTAMENT.

I. Targum of Onkelos

;

— II. Of the Pseudo-Jonathan ;—III.

The Jerutalem Targum;—IV. The Targum of Jonathan

Ben ZTzxiel ;—V. The Targum on the Eagiographa ;—VI.

The Targum on the Megilloth ;

—

VU. VIII

3

XX. Three

Targums on the book of Esther

;

—X. .1 Targum on the

books of Chronicles;—XI. Heal value of the different

Targum*.

The Chaldee word ou-<P (ToROtm) signifies, in general,

any version or explanation; but this appellation is more

particularly restricted to the versions or paraphrases of the

Did Testament, executed in the East-Aramasan or Chaldee
dialect, as it is usually called. These TapMims are termed

paraphrases or expositions, because they are rather com-

ments and explications, than literal Iralislatiiuis of the 1e\l :

they are written in the Chahhe tongue, which became fami-

liar to the Jews alter the time of their captivity m Babylon,

and was more known to them than the Hebrew itself: so

that, when the law was "read in Ihe synagogue BVl r\ Sab-

bath-day." in pure biblical Hebrew, an explanation was

subjoined to it in Chaldee; in order to render it intelligible

to the people, who had but an imperfect knowledge of Ihe

Hebrew language. This practice, as already observed,

originated With Ezra: 2 as there are no traces of any written

> For nn a. n
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Targums prior to those of Onkelos and Jonathan, who are

supposed to have lived about the time of tur Saviour, it is

highly probable that these para] biases wire at first merely
oral; that, subsequently, the ordinary glosses on the more
difficult passages were committed to writing; and that, as
the Jews were bound by an ordinance of their chit rs to pos-
sess a copy of the law, these gli ssi s were . ithi r afterwards

collected together and deficiencies in them supplied, i r mw
and connected paraphrases wen fi rated.

There are at present extant ten paraphrases on different

parts of the Old Testament, three of which comprise ihe

Pentateuch, or five books of Moses:— I. The Targum of

Onkeloe; 2. That falsely ascribed to Jonathan, and usually
cited as the Targum of the Pseudo-Jonathan; aid. '.i. The
Jerusalem Targum; -I. The Targum of Jonathan Pen I'z/iel

('. e. the son el' I'zziel), on the Prophets; 5. The Targum of
Habhi Joseph the blind, or one-eyed, on the Hagil grapha; 6.

An anonymous Targum on the five Megilloth, or 1" .>ks of
Ruth, Esther, Eeohsiastes, SoOg of Solomon, and ihe I.ana n-

tatini.s of Jeremiah ; 7, B, !'. Tim e Targums on the bo. k I f

Esther; and, 10. A Targum or paraphrase on the two books
of Chronicles. These Targums, taken together, form a con-
tinued paraphrase on the Old Testament, with the exception

of the books of Daniel, Ezra, and Nehemiah (ancientry re-

puted to be part of Ezra); which being for the most part

written in Chaldee, it has been conjectured that no para-

phrases were w ritten on them, as being onm a BSSry ; though
Dr. Prideaux is of opinion that Targums were <• mposed on
these books also, which have perished in the lapse ofages.
The language, in which thl Be paraphrases are compos, d,

varies in purity according to the time when they were re-

spectively written. Thus, the Targums of Onkelos and the
1'si iido-Jonathan are much purer than the others, approxi-

mating very nearly to the Aranuean dialect in which si me
parts of Daniel and Ezra are written, except, indeed, that

the orthography dees not always correspond ; while the lan-

guage of the fitter Targums whence the rabbinical dialed
derives its source is far more impure, and is intermixed with
barbarous and foreign words. Originally, all the Chaldee
para pi nasi s w . re written without vow el-points, like all other

oriental manuscripts; hut at length aome persons ventured
to add points to them, though very t ro neously, and this

irregular punctuation was retained in the Venice and other

early editions of the Hebrew Bible. Some further imper-
fect attempts towards regular pointing were made both in the

Compluteusian and in the Antwerp PolyglottS, until at length

the elder lluxtorf, in his edition of the Hebrew Bible pub-

lished at Basil, undertook the thankless task' of improving
the punctuation of the Targums, according to such rub s as

be had formed from the pouting which he had found in the

Chaldee parts of the books of Daniel and Ezra; and his

method of punctuation is followed in Pishop Walton's
Polyglott.

1. The Targum op Onkelos.— It is not known with cer-

tainty at what time Onkelos flourished, nor of what nation

he was: Professor Eichhorn conjectures that he was a native

of Babylon, first, because be is mentioned in the Babj lot ish

Talmud; secondly, because his dialect is not the Chaldee
spoken in Palestine, bul much purer, and more closely re-

si mbling the sl\ le of Daniel and Ezra ; and, lastly, In.

he has not interwoven any of those bibulous narratives to

Which the Jews of l'al. stine were BO much attache d. aid

from which they could with difficulty Terrain. The gene-

rally received opinion is. that he \\ as a pr. sclyle to .liai.isln,

ami" a disciple el the celebrated Rabbi Hillel, who flourished

ai.Miit fifty yeara before the Christian era ; and < si quently

that Onkelos was contemporary with our Saviour: Bauer
anil Jalin. however, place him in the second century. The
Targum of Onkeloa comprise b th< I". ntateuch of five 1 In

i hi. I i- justly preferred to all the others both by
Jews and Christians, on account of the purity of its Style,

ami its general freedom from idle legends. It is rather a

version than a paraphrai e, and renders the Hebrew text word

Ear w.ird, with s.i much nccuracv and exactness, that b.

set to the same musical n.it. s. w nli the original 1 ll ho w . H

COUld In 1 read m oalillllatcd in the same telle as the latter in

the public ass, nihil. - el th. Jews. And this we find was

the practice oi the Jews up to Ihe time of Rabbi Bliss Ls-
vita; who flourished in the early part of the sixteenth cen-

tury, and . rpressly states thai Ihe .'. « a read Ihe law m th. ir.

r. r. s,i , Hihi riii an Vi.'.ixT.si lhr.lt e. vllL fan centnred Bu»
lorPe mode ol pointing tbi . wtlh |re»t enerllt ; ob-

tUTlnf, c lint be wou DOl h I" lUI H " hi Ii "I Don UiUsouUy
rxnmin.-cl mtWUIcrtpUl llim won more. OORSCtr/ point^.1
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synagogues, first in Hebrew and then in the Targum of

Onkelos. This Targum has been translated into Latin by
Alfonso de Zamora, Paulus Fagius, Bernardinus Baldus, and
Andrew de Leon of Zamora. 1

II. The second Targum, which is a more liberal paraphrase

of the Pentateuch than the preceding, is usually called the

Targum of the Pseudo-Jonathan, being ascribed by many
to Jonathan Ben Uzziel, who wrote the much esteemed para-

phrase on the, prophets. But the difference in the style and
diction of this Targum, which is very impure, as well as in

the method of paraphrasing adopted in it, clearly proves that

it could not have been written by Jonathan Ben Uzziel, who
indeed sometimes indulges in allegories, and has introduced

a few barbarisms; but this Targum on the law abounds with
the most idle Jewish legends that can well be conceived:

which, together with the barbarous and foreign words it

contains, render it of very little utility. From its mention-

ing the six parts of the Talmud (on Exod. xxvi. 9.), which
compilation was not written till two centuries after the birtli

of Christ;

—

Constantinople (on Num. xxiv. 19.), which city

was always called Byzantium until it received its name from
Constantine the Great, in the beginning of the fourth cen-

tury; the Lombards (on Num. xxiv. 21.), whose first irrup-

tion into Italy did not take place until the year 570 ; and the

Turks (on Gen. x. 2.), who did not become conspicuous till

the middle of the sixth century,—learned men are unani-

mously of opinion that this Targum of the Pseudo-Jonathan
could not have been written before the seventh, or even the

eighth century. It was probably compiled from older inter-

pretations. This Chaldee paraphrase was translated into'

Latin by Anthony Ralph de Chevalier, an eminent French
Protestant divine, in the sixteenth century.

III. The Jerusalem Targum, which also paraphrases the

five books of Moses, derives its name from the dialect in

which it is composed. It is by no means a connected para-

phrase, sometimes omitting whole verses, or even chapters

;

at other times explaining only a single word of a verse, of
which it sometimes gives a twofold interpretation; and at

others, Hebrew words are inserted without any explanation

whatever. In many respects it corresponds with the para-

phrase of the Pseudo-Jonathan, whose legendary tales are

liere frequently repeated, abridged, or expanded. From the

impurity of its style, and the number ot Greek, Latin, and
Persian words which it contains, Bishop Walton, Carpzov,
Woltius, and many other eminent philologers, are of opinion,

that it is a compilation by several authors, and consists of

extracts and collections. \ rom these internal evidences, the

commencement of the seventh century has been assigned as

its probable date ; but it is more likely not to have been writ-

ten before the eighth or perhaps the ninth century. This
Targum was also translated into Latin by Chevalier and by
Francis Taylor.

IV. The Targum of Jonathan Ben Uzziel.—According
to the talmudical traditions, the author of this paraphrase was
chief of the eighty distinguished scholars ot Rabbi Hillel

the elder, and a fellow-disciple of Simeon the Just, who bore

the infant Messiah in his arms: consequently he would be
nearly contemporary with Onkelos. VVolhus,2 however,
adopts the opinion of Dr. Prideaux, that he flourished a short

time before the birth of Christ, and compiled the work which
bears his name, from more ancient Targums, that had been
preserved to his time by oral tradition. From the silence of

Origen and Jerome concerning this Targum, of which they

could not but have availed themselves it it had really existed

in their time, and also from its being cited in the Talmud,
both Bauer and Jahn date it much later than is generally ad-

mitted : the former, indeed, is of opinion, that its true date

cannot be ascertained ; and the latter, from the inequalities

of style and method observable in it, considers it as a com-
pilation from the interpretations of several learned men, made
about the close of the third or fourth century. This para-

phrase treats on the Prophets, that is (according to the Jew-
ish classification of the sacred writings), on the books of

Joshua, Judges, 1 &2 Sam. 1 &2 Kings, who are termed the

farmer prophets; and on Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the

twelve minor prophets, who are designated as the latter pro-

phets. Though the style of this Targum is not so pure and
elegant as that of Onkelos, yet it is not disfigured by those

legendary tales and numerous foreign and barbarous words

» The fullest information, concerning the Targum of Onkelos, is to be
found in the disquisition of G. B. Winer, entitled De Onkeloso. ejusque
Paraphrasi Chaldaica Dissertatio, 4to. Lipsiee, 1820.

» Bibliotheca Hebraica. torn. i. p. 1160.

which abound in the latter Targums. Both the language
and method of interpretation, however, are irregular : in the
exposition of the former prophets, the text is more closely
rendered than in that on the latter, which is less accurate, as
well as more paraphrastical, and interspersed with some tra-
ditions and fabulous legends. In order to attach the greater
authority to the Targum of Jonathan Ben Uzziel, the Jews,
not satisfied with making him contemporary with the pro-
phets Malachi, Zachariah, and Haggai, and. asserting that
he received it from their lips, have related, that while Jona-
than was composing his paraphrase, there was an earthquake
for forty leagues around him ; and that if any bird happened
to pass over him, or a fly alighted on his paper while wri-
ting, they were immediately consumed by fire from heaven T
without any injury being sustained either by his person or
his paper ! ! The whole of this Targum was translated into
Latin by Alfonzo de Zamora, Andrea de Leon, and Conrad
Pellican ; and the paraphrase on the twelve minor prophets,
by Immanuel Tremellius.

V. The Targum on the Cetubim, Haoiographa, or Holy
Writings, is ascribed by some Jewish writers to KafJuse,or
Rabbi Joseph, surnamed the one-eyed or blind, who is said
to have been at the head of the academy at Sora, in the third
century ; though others affirm that its author is unknown.
The style is barbarous, impure, and very unequal, interspersed
with numerous digressions and legendary narratives : on
which account the younger Buxtorf; and after him Bauer
and Jahn, are of opinion that the whole is a compilation of
later times ; and this sentiment appears to be the most cor-
rect. Dr. Prideaux characterizes its language as the most
corrupt Chaldee of the Jerusalem dialect. The translators of
the preceding Targum, together with Arias Montanus, have
given a Latin version of this Targum.

VI. The Targum on the Megilloth, or five books of
Ecclesiasles, Song of Songs, Lamentations of Jeremiah,
Ruth, and Esther, is evidently a compilation by several per-
sons : the barbarism of its style, numerous digressions, and
idle legends which are inserted, all concur to prove it to be
of late date, and certainly not earlier than the sixth century.
The paraphrase on the book of Ruth and the Lamentations
of Jeremiah is the best executed portion : Ecclesiastes is

more freely paraphrased ; but the text of the Song of Solo-
mon is absolutely lost amidst the diffuse circumscription of its.

author, and his dull glosses and fabulous additions.

VII. VIII. IX. 'Ihe Three Targums on the Book of
Esther.—This book has always been held in the highest
estimation by the Jews; which circumstance induced them,
to translate it repeatedly into the Chaldee dialect. Threes
paraphrases on it have been printed : one in the Antwerp.
Polyglott, which is much shorter and contains fewer digres-
sions than the others; another in Bishop Walton's Polyglott„
which is more diffuse, and comprises more numerous Jewishv
fables and traditions ; and a third, of which a Latin version)

was published by Francis Taylor; and which, according to-

Carpzov, is more stupid and diffuse than either of the pre-
ceding. They are all three of very late date.

X. A Targum on the Books of Chronicles, which for a
long time was unknown both to Jews and Christians, was-
discovered in the library at Erfurt, belonging to the ministers;

of the Augsburg confession, by Matthias Frederick Beck ;.

who published it in 16S0, 3, 4, in two quarto volumi s.

Another edition was published at Amsterdam by the learned
David VVilkins (1715, 4to.), from a manuscript in the uni-
versity library at Cambridge. It is more complete than
Beck's edition, and supplies many of its deficiences. This.
Targum, however, is of very little value ; like all the other

Chaldee paraphrases, it blends legendary tales with the nar-

rative, and introduces numerous Greek words, such as
O^A&f, (Ti»(5-aU, ct^&if, CvC.

XI. Of all the Chaldee paraphrases above noticed, the

Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan Bon Uzziel are most
highly valued by the Jews, who implicitly receive their ex-
positions of doubtful passages. Shickhard, Mayer, Helvi-
cus, Leusden, Hottinger, and Dr. Prideaux, have conjectured

that some Chaldee Targum was in use in the synagogue
where our Lord read Isa. lxi. 1,2. (Luke iv. 17—19.); and
that he quoted Psal. xxii. 1. when on the cross (Matt. xvii.

46.), not out of the Hebrew text, but out of a Chaldee para-

phrase. But there does not appear to be sufficient ground
for this hypothesis: for as the Chaldee or East Aramaean
dialect was spoken at Jerusalem, it is at least as probable

that Jesus Christ interpreted the Hebrew into the vernacular

dialect in the fiist instance, as that he should have read from
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a Tnrgum ; and, when on the cross, it was perfectly natural

that lie should speak in the sjiiu- language, rather than in the

Biblical Hebrew; which, we have already seen, was culti-

vated and studied by tie priests ami Levites as a learned

lan<mage. The Targurn oi Rabbi Joseph the Blind, in which

the°words cited by OUT Lord are to he found, is so long

pottarior to tie- time of his crucifixion, that it cannot In- re-

ceived as evidence. So numerous, indeed, are the varia-

tions, and so arbitrary are the alterations occurring in the

manuscripts of the Cnaldee paraphrases, that Dr. Kennicott

has clearly proved them to have been designedly altered in

compliment to the previously corrupted copies of the Hebrew
text ; or, in other words, that " alterations have been

made wilfully in the Chaidee paraphrase to render that para-

phrase, in some places, more conformable to the words of

the Hebrew text, where those Hebrew words are supposed

to be right, hut had themselves been (-(irrupted." 1 Hut not-

withstanding all their deficiencies and interpolations, the

Targums, especially those of Oukelos and Jonathan, are of

considerable importance in the interpretation of the .Scrip-

tures, not only as they supply the. meanings of words or

phrases occurring but once in the Old Testament, but also

because they reflect considerable light on the Jewish rites,

ceremonies, laws, customs, usages, &c. mentioned or alluded

to in both Testaments. Hut it is in establishing the genuine

meaning of particular prophecies relative to the Messiah, in

opposition to the false explications of the Jews and Auti-

trinitarians. that these Targums are pre-eminently useful.

liishop Walton, Dr. Prideaux, Pfeitl'er, Carpzov, and Ram-
bach, have illustrated this remark by numerous examples.

Bishop Patrick, and Drs. Gill and Clarke, in their respective

Commentaries on the Bible, have inserted many valuable

elucidations from the Cnaldee paraphrasts. Leusden recom-

mends that no one should attempt to read their writings, nor

indeed to learn the Chaidee dialect, w ho is not previously

well-grounded in Hebrew: he advises the Chaidee text of

Daniel and Ezra to he first read either with his own Chaidee
Manual, or with Buxtorfs Hebrew and Chaidee Lexicon;

after which the Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan maybe
perused, with the help of Buxtorfs Chaidee and Syriac

Lexicon, and of De Lara's work, De I'miri iiitntiu Pbcabulo-

rum Habbinicorum cum Grmcis tt guibusdam atiu linguit

Europeeu. Amstelodami, I ill*. 4to.' Those, who may be

able to procure it, may more advantageously study Mr.

Kiggs's Manual »f the Chaidee Language. Boston, (Massa-
chusetts), 1832. 8vo.

§ 2. ON THE ANCIENT GREEK VERSIONS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

I. The Skptuacint;— 1. History of it;—2. A critical ac-

count of its execution ;
— :i. H'hut manuscripts iverr used

by its authors ;
—4. Account of the biblical labours of

Oritren ;
— 5. Notice <>f the recensions or editions of Eu-

sebius and Pamphilus, of XttClOA, and of J/esychitts ;
—

6. Peculiar importance of the Septuagint Version in the

criticism and interpretation of the . \V\c Testament.—II. Ac-

count of other Greek versions of the Old Testament ,-

— 1. Version of Acu'ila;—2. Of Tbmwbothmtj—3. Of
SyMMACiirs ;—-4, 5, 6. Anonymous versions.— III. Refer-

ences in ancient manuscripts to other versions.

1. AjfOlTO the Creek versions of the Old Testament, the

Alexandrian or Ssptoagdit, as it is generally termed, is

the most ancient and valuable; and was held in so much
esteem both by the .lews and by the lirsi Christians, as to

in- constantly read in the synagogues and churches. Hence
it is uniformly cited hy the e-.ul\ iitliors, whether Creek or

Latin, and from this version all ihe transitions into other

languages, which v.iu- anciently approved by Ihe Christian

churcb, were executed (with the exception of the Syriac),

as the Arabic, Armenian, Eutopic, Gothic, and Ola Italic

or the Latin Version in use before the ti I Jerome; and

to this day the Septuaginl is exclusively read in the Greek

and most other Oriental churches;' 'I'hi-. VI rsion has dl rived

i Dr Kenntaotfi Second MtMrUUtoo, py 167—198.
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its name either from the Jewisti account of seventv-two per-
sons having been employed to make it, orfrom its having re-

ceived the approbation of the Sanhednn, or great council of
the .Ii ws, winch consisted of seventy, or, more correctly, of
Beyenty-tWO persons.— Much in. certainty, however, has pre-
vailed ( earning the mil history of this ancient version;
and while some have strenuously advocated its miraculous
and divine origin, other eminent philologists have laboured
to prove that it must have been executed by several persons
and at different times.

1. According to one account, Ptolemy Philadelphia, king
of Egypt, caused this translation to be made for the use of
the library which he had founded at Alexandria, at the re-

ouest and with the advice of the celebrated Demetrius Plia-

lereus, his principal librarian. Fortius purpose it is reported
that he Bent Aristeas and Andreas, two distinguished officers

of his court, to Jerusalem, on an embassy to Eh .r/.ar. then
high-priest of the Jews, to request of the latter a copy of the
Hebrew Scriptures, and that there might also be sent to him
si vi uty-lwo persons (six chosen out of each of the twelve
tribes), who were equally well skilled in the Hebrew and
Creek languages. These learned men were accordingly
shut up in the island of Pharos : where, having agreed in

the translation of each period after a mutual conference, De-
metrius wrote down their version as they dictated it to him;
and thus, in the space of seventy-two days, the whole was
accomplished. This relation is derived from a letter ascribed
to Aristeas himself, the authenticity of which has been
greatly disputed. If, as there is every reason to believe is

the case, this piece is a forgery, it was made at a very early

fieriod ; for it was in existence in the time of Josephus, who
las made use of it in his Jewish Antiquities. The veracity

of Aristeas's narrative was not questioned until the seven-
teenth or eighteenth century : at which time, indeed, biblical

criticism was, comparatively, in its infancy. Vives. 1 Scar
liger, 1 Van Dale,' Dr. Prideaux, and, above all. Dr. Hody,
were the principal writers in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries who attacked the genuineness of tin pretended
narrative of Aristeas; and though it was ably vindicated by
Bishop Walton, 8 Isaac Vossius,9 YY histon,' Brett," and
other modem writers, the majority of the learned in our own
tunc are fully agreed in considering it as fictitious.

Philo, the Jew, who also notices the Septuagint version,
was ignorant of most of the circumstances narrated hy Aris-

teas; out he relates others which appear nit less extraordi-

nary. According to him, Ptolemy Philadelphua sent to

Palestine fur some learned Jews, whose number he does not
specify : and these going over to the island of Pharos, there

executed so many distinct versions, all of which so exactly

mid uiiifirmly agreed in sense, phrases, and words, as proved
them to have been not common interpreters ; hut men pro-

phetically inspired and divinely directed, who had every
word dictated to them by Ihe Spirit of God throughout the

entire translation. He adds that an annual b stival \\ as cele-

brated hy the Alexandrian Jews in the Isle of Pharos, where
the version was made, until his time, to preserve the memory
of it, and to thank Cod for so great a benefit."

Justin Martyr, who flourished in the middle of the Sec-'iiil

century, about one hundred years after Philo, relates 1 ' a simi-

lar story, with the addition of the seventy interpreters being
shut up each in his own separate cell (which had luni

creeled for tiiat purpose hy order of Ptolemy Philadelphua) ;

and that here they composed so many distinct versions,

word for word, in the very same expressions, to the great
•admiration of the king; who, not doubting that this version

was divinely inspired, loaded the interpreters with honours,

ner*a edition ol La l-ona's Biblioiheca Sacra, pari ii v..l. h jip 216 8 i»
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and dismissed them to their own country, with magnificent

presents. The good father adds, that the ruins of these cells

were visible in his time. But this narrative of Justin's is

directly at variance with several circumstances recorded by
Aristeas ; such, for instance, as the previous conference or

deliberation of the translators, and, above all, the very im-
portant point of the version being dictated to Demetrius Pha-
lereus. Epiphanius, a writer of the fourth century, attempts

to harmonize all these accounts by shutting up the translators

two and two, in thirty-six cells, where they might consider

or deliberate, and by stationing a copyist in each cell, to

whom the translators dictated their labours : the result of all

which was the production of thirty-six inspired versions,

agreeing most uniformly together.

It is not a little remarkable that the Samaritans have tradi-

tions in favour of their version of the Pentateuc'- ?qually

extravagant with those preserved by the Jews. In the Sa-

maritan Chronicle of Abul Phatach, which was compiled in

the fourteenth century from ancient and modern authors both

Hebrew and Arabic, there is a story to the following effect :

—

That Ptolemy Philadelphus, in the tenth year of his reign,

directed his attention to the difference subsisting between the

Samaritans and Jews concerning the law ; the former receiving

only the Pentateuch, and rejecting every other work ascribed

to the prophets by the Jews. In order to determine this differ-

ence, he commanded the two nations to send deputies to

Alexandria. The Jews intrusted this mission to Osar, the

Samaritans to Aaron, to whom several other associates were
added. Separate apartments, in a particular quarter of Alex-
andria, were assigned to each of these strangers ; who were
prohibited from having any personal intercourse, and each of

them had a Greek scribe to write his version. Thus were
the law and other Scriptures translated by the Samaritans

;

whose version being most carefully examined, the king was
convinced that their text was more complete than that of the

Jews. Such is the narrative of Abul Phatach, divested how-
ever of numerous marvellous circumstances, with which it has
been decorated by the Samaritans ; who are not surpassed
even by the Jews in their partiality for idle legends.

A fact, buried under such a mass of fables as the translation

of the Septuagint has been by the historians who have pre-

tended to record it, necessarily loses all its historical charac-

ter, which indeed we are fully justified in disregarding alto-

gether. Although there is no doubt but that some truth is

concealed under this load of fables, yet it is by no means an
easy task to discern the truth from what is false : the follow-

ing, however, is the result of our researches concerning this

celebrated version :

—

It is probable that the seventy interpreters, as they are

called, executed their version of the Pentateuch during the

joint reigns of Ptolemy Lagus, and his son Philadelphus.

The Pseudo-Aristeas, Josephus, Philo, and many other writ-

ers, whom it were tedious to enumerate, relate that this ver-

sion was made during the reign of Ptolemy II. or Philadel-
phus : Joseph Ben Gorion, Tiowever, among the rabbins,

Theodoret, and many other Christian writers, refer its date to

the time of Ptolemy Lagus. Now these two traditions can
be reconciled only by supposing the version to have been per-

formed during the two years when Ptolemy Philadelphus
shared the throne with his father ; which date coincides with
the third and fourth years of the hundred and twenty-third

olympiad, that is, about the years 28G and 285 before the

vulgar Christian a;ra. Further, this version was made neither

by the command of Ptolemy, nor at the request nor under the

superintendence of Demetrius Phalereus ; but was voluntarily

undertaken by the Jews for the use of their countrymen. It

is well known, that, at the period above noticed, there was a

great multitude of Jews settled in Egypt, particularly at

Alexandria: these, being most strictly observant of the reli-

gious institutions and usages of their forefathers, had their

Sanhedrin, or grand council, composed of seventy or seventy-
two members, and very numerous synagogues, in which the

law was read to them on every Sabbath ; and as the bulk of
the common people were no longer acquainted with biblical

Hebrew (the Greek language alone being used in their ordi-

nary intercourse), it became necessary to translate the Pen-
tateuch into Greek for their use. This is a far more probable
account of the origin of the Alexandrian version than the tra-

ditions above stated. If this translation had been made by
public authority, it would unquestionably have been per-

formed under the direction of the Sanhedrin ; who would have
examined, and perhaps corrected it, if it had been the work
of a single individual, previously to giving it the stamp of

Vol. I. 2 L

their approbation, and introducing it into the synagogues. In
either case the translation would, probably, be denominated
the Septuagint, because the Sanhedrin was composed of
seventy or seventy-two members. It is even possible that
the Sanhedrin, in order to ascertain the fidelity of the work,
might have sent to Palestine for some learned men, of whose
assistance and advice they would have availed themselves in
examining the version. This fact, if it could be proved (for
it is offered as a mere conjecture), would account for the story
of the king of Egypt's sending an embassy to Jerusalem.
There is, however, one circumstance which proves that, in
executing this translation, the synagogues were originally in
contemplation, viz. that all the ancient writers unanimously
concur in saying that the Pentateuch was first translated.
The five books of Moses, indeed, were the only books read in
the synagogues until the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, king
of Syria; who having forbidden that practice in Palestine,
the Jews evaded his commands by substituting for the Pen-
tateuch the reading of the prophetic books. When, after-
wards, the Jews were delivered from the tyranny of the kings
of Syria, they read the law and the prophets alternately in
their synagogues ; and the same custom was adopted by the
Hellenistic or Graecizing Jews.

2. But whatever was the real number of the authors of the
version, their introduction of Coptic words, (such as upi, *x>i
fi/*<?*v, &c.) as well as their rendering of ideas purely Hebrew
altogether in the Egyptian manner, clearly prove that they
were natives of Egypt. Thus they express the creation of
the world, not by the proper Greek word KT121Z, but by
TENE212, a term employed by the philosophers of Alexan-
dria to express the origin of the universe. The Hebrew
word Thummim (Exod. xxviii. 30.), which signifies perfec-
tions, they render AAH6E1 A, lru/k.' The difference of style
also indicates the version to have been the work not of one
but of several translators, and to have been executed at dif-
ferent times. The best qualified and most able among them
was the translator of the Pentateuch, who was evidently
master of both Greek and Hebrew : he has for the most part
religiously followed the Hebrew text, and has in various
instances introduced the most suitable and best chosen ex-
pressions. From the very close resemblance subsisting be-
tween the text of the Greek version and the text of the Sama-
ritan Pentateuch, Louis de Dieu, Selden, Whiston, Hassen-
camp, and Bauer, are of opinion that the author of the Alexan-
drian version made it from the Samaritan Pentateuch. And in
proportion as these two correspond, the Greek differs from
the Hebrew. This opinion is further supported by the de-
clarations of Origen and Jerome, that the translator found
the venerable name of Jehovah not in the letters in common
use, but in very ancient characters; and also by the fact that
those consonants in the Septuagint are frequently confounded
together, the shapes of which are similar in the Samaritan,
but not in the Hebrew alphabet. This hypothesis, however
ingenious and plausible, is by no means determinate; and
what militates most against it is, the inveterate enmity sub-
sisting between the Jews and Samaritans, added to the con-
stant and unvarying testimony of antiquity that the Greek
version of the Pentateuch was executed by Jews. There is

no other way by » hieh to reconcile these conflicting opinions,
than by supposing either that the manuscripts used by the
Egyptian Jews approximated towards the letters and text of
the Samaritan Pentateuch, or that the translators of the Si p-
tuagint made use of manuscripts written in ancient charac-
ters. 2

Next to the Pentateuch, for ability and fidelity of execu
tion, ranks the translation of the book of Proverbs, the auth< r

of which was well skilled in the two languages: Michaelis
is of opinion that, of all the books of the Septuagint, the
style of the Proverbs is the best, the translators having
clothed the most ingenious thoughts in as neat and elegant
language as was ever used by a Pythagorean sage, to express
his philosophic maxims. 3 The translator of the book of Job

1 The reason of this appears from Diodorns Bictlloa, who informs us that
the president of the Egyptian courts of justice wore round his neck a
golden chain, at which was suspended an image set round wilii precious
stones, which was called tjutth, o wpo<r*,j-op!uov, Axii6i<mv lib. i. c. 75. torn,

i. pp. 225. (edit. Bipont.) Bauer, (t'rit. Sacr. pp. 244, 245.), and Morua
(Acroases in Ernesti, torn. ii. pp. 67—81.), have given several examples,
proving from internal evidence that the authors of the Septuagint version
were Egyptian.

9 The value of the Greek version oflhe Pentateuch, for criticism and in-

terpretation, is minutely investigated by Dr. Toepler, in his Dissertation
De Pentateuchi Interpretationis Alexandrine Indole, Halia Saxonuru.
1830, 8vo.

3 Michaelis, Introd. to New Test. vol. i. p. 113.
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bring acquaints! with the Greek poets, his style is more

elegant and studied; but he was not sufficiently master of the

Hebrew language and literature, and consequently his version

is very often erroneous. Many of the historical pas ag

interpolated; and in tin 001 tidal p iris there are several pas-

sages wanting: Jerome, in bis preface to the book of Job,

specifies as m my as si vi nn w eighty verses. These omis-

sions were supplied by Origt d from 'I'heodotion's translation.

The book of Joshua "could not have been translated till up-

wards of twenty years after the death of Ptolemy Lagus : for,

in chapter viii. verse Is., tin- translator has introduced (he

word }*i3-:c. a word of Gallic origin, denoting a short dart or

javelin peculiar to the Gauls, who made an irruption into

Greece in the third year of the l-fith olympiad, or H. c. 278.

;

ami it was not until some time after that event that the

Egyptian kings took Gallic mercenaries into their pay and

service.

During the reign of Ptolemy Philometer, the book of

Esther, together with the Psalms and Prophets, was trans-

lated. The subscription annexed to the version of Esther

expressly states it to have been finished on the fourth year

of that sovereign's reign, or about the year 177 before the

Christian a-ra : the Psalms and Prophets, in all probability,

were translated still later, because the .lews did not begin to

read theiii ill their synagogues till about the year 170 before

Christ. The Psalms and Prophets were translated by men
every way unequal to the task i Jeremiah is the besl executed

among the Prophets ; and next to this the boohs of Amos ami

Ezekiel are placed : the important prophecii s of Isaiah were
translated, according to Bishop l.nwth, upwards of one hun-

dred years after the Pentateuch, and by a person by no means
adequate to the undertaking ; there being hardly any book of

the Did Testament so ill rendered in the Septuagint as this

of Isaiah, which (together with other parts of the Greek
version) has come down to us in a bad condition, incorrect,

and with frequent omissions and interpolations: and so ver\

erroneous was the version of Daniel, thai it "as totally re-

jected by the ancient church, and Theodotion's translation

was substituted for it. The Septuagint version of Daniel.

which for a long time was supposed to have been lost, was

discovered and published at Rome in 1772, from which it

appears thai its author had but an imperfect knowledge of

the I [ebrew Language.
No date has been assigned for the translation of the books

of Judges, Knth, Samuel, and Kings, which appear to have
been executed by one and the same author; who, though he

does not make use of so many Hebraisms as the translators

of the other books, is yet not without his peculiarities.

3. Before we conclude the history of the Septuagint ver-

sion, it may not be irrelevant briefly to notice a question

which has greatly exercised the ingenuity of biblical philolo-

gers, viz. from what mam seiners did the seventy interpreters

. tecute theil translation 1 Professor Tyschen 1 lias nil. red an

hypothesis that they did not translate the I lebrow ( >ld Ti sta-

men! into ( in ek, hut that it was transcribed in I lehra'o-tircck

characters, and that from this transcript their version was
made : this hypothesis has been examined by several ( ormaii

critics, and by none with more acumen than by Dathc, in the

preface to his Latin version of the minor prophets;9 but as

the arguments are not of a nature to admit of abridgment,
this notice may perhaps suffice. The late eminently learned

Bishop Horsley doubts whether the manuscripts (torn which
the Septuagint version was made would (if now extant) be
entitled to the same degree of credit as our modern Hebrew
text, notwithstanding their comparatively high antiquity.

"There is," he observes, ''certainly much reason to believe,

lli.it after tin di striietinii of tin- temple by Nebuchadnezzar,
perhaps from a somewhat earlier period, the Hebrew t6XI

was m a much WOTM state of corruption in the copies which
were in private hands, than n has I VST been since tin revi-

sion of the sacred hunks hy Iv/.ra. These inaccurate copies

would he multiplied during the whole period of the captivity,

and widely scattered in Assyria, Persia, and Bgypl ; in slum,

through all the regiont of the dispersion. The text, as n vised

by Iv/.ra, was certainly of much higher Credit than any of

these copies, notwithstanding their greater antiquity. I lis

edition succeeded, as it wao. to the privileges of an autograph
(the autographs ol the inspired writers themselves being
totally lost), and was henceforth to be considered as the only

T.mana ii a. rulli Codli urn DebraicorumVeuTM. MSS.i.
Ro.in. . i |rA(.

• Published M Hall. , in OTQ inSVO.

source of authentic text : insomuch that the comparative merit
of any text DOW extant will depend upon the probable degTee
of its approximation to, or distance from, the Esdrine edition.

Nay, it the translation of the i.xx. was made from some of

those old manuscripts which the dispersed Jews had carried

into Egypt, or from any other of those unauthenticated copies
(which is the prevailing tradition among the Jews, and is

very probable, at least it cannot be confuted), it will be likely

that the faultiest manuscript now extant differs less from the

genuine Esdrine text than those more ancient, which the

version of the i.xx. represents. But, much as this considera-

tion lowers the credit of the lxx. separately, for any various

reading, it adds great weight to the consent of the LXX. with
later versions, and greater still to the consent of the old ver-

sions with manuscripts of the Hebrew, which still survive.

And, as it is certainly possible that a true reading may be
pn s. md in one solitary manuscript, it will follow, that a

true reading may be preserved in one version: for the manu-
script which contained the true reading at the time when the

version was made, may have perished since; so that no evi-

dence of the reading shall now remain, but the version." 3

The Septuagint version, though originally made for the

use of the Egyptian Jews, gradually acquired the highest
authority among the Jews of Palestine, who were acquainted
with the Greek language, and subsequently also among
Christians : it appears, indeed, that the legend above Confntl d.

of the translators having been divinely inspired, wars invented
in order that the i.\x. might be held in the great! r I suiualion.

Philo the Jew, a native of Kgypt, has evidently followed it

m his allegorical expositions of the Mosaic law; and, though
Dr. I lody was of opinion that Josephus, who was a native

of Palestine, corroborated his work on Jewish Antiquities

from the Hebrew text, yet Salmasios, Bochart, Bauer, and
Others, have shown that be has adhered to the Septuagint
throughout that work. How extensively this version was
in use among the Jews, appears from the solemn sanction
given to it by the inspired writers of the New Testament,
who have in very many passages quoted the Greek version

of the old Testament.4 Their example was fill, .wed by the

earlier fathers and doctors of the church, who, with the

exception of Origen and Jerome, were unacquainted with
Hebrew: notwithstanding their zeal for the word of God,
they did not exert themselves to ham the original langi

of the sacred writings, but acquiesced in the Greek represi il-

lation "I them; judging it, no doubt, to be fully sufficient

for all the purposes nt' their pious labours. "The Greek
Scriptures were the only Scriptures known to or valued by
the Greeks. Tins was the text commented by Cbrysostom
and Theodoret; it was this which furnished topics to Atha-
nasius, Nazianzen, and Basil. From this fountain the stream

was derived to the Latin church, first, by the Italic or Vul-

gate translation of the Scriptures, which was made from the

Septuagint, and not from the I lebrew ; and, secondly, by the

stinlv it the Greek lathers. It was by this borrowed light,

that the Latin lathers illuminated the western hemisphere;
and, when the age of Cyprian. Ambrose, Augustine, and
Gregory successively passed away, this was the light put

into the hands of the next dynasty of tlieologists, the Bchool-

n, who carried on the work of theological disquisition by

the aid of tins luminary, and none other. So that, either in

Gn k or in Latin, it was still the Septuagint Scriptures that

were read, explained, and quoted as authority, for a period

of fifteen hundred years." 5

The Septuagint version retained its authority, even with
the rulers ni the Jewish synagogue, until the imencement
of the first century after Christ : w Inn the .lews, bl inn, unable
in nsist the arguments from prophecy which wen urged
against them l.y the ( liris.ii.tns. in order to deprive Iheiu of

the heiH tit of that authority, began to di ny that ii agreed

with the Hebrew text. Further to discredit the character

of the Septuagint, the Jews instituted a Bolemn rest, on the

Nth da] ni ill, mouth Thibet (December), to execrate the

memory of its having been made. Not satisfied with this

measure, We are assured by Justin Martyr, who lived ill tin'

i ii r part of the second century, thai they proceeded to

expunge several passages out ol the Septuagint; and aban-

doning this, adopted the version of Aqmla, a proselyte Jl w

Blfbop llornlcy's Translation of IIo.-tb, Prof pp BBrtt xnv.
edit

' On l •- i|iioliilions from iricOlilTeatain, m In S
'

i IV

i ii rin.

It, uvea's Collation of the Hebrew and (.reck. Tula of the P.-alius, pp.
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of Sinope, a city of Pontus ;' this is the translation mentioned
in the Talmud, and not the Septuagint, with which it has
been confounded. 2

4. The great use, however, which had been made by the

Jews previously to their rejection of the Septuagint, and the

constant use of it by the Christians, would naturally cause a
multiplication of copies ; in which numerous errors became
introduced, in the course of time, from the negligence or in-

accuracy of transcribers, and from glosses or marginal notes,

which had been added for the explanation of difficult words,
being suffered to creep into the text. In order to remedy this

growing evil, Origen, in the early part of the third century,
undertook the laborious task of collating the Greek text then
in use with the original Hebrew and with other Greek transla-

tions then extant, and from the whole to produce a new recen-

sion or revisal. Twenty-eight years were devoted to the

preparation of this arduous work, in the course of which he
collected manuscripts from every possible quarter, aided (it

is said) by the pecuniary liberality of Ambrose, an opulent
man, whom he had converted from the Valentinian heresy,
and with the assistance of seven copyists and several persons
skilled in caligraphy, or the art of beautiful writing. Origen
commenced his labour at Caesarea, a. d. 231 ; and, it appears,
finished his Polyglott at Tyre, hut in what year is not pre-

cisely known.
This noble critical work is designated by various names

among ancient writers ; as Tetrapla, Hexapla, Octapla, and
Enneupla.
The Telrapla contained the four Greek versions of Aquila,

Symmachus, the Septuagint, and Theodotion, disposed in four

columns :
3 to these he aaded two columns more, containing

the Hebrew text in its original characters, and also in Greek
letters ; these six columns, according to Epiphanius, formed
the Hexapla. Having subsequently discovered two other

Greek versions of some purls of the Scriptures, usually called
the fifth and sixth, he added them to the preceding, inserting

them in their respective places, and thus composed the Uela-

pla , and a separate translation of the Psalms, usually called
the seventh version, being afterwards added, the entire work
has by some been termed the Enneapla. This appellation,
however, was never generally adopted. But, as the two edi-

tions made by Origen generally bore the name of the Tetra-
pla and Hexapla, Dr. Grabe thinks that they were thus called,

not from the number of the columns, but of the versions,
which were six, the seventh containing the Psalms only.-1

Bauer, after Montfaucon, is of opinion, that Origen edited
only the Tetrapla and Hexapla ; and this appears to be the
real fact. The following specimens from Montfaucon will

convey an idea of the construction of these two laborious
works :

s—
TETRAPLA.

Gen. i. 1.

AKYAAiJ.

Ev xtpaXxioi ix-ri-

trsv 6 ^so? truv rav
oupavov K«i truv t^v
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prefixed an asterisk x with two bold points : also annexed,

in order that his additions might be immediately perceived.

Those supplementary passages, we are informed by Jerome,

were far the most pari taken from Theodotion's translation;

sol unfrequently Com thai of A<juila; sometimes, though

rarely, from the version of Symmaehus j and sometimes

from two or three together. But, in every ease, the initial

letter of each translator's name was placed immediately alter

the asterisk, to indicate the source whence such supplement-

ary passage was taken. And in lieu of the very erroneous

Beptoagint version of Daniel, Theodotion's translation of

that book was inserted entire.

(3.) Further, not only the passages wanting in the Sep-

tuagint were supplied by Origen with the asterisks, as

ah >ve noticed, but also where that version does not appear

accurately to express the Hebrew original, having noted the

former reading with an obelus, -^-, he added the correct ren-

dering from one of the other translators, with an asterisk

subjoined. Concerning the shape and uses of the kiuitiscui,

and hi/polemnixcua, twqa,other marks used by Origen, there

is so great a difference of opinion among learned men, that

it is difficult to determine what they were. 1 Dr. Owen, after

Montfaucon, supposes them to have been marks of better and

mure accurate renderings.

In the Pentateuch, Origen compared the. Samaritan text

with the Hebrew as received by the Jews, and noted their

differences. To each of the translations inserted in his

Hexapla was prefixed an account of the author; each had

its separate prolegomena; and the ample margins were filled

with notes. A few fragments of these prolegomena and

marginal annotations have been preserved ; but nothing re-

mains of his history of the Greek versions. 2

Since Origan's time, biblical critics have distinguished

two editions or exemplars of the Septuagint—the Komi or

common text, with all its errors and imperfections, as it

existed previously to his collation; and the Hexaplar text,

or that corrected by Origen himself. For nearly fifty years

was this great man's Stupendous work buried in a corner of

the city of Tyre, probably on account of the very great ex-

pense of transcribing forty or fifty volumes, which far ex-

ceeded the means of private individuals; and here, perhaps,

it might have perished in oblivion, if Kusebius and Painphi-

lus had not discovered it, and deposited it in the library of

Pamphilus the martyr at Csesarea, where Jerome saw it

about the middle of the fourth century. As we have no ac-

count whatever of Origen's autograph after this time, it is

most probable that it perished in the year 053, on the capture

of that city by the Arabs ; and a few imperfect fragments, col-

lected from manuscripts of the Septuagint and the Catena;

of the Greek fathers, are all that now remain of a work,
which in the present improved state of sacred literature

would most eminently have assisted in the interpretation and
criticism of the Old Testament.

5. As the Septuagint version had been read in the church
from the commencement of Christianity, so it continued to

be used in most of the Gret/c churches; and the text, as cor-

rected by Origen, was transcribed for their use, together with
his critical marks. Hence, in the progress of time, from the

negligence or inaccuracy of copyists, numerous errors were
introduced into this version, which rendered a new revisal

necessary ; and, as all the Greek churches did not receive

Origen's biblical labours with cijual deference, three princi-

pal recensions were undertaken nearly at the same time, of

which we are now to offer a brief notice.

The first was the edition, undertaken by Fuscbius and
Pamphilus about the year 300, from the Hexaplar text, with

the whole of Origen's critical marks ; it was not only adopted
by the churches of Palestine, but was also deposited in almost

every library. By frequent transcriptions, however, Origin's
marks or notes became, in the course of a few years, so

much changed, as to be of little use, and were finally omitted:
this omission only augmented the evil, since even in the time
ol Jerome it was no longer possible to know what belonged

to the translators, or what were Origen's own corrections ;

• Monlfaiirnn. I'i .r!;rn. el II. xapla, torn. i. pp. Hfi—42. Holmes, Veins
1 >>""iui <e ... inn, nan. I. Priofat. cap. I. led. I.—vli. Tbe flr* I k
"' I).. Holmae*! erudite proface la tranalated Into BngUsh In iho Christian
Observer for l«-'l, vol. xx pp Mi Ms ran r.l.Y n7i; c.-ii Tic .

•>

t Th'. I,.- a edition "! Ihfl rem. hiin of Origan'! Hexapla ih I lull of Mont-
i in ivv.t volumi bUo i'. ins, 171.1. On Ibi ofiaraetar ami value

of iIhh ereel w»rk, soma oxceueol ob • rval i dm ba bund In a tttanp
ntlUed ' Origen the Falhei ol <o uninatit il Inti

Iraoalatcd in limine'* Uibllcal llepertory, vol. In. pp. MB—0H Hi aj

iork. Its.

and now it may almost be considered as a hopeless task tc

distinguish between them. Contemporary with the edition
of Eusebios and Pamphilus was the recension of the Km,
or Vulgate text of the Septuagint, conducted by I.ucian, a
presbyter of the church at Antioch, who suffered martyrdom
A. n. 31 1. 1 le took the Hebrew text for the basis of hisedition,
which was received in all the eastern churches from Constanti-
nople to Antioch. While Lucian was prosecuting his biblical

labours, Hesychius, an Egyptian bishop, undertook a similar
work, which was generally received in the churches of
Egypt. He is supposed to have introduced fewer altera-
tions than I.ucian ; and his edition is cited by Jerome as the
Exemplar JUaandrinum. SynceHus 1 mentions another
revisal of the Septuagint text by Basil bishop of Caesarea:
but this, we. have every reason to believe, has long since

perished. All the manuscripts of the Septuagint now extant,

B8 well as the printed editions, are derived from the three

recensions above mentioned, although biblical critics are by
no means agreed what particular recension each manuscript
has followed. 4

ti. The importance of the Septuagint version for the right
understanding of the sacred text has been variously esti-

mated by different learned men ; while some have elevated
to an equality with tbe original Hebrew, others have rated it

far In low its real value. The great authority which it for-

merly enjoyed, certainly gives it a claim to a nigh degree of
consideration. It was executed long before the Jews were
prejudiced against Jesus Christ as the Messiah ; and it was
the means of preparing the world at large for his appearance,
by making known the types and prophecies concerning him.
With all its faults and imperfections, therefore, this version
is of more use in correcting the Hebrew text than any other
that is extant ; because its authors had better opportunities
of knowing the propriety and extent of the Hebrew lau-

fuage than we can possibly have at this distance of time,
'he Septuagint, likewise, being written in the same dialect

as the New Testament (the formation of whose style was
influenced by it), it becomes a very important source of in-

terpretation : for not only does it frequently serve to deter-
mine the genuine reading, but also to ascertain the meaning
of particular idiomatic expressions and passages in the New
Testament, the true import of which could not be known but
from their use in the Septuagint. 5 Grotius, Ixeuchenius,

Biel, and Schleusner, are the critics who have most success-
fully applied this version to the interpretation of the New
Testament

II. The importance of the Septuagint, in the criticism and
interpretation of the Scriptures, especially of the New Tes-
tament, will justify the length of the preceding account of
that celebrated version : it now remains that we briefly no-
tice the other ancient Greek translations, which have already
been incidentally mentioned ; viz. those of Aquila, Theodo-
tion, Symmaehus, and the three anonymous versions, usually
cited as the fifth, sixth, and seventh versions, from which
Origen compiled his Tetrapla and Hexapla.

1. The I ertion of Aquila.—The author of this translation

was a native of Sinope in Pontus, who flourished in the
second cennrry of the Christian urn : he was of Jewish de-
scent; and having renounced Christianity, he undertook his

version, with the intention of exhibiting to the Hellenistic
Jews an accurate representation of the Hebrew text, for

their assistance in their disputes with the Christians. Net
he did not on this account pervert passages which relate to

Christ by unfaithful translations, as some of the ancient

> t'tiioiioitraphia ab ailaino nsipie ait Dioclemanuin, p. 'JU3.
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Christian writers thought : for the examples of designed

want of fidelity, which they produce, are nothing more than

etymological renderings, or expressions of the same things

in other words, or various readings, or else his own mistakes.

Professor Jahn fixes the date of this version to the interval

between the years 90 and 130 : it is certain that Aquila lived

during the reign of the emperor Adrian, and that his trans-

lation was executed before the year 160 ; as it is cited both

by Justin Martyr, who wrote about that time, and by Ire-

naeus between the years 170 and 170. In conformity with

the spirit of the Jews, Aquila renders every Hebrew word
by the nearest corresponding Greek word, without any re-

gard to the genius of the Greek language : it is therefore

extremely literal, but it is on that very account of considera-

ble importance in the criticism of the Old Testament, as it

serves to show the readings contained in the Hebrew manu-
scripts of his time. His version has been most highly ap-

proved by the Jews, by whom it has been called the Hebrew
Verity, as if, in reading it, they were reading the Hebrew
text itself. Nearly the same judgment was formed of it

by the early Christian writers, or fathers ; who must be un-

derstood as referring to this version, when they speak of

the Hebrew. Professor Dathe has collated several passages

from this translation, and has applied them to the illustra-

tion of the prophet Hosea. 1 As the result of his comparison
of the fragments of Aquila with the Hebrew text, he states

that Aquila had nearly the same readings of the Hebrew
text which we have. Which almost constant agreement
cannot be observed without much satisfaction ; because it

supplies an argument of no mean importance for refuting

the charges of those who assert that the modern Hebrew
text is very greatly corrupted. The fragments of Aquila
and of the other Greek versions were collected and pub-

lished, first by Flaminio Nohili, in his notes to the Roman
edition of the Septuagint, and after him by Drusius, in his

Veterum Interpretum G'secorum Fragmenta (Arnheim, 1622,

4to.) ;
2 and also by Montfaucon in his edition of Origen's

Hexapla above noticed. According to Jerome, Aquila pub-
lished two editions of his version, the second of which was
the most literal ; it was allowed to be read publicly in the

Jews' synagogues, by the hundred and twenty-fifth Novel
of the emperor Justinian.

2. Theodotion was a native of Ephesus, and is termed by
Jerome and Eusebius an Ebionite or semi-Christian. He
was nearly contemporary with Aquila, and his translation is

cited by Justin Martyr, in his Dialogue with Tryphon the

Jew, which was composed about the year 100. The version

of Theodotion holds a middle rank between the servile close-

ness of Aquila and the freedom of Symmachus : it is a kind

of revision of the Septuagint made after the original He-
brew, and supplies some deficiencies in the Septuagint ; but

where he translates without help, he evidently shows himself
to have been but indifferently skilled in Hebrew. Theodo-
tion's translation of the book of Daniel was introduced into

the Christian churches, in or soon after the second century,

as being deemed more accurate than that of the Septuagint.

It is not unworthy of remark, that he has retained several

Hebrew words, which seem to have been used among the

Ebionites, such as <peyv\, Lev. vii. 18. ;
/un.tr<p*i, Lev. xiii. 6.

;

xaiKutxx, Deut. xxii. 9. ; and M/*, Isa. Ixiv. 5.

3. Symmachus, we are informed by Eusebius and Jerome,
was a semi-Christian, or Ebionite, for the account given of

him by Epiphanius (that he was first a Samaritan, then a

Jew, next a Christian, and last of all an Ebionite) is gene-
rally disregarded as unworthy of credit. Concerning the

precise time when he flourished, learned men are of different

opinions. Epiphanius places him under the reign of Corn-
modus II. an imaginary emperor ; Jerome, however, express-

ly states, that his translation appeared after that of Theodo-
tion ; and as Symmachus was evidently unknown to Irenaeus,

who cites the versions of Aquila and Theodotion, it is pro-

bable that the date assigned by Jerome is the true one. Mont-
faucon accordingly places Symmachus a short time after

Theodotion, that is, about the year 200. The version of

Symmachus, who appears to have published a second edition

of it revised, is by no means so literal as that of Aquila; he
was certainly much better acquainted with the laws of inter-

» Dissertatio Philologico-Critica in Aquilfe Reliquias-Interpretationis
Hosefe (Lipsiee, 1757, 4to.); which is reprinted in p. f. el seq. of Rosenmlil-
er's Collection of his "Opuscula ad Crisin et lnterpretationeni Veteris
Testamenti," Lipsice, 1796, 8vo.

» This work of Drusius's is also to be found in (he sixth volume of Bishop
Walton's Polyglott.

pretration than the latter, and has endeavoured, not unsuc-
cessfully, to render the Hebrew idioms with Greek precision.

Bauer3 and Moras4 have given specimens of the utility of
this version for illustrating both the Old and New Testa-

ments. Dr. Owen has printed the whole of the first chapter

of the Book of Genesis according to the Septuagint version,

together with the Greek translations of Aquila, Theodotion,
and Symmachus, in columns, in order to show their respective

agreement or discrepancy. This we are obliged to omit, on
account of its length ; but the following observations of that

eminent critic on their relative merits (founded on an accurate

comparison of them with each other, and with the original

Hebrew, whence they were made) are too valuable to be
disregarded. He remarks,

1. With respect to Aquila, (I.) That his translation is

close and servile—abounding in Hebraisms—and scrupulous-

ly conformable to the letter of the text. (2.) That the author,

notwithstanding he meant to disgrace and overturn the Sep-
tuagint version, yet did not scruple to make use of it, and
frequently to borrow his expressions from it.

2. With respect to Theodotion, (1.) That he makes great

use of the two former versions—following sometimes the

diction of the one, and sometimes that of the other—nay,
often commixing them both together in the compass of one
and the same verse ; and, (2.) That he did not keep so strictly

and closely to the Septuagint version as some have unwarily
represented. 5 He borrowed largely from that of Aquila; but
adapted it to his own style. And as his style was similar
to that of the lxx. Origen, perhaps for the sake of uniformity,
supplied the additions inserted in the Hexapla chiefly from
this version.

3. With respect to Symmachus, (1.) That his version,

though concise, is free and paraphrastic—regarding the
sense rather than the words, of the original ; 2. That he often

borrowed from the three other versions—but much oftener

from those of his immediate predecessors, than from the Sep-
tuagint ; and, (3.) It is observed by Montfaucon," that he
kept close to the Hebrew original ; and never introduced any
thing from the Septuagint, that was not to be found in his

Hebrew copy: but it evidently appears from verse 20.

—

where we read, *.%t sjsvsts ci/tok—that either the observation is

false, or that the copy he used was different from the present
Hebrew copies. The 30th verse has also a reading—it may
perhaps be an interpolation—to which there is nothing answer-
able in the Hebrew, or in any other of the Greek versions.'

4. 5, 6. The three anonymous translations, usually called

the Jifl/i, sixth, and seventh versions, derive their names from
the order in which Origen disposed them in his columns.
The author of the sixth version was evidently a Christian:
for he renders Habakkuk iii. 13. {Thou wentest forth fur the

deliverance rif thy people, even for the deliverance of thine

anointed ones,8 in the following manner: EJ»x6k tm <rwnu

tov x*ov <rw iise l»a-w Tiv Xpi<rrw <rcu ; i. e. Thou wentest forth to

save thy people through Jesus thy Christ. The dates of these
three versions are evidently subsequent to those of Aquila,

Theodotion, and Symmachus : from the fragments collected

by Montfaucon, it appears that they all contained the Psalms
and minor prophets ; the fifth and sixth further comprised the

Pentateuch and Song of Solomon ; and from some fragments
of the fifth and seventh versions found by Bruns in a Syriac

Hexaplar manuscript at Paris, it appears that they also con-

tained the two books of Kings. Bauer is of opinion that the

author of the seventh version was a Jew.
III. Besides the fragments of the preceding ancient ver-

sions, taken from Origen's Hexapla, there are found in the

margins of the manuscripts of the Septuagint some additional

marks or notes, containing various renderings in Greek of

some passages in the Old Testament : these are cited as the

Hebrew, Syrian, Samaritan, and Hellenistic versions, and as

the version of some anonymous author. The probable mean-
ing of these references it may not be improper briefly to

notice.

1. The Hebrew (o Efpaw) is supposed by some to denote

' Critica Sacra, pp. 277, 278.
* Acroases Hernieneutica?, torn. ii. pp. 127, 128.

» Theodotion, qui in ceteris cum lxx translatoribus facit. Hieron. Ep
ad Marcell. Licet autem Theodolio lxx. Interpretum vesligio fere semper
haereat, &c. Montf. Prrel. in Hexapl. p. 57.

« Ea tauien cautela ut Hebraicum exemplar unicum sequendum sibi

proponeret ; nee quidpiam ex editione Tdx o. ubi cum Uebraico non quad-
rabat, in interpretationem siiam refunderet. Praelim. in Hexapl. p. 54.

i Owen on the Septuagint, pp. 124—126.

Archbishop Newcome's version. The authorized English translation

runs thus :—"Thou wentest forth for the salvation of thy people, even for

the salvation of thine anointed."
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the translation of Aquila, who closely and literally followed
the Hebrew text; bul iliis idea was refuted by Montfaucon
and Bauer, who remark, that after the reference to the He-
brew, a reading follows, moal widely differing from Aipiila's

rendering. Bauer more probably conjectures, that the refer-

ence o EC,*jk denotes the Hebrew text from which the Sep-
tuagint version differs.

J. I mlcr the name of the Syrian (I 2u«<) are intended the

fragments of the (J reek version made by Sophronius, patri-

arch of Constantinople, from the very popular Latin transla-

tion of Jerome, who is supposed to have acquired the appel-
lation of the Syrian, from his long residence on the confines
of Syria. He 18 thus expressly styled by Theodore of Mop-
sin stin in a passage cited by Photius in his liibliotheca. 1

.'.'. Tin- Samaritan {to ZoyutuKirnui) is supposed to refer to

the fragments of a Creek version of the Ifebrreo-Samaritan

text, which is attributed to the ancient Greek scholiast so
often cited by Klaminio Nobili, and in the Greek Scholia
appended to the Roman edition of the Septuagint. Consider-
able doubts, however, exist concerning the identity of this

supposed Greek version of the Samaritan text; which, it' it

ever existed, Bishop Walton thinks, must be long posterior
in date to the Septuagint.1

•1. It is not known to which version or author the citation

i Eaawosc, or the Hellenic, refers :—the mark o Ami;, or i Ak-
rrr)ftf.c, denotes some unknown author.

Before we conclude the present account of the ancient
Greek versions of the Old Testament, it remains that we
briefly notice the translation preserved in St. Mark's Library
;ii Venice, containing the Pentateuch, Proverbs, Ruth, Song
of Solomon, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations of Jeremiah, and
Prophecy ol Daniel. The existence of this version, which
was tor a long time buried among other literary treasures

deposited in the above-mentioned library, was first announced
by Zanetti and llongiovnnni in their catalogue of its manu-
scripts. The Pentateuch was published in three parts, by
M. Amnion, at Erlang, 1790, I79l, 8vo. ; and the remaining
books by M. Villoison at Strasburgh, I784, 8vo. The ori-

ginal manuscript, Morelli is of opinion, was executed in the
llth century; and the numerous errors discoverable in it

prove that it cannot he the autograph of the translator. Bj
w horn tlii —

.
version was made is a question yet undetermined.

Morelli thinks its author was a Jew : Amnion supposes him
to have been a Christian monk, and perhaps a native of Syria
of the eighth or ninth century ; and Bauer, after Zeigler,
conjectures him to have been a Christian grammarian of
Constantinople, who had been taught Hebrew by a Western
Jew . \\ hoever the translator was. his style evidently shows
him to have been deeply skilled in the different dialects of
the Greek language, and to have been conversant with the
Greek poets. Equally uncertain is the date when this ver-
sion was composed : Kichhorn, Bauer, and several other emi-
nent biblical writers, place it betwei n the sixth and tenth cen-
turies: the late Dr. Holmes Supposed the author of it to have
been some Hellenistic Jew, between the ninth and twelfth
centuries. " Nothing can be more completely happy, or more
judicious, than the idea adopted by this author, of rendering
the Hebrew text in the pure Attic dialect, ami the Chaldee
in its corresponding Doric." 3 Dr. Holmes has inserted ex-
tracts from this version in his edition of the Septuagint.4

Lor a critical notice of the aneient Creek iri i lions of the
Scriptures see the I S [ iii.n <: i< a ]> I [C a l. \ im'ENIHX to the second
Volume, Part I. Chap. I. Sect. V. §-j.
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[Part I. Cuap. III.

§ 3. ON THE ANCIENT OMENTAL VERSIONS OF THE OLD AND
NEW TESTAMENTS.

I. Srmic Vr.nsioNs. 1. Peichito, or literal version.—2.

Philoxenian version.—3. Karkaphenrian version.—t. Suro-
Estrangelo, and Palxstino-Syriac version.—II. EoTPrrABl
Version, Coptic, Sa/ddic, Jlmmonian, and Busmuric.—
III. Ethiopic Version.—IV. Aiumi Vxesioxs.—V. An-
MF.MAN Version.— VI. 1'iaisu Viusnixs.

I. Svuiac Versions.—Syria being visited at a very early
period by the preachers of "the Christian faith, several trans-
lations of the sacred volume w ere made into the language of
that country.

1. The most celebrated of these is the Peschito or Literal
(Versio Simplex), as it is usually called, on account of its

very close adherence to the Hebrew and Creek lexis, from
which it was immediately made. The most extravagant
assertions have been advanced concerning its antiquity; si me
referring the translation of the Old Testament to the" time of
Solomon and Hiram, while others ascribe it to Asa. priest
of the Samaritans, and a third class to the apostle Thaddl us.

This last tradition is received by the Syrian churches; but a
more recent date is ascribed to it by modem biblical philolo-
gers. Bishop Walton, Carpzov, Leusden, Bishop Lowth,
and Dr. Kennicott, fix its date to the first century; Bauer
and some other German critics, to the second or third cent!
Jahn fixes it, at the latest, to the second century; He Kessi
pronounces it to be very ancient, but does nut specify any
precise date. The most probable opinion is thai of Michael-
is,' who ascribes the Syriac veision of l„,ih Testaments to
the close of the first, or to the earlier part of the second cen-
tury, at which time the Syrian churches flourished most, and
the Christians at Edessa had a temple for divine worship
erected alter the model of that at Jerusalem : and it is not to
be supposed that they would be without aversion of the Old
Testament, the reading of which had been introduced by the
apostles.

The Old Testament was evidently translated from the
original Hebrew, to which it most closely and literally ad-
heres, with the exception of a few passages which appear to

beai some affinity to the Septuagint : Jahn accounts lor this
by supposing, either that this version was consulted by the
Syriac translator or translators, or that the Syrians aflerwardl
corrected their translation by the Septuagint. ' Dr. Crcdiicr,
who has particularly investigated the minor prophets, accord-
ing to this version, is of opinion that the translator of tin.

Old Testament for the most part followed the Hebrew text,

but at the same time consulted the Chaldee Paraphrase and
Septuagint Version. 7 Leusden conjectures, that the transla-

tor did not make use of the most correct Hebrew manuscripts,
and has given some examples w Inch appear lo support his

opinion. Dathe, however, speaks most positively in favour
of its antiquity and fidelity, and refers to tin Syriac version,

as a certain standard by w hich w 6 may judge of the State ol

the Hebrew text ill the second century; and Ik 'i Ii Dr. Kenni-
cott and Professor De Rossi have derived many valuable
readings from this version. De Kossi, indeed, prefers it to
all the other uncienl versions, and says, that it closely follow s

the onler of the sacred text, rendering word for word, and is

more pure than any other. As it is therefore probable thi t

the Syriac version was made about the end of the lirsl cen-
tury, It might be made fr Hebrew MSS. almost as old as
those which were In tore traiiscrihed into Greek, and from
MSS. which might he in some places Iruo v.

were corrupted. And it will be HO w on.ler ..1 all. it a version
so vi rj ancient should have preserved a great van
readings, where the Hebrew manuscripts were corrupted
afterwards. Dr. Boothroyd considl rs this version to h,
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ancient, and in many respects as valuable, as the Chaldee
Paraphrase ;> and in the notes to his edition of the Hebrew
Bible he has shown that this version has retained numerous
and important various readings. To its general fidelity

almost every critic of note bears unqualified approbation,

although it is not every where equal ; and it is remarkably

clear -and strong in those passages which attribute characters

of Deity to the Messiah. Michaelis and Jahn have observed,

that a ditferent method of interpretation is adopted in the

Pentateuch from that which is to be found in the book of

Chronicles; and Jahn has remarked that there are some
Chaldee words in the first chapter of Genesis, and also in the

book of Ecclesiastes and the Song of Solomon : whence
they infer that this version was the work not of one, but of

several authors. Further, Michaelis has discovered traces

of the religion of the translator, which indicate a Christian

and no Jew. A Jew by religion would not have employed
the Syriac but the Hebrew letters, and he would have used

the Chaldee Targums more copiously than is observed

in most books of the Syriac Old Testament. This a Jew by

birth would have done, if even he had been converted to

Christianity : and as most of the books of the Syriac Bible

thus evince that the interpreter had no acquaintance with the

Targums, Michaelis (whose opinion is adopted by Gesenius)

is of opinion that the translator was a Christian ; and their

judgment is corroborated by the fact that the arguments pre-

fixed to the Psalms were manifestly written by a Christian

author. 2

The Syriac version of the New Testament comprises

only the four Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, the. Epistles

of Saint Paul (including the Epistle to the Hebrews), the

first Epistle to Saint John, Saint Peter's first Epistle, and

the Epistle of Saint James. The celebrated passage in

1 John v. 7., and the history of the woman taken m adultery

(John viii. 2—11.), are both wanting. All the Christian

sects in Syria and the East make use of this version exclu-

sively, which they hold in the highest estimation. It agrees

with the Constantiiiopolitan recension. Michaelis pro-

nounces it to be the very best translation of the Greek Tes-
tament which he ever read, for the general ease, elegance,

and fidelity with which it has been executed. It retains,

however, many Greek words, which might have been easily

and correctly expressed in Syriac : in Matt, xxvii. alone there

are not fewer than eleven words. In like manner some Latin

words have been retained which the authors ot the New
Testament had borrowed from the Roman manners and cus-

toms. This version also presents some mistakes, which can

only be explained by the words of the Greek text, from

which it was immediately made. For instance, in render-

ing into Syriac these words of Acts xviii. 7., onomati
JOT2TOT 2EBOMENOT, the interpreter has translated Titus

instead of Justus, because he had divided the Greek in the

following manner:—ONOMA T1IOT2 TOT 2EBOMENOT. 3

An important accession to biblical literature was made, a

few years since, by the late Rev. Dr. Buchanan, to whose
assiduous labours the British church in India is most deeply

indebted : and who, in his progress among the Syrian

churches and Jews of India, discovered and obtained nume-
rous ancient manuscripts of the Scriptures, which are now
deposited in the public library at Cambridge. One of these,

which was discovered in a remote Syrian church near the

mountains, is particularly valuable : it contains the Old and

New Testaments, engrossed with beautiful accuracy in the

Eslrangi/o (or old Syriac) character, on strong vellum, in

large folio, and having three columns in a page. The words
of every book are numbered : and the volume is illuminated,

but not after the European manner, the initial letters having

no ornament. Though somewhat injured by time or neglect,

the ink being in certain places obliterated, still the letters

can in general be distinctly traced from the impress of the

pen, or from the. partial corrosion of the ink. The Syrian

church assigns a high date to this manuscript, which, in the

opinion of Mr. Yeates, who has published a collation of the

' Biblia Hebraica, vol. i. Pref. pp. xv. xvi.

» Carpzov, Critica Sacra, pp. 623—626. ; Leusden, Philologus Hebra?o-
Mixing, pp. 67—71.; Bishop Lowth's Isaiah, vol. i. p. xci. ; Dr. Krniiicntl,

Diss. it. p. 353.; Bauer, Critica Sacra, pp. 308—320. ; Jahn, Introd, ad Vet.

Feed. pp. 75, 76 ; De Rossi, Variae Lectiones ad Vet. Test. loin. i. prol. p.

xxxii. ; Dutlie, Opnscula ad Crisin et Interpretationcm, Vet. Test. p. 171.
;

Kortholf, de Versionibus Scripturse, pp. 40—15. ; Walton, Proleg c. 13. pp.
593. et aeq. Dr. Smith's Scripture lestimony of the Messiah, vol. i. pp.
396, 397. nrst edition. Gesenius, in the Introduction to his Commentary
on Isaiah (in German), Theil. ii. § 12. 3. or pp. 429, 430. of the Essays and
Dissertations on Biblical Literature, published at New York.

• Hug's Introd. vol. i. pp. 342, 343.
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Pentateuch,^ was written about the seventh century. Ln
looking over this manuscript, Dr. Buchanan found the very
first emendation of the Hebrew text proposed by Dr. Kenni
cott, 5 which doubtless is the true reading.

The first edition of the Syriac version of the Old Testa
ment appeared in the Paris Polyglott; but, being taken
from an imperfect MS., its deficiencies were supplied by
Gabriel Sionita, who translated the passages wanting from
the Latin Vulgate, and has been unjustly charged with
having translated the whole from the Vulgate. This text

was reprinted in Bishop Walton's Polyglott, with the addi-

tion of some apocryphal books. There have been numerous
editions of particular parts of the Syriac Old Testament,
which are minutely described by Masch.6 The principal

editions of the Syriac Scriptures are noticed in the Biblio-

graphical Appendix, Vol. II.

The Peschito Syriac version of the New Testament was
first made known in Europe by Moses of Mardin, who had
been sent by Ignatius, patriarch of the Maronite Christians,

in 1552, to Pope Julius III., to acknowledge the papal su-

premacy in the name of the Syrian church, and was at the

same time commissioned to procure the Syriac New Testa-

ment. This was accomplished at Vienna in 1555, under the

editorial care of Moses and Albert Widmanstad, with the

assistance of William Postell, and at the expense of the

Emperor Ferdinand I. This Editiu Princeps is in quarto.

The Syriac New Testament has since been printed several

times.

There is also extant a Syriac version of the second Epistle

of Saint Peter, the second and third Epistles of John, the

Epistle of Jude, and the Apocalypse, wliich are wanting in

the Peschito: these are by some writers ascribed to Mar
Abba, primate of the East, between the years 535 and 552.

The translation of these books is made from the original

Greek; but the author, whoever he was, possessed but an
indifferent knowledge of the two languages.

2. The Philoxenian or Syro-Philoxenian version de-

rives its name from Philoxenus, or Xenayas, Bishop of

Hierapolis or Mabug in Syria, a. d. 488—518, who employ-
ed his rural bishop (Charcpisciipus) Polycarp, to translate the

Greek New Testament into Syriac. This version was
finished in the year 508, and was afterwards revised by
Thomas of Harkel or Heraclea, a. d. 61 (i. Michaelis is of

opinion, that there was a third edition ; and a fourth is attri-

buted to Dionysius Barsalibseus, who was bishop of Amida
from 1166 to 1177. It appears, however, that there were
only two editions—the original one by Polycarp, and that

revised by Thomas of Harkel; the single copy of the Four
Gospels, with the alterations of Barsalibams, in the tweltth

century, being hardly entitled to the name of a new edition.

This version agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension :

it was not known in Europe until the middle of the eighteenth

century; when the Rev. Dr. Gloucester Ridley published a

Dissertation on the Syriac Versions of the New Testament

(in 1761), three manuscripts of which he had received thirty

years before from Amida in Mesopotamia. Though age and

growing infirmities, the great expense of printing, and the

want of a patron, prevented Dr. Ridley from availing him-

self of these manuscripts; yet having, under circumstances

of peculiar difficulty, succeeded in acquiring a knowledge
of the Syriac language, he employed himself at intervals in

making a transcript of the Four Gospels. These, being

put into the hands of the late Professor White, were pub-

lished by him with a literal Latin translation, in 1778, in

two volumes 4to., at the expense of the delegates of the

Clarendon press,at Oxford. In 1779, Professor White pub-

lished from the same press the Acts of the Apostles and the

Catholic Epistles, and in 1804, the Epistles of Saint Paul,

also in 4to., and accompanied with a Latin translation.

The Philoxenian version, though made immediately from

the Greek, is greatly inferior to the Peschito, both in the ac-

curacy with which it is executed, and also in its style. It

is, however, not devoid of value, " and is of real importance

to a critic, whose object is to select a variety of readings,

' In the Christian Observer, vol. xii. pp. 171—174. there is an accountof

Mr. Yeates's Collation ; and in vol. ix. of the same Journal, pp. 273—275.

318—350. there is given a very interesting description of the Syriac manu-

script above noticed. A short account of it also occurs in Dr. Buchanan's
" Christian Researches," respecting the Syrians, pp. 229—231. (edit. 1811.)

* Gen. iv. 8. And Cain said unto Abtl his orother,Ltt us go doirn into

tin- plain. It may be satisfactory to the reader to know, that this disputed

addition is to be found in the Samaritan, Syriac, Septuagint, and Vulgate

Versions, printed in Bishop Walton's Polyglott.

« Bibl. Sacr. part ii. vol. i. sect. iv. pp. 64—71.
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festival days. It is written in the Syriac or Chahlce diali rt

of Jerusalem, and was evidently noatu in a Roman province;
for in Malt, xxvii. -JT. the word xi-jt-ra-rni, mldiers, is reu-

! by K':n (RoMli)i as if the translator had never heard
of any soldiers but Romans; and in the same verse mu>x,
bond or cohort, is rendered bj the Latin word cn--tru, H-ssofi.

These and other indications afford reason to think, that the
manuscript contains a translation made from the Greek, in

Palestine; it was written at Antigen., and from all these
circumstances, this version has been ih nominated the Jeru-
salein-Syriac Version. |) r . Seholz states that its text lor

the most part agrees with the Alexandrine recension. This
manuscript has not yet been collated throughout."

II. Egyptian Vibsioms.—Emm the proximity of Egypt
to Judiea, it appears that the knowledge of the Gospel was
very early communicated to the inhabitants of that country,
whose language was divided into three dialects—the CqptU,
or dialect of Lower Egypt; the Sahidir, or dialect of Upper
Egypt; and the BatSmowie, a dialect of the inhabitants of
Bashmour, a province of the Delta.

with the view of restoring the genuine text of the Greek
original : for he may be folly assured, thai every phrase and

expression is a precise copj of the Greek text at it Blood in

the manuscript from which the version was made. But, as

it is not prior to the sixth century, and the Peschite was
written either at the end of the first, or at the beginning of

the second century, it is of less importance to know the read-

ings of the Greek manuscript that was used in the former,

than those of the original employed in the latter.'' 1

3. The ECarkapbbmsiah Version, as it is commonly
termed, is a recension of the Peschito, or ojd Syriac version

of the Old and New Testaments, executed towards the close

of the tenth century, by David, a Jacobite monk, residing in

the monastery of .St. Aaron on mount Sigari in Mesopotamia,
whence the appellation Karkaphenmm (signifying mountain)
is thrived.- We are informed by the learned Professor

\\ 1-1 man, who has most minutely investigated the history

and literary character of this recension, that the basis of its

taxi is the Peschito or Versio Simplex, with the printed

copies of which it bears a close affinity; except that proper
names and (irseeo-Syriac words are accommodated to the

Greek orthography, or to that adopted by Thomas of Harkel
in his revision of the Philoxenian version. Some eminent
critics have thought that the Karkaphensian version was
made for the use of the Nestorians; Dr. Wiseman, however,
is decidedly of opinion, that it is of Monophysite or Jacobite

origin :
3 but bis opinion is doubted by Professor Lee. 1

4. Of the other Syriac Versions, the Syro-Kstrangelo

version of the Old Testament, and the Pala^stino-Syriac ver-

sion of part of the New Testament, are of sufficient impor-
tance to deserve a brief notice.

[i.] The Syro-Estrangelo version, also called the Syriac
Hexapi.ar, is a translation of Origan's Hexaplar edition of

the Greek Septuagint; it was executed in the former part

of the seventh century, and its author is unknown. The
late Pr ifessoT De Rossi, who published the first specimen
of it at Parma, in 1778, does not decide whether it is to

be attributed to Mar-Abba, James of Bdessa, Paul Bishop
of Tela, or to Thomas of lleraclca. Assenianni ascribes it

to Thomas, though other learned men affirm that he did no

more than collate the Books of Scripture. This version,

however, corresponds exactly w ith the text of the Septuagint,

especially in those passages in which the latter diners from
the Hebrew. A MS. of this version is iii the Ambrosian
Library at Milan, comprising the Books of Psalms, Job.

Proverbs, loi lesiastes, Song of Solomon, Wisdom. F.ccle-

Biasticus, llosea, Amos, Ilahakkuk, '/< plianiah. Haggai,
Zechariah, Malachi, Jeremiah, Daniel, and Isaiah: it also

contains the obelus and other marks of Origan's Hexapla;
and a subscription at the end states it to have been literally

translated from the Greek eony, corrected by Eusebius him-
self, witii the assistance of Pamphilus, from the books of

Origen, which were deposited in the library of Ctesarea.
The conformity of this MS. with the account given by
M asius, in the preface to his hamed Annotations on the
Book of Joshua, all'ords strong grounds for believing that

this is the second part of the Ms. described by him as then
being in his possession, and which, there is reason to fear,

is irrecoverably lost. From this version M. Nofberg edited
the prophecil B Of Jeremiah and E/.ekiel in 17*7, 'to Londini

Gothornm: and M. Bugati, the Book of Daniel, at Milan,

1788, Ito.

[ii.] The Pai. STIKO-StRM.C, or SrBIAC Translation of
Jkri'sau m, was discovered in the Vatican Library at Koine
by M. Adler, in a manuscript of the eleventh century. It is

not an entire translation of the New Testament, bul only a

Leetionwium, ot collection of detached portions, appointed

to be reail in the services of the church on Sundays and
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The Coptic language is a compound of the old Egyptian
and Creek; into which the Old 'Irxtament was translated
from the Septuagint, perhaps in the second or third century,
and certainly before the fifth century. Of this version, the
Pentateuch was published by Wilkins in 1731 ; and a Psal-
ter, with an Arabic translation, by the congregation de Pro-
pagandi Fide, at Home, in 1714 and 1719. ;

In the Sahidic language the ninth chapter of Daniel was
published by Mnnter at Home in 17tft>; and Jeremiah, eh.

tx. 17. to ch. xiii., by Mingarelli, in RtUquia Egyptiomn
Codieum in BibHotheca Naniana asucrvalir, at Bologna, in

1785. The late Dr. VVoide was of opinion that both the
• 'optic and Sahidic versions were made from the Greek.
They express the phrases of the Septuagint version; and
most of the additions, omissions, and transpositions, which
distinguished the latter from the Hebrew, are discoverable
in the Coptic and Sahidic versions.

The Coptic version of the Sew Tntamtnt was published
at Oxford in 171l>, in 4to., by Daniel Wilkins. a learned
Prussian, who has endeavoured to prove lh.it il must have
been executed prior to the third century ; hut his opinion h 18

been controverted by many learned nun. ami particularly by
Louis Pic.pies, who reft rs it to the fifth century. Pr. lessor

Hug, however, has shown that it could not have been com-
posed before the time of Hesychius, nor before the middle
of the third century.' The celebrated passage (1 John v. 7.)
is wanting in this version, as well as in the Syriac-Pesehito,
and Philoxenian translations. From the observations of Dr.

VVoide, it appears thai the (.'optic inclines moo to the Al. x

andrian than the Sahidic—that no remarkable coincidence is

to be found between the Coptic or Sihidic, and the Vulgate,
—and that we have no reason to suspect that the former has
been altered or made to eon form to tin lalii r. Its text ...jr. . s

with the Alexandrine recension,
Concerning the age of the Sahidic version critics are not

yet agreed. Dr. VVoide, however, has shown that it was
most probably executed in the second century: and, oot

ueniiy. ii is of i he in si importance to thi criticism of the
In ek Testament. In a dissertation on this version, will!, n

in the German language, and abridged by Bishop Mi
Dr. \V. observes, that there are now in existence two S .hidic

manuscripts.'—one formerly in the possession of the late Dr.

aSki w, the othei tnottghl from Egypt by the celebrated tra-

veller. Mr. Biuee. Tin former i.ims a work entitled

Sophia, and written by Vahntinus, in the Beoond century.
This manuscript contains variou both from the
i tld ami \i» Testament, which coincide with the fragments
of the Sahidic version now extant; whence n is concluded
that the Sahidic version of the whole Bible not only existed
so i

, nly as the beginning of tin second century, but that it

was the same as that of winch «e have various fragments,
ami which, if put together) would form perhaps a complete
Sahidic version of the Bibb.. The other manuscript to which
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Dr. Woide appeals, contains two books, the one entitled

Ei^AO? tjip ^va»TK.f, the other, Bt$Mc Ao}st/jc aw fjiuiTTii^icy. Now
that this was written by a Gnostic, as well as the other ma-
nuscript, appears both from the title and the contents, and
therefore it is concluded that the author lived in the second
century. And as various passages are quoted in it both from
the Old and New Testaments, Dr. Woide deduces the same
inference as from the foregoing. Of this version some frag-

ments of the Gospels of Slatthew and John have been pub-
lished by Mingarelli, in a work entitled JEgyptiorum Codicum
Rdiquisc, Venetiis in BibUotheca Naniayia asservatse. ( Bononia;,

1785, 4to.) But the completest collection of fragments of
this version is that prepared for the press by the late Dr.
Woide, who did not live to publish them. The work was
completed and edited by the Rev. Dr. Ford, from the Cla-
rendon Press, at Oxford, in folio, 1799, as an appendix to

Dr. W.'s fac-simile of the Codex Alexandrinus. Scholz
states that it agrees with the Alexandrine recension, but that

it has many readings either peculiar to itself, or in common
with the Latin versions.2

From the difference of their readings, and from the circum-
stance that additions in the one are omitted in the other,

Bishop Marsh infers that the Coptic and Sahidic are inde-

pendent versions, both made from the original Greek. Both,
therefore, may be quoted as separate evidence for a reading
in the Greek Testament.

Besides the versions in the Coptic and Sahidic dialects,

Father Georgi discovered, in a manuscript belonging to Car-
dinal Borgia, some fragments of a version written in a still

different Egyptian dialect, which he calls the Ammonian
Dialect. It contains only 1 Cor. vii. 36.—ix. 16. and xiv.

33.—xv. 33. Some fragments of a Bashmourico-Coptic
Version of the Old and New Testaments, discovered in the

Borgian Museum at Velitri, were published by M. Engel-
breth at Copenhagen, in 1816. Dr. Frederick Munter has
printed the Sahidic and Ammoniac texts of 1 Cor. ix. 10— 16.

in his Commenta/io de Indole Fersionis Novi Teslamenti isahi-

dicw (4to. Hafnia>, 1789), in parallel columns, in order to

present the reader with a distinct view of the similarity or

difference between the two versions. On account, however,
of the chief difference consisting in the orthography of single
words, he is not disposed to assign to the Ammoniac the
name of a separate dialect. On considering the region
where this dialect seemed to be vernacular, he was inclined

for several reasons to fix upon the Oases, particularly the
Ammonian Oasis, whence he called it the Ammonian
Dialect : but Professor Hug, who has investigated the hypo-
thesis of various learned men, is of opinion that the fraorments
in question may possibly exhibit the idiom of Middle Egypt.
M. Quatremere, however, prefers the appellation of the
Oasitic Dialect to that of Basmuric. 3 This version was
probably executed in the latter part of the third century .-'

III. The Ethiopic or Abyssinian Version of the Old
Testament was made from the Septuagint : although its

author and date are unknown, yet, from the marks of unques-
tionable antiquity which it beaTS, there is every reason to

believe that it was executed in the fourth century. In the
Gospels it agrees for the most part with the Alexandrine re-
cension. Some peculiar readings occur in this translation:
but, where it seems to be exact, it derives considerable autho-
rity from its antiquity. Only a few books and fragments of
this version have been printed. The first portions of the
Ethiopic Scriptures that appeared in print were the Psalms
and the Song of Solomon ; edited at Rome, by John Potken,
a. d. 1513. - The translation of the New Testament is sup-
posed to have been made by Frumentius, who, about the
year 330, first preached Christianity in Ethiopia. In 1548,
the New Testament was printed at Rome by some Abyssi-
nian priests, and was afterwards reprinted in the London
Polyglott : but as the manuscripts used in the Roman edition
were old and mutilated, the editors restored such chasms as
appeared in the text, by translations from the Latin Vulgate.
These editions, therefore, are not of much value, as they do
not present faithful copies of the ancient Ethiopic text;
which, according to Professor Hug, exhibits the appearance
either of several versions being united in one copy, or of

» Scholz, Nov. Test. loin. i. Proleg. p, cxxvii.
a Marsh's Michaelis, vol. ii. part i. pp. 76—81. part ii. pp. 586—597.
a Recherches sur la Langue et Liltcrature de 1'Egypte, p. 228. The

whole of his fifth section, which treats on the Basmuric dialect, is highly
interesting and valuable.

« Hug's Introduction, vol. ii. pp. 417—423. For anotice of the editions or
published fragmenls of the several Egyptian versions, 6ee the Bibliogra-
phical Appendix to Vol. II. Part I. Chap. I. Sect. v. §3. nv.l

Vol. I. M

several MSS. (belonging to different recensions) being quoted
in the composition of this version. 5

There is, however, reason to expect that, in no long time
the gift of the entire Ethiopic Scriptures will be imparted to
Abyssinia. A manuscript copy of this version, in fine pre
servation, has been purchased by the committee of the Church
Missionary Society. From a memoir on this manuscript by
Professor Lee, we learn, that it contains the first eight books
of the Old Testament, written on vellum, in a bold and mas-
terly hand, in two columns on each page. The length of the
page is that of a large quarto ; the width is not quite so great.
The volume contains 285 folios, of which the text covers
282, very accurately written, and in high preservation. On
the first page is written, in Ethiopic, the invocation usually
found in the books of the eastern Christians : " In the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost."
Then follows an account of the contents of the book, written
in Latin by some former possessor, and a date a. d. 1596,
20th September. On the reverse of the first folio is found a
table, not unlike the tables of genealogy in some of our old
English Bibles, which seems to be intended to show the
hours appointed for certain prayers. Then follows the Book
of Genesis, as translated from the Greek of the Septuagint.
On the reverse of the third folio is the following inscription
in Arabic :

" The poor Ribea, the son of Elias, wrote it : O
wine ! to which nothing can be assimilated, either in reality
or appearance : O excellent drink ! of which our Lord said,
having the cup in his hand, and giving thanks, ' This is my
blood for the salvation of men.' " Folios 7. and 8. have
been supplied, in paper hy a more modern hand. On the re-
verse of folio 8. is a very humble attempt at drawing, in the
figure of a person apparently in prayer, accompanied by an
inscription in Ethiopic at the side of the figure: "In the
prayers of Moses and Aaron, toc Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,
am I, thy servant, O Lord, presented in the power of the
Trinity, a weak, infirm, and defiled sinner. Let them im-
plore Christ." Under the drawing, in Ethiopic : " In the
same manner, every slayer that slays Cain, will I repay in
this; and as he slew, so shall he be slain." On the reverse
of folio 98., at the end of the Book of Exodus, are two
figures, somewhat similar, but rather better drawn, and seem-
ingly by the writer of the manuscript; and in another place
or two there are marginal ornaments. At the end of Deuter-
onomy is this inscription in Ethiopic : "The repetition of
the law, which God spake to Moses. Numbered 50707

(words). Intercede for your slave Isaac."—At the end of
the volume : "Pray for those who laboured in this book ; and
for your slave Isaac, who gave this to Jerusalem, the Holy."
Then follows an inscription, in Arabic : " In the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, one God.
O Lord, save thy people from every evil ! our God, Jesus
Christ, the speaker to men ! O holy people, remember your
slave Isaac, the poor: God shall remember you in the mer-
cies of this book. Pray, if God be willing, that I may be
permitted to see your face. And pray for me, the sinner.

Pardon my sins, O Lord ! and let my body be buried in

Mount Sion." Then follows, in Ethiopic : "That our ene-
mies may not say of us, 'We have conquered them :' be ye
prudent. We have given you a lamp. Be ye the culture.

Sow ye the flock: reap and rejoice." A few lines

have been erased. Then follows . . . . " me, Isaac, the
poor, in your prayers. It was completed in Beth Gabbaza,
of Axuma. In thy name, O Lord, have I planted, that thou
place me not in any other place except Mount Sion ; the
mount of Christ; the house of Christians. Let them not
be forgotten in your prayers, who have read and testified to

you. Preserve, Lord, this my offering for me thy servant,
the poor; and preserve all these books which I offer, that the
brethren, dwelling at Jerusalem, may be comforted. And
pray for me,8 forget me not in the holy offices, and in prayer,
that we may all stand before God in the terrible day and
hours. That it might not be written that we were wanting,

» Jahn, p. 81. Masch, part ii. vol. i. pp. 140— 143. Michaelis, vol. ii. pp.
95—98. 610—614. Hug, vol. i. pp. 426—128. Walton, Prol. xv. §5 10—12.
pp. 679—685. Kortholt, pp. 298—301. In Mr. Bruce's Travels, vol. ii. pp.
416—420. (8vo. edit.) there is an interesting account of the Ethiopic biblical
books.

• As this inscription, which occurs on the supplied leaves, savours of (he
errors of the Romish church, it was probably written by some Abyssinian
Romanist. The inscriptions of Isaac, the writer of the MS., though muti-
lated, and sometimes obscure, seem free from these errors. The figure
of St. Peter, mentioned below, was probably traced by the same hand.

1 1t is customary among the Jews, Syrians, and Ethiopians, to number
the words in the books of Scripture.

» In most of the eastern churches, it is the practice to enumerate Lheir
saints in a certain part of the Liturgy.
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1 have previously sent anil given yon this fcl the warfare of

the tfsi m v. Interc de, and blees. And also for the re-

freshing of the record of the Falhi ts: and also for Cueskain, 1

tin- queen of the sons of Abyssinia; that they may be com-
forted, and thence convert our region—may, moreover, mi-

grate into other n pons, and restore Jerusalem:—and for the

Calvarv of Mary. Let them pray for me. Let it be pre-

nonud as the w idow'a mite, for ever and ever. Let them not

sell or exchange ; nor let them carry it away ; nor let them
cause it to be placed elsewhere. And " the rest is

wanting. Hence it appears, that the book was written at

Arams, the ancient capital of Ethiopia; and that it was sent

by Isaac to the Abyssinians residing in Jerusalem. No date

appears in the manuscript itself. It is, probably, about 300
years old. On the reverse of fol. 285. is a drawing intended
to represent Andrew the Apostle, with the book of the Cos-
pels in one hand, and the keys in the other. 8 lean in-

genious draftsman, however, has, by means of the transpa-
rency of the vellum, traced out this figure on the first page
of this folio, and given the name of Peter to his humble
representation. He has thus succeeded in assigning to

St. Peter the first place, and also in bestowing on him the

keys. Against this picture of Peter is placerf his age, 1'20

years.

The following fac-sirnile represents part of the remarka-
ble prophecy of Balaam.2

Num. XXIV. 17.

I shall see him, but not now: I shall call him blessed, but he

u mil near i there shall arise a star out of Jamb, ami from
Israel sliall it arise.- and he shall destroy the ambassadors of
Mbab, anil shall lake captire all the children of & III.

This precious manuscript has been carefully transcribed,

and in 18-2G the four Gospels were edited by T. P. Piatt, Esq.

M.A. They were printed with a fount of types, cast at the

expense of the British and Foreign Bible Society, from the

matrices (preserved at Frankfort) of the celebrated Ethiopic

scholar John Ludolph ; whose types, as need in his printed

works, have been highly approved by the Abyssinians. 1

IV. ARABIC Versions.—Although the Christian religion

was preached in Arabia as well as in other countries of the

East, at an early period, yet it never was the established re-

ligion of the country, as in Syria and Egypt: f r even the

temple at Mecra was a heathen temple till the time of Mo-
hammed. Historical evidence, therefore, concerning the

Arabic versions ,,f the Old Testament, does not extend be-

yond the tenth century, when
1. Rabbi Saadias Oaon, a celebrated Jewish teacher :it

Babylon, translated, or rather paraphrased, the Old Testa-

ment into tabic : of this version the Pentateuch was printed

at Constantinople, in folio, in the yeai 1546, in Hebrew
characters; and in the Paris and London Polvriotte, in

, letters.—The prophecy of Isaiah was published b\

Paulus in svo. at Jena, in 1790, 1791. Jahn, after Simon,

observes, that its style is not pure. Saadias is also said to

i Tt»» nam-' <>( region, 'i m n I i in o il ' I I

bntsd,estobei teeinedb preferable to i

Mount Olivet; and,
Jesu. betook IhemeelTee, mannf H theii iei ..mr

I
.,..

'/ mi!, nee lend
i ''.j.!, which m ' »cne

radon by the Oopu aod Ethiopians: end when Christ It add lo 1

aided with nil mother, when he fled fr..m M '

• la«in. . no, Report of thi I lurch M »ry Society, pp i

» Vor a notice of such parloofthe Bthloplc verelonol thi B

a* I. Hi.- IhniaooiiAl'ili' ai \i ' loVol II 1'aht

i Obav I *kct v. t 3 |v
I

; ud for other partlculai Ibis Vei
ion reterredto Mr Phut ' : f the Krin...

M*iiiiw-rtpta in Hi' Roj il I I Pull, :ii"i in iho Library of the

Brtdah in I I on Ifn Bible Hoclcly," ate. Umdoo, 1-CJ, -llo.

have translated the Book of Job and the Psalms : a manu-
script containing Job is preserved in the Bodleian Library

:

Cod. Huntington. No. 511. The remaining books of this

translation have not hitherto been discovered. Besides this,

there are several other Arabic versions extant, made imme-
diately from the Hebrew, either by Jews, Samaritans, or

Christians, of which the following are the principal; viz.

2. The Arabic version of the Pentateuch, published by
Erpenius at Leydeu, in [693, Ito.. appears to have been exe-
cuted in the thirteenth century by some African Jew, who
has very closely adhered to the Hebrew.

3. The Arabic version of the Book of Joshua, printed in

ih. Paris and London Po1ygiotts,ia,in the opinion of Bauer,
made directly from the Hebrew, Its author and date are not

known.
I. The Pentateuch, Psalms, and Prophecy of Daniel,

were translated bySaadi Hen Levi Asnekot, who lived in

the early part of the seventeenth century : they are extant
only in !US. in the British Museum, 4 and an of very little

value.

Besides these versions, the Arab Christiana have a trans-

lation of the Bool of Job (printed in the Pans and London
Pulvglotts). and (WO versions nl the Psalms, still in MS.,
which were respectively made from the Pcsehito or Old
Syriac '' rsion. All the Arabic bonks of the Old Testament
(with tin i coeption of the Pentateuch and Job), which are

printed in those PoWgiotta, were executed from Heeychius's
recension of the Septnagtnt The Psalms, inserted in

.liisliniani's Pnlyglott Psalter, and Oabriel Siouita's Arabic
Psalter, wen made from Lueian's recension of that version:

and the \ralue Psalter, print. .1 at \lcppo in 170G, Ito., fol-

low s the Melchido1 recension of the l.xx.o

• I ,i ll.il HH rol ill limn HI
» Ti.. .I/'/.'. i

... ,, i. ii. in» In Syria, Egypt, and the I-erani,

> kIi not Greeks, followed Ihe doctrini

Cr.'.-k Clnir.li The, wen- . ill. I M.I.ImI. thai is, It. .vallate, by lln-ir

. . ...in. of ( ii.it i .«ton

I., the .'in i of the I HoM lialce-

don Mo bob Bed 1 1 .r-t >..| II. p 189. nob
i '..,|..'.iv (in We, r pn i.l" oil Hoi. i.ioi-S.i.r pp 321—Sat Jalin,

Inn. 1 ad Vet l-i i iv W-flB. Maach, pari II. vol I. pp - 11X3— 1I(X
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There are many Arabic translations of the New Testa-

ment, besides those which have appeared in print: for since

the Arabic language supplanted the Syriac and Egyptian,

the inhabitants of the countries where these had been spo-

ken, have been obliged to annex Arabic translations to the

ancient versions, which are no longer understood. These

Arabic translations are supposed to have been made at dif-

ferent times between the seventh and the eleventh centuries :

in general they were not all executed from the original text,

but from the versions which they were intended to accom-

pany. Thus some which are placed together with the Greek

text have been made from the Greek, while others have been

made from the Syriac, the Coptic, and even from the Latin

Vulgate. 1

V. The Armenian Version of the Old Testament was
made from the Alexandrian Septuagint : its author was Mies-

rob, who invented letters fully expressive of the Armenian

tongue, towards the close of the fourth or early in the fifth

century. It is said to have been subsequently altered accord-

ing to the Peschito or old Syriac version, and according to

the Latin Vulgate, by Uscan, an Armenian bishop, who was
specially sent to Amsterdam to superintend the edition there

printed in 1666. The translation of the New Testament is

ascribed jointly to Miesrob, and to the patriarch Isaac at the

end of the fourth or early in the fifth century. It was twice

translated from the Syriac, and then from the Greek ; and that

the copies now extant were made from the latter language, is

evident from their containing those books of the New '1 esta-

ment which were never admitted into the Peschito or ancient

literal Syriac version. This version, in the opinion of Seinler,

is of great importance, as faithfully representing the Greek

MSS. whence it was made : but Michaelis observes, that it

would be an inestimable treasure, had it descended to us un-

altered by time and superstition. It has in several instances

been made conformable to the Vulgate by Haitho or Hethom,
sovereign of the Lesser Armenia from a. d. 12-34 to 1270,

who was attached to the church of Rome, and skilled in the

Latin language.2

VI. Persic Versions.—Although we have no authentic

account of the conversion of the whole Persian nation to

Christianity, yet we are informed by Chrysostom and Thoo-

doret, that the Scriptures were very anciently translated into

the Persian language. It does not appear, however, that any

fragments of this ancient version are extant. The Persic

translation of the Pentateuch was executed by Jacob Ben
Joseph surnamed Tawosi or Tusi, from Tus, a city of Persia,

which anciently possessed a celebrated Jewish academy.

The precise time when he lived is not known ; hut it is evi-

dent that he could not have lived earlier than the commence-
ment of the ninth century, because in Gen. x. 10. for Babel

he has substituted Babylon, which city was not founded until

a. D. 762 by the caliph Almansor. The Persian version of

the Pentateuch, which is for the most part faithfully rendered,

was first printed by the Jews at Constantinople in 1546, in

Hebrew characters, together with the Hebrew text, the

targum of Onkelos, and the Arabic version of Saadias Gaon.

From this Constantinopolitan edition the Persian version of

the Pentateuch was transcribed into the Persian characters by
the eminent orientalist Mr. (afterwards Dr.} Hyde, who added

a very close Latin translation, and supplied between brackets

the words necessary to fill up the chasms which had been

caused by the negligence either of the original copyist or of

the printer at Constantinople.

Bishop Walton further mentions two Persic versions of

the Psalms—one by a Portuguese monk at Ispahan in the

year 1618, and another by some Jesuits from the Vulgate

Latin version. 3 These are yet in manuscript.

There are extant two Persian Versions of the four Gospels,

the most ancient and valuable of which was first printed in

the London Polyglott, by Bishop Walton, from a manuscript

in the possession of Dr. Pococke, dated a. d. 1314 : it was
made from the Syriac, having sometimes retained Syriac

• Michaelis (vol. ii. part i. pp. 81—95.) and Hug (vol. i. pp. 430-^454.) have
gone fully into the history of the Arabic versions. For a notice of the

principal editions of them, see the Bibliographical Appendix to Vol. II.

Paht 1. Chap. I. Sect. V. § 3. [ii.J

» Jahn, p. 82. Masch, pp. 169—173. ; Koitholt, pp. 304, 305. On the pre.

sent state of the Armenian church in India, see Dr. Buchanan's " Christian

Researches," pp. 341—346. Semler, Apparatus ad Liberalem Novi Testa-

menli Interpretationem, p. 69. Michaelis, vol. ii. pp. 98—105. 614—617. Hug,
vol. i. pp. 394—399.

» Walton, Prol. xvi. §§ 6—8. pp. 692—695. Kortholt, c. xix. pp. 301—303.

Jahn, p. 80. Rosenmiiller, de Versione Pentateuchi PersicaCommentatio,

pp. 4—10. Lipsiae, 1813. For an account of editions consult Masch, part

ii. viol i. pp. 158—164
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words, and subjoined a Persian translation. The other Per-
sian translation was edited by Whelcc, and after his decease
by Pierson,at London, in 1652—57, after a collation of three

manuscripts. It is supposed to have been from the Greek.4

§ 4. ON THE ANCIENT WESTERN VERSIONS OF THE SCRIPTURES.

I. .indent Latin versions of the Scriptures.—I. Of the old
Italic or Ante-Hieronymian version.—2. Account of
the Biblical labours and Latin version of Jerome.—3. Of
the Vulgate version and its revisions.—4. Critical value

of the Latin Vulgate versioji.— II. Gothic version.—III.

Sclavonic version.—IV. Anglo-Saxon version.

I. Ancient Latin Versions of the Scriptures.
1. At the commencement of the Christian sera, the Latin

was gradually supplanting the Greek as a general language,
and it soon might be called the language of the western
church. From the testimony of Augustine, 5 it appears that

the Latin church possessed a very great number of versions

of the Scriptures, made at the first introduction of Christi-

anity, and whose authors were unknown ; and that, in the
primitive times, as soon as any one found a Greek copy, and
thought himself sufficiently versed in both languages, he
attempted a translation of it. 6 In the course of time, this

diversity of translation produced much confusion, parts of
separate versions being put together to form an entire com-
position, and marginal notes being inserted into the text

:

but one of these Latin translations appears to have acquired a
more extensive circulation than the others, and for several
ages was preferably used, under the name of (he Vetus /tula

or old Italic, on account of its clearness and fidelity. 7 This
version, which in the time of Jerome was received as ca-
nonical, is by him termed sometimes the Vulgate and some-
times the Old, in opposition to the new translation undertaken
by him. He mentions no other version. The Old Italic was
translated from the Greek in the Old Testament as well as
in the New, there being comparatively few members of the
Western church who were skilled in Hebrew. From the
above cited expressions of Augustine, it has been inferred

that the old Italic version was made in the first century of
the Christian aera; but the New Testament could not have
been translated into Latin before the canon had been formed,
which was certainly not made in the first century : and the great

number of Hebraisms and Syriasms observable in it, particu-

larly in the Gospels of Matthew and Mark, have induced some
eminent critics to conjecture that the authors of this transla-

tion were Jews converted to Christianity. 8 There is, however,
every reason to believe, that it was executed in the early part

of the second century : " at least it was quoted by Tertullian

before the close of that century. But, before the end of the
fourth century, the alterations, either designed or accidental,

which were made by transcribers of the Latin Bible, were
become as numerous as the alterations in the Greek Bible,
before it was corrected by Origen." 9

2. To remedy this growing evil, Jerome, at the request,

and under the patronage ot Damasus, bishop of Rome,
towards the close of the fourth century, undertook to revise

« Michaelis, vol. ii. pp. 105, 106. 617—619. Semler, p. C9. Walton, Prol.
c. xvi. § 9. pp. 695, 696. Hug, vol. i. pp. 369—393. •

6 Augusune, de Doctr. Christ. 1. ii. c. 11.

6 These various ancient Latin versions, which are frequently termed
Ante-Hicronymian, and of the manuscripts of which some valuable frag,

inents have been preserved to us in the writings of the Fathers, were
written in the barbarous Latin, and frequently differed greatly. One sin*

gle example, out of many that might be offered, will suffice. Col. ii. 15. as
cited by Hilary (de Trin. lib. i. c. 13.), runs thus:—"Exutus carnem ex
potestates ostentui fecit, triumphatis iis cuin fiducia in seroet ipso." The
same passage, as cited by Augustine (contra Faustum, lib. xvi. c. 29.), stands
thus :

—" Exutus se carnem prineipatus et potestates exetnplavit fiducialiler

triumphatus eos in semet ipso." Other examples may be seen in Hug,
vol. i. pp. 454—456.

i Augustine, de Doct. Christ. 1. ii. c. 15. This passage of Augustine is

suspected to be incorrect, and Bishop Marsh, after Bentley, Ernesti, Lard,
ner, and other critics, thinks that we ought to read ilia for'ltala. (Michae-
lis, vol. ii. part ii. p. 623. See also Dr. Lardner's Works, vol. v. pp. 115,

116.) But this conjecture is supported by no manuscript, and is also con-
tradicted by the context of Augustine. M. Breyther, who has examined
the various conjectures and arguments which have been alleged in sup-
port of the reading of ilia, determines in favour of Ilala as the genuine
reading. (Dissert, de vi quam antiquissimffi versiones, quae extant, in crisin

Evang. IV. habeant, pp. 13—24.) Prof. Hug also determines in favour of
Itala- (Introd. to New Test. vol. i. pp. 460, 461.)

8 i; The learned and ingenious Eichhorn, in his introduction to the Old
Testament, supposes that the first Latin version of the Bible was made in

Africa ; where Latin aione being understood, a translation was more neces-
sary ; where the Latin version was held in the highest veneration ; and
where, the language being spoken with less purity, barbarisms might have
been more easily introduced than in a provincial town in Italy." Bp.
Marsh's Michaelis, vol. ii. part ii. p. 628.

B Bishop Marsh's Divinity Lectures, part i. p. 66.
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this translation, and make it more conformaMe to the Sep-
tuagint. Be BXecoted the revision of the Old Testament
according to the Hexaplar text of Origin, which he went to
t area to consult, and the V' « Ti statnent after the origi-

nal Greek; and completed his task a. d. 390 or 391. Of tins

revision, the Book of Joh and the Psalms (which alone have
been preserved to our times), together with the Chronicles,
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Song of Solomon, are all that

WBie ever published; Jerome's manuscripts, comprising the

remaining books of Scripture, being lost or destroyed through
the wilful negligence or fraud of some individual whom he
li la not named. 1 But I" f re Jerome had finished his revise],

he had commenced a translation of the Old Testament from
the Hebrew into Latin, in order that the Western Christiana,
who U8i d this last language only, might know the real mean-
ing of the Hebrew text, and thus be the better qualified to

engage in controversial discussions with the Jews.
3. Tiiis version, which surpasses all former ones, was

executed at different tunes, Jerome having translated particu-
lar books in the order requested by bis friends. We learn

from Augustine, that it was introduced into the churches hv
degrees, for fear of offending weak persons: at length it ac-
?uired so great an authority from the approbation it received
rom Pope Gregory I., that ever since the seventh century it

has been exclusively adopted9 by the Romish church, under
the name of the Vulgatk version : and a decree of the fourth
session of the Council of Trent, in the sixteenth century, or-

dained that the Vulgate alone should he cstetmed authentic (a
very ambiguous term, which ought to have been more precise-
ly defined than the members 01 that assembly chose to define
it), i/i the public reading of the Scriptures, in disputations, in

preac/iiuis, and in expounding, and that no one should dare l"

reject it under am/ /in hut whatever. "Upon this ground
many contended that the Vulgate version was dictated by
the Holy Spirit; at least was providentially guarded against

all error; was consequently of divine authority, and more to

be regarded than even the original Hi brew and Greek texts.

And, in effect, the decree of the Council, however limited
and moderated by the explanation of some of their more ju-
dicious divines, has given to the Vulgate Buch a high degree
of authority, that, in this instance at hast, the translation

has taken the place Of the original; for the learned of the

church of Rome, Who have taken the liberty of giving trans-

lations of Scripture in the modern languages, insteadof the

Hebrew and week texts, profess to translate the Vulgate.
When, indeed, they find the Vulgate very notoriously defi-

cient in expressing the sense, they do the original Scriptures
the honour of consulting them, and take the, liberty, by fol-

lowing them, of departing from their authentic guide; hut,

in general, the Vulgate is their original text; and they give
us a translation of a translation; by which second transfu-

sion of the Holy Scriptures into another tongue, still nere
of the original sense must be lost, and more of the genuine
spirit must evaporate." 3

The universal adoption of Jerome's new version through-
out the.Western church rendered a multiplication of copies
necessary; and with them new errors were introduced in the
course of time, by the intermixture of the two versions (tin-

Old Italic and Jerome's or the Vulgate) with each other.

Of this confusion, Cassiodorus was the principal cause, who
ordered them to be written in parallel columns, that the old
version might !" corrected by the Vulgate; and though
Alcuin in the eighth century, by the command of Charte-
magne, provided more accurate copies, the text again fell into

men confusion, and was so disfigured by innumerable mis-
takes of Copyists

—

(notwithstanding the efforts made t, r-

recl it by Lanfranc archbishop of < ianterbuTy, in the eleventh

century, and by Cardinal Nicholas, and some other divines,

aii. mi the middle of the twelfth and in the thirteenth centu-

ries),—that the manuscripts of the middle ages materially

differ from the first printed editions.

Kolc rt Stkimikns was the first who attempted In remedy
this confusion, by publishing his critical editions of the Vul-
gate m 1538, 1539, 1534, Hill),' and particularly in 1646 and

1
I r I-I' M id \'l:'

» Wnii ibe exceptl P ilnu: erbleh betaf dally chanted to music
in 'I,- tee, Mini'- It dll in. .• oJterolloni The Old
ItJitir Psalirr, as rnrrr, I. .1 DJ J. i li

the 'mi' of Gregory I The 10000poll books ol Banco BecloifcuUcua,
Wl ! in, in 1 11, > two hooks of >la< cabees, ne also reui lid 1 limn On Mil
I.alm t -

'Bo Lowth I. i.ii.i i 1 ..mi,, i a i Pro] Diss. plum
• The odldoiiol LMOwea Biopliene'a pi pel edition of the Lotto Vol

l«'; as >!> edition ol r»V> was Ilia principal edition of the Oreek. In
magnificence il surpasses eery elm, hi ,,| llir Vulgslc Dial crer waa

1 5 1(1. These, especially the last, having incurred the cen-
sures of the doctors of the Sorbonne, John Henienius, a di-
vine of Louvain, was employed to prepare a new edition of
the Vulgate : this he accomplished in 1517 in folio, having
availed himself of Stephens's previous labours with great
advantage. A third Corrected edition was published by Lucas
BrugensiS, with the assistance of several other divines of
Louvain, in 1573, in three volumes, 8vo., which was also
reprinted in 158G in 4to. and 8vo., with the critical notes of
Lucas Brugensis. In the mean time 1'ius IV. commanded
some divines of the Romish church to collect and to collate
the moot ancient manuscripts which they could procure. This
collation was continued during tin pontificate of 1'ius \ ..

who further caused the original text to he consulted. Under
Gregory .MIL the work ceased, hut it was resumed and
completed under the auspices of Sixtus V.; who devoted
inin-h time and attention to il, and corrected the proofs of the
edition which was published at Rome in 1590, in folio. The
text ihus revised Sixtus pronounced to be the authentic Vul-
gate, which had been the object of inquiry in the Council of
Trent ; and ordained that it should be adopted throughout
the Romish church. But, notwithstanding the labours of the
I'ope, this edition was discovered to be so exceedingly in-

correct, that his successor Gregory XIV. caused it to be
suppressed; and Clement V1IL, the successor of Gregory
in the pontificate, published another authentic Vulgate in

1593, This, however, differs more than any other edition
from that of Sixtus V., and mostly resembles that of Lou-
vain. These fatal variances between editions, alike promul-
gated by pontiffs claiming infallibility, have not passed un-
noticed by Protestant divines, who have taken advantage of
them in a manner that sensibly affects the church of Home;
especially Kortholt, who has at great length refuted the pre-
tensions of Bellarmine in favour of the v ulgate in a mas-
terly manner, 5 and our learned countryman Thomas James,
in his Helium 1'npale, aire Concordia /jiscurs Sixtt V. (Lon-
don, 1()00, 4to.), who has pointed out very numerous addi-

tions, omissions, contradictions, and other differences between
the Sixtine and Clementine editions. From this very curious
and now rare volume the following specimens ol the dif-

ferences between these two editions are selected and ar-

ranged :

—

1. Clauses omitted in the Sixtine, but inserted in the Clemen-
tine Bible.

Num. xxx 11. Uxor in tiumo riri, eye. to the end of the verse.
Prov. \v\ Jl Mi litis est sttltre in angulo domatis, $C

Lev, xx B. Pain matrique maledixit.
Jucla xvii. 2, 3. Reddidit ergo eos matri sua\ &;c.

1 K iii^s iv. '-'1. Quia capta est area Dei.
S King* (same as our firs!) xii 10. Sic lotjueris ad fas.

2C'tiron. il 10. Bi villi risetiti millia metretas.
Malt xavii. 33. Ut imj.lt rtlttr quod tlirlitm est Jter prophetam diem-

I' in, tlirisi runt sil.i •isliintntii men, it super rrstem
meant miserunt eerfem.

2. Clauses or words introduced into the Sixtine, but omitted in

the Clementine Bible.

1 Sain xxiv H.

I Sain. xxv. o.

'_'S.||„ M. IS
2 Sam \iu -

2 Bam. xix. 10-

Prov. xxiv ult

Matl. xxiv II

ActH xiv. 6.

Arm xxiv. IS, 19.

lint domamie, quia nisi dominus percusst ritrutn. nut
diet tjvt ri iii nl lit mnruitur, nut dtscrndens in
j.i .i Iit. i.i j, i rini . /,, ..pi litis oiiVu sit diiiiiiuus ut non
mittiun minium meam in Christum Domini.

Ex multia minis satrosj'miens tuos ft omnia tua.

Dtxitijtii Unr nl. UHt el redueam arctitn.

JJe omi fit it Saiomo omnia rasa area in lempto el

mare inn um el chimnas el allure

El concilium lotins Israel renit ail regent.

I'sijtn ijito ptt;et tlurinis I tisijue tjuo de somno con-

(V„,i • ,/,f,,i . . , I niei sconcitlrnnle im/n.i

I us lun rin M ' Bi tin u i hi "it nu | .fins i units lint i is,

el ouusi revUtin non luil'i nriii tlun m
him in lieti., units imilllUflll". it onus 1 1 liiii/iit /, i

I ft noiofe eel u-.nnis tnulliludo in ductriiin eonim,
PatUUt nu'' '' ,\.

F.l apprshi mil i mil me clumanles et dieenles, tultt ini-

mirum nostrum

printed; ami il is likewise ol uioin inc. as il contains a copious
,,n,

,
u,,ii ,,t various reading* inmi iimteen Leila roeouecripts, end tl

of the • Peiher Sltnon (Hlet. Crit. dee Vcrelone do N. 1
r.h. xi p. ksl.) riill" it " un chcf-d'attcrc en/ail de Bitii ." nml (p. 131.)

in- n 'i in- tin- edition
"

iii •mill' 111 ' it aes tewlei " Heoteolne, m Sle pre-
in, i,, the Lootela ecUUoll, cults it " accuratissima it cusltsatissima
lltlilut." (See nlsii llic praises bcslowcl en n liii I !.<•

long's IlililiiilhiT.i Sacra, part II vol. iii. p. 187.) The tille-patfe prtliv, .1

n,w Teetemenl bears Hie dan- ol iMy; ihouith iiist win. h la pre-
Used 10 Hie Old Testament is dated 1510. (Marsh's l.ctlers to Travis, p.

I i,,,tc.) Il is by this latter dele, thai Stephens's best edition of lliv \ ul-

galc Is usually known ami ,it,,l

• Kortholt, a,- vain- s, riptuni Bdldoolboo. pp. 110— 2fil.

• A,t,iiti,,iiii ,,r t in- aeoi the cootsvncooDi between Ibe nb*,v.- dm SaHokV i

papal edlilone, UMretbef oitli delbooi "t the UiUmn Peytaaa. mayhe seen
in Mr Jiiimis's "Treetlee •! the Corruptiona ,-t Bcrlpi i>, and

• hy ll,„ Prelates, Paslors. and Pillars of (he Church o( Rome, for

the maintenance of Popery," pp. 272-J6el. Loudon, 168B 8»o
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3. Manifest contradictions, or differences between the editions.

Sixtine Tuce, Clementine mp.tz.

S- Ad meridiem, C. A meridie.
3. Inter leprani et non lepram, C. Inter lepram et

lepram.
S. Signum nonfuerit, C. Signum/uerit.
S. Deo nostro, C. Vestro.

S. Qua se non traderet, C. Qua se traderet

S. Tuo, C. Meo.
S. Nobis, C. Vobis.

S. A me, C. A te.

S. Intrinsecus, C Extrinseeus.
S. Quare non respites, C. Respice.1.

S. Inlerpretabilis, C. Ininterpretabilis.

S. Indoclas, C. Doclas.

4. Differences in numbers.

S. Vitulos duodecem, C. Vitulos.

S. Trigenta Jria millia, C. Vigenti millia.

S. Quatuor, C. Quadrigenta.
S. Quinque millia, C. Quinine et mille.

S. Fig-m/i Quinque, C. Quindecem.
S. Se*, C. Sexagenta.
S. Qwm^uag'en/a, C. Quingenta.

5. Other remarkable differences.

S. JVec poterat videre lucernam Dei antequam extin-

gueretur.
C. iVec poterat videre ; lucerna Dei antequam extin-

gueretur.
S. jld Solomonem, C. Ad Jaob.
S. /» thersam, C. /n terrain.

S. Fecit, ejus muros in allitudinem 70 cubitus: this is

one of those places where paper had been pasted
on the text ; the word first printed was latitudinem,

and allitudinem was printed on a slip of paper, and
put over it, C. Latitudinem.

S. Latitudinem, 30 cm. C. Altitudinem, 30 cubihts.

S. Si secutus est oculus meus cor meum, C. -St secutum
et oculos mens cor meum.

S. j4d Deum fontem vivum, C. .Ad Deum /ortem,
ri'-ttm.

S. Qui atfligit patremetfugilmatrem,C. Quiajjligat,

Src. etfugal, fee.

S. Devorare sanclos, C. Devotare sanctos.

S. Egredientur, C. Ingredientur.
S. Sapienliam scribft, C. Sapientia scribal.

S. Adultera, C. Adulta.
S. Justum, C. Avem.
S. Cor hominis, C. Ilominum.i

Ex. xxiii. 18.

Num. xxxiv. 4.

Deut. xvii. 8.

Josh. ii. 18.

iv. 23.

xi. 19.

xiv. 3.

1 Sam. iv. 9.

xx. 9.

1 Kings vii. 9.

Hab. i. 13.

Heb. v. 11.

2 Pet. i. 16.

Ex. xxiv. 5.

xxxii. 28.

2 Sam. xv. 7.

1 Kings iv. 42.

2 Kings xiv. 17.

2Chron. xiii. 17.

1 Sam. iii. 2, 3.

1 Kings ii. 28.

2 Kings xv. 19.

Judith i. 2.

Ibidem.
Job xxxi. 7.

Psal. xli. 3.

Prov. xix. 23.

xx. 25.

Ezek. xiv. 22.

Sirach xxxviii. 25.

xlii. 9.

Isaiah xlvi. 12.

Jer. xvii. 9.

Besides the preceding revisions by papal authority, there

have been several others executed by private individuals ; in

which the Latin Vulgate has been so much corrected from

the original Hebrew and Greek, that they have in some
degree been considered (though erroneously) as new transla-

tions. Of this number are the Latin Bibles published by
Clarius, Eber, and the Osianders.

[i.] Isidore Clarius's edition of the Vulgate first appeared

at Venice in 1542, and is of extreme rarity : it was reprinted

at the same place in 1557 and 1564. He has not only re-

stored the ancient Latin text, but has also corrected it in a

great number of places which he conceived to be erroneously

translated, so as to make them conformable to the Hebrew
original. Although he corrected more than eight thousand

places, as he states in his preface, yet he omitted some, lest

he should offend the Roman Catholics by making too many
alterations in the Vulgate version.

[ii.] The method of Clarius was followed by Paul Eber,
who corrected the Vulgate from Luther's German version.

His edition was published at Wittemberg, in 1565, with the

addition of Luther's translation under the authority of Au-
gustus, Elector of Saxony ; and was reprinted in 1574, in ten

volumes, quarto.

[iii.] The edition of Luke Osiander appeared in 1578,

and has since been very often reprinted ; as also has a Ger-
man translation of it, which was first published at Stutgard

in 1600. Andrew Osiander's edition was also printed in

1600, and frequently since. They have both corrected the

Vulgate, according to the Hebrew originals ; and have occa-

sioned some contusion to their readers, by inserting their

emendations in a character different from that in which the

Vulgate text is printed.

4. The Vulgate is regarded by Papists and Protestants in

very different points of view : by the former it has been

extolled beyond measure, while by most of the latter it has

been depreciated as much below its intrinsic merit. Our
learned countryman, John Bois (canon of Ely), was the first

who pointed out the real value of this version, in his Collalio

Veteru Interprets cum Bezd aliisque recenlioribus. (8vo. 1655.)

Bois was followed by Father Simon, in his Histoire Critique

du Texte et des Versions du Nouveau Testament, who has

' Hamilton's Introduction to the Hebrew Scriptures, pp. 163—166.

proved that the more ancient the Greek manuscripts and
other versions are, the more closely do they agree with the

Vulgate ; and in consequence of the arguments adduced by
Simon, the Vulgate has been more justly appreciated by
biblical critics of later times.

Although the Latin Vulgate is neither inspired nor infalli-

ble, as Morinus, Suarez, and other advocates of the Romish
church have attempted to maintain, yet it is allowed to be in

general a faithful translation, and sometimes exhibits the

sense of Scripture with greater accuracy than the more
modern versions : for all those which have been made in

modern times, by divines in communion with the church of

Rome, are derived from the Latin Vulgate, which, in conse-

quence of the decree of the Council of Trent above noticed,

has been substituted for the original Hebrew and Greek texts.

The Latin Vulgate, therefore, is by no means to be neglected

by the biblical critic : and since the Ante-Hieronymian Latin

translations are unquestionably of great antiquity, both lead

us to a discovery of the readings in very ancient Greek manu-
scripts, which existed prior to the date of any now extant.

Even in its present state, notwithstanding the variations be-

tween the Sixtine and Clementine editions, and that several

passages are mistranslated, in order to support the peculiar

dogmas of the church of Rome, the Latin Vulgate preserves

many true readings,2 where the modem Hebrew copies are

corrupted. 3

II. The Gothic Version of the Bible was made from the

Greek, both in the Old and in the New Testament, by Ul-

philas^ a celebrated bishop of the Maso-Goths, who assisted

at the council of Constantinople in 359, and was sent on an

embassy to the Emperor Valens about the year 378. He is

said to have embraced Arianism, and to have propagated

Arian tenents among his countrymen. Besides translating

the entire Bible into the Gothic language, Ulphilas is said to

have conferred on the Mseso-Goths the invention of the Gothic

characters. The character, however, in which this version

of the New Testament is written, is, in fact, the Latin cha-

racter of that age; and the degree of perfection, which the

Gothic language had obtained during the time of Ulphilas,

is a proof mat it had then been written for some time.

The translation of Ulphilas (who had been educated among
the Greeks) was executed from the Greek ; but, from its

coincidence in many instances with the Latin, there is reason

to suspect that it has been interpolated, though at a remote

period, from the Vulgate. Its unquestionable antiquity,

however, and its general fidelity, have concurred to give this

version a high place in the estimation of biblical critics:

but, unfortunately, it has not come down to us entire. The
only parts extant in print are, a fragment of the book of

Nehemiah, a considerable portion of the four Gospels, and

some portions of the apostolic, epistles. 5

The most distinguished manuscript of the Gothic version

of Ulphilas is the justly celebrated Codex Argenteus, now
preserved in the library of the university of Upsal, in Swe-

den. It contains the four Gospels, but by no means in a

perfect state; the following are the principal lacunae:

—

Matt. i. 1—v. 15

vi. 33.—vii. 12.

x. 1—23.
xi. 25.—xxvi. 7.

xxvii. 19-42.
xxviii. 1—end.

Mark vi. 31—53.
vii. 17—20.
xii.38.—xiii. 16.

xiii. 29.—xiv. 4.

xiv. 16—41.

xvi. 12—end.

Luke x. 30.—xiv. 9.

xvi. 24.— xvii. 3.

xx. 37—end.
John i. I.—v. 45.

xi. 47.—xii. 1.

xii.49.— xiii. 11

xix. 13—end.

This manuscript is written on vellum, and has received the

name of Argenteus from its silver letters : it is of a quarto

size, and the vellum leaves are stained with a violet

colour : and on this ground the letters, which are all uncial or

capitals, were afterwards painted in silver, except the initial

» Cappell has given numerous examples in his Critica Sacra, lib. ii. 2. cc.

vii.—ix. torn. ii. pp. 858—893, (edit. Scharfenberg.)
a The preceding account of the Latin versions has been compiled from

Michaelis, vol. ii. pp. 107—129. Semler, Apparatus ad Liberaleui Vet. Test,

lnterpretalionem, pp. 308—314. Carpzov. Critica Sacra, pp. 671—706.

Leusden, Philologus Hebrasomixtus, pp. 1—10. Bishop Walton, Prol. c. xi.

pp. 470—507. ; and Viser, Hermeneutica Sacra Novi Testament!, vol. ii.

part iii pp. 73—96. See also Muntinghe's Expositio Critices Veteris Foe-

deris, pp. 149—156. ; and Hug's Introduction, vol. i. pp. 464-^183. For the

principal editions of the Latin versions of the Scriptures, see the Biblio-

graphical Appendix to Vol. II. Part 1. Chap. I. Sect. V. % 4. [i.]

* "This,' 1 says Bishop Marsh, "is an original German name, and is a

diminutive of the word Wolf : it is written in correct German, Wb'lfelein,

but corruptly pronounced Wb'lfila or Wulfila, in the dialects of Switzer-

land, Bavaria, and Austria, to which that of the Mfeso-Goths, who likewise

inhabited ttie banks of the Danube, is nearly allied." Michaelis, vol. ii.

Micbaelifi vol ii. part i. pp. 130—133. 149—152. Hug, vol. i. pp. 498—

513 A notice of the principal editions of the Gothic versions will be found

in the Bibliographical Appendix to Vol. II. Part I. Chap. I. Shot. V. § 4. [ii.]
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characters and a few other passages, which are in gold.

The cover and back of the volume are of silver embossed.

From the deep impression of the strokes, Hire, Michaelis,

andHugare of npininii.that the litters were either imprinted

with a warm iron, cut with a graver, or cast for the pur-

pose, and afterwards coloured; hut Mr. Coxe (with whom
the late eminent traveller Dr. E. D. Clarke seems to coin-

cide), after a very minute examination, was convinced that

each letter was painted, and not formed in the manner sup-

posed by those critics. Most of the silver letters have become

green by time, but the golden letters arc still in good preser-

vation.
' We have no knowledge of this important manuscript

prior to the discovery of it in the abbey ot Warden in \\ < st-

phalia, whence it was taken to Prague. In the year liil*,

when that city was stormed by the Swedes, it fell into the

hands of a Swedish count, who presented it to his sovereign,

aueen Christina. After remaining some time in her library,

urino- the confusion which preceded her abdication of the

throne of Sweden, it suddenly and unaccountably disap-

peared! and was again brought to light in the Netherlands.

Some have supposed that the celebrated Isaac Vnssius receiv-

ed it as a present from the queen; others that he brought it

away by stealth. After his death, however, it was purchased
for six hundred dollars by count Magnus Gabriel de la Cardie,

who presented it to the university pf Ipsal. where it at

present remains. The following cut is a faithful fac-simile

of the characters of the Codex \rgcnteus : it \\ as traced from
the manuscript itself for the late Dr. E. D. Clarke, and is

the most correct fae-simih- known to be extant It corres-

ponds with our version of Luke xviii. 17. Verily, I say unto

you, W/iu.-ui rt r shall not receive the kingdom of God as a little

child, shall in no witt enter therein. It is worthy of remark,
that, in the Codex Argcnteus, the well known old Saxon or

Gothic word Burn is used to signify the original word l~\miii.i,

a little child.

XMBH ULUJ/A feVIS. SA61J nd

iV6 HSARN1. m Oh

Concerning the age of this venerable manuscript critics

are by no means agree 1. Some of the zealous advocates for

its antiquity have maintained that it is the very copy which
Ulphilas wrote with his own hand. The librarian by whom
it was exhibited to Dr. Clarke stated it to have been com-
pleted about the end of the fourth century, by a bishop of

Thrace, in the Gothic language used at that time in Moesia.

This brings its age very nearly, if not quite, to the time when
Ulphilas lived : hut it'is not likely—indeed it is utterly im-

probable—that the only copy of "the Gothic translation of

the Gospels, which is now extant, should be precisely the

original. What proves that this cannot be the identical

manuscript of l'lphilas, is the fact, that several various read-

ings have been discovered in the margin, a circumstance

which clearly shows that it must have been written at a time

when several transcripts had been already made.
Some fragments of the Gothic version of St. Paul's Epistle

to the Romans were discovered by M. Knittel, in the year

1756, in a Codex Rcseriptus belonging to the library of the

duke of Brunswick at Wolfenbuttel : they were published

oy him in 17li2, and reprinted in 17G3, in 4to., at Upsal,
with notes by Hire. The Brunswick manuscript, which is

on vellum, and is supposed to be of the sixth century, con-

tains only the following passages, viz. Rom. xi. 33—3(>.

xii. 1—5. 17—21. xiv. D—20. xv. 3— 13. The version of

Ulphilas is in one column, and a Latin translation in the

other: it is on vellum, and is supposed to be of the sixth

century. In the eighth or ninth century, the Origma hidori

Hupaerua wen written over the translation of Ulphilas;
but the ink had Income so cxei edingly pale as not to admit

of deciphering the original manuscript without great dilli-

culty. 1

In the year 1817, a most important discovery was made
among tin Id - ipti, in the Ambrosian library at

Milan, by signor Angelo Mai. While this indefatigable

l Mi.-kuhs, vol ii pp 1.10— 163. 631—63.' SYu.I.r, pp. 70—72. Vlaer. Her
mencut NOT T. -i rol H put ill pp 56— 68 Si h,.. ll. Mis'. "

la Lilteralure Grccque, lorn. II. p. 131. Hot, Vol. I pp.488—498. '

Travels in Ruaaia, A, n.l iv pp. 173—180. edit. 1802. Dr. E. D. Clarke's
Travel*, vol. fi. pp. 183, 184. Ito.

explorer of ancient literature was examining two Codices
Rescript! in the Ambrosian library, he was surprised with
the discovery of some Gothic writing in one of them ; which
on further investigation proved to be fragments of the books
of Kings, Ezra, and Nehemiah. The discovery thus auspi-

ciously made stimulated him to further inquiries, which were
rewarded with the discovery offour other Codices Rescripti

containing portions of the Gothic version. He now asso-

ciated in his researches signor Carolo Ottavio Castillionei

;

and to their joint labours we are indebted for a specimen and
account 2 of these manuscripts, from which the following

particulars are abridged.

The frst of these five Gothic MSS. (which is noted S. 36.)

consists of 204 quarto pages on vellum; the Inter writing con-

tains the homilies of Gregory the Great on the Prophecies of

Ezekicl, which from their characters must have been executed

before the eighth century. Beneath this, in a more indent
Gothic hand, arc contained the Epistles of St. Paul to the

Romans, 1st and 2d Corinthians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colos-

sians, 1st and 2d of Timothy, Titus, and Philemon, together

with a fragment of the Gothic Calendar. The Kpistlcs to the

Romans, Corinthians, Ephesians, and to Timothy, are very

nearly entire, and form the chief part of this manuscript : of the

other Epistles considerable fragments only remain. The titles

of the Epistles may be traced at the heads of the page* where

they commence. This MS. appears to have been written by

two different copyists, one of whom wrote more beautifully and

correctly than" the other; and various readings may he I raced

in sonic of the margins written in a smaller hand. Entire leaves

have been turned upside down by the rettribef of thii manu-
script. The annexed fac-simile o( it represents ihe commence-
ment of Paul's Epistles to the Ephesians, and may be thus ren-

dered : The Epistle of Paul to the Ephesians heirmneih. Paul,

an apostle of Jesus Christ according to the -will of God, to the

saints -who are at Ephesus.

» VlphilB Parliuni IniMitarum, In Amhrnmania PalimpaeRtla ab AnflHo
Maio repertarum, Specimen, eoojanctia curia ejundem Maii rt < auoU tic-

tavli CaauUionasi cdituui, Mediolani, Regiu Tvpia, M. DOCC XIX 4io.
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The second MS. also, in quarto, and noted S. 45., contains

156 pages of thinner vellum, the Latin writings on which is of

the eighth or ninth century, and comprises Jerome's exposition

of Isaiah. Under this has been discovered (though with some
difficulty, on account of the thickness of the Latin characters

and the blackness of the ink) the Gothic version of Saint Paul's

two Epistles to the Corinthians, the Galatians, Ephesians, Phi-

lippians, Colossians, the two Epistles to the Thessalonians, and
to Titus. What is deficient in the preceding manuscript is found

in this, which has some various readings peculiar to itself, and
therefore is an independent codex.

In the third manuscript, noted G. 82., a quarto Latin volume,

containing the plays of Plautus, and part of Seneca's Tragedies

of Medea and CEdipus, signor Mai discovered fragments of the

Books of Kings, Ezra, and Nehemiah. This discovery is pecu-

liarly valuable, as not the smallest portion of the Gothic version

of the Old Testament was known to be in existence ; and, fur-

ther, as it furnishes a complete refutation of the idle tale repeated

by Gibbon after preceding writers, viz. that Ulphilas prudently

suppressed the four Books of Kings, as they might tend to irri-
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tate the fierce and sanguinary spirit of his countrymen.' The
date of the Latin writing of this manuscript, which Mai deci-

phered with great difficulty, is not specified ; but, on comparing
his specimen of it with other engraved specimens, we are in-

clined to refer it to the eighth or ninth century.

The fourth specimen (noted I. 61.) consists of a single sheet

in small quarto, containing four pages of part of Saint John's

Gospel in Latin, under which are found the very fragments of

the twenty-fifth, twenty-sixth, and twenty-seventh chapters of

Matthew's Gospel, which are wanting in the celebrated manu-
script of the Gothic Gospels preserved at Upsal, and usually

known by the appellation of the Codex Jlrgenteus.

The fifth and last manuscript (noted G. 147.), which has
preserved some remains of Gothic literature, is a volume of the

proceedings of the Council of Chalcedon ; under the later writ-

ing have been discovered some fragments of ancient authors,

whose names signor Mai has not specified ; and also a fragment
of a Gothic Homily, rich in biblical quotations, and the style of
which he thinks shows that it was translated from some one of

the fathers of the Greek church. The characters of this manu-
script bear a close resemblance to those of the Codex Argenteus,

at Upsal, which was executed in the sixth century.

The manuscripts above described are written in broad and
thick characters, without any division of words or of chap-
ters, but with contractions of proper names, similar to those
found in ancient Greek MSS. Some sections, however,
have been discovered, which are indicated by numeral marks
or larger spaces, and sometimes by large letters. The Gothic
writing is referred to the sixth century.

The portions of the Gothic version of the Old and New
Testament, printed by signors Mai and Castillionei, are,

I. Nehemiah, chap. v. verses 13— 18. chap. vi. 14—19. and
vii. 1—3. II. A Fragment of Saint Matthew's Gospel, con-

taining chap. xxv. 3*3—46. xxvi. 1—3. 65— 75. and xxvii. I.

III. Part of St. Paul's Epistle to the Philippians, chap. ii.

22—30. and iii. 1—16. IV. Saint Paul's Epistle to Titus,

chap. i. 1—16. ii. 1.; and V. verses 11—23. of his Epistle

to Philemon. The Gothic text is exhibited on the left-hand

page, and on the right-hand page the editors have given a

literal Latin translation of it, together with the Greek origi-

nal. These are succeeded by fragments of a Gothic Homuy
and Calendar, with Latin translations, Gothic alphabet, and
a glossary of new Gothic words which they have discovered

in the passages which they have printed. In 1829 signor

Castillionei published the fragments of Ulphilas's version

of the second Epistle to the Corinthians.

III. The Sclavonic, or Old Russian Version, was also

made from the Greek, both in the Old and New Testaments.

It is ascribed to the two brothers, Cyril2 (or Constantine,

surnamed the Philosopher on account of his learning) and
Methodius, sons of Leo, a Greek nobleman of ThessaFonica,

who, in the latter part of the ninth century, first preached

the Gospel among the Moravo-Sclavonians : but it is ques-

tionable, whether these missionaries translated the whole of

the sacred code, or whether their labours comprised only

the books of the New Testament and the Psalms of David.

Dr. Dobrowsky (who has bestowed more pains on the criti-

cal study of the Sclavonic Scriptures than any person now
living) is of opinion " that, with the exception of the Psalms,

no part of the Old Testament was translated at so early a

period. So much, however, is certain, that the book of

Proverbs must have been translated before, or in the twelfth

century, as the frequent quotations made from it by Nestor

(author of the Russian Chronicle, who died in 1156) agree,

on the whole, with the common text. The books of Job, on

the other hand, the Prophets, and the apocryphal books of

Wisdom and Ecclesiasticus, appear to have been done in

Servia, in the thirteenth or fourteenth century ; and the Pen-

tateuch and remaining books in the fifteenth, either in Russia

or Poland, at which time the whole were collected into one

volume, and arranged according to the order of the books in

the Bohemian Bible, printed in 1488 or 1489." The extreme

» Decline and Fall, vol. vi. p. 269.
.

^ To Ihis Cyril is ascribed the invention oflhe Sclavonic letters :— Bat

it is manifest, this invention consisted in nothing more than the adaptation

of the uncial characters oflhe Greek alphabet, so far as they went, to ex-

press the sounds of the new language, with the addition of certain other

letlers, borrowed or changed from other alphabets, to make up the defi-

ciency. He also substituted Sclavonic for the Phenician names of the let-

ters ; on which account the alphabet has been called the Cyrillic, after his

name." Dr. Henderson's Biblical Researches and Travels in Russia, p.

67 (London, 1826.) In pp. 60—102. the learned traveller has given an ex-

tended and very interesting account of the Sclavonic language and sacred

literature,fromwhich the present notice of the Sclavonic version is abridged.
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rarity and recent date of MSS. of the entire Sclavonic Bible
greatly corroborated this hypothesis of Dr. Dobrowskv, re-

specting the late execution nt' tins version of the <M.l Testa-
ment.1 Dr. Henderson his shown, by actual collation, that

the Sclavonic test of the Old Testament, in the editio prin-

ceps of the Bible printed at ( Istrorr in 1581, was made with
the assistance of the Vulgate or some ancient Latin MSS.
found in the Bulgarian monasteries, or that it was at least

revised and altered according to them ; and he is of opinion

that, if this edition were carefully collated, it would yield a

rich harvest of various readings, some of which might prove
of essential service to a future editor of the Septuagint.-'

According to Professor Hug, the Sclavonic version exhi-

bits the text of the C'onstantinopolitan recension. Dr. Do-
browsky pronounces it to be a very literal translation from
the Greek, the Greek construction being very frequently

retained, even where it is contrary to the genius of the Scla-

vouian language ; and in general it resembles the most
ancient manuscripts, with which it agrees, even where their

united evidence, is against the common printed reading.
" It contains at least three fourths of the readings which
Griesbach has adopted into his text" [in his critical edition

of the New Testament]. " Where he has few authorities,

the Sclavonic mostly corroborates the authority of the textus

receptus; and, where a great agreement obtains among the
ancient MSS. in favour of a reading, it joins them against
the common editions. It varies from Theophylact as often

as it agrees with him, and has neither been altered from him
nor the Vulgate;" 3 and it possesses few or no lirtinnes tin-

galores, or readings peculiar to itself. 1 From an edition of

this version, printed at Moscow in Kill, M. Alter selected
the readings of the four Gospels, and from a manuscript in

the imperial library, the readings of the Acts and Epistles,
which are printed in his edition of the Greek New Testa-
ment (Vienna, 17^7, 2 vols. 8vo.) Dr. Dobrowsky states

that these various lections are given with great accuracy,
but that those which Maltha! has selected from the Revela-
tion are erroneous and useless. Griesbach has given ;i cata-

logue i t' iln Sclavonic manuscripts collated for his edition
of the New Testament, communicated to him by Dobrow-
sky. 5

IV. Anglo-Saxon Version.—Although Christianity was
planted in Britain in tin- first century, it does not appear that

the Britons had any translation of the Scriptures in their

language earlier than the eighth century. About the year
706, whelm, the first bishop of Sherbom, translated the
Psalter into Saxon ; and at his earnest persuasion, Egbert
or Eadfrid, bishop of Lindisfarnc. or Holy Island, soon after

executed a Saxon version of the Four Gospels.9 Not i i\

years after this, the learned and venerable Bede (who diede (who diet

it language.
There were other Saxon versions, either of the whole or of
detached portions of tin- Scriptures, of a Liter date. A trans-

lation of the book of Psalms was undertaken by the illus-

trious King Alfred, who died a. d. 900, when it was about
half finished ; and Elfrie, who was archbishop of Canterbury
in 905, translated the Pentateuch, Joshua, Job, Judith, part

ol the book of Kings, Esther, and Maccabees. The entire

Anglo-Saxon version of the Bible has never been printed:
Kino Alfred's translation of the Psalms, with the interline-

ary I,aim text, was edited by John Spelman, 4to. London,
1640; and there is another Saxon interline irv translation

of the Psalter, deposited in the Archiepiscopal Library at

Lambeth. Of the Four Gospels, there have been three

edit] ; an account n| winch will he fund in the

Itiiii.ioocMam ai. Appendix to Vol, II., Part I. Crap. 1.

Si or. V. $ 4. [iv.]

'I'll.- xn-jlo-Savn vei evidently translated rr.au

the Ohl Latin, Mlchai lis is ol Opinion that it may be of use
iii di termining the readings of thai vet »ii n ; and Serolei has

remarked, that ii contains manj readings which vary both

from the Greek and Latin texts, of winch he has given some
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examples. Dr. Mill selected various lections from this ver-
sion : which, from the difference of style and inequalities
observable in its execution, he ascribes to several authors

:

it is supposed to have been executed in the eighth century. 7

_**.* On the application of ancient versions to the ascer-
taining of various readings, see pp. 286, 287. infra.; and on
the ben. tit which may be derived from them in the inter-

pretration of the Scriptures, see Part II. Book I. Chap. II.

Sect. I. § 2. of this volume.

SECTION IV.

ON THE AUTHORITY OF ANCIENT EDITIONS OF THE SCBIPTI'RE,
CONSIDEKED AS A SOURCE OF THE TEXT OF THE OLD AND NEW
TESTAMENTS.

The first and fundamental editions, whether of the Old or of
the New Testament, are ofequal authority with the manuscript
from which they were derived. Referring the reader to the
Bibliographical Appendix to Vol. II. for a detailed account
of the various editions of the Old and New Testament,* we
may here remark that almost all other editions of the Old
Testament owe their origin either to that of Soncino, printed
in 1488, to that of Brescia in 1494, which was followed by
the Complutensian Polyglot! in 1517 ; or lastly, to the second
Boinberg edition printed at Venice in 1525-36. Almost all

editions of the Hebrew Bible are masoretical, that is, have
the masoretic notes and vowel points, a iiw only excepted,
in which corrections have been introduced from manuscripts.
Among the latter, De Rossi reckons all those which preceded
the second Bomberg edition, that of 1525-20. All the later

editions he terms masoretic , the non-maioretie editions aro
the more valuable.

With respect to the New Testament, after a few detached
portions had been separately printed,' two Bditiona Prindpei
of the entire New Testament (both derived from manuscripts
alone) were published in the sixteenth century, viz. that of
Erasmus, ana that in the Complutensian Polyglot!, the editors

of which availed themselves of only a few critical aids in

arranging the Creek text. According to one or other of these

fundamental editions, many other editions were printed in the
course of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Among
the editions printed about the middle of the sixteenth century
those of Robert Stephens' 1

! claim a special notice, from his
having collated many manuscripts which had not before been
consulted. The text of Stephens's editions was reprinted

several times. Theodore Beza, however, was the first who
undertook a new revision of the text of the New Testament,
with the aid of a more copious critical apparatus than his
predecessors had enjoyed. Beza's text, which was first

published in 1582, became the basis of numerous minor edi-

tions, until the publication of the editions printed by the

Elzevirs at Leyden, in 16S4 and 1633, the text of which is

formeil partly after that of lleza and of Stephens ; and which,
from its general adoption in the majority of subsequent edi-

tions, has received the appellation of the tutus netplus.

SECTION V.

on the quotations from the new testament in rue works
OF THE FATHERS OK THE (HlRC'll AND OTHER ECCLESIASTICAL
W I1ITKHS.

A Fourth source of the text of Scripture is the Quotations
made from the Old and New Testaments in the writings of
tin I a i hers and other Ecclesiastical Writers.

t
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Among the ancient Fathers of the chnreh, those are par-

ticularly worthy of attention and collation who wrote in the

Greek language ; because they spoke, and read, and wrote
that very language in which the sacred writings of the New
Testament were originally composed. The phrase and dic-

tion of those writings were, therefore, familiar to them ; they
naturally expressed themselves in the Scripture style and
language. When they referred to any texts of Scripture, or

discoursed more at large upon them, they would of course
be guided by the original Greek of the New Testament, 1 and
not by any version which had been made, and which might
possibly vary from it : whereas the Latin fathers being accus-

tomed only to the Latin version, it is as much to be expected
that they should conform their language, quotations, and
comments to it; though, perhaps, upon some occasions, and
according to their ability, taking notice also of the Greek
original. A Latin father will be an evidence for the Latin
version, where he takes no express notice of the Greek ; and
according to the clearness and fulness of that evidence, we
may argue, that the Latin version, or some copy or copies of

it, had that reading in his time, which is cited by him. And
this may deserve to be attended to with regard to any omis-
sions in the Greek MSS. which the Latin may be thought to

have supplied ; but still the testimony of the Latin father in

this case will prove nothing more than the reading of a Latin
version : by what authority that version is supported is a
matter of further inquiry. Indeed where it can be shown
that a Latin father followed no particular version, but trans-

lated directly for himself (as Tertullian and Cyprian have
frequently done) ; this brings us somewhat nearer to some
manuscript in the original language, and may be considered,
according as it shall happen to be circumstantiated, as a dis-

tinct testimony for the reading of some Greek manuscript in

particular. The Greek fathers generally quote the Old Tes-
tament from the Septuagint version. Origen and Jerome are

the only fathers who certainly made use of Hebrew manu-
scripts ; and their evidence is equivalent to that of manuscripts
of their age.

Upwards of one hundred and eighty fathers and other

ecclesiastical writers, besides Catenas (or expositions of por-

tions of Scripture compiled from collections out of several

authors;, are enumerated by Professor Scholz, as having
cited the New Testament, either from the original Greek, or

from the ancient Ante-Hieronymian Latin, and from the

Syriac versions. (Those fathers who confined themselves
exclusively to the use of the Latin Vulgate are designedly
omitted.) Among the ancient writers, the critical testimo-

nies of the following are justly valued, viz. :—in the second
century, Irenseus and Clemens Alexandrinus ; in the third cen-

tury, Origen ; in the fourth century, Gregory bishop of Nyssa,
Gregory bishop of Nazianzum, and Chrysostom bishop of
Constantinople; in the fifth century, Cyril of Alexandria,
Theodoret, and Isidore of Pelusium ; in the eleventh century,
Theophylaet; and in the twelfth century, Euthymius Ziga-
benus.
As the criteria laid down by Michaelis and other eminent

critics, for determining the text of Scripture from quotations
of it in the writings of the Fathers, more properly Delong to

the subject of Various Readings (see pp. 288, 289. infra),

the following remarks on the relative value of the testimo-

nies contained in the works of the writers just enumerated,
may be found worthy of attention :

—

1. iRENiEus.—It is to be regretted that so few fragments
of this father's writings are now extant in the original Greek.
What has been transmitted to us has been found only in an
ancient Latin version, the author of which appears to have
inserted the quotations made by Irenaeus from some ancient
Latin translation of the Scriptures, or has rendered them
inaccurately. It is evident, however, from those passages
which are cited in the original Greek, that this father made
use of different manuscripts; and though he sometimes coin-

cides with the Alexandrine recension, yet he most frequently

agrees with the Constantinopolitan recension.

2. Clemens Alexandrinus mostly cites the New Testa-
ment from memory ; but those passages which he has given
accurately agree with the manuscripts of the Alexandrine
family. Gnesbach has given a collection of the passages
quoted by Clemens and Origen, collated with the common
or vulgate Greek text, in the second volume of his Symbolee
Critics, pp. 227—620.

3. Origen used the Alexandrine text, of which he had

Vol. I

1 Dr. Berriman'a Dissertation on 1 Tim. iii. 16. pp. 28, 29,

2N

many manuscripts. His readings are known from the refer-
ences made by subsequent ecclesiastical writers to his copies
of the Scriptures, as well as from his own quotations, and
also from fragments inserted in the Greek Catenas, and
ascribed to him.

4, 5. The quotations which are to be found in the writings
of Gregory bishop of Nyssa, and Gregory bishop of Nazi-
anzum, chiefly agree with the Constantinopolitan recension.
Scholz states that these authors have so interwoven passages
of Scripture in their works, that they cannot be easily ae-
tached; consequently but few various readings, and those
not very important, are to be gleaned from them.

6. Great caution is requisite in making use of the quota-
tions of Chrysostom, bishop of Constantinople; for though
in his admirable commentaries on the New Testament, he
very frequently adduces the very words of the sacred writers,
yet, distracted by the multiplicity of business in which he
was engaged, or borne away by his ardour in writing, he has
cited a great number of passages from memory. Conse-
quently, he has confounded together similar passages of the
same author or of different writers : in some instances he has
changed a text which he had just before quoted correctly,

and very often he follows Origen. The text, therefore, which
is found! in Chrysostom's works, sometimes agrees with the
Constantinopolitan, and sometimes with the Alexandrine re-

cension. The entire writings of this father were collated by
Mattheei ; and select passages by Scholz.

7. Cyril of Alexandria faithfully follows the Alexandrine
text.

8. Theodoret, bishop of Cyra in Syria, in his commenta-
ries for the most part agrees with the received text, though he
has sometimes rashly followed either Origen or Chrysostom.

9. Isidore of Pelusium agrees with the manuscripts of the
Alexandrine family.

10. Theophylact, archbishop of Bulgaria, in his com-
mentaries on the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles, mostly agrees
with the received text, but he also has many Alexandrine
readings.

11. Lastly, Euthymius Zigabenus for the most part
agrees with the Constantinopolitan text in his commentaries
on the Gospels, which are chiefly collected from the writings
of Basil, Gregory of Nazianzum, and Chrysostom. 2

SECTION VI.

ON THE VARIOUS READINGS OCCURRING IN THE OLD AND NEW
TESTAMENTS.

§ 1. ON THE CAUSES OF VAT1IOUS HEADINGS.

I. The Christian faith not affected by -what are called vari-

ous readings.—H. Nature of various readings.—Difference
between them a?id mere errata.—III. Notice of the principal

collations and collections of various readings.—IV. Causes

of various readings:— 1. The negligejice or mistakes of
transcribers

;

—2. Errors or imperfections in the manu~
script copied

;

—3. Critical conjecture ;
—i. IVilful corrup~

tions of a manuscript from party-motives.

I. The Old and New Testaments, in common with all

other ancient writings, being preserved and diffused by trans-

cription, the admission of mistakes was unavoidable; which
increasing with the multitude of copies, necessarily produced
a great variety of different readings. Hence the labours of

learned men have been directed to the collation of manu-
scripts, with a view to ascertain the genuine reading ; and the

result of their researches has shown, that these variations are

not such as to affect our faith or practice in any thing mate-
rial : they are mostly of a minute, and sometimes of a

trifling, nature. " The real text of the sacred writers does
not now (since the originals have been so long lost) lie in any
single manuscript or edition, but is dispersed in them all. It

is competently exact indeed, even in the worst manuscript

now extant ; nor is one article of faith or moral precept either

perverted or lost in them." 3 It is therefore a very ungrounded

» Schott, Isagoge in Nov. Test. pp. 630, 631. Scholz, Nov. Test. Prolegom.

pp. cxlv. cxlii. cxlvii. cl. exlvi. cli

s Dr. Bentley's Remarks on Free-thinking, rem. xxxii. (Dp. Randolph's
Enchiridion Theologicum, vol. v. p. 163.) The various readings thai affect

doctrines, and require caution, are extremely few, and easily distinguished

by critical rules ; and where they do affect a doctrine, other passages con-

firm and establish it. See examples of this observation in Michaelis, vol. i.

p. 266., and Dr. Nares's Strict!' es on the Unitarian Version ol the New Tcs
lament, pp. 219—221.
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fear that the number of various reading, particularly in the

New Ti Bl urn nt,may diminish the a rtainty oj the Ch

religion. The probability, MJchaelis remarks, ol res)

theGenuine ti tt ofi ay author, incre isi - « ith the i c

the copies; and the si inaccurate and mutilated editions ol

ancient writers are pn ciselj those, of whose works the fewest

manuscript- r. m .m.' above all, in the New Testament, the

various readings Bhow that there could have been no collu-

sion; but that the manuscripts were written independently

of each other, by persona separated by distance ot time, re-

moteness of place, and diversity of opinions. This extensive

independency of manuscripts on each other is the effectual

check of wilful alteration; which must have ever been imme-

diately corrected by the agreement of Copies from various and

distant regions out of the reach of the interpolator. Bj for

the greatest number of various leadings relate to tritli -. many

of which cannot be made apparent in a translation ; and, of

the n>t. very few product any alteration in the meaning of <•

sentence, stiU lest m the purport ufa whole paragraph. Thus

we have a*5J for itaiJ ; Soxqtumt for Zmicawx ; *ai for h ;
x*)*

for kij rya (A'J' fct and 1J i o,*m» for ix*jsm ; Kt/^i« for

Qtx ; \xxxrii for k*>jit!i'T<v ; Manic for Mari/mic ; and }ivar9-<* for

ytirr^m ; all which in most cases may be used indifferently.

In order to illustrate the preceding remarks, and to convey

an idea of their full force to the reader, the various readings

of the first ten verses of St. John's Gospel are annexed in

Greek and English;—and tiny an- particularly chosen be-

cause they contain one of the most decisive proofs of the

divinity of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

Common Reading.

Ver. L 'o >.o>-oc

nroi ti. 8n>.
The Word was with

God.

2. Ovroj *v l» *?X1
I ©low.

The same was in the
beginning witti (i."l

3 F.. .»t. (m% HN.
In him WAS life.

£*<! ry TO $W(

Anil the life was the

light ofmen.

K..

—the light op MEN.

', H t*:ii* ATTO »i

iiii'^iif.

Thi larknesscompre
bendi i ii not

7 l»» travrtf irifivrwT

ti <.::.

That all men might be
lleve through him.

9. Epx'-^'won !( TON
HTU'tl.
Tint cometh Into thr

world.

10 F.v Tfi Kir/i«,f.

1

1

i in tmi: world.

Various Reading

eNt. en—in God

omilttd.

EET1N—19 life.

The light was the life

AirroN—HIM not.

tn bums' mutidum—
into this world.

noe i/iiiw/o—in Tills

]
world

Authorities.

Clemens
nus.

Alexandre

On the whole, these various re;ulin<_'s.— tl sfc not selected
from any single manuscript, but from all that have I

lated, together with tin' ancient versions and the ((notations

Mlebaelie'e Introduction to theNew Testa nt,To] i pp SB- BB8 "In
profane authom," says Or Benlley, "(as ttiey are .

inaiiinrri|>l only hint (he link 10 PatOrculuj
mom Itai l.niun. ind HeoTchlu -

Uld II.. .!. I, . I < so heyon.l l]| | I

notwithstanding the pain oftholi itortwowholc
omton loo, thou mkI are likely to
errora (in the control v

.

thou.-
, proportion U

°J •" by Hklllul an I

*,vrr er to toe true word* ofthe author."
Remarks onPree-lhmkuw, in I.n. btrid Theot rot v. p :

CAUSES OP VABIOU8 READINGS [Part I. Chap, in

from the fathers,—nowhere contradict the sense of the evnn-

gelisl ; nor do they produce any material alteration in the

text. 3

II. However plain the meanin<r of the term " I urious

Reading''' ma] be, considerable difference has Bxisted among
learned men concerning its nature. Some have allowed the

name only to 8uch readings as may possibly have proceeded
from the author ; but this restriction is improper. Michael-

is"s distinction between mere errata and various readings ap-

pears to be the true one. " Among two or more different

readings, one only can be the true reading ; and the rest must

be either wilful corruptions or mistakes of the copyist." It

is often difficult to distinguish the genuine from the spuri' US ;

and whenever the smallest doubt can be i ntcrtained. thivall

receive the name of various readings; but in ensi s where

the transcriber has evidently written falsely, tin y receive the

name of errata,

III. Human life is too short to allow of a thorough exam)
nation of all ihose monuments which an l\ at » —
sary to sacred criticism, in addition to the many othi t sub-

jects which arc equally worthy of attention. But, bs many
(earned men have from time to time investigated different

documents, extensive collections of various readings have
gradually been formed, of which the critic should avail

himself.
\\ itli regard to the Ou> Testament, some beginningswere

made by titose aneii nt Jews to whom we on e the rejections

and corrections of the scribes, and other observations, already

noticed in pp. 301, 203, 203. of this volume. More ri c. nllv

the rabbis Todrosi, Menahem, and Norzi, collect dal
apparatus. Si bastian Munsh r was the tirst ( Christian edit r.

who in 1536 added Borne various readings. Not many mi re

arc found in Vandal Hooght'a edition, printed in 1705; but

in the Subsequent editions of John Henry Michaelis, in 1730,

and of Houbigant in 1753, the critical collation of vari

readings was very considerably enlarged. At length, after

many years of unremitting toil, Dr. Kennicotl pn dttced his

editn i the Hebrew Bible, printed al Oxford in 1776— B0,

which contained various readings collected throughoul Eu-
rope, from six hundred and fifteen manuscripts, from fifty-

two editions, and from both the Talmuds. From this appa-
ratus De Rossi selected the inure important and
after collating seven hundred and thirty-one ether manu-
scripts and three hundred editions, and examining fully the

ancient vi rsions and books of the rabbins, even in manuscript,
he published all the various readings he had obsi rved, in four
volumes, quarto, in 1784—B8, at Parma, to which he added
a supplement or scholia, in 1798. As the price of their pub-
lication necessarily (daces them out of the reach of very

many biblical students, the reader, who is desirous of avail-

ing himself of the results of their laborious and leaned re-

searches, will find a compendious abstract of them in Mr.
Hamilton's " Codex Criticut." (London. 1891, svo.)

For the SeFTUAOIHT Version, the principal collation of
various readings will be found in the edition commenced by
Dr. Holmes, and completed by the Id v. 1 >r. Parsons, atOx-
ford, in 1798— ls.'T. in six volumes, folio.

For the,New Testament, the principal collations are

of Erasmus, the editors ef the CompfutenBian and Lon-
don Polyglotts, Bishop Fell, l>r. Mill, (Custer, Bi ngi I. \\ .t-

Btein, Grriesbach, Mattbaei, and Scholz. The collations of
three hundred and fifty-five manuscripts, besides undent ver-

sions ami quotations from the fathers, wen > Dr.
(•riesliach's edition ; and in lle.it of Dr. Scholl we have the

collations of six hundred and seventy-four manuscripts, vis,

three bund nil ami foriy-ihri'o. which wen collated by hia pre-
deoi ion, and three hundred and thirty-one, which for the
in it time wen collated by himself.4

I i . \s all in; i a

i

iscn pis were either dictated to copyists or

transcribed by them, and as these persons were not Buperna-
turally guarded against the possibility of error, different read-

i leitur.illv be produced :— l. By the neglige r

miatakes ofthe transcribers; to which we may add. 3. The
e\i~ieiicc of errors or imperfections m the manuscripts
oopied; S. Critical emendations of the text; and, 4. Wilful

ptions made to serve the puriu ses of a party. Mist. ikes

thus produced in one copy would of course be propagated

The MS.s. a. and 61.

Qrii bach's notation

;

Matihan's 19.

The Codex lie/ Orl
gen, Aut: u Hine, Bulairj

and "He. i latb.i i
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\!ilos, ( 111 lie lis Mi \.ui
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DUB,

U. The Codei Vatie.e
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The Vulgate end Itslii

i.ir nlil A 1 1 1 . I li.ioii v

iiii.ui) x'.r.su ins, Tertut-
lem, Orprlan, Hilary.
Ambrose, Align
other lathers,
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en i
v ai

and Corbel
. Blan< in
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1
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through all succeeding copies made from it, each of which
might likewise have peculiar faults of its own ; so that vari-

ous readings would thus he increased, in proportion to the

number of transcripts that were made.

1. furious readings have been occasioned by the Negligence
or Mistakes of the Transcribers.

(1.) When a manuscript is dictated, whether to one or to

several copyists, ike*party dictating might not speak ivith suf-

ficient clearness ; he might read carelessly, and even utter

words that -were not in his manuscript.; he might pronounce

different words in the sume manner. The copyist, therefore,

who should follow such dictation, would necessarily produce

different readings. One or two examples will illustrate this

remark.

In Eph. iv. 19. St. Paul, speaking of the Gentiles, while without the Gos-
pel, says, that being past feeling, they gave themselves over to lascivious-

ness. For wxA.yiixeres past feeling (which the context shows to be the

genuine reading), several manuscripts, versions, and fathers read a^ijXTri-

*«fs, being withauthope. Dr. Mill is of opinion, that this lection proceeded
from some ignorant copyist who bad in his mind Saint Paul's account of the
Gentiles in Eph. ii. 12. where he said that they had no hope, iKsriSs f*n

cx-vTt-. But for this opinion there is no foundation whatever. The ancient
copyists were not in general men of such subtile genius. It is therefore
most probable that the word x:tv!/.-*>ot*; crept in, from a mis-pronuncia-
tion on the part of the persons dictating. The same remark will account
for the reading of 'iTioi, young children, instead of *»•»•*, senile, in 1 Thess.
ii. 7., which occurs in many manuscripts, and also in several versions and
fathers. But the scope and context uf this passage prove that nf*-*oi cannot
be the original reading. It is the Thessalomans, whom the apostle considers
as young children, and himself and fellow-labourers as the nurse. He could
not therefore with any propriety say that he was among them as a tittle

child, while he himself professed to be their nurse.

(2.) Further, as many Hebrew and Greek letters are simi-

lar both in sound and inform, a negligent or illiterate copyist

might, and the collation of manuscripts has shown that such
transcribers did, occasion various readings by substituting one

•word or letter for another.

As the permutation, or interchanges, of vowel points, letters, and even
entire words, which are to be found in Hebrew manuscripts, are copiously
treated by Muntinghe, 1 the following instance will suffice to show how easily

various readings may thus be produced :

—

Judg. viii. 16. He taught the menqf Snccofh.—Instead ofyoi he taught,

Houbigant reads l^Vl he tore: and this rending is not only agreeable to

what Gideon had threatened in the seventh verse, but is also supported by
the Septuagint, Chaidce, Syriac, Vulgate, and Arabic versions. The He-
brew text might have been easily corrupted in this place by the change of

IP (shin) into y (ain) ; letters which are very similar to each other-*

Of the permutations in Greek MSS. the Codex Cottonianus of the book
of Genesis presents many very striking examples.

Thus, B and M are interchanged in Gen. xliii. 11. reptfuvS*" is written for

TspsCi- jov—r and K, as >-uvhj-oj for Kumy'?, x. 9. ; ami i contra f>«A.«x for
cxKty, xi. 16.—r and N, as o-uj-xo-^suo-ik for <rux*o-^ ovo-i^ xxxiv. 30.—r and
X, as &'p*x,uxtx for Zpxyjuxrx, xxxvii. 6.—A and A as Kix.u«ir:£JOu$ for K<J.
u .ivaious. xv. 19. ; and c contra AtSwf* for AtXo,/*, xxxvi. 2.—A and N, as N<-

Spam for KiCp**, x. 9 —A and T, as Arxr for At»S\ x. 10., Aic—Z and *, as
Kxo-a' for Xx&w, .wii. 22.; and p»n»f»£Bua"' B for ^xxxp.e-iuc*!, xxx. 13.

—

fc> and X, O^0CK x for Oy.o^i-, xxvi. 26.-8 and T, Mx-arpstfgr* for c4jr«rp»-

9i^', xvi. 9.—KandX, as k*a.»x for Xs*.»x, x. 11 ; and au% for o«*, xiii. 9.

—

ii and '1', as n'i^fii»' for u-^nptrxi, xxxix. 9. Sometimes consonants
are added to the end of the words apparently for the sake of euphouy ; as
X ~ -..: for X-uSx, xiv. 15.—> iiMi**i for > »v*jx«, xi 13.

—

EvlKxt for BuJa.3,
x. 7.—M is generally retained in the different flexions of the verh A-apCavoi,

in the future '.v^.mi, m^3vt*<, xiv. 23, 24, &c. and in the aorisr, k*,.uz.

oito, xviii. 4. And also in the word rvpvapsXit/i^ii;, xix. 17. This also
is common in the Codex Vaticanus. Sometimes a doubleconsonant is ex-
pressed by a single one, and vice versa: for instance, ivtVi)K»vr« for i»n <-

xovt*, v. 9., and Xiwaaf for Xiiwap, x. 10. ;
tytkta for -^skkix, xxiv. 47, &c.

The Vowels are often interchanged ; for instance, A and E. as Tto-o-tpx-

xofTa for TKrirxpxxivTx, vii. 4., kv»m far xvt**, xxi. 14.—A and H, as »wi t^ev

for nviMi-v
t
viii. 6., n*%ff><, for ^*%*»px, xxvii. 40.—E and H, as i\ '-"'- for

tf"M*s, xxv. 29., wm-ixfrTr, for ti v-r, ., xt • * . x wiii 12,—H and I, as Kinoi
for KifTtQi, x. 4., t\ix* for £Xixi

t
xlix. 11.—H and T, as ruTCitv for vvi%»v

J
vi.

17.— Paif/ta for Fivux, xxi. 24—0 and 1, as ftupuaa for S'spo^x, vi. 17.—

O

and -', as Po«5od for Po-oE^, x. II.—The Vowels are often interchanged
with the Diphthongs ; for instance, At and E, as jrsXi(Mr«<rfi»i for x^!>.iv-

o-iTii, xix. a, avivf) %»\ for »vt*ty*.t
t
xxii. 2., -x.V.ou for srt$iov

t
xxxv. 27.,

xxTxiiTxt for xxtxJ'tj, xiii. 38.— El and A, as y-rpa for > mm, xv. 15.—EI
and E, as uwtxtv for «««**, xviii. 5.—Et and H, Bfinni* and V*e*v, xviii. 19.—
Ei and I, as ^xpi,-»ix(< for n-apsif-xftti xviii. 8., >-uyx.x<* for >-«vt6ut»», xviii.

11., ouJ. 4 for ou?;ic. xxxi.41., xps.oi- for xp*of, xv.9. &c—OI and H, as x.«So»;

for **m,-, xxxi. 50.—OT and H, as ??Mp>!s for ^fu;, xxvii. 27. ; and, lastly,
OT and V-, as xatT*pflit

(
Menous for **Txp*/Aivavs, xii. 13.*

The manuscripts of the New Testament abound with similar instances of
"lermutations.

Thus we meet with kfuvxbx/j. for A/uvm&jS, in Matt. 1.4. • Ax.^ for
A%i<^, in Matt i. 14. ; Six, r«* ^xS^twv for Juo t«iv ^x jut^v, in Matt. xi. 2.

;

MaT^ai. for M*Tj»r, in Luke iii. 24. ; m.x?xv$i\ for ju*>pxv ?», in Luke xiv. 34.
;

tou-ov for tutov, in John xx. 25. ; x*ip*i for xupi^, in Rom. xii. 11. ; Axu. $ for
&*2i$, in Matt. i. 1., and in many other passages. The reader will find nu-
merous other examples in the elder Michaelis's Dissertation on various
readings.* Permutations of this kind are very frequent in ancient manu-
scripts, and also in inscriptions on coins, medals, stones, pillars, and other
monuments ofantiquity.

i Brevis Expositio Criiices Veteris Foederis, pp. 87— 10S.
4 Dr. A. Clarke, on Judg. viii. 16.

* Dr. Holmes's Edition to the Septuagint, vol. i. Praif. cap. ii. § i.

4 D. Christiani Benedict] Michaelis Tractatio Critica de Variis Lectioni-
bus Novi Testamenti, pp. 8—10. Halae Magdeburgicse, 1749, 4to.

(3.) In like manner the transcribers might have mistaken
the hue on which the copy before them was written, for part of
a letter ; or they might have mistaken the lower stroke of a
letter for the line ; or they might have mistaken the true se?ise

of the original, and thus have altered the reading ; at the same
time they were unwilling to correct such mistakes as they de-

tected, lest their pages should appear blotted or defaced, and
thus they sacrificed the correctness of their copy to the beauty

of its appearance. This is particularly observable in Hebrew
manuscripts.

(4.) A person having written one or more words from a
wrong place, and not observing it, or not choosing to erase it,

might return to the right line, and thus produce an improper

insertion of a word or a clause.

Of this we have a striking instance in John vii. 26.

—

Do the rulers know
INDEED (x/>: --.;;), that this IS the VERY C'lll'ist (*Kv\7. q c XptfOf, TRULY the
Christ) I The second *M^a>s is wanting in the Codices Vaticanus, Canta-
brigiensis (or Codex Bezse), Cyprius, Siephani *, or Regius 62, Nanianus,
and Ingolstadiensis, in numbers 1, 13, -'8, 10. G3, b9, 116, 118, and 124, of
Grie^bach's notation, and nine other manuscripts ofless note, which are not
specified by him ; it is also wanting in the manuscripts noled by Matthaii
with the letters a, 1, s. and 10, in all the editions of the Arabic version, in

Wheeloc's edition of the Persian version, in the Coptic, Armenian, Sclavo-

nic, and Vulgate versions; and in all the copies of the Old Italic version, ex-

cept that of Brescia. Origen, Epiphanius. Cyril, Isidore of Pelusiuni, Chry-
sostom, and Nonnus, among the ancient fathers ; and Grotius, Mill, Bengel,
Bishop Pearce, and Griesbach, among the modern writers, are all unani-
mous in rejecting the word »M^(. The sentence in 1 Cor. x. 28. Tou yi$
Kupmu * yv, xx. T5 xxnpw/tx atvTiifi, The earth is the Lord's and the fulness
thereof is wanting in the Codices Alexandrinus, Vaticanus, Cantabrigieu-
sis, Basileensis, Boreeli, Harleianu.= No. 5.804, and Seidelii, and in Nos. 10,

16, 71", 73. and 80, of Griesbach's notation ; it is also wanting in the
Sj i i.i • version, in Erpenius's edition of the Arabic version, in the Copfio,
Sahidic, Ethiopic, Armenian, Vulgate, and Old Italic versions, and in the
quotations of the fathers, Johannes Damascenus, Ambrosiaster, Augustine,
Isidore of Pelusiuni, and Bede. Griesbach has left it out of the text, as a
clause that ought most undoubtedly to be erased. There is, in fact, scarcely
any authority to support it ; and the clause is superfluous ; in all probability
it was inserted from the twenty-sixth verse, which is word for word the
same.

(5.) When a transcriber had made an omission, and after-

wards observed it, he then subjoined what he had o?nitted, and
thus produced a transposition. 5

Thos, Malt v 4 is subjoined U>5. in the Codex Beza?, in the Vulgate ver-
sion, and in the quotation of Jerome. Luke xxiii. 17. is omitted in the Co-
dices Alexandrinus, Vaticanus Cyprius, and Stephani i, in the ('optic and
Sahidic versions, and in the Codex Vercellensis of the Old Italic version

;

ami it is subjoined 10 the nineteenth verse in the Codex Be7.se.

In like manner, Rom. i- 29. is very different in different copies.

Iu the Textus Receptus or common editions, we read, «Jik*«, jropvti*,

rro.^pix, srXjovfgi*, x.ix.x,

—

uiirighleousness, fornication, wickedness, co-

vetous ness, maliciousness.
In the Codex Alexandrinus and Ethiopic version, we read, affnu*, Trovuptt*,

xx**x, n-?.i3v=r'a,—utaighteousness, wickedness, maliciousness, covetous^
ness.

In the Codex Claroinontanus, we read, ectotM^iuuti*, rrpo^j*, vAtojrjgt*,

—

unrighteousness, maliciousness, covetousn&s.
In the Vulgate version, we read, iniquitate, malitin,fnrnimtione. arari-

ti&, nequitia. whence it is evident that the authors of that translation read,
BtfiKIX. Jrovitpix, —opi'dae, TrKtOVt^ix, xxx4*. And
The order of the words in the Syriac version shows that its authors read,

x£ixi*, wapvEix, Travi-pix, xi<x*a
t
iDteowjtx,

—

uniighteousncss, fornication,
wickedness, maliciousness, coretousness.

(6.) Another cause of various lections in Hebrew manu~
scripts referable to this head, is the addition of fetters to the

last word in the lines in order to preserve their symmetry ;

and in Greek manuscripts omissions arefrequently occasioned

by what is called opictcT^ejTcy (homoeoteleuton), or when a word
after a short interval occurs a second time in a passage. Here,

the transcriber having written the word at the beginning of the

passage, on looking at the book again from which he copies,

his eye catches the same word at the end of the passage, and
continuing to write what immediately follows, he of course

omits intermediate words.

This fact will account for the omission of the concluding sentence of Matt.
v. 19., and the whole of verse 30., in the Codex Beza?, and also 1 John ii. 23.

Again, in Matt, xxviii. 9. the words xirxyyuKx* roi? ^.x^rai; xutou (to teU
his disciples), are omitted from the same cause, in the Codices Vaticanus
andBezs, in the MSS. by Griesbach nuinhered 10.33,49,59, 60,69,119, 142*,

225, 227, the Evange listeria numbered 1, 13, 15, 17, 32, in the second of the
Barberini MSS , and in those noted d. and q. by Matihoei ; as well as in the

Syriac, Arabic (as printed in the London Polyglott), Persic, Coptic, Arme-
nian. Vulgate Latin, Saxon, and Old Italic Versions (except the manuscript
of Brescia), and by the fathers Origen, Chrysostom, Jerome, and Augus-
tine, And Mark ix. 26. \somitted in the Codices Vaticanus 1209, Stephani

pi, Vaticanus 354, and the MSS. by Griesbach numbered 2, 27, 63, 64, 121,

157, in Hattbrfii's 17, in the Coptic Version, the Codex Sangermanensis 2
of the Italic Version, in the printed editions ofAldus and Frobenius, and by
Theophylact.

(7.) As all the most ancient manuscripts were written in

capital letters, and without any spaces between words, or even

sentences, syllables are frequently omitted or repeated. So,

careless or ignorant transcribers have very often mistaken the

notes of abbreviation, which are of frequent occurrence in

< Dr. Gerard's Institutes of Biblical Criticism, p. 238.
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ancient manuscripts. .1 /m specimens of such abbreviations

are given in the preceding part of this volume.
I i in i lu< source probably originated the reading in 1 Pet. ii. 3. of X, <ro;

which mcurs in the MSS. by (Jries-

i-i. ii numbered 10 BE and others ol ten note, La RfatthBi's e, in some
printed editions, and slso m the ferae as cited by Clemens aJexaodrlnus,
'Jn^i'i ml I, Tin ophvlail m his ooiiiuietilar,

on tins text. The reading In the manuscript whence tin- transcriber made
his • ii Xi, which, not being understood by hirn, he

;:.: '•

(s.) Lastly, the ignorance or negligence of transcribers has
been a most fruitful sourer of various readings, by their having
mistaken marginal notes or scholia for a part of the text. It

was not unusual in ancient manuscripts to write in the margin
an explanation of difficult passages, or a word synonymous to

that in the text, but more usual and more easily understood, or

tvith the intent of supplying a seeming deficiency ; any or all

of which might, in the copies taken from the manuscript in

•which these notes were written, be easily obtruded on the text

itself.

l lis I- M.itt. vi rt3 some copies, as well as the fathers Clemens Alex-
rinus, Orlgen, andEusebius, add the following clause, us havnm

llllcn bj I U Christ:—A»T|IT» t« fnymKu, fcw, rafafttu u/tts V»O01
<r, > *. kji «inm TKiTiup*,,* i*< t>,ti),i, rr^TiCflfirn v/ii» ;

—

Seek
til tiling's, inn/ /r: < things ihall be added unto you; and seek ye

i '.in and sat hfy things thaU bi added unto you. But this
addition Is manifestly a glo «

s.i, in Mars vii. 1",', after As spake plain, the following sentence is added
in Ms 90 of Griesbach's nouu 'bi *.• iux«^«i , . biov, and he

Qod 'I'll.u tin- man didlbls, we may readily coneludi
but tblS Sentence Was not I

i ll ie evangelist. It was evidently i!

ftgsin, in laike vii. It;
, after these ncaGodhalh visited hie thi

words it ->--', for good, are added in the manuscripts by Griesbai
noted M 13, 50, 69, ?1, IDS, 114, and eight others, in UsuhBi'sz,intheS] riac
tus print-. 1 1 in the London Pnlyglnlt > In tie- Armenian, ami in all the Arabii
versions, ami In tin- Codices veronensis, VerceUensis! Corbeiensis, I lolbt r

tinus40M, SaOngermanensis 1. and Porojuliensl i, ofthe Old Italic \ n
Hut It is manifestly a gloss, and is rejected as such by Dr. .Mill ami Gries-
bach.

it is worthy of remark, that the differences caused by these er simil&i
sdditionsdo in no respect whatever ail- ct any piant of faith or morality.
Several eminent critics, Ibrlnstance, art ofopinion that tin- controverted
cb i in I John \ 7, s crept Into tin- text In this manner ; because it Is not
found in any am lent manuscripts, nor in the writings oi tin- fathers who
disputed against the axlans. The evidence for tin- passage In Question Is

unsideiod in Vol. II Pan VI : Itul, lor ihc silk .n;n
tlii'll' let US SUpnoSC it tl> I"' all omission IN He' lliulllsi lipls while II l-

w.iiitiiiL', nr in a. Mm, iii In [huse where II occurs; II cannot in any way be
prejudicial to the Christian faith: because, whatever sense we may put
'i

i' '' pa .I-.' 1

1

ii' - 1
1

ii'
1

1 being must leet Ij and Indlsputsbly lata.- hi

In other pi rtht Nev, Ti nameut, there ie no mor tension for addTng
It, than ihere i- iiii'iiii'. i'iiii'Ih e in I'liutime it.

2. Bbrobs or Imperfections in the inuiniser :/ii from which
a transcriber copied, are a further source of carious readings.

Besides the mistakes arising from the strokes of certain letters

being faded or erased, others of a contrary nature may arise from
the transparency of the paper or vellum, whence the stroke of a
letter on one side of the leaf may seem to be a part of the letter

on the other side of the leaf, and in this manner O may be taken
for ©.

According to Wetsteln. this very accident happened to Mill, in ezsmmmg
the celebrated passage (I Tim. iii. 16.) in the Codex Ab-xamh inns. Mill had
asserted In regard to tbeOC in tins manuscript, that soms remains ol a
stroke were si, II visible in tin im. Idle n| I he n i uc r< m, and I I MIC I inled t here
fore that the word was property 8C. But Wetsteln, who examined tins
inanuscriiit more accurately, could discover tin trace ol any stroke u, thi
" Km. hut look notice of 11 C ircilllisl.il l ie winch he Stlplio.es Ie, I Mill ml,,
' i i "' ' »o tl I her side of the leaf, directly opposite to o, is the leltel I

,

In the word CTCBBeiA, the middle stroke of win, h is vi, 1 1 ii,- on the former
side, air

t
occupies the hollow of o. Wetsteln, baring made the discovery,

!
.lit p. a mi to witness, who ( onliruied the truth of It But this

bypothi
.

ofvl
I teln'sh&s been questioned by Dr. Woide,1 and haa been

it clearly oVsj iby Dr Bemman.* In order to discover the genu
reading of a manuscript whsre the letters are Aded, Michael nmenda
theoi .

. recourse to such snare related to It, eithei mi
,
place,

or character, .net it p Ible to tbo ' whli b were Ii Ilately copied i

II While tin- I.-Hem Were still legible Velth US. II out Lin .h a, I, ,,, : ,

rd to the propriety "t tins rule, but In theli applies I It to
1 fun ui n*> tiny have drawn .ii,

.
i ooncloslons Those who

rour to supply what lime ha lestroyed mdvenl towrlteanew
Hie rsmnsi

I oi i of a Aded sti oke, are guilty oi
that dessrvea the hlghi I csnsurst the Cod< i Ui candrious, Oodex
l!|ihrem, ami Codex ClroniontaiiUM, have allHUtl.

suthors of these amondmonls have deprlvsd Iheli ftht
3f juoglng fur themselves, and have dsfesiod the end which thi

to rtllHW i
i

to be found, rather to a mistake of the printer than to a want of
knowledge „i t|„. writer. In the same manner the transcriber of
a manuscript attributes the faults of his original to the error of a
former copyist, and alters them as he supposes they were written
by the author. But if he carries his critical conjectures too far,
he falls himself into the error which he intended to avoid." This
may bo done in various ways.

(1.) Thus the transcriber may take an expression to be
faulty which in reality ii not so ; or he may mistake the sense
'/ the author, and suppose that he has thtcovered a grammati-
cal error, when, in fact, he himself construes falsel'u .-—or the
grammatical error intended to be corrected actually proccedca
from the author himself. 3

(2.) Further, some critical copyists have not onto correctea
ungrummutical or inaccurate expressions, but have even con-
vened inelegant into elegant phrases ; and they have likewise
omitted words that appeared to them superfluous, or the differ-
ence of which they did not understand.
Thus, m Mark vii. a,. i tu>- «>.,>.«., the dumb, is omitted as Biiperlluous

in Gnesbai v.- Ms X (Cnlbertinns 4706. orColbertinos 2 ol Dr Mill's no-
lauon

| So in Mars i 19 M, .».„,„„,, ,,,.,-,,„„/ „„,, , s t,d in the
oaii tes vain anus and ( lyprius. and In ebjbtei n other manual runs as well

as in th. Armenian version, and also in Theophylact. It Beems includedaft <Mvac, tin nut steal, ana does nut occur in the oil,,., Cusp, Is Once
inore, m-,),,:., saying, (Matt, i 'J.'), is omitted, because thi iranscribi rdeemed ,t a,, unnecessary addition after the words, that irliich watt
of the Lord by the prophet.

'^

(.1.) But of all the sources of various lections which are
referable to this head, the most ample, according to .Michaelis,
and the most productive of spurious passages in the .Yew Tes-
tament, is the practice of altering parallel passages so at to
render more perfect their conformity to each other. The Gos-
pell in particular have suffered in this way ,- and Saint Paul's
Epistles have very frequently been interpolated, in order to
make his (/notations from the Old Testament harmonize with
the Septuagint version, -where they differed from the exact
words of the latter.

Two or three instances ofalterations from parallel passages will confirm
tins remark
Thus, in M,,tt xii s. For the son of man ft!,, tabtauVdam""'•"'" " omitted in eighty-seven manuscript ,, averal printed

editions, as well as in the Syriac, Arabic, the P. rslc In Up Walton's Poly.
glon, the Coptic, Armenian, Sclavonic, ami hah, versions, ami a] it

Ajtnin, Ho on
i

i-sage in an ancient inanusciipt, which the
writ,-i . n (hi ni [bt lead a copyist Into si roi
unless II WU particularly unit ked in whui

(

; 1 1
, . i,-vt tl,,'. [,,.. ., c hi

lo be Inserted Mot. mat i tiu extant, In which IsMon
In this maiiiifi anppued, espsclslly In those preserved si Mo cow which
M i" 1

1
1

'.
. traded and aocon i In ins critical edU t

^ Tsatamsiil

.'(. ./ third eottrct of ti 'mgt is Obtticai. C'hnjec-
ti tit:, or an intended improvement nf the original text.

" In readmit il,e works of an author of known literary npiila-

tion we nscriN' grammatical or orthographical errors, if any are

' N im I '

.
Ms u, bsjbUsjs Prajfat

%*l ii ii.i
• t rillioAl Disssnatlun upon I Tun iii 16 pp IM -160

.. hundred
a,

.

luaev '' imilscnpls asw.ll .is ms.a
| I edition! i. id 111 the Ara-

bic, Persic, Sclavonic. Ansln Saxon, Old Unlit-, and \nlc.,,i,. vers
; it is

also wanting in the passage as cited by Orlgen, the BUlhoi ol the llialogue
against the aurcionltes, Gregory Nsxianaen, Oregon ol Nvssa. Chrvsos-
torn, Theophylact, Cyprian. Lucifer, Hilary, andAmbroslaster. Ithasbecn
inserted Iroin the parallel place in Luke vi 45.
The dense In Man xivll 3G tn -.,/..*. r -

f ,j,» (,h a t itmieht be ful-
filled irimii iras spokeni. ,v. to i h,

i ud of that v,.,s.. ,, ornltled in one
hundred and siity-inie manuscripts in the Syriac Mss ami also in some
Syriac editions, in the Arabic version both MSS ami also us printed in lip
Walton's Pi.lyclotl, :t the Persic vers f the Pol, clou, ,„ ,,11 H, ,. maiiu-
scripts, and In most printed editions of thi Coptii 3shldl. Bthlopii and
Sclavonic rers t, In most MBS, and t dldona ol the Vulgate Latin vera!m several MSS of the old Dalle version : and likewise m lot I I i -• ,,s |

by Chrysostom, Titus of llostra, Kulhvinius, Theophvla, t Oi igen, tl Id
Latin translaloi .t Ire as, Augustine, and Juvencus Tins clause has
been Interpolated from Join, rlx.9) Qrlesbacb justlj omits It as dei
spurious *

Numerous sinrilar interpolations have I n made in the Acts of the Aims-
ties, by these supposed ninenil ills; and win re the same story is i," than once, transcribers, ami mora mth translaloi
piled from the i what seemed to be deflclenl In the other Not to multi-
ply examples unnecest arllj In IDastration ol tbli last remark, it will be
clem in compare the narratWa of Balm Paul's cnnvei Inn
sat i it Lnke (Acts Ix.), with thi apt lli own account of it In id exti anil
rxyl. ; and also the t« ion ofComeliu described
in Ait v and xi.

(4.) Lastly, some critics have altered the text of the .Vi
Testament in conformity to the Vulgate version ; but vario
reatUngt, which are evidently derived from this source, are
utterly undeserving of attention.

TO
nous

' With regal I to II i raiiimallcal errors, Micluelis has
laid down the Ibm following rules ; vii.

"1. In those pass i.u i ,nly an apiiarent crainmatlral error,
the seemingly erroneous reading may be genera ns the genu-
ine, and t! ttier icadiiics i. there spurious,

l;
' tl " hi, id errors, in the works ol a ioir.il and classics!

writer, iiH'iniit at. ni.,, t to :, ttnsi.ike ot th. eot , nentl-
ti"''"" m a\ h. .lit. rt im i do i mi i ot I,,,, oi 1. . .nun, n,,., win n among seve-
id' "I - one ol two only have the tills,- I ,

I

I Mm when expres i Iromtbe strietDSM Of snimmar
" to I In th. writing* ofan antherwho had not the advantage of a 1,-amed

'
' lu

' -""'" and w o. i,..., ii, ,. ..
, ursey ol ins -t,

I |
,,m 'I- imt repsoled In Isnot and rotained ua « ten grt ii number of

' "!' '!" ' mo '
I- .ni. il. ol. .1 not h, |h, Hun . nl. i ,. hill llie.iulhor

1 u no ci«niiiiallcal errorln uarti. ulur is it, o o
'in. w i I'm" .1: tin mipiopei i,,, :!,. [.. ,k ot

"' >• ' '"I" a tool.
i can he made that It proceeded Iron the author hum

self'-Mlcliselis, vol. I. p 306.
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4. Wilful Corruptions, in order to serve the purposes of a
party , whether ortfiodox or heterodox, are another source of vari-

ous readings.

Among the ancient heretics no one has been more severely charged with
falsifying the sacred text, in order to support his tenets, nor has any one
more justly deserved the censure, which has been bestowed upon such un-
warrantable conduct, than Marcion. Yet Michaelts has shown that all his
deviations from the text in common use are not wilful corruptions, but that
many of them are really various readings ; and he has exculpated the Arians
from the same charge. It is, however, well known that Marcion caused the
first two chapters of Saint Luke :

s Gospel to disappear from his copy, as also
Luke iv. 37, 35,39. In Luke viii. 19. he also expunged the words >i m»t*p *»*
oi uitK'pot «utou, his mother and brethren. In Mark xv. 28. instead of^!T«
uva.uw i\ej.«r5ii, he was numbered with the transgressors, the Eutychians
read viftfai^ dead, in order to support their hypothesis, that Christ's body
was an aerial form and not human.

On the other hand, it is a fact that some corruptions have been
designedly made by those who are termed orthodox, and have
subsequently been preferred when so made, in order to favour

some received opinion, or to preclude an objection against it. As
this is a source of various readings (we believe) but little known,
and less considered, we shall adduce two or three examples from
Pfatf's dissertation on various readings, who has considered the

Subject at length.

(1.) Mark xiii. 32. OuSt o uio?. These words are omitted in some manu-
scripts, and rejected by some of the fathers, because they thought it

favoured the Arians. Ambrose, who flourished in the fouith century, states

that many manuscripts in his time omitted them.
(2.) Luke i. 35. Alter ytw^f^vav, the words t< trou have been added in

several manuscripts in the Syriac, Persic, Arabic, Ethiopic, and other
translations, as well as in numerous quotations of the fathers, in opposition
to the Eutychians, who denied the two natures of Jesus Christ.

(3.) Luke xxii. 43. The whole verse is omitted in the Alexandrian and
some other manuscripts, because some orthodox Christians imagined that

the mention of an angel's strengthening our Saviour, during his agony in

the garden, detracted front his Deity.

(4.) I Cor. xv. 5. Saint Paul asserts that Christ appeared after his resur-
rection to the twelve, rati SuSi**, though at that time two of the number
were wanting, Thomas being absent, and Judas Iscariot being dead- Some
manuscripts therefore read tv&i**, eleven, lest the sacred historian should
be charged with falsehood, though every attentive readerof the New Testa-
ment knows that the apostle, in writing this, used the figure called synec-
doche, in which a part is put for the whole.

(5.) Matt. i. 18. Hpiv ij truvsKJtiv auTois (be/ore they came together), and
2ft. mvt»is rot- rrpoToroxo* (her first born), are in some copies designedly
omitted, lest any should doubt the perpetual virginity of Mary the mother
of Christ.

§ 2. SOURCES WHENCE THE TRUE READINGS ARE TO BE
DETERMINED.

1. .Manuscripts.—II. The most ancient and the best editio?is.—
III. ^Indent versions.—IV. The writings of Josephus {for

the Old Testament).—V. Parallel passages.—VI. Quota-

tions from the Old and JVew Testaments in the works of the

fathers.—VII. Critical conjecture.

The causes of various readings being thus ascertained, the

next step is to consider the Sources whence the true read-
ing is to be determined.
The legitimate sources of emendation are, 1. Manuscripts

2. The most ancient and best Editions ; 3. Ancient versions

(and, for the Old Testament in particular, the Samaritan text

of the Pentateuch, together with the Masora, and the Tal-

mud) ; 4. The Writings of Josephus (for the Old Testa-

ment) *, 5. Parallel Passages; 6. Quotations from the Old
and New Testaments in the works of the Fathers ; 7. Frag-
ments of Heretical Writings ; and, 8. Critical Conjecture.

But these various sources are all to be used with great judg-

ment and caution, as being fallible criteria ; nor is the com-
mon reading ever to be rejected but upon the most rational

grounds.
I. Manuscripts.—Having already given some observa-

tions on the age of manuscripts, together with an account of

some of the most ancient, 1 it will only be necessary that we
should in this place offer a few hints concerning their relative

value, and the application of them to the determination of

various readings.

1. In general, then, we may affirm that the present copies of
the Scriptures of the Old and New Testament, under the

guardianship ofthe Jewish, Samaritan, and Christian churches,

agreeing in every thing essential., are of the same authenticity

and authority with the original autographs ; notwithstanding

the errors that have crept into them, from whatever cause.

2. The number of manuscripts, however, is not so much to be

considered, as their quality, antiquity, and agreement with the

most ancient interpreters ; for the true reading may be pre-

served in a single manuscript.

3. Those manuscripts are to be accounted the best, which are

most consonant with those used by the ancient interpreters ;

i See an account of the principal Hebrew and Greek MSS. in pp. 218
—260. of this volume.

and, with regard to the Old Testament, in particular, JIT. de
Rossi states, that those manuscripts are in every case preferable
which have not been tampered with by the J\tasoretes, ana
which have the Chaldee paraphrase interjected, in alternate
verses.

4. Although, other things being equal, the more anciently
and accurately written manuscripts are to be preferred, yet a
recent and incorrect copy may often have the better reading,
because it may have been transcribed from an excellent ana
ancient copy.

5. Jin accurate manuscript is preferable to one that is negli-

gently written.

Various readings, therefore, particularly in the Hehrew Scriptures,
which are found in manuscripts transcribed by a learned person, or for a
learned person, from some celebrated or corrected copy, are to be pre-
ferred to those written for private use ; and the readings found in ancient
and unpointed manuscripts, written tor the use of the synagogue, are bet-
ter than those found in Masoretic exemplars.

6. The frst erased reading of a manuscript is not always an
error of the copyist, nor is the second substituted one always
the better reading. Both are to be tried by the touchstone of
the ancient versions, and in the Pentateuch by the Samaritan
text also.

7. Other things being equal, JWichaelis states, that a Lection-
anum is not of equal value with a manuscript of the same an-
tiquity that contains the books of the jVew Testament complete,
because in the former the text was frequently altered, accord-
ing to the readings which were most approved at the time when
it was written ; though Lectionaria sometimes have readings
ofgreat importance.2

8. In reckoning up the number of manuscripts for or against
any particular reading, it will be tiecessary,

First, To distinguish properly between one manuscript and
another, that the same JITS, be not counted twice over, and
consequently one passfor two.
This (it is now ascertained) was the case with the Codex Beza\ which has

been proved to be the same which was the second of Stephens's MSS.
marked *>, and not two distinct manuscripts. Wherever, therelbre, anum-
ber of manuscripts bears evident marks of having been transcribed in
succession, that is, each of them being first a copy taken from another,
and then an original having a copy taken from it, or where all are takea
from one common original, they are not to be considered as furnishing so
many different instances of various reading, but should be estimated only
as one, whose authority resolves itself into that of the first manuscript
Inattention to this circumstance has contributed to increase the number
of various readings beyond what they really are. But though two manu-
scripts, one of which is copied from the other, can be admitted only as a
single evidence, yet, if a word is faded in the more ancient one, it may
be supplied from that which is more modern. Manuscripts which, though
not immediately copied from each other, exhibit a great uniformity in
their readings, seem to be the produce of the same country, and to have,
as it were, the usual readings of that country. A set of manuscripts of
this kind is to be considered as the same edition, in which it is of no im-
portance to the authenticity of a reading whether five hundred or five thou-
sand copies be taken. Numbers alone, therefore, decide nothing in the
present instance.

Secondly, We must carefully obsewe what part of the

Scriptures the several manuscripts actually contain, and in
what respects they are defective.

There are few MSS. extant, which contain either the Old or the New
Testament entire, and have been transmitted to us without loss and damage.
Of the MSS. of the Old Testament, which have been described in pp. 218,
219. supra, not one is complete; and with regard to the New Testament, we
have already seen that the Codices Alexandr'mus, Vaticanus, and Leices-
trensis, are mutilated. Other MSS. contain the Gospels, or the Gospels and
Acts of the Apostles ; others, the Acts and Pauline Epistles, or the Catholic
Epistles, or both

; others have the Epistles by themselves; and there are
several manuscripts which contain the whole of the New Testament except
the Apocalypse ; to which are to be added the Lectionaries, or select por-
tions of the New Testament, which were read as lessnns, or Epistles and
Gospels in the service of the church. Now it is absolutely necessary that
we observe the state and condition of MSS., in order that we may avoid
false conclusions and inferences from the nun-production of a manuscript
for avarious reading by any editor of the New Testament, who professedly
gives an account of the various readings of MSS . as if it therefore did not
vary, when in reality the text itself was wanting therein; and also in order
that we may not cite a MS. in favour of any reading, where in truth such
MS. has no reading at all. From inattention to this obvious rule, Ameiotle 3

cited the first Codex of Stephens, the Complutensian, Cardinal Ximenes's,
Cisneros's, and that of Alcala, as so many different manuscripts, when, in
fact, there was but one and the same printed edition.

Thirdly, We must also observe whether the JtfSS. have
been entirely and exactly collated.

Sometimes, perhaps, only the more noted and important texts have been
consulted. This was the case with the Codex Claromontanus, as collated
by Beza, and also with the MSS. of the Apostolic Epistles in the Archiepisco-
pal Library at Lambeth, which have only been collated for Uie controverted
clause in 1 John v. 7. Sometimes also it happens that MSS. have come late
into the hands of editors of the New Testament, after the printing was

* Introduction, vol. ii. p. 161.

a Ainelotte, the bitter enemy of the learned and pious Port-Hoyalists,
published a French translation of the New Testament in four volumes, Svo.,
in the years 1666—1668, In his notes he boasted of having consulted all the
manuscripts in Europe, which he afterwards confessed lie had not seen !

Chalmers's Biographical Dictionary, vol. ii. pp. 9&—V7.
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begun, and consequentl] only pan ofthe vi lectloni have been exhibit

ed Tl e bothwiih l>r Mil] tnd nrll Si ba i in theuri rim al

ed ia \_.' n, (i - imetimes happens thai i mi < ripi aw bei a collated

in ihe b it, from a i accident or other, the collation ol it hasnol

been complei i 1 b hi ' o i Cypriua, ol wbii b we

had no entire coll il until Dr Bcholz printedone al the endot his D
ration oo thai manuscript,' and alao with the Codex Montfortianua, which

was coll ite tii I
Imostparts ofthe a.cts ol the Apostles, and

in part of the Epistle to the Komans Nor had we any complete collation

of it, until the Rev Dr Barrett printed one at the end of his fac-simileol

the Codex Res riptus of Matthew's Gospel now preserved in the library

of Trinity College, Dublin.* It Is therefore absolutely necessary thai we
particulars thai we may nol be deceived our-

_ rig .in authority that has never been
. ned

II. The U si and most ancient printed Editions, an account

of which is given in the Appendix to Volume II. are so far

only to he admitted in evidence, as they are immediately taken

from (Manuscripts. The various readings, however, which

they contain, are not to be neglected, particularly those of the

Hebrew Bibles printed in Rabbi Ben Charm's or Haihn's

Masoretical edition. In the New Testament, as the readings

found in all the early printed editions rest on the authority of

a I. W manuscripts which are not always the most ancient,

the concurrence of all these editions cannot confer great autho-

rity on the readings adopted by them, in opposition to others

which appear to be well supported.

III. The am'iknt Versions (of which an account has

already been given), though not free from error, nevertheless

afford important assistance towards determining the true

readings of passages, as they show what readings their

authors considered to be genuine: but it is necessary thai we
consult only correct texts of such versions.

1. .Indent Versions are a legitimate source of emejidation,

unless upon collation ive have reason to conclude that the trans-

tutors of them -were clearly mistaken.

One or two examples will illustrate this remark. In James v. 12. many
11138., the Arabic ol me London Polyglot!, the ii menian and the Sclavonic

versions, as also the Monk Anliochus, Oecumenius, and Theophylact, read
,-± v.* ii, itroxpiri* ---r-i.-, teat ye fall into hypocrisy. lint the C<

Alexandrinus and Vaticanu and reveral other manuscripts, beeidea the

oted editions, and the Syi iac, Arabic (as edited bj Erpenius), Coptic,

i pic, Vulgate, and other versions, Ml read the clause as il appears in

our authorized English version, which is anqueauonabfj me true reading.
,

. . ,
.,'., concU mnation, Again, En

lPet.v 13 are read, «ott*5*t- * vf**ih •' ' Heresome
word is evidently to be supplied, in order to complete the sense. Dr, Mill

i ui Peter's wifs was intended. Bui the word -'" nn*. church,

bund "i"' margin oftwo n iscripl i I and ;

:

of Griesbach's nota-

ion>, mi in the Synac Arabic, Armenian and Vulgate versions. Il ought

Iherefore to be received into the text ll
I

*ary properl; supplied In Italic

,.... ,',,.
i b) the learned and venerable translators of our authorized

. , liver ion, wl mder the verse thus : The church that ia al Baby-

on, i leel ! together with you, saluteth you. Once more, En -i Pet ii 2 the

apostle, predicting the fuse teachers who would corrupt the church by
: tractive doctrines, says, thai many shottfollow, »wt«h» t«is *mxn-

«<», their destructions, that is, ttinir j>> > nirioit.t trays in* our lnuisl.in.rs have

endered it),thefr heresies of destruction or dt
'

rw,mentioned
,u the preceding vers u Thi reading, however, is only found in the MSS.

i
i 66. oi Oriesbai h's notai (both ol the twelfth century), and in a

thera ol no note. Bui Instead ol it, we read, »«x>r»«*<
, thai is,

r oi ancleanness, in the Codices A it C (aJexandrinua, Vati-

eanus, and Bphremi)j and in more than fifty other manuscrigtSj most of

which are among the mosl ancient, c ict, and authentic. Thia is also the

reading of both the Syriac, all the Arabic, the Coptic, Ethiopic, Armenian,

Sclavonic, and Vulgate version -. ami ui tin- i
r

i
,

. r> Chrvsostnin, Th<<.phi-

Ins, Oe< ami :m'i and Jerome. The word («> >" tasdviousn

iherefore bey I all doubt, the true reading and is very properly printed

h by Griesbach | and II points out the nature oi the heresy Inti nded

by the apostle. It was a soil ol antinomianl m. The heretics alluded to

pampen d uidindu I the lu I ol the Si '<
; and II it"' Nfcolaltan i are

meant, it is very applicable to them for the) laughl the community of

wives, dec.

2. Ancient manuscripts, supported by some ofthe ancient

version; ami by the tense, render a reading certainly right,

though it be notfound in the moremvdern.

In i
. ivjfj LO, we read, ty (A •> ' aw « I thy i ui to tht hungry Thl .

ii, i„. iLowthi ofthe presi nl lli in w text,

i : 'i . an ob nrephn s and will oxamp In any other pku e in

-
,.-

,

.;..... ripta (three of

which are at) read ^n^ ttauesuaO thy bread, and oil la rendered

j„ ih.
-

i
Da The prop rread out (or brtng

forth i //<</ /.,.,1-t ThrS |.ni.« in' i-i.ss. shoth words, «» «•«»
,» t^,- jv%q ihy soul*

, 9, hoij i
'i 1

1

Bvangi lioram pp i

i i of the Codex I

. b Bcholx, being n bli Blbllco '

1

1

i nol - orreel the pro Cabi He hi bowi ver, given the

varli a
'"" v

I
I

» H.rr. " E> angelium ecundnm Matth sun I ,:
i ipto In

i rrh uxtaDublln I

> i. :
ii knotln

n.-iit commeni ' nda the c non res ling and ren

II |
.',i opl M, that

not be adopie I
/ In relieving >

of COIl-'r .tint <>r m I

ganl. Hi* sout pities, andhls Aarwigivca."—<Ur. A. Clarko on laa. Ivhl. 10.)

3. The concurrence of the ancient versions is sufficient to

establish a reading- as certainly right, when the sense or parallel

place shows both the propriety of that reading, and the corrup-

tion of what isfound in the copies of the original.

Thus, mi Prov. .win. 21. (22 of English version) we read, Wlraac findi Ih

flndeth n good thing. Tins i> nol true in every instance : il i on

ner maxims ol the mapired writer, as Dr.KennicoU has shown, who
is sufficiently eloquent on this occasion. He therefore conjectured that

s. Loinon originally expressed himself thus; he thatfindeth a rooo wife,

Undeth ' and obtainethfavour from (Ac Lord. Thisreamnl
derives a strong connrmadon from (he (act that the '-I'lilit't foi e i is unC
forroly found io the Septuaginl Break, thefeyriac, Arabii ver-

siooa. It ia likewise founam two ancient manuscript Chi
ol it J-' Boos ol Proverbs (one ofwhich leal Cambridge, and the other in the

King of Prussia's library ai Berlin). All these concurring ti

together with the nee* ssary sense ofthe text itself, prove thai the Hebrew
ui iginally read, and ought to be so restored, fie that fmdeth a good tcjj'r,

find* tit a good thing *

4. The Samaritan Pentateuch, which is only a different

copy of the same original text, being more ancient than the

JBaoyfonish captivity, and religiously preserved in the ancient

ffebrevf characters, is a legitimate source of emendation.

Although it differs in many places from the present Hebrew
text, and these differences have been made objections against

its authority, because it has been taken for granted that it

must be wrong wherever it is not conformable to the Hebrew ;

yet as this assumption proceeds on the erroneous supposition of

the absolute integrity of the Jlfasoretic copies, it ought not to

be regarded.

Bauer has given a considerable number of rules for the appli-

cation ofthe Samaritan Pentateueh to the determination of vari-

ous readings, which he has illustrated by examples, for the whole

of which we have not room. The following are such of his

remarks as are of most general application :

—

(1.) Where the Samaritan text has the larger sections repeated from the

other chapters of the Pentateuch, it is interpolated, and the Hebrew text

is tin no ai-ruiinl io he corrected from il

(2.) Where the Samaritan text contains readings, in support of ihe peculiar

dogmas entertained by the Samaritans, there it is to be considered as
i by the fraud ol thai sect.

(3.) Where the Samaritan text more strictly follov ei ofgrammar,
avoiding enallages ol number and gendei

;
and on Ihe other band,

the Hebrew texi departs from those rules, nol frequently expressing the

ensilage both of number and gender ;—in such casi tbi > ading ofthe He-
lu. v*. texi Is |u'» flQrable to thai ol the Samaritan.

(1 i Where the Samaritan texi contains a clear reading, whii

any difficult} or obscurity by the addition ofa single word or p re

ii has evidently been corrected by the Samaritan doctor* and 1

.it the Hebrew copies is i" be preferred. The application ol

preceding canon to mosl ol the corrections, which Houbigani conceived

might be drawn from the 6 aritan Pentateuch, will show thai Ihosi

rections ai e ol no value whatever.
(8.) Whir.- a reading In the Samaritan texi departs from thai of the He-

brew text, in the guttural letters the true reading is to bi found in the latter.

. (0.) A various reading in die Samaritan text, which appi bed< riv< d

from tin- resemblance ofthe shape ofthe letters, is to be rejected.

(7.) A reading In the Samaritan text which is entirely unsupported I

authority ol the Masorelk i opies, and ol the ancienl »< i

regarded as the true one, and Is nol preferable to the M isori tic readings

(-ti the Samaritan text agrei - with the Septuaginl \- rsionfas fn qui ntly

Is the case) then testimonj Lb to be considered but as one, from the n ry

close affinity subsisUnc between them.
C».) A various reading ol the Samaritan Pentateuch is ol i

value when il is confii med by the ancienl versions of A nds; mma-
ch us, by the Syriac veraion, the Chaldee paraphrase and the besi and moat

anclentHcbrew HSS. Thus, In Gen xxlf. 13. Instead of, tiro him

~\r\H (ACM' id, die Samaritan reads inN (achod), one, and with this n i

agree the Septuaginl and Syriac versions, the Targum or I

phrase ofOnkelos, and twentynine ofthe manuscripts collated by Dr.

Kennlcbtt, together with tAtr/e< n «.i" thoae collated by De Rossi. The i".^
, ore, of this vei i I Ibraham lifted up his eyes

.
.
.i : ana behold a ram cat fht in a thi* -<

I I y fu i

in. two following cat ar< selected from Dr. Get I ales ol

Bib lli JCi iti< Ism i pp ." 71 t, with a few con n

i

in
i

«j ..., ,- in the Pentaleuchsupported b) the Samaritan i pj i (1 a
BebrewMSS die ancient versions parallel placi ri car
utiiiiv right, i ire nol bund lo the gi nei ality of Hi

D

in ;. c. o.l iftei /- thaUcarry up i fu i the
|

tex) in i !i id .mi 19 . twelve menu n i ipi

i, Byriai treble, and Vulgate versions, all add with ;/"». The
m,.

i i
i are part of the text and art »ei

j
pi op* i lj I poi ti d Id ii by

iii. in in m " 1
1
.n

! ition ol the Bcriptur
In Lev. i\ 21 the c ion readio U I hut in thirty

ih.- s rnaritnn text, the septuaginl and Ai

the Targum ol Onkel we teed, as Jehovah tommandid Mates; whnh
log, and is supporled nol only by ;

autnoi Itii bul a] o bj the whole c napu r It*
. 1 1 iRi adlni in thi Pi ol och up] ntexl incienl

niiU i ight, though they are
noi found in any (or In onl] one)l ml

i n Gen. II M we read, and they thali bt h il II is thsy

rwo m the Sa efi igim -
I

compared with Hatl dx B Mark i 8 I Cor m 16

Eph. P rertullian, Epiphanfus, Jerome, an
il i and Most md M

, nd Syriac vei Ions,

« k . ndD the Hebrew Text, pp I D
haagWen fuur addiilonnl Inatsncesof the above rule lnbtitutva,

pp 273, zra
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and in one manuscript. There is no doubt but that it forms parts of the
sacred text. Again, in Exod. xii. 40. we read, The sojourning of the chil-

dren of Israel, who dwelt in Egypt, wasJour hundred and thirty years.
But this is not true, lor it was only two hundred and fifteen years ; and it

contradicts Gal. iii. 1/ which says, that it was only four hundred and thirty

years from the calling of Abraham, two hundred and fifteen oi which
elapsed before the going into Egypt. (Compare Gen; xii. 4. xvii. 1- 2h xxv.
26. and xlvii. 9) The following is the verse as it appears in all the MSS. and
editions of the Samaritan Pentateuch, confirmed by the Alexandrian manu-
script of the Septuagint. Now the sojourning of the children of Israel, and
of their fathers, which they sojourned in the land of Canaan and in the land
ofEgypt, icas four hundred and thirty years. This is the true reading,
and removes all doubt and obscurity. It is proper to remark, that the last

three examples of additional passages from the Samaritan text are intro-

duced by Dr. Boothroyd into the text orhis translation of the Bible.

5. Such ancient versions as -were immediately made from the

original are proper sources of emendation, -when our present

Hebrew arid Greek manuscripts disagree ; and their respective

value is in proportion to their priority of date, their being
made from accurate exemplars, their being literal translations,

and their being confirmed by one another, and, as far as re-

spects the Pentateuch, by the Samaritan text ; for the sole

dissent of versions, unsupported by other authorities, consti-

tutes only a dubious lection.

Before, however, we admit any various reading into the text on the autho-
rity of an ancient version, we must be certain that the text of such version
has not been corrupted. And no various reading can be derived from the
modern Latin Versions of (he Greek or Oriental versions, which are given
in the Polyglolis, because the Latin translators have in some instances
mistaken the sense of such Oriental versions.

6. The Greek version of the Old Testament, called the Sep-

tuagint, being the most ancient and illustrious, is preferable to

the Old Syriac version of the same portion of Scripture ; but

the Old Syriac version of the New Testament, being executed

at the close of the apostolic age, and consequently the most

ancient of all the translations of the New Testament, is prefer-

able to every other version of it.

The readings pointed out by the Greek version are sometimes the genu-
ine lections, even when they are not found in any Hebrew manuscripts now
extant. For instance, in Gen. iv. 8. we read, And Cain said to Abel his

brother ; And it came to pass,when they mere in thefield, iyc. Here there
is a manifest deficiency in all the Hebrew MSS. and printed editions. The
translators of the authorized English version, not being able to find that any
thing was said on this occasion, ventured to intimate thai there was a con-
versation, indefinitely, and therefore rendered the first clause of the verse,

and Cain talked with Abel his brother. The deficiency, which exists in

all the MSS. and editions, is supplied in the Seniuu^iiii version, winch is

supported by the Samaritan text, the Syriac and Vulgate Latin versions, the
two Chaldee Targums, the Greek translation ofAquTla, and by the passage
as cited by Philo : all of which supply the deficient words, Let us go out into

the field. There is no doubt, therefore, that they form pari of the original

text, and that the verse ought to be translated thus :

—

And Cain said unto
Abel his brother, Let us go out into the field. Ami it came to pass, when
they were in the field, thai Cain rose up against Abel his brother, and sit to

him.
Again, in Acts xiii. 18. we read about the time offorty years suffered he

(sTpojro^opijirei') their manners in the wilderness ; that is, he dealt indul

gently with them. However the Israelites provoked Jehovah, he mercifully
bore with ami endured them. On which clause we find in the margin of
our authorized version the following conjecture: Gr. iTf,o^-o^opy,Ttv, per-
haps for irpo-o;opij(rti', bore or fed them as a nurse beareth orJtedetn her
child- This conjecture is confirmed by the Codices AIexandnnus,Ephrenii,
and Basileensis, and four others of less note, as well as by the Syriac, Ara-
bic, Coptic, and Ethiopic versions, and the quotations in some of the fathers

;

all of which read srpo^o^opno-ii', he nourished and fed them, or bore them
about in his arms as a tender nurse does Iter child. This reading agrees
excellently with the scope of the place, and is at least of equal value with
that in the commonly received text. Griesbach has therefore admitted it,

and excluded the other. Both readings, indeed, when rightly understood,
speak nearly the same sense; but the latter is the most expressive, and
agrees best with St. Paul's discourse, and with the history to which he
alludes. The same form of expression occurs in Exod. xix. 4. Num. xi. 12.

Isa. xlvi. 3, 4- and Ixiii. 9.

7. The Oldest Lathi Versions of the JK'ew Testament, being

of very high antiquity, notwithstanding they contain some

false readings, are nevertheless of great value, because they

lead to a discovery of the readings in very ancie?it Greek
majiuscripts, that existed prior to the date of any that are now
extant. The Vulgate, for instance, in its present state, being

(as we have already seen) a mixture of the Old Italic version,

and that of Jerome, points out the state of the original text,

partly in the first and partly in the fourth century, arid it gives

great authority to those readings which it clearly indicates:

it also contains several which are preferable to the present

readings, and are supported by some of the best and oldest

manuscripts.

Thus the literal rendering of Jer. li. 19. is

—

Se is theformer of all things,

and the rod of his inheritance, which is unintelligible. The venerable
translators of our authorized version have supplied Israel is the rod, &c.
most probably from the parallel sentence in Jer. x. 16. ; and that this is the

true reading is evident from the Vulgate version, which reads et Israel

sceptrum hctreditatis ejus, and also from the Chaldee paraphrase, which is

further supported by "twenty-three manuscripts collated by Dr. Kenni-
cott.»

i Gerard's Institutes, p. 87. Kennicott's Second Dissertation, pp. 439,

440. and his Dissertatio Generalis, § 41. at the end of the second volume of
his Critical Edition ofthe Hebrew Bible.

8. The Syriac version being very literal, ascertains clearly

the readings -which it followed, to which, on account of its anti

quity, it gives great authority ; arid it has preserved some,
that appear to be genuine.

Thus in 2 Sam. xv. 7. we read, It came to pass after forty years, which
is manifestly erroneous, though supported by the commonly printed Vul-
gate, the Septuagint, and the Chaldee. David reigned only forty years, and
if we follow the text, the rebellion of Absalom would follow long after the
death of David. In order to obviate this difficulty, some commentators have
proposed to date from the lime when David was first anointed by the pro-
phet Samuel. But the Syriac version (which is confirmed by the Arabic
version, by Josephus, by the Sixtine edition of the Vulgate, by several
manuscripts of the same version, and by Theodoret), reads four. Most

learned men are of opinion that D^jOtN (arbayim) forty, is an error for

JJDIN (ARBfi)four. Accordingly, Dr. Boothroyd has adopted the reading of
the Syriac version, and translates at the end of four years, in his new ver-
sion of the Old Testament.

9. Every deviation in the ancient versions, both of the Ola
and JVew Testaments, is nut to be considered as a proof of a
various reading in the original manuscript whence it was
taken ; for the translator may have mistaken the original

word, or he may have given it a signification different from
what it bears at present, and this is the case particularly with

the Septuagint.

10. One or a few ancient versions may render a reading
probable, when it is strongly supported by the sense, connec-
tion, or parallel places, in opposition to one that does not agree
with these, though found in other versions and in manuscripts.

Thus, in Gen. xiv. 20. we read, And he gave tithes of all. This leaves it

uncertain whether Melchizedek or Abram gave tithes. It rather seems to

be the former, but it was the latter. In Heb. vii. 4. as well as the Samaritan
text, and the Septuagint version, we have Abram gave to him a tithe of all,

iSatAiv iuTm *A,ip*t* 5t**Tijw xtth 7txvti»v ; which is probably the genuine
reading.
Again, in Isa. xl. 5. we read, All flesh shall see together, which is an

imperfect sentence. The translators of our authorized version have sup-
plied it, referring to the glory of God mentioned in the preceding part of
the verse. This omission is ancient, being prior to the Chaldee, Syriac,
and Vulgate versions: but all the copies of the Septuagint version and the
parallel passage in Isa. hi. 10. reads, shall see the salvation of our God,
which lection is acknowledged by Luke. (iii. 6.) Bishop Lowth therefore
considers i) as genuine, and has admitted it into the text of his translation
of Isaiah.

11. The concurrence of all or most of the ancient versions,

in a reading not found in manuscripts now extant, renders

such rending probable, if it be agreeable to the sense, though
not absolutely contrary to it."

1

Thuk in 1 Sam. ix. 7. we read, Wlmt shall ire bring the man tt"N?

(lo-ish)I In one ofthe manuscripts collected by Dr. Senntcott (No. IB% B

manuscript of the fourteenth century), we read 0*07Nn P'N? (la-ish
h EL«niM). to the man f Qodl which is confirmed by the Chaldee para-
phrase, and by the Septuagint, Syriac, Vulgate, and Arabic versions, and is

probably the genuine re;uiiui>.

12. Of the Chaldee paraphrases,* when manuscripts vary,

those are to be preferred which are the most ancient, and which
have not been corrected, according to the present JVIasoretic

text.

13. The J\Iasora, A Talmud, and Talmudical writers are also

sources of emendation, but of no great authority in readings

of any moment.
With regard to the Masora, that reading only is to be admitted

from it which is supported by ancient versions, and is in perfect

harmony with the context, the analogy of language, and parallel

passages.

In Isa. ix. 2. (Heb. ; 3. of English version) we read, Thou hast ?nultipliea

the naiioti, and not the joy. The Ketib has N7 (la) not, with which the

Vulgate version and that of Symmachus ajrree ; but the Kerf reads 17 (lo)

to 'inn. of it, that is, the nation ; and with this agree the Chaldee paraphrase,
the Septuagint, the Vulgate version, the readings in the text of fifteen manu-
scripts collated by Dr. Kennicott, and six of those collated by M. de Rossi.

The latter reading is not only best supported, but it is also excellently in

unison with the preceding verse. Bishop Lowth has therefore adopted it,

and translates thus

—

Thou hast multiplied the nation, thou hast increased
their joy.

Readings derived from the Talmud and Talmudical writers are

only to be admitted, when they expressly cite the Hebrew text,

and when their readings are confirmed by manuscripts. In

judging of the various lections obtained from the Jewish writers,

those which are collected from the Talmud (though few in num-
ber) are of great value, and equal to those furnished by Aquila,

Symmachus, the Syriac version, and the Chaldee paraphrase.

But such as are derived from the commentaries and lexicons of

the Rabbins, who lived between the tenth and thirteenth centu-

ries, are (according to Prof. Bauer) to be accounted equal with

the readings of manuscripts. 5

* Gerard's Institutes, pp.280, 281. where several additional examples are
given, for which we have not room.

3 See an account ofthe Chaldee paraphrases, pp. 262—264. ofthis Volume.
* See an account of the Masora in pp. 201, 202. supra, and of the Talmud

in Part II Book t Chap. II. Sect. II. §6. infra, of this Volume.
* Bauer, Critica Sacra, pp. 444, 445.
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IV. As Joseph its derived bia representations of sacred
history principally from the Hebrew text, the collation of
liis writinga will be found a valuable wd in the determination
of various readings in the Old Testament

1. That, In S Sun rlH II rdms to th« Hebrew text we read that

fh' ION uf Ahilu/i ami Ahtnuieeh the ton of AhuiHuir were the

prientu , which statement la directly contrary to i Bum. urJU 20. and xxm.
t»

, where flblathar is expreeery termed the ton of lAwne/Mft. lim Jose*
phus.i when he says thai David appointed Zadofc to be priest, together with
Abiuth.ir, appear* to have read the Hebrew words, much more correctly.

IhOS Ira I ml Zwl'k thi .ton of Ahituh itrt't Abiuthai tic

Ahimetrch trrre the prints. Dr. Uoothroyd lias property adopted tins

rendering In the history of Dark), we never read of AJunaeiecb being
priest, bni the na ofAbiathar frequently occurs.

2. In L Sam. vi. [9. we read thai the Lord smote fifty thousand and
event) ol the Inhabitants ol Beth-ahetnesfa for looking Into the ark; which
number. In the Arabic and Byrtac versions, is five thousand and seventy.
Three ofthe tnanuacripts couated by Or. Kennlcou (of the twelfth century >,

and Joeephaa,* read seventy men only, and omit fifty thousand, Seventy
It evidently the true number; Eb/j as Beth*shemesh was bul a "small
viII.il'i ," il is improbable Ui.tl it could contain so many as fifty thousand
inhabitants.*

V. Parallel Passages afford a very material help in de-
termining various readings, where all other assistance foils*

Cappel and Dr. Kennicoir have shown at great length what
use may be made of parallel passages, in order to ascertain

the genuine reading where it may be dubious, or to restore it

where it may be lost. Professor Bauer has given an abstract

of CappePs collection of parallel passages in pp. 'J.'!.")—338.
of his Uritiea Sacra,- and two or three instances will show
the importance of them in ascertaining a true reeding in the

New Testament.

In Matt. i. 4. not fewer than fourteen manuscripts and two
of the fathers read A/uivuf*fx, JlminadaM; but the parallel pas-

sage in 1 Chios, ii. 10. has .'Imittadan, which therefore is the

genuine reading of the Evangelist. Again, in Matt, xxvii. 46.

instead of >,t
t

ut {lama), many MSS. read xu/xx (leima), Ktyt*

(lima), or xtui (lema) ; hut a reference to Psal. xxii. S. (Heb.

;

or 1. of English version) shows that \ttpta. is the proper reading*

Once more, in Matt. ii. 23. the common reading is N*£*pfT

(.Vazarrv); but ii) the Codices C. E. K. (Ephremi, BasMeanaii

B. VI. 91. and Cyprins), and many other MSS. of less note.

besides several printed editions, and the Coptic, Armenian, Italic,

Vulgate, and Angli»-Suxon versions, and also in the quotations

of Eusebtus and Cyril, w*e read S*(*p& (.\'</:ifirni). And that

this is the true reading is evident1 from comparing the numerous
other passages of the four Gospels in which this place is called

Naxaretht and not A'azaret.

1. Where parallel pottage*, together -with the sense, support

the reading of ancient manuscripts, they show that such read-

ing is perfectly right.

Tims in he. bd. 4. we read, they shall build the old acute* : bul the sen-
tence is unouipleie, as we know not who are (In- builders. Alier they

shall build, four MSS (two of which are ancient) add •tod QtauacB) they

that springfrom thee; and this reading is confirmed by kill. I i where
Uh- s.-ntrni-r id tin.- very swim*, tins word being added. Bishop Lowth
therefore receives it into the text, and translates the sentence thus —

And they thai spring from thee shall build up the nuns of old times.

2. In a text evidently corrupted, a parallel place may sug-
gest a reading perfectly genuine. 7

Thus, in tin- common printed editions of Jinljr vii, H. we read Say, of
thr Lord n rut of Gideon, This is defective. The venerable English trans-

I .-I'll -. 1
1. •,<. wild l'i.'.iI propriety, supplied tin sir ant, 3in fll' iini) from Ihe

successful exploit of Ciileoii, retain! m v. Jll Tin- word which ihose
learned bul nui h traduced men thus supplied from s parallel place proves
to be right ; for it Is found In ten manuscripts besides the Cbaldee para
phrase, and the Byrtai and Urablc versions. '

applied the word fourth In S Kings kxv B. (toe

sense ; and this supply is .ii ifirest d by th

3. To determine with accuracy the authority of parallel

passages in the Old Testament, then should I"- divided into

four classes ; viz.

(L) Passsgi i

'
i

n M" tbs historical nariwthn) ol an sveni whii

sarred bul oru or the record id .. prayer <>v -peei h fmt »nr, mi ere, i

Be er Josh aix .'<" ucti 30. comp wtlhJudg II 9 28sm.judl, withPs.
svttl ii Kings with l I bronlclea. SKIngsjurv with Jer
lii '2 Rings xvin to xx wuii hat, sjtxvt to xxxix. Ian. n S I with Hicah
i i

pi) l*an»ajr<*H containing n aonrnand, and either n rrpcntion of it, or a
( I of Its being o i a '- I* with Deal i I—89 Ki m to

xxx. with xxxvi. to xxxix Lev. xi 13—19. with Dent. xiv. 12—18. BieUel
xo with 7.

Chald
n hk' 1 mannei

I

!

i

for. in f. to complete the
hit- i. lit versions.

i ant Jnd I vii c v. i 4.

» l»r llfxiihrovd'H N'-w Version of the Bible, on 2Bam. vill. 17.

» Ant Jo. I I vi r. |. » 4

KsnnlcoU,Duu i p Kti. Dim. ii. p. 308. Dr A I
... I Dr Booth-

royd on I Uam n 19
*• i - -

i i.l -i in -xiv), vol. I. pp. 14— 136. 8to. edition,
well Proft oi Vocal

• in in
i fli i Hi rtatlon on thi Hobreu T< m. pn 1 1

."'' UE Hi. Vu.

- Oerai U b«nsj the reader will find several tddi-
iii..ti.itiMi, 8 of this canon

(3.) Proverbial sayings, or expressions freo;iienttv rspesxed : Num. nL
andrriv. 17 orithJer rtvlU. 46,46. Btek.T.7 with xl 12 Jer v.

9. and '£) with ix 9. Ps-dm xln ."<. II wi'li xhn. '. J.-i \ 26 Wtth PsaUn
Ixxix- 6, 7. Jer. x. 16. wiih h. 19. Isa. aar*. IT, 18. with Jer xl\iii l.'t. 44.

(4.) Kecords ..i the same Renealogiee, IChron. with several chapters
ofGenesis, and Bets with Nehemlab.

In any such passages as these, where there is a difference in

iiumhcrs or names—where there is more than a verbal ditler-

euce in records of the same transaction—or where there is even

a verbal dillerence in copies of the same prayer or speech, in

the printed text, hut not in manuscripts and versions, there it is

erroneous, and ought to be correct d,

VI. Quotations from the Old and Afao Tlutamentt in the

Writing* of the Fathers are an eaTJeodator1 Bounce which is

hy bo means to be neglected; but only etwrcei editions of
their works should be consulted. In order to judge of the

true leading of any text of Scripture, from any quotation of
it, with which we meet in the writing of the l'dln EB, ifee

following criteria have been laid down, principally by J. D
Miehaelis :

—

1. In considering the testimony of a single father, we are
m the first place to inquire in -what age he k'ved, and what
were his abilities ? IVhether he was a person oflearning and
judgment, of accuracy and exactness* or otherwise? .hid
also whether the treatise or work, in which the Scriptures are
so quoted, be the genuine production of the writer whose
name it bears?

2. Wherever it is certain that the quotations were actually

taken from manuscripts, they are of very great importance in

deciding on f^e authenticity of a true reading, and are in

general to be preferred to any manuscripts of the Greek 7V«-

tament now extant, the oldest of which cannot be placed earlier

than the end of the fourth or the commencement of the fifth

century.

If therefore a father, who flourished in the fifth and subsequent aaes,
ha.s a particular reading, it is the same as if we found it in a manuscript
of thai tune.

3. At the fathers have frequently, though not always, quoted

from memory, it is necessary to make a distinction between
those passages which they expressly declare that they have
taken literally from manuscripts, and those which they quot

without any such assurance.

4. We are not therefore to reject the quotation of a father,

because it dijfers from the common text, but must fist examine
whether it cannot be discovered in manuscripts of the t\Vw
Vi stament ; and to enable those who have access to manu-
tcriptt to make this comparison with as much ease as possible,

we should endeavour to procure the most accurate and copious

extractsfrom the writings of the fathers,

if a reading, then, which had the appearance of being an err..t of
memory, is actually discovered In manuscripts, ws naaj without besjuutoo
nut ii down in the list of various readings . Its antiquity will be deter <\

by the age In which the other who Quoted II lived; and the menu i

which contain fl will aiford s secondary evidence ol Its age and authenti-
city. But we must not judge of the writings ol all the fsthers, norol ail

the writings oi the una Guru i In the same manner Thty may be dl'

vlded Into three different clssses l Commentaries, to which may be
referred also those discourses which were wrttti a as expositions of i>arts

of the Bible 2 Works of education. 3. Polemics] wrlunga in the first

it is evident thai the hook which is expounded i« do) quoted Drom memory,
bul the author, in writing bis e otary, had lylnsrbefore him s n

script n( the Greek Testament. Hut with res per I to the polemical Writing*
of the fat he is. Dn.se who are acquainted with iheir mode of dispn:

and know I hat I heir principal ohiect is sometimes tOCOnfouud their adver-
saries ralher-lhaii |0 BUppOfl i he truth, will rel.-i il.. QnOtBtlonS win. Ii

appear in these productions to the lowest ohuai ii Ihihej was at quaiou d
with more than one reading to ;» passage, he wt old certatnlj quota thai

which best smied ins purpose. ,in,i with which he could n esath con-
(tate bis bpponenl ii is therefore nol surBcieni n know what rsemng he
quoti . bul we must likewise consider where be quotei it; and I

. pi fore who colled various readings from the writing ol the ancient
. wool i do wi ii to point on i the i.ook. chapti i

.
< cutlon, and pa

order to snebhi the reader to form s proper |udgmenl

5. ft is necessary to make an accurate distinction between
a quotation properly so called, and a passage of Scripture
introduced and applied as part of a discourse.

For if a writer, in treating am known do, trine of the Brola, BSSSJ fh#>
ui.id ol Bt 1

1
pi in e, be is ,it Ubertj to add or sootraot to contreel oi duels

them In i ma n thai b bi I adapted to the tenor ol his dlsconrse. But
h DS I ire not Unwortln ol uotire, foi if they are diffei i

i

different manuacripta, and an) oneortiu i laUsi ootni Idea with the former,
the m id- lire

1 1 not to bs < oneldered M«nwiM "i chance Bat when
no manuscript ccrroborates the reeding in such a rm^KRRe, u |g aonrJed in
no voles in deciding on the isud ol the ureeft Tnsrampat

fi. In collecting rradings from the works of the fathers, an
accurate iltstim tion mu\t hr mai/e between those who wrote in

Qreek
t and those who wrote in another language.

Properlr speaking, tha foi r only are to be considered wh
reedtaiga for tin Qreel ' ten ni, and tin- attter inn Ostely resale to<he

• Hamilton > • isol t tie Hebrew Bible, p. 18.
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text of the version from which they are quoted, unless particular mention
be made of the Greek, or the writer, like Jerome, made a practice of cor-

recting the translation of his country from the original.

7. It must also be observed -whether a Father takes notice

of a text only once, or but seldom, or very often.

For a. frequent repetition will make the slighter kinds of difference de-

serving of more attention ; whereas a single instance or two of that sort

will be the more easily imputed to a slip of the niein6ry, or a casual
mistake.

8. It is 7iecessary to observe whether an author be uniform

and consistent -with himself, or different mid various.

If a text be found differently expressed by the same author, we shall

often be at a loss to know which he esteemed the right : and sometimes,
perhaps, he may be wrong in each; and yet sometimes, loo, it may be
easily discovered, that one passage was designed to express the text more
exactly, and another was only a reference by memory, and from thence
proceeded the variation. An example of this we have in Chrysostom. In

his comment upon Acts xx. 23. he reads it £x.x.hn<r'*v tou wtou, Church of
God, three times (though Dr. Mill cites him there for the reading of Kup.ou

(Lord): but in his comment on Eph. iv. 12. he casually refers to this text,

and quotes it probably by memory, and there he puts it down iv.*.\vt<Ttav

tou Kvptov, that is, Church of the Lord.

9. The writings of the Fathers are to be compared, one -with

another; and an inquiry must be instituted, what testimony

arisesfrom them upon the whole.

If it be a point, of which they generally take notice, or in which tlieyare
agreed; if we meet with no contrary voice, or none worthy of being re-

garded, or with some who argue for it, while others criticise or comment
upon it, this will afford the clearest and strongest testimony that can be
either desired or obtained.

10. We must compare the evidence arishig from an exami-

nation of the writings of the Fathers, with that which appears

to be the reading of the Greek manuscripts in ge?ieral, and
see how well they agree together. Where the MSS. in general

and the Fathers do agree, it must be something very extraordi-

nary that will make it reasonable to believe that they are alto-

gether in a mistake. JVay, that evidence from the Fathers

must be very strong, which will make it reasonable to think

the Greek MSS. agreeing iti general amo7ig themselves, are

tnistukeTi.

A casual citation of a text will not be sufficient to prove them so mis-

taken, nor a bare comment upon a version, where it varies from the

original: much less will this do, where opposite testimonies can be pro-

duced from Greek writers; and especially where those opposite testi-

monies are so full upon the point, as supposes and implies that they found

the reading which they mention in the Greek copies which were in use in

their days. If any instance can be found in which it can be clearly proved
from the writings of the fathers, that the general and allowed reading of the
Greek copies in the early ages of the church was different from the gene-

ral reading of the Greek MSS. in our days, we should without hesitation

give up such general reading of our present MSS. But it is very question-

able whether one single instance of this sort can anywhere be found; and
those persons who raise general clamours about the corruption of the

manuscripts of the sacred writings, unsupported by any solid proofs, are

no more to be heard, but still more to be condemned, than those who
speak in this manner of the writings of the Fathers. But in a matter of

doubt and uncertainty, where the MSS. of the sacred writings in the

original language are divided, the united testimony of the Fathers will turn

the scale in favour of the side for which they appear, and will more power-
fully establish and confirm the general reading of the Scripture MSS. where
they are agreed.'

11. The Fathers haviiig in general quoted the Scriptures

very exactly, as they had it in their copies, whenever a read-

ing followed by them agrees with any ancient manuscript, it

is in all probability the gemdne reading.

Thus, in most copies of Matt. vi. 1. we read, Take heed that you do not

your alms (tKtYtuza-wqv) : But in the Codices Vaticanus and Cantabrigian'

sis, and three or four other MSS. of less antiquity, as also iu the old Italic

and Vulgate Versions and most of the Fathers, we read Six^oo-ui^, right-

eousness, that is, acts of righteousness. This reading is most agreeable to

the mode of speech which obtained among the Jews,* and consequently is

the genuine one. Griesbach lias therefore inserted it in the text.

Again, in Luke x. 1, wc read that the Lord appointed oilier seventy

disciples. The Codices Vaticanus, Cantabrigiensis, and Medicreus (No. 42.

of Griesbach's notation), together with the Persian, Armenian, Vulgate,

and four copies of the Old Italic versions, read s^o^xovt* 5uo, seventy-

two; and in this reading they are supported by eleven Fathers principally

of the Latin or Western Church. On the contrary, all the other MSS. have
simply i&8of*nxovTx

t
seve?ity, in which reading they are supported by the

learned Greek Fathers, Eusebius, Gregory Bishop of Nyssa, Cyril, Euthy-

mius, Theophylact, and Theophanes, and by Irenams, Tertullian, Ambrose,
Jerome Dainasns, and others among the Latin writers. The common
reading, therefore, is established as the genuine one by the concurrence
of the Fathers with MSS.
Once more, in John i. 28. we read that These things were done in

Bethahara. This lection is found in thirty-one manuscripts, in the printed

editions, In the Armenian version, and a late exemplar of the Sclavonic

version, and is preferred by Origen, and after him by Eusebius, Suidas,

Jerome, and others. But it is certain that, instead of B>id«g*p a, we ought

to read Bti j*m«, Bethany, which word is found in the Codices Alexandri-

nus, Vaticanus, Ephremi, Basileensis, Harleianus No. 5654., Seidell,

Stephani n, Stephani *-, Regius No. 2243^. (now IS.) and Vaticanus :r»i .. iu

B. and V. of Mattha?i's notation, in upwards of one hundred other MSS, of

less antiquity, and in the Syriac, Armenian, Persic, Coptic, and Vulgate

* Berriman's Dissertation, p. 38.

« That the Jews in the time of Christ understood the word npHX J»*«»o-

ruvif, righteousness, in the sense of alms, is abundantly proved by Mr. John
Gregory, Works, pp. 59, 60. (London, 1684, 4to.), and especially by Dr.
Lightfoot, Works, vol. ii. pp. 153, 154- folio.
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versions, and in three MSS. of the Sclavonic version (one of the twelfth,
the oi her r.wo of the fourteenth century). The reading ofB^^»n«, Bethany,
is also confirmed by the most eminent of the primitive Fathers prior to the
time of Origen (who is supposed to have first changed the reading); and
is unquestionably the genuine one. Griesbach has therefore inserted it

in the text.

12. The total silence of the Fathers concerning a reading,

which would have confirmed their opinion in a controvertea

point, justly renders that reading suspicious, unless such totai

silence can be satisfactorily accountedfor.
This negative argument against a reading will be of little weight where

it respects the writings of one single author only ; and where it is founded
only upon some particular part of his works, and such author has himself
taken notice of the text in other places, it will be of no weight at all. Nay,
if but one or two only have made mention of a text, this will be a better
proof that it was read in their days than any omission of their contempora-
ries, or of those that lived after them, will be a proof that it was not. But
let us take this argument in the strongest light, and let the utmost possible
be made of it; it can only furnish matter of duubt and inquiry ; it can at
most amount to no more than probable and presumptive evidence, and
nothing can be positively and certainly concluded from it. One plain posi-
tive proof from the original MSS. or the ancient versions will be able to

weigh it down, unless it can be shown that they have been altered and
corrupted.

VII. The fragments of heretical Writings are not to be
overlooked in the search for various readings : for the suppo-
sition is rash, that they generally corrupted the text of all

parts of the sacred writings. 3

Although Marcion wilfully corrupted various parts of such books of the
New Testament as he chose to admit into his collection of canonical books,
yet not all his deviations are to be ranked in the list ol wilful corruptions.
Michaelis therefore divides the various readings, for which he has been
branded with the name of heretic, into the three following classes ; viz.

" 1. Unwarranted alterations made in favour of Marcion's own system.
"2. Alterations grounded on the authority of manuscripts, which had

various readings that differed from the common text, and which are still

retained in very many of our present manuscripts.
"3. Readings that are not only warranted by authority, but preferable

to the text of our own common editions."
For instance, the words *«» TrpSTKOKKYi^niTtTXi rrpo; tiji* yuvxixx Myrow

(and shall he joined unto his wife), in Eph. v. 31., were omitted by Mar-
cion ; and Jerome* was of opinion that the passage came not from the
hands of St. Paul. Again Xpio-rou (Christ), which is the reading preferred
by Marcion, in 1 Cor. x. 8. is most probably the genuine reading, and the
other reading [Kupiou, Lord] a correction of a copyist; at least we cannot
ascribe it to the heterodoxy of Marcion, as it affords no argument in his

favour. Xjjkttou js retained by Griesbach. Michaelis remarks that the
readings belonging to the second and third classes are of importance in the
criticism of the New Testament. Dr. Mill and Wetstein, and after them
Griesbach, have given all the readings of Marcion which could be disco-

vered. Dr. Scholz charges Epiphanius with falsehood, in affirming that

Marcion corrupted the Epistles to the Philippians, Thessalonians, and
Philemon, and he states that Marcion for the most part agrees with the
Alexandrine family of MSS. &

VIII. Critical Conjecture is not alone a legitimate

source of emendation, nor is it at all to be applied, unless

the text is manifestly corrupted, and in the most urgent ne-

cessity : for the conjectural criticism of an interested party,

in his own cause, and in defiance of positive evidence, is

little better than subornation of testimony in a court of law.

1. Cojijectural Headings, strongly supported by the sense,

connection, the nature of the language, or similar texts, may
sometimes be probable, especially when it can be shown that

they would easily have given occasion to the present reading ;

and readings frst suggested by conjecture have sometimes

been afterwards found to be actually in manuscripts, or in

some version.

Thus, in Gen. i. 8. the clause, And God saw that it was good, is wanting
to complete the account of the second day's work of creation, but it is

found in the tenth verse in the middle of the narrative of the third day's

work. Hence, many learned men have conjectured, cither, 1. That I he
sentence, And the evening ond the Tnormng ic> : r the second day, has
hern transposed from verse 10. to verse 8. ; or, 2. That the clause, And
fiodsaw that it was good, has been transposed from verse S. to verse 10.

The latter conjecture affords the most prohahle reading, and is to be pre-

ferred, being confirmed by the Sepiuagint version; the translators of

which most evidently found this clause in the copies which they used.

2. A Conjectural Reading, unsupported by any manu-
scripts, and itnauthorized by similarity of letters, by the con-

nection and context of the passage itself, and by the analogy

offaith, is manifestly to be rejected.

In the address ofJames to the apostles convened at Jerusalem, he gives

Ii as hie Opinion that they should write to the believing Gentiles that they

abstain from pollutions of idols, and fornication, tun! things strangled,

and hlood. (Acts xv. 20.) As the question related bo the a remonial and
DOl i<> the moral law, the celebrated critic Dr. Bentley conjectured that for

Tropica?, fornication, we should read gaiptiag, swine'sfish; and in this

conjecture he has been followed bv Mr. Reeves in the Scholia to his beau-

tiful and useful editions of the Bible. But this reading is supported by no

manuscript whatever, nor by any similarity of the letters, nor by the con-

text of the passage; for in the encyclical letter of the apostles (ver. 2Ti.)

we read fornication. If we^** had been the correct lection iu the first

3 Stuart's Elements of Interpretation, p. 110. (Andover, 1822.)

« Hieronymi Opera, torn. iv. part i. p. 392. ed. Martianay.
t> Michaelis's Introduction, vol. i. pp. 321, 322. Scholz, Nov. Tost. vol. i.

Prolegom. p. cxlvi. Dr. Herwerden has given numerous instances, in

which the writings of the apostate Julian are useful for enabling us to

judge of various readings in the Septungini version, an well as in the New
Testament De Juhano Imperalore, pp. 103— 1(W. Lugd. Bat. 1827.
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instance, it would have been unquestionably retained in the second. And
when it is recollected that the word w»P' '», which in our version is mi
dered/wrnicaftori, means not only tin' Clime against chastity usually so

called, hut also euulteryand proslltul il every kind (for which very

many of the feasts of the Idolatrous Gentiles were notorious), the force of

the apostolic prohibition will be evident ; and the genuineness of the com-
monly received reading will be established m opposition to Beatley's arbi-

trary conjecture

No one should attempt this kind of emendation who is not

most deeply skilled in the sacred languages; nor should

critical conjectures ever be admitted into the text, for we
never can be certain of the truth of merely conjectural read-

ings. Were these indeed to be admitted into the text, the

utmost confusion and uncertainty would necessarily be cre-

ated. The diligence and modesty of the Masorites are in this

respect worthy of our imitation : they invariably inserted their

conjectures in the margin of their manuscripts, but most reli-

giously abstained from altering the text according to their

hypotheses: and it is to be regretted that their example has
not been followed by some modern translators of the Old and
New Testament (and especially of the latter); who, in order

to support doctrines which have no foundation whatever in

the sacred writings, have not hesitated to obtrude their con-
jectures into the text. This is particularly the case with the

Greek and English New Testament edited by Dr. Mace in

1729, whose bold and unhallowed emendations were exposed
by Dr. Twells, and also with the editors of the (modern So-
cinian) improved version of the New Testament, whose con-
jectures and erroneous criticisms and interpretations have
been most ably exposed by the Rev. Drs. Nares and Lau-
rence, the Quarterly and Eclectic Reviewers, and other emi-
nent critics.

§ 3. GENERAL RULES FOR JUDGING OF VARIOUS READINGS IN THE
OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS.

Having thus stated the causes of various readings, and
offered a few cautions with regard to the sources whence the
true lection is to be determined, it only remains that we sub-
mit to the reader's attention a few General Rules, bv which
AN ACCURATE JUDGMENT MAY BE FORMED CONCERNING VARIOUS
READINGS.

1. We must take care, that -we do not attempt to correct that

which does not require eme?idation. The earlier manuscript,
ceteris paribus, is more likely to be right than the later, because
ei'ery subsequent copy is liable to new errors.

Thlfl rule will prevent ub from being misled hy an immoderate desire of
Correcting what we may not understand, or what may at a first glance ap-
prar to be unsuitable; to the genius ol the 1 1 'brew or Greek language, or to

tli" design ofan author. Wherever, therefore, any difficulty presents itself,

ii will be necessary previously to consider whether it may not be obviated
in some other manner, before wc have recourse to emendation ; and even
ingenuously to acknowledge our ignorance, rather than indulge a petulant
licentiousness of making corrections. Examples are not wanting of critics
on the sacred writings, who hove violated this obvious rule, particularly
Houbigant, m the notes to his edition of (he Hebrew Bible.

2. That reading in -which all the recensions of the best

copies agree, and -which is supported by all the ancient ver-

sions, is to be accounted genuine.

3. Headings are certainly right, and that in the very highest

sense, at all consistent with the existence of any various rend-

ing, which are supported by several of the most ancient manu-
scripts, or by the majority of them,—by all or most of the

a nrient versions,—by quotations,—by parallel places (if there

be any),—and by the sense ; even though .such readings should
not befound in the common printed editions, nor perhaps in any
printed edition,-

Thus, in the common printed editions of 1 Kings 1.20. we read, And thou,
my Lord, (i J

<>J
ni! I ,

,i,\ nrr upon time, which is not sense.

Instead of nPKl, And nine, we have HPJ?. And now, hi ty mie ->l rh<

r m,i mm r n|'f r ,,[,,[-, I I, v \h KfiuiH-oll iti tin ChaMre paraphrase, and in

the Arabic ami Vulgate versions. This is tho genuine reading, and Is

required hy the serine.

Again, in Matt. xiv. 29., wc read, From him that hath not shall hr taken
that which hi iiatm, »"< "O EX El «f S-htitbi. This is found in all

the ancient copies, nil m the majority of manuscripts, and In all Chi I I

ions hut one. Bat m twenty-two other menu crlpi end in the Vulgate,
UWeQl In |'M ',.-.,. ,'nii', and t lid I

1

and mv I '.ii In r^, we read O AOKEI EXEIN, that which he sKBMSTll to havs
Bui it is wrong, and has bftl I 01 H I U d BWJI Lokfl fUL I I

1. Greater is the authority of a reading,found in only afew
manuscripts ojfdll&rent characters, dates, and countries, than
in many manuscripts of a similar complexion. But, of manu-
scripts of the same family or recension, the reading of the

> Other examples of unsupported - arnandstlons ray be tea
n. Pritulntrod ad Lactlom m v. i .-, ,, .

i ,,
, \, «

torn, ii pin ill eect I. c. IC. Hi.; and In YYclstciir* Pruh
I pp. 170 rtnrq
» Gciard'a Institutes, pp. 266—208.

greater number is of most weight. The evidence of manu-
scripts is to be weighed, not enumerated ; for the agreement

of several manuscripts is of no authority, unless their genealogy

(if we may be allowed the term) is known ; because it is possi-

ble that a hundred manuscripts that now agree together may
have descendedfrom one and the same source.

5. Headings are certainly rights which are supported by a
few ancient manuscripts, in conjunction with the ancient ver-

sions, quotations, parallel places (if any), and the sense

;

though they should not befound in most manuscript or printed

editions, especially when the rejection of them in the latter can
be easily accounted for.

(1.) The common reading of Psalm xxviii.Rie, 7V Lord \a their strength

1D7 (i.umo) ; but there is no antecedent In six manuscripts and all the ver-

sions, however, we read 1C> S ( leammo) of his /< -W' which lotupleles the
sense. This emendation is pronounced oy Bp. Horsley, to be "unques-
tionable :" he has therefore incorporated it in the text of his New Version
oil he Paaims, and has translated the sentence thus :

—

Jehovah is the strength of his people.

(2.) In most manuscripts and printed editions ol"Eph. v. 9. we read, The
ft nit of thr Spikit (row 7rvivf*.x*tii)

l
is in all goodness, and righteousness,

and truth. But it is thefruit of the light (tow <j«>to,-) in the Codices Alex-
andrinua Vaticanus, andClarouiontanus, Augiensis, San-germanensis, and
Boernerianus, and six others of less note, as well as in the Syriac version,

the Arabic version edited by Erpenius, the Coptic, Sahidic, Elhiopic, Arme-
nian, Old Italic, and Vulgate versions; and it is so quoted by seven of the
fathers. *wto>

(
light, is therefore considered by most critics as the true

reading, because the Spirit is not mentioned in any part of the context ; and
this reading is inserted iu the text as genuine by Griesbach. The connec-
tion, indeed, shows that this last is the true reading, whicli was altered by
-ni-- unknown copyist or critic, because it was uncommon, from Gal. v.
'-'-.' As light (Eph. v. 8.) not only means the divine inlluence upon the sonl,

but also the Gospel, the apostle Paul might with admirable propriety say,
that the fruit of the light (that is, of the Gospel) Is in all goodness, and
righteousness, and truth;—goodness, aywjaxrw*, in the principle and dis-

positlon;

—

righteousness, Sixxiotm*, the exercise of dial loudness in the
whole conduct of life ;—and truth, «Md"«. the director of that principle
and of its exercise to the glory ofGod and the good of mankind.

(3.) Eph. ii- BL, na*" h oikoJqm'i, The whole building.—The Codices Vati-

canus, Claromontanus, San-germanensis, and Boernerianus, besides many
others of less ancient date, including a large proportion of those collated by
Mniiha'i omit !he article q, and many editors adopt this reading: among
others, Bengel and Griesbach are disposed to think the article spurious.
But thus the sense will he 'every building,' which the context will not
admit, as will he evident by looking at the passage. When IQc in the
singular number is used to signify that the whole of the thine implied hy the
substantive, with which it is joined, is intended, the substantive (as in the
example here adduced) has the article ; but when it is employed to denote
that every individual of that species is spoken of, then the substantive is

anarthrous, or without the article. The common reading, therefore, ought
to he retained

: and this is one of the instances in which HM smallernttffiEsf
ofMBS, has preserved the true reading.'

6. Of two readings, both of which are supported by manu-
scripts, the best is to be preferred ; but if both of them exhibit

good senses, then that reading which gives the best sense is to

be adopted. But, in order to determine the nature of the whole
passage, the genius of the writer, and not the mere opinion*

and sentiments ofparticular interpreters, are to be consulted.

In Psalm ii. 6. there are two readings, one of which La found In the Maso-
i*i i< copies, and the other m the Septuaginl version. The former may bo
literally translated thus :— Yet wilt I anoint my King upon my holy hill

of Sion. This reading is supported hy weighty evidence, viz. the Masura,

Lne quotation ui'it In Acts It. '/!., the Greek versions of Aquila and Symuia-
chus, the ChaUee paraphrase, and Jerome The other leading, which is

limn I m the Septuaginl, may be thus rendered :

—

But asfor me, by him I

urn appointi d Sing on Sion, his holy mountain. Now here the authority

for the two reading! is nearly equal : bnl if we examine their goodness, we
shall see that the Masorclic lecUon is to be preferred, as being more gram-
math 'idly correct, and more suited to the context.

7. A good various reading, though supported only by one or

two witnesses, of approved character, is to be preferred.

8. In the prophetical and poetical books of the Old Testa-

ment, as well as in the J\"ew Testament, that reading is beet

which accords with the poetical parallelism.

The subject of poetical parallelism \n fully considered in Part II. Book II.

('hap. M infrn. "I'll-- application of i ins ra'non to the varioii re idlngi of
lip old iv lament has long been ri cognised ; but nn its applicability to the
New Testament Is not so obvious, we shall illustrate it by an example drawn
from die latter.

Thus in Mail vii 2. we read.
Ev <u y»f Kpiviri, xftifnrirbi.
K.«i If w uit

|
)ini

|
»iTifiirp»>ffir*i ti,K<».

I "i
,
wuh what judgment y Judge, ye shall he judged;

And with what measure v mete, it shall be measured to you again.
For, avT.^iTf-oTiTai, shall be measured again, (which is the reading

of the common printed editions, of the manuscript by Matlha?i noted with
lie hil> i II, of the manuscript 13. of Gneshach'a notation, 00 thi Vulgate
version, of some msnuscrlptl of the Ol.l Italic version of Polycarp, ol I \t

in- nt i.| Ah- \,ind i in ofOrigan sometimes and of the Latin Father*, we read
|utu -.tit*!, shad bemeasursd, in tho Codlcee Vaticanus, Harlelsaoi No.

1 v pnu>. Sirphimi |, R«f1UsSMSt(noW K>. and Vaticanus XA , nil of

which 'ir '" maniisiripis in uncial characters of great antiquity, in twelve
manuscripts In nnafier characters, by Oriesbach, numbered I 17. .Tt 77.

109 in M7 131 aiaiBB. of Professor Birch's Collai , the I-:* ange listeria,

numbered 88 and 8&, and seventy other manuscripts of inferior note, and
by the menu ci loj HatthBl with the letters Hand V<both
Ofthl eighth century), e t and d (all of the tenth or eleventh century), and

> Bp. Middlcton on the Greek Article, pp 493. 133.
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by eight others of Matthaei's manuscripts of less note, by the Armenian and
Ethiopic versions, by the copies of the Old Italic version preserved at Ve-
rona, Vercelli, Foiii, audTuledo, by Clement ofRome, by Origen once, by
the author of the dialogue against Marcion, by Theodoret, Theoptiylact,

Euthymius, Chrysucephalus, and oilier Greek writers. The reading of
tttTpn^ntrtTxi) therefore, being supported by such an overwhelming body
of evidence, is very properly introduced into the text by Griesbach as pre-

ferable to the common reading of avTtfMTpt\&<iB'STai • and it is further
demanded by the parallelism. Forxp<^*n {judgment), *{nvtrt (ye judge),
and x,>. 7n<r;a--j* {ye shall be judged), in the first line, require, in order to

preserve the balance of the period, t*i*f>a {measure), ,usTpsirs {ye measure),
and /A6Tp»i*!|<r«T*i {it shall bt measured), in the second line.*

9. Of two readings of equal or nearly equal authority, that

is to be preferred, which is most agreeable to the style of the

sacred writer*

If, therefore, one of two readings in the New Testament exhibits the He-
brew idiom, it is preferable to one that is good Greek, because the latter

has the appearance of being a gloss of some Greek writer, which the former
does not present. Thus in .lude L, wj-iwo-pivots, sanctified, is a better lec-

tion than >i > »»-i|fMP**«j beloved ; because the former is more in unison with

the usage ofthe apostles in their salutations, and in the commencement of
their Epistles. In Actsxvii. 26. the reading, «£ ivos *i>«toc, qfoneblood, is

preferable to ££ fvo«, of one (which occurs in Rom. ix. 10.), because it is in

unison with the Hebrew style of writing. In John vi. 69. thecommun read-
ing, Thou art the Christ-, the Son of the Owing God, Xpij-o; b w'os tow ©sou,

tou ^lowto;, is preferable to that of the holy one of God, b i^to; tow ©sou,

which Griesbach lias admitted into the text, omitting tou <£*.vtos, on the
authority of the Codices Vaticanus, Ephremi, Canlabrigiensis, Stephani •),

the Coptic version, and some other authorities of less note. That eminent
critic, indeed, allows that the received lection is not to be despised ; but we
may observe that its genuineness is not only confirmed by the consentient
testimonies of many MSS., versions, and fathers, but also from the fact and
from the style of writing adopted by the Evangelists. For the appellation of
koly one ofGodia nowhere applied to our Saviour, except in the confession
ofthe demoniac. (Mark i. 24. Luke iv. 54.) In Actsiv. 27. 30. Jesus is termed
byiof w»*f, holy child ; but not holy one of God. On the contrary, the appel-

lation of Christ, the Son of God, occurs repeatedly in the New Testament,
and especially in this Gospel of John (i. 50. ; 49. of English version, and xi.

27.), and is elsewhere expressly applied to him by Peter. See Matt. xvi. 16.

The common reading, therefore, of John vi.69. is to be preferred, in oppo-
sition to that adopted by Griesbach, as being most agreeable to the style of
the sacred writer.

10. That reading is to be preferred which is most agreeable

to the context, and to the author s design in writing.

Every writer, and much more a divinely inspired writer, is presumed to

write in such a manner, as not to contradict himself either knowingly or
willingly, and to write throughout with a due regard to the order and con-
nection of tilings. Now in Mark i. 2., for in to*; jrpo^TM.g, in the prophets,
several manuscripts read tv H<r»i» tu> n-pocjHTM, in theprophet Isaiah. Both
Mill and Griesbach reject the common reading. But as the context shows
that the Evangelist cited not one but tico prophets ; viz. Mai. iii. 1., and Isa.

xd. 3. ; the common reading ought to be retained, especially as it is supported
by the Codex Alexandrinus, the Elhiopic and Coptic versions, and the quo-
tations of many fathers.

11. A reading, whose source is clearly proved to be errone-

ous, must be rejected.

12. Of two readings, neither of which is unsuitable to the

tense, either of which may have naturally arisenfrom the other,

and both of which are supported by manuscripts, versions, and
quotations in the writings of the fathers ; the one will be more
probable than the other, in proportion to the preponderance of
the evidence that supports it : arid that preponderance admits a
great variety of degrees.2

In Acts xx. 28. we read, Feed the church of God, which he hath purchased
with his own blood. Of this sentence there are not fewer than six various
readings, viz. 1. T*iv ixx\ho-i»v TOuXpifOu the church of Christ ; 2. Tou ©sou,

of God, which lection is expunged by Griesbach, who prefers, 3. Tou Kupiou,

of the Lord. This reading is also preferred by Wetstein ; 4. Tou Kupiou x«*
©iou, ofthe Lord and God, which Griesbach has inserted in his inner mar-
gin ; 5. Tou ©tou noil Kupiou, of the God and Lord; and 6. Tou Kupiou ©eou,

of the Lord God ; in order to determine which of these readings is to be
adopted, it is necessary briefly to review the various authorities which have
been adduced for each.

1. Tou Xpirou

—

Of Christ. This reading is supported by no Greek MSS.

;

but it is found in the printed editions of the Peschito or Old Syriac version,
even in the Vatican copies of the Nestorians. This reading is also found in

the Arabic version edited by Erpenius (which was marie from the Syriac),
and it seems to be supported by Origen (probably, for the passage is ainhi-
guous),by Athanasius, the anonymous author ofthe first dialogue against the
Macedonians, Theodoret, the interpolated Epistle of Ignatius, Basil, and
Fulgentius. The popish synod of the Malabar Christians, held in 1599,

under the direction of Mendoza, the Portuguese archbishop of Goa, states
that the Nestorians inserted this reading at the instigation of the devil,

instigante diabolo

!

2. Tou ©iou

—

Of God. This is the common reading. It is supported by
that most ancient and venerable MS., B, or the Codex Vaticanus,* and by

i Bp. Jebb's Sacred Literature, p. 144. In pp. 206. 329—331. of the same
work the reader will find other instructive examples of the canon above
given.

* Gerard's Institutes, p. 275.
* From Professor Birch (of Copenhagen) finding nothing noted in his

collation of the Codex Vaticanus respecting the reading of ©sou (though he
expressly says, that if any variety of reading had taken place in that MS. it

. could not have escaped him, as he intended to examine this remarkable
place above all others in all the manuscripts that came in his way), Gries-
bach endeavours to set aside the testimony furnished by the Vatican manu-
script. But it is a fact that ©sou is the reading of that manuscript : for(l.)
it WAS there in 1738, when it was collated by the very learned Thomas
WagstafTe, then at Rome, for Dr. Berryman, who was at that time engaged
in preparing for publication his work on the genuineness of 1 Tim. iii. 16.

;

and (2.) ©eou IS the reading of the Vatican MS., for a transcript of it was
obtained by Mr. R. Taylor from the keeper of the Vatican library for the

seventeen others, none of which indeed are older than the eleventh cen-
tury, and many of them arc more modern. It is al?o supported by two MSS.
of the Peschito or Old Syriac version, collated by Professor Lee lor his edi-
tion of the Syriac New Testament ; and which, he states, are much more
ancient than those upon which (he printed text was formed. This reading
is also fuund in a very ancient Syriac MS. in the Vatican Library, in the
Latin Vulgate, the Elhiopic, according to Dr. Mill, though Griesbach thinks
it doubtful ; and it is quoted or referred to by Ignatius, Tertullian, Athaua-
sius, Basil, Epiphanius, Ambrose, Chrysostum, Celestine bishop of Rome,
Oecumenius, Theophylact, and eleven other fathers of the Greek and Latin
Church, besides the sixth Synod in Trullo (held a. d. 680), and the second
Nicene Synod (held a. d. 787).

3. Tou Kupiou

—

Of the Lord. This reading is supported by thirteen manu-
scripts, viz. the Codices Alexandrinus, Cantabrigiensis, Ephremi, and Lau-
dianus (all of which are written in uncial letters, of great and undisputed
antiquity, and derived from different and independent sources), the Moscow
MS. which formerly belonged to Chrysosiom, according to Matthsi (on Eph.
iv. 9.), who has noted it with the letter B, and eight others of less note. This
reading is also found in the Coptic, Sahidic, in the margin of the Philoxeniau
or later Syriac, in the Old Italic as contained in the Codex Canlabrigiensis,
and as edited by Sabatier, and in the Armenian versions. The Elhiopic
version has likewise been cited, as exhibiting the reading of Kupiou, Lord,
but its evidence is indecisive, the same word being used therein for boih
Lord and God. Griesbach thinks it probable that this version reads Kupiou,

from the consentient testimony of the Coptic and Armenian versions.
Among the fathers, this reading is supported by Eusebius, Athanasius,
Chrysostom, Ammonius, Maximus, Antonius, Ibas, Lucifer, Jerome, Au-
gustine, Sedulius, Alcimus, the author of the pretended Apostolical Consti-
tutions, and the second Council of Carthage (which, however, in the Greek,
reads ©eou, of God).*

4. Tou Kupiou x«i ©iou—Of the Lord and God. This reading is supported
only by the Codex G. (Passionei, assigned by Blanchini to the eighth, but
by Montfaucon to the ninth century), &nd sixty-three other MSS. ; none of
which, though they form the majority in point of number, are among the
most correct and authoritative. It is also found in the Sclavonic version, but
it is not cited by one of the fathers ; and is printed in the Complutensian
and Plantin editions.

5. Tou ©iou xx* Kupiou

—

Of the God and Lord. This reading occurs only
in the MS. by Griesbach numbered 47. ; it is an apograph transcribed in the
sixteenth century by John Faber of Deventer from one written in 1293.

6. Tou Kupiou tatov—Ofthe Lord God. This reading is found only in one
MS. (95. ofGriesbach's notation) of the fifteenth century, and the incorrect
Arabic version printed in the Paris and London Polyglolls; and it is cited
by Theophylact alone among the fathers.
Of these six readings, No. 2. Tou ©tou, Of God, No. 3. Tou Kupiou, Of the

Lord, and No. 4. Tou Kupiou xtti ©tou, Of the Lord and God, are best sup-
ported by external testimony, and it is the preponderance of the evidence
adduced for each, that must determine which of them is the genuine
reading.

1. The testimony of manuscripts is pretty equally divided between these
three readings.
Though Kupiou is supported by the greater number of uncial MSS. (viz.

the Codices Alexandrinus, Canlabrigiensis, Ephremi, and Laudianus), yet
©*ou is supported by the Codex Vaticanus, which is of the highest autho-
rity ; and Kupiou x=ei ©tou, though deficient in this respect (for G. or the Co-
dex Passionei, as we have noticed, is not earlier than the eighth or ninth
century), yet it is most numerously supported by manuscripts of different
families, and especially by the Moscow manuscripts, and by the Complu-
tensian edition.

2. The ancient versions, supporting ©*ou and Kupiou, are equal to each
other in number indeed, but those which support the former are superior
in weight. For the Latin Vulgate, the Peschito or Old Syriac, and the Elhio-

pic, in favour of ©sou, are of higher authority than their competitors, the
Coptic, Sahidic, and Armenian. The compound reading Kupiou x«i ©iou is

unsupported by any but the Sclavonic ; which is closely connected with the
Moscow manuscripts.

3. The testimony of the fathers is greatly in favour of ©tou. Forthough
a considerable number of counter-teslimonies in favour of Kupiou is named
by Wetstein, and copied by Griesbach ; yet no citations from thence are
adduced by either, which leads us to suspect, that their testimony is either
spurious, slight, or else refuted by the express citations on the other side.

Thus, the objection of Athanasius to the phrase "the blood of God," as
"being nowhere used in Scripture, and to oe reckoned among the daring
fabrications ofthe Arians," recorded by Wetstein,* is abundantly refuted by
his own counter-testimony, citing the received reading of Acts xx. 28., and
by the frequent use of the phrase by the orthodox fathers, Ignatius, Ter-
tullian, Leontius, Fulgentius, Bede, Theophylact, and others above enume-
rated. The objection, therefore, was urged inconsiderately, and probably
in the warmth of controversy ; in which Athanasius was perpetually
engaged with the Arians, his incessant persecutors.

Kupiou xxt ©sou, is unsupported by the fathers before Theophylact ; and
is contradicted by his testimony in favour of ©iou.

From this abstract, it appears to the writer ofthese pages, that the exter-
nal evidence preponderates, upon the whole, in favour of ©iou

; and this is

further confirmed by the internal evidence. For, in the first place, the
expression ixx^>jo-i« tou ©*ou, church of God, is in unison with the style of
St. Paul

;
6 and it occurs in not fe*wer than eleven passages of his epistles ;'

while the phrase exxMo-k* tou Kupiou, church of the Lord, occurs nowhere
in the New Testament. And secondly, ©sou might easily give occasion to

the other readings, though none of these could so easily give occasion to
©sou. If (as Michaelis remarks) the Evangelist Luke wrote ©tou, the origin
of Kupiou and Xpis-ou may be explained either as corrections of the textoras
marginal notes ; because "the blood of God" is a very extraordinary ex-
pression ; but if he had written Kupiou, it is inconceivable how any one
should alter it into ©tou. And on this latter supposition, the great number
of various readings is inexplicable. It seems as if different transcribers had
found a difficulty in the passage, and that each corrected according to his
own judgment.

second London edition ofGriesbach's Greek Testament, printed by him in

1818, with equal beauty and accuracy.
* Irenffius is commonly cited as an authority for the reading tou Kupiou :

but Dr. Burton has shown that much use cannot be made of his authority in

deciding this reading. (Testimonies of Ante-Nicene Fathers, p. 17.)

s Nov. Test. vol. i. p. 597. 8 See canon 9. in the preceding column.
i Compare ICor. i. 2. x.32. xi. 16.22. xv.9. 2Cor.i.l. Gal. i. 13. 1 Thess.

ii. 14. 2Thess. i. 4. and 1 Tim, iii. 5. 15. The phrase txx\x<ri» tou Kupiou,

congregation of the Lord, is of frequent occurrence in the Septuagint ver-

sion, whence it might have crept into the text of the MSS. that support it,

particularly of the Codex Alexandrinus, which was written in Egypt, where
the Septuagint version was made.
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Dpon Ihe whole, then, the received res ting, uwascm rwBaw, church of

God issBTTKa mn ted than an) ofiheolhem idingSjand, consequi ntly,

we ma; tin li thai U was Uw id ntieat expression uttered by Paul, and
i cdb) Luke.)

13. Whenever two different reading* occur, one of -which

seems difficult and obscure, but -which may be explained by the

he/ft of antiquity, and a more accurate knowledge of the

language, whereas the other is so easy as to be obvious to the

meanest capacity, the latter reading is to be suspected ; because

the farmer is more in unison with the style of the sacred writers,

which, abounding with Hebraisms, is repugnant to the genius

of the pure or strictly classical Greek language.

No transcriber would designedly change a clear into an obscure reading,

noi I

- ,i possible that an inadvertency should make so happy a mistake as

lt) pro luce a reading thai perplexes indeed the ignorant, bul is understood

ami approved by the learned. Tins canon is (he touchstone which distin-

i liahea the true critics from the false. Bengel, Wetstetn, and Griesbach,

critics oj" (he firs rank, have admitted its authority ; bul those ol inferior

order g< nerally prefer the easy reading, for no other reason than because

its meaning is inost obvious.

14. If for a passage, that is not absolutely 7iecessary to the

construction, various readings are found, that differ materially

from each other, we have reason to suspect its authenticity

;

and likewise that all the readings are interpolations of trans-

cribers who have attempted by different methods to supply the

seeming deficiency of the original.

This role, however, must not be carried to the extreme, nor is a single

variation sufficient to justify our suspicion ofa word or phrase, though its

omission affects not the sense, or even though the construction would be

i in;,, mm ,' by its absence: for, in a book thai hat been bo frequently trans*

en bed as the New Testament on stakes wire unavoidable, and therefore a

h vialioti alone can had us to no immediate conclusion.

15. A reading is to be rejected, in respect to which plain evi-

dence is found that it has undergone a DBSIGBTKD alteration.

Such alteration may have taken place, (1.) From doctrinal reasons;—(2.)
From moral and practical reasons ;—(.'*. > l-Yum liisii.nr.il ami geographical

doubts (M tit. viii. 29. compared[with Mark v. 1.) ;—(-!> From the desire of

reconciling passages contradictory with each other j—<5.) From the desire

of making the discourse more intensive; hence many emphatic readings

have originated;—(6.) From the comparison of many manuscripts, the

i lings of which nave been amalgamated j—(7-) From a comparison of

parallel

16. Headings, which are evidently glosses, or interpolations,

are invariably to be rejected.

(1.) Glasses are betrayed, 1. When the words do not agree with the scope

and context of the passage
j

2, When they are evidently foreign to the style

of the sacred writer; 3. When there isevidenl tautology ; 1- When words,

which arc best absent, arc most unaccountably introduced; 6. When cer-

tain words are more correctly disposed in a different place; and, lastly,

when phrases are joined together, the latter ofwhich Is much clearer than

the fbrmei

.

(2.) "An interpolation is sometimes betrayed bythe circumstance of its

being delivered in the language ofa later church. In the time of the apos-

tles the word Christ was never used as the proper name of a person, but as

an eplthel expressive Of the ministry of Jesus, and was frequently applied

as synonymous to 'Son of (Jod.' The expression, therefore, ' Christ is the

Son ofGod, 1 Acts vlii. 37. is a kin 1 ' oftautology, and is almost as absurd as

to say Christ is the Messiah, that is, the anointed is the anointed. Ihu the

word' h.-ing used m later ages as a proper name, Dos impropriety was not

j,, i
,

,
[

.
,

.
I liv i In- pi Tsui] who iibt coded Itir passage on the text."

(3.) "If one or more words that may be con U red as an addition to a

]
i ige, are found only in manuscripts, but in none of the most ancient

r> i rfons, (• • r in the quotations Dfthe early fathers, we have reason to sus-

pect an interpolation." In Acts viii. &9. the Alexandrian manuscript

reads thus: HNA[AriONEHE2F.NEIIiTONETNOTX0NANrEAO2:AEJKT
HPnAiENTONit>JAIiTIION—The fitef. [h^h/ J'*

i' »}<"> the -iinn'},, but the

Angel] of the Lord caught away Phiup, ' The words between brackets,

Mlcnaeue thinks, are spurious
; and Griesbach decidedly pronounci liem

to t» an emendationofthe copyist. They an- found in six manuscripts cited

by him, bul these are not ancient i and the) are also in the Armenian ver-

cecuted In the end ol the fourth oi early in the fifth century, and in

the Sclavonic ve ixecuted in the ninth century. We are justified,

therefore, in stating that they arc not to be receK ed Into the sacred text.

17. Expressions that are less emphatic, utiles'- the scope and

context of the sacred writer require emphasis, are more likely

to be the genuine reading, than readings different from them,

but which have, or seem to have, greater force or emphasis. For
copyists, like commentators, who have hut a smattering of

learning, are mightily pleased with emphases.

i Nov. Test Oris bai t, I pp. i

I I
idlx, p. (84.) 2d

edtl (Hala> Saxonum, 180C.) Dr. Hale ,
on Faith In the Trinity, vol ii. pp.

[81 Mlchaell i IntroducUon to the Men Te AamenVvol I. p. 336
i lulrj I

the Integrity ot thi Greet Vulgato, np 9 i!6

Dr. en oJ
,;

' the quota! i from the v
i

i (bund III 1

1

'. .

ientlous s.i. mi. hi dccldi i in favi i

,-,.
i .

i woi (fa

tsu . - in the following entence " with his own /,!:.,-/." h<

latc« thiin by hit own Son " and ho adduce! some
|

Greek
and ii an i llei . to hon that •'/*« and
nlfy i ith < II ind Bd it >

I re the on
where the phrs ie "purchasing with his own blood?' occurred, wi

receive tbl redemption ofman Is, throughout th< fie*
i to the vlcai

« ist, m in rim likely thai iUih very untuuat meaning nhould applj hi i

.I>| \ * u!
.
Ml toi I

* Stuart's Eli meni ol Interpr. p. 1 13.

18. That reading is to be preferred, which gives a sense

apparently false, but which, on thorough investigation, proves

to he the true one.

19. Various readings, which have most clearly been occa-

sioned by the errors or negligence of transcribers, are to be

rejected. How such readings may be caused, has already been

shown in pp. '283, 284. supra.

20. Lectionaries, or Lesson Books, used in the early Chris-

tian churchy alone are not admissible as evidence for various

readings.

W benever, therefore, fsraif. Jesus, «J!\<?oi, brethren, or similar words
(which were anciently prefixed to the lessons accordingly as the jatterweifl
taken from the Gospels or Epistles, and which are found onl) in Lections.-

ries), are found at the beginning of a lesson, they an to be considered as
suspicious ; and fifty manuscripts that contain them lm\e m> ui ight against
the same Dumber which omit them.

21. Headings introduced into the Greek text from Latin

versions are to be rejected.

22. A reading that is contradictory to history and geogra-

phy is to be rejected, especially when it is not confirmed by
manuscripts.

In Acts -\ii. 25. we read that Tiarnahas and Saul returned from (i£) Je-

ruBolem, where seven manuscripts, two manuscripts (5. and 7.)ol the Scla-

vonic version, ami the Arabic version in Bishop Walton's Polyglott, have iif,

in J, i usul- in. This las! reading has bren added by some ignorant copyist,

for Barnabas anil Saul were returning from Jerusalem lo Anlioeh with the
money which they had collected for the poor brethren.

23. That reading which males a passage more connected is

/'referable, all due allowance being made for abruptness in the

particular case. Saint Paid is remarkable for the abruptness

of many of his digressions.

24. Headings, certainly genuine, ought to be restored to the

text of the printed editions, though hitherto admitted into none

of them ; that they may henceforth be rendered as correct as

possible, they ought likewise to be adopted in all versions of
Scrtpture: and till this be done, they ought to be followed in

explaining it.

1 John ii- '23. The sentence—'O i-.unKeyvv to* r.ov, x*» to* ^»-r f fx t%S*,

Hi that aekntnoU dgeth tht Son, hath the Father also—being wanting in tho

manuscripts consulted by Erasmus, is omitted in all his editions, and is

printed in italics bythe translators ofour authorized version; to show that

it is of doubtful authority ; but thai II la genuine, and ongbl lo be restored
tn tiie text without any mark of spuriousnesa, is evident from the unques-
tionable authorities hy which it i.s -mpporU-d, viz Ihe Alexandrian and Vati-

can manuscripts, and the Codex Epbremi, all which are of great antiquity,

besides fourteen others enumerated by Griesbach, which were written

between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries ; I be Peschito and I'hltojte-

uian rtyriac versions, the Arabic (edited by Krpeiuusl, Coptic, Sahidic,
Eihiopic, Armenian, and Latin Vulgate versions. It is at- .pioted by Cle-
nuns Alexandrinus, Origcn, Meletuts, Athanasius, Cyril of Jerusalem,
Cyril of Alexandria, Toeopnylact, Virgflias bishop ol Tapsus, I'elagius,

Ccrealis, and (.'assian. It is further quoted in substance, in Greeki thus

—

'O ifioKoyit toi/ TiOf, x*i tov llxTtp S^o>.o>-i*

—

[He that nchrtoirl/ttgith the

Sun. acknowU dgeth the rutin > also] by Buthauus iuu] Bpiphanius . and, in

Latin thus ;- Qui (or et out, or qui autt m) eonfitt fur Filium, tt Filium, et

Patrem habet,— by Cyprian, I Ilnry, Faustinus, Lucifer bishop of Cagliarl]
\ ugustine, VigiliuB bishop ol Tapsus, and II. -de This clause is emittedfn
the Arabic version extanl In Bishop Walton'a Polyglott, in the Harletan MS.
No. 1775, preserved in ihe British iMus.iim, and some Latin manuscripts.
The clause in question is certainly genuine, and il has with great propriety

been restored to the text byGriesbacn Malthas!, Enappe, Schott. Tltmano,
Vater Valpy, and Bolssohade. in their several editions of the Greek text.

Ami ii ought, in all future editions of Ihe authorised English version, to be
primed in Unman type as an integral part of the sacred text J

as, Indeed, it

lias been, by Dr. llarkc in bis I'ommeulary, b) Dr. Iloothroyd in Ins new
Translation antT Commentary, and by Mr. Nourse in bis edition of our
authorized English version, with an improved punctuation (New York,
1827). hi addition to the positive evidence above adduced, il may bi n
marked that i ins elans.- not "iiiy seems to be i squiri 'i bi 'in sense, bai it

i orrespondsisith the style ol s
' John ;

and luemiatnm is undoubtedly
i [bed i" an honuBoteleuton.*

25. Probable readingsmay have SO high a degree of evidence,

at Justly entitles them to be insertetl into the text, in place of
the received readings which are. much less probable. Such as
have not considerably higher probability than the common
readings, should only be put into the margin: but they, and all

others
t
ought to be weighed with impartiality.

2C. Headings certainly, or very probably false, OUght to be
expunged from the editions of the Scripture, and Ought not to

be followed in versions of them, howi vt r long and generally
they have usurped a place there, as being manifest corruptions,

which impair the purity of the sacred hooks.

"(. Lastly, since it is admitted in the criticism of the Sacred
Scriptures, as in that of other ancient writing*, that the true

reading cannot atwayt be determined with absolute certainty,

but that only a judgment as to what is more probable can be

formed, it is evident that more ought nut to he required in this

department, than can be performed t nor should a positive

judgment be riven, without the most careful examiuation.

And,Jurtker, if in the criticism of proj'anv authors caution and

* Griesbach, Vater, and Dr. A. Clarke on 1 John ii. 23
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been drawn up chiefly from Dr. Kennicott's Dissertations on

the Hebrew Text, De Rossi's Compendio di Critica Sacra,

and the canons of the same learned author, in his Prolego-

mena so often cited in the preceding pages, and from the

canons of Bauer in his Critica Sacra, of Ernesti, of Pfaff,

Pritius, Wetstein, Griesbach, Beck, Muntinghe, and, above

all, of Michaelis, with Bishop Marsh's annotations, often

more valuable than the elaborate work of his author. 1

Ciiap. IV.]

modesty should be used, much more ought every thing- like

rashness or levity to be excluded from the criticism of the

Sacred Volume.

The preceding are the most material canons for determining

various readings, which are recommended by the united

wisdom of the most eminent biblical critics. They have

CHAPTER IV.

ON THE QUOTATIONS FROM THE OLD TESTAMENT IN THE NEW QUOTATIONS IN THE NEW
TESTAMENT FROM THE APOCRYPHAL WRITERS, AND FROM PROFANE AUTHORS.

It is obvious, even on the most cursory perusal of the Holy
Scriptures, that some passages are cited in other subsequent
passages ; and, in particular, that numerous quotations from
the Old Testament are made in the New. In these refer-

ences, there is frequently an apparent contradiction or differ-

ence between the original and the quotation ; of which, as in

the contradictions alleged to exist in the Scriptures (which
are considered and solved in the second part of this volume),
infidelity and skepticism have sedulously availed themselves.

These speming discrepancies, however, when brought to the

touchstone of criticism, instantly disappear; and thus the

entire harmony of the Bible becomes hilly evident. The
appearance of contradiction, in the quotations from the Old
'Icstament that are found in the New, is to be considered in

two points of view, namely, 1. As to the externalform, or the

words in which the quotation is made ; and, 2. As to the
internalform, or the manner or purpose to which it is applied
by the sacred writers.

A considerable difference of opinion exists amontr some
learned men, whether the evangelists and other writers of

the New Testament quoted the Old Testament from the He-
brew, or from the venerable Greek version, usually called the

Septuagint. Others, however, are of opinion, that they did

notconhne themselves exclusively to either ; and this appears

most probable. The only way by which to determine this

important question, is to compare and arrange the texts

actually quoted. Drusius, Junius, Glassius, Cappel, Hoff-

man, Eichhorn, Michaelis, and many other eminent biblical

critics on the Continent, have ably illustrated this topic; in

our own country, indeed, it has been but little discussed.

The only writers on this subject, known to the author, are

the Rev. Dr. Randolph, formerly Regius Professor of Divi-

nity in the University of Oxford, the Rev. Dr. Henry Owen,
and the Rev. Thomas Scott (the titles of whose publications

will be found in the Bibliographical Appendix to the second

volume) ;
2 but they have treated it with so much ability and

accuracy, that he has to acknowledge himself indebted to

their labours for great part of his materials for the present

chapter. 3

SECTION I.

ON THE EXTERNAL FORM OF THE QUOTATIONS FROM THE OLD TESTAMENT IN THE NEW.

§ 1. TABLES OF THE Q.TJOTATIOXS FROM THE HEBREW SCRIPTURES AND FROM THE SEPTUAGINT GREEK VERSION, IN THE
ORDER IN WHICH THET OCCUR IN THE NEW TESTAMENT. 4

1. Isa. vii. 14.

: Smjcy inty nmpi p m*^i mn nzhyn run

Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son,
and shall call his name Inmianuel.

2. Micah v. 2.

icSto rmnS "vyx nmoN artS-ros hpni
*?Nitt"3 Sana rwrh nx» >*? idd miro

But thou, Bethlehem Ephratah, though thou
be little among the thousands of Judah, yet out
of thee shall he come forth unto me, that is to be
ruler ofIsrael.]

3. Hos. xi. 1.

I called my son out of Egypt.

Isa. vii. 14.

ui1v, xeti KaKtTHf TO ivbft* uvt'u E,u u*\ --vy \.

Behold the virgin shall conceive, and bear a
son. and thou shalt call his name Emmanuel.

Matt. i. 23.

iSow Jj rrapSrvo; iv yoto-rpi ';:", *»' t;;et£*i wi'oi',

xxi xaJUo-ouo-ia to ovOft* »utou E^,«*vOvijA..

Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall

bring forth a son ; and they shall call his name
Emmanuel.

Matt, ii 6.

K*» o-u BnjKscfi
t

yvi louix, QvSxftuis (X*x»o-t»i ej

tv TOi; iiyifttxriv lovSx' sx <rov y«p i^tXiutrtron

YiyQ\ifjL£V)<;
}
o(TTtq Tiiujin tdv K&ov («ou tow IfrpxyjX.i

And thou, Bethlehem in the land of Judah, art

not the least among the princes ofJudah : for out

Micah v. 2.

Kx* cru B>]3Xe6jU oixo; E<*px5x, o\iyoTTO$ a too
tivxi »w xiKtumv loui'x j tK o-ou f*n tj-f Xhhtstxi,
TQV (I KM* ilf KOXOVTX TOO ItTpXtjX.

But, as for thee, Bethlehem, thou house of
Ephratha, art thou the least [or, too little], to

become one of the thousands of Judah 1 Out of of thee shall come a governor that shall rule my
thee shall one come forth to me, to be the ruler people Israel,

of Israel.

Hos. xi. 1.

EJ Aiyvrrrov ftfTsxxKt<rx tm rtxvx
I called his children out of Egypt.

Matt. ii. IS,

E; AtyVTTTQV E « * ' ; T X T0V Ul'ov ,U0V.8

Out of Egypt have I called my son.

> A Bibliographical Notice of the principal Treatises on, and Collections

of, Various Readings, will he found in the Appendix to the second Volume,
Part II. Chap. III. Sect. IV. §§ 2, 3.

* Part II. Chap. III. Sect. III.

a Besides the publications of the writers above mentioned, the author has
constantly availed himself of the researches of Drusius (Parallela Sacra),

in the 8th volume of the CriticiSacri ;—of CappePs Critica Sacra, lib. ii. (in

vol. i. pp. 136— 172. of Prof. Vogel's edition);—of Glassius's Philologia

Sacra, part ii. pp. 1387. etseq. (ed. Dafhii); and of Michaelis's Introduction

to the New Testament, translated by Bishop Marsh, (vol. i. pp. 200—246. i;n

— 193.) Dr. Gerard's Institutes of Biblical Criticism have also been occa-
sionally referred to, as well as Schlegelius's Dissertatio de Agro sanguinis
et Prophetift circa eum allegata, in the Thesaurus Dissertationum Exegeti-
carum ad Nov. Test. torn. ii. pp. 309—340.

« in the first edition of this work, the author had simply given the refer-

ences to these quotations. They are now inserted at length, in order to save
the student's time, and also to enable him more readily to compare the He-
brew and Greek together; and the English version of the passages is

annexed for the convenience of the mere English reader. The text of the
Septuagint is that termed the Vatican : and where there are any material
variations in the Alexandrine text, they are brielly noticed. The English
version of the Septuagint is given from Mr. Thompson's Anglo-American
translation (with the exception of two or three passages that have been

altered to make them more literal), entitled "The Holy Bible, containing

the Old and New Covenant, commonly called the Old and New Testament,
translated from the Greek. Philadelphia, 1608." In four volumes, 8vo.

fc 'JBgiu. Codex Alexandr.
• KxKKTug is the reading of the Codex Bezae and other MSS., besides

several of the fathers.
i This quotation agrees exactly neither with the Hebrew nor with the

Septuagint. The only material difference is that the evangelist adds the
negative »i»3*/Mpy, which is in neither of them. But the Syriac translation

reads it with an interrogation, Num parra es? Art thou little? And so
Archbishop Newcome has rendered it:

And thou, Bethlehem Ephrata,
Art thou too little to be among the leaders ofJudah 1

Out of thee shall come forth unto me
One who ia to be a ruler in Israel.

The question, he observes, implies the negative, which is inserted in Matt,
ii. 6. and also in the Arabic version. Both the Hebrew and the Greek, as
they now stand, are capable of being pointed interrogatively. And it is

worthy of remark, that the Codex Carjtabrigiensis reads mh, not, interroga-
tively, instead of ouJ*/***, in which it is followed by the Old Italic, version,
and by Tertullian, Cyprian, and other Latin fathers.

8 This rendering o fthe evangelist agrees with the Greek versions of Sym-
machus and Theodotion.
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4. Jer. uxi. 15.

HMD ^m onnon '33 <ru pot'j nn-u ?v
: u:'K '? n-ja-?;: oninS hjnd ma-^p

A von-.1 m beard in Ramah, lamenlatioo, ami
bilier weeping ; Rachel ereepiuj for hat cblldreo,

refused 10 be comforted fur tier ch;iuxeu,becaiise

they were DDL

5. Psal. mi. G. Uix. 9, 10. Isa Li i- liii. Zech. ij.

la, 13.

6 Isa. xl 3-5.

ItnjiJ nc mn< TTl uo id.im n-\\p Sp
njraj) Trrtsi WW N'J'Vd : U«r6l6 h'tdd

: ny^jS D-wrn irfi appn rvni l^ca"

'C <3 nn< ipa-'js urn nirp 1133 rf?jj>

: -dt rvrv
The voire of him thatcrieth in Ihe wiMerness,

Prepare ye the way of ihe Lord ; make straight

in the desert a highway for our Uotl. Every
valley shall he exalted, and every mountain and
hill shall be made low : and the crooked shall be
made straight ; and the rough places plain. And
the glory of the Lord shall be revealed ; and all

flesh shall see it together

TABLES OF QUOTATIONS FROM

xKxniftZ-j, KM*
Jor. xxxi. 15.

^aivx iv 'Pxjua *)XSV9)*\ £px*0W, a

tSvfiav 'Pax**. *t:*.k**:m»". 0<

6»»» : T. TOlf UlSl( aul »,", ST1 CVH IiTiv.

There was heard at Kama, a sound of tamenta-
tion, and weeping and wailing: Rachel, weeping
for tier children, refused to be couiforted, be-
cause they arc not

Isa. xl. 3—5.
Gwer] flo»VTO{ IV TH if.ffj.xi' ' F,T tftxTXT I TIJV &$9V

KffiOV, llOtt*$ WOUITI TMj Tpi6o«( T«u 010V r
t
f**>V.

Hxtx $xpxy» kTMp*fli|a'alTft>l
|

x-i* »*v opoj xati

£ouvo; TWTIIFMtjriTai* xai ittji sxvra ti o-»:>.i*

it, ivj|iav,xa» i) tpxycux si; -iiix.« Kai G^jujo-lTat

»l
Jo£a Kuptou, xai Syfrxi ?r*<ra r»p£ to r.'.Tr

r
i:v

TBV Wtlu.

A voice of one crying in Ihe wilderness, Pre-
pare the way oft lie Lord ; make .straight the roads
forour God. Every valleysha.il he rilled up ; ami
every mountain and lull be levelled And all the
ciooked/>/oc*.s shall he made a straight road, and
the rough war/ smooth plains. And Ihe glory of
the Lord will appear; and all deal, shall see the
salvation of God.

[Paht I. Chip. IV.

Matt ii. 18.

*»vtf iv'Txftx nxivvit, C-pr* = », *« xAauS/te;, xai

in :vt NfJXl !rxpx*.Kfimxi
l
-t, ohm. iin.t

In Rama was there avoloe heard, lamentation,
and weeping, and great mourning, Rachel weep-
ing/or her children, and would uot be couiforted,
because they arc not.

Matt ii. 23-
Off»{ jrXxpw^H TO frity Six Ta»F * f !f«TaV, in

Nx£ip*i3{ xX<t5l(<rtTXi 1

That it might be fulfilled which was spoken by
the prophets, He shall be called a Nazarene.

Matt. iii. 3. Mark i 3. Luke iii. 4—6.
9«IVM tSSj-vTBi «V TH IMJM' ' Et ; t,u xyat I TXV 2Jo»

KuptOv, luSitat; tiiiiti Taf TpiGov? *vtov.i Itacra

Capay-g n-XrpuSqriTcii, xxi ^av epec xxi
T«tfl-|.v»5l!0*IT«i- xat IO*Tai T> 6*XC>..» |tf IMJKXV,
xx. x. Tf*x***' »*$ oi:wi >.i»xj. Kw s^itm. wmwm
<r*p5 TO 0-JiT*pt3lf TOW 6l0U.t

Tl'ie voice of one crying in the wilderness, Pre-
pare ye the way of the Lord, make his paths
straight Every valley shall be filled and every
mountain and lull shall he brought low : and Ihe
crooked shall he made straight, and the rough
ways shall be made smooth , and all flesh shall
see the salvation of God.

7. Deut viii. 3.

MiD'Sa-Sy >d oiNn mw naV onSn-Sp mS

Man doth not live by bread only, but by every
word that proceedelh out of the mouth of the
Loan doth man live.

hf**

Deut. viii. 3.

j fi6va> ^ho-it*. o BV^pwa-oj, tx\K'

T» M7: pi »'^in St* a-r-.^x

Matt. iv. 4. Luke iv. 4.

OvK *W* apTw ftlVM ("CITII XV 7pm7Ti(
l
*KK' Ifl

Oxvrt fwfj.xrt ixtroptv.ptvw Six o-Tt^uxis; tiiov.

Man shall not live by bread only, but by every Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every
word that proccedeth out of the mouth of God. word that proceedelh out of the mouth of God.

8. Psal. xci. 11, 12.

: ^3TtVm Tovh iS-ms* vsmSd "3

: iSjl [3K3 rj1Jn-|D iiwv* D^D3-*?p

For he shall give his angels charge over thee,
to keep thee in all thy ways. They shall bear
thee up in their hands, lest thou dash thy foot
against a atone.

9- Deut. vi. 1G.

ddviSn mrp-nN iojn «S
Thou shall not tempt the Lord thy God.

10. Deut. vi IE
napn into K-pn thSn rnrv-rm

Thou shall fear the Lord thy God, and serve
hi in.

1). Isa. ix. 1,2.

tomn i^i prwi ^aj? o*n i-n iodh (wwm
pm *»jiiv^ wu iin iN"» itt'na o^^nn oyn

At the first he lightly afflicted the land of Zebu-
Inn, and the land of Naphtali, and afterwards did
more jrri.vi.iisly afflict her by the way ofthe .

bey>nd Jordan, in Galilee of the nations, The
people thai walked in derkneH have aeen agreat
light ; they that dwell in the land Of the shadow
of death, upon them hath the light shiaed.

12. Isa. liii. 4.

oSao wawm WJ Nin irSn p«
Our infirmities he hath bono': And our sor-

rows he hath carried them. (Dp. 1,

Psal. xci. 11, 12.

*Ot» to<; xyyiKotf xvrsu tvriKtirxt ?ript <rtv
t

tou Six$vKx£xt 0*1 iv 7txTxt$ Tat; o}o>- 0*OU' Eti
•/_;.,,., i otpOVO-l «-|, ftq-iJTI Wp9(TX0>J/t|C Wp05 >.•?-.*

TOv sroj X (TOW.

For he will give his angels a charge concerning
thee, to keep thee in all thy ways. With their

Matt iv. 6.

'Oil ,.,.TSI( I;'; !>.:i; HVTIU I, T I >. I IT 31 JTlpI

rrsu, xxt l*ri x**P* v *powo-i (Ti, /ixxrOTi s-^trxey-f

>rp:> \i5ov tov *foS'a o*ew.

For ....he shall give his angels charge con*

Denting thee ; and in their hands they shall bear
hands they shall hear thee up, lest thou sliouldest thee up, lest at any tune thou dash Ihy foot
at any time strike thy foot against a stone. against a stone

Deut. vi. 16.

OVK IXTMfX-l.i Kupiov TOV 6l0l> (TOW.

Thou shall not tempt the Lord thy God.

Matt. iv. 7.

OuX UTII^TIt, KupiOV TIlH^lO,
Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God.

Deut. vi. 13. Matt iv. 10.

Kvpiov tov 6iov o*ov v tGrjo-jtiO-ti, xai auroo f*0w Kupiov tov 6isv <reu *rpsomxuvi;o~ii;
|

mi avrm ptorv
KXTytuTtt;,! >,iV"oT:t;,

Thou shalt fear the Lord thy God, and serve Thou shall worship the Lord thy God, and him
tn in alone. only shalt thou serve.

Isa. ix. 1, 2.

Xoupx Zxi:u>. *.'v fj > - N; ; > x >. «
i .u , xxt oi Xoi-roi

01 Tljv ti^.'.i»i bhi i~ipav T0u Iop£a*Ov r«\iXa<a
TcnV l3vwv. ' O Axlf J -7apll>p/4IV0$> (V iTntrli, •*. T!

ijii,- ,"J
J-

x' Oi xaroixowvTi; tv x-''f x * 0"xic» Jxvxtou,
(J'.'i; '.x.u'i fi i$ ujux$.

With regard to the region of Zabulon, theland
of Nephthalim, ami the rest who inhabit the sea
shore, and beyond Jordan, QalOee Oi the nations;
ye people who walk in darkness, benoU a great
lighi ' and ye win* dwell in a region, the shade of
death, on you a light shall shine.

Matt. iv. 15, 16.

r»t Zx&«vK*>r
f
*.»« y- NiC^aXnju, oSsv 5a»Xsi*ro-Xf

,

-TlpXV TOW ISfSxvSV, Vxt-lKXIX Tg8V ijv.v. 'O Kxtf
a xx?»ui»0( iv o-xoTit ii Ji 9«- pUjKM| xxi Tcif
xxir!.(-ivist 4

-
iv Xwp* SHI 0*XiadavaT0u «;( aMTIlAlS

WTOIf.lO

The land of Zabulon, and the land of Nephtha-
lim, hy the way Of Ihe sea, beyond Jordan. Gali-

lee of the Gentiles ; the people which sal in dark-
ness saw great light : and to them which aaj in the
region and ahnfjow of death, light is sprung up.

Isa. liii. 4. Matt, viii. 17.

Outs- Taf ajuspria; ~r,fx*v $t?t*, Ml — ipi vpuv Avto- tx v
- *v -i.i.a; ...u^v iXaC(, Kai u; vorof*

O^wvaTai. iCi-nirii
This man bearcih away our sins, and for^us he Huns. -If took our infirmities, and bare our

is in sorrow. sicknesses.

t flxpxxMSxvx. Codex .\le.\nndr.

» The quotation La Matthew agree very nearly with IheHebrew, batnot
with tli-- Beptuagint l>r Randolph thinks n tuighl poaaiblj be taken from
some Other trim sin! ion. (On the Q .C )

As ihe . iii ii,, plural Dumber, ii is highly

Erobable thai this oaaange Li nol quoteilon from any particular i"
ut a r it at i. in denoting the humble and U plead conditJon of thi Mi

described by the propheti In geni
i

i audi.
(See I>r Hunt's Hernioii >>u M ill n 'Zi., at the end of hie " Observaii'
never.] in the Hook of ProTerba/' Dp 170 103 i Thougb Ihe
woril? '"'.in Xazumi' , an- not I.. [.. tbund in t lie writing* of
the pro|.h. i-, > -

1 i- the t/iin<? Intended by them Ii of frequenJ oceurrenoe.
the anpuceilon Ii made with aufDeianl propriety. The hnraeLUae deeplaed
the Galileans in general, but especially the Nazareni -

. who were i n
teinpiiiii.- aa (o in' Bubjecta of ridi .

B -. An lorew waa a term ofreproach proTarbially gWon to any deapl'
cable worthless person whatever. Wharelore since the prophet (partli n
larly ihoae above referred to) have In manj pan ''.retold

thai the Met tian I Id be i I
I and Ii adui ed they hai • lo

li Vfl '.nrrnr And
I

juMtly reckoni Cbrte'a dwelling in Kasarath, niin.ug other ihintn.

ptetlno of tl life, the
dreumatance ol bii having bean educated In thnt town was frequenUy

i of acorn, and was one principal reaxon why his
countrymen would not rccci\u him. (John 1.40. and vu 11 &) Dr. Mac-

knight's Harmony, vol.1, p. 53. 8vo. edit Sec also Rosenmliller, Kuinoel, and
.I be mentatoi on tnui tail

* 'OtovcXna;. Codex Alexandr
» t-'j But \prn9. Codex Alexandr.
« This quotation agreea tn aenee, though not exactly, with the Ilrhrew,

and also with the Septuaatnl The whole of it occurs in Luke iii. 4—6. and
the Hret part In Matt Ul :t. and Mart i. 3.

I iodei Alex • K*.5»r>ii*ee, Codex Alex.
• Kn r»ia, Codei aJex
10 Th trenol BO exact translation of the Hebrew ; and Pr Ran-

dolph obaervea thai II ih dUficoil to make aanae of the Hebrew or of the
i in th. order tn Which Ihe WOrdl i»t present stain I Hut the dilfi-

ruiiy, hethlnJka, may easily l bviaiad ,,N removing the tir>t sn worda of
Isa. ix. mid joining them to the Ibrmer ehaptar, a^ mey are In all ih< old
vei '"ii And then the words mai be tbtu rendered: Am tktjbrmtr time

!• bOM0df lh< hi ltd -if" Znhuhnt, Otidt/U (find of \> fhtilii. #0 fA«
latter time xhatl m>t!. f'lhesea. d*c A prophecy

iL'nally fulfilled bj our Savloui spp< ai mi b and rt ildenoe m these
porta i 'iv ihe

land of '/.tihiih'tt, tnui Iff land "f \' I hihull in What IblloWl i> nil

and ihnoaj literal irnnsiaiinn ofthe Hebrew: only for iwfrnn*, wnftad; Li

put * -"' .. tat 1

1

' and applied
i -i,Mi Dfede'aDtao on Hark I Li, IS Mr. Lowtb^aCuumienton

Isa Ix. and Dlshop Lowth's translation. (Raudolph un the Quotations,

p. 29.)



Sect. I. ' 1.]

13. Hos. vi. 6.

rur>6i <n»t>n -on a
desired mercy and not sacrifice.

H. Mai. iii. 1.

THE OLD TESTAMENT IN THE NEW.
Hos. vi. 6.

1 desire mercy rather than sacrifice.

295

Behold I will send my messenger, and he shall

prepare the way before me.

15. Isa. xiii. 1—4.

vinj »tPDJ nns-i i-ma ianDnH 'i-W P
He- kSi ppjo kS : mm D^uV csdb'D i-7p Wi
mate" nS j-tti nip : i7ip fina p'OvnSi
* bopd 10x11 nc«7 n:aai kS ma nntcoi

: V?n« o«iomin7i

Behold my servant whom I uphold, mine elect

in whom my soul delighteth: I have put my
spirit upon him, he shall bring forth judgment lo

the Gentiles. He shall not cry, nor lift up, nor
cause his voice to be heard in the street. A
bruised reed shall he not break : and the smoking
flax shall he not quench : he shall bring forth

judgment unto truth. He shall not fail nor be
discouraged, till he have set judgment in the
earth : and the isles shall wait for his law.

Mai. iii. 1.

Itfov tZxTTOrrtkhui tov ayytKov /*ou, xai i-riG".!-

ytTii 5 ou 7i po - y-.T -• — :u jucu.

Behold I send forth my messenger, and he will

examine the way before me.

Isa. xiii. 1—4.

IxxtuS o -*«•; M ou
,

-**"* '*-' V'"* ' ctUTOV It?xi-\ o

ixX'xtOj ftov" npt>TiSc^*fO ccutov - tyv%*i j"ou' tSt»xa

TO WtVflX yttOU tir' •UTOf, XpiO"IV TO 15 i
:*i jT»t E £" iT;.,

Ou x-xpxj;tT*i, ouj- ji'htii, ouJf «x6U0-.^t|0-*T« J '£ui

XKI X.IVOV X0HTVI|j"£(fVOV OU 0"3£0-tl, X'.t-X el; xKtf-

JiUi' i;'".T!i /^.Ti:- Kxi 171 T(U ;i:,ujti MUTOU
e^vij -Xmouo-iv.

Jacob j> my servant, I will uphold him ; Israel

is my chosen one, my soul hath embraced him.
I have put my spirit upon him; he will publish
judgment to the nations : he will not cry aloud,
nor urge with vehemence, nor will his voice be
heard abroad. A bruised reed he will not break,
nor will he quench smoking flax, but will bring
forth judgment unto truth,—and in his name shall

the nations trust (or hope).

16. Isa. vi. 9, 10.

: ljnrrSMi im inii uorrSm pice ipDe>

~fD pirn vjipi "laan vjmni nrn Dpn-aS ]nvn

2V> p31 13371 pDB" VJIN31 Wp2 nK*l*

:V? ND11

Hear ye indeed, but understand not : And see
ye indeed, but perceive not. Make the heart of
this people fat, and make their eyes heavy, and
shut their eyes; lest they see with their eyes,
and hear with their ears, and understand with
their heart, and convert, and be healed.

17- Psal. Ixviii. 2.

: oip-'JD nvon np*an *d 7tt>D3 nnnow

I will open my mouth in a parable ; I will utter
dark sayings of old.

IB. Isa. xxix. 13.

uSi iJi-o3 vnovai voa nrn Dpn vni *a

; mthn dwjm mso inn onm* >nni -jdd pm

This people draw near me with their mouth,
and with their lips do honour me, but have
removed their heart far from me : and their fear
towards me is taught by the precept ofmen.

19. Gen. ii. 24.

p311 1DK nKl V3N-nN ttnN-3!pi p~Sp
:inN nica

1

? vni mtpto

Therefore shall a man leave his father and his
mother, and shall cleave unto his wife, and they
Bhail be one flesh.

20 Exod. xx. 12—16.

IKjn mS nmn Hi idn-pni "pairriM naa

:ip» ip i.p-ia njpn Hi jjjp nS
Honour thy father and thy mother. Thou shall

not kill. Thou shalt not commit adultery. Thou
shalt not steal. Thou shalt not bear false witness
against thy neighbour.

21. Lev. xix. 18.

TD3 ipiS nanxi
Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.

Isa. vi. 9—11.

Axon «X0U0"(TI
(
Xtfl OU f*H 0"VV>tTI, XXI 3>-*5T0VTi;

(Sx.fvJ'iri, xo*i ow ft* iffljr** Ettxxuv^ Y*9 m "pi"*"
TOu Kkov toutqu, xxi toi; uo* i it xutluv &xptm; qxou.

Cat', XOCI T-U,- ',;Jl>.,li'.V,- HJUfiUTl^ |U»TCr! lii'Tl

tc.,- :;;x'..u;.,, xxi toi; <do*>v axou0*ujo*t, x-c' Tq
xx,,ii* (rvvwo*!, xhi iTi*T

|
;:

,!-ii-t
|

xxi tecr'/tn au-

TOV?.

By hearing, ye shall hear, though ye may not
understand ; and seeing, ye shall see, though ye
may not perceive. For the heart of this people
is stupified. and their ears are dull of hearing;
and they have shut their eyes, that for a while
they may not see with their eyes, and hear with
their ears, and understand with their hearts, and
return that I may heal them.

Psal. lxxviii. 2.

AvOlgo) IV -TKps»6o*.*.( TO O-TOJU* JBOV, $3*}- £ 0/4*

I

vpaZkyftxTot scr' «p*i*»i?.

I will open my mouth, in parables ; I will utter

dark sayings of old.

Isa. xxix. 13.

Eyyi(n **oi 5 X«o- outo; iv toi o*to(U«ti mutou,
X8I (V TO*' V.m'.itiv StUTuiV riti.-Ti M', K Si XMfiSlto

HUTulV ~ -.,{.>! x-7:y^ii x-r' l,U5>J- fJ.XT>-.V it Tt'OVTXI fxl,

iii»Tx)tTi,-iiTi>,,u-T- avSpw-rwf iiti oijiTij/.u,-.

This people draw near to me with their mouth ;

and with their lips they honour me, but their

heart is far from me : And in vain do they wor-
ship me, teaching the commands and doctrines
of men.

Matt. ix. 13. xii. 7.

EMov diXw, xoii ou rvT.ii.

I will have mercy, and not sacrifice.

Matt. xi. 10. Mark i. 2. Luke vii. 27.

IJ"V, t-r-ul BTTOITTthhiAl TOI *yytKov ftov jrpo srflfl-

o*u9rou a*D( 6' njTi-itiuiTii rr,v :'--,\ trot i/«-rpao*dfF

(TOu. 1

Behold I Bend my messenger before thy face,

which shall prepare thy way before thee.

Matt. xii. 13—21.
iSou, £ "*«•! /*ou, ov tjpiTtrs h *y»-r»)T05 juou, iif

OWtuJoxnO-'V * -J'"»*C»l /tOU-^^O-lo TO -TVIU^M /40U I3"*

ivt:i', XXI xp.0*.f TOI; lStfO*lv jTa'/jiXn. Ou*
ipifl-'l, Ou£f '

r
i'J) x(Tii, C -j '

I UXOUO*'' T<; IV Tji;

^Xsrii-i; tijv ; uv*v sutou. Kmjusv Tunnfi/j-
Uii-.i OU KXTCXg'l, Xai XlKOV Tu'I^ivCV ov o-Cto*-i'

iatf t»V ixSicA.i| it; vixoj tuv xpig-iv Kxi iv to*

&i :uin uutou iSfft) |X.wiouo*i.*

Behold my servant whom I have chosen, my
beloved in whom my soul is well pleased. I will

put my spirit upon him, and he shall show judg-
ment to the Gentiles. He shall not strive nor
cry ; neither shall any man hear his voice in the
streets. A bruised reed shall he not break, and
smoking flax shall he not quench, till he send
forth judgment unto victory. And in his name
shall the Gentiles trust.

Matt. xiii. 14, 15. Acts xxviii. 26, 27. Mark iv. 12.

Luke viii. 10.

Axot) *xouO*it-
(
kmj ou f*n TUHITI' ""I HktVOVTig

fZkffytTt, kxi ou •"•! *£*""*. E-rxj-uvflii y=*p »l
xxpji*

tou Xsov tovtov, xii TOu- wen jSctpiuf n:uTii'
(

in
TOU* «;ii>.ucn; -utuv t*Xf*f*uTztv

t
fi^-riTi iSwirt

TOi- ' ; ;^>.u: >,"
t

xxi tcc oiO*iv uxCUO*isO~i, x*i T>f

•ip'u O-UVoliTI, XKI IT-iTrpty jjO-i, XXI 1*0**^X1

eeurou-.s

By hearing ye shall hear, and shall not under-
stand : and seeing ye shall see, and shall not per-
ceive : for this people's heart is waxed gross, and
their ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes they
have closed; lest at any time they should see
with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and
should understand with their heart, and should
be converted, and I should heal them.

Matt. xiii. 35.

Avoi£u) tv -rcspaSoXai' to vrofta /wsu, spin-o^xi

XEXpUjUjUIVC* «5""0 XST-lSoA.li; X0O*jU0U.

I will open my mouth in parables; I will utter

things which have been kept secret from the
foundation of the world.

Matt. xv. 8, 9.

Eyyi(» fioi 3 X«o- outo; tm o*toj»«ti -iuto-v, x*»
toi; x

"

? - ' <r * fit Ti^ia' '*, Si xsp^in mutcow jrop^a*

«?ri>*" «""' 'M" u ' M"T,I- J' o-'Sovtmi /i|, JiSaa-xOvTij

h • '. i*< 3>. ' »; ,
CTa>-

/

uXTX nip.'Tiiv.t

This people draweth nigh unto me with their
mouth, and honoureth me with fAetr lips : but
their heart is far from me. But in vain do they
worship me, teaching for doctrines the com-
mandments of men.

Gen. ii. 24.

'Ev'KEV TOVTOU v.x rx>.s i v ! I Xfdp'-D'TO; TOV "iTfp*
HUTOU Xctl T-jV ,u^T!

r
-, XXI -Tp0O*X0\>.M9»)O-'T0SI -= y '. i -

T'v j-oi'xix* ccutou* <>i nr!i'*-i oi £uo n; o-xpxx

Therefore a man shall leave his father and
mother, and shall cleave to his wife; and they
two shall be one flesh.

Exod. xx. 12—16.
T"j( tow -cfttTtpx o*ou, xxi t«v unTip

juoi-c;uo--i-' Ou xXii^ii;' Ou b~ov-uO"'i-,8

/uapTupMO-K;,

Honour thy father and thy mother.—Thou
shall not commit adultery.—Thou shalt not steal.

—Thou shalt not commit murder.—Thou shalt

not bear false witness.

Lev. xix. 18.

Kxi uyx7TYi<rt'i tov -rXtiTiow o*ou w- o-'mutov.

And thou shalt love thy neighbour, as thyself.

Matt. xix. 5.

xTxhiiCn avSpw-ro; tov -oxTtpx*
'Ba$g-xQkhn5n<rtTxi Tt) yvvxixi

oi iou ii- trxpxx ftiav."

For this cause shall a man leave father anr!

mother, and shall cleave to his wife ; and they
twain shall be one flesh.

'EvfK'V TOUTO
XXI T»JV IJT'pX,

auTOu* k-i -crov

x o-ou—Ou
Ou livSo'

Matt. xix. 18, 19
' Ou /-"* X'uo*""' Ou xX'-p--;' Ov

upHtrii;' Ti/it* tov -rotTtpx 0*oi xxi txk
Ou <poi

r"l T'P»
Thou shall do no murder: thou shalt not com-

mit adultery : thou shalt not steal : thou shalt not
bear false witness : honour thy father and thy
mother.

Matt. xix. 19.

Ayx-rtiT'is tov -s-Xito-iOv '

xxii. 39.

Ou tu£ 0*-XU

Thou shalt love thy neighbour, as thyself.

- This quotation differs from the Hebrew and all the old versions in these
two particulars

: the words -c-po -Bpae-^-n-av o-ou are added, and what is in

Hebrew ^307, before me, is rendered -^-rp-o-^-v o-o U( before thee. For the
reason of this difference it is not easy lo account, but "by supposing some
corruptions crept into the ancient copies ; the sense is much the same.
(Dr. Randolph on the Quotations, p. 28.)

a This quotation by no means asrees with the Septuagint version, whose
authors have obscured this prophecy by adding the words Jacob and Is-
rael, which are not in the original Hebrew. It is probably taken from some
old translation agreeing very nearly with the Hebrew. The only difficulty

is in the words l»s <*v -xCxa.^ -<; vixo; t»jv xp.o-iv. But if by BDtPD we un-
derstand the cause under trial, then to send forth his cause unto truth,
will be to carry the cause, and vindicate its truth; which agrees in sense
with -xSx>.n n f v.xoj tmv xp.o-iv. (Dr. Randolph on the Quotations, p. 28 )

This quotation is taken almost verbatim from the Septuaginl, which
has mutwv after qq?3xx,udu- in the Codex Alexandr. In the Hebrew the
sense is obscured by false pointing. If, instead of reading it in the
imperative mood, we read it in the indicative mood, the sense will be ; ye
thall hear but not understand: and ye shall see but not perceive. This

people hath made their heart fat, and have made their ears heavy ana
shut (heir eyes, &c. which agrees in sense with the Evangelist and with the
Septuagint, as well as with the Syriac and Arabic versions, but not with
the Latin Vulgate. We have the same quotation, word for word, in Acts
xxviii. 26. Mark and Luke refer to the same prophecy, but quote it only
in part. (Dr. Randolph, p. 29.)

« The quotation in this passage of St. Matthew's Gospel approaches
nearer to the Septuagint than to the Hebrew text, especially in the clause
h*t*v Si t-Sovtsii m—in vain do they worship me; which is found in the
Spptuaeint. but not in the Hebrew, and it is retained by the Evangelist.
The verbal differences, however, show that an exact quotation was not
intended. (Scott.) Griesbach's reading makes the quotation still teas exact,
and shows that the MSS. of the Greek Testament were sometimes altered
from the Septuagint.

* The Codex Alexandr. has t« yuvaixi for rpo« ti<v j-uvaixti*,
f Autou is added by the Codex Ephremi and other MSS.
" This quotation agrees with the Hebrew, excepting that the word for two

is there omitted. But it ought to be inserted in the Hebrew text, as we
have already seen in p. 286. supra.

• Ou 9o«u<rii-* ou jUoijciuo-iij' ou xkitynf. Codex Alexandr.
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22. Zech. ix 9- (and see Isa Ixii 11 )

ran oVeM-v-n3 wim jwrna tnd *Vy
-ncrrVp am yj Kin pvui pnx -|S ho* -pSo

: rurN-p VjrVjH
Rejoice greatly, O datuhtei of 2

daughter of Jerusalem; behold, thy king comrth
unto die ii (tad httvina salvation, lowly.

ami ruling upon an ass, even upon ooll

of an ass.

23. Psal. viii. 3. iZ of English Si I

Out ofthe mouths of babes and sucklings thou
hast ordained strength.

24. Psal. cxviii 22, 23,

pkd : ruo ckiS nnvi D^jon idhd pn
: uw«a pk*?dj kvi pnt nnfi nvv*

The st i 'ne laMcA the builders raftued is

become (bo head stone of the corner. Tins is

the Lord's doing, and it is marvellous in our eyes.

25. Exod. hi. C.

pnr *nSH ohidn \-V?h -|OK *nSx ojh
3,tJ7> \hSni

I am the Gnd of thy father, the Goo t»f Abra-
ham, the God of Isaac, and the Gud of Jacob.

26. Deut. vi. 5.

pDJ-^ai 133^ Sm y^h nw nN ronm
: TrttrrSaai

Thou ahali tore the Loan thy Qod with .ill thine
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all (hy
might

27. Psal. ex. 1.

T3*n rwK-p \xwb as» 'JihS nw DNJ

: "pbllb Din
The Loin .^id unto my Lord, Sit thoa al my

right hand, until 1 make thine enemlea thy foot-

atooL

28. Zech. xiii.7.

"Hun |*xicni npVTTW in

Smite the ahepherd, and the sheep shall be
scattered.

29. Zech xl 13.

tmpi ie*N np^n tk TswrSlc toyVbti

no inn rtaw r|DDn cnvVv nnpw wvhyv
: imyr^M nw

Cast it onto the potter; a goodly price thai l

rized si of them. Ana i look the thirty

oiea ol silver, and caat them to the potter In the
house of the Loud.

TABLES OF QUOTATIONS FROM

Zech. be. D

'lipSvff-aM*** iJou, o Bw'.iv,- «-:w i^it*. «" : *

, Itf xat .<rwA.0v vise
i;. otce fxccr-diiiu'iv, O daughter ofSlon

' i daughter ol Ji runalem. Behold
tiiy king la coming to thee ; be la righteous, and
having siiK.itiMji J 1 - i .. iur. k, and mounted on

an ass, »-. an a young colt.

IV.al mii 2
Eko-to^^t:,- m.Ti*> exi &nk*fy*r<»v K»rnfT«o-»

il *.

Oolofthe mouth of babes and sucklings thoa
hast perfected pi

Psal cxviii. 22, 23.

Ai5ov iv »ti J:K.juao*x» ei otusl e/touvrif, evro{

uTn, xx* itti Jxu^xo-rit ir ejSXAjusi; t^w.
The atone, which the bulldera rejected die

aame is become the bead "i the corner This

was from thi Lor i (or, the lord's doing); and it

is wonderful in our eyes.

I :
i in. B.

Eyw nui i ©io; uy t»t^-!( «*0u
|
6is; At r xxM,

xxi «io» Io-a«K, xxi «ies IxxoeC.

I am the Qod of thy lather, the God of Abra-
ham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob.

Deut. 1
1

5

AyxJr'-Tii; KuflDV T» Bran CSV 1; cMC Tuf
£iareix;« cov, **' i£ eX*; tij; ^uxi» "w, **' 'i

, shall love the Lord lay God with thy

whole understandlngi and with ihy whole soul,

and wiih thy whole might

Psal. ex. 1.

Ei-iv o Kv^is; t*i Ku
r
i*i ^:'J, Xx7su ix St^taiv

The I^ord said unto my Lord, BH at my right

band, until l make Lhine enemlea thy foi i

Zech
1\XTX\'.V TOV vOio.mj, K«l iilXTK0pT(O*Il;(r:vTSH

Sniii.- the ahepherd, and the - bet p of in

BhaU bt

Zech. xi. 13.

, aVTOWf ll( TO XiuVIWTKjJtOV, •«* 0-JtlV'/*"'

II JjXijUSV 10-Tlf, Cf TpiSTSl- iJcxi/KTSHf WJTI6 «WTcO»*

x*( i?.j':^ TOWj i^hivt* iifywfsu,* xai iviCkXov

wr»V( lit tsv 01K-.K KupiOV, fi( io XatMUT«pl«l>.

I** jr them Into ihe on lUn I furnace, and I will

see whether II la proof, In like manner u I have
been proved by ihem 8 1 1 lool the thirtj pieces

of silver, and threw them down In the house of

[Part I. Cmr. IV

EtTtTi in S)it^i Eiwr* Uow, 2 BanXiuf tou
ipX*™* <r0t w?*~i, "** i»»6i»**«( iff) :ci

(
in

c«X:» vi o* u»»(t^ i: v.i

Ttll ye the Swn Behold thy king
ito thee meal ind aiuing upon an aaa,

a colt the foal of an

V x\l 16.

Ex o"T5>*»T05 M7i4ir xxi ^^*.*^;*T»r xsTa^Tir*

Out ofthe mouth of babes and buckling* thou
bast perfected praise.

Matt. .\xi 12. Matk mi 10. Luke xx 17 Acta
IV. 11.

Ai;;» & if a^i J;x»>«»T*» : (
" iiKtYe/iavrrif, oi.'Tec

<<j KlfMXSI ',. ' .yi»lt»
HUT*, (It ITTI ?XVflllTT> :i ?--*-u.
The atone which the buDdere i

aameta become Ihe bead of the corner: this is

the Lord's doing, and it is marvellous in our eye*.

Matt. xxii. 32. Mark xli. 26. Luke xx. 37.

E> ii/ci S Bl«{ A^»a/4, u. 2 fcJiCi lo-aax, in 2

Iam the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac,

and the God of Jacob.

Lxh\87, Mark xii BO. Luke x. 27.

<T9V, Kit If CM Ti( yv^l VSv, Xmi If :>, Tq j<n : •»

fl"ev.»

Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, and Willi all thy soul, and with all thy muni.

Matt. xxii. 41. Mark xii. 36. Luke xx. 42.
Ei-iv c K..^i--c Ta Kb^Im p*0W, Kairu u ji^ia*

(U-u, »'*» »v J* tov( f/,$$'vi o*:w vx(7:Jisr tmf

The Lord said unto my Lord, Hit ihou on my
right band| until l make thine enemieathy foot-

Matt, xxvi. 81.
ITarxCce tov 7:t/»in, x«i ii»9"x:f-ri3'^ff-iTai t*

l win epherd, andtbeaheepofihn
il"i-k i red abroad.

Man xxvii. 9, 10
K*i |JL«6o* tit^ji'.hi ipjvfi*, T^r Ti/i|» T' u

ti rijur^! v -'J, e* iTtUHffHTC arrs 0|«« iT^aij*.. K»i
ifwxav HUTH ll( WW a^

f
:v TOu mpa^n .;, ixja

And they took the thirty plecea of silver, the
price of him that was valued, w boi

children of Israel did ralue and cave them for

(he potter's field, as the Lord appointed ma.

• This quotation seems to '"• taken from two propheclaaj viz tea urll

11. where we read. Say ye t<> t/n daughters/ Zum, behold thy tat\

c0metA--ejKifrom2ecb.il '-'. The latter part agrei more a Uy with
the Hebrew than with tbe Septuagini; onl) both Saiol Matthew and th<

Beptnaglnl aeem to have read UP» meek, Inatead of UF» aJJUcud. (Dr.
Randolph on ihe Quotatlona, p. 29.)

i Kmpftmt, i
\ mar.

» T 3eptuaglnt here trajudatea 133S, by raj
a.aviix; o-;v («y undeT9tan&ing) Dul the All

h thc *BfSif rav (thu heart) ft Uattbi both, but pnl
(arniO between ; be alio puta «» It

i ibly to the Hel
andheleavei oul the bitter clause, wfd aUthi - M
si Lake ajrree entirely with SI Mail iew. only they add the lattoi clauai
(Dr Randolj ii from the Bcptu tnd Hebn d * nol
bi the least aflTect tb tft Scoti h ih with great proba
that lh< i undei I u i

| o| the Holy 8pl
log ol thla fit H and an u tnandmi nl In ihe i

without Intending either Implicitly to quote the Bepluagint i

. H
Thl Ine Ms ,,( thi

ug that I
i

Aral.i> ih ft Inl luttbeu ii l)i Ram)
| Owen

the Debri n ooghl to be read *1* Inatt i

^^
for n I rloubi

i

tahonx. ; .'i thi Wo*l< ol ftuol tl in p M.
* T fnculty. The prop!

chad from Jeremiah: *
• * r in thai propbel no am h prop

i Ibund
u / • iph) cy iv i. .mi, i hit) Deltht r do thi

perfectly agree Saint . pinion
that an error has ci

written by Lbe tri thai the word ha i bc< n inlet

I bach numbered 33 (ol the eleventh <>r twelfth centui
j

the twelfth ceniary) In the bUer Byrlac and In the modern Greek vei
*i<»n«. one or two MSS ol the old lull manuecripi
bi Itugii i Hfl clti r\ r- nj an Oi
fctt , i i

In thi
i Ktunplai i in d

by Bengel Ir
* ,. N i nl I n

him L-i- bin thai ihlawi Other i mini nl

critics have thought thai the ninth, tenth, and eleventh chapters of what in

called Zechaxuurs Prophecy were really written by Jeremiah, and they
have certainly as jgned very probable reasons tor such "i both
the matter and style (Set Di BammondonHcb viil 9 Mi [e^Worka,
pp 786 -'' up Klddar'a Demon] of Met p. 196, du Lowth,ii vm Bee also Volume n I'irtvi Chap VTJ

p
where roaaonaaraa wthaitneae chapterswere actually writ-

ten by Zacbarlah.) ii i-^, however, mosf nubehy, thai th .iimj

if Matthew xxvll. 0, was simply, that tehieh trns spoftcn bi tiu; paorasrr,

ir*», vrlthoul luunme any prop knd,thls conjeotu
confirmed by the facl that Sainl Matthew often omits the name ! ii"' pro-
ph. -i in ins quotations (Bee Man i 22 II. B idil :l"> tnd sxl I i Bet

approves ol uie omusnon h waa, as wi
I

this volume), the euatom ol lev i traent

into threi pari I begmnmg with the Lav ed ran Law;
encing wll ad the

Moid, I

IUJ ill-

h began with luotationa from it

would ol*a name. Thl complclebj r-- vas
i' i Babal David

P uie propbel Jeremiah as I ritles) Insists that

the word Jeremiah Is pern Ling at the head of that di-

from which the - ran isnorolnallon
to nil the real With regard to the m

i < «.• read a hi h I the reading
notation (both of lh<

vrnth ihe Byriac vcrsloi .
; bUioai

will \.
i wiih the oi i road /

i to be probable from wl i«la rwtira|i
the Lord commanded ma, *•*• ' " : =^ »* T««wii*r« ".>v r( «

« ii| to »> , and I i

and I 1. The

ilj t Ti.it *wn i^ pmdi red at 6 NW -"'2

ih omllteo ;
MSB. (8eo

D Qenei dla. '.- I'.v p 21 > The word -tut,.

nu'^ivlu iv iri^'TiiTS Ml '
' > (ITO

ii Ni
Ion I>i Randolph on the Q %.. n, i .

i.i i. bach, torn i p UH Dr.l
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30. Psal. xxii. 19. (18. ofEnglishversion.)

: "nu v?io* ^n 1

? Vpi on 1

? >di ypbrv>

They part my garments among them, and cast

lots upon my vesture.

31. Psal. xxii. 2. (1. of English version.)

ijrury hdS ^n *?«

My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me 7

32. Isa. liii. 12.

And he was numbered with the transgressors.

33. Exod. xiii.2.

Whatsoever openeth the womb—both of man
and of beast, it is mine.

*4. Lev. xii. 8.

rui* *M w in onrrvw
Two turtles or two young pigeons.

35. Isa.lxi. I, 2.

*waS ^riN rnrv rwo \y
,k?
V tHl* *jin nn

D^aiyS NipS nS"naipjS tronS ynV» d^wjj

iwvnw tnpS : nip npe omw6i im

The Spirit of the Lord God is upon me, because
die Lord hath anointed me to preach good tidings
into the meek, he hath sent me to bind up the
broken-hearted, to proclaim liberty to the cap-
tives, and the opening of the prison to them that
are bound : to proclaim the acceptable year of
the Lord.

36. Psal. lxix. 10. (9. of English version.)

^rr?DN "jrvo nnjp-13
The zeal of thine house hath eaten me up.

37. Psal. Ixxviii. 24.

And had given them of the corn of heaven.

38. Isa. !iv. 13.

mm -HID*? 'prta'
And all thy children shall be taught of the Lord.

39. Isa. xii. 3.

40. Psal. lxxxii. 6.

I have said, Ye are gods.

41. Zech. ix. 9.

See the passage, in No. 22. p. 296. supra.

43. Isa. liii. 1.

: nnSjj *d
-,

?jj mm pnn unpD»S pwrt ^d
Who hath believed our report? And to whom

hath the arm of the Lord been revealed 7

Psal. xxi. 18. (xxii. 18. of English Bible.)
Al£/*;ptO-ttVTO T* ifiXTIX fitSV SXUTOif, XXi ITTt TOV

They have parted my garments among them,
and for my vesture have cast lots.

Psal. xxii. 1.

*O®£05j0 ©105,1*00, a-poirxes ftot, ivaTi tyxxrt-
Kins /as

;

O God, my God, attend to me ! Why hast thou
forsaken me ?

Isa. liii. 12.

K*t tv T0*f KVOjUOt; t\oynr9Yi.

And he was numbered among the transgres-
sors.

Exod. xiii. 2.
' Ayixvov ftot ttxv TrpwTOTixof irpwToyevt;, Jice-

veiyov txtxv ftnTfxv.

Consecrate to me every first-born,that openeth
every womb.

Lev. xii. 8.
AuO Tpvyovx$ y Svo vsoo-TOuj irifiiO-Tlpwv.

Two turtle-doves or two young pigeons.

Isa. lxi. 1, 2.
t

TlvEVftX Kup*0U t7T' iflB
t

0u tlVCXtV tXfMTt fit'

E\ixyytKi'(t<roxi ffTmx»i( %7rt<r\x,K*.i fti, txirxvixt

T0US (TUVTtTpififiSvOVg TtJV XXpSlXV, Xtjpu;;** tH%t»»~
> is t ; i „ aepso-iv, xxi tu$>\oi; xvx&hf^/iv' Kx\t<rxt
iVIXVTQV KuftiOu SlXTOV.

The Spirit of the Lordi's upon me, for the busi-
ness for which he hath anointed me. He hath
sent me to preach the Gospel to the poor, to heal
the broken-hearted, to preach deliverance to the
captives, and recovering of sight to the blind

;
to

proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord.

Psal. Ixvjii. 9. (lxtx. 9. of English Bible.)
O £lA.0s tov oixov trow x»Tt$xy-£ f*i.

Zeal for thine house hath consumed me.

Psal. Ixxviii. 24.
Kn etfTQv ovpotvou :j«m' xvrotf.

And he gave them the bread of heaven.

Isa. liv. 13.
K«4 trxvrxg tov? u»ow; trou StSxxTQvf ©iOv.

Even thy sons, all instructed of God.

Matt, xxvii. 35. John xix. 24.
AnftipHTXVTO TX IftXTlX f£Q\l i~U\iTQiq

t
XXI IfflTOV

iftxTKTfiov a»ou t&jcKav x^npov.

They parted my garments among them, and
upon my vesture did they cast lots.

Matt, xxvii. 46.

H\(, H\i, Kx/*x a-x£xx$xvt
J
tout' io-ti, ©(I

juou, ©£( /aov, ivxti us (j-xxteXi7T£; ;*

Eli, Eli, lama sabachthani 1 That is to say, My
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me 1

Mark xv. 28. Luke xxii. 37.

Kxi filTX XVOfiuiV t\0yi5-0»J,

And he was numbered with the transgressors.

Luke ii. 23.

IToev xprsv Jiwi-oi/ov /zHTpaci kyiov tu> Kup*»
xXndna-BTxt.

Every male that openeth the womb shall be
called holy to the Lord.

Luke ii. 24.

ZivyQ$ Tfiuyovwv v\ Svo vtorcovg nepurTtpiuw.

A pair of turtle-doves, or two young pigeons.

Psal. lxxxii. 6.

Ey« ElTTMj 5i0t MTTB,

I said, Ye are gods.

Zech. ix. 9.

See the passage hi No. 22. p. 296. supra.

Luke iv. 18, 19.

u fir' sftt
t
Ou ..

i
-:

:
i SXP'O"' P* tvxy

aZOij- «.-r«o-T=t?.X6 fti T0OJ

Isa. liii. 1.

Kupif, T15 tTrttTTtvtri T»t axo>] y\(iinv •

y ' 1 .:„.'',.. ,:v KuplOUTIVI :c 7T'. *.?./. <J-~ 7*.
J

Lord, who hath believed our report ?

And to whom hath the arm of the Lord been
revealed (or made manifest) 7

Tlvtvpx Kv
yiKti^trSxi 1

truvTcTpi^t/iivows txv xxpSixv, x«ptr^*» oaxfixK'U'

TO15 u^(<riv, xxi rutpKots xvx£f*ttyiv
)
[xirtXTTeiKxi

TtSp^uo-^iioo; iv at^to-f"']' Kiipugai tvixvTOv Kupiou

StX.TOV.3

The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he
hath anointed me to preach the Gospel to the

poor, he hath sent me to heal the broken-hearted,
to preach deliverance to the captives, and re-

covering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty

them that are bruised, to preach the acceptable
year of the Lord.

John ii. 17.

'O £h\o; tou oixoo o-cv xxrt^xyt fis.

The zeal of thine house hath eaten me up.

John vi. 31

.

Apro v ex tou ovpavou tSuxtv «uto»( qxytiv.

He gave them bread from heaven to eat.

John vi. 45.

KXI llTOVTMI 7TMVT6S ilJ»XT0l TOU 0EOU.

And they shall be all taught of God.

Johnvii.38-
*0 TTlO-TIVaV II? £f£t, XX-JaJf tiirivil J-pol(f H, V0TX-

(WO i ix Tif$ xoi^iotg auTOW f>tva-av<riv ISxtqs ^uivto;.*

He tliat believeth on me, as the Scripture hath

said, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living

water.

John x. 34.

Eyat turXy 5(0i »o-ts.

I said, Ye are gods.

John xii. 15. (See Matt. xxi. 5. p. 296. swpra.)
M*i c

'"'
'j, JvyxTtp ii.i'i'

- loou Bxo*tA.fu$ o~ou

fjyiT/i, xx$t\fttv0q t~» ttudXov 0V0U.&

Fear not, daughter of Sion ; behold thy king
comcth, sitting on an ass's colt.

John xii. 38. (and see Rom. x. 16.)

Kupif, Tl( e-T»0"T(UO*S TH t*K0iJ v,}J.vV •

Kxi o &px%itav Kupiou Ttwi <xn-*x*Xuif Sn
;

Lord, who hath believed our report 1

And to whom hath the arm of the Lord been
revealed!

* This is taken from the Hebrew, but the words are Syriac or Chaldec.
Sabachthani is the word now in the Chaldee Paraphrase. (Dr. Randolph,
p. 30.)

» The Codex Coislinianus 195. (No. 34. of Griesbach's notation), of the
eleventh century, omits the words printed between brackets.

a This quotation is made exactly from the Septuagint, as far as the words
xiXftxKvTOii; xsttriv. deliverance to the captives ; and it accords with the
Hebrew, except thai the word Jehovah twice occurs there, which is omit-

ted in the Septuagint and by the evangelist. But, instead of the Hebrew
clause, translated the opening of the prison to them that are bound we
read tv$a.ois xvxZks^iv, 7 ccovering of sight to the blind; which words are
adopted by St. Luke, who adds, **roirrttK** TtSpxwr/xtvou'; tv xpto-i, setting
at liberty (hem that are bruised, which words do not appear in the Septua-
gint The difference between this quotation, as it appears in Luke iv. 18.

and thf origine! Hebrew, is thus accounted for—Jesus Christ doubtless
read the prophet Isaiah in Hebrew, which was the language constantly
used in the Synagogue

; but the evangelist, writing for the use of the Hel-
lenists (or Greek .lews), who understood and used only the Septuagint ver-

sion, quotes that version, which on the whole gives the same sense as the

Hebrew. Le Clerc, Dr. Owen, and Michaelis are of opinion that they are
either a different version of the Hebrew, and inserted from the margin of
the evangelical text, or else that they are a gloss upon it, taken from Isa.

lviii. 6. where the very words occur in the Greek, though the Hebrew text

is very different. The Arabic version agrees nearly with the evangelist.

The Hebrew appears formerly to have contained more than we now find

in the manuscripts and printed editions. (Scott, Randolph.)
« There are no words answering to these either in the Septuagint, or in

the Hebrew. It is indeed no citation, but only a reference or allusion.

Vol. I. 2 P

The Jewish writers inform us that, on the last day of the Feast of Taber-
nacles, it was usual to pour water on the altar, to denote their praying then
for the blessing of rain, the latter rain, which was then wanted against,

their approaching seed-time: This water they drew out of Siloah, and
brought it with great pomp and ceremony to the temple, playing with their

instruments, and singing, and repeating the words of the prophet: With
joy shall ye draw water out of the wells of salvation. (Isa. xii. 3.) Our
Lord, according to his usual custom, takes occasion from hence to instruct

the people; and applies this ceremony and this scripture to himself : He
signifies to them that the water here spoken of was to be had from him
alone

—

If any man thirst, let him come unto me, a?id drink: He that be-

Ueveth m me, as the Scripture hath said, out of his belly shallf\uw rivers

of living water.—The word xo<xi*, here translated belly, signifies a hol-

low receptacle, and may properly be used for such cisterns or reservoirs

as were usually built to receive the waters issuing from their fountains:

The meaning then is, that every true believer shall, according to this scrip-

ture, repeated by the people on this occasion, abound with living water,

have within him such a cistern, as will supply living water, both for his

own and others' use : What is signified by water we are informed in the

next verse, viz. the gifts of the Spirit : The like metaphor our Lord makes
use of, John iv. 10. And in the prophetic writings (see Isa. xliv. 3. Iv. 1.

Ezek. xxxvi. 25—27. Zech. xiv. 8.) it is often peculiarly used to signify the

gifts and graces of the Spirit to be conferred under the gospel dispensation.

(Dr. Randolph, p. 31.)
, „ , , . ,

* This differs both from the Septuagint and the Hebrew, and also from

the citation in Matt. xxi. 5. The evangelist either followed some other

translation, or chose to express briefly the sense, but not the words of the

prophet. (Ibid.)
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43. Isa. vl 0, 10.

riee the passage No. 10. p. 295. supra.

TABLES OF QUOTATIONS FROM

lsa. vi '.'. 10

See the passage in No. 16. p. 295. supra.

[Part I. CaiP. V

John xil. 40. (See Malt. xiil. I J. 16 p 296 tupra.}
TlTu^)..»Klr IVTtfVTCV( e$iT*kft:vf,XXt StWwfaf

Kir dVTBf TI)V XXpilXV ('»» Ml «3o»Tt T0i( t$?Mk-
/is*;, sai vsqv'aff't Tq KmfStm, xxi iTiri,,*;*^!, km*

iXTw/txi sot - '.,-.!

He hath blinded their eyes and hardens il their

heart; that the? should not see with their eyes,
nor understand with ihnr heart, and be con-
verted, audi should lieal them.

44. Psal. xli. 9.

: app ^p ViJn *DnS SaiK

Mine own familiar friend which did

cat of my bread, huih lift up Mfl heel against DM.

45. Psal. cix. 3. (See Psal. xxxv. 19. and lxix. 1.)

They .... fought against me without a cause.

46. Psal. xxii 1'.* (1- Ol English version.)

:S"IU V?»o» wttV^sl sn^ *Tja ip?rn

They part my garments aiimni; [hrin, and ca.il

lols upon my TUtUTfi.

47. Exod. xil. 46. (See Psal. xxxiv. 20.)

: vamavmh osjn
Neither Bhall ye break a bone thereof.

43. Zech. xil. 10.

They shall look on him whom they pierced.
{Archbp. Newcomc's version.)

49. Psal. lxix. 26. (25. of English version.)

(And see Psal. cxix. 8.)

: as" wSm DmVrttQ noc: om*o"»nn

Let their habitation be desolate, and lei none
dwell in their tents.

Psal. xli. 9.

'O it$*»v «pT0w;/*Ov if*ty**.v*tv i»'ijui J-Tipvifl-.

II,
, who ate of my bread, hath lifted up his heel

against me.

Psal. cix. 3.

They fought against me without cauBC.

Psal •
i I

flirui^lMl'TO T* iu'TIl fiOV IXUT0IJ, X»l IT! T0V

ifnt >rfA:v fiav i€xA6r x*.qpav,

i I'uri-d my rami, hi among them, and for

my vesture they did cast lols.

Exod. xxii. 46.

Kxi 0TTQVV ',<J nvTfiyiTi ij' 1'JTOU.

Aii'l ye shall not break a bone thereof.

Zech. xii 10.

EviZktyOvT*! wpoc fit, »*$' wvx.aT<apxW*VT9.

They will look lo me instead of the things, con*

C6mlng which (or against which) they have con-
temptuously danced.

Psal. lxix. 25.

TlvqStiTw q it»u\i; KvTiiv qpq.Uw/iivti, **' • " T5, (

irn'i m/tm&tw «vt«v m>) ittui b *»toiiw«.
Let iheir tent (or habitation) be desolate, and in

their dwellings no inhabitant.

John xiii. 13.

'O rptoywv fur' tft*M T9» «7Te *t
ix-qpiv i»' ijui VSJB

VTifiui' auTCu.

Hal hat cateth bread with me, hath lifted up hii

heel against mc

John xv. 25.
hu.TrTXY fit X . fin.l

They hated mc without a cause.

j. < - • r •»

John xix. 21.
Ai^ipmiTi tji^itii pnu ijvr'.i,

They pelted my .ittm-ni among them, and for

my vesture they did cast lots.

John xix. 36.

Octouv cu cvi'T
f
.C-Tt i ii Mvrow.t

A bone of him shall not be broken,

John xix. 37.
'OvJ-Cvtxi lie iv i £ikivt«itjii .«

They shall look on him whom they pierced

Acts i. 20.

Ttv*$*Tw q it»v>.i; mmtow ifu-;
t
xxi /if »« 5

MHIMI IV XUTq,»

Let his habitation be desolate, and let no man
dwell therein.

50. Psal. cix 3
: -win npi imps

Let another lake his office.

51. Joel hi. 1—6. (ii. 23—32. of English version.)

-1^3-^3 *?p >nn-PN -pntPN |3->-inN n>ni

D3*""n3 pD?m HlC^n D^JpI D3*PJ31 ED'H 1N3J1

d*d*3 mnnrrrSjn o^aj?n- ,

?p dji : im* rvunn

rora o*po)d *ppji : vmrtH *pMW rronn

ftynfo lorr rDPn : joy nr\cpi cm di p"usji

:H^W11 *7hjh nirv dp xi3 *jiV? di*? irwil

oSd* bw oc3 tnp»-ncN *?3 nvil

And it shall come to pass afterward, that 1 will

po u mil my spirit apon aD fleah ; and your sons
and Tour daqnicen enall prophesy, yoaroid men
had dream oreama and yooryoong men shall

: ions. And alsu np'Hi the s-Tvanl.s and the
handmaids in thos* davs willl pom oul my spiriL
And 1 will show wonders In the heavens and in

the earth, blood and iir<\ ami [Hilars of smoke.
The sun shall !" turned Into darkness and the
moon Into '!

i before the irn si and the terrible
day nf tin i inn come KnA « ihall cometonass,
thai whoaoeraT sbaU call on the name of the
Lohu shall he delivered

Psal. cix. 8.

Km* txv crirxowqr Mwrsu wGoi iripo;.

And let another luke his office [orbishoprick].

Joel 11. 28—32.
K*t itt»i ftlTx TwuTsf, xsti ixj;*jo aire tow |TF|0/M>

T0f f*t» tlTI fT»T*v VxpKX
t
XXI 1,11; HTIUTof) v 0t wi'ot

Vjuuv, xxi xi Svy-xripti UM" V
, •• -' "^ivCvTipoi

Mftov ivutna it vrftxr.'qTSi'rxi, xii e> nniicnoi
ujusv opxff-J'C «v'vt»i. Kni iti T5u( icu\su( fiiU

xxi im t»{ fovhat; fttv iv Tai( quipcai; IKItr»l(
• xxii x-ra t ;u smuuiro; >*iv. Kxi S .<e*^> r i^xtm if

OVpxVw, XXi IJTt T)-; j >.; ai^X KXI Svp XXI »T(iii»
««»)», 'O n'.ioc juirxo-taM9qo*iT(*i itf tk-.t;,, khi
q Tii.ni H( xiVx, Vfiv i>,jii» Tqv q^rpuv KvptOu Tqv
/*iyxA.qi-, xxi ijriOara. Kxi io*r«i, ;i( e» «v i^-ixx-

Aiff«i«i to ovo/ix K'-yioi/ o*waH<riTxi.

And ii shall ccme fo pass after those tilings,

ihat I will poui out a /"" non ol my spiril upon su
flesh; and your sons and your daughters shall
prophesy

;
and your old men shall dre im dreams,

ami your young men Bhall see visions And on
ni, arvanta and on my handmaids In tho
1 win pour om a porfionofrnTspirit And l will
• fhibii wonders in the neavene and on lh<

blood and Qre md smoky raj : The son Bhall
be turned into darkness, and the moon tnl

before the c ns ol the great and lllustrtous day
Ol the Lord. And it shall mine to pass, tftjit who-
soever shall call on the name of the Lord snail be
.j\ rd,

Acts i. 20.

Tmv iTio-xowq*- xvtov hx*oi in; :;.

His btahoprich lei another lake.

Actsii. 17—21. (See Rom. x. 13.)

Kxi 40-txi if txij irx*Tm,t <rMi?**i* (>>'>'• 5

6i0f), <*%'» «to TSu Jiivinf), u:u mi rxrm
trxfxx' xxi .•^f.rivfO'jnr :. , ii $v*
jill-.ij'.um.di ii'iniiTi-i '.,(!>'> :,)lTti; ' > ' * •

t^i, xxi ^. . jircunp:i j^i*v imrvia i.vthjtJi
nirii, Kxi yi it* ravf BsvMvf m = w *** tw* r*g
j',v'.i(/i9v, iv txi,- ^i;i>i tiiiui,' • > X' ' "* 5 tow
tuu/xj:;j-^*u (xxi t^ 5 ; nT r ut:uti J.l Kxi & -V*
xtpxrm iv tw 6vp*vu> an-, xxi r^m i-ri rsf ;. *>

ur.', lifix xxi —\/j, xxi I'fiiii x (**io v. ' O -Mi;
/llTXO-Tftx;qO*ITxi ll( TuSTS,-, kxi >| 0-lA.qvq |l( »'M»,
Wpif q l\5l»»' TUf «i,«ifxv KufiSU T«r ^ui^^Xqf K«i

I, Kx> inai, •.•*( £f *t> i*ujAiT»t«. t«
OvSux KvfiOU, 0"* JlTIl XI,

tad it Bhall i

(;<id), l will pour "Ht ol my spirit n|t.iii ail fleah:

andjour eonsand your daughtera shall proi
and your young men Bhall tee visions, ana your
old men shall di .am dr<Mi It s Andot
and on my handmaidens i will pour oui in

n,'. p i ii .ui-i thi ) Bhall prophasjy And
[ will show wondera In heavi on Bigns
in ihe earth beneath, blood and fh

ke. The aun enall betur liDtodarknaaa.
moon into blood, before that great and

notable day ofthi Lord come and
Bo pa ' [whosoever shall call on the name of
the Lord shall be saved

FQ. Psal. ivi. 8— 11.

: ^i-h-l
'3 ^»D'D »3 i*on njj*? 7\yr\i »n^w

:n^3^ pgfi nra ih iniaa ^j*i oS not^ pS
niHi 1

? in»Dn pp *6 SikcV »coj stjjn-N 1

? '3

: -po nH nmo^ par o«n mn uymn : nnc

Psal xvi ft—11.
n^oiofw/4qw T0f Kvpisi- |»««-I0f ju'v ?ix -r«»r:;,

$Tt IX ^i£l«f ^»0W iff-TIf, iVl fm VXklvTu. Aix T0MT9
<*/*9w, xxi qyx>.A.*»(rxto q }A>rra

p«u' iti Ji xxi » v*pl n-.v R«T«r»«vwrii lir' :

*Oti 0VX l)-I»T»».IIVI.( Tiff ^X'* ^ow ••

CuJl JwffHJ T01 IfXlF. Eyto-
firx; ^ai iJou( £-»(• w^i^ffiti /ii mCfO(rvfq( uiti
T3U rt,5T«T51/ raw.

Actail. 2£>-28.
np:»p*/ii>» t - I

x figtav /i!v im*, i*x m« r«x«vB«,
TXrTSj.iTI
^•a T«VT»

.x /iiu, xxi .)«'.MifiT! q y>..e>ra
M#W* ITi 5| KXI q <TJf£ *tvi»Ti'..i.-M it'll (Tiji*

*Oti owk. iyoi • M« m ilew,
euJi JxriH »•» in»» - Fj t»^i-

a-x( fin o^5ue £*(' ••A.qf«rii» /ii iu;
r !rvK( mitm

tsu vp»r«ireu rov.l

> The erangellathaahan >rt: if

we snpfKiHo that > >•( •«•< fan ii is m the Hebrew ntn ojjn) IH to be on
derstood aa the nomlnattva ease belo (It being nol nnuaual
for words thai sfgnlft a multitude to be joined With plural pronouns <t
adjecttvt

i snd read • » with an saptrate, the citation will b< i

Iranslaliorj ol the orlglna], only aomawhal abridged d>r Randolph on
Q 81.)

s i agrees both wlifa the Beptuagtnl snd with the Hebrew,

rmr»* (theyhaU d) Or pn
t< M.i. .i tobe< i

. h Bible 1 19 m In
i

P«nimiHt speaks of Che iv ,—pio-*wti<
fti « . ir, ir!,., f,,,t. ,. without cemsi (Randolph, Bcoti

|

» TIhh glv< h the m
Ive voice wh

• *r II i ., v 20 when
tixiK - T..it,. ,.,i*, ,, ,: -UT , y , w TurT^iCKiTii .. ii.. keepeth all rAefi
gjsfiaf; not one €j thtm shaUbi tmhsn (Randolph, p 88.)

* it is evident thnt t
I here plainly rand vAn (Use) bHtandof

*7M (me) In theHebnv Be .,, . n \i-- indtwn
n \nd thai this i are by what i-i

ton nmi thtjfohaU mnurn/tT ft- On authority of these menu*
sertnCa, Archbishop Newcomi read l*?H kiM (Blinor Pro-

i lit)
* Thl i tl l-'i ii"' in words, with th< which

a b| the Hebi i « The only different i

M.iMd ol Ins
in mle in tht plural (I)i R uidolj h p

* The Oodej Vatic inu n id « • * • « * ' for n rmn trx****t ftp •

* The woi d - sen bracket iltted In the D B
in the tjuol ii

* This quot i u igtnl bnl dl : ial re.

B raw i i

, ~'
1 -'

|

i
.

\ n%ata hero
the Syria th (he

rlebn w. The
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I have set the Loxn always before me ; because
he is at my right hand 1 shall not be moved.
Therefore my heart is glad, and my glory re-

joicelh ; my flesh also shall rest in hope. For
thou wilt not leave my soul in hell, nor suffer thy
Holy One 10 see corruption. Thou wilt show me
the path of life; in thy presence is fulness ofjoy.

63. Deur. xviii. 15. 19.

pnfrM mrv -|S a*-[v ^jna -pnso -p-ipc noj
nan Vk pdb"*** 1

? "wn e^nd rvm pjjnpn vSn
: >DJJD tt'llN ^DJN -D«>3 "QV "WK

The Lord thy God will raise up unto thee a pro-

phet from the midst of thee, of thy brethren, like

unio me : unto him shall ye hearken- And
it shall come to pass, that whosoever will not

hearken unto my words which he shall speak in

my name, I will require it of him.

I foresaw the Lord continually before me,
because he is .<t my right hand that 1 may not be
moved. Therefore my heart was gladdened, and
my tongue exulted with joj ; moreover my flesh

also will dwell in bope. 1'or thou wilt not leave

my soul in Hades (or, the mansion of dead), nor
suffer thine Holy One to see corruption. Thou
hast made known to me the ways of life. Thou
with thy presence will fill me with joy.

Deut. xviii. 15. 19.

ITpSpHT^V $X Ttuv x&tKQM tT6V
(
w5 tftt^ avXTTJIVt 1

(rot Kvptof o fc>io$ row motou uxGoo~to-J* Kx»

c Kvflfiuu.TOj of txv /*ij xxowo-tj ocrx »v K*Kh\th o TTfi-

9>jr>{,- '...I''., igri tw ovOjumti /iou, tyii ixo"tx»io-iu t£

Huron.

The I-ord Ihy God will raise up for thee, from
among thy brethren, a prophet like unto uie ; to

him .shall ye hearken.—And whosoever will not

hearken to what that prophet shall speak in my
name, I will execute vengeance on bun.

64. Gen. xxii. IS.

And in thy seed shall all the nations of the
earth be blessed.

XTI <T0W 7TX
Gen. xxii. IS.

Xxi (vfu^oyti&^o-ovTwi ivrm trw-p^o

ret iSvn tks >"K-
And in thy seed shall all the nations of the earth

be blessed.

I foresaw the Lord always before my face, for

he is on my riiihi hand, thai 1 should not be
moved: therefore did mj heart rejoice, and my
tongue was glad; moieovrr also my flesh shall

rest in hope : because thou will not leave my soul
in hell, neither will thou suffer thine Holy One to

see corruption. Thou hast made known to uie

the ways of life ; Ihou Shalt make me full of joy
with thy countenance.

Acts iii. 22, 23.

no«9>)Tqv vfttv xvxo-tuti* Kupio; 5 ©105 ujecwv «x

tuuv xitKOtov ojU<uv, tif tf*i
m kvtou «x0vo-lO*-&f xxtx

7TXVTX o<TX XV KxKtjTtl ^pOf vftxf. EffTXi Of, 7TXTX

^"Zl, •) T 'S *" Ml xxooo-»j tou jrpo^ijTOu txiivou,

t£o/.ojptojk;0-»TXi ix. r so Kw, u.l

A prophet shall the Lord your God raise up
unto you, of your brethren, like unto me: hiia

Hh ill j
• hear in all things whatsoever he shall say

unto you. And it shall come to pass, thai every
soul which will not hear that prophet, shall be
destroyed from among the people.

Acts iii. 25.

K;tt to) TTTipjuoiTi you tv i vKQy>t$t\<rQvTx I irtMTXt XI

STMTpisH T«S J-US.

And in thy seed shall all the kindreds (i. e.

nations, as being derived from one common
ancestor) of the earth be blessed.

55. Psal. ii. 1, 2. p8al. (|, l, 2.

13** !"»* tpn UH> O'D^I O'U WJH 7ID7 'Ii/bti -$po*£xv ifivn, x*. \xa. 1/tiMTi-r*-. xivx
;

TOW XpiO*TOW JIUTOU,

Why do the nations race, and the people Why did the nations rage, and the people ima-

imagine a vain thing ? The kingsof the earth set gjne (of meditate) vain tilings 1 The king of the
themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, earth stood up (or combined), and the rulers

against the Lord, and against his Anointed. assembled together against the Lord and his

Aiioiiil'jd,

Acts iv. 25, 26.

'IvatTi i$p\ix\xv i5vii, xxi X«04 tpii\tTr,fxv XIvx
;

rixp<o-Tijo-xi' Oi exo*iX.ii; t^; *MS, xx* oi xp%0WT»$
<rwny')*ia-xv tin to xoto xxtx too Kwpiou. xxi ut»
TOO Xp*TT0W XUTOU,

Why did the heathen rage, and the people ima-
mm vion things. The kings of the earth stood up,
and the rulers were gathered together, against
the Lord and against his Christ (1. e. Messiah, or
Anointed one).

56. Gen. xii. 1.

Get thee out from thy country, and from thy
kindred, and from thy father's house, unto a land
that I will show thee.

Gen. xii. 1. . Acts vii. 3.

E?tK$t (xTusyns o-sw xa. ix T«? o-vj-yiviiKj (TOw, EgfX.5i «x t« 5 yn« (row, x«. ix t«? (rw^yiwt.ac

xjti ix too BIKOU TOH s-arpof fl-ow xa« Jiupo i<5 T>jv O-0u
(

»X*i Stwpo it; y*v
t

r
t
v «vroi Jugw.

y«i', flV «v iT3 t •)( t ; u.

Depart from thy land, and from thy kindred, Get thee out of thy country, and from thy

and from the house of thy father, and come to the kindred, and come into the land which 1 shall

laud which 1 will show thee. show thee.

57. Gen. xv. 13, 14.

ujn di-djji onS n 1

? y->K2 -m-ir rvrp "iro
nip "iif« »un nw dji : ro» hind v^"i« ddk

Gen. xv. 13, 14.

riapotxoif 10-Toti to o-?rep^B* iron ew ytj oux t£*«, xmj

JOU\'JU(TOOO-Il' »WT0«;, X«< XCtXtuPOOO-if kotov;, x«*

T«WJH'u>0-OUO-*V KWTOWJjTITpjtXOtTIt* IT>t. To il I^VO?,

<i txv liiuAi'jTouiri, xpioiu «y!io* ^wiTK S« TitwTat igi-

^.luo-Oirai iij» /atTt* *rroo-xiw>|( ffOX?.»is.

That thy seed shall be a stranger in a land (hat Thy seed shall sojourn in a land not their own.
fenol theirs, and shall serve them, and they shall And they shall be enslaved and afflicted, and
afflict them four hundred years. And also that humbled, four hundred years. But the nation

nation whom they shall serve will I judge: and which they shall serve I will judge ; and after that

afterwards shall they come out with great sub- they shall come out hither with much wealth,

stance.

Acts vii. 6, 7.

'Ot» io-t«j to o-n-tpjua mutou n-ccpoixov tv yn x\.
XOTpiea, x»i Joo*.«>o"owo"iv mvtOj kx> xxx.-j}<ravtriv <Tt)

TiTps*xOO-t«. Kit* TO jflvOf, <I> txv SovKlWuift, Xptcu;

I vai. 1 itiv a 3io(' xxi fiiix Txoroe i^i^juo'oi'TWi, xxi

X«Tp(O0"0jri f*V »V To* TOTTiu TOuTtt".'

That his seed should sojourn in a strange land,

and that ihey should bring them into bondage,
and entreat them evil four hundred years. And
the nation, to whom they shall be in bondage, will

I judge, said God : and after that shall they come
forth, and serve me in this place.

58. Gen. xlvi 27.

; D^atf nonxD won api^-maS ifojrr'w

All the souls of the house of Jacob, which came
into Egypt, were threescore and ten souls.

Gen. xlvi. 27.

MhO-XI T-OX*' 0»X0O IxXulG Ml ll<TI>.fl3U9"«» fltTX

txxwZ ng Atyvnrov, fyv/.xt »GSo^«>ixovt*3'H'ti.

All the souls of Jacob's house, that went with

him into Egypt, tcere seventy-five souls.

Acts vii. 14.

A;roa-T»iX,Ks St I w 8*119 ^<t«x»>.io*mt6 top t»«Tip«

kutou I«x»? xxi ttxvxv t»)v <rvyytvn*v «utow tv

l|nx«i( JSo
v
o^»|xOi'Tx;r'VTi.

Then sent Joseph, and called his father Jacob
to him, and all his kindred, threescore and
fifteen souls.

59. (See Josh. xxiv. 32.) Acts vii. 16.

'O tovijff'xTo ACpxxjw tijUijs «p-f-opiou rxpx ratv

vXmv Eppep too 2,ux'f*-*

That Abraham bought for a sum of money, of
the sons of Emuior, the father of Sycheni.

60. Amos v. 25—27. Amos v. 25, 26.

po nNi DDD7D pod nN onvN-rji : Vfrn^* n^a c fT i r*v <r«wTou Mo^o Xl x«t to *o-t
P
ov too s*ow

^n'jjni : oii on-ctj ntf n odmVn 3did oa-oSx &/«» 'p-*.*-**, t °w? tv«-oo 5 kvtov oo S t?ro»«o-xTi

pxy.xMil ff

TtO-O-XpXXOfTX I

7.xSlT< TllW O-X^ 1

Acts vii. 42, 43.

XI 7vTi* s
- -. f-TfnJ/jin /«0I ITtf

ti) fpHUw, ;uoj ItrpxtiX
;
Kxi xvi

t)V TOW MoXO"C, *** TO «0"TpOV T0«

ous Twsroo; 00; iwotxo-XT

erxovuv «WT0I5 xxi /*itoix(oj o^xj t^rixiivx BxCoXw-
W B. I

easy to account. Again, for ^IODj w;y glory, is put h yx^o-o-x ;uow, my
tongue. The Septuagint, Vulgate (which version of the Psalms was made
from theHepIuagint, being the Old Italic corrected), and Arabic, agree with

the apostle ; the Chaldee and Syriac with the Hebrew. For J?a^ is put
jrKup'jia-ni fu. Here again the Vulgate, Arabic, and Septuagint agree. The
Syriac reads satiabor ; the true reading, Dr. Randolph conjectures, might

perhaps be J?atfN, which the Septuagint might translate according to the
sense T^ipuo-nj ^ue. These are but trifling differences; the most impor-

tant is that "VVDn, Holy One, in the plural number, is translated by the
Septuagint and cited by the apostle, and applied to our Saviour in the sin-

gular, tov oViov o-oo, Thine Holy One. This reading is confirmed by the
Keri, or marginal reading, by all the ancient versions, and by one hundred
and eighty of the best Hebrew MSS., and it is required by the sense. The
Masorites have marked their own reading as doubtful. See Kennicott's
Dissert. L p. 496., and also his Dissertatio Generalis, §17. Randolph, p. 32.

Owen, p. 71.
1 This expresses the sense both of the Hebrew and Septuagint, but not

the words
; it may possibly be taken from some other translation or para-

phrase. (Dr. Randolph, 33.)
» The Codex Laudianus and some other MSS. after these words add, x«*

ix too otxov tou «-xTpo( o-oo, as in the Septuagmt-

8 It seems to have been Stephen's design to give a short account of the

conduct of God towards the children of Israel. In this he does not confine

himself to the words of Moses, but abridges his history, and sometimes
adds a clause by way of explication. The present citation agrees very

nearly with the Hebrew. It only adds, uirtv i&tos: and again, xxi hxrftu.

8-8UT. ,uoi tv t» tom-(u tsura : which seems to refer tov. 16. where it is

said, they shall come hither again. (Dr. Randolph on the Quotations, p. 33.)

* In this quotation there is a very considerable error in the copies of the

New Testament ; and some commentators have supposed that Abraham's
purchase of a piece of land of the children of Heth, for a sepulchre, was
alluded to. But this is clearly a mistake. It is most probably as Bishop
Pearce (in Inc.) and Dr. Randolph (p. 33.) have conjectured that ACpxx* is

an interpolation, which has crept into the text from the margin. If, there-

fore, we omit this name, the sense will run very clearly thus :—So Jacob
went down into Egypt and died, he and ourfathers. And they {omt fathers)

were carried over into Sychem, and laid in the sepulchre, which he (Jacob)

boughtfor a sum of money of the sons of Eminor thefather of Sychem.
See Josh. xxiv. 32. and Dr. Whilby on Acts vii. 16,

• This seems to be taken from the Septuasint, though with some varia-

tion. The only considerable difference is that we here read B*Go\.*vo(,

Baht/lon, insieadof Ax^xo-xou, Damascus, in the Septuagint. The Hebrew
and all the ancient versions read Damascus, as also do one or two manu-
scripts ; and this seems to be the true reading. The Septuagint agrees in
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Have ye offered untn me sacrifices ami offer- Did you, O house of Israel, eflvr to nie burnt- O ye house of lsr.nl, have ye offered to me
IngS, in 'ih.- wllderni ra, O home ->f offerings and sacrifices forty years in the wilder- slain beasts and sacrifices, forty years in the wil-

Uracil But ye have borne th ofyour neeai You have, indeed, laken op the tent of deraeasl Yea, ye iuuk op the tabernacle of

Moloch aod Chlun, your images, the star of your Moloch, and the star of your god Itaiphan—those Moloch, and the Mar <>f your god Kemphan,
god which ye made to rout seh es Therefore I lypes of them which you have maoa fur your' figures which ye made i" won top ihem, and 1

will cause TOU lo go into captivity beyond Da- selves. Therefore I will remove you beyond will carry you away beyond Babylon-

maacua. Damascus.

Out<b$ Kiy
Isa. ElffL 1, 2.

i Ku^»o{ 'O supavej jutv iffOi'Of, xxt

r«p r4#«« /fiv vaiovotxovoixoje/fif-

rixirx y xp T»ufi iTinfi» »l 5C'*P M 8W .

Thus saith the Lord, The heaven is my throne,
and the earth my footstool. What sort n{ an what house will ye build me I BSrlh the Lord or

thai ye build unto me f And where U the place house will ye build me J And of what sort shall what is the place of my rest 1 Hath not my baud
of my rest J For all those things hath mine hand be the place of my rest f For all these things uiy made all these things I

made. haud hath made.

Gl. Isa l.wi 1. A

Thus aailhthe Loan, ihe heaven is my throne,

and the earth is m> footstool :
where is the house

Arts vii. -19, DO.
'O oupxvGf M"-' dsWif, i) St yn uversl'iar r«r

Kuftoc >t t.( To-roi raj uTiT^o'ijf ^tiw; Oi*x« i

Heaven t's my throne, and earth is my footstool

:

62. Isa. liii. 7, 8.

k*?i hdSnj rmu wi irron Sar n»b nao
'D Hivnw np\* OfltPDDi -.xj?c:vd nne*

He is brought as a lamb to the slaughter ; and
as a sheep before her shearers is dumb, so he
openeth not his mouth. He was taken from prison
:irnl from judgment; and who shall declare his

generation ; for he was cut offout of the land of
the living.

03. (See Psal. lxxxix. 20. and 1 Sani. xiii. 14)

d4. Psal ii. 7.

:-pnS< dim *jn hpn ija

Thou art my Son, this day have 1 begotten thee.

65. Isa. It. 3.

ouDNin in nDn o*?ijr nna dsS nn-oNi

I will make an everlasting covenant with you,
even the sure mercies of David.

xxt »( xpvo;
, . avoiy it to

rsu 'f ?* i -i'

it*i «ffD Tr>

Isa. liii. 7.

'il> s-psSarov i7i •rpxyi)* iix^l,
lmti;» T9u xiiporTG; «;*>/;,, B(rr«{

fTI^J. Elf T»| TaffllKwffll q xpiTic x
y;*/l*n xwrOu T<{ iiiij-i-TiT j.

;
; f i XI

>*«« « (»>l XUTOW.

H'* was led as a sheep to the slaughter, and as
a lamb before its shearer is dumb, BO he openeth
not his mouth. In his humiliation his legal trial

was talceh away. Who will declare his manner
of life I Because his life was taken from the earth.

Psal. H. 7.

Ti'sj /4cu ii <rv
t
tyui tr-ui^zv ytytvvnxx <ri.

Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten thee.

Isa. Iv. 3.

i ujuiv $<xi *,*>!* an

Actsviii. 32, 33.
*i-,- -np-Zxv.v iti r^xynr f/.i', *** <( *M' a f

tvxvrtov tou Kftpovras avro*- a?ti>rc(, 0vt»( ovn
1V..J!I TO TT-.UX »UTtV. El m 1 31 -TM*-. (Til »«ft»

>t xpici; awTSu *,j,in' n» ai y|v|M* jutou tij Jh)^
o-st**

;
Jt* «^ir»i it] ri-. y * , - '.i- rntni.i

He was led as a sheep to the slaughter, and
like a lamb dumb before his sheen r so opi ned
he not his mouth. In his humiliation Ins judg-
ment was taken away, and who shall declare Ins

generation / for his life is laken from the earth.

Acts iU).9£
Eiipsv Aa£i£ to* raw lio*<r«i, «v£as ixri t*v xap.

I have found David the son of Jesse, a man after
my own heart, which shall fulfil all my will.

Acts xiii. 33.

0; ftov it TV
t
i/ i rruiftv y ly 1 1 v*v.x <7i.

Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten thee.

Of —TJ 00"ISIKxt SixSf.TOft*
Ai'Jli Tl 3l(Tt*.

And I will make with you an everlasting cove*
nant,—the gracious promises to David, which are
faithful.

Acts xiii. 34.

a»ru vfttv rx Irtx iixciJ u sirra.

I will give you the sure mercies of David.

I lab. i. 5.

1 M Ti oi xxTXpoorttTai, xai iTiC^i^ari, xxi
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70 Hab. ii. 4.

: rrn' in:iD»u pnm
The just shall live by his faith.

THE OLD TESTAMENT IN THE NEW.

Hab. ii. 4.

O St £ixx*o; f x uirTjjf fttv ^ffiT»i.

But the just shall live by faith in me.

301

Isa. lii. 5.

Ai* w/*«s Si* a-ciwTOs to avUftx ftou &\x<r<?tiftttTXi

tv TO<; I ii :T<

.

My name continually every day is blasphemed. On your account my name is continually re-

Tiled among the nations.

Isa. hi. 5.

: yam *D8> ovrrSa n^nni

72. Psal. Ii. 6. (4. of English version.

)

: yaovi nam ^nana pixn jpo
1

?

That thou mightest be justified when thou
speakest, and be clear when thou judgest.

73. Gen. xv. 6.

: n,vw >S natprm mntt ]DNni

And he believed in the Lord, and he counted
it to him for righteousness.

74. Psal. xiv. 1—3.

DiN"u:rSp ippvn d^di^d mm : ait3"npp pM
o *?an : D^N-nw am S^vo B^n m*nS

There is none that doelh good. The Lord
looked down from heaven upon the children of
men ; to see if there were any that did under-
stand and seek God. They are all gone aside

;

they are all together become filthy : there is none
that doeth good, no, not one.

Psal. Ii- 4.

*Owa>s xv SiKXfuir.i tv toij keying <rou, xai

ri*vr<; tv TM * p >V ; 7 J x i t- ,

So that thou mayest he justified in thy sayings,

and overcome when thou art judged.

Gen xv. 6.

Kn *?r*irTiucrii' AGpx>i T(«@iw,x#j tXoyuro*) eturui

f«; btxxtoinjvqv.

And Abram believed God, and it was counted
him for righteousness.

:.-.. Psal. v. 10. (9. of English version.)

Their throat is an open sepulchre, they flatter

with their tongue.

76. Psal. cxl. 4. (3. of English version.)

lD^PDtP nnn aitt»aj? nDn
Adders' poison is under their lips.

77. Peal. x. 7-

niDioi nSd in>D 717N

His mouth is full of cursing and deceit.

Oux
Kup . :

,

II*

Psal. xiv. 1—3.
V Zp^TTOTllTX, 0U

XVOV SltKM^ItV lit

, */**«XP"

There is none who doeth good: no, not
The Lord looked down from heaven on the

dren of men, to see if any had understands
were seeking God. They had all gone aside.

were altogether become vile. There is none
doeth good, no, not one.

one.
chil-

they
who

Psal. v. 9.

T«$os avituyjKivos o kxpvy% xvtw tsij ykur-
vxtf xvrwv thoktov<rxv.

Their throat is an open sepulchre ; with their

tongue they have practised deceit.

Psal. cxxxix. 3. (cxl. 3 of English Bible.)
Io; xa- 7TtHalv VWO II '/A <>-*. XVTwV.

The poison ofasps is under their lips.

Psal. ix. 7. [2d series of verses.]
Ou xpxg to -- :u.'. «wtov ytfta xxi -"v*j".

Uis mouth is full of cursing and bitterness.

Rom. i. 17.

'O Sb £txctto; lie vio-Tftu$t tyrtrxt.

The just shall live by faith.

Rom. ii. 24.

To yap evofix -roufcftou iVv/ut{ &kxT$*tftitTxt iv

TO< 5 eSn<rt.»

For the name of God is blasphemed among the
Gentiles through you.

Rom. iii. 4.

'Ofl-w; xv $ixa*tu5>j; tv to.j koyoif cow, «ai
vh'Th;:, TV «.

r
ir.-r::t' T.'.S

That thou mightest be justified in thy sayings,

and mightest overcome when thou art judged.

«<5 in

Rom. iv. 3.

» lX0>-»0-St] MUTW

And Abraham believed God, and it was counted
to him for righteousness.

Rom. iii. 10—12.
Own (0*Tl StXXlOS, OuJl llff, OvX CTTiV 5 ffW*U»V

OUX (0-Tlf IX^XToiV TOW €)I0v, rtwfTif i£tX>.iV*V,

ijuee »iXP [ •ftfCrW Oux *0"T» jroiwv xpi°"T0T>l
Tct

)
ow*

so-Tiv smg ivo$.*

There is not one righteous ; no, not one : there
is none that undersiandeth, there is none that

seeketh after God. They are all gone out of the
way; they are altogether become unprofitable;

there is none that doelh good ; no, not one.

Rom. iii. 13.

T*$H xvi^yutvog - kxpuy% ttviwV tou; ykoiT-

Their throat is an open sepulchre ; with their

tongues they have used deceit.

Rom. iii. 13.

lOf xTTTtSiuv Giro tu ;g*«M aunni-.l

The poison of asps (o venomous species ofser-
pent) is under their lips.

Rom. iii. 14.

•

'Llv to o-tOjwk xpxq xx t w«xpi:«f y-sftti.*

Whose mouth is full of cursing and bitterness.

78. Isa. lix. 7, 8.

; iyi^ nV aiSi^ t^t : oniSoDj lain
Their feet run to evil, and they make haste to

shed innocent blood Wasting and destruction

are in their paths. The way of peace they know
not.

79. Psal. xxxvi. 2. (I. of English version.)

There is no fear of God before his eyes.

80. Psal. xxxii. I, 2.

Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven,

whose sin is covered.
Blessed is the man unto whom the Lord im-

puteth not iniquity.

81. Gen. xvii. 5.

: "pnna omj pon—aK
A father of many nations have I made thee.

2. Gen. xv. 5.

So shall thy seed be.

jjni rprp ro

83. Psal. xliv. 22.

: nnaa jksd uaipro owrta iirnn T
,l?p-o

For (hy sake we are killed all the day long

;

we are counted as sheep for the slaughter.

Isa. lix. 7, 8.

JUK SCI ffOWMpii

Rom. iii 15— 17.^

iroStg xutuiv (xxijh al/ta. Xwrpiftfi*
atpix iv tki{ bSotg xvTjtv' Kxi 6Sov

uaSis awTtuK mi s-owtipiai' rpjxouo-i, t«x j - 0£"5 <

vot (XX 1 * 1 "'V*—

—

vvTpt/x[4.x x»i Tx^oet^-iupi* tv xoti T*A.a

rati? oJoi; kutki*. Kxi oJov *»p«w»i; 0w* oti'sto*i. l*piv»ii owx (yv^o-atw.*

Their feet run to evil, they are swift to shed Their feet are swift to shed blood. Destruction

blood.—Destruction and misery are in their and misery are in their ways; and the way of

ways, and the way of peace they do not know. peace they have not known.

Psal. xxxv. 1. (xxxvi. I. of English Bible.)

Oux itti $oGo£ 6iOU arrtv-iVTi r x-v o^nxKfui

IUT0U.

There is no fear of God before his eyes.

Psal. xxxii. 1,2.
MttXSptOI «V »;;3»Tit XI xvOuixt, KXi wv

>-.v$?i><r*v aci' XftXpTtXl. MfCX»pi3( irff (t>

\eyiTtfTxi Kupto; *,u^n»t,
Happy are they, whose iniquities are forgiven,

and whose sins are covered. Happy is the man,
to whom (to whose account) the Lord will not
impute (or charge) sin.

Gen. xvii. 5.

TIxTipx TTdWutv tSvwv TlSllXX 0*f.

I have made thee the father of many nations.

Gen. xv. 5.

O'jTiuJ ITT xi TO <T5Tlp/U« O*0U,

So shall thy seed be.

Psal. xliv. 22.
'On tvtx.it 0"0u $xvMT0\jfti$x aK*\V Tt-v qftipxv

t\Qyi<r8%fttv i«5 s-poS«r» tr^xyr,:.

For, for thy sake we are killed all the day long,

and accounted as sheep for the slaughter.

Rom. iii. 18.

OOX tOTI $0?0; fcllOU XTTtVXVTt T<DV 0$$X\(Aut¥

surttiv.

There is no fear ofGod before their eyes.

Rom. iv. 7, 8.

tgb, Mxxxpioi wv apiS>io-«K x'i xvo/jtix>
t
xxi <Lv sttixx-

«» kv9$n<rxv mi iu.-(
f
Tiai- M -t .. x

r
i , anp w ou /ti)

Xoj'tfl-tjT** Kupio; i/tapTi«i'.

Blessed are they, whose sins are forgiven, and
whose iniquities are covered.

Blessed is the man to whom the Lord will not
impute sin.

Rom, iv. 17.

IT»T£pOt TfQkKulV tSvtuV Tsjiim 0-t.

A father of many nations have 1 made thee.

Rom. iv. 18,

OyTuJf *0"TM» TO ITTrt(iftX (TiV.

So shall thy seed be.

K/AtpxV
Rom. viii. 36.

'Oti tvtxx t-jv StxvxTivfttix :,'.vf

For thy sake we are killed all the day long

;

We are accounted as sheep for the slaughter.

» The Codex Ephremi (or Regius) has m*" after norway, as in the Sep-
tuasini ; which reading was in the MS. consulted by the author of the Phi-
lo.venian or later Syriac version, and also by Eusebius and Jerome.

» In this quotation from the Septuagint, tou 8io« (of God), is substituted
for m'" (my); and the words tv to< 5 e^vjo-« (among the nations), are added
to the Hebrew in the Septuagint. (Scott, Randolph.)

3 This is taken from the Septuagint, which agrees with the Hebrew.

The Greek translators render nam (t/zkch) thou mayest be clear or pure
by vtxntvuii, thou mayest overcome ; for " to be clear in judgment," or to be
acquitted, is "to overcome." (Randolph, Scott)

* The former part of this quotation is an abridgment of the Septuagint,
but agreeing in meaning with the Hebrew. It is rather an abridgment.
The latter part is exactly from the Septuagint. The Hebrew word ren-
dered in our version they are becomefilthy, and which signifies to be loath-
some or putrid, is in the Septuagint rendered «a:pM<«»flio-*v

f
thev are become

unprofitable. This the apostle retains. It is not so forcible as the He-

brew, but is sufficient for his argument; and it cannot be supposed that

many of the Christians at Rome had any other Scriptures except the Sep-

tuagint. (Scott.)
» These verses (in Rom. iii. 13—17.) are interpolated in Psalm xiii. be-

tween verses 3. and 4. of the modern printed editions of the Vatican Sep-

tuagint; but they are onlv in the margin of the Vatican Manuscript.—
" Vaticanus in hrec verba, qua? sunt ad marginem et non in textu conscripts,

haec notat: Ow£»/«ou xmvtx. tmv VxKm»v wofiiv St i Attoo-to^oc nK^tv xv-

tous ^DTifTEev," (Montfaucon, Origenis Hexapla, torn. i. p. 492.) These
verses are not in the Alexandrine MS. of the Septuagint. They are, how-
ever, found in the Latin Vulgate translation of Psalm xiii., either interpo-

lated, or copied from some interpolated MS. of the Septuagint.
• This quotation agrees with the Septuagint, which also agrees with the

Hebrew, excepting that the Greek translators have rendered J11D1D

(mi'rmdth), deceit, by 7r»xp«*s, bitterness. Dr. Randolph and Mr. Scott con

jecture that they read PTHD (MeRaitoTH).
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Si. Gen.xxi. 12.

: pnt -|S turp* pnna o
For, in Isaac, shall ihy Med be called.

85. Gen. xviii 10.

r-nsS p rum n»n njo t^m swu aw

I will certainly retain to thee according to the

TABLES OF QUOTATIONS FROM

Gen. xxi. 12-

*Ot» it- Is-stxx K>.i]i>;Ttrai <rtii tr-rtp&x.

For in Isaac shall thy seed be called.

I will return to thee about this time twelve-
time of life; and lo, Sarah ihy wife shall have a month; and Sarah, thy wife, shall have a son.

eon.

[Part I. Chap. V.

Gen. xviii. 10.
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Behold I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a

tried stone, a precious corner-stone, asure foun-

dation : he that believeth shall not make haste.

(Be confounded, Bp. Lowth.)

96. Lev. xviii. 5.

ona tni dhnh onH nvp* -iipn

Judgments which if a man do, he shall

live in them.
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Behold, I lay for the foundation of Sion a stone
of inestimable worth—a chosen precious corner-
stone for the foundations of it and he who be-

lieveth shall not be ashamed.

Lev. xviii. 5.

"A w-0*>|0-Ms *UTse BvPptu— oj, (^>!<r*T»i tv xvrot j.

Which, if a man do, he shall live thereby.

Rom x.5.
"0S£tI<T!Ta» tV ((UTOIf.

The man which doeth those things shall live by
them.

97. Deut. xxx. 12—14.

rown vtrrbp *d idn 1

? mn n^ai^a nS

o^ "iapD"66i :ru«pjm hpn ujjdb»i *rt nnpM
•J*? M^Pl D»n "I3J?

_1
7N 1J*9 —IDy^ 'D "lDN^7 SOH

ind -rain T1^ 3rp**>3 : mipjui nns ijjjdb"!

: mcj? 1? -pa^ai -pea

It is not in heaven, that thou shouldest say,
Who shall go up for us to heaven, and bring it

unto us, that we may hear it and do it 7 Neither
is it beyond the sea, that thou shouldest say, Who
shall go over the sea for us, that we may hear it

and do it 1 But the word is very nigh unto thee,
in thy mouth and in thy heart.

98. Isa. Hi. 7.

: aito ib»3d
How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet

of him that bringeth good tidings, that pnblisheih
peace ; that bringeth good tidings of good

!

99. Psal. xix. 5. (4. of English Version.)

DiT*?D Van nspai Dip nx^ pwrtM

Deut. xxx. 12—14.
Ova iv Tip Qvpxvia xvm i<tti

j
hsywVy Tj; «vixG»ja*i-

TMl 'n/*tv «'i TOK OupxvOc, XXI KnfyiTat *tf*'V MUTljv
J

/.-'.i *xouo-s*vts; kvthv a"o*ilo-o>itv ;
OuSs n-tpixtt t>is

^a^sto-o*>is ttTTi, Xcycoir, Tiff 5(X77tpx<r£t *jf**f t"S to

TTtOXV T«S jxA.X<T(Tlli, X*t X»Sh J]^1V aWTIJWj X«*

ocxquo-tmi' ij/ttv -o-oiija-^ xutjjv, xx» wo nnrofttv ; Zyyv$
0-ou f o*t» to ^n/*a 0":po£p* £w t* o-ts^xti o-oo, xx* tv

tij xxpS'x o*ou, xx» tv T»»s x 1 ?""' °"6u witw buto.

It is not in heaven above, that thou shouldest

say, Who will ascend for us into heaven, and
bring it to us, that we may hear and do it 1 Nor is

it beyond the sea, that thou shouldest say, Who
will cross the sea for us, and bring it to us, and
let us hear it, and we will do it? The word is

very near thee, in thy mouth and in thy heart
and in thy hand.

Isa. lii. 7.

*Oj <«px itt* twv eps-i'K, wi jroJi? tvxyyiktfy/tBvtv
axot\v ttpqvtiS) a>i t^xyy tKt(a fttvo q xya$x.

Like beauty on the mountains,—like the feet of

one proclaiming peace, like one proclaiming glad

tidings.

Their line (more correctly, sound) is gone out
through all the earth, and their words to the end
of the world.

Rom. x. 6—8.
M>) lljrJfS tV TVi XXpSl* (TOW T<5 KI'xCtfTETXl flf

TOf avpxvov • (tout* to~Tt, Xp*o"T0v xxTxyxy ttv) H
t

tij xxTxS>io-tTXi tig r*\v xZvarnv • (tout' io*t» Xpt^-
tov ex vtxp'-ov xvxyxyttv) Ej-j-uj <row to faf*»
(0"TIV, IV T(U 0~TC,UXTt 0~0U, XXI tV T(| XXpJiiX 0~OU.l

Say not in thine heart, Who shall ascend into

heaven 1 (that is, to bring down Christ from
above). Or, who shall descend into the deep?
(that is, to bring up Christ, again from the dead).

The word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth
and in thy heart

Rom. x. 15.

'fij tv pat 01 oi sroSij tmv txvyyt\i'£ofttvoj

vv tavyytKityfttvatv Ttc *yxbx.
iipumv,

How beautiful are the feet of them that preach
the Gospel of Peace, and bring glad tidings of
good things

!

Rom. x. 18.

i t\\v y\\v t%tf\8tv b ^Soyyog xwtojv, xxi
Psal. xix. 4.

Et; TTXtrxv tiji/ yqv ifyhitv i 990^-^05 ai/Tmv, xeei Ei; irxtr

115 t« TTipx-rx t>js oixOu^' 1"!! t* p>!M*T * mwtujv. us rx irip«T* t»i; aixovfttvtn tx pr.ftxrx, ccut«ic.»

To every land their sound is gone forth, and Their sound went into all the earth, and their

their doctrines to the limits of the world. words unto the ends of the world.

100. Deut. xxxii. 21.

DD^JJDN Sa: tU3 D^
-
N*?3 OK-UpM *OKl

I will move them to jealousy with those tehich
are not a people ; I will provoke them to anger by
a foolish nation.

101. Isa. Ixv. 1, 2.

i*i id oyit< ovn "Vd vp ina*iB

I am sought of them that asked not for me ; I

am found of them them that sought me not.
I have spread out my hands all the day lung unto
a rebellious people.

102. 1 Kings xix. 14.

aina ij-in TN^aj-nm ^D-in i^nnaro-pK
nnn,y? wojvin wpy>\ na*? *w nniNi

The children ofIsrael have thrown down
thine altars, and slain thy prophets with the
sword: and I even I only am left : and they seek
my life to take it away.

103. 1 KinL's xix. 18.

D sa"ian
-Sa d'-dVn n*;att> *?n-ic>3 >niN»ni

Sya*? \piarvh "ib*n

I have left me seven thousand in Israel, and all

the knees which have not bowed unto Baal, and
every mouth which hath not kissed him.

104. Isa. xxix. 10. (and see Isa. vi. 9. Ezek. xii. 2.)

oxjpi r-'.D-nn nn rw a> l?n iDr^a
oa'j'j;-nN

The Lord hath poured out upon you the spirit

ofdeep sleep, and hath closed your eyes.

105. Psal. Uix. 23, 24. (22, 23. of English version.)

: njjon i>cn Dn*jnDi niKno an-'j^y ruatt-nn

Deut. xxxii. 21.

Kxyat Trxpxfyhvv.o uvtouj it' oux Iffnl, (Ti i9

I will provoke them by what is not a nation.

By a loobsh nation wdl I vex them.

Isa. Ixv. 1, 2.

Em?xv«s tyivn$»iv to»s i ^t n* ifl-iptuTwo-iv, tupiSitv

toij tfii fi*i ^Toutrtv—E^(7r»T«o"x tx; X"P*S a*ow

oXtv tuv i\f*tpxv TpO; Xxov xs-mSouvtx xxi »vtiai.

J-OVT*.

I became manjfestto them who inquired not for

me ; 1 was found by them who sought me not.

1 stretched out my hands all the day long to

a disobedient and gainsaying people.

1 Kings xix. 14.

Tx 5oo"*xo-T»ipix o-ou %xSt>K»v
)
xott too; ?rpoSt)Tx;

Rom. X. 19.

Eyw yrxfX^nK<M>T<iu iif*x$ itt* Oux iSvn, «ti j5v£<

nviTU Txpopyiw i.^ix;,

I willprovuke you to jealousy by Mem rtn/ or«

no people, an<i by a foolish nation will I anger
you.

Rom. x. 20, 21.

E*'<pldijv toij iui f*v\ ^towo-iv, tf*$*v*is tyivtw*
toi; 1 fti ft* $W»p»rwTt ' Ohtjv rqv ijfitpxv |C«jti-

txvx tx; xhj. x; ftOv Trpo; /.iXOV XW(l30UVTX Xt4l

ctvTtkiyivT*.

I was found ofthem that sought me not ; I was
made manifest unto them that asked not after me.

All day long I have stretched forth my hands
unto a disobedient and gainsaying people.

Rom. xi. 3.

Kupif, too; irpofnTM; 0" 5 « «7rixTiivctv,

(Of*?*

ZfllQUTt TJJV ^Xll
vTTOhiKtiftfixi tya> Suo-ixo-Ttjpix o-oy xxTta-xxii/xv xxyw wi'.ii; $»,»

0;, xxi ^HT0o<rt t»jv if'WJl'H' Mou - s

They have demolished thy altars, and slain thy Lord, they have killed thy prophets, and digged

prophets with the sword ; and I only am left, and down thine altars ; and 1 am left alone, and they

they seek my life to take it. seek my life.

1 Kings xix. 18.

Sf '•>*', ttxvtx yovxrx i oux u>x^xo~xv yaw Tf/ BxxX.

And thou shall leave in Israel seven thousand
men, even all the knees which have not bowed
to Baal.

Isa. xxix. 10. (and see Isa. vi. 9. Ezek. xii. 2.)
'Oti 7T&77Qitxtv vftxs Kupio; Trvtv/xxri xxtxvu-

Sstu;, xxi i.zfiyjTH tou; o$ox^juou; xotuiv.

For the Lord hath drenched you with the spirit

of stupefaction, and will close up the eyes of
them.

Psal. lxix. 22, 23.

ri9J|$JtT<H I| Tpa—!^X -x-jt -V HfTi:i' XVTOUf II

- :* y .
' '

,
XXi ll{ 3 vr % -ro i : Tic, KCU !{ crXXVO^X^O

Sx0TiO-^>JTu)0-«i' 0i HQZJXKfLQi XUXaiV T ou /itj 0XC3TJI
XK* T01" KluTOH XWTuJV Jl« 7TXVT0; O^yxx^^iir,

Rom. xi. 4.

KxTiXijron «/i«UT<o (TTxnnrx^tou? xvJpxj, HTla

v e; oux inifi'ij-iv y-oi-u r« BxxX.

I have reserved to myself seven thousand men
who have not bowed the knee to the image of
Baal.

Rom. xi. 8
ESuixtv (tUTOi; 9 ©to; -i su.m kmtxvu Jsuj;, Of 3xX«

juov; tou juij iSXs^-eiv, icmi uit« tou ittj o»xounv.«

God hath given them the spirit of slumber, eyes
that they should not see, and ears that they should
not hear.

Rom. xi. 9, 10.

Ttvn&nrw J| Tf«ri£ci sutuv tt; jrxyij*, xati (t?

^yjpixw, xxi li( trxxvSxKCv
f

xxi IJ( xi tst : 'i : ,u»

aurOK. SxaTtO"JilTi«lO"JBV0l'0fJ»A./UO» XUTti-^TOo^tJ

li/.j.TH
!
X-<* T0V VlUTOf XUTUJV SiX TTXVTOi TUytLXlf

1 The apostle here, with some little alteration, accommodates what Moses
says in the bonk of Deuteronomy to his present purpose: Moses there,
speaking of the covenant made with the children of Israel, expresses the
easiness of that covenant by proverbial phrases taken from the transac-
tions of God with the children of Israel: Who (says he) shall go upfor its

into Heaven, Sec. alluding to the delivery of the law from Heaven— Who
sliatt go over the sea for us, Sec. alluding to the passage of the Israelites
over the Red Sea : St. Paul makes use of the like phrases, only altering
the latter so as to allude to the descent of Christ into the grave : This is a
most beautiful allusion ; and the latter part, in which the main stress of
the argument lies, agrees both with the Septuagint and with the Hebrew,
omitting only a word or two. (Dr. Randolph on the Quotations, p. 37.)

» This quotation agrees verbatim with the Septuagint ; and it agrees with

the Hebrew, excepting that instead of Dip (o_um) a line or direction, both

the apostle and the Septuagint translators seem to have read D^lp (aw-eat,)

9$oyyag
}
a sound: Which last is doubtless the true reading, as it agrees

best with the context, and is supported by the Chaldee Paraphrase, the
Syriac, Arabic, and Vulgate Latin versions, and by Jerome. Symmachus,
in his Greek translation, renders the Hebrew by i%o;, sound. (Dr. Ran-
dolph on the Quotations, p. 37.) Prof. N. M Berlin, Psalmi, ex Recensione
Textus Hebraei et Versionum Antiquarmn, Latine Versi, p. 31. (Upsaliai

1805.)
' This quotation agrees in sense both with the Septuagint and the He-

brew, but seems to be taken from a different translation. The words of
the original are transposed, and somewhat abridged. (Dr. Randolph.) The
MS. 30. of Griesbach's notation (Regius 100.), after tyvxi* /*<>«, adds K»U*r
xwTtiv, which agrees with the Septuagint.

* The first part of this quotation agrees with the Hebrew, only altering

the person, them for you. The latter part seems to refer to some other
Scripture, either Isa. vi, 9. or Ezek. xii. 2., where the same thing is said.

(Dr. Randolph on the Quotations, p. 37.)



TABLES OF QUOTATIONS FROM [PahtI. Chap. V.

Let their table beeooM a mare before them:
i tritirh tkould hoot Seen for their wel-

fare, let it bt i nu trap Lei tht Li i

darkened thai they see uoi ; and make their loin*

cuiilinually to shake.

106. Ise-lix. 20,21. (and see Isa . xx\\\ '< )

: nw o*o 3?p*3 pco W*n to*u p'x
1

? «3>

dp.k w^iia phi *jm
And the Redeemer shall come to Blon, ind onto

them that (urn from uranagreaalon, Belth the
Loud. a> for me, this <* my oovenani withthem,
saith the Lord.

107. Dent, xxxii. 35.

DStfl Dp J iS

To me bclongtth vengeance and recompense.

KB. Prov. xxv. 21, 22.

rpvn kdx-oki orfc nr>3itn "\»y& sjtttjk

ttftrr)|| nnn hpk D**?ru »3 : o^D
If thine enemy be hungry, give him bread to

eat ; and if lie be thirsty, give him water to drink :

Fur thou shall heap coals of fire upon his head.

109. Isa. xlv 23

31C" KS) 131 rtp.11 ^DD N(V *np3E'J *3

: prV^a y3»n -p3_l
?3 j?-i3p vV^a

I have sworn by myself; the word is gone out
of my mouth in rijihh'ousurss, and shall not
return, that unto me every knee shall bow, every
tongue shall swear.

110. Psal. Ixix. 10. (9. of English version.)

*ip lSoJ T'Dlin P101P)

The reproaches ofthem thai reproached thee,
are fallen on me.

ill. P-af. xviii. GO, (49. ofEnglish version )

: mow idc 1

?! nvri d'U3 "piN p-*yp

Therefore will I give thank* unto thee, O Lord,
among i he li'-utln-ti, ami .-nig praises unto thy

Let their table before them become a snare, Let their (able be made a antra and I

and a recompense, and a stumbling-block. Lei a atambtmn Mock, and 1 ft ato [hem.
their eyes be darkened thai they may nut see, Lei tbeh eyea be darkened that the] maj i

and bow down their back continually. and bow down tnelt buck alway.

Rom. xi. 26, 27.
' H£n ix !«! i fviMf&s, •»' aasc-Tpiyn an-

6ii»,- us IxftjfC. Kxi a.ii ivt:-( • :ij' i,u:u

Fur the sake ofSion, the Deliverer will come, Then- shall coma ootorSkn the DeRverer.and
and turn away uugodttneaa from Jacob. And this shall torn away gmfodUneai from Jacob: for tins

shall by my covenant with them. '« '»y coveneoi unto them, whenlehallt&keawwj
their sms.

Boa xii. 19. (and see Hob. i 30 )

Epti h4imti- tyv xvTXT.ij.5-*, Kiyli >

Vengeance it mine (literally to vit belongeth
Xtng tunc?); I will repay, s&ith the Lord.

Bom. xii. 20.

£i» cv» Tn»a e i%£pa; y:v, y »•*.'» *Ta' ixf
O. y a, »0Hi.'i HUTSr' TOUTS > a p *Bla>f xvjf XKXj
7Uj>3{ (T*flHTt»i ITI TIJ* XIO«X*» IVTtt),

Tbereforei If Urine enemy hunger, feed him;
ifhe thirst, give him drink [for in so doing, thou
shall heap coals of fire on his head.

Isa lix. 20,21. (and see Isa. xxvii.9.)

'H'd l«tMf £lWV fUl^liO,, A*. X*-S<TTfH v l.

ao-iCnx; a-: lxx«C. Cai »vn *«t«ij >j » j r
' j/cu

Deut. xxxii. 35.

In the day of vengeance I will requite.

Pro*, xxv. 21. 22.

a e $X$f9f ff'Ow, ^«/**£i *vra *' '* v *'C"»i

re»" Towto yxp woi** avSpxxx; :rwps;

itji; i -i t>)w Kt^MA.Di' avrow.

thine enemy hunger, feed him ; if he be
thirsty, give him drink; tor by doing thus, thou
wilt heap coals of fire upon his head.

If 1

Rom. xiv. U,

mi viffi ^ >.»o-o-» i;ijuoXs> ifO-irai t^ Uiu.1

Isa- xlv 23.

K*T* !.utuT5u OjUVVw, It fi> I(I>.IVT|TII IX T0U

TTO>tXT0f f*iV SlXXHWYI, oi X9>-o« ^*eu oux mtso*-

Tpjeywo-cvrxfOTi ijaoi «a/4yn *i» > ovu, xx • cuiiTxi

wxtx yKaiirrx TAv9l*v.
Bv myeeiri weaxOrtKhleonjsneeBshall proceed i4» Hive, saith the I/>rd, every knee shall bow

from niy inoiith ; my words shall not be re- to me, and every tongue shall confess to God.
reraed), thai to ma every knee shall bow, and
every tongue shall swear with reBpect to God.

Psal. Ixix. 9.
,

Rom. xv. a
O.' ovi«?»97*otTi*v ovid^oi'Twv o-i *iri*iT0¥ tw' °» onijifl-^ai r»»v »»nii(»»Txr «"i ijtixis-sf i»'

IM". M*
On me have f»llen the reproaches of them that The reproaches ofthera that reproached thee,

reproached thee. fell on me.

Psal. xviii. 49.

AlX TQUT0 I ;5,U3/.GJ. tV.fAXt ITOI IV lii'iiri, Kvpil,

Xii Tn SiOjUXT! (T5U >.' i.'

For this cause I will praise thee, OI*ord, among
the nations ; and sing melodiously unto thy name.

Rom. xv. 9.

du tsvto ijjojuoXi y uTt/tat yoi iv iSvin, xxt t*>

oi:uiti <rav v »>-".

For this ranee will 1 confess to thee among the
Gentiles, and sing unto thy name.

112. Deut. xxxii -12. (13. of English version.)

id? o*u wvi
Rejoice, Oye nntions, trith hts people.

113. Psal. cxvtl 1

: D'DNn-^a vrtrav d^u-id hvptn iS*?n

Praise the liord all ye nations : praise him all

ye people.

114. [aa xi. 10.

ojS nrp is»k >v b»ic Kinn d>o jvni

icnii o^u vSh d>dj?
Aim! hi thai day there nhall he a root of Jeaae,

whi< h ib ill be for an ensign of the people; to it

shall the Qentllea seek.

116 un lii. IB

ipcty-HS icw ini on 1

? idd-nV hpn »3

: UJurm
That, which b id ool been told them, shall thej

see, and /Aa/ which they had not heard, shall
they consider.

116. Isa xxix. II

:ippdp tyaj pj*3i VD3n pD3n m3fn
The wlaUom "i theli wlae """ abaH nerlah, and

theundemundiugof itieir prudent men ahall be
hid

Deut. xxxii. 43.

EvC^.*vi*-| I9«H jUITX TSU A.99W xurou.

Rejoice, O nations, with his people.

SVM ( TX1VKTXT1
Peal cxvii. 1.

AlVUTI T0V KuflSV 7TXVTX 11 I

UT3V -Jill, fll '.II.

Pxaiae the Lord, all ye nations.
praise linn, all ye peoples.

Isa. xi. 16.
ETTMI **• TH rptif,X IKIIVg >J ii(^X* TOM IlO'O'UI, XMt

UHTIj/«HSi X r ^nv I JvjuV, Iff XWT* I jf»| iXX'lOUOTI.

There shall be in thai day the root of Jesse,
even he who risi-ih up t.. rule nairons; in him
nations will put their trust.

*Oti ft?

t cvx m * i. • xTtj uui qefftttff

!*i. lii. 15.

"j;iM''ri
r

i jutcu, OyliFTJIi,

Becaoae they t»> whom no publication was
made concernmi bun. shall see

; and they, who
had not heard, will understand.

Isa. xxix. 1-1.

Kat MjrsXiB thv »«;(*» rmv fft^wv, xxt Tmk (Tvvi-

And I will dcMh-iv ib.- wis. I. on nftha wise, and
will hide the uiidi rsianding of the prudent.

Rom. xv. 10.

Eu^pxrSifTl »5v>r jwitx TSw >.x:u xvtou.*

Rejoice, ye Gentiles, with his people.

Rom. xv. II.

Aiviti to* Kwpiov x'xctx t» Ova, x«> nrxuxrxrt
stvT-.v 7ii'ti; Ol XaOl.

Praise the Ixird, all ye Gentiles ; and laud him
all ye people.

Rom. xv. 12.

Ettx* '*, ftj^x tou lifffl-xi, xai c mviTTxftiwif *pX' ,v

jvjjv, iv xutw i^vh iXjrtttirrir,

There shall be ;i POOl ofJeeae, and he thai shall
rise to reign ov.r iln' (ientdes

, in linn r^hall the
Gentiles trust.

Rom. xv 21.

Oi; 6ux x*ry y i>.r si^i aw row, cy:»T«>
t
xai ei ovx

«k»k : xv

1

1
ervt nirnvri

.

To whom he was not spoken of. they shall see ;

and they that have not heard .-hall underetand

I Cot t U
A^eXw Ti>» tf-Of ixv rVf rD^ar, mxi rat rvorir

Tal 0*V*IT«v N^ITKTv.
I will destroy the wisdom «»f ihe triee, and will

bring to nothing tlie undersi.ioding of ih. pro
dent.

117. laa. Uiv, 3 (4 of Kngli-di vereJon )

A t ', r : v x 1

1

i^rronch nrr ip?>r d^tVm
««•••»•»••••• »*"«•. •' T * »f>

' ""' Tltj Til," U w5
p
Um WT1V .AiSf.

Isa. I xiv. 4.

vx axeurx^iv, ou$i oi o^SmX^io
» 0>0v, x x-Oiq

i

'A a?$*Kfit>i eux lift, ixi "j, evx aawrt. >xi i»»
xapJiaa a.5p.iwov ewx KWlCt, a nretftmr.,
ts.( jy»t,fim,T(».<

• Thi* quotation li lakea from tl - * epl onl) thai th<

lie r. adi •- i the copy of ine Sepcuaflnl which
he H-.

i bly the teal ofthe ape *le may have been altered
hytrat .word ...... fjTof //,/ maVo/)ci i.. tt..-

He " in i \,,,i anln.al tl

the apoatle adrii •• -.-.., ,. . . ... ... , token IihaU taht
tttmu ih u tina Tins may po eJble be laken from Ian. axvil v. where we

in- Benl I

• mi r« iff mui, T-.
•»«;.... xvroe- and this U to him a tubjtct uf tAank$gMnf, when TtaJtt
away M» tin. it u not easy to dlacovei bow the Sentuagmt itandai-.ts

lie Hebrew
This does ool ezncOy afree either with iba Bep

"
I SldofKsi i^hi*t«u --.«., //./ rni/*rlf I nrrar, (l>< apoatla

5'JM "- -ion iiftvn need In the Scripture, /. > .. A»
1

ictlj with the unxandrlne

Beptnaainl or with the
f\f \

li tin

h irmnalatee "SOT by .:-.*.-».i>^riT«.,.A„
Tneratlcan Lxmnaktca H more hiciaiiy,—i^ion, $hati»itl ticcar

i but both

ol them afree In |omm| mrra, m the (bUowIni term, wfch pc**?. in thla,

leavfofooi i« and 'Tr—andto tins the Arabic rernfon aareea (Dr Beat
dolph on the Qnotationai p I

s Tin- le in and quotation from Ihe BeptnaflnL TnecautM whhth we
have given occura hi the middk «»i the verm . which i wrttei
having obaerved, they have aoppoeedthal the Beptuaflnl hi not Quoted
'i be pn i dhuj wordi of ihli reran to the Seplnafint,

Kai *(umi»(tif«ff«» wra rarvi| *))i*.:i O.iw,

Rejotce. <
» beavena, with him,

An.
I

l.'i all the angels of Ood womhlp him—
4 In the Hebrew; and the clanee, qnoted (rom the fkmiiiaajid. . rl

the lenulne meanlnf of the Hebrew, thouth In th< abrupi
"'

i
iry, the prepoaltkw ihrnlrytni witl Si otl )

' This is a most difficult puwBgi [I d» ItbaJ wkh rhe He*
brew, or the ^eptua^mi, oi anj otbi i Lrapt I itloo now - oanl nor la M po«*



Sect. I. % 1.] THE OLD TESTAMENT IN THE NEW. 305

For since the beginning of the world, men have Never have we heard, nor have our eyes seen Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor have
not heard nor perceived by the ear, neither hath a God, besides thee, nor works such as thine, entered into the heart of man, the things which
the eye seen, O God, besides thee, what he hath which thou wilt do for them who wait for mercy. God hath prepared for them that love him.
prepared for him that waiteth for him.

118. Isa. xl. 13.

: ujmi> mxy b"Hi nw nivnN pma
Who hath directed the spirit of the Lord, or

being his counsellor, hath taught him 1

119. Job v. 13.

ODipa o^can iaS

He taketh the wise in their own craftiness.

Isa. xl. 13.

T»s tyvas vow Kupiou xxt Tig «utoo <ru,u£ou\o<j

tysvtTO, o; <rU|U5iEx mutov
;

Who hath known the mind of the Lord ? and
who hath been of his counsel to teach him t

Job v. 13.
c O xxTxKzftZxvuiv 0-0900; ev tij tfpovqo-ti.i-

Who entangleth the wise in their wisdom.

1 Cor. ii. 16. (See also Rom. xi. 34.)

T15 yotp syvm vouv Kupiou, 0; o-U|u6i6x<rsi ccvtow
J

For who hath known the mind of the Lord, that

he may instruct him 1

1 Cor. iii. 19.

'O $psto~o-Qf£Evo$ tou; o-o^ovs ev t>| va.vovpyt»

CtVTteV,

He taketh the wise in their own craftiness.

120. Psal. xciv. 11.

: 'jan nwru an« niaiynD jh* mm
The Lord knoweth the thouglits of men, that

they are vanity.

121. Deut. xxv. 4.

wna "W oonn-NS
Thou shalt not muzzle the ox when he treadelh

out the corn.

Psal. xciv. 11.

Kupio; yivajtrxtt tou; SixhoyiTftOvg Twv avBpw.
meVj cti iio-» |UXTaioi.

The Lord knoweth the thoughts of men, that

they are vain.

Deut. xxv. 4.

Ov <pifjtwa~itg £ouv etXowvT*.

Thou shall not muzzle an ox treading out corn.

122. _ Exod. xxxii. 6.

: prwS ropM lntsn SaN 1

? opn ae»i

The people sat down to eat and to drink, and
rose up to play.

123. Deut. xxxii, 17.

,-iSn vh D^tP 1

? inan

They sacrificed to devils, not to God.

Exod. xxxii. 6.

And the people sat down to eat and drink, and
rose up to play.

Deut. xxxii. 17.

ZSvTXV $XtftQVIQtg
t
XXi OV fc»; j.j.

They sacrificed to demons, and not to God.

124. Psal. xxiv. 1.

The earth is the Lord's, and the fulness
thereof.

125. Isa. xxviii. II, 12.

Djjrr
1?* nam nnnN jwSai not? upSa >a

: j?idb> Ni3N *6i —^— : nrn

For with stammering lips and another tongue
will he speak to his people : Yet they would
not hear.

126. Psal. viii. 6.

: vSj"mnn nntt> Sa
Thou hast put all (kings under his feet.

127. Isa. xxii. 13.

niDJ nno id lntci Siat*

Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die.

128. Gen. ii. 7.

: mn ifdjS onNn *mi

Man became a living soul.

Isa. xxv. I

Psal. xxiv. 1.

Tou Kupiou vt yn, xxi to srXljp&jjCcei wwTifj.

The earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof.

129.

mh niDn pVa
He will swallow up death in victory.

130. Hos. xiii. 14.

V)N!P 'pSp VW HID 1113T VM
death, I will be thy plagues ; O grave, I will

be thy destruction.

131. Psal. cxvi. 10.

nanN 13 iJlJDNn
1 believed, therefore have I spoken.

132. Isa. xlix.8.

mnntp npwn orai mrvjy Ttsi nya

In an acceptable time have I heard thee, and in

a day of salvation have I helped thee.

Isa. xxviii. II, 12.

&»* QxMhtT/^'jv XtiMav, £ix ^^'j)^a-t); (Tip»; oti

A.flt/.'JJO'OUO"! T(U Xxjj TOUTtu XXI 0UX ^tKtjTXV CCXOU-

llv.

On account of the mockery of their lips, be-
cause they will speak to this people with a strange
tongue—yet they would not hear.

Psal. viii. 6.

II X 1 T X VITtTX^xg UWOXKTuJ Tu>V TToSoiO SEUTOU,

Thou hast put all things under his feet.

Isa. xxii. 13.

Qxyw.utv xki viwfttv xvpiov yxp xrroSv^VKOftiv.

Let us eat and drink, for tomorrow we die.

Gen. ii. 7.

Km* tytvtTO o *v5pw;To; i i; 4' uX1 lV £«o**¥.

And man became a living soul.

Isa. xxv. 8.

K«T!ff(l.V §XVXT0g HTXVTXg.

Mighty death hat! swallowed up.

Hos. xiii. 14.

ITou
*i

Stx.it °" ou , -&«vaeTf ; ?ou to xt vTpov o*ow, »Sh
;

death, where is thy punishment? Where
thy sling, O grave?

Psal. cxvi. 10.

£mTTtvtrat
l
$10 tKxKt\o~x,

1 believed ; therefore I spake.

Isa. xlix. 8.

Kxiptu $t*To> t-xuxovQ-x o*ou, xai tv viftspxtr&Typiitg

iSsH^trx 0*01.

In an acceptable time I have hearkened to thee

;

and in a day of salvation helped thee.

1 Cor. iii. 20.
Kupio; yiv'j-'O-im tou; SixKoyttrpiovs t»v cosine,

CTI ItCt jUXTCCJOI.*

The Lord knoweth the thoughts of the wise,

that they are vain.

1 Cor. ix. 9.

Oil $iftO>0~Eig &OA1V xKOujvtx,

Thou shalt not muzzle the mouth of the ox that

treadeth out the corn.

1 Cor. x. 7.

Exxflto-ttf \x.og Qxystv xxt 3-ieiv, xoei *vtTT>i<rxv

The people sat down to eat and drink, and rose

up to play.

1 Cor. x. 20.

AKK' oti x Svu Tee tflvfl, Sxiftovioig Svti, xai ow

©itu.3

But the things which the Gentiles sacrifice,

they sacrifice to devils and not to God.

l.Cor. x. 26.

Tou yxp Kupiou J) y*i, xxi to irKuptvftx «ut>J5.

For the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness

thereof.

1 Cor. xiv. 21.

'Oti iv irtpoyhtotrtroig, xxi ev xtiKtnv Iripoi;,

\K\llO-al Tcu K*<0 TOUTW, X«l 0u5' OuTwg IKTC4X0U0-0V

t*i (UOUj Ktyn Kupio;.*

With men q/" other tongues and other lips will I

speak unto this people ; and yet for all that will

they not hear me, saiththe Lord.

1 Cor. xv. 27.

n*VT0J yetp uWfTMJ-Jiv Oto tou; voSxg wutow.

For he hath put all things under his feet.

1 Cor. xv. 32.

xywfttv xxi rtejUtV ocupiov yxp «rroSv«o-xO(Uiv.

Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die.

1 Cor. xv. 45.

EyeviTO h TrptuTO; avSpwjro; ASxf* tig ^UXK*
J^wTXV.t

The first man, Adam, was made a living soul.

1 Cor. xv. 54.

K*Ti;rod[ Skvojto; »tg vixo;.

Death is swallowed up in victory.

1 Cor. xt. 55.

ITou o-ov, S-sevaTc, to xevTpov ; ITov <rou, »St\
t
t*

vixo; ;8

death, where is thy sting? O graTe, where
is thy victory?

2 Cor. iv. 13.

~E7TiTTtvTx
t
Sm thxKurx.

1 have believed, therefore have I spoken.

2 Cor. vi. 2.

Kxipjo ^(xtoj *n-i)X0ivo-» o-ou, xasi ev ijfitpx (Twtii-

piy.; Co0n5fj0"x (TOi.

I have heard thee in a time accepted, and in the

day of salvation have I succoured thee.

Bible either lo make sense of the Hebrew, or to reconcile the old versions,

either wilh the Hebrew or with one another. In the apostle's citation the
sense is easy and consistent, and agreeable to the context in the prophet.
No sense can be made of the Hebrew, but by a very forced construction.
Some critics have imagined that the quotation was taken from some apo-
cryphal book: but it is so near to the Hebrew here, both in sense and
words, that we cannot suppose it to be taken from any other passage. Nor
in this case would the apostle (it is presumed) have introduced it with

—

as if is written. It is more reasonable to suppose that the Hebrew text

has been corrupted, and that the apostle took his citation from some more
correct copy. See Bishop Lowth's Note on Isa. Ixiv. 4., and Dr. Kenni-
cott's Dissertalio Generalis, § 84. 87. (Dr. Randolph on the Quotations,

p. 39.)
1 Aur«v is added after cpovijo-ji in the Codex Alexandrinus.
a This quotation agrees both with the Septuagint and with the Hebrew

;

except that it substitutes o-o^v, of the wise, for xvip^T^v, of men, which
however does not alter the sense. (Dr. Randolph.) Several MSS. of the

Vol. I. 2 Q

Pauline Epistles, besides the Vulgate and Coptic versions, have «v$p«-

7TMV.

3 This does not appear to be any citation at all, though it agrees nearly

both with the Septuagint and Hebrew of Deut. xxxii. 17. (Ibid.)

* This is not quoted from the Septuagint, but agrees in siihstavre with

the Hebrew; excepting that it substitutes the first person for the third, and
adds \iyti Kup.5;—saith the Lord. The version of Aquila agrees exactly

with this quotation as far as toutw. See Montfaucon's edition of Origen's-

Hexapla, in loc. •
,.

s This is taken from the Septuagint, which translates the Hebrew lite-

rally ; but the apostle, by way of explanation, adds Trpmog—jirst, and A$x/*

—Adam. (Scott.)
e Dr. Randolph is of opinion that the apostle either had a different read-

ing of this passage of Hosea, or thai he understood the words in a different

sense from that expressed in the Hebrew Lexicons. But Bishop Horsier

has shown thai St. Paul only cited the prophet indirectly. (Translation of

Hosea, Notes, pp. 163—167.)
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133.

vnofrnmi

Let nnd n, 19

EwS ^"vnn DWtl STYtkS 03"? 'rY«m D331H3
1 will mm in- unoruj yon: And

I will wit Ik .iiiiMML' you, and will b>.' yuur God, and
ye shall t-

UW. Isa. lii 11, 12.

roino ink ijjjp~Sn nd3 o^d ins mo niD

I Sn*1C" \Y?M DDDD«D1

TABLES OF QUOTATIONS FROM

L6T. xxw. 11, 12.

Kxi dcO-Ai TIJV 0~XR>MV /£OV IV VJUIV.—K»i tp*9ipf
rrxi^r^ iv vjuif xxi itrsju*i uJMU fc*io;

(
mi HJMlf

IrTtTil U3t >.»0».

An. I I will fix my tabernacle among you.—And
1 will walk about among you, and be your God,
and ye shall be my people.

Depart ye, depart ye, go ye out from thence,
toucli do andean tilings, go ye out of the midst
of her. And the God of Israel will gather you up.

(See the marginal rendering

)

135. (See 2 Sam. vii. 14. in No. 116. p. 307. :n/ra.)

r i lii- 11, 12.

AsrflTTiiTi, atroff-ritTj, *£iA.5*ti ikioiv, xxi x*x-
Sx^tou nt iy^-rii, i(iX9lTI IK pio~ou utr;, *;:^..
c ji-ti—ui o iTiTvt'x/xf -M*» 8i0( Irpsnh,

Depart, depart : come out thence, and touch no
polluted ihmg. Come out of the midst of her, be
clean. And the God of Israel will bring up your
rear.

136. Exod xvi. 18,

•VDm vh tS'pDDm naion rpjjn nSi

He that gathered much had nothing over; and
he that gathered tittle hud no lack.

137. Psal. cxii. 9.

He hath dispersed, he hath given to the poor;
his righteousness endureth for ever.

138. Dent. xix. 13.

Dl,"» D'lp ncSl^ ^0-k
?JJ IN Onp ^JtC SD

-
7P
man

At the mouth of two witnesses, or at the mouth
of three witnesses, shall the matter be esta-

blished.

139. Gen. xii. 3. (and see ivHi. IS.)

[Part L Chap. V.

2Cor ft 16.

'Oti IVOIXxTa IV XUTS.;, tn iuTlrit»Tlff»' X Ml
tv.ftt* JutAibi:;,!*! 11/131 ic*rra*/rti >.»:>»

1 will dwell in them and walk in them ; and 1

will be their God, and they shall be my people.

2 Cor. vi. 17.

Ais i£i}.£iti ix fttnv «wtmv, xxi ©opte*5iTi

t ht'm I'.uxt \ jn;1
When lore come out from among them, and

be ye separate, saith the Lord : and touch not the
unclean tiling, and 1 will receive you.

2 Cor. vi. 18.

K»4 tTOftsti Mf*tv I'j ~xTi
r
x

t
tit vfini inrSi m'-'

Uf viouf x«i ^u^aTipai, ktytt Kw^isj v«rr'.xfa.
TWO.*

And I will be a father unto you, and ye shall be
my sons and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty.

In thee shall all families of the earth be blessed.

Exod. xvi. 18.

Oux ixktQvanriv
t

TO -B9k»' x«i< 5 to iXmttop, Ov*
»]X«TT0v»j<riv.

He who gathered much had nothing over ; and
he who gathered little did not fall short.

Psal. cxii. 9.

Eo-xapTTifif, iSmxi toi{ wtvnrW n £ix«ioo*uv>|

avt:u utvii !( TOv * . i x tou«im>vO(.

He hath dispersed ; be oath given to the needy
;

his righteousness shall endure for ever.

Dcut. xix- 15.

Ewi <TTC^»T0f 5u0 JUXOTIOjjV, H*l Itl TTO/iXTOJ

By the mouth of two witnesses, or by the
mouth of three witnesses, e\ery thing shall be
eatabUahed.

Gen. xii. 3. (and see Gen. xviii. 18.)

Kx* IvtuKoy KiirovTai iv roi wato-xt »i cuA.xi tk;

And in thee shall all the tribes of the earth be
blessed.

2 Cor. viii. 15.

'O Tfl m>.v
t
oux tirkizvxri in c to oAiyor, Oux

M*.xttOvm0-|.

He that had gathn Of over
;

and he that had gathered little, had no lack.

2 Cor. ix. 9.

Eo-xCpTinv, lix-xj TOif th^tiv" k Jmai: rwt i)

KUT6V 1*1111 ||| TC» JUK.
He hath dnkeraed abroad, be hath given to the

poor; his righteousness endureth for ever.

2Cor. xiii. 1.

In the month of two or three witnesses shall
every word be estahli

*Ot.
Gal. iii. a

'tvktytiSnTz-vTxt iv o-oi irxvra t« i9vx.

In thee shall all nations be blessed.

140. Deut. xxvii. 26.

Coned '-• ha that confirmcth not all the words
of thisliiw to do them.

Deut. xxvii. 27, (26. of English version.)
ETiKxrxpxre; — x,- av5pju7i;, o; ovx i/i/iivii tv

WUVi T0»» k-y.t; T0U V0/«0V TCUTOll, -• ; mo- XI

Cursed be every man who will not persevere in

all the words of Uiis law to do [hem.

Gal. iii. 10.

ETU»r»p»T!,' »*{ 3,- flvx IUUIIII IK T»fl TBIf
^C/fl^/llttli IV T» C.CMw TOW VOJUOU, TOW ST0i>>8-XI

«WTJ.»

Cursed b every one, that continn«*th not in all

ihlnga. which are wriUen Ln the book of the law,
to do them.

141. Deut xxi. 23.

He thai is hanged is accursed of God.

[43 Isa. liv. I.

rfrm6 il?nxi run ^nxo rrfa «S n-\py ^ji

n*71p3 ^J3C DDDltt,-»J3 DOV>3
8ing, O barren, thou that didal Dot bear; break

forth mi., linging and cry Blond, thou that didal
no) travail with child; for more are the childicn
of the desolate, than of the married wife.

143. Gen. xxi. 10.

en" KtS *a »,-i33-nNi nmn rtDMn fii

Cast out One bondwoman and her son
;
fi»r the

l ii Iwoman shall not be heir with my
•on, even with Isaac.

Deut. xxi. 23.
KixxTt>px/ttvQ[ w vc tJiou wx; xp.uxuii : j itj

gw^ow,

Every one that is hanged on a tree [gibbet], is

accursed of God.

Isa. liv. I.

EuCBKf5lITi CTIIpx r, 0W TIXTOuO** - ^«jj0v XXI

fiO'.TdV if OUX ulblviVTX' on -soXXst TX TIKVX TM(

tptffiiQv fixkksv n t^,- i;govo">fC tow aiipa.

K.'jitire, thou barren, who bearesl not: break
forth wiih Shouts of joy, thou who suffcrest not

the pangs of child birth ! for many more are the
n of the desolate than of her who hath itu

husband.

Gal- iii 18.

ETi«xT»far;,- tij c xpijuxuit;; urt %vkiv.*

Cursed is every one tliat liangeth on a tree.

Gal. iv. 27
Evrp*l>5i|TI O-TII0M if Ow TIXTOUO-** ^v,£of XXI

^SoiirOv, >; oux wJivsvo*.*' on *:».>. x ta tkvi r|{

lf»u!« /4XA.K0V X Tl)( IX««r«( TOV Mt-fo*.

Eti oli e, thou bai reo .

- break
forth an<l cry, thou thai iravalleai not for ttie

bain many more children than she
which hath an husband.

Gen. xxi. 10. - Gal. iv.30.
ExCetXl TNV V0ll^lO-XHV TMUTRV, XSI TOV UlOV SVTN(* ExCuXl THV TIli^M', KM I TOV UlOV «UTBf V > "^

Cu yoip yut| xXqeovs/ofni s vi'sf ti;( tii 5 to-**, Tmutx; ^iij s'.-,-;! :u»r# t vitf <-, Tii'if*?,- /*it« tou ui'sw

/Uitx tou Vies ft;\j Itxxx. Tn< iA.iuji^x; i

Si in] away Uus -.-irl and her son, for (he sou of Cam out tin.' bondwoman and her son ! f<>r thn
turn not Inherit (or, be the heirj with my son ofthe bondwoman shall not be heir with the

n I 1' son of the free woman.

MI Pea] Lxvfll 10. (18. ofKngllah version ) ,
Pfial hcvixl ia Eph.lv. 8.

Dins nunc nnp*? ojy n'ac one 1

? n^n , ^ J'
"s <jyo(

' .iW"*"™^ -*y>-^««-.«i-- A»C«« . 1( ,: nurtf -.x^.^r.-v,
'

W W
' ' l\«Cl( JS/1»TX IV «V6C*!T«I. XXI • -S « « i ,it/UXT« T .

Tl "'" I upon high, thou but led Having ajicemh -l on hlah, thou hast led cap- When be aaoendod op on blgh,he ledrantivity
captmiy captive: ihou hast receive-! gifts for tlviiy captive, an ' manner ol i unto men.""'" Dan

» In tin-* and the fouowlni veraea, the apoatle appUea t-» the Chi
church what waa spoken ofthe laraeHtee, In dlnerenl placei bnl with
amne 111

;

;

I D h taken from Lev, xxvi 1 1

Herinjt the persons : DD31P3 »J3»D ^nn) / wW aft m./ tobarnocU among
>•>, Ii very properly tranalaiediNum n .vt ( . (l I mill dwelt in them -

a and the rest Is Iran llnj to the
il only with ch mge o( the penon, ami the Beptoaglnt is an exact

tranahuion of the Hebrew <l»r Randolph on the Q
• The general aoo f the prop

; but It

i is it a trnrihl

The Sep) una i,, i
},< Hebi

» Wa cannot say, certainly, whence thli quotation I taken •.
. bave the

l
n in leveral pari i ol Scripture, when Qod proi

I
1

1
calli larael inn son Di Randolph thin U Is

i it. where u
spoken ol Bnl n I u ' father, andht thallbi m$

• 7V,./« taitA the 1. rd of ii

Lord A i

|

'

i

' 'I'll on the Quo I uions p H I lint
Mr fckoit in o( opinion, that the apoatle aenns rather to I LTtatiaiia

the ceneral declarations made bi J

22,23 Jer ucxl 1 9-andHoseai 9,10.) 8 " ervet vol x.

p Si'.

* Tins is only an alia Ion 111 taken with atrlfllnf abi romthe
Alexaii'iiin.

i op] "i Lb< Baptuagln^ which is an exat ' tnnauuion
Hebrew

* Both the apoatle1! quotation end the Beptnactnl vareton give the gmnd
meaning ofthe Hebrew

i
bul nettl i literal tranalatioo ; and tt

it< the Septuaj
i Ni Ithi ' the apoatle nor the B ptuaglnl gives s lib i

Hebrea The woi d onding
H th< Baptuafiat,

mltted (Scott.) Dr. Randolph thlnka that iheyan arrnp>
tlon "i the tail

i Tl .i.i,.- \, *p| th
' u t«ut*» and

txvti-. . mltled In the quotation ; and thai

ubatitul ii ) In holh Ih

the quotation
I lebrow; I tea hi Ii

-

i datloni wcro
neceatwry to the apostle's injumaaJ fRandolph, B



Sect. I. % 1.] THE OLD TESTAMENT IN THE NEW.

145. Exod. xx. 12. (and see Deut. v. 16.)

nciN-i
Honour thy father and thy mother, that thy

days may be long upon the land.

Exod. xx. 12. (and see Deut. v. 16.)
Tiju* tov TrxTtax o-ou, xoei t>jv ptTtpx row, iVss lu
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Eph. vi. 2, 3.

It fix tov rsnrtpx o-ov xxt tv\v fiqrtpx—'Ivx iv TO!

; ytvt la-i T*,g yng. yivijTxi, xx* (<m ftxxpoxpoviog m

Honour tliy father and thy mother, that it may
be well with thee, and that thou may est live long
in the land.

Honour thy father and thy mother—that it may
be well with thee, and that thou mayest live long
upon die earth.

146. 2 Sara. vii. 14.

pS /nrrfl enrn awS iStivin »:n

I will be his father, and he shall be my son.

2 Sam. vii. 14.

Ey a •r:u%t xvTut i<> Trxttpx
y
xxt xvrog ittxi

fiOl tig v'lOV.

I will be to him a father, and he shall be to me
a son.

Heb. i. 5.

Eyta tTOfixi kutoi t t; x-xrtpx xxi buto; io*tx» fiO

tig uiov.

I will be to him a father, and he shall be to me
a son.

147. Psal. xcvii. 7.

Worship him, all ye gods.

Deut. xxxii. 43. Heb. i. 6.

Kx* u-pQVKvvqirarvijjtrxv xvtu mxvTtg xyyehoi Kxt srpOTxwy.TXTwtrxv xvrot trxvrtg uyyiKot
)iou. ©iou.a

And let all the angels ofGod worship him. And let all the angels of God worship him.

148. Psal. civ. 4. Psal. civ. 4. Heb. i. 7.

'O TTiiMV tou; xyysKtvi xutou wtvfxxTX, Xxi 'O voimv TOVv xyytkoug xutou -aviVfiXTX^ xxt

too; A.(iTOupyou; xltou Trvp qKeyav, TOy; X.e*TOvpyour; aurou zivpog qXayx,
Who maketh his angels spirits, his ministers a Who maketh winds his messengers,and flaming Who maketh his angels spirits, and his minis-

flaming fire. fire his ministers. tersa flame of fire.

149. Psal. xlv. 7, 8. (6, 7. of English version.)

Baa* -ib^d Mtp ijn naSvjr d^k -|ND3

Tntt'D p-t
?v P<sn NJt^ni (hs nanN r^maSD

: inane iupip joe i^h'jk d\iSk

Thy throne, O God, /s for ever and ever : the
sceptre of thy kingdom «a right sceptre. Thou
lovest righteousness and hatest wickedness;
therefore God, thy God, hath anointed thee with
the oil of gladness above thy fellows.

150. Psal. cii. 25—27.

non : d^dp y^ n»pm mD^ yiKn d^dS
anaSa V»a* *uaa ca^ai nopn nnsi nam
:iorp nS *]>rmsn Nin nn«i : loSn^i oo^nn

Of old hast thou laid the foundation of the earth

;

and the heavens are the work of thy hands.
They shall perish, but thou shall endure ; yea, all

of them shall wax old like a garment. As a ves-

ture shall thou change them, and they shall be
changed : but thou art the same, and thy years
shall not fail.

151. Psal. viii. 4—6.

: liipen »3 QiN-pi lroin-a pun-pid

: lmtapn nm Tiaai on^ND tapo lmonni
: v^jvnnn nniy Va yv wvqi inVtfDn

What is a man that thou art mindful of him ?

and ihe son of man that thou visitest him? For
thou hast made him a little lower than the angels,
and hast crowned him with glory and honour.
Thou madest him to have dominion over the
works of thy hands: thou hast put all things
under his feel.

Psal. xlv. 6, 7.

'0 ^povOij ri-ew, c 0(Of, (if xiavx etiiuvof pxSSoj
eu5uthtg$ ij hxZSog Ttj5 &x<Ti>.!ix; tov rtyxirs.TXs

Sixxiotvvi^v
}

xxt tfx.tTi\Txg xvoftixv Stx touto
t%piTt trt a ©£0;, 5 0ioj o-OUj thxiav xy xXKixti .-. f

irxpx tous /*£to;c°vs a-ou.

Thy throne, O God, is for ever and ever; the
sceptre of thy kingdom is a sceptre of rectitude.

Thou didst love righteousness and hate iniquity;

therefore God, thy God, hath anointed thee with
the oil of joy above thy associates.

Psal. cii. 25—27.
Kst* xpx^i T l" > *i v °"w ,

Kup«f, tStftiX.tanrxg
}
xxt

tpyx T*IW %Hpu>V (TOW tMTtV Ol OupxVOl. AuTOl «7T0-

Kounaii, ffo it Six/xtvui' xxi ST«1TI( i; Iftxriav

srxKxi -vjnitrivTsii, **t utirti TTtpiZoKxiW sKi^tig xo.

TCoi, xai xK\xyv,<ravTxi' Zw 5{ o hvto; (», xxi t»
(t»j (row Ouk ji/.ii^;uTir.

Thitu, Lord, in the beginning, didst lay the
foundations of the earth ; and the heavens are the
work of thy hands. They shall perish, but thou
wilt endure : they shall all wax old like a gar-

ment; and like a mantle thou wilt fold them up,
and they shall be changed. But thou art the
same, and thy years shall have no end.

Psal. viii. 4—6.

EfJ-TlV

voSiuv

OS, OTt fAlftvqTKif «UTOU ; I) UIO?

XvBpwTTQU OTI tVHTKtfTTH «OT0v
;
HKxTT-uTXg XVTOV

$>px%u T» -nxp xyytKsvS) 5o^»j xxi t«m»1 ta-rt^xvM~

<T*i »utov, xxi xxrtTTi^Txg «otov itti tx tpy^

a;s'P"v <rou" -axvrx vittTarx; u30lc«
KUTCU.

What is man that thou shouldest be mindful of
him ? or the son of man that thou shouldest visit

him? Thou madest him a little lower than angels;
with glory and honour hast thou crowned him,
and set him over the works of thy hands. Thou
hast put all things under his feet.

Heb. i. 8, 9.

'O SpOVO? (TOU, o &iOC, ttg TOV XliBVX TOW eUCDVOS*

p^xC^o; *w5vT>tTOs ii £x5£oj Tijff fix<ri\tixg <rou*

Hyxrrntrxg 5 ixxio<rvvyv
t
xx* tfiia-in<rxs xvQftixV Six

tooto Exp'3"f 0"' o 0(0?, o ©to; (rou, tKxiov xyxKKix-
fl-iujg TTxp-x tou;/^(T6%ou; o-ou.

Thy throne, O God, is for ever and ever; a
sceptre of righteousness is the sceptre of thy
kingdom. Thou hast loved righteousness and
haled iniquity; therefore God, thy God, hath
anointed thee with the oil of gladness above thy
fellows.

Heb. i. 10- 12.

Sw xkt* *p%x>-, Kupif, T»tv ynv tSfjUfMopo-*;, xxi

EOVX TuuV Xft £'!' 0"0U H0*IV Ol OVpXVOI. AuTSI XXQ'
Kouvtxi, TV Si Sixfiivtig- xxi jrxvrtg tij iV»tiov
'srx\xi-i>St\rovTXi

t
xxi tu<rit D-ipiSo\«iev iiXign'c

iivtou s-, xxi xK\xyn<rr>VTXi' Eu St 6 «uto; n, xxt

tx sr*\ tou oux (xXtn^oufr*.*

Thou, Lord, in the beginning hast laid the foun-

dation of the earth, and the heavens are the
works of thine hands. They shall perish, but
thou remainest : and they shall all wax old as doth
a garment ; and as a vesture shall thou fold them
up, and they shall be changed : but thou art the

same, and thy years shall not fail.

Heb. ii. 6—8.
T* io-tiv «vSpu)wo ?) iT» ftifivnTxn xv tou ;

v, vi«c

*v9p«JJT0U, OTt tTTITXilTTtl MUTOV ; HhXTTalTX4 XVTQV

ripxx" ti -axp' xyythavf Sojji] xxi rip* tTtt$uva>-

Txg xutovj xx* xxt((Tti)0-«5 aurov irri tx tpyx Tluv

%iip'jiv tov ttxvtx v7HTXz.xg vstoxxtw T«v irotiwv

What is man, that thou art mindful of him ? or
the son of man, that thou visitest him? Thou
madest him a little lower than the angels; thou
crownedst him with glory and honour, and didst

set him over the works of thy hands: thou hast

put all things m subjection under his feet.

152. Psal. xxii. 23. (22. of English version.)

: iVyrw Snp "pra *ns6 yov hiddn

I will declare thy name unto my brethren : in

the midst of the congregation will I praise thee.

Psal. xxii 22.
&iv~) v.TO/txi to ovofAX TOv to*; xSiKQ^Oi; ftav' tv

fiSTa/ t *.*./. zTt X," v/ivr* .i> Tt,

I will declare thy name to my brethren : in the

midst of the congregation 1 will sing praise to

thee.

Heb. ii. 12.

A-TxyytXai to Ovo^u* tov to*j aStKQoig (tov tv

fitTU! tX.X*.*iTlXS vfXVY.Tu Ti.

I will declare thy name unto my brethren : in

Ihe midst of the church will 1 sing praise unto

thee.

153. Isa. viii. 17, 18.

^jm icn on^m ^n< wn :iS *rwfn

I will look for him,—Behold, I and the children
which the Lord hath given me.

Isa. viii. 17, 18.
• '.- tTifixi tir' x
i£uuXlv o 0:0;,

Ijou tyin *

TTXlSlX X jUOl

And I will trust in him. Here am I, and the
children whom God hath given me.
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1'5. Hon ii 3.

13 »9 >PX npM »p»am DUTK 3'nSw "p3M

: .-:•;» o^rfrti Nta—WN tfOl6u"SjP rw
Ahdtiodbh-

it; because thai to it b« hath rested from all hie

work which Ciod had created and made.

TABLES OF QUOTATIONS FROM

Gen. ii. 3.

Kxi luKtynrtv I ©io; tuv nfttpav r*v IZaihiv, xxi

KjlICIf JUtJH' CTl IV XWTIJ UTITJV7IV 4T3 X" XV Till V

tjv If} » »UT»W, tuK |»£*T« o Wic» fli|ril,
AinK.'.nl Messed Hi.- seventh day, and hallowed

ii because on U he rested Drain su these works
Of his, which God bad taken OCOaslon tu wake.

[Part I. Chap. V.

Heb.iv ft,

Kxi xaTiiravo'iv « t*i:; If t* '.M'r* T 9 *** fMt **"•

*»it.» Tatf i;y*» xut:u.1

And God did rest the seventh day from all his

works.

Psal. ex. 4.

Jlu liftv; tig TOv ai*v* >iu tx.v t» - Mi?./.iri.
H.I), v.6.

Xv ttflu; ii;t:i' n.n uu Txv T»;i» MlX%tri*
156. Psat ex. 4.

: p-ix-^d »rrorVy °^ tnD-npK

Thou art a priori for aver, after the order of Thou art a priest for ever, after the order of Thou art a priest for ever, after the order of

Melctiizedec. Mulchiscdek. Melchisedec

157. Ot D xxii. 16, 17.

TpnrTW n^-iN nanm
By myselfhave 1 sworn, nilh the Lord

thai" in blessing I will bleaa Lhee, and in tuultijily-

bug 1 will multiply thy seed.

Bxod IXV.4Q.

: ina riN-io ppn—cn orryaru ntrp nmi
Ami look, that thou make m after their

pattern, which was showed tha in the mount

Gen. xxii. 16, 17.

AijjiVj Kxt' iuxjtCv ji.mjo-x, Xi^it Kvoio;*
—
'H

to rT!,m t;v.

Bay mil-, By myself have I swum satth the Lord,
- uiih blessings, I will indeed bless thee; and I

will multiply thy seed abundantly.

•OjMl

Exod. xxv. 40.

70llf(rilf XXT« TOv TUITOV TOV JiSuj^ivov

See that thou make them according to the
pattern shown thee on ifala mount

Heb. vi 13. 11
©I0f UL<jU-.tri xaS" itvT'.v, >.ty »•*' 'H ><»

fvA.:y»v •vXc^ho-s o*i, xa» wXqvvvwf «>,i>jurw ri.

God sware by himself, saying. Barely,
blessing, I will bless thee ; and multiplying, I will

multiply iliee.

Heb. viii. 5.

*Opa yap, pi*"', irontTnf r*vra x*tx to* TVirOf

tov 5tix' iVT * *"°* tv T *' opu.

For, See, saith he, thai thou make all things
according to the pattern showed to thee in the
mount

150. Jer. xxxt.31—3|.

rrn-PK vnsi nrrow a sN3 a^ njn

rmaa n 1

? :nsnn rma mw p'J~pki Snic**

VMxnb trva 'P'tnri ova DmaM-p* >n-o 1W1
aim *nna~PN non rwrvM onxo yiNo

mDN "itm won nw »a : nw~0Nj aa vrVjw

^ppj rfinv-WJ tsnn o»D*n nnn ^x" p^-hn
on 1

? yjnrji P33P3N oayS»i oanjH vrnrrnM
gnu -np nc1

?^ kSi : d?> ^~vn» piDrn d^pSn*?

^j mn>-pN i]?i ion 1

? rnwnst tr^si wqnmM
>3 mrrfUMj rf>vunpi Despob *nw ipi* oVia

:*iijj--i3tN n 1

? DrwcrrVi dj^> pVdn

P'hol.l, the days mme, saith the Lord, that I

will make a new covenanl with the bouse of
Israel snd with the bouse ofJudah ; not according
in ill.- cnrenanl thai 1 made with their fathers, in

the day that I took them by thi ring them
nui q{ the land ol Bgypl (which my •
they brake, although l wai husband to them,
saith the Lord). Bui this thaU bi the a
that 1 will make wuh the bouse ol Israel ; after

those 'lays, saith the Lord, I will put my taw In

u\eir Inward parte, >'iiii will write II In their

hearte ; and will !"• their God, snd they shall be
my people. And thej b til ti ach no more every
in. hi his neighbour, and ever] man ins in-other,

savins. Know the i.oim : for they shell sQ know
in from the least unto the nr.ut.-sl, saith the
Lord: (br I will forgive their Iniquity} and I will

remember their sin no more.

Jer. xxxi. 31—31.
l$ov

f
i-^uipxt ip^ovTx, 9qo-i Kupio;

t
xxi Viai^o-t-

p*k r :y OIXCp \<T^xr,K XMi t u> 1 * (y lOu^a i'»*^»J*l(V

%XIV-.V 0U XXTxnv its 7nx.*v i\V ftm$tf*nf T0, »
'Bc*-

Tpanv aui.'v, iv M*lpS ' mK*Zcf*tvov f*av t«|( X*'P°C
aur^v, i^xyxyiiv ttvrov; tx y "; Aijinrsu' oti

au !
'.. 0UK »V»ftltW99 If I t ] i.« J**.) u ; u, til iy-ai tj.ui •

\>)<rc( aufj^v, ?«tTi Kopio,-" On Horif i) <i ucifxn a*; v,

>|V j"J»t:,U*i Til 0IXQV lTf?.-i\K
t
M'TX T«{ iio^a;

»!'H M y^i K'j^is ; J t5ow» SmTta viftav; f*:v t<>Txv
ii*v:iiv ji/Tjiv, xxi t.Ti xa^liai xwruv VM^n «•
T5u,"'xxt it:,uj. xvtoi; n; w«cv, xxi hutoi irovrat
,«*» •!( JkMOV, Kx> 0U uit i.Ja;-iff-iv UXfT0( TOV ,T :

.

A.r^iJ otvrou xx» ixxoto; TOv xi'(>,;ov xurcu, Xj.
y*i', 1'vi.j. r«» KflpiAv* Jt* »xvti( iiIi-tsiij'i ^*i

t
as-o

juixpsu vt*V 1«( j^i> xAOo avTtov oti ,'a.iw; kt:/*xi

TXt; <X$IXIXI$ aul'i'i'j xat TjuV X^cxpTituv XVTwV 0U

/*•] /«V»[0-3w IT».

Behold, the days are coming, saith the Lord,
when 1 will make a new covenanl wuh the bouse
ol Israel and with the bouse <>i Jodah; not ac-

cording to the covenanl which l made with their
rutin s, in the day when l took them by the hand
to bring them out oi Egypt Because thej did not
abide by this covenanl ol mine, therefore I look
do i sre of them, saith the Lord. For, this is my
coveiKwil whnh I will make with the house of
Israel: after those days saith the Lord, l will

adapt my laws to then understsndlngs, and write
ii i hi lr hi .'i i snd 1 « ill be theii G

they .-ii.ii i be my people . snd they shall nore
teach every man bis jeUow-oiiizeiL end even
man his brother, saying, Enovi the Lord; foi su
will know me from the L'r.-ah'si |o (he teas) of
them

; for 1 will he merciful to their Iniquities,

and ii" more remember their sins.

Heb. viii. 8—12.
iJ'oti, ijjUtpai ipX 3 *™', *>*yf Xupi0;

(
xxi ctuvtiXi-

O-iu in tov o*xov lo-pxii^ xxi (Ti tov oixov IsvSm
Sixir.xnv KtttvtfV ou xarat txv jiaSaxav ijv i*o^a-«»
T0t( sraTpanv hutbv, iv ij>tipat i »iXai:^ivcv ftov

Tx( x ! <r~ ' UT(UV
, '£?'«> " v aurov, ix y |( Atyvx-

TOW' oti awrot Oux tvf/invav iv tm .iixj^x^ M 5W
,

KsfV* r<xiK%Tx auTuv, >.»^n Kvpiof 'Oti «-jT^ it

StuirK*, ijv JixS)iO"o/ia< tit •• lTp»nK Mtrm T«f
itptpx; fxiiva;, Kiyn KupiO;' Jiiov; vs/itu; fiv it(

txv jtxvoixv awTiaV
f
xxi tin xap£ta( avTww ijti-

jyiy ^ xurov;' xxi irijuxi juih; |l( Wiev, xat aw
toi ir:iTi. ju:u ii; has*' Kxi ov >m inixj^nv
«xxo-T«( tov vMo-towa awTOw.xat fxarrof tov »SiK-
$0v auTOV, Kiy-elV, TvuSt TOV KvptOV* OTI 7X»TI(
llJlJTSlKTI^!, XT : MUMV Mr«l fijjU[^XA.6UBVT«»v"

oti iXiu; ir-'.uxi ra>; aJixixi; aurwv, xxi t»v
a.uxpTi^v xuTduv [xxi Tmv avSptwv jvui|« :u uf
^11'^.'" ITI.I

Behold, the days come, saith the Lord when l

will make a new covenant with the hoi

brae] snd the house "t Judah not according to

iii. covenanl thai l made with theii l

day whi it I took them by the hsnd to load them
out of the land of Egypt; because they continued
not in my covenant, and I regarded Ui it,aalth

the Lord. For this is the i

with the house of Israel after those da]
1 .n i'ii. I will put my lav sin their mind, and write
them in their hearts ; ami 1 will he In them a QotL
and they shall be to me a people ; and the)

not teach every man hl» neighbour, and every
in hi his brother, saying, Enow the Lord for ail

shall know me from the leaal to the -•'- it

I will he merciful to their unrighh mss, and
their sins [and their iniquities]4 will I rami
no more.

1G0. Exod xxiv. 9.

ddcjj nirv r\^3 ie-n P*i3 p-dt njn

Behold the blond of the covenant, which the
Lohd hath made with you.

161, Psal. xl. 7—9 (6—3. ofEntrlisli version.)

.—iSp »S p»"0 Q^jrN nxon kS nn;oi rur

vncrrun »moii ?« j rtN^ ni
1

? nwuni
»nVN •pirrrwp'? : *Sp dipj nDD'p'jjDa

• t^d "pna ip-iipi ^pxen

IJOV TO
Bxod xxiv. 8.

it/** Tijf *ii49l|X>C] if," Vii Jit: Kvpio; srpo;

Heb. is. 2a
Tooto to alp* rm Ji*:inr», 'ii tviTiiXaro* ir^S{

f**t oOioc.

Behold the blood of tho covenant, which the This is the blood of the testament, which G...1

Lord bath nude with you. hath enjoined unto you.

f ,' il 6—8.
f»u<nxv xxi n-pio-;apxc oux ^itKrTxt, r»u# Si

XXT»lpriO-U^0l' O >. -. < X V T . ^ « Htfl Tlfl x/uxprix,-

ou« /;TK<rxi. TiTt iiTte tiiy, \%m (iv xi;x\i.Ti

fci'knv y-ty p*TT*t s-.pi ijHOu) tou to.

jt\nux o-Sv, o fcltOv /i'.v, hC;'ja. fixv, kxi TOv vof*;v

t'-u ic f*t<rw rni KitpaiM( (won.

Ih I: \. 5-7.
Suo-ixv xai vpov^opav oux qSifcxrac, r*^x Ji

xaTHpriW pftl' ' OA-oxxui -u * tx xai viji xjux^tix;

ti-o-x(. Toti IIV0V Uow, iix « (h ..( jm!i
6 1CM9(J ji)f.*Ttsi VI xl /•« v) Tin K • »l

WlOJ, TO Ji.'.^^X o-ow.t

Tin both "i the Septuaglnl snd th< Hi brew,
o (".,

i i :n U98 and tho quotations ol this verso bj I

'

!

i loret, V ' snd Thcopb) I
i

( mn with the Bi

F,, r rknntt. eUhteen MSB (bur ofwhich sre of the greateal sntlqulty,
both the Bv rise * iml also tb< krobii Cop

Arm. in oi vi i
M-s ol the Old Italic (Latin) vi

i

Chry h I I D and AngusUni ill read
wtktrx*, whi •' an I Is reci

Into ii- ( of the We« Teats c genuine resulng.
« Th' i

• omitted in ome MBS
• This long quota) o from the Septuagint, tin nieli with

several verbal differences, which srlll '
• •>. but

which the meaning, ii eh they seem to Imply thai tie' snoatle
Ii

-.... mi he
had lhal Iran , ,, ,\

most materially from lbs EL i^- • The itentuagli
l

throoghoul this passage, i <

m hlch in out suihoi Ised Bnglii b I

/ ir«* a ktuhand t» tAsm, the H Is, »< «> *t»*k*rm
>.• "i . whlrh iwed by tie' sp

Whether the Hebrew was then read dilTerentli i Di Rand
U urns i '"'• n

| | oot think thi iDflerenci
to in', mipi his ..i rnmenl on si ounl oflt, othi

11 the Hebrew hs
where the Beptuagim Una Um future, 3i*ow( t»v*

t
J trill jmt

t
A:c- Uut the

|

Hebrovi hi uld doubtli be road with whs
.. in, I,, [ood hi i iii-n . . ii

i a hich both before snd afti I
m 'vol

.'i o i endoi sd In all the urn nt von ion I and In llie t'l

in i ,i ii. hi ew menu Iby Di K. nntcott n
i .

.
. Qeneral I

] '' Randi Iph -

* Poi ich, lUbongh
1

1 ng middle ol the fourth
rint

1 Tin -
I
w ith a little vai iatlon | hut

although the general meaning is the same, they are widely different m
n i. David's words are. *7 P*^3 c s J?H

iiztmi/im iitiihi ii. which we nan-lit. . my ears haul thou opened; but
i

o M . to dwell In n>i wn bouse for '!"

I a ii tbou
ii rears he shall serve, and In the seventh hi

II but If the seventh shall posltivol] I love my msst<
l will ii"' go "in Iree, then his master shall bring nim to the door*poet, and

ear through with in swl, ind I for ever."
.

.

moaning so totally different I the sense of thi I
' Di Kennleott

-um. here he sii|ipow>s that the Bepttisglnt and
npostli | from
which the Greek tran Iatlon wi made; and that the proaanl Bobrevj t> w
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Burnt-offering and sin-offering hast thou not

required. Then said I, Lo, I come : in the volume
of the book it is written of ine : I delight to do

thy will, O my God, yea thy law is within my
heart.

162. Deut. xxxii. 35. (36. of English version.)

top nw |vp-sfl

The Lord shall judge his people.

163. Hab. ii. 3, 4.

m^-N1

? rbw run :w vh «a* KT®
: mm injicNJ p^TSl 13 iwi

For the vision to yet for an appointed time ;
but

at the end, it shall speak and not lie : though it

tarry, wait for it, because it will surely come, it

will not tarry. Behold, his soul, which is lifted

up, is not upright in him : but the just shall live

by his faith.

164. Gen. xlvii.31.

: risen put 1

?? yNiP* inniPM

And Israel bowed himself upon the bed'shead.

Sacrifice and offerings thou didst not desire,

but thou preparedst a body for me. Whole
burnt-offerings, and offerings for sin thou didst

not require. Then I said, Behold I come (in the

volume of a book it is written respecting me) to

perform, O my God, thy will, I was determined,
even that law of thine, within my heart.

Deut. xxxii. 36.

*Ot< xpivti Kvpit , tou Kxov hutou.

Because the Lord will judge his people.

Hab. ii. 3, 4.

"Or. rpxoM^cf ^fi, xxi au h* KfWW Etf»

Luror-rai&qT*', oux juSoxh ij tyuxi j«ou tv *ut£u- o St

For he will assuredly come, and will not fail.

If any one draw back, my soul hath no pleasure

in hiin. But the just shall live by faith in me.

Sacrifice and offering thou wouldest not, but a

body hast thou prepared me. In burnt-offerings

and sacrifices for sin thou hast had no pleasure.

Then said I, Lo, I come (in the volume of the book
it is written ofme) to do thy will, O God.

Heb. x. 30.

Kup<o;xoivn tOv Kxov mutou.

The Lord shall judge his people.

Heb. x. 37, 38. (and see Rom. i. 17. Gal. iii. 11.)

'O tpxapivoi f|gi», x*i ou Xfni/ttf ° Si Jixatoy

fx TfiTTtw; iWiTai* **' '*" t""0""i*.iiTsH, ou*

euSoxs* n tyv%n MOM IV OtuTlU.l

For yet a little while, and he that shall come,

will come, and will not tarry. Now the just shall

live by faith : but if any man draw back, my soul

shall have no pleasure in him.

Gen. xlvii.31. Heb. xi. 21.

K*i vpotrtK\ivt\o'iv I<rp«t]\ ijti to «xpov tou a&Sov Km» Trpao-txvvvitrtv tin to axpov t»j; pxZSov awTQv,

«WT0U.

And Israel bowed down on the head of his And worshipped, leaning upon the top of his

staff* staff.»

165. Prov. iii. II.

: innoiru yprv-Sm dkdh-Sn »u mm idid

My son, despise not the chastening of the Lord
;

neither be weary of his correction.

166. Josh. i. 5. (and see Deut. xxxi. 8.)

1 will not fail thee, nor forsake thee.

Prov. iii. 11.

T7», f*n oKi-yiMtfti 5r**J«»s»s Kwptow, /<i]J< fx^wow -jjt*

My son, slight not the correction of the Lord
;

nor faint when reproved by him.

Deut. xxxi. 8.

Ouk otv*i<rti <rt
t
ovSt

f£.*\
<rt tyxxrahtTnu.

(The Lord] .... will not leave thee, nor forsake

thee.

Heb. xii. 5.

tU f*0v
t

ftt\ OXi^cupi* yrxiSn»i Kupioo, ftvidt

txhvav W xvtov tkiyxo/itvCiq.

My son, despise not thou the chastening of the

Lord, nor faint when thou art rebuked ofliim.

Heb. xiii. 5.

00 fiH <Tt XVU)
f
OvS' ou /*n 0"£ iyx*T«X»a-(u.

1 will never leave thee, nor forsake thee.

167. Psal. cxviii. 6. Psal. cxviii. 6. Heb. xiii. 6.

. «w. »L -. .--,« twin WU »U _,_. Kup.oj </*oi £o»5o 5 xeci ow ^oS^iTO/*** ti jrottj- Kvpto? tftoi 3on5o;, x*. ou 9o£n3t|<ro/<*i Tt train-

. DIN **? rWJP HD NmN N7 ^7 HTTP „, M
r

91 av^nwat. <ra *o* *f3p«.5ro 5 .

The Lord is on my side I will not fear ; what The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear what The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear what
*.% m^n Ann An a.ntsx *-rkf* ,.,,., , iii tin llni.i iiii'

can man do unto me 1

163. Hag. ii. 6.

D'DOTrrw tt»jno jni H»n t3j?D nns -np

fittrrnKi
Yet once, it is a little while, and I will shake the

heavens and the earth.

169. Hos. xiv. 3. (2. of English version )

: wnfit? o^-tD nD?ty;i

So will we render the calves of our lips.

man can do unto me.

Hag. ii. 6.

Eti ifl-xj; fyt» trtKTai TOW OvpXvOV, KXl TIJW yY[V,

man can do unto me.

Heb. xii. 26.

En ira-oej tyw trua ou ^tovov t»]ip ynv
t
xKKtt X«i

Yet once more, I will shake the heaven and the Yet once more I shake, not the earth only, but

earth. also heaven.

Hos. xiv. 2. Heb. xiii. 15.

Ai kutov ouv xvx^i pnf*tv dvTixv xivartwi Six

TTxvrat; toj Qftt, toutio-ti, xap^-on xnktuiv o**oXo-

•yavvTuiv Tto 0V5j«»t» stvtou.*

And we will render lo thee the fruit ofour lips. By him, therefore, let us offer the sacrifice of
praise to God continually, that is, the fruit of out
lips, confessing (marginal rendering) to his

name.

(Gen. vi. 3.5.7)

Prov. iii. 34.

: ]n-|rv D"jp?i pV* ton d^V?-dh

(Gen. vi. 3—5. 1)

Prov. iii. 34.

Kupio? v;r<p>i$avois xvTiTxTVtrx riTjir,!,' St

James iv. 5.

TTpa; (pSocov isria-oSu to irvivftx & xxToux»io"fv tf

The spirit, that dwelleth in us, lusteth to envy.

James iv. 6.

'O ©£056 ufftp^pacoij xvTiTXO'<riTxi
i
tjutiivoij

St SiSuiirt x*fiv.t

is corrupted in the wurd O^IN aznayim, ears, which has been written

through carelessness for HU IN as gevafi, then, a body. The first syllable

TN az then, is the same in both ; and the latter O^J m'm, which, joined to

TN az, makes D^JTN aznayim. might have been easily mistaken for HIJ

gevaft, body : J UMfl, being very like 1 gimel ;
"* yod like 1 vau ; and n /ie

like final D mem; especially if the line on which the leiters were written in

the M.S. happened to be blacker than ordinary (which has often been a
cause of mistake) it might have been easily laken for the under stroke of

the mem, and thus give rise to a corrupt reading : add to this the rom mo
corah signifies as well to prepare, as to open, bore, 4*c. On this supposition

the ancient copy translaied by the Sepluagint, and followed by the apostle,

must have read the text thus, ^7 I"P13 niJ IX az geva carita U ; <ri>!*» St

xaT^pTio-iu fioi, then a body thou hast prepared me : thus the Hebrew text,

the Version of t lie Srpni;mint, and the apostle, will agree in what is known to

be an indisputable fact in Christianity ; namely, that Christ was incarnated
for lite sin of the world. The JEfhiopic has nearly the same reading : the
Arabic has both, A hody hast thou prepared for me, and mine ears hast
thou opened. But the Syriac, the Chaldee, and the Vulgate, agree with the
present Hebrew text ; and none of the MSS. collated by Kennicott and De
Rossi have any various reading on the disputed words. (Dr. A. Clarke's
( '.mirii.iiiary on the New Testament, note on Heb. x. 5.)

» This quotation is nearly from the Septuagiut, with which the version of
Aqitila agrees : and as both the apostle's citation and that version differ con-
siderably from the Hebrew, some corruption of the text may be suspected.
The general meaning, however, is the same.

a This quotation is taken from the Septuagint version of Gen. xlvii. 31.,

omitting only the word Israel. The variation from the Hebrew is merely

in the vowel points : DtODH a bed, the Septuagint read DEran a staff. And
T *

>
'

that this is the true reading seems probable, because it does not appear that

Jacob was then confined to his bed, and because it is not easy to under-
stand what can be meant by worshipping or bowing himself on the head of

his bed. In the other reading the sense is plain : Jacob worshipped God,
and, being old and feeble, supported himself by leaning on the top of his

staff. (Dr. Randolph on the Uuolations, p. 45.)

3 The apostle seems purposely to have varied from the Septuagint, in

order to render the quotation more emphatica! and suited to his purpose.
The Septuagint well translates the Hebrew, omitting the words rendered in

our 'version, It is a tittle while. (Scott.)

« This is not properly a citation, but only an allusion to an expression in

Hos. xiv. 3. The phrase **p-ov x^^tM v, fruit of (he lips, is taken from the

Septuagint. In the Hebrew, it isWASP D>13, which out English transla-

tion and the Vulgate version render the calves of our lips. This expression

may refer primarily to the sacrifices, heifers, calves, Ac. which the Israel-

ites had vowed to Jehovah ; so that the calves of their lips were the sacri-

fices which they had promised. From the apostle and Septuagint rendering
this word/ru// (in wnich they are followed by the Syriac and Arabic ver-

sions) it is evident that their copies read **lfl (phry) the being omitted

;

and thus the word would be literally fruit, and not calves. This reading,

however, is not found in any of the MSS. hitherto collated.

* This, Dr. Randolph has observed, is a difficult passage. The apostle is

generally thought to refer to Gen. vi. 3.5., where we have the like in sense ;

but, in expression, the apostle differs widely both from the Hebrew and the

Septuagint. Dr. Randolph and Mr. Scott, after some expositors, think it a
general reference to the doctrine of Scripture, and not a direct quotation

;

as much as to say, it is the constant doctrine of Scripture, that the spirit

which dwelleth in us lusteth to envy, ami is prtmt <« &U evil It ought how-
ever to be observed, that many eminent critics, as Whitby, Griesbach, Mac-
knight, &c. divide this verse into two members, which they read and point,

interrogatively} thus. Do ye think that the Scripture speaketh in vain?
Doth the spiriti which dwelleth i?i j/s, lust unto envy I Which mode of
pointing removes the difficulty at once.

« Several manuscripts, editions, and the Armenian and Sclavonic ver-

sions, read Kupio s-, with the Septuagint.
' This is taken from the Septuagint, only putting' O ©to* instead of Kupioj.

They differ from the Hebrew, with which the Vulgate agrees—illudct
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- iv he acoraeth the scorners, but givcth
graee unto the lowly.

172. i xi 44.

*ih imp i3 D^snp Dn«m
Ve shall be holy, for I am holy.

173. In. xl. 6—8.

: o^ij?"? Dip* u\t?n -oni v*s •») -vxn

All ilesh i* grass, and all the goodllnesfl thereof
1* as the flower ofihe field. The ^r.is.-. witheretb,
the Bower fadetb: Hut the word of our
God shall stand fast for ever.

'Dm' 1
!

; the proud, but he giveth
grace unto the humble.

Lev. xi. 44.
Kai *>i3» 19-icrJi, 6ti iyiOj t»f*' ty» Kupttf b

And be ye holy, because I the Lord your God
am holy.

Isa. xl- 6—8.
rixTx T*fJ X"f T = », *< vmr* is»x at^vrcv cS(

dvSs; %apTcv" E£v*s*Sx, « %*0V*f, km I re xiiif
i£ix-irt. To i'i f-nM» tcu fciuu i/M»r /mil ll{ ts»
IIWI,

All flesh is grass ; and all the glory of man as a
flower of grass, The yrass is witberedi w*d the
flower fallen ; but the word of our God eudurelh
fur ever.

God resistelh the proud, but giveth grace unto
the humble.

! Pel 1. 16,

*Aj-»oi ytvtvU,* on iyw *y is$ tifit.

Be ye holy, for I am holy.

IPet. i. 91,26.
Aisti jtxtx 0"*f; «S Z^fTc;, xxi *-xrx Jc£«

> xutcv (JiiiffC T: - fairfl

».; r1 1 * » » > x
.

For all flesh 1* as grass, and all the glory of
man as the flower ot\i 1 rass wttherelh.

Bower thereol faDeu awaj ; but the word
of the Lord endureth Ibl ever.

174. Isa. xwiii. ]o.

HDID nV* ™*>
T
n3 pH p« |VX3 ID*1 "JIH

! 1 lay in Zfon fori foundation, a stone,
tried stone, a precious cornet tone, n sure

foundation; he that believeth shall nol
haste.

Uov, ty-u tfiZ

&tfAtkia outkc x

B

Isa. xxviii 16.

KKw ll( ts .*i,«iJ.i» Sl«f XiSoc

v, *«p;j *'ii»iJt', iPTi^Sr, (4( TX
• 5 VlOTIVttV ou ^e niiaiT^uviii.

lay for the foundation of Sion, a stone
"i Inestimable worth, .1

1 hosen precious corner*
stone for the foundations ot it: and be woo
believeth shall not be ashamed.

1 Pet ii. 6 (and see Rom. ix. 33.)
Uov, ti9*jUI tv J. n»>i- Xljav xxpgyuriixi;*, »Xie-

TDK, tVTifiSV XX. S XtCTTIVWI' IfT JVTi* tu Ulj XXTXI.
FZVySx,
Behold I lay in Sion a chief corner -si 01 u

Erecious ; and he that believeth on him shall not
e confounded.

I7& Exod. xix. 6.

vmp »ui rona pdVcd vwin dpni

\ e Shall be unto mc a kingdom of priests and
an holy nation.

176. Isa. lii. 9.

: vm no-iD k*?i ncy ocn-N 1

?

Because he had done no violence, neither teas
any deceit in his mouth.

Exod. xix. 6.

'Tun,- St urta-it jUOi &*it>Ku0v lip»rtvf**
t

x*i

t5v>i xytav.

And ye shall be to me a royal priesthood, and
an holy a

Isa. liii. 9.

An.uai1 oux i<r:i)|9~iv
I
zvSt Szhov tv tcu o-tojuxti

MVTOU.

He committed no iniquity, nor practised guile

with his mouth.

'TfUlf St
,

1 Pet. ii. 9.

But t/< Are a royal priesthood, a holy
nation.

I Pet. ii. 22.
' O; Zfixp-rtav cvx i jroiMO'ii', evil Iv^iSh SiKOf i*

Who did no sin, neither was guile found in his
mouth.

m. Isa. till 6.

With his stripes we an- healed.

1
!. liii. 5.

By his bruises we are healed.

1 Pet ii. 24.
Oy Tct ftv\a>Tt 9IIITIU IX jp>TI.

By whose stripes ye were bl

17ft. Psal. xxxiv. 13—17. (12—16 of English ver-
sion.)

: dyj pint? d*c^ 3pn o^n fcnn c^Nn-*D
pno to : no"\o tjid "pnovi jnn "|3>rS ">xj

mw »j*j» : vumi ot?c c*p3 awrmfoi
;n »a>pa BW ^JD : DPpW"bM rJtNi D^Ti"*?N

Whal tnao desiretb life, "ml loveth many days,
thai be [ood? Keep ihy tongui fi om

md thj lips from Bpeaking guile. I »• i>;irt

ii odj 1 do good; eefcpeaci an I poi m It

The >• •- -I the Loan c 1 upon Un 1 igbteou and
his ears ore open unto their cry. The (ace of the
Lokd (v against them thai do erlL

Psal, xxxiv. 12—16.

iSiiv sty*y*i ; IIxv<r:v t^h ^^utr^sv row »70 xxxsu,

XXI K*tXj| (Till TOU ^H A.x^.tgO'Xt Jj),»lC ixxXurev xx-3

it^n^'j, x*i xiMff;v myrniw ^«ir«i»'et' npnvnv, xxi
UT^V O;3X'.jU0l KvpUV ITT1 jlXXlEUf, XXI

MTM 1UICJ I. j f1 1)9*4* XUTouV CpCCTiii^Oir 5 I KvfiiOv I9T'

!r)i;wT»i xxxx.

What man Boever deslreth life, and loveth to

8i e c ! days I Eeep thy tongue from i

thy lips from speaking guile Deparl from '"-il

and 'I- good; Beek peace and pursue it The
eyeBOl Ute Lord are upon the rightnuis ; ami Ins

ears are open to their prayer. Hut the face of
the Lord ts against them that do tmL

1 Pet. iii. 10-12.

'O yap 5iXa!i/ ^u»i|if a> x-Tjir, xxi tffir wftipxe

ay*i»i
t
jrxvo-XTw ti>v )>..tth xutsv «x-" xxxsv,

xxi ;c*M xutcu tsv un >. x>, r<rxi JcX:»' n>).i»Mr«
xt; xxxsv, xxi to^itji.. xj xSo** ^ti-mtk h;»» "

,

xxi 3i*;xTi> uvrn' 'On si s;i*>.(U)i XvfiEv in
J'iKXiCU{, KX> WTH XUTCU Ii; ii'Tln XVTair' w^;ir»-

srev Ji wpiow is-' roiovrraf xxxx,

Poi be that wiQ love life and see good days, let

him refrain his tongue from evil, and his lips thai
thry s|>r'iik do gutle. Lei him eschew evil and do
good ; lei him Beek peace and pursue it Poi
eyes ol the Lot d art ovei me righti

ears are open unto their pre] i face of
the Lordt« against them that do evil.

179. Isa. viii. 12, 13.

nin,_PN : unyn n^i intp'n^? intd'PNi
: wnpn ipn Pitos

Neither f-.-ir ye their fear ; nor be afraid
Sanctify the Loss "i Boats b

Isa. viii. 12, 13.

Tot- St $o£ov xutou ew fit ^sCijSkti, avSt /in r«.
p%X.iKTi. Kupiev xutoi- a^tavari.

Be nol ye terrified with the fear of him, nordis-
mayed Hallow tin- Lord himself.

IPet iii. II. IS
To* St eeCo* jut . v y Qt£^$^^Tl

t
fx^St tx^xx9»ti.

Kvpiov St TCvSievx^ixo'xTi.*

And be not afraid of their terror, neither be
troubled, but sanctify the Lord Ood in your
beans.

180. Prov. x. 12.

: nana hddp VpVB^fS Spi

lyjvc covcreth all sins.

Prov. x. 12.

IIxvtx; ot TOu; |uh f »>.3v(ixovvtx; x«Xvx*Tli

C"-<x.
Hut friendship coverelh all them who arc, not

contentious.

IPet i\ 8
' On J( xyxJTI RXXvyl' W>.rS8 5 »fli*pTt*V.*

For charity shall cover the multitude of sine.

181 Psal. II 9l

: 3X0JP ttti ^02 'JT-a C32'3 opip

Thou ihalt bi
i dth a rod ofIron j thou

- m iii piecea like b pottei 's vesael

P L ii. 9. Rev ii. 27.
IIai/ixn.( xutouj iv (,xCiu rtSiipx' if niaaf xi. Kxi tci,u»hi hvtcv,- If ^xC^»> <riS*fX' •( T«

f« u ' s;
T^i'Tpiyin xotbu;. rxivx tx xifx^ixn ff-uvTf iCitx.. *

Thou shall rule them wilb rod >>i Iron m And be shall rule with « rod "t Iron .i" a
Bhall break them to piecea Ulte i i i el pott - " '" bMvi re.

-.ill scorn the cornet i lie Uablr reralon nilh the
Bepiuaginl will resist I da

i
id The > r«t i< a

renders it aatruet it wrIH destroy the scornei andtheChaldet
psa ]' st, hi 111 drive away th< ornei I

•
i | to oni Ibi brei vortba hlli to attempl I) the

la much tbi iwnc,

ezpreasions In Scripture language (Di Randolph, p Ifl I

iSeveralMU threi t>f which are of l ty, read «ciHt,
with tbi n in-, thoughTnferloi to that tnthi received
text Qrieabach consldi I i nol tc be dl 1 1 gaj dwl

1 Itotli this quotation aodthefleptuagiiil givcathc meaning of the Hebrew
;

i.m the word «*
|
itu it \ n tdch 1st ed bj Bt re iii«-

letter tl B n rhe oi iglnal

Hebrew
i

•-. bit h I Jbbovab StoooolA, Lord ofH
•

i

> Thl don from the Hebrew, and widely differ
. int; onh foi aJU i i lh< ipo tl< has tht muUitvdt "' >'"

I

Scptu i n'l arable rei

(Di Randolph, Si oti I

* This is in i ..i c, Si |i!iini;iiit (whii I ^slnles

the Hebrew) the pei on onlj I g altered from thi second to the third

I
i>i. Randolph -
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§ 2. CLASSIFICATION OF THE QUOTATIONS FROM THE HEBREW
SCRIPTURES IN THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The Quotations from the Hebrew Scriptures in the New
Testament may be arranged under the nine following classes

:

viz. I. Quotations exactly agreeing with the Hebrew;
TI. Those which agree nearly with the Hebrew ;

—

III. Quo-
tations, agreeing with the Hebrew in sense, but not in words

;

—IV. Such as give the general sense;—V. Quotations,
which are taken from several passages of Scripture ;

—

VI. Quotations differing from the Hebrew, but agreeing with
the Septuagint ;—VII. Quotations in which there is reason to
suspect a different reading in the Hebrew, or that the apostles
understood the words in a sense different from that expressed
in our Lexicons;

—

VIII. Passages, in which the Hebrew
seems to be corrupted ;—and, IX. Passages which are not
properly citations, Dut mere references or allusions.

I. Quotations exactly agreeing with the Hebrew.

No. Chap, and Vene of 0.

3. Hos. xi. 1.

7. Deut. viii. 3.

9. Deut. vi. 16. -

12. Isa. liii.4.

13. Hos. vi. 6.

21. Lev. xix. 18.

24. Psal. cxviii. 22, 23.

27. Psal. ex. 1. -

30. Psal. xxii. 19.

31. Psal. xxii. 2. •

32. Isa. liii. 12. •

34. Lev. xii. 8.

36. Psal. lxix. 10.

40. Psal. 1 xxxii. 6.

42. Psal. liii. 1.

46. Psal. xxii. 19. -

60, Psal. cix. 8. -

64. Gen. xxii. 18.

55. Psal. ii. 1, 2. -

64. Psal. ii.7.

69. Exod. xxii. 27.
75. Psal. v. 10. -

76. Psal. cxl. 4. -

79. Psal. xxxvi. 2.

80. Psal. xxxii. 1, 2.

81. Gen. xvii. 5. -

82. Gen. xv. 5. -

83. Psal. xliv. 22. -

84. Gen. xxi. 7. -

86. Gen. xxv. 23. -

87. Mai. i. 2, 3. .

88. Exod. xxxiii. 19.

89. Exod. ix. 16.

96. Lev. xviii. 5. •

110. Psal. lxix. 10. •

111. Psal. xviii. 50.

113. Psal. cxvii. 1. -

115. Isa. lii. 15.

119. Job v. 13.

121. Deut. xxv. 4. •

122. Exod. xxxii. 6.

124. Psal. xxiv. 1. •

125. Psal. viii. 6.

127. Isa. xxii. 13. -

129. Isa. xxv. 8. -

131. Psal. cxvi. 10.

132. Isa. xlix. 8. -

136. Exod. xvi. 18.
137. Psal. cxii. 9. .

142. Isa. liv. 1.

146. 2 Sam. vii. 14.-
148. Psal. civ. 4. -

149. Psal. xlv. 7, 8.

151. Psal. viii. 4—6.
152. Psal, xxii. 23. .

153. Isa. viii. 17, 18.

155. Gen. ii. 3.

157. Gen. xxii. 16, 17.

162. Deut. xxxii. 35.
164. Gen. xlvii. 31. •

165. Josh. i.5.

172. Lev. xi. 44. •

Chap, and Verse of N. T.
agrees with Matt. ii. 15.

Matt. iv. 4. Luke iv. 4.

Matt. iv. 7.

Matt. viii. 17.

Matt. ix. 13. xii. 7.

Matt. xix. 19. xxii. 39.

S Matt, xxi, 42. Mark xii. 10. Luke
) xx. 17. Acts iv. 11.

SMatt. xxii. 44. Mark xii. 36. Luke
( xx. 42.

Matt, xxvii. 35.

Matt, xxvii. 46.

Mark xv. 28. Luke xxii. 37.
Luke ii. 24.

John ii. 17.

John x. 34.

John xii. 38. See Rom. x. 16.

John xix. 24.

Acts i. 20.

Acts iii. 25.

Acts iv. 25, 26.

Acts xiii. 33.

Acts xxiii. 5.

Rom. iii. 13.

Rom. iii. 13.

Rom. iii. 18.

Rom. iv. 7,8.
Rom. iv. 17.

Rom. iv. 18.

Rom. viii. 36.

Rom. ix. 7.

Rom. ix. 12.

Rom. ix. 13.

Rom. ix. 15.

Rom. ix. 17.1

Rom. x. 5.

Rom. xv. 3.

Rom. xv. 9.

Rom. xv. 11.
Rom. xv. 21.

1 Cor. iii. 19.

1 Cor. ix. 9.

II 'or. x. 7.

1 Cor. x. 26.

1 Cor. xv. 27.

1 Cor. xv. 32.

1 Cor. xv. 54.

2 Cor. iv. 13.

2 Cor. vi. 2.

2 Cor. viii. 15.

2 Cor. ix. 9.

Gal. iv. 27.

Heb. i. 5.

Heb. i. 7.

Heb. i. 8, 9.

Heb. ii. 6—8.
Heb. ii. 12.

Heb. ii. 13.

Heb. iv. 4.

Heb. vi 13, 14.'

Heb. x. 30.

Heb. xi. 21.

Heb. xiii. 5.

1 Pet. i. 16.

II. Quotations nearly agreeing with the Hebrew.

These correspond nearly with the Hebrew, though not so
literally as those in the preceding class, to which they are
almost equal in number : Thus,

1. Isa. vii. 14. nearly agrees with
4. Jer. xxxi. 15. -

8. Psal. xci. 11, 12.

10. Deut. vi. 13. .

11. Isa. ix. 1,2. •

16. Isa. vi. 9, 10. .

19. Gen. ii. 24. -

20. Exod. xx. 12—16.

25. Exod. iii. 6. -

Matt, i. 23.

Matt. ii. 18.

Matt. iv. 6.

Matt. iv. 10.

Matt. iv. 15, 16.

J
Matt. xiii. 14, 15. Acts xxviii. 26.

t Mark iv. 12. Luke viii. 10.
Matt. xix. 5.

Matt. xix. 18, 19.

5 Mao. xxii. 32. Mark xii. 26. Luke
t xx. 37.

No. Chap, and Verse of O. T.

26. Deut. vi. 5. nearly agrees with

28. Zech. xiii. 7. -

37. Psal. Ixxviii. 24.

38. Isa. liv. 13. -

44. Psal. xii. 9. -

45. Psal. cix. 3. .

47. Exod. xii. 46. -

48. Zech. xii. 10. -

51. Joel lii. 1—5. -

56. Gen. xii. 1.

61. Isa. lxvi. 1, 2. •

67. Isa. xlix. 6.

70. Hab. ii. 4.

71. Isa. lii. 5.

72. Psal. Ii. 6.

73. Gen. xv. 6. •

91. Hos. il. 1. (i. 10. of English ?

Version) • • • \

93. Isa. i. 9.

94. Isa. viii. 14.

95. Isa. xxviii. 16. •

93. Isa. lii. 7.

99. Psal. xix. 5. (4. of English
Version)

100. Deut. xxxii. 21.

101. Isa. lxv. 1, 2. -

102. 1 Kings xix. 14.

103. 1 Kings xix. 18.

107. Deut. xxxii. 25.

103. Prov. xxv. 21, 22.

112. Deut. xxxii. 42. (43. of Eng
lish Version)

116. Isa. xxix. 14. -

118. Isa. xii. 13.

120. Psal. xciv. 11. -

125. Isa. xxviii. 11 12.

128. Gen. ii. 7.

133. Lev. xxvi. 11, 12.

143. Gen. xxi. 10. -

144. Psal. lxviii. 19.

145. Exod. xx. 12. -

147. Psal. xcvii. 7. -

150. Psal. cii. 25—27.
154. Psal. xcv. 7—11.
153. Exod. xxv. 40.

159. Jer. xxxi. 31. 34.
160. Exod. xxiv. 8. •

167. Psal. cxviii. 6.

173. Isa. xl. 6—8. .

175. Exod. xix. 6. -

176. Isa. liii. 9.

177. Isa. liii. 5.

178. Psal. xxxiv. 13—17
179. Isa. viii. 12, 13.

180. Prov. x. 12. -

131. Psal. ii. 9.

Chap, and Verse of N. T.

( Matt. xxii. 37. Mark xii. 30. Luke
j x. 27.

Matt. xxvi. 31.

John vi. 31.

John vi. 45.

John xiii. 18.

John xv. 25.

John xix. 36.

John xix. 37.

Acts ii. 17. (See Rom. x- 11.)
Acts vii. 3.

Acts vii. 49, 50.

Acts xiii. 47.

Rom. i. 17.

Rom. ii. 24.

Rom. iii. 4.

Rom. iv. 3.

Rom. ix. 26.

Rom. ix. 29.

Rom. ix. 33.

Rom. x. 15.

Rom. x. 18.

Rom. x. 19.

Rom. x. 20, 21.

Rom. xi. 3
Rom. xi. 4.

Rom. xii. 19. Heb. x. 30.

Rom. xii. 20.

Rom. xv. 10.

1 Cor. i. 19.

1 Cor. ii. 16.

1 Cor. iii. 20.

1 Cor. xiv. 21.

1 Cor. xv. 45.

2 Cor. vi. 16.

Gal. iv. 30.

Eph iv. 8.

Eph. vi. 2, 3.

Heb. i. 6.

Heb. i. 10—12.
Heb. iii. 7—10.

Heb. viii. 5.

Heb. viii. 8— 12.

Heb. ix.20.

Heb. xiii. 6.

1 Pet. i. 24, 25.

1 Pet. ii. 9.

1 Pet. ii. 22.

1 Pet. ii. 24.

1 Pet. iii. 10—12.
1 Pet. iii. 14, 15.

1 Pet. iv. 8.

Rev. ii. 27.

III. Quotations agreeing with the Hebrew in Sense, but not
in words.

6. Isa. xl. 3—5.

Isa. xiii. 1—4. -

Psal. Ixxviii. 2.

Zech. ix. 9.

Psal. viii. 3. -

Zech. xi. 13. -

Exod. xiii. 2. -

Zech. ix.9. -

Isa. vi. 9, 10. -

Psal. lxix. 26. -

Deut. xviii. 15. 19.

(see Josh. xxiv. 32.)

Psal. xiv. 1—3.
Isa. lix. 7, 8. -

Gen. xviii. 10. •

Hos. ii.23.

Isa. x.22, 23. -

Psal. lxix. 23, 24.

Isa. xlv. 23. -

Isa. xi. 10.

Isa. lii. 11,12. -

Gen. xii. 3.

Deut. xxvii. 26.

Hag. ii. 6.

agrees in sense,
but not in

words, with
Matt. iii. 3. Mark i. 3. and Luke iii. 46.

Matt. xii. 18—21.
Matt. xiii. 35.

Matt. xxi. 5.

Matt. xxi. 16.

Matt, xxvii. 9, 10.

Luke ii. 23.

John xii. 15.

John xii. 40.

Acts i. 20.

Acts iii. 22, 23.

Acts vii. 16.

Rom. iii. 10—12.
Rom. iii. 15—17.
Rom. ix. 9.

Rom. ix. 25.

Rom. ix. 27, 28.

Rom. xi. 9, 10.

Rom. xiv. 11.

Rom. xv. 12.

2 Cor. vi. 17.

Gal. iii. 8.

Gal. iii. 10.

Heb. xii. 26.

IV. Quotations that give the general Sense, but which abridge
or add to it.

5. (Psal. xxii. 6.1
lxix. 9, 10. Isa, , ... _, . .. M
lii. liii. Zech f

comPared with Matt. ii. 23.

xi. 12,13.) J
41. Zech. ix. 9.

43. Isa. vi. 9, 10. •

57. Gen. xv. 13, 14.

58. Gen. xlvi. 27. -

68. Amosix. 11, 12.

104. Isa. xxix. 10. .

170. (Gen. vi. 3. 5.

John xii. 15.

John xii. 40. (and see Malt. xiii. 14, 15.

Mark iv. 12. Luke viii. 10. Acts
xxviii. 26.)

Acts vii. 6, 7.

Acts vii. 14.

Acts xv. 16, 17.

Rom. xi. 8.

James iv. 5.
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V . Quotations that art takenfrom several Passages of Scripture.

Sometimes tin-re is such a change made in the ([notation,

that it is not eaaj to ascertain from wlial particular passage

of the Old Testament it is taken. The instances of this de-

Bcription, however, in which the citation is made from several

passages of Scripture, are very few. 1 )r. Randolph has men-

tioned only three, to which we have added two others.

No. Ch*p. »od Verw of O. T.

63. (See Psalm* /

iw>iv 20 irni compared nidi
1 Bam. .xiii It j

M. left. .X.XXIII 16. • • "
.

96. Isa mm. II • -S
101. Isa. xxix 10. (andseel

i an i Bzek xii. 8.)
\

22. Zech. ix 9. (and see Isa. ?

udi 11.) <

IS Pml lxix, 26. • - •>
50 Peal fix 8. • • s

Chip, anil Verac of N. T.

Acts xiii. 22.

Rom. ix. 33.

Rom. xi. 8.

Halt. xxi. 5.

Acts i. 20.

Tu this head also we may perbepa refer the quotation, No. 5. p. 291.

relative to tile Messiah being called a Nazarene.

VI. Quotations differing from the Hebrew, but agreeing with

lite Septuagint.

18. Isa. xxix. 13. compared with

65 Paal « 3—11.
60 amoa r. 25—87.
I,:. lea h I

99. Psal. xix. 5
VersirMi)

Prov. iii. 34.171

(I. of English
I

Mall. XV. 8, 9.

acceii 26—SB.
\ i rii. 12, 43.

Acts xiii. 31.

It. mm. x. 18.

James iv.

VII. Quotations in which there is reason to suspect a different

Sending in the Hebrelo, nr that the Apostle* understood the

Words in n 8t use different from that expressed In our Lexi-

cons.

2. Micah v. 2. compared with
1 1 Hal. hi I. -

i l\i I, 2. •

60. laa lin 7, 8. •

00. ll.il, i. 6.

SB amoa Ix II, 12.

77. Paal. x 7 •

99. Psal xix. 5. -

106 Isa. lix. 20. 21.

ni7. Denl xxvii 86.

112, Dem iv mi 12.

117. lea lx.v.3. .

163 ll.ih n. 8,4. •

171. Isa. xxviii. 10.-

Matl ii 0.

Mall. xi. 10. Mark i. 2. Luke vii. 27.

I. iik. ix is, |9.

\ i mii :fi, 33.

Aels xiii II.

a.-is xv 16. 17.

it. .in in 1 1.

It.. in x. 18.

It,. ui xi 26. 27.

Ri.in. xii 19.

Rom. xv. 10.

ICor. ii. 9.

lleh. x. 37, 38.
1 Pet ii. 6.

VIII. Passages in ivhich the J/ebrew seems to be corrupted.

compared wildJ Mii-iih v. a
II Mai 111. I.

r.i Psal. xvi. 8—11.
08. Aiii.is ix. 11, K.
101. Psal. xl. 7—9.-
163. llali. II 3,1 •

Hall ii. 6.

Man xi. 10 Mark i. 2. Luke vii. 27.

Acts ii. 25—28.
Acl9 xv. IS, 17.

II. I. x. 5—7.
lleh. X. 37, 38.

IX. Passages which are not property Citations, but mere
References or .'Illusions.

39. laa. xii. 3. alluded to In

97. Denl xxx 12— H. .

129 Deal uxli. 17.

i n ii.. .I., ii. .

lis II. 1,1 XIX. 16. •

MB ii- xiv. 3.

John vii. 38.

It x. r,—s.

I Oor x. 20.

ICor xv. 66.

2 Cor xi,, i

ll.-l. xii. IB.

To this cl&aa nleo we may iie-st (.ml. il.lv refer the allusions in 2 Cor.
xi is. s.-e |.. 306. and noli

.

[Part I. Chap. IV.

hand, while tiny retained the words of the Septuagint, they
had taken notice uf each inaccuracy, they would have diverted

the reader's attention from the main object to the consideration
of triiles. Ii must, however, be remarked, that the writers of
the New Testament appear to have been sn careful to give
the true sense of the Old Testament, thai ilu-y forsook the

Septuagint version, whenever it did not ghre tli.it sense, sn far

as they had occasion to cite it. and these citations often cor-

respond with the present Hebrew text. The quotations from
the .Septuagint in the New Testament may be classed under
the five following heads:— 1. Such as agree verbatim wild
the Septuagint, or only change the person, number, ifce. ;

—

II. Quotations taken from the Septuagint, but with some
variation ;—III. Quotations agreeing with the Septuagint in

sense, but not ill words;—IV. Quotations differing from the

Septuagint, but agreeing exactly, or nearly, with the- Hebrew;
—and, v. Quotations which differ both from the Septuagint
and from the Hebrew, and are probably taken from some
other translation or paraphrase.

I. Quotations agreeing verbatim with the Septuagint, or only

changing the Person, Xumber,

§3. CLASSIFICATION Of TIIK QUOTATIONS rBOH THK SEPTI.'AOINT
.is in rut: m '.-. ii i on \ i.

Altiioien tin- sacred authors of the New Testament have
in many instanci from thi Hebrew Scriptures, as the
preceding tables li.i.e .'imvu j VI I II ifl equally cerlain that

they have very Frequently made llnir citations from the (in. I,

version usually denominated the Septuagint, even when this

translation from tin- Hebrew is inaccurate, but where the

errors are ofsuch a nature as not to weaken the proofs for which
they were alleged. In fact, as i wrote for the OSe
. i • " ties who were ignorant of Hebrew, it was neoee
nary thai they should ri.hr I., the Greek version, which was
generally known and read. Had tin I given a Dew and in r.

accurate I inn to the Hebrew, oil si thi \

often did from memory, the reader would not have known
what ihej mtanded to quota: and if, on the other

°,

No. Chip. *nd Vcrw of O. T.
7. D.-ui. via :i. agrees with
'J. I). o(. vi, 10. -

13. Hon. vi. 0. .

20 lix, ..I. xx. 12-16. .

21. I., v. xix. 18. •

23. Psal. viii. 2. .

24. Psal. cxviii. 22, 23. -

25. Exod. iii. 6. -

27. Psal. ex. 1. •

28. Zech. xiii. 7.

30 Paal xxi 18. (xxii. 18.

EngUsb Bihle)

30. Psal. Ixviii. 9. (lxix. 9.

Bnguan liihle)

in r.,,1 Ix x xii 0.

42 Isa. IIH. 1.

60 P il c-ix. 8, -

! r al xm 8—11.
55. Psal. II. I, 2. -

68. Gen. xlvi. 27. -

61. Psal. ii. 7.

67. Isa xlix. 6. -

09. Exod. xxii. 28.

72 Peal li. 4.

r6 I'sal. v. 9. -

76. Past exxxix. 3. (cxL 3.

English Bible)
77. Psal. X. 7.

7'.'. 1'sal. xxxv. 1. (xxxvi. 1.

English Bible)

80. Paal. xxxii. 1,2.
81. Gen. xvii. 5.

32 <;.-n. xv. 5. .

s3 l's.,1 xliv. 22. .

84. Gen. xxi. 12. -

80. Gen. xxv. 3. -

s7 Mai. i. 2, 3. -

Ss. lix, .1 xx.Xlli. 19.

91, II". i in
93. Isa. i 9.

90. Lev. xviii. 5. •

99 Peal xix. 4. •

100. Hell! XXXli. 21.

IIH. Isa. Ixv 1, 2.'-

ins Pro, xxv. 21, 22.

no Paal. lxix. 9.

in Peal .win. 49.-

II ! H. in xxxii, 13.

1 13 Psal. rxvii. 1. •

11 . I i In IB.

121. I'elll XXV. 4- •

i rod xxxii. 6.

1 ! I' ,1 XXIV. I. .

'

.1 xiii 6.

I . I i XXII 13. •

I II P al . xxi in

I . xlix s, .

. Paal .-xii 9. •

II I .,. In I

lie. 9 Sam. xii II

I., ul XXXII II

11 I' ..I ml.
149 I- al xix r,, 7

150 Paal en 96—17.
i

| r al rill 1-6.
. :

I •

.. ii ,xu le 17.

162 in ui xx, ii 96.

163 II.!. 11.3,4
•

166 l'i..v in II -

Di ul. xxxi 8..

le?. Peal , xxni o
. II. -ii xiv. 2. •

I. . I v.. I xix. 6. •

. Ill
.-.

II Pad xxxiv 12— 1G. .

Ch»p. •»! Vcric ol N. T.

Mall. iv. 4. Luke ix . 1.

Mall. iv. 7.

Mall. ix. 13. xii. 17.

.M.m xix 18, 19

Mall xix 19. xxii. 39.

Matt. xxi. 16.

j Matt, xxi 42. Mark xii. 10.

\ 17. Ails iv I!

X. Mali, .x.xn 82 Malic xii. 26.

I I

x Matt. xxii. 41. Mark xii. 36.

, 42
Malt. xxxi. 31.

Luke xx.

Luke xz.

Luke xx.

MaU. xxvii. 35.

John ii. 17.

John x. 34.

John xii. 38.

Acts i. 20.

A. is ||. 2.1-28.
A. ' i-. 2a, 26.
Aels vii. 14.

Acts xiii. 38.

Aels xiii 47.

Acts xxiii. 5.

It. mi iii. 4.

Bom. iii. 13.

Rom. iii. 13.

Rom iii. 14.

Kiine iii. 18.

It iv 7,8.

Rom. iv. 17.

Rone iv. 18.

It. in. xiii. 36.

It. .in. ix 7.

Rom. ix 12
It. an ix. 13.

Rom, ix i">.

it

Rom. ix. 29.

Rmn. x. 5.

R..IM A is.

It x. 19.

Rom. x 20, 21.
It xii. 20.

Rom. xv. 3.

Rom. xv. 9.

Rom. xx in

It .xv 11.

It. .in xv. 21.

1 Cor. ix. 9.

i Oor. x. 7.

I Oor x 26.

ICor xx 27.

I Oor xx. 32.

BOor. ix 13,

BOor xi 2.

2<'..r ix :i

Gal ix 27.

II. I. i :..

II. 1. i a
II. I. i. 7.

II i

II. I. i 10-12
ii.-i, ii. b—a
11,1. iv 4.

II.-I.

II. 1. x, II. 11

ii. i x 90
H.i. ,

11.1. .

II, I. xii B,

II. I. ,,,, :.

II, b

II. I. xiii l.'e

I I', i .i D

I Pel
I 1'. l Ml 10-12

John xix. 24.
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II. Quotations taken from the Septuagin/, but with some
Variation,

These variations, however, are immaterial, consisting occa-

sionally,—1. Of additions of words, to render the sense more
explicit to the Gentiles ;—2. Of omissions of words, where
the insertion of them was not necessary to prove the point for

which they were adduced ;—3. Of synonymous changes,
substituting other words of the same import for the exact

words of the Septuagint,—which might easily be done, citing,

as the apostles sometimes did, from memory ;—4. Of trans-

positions of words;—5. Of changes of proper names into

appellatives ;—and, 6. Of occasional alterations in the divi-

sions of sentences. But in all these sentences the sense is

invariably given.

No. Chap, and Verse of 0. T.

1. Isa. vii. 14. compared with
S. Psal. xci. 11, 12.

10. Deut. vi. 13. •

16. Isa. vi. 9—11.

18.

19.

2).

35.

37.

47.

51.

54.

56.

60.

62.

65.

70.

71.

74.

89.

94.

95.

105.

UK.
114.

116.

US.
120.

123.

128.

130.

133.

136.

138.

139.

143.

145.

152.

153.

154.

158.

161.

171.

173.

174.

176.

179.

Isa. xxix. 13. •

Gen. ii. 24.

Zech. xi. 13. -

Isa. lxi. 1, 2. •

Psal. lxxviii. 24.

Exod. xii. 46. -

Joel ii. 28—32.
Gen. xxii. 18. •

Gen. xii. I.

Amos v. 25, 26.

Isa. liii. 7.

Isa. lv. 3.

Hab. ii. 4.

Isa. Hi. 5.

Psal. xiv. 1—3.
Exod. ix. 16. -

Isa. viii. 44.

Isa. xxviii. 16.

Psal lxix.22, 23.

Isa. lix. 20, 21.

Isa. xi. 10.

Isa. xxix. 14. -

Isa. xl 13.

Psal. xciv. 11. •

Dent, xxxii. 17.

Gen. ii. 7.

Hos. xiii. 14. -

Lev. xxvi. 11, 12.

Exod. xvi. 18.

Deut. xix. 15.

Gen. xii. 3. (and see
Gen. xxi. 10. •

Exod. XX. 12. -

Psal. xxii. 22. -

Isa. viii. 17, 18.

Psal. xcv. 7—11.
Exod. xxv. 40.

Psal. xl. 6—9. -

Prov. iii. 34. .

Isa. xl. 6—8. •

Isa. xxviii. 16.

Isa. liii. 9.

Isa. viii. 12, 13.

Chap, and Verse of N. T.

Matt. i. 23.

Malt. iv. 6.

Mall. iv. 10.

J
Mall. xiii. 14, 15. Acts xxviii. 26, 27.

( Mark iv. 12. Luke viii. 10.

Mall. XV. 8, 9.

Mall. xix. 5.

Matt, xxvii. 9, 10.

Luke iv. 18, 19.

John vi. 31.

John xix. 36.

Acts ii. 17—21.
Acts iii. 25.

Acts vii. 3.

Acts vii. 42, 43.

Acts viii. 32, 33.

Acts xiii. 34.

Rom. i. 17.

Rom. ii. 24.

Rom. iii. 10—12.
Rom. ix. 17.

{ Rom. Lx. 33.

Rom. xi. 9, 10.

Rom. xi. 26, 27.

Rom. xv. 12.

1 Cor. i. 19.

1 Cor. ii. 16.

1 Cor. iii. 20.

ICor. x. 20.

1 Cor. xv. 45.

1 Cor. xv. 55.

2 Cor. vi. 16.

2Cor. viii. 15.

2Cor. xiii. 1.

Gal. iii. 8.

Gal. iv. 30.

Eph. vi. 2, 3.

Heb. ii. 12.

Heb. ii. 13.

Heb. iii. 7—10.
Heb. viii. 5.

Heb. x. 5—7.
James iv. 6.

1 Pet. i 24, 25.

1 Pet. ii. 6
1 Pet. ii. 22.

1 Pet. iii. 14, 15.

III. Quotations agreeing with the Septuagint in Sense, but
not in Words.

C agrees in sense.

Jer. xxxi. 15. 1

6. Isa. xl. 3—5.
2.

but not in } Matt. ii. 18.

words, with

17. Psal. lxxviii.

26. Deut. vi. 5.

32. Isa. liii. 12. •

33. Exod. xiii. 2. .

34. Lev. xii. 3.

33. Isa. liv. 13. -

41. Zech. ix. 9. •

44. Psal. xii. 9. •

45. Psal. cix. 3. •

48. Zech. xii. 10.

49. Psal. lxix. 25. -

53 Deut. xviii. 15. 19.

57. Gen. xv. 13, 14.

61. Isa. lxvi. 1, 2. •

68. Amosix. 11, 12.

78. Isa. lix. 7, 8. -

85. Gen. xviii. 10. •

90. Hos. ii. 23.

92. Isa. x. 22, 23. -

102. 1 Kings xix. 14.

104. Isa. xxix. 10 •

109. Isa. xlv. 23. •

119. Job v. 13.

134. Isa. Iii. 11, 12.-

140. Deut. xxvii. 27.

lisli Version)
141. Deut. xxi. 23. -

159. Jer. xxxi. 31—34.
160. Exod. xxiv. 8. -

168. Hag. ii. 6.

181. Psal. ii. 9.

Vol. I.

(26

Malt. iii. 3. Mark i. 3. Luke iii. 4—6.
Matt. xiii. 35.

Matt. xxii. 37. Mark xii. 30. Luke x.27.
Mark xv. 28. Luke xxii. 37.
Luke ii. 23.

Luke ii. 24.

John vi. 45.

John xii. 15.

John xiii. 18.

John xv. 25.

John xix. 37.

Acts i. 20.

Acts iii. 22, 23.

Acts vii. 6, 7.

Acts vii. 49, 50.
Acts xv. 16, 17.

Rom. iii. 15—17.
Rom. ix. 9.

Rom. ix. 25.

Rom. ix. 27, 28.
Rom. xi. 3.

Rom. xi. 8.

Rom. xiv. II.

1 Cor. iii. 19.

2Cor.vi. 17.

Gal. iii. 10.

Gal. iii. 13.

Heb. viii. 8—12.
Heb. ix. 20.

Heb. xii. 26.

Rev. ii. 27.

2R

IV. Quotations differing from the Septuagint, but agreeing

exactly, or nearly, with the Hebrew,

There are several instances of an evidently intentional re-

nunciation of the Septuagint version, in order to adhere to the

Hebrew original : these instances occur when the Septuagint

so materially differs from the Hebrew, as to render the pas-

sage unsuitable to the purpose, for which the sacred writer pro-

duced the quotation, or where it is palpably erroneous. The
number of these departures from the Septuagint is eleven; viz.

No. Chap, and Verse of O. T.

3. Hos. xi. 1. - - cited in

4. Jer. xxxi. 15. -

12. Isa. liii. 4.

22. Zech. ix. 9.

31. Psal. xxii. 1.

98. Isa. Iii. 7.

103. 1 Kings xix. 18,

119. Job v. 13.

129. Isa. xxv. 8.

172. Lev. xi. 44.

180. Prov. x. 12,

Cliap. and Verse of N. T.

Matt. ii. 15.

Matt. ii. 18.

Matt. viii. 17.

Matt. xxi. 5.

Matt, xxvii. 46.

Rom. x. 15.

Rom. xi. 4.

1 Cor. iii. 19.

1 Cor. xv. 54.

1 Pel. i. 16.

1 Pet. iv. 18.

V. Quotations which differ both from the Septuagint and from
the Hebrew, and are probably taken from some other Trans-
lation, or Paraphrase, or were so rendered by the sacred Writers
themselves.

2. Micah v. 2
6. Isa. xl. 3—5. -

II. Isa. ix. 1,2. -

14. Mai. iii. 1.

15. Isa. xiii. 1—4.
41. Zech. ix. 9. -

53. Deut. xviii. 15. 19.

66. Hab. i. 5.

85. Gen. xviii. 10. -

911. Hos. ii. 23. -

92. Isa. x. 22, 23. -

97. Deut. xxx. 12—14.
102. 1 Kings xix. 14.

107. Deut. xxxii. 35.

117. Isa. lxiv. 4.

125, Isa. xxviii. 11, 12.

140. Deut. xxvii. 26.

144. Psal. lxviii. 19.

160. Exod. xxiv. 8. •

- cited in Malt. ii. 6.

Matt. iii. 3. Mark i. 3. Luke iii. 4—6.
Matt. iv. 15, 16.

Matt.xi, 10. Marki. 2. Luke vii. 27.

Malt. xii. 18—21.
John xii. 15.

Acts iii. 22, 23.

Acts xiii. 41.

Rom. ix. 9.

Rom. ix. 25.

Rom. ix. 27, 23
Rom. x. 6—8.

• Rom. xi. 3.

Rom. xii. 19. (and see Heb. x. 30.)

1 Cor. Ii 9.

1 Cor. xiv. 21.

Gal. iii. 10.

Eph. iv. 8.

Heb. ix. 20.

§ 4. CONSIDERATIONS ON THE PROBABLE CAUSES OF THE SEEMING
DISCREPANCIES IN THE QUOTATIONS FROM THE OLD TESTA-
MENT IN THE NEW.

On a comparison of the quotations from the Old Tes-
tament in the New, it is obvious that in the Epistles, -which
were addressed generally to churches consisting of converted
Hellenists (that is, Greek Jews), or Gentiles, or of both, the
quotations are uniformly made from the Septuagint version,
or with express reference to it, except where some important
reason induced the sacred writer to deviate from it ; for the
Septuagint was the only version generally known in those
churches, whose members were mostly strangers to the He-
brew. There are, however, some apparent contradictions in

the quotations from the Old Testament in the New, the recon-
ciliation of which has much engaged the attention of learned
men, who have assigned various causes to account for, or
explain, such discrepancies. These it may he useful briefly

to consider, before we discuss the mode in which the sacred
writers of the New Testament apply their quotations from
the Old Testament. The causes of the differences in these
quotations may be reduced to three, viz. I. Sophistications
or corruptions of the Hebrew text;—2. Various Readings,
or differences in copies ;—3. Our ignorance of the correct
meaning of particular texts ;—and, 4. The different designs
with which they were quoted.

1. The instances of probable Sophistication, or Corrup-
tion of the Hebrew text, are comparatively few, and are only
six in number, as we have already seen :' the comparison of
manuscripts and versions alone can enable the critic to de-
termine the true reading.

2. Various Readings in the manuscript copies of the Greek
Bible, used by the sacred writers of the New Testament, and
also various readings in different manuscripts of the New
Testament (some of which have been specified in the notes
in the preceding pages of this section), are another cause of
the apparent contradictions in the quotations made in it from
the Old Testament. Professor Michaelis likewise thinks it

possible that, in those cases where the quotations are rnate-

See § VIII. p. 312. supra.
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rially different, another translation might have been added in

the Septuagii t as a m u s naJ n ite, in the same manner aa we
tiiiil in the Hexapla >!' Cfiige lerthe name of iu«. The
Proverbs of Solomon, he observes, present instances where

the same Hebrew words are twice translated ; which can be

explained on no other supposition, than that one of them was

originally a marginal note, which Ins insensibly crept into

the text itself.'

3. Another canse of the apparent discrepancy occurring in

me quotations from the Old Testament in the New may arise

from onriOHORANCI OF caktiii i.ut Hkiikkw'TEXTS or words :

a few such instances have already been noticed. 2 But this

is onlv a temporary cause—the researches of commentators

and critics (which the preceding tables have tended to con-

firm) have shown that the writers of tin- New Testament
express the true sense, though not the sense generally attri-

buted to the Hebrew; and in proportion as such researches

are more diligently prosecuted, and our knowledge of the

original languages of the Scriptures is increased, these diffi-

culties will gradually and certainly diminish.

4. It is further to lie observed that the very same quotations

are often contradicted by some of the evangelists, and as often

enlarged by others. This difference in quoting may be

accounted for by the different occasions on which they are

introduced, and the Different Designs which they were
intended to serve. Thus Luke, who wrote his Gospel for

the instruction of Genlib converts, quotes (iii. 4—0.) not

less than three verses from the prophet Isaiah ;
: while Mat-

thew (iii. 3.) and Mark (i.
3. J

quote only the first of them.

But it was necessary to Luke s purpose that he should pro-

ceed so far, in order to assure the Gentiles, that they weTe

destined to be partakers of the privileges of the Gospel, and

to set the mtoatian of God. On the other hand, Matthew
(xiii. 1 1, 15.) and Paul (Acts xxviii. 26,27.), when reproving

the Jews for their incredulity, which Isaiah had long hefore

predicted, introduced the prophecy at full length, whereas
Slark (iv. 11, 12.) and Luke (viii. id.) only refer to it briefly.

Mirk, whose Gospel was written for 8 mixed society of

Jewish and Gentile converts, has many peculiaritiesbelonging
to him, which are not specified by the other evangelists. < it

these peculiarities, we have an instance in his manner ot

citing the passage of Isaiah just noticed. The verse in his

Gospel runs thus :

—

Tut i|« iv vugfj&ixsue t» TayT* ymireW 'iva Qwrvnv; /ikuruci, xvi

fAM UtoVl. Hit fK'.I^VTK ixXAVt*7l, Kti jUH OVVtOSTt, fJ.hT.Ti i Tl7Tf'. \<XTl, KU
u(5s3t» <wth; t* apLZfTH/uaLTa.. Unto them that are \eitlmut all

these things are dune in parable* : That teeing, they may tee

unit not perceive ; and hearing, then may hear and not un-

derstand; lest at any time they thould be converted, and their

sms should be forgiven them.

In order to engage the Jews the more effectually to adopt and

obey his Gospel, Mark has not only inserted in it more I [<
-

brew or rather Syro-Chaldaic phrases than all the other evan-

gelists together; but in the verse here given, he has forsaken

both the Hebrew and Greek of lsa. vi. 11. (in our translation

truly rendered and I will heal them),* and has quoted the

Chaldee Paraphrase, which he translated for himself, x»i

u»t5» atrrw « hutum/M/m, and time tint thould I" forgiven
them; and which thus probably became more intelligible to

the Gentiles also. Now these particular variations are so
far from being disparagements to the Gospels, that they are

in reality the excellencies and ornaments of them, Thei an
such variations only, -as these different converts, of different

conceptions, required to have made, for their obtaining a true

and right knowledge of the old Testament prophecies.' A
similar mode of citation I- put an il by the illustrious apostle

Paul, who does sot mention or allege the law and the pro-

lentil i b.and Giphets in one and the same manner to Jew
Thus, to Felix the Roman . he says of himself
( Arts xxiv. 11.), Believing all thingt which an written inthi

Jan ami the propheit. But to king fagripps (xxvi. 23.),
a vine none olhti tlringt than fhott finch the prophett ami
motet did sot eh and thus he distinguishes in hit
Epistles. In that to the Hebrews are many passages from
the Old Testament, bnt sol a single instance in which il is

quoted as written. But in his Other BpistieS he rarely uses

' March's Mtebmella, *] i :

•> See <• I Ml p. 313 «'/;...,

» Bm He' puMf< i id Luke at teaftn, In p
i Bee the paaeasea of laaiah and of Ih< i v 16

Di Owen onthi Modi of Quotation usi I I i I Bvangclj il Writer*.
87.

any other form than, // it written, or The Seriptun faith.

Thus he cites it to the Romans; the chief variations from
which mode to thai of H tailh are in the three cbspters, ix.

\. \i. which principally relate to the Jews; and even tin M
be seldom fails to name the prophet whose words are ad-

duced. To the Galatians, and in both Epistles to tin Corin-
thians, with one or two exceptions, he urges the w oris of the

Old Testament as written. I'o the Philippians. ColpSSiaM,
and 'I'hessalonians.if we mistake not, he makes no direct quo-
tation from it. Iii the Epistle to tin Ephesiana he n fere to it

twice, and there indeed in both places under the form of //<

But he himself had spent above two years in U aching
them with the utmost diligence and attention ( VN xu
10.), and wrote his Epistle to them some y( ars alb r; win n

might have full assurance that he spoke to those who knew the

law, A passage in this epistle, compared with a similar one
in that tu tin- Oolossians, seems to prove that he made a dif-

ference betwi in them, and judged the K pins i, ins m be better

versed in the sacred books. To these he proposes the ]<' i

ni obedii in'i I" parents with a view to the Mosaic pron

(Kph.vi. 1—3.); chihl/iii. obey your parentt in tht /.<"</.

this is right. Honour THT fatiihi um mother; WHICH IS

THE FIRST COMMANDMENT with promise. But he omits this

reference to the words ni the Decalogue, in giving the same
precept to the Colossians; with whose proficiency in the

Scriptures he was less acquainted, as having never been

among them. He says only (Col. iii. 20.), Children, obey

your parentt in all things , fur this is well pleating unto the

Lord.

Thus we see that Saint Paul has one mode of citing tin

Old Testament to the Hebrews, and another to the churches
of which the Gentiles were members; that in the former
case he agrees with Matthew, in the latter with Mark and
Luke. And in this reaped tin re is so much uniformity in

the apostle and two evangelists, that we may justly con-
clude it was not accidental, but designed by him and them.

for the same purpose of suiting their style to the small

measure of scriptural knowledge which they might well
suppose many ut their readers to possess. By w hieh means
the unlearned or newly-converted Gentiles were instructed,

that what was offered to them as the word of (hid which came
iii ill, I linn, was tu be found in the books of Scripture; and,

if Judaizers crept in and perplexed them with doctrines ol

an oral or traditionary law, they were furnished with this

reply to such teachers;—"When the apostles and evat

lists, who have been our more immediate guides, propose I"

us any part of the Mosaic ecom my, they allege only what
is written, and what they carefully inform us to be sol"6

We have dwelt the longer on this subject, not only on
account of its importance in illustrating the external form of
the quotations ot the Old Testament by the evangelists and
apostles, but also because it furnishes us with an additional

instance of those simple notes of authenticity with which
the New Testament abounds, and which the genius of for-

gery could never have devised.

Upon the whole, then, as it respects the external form of
quotations from the Old Testament, it may be observed that

the writers of the New Testament did not m ike it a eonttani

rule to cite frone the Greek version, because there are m
places in which their quotations differ from that version,

and agree with the Hebrew. and ss iln ii quotations novi

correspond with the Hebrew, very frequently in sxpn
words, and generally in the sense, so it is highly probable
that they uniiiiriuh agreed at first, and that, where the He-
lm u was properlj expressed in the Gret k version, they used

the words of that version, lint where n materially varied
from the meaning of ths HebrewScriptures, the] ei

the sense of the passage cited in their own words, or took as

much of the Septuaginl as Buited their purpose, introducing
therequisiti alterations, Henci several passages are neither
direct quol ition ft the Hebrew text, nor quotations fin m
the Septuagint; and some, as wi havt already seen, agree
w uii the latter iv. n n here it varies from the former, bnt only
where the devl.ltli'll dees lint SO nth el the till ahllnj c •! ihe

w ith the pertini net ol the qui tation

for the purpose intended. " All this accords to what ordit

writers, in similar circumstances, weiild have done, ami, in

» I>r Townson'i Discourses on i netU (Works.
rol i |.| in

!

i
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fact, have been authorized to do : but the sacred penmen,
being themselves divinely inspired, might take liberties

which we must not; because their comments were equally
the Word of God with the texts commented on." 1

SECTION II.

ON TJ4E INTERNAL FORM OF QUOTATIONS, OR THE MODE IN

WHICH CITATIONS FROM THE OLD TESTAMENT ARE APPLIED
IN THE NEW.

General observations on the rabbinical and other modes of
^noting the Old Testament— Classification of the quota-

tions in the JVeiv Testament

:

—I. Quotations from the Old
Testament in the JWw, in -which the predictions are literally

accomplished ,-—II. Quotations in which that is said to have
been done, of -which the Scriptures have not spoken in a
literal but in a spiritual sense

;

—III. Quotations made by
the sacred -writers in the -way of illustration ;—IV. Quota-
tions and other passages from the Old Testament which arc

alluded to in the J\'e-w.

In considering the passages of the Old Testament, which
have been introduced by the apostles and evangelists into

the writings of the New, "there is often a difficulty with
respect to the application of such quotations; when they are

applied to a purpose to which they seem to have no relation,

according to their original design. This difficulty arises

from the writers of the New Testament making quotations

from the Old with very different views; and it can be re-

moved only by attending to their real view in a particular

quotation. An accurate distinction, therefore, must be
made between such quotations as, being merely borrowed,
are used as the words of the writer himself, and such as are

quoted in proof of a doctrine, or the completion of a prophecy.
Michaelis v has remarked, that whenever a book is the

subject of our daily reading, it is natural that its phrases
should occur to us in writing—sometimes with a perfect,

recollection of the places whence they are taken, and at other

times when the places themselves have totally escaped our
memory. Thus, the lawyer quotes the maxims of the law

;

the scholar, his favourite classics; and the divine, the pre-

cepts of the Gospel. It is no wonder, therefore, if the same
has happened to the writers of the New Testament ; who
being daily occupied in the study of the Old Testament,
unavoidably adopted its modes of expression, and especially

of the Greek Septuagint, which they have borrowed, and
applied to their own use in various ways and for various

purposes.

'I he quotations from the Old Testament in the New are

generally introduced by certain formulae, such as, That it

might be fulfilled—.Is it is written—Isaiah prophesied, &c.

;

and various rules have been framed in order to account for

their application. It has been observed by the same great
philologist, that the writers of the New Testament quote in

general like the Rabbins, without mentioning the place

whence the quotation is taken ; as they presuppose the reader

to be so well acquainted with the Ola Testament, as to be
able to find it without particular direction. The Rabbins
select some principal word out of each section, and apply
that name to the section itself, in the same manner as the Mo-
hammedans distinguish the suras or chapters of their Koran
saying, in Eli, in Solomon, when they intend to signify the

sections where those names are mentioned. For instance,

Rashi, in his remarks on Hosea ix. 9. {They have deeply

corrupted themselves, as in the days of Gibeah), says—" Some
are of opinion that this is Gibeah of Benjamin in the con-

cubine,'''' that is, is mentioned in the chapter of the concubine,
or Judges xix. And in this manner quotations are sometimes
made in the New Testament. Thus, in Mark xii. 20. and
Luke xx. 37. an t« 0xtw {in or at the bush) signifies, " in the

section relating to the burning bush," which, according to the

modern division, is the third chapter of Exodus. Again, in

Rom. xi. 2. a h«j (in Elias) signifies, " in the section in

which the actions of Elias are recorded ;" which at present

forms the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth chapters

of the first book of Kings. s

i The Rev. T. Scott, on the authority of the Septuagint, in the Christian
Observer for 1810, vol. ix. p. 102.

a Introduction to the New Testament, vol. i. pp. 200—203.
> Michaelis, vol. i. pp. 243, 244. 133, 134. 492. Upon tile same rule, Mi-

chaelis thinks the supposed contradiction between Mark ii. 26. and 1 Sam.
xxi. 1. may be explained " in the chapter of Abialhar," or, in that part of

Another very frequent praclice of the Rabbins was. to pro-
duce only the initial words of a quoted passage, while those
are omitted in which the force of the argument consists,

or the absence of which destroys the connection. Of this

description are the quotations in Rom. vii. 7. and xiii. 9.

(Thou shalt not covet), in which the apostle leaves us to

supply the. following words contained in Exod. xx. 17. Thou
'hull not covet thy neighbour's wife, &c. Similar instances are
to be found in Rom. xi. 27. and Heb. ii. 13. 4

The formulae {as it is written, that it might be fulfilled, it

hath been said, &c. &c.) with which the quotations in the
New Testament are generally introduced, have been sup-
posed by Surenhusius' (to whose learned researches biblical

students are most deeply indebted) to be the indications of
the modes in which they are expressed : so that by attending
to these formulae, we may easily know why the evangelists
allege the subsequent words in one certain manner rather
than in another; and why they depart more or less from the
Hebrew text. Agreeably to this hypothesis, Surenhusius
has, with infinite labour and industry, collected a great variety
of rules'' out of the Talmud and the Rabbinical writings, and
has illustrated them with numerous extracts, in order to

explain and justify all the quotations made from the Old
Testament in the New. But what militates against this

hypothesis is, that we find, that the very same quotations,

expressed in the same words, and brought to prove the very
same points, are introduced by different formulae in different

gospels. A further objection to the rules adduced by Suren-
husius is their number and their complexity, which render it

difficult to refer all the quotations accurately to them. It is

therefore not only more convenient, but more intrinsically

useful, to refer the citations from the Old Testament in the

New to the four following classes, which have been adopted,
with some alteration, from Rosenmuller,7 after Gusset and
Wolfius. According to these critics, the phrases, that it might

the books of Samuel in which the hislory of Ahiathar is related. This
explanation, Rosenmuller very justly remarks, would be preferable lu any
otner, if Mark had added the expression it is written, or the Scripture
snilli. Scholia in N. T. torn. i. p. 573. edit. 1801. See also Kuinoel on
Mark it. 26. Comm. in Libros N. T. Historicos, torn. ii. p. 32.

* Michaelis, vol. i. pp. 244—246.
.

* In the preface to his "BoSxo; KzTxhkzyKs : in quo, secundum veterum
Theologorum Hebrasorutn Formulas allegandi et modos uiterpretandi, con-
ciliantur loca ex Veteri in Novo Testamento allegata." 4to. Amst. 1713.
The words of Professor Surenhusius are as follow:—" Etenim omni in
loco ex V. T. in N. allegata rn-o rumiliniido, videndum est prins, quit

allrgandiformula utantur ApoBtoli ; rr quit stiititn dignoscere /in t, quart
sprpteiitia verba hoc, el non alio motto, allegaverint, atque ad veterem
.v. ripturam Hertraum plusve minusre atlcriderinl. Sic alium sinsuui
involvit ilia allegandi formula Epp^3«

; alium tMyf»wr*i ; alium Iv*
jrA'p.uSi tj pu5sv ; alium E^>.>ip^5>i ij jp*f fl , &c.

« The following are the principal theses or rules laid down by Surenhu-
sius. whose work, it may be proper to remark, deserves a place in the
library of every biblical student, on account of its learned illustration of
many passages of Scripture not immediately connected with the quotations
from the Old Testament :

—

1. Sometimes the words are read, not according to the regular vowel-
points, but agreeably to others substituted for them. Instances of this sort,

Surenhusius is of opinion, are to be found in Acts iii. 22, 23. and vii. 42, Ac.
1 Cor. xv. 64. and 2 Cor. vtii. 15.

2. Sometimes letters are changed, as in Rom. ix. 33. I Cor. ix. 9, &c.
Heb. vui. 9. and x. 5.

3. Sometimes both letters and vowel-points are changed, as in Acts xiii.

HI, 41. and 2 Cor. viii. 15.

4. Sometimes words are added from a parallel passage, or are chanced
in tlie quotation, which words appear as if the whole occurred in the cited

text, as in Rom. xi. 3. xv. 10. 1 Cor. xv. 45. 2 Cor. vi. 16. Eph. v. 14. and
Heb. xii. 12, 13.

5. Sometimes additional words are inserted to complete the sense, as in

Matt. iv. 10. xxi. 5. Joint vi. 49. xii. 38. and Rnm. x. 6.

6. Sometimes several passages are abridged together, in order to make
the subject more clear, as in Matt. xxi. 5. Luke iv. 18, 19. John viii. 5, &c.

7. Sometimes the beginnings of verses are only added, for the sake of
brevity, although the sacred writer refers to the whole passage which he
paraphrases. Instances of this sort occur in Acts i. 20. Rom. xi. 27. Heb.
lii. and iv. and x.

8. Some passages are cited, either allegoricaliy, or by way of simple

Croof, in which case the subject cannot be proved unless the passage cited

e compared with others, and illustrated, as in Rom. ix. 12, 13. x. 8. and
Heb. iv. 5, 6.

9. Sometimes one and the same passage is ciled to prove many things,

and is applied to many persons, as in Matt. xiii. 14. compared with John
xii. 40. Rom. ix. 33. and x. 11. compared with 1 Pet. ii. 6.

10. Sometimes a subject is intended to be proved by several passages,

though one only is adduced, the reader being left to find Utem out, as in

Acts xv. 15, 16.

11. The first and last clauses of a verse only are sometimes cited, the

intermediate clauses being omitted. See Eph. v. 14. and 1 Pet i. 24, 25.

12. Sometimes a passage is simply adduced without any formula? of quo-

tation, and then another intervenes parenthetically ; which being cited, the

sacred writer returns to the first quoted passage, which is illustrated in a

variety of particulars. Thus Saint Paul, in Heb. iii. 7. first cites Psal. xcv.

7. ; then he interposes references to Exod. xvii. 2. Num. xx. 13. xiv. 23.

and Dent. i. 34. ; and at length, in the fifteenth verse, he returns to Psalm
xcv. 7. ; which he explains, as if all the intermediately quoted passages

were contained In one and the same text. Similar instances occur in Heb.
iv. 15. and 1 Cor. iii. 7. Surenhusii Buih°s ¥.xT<*hh*y*i, pp. 1—56.

' Scholia in Nov. Test. torn. i. p. 25.
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be fulfilled, as it is written, &o. &c. maybe properly applied in

; \. w Testament)

—

I. When Hie thing predicted it literally accomplished.

II. I I'll tn that it aont, of which the Scripture lias spoken, nut

in a literal, but in a spiritual sense.

HI. When a thing is done, miliar in a literal nor in a spi-

ritual sense according tu tin fact referred to in the Scriptures ,

but is similar to that fact, 'lite passages thus cited may, briefly,

be termed quotations in the way of illustration.

IV. When the sacred writers have made simple allusions to

passages in the Old Testament.'

In tin- following tables, the quotations are arranged under
• ach class, to which they appear respectively to belong.
S in- of the references, perhaps, may Ijr disputable; and En
some, it is possible that tin author may be mistaken: but as
they are the result of a laborious and patient comparison of
every prophecy or citation, in classifying which he could
have but little assistance, he trusts he may be allowed to say,
that he has exerted the beat of his judgment, and to indulge
the hope that he has not misapplied the quotations in any
essentia] paint.

1. Of Quotations from the Old Tistament in the New, in which
the thing! predicted are literally accomplished.

Direct prophecies are those which relate to Christ and the

Gospel, and to them alone, and which cannot be taken in

any oilier sense; and the Scripture is said to be fulfilled in the
literal sense, when that event which it foretells is accomplished.
The quotations from the Old Testament in the New, which
belong to this class, arc both numerous and highly important
Such are those which mention the calling of the Gentiles and
the everlasting kingdom of Messiah: such also is the 110th
Psalm, which, it has been well remarked, is as plain as a pro-
phetic description ought to be. It is applicable to Christ alone,

and it sets forth his exaltation, his royal dignity, his priestly

olFice, the propagation of his Gospel, the obedience of his subjects

;

the destruction of his enemies, and of the Roman emperors who
persecuted his church. 2

Other examples of this description will be found in the
following quotations, the references in which are made to the
authorized English version of the Bible. 3

ON THE INTERNAL FORM OF QUOTATIONS.

quoted inIsa. liii. 1. .

.1—6
l*a Uil 4—6 11.

lee Ijii 1

ts.i lui.9. .

l-.i liii. 12. •

Isa liv. 13.

lea. Iv 3.

Jer. xxxi. 31—34.
n ii. 10.

II M ii 23.

Joel ii 28-32.
Amos ix. 11, 12.

Mieah v. 2. •

Habak i. 5.

Ran n ii. 6.

Zech ix. 9.

Z. ell xi. 13.

Zech. xii. 10.

Zei h xiii. 7.

M <l ill 1.

Mai. iv. 5, C.

[PiBT I. Chap. IV.

John xii. 33. Rom. x. 16.

Arm xxvi 22, 23.

24, 25.

Mm. viii 17.

I Pel ii. 22.

Mark xv. 29. Luke xxij. 37.
John vi 15

Acta xiii '(I.

llel,. fill. s-12. x. 16, 17.

Hum. IX '26.

Bom Ix. 96. 1 Pat ii. 10.

Ada ii l

Arm xv. 16. 17.

Mall, ii 5, 6. John vii. 42.

I viii. 40.

Bob, '

Mall. xxi. 1. 6 J"lin xii. 14. 16.

Mall xxvii t, 10.

John xix 37.

Mall. IZTl 91 X M.rk xiv 27.50.
Mall vi 10. Mark i 2 Luke vii. 27.

S Mall. xi. 13, 1 1 xuil" 13. Markn.

Gen xii. 3. xviii. 18. . „„„,..,„
xxii IS. 5 1uoled ln

G ceil, 7. 19. xxii. 16, 17.

Den IS. 19.

Psal. ii. 1, 2.

Pawl n. 7.

P ll viii. 2....
PaaL via. 4—6.
I'sal. xvi s-11. .

P .1 xvi. 10.

I'sal xxii. 1.

r»al xxii. 18.

Psal. xxii. 22.

Peat xxxi. 5.

Pa til.*.-

P . 6 7.

Peal ixviii. n.

i . 21.

P I'H. 25. cix. 8.

I 7—11. -

P tl i n 96-97. -

Paal. ex. 1. •

Psal ex. 1. -

P«al. cxviii. 22, 23.

Psal. cxvin 96, 26
PaaL exxxii II. 17.

lea mi. 14. •

' 12..
la i. ix 7 (will, Dan vii. II 27 I

I , (I 10. •

laa. xxv 8. -

1
i l lix 20, 21.

1m>. xxviii 16, (wtib Joel Ii. 32.)
i :'.....
laa. xiii. 1—4.

i 6. -

Arts iii 25. Cal. iii. 8.

Luke i. 55. 72, 73, 71.

Acta iii. 22, 23.

Acts iv. 25, 26.

Acls xiii. 33. Heb. i. 5. v. 5.

Man. xxi. 16.

II, I. ii. 6-a
Acls ii. 25—28. 31.

Acls xin S5,

Mall, xxvii. Hi. Mark xv. 34.
'Mall, xxvii. 35. Mark xv. 24. Luke
( xxiii. 31. John xix. 24.
Heb. il. 12.

Luke xxiii. 16

John mil 18. Actsi. 16.

Heb.!
i 7 S,

J John xix. 2S, 29. Mall, xxvii. 48. Mark
/ xv. 36. and Luko xxiii. 36.
Arls I. 20.

Heb. Iii. 7—11.; iv. 3. D-7.
Huh. i. 10—12.

( Mm Mil 41 Mark ill, 86 Lake <x
I 42. Ails ii. 34, 36. Heli i 13

II. I, v. 6.

v M.iH xxi. 42. Murk xii. ID, 11. Luke
/ w 17 Acta iv il

M iii v,i '.i Mark d B John vn 13
Luke i 69. Ana n 3D.

H ." I 23.

M ai h 16, IK
I i,k.

,

Rom iv 12

Rom ii 96, -27

Rom ,» a .e, I 1 Pel a I
N i" III H irk i a I. iike in I 6
Hen v. i

J
Ana xiii 47, IS anil mi 93 Luke II

> Tho fourth cIiisk n,e,,i IbyH lallei Ou M tad iVolflaa, Il as
When thai whli I i iheOkll

lh *- N
'

B as which eppeex tx> betanj to tnii

f
1*"" in '•'•'

, id to the III i end third, ere here luballlulcd Uic p
mir in lieu ol ii

* J"n " I i Hi i vol. I. p. 121. 2,1. Ill Tie
cal illiiatraiion „r ihi

i p i ex. la, Derhape, thai
''' "• •

! Irgmnenl In Da i ,-1 I

ainiy, ink- 1, ii the a ml Pi -
Pj, '275—311,

,',* »riiini[« have already been given
al lull Icnjlli. Iliry ai. , u, omitted

11—13. Luke i. 16, 17.

II. Of Quotations from the Old Tistiiment in the New, in

which thai is suit! to have been done, of winch the Scriptures

/mil not sjiukeii in a literal hut in a spiritual tense.

There are citations out of the Old Testament in the New in

a mediate and typical or spiritual sense, respecting Christ and
his mystical body the church. The Scripture is therefore said to

be fulfilled, when that is accomplished in the antitype which is

written concerning the type. Thus, in John xix. 36. we read,

these things were done that the Scriptures should be fulfilled—
" a bone of him shall not be broken." These words, which were
originally written of the paschal lamb (Exod. xii. 46. Num. ix.

12.), are said to lie fulfilled in Christ, who is the antitype of that

lamb. Additional examples of tin- same kind will be found in

the annexed passages.

Geo. xiv. 18. 20. ciled and applied in Heb. vii. 1—10.

Geo xv. 5. ... Rom. iv. 18.

Cen. xvi. 15. Gal. iv. 22.

Gen. .wii 4. Rom. iv. 17.

Gen. xviii. 10. - - - Rom. ix. 9.

Gen. xxi. 1—3. . . - Gal. iv 22, ate,

Gen. xxi. 12. . . . Rom iv 7

Gen. xxv. 23. - . - Rom. Il 10

Kx,„l xvi.13-15. . . - Johnvi. 31. 49 1 Cor. x 3.

Band wii. 6. Num. xx. 11. - 1 Cor. x. 4
Exod. xix. 6. ... 1 Pel. ii. 9.

Exod xxiv. 8. . - . Heb ix. 20.
leva xxvi. II, 12. . . . 2 Cor vi.16.
Niiiii .\\i \ y. . . John iii. 14.

Deul. xxi. 23. Gal. iii. 13.

Deul xxxii 21. . . . Rom. x. 19.

2 Sam. vii. 14. - . - Heb. i. 5.

Psal. ii. 9. - . . Rev. ii. 27.

Peel rill. 4—6. . - . Heb. ii. 6—8.
Peal rill 6 ... lCor. xv. 27
Peel xviii. 49. - - Rom. xv. 9.

Peel. \\vv. 19. lxix. 4. and cix. 3. Join, .

Pail, il 6-8. . - . Heb. x 6—
Peal. lxix. 9. John n 17.

Psal. elv. 4. . . . II, I, i 7.

Isa. II. 6, 7. . . .1 Pet i 21. 25.

laa. Iii. 7. and Nahum I. 15. • Rom x 15

i i Ur I. - . . • Gul iv. 27.

I B Lxiv. 4. ... 1 Cor. ii. 9.

Jonah i 17. ii. I. and iii. 5. Mall. xii. 40, 41 Luke xi. 30. 32.

tUbe* ii. 3. 11,1, x. 37.

Habak. II. 4. - - Rom. I. V. Cal m n Heb. x. 38.

HI. of Quotations from the Old Testament in tin New* in

which a thing is dime nei/tne in a literal imr in n spiritual

sense, according in thefact referred lo in the Scriptures, but is

similar to Hint fuel,—in other words, where Hie paxsagts re-

ferred to art cited id the way of illustration.

The attentive reader of the .\. w Tcslaiiient cannot fail to

Observe, thai many passages of the <Hd Te-liiin. til ;ue eiied and
adapted by the writers of the .New Testament lo an occurrence
which happened m their nine, oh aooounl of their cenvamondenos
and similitude. These ertatioru not prophi i

i
i
ili.v

"i "I on, nine- to be fulfilled ; for any thing nuj be said to
be fulfilled when ii can l,e |.eiiincnilv applied. This method of
explaining Beriptun bj the way of illustration will enable us to

of the greatest diiiicultic, relating lo lbs prophaciaa.

Pbi the better ah
led, il, a the wrfUnga ,>i the Ji art h Propheti wl I

rlptlona,
|

and lublime d n, wei i o( ilie

them, borrov,

i

d w,,r,ls nrhee ,,,, < ti»«i beaneoed
in il,,- 1,,-iMia .a ii,.

i
iii,., w, re relating; provMed u

o/.ir end parallel lo 001 linn OCCUITOd in the iiinei-. and waa
I

lenqu | the writings or thi ' I ,a. io aay,— that ,i

' II"' fall i, n, I una lla I, I, lineal wrilem al ml will, inatancf a, great nunc
I,era ol which are quoted by 3urciihu»iua In the work alrea.lv died. In p.

I 315 note 5.



Sect, II.] ON THE INTERNAL FORM OF QUOTATIONS.

might be fulfilled, which ttas spoken by such and such a prophet ; not
intending tone understood that such a particular passage in one of the
sacred hooks was ever designed to he a Teat prediction of What they were
then relating, but signifying only, that the words of the Old Testament
tnighl be properly adapted to express their meaning and illustrate their
ideas. And thus the apostles, who were Jews by birth, and wrote and
spoke in the Jewish idiom, have very frequently alluded to the sacred
hooks, after the customary style of their nation ; intending no more by
tills mode of speaking, than that the words of such an ancient writer are
happily descriptive of what was transacted in their lime, and might, with
eipial propriety, be adapied to characterize such a particular circumstance
as happened in their days: that there was a con similarity of case and
incidents; and that the expressive style and diction of the old inspired
pmphets were as justly applicable to the occurrences recorded by the
apostles, as they were suitable to denote those events and facts in their
tunes which they had commemorated.
Thus, our Lord speaking of the insurmountable prepossessions and per-

verseness of the Jews to whom he preached, says,

—

Seeing they sec not,

and hearing they hear not, neither do they understand,—that is, their stu-

pidity is so pross, and their prejudices are so numerous, that though they
have capacities proper for understanding and receiving my doctrine, they
will neither understand nor receive it; so that in them is fulfilled the pro-
phecy of Isaiah,—his words are perfectly applicable to the present aire, and
descriptive of (heir moral character and condition :

—

Hearing ye will hear,

and trill not u/iderstand ; and seeing ye icitlsee, and will not /lerceire. For
this people's heart is waxed gross, and their ears are dull of hearing, and
their eyes they have closed, lest at any time they should see with their eyes,

and hear with their ears, and should understand with their heart, and
should be converted, and I should heal them. (lsa. vi.9, 10. cited in Matt. xiii.

14, l.'ij The same passage of the evangelical prophet is cited by St. Paul
( Rom xi. 8.), and applied to the invincible obstinacy of his countrymen,

—

not, indeed, as though they had then, and then only, received their precise
accomplishment] but as beautifully expressive of the obduracy, determined
infidelity, and impenitence of the Jews.

Again, the prophet Jeremiah, describing the miseries of captivily by a
beautiful figure, represents Rachel as deploring the loss of her children,

bathed in tears, piercing the air with loud lamentations, and indulging in

Inconsolable grief. When Herod imbrued his hands in the blood of the
innocents in liethlehem and its vicinity, how applicable were the prophet's
words to such a cruel scene, and how happily are they cited by the evan-
gi 1st, to exhibit to his reader the mourning and lamentation caused by that

. .m^uinary tyrant ! They are a beautiful quotation, and not a prediction
oi what then happened, and yet, upon the murder of these babes, the
sacred historian says, according in the Jewish phraseology, when they
cited Scripture,

—

Then ufasJutfiUed that which was spoilt >* i»j the prophet
Jeremiiih ; In Hamuli there ?cas a voire heard, lamentation <tutl weeping,
anil vrmi mourning, Rochet weeping for her children, and would not be
comforted because they are not. (Jer. xxxi- 15. cited in Matt. ii. 17, 18 )

Once more,—our Lord having delivered several parables, the sacred his-

torian, after remarking that Jesus Christ chose to convey his religious and
il instruction to the Jews by means of parables, with which all his

public disc "ses abounded, says,— That it might be fulfilled which was
spoken by the prajdief, "/ will ope/i my mouth in parables, I will utter
things which hate been kept secret foin the foundation of the win hi.

( Psal. \\ *\ in. 2. qudted in Man. xiii. 350»
A similar instance occurs in St. Paul's second Epistle to the Corinthians

(vi.2 ); where he cites the saying of the prophet (lsa. xlix. 8.)—/ hate
heard thc>< in u lime accepted, and in the day of salvation I hare sue-
COUi ed thee. In this passage the apostle does not mean to declare that the
prophet had the Corinthians in view, but he cites it as a parallel case : inti-

mating that they might collect from that saying that there was a certain
accepted time, in wbicli God would hear them, and which, therefore, il

concerned them not to let pass without carefully improving it.

The f>tttowiiicr table presents a list of the passages thus
quoted from the Old Testament by the writers of the New,
in the way of illustration :

—

Gen. xv. 5. - cited in Rom. iv. 18.

Gen. xv. 6. - . - Rom. iv. 3. Gal. iii. 6. and James ii. 23.

Gen. xviii. 10. . - Rom. ix. 9.

Gen. xix. 15. 26. - . . Luke xvii. 28, 29. 32.

Gen. xxi. 12. Rom. ix. 7-

Gen. xxv. 33. Heb. xii. 16.

Gen. xxvii. 28, &c. • - Heb. xi. 20. xii. 17.

Exod. ix. 16. - - - Rom. ix. 17.

Exod. xxxii. 6. . -1 Cor. x. 7.

Bxod. xxxiii. 19. - . Rom. ix. 15.

Lev. xi. 45. ... i Pet. i. 16.

Lev. xviii 5. ... Rom. x. 5. Gal. iii. 12.

I), ut. vi. 13. Matt. iv. 10. Luke iv. 8.

Deutvi. 16. - - . Matt. iv. 7. Luke iv. 12.

Deut. viij, 3. - - - Matt. iv. 4. Luke iv. 4.

Deut. xxv. 4. - - - ICor. ix. 9. ITim. v. 18.

Dent, xxvii, 26. - . Gal. iii. 10.

Pent, xxxii. 35. . - Rom. xii. 19. Heb. x. 30.

Deut. xxxii. 36. - - Heb. x. 30.

Deut xxxii, 43. - - Rom. xv. 10.

Josh. i. 5. - - - - Heb. xiii. 5.

lSam. xxi. 6. - - - Matt.xii.3,4. Markii.25,26. Lukevi.3,4.
1 Kinas xix. 14. 18. - - Rom. xj. 3, 4.

i This mode of quoting passages by way of illustration was not confined
to ihe inspired penman. Pagan writers often cite passages from their old

poets, to describe things of which these poets never thought ; and this, Dr.
Jortin remarks, is no fault, but rather a beauty in writing ; and a passage,

applied justly in a new sense, is ever pleasing to an ingenious reader, who
loves tn'see a likeness and pertinency where he expected none. (Rem. on
Eccl. Hist. vol. i. p. 120.) In ^lian, Diogenes the Cynic philosopher is

reported to have said, that " he fulfilled in himself all the curses of tra-

gedy ;" and Olympiodortis, in his life of Plato, has this expression, "that
it might be true concerning Aim," and then cites the following verse from
Homer

:

Tsu xxi ccro yKntimis fttk'TO; ykvx.i<»v ptsv ojujif.

Words sweet as honey from his lips distill'd. Popb.

Which verse, however applicable to that great philosopher, is not to be con-
sidered as an oracle delivered by the poet, with a view to the particular use
or accommodation of it by this biographer. (Sharpe's Second Argument
in Defence of Christianity, p. 349.)

Psal. v. 9. and cxl. 3. cited in

Psal. x. 7. -

Psal. xiv. 1—3. and liii. 1—3.
Psal. xix. 4.

Psal. xxiv. 1.

Psal. xxxii. I, 2. -

Psal. xxxiv. 12—16.
Psal. xxxvi. 1.

Psal. xliv. 22.

Psal. Ii. 4. -

Psal. Ixix. 9.

Psal lxix. 22, 23. -

Psal. lxxviii. 2.

Psal. lxxxii. 6.

Psal. cxii. 9.

Psal. cxvi. 10.

Psal. cxvii. 1.

Psal. cxviii. 6.

Prov. i. 16. lsa. Ux. 7, 8.

Prov. iii. 11, 12. -

Prov. iii. 34.

Prov. x. 12. ...
Prov. xxv. 21, 22. .

Prov. xxvi. 11.

lsa. i. 9. -

lsa. vi. 9, 10.

lsa. viii. 12, 13. -

lsa, viii. 17, 18.

lsa. x. 22, 23.

lsa. xxviii. 16. -

lsa. xxix. 10.

lsa. xxix. 13.

lsa. xxix. 14.

lsa. xxix. 16. and xiv. 9. -

lsa. xiv. 23.

lsa. xlix. 8. ...
lsa. Iii. 5. with E/ek. xxxvi. 20. -

lsa. Iii. 7. and Nahum i. 15.

lsa. Iii. 11, 12.

lsa. Iii. 15. -

lsa. Ivi. 7. (and Jer. vii. 11.)

lsa. Ixi. 1, 2.

lsa. lxv. 1, 2.

lsa. Ixvi. 1, 2.

Jer. xxxi. 15.

Jer. xxxi. 33. and xxxii. 38. (with^
2 Sam. vii. 11.) $

Hosea xi. 1. - - -

Hab. ii. 4. -

Joel ii. 32. -

Mai. i. 2, 3. -
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Bom, iii. 13.

Rom. iii. H.
Hum. iii. 10—12.
Rom. x. IS.

1 Cor. x. 36:

Rom. iv. 7, 8.

1 Pel. iii. 10— 12.

Rom. iii. IS.

Rom. viii. 36.

Rom. iii. 4.

Rom. xv. 3.

Rom. xi. 9, 10.

Matt. xiii. 35.

John x. 34.

2 for. ix. 9.

2 Cor. iv. 13.

Rom. xv. 11.

Heb. xiii. 6.

Rom. iii. 15—17.
Heb. xii. 5, 6.

James iv. 6.

1 Pet. iv. 8.

Rom. xii. 20.

2 Pet. ii. 22.

Rom. ix. 29.

$ John xii. 40. Matt. xiii. 14, 15. Luke
( viii. 10. Rom. xi. 8.

1 Pel. iii. 14, 15.

Heb. ii. 13.

Rom. ix. 27, 28.

Rom. x. 11.

Rom. xi S.

Matt. xv. 8, 9. Mark vii. 6.

1 Cor. i. 19.

Rom. ix. 20, 21.

Rom. xiv. u. Phil. ii. 10.

2 Cor. vi. 2.

Rom. ii. 24.

Rom. x 15.

2 Cor. vi. 17.

Rom. xv. 21.

Matt. xxi. 13. Mark xi. 17. Luke xix. 46.

I. uk. iv. 18, 19.

Rom. x. 20, 21.

Acta Mi. 19, 50.

Malt. ii. 17, 18.

2 Cor. vi. 18.

Malt. ii. 15.

Rom. i. 17.

Rom. x. 13.

Rom. ix. 13.

It cannot escape observation, that by far the larger portion

of the preceding passages is cited and adapted to the pur-

pose of illustration by the apostle Paul. Dr. John Taylor2

has some useful remarks (of which the following are an
abstract) on the various designs with which St. Paul cited

them:

1. Sometimes his intention goes no further than using the

same stro?itr e.rpressio?is, as being equally applicable to the point

in hand. Thus, in Rom. x. 6—8. he uses the words of Moses
(Deut. xxx. 12— 14.) not to prove any thing, nor as if he thought

Moses spoke of the same subject ; but merely as intimating that

the strong and lively expressions, used by Moses concerning the

doctrine he taught, were equally applicable to the faith of the

Gospel. So, in Rom. x. 18. he quotes Psal. xix. 4. though it is

not unlikely that those expressions were used by the ancient

Jews in application to the Messiah, as the apostle applies them.

2. Sometimes the design of the quotation is only to show that

the cases are parallel ; or that what happened in his times cor-

responded with what happened in former days. See Rom. ii. 24.

viii. 36. ix. 27—29. xi. 2—5. 8—10. and xv. 21.

3. Sometimes the quotation is only intended to explain a
doctrinal point. See Rom. i. 17. iv. 7, 8. 18—21. ix. 20,21.
X. 15. and xv. 3.

4. Sometimes the quotation is designed to prove a doctrinal

point. See Rom. iii. 4. 19—18. iv. 3—17. v. 12— 14. ix. 7. 9.

12, 13. 15. 17. x. 5. 11. 13. xii. 20. xiv. 11.

Lastly, when a passage of the Old Testament is quoted in the

New, in order to prove a point of doctrine, the person or writer

applies it, though not always in the precise words of the original,

yet constantly according to its genuine sense as it stands there.

Examples of such application will be found in Deut. viii. 3. com-
pared with Matt. iv. 4. ; Deut. vi. 16. compared with Matt. iv. 7,

;

Deut. xxxiii. 35. and Prov. xxv. 21,22. compared with Rom.
xii. 19, 20.—The expression in Hos. vi. 6., mercy and not sacri'

Jice, is applied to different purposes in Matt. ix. 13., but to both

properly.

In applying passages cited from the Old Testament by way
of illustration, Turretin has suggested the three following

rules, which claim the attention of the biblical student :

—

» In his Paraphrase and Notes on Saint Paul's Epistle to the Romans, p.

339. 4th edit. 1769.
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1. In applications of this kind, we must not neglect the lite-

ral sense, which is the first and only genuine sense of Scripture.

2. Such applications ought not to be forced, or far-fetched ;

for those which were made by the apostles were simple and easy
to he apprehended.

3. Too much stress oiiLrht not to he laid on these applications ;

which, it should be considered, are merely illustrations adduced
by the sacred writers further to explain the subjects under their

discussion.

Such being the nature of these illustrative quotations, it follows

that no doctrines—at least such as are necessary to salvation

—

either can or ought to be deduced from them. 1

IV. Of Quotation.*, and ntln-r I'lissages from the Old Ttstamtnt,
which are alluded to in tht New,

Besides the passages mentioned in the preceding class as cita-

tions by the writers of the New Testament in the way of illus-

tration, there is a fourth class, nearly allied to them, and com-
prising a few quotations, together with a larger number of other

passages not distinctly cited from the Old Testament; but which,
on comparing them with the New Testament, appear most evi-

dently to have been present to the minds of the sacred writers,

who have alluded to them without expressly quoting them. A
careful inspection of such passages, with reference to (heir scope

and context, together with an application of the rules above sug-
gested by Turretin, will readily enable the student to judge of

the allusions which he may meet with in the New Testament;
and in addition to those rules, Dr. Gerard has remarked, that w hen
the inspired writers quote a passage from the Old Testament,
merely in the way of allusion, it is enough that the words which
they borrow emphatically express their own meaning. It is not
necessary that they be precisely the same with those of the pas-
sage alluded to, nor that they be there used, either of the same
subject or of a similar subject.2 The following table presents a

list of the principal passages thus alluded to in the New Testa-
ment :

—

2 Pet. iii. 5.

j Mail in 4. Mark x. G. 1 Cor. xi. 7.

' J Ifl iii. 9.

II, I. iv. I

1 1 lor. .w 15.

I Cor. xi. 8.

i Halt xix. 5.

I Eph v 31

1 Tim. ii. it.

2 i "i ii 3

I Cor. xiv. 34.

II. lb xi. 4.

j
Matt, xxni 35. Luke xi. 51, I John in

{ 12. JiiJe, verse 11.

II. ib \i 5.

( Matt ixh 37,88 Lukexvll 26,27 Bee,
I xi 7 1 P.i Iii. 19,20. 2Pet.il. 5 Hi. 6,

acts vii 3. Heb. xi. 8.

Rom. iv 13.

Arts vii.fi, 7.

Acts vii a
II. I, mm 2
11,1, M II

1 Pel in ii

2 Pet. a >',.

II 1. xi Is

Arts vii 1 1.

Heb xi. 21.

II. 1. xi 23-87 Arts vii 20—29.
Mark nil 26. acts vii. 31, 32.

ii, i, m 2a
I Cor. x 2 Heb. xi 29.

II, I, xii 18—20.
., Matt ill ' i

1

' Mark > 19 Luke
f XVIII 20 It, ,1,1. Mil 9. .1.1,11-' il 1

1

Luke n "

Matt, fill I Murk i. 11. Luke * 1

1

M W I

Man i 1
1

<.'! v 11

I Col < ',

Judo, verso 5.

OX APOCRYPHAL PASSAGES.

Deut. xxiv. 1. . alluded to in

Josb. ii 1 vi. 22,23.
Josh. vi. 20.

Judges il,, whole book, generally
".mi. mi 5 and x I.

i Sam xin n xv 23 «vj 12, 13.

I Kings xvii. l and xviii. 42—45.

I Chron. xxui. 13. •

Peal xc. 4. ...
I'ruv, xxvii. 1.

laa. xii 3. •

[sa Ixvi 21.

Jer. vi Iti, ....
Lain. iii. 45. ...
Dan hi 23—25.
Dan ix 27. xii. 11.

Hos. xiii 14.

Hos. xiv. 2. ...
Amos v. 25, 26, 27.

[Part I

alluded to inGen. i. 6. 9.

<;.-n i. 27.

Gen ii 2, 3.

Gen. ii. 7.

Gen n 21, 22.

Gen. ii. 24.

Gen. iii. 6.

t. n ,n t. 13.

Gen. iii. 16,

Gen. iv. 4. -

(Jen. iv. 8. -

Gen v 24. .

Gen. vi. vii.

, ii 1—4.

Gen. xiii. 15.

Geo. xv 13. 14.

Gen. xvii. 10.

Geo x'. in '' xix. 2.

Gen .xviii. 10.

Gen. xviii. 12.

Gen. xix. 21.

I a. 12
Gen xKi. 27.

Gen. xhii. 31.

Gen i 34 -

F..v.,,l ii. 2. 11.

Bxod in 'V

Bxod xii. 12. 18. •

i .iv. 22.

I I ,,x. 12 If, is, 19. •

Exoil. xx. 12-n, Deal v. 16-

I i rill ! Num viii 16,

xviii. 15 17

Lei mi ::, 1. 10. -

Lev. in
i til 18.

Num. xi. I.

Nam xr. 23.29 37.andxxvl.tV
Nam xx, i -i).

Num. rail, 23. 39.
ii- ".in i.

1 Tim ii. 13.

Mark x. 7. 1 for. vi. 16.

Jude, verse 7.

20.

17.1

i

17.II, ', ,,, 16

ICoi
I

II 16, 16.

Ii , ix 13.

I

' Turn mi I', Saei Bci pi Ii pp 1I8| 119 • xlso PP
107—117 The subject of Scripture quoti
„r ,11,, i> r. e ond Argument
from Prophecy, pp. 847 8o6.)i Dr Hi I

in Hara I (Iniroducllon to II i Ni i
•

Kampsui (Comment Orll ad Llbroi Not Ti I pp 143 149 160.);

t: p Kidder (in bin !>• n I i

Lectures, x.,1 i pp 160—182.): Dr. Nil I
'

i.iin in >,,i a pp i
"ii ti,.

I'ruiii ..f ti,. cfuritiian Religion, chapters vtii. xiv n pp 06 .
,t,i

rhereadei o exi ellenl remark on tho d

I'. ' ln,|iiii \ nit,, llie llin.ks i-l tin N.w'l- i.,

aunt, pp 9B4
• Institutes of Biblical Criticism, p. 422. 5 135.

Matt. v. 31. Mark x. 4. Luke xvi. IS.

Heb. xi. 31. Jaincs ii 26,
II. 'I. vi. :.

Acta riil. 2D, Heb. xi. 32.

Arts Xiii

Acts xiii. '22.

.lames v. 17, 18.

Heb. v. 4.

2 Pet. iii. 8.

James iv, 13, 11.

.Inlni vn 38
Mark ix. 41.

Matt. xi. 29.

1 Cor. iv 13.

lis!, xi. 34.

Malt. xxiv. 15.

1 Cor. I

Heb. xiii. 15.

Acts vii. 42, 43.

Mark xiii. 14.

SECTION III.

OF APOCRYPHAL PASSAGES, SUPPOSED TO BE QUOTED IN THE
NEW TESTAMENT. QUOTATIONS FROM PROFANE AUTHORS.

It was a practice of the ancient Hebrew divines to cite,

not only the Scriptures, as we have seen in the preceding
sections, hut also to quote histories, facts, and apophthegms
or sayings of their early sages, which they had received by
nral tradition from the time of Moses, in order to supply
those passages which are wanting in the Pentateuch. Of
this on thud of quotation we have three supposed iustum , a

in the New Testament. The first is 2 Tim. iii. 8. where
we meet with the name of Jannes and Jambres as the two
Egyptian magicians who opposed Moses. Schickard and
Some other learned men are of opinion that Saint Paul, being
deeply conversant in Jewish literature, derived his knowledge
of these names from the Targum or Chaldee Paraphrase of
Jonathan Ben Uzziel, on Exod. vii. 11. But as there is

reason to believe that this Targum is of too late a date to

have been consulted by the apostle, it is most probable that

he alluded to an ancient and generally received tradition

relative to those men. What corroborates the latter conjec-
iiin is, licit tin ir names are mentioned by some ancient pro-

fane writers, as Numenius the Pythagorean, by Attapanus.'
and by Pliny. 5 The Jews affirm lhat they were princes of

Pharaoh's magicians, and that they greatly resisted Moses. 6

Origen, who nourished in the second century, informs us,

that tliiic \*ns extant, in his time, an apocrypha] hook con-
eeiniiig these magicians, inscribed Jamut it Mambret Liber.'

The oilier two instances alluded to are the 9th verse of the

Epistle of Jade, which cites the story of Michael the arch-

angel, contending with Satan about the body of MoSI >. and
lln 1 1th verse id" the same epistle, in which it has been sup-

posed that he quoted an apocryphal prophecy ,l Kiiocd.:'

tint both these instances an- borrower] from traditional

accounts then received by the Jews, with whom the apaStle

argues from their own authors and concessions. 1
' [f, how-

ever, it could he proved that the apostle had quoted a single

passage from the apocryphal book of Enoch, such a quota-

tion will no more prove hit approbation oi the whole boi k,

than Paul's quotations & lertain heathen poets prove that

apostle's approbation of every part of the compositions to

which he referred. On the subject of the supposed ,'| >\-

phal quotations by Jude, see further, A "I- II. pp. 377, 378.
tin a refiri nee In lln passages of the Old Testament,

whicli are cited iii the way ul illustratii a by tin i vaiigelioBl

writers," ii will be observed that by far the greater number
ot' such quotations has been made by Sainl Paul. But the

Same great apostle of the dentiles. hen initio all things to

all on ii. and being d.iph versed in the works of heathen

authors, as well as in the Bacred writings, did not confine

himself exclusively to the in
|

( books; and, accordingly,

we have three instances in the Nero Testament of tin tine

ApodOrlfei contra Cetsujm, pp 198 189 I - sndlnBtua.
I i' Pram Bvanx, I

I In EUI .l.ii I
', r. 27.

• I'liliv, Hilt Vil I 30 c. 1.

• Burenh u -
. pp. 5

Ti ,, i 16, in Wall , lied bj Hi w nitbj nn ! Tun III

-', " i ni "I Hi. \| ,
|

I, ,
I. 'ii llie

v nunc, Part I luxe III

Bl ' l ot. II.

n a long extract from the Jalkut
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taste and ability with which he cited and applied passages
from Pagan authors when contending with the Gentiles, or

writing to Gentile converts. The first is in Acts xvii. 28.,

where he cites part of a verse from the Pliaenomena of

Aratus.
tgu y*f tc±i ymc erflisf.

for we his offspring are.

The passage was originally spoken of the heathen deity

Jupiter, and is dexterously applied to the true God by Paul,
who draws a very strong and conclusive inference from it.

The second instance alluded to is in 1 Cor. xv. 33. in

which passage the apostle quotes a senary iambic, which is

supposed to nave been taken from Menander's lost comedy
of Thais,

rendered, in our translation, Evil communications corrupt gooa
manners.

The last instance to be noticed under this head is Titus i.

12., where St. Paul quotes from Epimenides, a Cretan poet

the verse which has already been cited and illustrated in

Vol. 1. p. 81. ; to which the reader is referred.

CHAPTER V.

ON HARMONIES OF SCRIPTURE.

I. Occasion and Design of Harmonies of the Scriptures.—II. Harmonies of the four Gospels.—III. Observations on the different

Schemes of Har?nonizers, and on the Duration of the public JWnistry ofJesns Christ.

I. The several books of the Holy Scriptures, having been
written at different times and on different occasions, neces-

sarily treat on a great variety of subjects, historical, doctrinal,

moral, and prophetic. The sacred authors also, writing with
different designs, have not always related the same events

in the same order: some are introduced by anticipation; and
others ao-ain are related first which should have been placed

last. Hence seeming contradictions have arisen, which have
been eagerly seized by the adversaries of Christianity, in

order to perplex the minds and shake the faith of those who
are not able to cope with their sophistries. These contra-

dictions, however, are not real, for they disappear as soon as

they are brought to the test of candid examination.
The manifest importance and advantage of comparing the

sacred writers with each other, and of reconciling apparent
contradictions, have induced many learned men to undertake
the compilation of works, which, being designed to show
the perfect agreement of all parts of the sacred writings, are

commonly termed Harmonies. A multitude of works of this

description has, at different times, been issued from the press

;

the execution of which has varied according to the different

designs of their respective authors. They may, however, be
referred to three classes ; viz.

1. Works which have for their object the reconciling of
apparent contradictions in the sacred writings.—These,
in fact, are a sort of commentaries ; and a notice of the
principal publications of this kind will be found in the

Biographical Appendix to the second Volume, Part II.

Chap. V. Sect. III. § 8. among the commentators and
expositors of Holy Writ.

2. Harmonies of the Old Testament.—The design of
these is, to dispose the historical, poetical, and prophetical

books in chronological order, so that they may mutually
explain and authenticate one another. Our learned country-
man, Dr. Lightfoot, in the year 1 (i 17. published a " Chro-
nicle" or Harmony of the Old Testament; on the basis of
which the Rev. George Townsend constructed " The Old
Testament arranged in Historical and Chronological Order;"
but he has deviated from, and improved upon, the plan of
Lightfoot very materially. His work is noticed in the
Bibliographical Appendix to the second Volume, Part I.

Chap. II. Sect. I.

3. Harmonies of the New Testament are of two sorts;

viz.

(1.) Harmonies of the entire New Testament, in which
not only are the four Gospels chronologically disposed, but
the Epistles are also placed in order of time, and inter-

spersed in the Acts of the Apostles. Mr. Tow nsend's
" New Testament arranged in Chronological and Historical

Order" is the most complete work of this kind in the
English language.

(2.) Harmonies of the four Gospels, in which the narra-

tives or memoirs of the four evangelists are digested in their

proper chronological order.

II. The Memoirs or Narratives of the life of Jesus Christ
having been written with different designs, and for the use of

particular classes of Christians, the importance and advan-
tage of collating these relations with each other, and obtain-

ing the clear amount of their various narratives, at a very

early period suggested the plan of forming the Gospels into

harmonies, exhibiting completely their parallelisms and
differences, or into a connected history, termed respectively
Monotessuron and Diateaaron .• in which the four accounts
are blended into one, containing the substance of them all.

Works of this description are extremely numerous. Mr.
Pilkington has enumerated one hundred and four, which had
come to his knowledge in 1747 ;' and Walchiua has given a
select list of one hundred and thirty, which had been pub-
lished prior to the year 17t>5. 2 The indefatigable bibliogra-

pher Fabricius, and his editor, Professor Harles, have given
a list of those which were known to be extant, to the year

170.5, which amounts to one hundred and seventy-two, but

it is by no means complete. 3 Our notice must necessarily

be confined to a few of the principal composers of harmo-
nies. 4

1. Tatian, who wrote about the middle of the second
century, composed a digest of the evangelical history, which
was called to ii* Ttmpm, that is, ike Gospel of the four, or

Wlavnnatfa, Monottssaron, that is, one narrative composed out

of the four. Tatian is the most ancient harmonist on record ;

for, if Theophilus hishop of Antioch had before written on
that subject (as Jerome insinuates), his work is long since

lost.

2. In the beginning of the third century, Ammonius, an
Alexandrian, composed a harmony which was also called to

Six twa-jpnv or the Gospel of the four, of the execution of

which Eusebius speaks with approbation. The works of

Tatian and Ammonias have long ago perished ; but attempts

have been made to obtrude spurious compilations upon the

world for them in both instances. Victor, who was bishop

of Capua, in the sixth century, gave a Latin version of a

harmony, which was published by Michael Memler at May-
ence, in 1524, as a translation of Ammoniua'a Harmony, in

consequence of Victor being andetermini i in which of those

wrilers it was to be ascribed, though lie was disposed to

refer it to Tatian. And Ottomar Luscinius published one at

Augsburgh in 1.501, which he called that of Ammonius,
though others have ascribed it to Tatian. It is not a har-

mony in the strict sense of the term, but a mere summary of

the fife of Christ delivered in the author's own words.

3. The diligent ecclesiastical historian EusEBIUS, who
wrote in the former part of the fourth century, composed a

very celebrated harmony of the Gospels; in which he di-

vided the evangelical history into ten canons or tables, which

are prefixed to many editions and versions of the New Tes-

tament, particularly to Dr. Mill's critical edition of it. In

the first canon he has arranged, according to the ancient

chapters (which are commonly called the Amnionian Sec-

tions, from Ammonius, who made these divisions), those

parts of the history of Christ which are related by all four

evangelists. In the rest he has disposed the portions of

history related by,

Pilkinaton's Evangelical History ami Harmony, Preface, pp. rriii.—IX.
•> WalcSi BibHotheca Selects, vol. iv. pp. 863—900.
* Bibliotheca Grreea, vol. iv. pp. 8S2—889.
4 Our nolices of Harmonies are chielly derived from the three works

just cited, and from Michaelis's Introduction to the New Testament, vol.

iii. part i. pp. 31—36. and part ii. pp. 29—19.
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2. Matthew, Mark, and I/iike.

3. Matthew, Luke, and John.

4. Matthew . Mark, and John.

5. Matthew and Luke.
6. Matthew and Mark.
7. Matthew and John.

8. Luke and Mark.
9. Luke and John.

10. Only one of the four evangelists.

Though these East Man eanons are usually considered as
a harmony, yet it is evident, from a hare inspection of them,
that they are simply Indexes to the four Gospels, and hy no
means form a harmony of the same nature as those which
have been written in modern times, and which are designed
to bring the several facts recorded hy the evangelists into

chronological order, and to reconcile contradictions. On
this account Walchius does not allow them a place in his

bibliographical catalogue of harmonies.
4. About the year .'(.'to, Jtvencus, a Spaniard, wrote the

evangelical history in heroic verse. His method is said to

be confused, and his verse is not of a description to ensure

him that immortality which he promised himself. His work
has fallen into oblivion.

5. The four hooks of Auotstine, bishop of Hippo, in

Africa, lh Consenxu Quatuiar Ernwriliorum, are too valuable
to be omitted. They were written about the year 400, and
are honourable to his industry and learning. Augustine
wrote this work with the express design of vindicating the
truth and authority of the Gospels from the cavils of ob-
jectors.

From the middle ages until the close of the fifteenth century
various harmonics were com pi led hy IVti r< 'nmestor, Guidodc
Perpiniano, Simon de Cassia, Ludolphus the Saxon (a Ger-
man Carthusian monk, whose work was held in such high esti-

mation that it passed through not fewer than thirty editions,

besides being translated into French and Italian), Jean Char-
lier de Gerson, chancellor of the university of Paris, Peter

Lombard, Thomas Aquinas, and many others, which are now
of little value, ami wtiicb have long since fallen into disuse.
Of the various harmonics published since the Reformation,
by foreign authors, the I, aim Harmony of Chemnitz (or

Chemnitius) is the most esteemed; and among our Britum
divines those of Drs. Doddridge and Macknight are most
gem rally read 0D account of their valuable expositions and
commentaries, lint, tor exhibiting the parallel passages of
each evangelist, perhaps the columnar form of Archbishop
V rwi ie. or of the Rev, Edward Greswell, is preferable;
while he, who is desirous of perusing one connected and
continuous narrative, in which all the shades of circuni-

• s are judiciously interwoven, w ill find Mr. Townsend's
•• New Testament arranged in Historical and Chronological
Order," \c the most useful. 1

III. In the construction of an Evangelical Harmony, two
questions have presented themselves to tin' consideration of

barmonizers ; viz, first, what evangelist has preserved the
true order of circumstances, to which all the others are to he

reduced I Vnd, secondly, what was the duration of the public
ministry of Jesus * !hrisl I

1. On the first of these topics, We may remark that all the

modern harmonics of the Gospels may he divided into two
classes; via. I. Harmonies, ot which the authors have taken
for granted, thai all the facts recorded in all the four Gospels
arc arranged in chronological order; and, 8, Harmonies, of
which the authors have- admitted, that in one or more of thi

tour Gospels the chronological order has been more or less
neglected. At the head of the tirsi d.iss is Andrew Osiander,
one of Luther's fellow-labourers, in promoting the reformation
in Germany : Ins method is followi d bj ' lalovrus, Sartdh
and "tiers, on the Continent, and in tins country by lir.

M icknight, ( Shemnita stands at the bead of the other i

and also has man] followers ol bis method of arrangement.
"The bar tii mei kind are very similar to each
other, because,though the aulhoi bad to interweave
the facts recorded in one Gospel with the tacts recorded in

soother, yet, as they invariably retained the order which w.is

observed in each Gospel, am sd whatever
tacts occurred in d liferent places in different Gospels, as often
as those tacts presented themselves to the barmoniata in their
progress through the Gospels, there was less room fir manual

i h,,- iii,. Bin ioot u ai. Annan la tl Dd Vi lami Past l

• 'hap II Btoi II IV I'M.,!,,,., i ill,. II., in, i

UieOuiricI, or ufrxiiiicular bookxa " > I nl

deviations in their plan and method. But in the harmonies
of the latter kind we meet with considi table variations,
because, though the authors of them are unanimous in their

principle, tiny are at variance in the application of it; and,
though they agree in making transpomi s. hy which tiny
distinguish themselves from the harmonists of the first class,
yet they do not always make ihe same transpositions. Some,
for instance, have supposed, as Chemnitz, Archbishop New-
i me, anil other harmonists of tins class have don,, thai Si.

Matthew has mostly neglected chronological order, while
others, as Bengel and Bertling, have supposed, that he has
in general retained it. Henee, though they have all the same
object in view, namely, to make a chronological harmony, or

to arrange the events, which are recorded in the Gospels,
nearly as possible according to the order of the tune in which
the events happened, they have adopted different modes I

producing this effect. For in some harmonies the order of
St. Matthew is inverted, and made subservient to that of St.

Mark, while in other harmonies St. Mark's order is inverted,
and made subservient to that of St. Matthew. Some har-
monists again suppose, that all the evangelists have neglected
chronological order, while others make an exception in favour
of one or more of them, though the question, which of the
evangelists should be excepted, likewise affords matter of
debate. And even those harmonists, who agree as to the
Gospel or Gospels, in which transpositions should be m
differ in respect to the particular parts where these trans-
positions ought to take place. "-

A late excellent writer on the evidences and criticism of
the New Testament, 3 however, is of opinion that the evan-
gelists did not design to adhere to the order of time in writing
their respective memoirs of the life of Jesus Christ. The
purpose with which the four Gospels were written, he re-

marks, appears to have been, not a regular chronologically
disposed history of the life, ministry, and Bufferings ofJesus
Christ, hut the collection of such a body of well-authenticated
facts, B8 might disclose the nature, and form sufficient proof
of the truth of Christianity. This, he thinks, is obvious from
the manner in which the evangelists generally place together
the lads narrated. "That manner is such as completely to
effect the latter, but not tin' former, purpose. There are no
marks of an intention, on the part of any ol the evangelists,
to give to their narratives a regular chronological order.

While, iii general, there an- no indications of the succession
ami proximity of the events narrated, hut from their being
prior, or posterior, and contiguous in the narrative, or fri m
such i i nil iii lite expressions as in, t*>ji, bit*k */"**« •«»»»/.-, n
txvva> t« Kttpi, sv to, xafif^jic, /JtVTi. f-o/ra; on the other hand. It

sometimes occurs, that the events which one evangelist re-

lates as in immediate succession, are noticed In himself to

be not contiguous in time, and are put down by another,
with some ofthe intervening transactions interposed. Than
evidence of this kind, as to the purpose of a history, no
declaration by the writer can he more satisfactory. Such
ih i laratioii, unless perfectly explicit, may require to bo
modified byWhat his work bears within itself of us pur)

Hut there, can be no ambiguity in (he evidence, deduced from
such facts as we have noticed, in tin- Gospel narralives.
" Against this evidence, too, there is no contrary did.nation

tobe weighed. The evangelist, John (xx.30,31.),i
asserts that the purpose of bis writing was to make BUCh a

selection offsets as might he a I ground <! Faith in the

divine mission ,,i Jesus Christ; but he nowhere affirms the
Chronological order of the selection. I. like. also, tin -

the purpose "I Ins writing to Theophllus :

—
'lw trijraK Ttpiif

*oi>»S« mj«w •m uTfji.utf (Ijike i. I.), and the expo
in the preceding verse, i ' ;• « • ,. nm
nHfi^cK, *i5^»; nt\f*\i, is to be interpreted according to that

purpose. For this purpose, thus distinctly expressed bj two
ol the evangelists, and evident from the manner of writing
COmi I to them all. il was assuredly m r, -siiy that, either

directly or indirectly, they should furnish us with such in-

formation, as might enable ii- i" refer the facts in the Gospel
history to a certain country, and a certain period in the historj
• a the world. Without this, the Gospels would not have
all nled the proper means for distinguishing them from

fictitiOUS histories; and hence, could not ha\ e answ in d tie

. of furnishing svidi nee to the truth of Christianity.

PhlS il was possible lo do. either formally by dan s, such as

Mli h " i' ':
i i". lion, v..i in pan U p lb,

i

1 n in Cool In hi* Inquiry into Uic llouku of iti» N, »• T. »•

i i'
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are found in the beginning of the second and third chapters

of Luke's Gospel ; or by allusions to known places, persons,

and circumstances, to he learnt from other histories. Of these

two modes, the evangelists, with a few exceptions, follow

the latter ; natural to men writing immediately for contem-
poraries, upon or near the scene of the events ; anil conformable
to the usual simplicity by which their whole style is pervaded.

But for this purpose, it was not in the least necessary to frame
regular chronological narratives; and accordingly what was
not necessary, has not been effected ; the connections carrying
forward the arrangement of events in the Gospels, being not

merely those of time, but of the various associations, such as
similarity in the facts themselves, vicinity of place, &c. by
which it is possible that the human mind may be guided, in

recollecting and classifying things that are past. And such,
perhaps, upon the whole, is the impression made on most
nadirs by the narratives of the evangelists. As we read

them, we have a general feeling that they are carrying us
ultimately forward, from preceding to subsequent events, yet,

nee asninally, over intervals of time concerning which nothing
has I ii recorded, or with deviations from the chronological

order; thus rendering it difficult, or impossible, to make one
harmonious arrangement of the whole Gospel history, in

which each event shall obtain, in perfect consistency with the

account of each evangelist, its proper chronological place." 1

Amid this diversity of opinions, supported as each is by
the most ingenious arguments which its author could pro-

duce, it is extremely difficult to decide. By the adoption of

the very probable hypothesis last stated, concerning the pur-

pose for which the evangelists wrote, we certainly get rid,

and in the fairest way, of all the difficulties with which the

two classes of authors of Harmonies of the Gospels above
noticed have to combat. As the evidence laid before the
reader will enable him to determine for himself which of

these hypotheses to adopt, we shall only remark, that Bishop
Marsh recommends Griesbach's Synopsis of the first three
Gospels as preferable to every other harmony extant.

-

2. Very different opinions have been entertained by the com-
pilers of harmonies, with regard to the duration of Christ's
public ministry ; whence a corresponding diversity has neces-
sarily arisen in the disposition of their respective harmonies.
During the first three centuries, the common opinion was,
that Christ's ministry lasted only one year, or at furthest

one year and four months. Early in the fourth century,
Eusehius, the ecclesiastical historian, maintained that it

continued between three and four years : this opinion was
generally received, though the ancient opinion was retained

by Augustine. During the middle ages, no further inquiries

appear to have been made on this subject; and, after the Re-
formation, all the harmonizers of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries assumed it for certain that Christ's ministry lasted

between three and four years. Bengel, however, in bis Ger-
man Harmony of the Gospels, published at Tubingen in 173ti,

reduced it to two years ; and, three years before, Mr. Mann,
in his essay " Of the true Years of the Birth and Death of
Christ" (London, 1733, 8vo.), revived the ancient opinion
that it lasted only one year. This was also followed by Dr.
Priestley in his Greek and English Harmonies. The hypo-
thesis of Eusehius was adopted by Archbishop Newcome,
who maintained that one year was by far too short a period
for the several progresses of Jesus Christ in Galilee, and the

transactions connected with them; and IJishop Marsh ob-

serves, that the Gospel of John presents almost insuperable
obstacles to the opinion of those who confine Christ's mi-

Dr. Cook's Inquiry, pp. 211—214.
» Michaelis's Introduction, vol. iii. part ii. p. 47. Michaelis has given a

harmonized table of the four Gospels (Iotroil. vol. iii. part i. pp. 37—83);
which Bishop Marsh (part ii. p 67.) pronounces to be a very useful one,
considered as a general index to the four Gospels. Dr. A. Clarke has
reprinted MichaeTis's harmonized table at the end of his Commentary on
the Gospels; observing that if is useful to the reader of them, in pointing
out ir/icrc the same transaction is mentioned by the evangelists, what they
have in cmninaii, and what is peculiar to each. Michaelis has generally
followed Matthew's account, with which the narratives of the otlit i ono
gelisls are collated. In 1821, an English Harmony was compiled by, and
printed at the expense of, Thomas Bowles, Esq. (for private distribution
only), entitled " Diatessaron, or the History of our Lord Jesus Christ,
compiled from the four Gospels, according to the Translation of Dr. Camp,
bell, and in the Order adopted by John David Michaelis, London," Rvo.
In this beautifully executed volume the compiler has made some slight
variations from the order of time followed by Michaelis in Ihe harmonized
tahle just mentioned.

Vol. I. 2 S

nistry to one year. For, in order to effect this purpose, it is

necessary to make omissions and transpositions in St. John's
Gospel, which are not warranted by the laws of criticism,

but are attempted merely to support a previously assumed
hypothesis. On the other hand, he thinks that the opinion,
which makes Christ's ministry to have continued three years
(and which receives no support whatever from the first three

Gospels), cannot be satisfactorily proved even from the Gos-
pel of Saint John, who at the. utmost has noticed, or at least

named, only three distinct passovers. 3

Another opinion was announced, with equal modesty and
learning, in a dissertation on " The Chronology of our
Saviour's Life," by the Rev. C. Bknson, M. A. (Cambridge,
1819, 8vo.) The results of his investigation (which depends
on minute chronological and critical discussions that do not
admit of abridgment) are, that Herod died in the year of the
Julian period 1711; and, consequently, that the birth of
Christ took place A. j. p. 470!), in the apring (probably in the
month of April or May) ; that his baptism was performed in

or about the month of November, a. j. r. 473!!, during the

procuratorship of Pontius Pilate ; that, agreeably to the indi-

cations of time contained in Saint John's Gospel, the ministry
of Jesus Christ lasted through three passovers, or two years
and a half,- and that he was crucified on the fifteenth day of
the month Nisan (April 15th), a. j. p. 4742.
From the difficulty of producing a harmony, complete in

all its parts, some eminent critics (and among them the
elegant and accomplished expositor Gilpin) have maintained
that we ought to peruse the four several memoirs of Jesus
( 'hrist, written by the evangelists, separately and distinctly ;

and that, by explaining them separately, the vhule becomes
more uniform. Archbishop Newcome, however, has ably
vindicated, and proved, the utility and advantage of har-
monies; and with his observations the present chapter shall
conclude. A harmony, he remarks, has the following uses :

—

By the juxta-position of parallel passages, it is often the
best comment ; and it cannot but gTeatly alleviate the
reader's trouble, in his attempts to illustrate the phraseology
and manner of the evangelists. It also shows that Mark,
who inserts much new matter, did not epitomize the Gospel

•I' Matthew; and it affords plain indications, from the addi-
tions and omissions in John's Gospel, that his was designed
to be a supplemental history. Further, a harmony in many
instances illustrates the propriety of our Lord's conduct and
works. Thus, previously to the call of the four apostles
(Mark i. 16—20.) Andrew had been the Baptist's disciple,

and had received his testimony to Jesus (John i. 35. 40.)

:

Peter had been brought to Jesus by Andrew his brother
(John i. 42.) ; and Jesus had shown more than human
knowledge and more than human power (John i. 48. ii. 11.

33. iii. 2. iv. 29. 49, 50.) than what had probably falh n
within the experience of these disciples, or at least must
have gained their belief on the firmest grounds. So, the
words of Christ (John v. 21. 25.) arc prophetically spoken
before he had raised any from the dead; and his reproofs
(.Matt. xii. 34. Mark vii. 0.) are uttered after he had wrought
miracles, during two feasts at Jerusalem. Nor was the.

jealousy of the Jewish rulers early awakened by the call of
the twelve apostles to a stated attendance. This event took
?lace after our Lord had celebrated his second passover at

erusalem, and when he was about to absent himself from
that city for so long a period as eighteen months. In like

manner, the seventy were not sent forth to show, throughout
a wide tract of country, with what wisdom and power their

Master endued them, till within about six months of our
Lord's crucifixion; and the scene of raising the dead, a kind
of miracle which would have exasperated his enemies in

proportion as it tended to exalt his prophetic character, was
remote from Jerusalem, till the last passover approached.
Lastly, strong presumptions of the inspiration of the evange-
lists arise from an accurate comparison of the Gospels, from
their being so wonderfully supplemental to each other, in

passages reconcilable only by the suggestion of a seemingly
indifferent circumstance, and from their real agreement in the
midst of a seeming disagreement. " Truth, like honesty, often

neglects appearances : hypocrisy and imposture are always
guarded." 3

3 Micbaelis's Introduction, vol. ii. part ii. p. 66.
* West on the Resurrection, p. 278. (London edit. 1607. 8vo.)
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PART II.

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE.

BOOK I.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF INTERPRETATION.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE SENSE OF SCRIPTURE.

SECTION I.

ON THE MEANING OF WORDS.

I. JVature of YVords.—II. The Sense of Scripture defined: I. The literal Sense ;—2. The allegorical, typical, and para-

bolical Sense;—3. The moral Sense of Professor Kant shown to be destitute of Foundation ;—4. The Declarations of
Jesus Christ and his Apostles are not <ir Accommodation to popular Opinion and Prejudice.

Man, being formed for society, has received from his

( reator the faculty of communicating to his fellow-men, by
moans of certain signs, the ideas conceived in his mino.

Hence, his organs of speech are so constructed, that he is

capable of forming certain articulate sounds, expressive of

bia conceptions; and these, being fitly disposed together,

constitute discourse: which, whether it be pronounced or

written, must necessarily possess the power of declaring to

others what lie wishes they should understand.

I. Tire vehicles, or signs, by which men communicate
their thoughts to each oilier, arc termed worms; whether

these are orally irttered, or described by written characters,

the idea, or notion, attach, il to any word, is its SIGNIFICA-

TION; and the ideas which are expressed by several words

connected together,—that is, in entire sentences and proposi-

tions, and which ideas are produced in the in in. Is of others,

—

are called the sense or proper meaning of words. Thus, if

a person utter certain wools, to which another individual

attaches the same idea as the apeaker, he is said to under-

ttand the latti r, oi to comprehend the tenet of his words. If

we transfer this to sacred subjects, we may define the ««.«

if Xrrip/urt to he that concept I Us meaning, which the

flolv Spirit pros, nis to the understanding of man, by means
of the words of Scripture, and by means of the ideas com-
prised in those words. 1

Kvinv Word most bate some meaning.
Although iii every language there are very many words

which admit of several meanings, yet in common parlance

there is only "»< tew tenet attached to any word ; which sense

is indicated by the connection and series of the discourse, by
ii subject-matter, by the design of the speaker or writer, or

by some other adjuncts, unless any ambiguity be purposi <\

intended. Thai the same usage obtains in the Sacred Writ-

ings there is louht w hatever. Iii fact, the perspicuity of the

ptnres requires this unity and simplicity of sense in order

to render intelligible to man the design of their < Ireal lothor,

which could never be comprehended u a multiplicity of senses

were admitted. In all other writings, indeed, besides thi

Scriptures, before we sit down to study them; we expect

to find one single determinate sense and manning attached to

the words; from which we may be satisfied thai we bavi

all, him d their true meaning, and understand what the authors

intended to say. further, in common life, no prudent and

conicimlioui person, who either commits Ins sentiments to

writing or utters anv thing, intends thai a diversity of iiican-

bonld be attached to what he write* or says; and, con-

si iprenth . neither bis readers, tor those w bo hear him. affix

to it any othi r than the true and obvious sense. Now, if

Such be the practice in all fair and upright intercourse be-

twet n man and man. i H [bi .i moment to be supposed thai

God, v- ho h iouslt oncht afi d to t mploy thi mini it \

oi i iii or.br to make known his will to mankind, should

i 6iuart'i Bemenll <>f Interpretation, p. 7. (Andover, 1822.)

have departed from this way of simplicity and truth ? Few
persons, we apprehend, will be found, in this enlightened
age, sufficiently hardy to maintain the affirmative.2

II. The Sense of Scripture defined.
1. The Literal Sense of any place of Scripture is that

which the words signify, or require, in their natural and pro-

per acceptation, without any trope, metaphor, or figure, and
abstracted from any mystic meaning: thus, in

Gen. i. 1. We read that God created the heaven anil the

earth. These words mean what they literully import, nnd are

to be interpreted according to the letter. Su, in John x. 80. we
rend, / anil the Father are one ; in which passage the deity of

Christ, and his equality with God the Father, are so distinctly

and unequivocally asserted, that it is difficult to conceive how
any other than its proper and literal meaning could ever he given

to it.

The literal sense has also been termed the grammatical
sense ; the term zrummulicul having the same reference to the

Greek language as the term liti nil Ut the I .alio, both referring

to the elements of a word. Words may also he taken pro-

perly and physically, as in John i. 6. Inert wai u «."" umtm
.limn whs Jnlm : this is called the proper literal sense. When,
however, words are taken metaphorically and figuratively,

that is, arc diverted to ameaningwhich they do uoi natuwatty

denote, but which they nevertheless intend under some figure

or form of speech,—as when the properties of one person or

thing arc attributed to another,—this is termed the tropiealta

figurative sense.1

"Thus, when baldness is applied to stone, the expression is

Used literally, in its proper and natural signification:—when it is

applied to the heart, it is vseAJigwaHvely, or in an improper

acceptation. Vet. the sense, allowing for the change of rubied,

is virtually the same, its application being only transfti'ied Iran

a |'h\ oca] to it moral quality." 4 An example of tin- kmd OCCUn
in Back, sxxri. 86. und xi. 19., where the heart tf ttott

UOteS a bard obdumtS heart, regardless of divine admonitions,

nnd the heart of flesh signifies a tender heart, susceptible of the

best and holiest Impressions. In like maimer. In Zei'h. vii. 12.,

the obdurate Jews are said to have mnde their hearts n> an ntlu-

intuit stone. Numerous similar expressions oe.au in lire New
as well as in the Old Testament, as in l.uke [iii, BS. John i.

I K.illn l.l.in.ia. II. minimi N..v Tem. p. 12. On lliin aubjeet
in. iv roll M \\ Intai ,.

• mile*,

nun ft, <

aenalon ' V'-lilnis. n's • i ' mentauooes Tlicolo-

lli ... rol h it
> "Tlie r»..;-iMi/ mom i» no other than Ufa figurativi sanaa. As ur

I
red ft Ihi Qreei lhal a Iropc ti mad when a word

i no in a l tl Iii' i a "i |l . ""iii. iiu .; "loinjre

Ii rived ii- '" lha 1 ura Ii Ihi n >> ed, bei iu
II,' "IIFIU "I III' II

ai ativt

u .
i oxpn led J i by Ihi I iffooJ ncnao and froj

D ; Mai i
. .

• Ulaliep \'.iiiiailii. it i Bamp. Leol p*9B.
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29. and xv. 5. ; where Herod, for his craftiness and cruelty is

termed a fox ; the Saviour of the world is called the Lamb of

God, because to his great atoning sacrifice for the sins of the

whole world, the lamb, which was offered every morning and

evening, had a typical reference; he is also called a vine, as all

true Christians are designated the branches, to intimate that

Christ is the support of the whole church, and of every particular

believer,—that, in the language of the New Testament, they

are all implanted and grafted into him, that is, united to him by

true faith and sincere love, and that they all derive spiritual

life and vigour from him. It were unnecessary to multiply exam-

ples of this kind, as every diligent reader of the Word of God
will doubtless be. able to recollect them.

Further, the literal sense has been called the Historical

Sense, as conveying the meaning of the words and phrases

used by a writer at a certain time.

Thus, in the more ancient books of the Old Testament, the

word isles or islands signifies every inhabited region, particu-

larly all the western coasts of the Mediterranean Sea, and the

seats of Japhet's posterity, viz. the northern part of Asia, Asia

Minor, and Europe, together with some other regions. Of this

sense of the word we have examples in Gen. x. 5. Isa. xi. 11.

xx. 6. xxiii. 6. xxiv. 15. xlii. 15. lxvi. 19. Ezek. xxvi. 15. 18.

xxvii. 3—7. 15. 35. But, in a later age, it denotes islands pro-

perly so called, as in Esther x. I., and, perhaps, Jer. xlvii. 4.

(marginal rendering.)' Again, the phrase, to possess or inherit

the land, which is of very frequent occurrence in the Old Testa-

ment, if we consider it historically, that is, with reference to the

history of the Jewish nation, means simply, to hold the secure

and undisturbed possession of the promised land ; and in the

New Testament, the phrase to "follow Christ" must in like

manner be understood historically in some passages of the Gos-

pels ; implying no more than that the persons there mentioned

followed the Lord Jesus Christ in his progresses, and were audi-

tors of his public instructions, precisely as the apostles followed

him from place to place, and heard his doctrine.2

Interpreters now speak of the true sense of a passage, by
calling it the Grammatico-Historical Sense ; and exegesis,

founded on the nature of language, is called grammatico-his-

torical. The object in using this compound name is, to show
that both grammatical and historical considerations are em-
ployed in making out the sense of a word or passage.

2. Where, besides the direct or immediate signification of

a passage, whether literally or figuratively expressed, there

is attached to it a more remote or recondite meaning, this is

termed the Mediate, Spiritual, or Mystical Sense ;

3 and

this sense is founded, not on a transfer of words from one

signification to another, but on the entire application of the

matter itself to a different subject.

Thus, what is said literally in Exod. xxx. 10. and Levit. xvi.

concerning the high-priest's entrance into the most holy place on

the day of expiation, with the blood of the victim, we are taught

by St. Paul to understand spiritually of the entrance of Jesus

Christ into the presence of God with his own blood. (Heb. ix.

7—20.)

The spiritual sense of Scripture has frequently been divided

into allegorical, typical, and parabolical. The reason of this

mode of classifications, as well as of some other minor dis-

tinctions, does not sufficiently appear. Since, however, it has

obtained a place in almost every treatise on the interpretation

of the Scriptures, it may not be irrelevant to define and illus-

trate these senses by a few examples.

(1.) The Allegorical Sense is, when the Holy Scriptures,

besides the literal sense, signify any thing belonging to faith

or spiritual doctrine.

Such is the sense which is required rightly to understand Gal.

iv. 24. u T/vat esr/y toooryopopQicL, -which things are allegorically

» Jahn, Enchiridion Hermeneuticae Generalis, p. 24., who cites Michaelis's

Spicilegium Geographies Hebrece ExterEe, part i. pp. 131— 143., and also his

Supplementum ad Lexica Hebraica, pp. 68, 69.

2 Many additional instances might be offered, if the limits of this work
would permit. The reader, who is desirous of fully investigating the
historic sense of Scripture, will derive much solid benefit from Dr. Storr's

Disquisition de Sensu Historico, in vol. i. (pp. 1—88.) of his "Opuscula
Acadeinica ad Interpretationem Librorum Sacrorum pertinentia," 8vo.

Tubingen, 1796.
a " Dic.itur mysticus," says a learned and sensible writer of the Romish

communion, " a pi"*, ctaudo; quia licet non semper fidei mysteria compre-
nendat, magis tamen occultus, et clausus est, quam lileralis, qui per verba
rite intetiecta facilius innotescit." Adami Viser, Hermeneutica Sacra
Novi Testamenti, pars ii. pp. 51, 52. See also .Tahn's Enchiridion Herme-
neuticae Generalis, pp. 41, 42. ; and Bishop Vanmildert's Bampton Lec-
tures, p. 222.

spoken, or -which things are thus allegorized by me ; that is,

under the veil of the literal sense they further contain a spiritual

or mystical sense.

(2.) The Typical Sense is, when, under external objects

or prophetic visions, secret things, whether present or future,

are represented ; especially when certain transactions, record-

ed in the Old Testament, presignify or adumbrate those related

in the New Testament.

Thus, in Psal. xcv. 11., the words " they should not enter into

my rest," literally understood, signify the entrance of the Israelites

into the promised land ; but, spiritually and typically, the entering

into the rest and enjoyment of heaven, through the merits and

mediation of Christ, as is largely shown in the epistle to the

Hebrews, chapters iii. and iv.

(3.) The Parabolical Sense is, when, besides the plain

and obvious meaning of the thing related, an occult or spi-

ritual sense is intended. As this chiefly occurs in passages

of a moral tendency, the parabolic has by some writers been

termed the moral or tropological sense.

Of this description is the parable of the talents : the design of

which is to show that the duties which men are called to perform

are suited to their situations and the talents which they severally

receive ; that whatever a good man possesses he has received from

God, as well as the ability to improve that good ; and that the

grace and temporal mercies of God are suited to the power
which a man has of improving them. Thus, also, the injunction

in Deut. xxv. 4., relative to muzzling the ox while treading out

the corn, is explained by Saint Paul with reference to the right

of maintenance of ministers of the Gospel. (1 Cor. ix. 9— 11.)

It were easy to multiply examples of each of the different

senses here mentioned ; but as they have all one common
foundation, and as we shall have occasion to adduce others

in the course of the following pages, when stating the rules

for interpreting the sense of Scripture after it has been ascer-

tained, tne instances above quoted may suffice to illustrate the

distinctions subsisting between them. 4

3. The Moral Sense or interpretation, advocated by the

late Professor Kant of Berlin (whose philosophical system

has obtained many followers on the Continent), consists in

setting aside the laws of grammatical and historical inter-

pretation, and attributing a moral meaning to those passages

of Scripture, which, agreeably to grammatical interpretation,

contain nothing coincident with the moral dictates of un-

assisted reason. According to this hypothesis, nothing more
is necessary, than that it be possible to attach a moral meaning
to the passage ;—it is of little moment how forced or unnatural

it may be. Against this mode of interpretation (which is

here noticed in order to put the student on his guard) the

following weighty objections have been urged :

—

(1.) Such a mode of explaining Scripture does not deserve

the name of an interpretation ; for this moral interpreter does
not inquire, what the Scriptures actually do teach by their

own declarations, but what they ought to teach, agreeably to

his opinions.

(2.) The principle is incorrect, which is assumed as the

basis of this mode of interpretation ; viz. that the grammatical
sense of a passage of Scripture cannot be admitted, or at least

is of no use in ethics, whenever it contains a sentiment which
reason alone could not discover and substantiate.

(3.) Such a mode of interpretation is altogether unneces-

sary ; for the Bible is abundantly sufficient for our instruction

in religion and morality, if its precepts are construed as

applying directly or by consequence to the moral necessities

of every man. And although there are passages of difficult

explanation in the Bible, as might naturally be expected from
the antiquity and peculiar languages of the Scriptures, yet in

most instances these passages do not relate to doctrines ; and
when they do, the doctrines in question are generally taught

in other and plainer passages.

(4.) As, on this plan, the mere possibility of attaching a

« Bauer, Herm. Sacr. pp. 13—44. Viser, Hermeneutica Sacra, Nov.
Test, pars ii. pp. 1—150. J. E. Pfeiffer, Institutiones Hermeneuticae Sacrae,

pp. 122—132. Aug. Pfeiffer, Herm. Sacr. cap. iii. (Op. torn. ii. pp.633—638.)
Erncsti Institutio Interpretis Novi Test. pp. 14—30. (4th edit.) Mori Acroases
Acadeinica? super Hermeneutica Nov. Test. torn. i. pp. 27—73. J. B.

Carpzovii, Prims Lineae Herm. Sac. p. 24. Alber, Institutiones Hermeneu-
ticae Nov. Test. torn. i. pp. 44—46. Bishop Middleton on the Greek Article,

pp. 590—590. Bishop Marsh's Lect. part iii. lect. xv. and xvi. pp. 42—78. ; and
Bishop Vanmildert's Bainpton Lectures, Serm. vii. pp. 217—232. and notes,

pp. 385—396. The two writers last cited have illustrated the sense of
Scripture, by applying it to the discussion of some important controversial

points between Protestants and Romanists, which the limits of a practical

work will not admit of being noticed.
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moral import toa text is regarded as sufficient for considering

it as a true signification ; almost every passage must lie 908-

ceplible of a multitude "t interpretations, a.- was tin <u i

daring the reign of the mystical and allegorical mode of

interpretation, which lias long since been exploded. Tins

must produce confusion in religious instruction, want of^con-

fidence in the Bible, and, indi ed.n suspicion as to its divine

authority; for this mast be the natural effect of the moral of

interpret ition on the majority of minds.

(">.) Lastly, it such a mode of interpreting the doctrines

of Christianity should prevail, it is not seen how insincerity

and deceit, on the part of interpreters, are to be detected and

exposed. 1

4. Equally untenable is the hypothesis of some modern

critics, thai the interpretation of certain passages of the Old

Testament relative to the Messiah, given by Jesus Christ and

his apostles, are a doctrinal Accommodation to the OPI-

NIONS AMI I'ltEJl'DlCES OF THE JEWS. 2

Since the time of Semler, about the middle of the eighteenth

century, an opinion has prevailed widely in the Protestant

churches of Germany, that the Old Testament contains wry few

passages, or none at all. which treat literally and properly of Jesus

Chri t ; and th it all or most of the passages cited in the New
Testament are used in the way of accommodation. In support

of this theory, its advocates have offered the following reasons :

—

The Jews, at the time of Christ, were very much given to the

allegorical interpretation of Scripture. Even after the time of

the Babylonish captivity, when the expectation of a.Messiah had

become universal among them, they had eagerly searched the

Old Testament for every thing, which in the least favoured this

expectation ; and, hy the help of their allegorical interpretation,

they had succeeded in making their Scriptures seem to contain

predictions respecting a Messiah. Jesus and the apostles (these

theorists atlirm) were, therefore, compelled to pursue the same

method, and to use it as a means of gradually bringing the Jews

to a better knowledge of religion.

But in this statement we must carefully distinguish between

what is inn, and what is erroneous and exaggerated ; for,

1. The allegorical interpretation of the sacred Scriptures can-

not he historically proved to have prevailed among the Jews from

the time of the captivity, or to have been common with the Jews

of Palestine at the time of Christ and his apostles.

Although the Banfaedrin ami the hearers of Jeans often appealed to the

Ol-l Testament, ret thev jnve no inilicationof the allegorical interpretation :

OVCO J >C "I it Tlic I'lali.nir .lewsi.l licypl lieBlill in Hie

first century, in Imitation of the heathen Greeks, i terprel the Old Te»
I'lnie of Alexandria waa distinguished i -r those

.i s bo practised this method , and tie defends it as something new ami

before unheard of, and for that reason oppose' I by the other Jewa.* Jeaus
v.., iiui therefore, m a situation in which he waa compelled to comply with

B prevailing custom of allegorical Interpretation ; for this method did not

! 1
1 at that 1

1 1 1
1

>

- in: the Jewa, c< rtainly not In Palestine, wheri ]

taught hforeovei the n present tuoos contained in i io- worksof Philoand
Jo ep a a variety ol respects, ti be doctrines ol the New
Ti hi If, however, some of the instructions of Ji m Christ Ihl

apostleadldi lidewltn thi poputar opinion of the Jowa,ltwul bj do

meena follow thai they must therefore have been err ions 9a

these Jewish opinions were correct they were worthy "i the spprobatlon

ol i i . mi the providence of Qod may, hy previous intimationao] them,

have paved [be w iy for the reception of the peculiar doctrinea ol Carta-

tianity.

(2.) The writers of the New Testament themselves make a

clear distinction between the allegorical and literal interpretation

of the Old Testament.

When lie 'i the sllaforti d method they either say expressly,

Phase thlnga be bow It by the

it, ,,r by prell (br Instance, ••*«!in and Man mi to. Bui i

differently in texts, which lie')' gUOtfl as literal poipli. ' '

tile pill
I

(3.) If the apostles did not allude to the Old Testament in the

instructions which they gave to the Pennies, H does not follow

either th .t the] b lievi d tie ' Hd Te .t micnt to be of no i

them, or that they did not seriously consider tin which

they cited as predictions, in their instruction to the Jews, to he

really such. The reason why the apostles omitted these al-

Schmueker's Elamenl ' fB Phi rol i pp. STB,

27:i (Andovei North \ rice, 1817.) Aibar, InatiUUIones Hermsneut
.s i . l vol.1 pp '"i X

• Knspp's Lectures on Christian Theology, To) U. pp I (New
York mucker's Biblical Theology, vol. i pp. 229, 230 Dr.

i ,nn tia* snnuned and reran
nn . i: Ingly shown, thai It Is s mods "i In

tarpi si

.ms gos the

Prat M 1 '' mtta Sacra, sive (eiiitn, ntarius in Evsngctlum Jo
hsnnla, pp. xlv.— xxi.

* i'liilo do Confuaiono Linguarum, p. 347. el ieq.

lusions at the commencement of the instructions which they

gave to the heathen, is the same as leads the wise missionary at

the present day to omit them in the same circumstances. Their

Gentile hearers and readers knew nothing of the Bible, and could

not, of course, be convinced from an unknown book. The
apostles, however, gradually instructed their I .entile converts in

the contents of this book, and then appealed to it as frequently

before them as before Jews or converts from Judaism. This is

proved lev the Epistles and the Acts of the Apostles. Thus Peter

ays to the heathen centurion, Cornelius, after the latter had

become acquainted with the prophets,—To him [Jesus] give nil

the prophets witness, &c. (Acts x. 43. compared with Acts viii.

2fi—3o. and the Epistles of Saint Paul.)

(4.) It cannot be shown in general that Jesus Christ and his

apostles, in compliance with the current prejudices of their con-

temporaries, ever taught any thing, or seemingly affirmed any

thing to be true, which they themselves consider as false. (Their

moral character renders such a supposition inadmissible.) Neither

can it be shown, in particular, that they adopted and authorised

any explanations of the Old Testament, which they themselvea

considered as invalid, merely because they were common among
their contemporaries.

Bach 1 plianee is entirely contrary to (heir usual course of action (9ee
Man \ 19 23 i. 11 1 can it be si all justified on pure moral principlaa.

When therefore Christ says distinctly In Halt kxU.43 that David by divine
revelation callel the Messiah Lord [PsaL c.\ 1 >. he muat bavi

exactly' '.• i .net rniisis|ii,-ntly must have ailniiued a divine pri

non n ipecting the Messiah In iins Paalm.

Hence it follows that whenever Jesus and his apostles expressly

assent to the Jewish explanations of the Old Testament, or build

proofs upon them, they themselves must have considered these

explanations as just,

(5.) The hypothesis of the theory of accommodation, that

Jesus and his apostles propagated falsehoods under the garb of

truth, is overturned by the fact, that miracles attested their high

authority as teachers.

(6.) No such criteria can be given, which shall enable us to

distinguish between such of their declarations as they believed

themselves, and those in which they accommodated themselves

to the erroneous notions of the Jews. The Scriptures non

make a distinction between what is universally true. and what is

only local or temporary. The theory of accommodation involves

the whole of revelation in uncertainty.

SECTION II.

GENERAL RULES FOR INVESTIGATING THE MEANING OF WORDS.

Since words compose srnli nees, and from these, rightly

understood, the meaning of ;hi author is Io be collected, it is

necessary that we ascertain the individual meaning of WOTds
before we procei d further to investigate the sense of Scripture.

In the prosecution of this important work, we may observe,

generally, that as, the 8a method and tits same principles

of interpretation are common both to the sacred volume and

to the productions of uninspired man, consequently the signi-

fication of words in the Holy Scriptures must be sough) pre-

cisely in the same way, ill which the meaning of words in

other works usually is 01 ought in he Bought Hence also

it follows, that the method or investigating the signification

of words in the Bible is DO more arbitrary thin 11 is in other

bonks, hul is in like manner regulated by certain laws, drawn

from the nature of languages. And since no text ol Scrip

lure has more than oni . We must endeavour to I111J

nit ih.it e" ttw tenet precisely in the same manner as wo
would investigate the sense of Homer or an] other ancient

Wlitel ; and in that sense, when so ascertained, we nurrhl 10

acquiesce, unless by applying the jual rules of interpretation,

it can be shown that the meaning of the passage had been

mistaken, and thai another is the only just, true, and critical

sens, of ihe place. This principle, iiniv considered, would
alone he BUmcient for investigating the sense of Scripture ;

but as there are Dot wanting persons who reiecl it altogether,

and as it may, perhaps, appear too generally expressed, Ws
shall proceed to consider it more minutely in the following

observations.*

. Tie 1 in , ., .
.

InMltullonea

Bxegetii 'C. pp 1 Hon Hi rmeni

Lsngfi Uermi 1, p. 16. et teg. . H tin! Hones
'I asf. ; una -

I

N -.
1 re nil laterprauul an, p 17V. si sso, Bis also J. B. Helmr'a

aT.l it teg.
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1. Ascertain the usus Ioquendi, or notion affixed to a word
by the persons in general, by whom the language either is noiv

or formerly -was spoken, and especially in the particular coti-

nection in which such notion is affixed.

The meaning of a word used by any writer is the meaning affixed to it

oy those for whom he immediately wrote. For there is a kind of natural
compact between those who write and those who speak a language ; by
which they are mutually bound to use words in a certain sense : he, there-
fore, who uses such words in a different signification, in a manner violates

that compact, and is in danger of leading men into error, contrary to the
design ol God, "who will have all men to be saved, and to come unto the
knowledge of the truth." (I Tim. ii. 4.) The aids for investigating the usus
Ioquendi being considered in the ensuing chapter, it will be sufficient to

id illustration of the present canon, that

(I.) The books of the Old and New Testament are, each, to befrequently
ami carefully read, and the subjects therein treated are to be compared
together, in order that we may ascertain the meaning of what the authors
thought and wrote.

They, who wish lo attain an accurate knowledge of the philosophical
notions of Plato, Aristotle, or any other of the ancient Grecian sages, will

not consult the later Platonic writers, or the scholastic authors who de-
pended wholly on the authority of Aristotle, and whose knowledge of his
works was frequently very imperfect, but will rather peruse the writings
of the philosophers themselves :—in like manner, the books of the Old
and New Testament are to be constantly and carefully perused and weighed
by him, who is sincerely desirous to obtain a correct knowledge of their

important contents. For, while we collate (he expressions of each writer,

we .shall be enabled to harmonize those passages which treat on the same
topics ; and may reasonably hope to discover their true sense. Some
foreign biblical critics, however (who, in their zeal to accommodate the

immutable truths of Scripture to the standard of the present age, would
divest the Christian dispensation of its most important doctrines), have as-

serted that, in the intepretation of the Old Testament, all reference to the
New Testament is to be excluded. But, unless we consult the latter, there
are passages in the Old Testament whose meaning cannot be fully appre-
hended. To mention only one instance, out of many that might be adduced :

— in Gen. i. 26, 27. God is said to have created man after his own image :

this passage (which, it should be recollected, describes man in his prime-
val state of spotless innocence, before he became corrupted by the fall),

the divines in question affirm, must be interpreted according to the crude
and imperfect notions entertained by the ancient heathen nations concern-
ing the Deity !' But. if we avail ourselvesof the information communicated
in the New Testament (as we are fully warranted to do by the example of
Christ and his inspired apostles), we shall be enabled to form a correct
n-'lion of the divine image intended by the sacred historian; viz. that it

consisted in righteousness, true holiness, and knowledge. See Eph. iv. 24.

and Col. iii. 10.

(2.) // is a/so indispensable that we lay aside, in many instances, that
more accurate knowledge which we possess of natural things, in order
that trt may fully enter into the meaning of different parts of the sacred
writings.

The ancient Hebrews being altogether ignorant of, or imperfectly ac-

quainted with, many things, the nature of which is now fully explored and
well known, it were absurd to apply our more perfect knowledge to the
explanation of things which are related according to the limited degrees of
knowledge they possessed. Hence it is not necessary that we should attempt
to illustrate the Mosaic account of the creation according to the Copernican
system of the universe, which the experiments of philosophers have
shown to be the true one. As (he Scriptures were composed with the
express design of making the divine will known to man, the sacred authors
might] and did, make use of popular expressions and forms of speech, then
in use among the persons or people whom they addressed

J
the philoso-

phical truth of which they neither affirmed nor denied

2. The received signification of a word is to be retained,

unless weighty and necessary reasons require that it should be

abandoned or neglected.

We shall be justified in rejecting the received meaning of a word in the
following cases; viz.

(I.) If such meaning clash with any doctrine revealed in the Scriptures.
Thus, according to our authorized English version, Eli's feeble re-

proaches of his profligate sons served only to lull them into security,
because the Lord would slay them (ISam. ii. 25), the meaning of which
rendering is, to make their continuance in sin the effect of Jehovah's de-
termination to destroy them ; and thus apparently support the horrid tenet,

that God wills his creatures to commit crimes because he is determined to
di<pliy his justice in their destruction. It is true that the ordinarily re-

ceived meaning of the Hebrew particle 13 (ki) is, because ; but in this in-

stance it ought to be rendered therefore or though* which makes their
wilful and impenitent disobedience the cause of their destruction, and is

in unison with the whole tennr of the sacred writings. The proper ren-
dering, therefore, of this passage is, Notwithstanding, they hearkened not
untn the roice of thrir father. Therefore the Lord would slay them.

(2.) If a certain passage require a different explanation from that which
it appears to present : as Mai. iv. 5, 6. compared witli Luke i. 17. and
Matt. xi. 14.

(3.) If the thing itself will not admit of a tropical or figurative meaning
being affixed to the word.

3. Where a word has several significations in commoii use,

that must be selected which best suits the passage in question,

» How crude, imperfect, and erroneous these views of the heathens
were respecting tlie AlmightyTias been shown at great length by various
eminent advocates for the truth of the divine origin of Revelation ; but no
one has discussed it more elaborately than Dr. Leland, in his "Advantage
anil Necessity of the Christian Revelation, as shown from the State of Re-
ligion in the Heathen World." 1768, 8vo. Reprinted at Glasgow in 1819,

in 2 vols. A compendious notice of the heathen notions respecting the
Deity is given in Vol. I. pp. 16, 17.

» Noldias, in his work on Hebrew particles, has shown that 13 (ki) has

the meaning of therefore in a great number of instances, among which he
quotes this very passage. He has also adduced others, where it evidently
means though. Purver adopts the latter, and thus translates the clause in

question :

—

Notwithstanding they would not hearken to the voice of their

father, though the Lord should slay them.

and which is co?isistent with an author's known character
sentiments, and situation, and the known circumstances undo
which he wrote.

For instance, the word Blood, which in various accounts is very signi-

ficant in the sacred writings, denotes—our natural descent from one
common family, in Acts xvii. 26. ;

—

death in Heb. xii. 4. ; the Sufferings
and Death of Christ, considered as an atonement for the souls of sinners,
in Roin v. 9. and Eph. i. 7. : and also as the procuring cause of our justifi-

cation in Rom. v. 9., and of our satfc tin cation in Heb. ix. 14.

a

4. Although the force of particular words can only be de
rived from etymology, yet too much confidence must not be

placed in that frequently uncertain $cie?ice ; because the pri
mary signification of a word is frequently very differentfrom
its common meatiing.

5. The distinctions between words, which are apparently
synonymous, should be carefully examined and considered.

In the Latin language many words are accounted perfectly synonymous,
which, however, only partially accord together. Thus, a person whose
discourse is cut short, is said to be silent (silere) ; and one, who has not
begun to speak, is said to hold his tongue (tacere). Cicero, in speaking of
beauty, observes, that there are two kinds of it; the one dignified ana
majestic {dign itus) ; the other soft and graceful (venvstas) ; the latter io
be considered proper to women, the former io im n. * The same temark
will apply to the language of Scripture. For instance, in the 119th Psalm
there are not fewer than ten different words, pointing out the wordof God ;

viz. Law, Way, Word, Statutes, Judgments, Commandments, Precepts, Tes-
timonies, Righteousness, and Truth or Faithfulness. Now all these words,
though usually considered as synonymous, are not literally synonymous,
but refer to some latent and distinguishing properties of the Divine Word,
whose manifold excellences and perfections are thus illustrated with much
elegant variety of diction. In the New Testament we meet with similar
instances, as in CoL if. 22. s»rafL.ft.ay* x«* SiSavxtthitts uv$ponr»v

t
the com-

iminflments and doctrines of men. Doctrines in this passage include
trvths propounded to be believed or known ; Commands imply laws,
which direct what is to be done or avoided : the latter depend upon and
are derived from the former. The apostle is speaking 01 the traditions
taught by the elders, and the load of cumbrous ceremonies commanded by
them, in addition to the significant rites prescribed in the law Df Moses. In
Rom. xiv. 13. irpofftto/tpa, a stumbling-block, means a slighter cause of
offence, viz. that which wounds and disturbs the conscience of another

;

trxatSaKovj an occasion to fall, means a more weighty cam-e of offence,
that is, such as may cause any one to apostatize from the Christian faith.

Similar examples occur in lTim. ii. 1. and 1 Pel- iv. 3.*

6. The epithets introduced by the sacred writers are also

to be carefully weighed and considered, as all of them have
either a declarative or explanatory force, or serve to distin-

guish one thing from another, or unite these two characters

together.

The epithets of Scripture then are,

—

(I.) Eregctical or Explanatory, that is, such as declare the

nature and properties of a thing.

Thus, in Tit, ii. 11. the grace of God is termed saving, not indeed as if

there were any other divine grace bestowed on man, that was not saving ;

but because the grace of God revealed in the Gospel is the primary and
true sourer of eternal life. Similar epithets nrrnv in "J Tun. i. 9. in which
our calling is Styled holy ; in 1 Pet. iv. 3. where idolatry is termed abomi-
nable, ami in 1 Pet h 9. where the Gospel is callt d the marvellous light

of God, hecause it displays so many amazing scenes of divine wonders.

(2.) Diacritical or Distinctive, that is, such as distinguish

one thing from another.

For instance, in 1 Pet. v. 4. the crown of future glory is termed a never-
fading crown, M^apavTivos, to distinguish it from that corruptible crown
which, in the Grecian games, was awarded to the successful candidate.
In like manner, genuine taith, in lTim. i. 5. is called undissembled, *iw.
KpiTo; ; God, in the same chapter (v. 17.), is designate'! the King incor-
ruptible, Bao-i^tus 5i$j*pTo;

; and in Rom. xii. 1. Christians dedicating
themselves to God, is termed a reasonable service, >.*Tps»« >.oj.tx«, in

contradistinction to the Jewish worship, which chiefly consisted in the
sacrifice of irrational creatures.

(3.) Both Explanatory and Distinctive, as in Rom. ix. 5.

Where Christ is called God blessed for ever. By which epithet both
his divine nature is declared, and he is eminently distinguished from the
Gentile deities. Similar examples occur in John xvii. 11. (compared with
Luke xi. 11— 13.), where God is termed Holy Father; in I John v. 90.

where Christ is styled the true God, as also the Great God in Til. ii. 13.

and Heb. ix. 14. where the Holy Spirit is denominated the Etci mil Sju'ut.

1. General terms are used sometimes in their whole extent,

and sometimes in a restricted sense, and whether they are to be

understood in the one way or in the other must depend upon
the scope, subject'matter, context, and parallel passages.

Thus, in 1 Thess. iii. 8. St. Paul, speaking to the Thessalonians, says,

Note we live, if (more correctly, ichen) ye stand fast in the Lord. The
word live, in this passage, is not to be understood in its whole extent, as
implying that the apostle's physical life or existence depended on their

3 For the various meanings of the word blood, see the Index of (he Sym-
bolical Language of Scripture, voce Blood, in the second volume of this

work.
« Cum autem pulchritudinis duo genera sint, quorum in altero venustas

sit, in altero dignitas ; venustatem muliebrem ducere debemus; dignita-

tem virilem. Cicero de Ofuciis, lib. i. c. xxxvi. (op. torn. xii. p. 57. ed.
Bipont.)

» On the subject of words commonly thought synonymous, see Dr.
Campbell's Dissertation prefixed to his translation of the "Gospels, vol. j.

pp. 161—240. (edit. 1807), and especially Dr. Tittmann's Treatise de Sy-
nonymis in Novi Testamenti, or Mr. Craig's translation of it. (Edinburgh,
1833-1. 2 vols. l2mo.)
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in the Lord, bul must be understood in a limited sense. It is

ir the faith jive* me new lit" and
irt I now feel thai I live to some purpose l relish and e

since nu lal r Is G not in vain.'1 That this is the trw
'"- "i the ape tie itii from the subject matter and from the
context; lor Balm Paul, filled with deep anxiety lest the i

should have been Induced to depart from the faito bj the afflii tiona which
they hod i" endure, had aenl Tlmothi t< mfori them. Having
beard of their constancy Id the faith] he i i Btovt tse Hve, (f ye stand
fast in the Lord,

8. Of tint/ particular passage the most simple sense—or that
which most readily suggests itself to an attentive and intelli-

gent reader,, possessing competent knowledge,—is in all proba-
bility the genuine sense or meaning.

k is bo obvious as to require no illustrative example. Wh.-re
Indeed two meanings or senses present themselves, without doing any
vioi.-n.T to iii.- words nr ii> ih.-ir scope and connection, and to the subject-
matter, dec in such case the different arguments for and against
meaning musl be i arefully discussed) and ihai meaning which is supported
by iln- most numerous ami weight; arguments, and is found to be thi

m ' probable, muBl be preferred, as being the genuine Bense. Fet, sim-
ple ami obvious as (tus canon confessedly is, u is perpetually violated by
the iiiCKh-rn s. Ii.m.1 oi ini..-i-[ir-'i.Ts in (irnliiuiv, ai the bead oj which stand
the names ol Professoi i Semler, Bauer, Paulus Wegschelder, Etchborn,
anil oi tn-rs

; againsl whose tenets thi im lenl cannot be sufflcii ally
pin upon Ma guard, on account of the great celebrit) whii h soi if thi i

writers have justlj acqnuri d for thi li profound philological allainn
The teachers of this school assert that there is no such thing as a divine
revelat i the sense attached to Mas word by Christians; and that the
miracles recorded in the Scriptures are merely natural occurrence i

aggeratedand embellished by those who have related them. According
to these antbsupernatiii'aii.-is, th<- who].: ol the doctrines of Scripture con-
sist mill, r of Mn' |iiVi;.']tts of nature clothed m nh.snire . \

|
,| ev.stonS, Or

of absolutely fal is doctrines invented by the sacred writers, who wi re
men Buhji*ct to error like ourselves, and (what they say is si ill worse) who
were deprived ol thai muss of knowledge winch constitutes the glory of
our age. To confirm the preceding observations by a few examples :

—

i According to Eichhorn, the account of the creation and fall of man
la merely a poetical philosophical speculation of some ingenious person,
• in the origin of the world and of eviL< So, in regard n> the offering up of
Isaac by Abraham he says, "The Godhead could not have required of
Abraham so horrible a mine

; and there can be DO justification, palliation,
or excuse for this pretended command of the Divinity." He then explains
it. "Abraham dreamed that he must offer up Isaac, and, according lo ihe
Superstition of the tunes, regarded it as a di\ine admonition- lie prepared
to execute the mandate which his dream had conveyed to him. A lucky

OJ (probably the rustling of a ram who was entangled in the bushes)
hindered il

I
and this, according to ancient idiom, was also the voice of the

divinity."" But "what is i here in ihe character orAbraham which will jus-
tify (axing such a hi., ri) wiili it, iis to maintain thai he was not raised above
the su] I the merest savages i

or, who can show that he under-
stood nothing of the nature ofdreams / Ami then, whence ihe . Mri ,.h ,ii,,u

of God, ol Christ, and ol the holy apostles. I "-stowed on a horrible act of
mere superstition 1 For horrible ll was, if superstition only dictated it

Tins is a nodus, to solve which something more ihan witty conjectures and
bi illl ml de< tarnation is needed."'

I
: The ame writer represents the history of the Mosaic legislation]

ai mount Sinai, m a curious manner. Hoses asci nded to thi top ol S os
and kindled a fire there (how he (band wood on this barren roi k, m
rai ed il to the top. Eli hhorn does not tell as) a fire const crated to the
worship oftGod before whii h be prayed. Here an unexpected and tre-

mendous thunder Worm oci urred. He seized the occasion to proclaim the
lawn which he had composed in ins retirement, as the statutes ol Jehovah

;

og the people to believe thai Jehovah bad convened with bfm Noi
thai he was a deceiver; but he really believed that the occurrence ofsuch
a thunder *iorm was a sullicieni proofof the fact, that Jehovah bad spoken
to him, or sanctioned the work in which he | llt ii l.ten engaged.* Tin' pi..

pbecies of the Old i tamenl are, according to him, patriotic wishes,
expressed with all the fire and elegance of poetry, for the future prosperity
and a future deliverei ol the Jewish nation.*

(3.) In like maimer, C. F. Amnion, who was formerly professor of the<
ology at Brlangen, tells us, in respect to the miracle of Christ's walking on
the water, rli.it " [o walk on the sea, is not to .stand on the waves, as on the
solid ground, as Jerome dreams, but I" walk through the WaVet BO far BJ

the shoals reached, and then to iwiro."1 So, to regard to the miracle of
the i" ays, that Jesus probably distributed some loaves
and fishes which he bad, to those who were around him; and thus excited,
bj hi example, others among the multitude, who had provision , to dJ
Irihute lie in iii like maimer.'

(i ) iii
' on the \s I explains the miraculous

lay of Pent In the following mannei
1 loi a \ lolenl :

wind io strike on a pat it oi hou Bui h a bus) is commonli
i k fluid . and the pai ksof l

aroun.i Tin-He l|.. lt t at i the cluimln
i

, ent. ;ui. I tight upon
Ipli They k Indli into entho I ind belli ve ll

Eneli Msstei rmed This enthusiasm spectators
asaeiuhl-- to

I

one uses hi- own n i I reelings."
i

i i The me i ><<u m alou iri bj Peti I oi thi

man who was lams Drom bis hirth, inavery singular way. "This I

says be, "was lane ting to report Ha never walked at alt

;

so tiie people believed thai he Id not walk Potei and John, belna
more . m <i him ' In the name ol the Hi
said they Bt nil up.' The word fA\ Hah had « magical power Hi
up. Now thi To proven) n ol
men from being turned taw rage tm i i

i
I i-<>|ii|ec|.'.| lurii ,.-H Willi lie' ft|"i '

<n i i case of Ananias I represented by the
rltei "Ananls fell d >wn terrifli d . bul probably hi

out and buried while still allre Hi tnricfa bowi rer, who produi
i

commeni of Thle t, rebUi tag the occurrenoe Id

* liihhoihek. Band. 1,

Hebrew Chi mathy. p MM
« Btbllolhek Ben i

I Thi II I H 6V
i Propl i ..i, Blnli n p
' Pi to i III ol i.niesti lust. Interpret, p. 1Z
I M ,!t J • l- |.,

• Acts 11. io Oomm on chap Iii.

question; viz. that Peter stabbed Ananias; "which doss not ai all dlS-
v.uii the vehemenl ai d temper "i Petei " it la

however, bul just to Remrichs to state ifiat he has expressed Ins di i

disapprobation of this pretend ilon »
(7 ) Professor de VVette, ta his treatise lit Btorte ChHeti Bspialoria (on

the atonement of Chi Christ disappointed, that tbe Jews
would lit. I hearken U) him as a moral Iciiclier fiinpiv ; whll h V

.
.

I Christ den assumed the cnarai u i ol a pro
and asserted his divine mission, in order that the Jews niighl be Induced to
listen to him. Finding thai they would not do this, and thai they were
determined to destiny him, in order not to lose the whole object of Oil
mission, snd to convert Decessttj int.. an occasion ol giving himselfcredit
he gave out, thai ht> deatli UsebTwoUld be I XplOlory/S

9. Since it is the design of interpretation to render in our
otvn language the same discourse ivhich the sacred authors
originally wrote in Hebrew or Greek, it is evident that our
interpretation or version, to be correct, ought not to affirm or
deny more than the inspired penmen affirmed or denied at the

time they wrote ; consequently ive should be more willing to take
a sense from Scripture than to bring one tc it.

Thle is one of the most ancient laws of Interpretation extant, and cannot
be sufficiently kept in mind, h-st w.- should teach/oi doctrines (Al

mandmente c/ men, and impose our narrow and United conce]
in i. .:[ >•: i

!- . :•. .]. i !.,, ..i mi- o| Sc i ipture. For «
i

attending to tins simple rule, bow many rorced and unnatural interpreta-
hons have he.-n put upon i he sacred writings '— interpretations alike con-
tradictory to the express meaning of othei p 8 i pturi nreUas
derogatory from every idea we are taught to conceive ol the justice and
mercy of the -Most hugn, it will sufflce to illustrate tins remark b

single instance ^-In John HI. 16, 17. .we read that "God soioved tht w'okld
thai la fiin his oiili, h* i?ntti >i Son, that trhnsut r( r betit Veth in hint .shall

not perish but hart < oerJasting h<- G ndt mm
the world, but thai the world through him might be saved " The plain,

obvious, and literal sense of this pa D as of Its whole context, is,

that the whole of mankind, including both Jews and Gentili -, wftboul any
exception m fovom of individuals, were in a ruined state, about to perish
everlastingly and utterly without the powi
destruction ; tlmt God proi Wed (or thi b rescue and salvation bj giving bis
Son lo die for them ; and that all who bebU oe In him. ll » di ve
what God has spoken concerning Christ, his sacrifice, the end for which
il was offered, and the way in which ii is to be applied in order to become
effectual ; that ail who thus believe shall not only be exempted from eti rnal
perdition, bul shall also ultimately have everlasting life, in oilier won!
brought to eternal glory. Jfei how are i his.- "

j; 1 iidin«s ol great joy to

ail people" narrow n i ami restricted by certain expositors, who adopt the
hypothesis thai Jesus Christ was given for the elect alont ' How, fa

.

could God be said to love those, to whom he denies the means of salvation,
and whom he destines by an irrevocable decree to eternal misery 7 And
what violence are such expositors compelled to do to the passage in (pies-

tion in order to reconcile it to their preconceived notions ! They are ol

to interpret thai comprehensive word, Ihe world, by a synecdoche of a part
for the whole ami tfius say, that it means ihe nobfor portion of the W0rlfl\

namely, the elect, without calling to their aid those other parallel pasi
oi" Scripture, in winch tbe above consolatory truth is explicitly affirmed In

oilier words. A similar instance occurs m Mail, xvill. 11, where Jesus
Chris) is said to have "come to save that which was ]. i

u huh word, as its meaning is not restricted by (he Holy Spirit, is not to be
interpreted Ins restricted Bense, and consequently must be taken in its

mosi ohv ,imi universal sense. In tins way we are to understand Deut.
sxvll '-'ti. and lsa. Ixiv. 6.

10. Before we conclude upon the sense of a text, so as to

prove any thing by it, we must be sure that such sense is not

repugnant to natural reason.

If such sense lie repugnant to natural reason, it C&nnol be the true mean-
ing of the Scriptures; for God Is the original of natural truth, as well am of
thai which comes by particular revelation. No proposition, therefore,
which is repugnant to the fundamental principles of reason, ran be (ho

ol any pari of the word ol God; and thai winch is false and contrary
to reason, i mi in. more he true and agreeable to the revelations contained ui

the sacred writings, than Cod (who is the author o I one as well as ihe other)

can contradict himself. Whence it Is evident that the woi I
li

i

Thi., is my body, and TMS te my Mood,—(Malt. xxvi. 26. 23.) ore not to be
underst i In thai sense, which makes for the doctrine ol transubatantfav
Moii (..cause ii i Impc rible that contradictions should bo true ; and an
cannot be more certain that any thing is true, than we are that that doctrine

is false.

SECTION III.

OF EMPHASES.

I. Nature of emphasis.— Jts different kinds.—II. VKnnAT.
Empiiahf.s. 1. Emphases of the Greek article.—2. Em-
phases of other words.—3. Emphatic adverbs,—III. Real
ExCFEUIU.—IV. General rules for the investigation of
emphases.

1. \ ati u of Emphasis:—its different kinds.

In the use of language^ oasee arise « here ihe ordinary aig-

oification of a word rifcivi s ;i certain augment {auctarium)

ii Nov 'i. i Roppl mum i ol HI P rt ip
!

i
" & i

i , ihi
i

the abeurdlty and extravagance of wl

are loo obrioua to i iromi nl Ihe author It Indi bled to the

r Stuart hi ins letters to tbe Roi W ) I

(pp lit. ur. n; | Undovei Ht rlh \.m< rica), 1810. ISid

i reader will And some painfully Interesting d< I
i

Mi Jacob'i Agricultural andP«i1llli nl Tom In Gci '
' >'•• ',

pp. 338- 212 ; In thi M in i in I
|u< [t omeil pp

in ur. J. P. Smii Bcrii I any to the Mi

part ii. pp iv it. 635.: and Mr. B Stall TProtestai l ni n

is propel t0 add, that the systnu of obSCUrlrj and USptStJ abOTS noUcod
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s

or idea, which such worn has not of itself. This augment
is of two kinds: "the one affects the dignity of the word
itself; the other, the extent and weight of its signification.

In the former case the word receives a sort of honour or

dishonour from popular usage." Of this kind of augment it

would be irrelevant to treat in this place. The second class

of words comprises those which receive an accession or

augmentation in the extent or force of meaning. These con-

stitute what may with propriety be called emphatic words.

Emphasis, therefore, may De thus defined:

—

Jin accession or

augment to the ordinary signification of a word, either as to the

extent or force of its meaning.

Thus, when the Jews speak of Moses, they simply term him

the Prophet, In like manner, the ancient Greeks called De-

mosthenes the Orator; Plato, the Philosopher; Homer, the

Poet> by way of eminence. These respective appellations are

emphatic. The title of the Prophet, given by the Jews to Moses,

signifies that he was the first of the Jewish prophets, and of such

distinguished dignity, that there arose no subsequent prophet in

Israel like unto J\foses,ivhom the Lord knew face to face; and

conversed mouth to mouth. (Deut. xxxiv. 10. Num. xii. 8.) 1

Emphases are either verbal, that is, such as occur in words

both separately and together, or real, that is, such as appear

in the magnitude ana sublimity of the thing described by
words. The propriety of this division has been contested by
Huet, Ernesti,2 and some others, who affirm that emphases
subsist in words only, and not in things, and that in things

grandeur and sublimity alone are to be found. On this

classification, however, there is a difference of opinion ; and
Longinus himself, who has placed emphases among the

sources of the sublime, seems to have admitted that they

exist also in things. In the first instance, unquestionably,

they are to be sought in words, sometimes in particles, and
also in the Greek article ; and when their torce is fully

apprehended, they enable us to enter into the peculiar ele-

ances and beauties of the sacred style. A few examples
"ustrative of this remark must suffice.

II. Verbal Emphases.

1. Emphases of the Greek article.

In Matt. xxvi. 28. our Saviour having instituted the sacrament, of the Lord's
supper, after giving the cup to his disciples, adds,—"For this is my blood
of Ihe New Testament which is shed for many for the remission of sins."
Almost every syllable of the original Greek, especially the articles, is sin-

gularly emphatic. It runs thus:

—

Towto yxp er» TO «i^* ^*ow, TO th;

Ktfttvifs Si»BtlKHe
t
TO n-ipi wohkutv iKXvvoftivov ttf xptriv xftxpriwv. The fol-

lowing literal translation and paraphrase do not exceed its meaning :
—

" For
this is [represents] that blood of mine, which was pointed out by all the
sacrifices under the Jewish law, and particularly by the shedding and
sprinkling of the blood of the paschal lamb; that blood of the sacrifice

slain for the ratification of the new covenant ; the blood ready to be poured
outfor the multitudes, the whole Genlile world as well as the Jews, for the

taking away of sins ; sin, whether original or actual, in all ils power and
guilt, in all its'energy and pollution- 3 In Matt. xvi. 16. the following sen-
tence occurs:—lu u

ff
'0 Xp. fo S 'O v',o<; TOT fcieou TOT {Wii-of, "Thou art

the Christ, the Son op the living God." In this passage, also, every
word is highly emphatic, agreeably to a rule of the Greek language, which
is observed both by Ihe sacred writers, as well as by the most elegant pro-
fane authors, viz. that when the article is placed before a noun, it denotes
a certain and definite object ; but when it is omitted, it in general indicates

any person or thing indefinitely. The apostle did not say, "Thou art
Christ, Son of God," without the article : but, " Thou art the Christ, the
Messiah, the Son," that very Son, thus positively asserting his belief of
that fundamental article of the Christian religion, the divinity and office of
the Redeemer of the world—"Of the living God, or of God the living
one." Similar instances occur in John i. 21. 'O ffpocinf f ««; "art thou
that Prophet" whom the Jewish nation have so long and so anxiously ex-

pected, and who had been promised by Moses (Deut. xviii. 15. 18.)'! and
also in John x, 11. Ej-u. n/*i 'O ttoi^hu 'O kb*Xq£, / am that good Shep-
herd, or the shepherd, that good one, of whom Isaiah (xl. 11.) and Ezekiel
(xxxiv. 23.) respectively prophesied.

has met with able refutations ; and Kuinoel, whose commentary on the
historical books of the New Testament (noticed in another part of this
work) was composed principally for Germans, has given abstracts of these
refutations. For a refutation of theneologian hypothesis that the first three
chapters of the book of Genesis are a philosophical mythos or fable, see
Vol. II- p. 203.

» Ernesti, Inst. Interp. Nov. Test. pp. 40, 41. Mr. Terrot's translation of
Ernesti, vol. i. p. 52. Mori Hermeneuf. Nov. Test. Acroases, torn. i. pp.
323, 324. Stuart's Elements of Interpretation, p. 27.

a Ernesti (Inst. Interp. Nov. Test. p. 41.) and after him Bauer (Herm.
Sacra, p. 232.) and Morns (Hermeneut. Nov. Test. Acroases, torn. i.

pp. 323—326.) have distinguished emphases into temporary and perma-
nent. The former is that which is given to a word at a certain time and
place, and arises from the feelings of the parly speaking, or from the
importance of the subject requiring that the word used should be under-
stood with some addition to its usual force. The latter or permanent
emphases are those, in which a word receives from custom a greater signi-

fication than it has of itself, and which it retains in particular modes of
speaking. The knowledge of both these is to be derived from a considera-
tion of the context and subject-matter. But the examples adduced in

defence of this definition concur to make it a distinction without a differ-

ence, when compared with the ordinary classification of emphases into ver-
bal and real, which we have accordingly retained.

> Dr. A. Clarke's Discourse on the Eucharist, pp. 61, 62.

Another very important rule in the construction of the Greek
article is the following, which was first completely illustrated by
the late eminently learned Granville Sharp ; though it appears not

to have been unknown to former critics and commentators. 4

" When two or more personal nouns of the same gender,

number, and case, are connected by the copulative kxi (and),

if the first has the definitive article, and the second, third, &c.
have not, they both relate to the same person."

This rule Mr. S. has illustrated by the eight following ex-

amples :

—

1.
fO ©«c Kitt -ruTnp Kvptcu HfA&v. 2 Cor. i. 3.

2. Tu ©aa km ir&rpt. 1 Cor. xv. 24.

These examples are properly rendered, in the authorized translation, and
according to the preceding rule :

1. The God and Father of our Lord.
2. To God even the Father.

3. Ef TX fixTlhti* TOW XpifOW XXI ©SOU. Eptj. V. 5.

Common Version. Corrected Version.
In the Kingdom of Christ and of God. In the Kingdom of Christ, eoen

of God.

4. Kara X<*p'v Tflu 0f ou fj/t<ov xxi Kup*ow Iij<rov Xpifou. 2 Thess. i. 12.

Common Version. Corrected Version.
According to the grace of our God According to the grace of Jesus

and the Lord Jesus Christ. Christ, our God and Lord.

5. EvtUTTlOV TOW ©£0W XXI KuplBW IljTOU XpifOW. 1 Tim. V. 21.

Common Version.

Before God and the Lord Jesus
Christ.

6. E;T4(p xvsixv Tt\g $9% us tow fay
XpifOi

Corrected Version.
Before Jesus Christ, the God and
Lord ; or, our God and Lord.

{For the definitive Article has some-
times the power of a. possessive

Pronoun.)

kov 0jow xxt <rwT>tpof qftw I40-OU

Titus ii. 13.

Corrected Version.

The glorious appearing of our great
God and Saviour Jesus Christ.

<ru)T»ipos iijo-cu Xptfou. 2 Pet. i. 1.

Corrected Version.
Through the righteousness of Jesus

Christ, our God and Saviour
r.ftJiv I(j<r0uv XptfOvxxt Kopiov

Jude 4.

Corrected Version.
I And denying our only Master, God

ami Lord Jesus Christ.*

Common Version.

The glorious appearing of the great
God and our Saviour Jesus Christ.

|

7. Ei> Sixxioerwx tow &tov qftuiv xx

Common Version.
Through the righteousness of God,

l

and of our Saviour Jesus Christ.
|

8. Ka» rov ftOvOv Sarirornv ©ioi.

xpvOvfttvOi

Common Version.
And denying the only Lord God, and

|

our Lord Jesus Christ.

The above rule and examples are further confirmed by the

researches of Bishop Middleton; and altogether furnish a most
striking body of evidence in behalf of the divinity of our Saviour.

The fundamental and most important doctrine of the Christian

faith does not indeed depend upon the niceties of grammatical

construction; but when these are eagerly seized by those who
deny the divinity of the Son of God, in order to support their

interpretation, we are amply justified in combating them with the

same weapons. On this account the reader will be gratified by
the addition of a few examples, both from classic authors, as well

as from two or three of the fathers of the Christian church, in

which Mr. Sharp's rule is completely exemplified. They are

selected from Mr. Boyd's supplementary researches on the Greek
article, annexed to Dr. A. Clarke's Commentary on Eph. vi. and
on the Epistle to Titus.

0:t* rxg Ttjpsise;

M^riSoq oiKTpst; xkO%QU
KipxykxTov t xtjSovog. £3schyli Supplices, v. 62—64.

The voice of the wretched wife of Tcreus, the nightingale pursued by
the falcon.

'O Jus"wz»is Sxtftov, a o-o? xxftos. Sophoclis Electra.

Mine and thine evil genius.
'0 Ift0$ y-SVET&g KXI (TOj.

My son and thine.

Ola tj 7rx<r%ofAtv tx Ttj? (tutrxpxq,

K.xi jraiSoqjovou T*ji St ktxivys. Euripidis Ion, v. 1389. 1403.

What things we suffer from this execrable lioness, and slayer of children I

Too fAxxxptau xxt ivXogou n*u\ou.—Of the blessed and illustrious PauL
(Polycarp, Epist. ad Philipp.)

Ay»gnrv tow xpic-ow, too 0too fceov.—The love of Christ our God. (Igna-

tius, Epist. ad Romanos.)
Tow Kt.^v, khi A^.oup^ov.—The Creator and Maker. (Irenams adv.

Ha?res. lib. iv. p. 48. edit. Oxon. 1702.)
Tow xopv$M (Otmtow Trxp' jftaiv xxi irp'jtTOv twv ttoihtwv, 'Oftnpov.—Homer

the most distinguished among you, and first of the poets. (Justin Martyr,
Cohortatio ad Grfficos.)
'O Ap%ifp«Tnyos xxi Tloiftnv tu)V xxt' cupavov, u> vrxvrct rrti&ovTXt.—The

great Ruler and Shepherd of them in heaven, whom all things obey.
(Methodius.)
A^t toi* *vctpx°v **' xvjiXiBpov Bxti\sx.—Around the King, without

beginning and immortal. (Ibid.)

« Venema, in an admirable dissertation on the true reading of Acts xx.
28. has adverted to it (see the passage in the British Critic (N. S.),vol. xi. p.

612.) ; and also Mr. De Gols, in liis valuable, though now neglected, Vjndica.
tion nf the Worship of Jesus Christ. (London, 1726. 8vo.) p. 37.

* Sharp on the Greek Article, pp. xxxix. xl. 1—56.
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in -rot. ttTO.tx ytp*»ii **¥Tm* x»> riotijTin'.—That he niay venerate the
King and Maker of all. Methodius.
'O tpxriy r>; iu.v r«i tj.^'» l*r--uj, ixi *?X">", *=»' •".«?"{.—JesUS, Olir

leader, and shepherd, and governor, and bridegroom. (Ibid)
TOV &I0V ft»W*t I^lifJI, Tjn JlT-^STHf x*» JtftUVfiySV TOW fTXVTOf. Ye

deny (he only find, (In Lord nil L'reator of all. (Chrysostom, Oral, de non
anaibem. vivis aul defunctis >

£r nfdip* imeavnaf k»i »i!«»Xi/'iui( rev ^i^aA.ev 8iev xki ApX'^O'M' 1,0 ?

tm»v, i*t;u Xp>r«v.— In tbe day "( the appearing and revelation of Jesus
Christ, the Great God and Chief Shepherd of us. (Gregor. Naziaozeu.
Oral. 4. adv. Julian, in fine.)

2. Emphasis of other Words.

John i. 1 1. The word was made Jltsh and dwelt among us, tTxnwvtv i»

*m>v, literally tabei nacltd among tw. The verb (rx"i*o* (iron) ri-nv*) signi-

fies to erect a booth, tabernacle, or temporary residence, and not a perma-
nent habitation or dwelling place: it was therefore filly applied to the
human nature of Christ ; which, like the ancient Jewish tabernacle, nu to

be only for a temporary residence of the Eternal Divinity.
Halt i* 96. When Jesus saw the multitudes, he had compassion on

them,—ZT*Kxyx,v*<r5* (from Z,*kxyx**v, a bowel) ; the ancients generally,
and the Jews in particular, accounting the bowels to be the seat of sviii-

pathy and Hi'' tiii-l.r passions, applied the organ to the sense." '1"1>*- proper
meaning, therefore, of this phrase is, that our Lord was moved wnli the
de i" i sympathy and commiseration for the neglected Jews.

IT h iv. 13. All things are jiaked and opened, -^Tpxy^Knrfttvx
)
to the eyes

of him with ahom UM hnv t<> account. The emphasis is here derived from
the manner in which sacrifices were anciently performed.

3. Emphatic Adverbs.
[i.] Sometimes adverbs of time are emphatic ; and a care-

ful notation of the time indicated by them -will materially

illustrate the force and meaning of the sacred writings.

Thus, in Mai. Hi. 16. we read. Then they Ihutfeared the Lord, spake often
one to another, Sec. Tin- word then is here peculiarly emphatic, tin I refers
to the time when tbfl last of the prophets wrote, and when many bold infi-

dels and impious persons were found among tbfl Jews, who -pake " BtOUi
words" against God, ami vindicated them They considered .til the time
spent by them in his service as lost ; they attended his "ordinances" with

expressions of self-denial and humiliation, bul tbey derived no
hem-fit from them ; and they concluded that those haughty rebels who cast
Off all religion, ami tempted God by their presumptuous wicj
the uiosf prosperous and happy persons, (v. hi ].">

) Then, viz. v.! this

n if nj.rn irii-K-t-dn* -, there was a remnant "I pious Jews, who "spake
Often one to another," met together from tune (0 time that they might coir

feron religious sulij'-i't-, iiiiinafe each other to their duty, and consult how
to check the progress of impiety, Of these persons, and their pious
designs and discourses, we are tola thai Jehovah took especial notice ; and
that "a book of remembrance was written before him for them that feared
the Lord, and that thought upon his nam-

[ii.] A knowledge of historical circumstances, however, is

requisite, lest we ascribe the emphasis to a wrong source ; as in

AcU ix. 31.

Then had the churches rest (npnnfv, literally, peace or prosperity). The
cause of this peace has by w i commentators been ascribed to the con-
version of Saul, who bad prevtousry "made havoc of the church:*1 bul
this is nol likely, as ht could ooi be a cause of universal persecution and
distress, whatever activity and virulence he might have shown during the
lime oi ins enmity to the Christian church. Besides, his own persecution
i ihe context shows) proves that the opposition to the Gospel continued
with con riderable virulence three years after hie conversion. Ifwe advert
to the political circumstances of the Jewish nation at that time, we shall
find the true cause of tins rest. The emperor Caligula had ordered his

1

Jted in the temple al Jerusalem ; and, in pursuance of his
mandate, Petronlus. the prealdi m ofSyria, was on ins march with an army
fur thai purpose. PfUed with consternation] the Jews met him In vast
multitudes in tbe vicinity of Ptolemais or acre, and ultimately prevailed on
him to abandon ins design It was this persecution of the Jews
Romans mal the sacred writer had in view, which diverted the Jewi from
persecuting the Christians ; and "Then had the church* i n it fAi oughout
all Jurh a and QaWee and Santas ia ,-" the terror occaaioned by the impe-
rial decree having spread itself throughout those regions »

111. Real Emphases.
The knowledge of these can only bo derived from an ac-

quaintance with the manners, customs, &c. of ancient nations,

which arc noticed by writers on biblical tmti.juities and by com-
mentators, so far ai> they are necessary to illustrate the sacred

writings. Two or three instances of these also will suffice to

explain theit nature.

I Rom. xl. 17. In this verse wi i beautiful lUuetratlon taken
from the ingrafting of trees; in art with which we find Si Paul was well
acquainted- The point I tbeG
Uv .! . on ler tbe :

d The Ji n - were tl live n se .

i
.

Initiation of both into the Christian religion The Jews are Informed thai

be Ingrafted Into their own
whli h Is m to ih. 'in The Qenll

i reminded, that, >i the natural branches were nol spared bscau e ol

theii anfrall I Is would red a bo were aliens to

the Jewish stock, if tbey aba u all ful

2. The prize, 0p«Cn«v, mentioned In i Coi Is M . Ii the crown awarded
bo the victor m the Olympic games; whence *«t«*^»Ciwhi»

i ren
' oL n i <, dbi us i" deprii

i partial ludgmenl or In any a ij Impeding him in

hi* Christian course In 1 Cor. Ix. 9tT th<

log in am- i in the Christian ran-, by a beautiful aUuslon to the

games of the heathen. As the racers and wrestlers in those games fitted
themselves for their different exercises, and each so >-\ e aealously for the
victory, so should the Christian prepare himself ouree,

re Ibi the victory Id nil gri it contest with the world.
3 I Cor. iv 13. Wt 'ft made the filth <' thi earth. irif.xj.uxTx,

literally/, a purgation or lustratw worn
-I'nuuoii among heathen nations in tiun calamity) who se-
lected sou,, unhappy man of the most abject and dean

i
tcter.

These, after being mall t the public expense, were
then led on) crowned with Bowers, as was usual m sacrifices, ana were
devoted to appease or avert the anger of theii . either pre-

d into the sea, or burnt alive, alter which their ashes were thrown
Into the eea.

1. Epb, v. 27. That it (the church of Christ) should be holy and withoit
gi.i:misH, xfi.p-.i, i. e. so pure and spotless, so free from all Censure, that
even Homos blmself (the fictitious deity of mirth and ri ha find
nothing to car]) at or ridicule.

IV. General Rules for the Investigation ok Emphases.
A consideration of the affections by which the sacred

authors were animated, when they committed their inspired

communications to writing, as well as the Bcope and context
oi' the paaeage under consideration, together with 1 1 »«- nature

of its subject, will always enable us in ascrriain tin- true em-
phasis of words : but, as ingenious and fanciful minds are apt
to discover them where they do not actually exist, it ni;i\ not be
irrelevant to offer a few leading hints respect in« the particular

investigation of emphases, selected from the great mass of
observations, which have been collected by eminent biblical

critics.

1. JYo emphases are to be sought in refined explanations of
passages, or from etymology, both of them uncertain guides
at the best ; and which are too often carried to extremes by
men of livtly imaginations. J\"either wilt prepositions always
enlarge or give additional force to the meaning of a word,

particularly in the Greek language.

We may instance in 1 Cor. xiii f»
, where WS rend that true rhnrity rc-

jofcetfa not in Iniquity, but rejolceth (tu>x*'P") In the truth. 9onv
menuuors have conceived that this wont is emphatic, end have rendered
ihe pa? .>'_< - rjoictth jointly (with true beUevers) in tiie truth But in tins

,
as Si hiensmr has remarked from Qesychius. the Greek com-

pound verb means no mors than the simple verb implies, vka to he
delighted oi to rejoice Ins thing. Our auih.ni/' d version therefore fully

expresses the apostle's meaning. Bm in Heb. xii. 2. the preposition Is

highly emphatic, and demands particular sttention^ in order to >'i pn bend
the full force and beauty ol tbe passage, which is wholly ageniettcal, i. e.

allusive to the ancn-nl footraces. Ila\uiL' in ihe first veree exl

Christians to divest themselves of even Encumbrance and to ran with
patience their Christian course, St. Paul
the author and finisher of our faith. Tl rtginsl word bl l

looking («e*p«*TitV literally means to tool off ' other objeol to

some particular oliject placed full in view ; as the rewsi >i destined to the
victor in Ihe olympiV foot ran' was placed iuumdiatidy in \ iew of the C oi-

fjidates it is impossible to express tbe full Lm| i this psssase wttbout
the aid of a paraphrase. The whole clause ms) be thus rendereo Wht he-

fore, seeing ire are also compassed ahout with 80 en at a cloud of > itn

who (like the spectators st the ancient olympk race) surround usonevt ry

side in a vast Innumerable assembly, the spectators of our trial, let us lay
every incumbering weight, and especially the sin. trhich m prest ni
a.stances has the greatest advantage [against u*J or thi well efrcton-

I Bin, thai winch bas every thins in and op-
]inr utility i in- i-c j'.iri n'uf.it iv, a disposiuon to relinquish or dissemble our
profession of the Gospel fai fear of sufferings ; and let us mn trith pa-
in net and perseverance the > ac which is m l befon us, resolutely persist-

ing in it, however long and painful ll maybs Looking offttom every
Dbjei l

that would Interrupt us in and fixii pen (or

to) Jesus, the author (or leader) and finisher if out faith ; who celled us
out to this strenuous j el glorit as - otei pi Iss ; wl*
ample, and npports us bj bis grace, until the Besson arrive, when be wfil

. upon us tin- promised crown.*

2. Further : Emphases are not to be sought in versions ;

which, however excellent they may in general be, are yet lia-

ble to error ; consequently the derivation of emphases from them

may lead tls not merely to extravagant, but even to false
expositions of Scripture.

One fa office to iflnstrate this remark In Col II 8 sccordJugto
the authorised Bnsll h bus, I

in him F this rendering of the Greek
< W huh lust

i ii"' to D8 found m 'I IglueU ami have 'I- duced 1

1

1 1 ..in them, viz as ye recelvi d Jesus Christ in s spoil ol Ruth, ts well yo
in inn i red liln In b eplril of I » alk > a In him .\

n. '.
all '

i Infi rencea, I

rived from false etnphc d ere contrary to ihe ape . who
ini- oi. ii to say no such thing Bl Di M ttighl has well

i KuloSel In toe who has given illustrations from classical writers, and
nJ*-. from th. \

(

.

1 I' 1

I u I given nt Icnfith various pmisagoii from
is (De Bell. Jud. lib. U. i 10 tad Am Jud Hb avlll i 9 i tod PI II i

i"'
I

'

i
i.ii. m. in

ily, booki. ch. ii. 1 12.

• This word occurs m .'" tepbua prei Ii sly hi lbs i sry same mennins as
ii i in ed bj tii" snostie i » relatine, the bsxti .

"i iht ' led to "" \'.«i with ths it ans, says, ai ig other
thinfls, the) those who offlt Itted hi ths temple service

i i

Bee t"i Csbi o and the Romsn people. "And whet, high*
and principal men be oushl them not I nil tl tuch

i

iiv for them to ofrei for ,! thi j would nol be
i upon theii nomi" r. for the moat

OouTtahing perl •>! the Innovstoi i assisted them I ; ts*

gxia^aptv, "having the chief ri rant to EUonar, ihe gov) rnor of the tao>
looking to him rxcli ivslv, by whom thi sn Insfjgatedto

meeaurea. De BeD Jud Ufa II. c -

See Braunlo Krebel ti Kypki Brni ll, and Di Di Idridge,

Macknlght, and a i !|su ke on Ueb. d) 1 ary t mpbatii
two rei k i i lUustraiao
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translated (be passage, is simply this,— " Since ye have received Christ
Jesus the Lord, wulk ye in him :" in other words, as the context plainly
shows, " since ye have embraced the doctrine of Christ, continue to hold
it fast, ami permit not yourselves to be turned aside by sophistical or Ju-
daizing teachers."'

3. JVb emphases are to be sought merely in the plural number
of words.

We must be cautious, also, that we do not deduce emphasis merely
from the use of the plural number; supposing that, where the plural is

pal instead of the singular, it necessarily denotes emphases. Thus avpavo,-

and ovptft'oi simply mean heaven; yet Origen, following the trifling dis-

tinctions of some Jewish writers, has attempted to distinguish between
them, and has announced the existence of several heavens each above
the other.

4. j\'o emphases are to be sought in wor-ds where the abstract

is put for the concrete.

In the Old Testament the abstract is very frequently put for the con-
crete; that is, substantives are necessarily put in the place of adjectives,

on account of the simplicity of the Hebrew language, which has few or no
adjectives. A similar mode of expression obtains in the New Testament.
Thus, in Kph. v. 8. we read, Ye were sometimes darkness, o-xoto;

; in the
parallel place, in iv. IS. the metonymy is thus expressed' being darkened.
iflrxortcr/cxvot, jH the understanding ; or, as it is rendered in our authorized
version, having the understanding darkened. Numerous examples, in
which the abstract is put for the concrete, will be found, infra. Book II
Chap. II. Sect. H. §4.

5. As every language abounds with idioms,2 or expressions
peculiar to itself -which cannot be rendered verbatim into
another language without violating its native purity, we should
be careful not to look for emphases in such expressions. 3

"In the sacred books, and especially in the Hebraisms of the New
Testament, we must take care not to seek for and recognise emphasis,
merely in the idiom, which is so very dissimilar to ours. Many persons,
though acquainted with Hebrew, have often made this mistake; but no-
thing is more fallacious. In the oriental languages many tilings appear
hyperbolical (if you translate them literally, that is, merely by the aid of
common lexicons and etymology) which are not in reality hyperbolical."*

CHAPTER II.

ON THE SUBSIDIARY MEANS FOR ASCERTAINING THE SENSE OP SCRIPTURE.

Words being the arbitrary signs of things, the meaning of

Hem depends upon the usus loquendi, or the custom of ex-

pressing certain things by certain words. It is surprising

that any attempts should have been made to find the sense

of words in a dead language, by means different in their

nature from those which we employ in order to find the sense

of words in a living language. The meaning of a word must
always be a simple matter of fact ; and, of course, it is alu ays
to be established by appropriate and adequate testimony. The
original languages of Scripture being to us dead languages,

the usus loquendi in them is to be ascertained by the testi-

mony of those who lived at the time when these languages
were flourishing and in common use, and who well under-

stood them. This testimony is either direct or indirect.

Direct Testimony is to be obtained, in the first place, from
those writers to whom the language, which is to be investi-

gated by us, was vernacular, either from the same authors

whom we interpret, or from their contemporaries ; next from
ancient versions made by persons to whom the language was
not vernacular, but who lived while it was a spoken lan-

guage, and by individuals who were acquainted with it

;

thirdly from Scholiasts and Glossographers ; fourthly, from
those who, though foreigners, had learned the language in

question.

Where direct testimony fails, recourse must be had to indi-

rect testimony ; under which head we may include the

Context, Subject-matter, Scope, Analogy of Languages, Ana-
logy of Doctrine, Jewish Authors, the Greek Fathers, Histo-

rical Circumstances, and Commentators. 5 Some of these

various aids are peculiar to the Old Testament, and others to

the New Testament : to avoid unnecessary repetition, it is

proposed to discuss them in the order pursued in the follow-

ing Sections.

SECTION I.

DIRECT TESTIMONIES FOR ASCERTAINING THE USUS LOQUENDI.

§ 1. THE TESTIMONr OF CONTEMPORARY WRITERS.

The most important aid is afforded by those writers to

whom the language to be investigated was vernacular ; and

1 See Drs. Macknight and A. Clarke on Col. it. 6.

* On tile Hebraisms, or Hebrew Idioms peculiar to the Sacred Writings,
see pp. 196—198. of the present volume.

• Bauer, Herm. Sacr. pp. 231—240. Ernesli Instil. Interp. Nov. Test. pp.
40—43. Mori Acroases in Ernesti, torn. i. pp. 321—336. Aug. Pteiffer,
Herm. Sacr. c. vi. § 16—23. (Op. torn. pp. 619—651.) Wetslein, Libelli ad
Crisin et Interp. Nov. Test. pp. 120—1311. Viser, Herm. Sacr. Nov. Test,
pars hi. pp. 263—277. Bishop Marsh's Lectures, lect. xv. pp. 43—19. Prof.
Gerard has collected numerous valuable observations on the topics dis-

cussed in this and the two preceding sections, in his Inslitutes of Biblical
Criticism, pp. 293—369. particularly in sect. iii. (pp. 300—314.) on Ihe signi-
fication of words. J.B. Carpzovii Primte Linea>Herm. Sacrte, pp. 23.40—45.
The subject of emphasis is copiously treated by Langius in bis Herme-
neuticte Sacra, pp 64—96. ; by Rambach, in his Institutiones Henneneu-
ticse Sarrte, lib. ii. c. 8. pp. 317—362. ; by Jahn, in his Enchiridion Herm,
Generalis, pp. 127—135.

; by Chladenius, in his Institutiones Exogelicffi,

pp. 310—322.; and by .1. E Pfeiffer, in bis Inslitutiones Herm. Sacr. pp,
531—569. Stuart's Elements of Interpretation, pp. 83—87.

4 Stuart's Elements of Interpretation, p, B7
6 Bauer, Hermeneut. Sacra, pp. 77—79. Mori Acroases Hermencuticae,

torn. i. pp. 75—77. Stuart's Elements of Interpretation, pp. 31, 35.
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where it is undubitable its evidence is abundantly sufficient.

This testimony may be drawn from three sources, viz. I.

Prom the definitions of words; II. From examples, and the
nature of the subject ; and, III. From parallel passages.

I. \A it K regard to definitions, nothing more is necessary
than to take good care that the definition lie well understood;
and to consider how much weight the character of the writer
who defines may properly give to it. 6

Professor Morus has collected various examples of defini-

tions from profane writers, both Greek and Latin, which it is

not necessary to adduce in this place: but the following
definitions ot certain words occurringin the New Testament
are of importance for the right understanding of the sacred
wrirtes.

1. in Hob. v. 14. St. Paul says that he writes tc/c t«jm#, to

the perfect ; and he there, with almost logical precision, defines

the perfect to be those -who by reason of use have their senses

exercised to discern both good and evil ; that is, those who by

long custom and conversation in the sacred writings have so

exercised and improved their faculties, that they can discern be-

tween good and bad, true and false doctrines. In the whole oi

that passage, therefore, we are to understand who are the perfect,

agreeably to St. Paul's definition.

2. If we are at a loss to understand, in the style of the same
apostle, what he means by the body of Christ ; we may learn

it from Eph. i. 23., where it is defined by the church : thus,. .

.

the church, which is his body, the fulness of him that flleth

all in all.

3. Heb. xi. 1. contains a definition of faith ; which is there

said to be the substance of things hopedfor and the evidence

of things not seen.

II. Examples and the nature of the subject also show
us the usus hquendi and force of words; but in order to judge
correctly, and to make proper distinctions, a good understand-

ing and considerable practice are highly necessary.

1. By Examples is meant, that the writer who uses a parti-

cular word, though he does not directly define it, yet gives in

some one or more passages an example of what it means by
exhibiting its qualities or showing the operation of it. Thus,

(1.) In order to explain the word Sixxto<rvv*, righteousness, which is of
very frequent occurrence in the New Testament, we must examine what
examples of ritfiieousness are added in eachpassage.

(2.) In Gal. iv. 3. St. Paul uses the term <tto.;c;'« t,u xoo-pou, elements of
the world, at first without an explanation : but afterwards we have all

example of the meaning of it in Gal. iv. 9., where the expression is used of
the religion and philosophy of the Jews and Gentiles which preceded Ihe

Christian dispensation, and includes the idea of incompleteness and im-
perfeclion.

2. The JVature of the subject, in innumerable instances, helps

to define which meaning of a word the writer attaches to it, in

any particular passage.

For instance, z*p's, in our version usually rendered eracp, denotes
pardon of sin, divine benevolence, divine aid, temporal blessings, &c.
Which of these senses it bears in any particular passage is to be deler-

niin-'il from the nature of Ihe subject.

-

III. In order to ascertain the usus hquendi, and to inves-

tigate the meaning of a passage, recourse is in the next place

s Stuart's Elements of Interpretation, p. 35. Morus, torn. i. p. 79.

i Mori Acroases, torn. i. pp. 81—B4. Stuart's Elements, p. 35.
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to be had to the compabisob of similar or parallel passages ;

and as much caution is requisite in the application of this

hemu -a sntic aid, it becomes necessary to institute a particu-

lar inquiry into its nature, and the most beneficial mode of

employing it in the interpretation of the Bible.

1. " When, in any ordinary composition, a passage occurs

of doubtful meaning with respect to the sentiment or doctrine

it conveys, the obvious course of proceeding is, to examine

what the author himself has in other parts of his work deli-

vered upon the same subject; to weigh well the force of any

particular expressions he is accustomed to use ; and to inquire

what there might be in the occasion or circumstances under

Which he wrote, tending to throw further light upon the im-

mediate object he had in view-. This is only to render com-

mon justice to the writer; it is necessary both for the disco-

very of his real meaning, and to secure him against any

wanton charge of error or inconsistency. Now, if this may
iustly be required in any ordinary work of uninspired com-

position, how much more indispensable must it be when we
sit in judo-ment upon the sacred volume ; in which (if we
acknowledge its divine original) it is impossible even to

imagine a failure either in judgment or in integrity. "'

"God has been pleased, in sundry portions and in divers

manners, to speak unto us in his word; but in all the books

of Scripture we may trace an admirable unity of design, an

intimate connection of parts, and a complete harmony of

doctrines. In some instances the same truths are conveyed

nearly in the same modes of expression ; in other instances

the same sentiments are clothed with beautiful varieties of

language. While we are interested in discovering some of

the^indications of mental diversity among the sacred writers,

we clearly perceive that the whole volume of revelation is

distinguished bya certain characteristic style and phraseology

altogether its own, and which, for simplicity, dignity, energy,

and fulness, must be allowed to have no parallel. Now, if

there be in the various parts of Scripture such important

coincidences of sentiment, of language, and of idiom, it is

evident that we proceed on just and rational principles, in

comparing together passages that have some degree of re-

s' alliance, and in applying those, the meaning ot which is

clear, to the illustration of such as are involved in some
degree of obscurity."'-'

The passages, which thus have some degree of resem-

blance, are termed Parallel Passages ; and the comparison

of them is a most important help for interpreting such parts

of Scripture as may appear to us obscure or uncertain ; for,

on almost every subject, there will be found a multitude of

phrases, which, when diligently collated, will afford mutual

illustration and support to each other ; the truth which is mure
obscurely intimated in one [dare being expressed with greater

precision in others. Thus, a part of the attributes or circum-

stances, relating to both persons and things, is stated in one

text or passage, and part in another; so that it is only by
searching out several passagi s, and connecting them together,

that we can obtain a just apprehension of them. More par-

ticularly, the typos of the Old Testament must be compared
with their antitypes in the New (as Num. xxi. 9. with John
iii. 11.); predictions must be compared with the history of

their accomplishment (as Isa. liii. the latter part of v. 12. with

Mark xv. 27, 2H. and Luke xx.ii. 37. and the former part of

I -i. liii, 12. with Matt, xxvii. 57. Mark xv. 43. Lake xxiii.

50.), and the portion of Scripture, in which any point is spe-

cifically treated, ought to be chielly attended to in the com-
parison, as Genesis ch. i. on the creation, Romans ch. iii.

—

v. on the doctrine of justification, &c. &c. 3
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The fiunt/iitiini of the parallelisms occurring in tbe Sacred

Writings is the perpetual harmony of Scripture itself; w Inch.

though'composed by various writers, yet proceeding from one
and the same infallible source, cannot but agree in words as

well as in things. Parallelisms are either near or reunite ,• in

the former case the parallel passages are sought from tbe same
writer, in the latter from different writers. They are further

termed adequate, when they affect the whole subject proposed
in the text; and inadequate, when they affect it only in part

;

but the most usual division of the analogy of Scripture, or

parallelisms, is into verbal, or parallelisms of words, and real,

or parallelisms of things.

2. A Verbal Parallelism OT Analogy is that in which, on
comparing two or more places together, the same words and
phrases, trie same mode of argument, the same method of
construction, and the same rhetorical figures, are respectively

to be found. Of this description are the following in-

stances :

—

(1.) Parnlltl words and phrases.—Thus, when the prophet

Jeremiah, speaking of the human heart, says, that it is "de-
ceitful above all things, and desperately wicked" (Jer. xvii.

0.), in order to understand the full import of t' riginal

word there rendered desperately, we. must compare Jer. xv.

18. and Micah i. 9. where the same word occurs, and is ren-

dered desperate or incurable. From which two passages it is

obvious that the prophet's meaning was. thai the deceitfulness

and wickedness of the heart of man are so great that they

cannot be healed or removed by any human art. Compare
also Isa. xl. 11. and Kzck. xxxiv. 23. with John x. 11. 1 1,

15. Heb.xiii. SO. and 1 Pet. ii. -25. and v. I.

(2.) Parallel modes of arguing.—Thus the apostles, Paul,

.lanes, and Peter, respectively supppurt their exhortations

to patience by the example of Jesus Christ, Compare Heb.
xii. 2, 3. .lames v. 10, 11. and 1 Pet. ii. 21. On the con-

trary, dissuasives from sin are more strongly sel forth in the

Old and New Test, ami its, by urging that sinful courses « en-

tile way of the heat/ten nations. Compare Lev. xviii. 24.

Jer. x. 2. and Matt. vi. 32.

(3.) OfParallel constructions and figures we have exam-
ples in Rom. viii. 3. 2 Cor. v. 21. and Heb. x. 6. in which
passages respectively the Greek word n/tupm, there trans-

lated sin, means sacrifices or offerings fori n. agreeably to thi

idiom of the Hebrew language, in which the same word ellip-

tic, ill) signifies both sin and sin-,ffrri>i<;, which the SeptUH-
giut version invariably renders by npi/mi in upwards ol Bi

hundred places. Dr. \\ hitby, on 9 Cor. v. 21., has pointed oul

a few instances; but Dr. A. Clarke (on the same text) has

enumerated all the passages, which are, in fact, so many ad-

ditional examples 01 verbal parallelisms. To this class some
biblical critics refer those passages in which the same sen-

tence is expressed not precisely in the same words, but in

similar \\t>n\s, more full as well as more perspicuous, and
concerning the force and meaning of which there can be no
doubt, such are the parallelisms of the sacred poets; which,
from the light they throw on the poetical books of the Scrip-

tures, demand a distinct consideration.

Verbal Parallelisms are of great importance lor ascertain-

ing the meaning of words that rarely occur in the Bibli

Well 88 of those which express peculiar doctrines or terms of

religion, as faijh, repentance, new creature, &c., likewise in

explaining doubtful passages, and also the I Ichraisius appear-

ing in the New Testament.
3. A IlealParallelism or Analogy is,where the same thing

or subject is treated of, either designedly or incidentally, in

the same u ords, or in others « hli h are more clear, oopi

and full, and concerning whose force and meaning there can
be no doubt. In comparing two passages, bow cm r, we must
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ascertain whether the same thing i> really expressed more
fully as well as more clearly, afad also without any ambiguity
whatever, otherwise little or no assistance can be obtained
for illustrating obscure places. Real parallelisms are two-
fold—historical, and didactic or doctrinal.

(1.) An Historical Parallelism of things is, where the same
thing or event is related: it is of great and constant use in order
to understand aright the Four Gospels, in which the same things
are for the most part related more fully by one evangelist than
by the others, according to the design with which the Gospels
were respectively written.

Thus the account of our Saviour's stilling the temper in the sea of
Qennesareth is more copiously related by Saint Mark (iv. 36— 1 1 ) and Saint
Luke (viii. 22—250 than n is by Saint Matthew (viu. 24, 26.) By comparing
the several narratives ofthe evangelists together, harmonies are constructed
from their separate histories. In like manner, the historical book.- of the
Old Testament are mutually illustrated by comparing together the books
of Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles. For instance, many passages in the
book of Genesis are parallel to 1 Chron. i.—\x. ; many parts of the books
ofExodUS Leviticus, and Numbers are parallel lot he book ofDeuteronomy;
the books of Samuel and Sines, to the two books of Chronicles ; and, lastly,

2 Kings xviii. 13—37. and 2 Chron. xxxii. are parallel with Isa. xxxvi. Dr.
Lightfbol and Mr. Town semi have compiled very valuable harmonies of the
Old Testament, in which the historical and prophetical passages are inter-
woven in the orderof time, of which an account is given in the Bibliographi-
cal Appendix to the second Volume, Part I. Chap. II. Sect. I.

(2.) A Didactic or Doctrinal Parallelism of things is, where
the same thing is taught : this species of parallel is of the great-

est importance for comprehending the doctrines inculcated in the

Bible, which we should otherwise be liable to mistake or grossly

pervert.

We have examples of it in all those Psalms which occur twice in the book
of Psalms, as in Psal. xiv. compared with liii. ; xl. 13—17. with Ixx. ; Ivii.

7—11. with cviii. 1—5.; Ix. 5— 12. with cviii 6—13. J and cxv. 1—S. with
exxxv. 15—18. Sometimes also a hyinn of David, which occurs in the book
of Psalms, is to be found in some one "i the historical books, as Psalm xcvi.

compared with 1 Chron. xvi. 23—33. ; Psalm cv. 1—15. with 1 Chron. xvi.
8—22. and Psal cvi. 47, 48. with \ Chron. xvi. 35, 36.

In like manner, in the New Testament, the same thing is taught nearly
in the same words, as in the Epistle ofJude compared with 2 Pet eh II.

Frequently also (he samp do.-trine is explained more fully in one placOj
which had been more concisely stated in another: such, for instance, are
the superseding of the Mosaic dispensation by that of the Gospel, and all

those passages which are parallel as to the thin" or subject discussed
though different in words; so that, by comparing them, the sco| f the
doctrine inculcated will readily be collected. On the other hand, whore
the same subject or doctrine is delivered with more brevity, all the various
passages must be diligently collated, and the doctrine elicited from them.
Of this description are the numerous predictions, &c. relative to the future
happiness of mankind, connected with the removal ofthe Jewish economy,
mm\ the conversion of the Gentiles to the Christian religion.

But the use of this parallelism will more fully appear from one or two
instances. Let us then compare Gal. vi. 15. with Gal v. 6. 1 Cor. vii. 10,

2 Cor. v, 17. and Rom. ii. SB, 20. In the former passage we read, In Christ
Jesus neither circumcision availeth any thing- not undrcumcision, but
a new creature, or rather [there is] a new creation. In Gal. v. 6. the
apostle had briefly delivered the same doctrine in the following terms: In
Christ Jesus neither circumcision avaiieth anything! not unctrewnctsum,
butfaith that worketh by love.— 1 Cor. vii. 19. Circumcisi "< is nothing, nor
undrcumcision, hut the keeping of the commandments of God.—S Cor. v. 17.

Therefore, if any man lie in Christ, he is anew creature, or more correctly,

[there" is] a new creation: old things havepassed away ; behold! all things
are become new.—Rom.ii. 28, 29. He is not a Jew that is one outwardly,
i. e. lie is not a genuine member of the church of God who has only an out-

ward profession : neither is that circumcision which is outward in the flesh,

Tint he is a Jew, a true member of the church of God, which a one
inwardly, and circumcision is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in the
letter ; ichose praise is not of men, but of God. From these passages it is

evident that what Saint Paul, in Gal. vi. 15. terms a new creatine, or
creation, he in Gal- v. 6. denominates faith that worketh by love; and in

1 Cor. vii. lft. keeping the commandments of God. From this collation of
passages, then, we perceive, that what the apostle intends by a new creature
Or ww creation, is the entire conversion of the heart from sin to God : and
as creation is the proper work of an All-wise and Almighty Being, so this

total change of heart, soul, and life, which takes place under I lie ministra-

tion of the Gospel, is effected by the power and grace of God, and is evi-

denced by that faith and obedience which are indispensably necessary to

all Christians in orderto salvation !
l

Again: in 2 Cor. i. 21. God is said to have anointed us: the parallel

passage, where this expression is so explained as to give an idea of the
thing intended, is 1 John ii. 20., where true Christians are said to have an
unction from the Holy One, and to know all things ; and in v. 27. the same
anointing is said to teach all things. Now, if the effect of this unction be
that we should know all things, the anointing will be whatever brings know-
ledge to us, and therefore teaching. From this comparison of passages,
therefore, we learn that by unction and anointing is intended the Holy
Spirit, whose office is to teach all things, and In guide us into all truth (John
xiv. 26. and xvi. 13.); and whose gifts and graces are diffused throughout
the church of Christ, and imparted to every living member of it. For his

assistances are equally necessary to all, to the learned as well as the

unlearned, to teachers as well as to hearers: he it is that enlightens our
minds, purifies our hearts, and inclines our wills, not only beginning hut
carrying on and perfecting a new and spiritual life in our souls. The
expression in v. 20. and ye know all things, is not to be understood in the
largest sense, but must he limited to those things which are necessary to

salvation. These every true Christian not only knows speculatively—that

is, he not only has a notion of them in his mind—but he has also a practical

and experimental knowledge and taste of them, which is productive of holy

obedience. This inestimable gift was purchased hy the sufferings and
death of Christ, who is here styled the Holy One. The words in v. 27. and
ye need not that any man should teach you, cannot be intended to set

i Mori Acroases Hermenentica?, torn. i. p. 95. See also Macknight and
Scott on the texts above cited.

aside all outward teaching ; but their meaning is, either that ye need not
the teaching of any of those antichrists and false teachers mentioned in
various parts of this epistle, or that ye need not that any one should teach
you how to judge of those deceivers and their doctrines.

4. Besides verbal and real parallelisms, there is a third

species partaking of the nature of both, and which is of equal
importance for understanding the Scriptures: this has been
termed a parallelismof members : it consists chiefly in a cer-

tain equality, resemblance, or parallelism, between the mem-
bers of each period ; so that in two lines, or members of the

same period, things shall answer to things, and words to

words, as if fitted to each other by a kind of rule or measure.
'The nature of this kind of parallelism, which is the grand

characteristic of the poetical style of the Hebrews, being
fully considered in a subsequent chapter,2 a few examples of
its utility as a hermeneutieal aid will only be necessary in

this place.

In the poetical parts of the Old Testament, it sometimes
happens that, in the alternate quatrain, the third line forms
a continuous sense with the first, and the fourth with the

second. Bishop Lowth has given a striking example of this

variety of parallelism in his nineteenth preelection, from Deut.
xxxii. 42. But as itsdistinguishing feature is not there sum"

ciently noted, Bishop Jebb adopts the following translation

of Mr. Parkburst:

—

I will make mine arrows drunk with blood

;

And my sword shall devour flesh :

With the blood of the slain anil the captive
;

From the hairy head of the enemy.

That is, reducing the stanza to a simple quatrain :

—

I will make mine arrows drunk with blood:
With the blood of the slain and the captive :

And my sword shall devour flesh
;

From the hairy head of the enemy.

Again,

—

From without the sword shall destroy
;

And in the inmost apartments terror;
Both the young man and the virgin :

The suckling, with the man of gray hairs.

Deut. xxxii. 25.

" The youths and virgins," says Bishop Jebb, " let out of

doors bv the vigour and buoyancy natural at their time of life.

fall victims to the sword in the streets of the city: while infancy

and old age, confined by helplessness and decrepitude to the

inner chambers of the house, perish there by fear before the sword

can reach them."

Mr. Green, in his " Poetical Parts of the Old Testament trans-

lated," observes that there is a similar hyperbaton in Isa. xxxiv.

6. And Dr. Hales reduces to a similar form that remarkable

prophecy, Gen. xlix. 10. :

—

The sceptre shall not depart from Judah
;

Nor a scribe of his offspring
;

Until Shiloh shall come
;

And [until] to him a congregation of peoples.

" That is, according to Dr. Hales, the sceptre, or civil govern-

ment, shall not depart, till the coming or birth of Shiloh ; and

the scribe, or expounder of the law, intimating ecclesiastical re-

gimen, shall not depart, or cease, until there shall be formed a

congregation of people, a church of Christian worshippers from

various nations; the former branch of this prophecy was fulfilled,

when Augustus made his enrolment preparatory to the census

throughout Judsea and Galilee; thereby degrading Judsea to a

Roman province : the latter branch was fulfilled at the sacking

of Jerusalem by Titus ; when the temple was destroyed, and the

Jewish ritual abolished." 3

By the application of this parallelism of members, Bishop

Jebb has thrown considerable light upon a difficult passage

in the eighty-fourth psalm, which he considers as an intro

verted parallelism

:

—
Blessed is the man whose strength is in Thee :

The passengers, in whose hearts aie thy ways,
In the valley of Baca make it a spring,

The rain also filleth the pools
;

They go from strength to strength ;

He shall appear before God in Zion.
Psal. lxxxiv. 5—7.

" The first and sixth lines are here considered, at once, as

constructively parallel, and as affording a continuous sense : the

intermediate four lines may be accounted parenthetical ; the

second, constructively parallel with the fifth ; and the third with

the fourth. The first line seems to contain the character of a

confirmed proficient in religion,

—

his strength is in God} the

a See Bonk II.'Chap. II. infra.
3 Jebb's Sacred Literature, pp. 30, 31.
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sixth lino, to describe his final beatification,

—

he shall appear

before God in '/.ion. The intermediate quatrain may In- re-

garded as descriptive of the intermediate course pursued by those

whb desire to be good and happy : they are passengers, but they

know their destination, and they long for it ; at a distance from

Hi. temple (the mystical " sapientum templa serena"), they are

anxious to arrive there ; the very highways to Jerusalem are in

their heart. And what is the consequence i Aflection smooths

all difficulties ; the parched and sandy desert becomes a rich well-

watered valley ; and they cheerfully advance from strength 1"

mm n^'th ; from one degree ot" virtuous proficiency to another." 1

One or two examples more will show the great importance

of applying the poetical parallelism to the study of the New
Te itament :

—

iTx-.Tiruiisi th $

Nir^XXs .
'

Siet tijv xyvttxv T¥[V vtw tv eevroif

SlX VIH XXfZtXS XVTutV.

Being darkened in the understanding ;

Being alienated from the li Ion

Through the Ignorance which la in them

;

Through tin- blindness of their hearts
Eph. iv. 18.

That is, adjusting their parallelism :

—

I3cin« darkened in the understanding,
Through the Ignorance which Is in tln-m

;

Being alienated from the Hfe of <Jod,

Through the blindness of their hearts.

Again,

—

xxi e^tireuv auTov xpxT»ig-*t'

fyv^TXV yXf, OTI wpOj BUT^Uf XV,V ITXfxZlKi-V liT7J*

X*. x$tvT*i SUTOP, aw*)JTQv,

And they sought to seize him ;

And they feared the people

;

For they knew, that againsl them he spake the parable

;

And having left nun, they departed
Mark xii. 12.

That is, adjusting the parallelism, and giving the particle k<u,

the three different senses which Dr. Henry Oweja has oh-

Berved that it bears in this passage:

—

And they sought to seize bun

;

For they knew, thai againsl them he spake the parable

;

But they feared the people ;

Tlierufon', having left him, they departed.*

5. As it requires particular attention and much practice in

order to distinguish the differenl species of parallelisms,

—

especially the sententious or poetical parallelism,—the fol-

lowing hints are offered to the biblical student in the hope of

enabling him to avail himself of them, and advantageously

to apply them to the interpretation of the Scriptures :

—

(1.) Ascertain the primary meaning of the passage under
consideration.

In I Cor, iv 5. we read, Judge nothing before tht time, until Of Lord
come, who both will bring to light tht hiadt n thin i i of darkm\ a

maht manifi it tht counsels of the hearts. Now here is a parallelism of
members, bul the fundamental meaning la, thai Godjudgt i the con

men; he therefore judges will I respect of persons, and with unerring
imparl iality. The apostle's design was to show that It is impossible foi meu
to pei i eive and judge Ihe c isels of one another. Thus again, woi
also construed with words, and things with things, inordei thai sn i

mention maj be made "i the spi cli h In I oi
|

urt ol the w hi ile ; s In

the divine ode ol the Virgin Mary conli id in Luke I. Ifi 56 , fn which the

specie displays ol divine pow h an enumerated. Qod hath put dot n tht

proud, bul exaitetfi them of lout degree, fee The diligent reader will

observe, that this placi ,
iwer ol God, in whose bands I the

distribution of prosperity and ad si ^ and tl pari oi

axe, in .'ii i [pe in- bi ' d togothi r w ith the prop lion ei

the t;«-ini s nr kind, vis. that prospei ratty are in thi band ol the
Almighty.

(2.) Although the Sacred Scriptures, phima&txi coming

from Cod, are perfectly consistent, and harmonize throughout .

i Saeredl store, p BG In p BO BI hop Ji bb hi
i Euthyralu Co tary on Psal Ixxslv. 7 which Is ao truly beau<
i u"ii l, thai we cannot bel] ung ll l •• Swm/ttv i\ *ptf,i

TH» »flT*V ,«*>.i-' 1 T5» /IITl9VTa

i io to i Irtui I '

i
i t.i mourning ; from mow nil

i 1

1

lt from one attainment to another, thi j h dl ascend
i colli virtue sti ei ll makes him

who attain i ll." ' Pei haps," the li irni I pi i
I lie I

it wen i J di u inghold
i 1

1
1

.
1 1 1

1

Jebb' 9 it rod Literature, p. 1 I

Mali

n thi form ol I re e pp
r Tesl imcnl

i icconUnj
poeUi al pmralli U un : Literature, pp 103 U7

yety as they were SECovDAniLY written by different authors, on

various topics, and in different styles, those hooks ami parts

of boohs are. in the first instance, to he compared, which were

Composed by the same author, in the same language, and on a

parallel subject,

li.) Thus, by comparing Psal. xxxviii. 10 with 1 Sam xiv, 26, 27. (In which
Jonathan having Laken some lioney for bis refreshmem is said to have had

eg enlightened)^ we ahaU readily apprehend the force of Ihe psahi
i oinplaint, thai thi tight of his eyes was i. for ihe eyes of a
person in good health are bo strong, as to sparkl with thi raysol lighl that

(all upon them j w bereas, when the constitution is worn i >ii knees,
mi broken by grief, the eyes lose their vigoui and brilliancy, mid in i

"i incipii nt blindness, the light gradually faile the eyes. In like manm r, ii

wc compare LTbess.v 23. witnJude, verse 19. we shall find thai the spirit,

mentioned in the former passage, does nol denote an) (Axrd constituent

pari of man, distincl from the soul and body, bul thai ii means the spiritual

strength bestowed, through the grace of the Holy Spirit in oui renovation
.hi. I

.... int i
i,i-. it inn ; I'm- thf apostle Jude, s|i--;-km- ( i.ii < i> .

.
!m r.-. de-

scribes them as st nsttaZ, not having the SPOUT, that is as persons aban-
doned to follow their own evil ways, unrenewed and unsanctified by the
iinK Spirit

In"
i Bul the propriety of this canon will particularly appear, Ifwe com

pare the parallel passages of the same author, in preference to every other

I write) For Instance, hi Rom. Ui. 24. Saint Paul, when treating ol

..in- jusiilifHtinn in l In- siL'lit "I (ini.l, s;iys, lli.it w.Mir
i
ust i tin I I r* t-ly hy his

grace; now that this is to be understood of the free favour ol God tow irda

us, and nol ol any quality wrought in us, is evident from Eph. II i. 5. 2Tiin.
i 9 and Til HI. 6. 7. in which passages bur salvation by Jesus Christ is

expressly ascribed to the great love wfu rewith Qod loved us - to hie ••th

purpost and grace—and to his mercy and grace.

(3.) Besides the kindred dialects, much assistance will be

derived^ in studying the parallelisms of Scripture,'from a. dili-

gent comparison of the Greek? Septuagint version with the

iAfaw Testament ; as the latter was very frequently cited by

Jesus Christ and his apostles, and was constantly used in the

synagogues during the apostolic age, as well as by the Gentile

converts to Judaism.

Thus the force of our Saviour's expression in Luke tii 12. tgh; log a por-

tion of meat TirefttTpitf in due season) will best appear il we c pare it

with the Septuaglnl version of Gen. slvti I, 2., where we are told thai

Joseph (when Pharaoh bad constituted him intendant-general ol Egypt)
Bupplied bis father and his brothers, and aH his father's household, with a

certain portion ol corn i"i each person; nr»Toj*iTpii rirev, the very es>

pression used by Si Luke It was nsual for the stewards of greal fan

in ancienl times, to m< asure oul to each slave ins allotted portion ol corn
every month. Again, En Luke .w. 13. the younger -< n is said to haw taken
his journey into a far > ountry, *«r*Ji/*>icii -

, sn i

sin 1 1, Grotius remarks, which is Bingularly appropriate foi In the Septua-
'iui version of Psal. txziil. 27, those who have wilfull) ' / ofl the Ii

God are said t**x$»vnv «ira tou wsou t^wrou,-, to withdraw themselves alar
from God.

(4.) Whenever the mind is struck- with any resemblance,

in the frst place consider whether it is a true resemblance,

and whether the passages are sufficiently similar ; that is, not

only whether the same wordy hut also the tame thing, ansiccrs

together, in order to form a safe judgment concerning it.

it often happens thai om word has several distincl meanings, oi fwhich
obtains ii a place, and om i p When, therefore, words
oi such var a meanings present themselves,' all those passages where
Hi.-\ mi ui in nol i" be iiiiin' 'ii iti I; isidei da pai al i

I unh I I hi i

have a similar power. Thus, il anj one were I tupare Jonah h i'
1

Cwhere meni b made ol the gourd which came up in ;i nlghl, and per-
ished in a night, and which in thi original Ilebn w is termed tl

night) with i The is. \ 5, where (.'I in -nan- are called nol children ol the
night, bul chi di - i1 would be a Bpurlous parallel

(ft.) ft here two parallel passages present fhemsi -fvey. the

clearer and more copious place must be selected to illustrate

one thai is more briefly and obscurely expressed.

The forc< i I rjjeanlng of a word can never be ascertained from a single

(,., igc bul ii thi re be a second
|

• hi e a

criterion bj which to ascertain the writer's mei Oi H we consider
1 1, ubject dlscu d by him, we ihall find tluu hi hai in on< perl torn

very slightly on lop i e elsew hei a n full and in

which he has omitted nothing thai could n coplou I] illustrate thi

hut placi in a^ aflins om i< \\ ei

,

m lucl-

.

iae which trca n fhlly on a subject, a tared as run-

.;. u blch others are to I tl

mi i Hm i - [a an allusion to the patriarch Jacob's wrestling with an angel
o| i..- 1

i e would be extri n i

of thiii transacl were nol more amply related in Gen kxxU '-'i 81

(fi.) Other things heing cqiml, a neiirer parallel is preferable

to one that is more remote.

If a writer elsewhere repeat the sami fo I pei -<•»»*

bei pari a subject w hich he ba - bul ilightl) touched in i

i bettei to ex| i from the
i

a rltei than from
i

ill Ifro thei Bui i
i a wi iter auppll • hlch

i were
contemporary with bl li I from nllar

i ollccti 'i Tho it' i ilah Mli al

naving been nearl) temporar) with cai
I

i red pra<

dictions relative to nearly the ami events, i other,
i

Tins rut.' will apnl] generalh unli the n te writer ileflna

i
. or continue and adorn thi ubjecl

(7.) .V" assistance is to l"- derived from similar passages,

tin te ' u is uncertain*
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For if such passa<ips he cited lo explain another (hat is ohscure, they
will be of no ns.- whatever, however similar they may be, but equally ob-

scure. It is in liitle puipiise, therefore, to accumulate similar passages
where the same name of a tree, plant, herb, &c! is mentioned, and espe-

cially where there i> no note or mark attached to it ; for several of the

birds, beasts, fishes, trees, plants, precious stones, and musical instru-

ments, mentioned in the Scriptures, are either unknown to us, or cannot
now be precisely distinguished. 1

(8.) The exercise of comparison should he often repeated.

"To the observance of the principles above stated, frequent practice

•oust be added, so that the interpreter may easily discern what passages
are similar, and how he may rightly compare them, and judge of them.
Ii will be very useful, here, to consult good interpreters, not only of the

Scriptures, but of profane authors; thai wjhere they carry these principles
uiiu practice, and plainly make a right and skilful application of them, we
may learn in imitate them, by attentively considering the manner in which
they attain to the understanding of things which are obscure or ambiguous.
Hyfwjiwnily renew mu tins exercise, we may learn to go in the same path
in which they have travelled.

" The books of the New Testament present more inducement to repeat
this exercise very frequently, than any other hooks. For (I.) They are

Of all books the must important. (2.) They are not only all of the same idiom
in general but they have reference to the same subject, viz. the develope-
meui of Christianity. They originated, too, from contemporary writers,

possessed of views, feelings, and languages that were alike. Hence com-
parison has more force m illustrating the New Testament, than in the illus-

ti n of either Greek or Latin authors; many of whom, that agreed with

each other in all the circumstances just stated, cannot he found Hut (3.)

Tu all who admit thai the same Holy Spirit guided the authors of the New
Testament, and that their views of religion, In consequence of this, must
hive been harmonious, the inducement to comparison of various parts

and passages with each other, in order to obtain a correct view of the
whole, must be rrrt/ ;'i cat ; ami the additional force of i In e\ idence arising

from comparison, on account of die really harmonious views ofthe writers,
must make this exercise an imperious duty of every theologian."*

(9.) JWany parallel passages should be compared.

"To compare one passage only is often insufficient, whether you are
endeavouring to find the usus loquendi by the aid of parallel passages, or

by testimony derived from the nature of the subject and from examples.
Specially IS this the case, when we are investigating the sense ol words
that have a complex or generic meaning, made up of various parts. In

this rase, comparisons should lie made from numerous passages, until we
perceive that what we are seeking is fully and entirely discovered,

"Suppo.se the word wff'Tis occurs in a particular passage, wheTe yoqare
doubtful what sense should be applied to it. First, you call to iniiid, that
sn<rr»< is a generic word, having several meanings related lo each other,
but still diverse, as species under the genus. You wish to determine how
many species of meaning ^n-., has ; and In order to accomplish this, many
passages where it is used musl be compared, in order that you may know
whether all the species are found. Tins being done, you proceed t q

pare them with the passage under investigation^ and see which will tit it.

And in this way all generic words rnusj be investigated, before the g< " rie

idea can be determined."9

(J 0.) It will he ofgreat vse to collect and reduce into alpha-

betical order all those similar passages in which the same forms

of Speech occur, and the same things are proposal in a diffe-

rent order of narration : hut care must b\e taken to avoid the

accumulation of numerous passages thai are parallel to each

other informs of speech, or in things which are of themselves
clear and certain ; for such accumulations of parallel places

savour more of a specious display of Learning than real utility. 1

The best and most certain help by which to find oul parallel passages is,

unquestionably, the diligent and attentive perusal ol the Scriptures, re-

peated after shorl intervals of time, and accompanied by the committal
of the must difficult passages Lo writing, together with such other passages
as are either similar in words or In things, and which tend to throw any
light on obscure places. But, in instituting such parallelisms, care must
betaken not to multiply references unnecessarily tor mere ahow rather
than for (heir practical utility, and also that they do not violate the analog}
of fa ii it For instance, Rom. hi. 28, and James ii. 34 are not m every re-

specl parallel to each other ; because in the former passage Sainl Paul
is treating ofjustifioation in the sight of God—a doctrine which numerous
passages of Scripture mosl clearly testify to beby faith alorie, whereas
Saint James is speaking of justification in the sight of men, \\ bo form thejr

iudgmenl ofa man by his works.

The method here indicated is the only effectual way by
\vhi( h to ascertain parallel words and phrases, as well as
parallelisms of things: it will indeed require a considerable
portion of time and study, which every une may not. perhaps
lie able to give; but individuals thus circumstanced may
advantageously facilitate their researches by having recourse
to editions of the Bible with parallel references, and to Con-
cordances. 5

' Set- some instances of this observation in Mr. Pilklngton's "Remarks
on several Passages of Scripture," pp. 83—90.

^ Stuart's Elements of Interpretation, p. 40. a Ibid. p. 41.
* Morns in Ernesti Inst. Interpret. Nov. Test. torn. i. pp 97— 110. Bauer,

Herm. Sacr pp. 163—174. J. B. Carpzov. Prima Lines Herm. Sacr. pp.
45—17. Pfeiffer, Hermeneut Sacr. c- xi. Franckii Prselect. Hermeneui.
pp 95. ct seq. 153. el seg. Rambach, Inst. Herm. Sacrffi, pp. 362—3S4. 651,
652. j

also his Exercit. Herm. pp. 209—219. J. E. Pfeiffer, Inst. Herm.
Sacr. pp 378—305. Jahnii Enchiridion Herm. Generalis, pp. SI—91.; and
Chladenius'a fnstitutiones Exe<retica?, pp. 399—106. Schaefer, Institutiones
ScripturisticBj, pars ii. pp. 77—84. Or. Gerard's Institutes of Biblical

Criticism, pp. 148—157. Arfgler, Hermeneutica Uiblica, pp. 181— 194.

Alber, Inst. Herm. Nov. Test. pp. 132—136.
» For an account of the principal editions of the Bible with Parallel

References, see rhe Bibliographical Appendix to the second Volume,
Part I. Chap. I. Sect. VI. § 3. ; and for Concordances, see Pakt II. Chap.
VI. Sect. I.

§ 2. ANCIENT VERSIONS.

Observations on the respective merits of the several ancient

versions.—Rules for consulting them to the best advantage.

Of the Ancient Versions of the Holy Scriptures, and their

uses in sacred criticism, an account has already been given

in pages 262—280. 28G, 287. and it may here be remarked,

that, to those who are able to consult them, these versions

afford a very valuable aid in the interpretation of the Bible:

for they were the works of men, who enjoyed several

advantages above the moderns, for understanding the original

languages and the phraseology of Scripture. One or two
instances will illustrate the propriety of this remark.

1. In the first promulgation of the Gospel to mankind (Gen.

iii. 15.), God said to the serpent that beguiled our first parents,

And 1 -will put enmity bet-ween thee and the wamati, and
between thy seed and her seed, and IT (that is, the seed of the

woman, as our authorized translation rightly expounds it) shall

bruise thy head, and thou shaft bruise his heel. But in the

Anglo-Romish version, after the Latin Vulgate (which has ipsa

conteret caput tuum), it is rendered, She shall bruise his head,

as if a woman should do it ; which the Romanists interpreting

of the Virgin Mary, ascribe to her this great victory and triumph
over sin and Satin, and are taught to say in their addresses to her,

" Jtdero et btnedico sanctissimos pedes tuos, quibus antiqui

serpentis caput calcdsti;" that is, "I adore and bless thy most
holy feet, whereby thou hast bruised the head of the old serpent."

That this rendering of the Romanists is erroneous, is proved by
the Septuagiot Greek version, by the Chaldee paraphrase, and by

the Syriac version, all of which refer the pronoun IT to the seed

of the woman, and not to the woman herself.'

2. As the expression breaking hreud, mentioned in Acts ii.

46., ordinarily means taking food in the Jewish idiom, some ex
positors have understood that expression in Ibis sense ; but the

old Syriac version, executed towards the close of the first or early

in the second century, renders it breaking of the Eucharist.

We are justified, therefore, in referring the term to the celebration

of the Lord's supper among the first Christians (x.ur oukv) in a

house appropriated to that purpose.

In applying ancient versions, as an auxiliary, to the

interpretation of Scripture, ii is material to observe, that,

since no version can be absolutely free from error, we ought
not to rely implicitly on any <me translation: but, if it be
practicable, the aid of the cognate dialects should be united

with reference to a version, in order that, by a comparison
of both these helps, we may arrive at the knowledge of the

genuine readings and meanings. From inattention to this

obvious caution, many eminent men have at different times
ascribed to particular versions a degree of authority to which
they were by no means entitled. Thus, by many of the

fathers, the Alexandrian interpreters wen accounted to be
divinely inspired, and consequently free from the possibility

of mistake; a similar opinion was held by various eminent
modern critics, particularly by Isaac VossiuS, who asserted

the Septuagint to be preferable to the Hebrew text, and to be
absolutely Free from error! The Church of Rome has fallen

into the like mistake with respect, to the Vulgate or Latin
version, which the Council of Trent declared to be the only

authentic translation.

Further, versions of versions, that is, those translations

which were not made immediately from the Hebrew Old
Testament, or from the Greek New Testament, are of no
authority in determining either the genuine text or meaning
of the original, but only of that version from which they
were taken. This remark applies particularly to the Anglo-
Saxon, Old English, Spanish, French, and German transla-

tions, whether of the Old or New Testament ; which, bring
made before the sixteenth century, were executed immediately
from the Latin : and subsequently, even in those examples
where they are unanimous in a reading, their united voices
are of no more authority than that of the Latin version alone. 7

In all cases, therefore, which require the aid of a version,

either for the purpose of criticism or interpretation, recourse
must be had to those translations which, being more ancient

or better executed, are preferable to every other. And in this

view the following will be found most deserving of attention,

not only as uniting the two qualifications of antiquity and

8 Rp. Beyeridge's Works, vol. ii- p. 193. vol. ix. pp. 213,234. Agier
Proprieties concernant Jesus Christ ft l'Eglise, pp. 213, 244.

i Michaelis, vol. ii. p. 3.
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excellence, but also as being more generally accessible to

ents, being for the most part comprised in the Polyglot!

Bibles, which are t" be found in al si every public library.

I. The -Alexandrian Vernon is confessedly the most ancient,

and, with all its errors and imperfections, contains very much
that is highly valuable, and on this account it has been u i rl

by nearly all the more ancient interpreters. With the Sep-
magint should be consulted the fragments of the. translations

cuted by Vquila, Symmachus, and Theodotioo, and also

lie fifth, sixth, and seventh versions. The version of Aquila,
"i particular, exhibits a diction similar to that of the New
Test intent, as he «as not very remote from tlie age of the

ties; and be has some things which may be of especial

use in the interpretation of the New Testament Theversi in

of Symmachus is also a valuable hermeneutic aid; as, by
trans) iting into pure Greek, he has facilitated the understand-
ing of I lebrew.

II. The Syriac Petchifo, whose fidelity as a version, in-

dependently of the i vellenee of its style, has received the

highest commendations from Michai lis, is particularly ser-

viceable for the interpretation of the .New Testament. 1 Nor
is its value inferior in the interpretation of the ( >bl Testament.
"Of all the ancient versions," says a living critic, "the
Syriac i^ the most uniformly faithful and accurate; and as the

language so nearly resembles the Hebrew, its value can
estimated too high."'

III. The Latin Vulgate, with the exception of the Psalms,
vedly claims the third place.

IV. Tlie 'I'mgums, or Chaldee Paraphrases, though un-

equally executed, contain many things that are exceedingly
es tul. and necessary to be know n. especially the paraphrases

of Jonathan Ben Uzziel; they not only contribute essentially

to the understanding of many difficult passages in the Old
Testament, but also throw much light on the interpretation

of the New Test. unent, as will as afford much advantage in

arguing with the .lews, because they almost invariably view
the prophecies in tic same light as Christians do, as referring

to trie Messiah. ' Kxtr.icts from them are to be found in

all the larger commentaries, and also in the works of Or.

Lightfoot
V. The Jrv'.sh .Inl/i/tnliix of.Tosephus (of whose writings

some ace. unit is given in page 346. infra) may be reckoned

llg the ancient versions : for though, on some occasions,

he followed the Si ptuagint, yet be derived his representations

red history chiefly from the Hebrew Text, as is evident

by his abandoning the sense of that version in very many
places. Willi regard to these he is an evidence of great

authority, for he is mure ancient than the other translators,

except the Alexandrine or Septuagint; the Chaldee was his

vernacular dialect; and as he was a learned priest, and sub-

sequently a commander of an army in Galilee during the war
with the Romans, be was well versed in all ecclesiastical,

civil, anil military matters. Ills renders, however, will find

it necessary, not rashly to give credence to all his si itements,

especially such as are warped in favour of his own natioi :

even of the heathens, or such as represent the temple of

Solomon by a description taken from that of Herod.4

\ I. The other versions made immediately from the lb brew
and (ireek originals follow next in order, particularly the

\r.il.ie translations of the Old Test. unent : but no certain

dependence can be placed, as an authority, on the Latin

translations of tbe Oriental versions,which are printed in thi

Polyglotl Bibles.

1 1 will id however be nea ory to consult ancient vi

except in passages thai are really difficult, or unless a par-

ticular examination of them he instituted for b Bpecial

object of in- 1 airy. In thi . case not one or two versions merely
h ,i be eon ulted, hut every version that is accessible

si hi he referred I
I all such places should be com-

pared togethi r as are pat all* l, ib.it is, those passagi t in which
the same word or the tame form of speaking respectively

occurs: ami. where any thing worthy of preaervat (Ters

itself, it will materially facilitate future studies t" note it

either in an interleaved Bible, or, which perhaps is preferable,

in an interleaved Lexicon. This practice will not only enable

the biblical student to discover and correctly to appreciate

the genius of a version, and the ability, or the reverse, with

i '.. i Ltii a] i
I

D
\\ .,,. r i Commcntalio di Vet lonlaN I Byrlaea 1 u Criiicocaui-
|l|,||. !. I

• Mi II. .ii a of the Book of Proverbs, p. evlll.

• Hamilton 1 Introd ' ii .
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« Jahi i ... e i Turner, p. 105, Mm Expo
sill.. Critical V.I i
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which it may be executed; but it will also supply many
important helps for the interpretation of Scripture. \~,

however, some of the ancient versions have been altered or
interpolated in many places, great care must he taken to

distinguish the modern amendments from the genuine text

of the original ancient translator. The various excellent con
cordances that are extant will afford greatassistance in finding

OUl such parallel words or phrases.

In order to ascertain how far the ancii at versions represi nt

• ctly the meaning of Hebrew or Greek words, the fol-

lowing rules will he found useful :

—

1. 'That meaning is to be taken ami received as the true

one, which all the versions give to a -wont, ami which is also

confirmed by the kindred dialects.

Bei rum, '!" number of testimonies worthy of credit bciiu
* no l i'ii for doubt.

2. Jill those significations, formerly given to Hebrew worth,
are to be considered as correctly given, which the Septuagint
or other Greek translators express by the same or simitar ti

worth, although no truce of such meaning appear in art/ Ofir
ratal language :

For, as Inula ran be entertained of the diligence and scrupulons
learning "i those Iran -- dors, h I an presume to ine isure 'i'" vaal i

.1 ii- m "i i!n' Arabic, Syriac, ami oUier Oriental tanj the i- u
books which in our nine roe extant in tboae languages I since no ""
ignorant as to sappoae that all the riches "i tin Greek and Latin lanjj

are comprised in the very numerous remains of classical Literature with
whicli our age happily abounds. With regard I New Testament, "in
rases w lien- lie- sinsn is in it .iir.-en-'l liy dill', nnl i

- a.liiu- "r tin t

en might iniM' eikiii them tor aynonyt s theevidenci Qrei
Bcrlpts Is in be preferred in thai "i an ani ienl vet - n The same pre-
l.n n. .

i
I'M- l" Mir in intern] its uln-rcln 1 1

in translator has oil

Hi, i t|i|n'ariil nt" liuln importance, or a jui-sKa^e m tin- t.in-k miitiiial is

attended with a dtfflcuuy which the translator was unable in solve, and
therefore either omitted or altered according to tlie arbitrary dictati
his own judgment"1

3. Where tlie versions differ in fixing the sense of a word,
the more ancient ones, being executed -with the greater care
and skill, are in the first place to be consulted, anil preferred

to all others :

For, the nearer a translator approaches in the time when the original

language was vernacular, we may readily infer that be baa expressed with
s i< the greater fidelity the true significati f words, both pi

and proper, as well as Uin.se which are derivative and tranalated I

are, hnwi'vni

.

a which ancient versions ari lority

than the origfnal ilsell Most of the translations of the New Ti itament,
noticed in the preceding pages, surpass in antiquity n Ideal Greek
manuscripts now extant; "and they lead in a discovery -a the readings
in the very ancient manuscript that was used by the translator. By their
means, rather than from tin- aid ofourGreek manuscripts, nol one "t
which is prior to the fourth or fifth century, we arrive at the certain know
ledge, ttiat lite atirinnt writings have lieen transmuted from 'In' earliest lo

tin- pi i sent age without material alteration : and that our present text, if

we except iin- passages that am rendered doubtful by an opposition in ihe

readings, u the same which proceeded from tht hand* of the ope
Whenever the reading can In- precisely determined, whii n the tranalator

found in Ins Greek manuscript, the version is of equal authority with a

manuscript of that period: but as It Is someti s difficult to i lulre tins

ah.siiliilr rrriainiv, a,-, -at camion is necessary in collecting r<

lie- am i. -ill \ ii -
: i lis

"«

4. A meaning given to a -word by only one version, pro-

vided this be a good one, is by no means to be rejected , espr-

riallii if it agree with the author's design and the order of his

discourse :

For. ii is possible thai the Ibrce and meaning nf a word should 1 n*

known tp all other 'tin iatoi and no trace "i It be discoverable in the
kiitilri-d iii.il- 1

1 -. ami yet that ti Bhould !•' preserved am! transmitted to

posterit) by ottt version. This remark applies chiefly lo idmcs which a
i I,., the best opportunity ot undents g i local ami

i

i All randrlne Interpreters at i wiple
I.- tiiin--

-

- i elati 'I'n it"- I Hd Ti

while others, who were natives "i Palestine, I
"

i i lies; guideswe can follosr In whatever bel

unity *

5. Lastly, "Those versions'' of the .Yriv Testament, "in

which the Creek is rendered word for word, anil the idioms

of the original, though harsh and often unmeaning in another

language, are still retained in a translation, arc of more value

in point of criticism than those which express the sense of the

Original in a manner more suitable to the language of the

'tor,"

The value of the latter, u far aa rrcnci i their critical appUcalion, ds>

a pi ,.i,,,i tn n to purity and i

i inn id. it worth la gn

,, |i'i t ., as thi ' wnii more pleaaure, bill understood u.

Mli I

l ,
v I',, I ,.,. Ill Pit let. Tin

torn, i pp I'' 1
. 199 Ham i

Hi in a ,. i ,.|
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general with greater ease. By means of the former we discover the words
ol" llt>' original, and even their arrangement ;—but the latter are of no use
in deciding on the authenticity of a reading, if the various readings of the
passages in question make no alteration in the sense. No translation is

more literal than the Philoxenian (or New) Syriac, and none, therefore,
leads to a more accurate discovery of the text in the ancient manuscript
whence that version was taken ; but, setting this advantage aside, the Old
Syriac is of much greater value than tile New.*

§ 3. SCHOLIASTS AND GLOSSOGRAPHERS.

I. Nature of Scholia.—II. .find of Glossaries.—III. Rules for
consulting them to advantage in the interpretation of the

Scriptures.

We have already stated that scholiasts and glossographers
afford direct testimonies for finding out or fixing- the meaning
of words : it now remains that we briefly notice the nature of

the assistance to be derived from these helps.

I. Scholia are short notices on ancient authors, and are of

two kinds

—

exegetical or explanatory, and grain matical. The
former briefly explains the sense of passages, and are, in fact,

a species of commentary ; the latter, which are here to be
considered, illustrate the force and meaning of words by other

words which are better known. Such scholia are extant on
most of the ancient classics, as Homer, Thucydides, Sopho-
cles, Aristophanes, Horace, Juvenal, Persius, &c. &c.
On the Old Testament, we believe, there are no ancient

scholia extant : but on the New Testament there are several

collections, which present themselves under three classes.

1. Scholia taken from the -writings of the Greek fathers,

who in their homilies and commentaries have often briefly ex-

plained the force of particular words.

The homilies of Chrysostom, in particular, ahnund with ttiese scho-
lia ; and from his works, as well as those of Origen and other fathers, the
more modem Greeks have extracted what those illustrious men had
concisely staled relative to the meaning of words. Similar grammatical
expositions, omitting whatever was rhetorical and doctrinal, have been
collected from Chrysostom by Theodoret in a commentary on the four-

teen Epistles of Saint Paul ; by Theopbylact, in an indifferent commentary
on the four Evangelists; and, to mention no more, by Euthymius in a
similar commentary executed with better judgment. There are extant
numerous collections of this kind of explanations, made from tile writings
of the lathers, and known by the appellation of GcUtnaf which follow the
order of the books comprised in the New Testament. Many such scholia
have been published by Mallhtei in his edition of the New Testament.

2. Scholia, ivritten either in the margin, -within the text, or

at the end of manuscripts.

Many of this description have been published separately byWelstein in

the notes to his elaborate edition of the Greek Testament, and particularly
by Mattluei in his edition of the New Testament already noticed

3. .Ancient Scholia, -which are also exegetical or explanatory
;

these, in fact, are short commentaries, and, therefore, are discussed

infra, in the Appendix to the second volume.

II. A Glossary differs from a Lexicon in this respect, that

the former treats only of wortls that really require expla-
nation, while the latter gives the general meaning of words.
The. authors of the most ancient Glossaries are Hesychius,
Stiidas, Phavorinus, Photins, and Cyril of Alexandria. The
celebrated Ernesti selected from the first three of these writ-

ers, and also from the Etymologicon Magnum, whatever
related to the New Testament, and published the result of his

researches at Leipsic,in 1786, in two octavo volumes ; from
which Schleusner has extracted the most valuable matter,
and inserted it in his well known and excellent Greek Lexi-
con to the New Testament.

III. In estimating the value of scholiasts and glosso-
graphers, and also the weight of their testimony, for ascer-
taining the force and meaning of words, it is of importance
to consider, first, whether they wrote from their own know-
ledge of the language, and have given us the result of their

own learning, or whether they compiled from others. Almost
all the scholia now extant are compiled from Chrysostom,
Origen, or some other fathers of the third and fourth cen-
turies; if the scholiast have compiled from good authorities,

his labours have a claim to our attention.

In proportion, therefore, to the learning of a scholiast (and
the same remark will equally apply to the glossographer), he
becomes the more deserving of our confidence : but this point
can only be determined by daily and constant use. The
Greek fathers, for instance, aie admirable interpreters of the
New Testament, being intimately acquainted with its lan-

1 Michaelis's Introduction, vol. ii. p. 3.
4 See an account of the principal Catena, in the Bibliographical Ap-

pendix to the second Volume, Part II. Chap. V. Sect. HI. § 1.

guage; notwithstanding they are sometimes mistaken in the

exposition of its Hebraisms. But the Latin fathers, many
of whom were but indifferently skilled in Hebrew ana
Greek, are less to be depended on, and are, in fact, only
wretched interpreters of comparatively ill-executed versions

Again, our confidence in a scholiast, or in the author of a
glossary, increases in proportion to his antiquity, at least in

the explanation of every thing concerning ancient history,

rites, or civil life. But, in investigating the force and
meaning of words, the antiquity of scholia and glossaries

proves nothing; as their authors are liable to error, notwith-
standing they lived near the time when the author flourished,

whose writings they profess to elucidate. It not unfrcqiiently

happens that a more recent interpreter, availing himself of till

former helps, perceives the force of words much better than
one that is more ancient, and is consequently enabled to elicit

the sense more correctly. The result, therefore, of our inquiry

into the relative value of scholiasts and compilers of glos-

saries is, that in perusing their labours, we must examine
them for ourselves, and form our judgment accordingly,
whether they have succeeded, or failed, in their attempts to

explain an author. 3

$4. ON THE TESTIMONY OP FOREIGNERS WHO HAVE
ACQUIRED A LANGUAGE.

I. Importance of this testimony.—II. Rules for applying it to

the interpretation of the Scriptures.

The testimony of those who, though foreigners, have
acquired a language, are an important help for ascertaining

the Usus Loqutndi. Thus, the writings of Philo and Jo-
sephus, who were Jews, and also those of the Emperor Mar-
cus Antoninus, may be used to illustrate the meaning of Greek
words; because, although foreigners, they well understood
the Greek language. The productions of those writers,

indeed, whom by way of distinction we commonly term
Pagan Writers, are in various ways highly deserving the

attention of the biblical student, for the confirmation they

afford of the leading facts recorded in the sacrrd volume, and
especially of tint doctrines, institutions, and facts, upon
which Christianity is founded, or to which its records indi-

rectly relate. " Indeed it may not he unreasonably presumed,
that the writings of Pagan antiquity have been providentially

preserved with peculiar regard to this great object, since,

notwithstanding numerous productions of past ages have
perished, sufficient remains are still possessed, to unite the

cause of heathen literature with that of religion, and to ren-

der the one subservient to the interests of the other." 4

Of the value of the heathen writings in thus confirming
the credibility of the Scriptures, very numerous instances have
been given in the early part of this volume. We have there

seen that the heathen writings substantiate, by an independent
and collateral report, many of the events, and the ace in—

plishment of many of the prophecies recorded by the inspin d

writers; and that they establish the accuracy of many inci-

dental circumstances which are interspersed throughout the
Scriptures. "Above all, by the gradually perverted represen-
tations which they give of revealed doctrines, and institutions,

they attest the actual communication of such truth from time
to time; and pay the tribute of experience to the wisdom and
necessity of a written revelation. Valuable as these testi-

monies, from the works of heathen authors, confessedly are,

their uses are not confined to the confirmation of Scripture

facts; they also frequently contribute to elucidate the phrase-
ology of the sacred writers. Two or three instances will

illustrate this remark.

1. Pagan -writers use -words and phrases coincident with,

or analogous to, those of the sacred -wi-iters, -whose meaning
they enable us to ascertain, or shoiv us the force and propriety

of their expressions.

Thus, the sentiment and image of the prophet Isaiah,

On what part will ye smite again, will ye add correction ?

The whole head is sick, and the whole heart faint

:

Isa. i. 5. Bp Lowth's Translation.

Are exactly the same with those of Ovid, who, deploring his exile to Atticus,

says that he is wounded by the continual strokes of fortune, so that there
is no space left in him for another wound :

» Mori Acroases, torn. i. pp. 110—130. Arigler, Hermeneutica Biblica,

pp. 65. 115—119.
* Bp. Gray's Connection of Sacred and Profane Literature, vol. i. p. 3.
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Eg ntinno fortuna vulneror Ictu :

Viaque babi I In m I

|,HI

Otd i. ('is! ex Ponto hit. ii. ep. tU. 41, 42.

But the prophet's sentiment and image are still more atrlfcinglj

(rated I ring expressive llm ol Euripides, the great force and
of which Long ito its dose and compressed structure,

which ii - ipi

I am full ofmiseries: there is no room for more.
Eurip. Here. Furens, v. ISM5.<

2. Pagan -writers often employ the same images with the

sacred, so as to throw light on their import, and generally to

set off their superior excellence.

Tims, ill-- same evangelical prophet when predicting the blessed i

that should 6 establishment of the Uessiafi'e kingdom] says,

i .
i nail besJ their swords Into ploughshares,

Anil their Bpesrs into nrunmg'hooks

:

Nation shall not lift up sword against nation,

Neither shall they learn war any more-
Isa. ii. 4.

The same prediction occurs In the same words, in Mlcah iv. 2 The
ol well-established peace (Bp. Lowth remarks) by the Unagi

of beat tic ploughshares, andthsh ..

j \ erj poetical. The Itomaii poeis have employed the same im ig<

Thus Martial has an epigram (lib. xiv. ep. adv.) entitled Falz ex enee—flbe
sword converted into a pruning-hook.

tplied it to war prevail*The prophet Joel has reversed this image, and a

log over peace.

llent your ploughshares into swords,
And your pi lining luniks Into sp I

Joel iii. 10.

Anil so baa the prince of the Roman poets

:

Nun nilus aratro
Dignoe I one squaleni abduclia arve i

'
Bt i urvQB rigldutu falcee conil mtui in i osem.

VmotL, Qeorg. lih. i. 506—508.

Di our'd lies the plough : Ihe banish'd swains
\iv bui rii

I
um tilth at< d plains ;

The sickles into barbarous swords are beat.*

ly illustrativi of the above remark, may bi

In Bishop Lowth'a notes on Isa nil G - id 6^-fl xi xxix. 4, 5. jcxjrfi. 2.

xlv. -J. dn-i xlix. -'-

The following cautions will be useful in applying the pro-

ductions of the Greek and Latin writers to the ascertaining

of the ustu loqitendi.

1. Tin- profane writers axe not t<> 1m* promiscuously used.

2. We must observe in what sense each of the (lurk writers

uses the expression which occurs in the New Testament, in

what places, in what manner, and in what kind of writings,

3. We are not to seek illustration from profane authors of

passages and expressions, which may more properly be

explained from Jewish sources.

4. Nor are we to expect from them an explanation of those

expressions which are peculiar to the Christian system.

5. They are not to be consulted with a view of proving the

entire purity of the style of the sacred writers; nor that the

rules, which (it tiny be found) they observed, should he applied

in all cases to determine the sense of the sacred penmen.
6. It is not sufficient, when a tingle word in a phrase used in

the New Testament is found in profane writers, to prove thai the

latter may properly he cited as an illustration of the former.

7. Some Greeb authors may be more advantageously compared
with certain writers of the New Testamenl than with others, as

Thucydides with Saint Paul ; and particular modes of expression

may be inure happily illustrated from tome authors than from

others.

8. Some of the Greek writera: may, to a certain extent, be

applied to the illustration, not only of th< I - but al • of

the idee ind ubjects, of the aacred writers* This, however,

must be done with the greatest caution. 1

The great benefil \\ hich is to be di riv< d from Jewish and

Heathen profane authors, in elucidating the Scriptures, is

excellently illustrated by the Rev. I>r. Gray [now Bishop of

Bristol], in his

"Connection between the Sacred Writings and the Literature

of Jewish and Heathen Authors, particular!) that of the Classi-

cal A«e.. illustrated." London, 1819, in I

Grotiua and other commentators bare incidentally applied

the productions of the classical writers to the elucidation ol

thi Bibb : bnl no one baa done so much in this departmi nl

i Bp. Lowth's Isaiah, vol

» I i

U< ii .....
.

= N i ;!. 149.

of sacred literature, as Eisner, Raphelius, and Kypke, of
w host- publications an account is given in the Bibliographical
Appendix to the second Volume.

SECTION II.

INDIRECT TESTIMONIES FOB ASCERTAINING THE L'SUS

LOQITENDI.

The una hquendi cannot always be found with sufficient

certainty by those (Uriel means which have heen discussed

in the preceding section. Proper evidence is Bometimea
wanting; sometimes usage is variable or inconstant, even in

the same um- or in i he same writer; or there is an ambiguity
of language, or of grammatical forms ; or an obscurity covers

the thing or subject treated of; or novelty of language occurs ;

or a neglect of the ustu loquendi, which sometimes happens
even in the most careful writers. Other means must, there-

fore, be used, by which the true sense can be elicited. These
indirect means it is the object of the present section to state

and to illustrate.

§ 1. OF THE CONTEXT.

1. The Context defined and illustrated,—II. Rulesfor inves-

tigating the Context.

1. Another most important assistance, for investigating

the meaning of words and phrases, is the consideration or

the I Context, oi the comparison of the preceding and subse-

quent parts of a discourse.

1. If we analyze the words of an author, ami take them out

of their proper aeries, they may he so distorted as to mean any
thing but what he intended to express. Since, therefore, words
In r several meanings, .\\\<\ consequently, are to be taken in va-

rious acceptations, u careful eonsidet ation of the preceding and
subsequent partt will enable us to determine that signification,

•whether literal or figurative , which is best adapted to the pas-

sage in question*

A few instances will illustrate this subject, and show not

only the advantage, but also the necessity, of attending to

the context.

(l.) ii hat beet ad whether those words of th< U eaten

(1 Kings Jtxil 16.), Go and prospt rtfot (A L il (Rainoth)

info tie hand <•/ the king, ire to be undersl i affirms

their appari nl meaning, or are to be taken in an Iron i trary

Thai they are to be ondei ; (dera-

tion of (he context will plainly show both from the prophet's intention,

, Ml i (rorn the prophetic aenum iatfi a iffc rv irda made b) him Hence it

in iv i,.. inferred that soon- son ol IronH al gesture accoi Jah'a

predic i, which circumstance ou Eke interpra-

i. i i i Scripture.'

(2.) Further, there Is a difference bl opinion whether i
1 Job"a

n if< [Joh II 9 i le to be undersl i in b

.i hi a differeni signification, Curm Ood, tme\ i

as it Is rendered In our authorized version. Circumstances show thai tha
. lb proper*meanfng ; because as yet Job had not eiuned with ins

. . i. consequently, bfi wife bad no ground • Win with In-

dulging a vain opinion ol ins Integrity,
, :

i fob di W bother the leviathan is » wnali - also

divided the judgment ol oon ntatora. Thai the laUei ended
i~ evideni nroea the clrcun i bed In the < text, which adml-

pree with the ci tile bul i an In no ri plied to ibe

i . latlve !• Ihe hardn<
i

i'
.

. ,. .
i nine ins teeth and impeneirabh

i Once

i

n d ' d whel
. tthi r gold nor eilvt i in fh> i'i nu i i H

., , tile "i i" rpetual observation I

i. nt parts ol l

lid that
il o to

i. i ids them to tea ny thin that would retard then

S. The context of a discourse or booh in the Scriptures, ma$

comprise either one verse, u few verses, entire periods or sec

tionS, entire chaf'ters, or whole hooks.

Thus, If I Cor. r. 16. ler eiamlnation, the preceding
a, n in. ! bi long i" it, are the eighth,

ii , ii I..- the chaplci in que rtion, the r. adi r

i nol stop al the i nd nl it, bul i unlinue hi |>i i its i\ I

. foj ihi n ' thor foi in one i ul».i<;i I

in which the prophi I
lug i" M*\ rountryn i

d n lui n from the D Phis

the pn " In like m u
.....

ti i blch

• Sccftioitii . ioTUus nsjsaage la Vol L p. ISO
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no regard should be paid in examining the context of a book. Ch. li ought
to include v. 12. of ch. hi., and ch. lii. ought to commence at v. 13 amfbe
continued to the end of ch. liii. In like manner, the first verse of the
fourth chapter of Saint Paul's Epistle to Ihe Colossians ought to be joined
to the third chapter, the slightest attention to this point will enable a dili-
gent student to add numerous other examples.

3. Sometimes a book of Scripture comprises only one sub-
ject or argument, in which case the whole of it must be refer-
red to precedents and subsequents, and ought to be considered
together.

Of this description is Saint Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians, which con-
sists of two parts, doctrinal and practical. The design of the doctrinal
oorlion is to show, that although there was a difference between Jewish

d Gentile believers, inasmuch as the former enjoyed a priority of time
.a point of expecting and acknowledging Christ, and through the free grace
ol God they were a church or congregation of believers before the Gentiles;
re

lt u
?'"""' tne 'alter are become parlakers of the same grace with them,

and being thus admitted to this communion of grace, every real distinction
between them is abolished ; and, therefore, that both Jews and Gentiles
together, form one body of the church under one head, even Jesus Christ.
Other special doctrines, indeed, are incidentally mentioned ; but these are
either adduced to explain and enforce the principal doctrine, or they are
derived from it. The practical part or exhortation, which naturally flows
from the doctrine inculcated, is concord and peace between Jew and Gen-
tile, which the apostle enforces with great beauty and energy.!
To this head may also be referred the Psalms, each of which being sepa-

rated from the other, and having no connection with the preceding or
following Psalm, for the most part comprises a distinct and entire subiect.
That some of the Psalms have been divided, and forcibly disjoined, which
ought to have remained united, and to have formed one ode, is evident ;i<
well from the application of sacred criticism as from the subject-matter.
Ihe number of the Psalms by no means corresponds, either in manuscripts
or in the ancient versions. Thus, in some manuscripts, the firsl and second
Psalms are not reckoned at all, while in others the formens consider! d as
part of the second Psahu : that they are two distinct compositions is
evident from a comparison of the subject-matter of each Psalm. In the
first Psalm the characters of the pious man and the sinner, as well as their
respective ends, are contrasted: the second Psalm is prophetic of the
Messiah's exaltation. The ninth and tenth Psalms are united togetherin
the Septuagint version

; while the hundred and sixteenth and hundred and
forty-seventh are each divided into two. The argument which pervades
the forty-second an.l forty-third Psalms plainlv shows that they are properly
but one divine ode, and are, therefore, rightly joined together in many
manuscripts, although they occur as separate compositions in all our
printed editions.*

II. In examining the context of a passage, it will be de-
sirable,

1. To investigate each word of every passage : and as the
connection is formed by particles, these should always receive
that signification which the subject-matter and context require.

The Hebrew Concordances of Noldius and Tavlor, and also Glassius's
Philologia Sacra," will materially assist in ascertaining the force of the
Hebrew particles; as will the elaborate work ofHoogeveen on Hie subject
of the Greek particles.' Further, where particles are wanting, as they
sometimes are, it is only by examining the argument and context thai we
can righdy supply them. For inslance, the conditional conjunction is
sometimes wanting, as in Gen. xlii. 38., and [if] mischief befait him by the
way,* in Exod. iv. 23. and [if] Hunt re/use lo let him go. Particles of com-
parison also are frequently warning, as in Gen. xvi. 12, he will be a wildman ; literally, he wilt lie a wild ass man, that is, [like] a wild ass. How
appropriately this description was given to the descendants of Ishmael, will
readily appear by comparing the character of the wild ass in Job xxxix
5—8. with the wandering, lawless, and freebooting lives of the A tabs of the
Desert, as portrayed by all travellers. Psal. xi. I. flee [as] sparrows to
your mountain. Psal. xii. 6. The words of the Lord .ire pure words, [as]
silver tried in a furnace of earth. Isaiah ix. 18. They shall mount up [as
or like] Ihe ascending of smoke. Similar examples occur in the New Tes-
tament; as in John v. 17. My father worlcelh hitherto, and I work: that is,
as my Father worketh hitherto, so also do I work together with him!
Sometimes particles are wanting both at the beginning and end of a sentence
thus Job xxiv. 19. [As] drought and heat consume Ihe snow: so doth the
grave those which have sinned. Jer. xvii. 11. fAs] the partridge sillelh
on eggs, and halcheth not

; [so] he that getleth riches and not by fight, &c.
Numerous similar instances occur in the book of Job, and especially in the
Proverbs; where, it is but justice to our admirable authorized version hi
add, that the particles omitted are properly supplied in Italic characters, and
thus complete the sense.

2. Examine the entire passage with minute attention.

Sometimes a single passage will require a whole chapter, or several of
the preceding and following chapters, or even the entire hook, to be pe-
rused, and that not once or twice, but several limes. The advantage of
this practice will be very great: because, as the same thing is frequently
slated more briefly in the former part of a book, which is more clearly
and fully explained in the subsequent portion, such a perusal will render
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• MoMenhaweri Inlroductio ad I.ibros Vet. et Nov. Foederis, p. 307. Pro-
fessor Franck's Guide to the Reading of the Scriptures, translated by Mr.
Jacques, p. 178. (1st edit.)

3 They are considered, and translated as one Psalm, by RishopHorsley
See his Version of the Psalms, vol. i, pp. ] in— 114. and the notes.

3 see particularly, tract v.—viii. on adverbs, prepositions, and conjunc-
tions, torn. i. pp. 361—556. ed. Dathii.

« Hoogeveen, Doctrina ParticularumOra?carum. 2 vols. 4to. 1769. Though
treating of Greek particles generally, this elaborate work incidentally illus-
trates a great number of passages in the NewTestament. A valuable abridg-
ment of it, with the notes of various literati, was published by Professor
SchulzatLeipsic in 1806, which has been handsomely reprinted at Glasgow,
1813. See also Dr. Macknight on the Epistles, vol. i. essay 4. § 74., to the end
of that essay.

Purver rightly supplies it, and renders the passage thus, and should
death befall him in the way: iu the authorized English version Ihe con-
junction and is omitted, and the conditional if is properly supplied

Vol. I. 2 U

every thing plain to the meanest capacity. For instance, that otherwise
difficult passage, Rom. ix. 18. Therefore hath he mercy on whom he will
have mercy, and whom he will he hardeneth, will become perfectly clear
by a cluse examination of Ihe context, beginning at verse 18. of chap viii
and reading to the end of the eleventh chapter ; this portion of the epistle
beiug most intimately connected. Disregarding this simple and all but
sell-evident canon, some expositors have explained 1 Pet. ii. 8. as meaning
that certain persons were absolutely appointed to destruction ; a notion,
not only contradicting the whole tenor of Scripture, but also repugnant to
every idea,which we are there taught to entertain of the mercy and justice
of God. An attentive consideration of tlj,e context and of the proper
punctuation of the passage alluded to (!or"ihe most ancient manuscripts
have scarcely any points), would have prevented them from giving so re-
pulsive an interpretation. The first epistle of Peter (it should be recol-
lected) was addressed to believing Jews.' After congratulating them on
their happiness in being called to the glorious privileges and hopes of the
Gospel, he takes occasion to expatiate upon the sublime manner in which
it was introduced, both by the prophets and apostles ; and having enforced
his general exhortations to watchfulness, &c. by an affecting representa-
tion of our relation to God, our redemption by the precious blood of
Christ, the vanity of all worldly enjoyments, and the excellence and per-
petuity of the Gospel dispensation (ch. i. throughout) ;—he proceeds
(ii. 1—12.) to urge them, by a representation of their Christian privileges,
to receive the word of God with meekness, to continue in Ihe exercise of
faith in Christ as the great foundation of their eternal hopes, and to main-
tain such an exemplary conduct as might adorn his Gospel among the
unconverted Gentiles. Wherefore, says he, in consideration of the ever-
lasting permanency and invariable certainty of the word of God, laying
aside all malice, and alt guile, and hypocrisies, and envies, and all evil-
spieaJcings, which are so contrary to its benevolent design, with all siui-
plicily, as newborn babes'' (or 'infants), who are regenerated by divine
grace, desire the sincere nulk of 'tie word, that ye may grow thereby [unto
salvation]' since [or seeing that] you hare lasted that Ihe Lord is gra-
cious. 'To whom coming as iinln a tiring stone, disallowed indeed of men,
but chosen of God, and precious, Ye also (who believe), as living stories
are biiilt up a spiritual house, an holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual
sacrifices by Jesus Christ, | Wherefore also it is contained in the Scrip-
ture, Behold I lay in .Sim: u chief cornerstone, elect, precious; and he
that In act lb on ii (confideth in il) shall not confounded, or ashamed).
I nlo vou, time/ore, who believe, he is precious; but unto them that
DISBELIEVE, »srii«ou«-i,> the slave which Ihe builders disallowed, the same
is ben, i,a the head qjf the corner, and a stone of stumbling, and a rock
ol offence. They disbelieving the woan (rw Kny<e «*7((5evvTi;), that is the
word of the Gospel, which contains this testimony, stumble at this corner-
stone, whereunlo they were appointed. But ye (believers, who rest your
salvation on il) are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a peculiar
people, Ac Ac. Hence, il is evident, that the meaning of 1 Pet. ii. 8. is not,
that God had ordained them to disobedience (for in that case their obe-
dience would have been impossible, and their disobedience would have
been no sin): but that God, the righteous judge of all the earth, had ap-
pointed, or decreed, that destruction and eternal perdition should be the
punishment of such disbelieving persons, who wilfully rejected all Ihe
evidences that Jesus Christ was the Messiah, the Saviour of the world.
The mode ofpoinling above adopted, is that proposed by Drs. John Taylor,
Doddridge, and Macknight, and recognised by Griesbach in his critical
ediiion of the Greek Testament, and is manifestly required by the context.

3. A verse or passage must not be connected with a remote
context, unless the latter agree better with it than a nearet
context.

G See this proved, infra, Vol. II. p. 361.
i This expression very emphatically denotes those who are newly con-

verted or regenerated, as the aposlle had said (1 Pet. i. 23.) Ihe believing
Jews were, through the incorruptibU word of God. It is well known that
the ancient Jewish rabhies styled new proselytes to their religion, little
children and new-born babes: and Peter, who was a Jew, very naturally
adopts the same phraseology, when writing to Jewish converts to the
Gospel.

8 These words [unto salvation, 115 rotiiptav], though omitted in the
common printed editions, are, by Griesbach, inserted in the text, of ir/iii /,.

theyform an integral part. They are found in the Codices Alexandrinus,
Vaticanus, ami Enhremi (the three oldest manuscripts extant); in thirty-
nine others of good aulhority, though of less anliquily ; and also in the Old
Syriac, the Philoxenian (or later) Syriac, the Arabic edited by Erpenius,
the Coptic, Ethiopic, Armenian, Sclavonic, and Vulgate versions, and are
quoted by Clemens Alexandrinus, Origen, Cyril, Joannes Damascenns, and
Theopbylact, among the Greek Fathers: and by the Latin Fathers, Je-
rome. Riifinus, Augustine, Gildas, Cassiodorus, and the venerable Bede.
This reading is, therefore, undoubtedly genuine, and is of great importance.
It shows the reason irhy the believing Jews were regenerated, and also
why they were to desire the unadulterated doctrines of the Gospel, viz.
that they might thereby increase, or groto up, unto salvation. This was
(he end they" should always have in view; and nothing could so effectually
promote this end, as continually receiving the pure truth of God, praying
for the fulfilment of its promises, and acting under its dictates.

9 The verb Msreifisai (whence the particle turMfauvTss) and its derivative
substantive *tni9stm

t
signify such a disbelief, as constitutes the party

guilty of ohstinacy, or wilfui refusal to credit a doctrine or narrative. In
the New Testament it is specially used concerning those who obstinately
persist in rejecting the doctrine of the Gospel, regardless of all the evi-
dences that, accompanied it. Thus, in John iii. 36. *-m$mv tu via,, he that
disbe/ie.veth the Ron is opposed to him that believeth on the Son, to.

K-is-Evovn £.; To,, ufon. So in Acts xiv. 2., those Jews who stirred up Ihe
Gentiles, and made them evil affected towards the brethren, are termed o<

»,TEi6ouyEg Iou£*io(, the disbelieving (or, as il is not ill rendered in our au-
thorized version), the unbelieving or wilfully incredulous Jetns, who are
opposed to the great multitude bout of the Jews and also of the Greeks, who
believed, n-iveumxi. (verse 1 ) The same verb is found in Acts xvii. 5. and
xix 9. Rom. xi. 30, 31. and 1 Pet. iii. 1. (Gr.), in which last place Saint Peter
exhorts wives, who believed the Gospel, to be in subjection to their hus-
bands, that if any, xnnyaum tu, Xoj to, disbelieve the word, they may
also without the trord be iron over to the Gospel, by the exemplary con-
versation of the wives. The lexicographer, Suidas (as cited by Schteus-
ner, in voce, to whom we arc chiefly indebted for this note), considers
«7r;iff£*f as synonymous with e»srir*»v. AmiHuv Jotix>|- a-n-fn .

For examples, in which Ihe derivative substantive »»-Ei0Eia means disbe-
lief, or contempt of the Christian doctrine, see Schluesner's Lexicon,
sub voce.
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Tims, Bom. ii. 16., although it makes n good sense If connected with the

I

. , much b iter when joined with verse 12 (the

hitermeniate verses being read parentheUcaUj as In m «. authorized ver-

.iii<i this shows ii to I"' the true and proper context

4. Examine whether the ii-riter continues his discourse, lest

we suppose him to make a transition to another argument,

when, in fart, he is prosecuting the same topic.

Rom. v 12. will furnish an illustration of this remark. From thai verse
.

.
, |, .

. chapter s ''i!'i I'-t'il product's a strong argument to prove,

that a.s all in -ii sto.ni in in c. i of i lie grace of Cod in Christ to redeem them
from their Bins, so this grace has been afforded equally to all, whether

or Gentiles To perceive the fall force, therefore, of Hie apostle's

; read the centfntuitfonof tote argument from verse 12.

to the i
-' ol the chapter.

6. The parentheses which occur in the sacred writing*

should be particularly regarded : but no parenthesis should

be interposed -without sufficient reason.

Sometimes the grammatical construction, with which ;» sen-

tence begins, is interrupted ; anil is again resumed by the writer

after a larger or shorter digression. This is termed a parenthesis.

Parentheses being contrary to the genius and structure of the

Hebrew language, are, comparatively, of rare occurrence in the

Old Testament En feet, as tin-re is no sign whatever for it in

Hebrew, the sense only can determine when it is to be used.

The prophetic writings, lnd< cd, contain interruptions and interlocutions,

pai ticojarl} those ,,i aVreini th . Init \v have an example of a real parcn-
i

1 ie sfii in Zech. vii. ? The Jewish captives had senl to inquire of the pro-

phet whether their fasting should be continued on account of the burning
of the temple, and the assssslnstion of Gedeliab; after a considerable
digression, bul closely connet led with the question proposed, the prophel
at length replies, In en. viii, 19

,
that the season (bi meriy devoted to fasting

should soon be sjpenl in joy and gladness. The intermediate verses, there,

fore, from ch vil 1 to ch. viii. 17.. are obviously parenthetii ai. though nol

marked as such in any of the modem Versions which WS have had an
opportunity to i xamlne.
A remarkable instance of complicated parenthetic expression occurs in

1> in viii. 2- Ari'l IsaW fa < M ''
I
" 1 I ISASfl I SOW I lOae >n Sh.i

:
-,hini'\,

and Isaw (.1was then by thi toon I •-'•"f Ttifieduptny eyest
ana

Baa and bt fti Id ' Ac. See other instances in Gen. sxiv. 10. SChron. xxxii.

9 i • i mi 16 I's.il ,\K 6 Ess in II.

'

In the New Testament, however, parentheses are frequent,

especially in the writings of St. Paul ; who, after making
numerous digressions (all of them appropriate to,' and illiMm-

tive of, his main subject), returns to the topic which he had

begun to discuss. They are generally introduced in the follow-

ing manner :

—

(I.) When t/u parenthfsis is boost, if is inserted without hesitation

befwi " '< <<'."'
- which an ' (.connected and then often

ti<> conclusion of th the latter claust procet as a

had in/.' n place. Thus :

—
i In Acts 1. 16. Peter.,,.said (the number ofnames tog* ttu r teas about

an hundred and twenty, w n •>,* .a.
i Men and brethren, Ac.

h Rom mil 1'.'- 21. The application of the parenthesis will render this

verj diffit nil passage perfect!) easj 7*Ai earnest • vpectationoftht
Hon waiteth t ir th manifestation of the sons ofOoa: i for the creation^
y .

. . .
.'*t,t ( (. . . .wasmade subject to vanity, nol willingly but by

ofhim who subjected it) in hope that the creation itself also thali bt deli-

from the bondage of corruption into tht glorious lib* rty of the suns
qfQoa.*

ni. i Cor. xv 52. At the last trump : (for 'l"- ti ttmvt ' thall sound
fj'"t >r, r

.
',,

| hanged; s,»Xjriyyiy«*p
l
tkc.) for this corruptible must

ini m i option, Ac.
Similei

i
the tea occur in 2 Cor. vl. 2 x. '!, 1 Gal ii. 8. A parenthesis

of considerable length is in this way inserted ill Koin. ii. Hi— Id. In cases
of in is kind the psxentheslaiscommpnly Indicated by the parlli lei ; >, y*p,
A . at Its cninniriiceineiil. See [he examples above adduced, and Itoin. i.

1.11 o '; in.
i It. I, vii X) Ac

•
•

i ii//- // tht parentfu is is lorosb, (as prffictpaj word or words of the
j" '

> ding clause are repeated, with or without variation, after the parcn-

i M'or. viii. 1—4. Now as touching things offered unto idols (we know
th-it irf alt hurt knowli dge E n "< th up, but > fnn ity < oh '" th,

Sec.....as

i

on Offered in saer^Un una
no thai an (dot is nothing, dec. Similar instances incur In Jobn vl

'-.',' 24 Eph n i 5 12 UV. and Rev 111 9 10. : and the observant studenl
ofthe Mi i 'in' ni mil e.i rilv be onabh d to supply other as. mnple
Another Instance of the psrenth In Phil I

'-" to ebap ii 16

mclnslve : In which thi a a subject, the proposition ofwhich
i

I tad iflerward In ch II. 17. be i atui m to the
.inch he had bi In the preceding chapter " in conformity

with Mo lalementwe find il Sainl Paul says, he la Infl n

Ie Ii e both "i life and di sth , but h it which
Death lath d to hlmsalf . bul the n< ran

"i the P .;i pared i hide d i

fi will be lengi I

tl he ii.<)) si !.!,,
i

,
mi pei "ii i

- inten uptfon
which his discourse bad i

j ni pi i (ch II I i n follows

Hi b Oram " 1 p 335,
1 ''"

' ,

I I
i reason

8 ne prei Ch ini I bj Lh< Rei rhora i W
' -

i .ti.'i him \ " r, hi printed In
. O.i no) wllUnalj

.
,

up the dlfllcullj ..I tli

Winer's Qrammar to the <;i Ti I p IW Borne observe) n
will he t id in Pran, k'a Guide to tin s ripturca, pn i

(M' Jic<|ura'fl Translation.) lot adit,

' \ • a. and it' 1 be oflV-red upon the sacrifice and BST
I

nh, I

jny and rejoice witli you all Tlie inlei \eiiiup chaise is bappilj and judi-

ciouslj introduced bj the apostle In ordei that the PhUippians might not
remit their exertions until bis arrival bul contend foi the fiuth m the
Gospel with unity and bumllHy ; is will be evident to those who examine
Hi-- point with attention and candour.*'*

n To this i lass we may refer the fouowkuj besutlfol example of the
parenthesis, in 2Tim. i 16—18 The apostle ."

:

. b g the Intrepid
n of Oneslphorus—who, when amorous professors oeserb d him,

st i by him and ministered to him -begins wiui a prayer foi the
man's family ! 7% Lord grant mercy to tht houn <> Onesiphorus,for he
often refreshed me, and was not ashamed of my ch* "s in
Rome, very carefully sought me, can Si Paul men
bis period, and suspends bis sentence, to repeal his acknowledgment and
l>i a] er \\ Ith renewed fervour and gratitude ( Tht Lord grant thai fi> may

rev from the Lord in that day), and in /i«>r many instances fie

ministered to m> at E)pfu u well know It" we pi rase ins
i authors ofGreece and Rome, we shall scsxcelj find, among their

mani parentheses and transpositions of style, one expressed in so pathetic
and lively a manner, nor for a reason so substantial and unexceptionable.*

Additional instances might be offered, to show the importance

of attending to parentheses in the examination of the context ;

but the preceding will abundantly suffice for this purpose. The
author has been led to discuss them at greater length than mav
seem to have been requisite, from the circumstances, that less

attention appears to be given to the parenthesis, than to any
other species of punctuation, in the different works on the study

of the Scriptures, in our language, thai have fallen under Ids

notice.6

6. ,Vg explanation must be admitted, but that which suits

the context.

In direct violation of this self-evident canon of interpretation, the church
of Rome expounds Malt xviii. i". if a man neglect to /<"" the church,
irt him f>' unto thee »••' a heathen r>i/in and « a t ubhean, ol the tnfaiiibt

lily and final decisions of all dnctiines hy the R ' hnlic • lunch.
itu! what soya the evangelist I Lei us read the conu si " // " Rays ooi
Lord, " thy brother shau trespass against thee, go and tell him hut famU
between if>" and him atom ; \fhe mail bean thee, thou hast gained thy

broth* r. But if fn will not /cor. take with thet ont or two more, that m
tli- mouth of one or two witnesses every word maybt And
if /ir thall a- gleet to fu or th> m, i< ti it unto tht chtt rchi but ij ai negba : to

tuny flu church hi lu in he itiitu thrr im n heathen man and a ['ittdirati.

(verses 15—17.) That is. if a man have done you an injun first admonish
bim privately of It; if that avail not, tell the church; not the uoivcrssl
church dispersed throughout the world, bul thai p i

iculsr church to
which you both belong. And ii he « ill no) reform upon Burn re]

regard him on longer as b true Chri ed man with whom
von are to held no n Ugious commui i, though, as b Ii Hi « man jon owe
him earnest and persevering s I>willand tel ofklm i 1 irooghthe
whole of this context there is not onev bout disobeying ihe

determination ol the Catholic church conci nun- .i disputed doctrine, bnl
aboul slighting the adi iltion ol a particular cl :h concerning known
sin ; and particular churches ai a owned to be fallible.

^

7. Where HO connection is to be found with the preceding
and subsequent parts of a book; none should be sought.

This obsen Ltlon applies Bolely to the Proverbs ol Solomon, and chiefly
in ihe tenth and following chapters, which ron i d pun of that
hn.ik ;uid .ir.- CMi!,|i..r.eil i (

|' .sep.iiate [0. .verlis ol tenCCS hSVing
i to real or verba) connection whatever, though each individual maxim iB

pregnant with the most weight) Instruction*1

From thepreceding remarks it will neevidt nt, that, although
the comparison of the context will Tequtre both labour and
unremitting diligence, yel these will be abundantly com-
pensated by the increased degree of ligbi \\ hich \\ ill thus be
thrown upon otherwise obseuro passages. The very elaborate

treatise or Pranzius, already referred to, \\ ill Bupply numerous
examples <>( the I Eolj Scriptures, which are rendered pexfi ctly

clear by the judieious oonsiderauon of the context.

§ 2. OF THE Sl'BJErT-MATTEB.

Ixtbough, to interpreting words thai have various mesav
iuos, some degree of uncertainty una sxiBl

-

.is t.> which of
their differeni Benses is to be preiern a; yel the ambiguity in

• Pram I
Ou Ie, p. 169

i Blackwall's tiacred Classics Illustrated vol
I edit

« On the subject of parenthe i la referred
valuable treatl i i

I
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such cases is not so great but that it may in general be re-

moved, and the proper signification of the passage in question

may be determined : for the Subject-matter—that is, the

topic of which the author is treating-—plainly shows the

sense which is to be attached to any particular word. For
there is a gTeat variety of agents introduced in the Scriptures,

whose words and actions are recorded.

Some parts of the Bible are written in a responsive or dialogue

form : as the twenty-fourth Psalm, Isa. vi. 3. and Rom. iii. 1—9.

And the sense of a text is frequently mistaken, by not observing

who is the speaker, and what is the specific topic of which lie

treats ; and also by not attending to the frequent and very elegant

changes and successions of persons occurring in the Scriptures,

and especially in the prophetic writings. One or two examples

will illustrate the necessity of considering the subject-matter.

1. Tlie Hebrew word ~V&3 (Be-sHen) literally signifies the skin; by a

metonymy, the Jlesh beneath the skin; and by a synedoche it denotes

every animal, especially man considered as infirm or weak, as in .ler.

xvii. 5. Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his

arm; there are also several other meanings derived from these, which it

is not material now to notice. But that the word flesh is to be understood

aiman only in Gen. vi. 12. Psal- Ixv. 2. and Job x. 4. wijl be evident on the

slightest, inspection of the subject-matter. All Jlesh had corrupted his

tray—that is, all men had wholly departed from the rule of righteousness,

or had made their way of life abominable throughout the world. And, in

the Psalm above cited, who can doubt but that by the word Jlesh men are

intended : O thou that /tearest prayer, unto thee shall all Jlesh, that is, all

mankind, come. In like manner, also, in .lob x. 4. it is evident that Jlesh

has the same meaning; if, indeed, the passage were at all obscure, the

parallelism would explain it—Hast thou the eyes of a man (Heb. ofJlesh) I

or, seest tlwu as man sees?
2. The first chapter of the prophecy of Isaiah affords an apposite eluci-

dation of attending to the changes and successions of persons occurring in

the Scriptures. Jehovah is there represented as impleading his disobe-

dient people, Israel. The prophet, with a boldness and majesty becoming
the herald of the Most High, begins with summoning the whole creation

to attend when Jehovah speaks, (ver. 2.) A charge of gross insensibility

is in the next verse brought against the Jews, whose guilt is amplified

(ver. 4); and their obstinate wickedness highly aggravated the chastise-

ments and judgments of God, though repealed till they had almost been
left like Sodom and Gomorrah, (v 5—0.) The incidental mention of these

places leads the prophet to address the rulers and people of the Jews,
under the character of the princes of Sodom and Gomorrah, in a style not
less spirited and severe, than it is elegant and unexpected- (10.) The
vanity of trusting; to the performance of the external rites and ceremo-
nies of religion is then exposed (11—15), and the necessity of repent-

ance and reformation is strongly enjoined (16, 17.), and urged by the most
encouraging promises,.as well as by the most awful tftreatenings. (18—20.)
Bui, as neither of these produced ihe proper effect upon that, people, who
were the prophet's charge, he bitterly laments their degeneracy (21—23.),

and concludes with introducing the Almighty himself, declaring his purpose
of indicting such heavy judgments as would entirely cut off the wicked,
and excite in the righteous, who should pass through the furnace, an ever-

lasting shame and abhorrence of every thing connecled with idolatry, the
source of all their misery. (24—31.) The whole chapter, in loftiness of
sentiment, and style, affords a beautiful example of Ibis great prophet's
manner, whose writings, like his lips, are touched with hallowed fire.'

But it is not merely with reference to the meaning of par-

ticular passages that a consideration of the subject-mailer

becomes necessary to the right understanding of Scripture.

It is further of the greatest importance in order to comprehend
the various dispensations of God to man, which are contained

in the sacred writings. For although the Bible comprises

a great number of books, written at different times, yet they

have a mutual connection with each other, and refer, in the

Old Testament, with various but progressively increasing

degrees of light and clearness, to a future Saviour, and in the

New Testament to a present Saviour. With reference, there-

fore, to the several divine dispensations to man, the subject-

matter of the whole Bible ought to be attentively considered

:

but, as each individual book embraces a particular subject, it

will also be requisite carefully to weigh its subject-matter,

in order to comprehend the design of the autlur. An analysis

of each hook will materially assist a reader of the Scriptures

in forming a comprehensive view not only of its chief subject-

matter, but will also show the methodical and orderly

coherence of all the parts of the book with one another.

Such an analysis the author has attempted in the second
volume of this work. " Books," says an old writer, " looked
upon confusedly, are but darkly and confusedly apprehended :

but considered distinctly, as in these distinct analyses or

resolutions into their principal parts, must needs be distinctly

and much more clearly discerned.
1 ' 2

* Bp. Lowth's Isaiah, vol. ii. pp. 4—27. 8vo. edit. Vitringa, in his comment
on the same prophet, eminently excels in pointing out the rapid transitions

of persons, places, and things. Van Til, in his celebrated Opus Analyti-
cum, has ably noticed various similar transitions in the Scriptures gene-
rally, and in fbe Psalms in particular, though in the last-mentioned book
he has sometimes unnecessarily multiplied the speakers introduced. The
value of Dr. Macknight's version and paraphrase of the Epistle to the
Romans is enhanced by his distinguishing between tlie objections brought
by the Jews whom St. Paul introduces as arguing with him, and the replies
and conclusive reasonings of the apostle.

* Roberts's Key to the Bible, pp. (11.) (12.) folio edit. 1665. See also
Rambachii Institutiones llermeneuticse Sacra?, pp. 108—110. and Chlade-
nius's Institutiones Exegetics, pp. 532. et seq.

§3. OK THE SCOPE.

I. The scope defined.—Importance of investigating the scope

of a book or passage vj' Scripture.—II. Rules for investi-

gating it.

I. A consideration of the scope, or design, which the in-

spired author of any of the books of Scripture had in view,
essentially facilitates the study of the Bible: because, as

every writer had some design which he proposed to unfold,

and as it is not to be supposed that he would express himself
in terms foreign to that design, it therefore is but reasonable
to admit that he made use of such words and phrases as were
every way suited to his purpose. To be acquainted, there-

fore, with the scope of an author is to understand the chief

part of his book. The scope, it has been well observed, is

the soul or spirit of a book ; and that being once ascertained,

every argument and every word appears in its right place

and is perfectly intelligible: but, it the scope be not duly

considered, every thing becomes obscure, however clear and
obvious its meaning may really be. 3

The scope of an author is either general or special,- by the

former we understand the design which he proposed to him-
self in writing his book ; by the latter we mean that design
which he had in view when writing particular sections, or

even smaller portions, of his book or treatise.

The means, by which to ascertain the scope of a particular

section or passage, being nearly the same with those which
must be applied to the investigation of the general scope of a
book, we shall briefly consider them together in the following
observations.

II. The Scope of a book of Scripture, as well as of any
particular section or passage, is to be collected from the

writer's express mention of it, from its known occasion, from
some conclusion expressly added at the end of an argument;
from history, from attention to its general tenor, to tlie main
subject and tendency of the several topics, and to the force

of the leading expressions; and especially from repeated,

studious, and connected perusals of the book itself.

1. When the scope of a whole booh, or of any particular por~

Hon of it, is expressly mentioned by the sacred -writer, it shoidd

be carefully observed.

Of all criteria this is the most certain, by which to ascerlain the scope
of a book. Sometimes it is mentioned at its commencement, or towards
its close, and sometimes it is intimated in other parts or ihe same book,
rather obscurely, perhaps, yel in such a manner that a diligent and atten-

tive reader may readily ascerlain it. Thus the scope and end of ihe whole
Bible, collectively, is contained in its manifold utility, which St. Paul
expressly states in S Tim. iii. Hi, 17. and also in Rom. xv. 4. In like man-
ner, the royal author of Ecclesiastes announces pretty clearly, at ihe

beginning of
1

his book, the subject be intends to diseuss, vi/.. to show that

all human affairs are vain, uncertain, frail, and imperfect ; and, such 1" ing

the case, he proceeds to inquire, What profit hath a man of all Ida labour

which he taketh under the sun ? (Eccl. i. 2,*3.) And towards the close of
ihe same hunk (ch. xii. 8.) he repeals the same subject, the truth of which
he had prw ed by experience. So, in the commencement of the book of
Proverbs, Solomon distinctly announces their scope, (ch. i. 1—4. 6.)— " The
Proverbs of Solomon, Ihe Son of David king of Israel ;— to know wisdom
and instruction, to perceive the trords of understanding : to receive the

instruction of wisdom, justice, judgment, and equity ; to give suhtilty to

the simple, to the young man knowledge and discretion ; to understand a
proverb, and the interpretation ; the words of tlie wise, and their dark
sayings." -Saint John, also, towards the close of his gospel, announces
bis object in writing it to be, " That ye might believe that Jesus is the

Christ, the Son of God ; and that, believing, ye might have life through
his name." Therefore, all those discourses of our Lord, which arc

recorded almost exclusively by this evangelist and apostle, are to be read

and considered with reference to this particular design : and, if this cir-

cumstance be kept in view, they will derive much additional force and
beauty.
Of the application of this rule to the illustration of a particular section,

or the ascertaining of a special scope, the seventh chapter of Saint Paul's

first epistle to the Corinthians will supply an example.—In that chapter, the

object of which is to show that it was not good to marry, the apostle is

replying to the queries which had been proposed to him by the Corinthian

converts; and it is evident that his reply is continued through the whole

chapter. But did he mean to insinuate absolutely that matrimony in itself

was not good? By no means : on Ihe contrary, it is clear from the scope

of this section, given by Saint Paul in express words, that his design was
not, in genera], to prefera state of celibacy to that of marriage : much less

» "How unfair, how irrational, how arbitrary, is the mode of interpreta-

tion which many apply to the word of God 1 They insulate a passage
;
they

fix on a sentence ; they detach it from the paragraph to which it belongs,

and explain it in a sense dictated only by the combination of the syllables

or the words, in themselves considered. If the word of God be thus dis-

sected or tortured, what language may it not seem to speak, what senti-

ments may it not appear to countenance, what fancy may it not be made to

gratify? But would such a mode of interpretation be tolerated by any

living author 1 Would such a method be endured in commenting on any

of the admired productions of classical antiquity? Yet in this case it would

be comparatively harmless, although utterly indefensible : but who can

calculate the amount of injury which may be suslained by the cause of

revealed truth, ifits pure streams be thus defiled, and if it he contaminated

even at the very fountain head V Rev. H. F. Burdcr's Sermon on the

Duty and Means of ascertaining the Genuine Sense of the Scriptures, p. 21.
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was it to teach that tin- living i anii b is either more holy or more
acceptable lo'God ; 01 thai those who vow to lead a single life shall certainly

I salvation, as the church ol (to erroi isly teaches from
tbia place. Bui we perceive thai lie answered the question proposed to

him wuii reference bo the then existing cin tii - loci ol the Christian
1 tturch. The apostle though! thai .1 'ingle life h ls preferable on ai

ill.- sufferings u> which they were then

liable. Thi
;

to which they were exposed, when the] 1

upon them woul I be no ire -1 »ous and afflictive tosui b as bad ; wife and
to I LOSS Who Were single: and,

ominends ceHb
thus.,- who had the gill of living ch latelj without marriage.

2. The scope of the sacvetl writer may be ascertained from
the known occasion on which his book was -written.

Thus in the time «i the apostles, there were n anj who disseminated
I Judaism: hence it became necessary thai die apos-

tles should frequently write againsl these errors, and oppose the deft n

of Judaism, ouch was the occasion "i Baini Peter's Becond epistle: and
afford 'i key bj which i>> ascertain the scope "i

many ol the other epistolary wit ings. Of the same description also were
1 the parables >i Uvered by Jesus Christ When any question h i

-

proposed in him, or he was reproached for holding Enterc lursewnh publl

cans and sinners, he availed himself "i the occasion to n plj oi Co defend
himself by s parable. Sometimes, also, when his disciples laboured under
iiny mistakes, he kindly corrected their ei roneous notions by parables
The Inscriptions pn fixed to many of the Psalms, though some of them

are evidently spui lous, and const queutly to he reji-.-ifd, frequently unheal.'
. caslon on which they were composed, and mhi> n-ib.-i i.in.iM,'

Imht upon their scon . Thus the scope ol the 18th, 34th, and 3d Psalms ie

illustrated from then- re ipective inscriptions, which distinctly assert upon
what oci asi mi they were composi d by Davfd In like manner, many of
the proptw clcs, which would otherwise be oh 1 ui 1 b come perfect!) 1 lear

when we Ondi i-suml the rin i.ii, Li;. .
. <<i\ ,n , mint id which the predic-

tions were utfered.

3. The express conclusion, added by the -writer at the end
of an argument, demonstrates its general scope.

Thus, in Bom. iii 28. after a long discussion, Saint Paul adds this conclu-
sion :—There] tude

i
thai <i man is justify <l byfaith without tic

deeds of the lair . Hence we perceive with w hal di sign the Whole passage
was written, and 10 which all the rest is t" be referred. The com!
Interspersed through the '

j
> 1

^ r i s may easily be ascertained by mean! ol

the particles, " wherefore ' therefore," " then,* Ac. as well
as by the circumstances directly mentioned or referred to. The principal
conclnstons, however, must be separated from those which arc ofcompara-

u importance, and auborJloati to '),- former. Thus in the epistle
t-> r.iilemon, our attention must chiefly he directed to verses S and 17.,

whence we collect that Sainl Paul's design or si ope was to 1 econclle Ones!*
mus (who had been a runaway slave) to hie master, and to restore him to

tin; latter, a better person than be bad before been in the Epistle to the
1 11 i.ms. tin- principal conclusions are, ch. h. II, 12. and ch. iv. 1. 3. The

or less principal conclusions are ch. i. 15. iii. 13. iv. 17. 25. v.

1. 7. 15. 17. anil vi. 13, II.

1

4. A knowledge of the time -when a booh was written, and
also of the state of the church at that time, will indicate the

scope or intention of the author in writing such book.

For instance, we learn from history, thai during the timeof the apostles
there were inn I'lninatr-d ; and therefore they wrote many
I

es in (heir eoistles with ihe express design of rehitinjj suofa errorB.
\ 1 icquafntance with these historical particulars will enable us to deter

with accuracy the scope of entire hooks as well as of detached
I

.,

Thus, the epistle of Saint .lames was written about the year of Christ 01,
at which time the Christians were suffering persecution, and probably (as
appears from ch. it. 6. and ch. v. 6.) not lone before the apostle's
dom

; which Bp. Peai son thins ,' happened a d 62, la the eighth year of
Nero's reign, when the destruction ol the Jewish tempi.' and polity was
Impending. (-Line i v. 1. 8.) \t the period referred to, there were in the
church certain professing Christians. Who In consequence of the sanguin-
ary persecution then carried on against them both by Jews and (h ntih-s,

were not uiiiy declining In Gaitta and love, and Indulging various sinful piac-
ii' undue respect of ]>> rsuns (chapter ii. verse 1 et .-- a

|
]

conlempi of their poor brethren (chapter Ii. verse 9. et seq l ; and unbri<
died (fedntn n\ |ii-.-i t, (, h;tp|.-| Ml. \i i bOl Wfafl SlSO mOSl
ahamemJly abused to llcentioa di thi gract of God, which in the Gospel
Is promised to the penitent ; slid disregarding holiness, boasted of s nuth
d« riuite of its a fruli < 'a ol s bare at seni to the dot ti Inec ol

and boldly affirmed thul this inoperative and dead Imli was
alone sutHi lent to obi no ti atlon (i haptei II. verse 17 tt reg I Hence we

rceive, thai the ap ffss do) to treal ol the doc*
trme of justification

; but, the itate ol the church requiring It, to correct
those- and thou tinj which had crept into

nta I
• i or '' a dt ad

faith Tin oh si radon fai thai Don the
ray ol reconciling the supposed tradlcl between the apostles

Pauland Jams :

, i om i ming the doctrli i salvation by faith 3

6. If, however, none of thete subsidiary aids present them-
selves, it only remain* that we ni.ri. vtmh.y \M> in i,ir; kntlt
STTTDT TBI Kvrtiti; BOOK, \s wi.t.i. \s TBI wiuu.k siiui.it,

axn (Anr.FtLi,LV asikhtaiv tui ICON i mum them, before
toe attempt an examination of any particular text.

Tims w.- ehaD b undei land the mind ol Its author, and to
» ' i

'
dn the ami tendency ol the booh or epistle whli

he nndei conaidai atlon or, If It ha
n I ie < lilef

c what those dlflereol mi l

' PrancWI Mam luctlo, can II
i i

i ,

'
.
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also in what part the author concluded one and began anpthei
;
and, if it be

necessary to divide such book or epistle into parts, to ascertain their exac.
bound unes

Hut in this investigation of the scope, there is not always
th;it clearness which leads to a certain interpretation : lor

sometimes (here arc several interpretations which sufficiently

with the writer's design. In those places, hr instance,

where the coming of Christ is mentioned, it is not always
determined whether it is his last advent to judge the world,
or liis coming to inflict punishment on the unbelieving Jews.
In such cases, the interpreter must be content with some
degree of probability. There are, however, two or three

cautions, in the consideration of the scope, to which it will

be desirable to attend.

1. Where, of two explanations, one is evidently contrary to

the series of the discourse, the other must necessarily be pre-

ferred.

In PssI xlii. 2. the royal psalmist pathetically exclaims

—

M'/nn shall 1
comt and appear before Qoal—This verse baa, by some writers, been ex-
piiiiudrd thu* ; that a man may wish for death, in order that he may the
BOOner enjoy that state of future blessedness which is sometimes intended
by the phrase seeing Qod. Now tins exposition is manifestly contrary to
the design -d the Psalm ; in which David! exiled from Jerusalem, and eon-
seouently from the bouse ol Qod, through Absalom's unnatural rebellion,
expresses Ins fervent desire of returning to Jerusalem, and beholding thai
bappy day, wh< n lie si Id again present Inms. ii h< l«.re Ih.d iti his holy

u i. In the fourth verse he mentions the sacred pleasure with
wblcfa he had gone (or Would repair, for some of the vtr.-ioiis render the
verb in the future tense) with the multitude to the house of God There
Is, there lore, in this second sense a necessary and evident connection wiih
the scope .iii.i -i in s ol the discourse.

In 1 Cor. Ill 1" we read, if tiny man defile (more correctly destroy) the
ti nt/it' of (iuii, him ahull God destroy. The phrase temptt "J Qod\ m this

gi Is usually loterpretedof the human body, and by its defilement is

understood libidinous unchastity, which God will destroy by inflicting cor-
responding punishment on the libidinous man. This sense is certainly a
good one, and is continued by a similar expression at the close ofthe sixth
chapter. But, in the former pari of the third chapter, the apostle had been
giving the teachers of the Corinthian Christians an Important caution to
teach pure and salutary doctrines, together with that momentous doctrine

Other foundation ran no man lay than that is laid, which is JetSW
Christ (v. 11.)—and that they should not add false doctrines to it. Am r

largely diSCUSSing this topic, ne subsequently returns to it. and the pS
above cited occurs intermediately. From this view of ihe scope it will be
evident that by the temple of (Jod Is to be understood the Christisn chorch;
which, ii sny man defile, corrupt, or destroy, by disseminating false doc-
trines, Godwill destroy him also.

2. Where a parallel passage plainly shows that another pas-
sage is to be understood in one particular sense, t/as must be
adapted, to the exclusion of every other sense* although it

should be supported by the grammatical interpretation as welt

as by the scope.

Thus, in Matt. v. 25. we read—"Agree with thine adversary t/uirkty,

tohitst thou art in the tray with Aim ; teat at any tim* thi

deliver thee to thejudgt , and 'he judgt d* Kvt \ tAi - to (As offict r, and thou
be cast i This passage has been inti rpreted i" refer eithi r to
a future state ol existence', or i" the present life m the former sense, the

tary is Gnd ; the judge, Christ ; the officer, death ; and the prison,
beii and eternal punishments. In ihe latter sense, the meanb

Imply is. "If thou baal s lawsuit, compromise it with the plaintiff,

ami thus prevent the necessity of prosecuting n bafore » judge : but if
ii.. 'i .in beadstrong, sndwill not compromise ttie sfiair, when n comaato
be argued before the judge, he will be Bevere, snd will decree thai woo
shah pay the uth-rinnsi farthing " Now, both these expositions yield |ood
senses, a^reeiun with the srotit, and both contain :t COgenl argnmenl that

we should be easily appeased: bnl if wa compare the parallel paaangs In

Luke mi 58, GB we Bnall Snd the case thus staled .— Wm n thou ei"*t with
[hint adverearjf to tht magistrate, as thou art m the tray, eect diligence
that thru moyeot h> </> h< '

,
- dfrom him, test he hate thtt to the judg>

thi judge deaver thet to thi < u whose duly It waa to levy
fines imposed for the violation oi the law): and the offict r on noo-naymant
coot tht i 1 1' it tht r thou thalt not depart thenet nit thou hoot
paid the a ry toot mite.— in this paaaage there is no ref< r> nee whatever to

a future stah, nor In any punishments which will hereafter be Inflicted on
the Implacabli snd thus a single parallel text shows which of the two
senses be.a agrees with thi copi ol tl [uenUy
which of them is preferably to be adopted .*

§ 1. ANALOGY OF I.ANGt'AGRS.

I. Analogy of languages defined.— Its different kind*.—II. {fee

of grammatical analogy.— III. Analogy of kindred lan-
guages.—IV. Hints for consulting this analogy in the inter-

pretation of Scripture.—V. Foundation of analogy in all

languages.

I. Analogy of Idilgunma i* an important aid in enabling
us to judge of the ugnineation of words.

Jbuuogy liir.iiis similitude. Poi instance, from the meaning

B si ii m, e«cr. nn. SOI—4XM .1 it Oarpaoi Bern Bi
i
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Herrn pp 29 61 Prancnll
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attached to the forms of words, their position, connection,
iS:o. in one, or rather in runny cases, we agree to establish a
similarity of meaning, where the phenomena are the same,
in another. This analogy is the foundation of all the rules

of grammar, and of all that is established and intelligible in

language. The analogy of languages is of different kinds,
viz. 1. the Analogy of any particular Language (that is, of
the same language with that which is to be interpreted), the
principles ot which are developed by grammarians. This
kind of analogy has been termed Grammatical Analogy.
2. The Analogy of kindred Languages.1

II. Use of Gra.mmatical Analogy.
Grammatical analogy is not only useful in finding the »»

loquendi, but is also applicable to some doubtful cases ; for

instance, when the kind of meaning, generally considered, is

evident (by comparing other similar words, and methods of
speaking concerning such things, appropriate to the language),
we may judge of the especial force or power of the word, by
the aid of grammatical analogy.

1. In Col. ii. 23. occurs the word ifliksBeHTm*, in our version
rendered will-worship. As there is no example of this word, its

meaning must be sought from analogy by ascertaining the import
of words compounded with thit.m. Of this description of words
there are many examples. Thus, tBAofrpi^ttoe is one who takes
upon him voluntarily to afford hospitality to strangers, in the
name of a city: t6sAoJcuAo< is one who offers himself to voluntary
servitude : ihiMufyoc is one who labours of his own free will.

From this analogy, we may collect that tbtkoSeimata, in Col. ii.

23., means an affected or superstitious zeal for religion ; which
signification is confirmed by the argument of the apostle's dis-

course.

2. In 1 Pet. v. 5. where many critics have attached an em-
phatic sense to *yn:iu£o:TXT(jut, we must compare the other Greek
phrases which relate to clothing or investing; and thus we shall

see that the prepositions rrtfi, *yt$t, and tv, are used in composition
without any accession of meaning to the verb thereby ; for

instance, ifuvtm TiptSikMit, a/j.v£jxxw, or tytSjAxat, simply means
to put on a garment. Consequently, tyMftCxTitrbij means no more
than snfWturSsU, with which it is commuted by Clemens Roma-
nus. 5 The meaning, therefore, of the apostle Peter's expression—be clothed with humility—is to exhibit a modest behaviour.

III. Analogy of Kindred Languages.
Another analogy is that of Kindred Languages, either as

descended from one common stock, as the Hebrew, Syriac,
Chaldee, and Arabic; or derived the one from the other, as
Latin and Greek.

Besides the critical use to which the Cognate or Kindred
Languages* may be applied, they afford very considerable
assistance in interpreting the Sacred Writings. They confirm
by their own authority a Hebrew form of speech, already
known to us from some other source: they supply the defi-

ciencies of the Hebrew language, and make us fully ac-
quainted with the force and meaning of obscure words and
phrases, of which we must otherwise remain ignorant, by
restoring the lost roots of words, as well as the primary and
secondary meaning of such roots; by illustrating words, the
meaning of which has hitherto been uncertain, and by un-
folding the meanings of other words that are of less frequent
occurrence, or are only once' found in the Scriptures. Fur-
ther, the cognate languages are the most successful, if not the
only means of leading us to understand the meaning of
phrases, or idiomatical combinations of words found in the
Bible, and the meaning of which cannot be determined by it,

but which, being agreeable to the genius of the original lan-
guages, are preserved in books written in them. Schultens,
in his Origines Hehr^a;. 1 has illustrated a great number of
passages from the Arabic, from whose work Bauer5 and Dr.
Gerard' has given many examples which do not admit of
abridgment. Schleusner has also availed himself of the
cognate dialects to illustrate many important passages of the
New Testament. Of the various modern commentators on
the Bible, no one perhaps has more successfully applied the
kindred languages to its interpretation than Dr. Adam Clarke.

> Smart's Elements, p. 50. Erncsti Institutio Interprets Nov. Test,
p. 65.

» F.pist. i. p. 39. Mori Acroases, loin. i. pp. 171, 172 Stuart's Elements
p. 51.

* See a notice of the Cognate languages in p. 199. of the presenl
volume.

« Alherii Schultens Origines Hebrass, sive HebretB Lingua antiquis-
sinia Natura el Indoles, ex Arabiee penetralibus revocata. uieduni Bala-
vorurn, 1761, 4tO.

* Bauer's Hornieneutica Sacra, pp. 90—144.
* Gerard's Institutes of Biblical Criticism, pp. 58—70.

IV. In consulting the cognate languages, however, much
care and attention are requisite, lest we should be led away
by any verbal or literal resemblance that may strike the mind,
and above all by mere etymologies, which, though in some
instances they may be advantageously referred to, are often

uncertain guides. The resemblance or analogy must be a real

one. We must, therefore, compare not only similar words
and phrases, but also similar modes of speech, which, though
perhaps differing as to the etymology of the words, are yet
evidently employed to designate the same idea. The fol-

lowing examples will illustrate this remark :

—

1. In 1 Cor. iii. 15. St. Paul, speaking of certain Christian

teachers at Corinth, observes, that " if any mans -work shall be

burnt, he shall suffer loss, but he himself shall be saved ; yet so

as by fre." On this passage, by a forced and erroneous con-

struction, has the church of Rome erected the doctrine of purga-

tory, a place in which she pretends that the just, who depart out

of this life, expiate certain offences that do not merit eternal

damnation. Let us, however, consider the subject-matter of

the apostle's discourse in his Epistle to the Corinthians. Re-
flecting on the divisions which were among them, and on that

diversity of teachers who formed them into different parties, he
compares these to various builders ;

r some of whom raised an
edifice upon the only foundation, Jesus Christ, composed ot gold,

silver, and precious stones ; in other words, who preached the

pure, vital, and uncorrupted doctrines of the Gospel ; while
others, upon the same foundation, built -wood, hay, stubble, that

is, disseminated false, vain, and corrupt doctrines. Of both these

structures, he says (v. 13.), Every man's work shall be made
manifest ; for the day shall declare it, because it shall be re-

vealed by fire ; and the fre shall try (rather prove) every
mans work of what sort it is :—either the day of the heavy
trial of persecution, or rather the final judgment of God, shall

try every man's work, search it as thoroughly as lire does things

that are put into it. Then, adds the apostle, if any man's -work

abide which he hath built thereupon, if the doctrines he hath
taught bear the test, as silver, gold, and precious stones abide in

the lire, he shall receive a reward. But if any man's work
shall be burnt, if, on that trial, it be found that be has introduced

false or unsound doctrines, he shall be like a man, whose building,

being of wood, hay, and stubble, is consumed by the fire ; all his

pains in building are lost, and his works destroyed and gone.

Hut (rather yet) if he be upon the whole a good man, who hath
built upon Christ as the foundation, and on the terms of the

(iiispel committed himself to him, he himself shall be saved ;

yet so as byfre, ic iixrrvpx, that is. not without extreme hazard
and difficulty, as a man is preserved from the flames of his house
when he escapes naked through them, and thus narrowdy saves
his life, though with the loss of all his property. This ex-
pression is proverbial concerning persons who escape with great

hazard out of imminent danger ; and similar expressions are to be

found in the Old Testament, as in Amos iv. ll.a and Zech. iii.

2., and also in the Epistle of Jude, vcr. 23. Now, let this phrase

he compared with the Latin words umbustus and semiustus.

Livy, speaking of Lucius ..'Emilius Paulus, says, that he had
very narrowly escaped being sentenced to punishment, prope
ambustus evaserat (lib. xxii. c. 35.) ; and again (c. 40.) the

consul is represented as saying that he had, in his former

consulate, escaped the flames of the popular rage not without
being scorched, se populare incendium semiustvm evasisse.9

t Some writers have imagined that the apostle is speaking of the mate-
rials, that is, the persons, of which (he church of God is composed, ralher
than of the ministers of die Gospel, whom he represents as architects in

the heavenly building. On ;i repeated consideration of the verses in ques-
tion, the author is satisfied that the latter are intended : and in this view
"l the subject he is supported by Mr. Locke, Dr. Doddridge, and other
rmiii' nl critics.

8 Grolius, in his note on this passage, has remarked that a similar mode
of speaking obtained among the Greeks, &*£**$** ** "^p-., or, ** 9>.o>>°s,
but he has not cited any examples. Palairet cites the following passage
from one of the orations of Aristides ; who, speaking of Apelles, says that
the gods saved him out of Ihe midst of the tire, EK .VELOY IITrOS ™
pivfpai SQZK1N. Observationes Philologico-Crilica* in Nov. Test. p. 386
Si. in.' additional instances are given in Klsner's Observationes Sacra? in
\n\

i Foederis Libros, vol, ii. p. 78. See Bishop Porteus's. Brief Coiifutalion
id Ihe Errors ofthe Church of Hume, pp. 48, 49. I2mo. London, 1796; and
Bishop Touihne's Elements of Christian Theology, vol. ii. pp. 347—351.;
lbs Whitby, Macknighf, and A. Clarke, on 1 Cor. iii. 15.

» Cicero (Oral, pro Milone, c. 5.) has the following passage :
— "Declarant

hujus ambueti iribuni pletus ilbe intermortuse condones, quibus quotfdie
ineam potenliam invidtose rruuinahalnr" (torn. vi. p. 91. edit. Biponl.);
and in his second pleading against Verres, ihe following sentence, which is

slill more fully in point :
— "Sic iste (Verres) multo sceleralior et nequior,

ipiaui ille Haiirianus, aliquanlo rliain felicior fuit. Ille quod ejus avaritiam
i iv- s Romani ferre non poluerant, Ultca? donii sua? vivus exustDS est;
idque ita illi inerito accidisse rxistiuiatuui est. ut la-laruntur oiniies ncque
ulla aniinadversio constitueretur : hie BOClorvm umtinstns iiu i ndio, tauten
ex illaflamma perieuloque evolavit," &c. (Cont. Verr. Action ii. lib. 1.

c. 27. torn. iii. p. 265.)
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Here, also, though there is do verbal resemblance between the

expression of Saint Paul and those of tin 1 Roman historian, yet

tin- retii analog} is \< n striking, and Bhows that the apostle

employed :i well known proverbial expression, referring solely to

:i narrow escape from difficulty, ami nut, as tin* Romanists erro-

neously assert, to the fire of purgatory, a doctrine which isjustly

characterized as ,, (bnd thing, vainly invented, and grounded
u|hni n.i warranty of Scripture, but rather repugnant to the word
of t ;.>.]."

2. The sentence in Gen. xlix., nor a lawgiver from bet-ween

bis fret, has greatly exercised the ingenuity of commentators.
It is at present considered as equivalent to a teacher from his

offspring, but. without altogether rejecting this interpretation,

we 111,111 derive sume lie.ht on the venerable patriarch's meaning
from the Greek writers, among whom the expression of Mo i

occurs in the very turn:' term*. Thus in tin- age of Plato we have
i* T-mv ~r-Am ar^afa^ir. In Other writers the expression is u
irtAm, or tx ?rcJav ynverSxi, which is equivalent toe medio disccdere,

t medio evadere, e conspectu abire, that is, to disappear.-1 The
genera] meaning <>t' looses, therefore, may be, that a native law-

fiver, or expounder of the law. teacher, or scribe (intimating the

ecclesiastical polity of the Jews), should not he wanting to th.it

people, until Shiloh, or the Messiah, come. How accurately this

prediction has been accomplished it is not necessary to show in

this place.

:). In Matt. viii. 21). we read that Christ hat! nut where to lay
his head: which expression has been interpreted aa meaning that

hi' bad literally no home of his own. Hut considerable light is

thrown upon it by two passages from the Arabic History of

Ahiilpharagius ; in the lirst of which, having stated that Saladin
had animated his soldiers to the storming of Tyre, he says, that

no place novt remained to'the Franks, wmnr. tmi;y cooxn lay
THBIB bead, except Tyre ; ami again, after relating that the

Arabs hid stormed Acca, or l'tolemais. he says that no place
» ts i. kit to Tin: FniXKS, on the roust of tins (the Meditrr-

ranean) Sen, wiikiik they, coei.ii lay thi.ih iikaiic1 From
these two passages it is evident that the evangelist's meaning is.

that Jesus Christ had no secure anil fixed place of residence.

V. Foundation op Analogy in all Langi'aof.s.
•• Vi oue can doubt that nun are affected iii nearly the

same Way, bj objects of sense. Hence, those who speak of

the s.une objects, perceived and contemplated in the same
manner, although they may use language that differs in re-

ap i t i ' tymology, yet must be supposed to have meant the

game thing; and mi this account the one may he explained

by the other.
•• Mill are physically and mentally affected in the same

manner, by very many objects; and, of course, it may be pre-

Bomed that they entertain ami, an to express the same ideas
tenting these objects, however various their language

in. iv be. Besides, modes of expression are often communi-
cated from one people to another.

•• In general, this principle is of great extent, and of ranch
n~r to the interpreter, in judging of the meaning of tropical

language, and in avoiding fietit a emphasis, accordingly,
we liml it resorted to, now and then, by good interpreters,
wnb great profit Hut it needs much ami accurate knowledge
' f m iiiv tongues to use it di erectly ; whence n is not to Be

li red at, thai its use is not very common among inter-

preters." '

The following general cautions, on the subject of compar-
ing words ami languages with each other, may btf of some
utility : they arc abridged from l>r. II. < ". \. Eichstadt's notes

I" M rus's Aero [BBS Academic b i.

1. Tin' meaning in each ot any language is not to he

resolved into lb. authority of Lexicons, but that id

w nil rs.

j. Words, jilir.i i
. ' ip . &c. of any ancient language

are to be judged of by ill, ruli "i judging among those h bo
spoke that language, and not by those which prevail in

modern times, and which have originated ft different habits

and tasles.

• Article I ifltcan eborch. Tic- sntlierlptursl doctrlni ot

Dr.Fl Lei lursi
' id Institutions of til ' n" (pp

IHI, III. Ill Oil

it> v i.-
1

1

Tracts i

..I II i. I, .: ,1 . pp , |

' Hoi llnslll Inti rp Mm Ti I vol i. e 181.

Abulphan II KM II l [tsd by Aiiiiiiuii, in bis ii..

I
I i pp. 67, W.

• Miuart'ji I.:

.'I. Guard against drawing conclusions as to the meaning
of words, in the same or different languages, from fanciful

etymology, similarity or metathesis of letters, <\o.

I. When the sense of words can be ascertained in any
particular language, by the ordinary means, other languages,
ev, ii kindred ones, should not be resorted to, • SO pt lor the

purpose of increased illustration or confirmation.

o. Take good care that real similitude exists whenever
comparison is made. 4

§ 5. OF THE ANALOGY OF FAITH.

I. The Analogy of Faith defined, and illustrated,— II. //* im
portunce in studying the Sacred H ritin^s.— III. Utiles for
investigating the Analogy of J-'uit/t.

I. Of all the various aids that can he employed lor investi-

gating and ascertaining the sense of Scripture, the Analogy
of Faith is one of the most important. We may define it to

be the constant and perpetualharmony of Scripture in thefun-
damental /><>>' "U of fni lh mill jinuiin , deduced from those pas-

sages, in which they are discussed by the inspired penmen,
either directly or expressly, and in clear, plain, and i 1

1
• lligi-

ble language. Or, more briefly, the analogy of faith may
he defined to he that proportion which flu doctrines of the

(iiisprl hear In turh ntlier, or the cloK connection In tin tn the

truths nf Revealed Religion.

The Analogy nf Faith is an expression borrowed from Saint

Paul's Epistle to the Romans (xii. u".), where be exhorts

those who prophesy in the church (that is, those who exercise

the office ofauthoritatively expoundingthe Scriptures), topro-

phesy according In Hie proportion, or, as the word is in the

original, the analogy ofjmth. To the same effect mam
commentators interpret Saint Fit, r's maxim (3 Pet. i. 30.),
that im prophecy of Scripture is nf any prt va '• or B< 1 1- inn

,

-

lotion : implying that the sense of any prophecy is not to he

determined by any abstract consideratl I tie pas
itself, but by taking it in conjunction with other portions of
Scripture relating to the subject, •• comparing things spiritual

with spiritual" (1 Cor. ii. 13.);—a rule which, though it he

especially applicable to the prophetic writings, is also of
general importance in the exposition of the sacred vol

II. It is evident that God does not act without a design in

the system of religion taught in the Gospel, any more than
he does in the works of nature. Now this design must be
uniform: tor as in the system of the universe I ren part is

proportioned to the whole, and is made subservient to it. so,

tn the system of the Oospel, all the various truths, duel rim-,
declarations, precepts, ami promises, must correspond wiih
ami tend to the end designed. For insiance. if any one inter-

pret those texts of Scripture, which maintain our justifici lion

by faith only, or our salvation by In e grace, in such a sense
as to exclude the necessity of irnod works, ibis interpretation

is to be rejected, because it i traillels the main design of
Christianity, w Inch is to save us/mm our sins (Matt. i. -I.),

to make us holy as.Cod is holy ( 1 Pet, i. I.
r
>.). and lo cleanse

us from all lilthiness both of flesh anil spirit. (_' for. vii. I.)

In the application, however, of the analog] i i faith to the

interpretation of the Scriptures, it is indispensably m ci

that the inquirer previously understand the whole schi a

divine revelation; and that he do not entertain a predilection

for a part only ; w ithoul attention to this, he « ill be liable to

error. If we come to the Scriptures with any preconceived
opinions, and are more desirous to put thai sense upon tbe

text which coincides n ith our ovi n sentiments rather than the
truth, it then be, es tbe analog] ,,)' our I. nib rutin r than
thai of tbe whole system. This, Dr. ( 'ampb, II remarks, w is

lb, \, ry source ot' I he blindness of tbe .1, w s in our Saviour's
lime : tiny St arch, d tbe Scriptures very assiduously ; but. in

the disposition they entertained, tb, y would never believe
what that sacred Volume testifies of Christ. The reason is

obvious; their ureat rule of interpretation was the analogy
of faith, or, in other words, the system of the Phari

i i pp. 160, I I

i
.

\
i i , , Phlli i, pp. 171 sin
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Scribes, the doctrine then in vogue, and in the profound vene-

ration of which they had been educated. This is that veil

by which the understandings of the Jews were darkened,
even in reading the law, and of which Saint Paul observed
that it remained unremoved in his day; and we cannot but

remark that it remains unremoved in our own lime. 1 There
is, perhaps, scarcely a sect or denomination of Christians,

whether of the Greek, Romish, or Protestant churches, but
has some particular system or digest of tenets, by them
termed the analogy of faith, which they individually hold in

the greatest reverence; and all whose doctrines terminate in

some assumed position, so that its partizans may not contra-

dict themselves. When persons of this description, it has

been well remarked, meet with passages in Scripture Which
they cannot readily explain, consistently with their hypothe-

sis, they strive to solve the difficulty by the analogy ot faith

which they have themselves invented. But allowing all

their assumptions to be founded in truth, it is by no means
consonant with the principles of sound divinity, to interpret

Scripture by the, hypothesis of a church; because the sacred

records are the only proper media of ascertaining theological

truth.8

Ill Such, then, being the importance of attending to the

analogy of faith, it remains to state a few observations which
may enable the student to apply it to the clearing up of ob-

scure or difficult passages of Scripture.

1. Wherever any doctrine is manifest, either from the whole

tenor of divine revelation or from its scope, it must not be

-weakened or set aside by a few obscure passages.

As the observance of this canon is necessary to every student of the in-

Bpired volume, so it. ought especially to be regarded by those who are apt
i" interpret passages, which are not of themselves plain, by those opinions,
of the beliefof which they are already possessed ; hut lor which they have
Little (.'round besides the mere sound of some texts, thai appear, when firsl

heard, to he favourable to their preconceived notions, whereas, it such
texts were compared with the scope of the sacred writers, they would he
found to bear quite a different meaning. For instance, no truth is asserted
more fi equently in the Bible, and consequently is more certain in religion,

than that God is good, not only to some individuals, but also toward all men.
Thus, David says (Psal. cxlv. 9.), The Lord is {TO >! to all, and his tender
mercies are over all his ivorks ; and Ezekiel (xviif. 23.), Have I any plea-
sure fit all in the wicked that he should die ; saifh Ihr Lmd: and mil th.it

he should himfrom his ways and live I Frequently also does the Almighty
declare, both in the books of the law as well as in the prophets* and also
in the new Testament, how earnestly he desires the sinner's return to

him. See, among other passages, Dent. v. 29. E/.ek. xviii. 32. and xxxiii.

11 Matt, xxiii. 37. John iii. 16. 1 Tim. ii. 4. Titus' U. 11. and 2 Pet. iii. 9.

It. therefore, any passage occur which at first sight appear to couii nini

the goodness of God, as, for instance, that lie has creiticd sihiii.' prisons
that he might damn them (as some have insinuated); in such ease the
very clear and certain doctrine relative to the goodness of God is not to be
Impugned, much less set aside, by these obscure places, which, mi the
contrary, ought to he illustrated by such passages as are more clear. Thus,
in Prov. xvi. 4. according to most modern versions, We read, that The Lord
hath made all things for himself yea even (he wicked for the day of evil.

This passage has, by several eminent writers, been supposed to refer to

the predestination of the elect and the reprobation of the wicked, bin
without any foundation. Junius, Cocceius, Miehaelis, 'Hassins, Pfeiffer,

Turretin, Ostervald, Dr. Whitby, Dr. S. Clarke, and other critics, have
shown that this verse may be more correctly rendered. The Lord hath
made, all things to answer to themselves, or aptly to refer to one another,
yea even the wicked, for the evil day. that is, to be the executioner of evil

to others; on which account they are in Scripture termed the rod of
Jehovah (Isa. x. 5.) and his sword. (Psal. xvii. 13. ) Hut there is no neces-
sity for rejecting the received version, the plain and obvious sense of
which is that there is nothing in the world which does not contribute to

the glory of God, and promote the accomplishment of his adorable designs.
The pious and the wicked alike conduce to this end; the wicked, whom
God has destined to punishment on account of their impiety, sei ve to dis-

play his justice (see Job xxi. 30.), and consequently to manifest his glory.
" God," says Dr. Gill (who was a strenuous advocate for the doctrines of
election and reprobation), "made man neither to damn him nor to save
him, but for his own glory, and that is secured whether in his salvation or
damnation ; nor did nor does God make men wicked. He made man up-
right, and man has made himself wicked ; and being so, God may justly

appoint him to damnation for his wickedness, in doing which he glorifies

his justice."'

2. jYo doctrine can belong- to the analogy of faith , -which is

founded on a single text.

Every essential principle of religion is delivered in more than

one place. Besides, single sentences are not to be detached from

the places where they stand, but must be taken in connection
with the whole discourse.

From disregard of this rule, the temporary direction of the apostle
James (v. 14, 15.) has been perverted by the church ofRome, and rendered
a permanent institution, from a mean of recovery, to a charm, win in re-

covery is desperate, for the salvation of the soul. The mistake of the
church of Rome, in founding what she calls the sacrament of esctr.eme
unction upon this place, is very obvious ; for the anointing here mentioned

i Dr. Campbell's translation of the Four Gospels, vol. i. dissert, iv. § 14.

p. llf>. 3d edit.

** Franck's Guide to the Scriptures, p. 79. Franckii Pnelect. Herm
p. 185.

a Gill in loc. See also J. E. Pfeiffer's Inst. Henn. Sacr. pp. 134— 136.,
and Twopenny's "Disseitations on some Parts of the Old and New Testa-
ments," pp. 74—76.

was applied to those whose recovery was expected, as appears from verse
16., where it is said that the Lord in answer to the prayer of faith shall

raise up and -restore the sick: whereas in the Romish church, extreme
unction is used where there is little or no hope of recovery, and is called

the sacrament of the dying.* The same remark is applicable to the popish
system of auricular confession to a priest ; which is attempted to be sup-

ported by James v. 16. and 1 John i. 9. neither of which passages has any
reference whatever to the ministerial office. In the former, confession of
our faults is represented as the duty of the faithful to each other ; and in

the latter, as the duty of the penitent to God alone.

3. The whole system of revelation must be explained, so

as to be consistent iviih itself.— When two passages appear to

be contradictory, if the sense of the one can be clearly ascer

tained, in such case that must regulate our interpretation of
the other.

Thus, in one passage, the apostle John says ; If we say that ire have no
sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us. If toe confess our
sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins: if ice say tee have
not tinned, we make him a liar, and his word is not in us. (LJohn i. 8— 10.)

In another passage, the same apostle affirms : Whosoever adideth in him,
sinneth not. Whosoever is bom of God, doth not commit sin -'for his seed
remaineth in him: and he ca?i?wt. si?i because he is bom of God. (1 John
iii. 6, 9.) This is an apparent contradiction ; but the texts must be ex-

plained, so as to agree with one another. Now, from Scripture and expe-
rience, we are certain that the first passage must be literally understood.
At the dedication of the temple, Solomon said ; If they sin against thee,

and thou be angry {for there is no man that sinneth nut), 1 Kings viii. 46.

And in Eccl. vii.20. For there is not a just man upon the earth, that doeth
good and sinneth not. The explanation of the second passage, therefore,

musl be regulated by the established signification of the first; that both
may agree. When it is affirmed thai even good men cannot say they have
no sin, the apostle speaks of occasional acts, from which none are free.

When Saint John says, that he who is born of God doih not commit sin,

he evidently means, habitually, as the slave of sin ; and this is incompati-
ble with a state of grace. Both passages, therefore, agree, as the one
refers to particular deeds, and the other to general practice ; and in this

uiiinner must every seeming contradiction be removed. The passage, of
which the literal sense can be established, must always regulate the in-

terpretation of a different expression, so as to make it agree with fixed
principles.

4. An obscure, doubtful, ambiguous, or figurative text must
never be interpreted in such a se?ise as to make it contradict

a plain one.

In explaining the Scriptures, consistency of sense and princi-

ples ought to be supported in all their several parts ; and if any
one part be so interpreted as to clash with another, such inter-

pretation cannot be justified. Nor can it be otherwise corrected

than by considering every doubtful or difficult text, first by itself,

then with its context, and then by comparing it with other pas-

sages of Scripture \ and thus bringing what may seem obscure

into a consistency with what is plain and evident.

(1.) The doctrine of transubstantiation, inculcated by the church of
Rome, is founded on a strictly literal interpretation of figurative expres-
sions, this is my body, &c. (Matt, xxvi. 26, ic.) and (which has no relation

to the supper) eat my Jlesh, drin/c my blood. (John vi. 51—58.) But inde-

pendently of this, we may farther conclude that the sense put upon the
words, "this is my body, 9 ' by the church of Home, cannot be the true one,
being contrary to the express declaration of the New Testament history,

from which it is evident that our Lord is ascended into hea\ en. where he is

to continue "till the time of the restitution of ail things". (Acts iii. 21.); that

is, till his second coming to judgment. How then call his body be in ten
thousand several places on the earth atone and the same time ? We may
further add that, if the doctrine of transubstantiation be true, it will follow

that our Saviour, when he instituted the sacrament of the Lord's Supper,
did actually eat his own flesh and drink his own blood ; a conclusion this,

so obviously contradictory both to reason and to Scripture, that it is

astonishing how any sensible and religious man can credit such a tenet.

(2.) Upon a similar literal interpretation of Matt. xvi. 18. Thou art Peter,

and upon this rock will I build'my church, the church of Rome has erect-

ed the claim of supremacy for Peter and his successors. Hence, building
on Peter is explained away by some commentators as being contrary to

the faith that Christ is the only foundation. (1 Cor. iii. 11.) The most emi-
nent of the ancient fathers, as well as some of the early bishops or popes
of Rome, particularly Gregory the Great, and likewise several of the must
Judicious modern commentators, respectively take this rock to be the
profession of faith, which Peter had just made, that Christ was the Son
of God. The connection, however, shows thai Peter is lure plainly meant.
Thou art Peter, says Christ ; and upon this rock, that is, Peter, pointing to

him; for thus it connects with the reason winch follows for the name, in

the same manner as the reason is given for that of Abraham in Gen. xvii. 5.

and of Israel in Gen. xxxii. 28, The apostles are also called, in other parts

of the New Testament, the foundation on which the church is built, as in

Eph. ii 20. and Rev. xxi. 14. as being the persons employed in erecting the

church, by preaching, It is here promised that Peter should commence
the building of it by his preaching, which was fulfilled by his first converting
the Jews (Acts ii. 14—42.) and also the Gentiles. (Acts x. xv. 7.) This pas-

sage, therefore, gives no countenance to the papal supremacy, but the

Contrary, for ibis prerogative was personal and incommunicable. 6

5. Such passages as are expressed with brevity are to be

expounded by those where the same doctrines or duties are

expressed more largely and fully.

* See Bishop Burnet on the 25th Article; Whitby, Benson, Macknight,
and other commentators on this text ; and Dr. Fletcher's Lectures on the

Principles and Institutions of the Roman Catholic Relicion, pp. 198. et spqk

The Christian Guardian for 1823 (p. 305.) contains a good illustration of
James v. 14, 15.

t Barrow's Works, vol. i. p. 581. Grolius in loc. Elsley's Annotations*

vol. i. pp. 273—275. Gerard's Institutes, p. 163. See also the commence-
ment of Bishop Burgess's Letter to his Clergy, entitled Christ, u?id not St.

Peter, the Rock of the Christian Church, and especially Dr. A. Clarke's

Commentary on Slatt. xvi. 18.
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(1.) Thsdootrii rjosttfication, for Instance, la briefly stated in Phil. 1U.;
l>m ih;ii ii lentous doctrine Is profe Ih dist uaaed m the Bpietle ta the
iiii.m.ni- and

| in thai to the Romans! and .1 ding (o the
team 1 the other passages ol Scripture
tlui 1rr.1i ,u justification an

(8.) Even slight variations wilt oftentimes serve forthe purpos
olprocal illustration Thus the : ited in toe suth chapter of
saint Lake's Gospel, though delivered .11 another time and InaduTerenl

are the aami slivered by oui Lord in his sermon on the
it, and recorded in the fifth chapter ol Saint Matthew's Gospel Being,

however, epltomixi Evangel! 1 thej may be explained by
the latter.

(8.) r^irther, it"- quotation from tealab vi. 9, 10. Hear ye indeeo\ hut

tmdtniand not, a~ I in Hark hr. 12. Luki vtif- ] id John
xii 40., but i; isgiven al largi ia Uatl alii. 11 !"

; and accordingly from
Itns last cited Gospel, the ssnss ol the prophet is mosi evident Again,
nothing i" more certain than that * - - >< i hath no pleasure n< wiekedneot, or

psal 1 I.) and, consequently cannot be the causi ol sin When,
therefore, any passages occur ivhich <tji/",tr in Intknats Mir contra)
it*—'' 1- od as ii'" ri, Impugn this important truth The .

tng "i' Pharaoh's heart, therefore, Is not 1
1 il en ss the act ol God, tun

thsl I,.- permitted 1 '" go on, following bis own cruel schemes, regard*
less ol Mn- i]i\ |ne judgments-.

6. " Where several doctrinet of equal importance are pro-
posed, and revealed -with great clearness, we must be careful
to give to eat It its full and etjttal iveight."

"Thus, that we are Baved by Ihr ir,,> .rnv 1.1 r ; , ,, j ,nri ilirmigh liiiili in

Christ, la 1 doctrine inn plainly affirmed by the sacred writers in hr set
asiiir \., anj contravening po [fion: for ii 'is s.n.t By *ract ut art
throughfaith, and that not ofyouroelveo ; it is if" gtft of Goat (Eph II

Km so, on the other band, are loclrines ol repentance unto life, and
of obedience unto salvation; for again it la said, Repent and bt converted,
that titi'tr sins may » (Acta lii. 19.) m.i, // tfti " vpUt < ntt ' Into
lifr.l''

i mte i Mill xiv.ir.) To set either of theae truths
ai variance wild tin- niiirrs. would b in frustrate the declared purp— ol

theGospi-l, ami i ,k - n ni ,, rir.-i-i. Pnjnis i litis clearly established,
ami from their very nature Indispensable, musi be made in correspond
with ri,,' 1 1 other ;

nil the exposition, which best pi - sei ' es I let impair
edand liminished, will in any case in- ;t safe interpretal

,
and most

probably the true one. Tin ,,, ,!,,., ol iiiili will thus !» kept entire, and
witlapprove itself in every respect, as becoming Its divine authoi and
WOI thy Of oii in -

| /
,!, i / ln/1. "?

Some farther remarks might be offered in addition to the
above rules; hut aa they fall more properly under con-
sideration in the subsequent pari of this work, the preceding
ob rvations on the interpretations of Scriptun bj the analog
uf faith will, perhaps, he found abundant}; sufficient (t

only rem lies in state, thai valuable is this aid is for ascer-
taining the sense of Scripture, ii musl I"' ns.nl in concurrence
with those which have been illustrated in the foregoing sec-
tions,and in subjoin a tew cautions respecting the application
of the analogy of faith, attention t" which will . nable us
sneers ifullj in " compare things spiritual with spiritual,"

1. " Care," then, " must he taken, not to continual seeming
with re.il analogies ; nut to rely upon merely verbal resembl in

when the sen-e may require a different application ; nut Ii) in-

terpret what is parallel only in one respeet. as if it were su in nil;

net In give to any parallel passages so absolute a sway in nur

decisions as to overrule the clear anil evident meaning of the
text imiler consideration ; ami, above all, not to suffer an eager-

ness in multiplying proofs of this kind to betray us into a negl i

of the i nmediate context of the passage in question, upon which
its ngaification must principally depend."* The occasion, co-

herence, and connection of the writing, the argument carrying
on, as wrll u the scope ami intent of the paragraph, ami the

correspondence of the type with its antitype, are all to he care-

fully remarked.

i. Further, -In forming the analogy of faith, all the plain

texts rel tlin in one subject or article ought to hr tal an in gethi r,

impartially compared, the expressions of one of them restricted

by those of another I explained in mutual consistency; and
ih.it article deduced t'r them all in conjunction i ma. as has
hern most commonly the practice, one set of text selected, which
have the as as| t. explained in their greatest possible rin-mr;

and all others, which look anothei way, negli ted or explained
ml i stored into a compatibility with the opinion in that

manner parti illy deduced."
:i. Lastly, " the analogy of I tpplicoble to the examina-

tion of particular pa i- ought int. ni; short, imple, ami

purely scriptural ; hut most -.
I i i mi i ive ii, as taking in till the

.-. peculiarities, an. I scholastic refinements, of their own
ti m,." 1

1 Franck'a Guide, p. 41. Pfeiffei Harm, Sac. c xll p. 59.
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Thus, us it has In en remarked viih equal truth and ele-

gance,' " by due attention in these principles, accompanied
with the great mural requisites already shown to lie in-

dispensable, and with humble supplication to the throne of

for a blessing on his labours, the diligent inquirer alt' r

Scripture truth may confidi utly hope lor success. The
il' sign of every portion of Holy Writ, its harmony with the

rest, and the divine perfection of the whole, will more and
more fully he displayed. And thus will he he led, with
increasing veneration ami gratitude, to adore him, to whom
every sacred hook hears witness, ami every divine dispensa-

tion led the way; even iu.m wlm is Mpna and Omega, the

first tun/ the lint, .It mis Christ, lite mint yesterday, to-day, ana
fur trer."

§ G. ON THE ASSISTANCE TO BE DER1VKI1 PROM JEWISH Will IINIIS

IN THE INTERPRETATION OF THE SCRIPT! RKS.

I. The apocryphal books of the Old Testament.—II. The
Talmud.— 1. The .Misna.—2. YVic Qemara.—Jerusalem and
Jlabytonish Talmuds.— III. The -writings of I'hilo Jttthus

and Josephus.—.lccount of them.

Besides the various aids mentioned in the preceding
sections, much important assistance is to he obtained in the

interpretation of the Holy Scriptures, from consulting the

apocrypha] writings, ami also the works of other .lewis),

aullinrs, especially those of Jnsephus anil Philo ; VI hich serve

not only to explain the grammatical force ami meaning of

words, hut also to confirm the facts, and to elucidate the

customs, manners, ami opinions of the .lews, which are

cither mentioned or incidentally referred to in the Old and
New Testaments.
of the writings of the .lews, the Targums or Chaldee

Paraphrases, which have been noticed in a f rmer page,' are,

perhaps, the iiinsl important; ami next to them are the apo-
cryphal I ks of the old Testament, ami the Talmud.

I. The Apocryphal Hooks are the productions of the

Alexandrian .lews ami their descendants, who thought ami

wrote in the Jewish manner: hence there are many things in

those books not found in the Old, though alluded in n iln

New Testament. (Compare Heb. xi. with Kcclus. xjv. xv.)
The apocrypha] hunks are all curious, ami some nf them
extremely valuable; li is to regretted thai the just rejection

of these hooks from the scriptural canon by the reformed

churches has occasioned the oppoaib ext e of an entire

disregard to them in the minds ol many si rn ills ami studious

Christians. As a collection of very ancient Jewish works, an-

terior to Christianity, as documents of history, and as lessons
of prudence ami often of piety, the Greek apocrypha] win
are highly deserving nf notice; hut. as efucidatiug the

phraseology nf the New Testament, ami as exhibiting the

Jewish maimer of narration, teaching, ami arguing, they
claim the frequent perusal nf scholars, ami especially or

theological students, Kuin el has applied these I ks in

iln illustration of the New Testament, with great snee,ss;

ami I )r. Bretschneidei has also draw n many elucidations from
ihe apocrypha] books in his Lexicon in Hie New Ti stament.

The apocrypha] I ks nf the New Testament exhibit a -

in many respects partaking of the Hebraic-Greek idiom of

the gi mum books of the New Testament.
II. The Talmud (a term which literally signifies doctrine)

is a body of Jewish Laws, containing a digest ol doctrines

ami precepts relative to religion.and morality. The Talmud
i. of .two general parts, vis, Tht menu oi text, and

lite I. in,!;-,: nr I elllaiV.

1. The MnM (or ri/iitititm, as ii literally signifies} is a

collection'of various traditions nf the .lews, ami of exposttii

of Scripture texts; which, they pretend, were delivered to

Nf si s during lus abode on the Mount, oitted from
him, ll IgL \ iron. Kh.iy.ar. ami Joshua, to Ihe proptli

and h\ them to the men of the Great Sanhedrin, from whom
they passed in succession to Simeon (who took our Saviour
in lu> anus), Gamaliel, and ultimately to Rabbi Jehuda, sur-

t, .nil.. I Hu/tkadmh or lhe Holy, lly "him this dim -i of oral

law and traditions was completed, towards the close of the

econd century, after the labour of forty years. From tins

time ii has in i n carefully handed down at ig the Jews.

lu li. bop \ niimMrii, ll |r Led p.SU .
•

• Rriul.il II, I. i

of iba present voJubuVi
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from generation to generation ; and in many cases has been
esteemed beyond the written law itself. The Misna consists

of six books, each of which is entitled order, and is further

divided into many treatises, amounting in all to sixty-three

:

these again are divided into chapters, and the chapters are

further subdivided into sections or aphorisms.
2. The Gemabas or Commentaries on the Misna are two-

fold :—
(1.) The Gemara of Jerusalem, which in the opinion of

Prideaux, Buxtorf, Carpzov, and other eminent critics, was
compiled in the third century of the Christian tera; though,
from its containing several barbarous words of Gothic or Van-
dalic extraction, Father Morin refers it to the fifth century.

This commentary is but little esteemed by the Jews.
(2.) The Gemara of Babylon was compiled in the sixth

century, and is filled with the most absurd fables. It is held

in the highest estimation by the Jews, by whom it is usually

read and constantly consulted, as a sure guide in all questions

of difficulty.

The Jews designate these commentaries by the term Ge-
mara, ox perfection, because they consider them as an expla-

nation of the whole law, to which no further additions can
be made, and after which nothing more can be desired.

When the Misna or text, and the commentary compiled at

Jerusalem, accompany each other, the whole is called the
Jerusalem Talmud; and when the commentary which was
made at Babylon is subjoined, it is denominated the Baby-
lonish Talmud. The Talmud was collated for Dr. Kenni-
cott's edition of the Hebrew Bible ; and as the passages of
Scripture therein contained were taken from manuscripts in

existence from the second to the sixth century, they are so

far authorities as they show what were the readings of their

day. These various readings, however, are neither very nu-

merous nor of very great moment. Bauer states that Prom-
man did not discover more than fourteen in the Misna; and
although Dr. Gill, who collated the Talmud for Dr. Kenni-
cott, collected about a thousand instances, yet all these were
not, in strictness, various lections. The Talmud, therefore,

is chiefly useful for illustrating manners and customs noticed

in the Scriptures. 1 Sometimes the passages cited from the

Old Testament are exactly quoted ; and sometimes many
things are left out, or added arbitrarily, in the same manner
as some of the fathers have quoted from the New Testa-
ment. 2

The Rabbinical Writings of the Jews are to be found chiefly

in their Commentaries on the Old Testament.
As all these Jewish writings are both voluminous and scarce,

many learned men have diligently collected from them the

most material passages that tend to illustrate the Scriptures.

An account of their labours, as well as of the editions of (he

Misna, Talmud, and Jewish Commentators, will be found in

the Bibliogbaphicaj. Appendix to the second volume.
The Misna, being compiled towards the close of the second

century, may, for the most part, be regarded as a digest of
the traditions received and practised by the Pharisees in the

time of our Lord. Accordingly, different commentators have
made considerable use of it in illustrating the narratives and
allusions of the New Testament, as well as in explaining
various passages of the Old Testament ; particularly Ains-
worth on the Pentateuch, Drs. Gill and Clarke in their entire

comments on the Scriptures, Wetstein in his critical edition

of the New Testament, and Koppe in his edition of the Greek
Testament, who in his notes has abridged the works of all

former writers on this topic.

In availing ourselves of the assistance to be derived from
the Jewish writings, we must take care not to compare the

expressions occurring in the New Testament too strictly with
the Talmudical and Oabbalistical modes of speaking; as such
comparisons, when carried too far, tend to obscure rather than
to illustrate the sacred writings. Even our illustrious Light-
foot is said not to be free from error in this respect ; and Dr.

> Bauer,Crit. Sacr. pp. 340—343. Jahn, Introd ail Vet. Feed. p. 174. Ken
nicotl, Dissertalio Generalis, §S32—35. Leusdcn, Philologus Hebneo-niix.
tus, pp. 90. et seq. In pp. 95—98. he has enumerated the principal contents
of the Misna ; but the best account of the Misna anil its contents is given
by Dr. Wotton, Discourses, vol. i. Disc. i. ami ii. pp. 10— 120. See also
Waehner's Antiquilates Ebneorum, vol. i. pp. 256—340. Pfeiffer, op. totn.

ii. pp. 852—855. De Rossi, Varite Lccliones, ton), i. Proleg. canons 78—81.
;

and Allen's Modern Judaism, pp. 21—64. Budd.ous, in his Introductio
ad Historian! Philosophise Ebneorum, pp. 116. e* seq., has entered most
fully into the merits of the Jewish Talmudical and Habbinical wri-

tings
s On the alleged castrations and alterations of the Talmud by the Jews,

the leader will find some curious information in Mr. Allen's Modern Juda-
isu., pp. 61—64.

Vol. I. 2 X

Gill has frequently encumbered his commentary with Rabbi-
nical quotations. The best and safest rule, perhaps, by which
to regulate our references to the Jewish writers themselves,
as well as those who have made collections from their works,
is the following precept delived by Ernesti :

—

We are to seek

fur help, says he, only in those cases where it is absolutely neces-

sary ; that is to say, ivhere our knowledge of the Greek and
II brew tongues affords no means of ascertaining an easy sense,

and one that corresponds with the context. The same distin-

guished scholar has further laid it down as a rule of universal

application, that our principal information is to be sought
from the Jewish writings, in every thing that relates to their

sacred rites, forms of teaching and speaking ; especially in the

Epistle to the Romans, which evidently shows its author to

have been educated under Gamaliel. 3

Some very important hints, on the utility of Jewish and
Rabbinical literature in the interpretation of the New Tes-
tament, occur in the Rev. Dr. (now Bishop) Blomfield's
discourse, entitled Jl Reference to the Jewish Tradition neccs-

saru to an Interpretation of the New Testument. London,
1817, 8vo.

III. More valuable in every respect than the Talmudical
and Rabbinical Writings, are the works of the two learned

Jews, Philo and Josephus, which reflect so much light on the

manners, customs, and opinions of their countrymen, as to

demand a distinct notice.

1. Philo, surnamed Jndeeus, in order to distinguish him
from several other persons of the same name, 1 was a Jew of
Alexandria, descended from a noble and sacerdotal family,

and pre-eminent among his contemporaries for his talents,

eloquence, and wisdom. He was certainly born before the
time of Jesus Christ, though the precise (late has not been
determined : some writers placing his birth twenty, and
others thirty years before that event. The latter opinion
appears to be the best supported ; consequently Philo was
about sixty years old at the time of the. death of our Re-
deemer, and he lived for some years afterwards. He was of

the sect of the Pharisees, and was deeply versed in the

Scriptures of the Old Testament, which he read in the Sep-
tuagint version, being a Hellenistic Jew, unacquainted (it is

supposed) with the Hebrew, and writing in the Greek lan-

guage. Some eminent critics have imagined that he was a

Christian, but this opinion is destitute of foundation ; for we
have no reason to think that Philo ever visited Judaea, or that

he was acquainted with the important events which were
there taking place. Indeed, as the Gospel was not extensively

and openly promulgated out of Judsea, until ten years after

the resurrection of Jesus Christ, and as there is not the most
distant allusion to him—much less mention of him—made in

the New Testament, it cannot be supposed that this distin-

guished person was a convert to Christianity. The striking

coincidences of sentiment, and more frequently of phraseo-

logy, which occur in the writings of Philo, with the language
of Saint Paul and Saint John in the New Testament, are

satisfactorily accounted for, by his being deeply versed in

the Septuagint (or Alexandrian Greek) version of the Old
Testament, with which those apostles were also intimately

acquainted. The writings of Philo exhibit many quotations

from the Old Testament^ which serve to show how the text

then stood in the original Hebrew, or at least, in the Sep-

tuagint Version : and although they contain many fanciful

and mystical comments on the Old Testament, yet they

abound with just sentiments eloquently expressed, and were
highly esteemed by the primitive Christian church; and his

sentiments concerning the Locos or Word, bear so close a

resemblance to those of the apostle John, as to have given
rise to the opinion of some eminent men that he was a Chris-

tian. 5 In the writings of Philo, we meet with accounts of

a Ernosli, Instil. Interp. Novi Testament!, p. 274. In the 5th vol. of Vel-

thusen's, Kuindel's, and Ruperti's Commentaliones Theological (pp. 117

—

197.), there is a useful dissertation by M. Weise, De more Domini acceptos
a magistris Judaicis loquendi ac diserendi modos sapienter emendandi.

4 Fabricius and his editor, Professor Harles, have given notices o(forty-
seven persons of the name of Philo. Bibliolheca Grteca, vol. iv. pp. 750
—754.

* The late Mr. Bryant lias collected the passages of Philo concerning the

Logos in his work entitled "The Sentiments of Philo Judmus concerning
the Aojo,- or Word of God; together with large Extracts from his Writings,

compared with the Scriptures on many other particular and essential doc-

trines of the Christian Religion." (Svo. London, 1776.) As this volume is

now rarely In he met with, the reader will find the most material passages
of Philo's writings selected and faithfully translated in the Rev. Dr. .1. P.

Smith's Scripture Testimony to the Messiah, vol. i. pp. 420—445. Dr. A.

Clarke has given thirty-five instances of the particular terms and doctrines
found in Philo's work, with parallel passages from the New Testament in

Ins commentary, at the cud of the first chapter of Saint John's Gospel
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many customs of the Jews; of tin ir opinions, especially

such .is wore derived from (he oriental philosophy ; and of

facta particularly relating to their state under the Roman em-
perors, which are calculated t" throw great light on many
passages of the sacred writings. 1

2. Fi.avii s .lnsieius was «.|' sacerdotal extraction and of

roy il dl BCent, and w as horn a. I). 3? : he was alive in a. D.

96, but it is not known when lie died. He received a liberal

education among the Pharisees, afterwhich he went to Rome,
wh.re he cultivated his talents to great advantage.3 On his

return to Judtea, he commanded the garrison appointed to

defend Jotapata against me forces of Vespasian, which he
bravely maintained during forty-seven days. Josephus, being
Subsequently taken prisoner by Vespasian, was received into

his favour; and was also greatly esteemed by Titus, whom
he accompanied to the siege of Jerusalem, on the capture oi

which he obtained the sacred books and many favours for bis

countrymen. \\ ben \ espasian ascended the imperial throne,

he nave Josephus a palace, together with the freedom of the

city of Home, and a grant of lands in Judtea. Titus con-
ferred additional favours Upon him, and Josephus out of gra-

titude assumed the name of Flavins. The writings of Jo-

sephus consist of, I. Seven books, relating the War of the

Jews against the Romans, which terminated in their total

('cleat, and the destruction of Jerusalem. This history was
undertaken at the command of Vespasian, and was written

first in Hebrew and afterwards in Greek : and so highly was
the emperor pleased with it. that he authenticated it by put-

ting his signature to it. and ordering it to be preserved in one
of the public libraries ; •!. Of the J! wish Jlntiquitiu, in twenty

books, comprising the period from the origin of the world to

the twelfth year of the reign of Nero (a. d. 66), when the
Jews began to rebel against the Unmans ; .'{. An account of

his own Lift-! and, 1. Two books vindicating the .hitiijuili/

uj' tlit: Jewish nation against Jtpiqn and others.

The writings of Josephus contain accounts of many Jewish
customs and opinions, and of the different sects that obtained

among his countrymen ; which very materially contribute to

the illustration of the Scriptures. Particularly, they contain
many facts relative to the civil anil religious state of the Jews
about the rime of Christ : which being supposed, alluded to,

or mentioned in various passages ot the New Testament,
i . Me us fully to enter into the meaning of those passages.
His accurate and minute detail of many of the events ol his
own time, and above all, of tic Jewish war, and the siege
and destruction of Jerusalem, affords US the means of per-

ceiving the accomplishment ol" many of our Saviour's pre-

dictions, espi cially of Ins circumstantial prophecy respecting
the utter subversion of the Jewish polity, nation, and re-

ligion. The testimony of Josephus is the more valuable, as

it is an undesigned testimony, which cannot be suspected of
fraud or partiality. The d. rn Jews have discovert d this,

anil therefore a writer who is a principal ornament of their
nation since the cessation of prophecy, is nun not only neg-
lected, but despised J

ami is superseded among the Jews by
a forged history, composed byan author who lived more than
riirht centuries uj'ln- the time of Josephus, and who has as-
sumed the name of Josippon, or Joseph lien Gorion. The
plagiarisms and falsehoods of this pseudo-Josephus have been
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detected and exposed by Gagnier, Basnage, and especially

by Or. Lardni r.

Michaelia particularly recommends a diligent study of the
works of Josephus, from the beginning of Herod's reign to

the end of the Jewish antiquities, as afiordiog the very best
commentary on the dispels and Acts; and Morns observes,
that the Jewish historian is more valuable in illustrating the
histories related in the New Testament than for elucidating
its style. Our numerous references to his works in the second,
as well as in the early part of the present volume of this work,
sufficiently attest the advantages resulting from adiligi at ex-
amination of them.'' Josephus is justly admired for his lively

and animated style, the, bold propriety of his expressions, the

exactness of his descriptions, and the persuasive eloqu
of his relations, on which accounts he has been termed the

1. ivy of the Greek authors. Though a strict Pharisee, he has
boms BUCh a noble testimony to the spotless character of
Jesus Christ, that Jerome considered and called him a Chris-
tian writer.

As, however, the authority of both Philo and Josephus
has been disputed, we must distinguish, with respect to both,
what is delivered as being merely their own opinion, and
what is stated as the popular notion. \A e must alsoconsidei
what influence the phansaical principles of Josephus, and the
profane philosophy of Philo, would have upon their writings.

§7. ON THE ASSISTANCE TO BE DERIVED FltOM THE WRITIV W
OF THE GREEK FATHERS, IN THE INTERPRETATION OF SCRIP-
TURE.

Learned men are by no means asrreed as to tin

whom the venerable appellation of Fathers of THI Chris-
tian Church ought to be given. While some would i fine

ii exclusive lv to the apostles, or to those writers who lived

in the century immediately succeeding them, others would
extend it to those who flourished in the fifth and sixth

turies; and sonic even give the appellation of fathers to all

those theologians w ho lived and wrote so lati ly as the twelfth

century. The most probable classification is, that which
would enrol among the fathers those Christian doctors only
who flourished before the close of the sixth center] i hi c

in the seventh and follow inn centuries, the purit] of Chris-
tian doctrine was debased by the most absurd notions and
degrading superstitions ; and also because but fe« of th

who held the office ^i teach, rs of religion during the dark
a "is, conducted themselves in such a manner as to deserve
the appellation of FATHERS OF Tin: Cm urn. Still less an
ihe Learned agreed as to the degree of authority to be con-
ceded to the works of the Fathers of the Christian church i

Ihey are depreciated hey I measure, while on the

Other hand liny are estimated as repositories ol every thing
that is valuable in sacred literature.

It is, however, a singular circumstance, that, in almost all

theological controversies, both parlies are desirous ol having
the fathers on their side. Considering the question, then,
without prejudice or predilection, we may safely assume,
that the primitive fathers were men eminent for their pnt\
and zeal, though occasionally deficient in learning and Judg-
ment ; that they may be relied upon in general for llieir state-

ments of facts, but not invariably for the constructions w Inch

they put upon them, unless in tile expositions bj thi G
i

i iii. New Testament, with the language of w hich
they were intimately acquainted; and that tiny are faithful

reporters of the o] ns of the Christian church, hoi not
always the most judicious Interpreters ft' Scripture, \s

repositories, therefore, of Christian antiquity, as preachers
of christian virtue, and as defenders of the true Christian
doc inn. they may still he very advents uslj consulted;

lly it we do n. a expect that from them which they
could not have. The fathers applied themselves to the
reading of the Scriptures with undivided attenti with
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intense thought, and with holy admiration, as to that which
was alone worthy to be studied. No part of Scripture was
neglected by them; they were so earnestly intent upon it,

that not a jot or tittle escaped them. This, with the

advantages which they had (especially the Ante-Nicene

fathers) in point of languages and antiquities, could not fail

to produce remarks which it must be very imprudent in any

aue to neglect. The mistakes, charged upon the fathers in

tlTeir expositions of the Old Testament, originated in their

being misled by the Septuagint version, which their ignorance

of Hebrew, together with their contempt of the Jews, and

their unwillingness to be taught that language by them,

induced them to trust implicitly. And that excess of alle-

gorical interpretation into which some, of the ancients ran,

was probably occasioned by their studying, with a warm
imagination, prophecies and types, parables and allusions,

and by our Saviour's not developing the whole of his plan

during his lifetime.

It is obvious that the contemporary friends of any body of

men must know the sentiments of those men more accurately

and perfectly than even the most sagacious inquirers who flou-

rish many ages posterior to them. Such of the primitive fathers,

therefore, as conversed with the apostles, or with their im-

mediate followers, are the most likely to know the true sense

of their writings ; and it is highly probable that the works of

these fathers must contain traits and sentiments strongly

illustrative of the doctrines of the Bible. The use, then,

which is to be made of their writings, is precisely that which

a discreet lawyer would make of all the best contemporary

authors, who lived when Magna Charta was obtained. If in

that celebrated code of civil rights any thing appeared

obscure and difficult to be understood, he would consult the

best authors of the age who had written upon the same, or

upon any collateral subject; and he would especially consult

contemporary authors, or those who immediately followed,

if any of them had undertaken to illustrate and explain the

whole or any part of that invaluable instrument. Magna
Charta is to us, as Englishmen, what the Word of God is to

us as Christians: the one contains a copy of our civil rights

and privileges ; the other, of our religious privileges and

duties. Nor is it any diminution of the just and absolute

authority of the Holy Scriptures in our religious concerns,

to consult the contemporary and subsequent writings of the

fathers, in order to see how the Bible was understood in the

several ages in which they lived ; any more than it would lie

a diminution of the just and absolute authority of Magna
Charta, in our civil concerns, to consult the contemporary
and subsequent writings of lawyers and historians, in order

to see how it was understood in the several ages in which

they lived. Similar to this is the conduct of every prudent

person in all the common occupations and concerns of life.

Accordingly, Christians in all ages, and of every denomina-

tion, have eagerly claimed the verdict of the fathers in their

own behalf; and no one ever lightly esteemed their testimony,

but those whose principles and doctrines the writings of the

fathers condemned. 1

The important testimony in behalf of the genuineness of

the Sacred Writings of the New Testament, home by the

fathers of the Christian church, and especially by the Creek
fathers, has been exhibited in detail in pp. 41— 15. 280,

281., and 288, 289. of the present volume, the value of their

writings as a source of the text of Scripture, and also

as aids for determining various readings, has been stated.

It now remains to show, by one or two examples, the value

of such of the fathers as are not professed commentators,2

in determining the meaning of words and phrases, and in

whose writings passages ot the Old and New Testaments
incidentally occur, in such a connection, or with such ad-

juncts, that we may clearly perceive what meaning was
attached to them in the age when those fathers respectively

flourished. Such interpretations we find in the writings of

Barnabas, Clemens Romanus, Ignatius, Justin Martyr, and
others; whose testimonies to the divinity of Christ have

been collected by Dr. Burton. The evidence of the early

fathers on this fundamental topic of Christian doctrine (to

omit others which might be adduced relative to the discipline

and practice of the Christian church) is peculiarly important;

for " if the doctrine of the real nature of Christ was corrupted

i Simpson's Plea for the Deity of Christ; p. 438. Dr. Hey's Norrisian

Lectures, vol. i. pp. 105—118. Quarterly Review, vol. xiii. pp. 1K3— 1SS.

See also some admirable observations of the learned Dr. Gregory Sharp,.,

in hid Argument in Defence of Christianity, taken from the Concessions of

llu most ancient Adversaries, p. 90—99.

* The principal Commentaries of the Fathers are enumerated in the

Bjuliooraphical Appendix to Volume II. Part II. Chap. V. Sect. III. 5 1.

in the first three centuries, the writings of that period must
show the progress of that corruption. And, on the other

hand, "if no variation appears in the opinions of Christians,

during that period, but the fathers of the first three centuries

all deliver the same doctrine," and, " with one consent speak
of Christ as having existed from all eternity as very God, and
that he took our human nature into the divine, we have surely

good grounds for saying, that there never was a time when
this was not the doctrine of the church, and that it was the

true and genuine doctrine which the apostles themselves

preached. -

1. In John i. 3. the work of creation is expressly ascribed to

Jesus Christ. To evade the force of this testimony to his deity,

Faustus Socinus affirms that t* ttuvtol, all things, in this verse,

means the moral world—the Christian church : but to this ex-

position there are two objections. First, a part of these tu ttuvta

is in verse 10. represented as o kgc^/cc, the worlds a term nowhere

applied in the New Testament to the Christian church, nor to

men as morally amended by the Gospel. Secondly, this very

world (o imit/xoc) which he created did not know or acknowledge

him, wjtw iux f)vai : whereas the distinguishing trait of Christians

is, that, they know Christ; that they know the only true God and

Jesus Christ whom he hath sent. T* iravrai, then, which the

Logos created, means (as common usage and the exigency of

the passage require) the imiverse, the worlds, material and im-

material. 1 In this passage, therefore, Jesus Christ is unquestion-

ably called God ; and this interpretation of it is corroborated by

the following passage of* Irenams, who wrote a. it. 185:

—

" Nor can any of those things, which have been made, and are

in subjection,, be compared to the word of God, by -whom all

tfdngs ivei-e made. For that angels or archangels, or thrones or

dominations, were appointed by him, who is God over all, and

made by his word, John has thus told us; for, after he had said

of the Word of God, that he was in the Father, he added, all

things -were made by him, and without him was not any thing

made"6

2. In Heb. i. 2. God is said to have created the world by his

Son

—

a! cu x*c tZjji uiZvxos 'i7rw,<rsv. To evade the force of this

testimony, some opposcrs of our Lord's divinity expound «Cvac,

as meaning new times, or that God by Christ created anew
the world of mankind. But the construction will not justify

either of these renderings: for, it is evident, in the first place,

from Heli. xi. 3. that auZvi; does signify the worlds or world.

Secondly, it is an undeniable fact, that the tenth verse of this

chapter docs ascribe the creation of the world to Christ. Thirdly,

thai hj. does not denote merely an instrumental cause, is evident

from those passages in which it is also said of the Father, that

all things were created £i xorw, by him (Heb. ii. 10. Rom. xi.

36.), as also from tbe fact that Jix and « arc used interchangeably

for each other. But as Heb. i. 1,2. relates to the person through

whom God instructed us, namely, the incarnate Logos or Word,
the words " by -whom also he made the worlds" must be under-

stood thus :—God created the world by the same person through

whom he hath spoken unto us, in as much as this person is God
himself and one with the Father, >'. e. He created the world by

himself/' That tins is the correct interpretation is confirmed by

the testimony of Justin Martyr (who flourished about a. r. 150.),

or the author of the epistle to Diognetus, which is commonly
ascribed to him. Speaking of the special revelation of his will

which God had made to Christians, he says, " This is no earthly

invention which has been handed down to them, neither is it a

mortal notion which they are bent upon observing so carefully,

nor have they a system of human mysteries committed to them :

but the omnipotent and all-creative and invisible God hath Him-
self from heaven established amongst men the truth and the holy

and incomprehensible word, and rooted it in their hearts: not, as

you might suppose, by sending to men any of His servants, either

an angel or a prince, or one of those who administer the affairs

of earth, or one of those who have the management of heavenly

things intrusted to them, but the Framer and Creator of the

universe himself, by whom He created the heavens, by whom He
shut up the sea in its own bounds" 7

On this passage, Dr. Burton remarks :—" We have here an

express declaration that Jesus Christ was the Framer and Crea-

tor of the World, God created them by Jesus Christ, as is said

» Dr. Burton's Testimonies of the Ante-Nicene Fathers to the Divinity

of Christ, Pref. p. viii.

* Smart's Letters to Channing, p. 67.

» Irenteus, adv. litres, lib. iii. c. 8. §2. p. 183. Burton's Testimonies,

p. 71. Dr. B.'s reasonings upon the above-cited passage of Irenasus are
verv powerful.

b Si'hiimcker's Biblical Theology, vol. I. pp. 42/i, 426.

i Epist. ad Diognet. c. 7. Burton's Testimonies, p. 47.
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in the Epistle to the Hebrews, i. 2.; and it the words i|iiotrd

above are not sufficiently strong to exclode the idea of God having

employed any subordinate agi nt,we find in the »erj next chapter

the expression of ' God the Lord and Creator of the universe,

who made all things and arranged them in order.' Thus, accord-

ing to Justin's own words, God created tin- world liy His Son,

and his Son. by whom he created them, was God."'

3. We have a striking confirmation of all those passages of the

New Testament, in which the appellation and attributes of Deity

an- given to Jesus Christ, in the practice of the Christian church,

mentioned by the lather and ecclesiastical historian Eusebius;

who, opposing the followers of Artemon (who asserted the lucre

humanity of Christ), first appeals to the evidence of Scripture

and tothe works of Justin, Miltiades, Tatian, Clement, and many

other fathers, in all of which divinity is ascribed to Christ,'and

then states the following fact:—" Moreover, all the psalm

hymns of the brethren, written from the beginning by thefaith-

ful, celebrate the /'raises of Christ, the word of God, and attri-

bute IHV1MTV to him."-

It were doI difficult to add other examples: but the pre-

redino may suffice to show the value of the fathers, ;is aids

for ascertaining the meaning of particular passages. The
reader who is desiri ius of examining ilu-ir Important evi-

dence on the cardinal doctrine of Christ's Divinity 18 referred

to Dr. Hun on's "Testimonies," already cited : of whose ela-

borate and judicious work il has been truly said, thai he " lias

brought before as a cloud of witnesses to prove that the faith

delivered by our Lord to his apostles, and by the apostles li)

their successors, was essentially that which our church pro-

fesses and cherishes." 3

§ 8. ON HISTORICAL CIRCUMSTANCES.

Historical circumstances defined.— I. Order.— II. Title.— III.

Author.— IV. Date of the several booki of Scripture.—V.

7Vie /dace where written.— VI. Occasion on which thru were

•written.— VII. Ancient tacred and profane history.— VIII.

Chronology.—IV. Biblical Antiquities, including, 1. The
••political, ecclesiastical, and civil state

;

— -. Coins, medals,

and other ancient remains

;

—3. Geography ; 4. Genett-

/., : ;— r>. Natural History ; and, (». Philosophical sects and
learning of the Jews anil other nations mentioned in the

Scriptures.

I [iSTOBICALCIRCUMSTANCES are an important help tothe C0T-

ect understanding of the sacred writers. Under this term

are comprised— 1. The Order/ 2. The Title t 3. The Authors

4. The Did: ofeach of the several looks of Scripture ;
.">. The

Plaa wlere it was written; 6. The OccanoJiupon which the

several books were written; 7. Ancient Sacred mid Profam
History ,• s. The < hronology or period of time embraced in the

Scriptures oenerally, anil of each book in particular; '>. Ilib-

licat Antiquities, including the Geography, Genealogy) .Natu-

ral History and Philosophy, Learning and Philosophical

Sects, Manners, Customs, and private Life of the Jews and
other nations mentioned iii the Bible. How important a

knowledge of these particulars is, and bow indispensably

necessary to a correct interpretation of the inspired volume,
we are now to consider.

I. A Itnovi li dge of the Order at the Different Hooks,

especially such as are historical, will more readily assisi the

student to discover the order of the different histories and
other matters discussed in Hum, as will as to I race the ill vine

economy towards mankind under the Mosaic and Christian

dispensations.

This aid, if judiciously exercised, opens the way to a deep

sequaintance with the meanin thor; but, whenit i

lectcd, many thin ilj remain obscure and a

II. The Titles are further worthy of notice, In

of them announce the chii I subjt cl oi thi book ;

—

i. a and earth— /.' eooVs, the

t llnrtnii's Tesim,
ire Don i theTrlnlly. bitefly adeaV'bythe

I . , I II I

413. I i

lbs Christian cl he Inaprovlna ol Ash m 'tnblsd
!

' I 1 - III. ,

wsrswootlo fnj a elves a/fernaJeljr a hymn to I

iui. BplsLlIb
• Brlu ' i : i: m w, Oct. It27, p. 303.

departure of the Isiaelites from Egypt, tee.', while other titles

denote the churches or particular persons for whose more imme-
iiii'e ii .• soma pans of the Scriptures were composed, ami thus

afforded tight to particular passages.4

III. A knowledge of ihe Author of each book, together

with the age in which he lived, his peculiar character, his

si ei or religion, and also his peculiar i le of thinking and

style of writing, as weU as the testimonies which his writ-

ings may contain concerning himself, is equally necessary
to the historical interpretation of Scripture. Thus,

1. The consideration of the testimonies concerning himself,

which appear in the second Epistle of St. Peter, will show that

he :iti: the author of that book;

i present si lbs transfiguration of
I iii l&); 2. Thai 'Ins was his sec t epistle to the

e Jews (111. I j ; and thai Paul was Ins beloved brothi r mi- 16

. us with Peter. In ui-

iliai forms of expri ion, whii b exisl between
id third episUes of Saint John, and writings, prove
Lies were written by him. Thus we shall be abb to ace a

for one write! oia fting Bome topics! i

Mark's li e i onci rmng sctions honourable to Sainl I' 1 t< r, and enl

: m!i-, he being 'he companion of the latter, and writing from Us
tii H I comparison ol the Btyle "i the Bpistle in the Hebrews.

wen thai el Sainl Paul's other epistle^ will show tool ha was Ihe audi i

iiiai admirable composition.'

2. In order to enter fully into the meaning of the sacred

writers, especially of the New Testament, it is necessary that

t/ie reader in a manner identify himself with them, and invest

himself with their affections or feelings ; anil also familiarize

himself with the sentiments, Vc. of those to whom the different

books or epistles were addressed.6

This canon is of considerable imj well in the Investigation ol

words and phrases as in the interpretation of it..- Bacred volume, ami (wr-

in ularly of Hie prayers and imprecations related or contained therein, if

l!i. assistance, wlneli may lie' derived from a careful sludy i.l .:

,n 1. 1 feelings of the Inspired writers lie disregard - n
, il will he

Bcari < b i" laible to avoid err sous expos tions of Ihe Scriptures, Daily

observation ami experience prove how much of its energj •'" ,l perspicuity

i Ihe affections of the speakers ; and also
wenis. when pronounced under ihe influence ol different

emotions; convey very different meanings. Pranzlus has paid partlcu-

lai ;
- 1 r . iitKoi n. ii 1 1 s --

« 1 1
.

i

. e i in the ea Iduced In nil treatise /'

pfuTO ; and I*i an. k has wi itl

• hi the same topic, whli ' being already i Ktanl u re, a is net

mi n y |,, abridge in this place.'

IV. Knowledge of the Time when each I k was written

sometimes shows the reason and propriety of things said in it.
-

Upon this principle, the snlcmn adjuration in 1 Thess. v. "'7.,

which at first sieht may seem unnecessary, may be explained.

It is probable thai, from the beginning of the Christian dispensa-

tion, the Scriptures of the Did Testament were read in e\er\ as-

sembly for divine worship. Saint Paul, blowing the plenitude

ot' the apostolic enuiuhssnin, now demands thai the same respect

should he paid to his writings which had been given to those el

the ancient prophets: this, therefore, is a proper direction to be

inserted in the first epistle written by him; and the manner, in

which it is given, suggests an argument thai the fust Bpistle to

the Thcssalnuialis WSJ the earliest ot' his epistles. Ail accurate

know ledge of the date of a book is further of peculiar importance

in order to understand the prophecies and epistles; fur nol only

will it illustrate several apparently obscure particulars In a pre-

en i ,1ml il will also enable us to ascertain and to confute a false

application of such prediction, (irotius, in his preface to the

second Kpistle to the Theesalonians, has endeavoured to prove

that ihe Emperor Caligula was the man of sin ami Simon Maeus

ihe wi< I
i
d "at . foretold in the sen.ml chaptei of thai pintle

j
.mil

has fruitlessly laboured to show that it was written i. a, 88 ; but

ii oi.. .I ,ie. \. in 59, explodes thai application, as slao lb. Ilam-

iii. on

i

i thai Simon Magus was the nan of sin, and

the tail Iced one.

\ . Nol uofreqnently, the i onsidi rati i the Placsj, I.

Where any book WB8 written ; or,'.'. Wlnre any thing

< Rob. Blbllorum, pp (11.) (IB.)

» Thl Bi ninins in i, is Commentariiis in

i Novum
i ii iiiniii. e.qi o. . in pp 1.* 18., and by '

r ii mepei tlneol remai
\ i I ,, . \i (i 37fl

• I',, M ,1-1. a. de I

i

i See \li i ' e Rending and
\ i ...

i [eel II, i . i e

.

rv. dlch n pel lly Indebted foi In-
i iptei D

... 0, i Ihrm. S.i.r pp 121 Ml See .lis., I 'l,|„.

I. ,,!,,.
i Instil. I "I : and J I l'i ill', Inst Menu.

-.,. i ,,,,

• Itaiiibnch, I l: - ii i p. 110.
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said or done, will materially facilitate its historical interpre-

tation, especially if regard be had, 3. To the Nature of the
Place, and the customs which obtained there.

1. For instance, it is evident that Saint Paul's second Epistle

to the Thessalonians was written, shortly after the first, at Co-

rinth, and not at Athens, as its subscription would import, from

this circumstance, viz. that Timothy and Silvanus or Silas, who
joined him in his first letter, were still with him, and joined him in

the second. (Compare 2 Thess. i. 1. with 1 Thess. iii. 6. and

Acts xviii. 1—5.) And as in this epistle he desired the brethren to

pray that he might lie delivered from unreasonable and iviched

men (2 Thess. iii. 2.), it is probable that he wrote it soon after

the insurrection of the Jews at Corinth, in which they dragged

him before Gallio the proconsul of Achaia, and accused him of

persuading men to -worship contrary to the law. (Acts xviii. 13.)

But. this consideration of the place where a hook was written

will supply us with one or two observations that will more clearly

illustrate some passages in the same epistle. Thus it is manifest

from 2 Thess. iii. 8. that Saint Paul could appeal to his own per-

sonal labours for his subsistence with the greater confidence, as

he had diligently prosecuted them at Corinth (compare Acts

xviii. 3. with 1 Cor. ix. 11, 12, 13.) ; and, to mention no more
examples, it is clear, from 2 Thess. iii. 1, 2., that the great Apostle

of the Gentiles experienced more difficulty in planting a Chris-

tian church at Corinth and in some other places, than he did at

Thcssalonica. In a similar manner, numerous beautiful passages

in his Epistle to the Ephesians will be more fully understood, by

knowing that they were written at Rome during his first cap-

tivity.

2. Our Lord's admirable discourse, recorded in the sixth chap-

ter of St. John's Gospel, which so many disregarded, is said (v.

59.) to have been delivered in the synagogue at Capernaum, con-

sequently in a public place, and in that very city which had wit-

nessed tiie performance of so many of his miracles. And it is

this circumstance of place which so highly aggravated the malice

and unbelief of his hearers. (Compare Matt. xi. 23.)

3. The first Psalm being written in Palestine, the comparison

(in v. 4.) of the ungodly to chaff driven away by the wind will

become more evident, when it is recollected that the threshing-

floors in that country were not under cover as those in our modern
barns are, but that they were formed in the open air, without the

walls of cities, and in lofty situations, in order that the wheat
might be the more effectually separated from the chalf by the

action of the wind. (See Hosea xiii. 3.) In like manner, the

knowledge of the nature of the Arabian desert, through which
the children of Israel journeyed, is necessary to the correct under-

standing of many passages in the Books of Exodus, Numbers,
and Deuteronomy, which were written in that desert.

VI. We find it to be no small help to the understanding

of ancient profane writings, if we can discover the Occasion
on which, as well the time when, they were penned ; and for

want of such knowledge many passages in such writings are

become obscure and unintelligible. The same may be ob-

served in the books of the Old and New Testament (espe-

cially in the Book of Psalms and the Apostolical Epistles),

the right understanding^ of the design of which, as well as

of their phraseology, is most essentially promoted by a
careful observance of the Occasion upon which they were
written.

To some of the Psalms, indeed, there is prefixed a notice of

the occasion on which they were composed : and, by comparing

these with one another, and with the sacred history, great light

may be, and has been, thrown upon the more dillicult passages
;

and the meaning, beauty, and energy of many expressions have

been set in a clearer point of view. But where no such titles

are prefixed, the occasion must be sought from internal circum-

stances.

Psalm xlii. was evidently written by David, when he was in

circumstances of the deepest affliction : but if we compare it

with the history of the conspiracy of Absalom, aided by Ahitho-

phel. who had deserted the councils of his sovereign, as related

in 2 Sam. xv., and also with the character of the country whither

David fled, we shall have a key to the meaning of that psalm,

which will elucidate it with equal beauty and propriety. 1

VII. Ancient Sacred and Profane History.—An ac-

quaintance with the history of the Israelites, as well as that

i Dr. Randolph has very happily elucidated the whole of the forty-second
Psalm, from an investigation of the occasion from internal circumstances,
in a Dissertation, at the end of vol. i. of his View of Christianity, &c.
Oxford, 1784. 8vo.

of the Moabites, Ammonites, Philistines, Egyptians, Assy-
rians, Medes, Babylonians, Persians, Arabians, Greeks, Ro-
mans, and other ancient nations, is of the greatest importance
to the historical interpretation of the Bible : for, as the Jewish
people were connected with those nations, either in a hostile
or in a pacific manner, the knowledge of their history, customs,
arts, and literature, becomes the more interesting ; as it is

well known that the Israelites, notwithstanding they were
forbidden to have intercourse with the heathen, did never
theless borrow and adopt some of their institutions. More
particularly, regardless of the severe prohibitions delivered
by Mnses and the prophets against idolatry, how many idols

did they borrow from the Gentiles at different times, previ-

ously to the great Babylonish captivity, and associate them
in the worship of Jehovah ! Their commercial intercourse

with the Egyptians and Arabs, and especially with the Phoe-
nicians, was very considerable ; and at the same time, they
were almost incessantly at war with the Philistines, Moabites,
and other neighbouring nations, and afterwards with the
Assyrians and Egyptians, until they were finally conquered,
and carried into captivity by the Assyrians and Babylonians.
Further, the prophets, in their denunciations or predictions,

not only address their admonitions and threatemngs to the
Israelites and Jews, but also frequently accost foreign nations,

whom they menace with destruction. The writings of Isaiah,

Jeremiah, and Ezekiel contain very numerous predictions
relative to the heathen nations, which would be utterly unin-
telligible without the aid of profane history. The same
remark will apply to the divisions of time and forms of
government that obtained at different periods, which cannot
be ascertained from the perusal of the Sacred Writings
merely.

,

In proportion, however, as the history of the ancient na-
tions of Asia becomes necessary to the interpretation of the
Bible, it is to be regretted that it is for the most part involved
in so much obscurity and confusion as to require no small
labour before we can extricate it from the trammels of fable,

and arrive at any thing like certainty. As the histories of
ancient Egypt have perished, with the exception of a few
fragments preserved in the writings of Josephus, Eusebius,
and other authors, our knowledge of the earliest state of that

country (which is sufficiently confused and intricate) can
only be derived from Herodotus, Diodorus, and some other
Greek writers, who cannot always he depended on. The
writings of Sanchoniatho, with the exception of a few frag-

ments, as well as the works of Histiaeus, and other Phoe-
nician historians, have long since perished ; and, for our
accounts of the Assyrians, recourse must chiefly be had to the
Scriptures themselves, as no confidence whatever can be
placed in the narrations of Ctesias, whose fidelity and veracity

have justly been questioned by Aristotle, Strabo, and Plu-
tarch. The history of the Ammonites, Moabites, Idumaeans,
Philistines, and other petty neighbouring nations, who had
no historians of their own, is involved in equal obscurity

;

for the little that is known of them, with certainty, we are
exclusively indebted to the Holy Scriptures.

The sources, therefore, of that historical knowledge, which
is so essential to an interpreter of the Sacred Writings, are,

in the first place, the Old and New Testaments, and next the
works of Josephus and profane authors. It is, however, to
be observed, that where the latter speak of the Jews, they
wilfully misrepresent them, as is done by Justin and Tacitus.
With a view to reconcile these various contradictions, and to

overcome the difficulties thus interposed by the uncertainty
of ancient profane history, various learned men have at dif-

ferent times employed themselves in digesting the remains
of ancient history, and comparing it with the Scriptures, in

order to illustrate them as much as possible ; and the Con-
nections of Sacred and Profane History, by Drs. Shuckford,
Prideaux, and Russell, Staekhouse's History of the Bible,

and Dr. Lardner's Credibility of the Gospel History, are
particularly worthy of notice. 2

VIII. Chronology, or the science of computing and ad-
justing periods of time, is of the greatest importance towards
understanding the historical parts of the Bible, not only as it

shows the order and connection of the various events therein

recorded, but likewise as it enables us to ascertain the accom-
plishment of many of the prophecies. Chronology is further

of service to the biblical critic, as it sometimes leads to the
discovery and correction of mistakes in numbers and dates,

s An account of their valuable works is given in the Bibliographical
Appendix to Vol. II.
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which have crept into particular texts. As considerable di£

fereuoes exisi in tin i

;
of the Hebrew Scriptures,

the Samaritan IVm.itruch, the St-ptuajrint version, and Jo-

sephus, ,1k!. nt urn havi nppfie 1 themselves tothe

investigation p ditficultirs, and have communicated

the result ol hi s in elaborate systems.

of thi Be, aftei examining their various claims, it will be

ible to have constantly al hand. Theprincipal systems

ol Chronology an tii f Cappel, Vossius, Vrchoishop
l sher, Bedford, Jackson, and Dr. Hales; of which an ac-

count will be found in the Bibliographical Appendix I

second \ olume.

IX. A knowledge of Biblical Antiquities fincluding the

i .I ami Profane History, Geography, Genealogy, Natural

History, Coins, Medals, and other ancient remains, and

Philosophy, Learning and Philosophical Sects, Manm rs,

Customs, and private Life, of the Jews and other nations

mentioned in the Bible) is indispensably necessary to tin*

understanding of the sacred volume.
1. W hat the peculiar rites, manners, and customs of the

Hebrews and otner nations actually were, that are either

alluded to or mentioned in the Scriptures, can only be ascer-

taini '1 by the sm.lv of their Polith il, Ecclesiastical, and
( 'ivii. Statu ; w tthoul an accurate know ledge of winch, all

interpretation must be both defective and impi rfi ct

It', in order to enter fully into the meaning, or correctly appre-

hend the various beauties, of the Greek and Roman classics, it

be necessary to be acquainted with the peculiar forms <>( govern-

ment which prevailed—-the powers of —modes of

executing the lawa—the punishments of criminals—tributes or

other duties imposed on subjects—their military affairs—sacred

rites ami festivals

—

private ftfe, manners, and amusements

—

commerce, measures, and weights, &c. &c.—how much greater

difficulties will be interposed in Am way, win* attempts to ii .

the Scriptures withoul :i knowledge of these topics ! For, as the

i.l manners of the oriental people are widely different

fr those of the western nations ; as. further, their sacred rites

differ most essentially from everj thing with which we are

tinted, and as the .lews in particular, from the simplicity of

i
... ., . have drawn very numerous metaphors frein the

works i.i nature, from the ordinary occupations and arts of lit'*',

from religion and things connected with it, as well as from tlieii

national history;

—

there are many things recorded, both in the

I kid and New T< stament, which must appear to Europeans either

obscure, unintelligible, repulsive, or absurd, unless, forgetting our

own peculiar habits and modes of thinking, we transport our-

selves in a manner to the East, and diligently study the customs,

whether political, sacred, or civil, which obtained there. In the

second volume of this work, the autlior has attempted to compress

the must important facts relative to biblical antiquitii -

2. With regard to Coins, Medals, and other Vwcient

Rj HAIN8, considered as a source oi interpretation, a few

remarks and illustrations may If here introduced. The
examples given in pp. B8—92. Bttpra, as collateral testimo-

nies tu the credibility of the sacred writers, may indeed

be considered as so many elucidations ol the pass igi tin n

referred to. Two or three additional instances shall now be

subjoined, which will serve to show the important herme-

neutical aid, which may be derived from these remains of

am i ml art

I. AcUxi.26. rtcami to pass that the disciples were

called (XwufHftu) Christians, tirsi in Antioch.

( loinmentatoi i and erltl

v
I

mod by eoemic ol i elkj

> iof reproach. 1

[., \, ; J Pet. i
i

I

n Oihei wl sty,

n oracle from
(.;!,., the New T< tameol i« nh

. . [n the Sep

i II 2 > thai the

fiii,,,, .
,

-.\\ ins, whit h the tnou I

nixl r. ndoi
' thus: And tfu

fry d<

i. geofl i
i

.
i K X

I

'
i nportanl tobi

ihai Umfl i'
1

i
""' sptcndoui

utury, and pn I

i
. triumph'

It to depart fi I

city where every kiu-l«i LoiquUj
|

!

,
it was at Am.

' hat the verb Xfwti \

'
i t Greek writers, and Is especially uadei -•

i eon
'I g the i iffeststion of the 1
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opens his mouth but it proves a present mischief to himself and others.

By changing the points in (he latter clause of this verse, Michaelis reads : the
mouth "f the foolish is as a censer near at hand [thuHbutum propinquum)

;

and he illustrates this expression by the oriental custom of ottering per-

fames to a guest, which (it is well known) is an intimation to him that it is

lime for him to depart. The sense which this profound scholar puts upon
the passage is as follows : the foolish man alienates every one from him by
his silly and insipid discourses. Is not this torturing words, and ascribing

to the sacred penman an allusion which he never designed to make t»

But, more particularly,

(1.) We should investigate the laws, opinions, andprinciples
of those nations among whom the Hebrews residedfor a long

time, or with whom they held a close intercourse, and from
whom it is probable they received some of them.

From the long residence of the Hebrews in Egypt, it lias been

conjectured by some learned men that they derived by far the

greater part of their institutions from the Egyptians: bat this

hypothesis appears untenable, to its full extent, the Israelites

being separated from the Egyptians by their pastoral habits,

which rendered them abominable in the eyes of the latter. At
the same time, from their having passed lour hundred years

in that country, it is not unlikely that they derived some* things

from their oppressors. A few instances will elucidate this remark.

1. Under the Jewish theocracy, the judges are represented as holy
persons, and as sitting in the place of Jehovah a The Egyptians regarded
their sovereigns in this light,* Hence Michaelis, lo whom w< an indebted
for this fact, conjectures that the Israelites just on their exit from Egypt,
called their rulers gods, not only in poetry, [mm also in the com) i langu i

-

of their laws (see Exod, xxi. 0.), when- tin umil ///</<,<-- \ is, in l he original

Hebrew, gods* Again, agriculture was the basis of the whole Mosaic
polity ; and it was probably from the Egyptians that the Jewish legislator

nor rowed i he principle on which his polity was thus founded: though indeed
we find, that, the state of the ancient Romans was accidentally established
on a similar plan.e The priests, and especially the Levites, united the pro-

fession of ministers of religion with that of literati among the Jews, in the
same manner as the Egyptian priests had partitioned literature among
themselves, so that their institution was wholly Egyptian in its origin. 1 And,
to mention nu further instances of this kind, the molten ealfwhich the
Israelites required of Aaron seems to have been an exact resemblance of
the celebrated Egyptian god Apis, who was worshipped under the I I of
an ox. 8

2. At a subsequent period, during their captivity, some of the Jews appear
to have imbibed the absurd notion of the Persians, that there were two
supreme beings, an evil and a good one, representing tight and darkness

;

and that according to the ascendency of t r other of these, good and
happiness prevailed among men. or evil ami misery abounded Such, at

least, was the absurd opinion held by the person iii whom Isaiah addressed
his prophecy (ch. xlv.), and which he reluies iii the uiMst significant and
pointed manner. 9

3. In our Saviours time the learning of the Greeks was cultivated by the
.lews, who adopted the peculiar tenets of some of their mosi eminent phi-

losophers. The Pharisees, it, was well known, believed the immortality ol

the soul : but it appears from Josephus, that their notion of such immor-
tality was the Pythagorean metempsychosis. 10 Prom the Pharisees this

tenet was generally received by the Jewish people; and notwithstanding
the benefit derived from hearing the discourses and conversations of our
Lord, if appears to have been held by some of his disciples

(2.) We must take care not to ascribe comparatively modern
rites and customs to the ancient Hebrews,

From not attending to this rule, the Jewish teachers, and those Christian
doctors who have implicitly followed them, have caused much perplexity
in the antiquities of the Jews, having attributed to-the ancient Hebrews rites

and ceremonies that did not exist nit later limes
; and, from not distingui h

ing the different ages, they have consequently confounded ancient manners
and customs with those which are of modern date. The Talmudlsts, and
other Jewish writers, should not be consulted without the greatesl caution

;

for, living as they did long after the destruction ol the Jewish polity, they
not only were imperfectly acquainted with it, but they likewise contradict
each other, as well as Josephus and Philo, authors every way more worthy
of confidence, as being contemporary with that event; not unfrequently

i Bauer, Hermeneutica, Sacra, p. 275.

* That all the Hebrew institutions were of Egyptian origin is an hypo-
thesis now generally abandoned, since the able refutation of it by the
learned Herman Wit sins, in his /Egypt iara ( Amslelodami, 1696, llo. i. and
in his Miscellanea Sacra, torn. i. pp. 429 et Si </.

a Pent i. 17 and xix. 17.

* DIodorus Siculus, lib. i c. 90, "From this cause" (viz. gratitude tc

benefactors, among whom they reckoned such animals as were peculiarly
useful to the country, and held them sacred) "the Egyptians seem so to

reverence their kings, and humbly I" address them as il the/ trm- ioir/.v.

They even believe that it is not without the peculiar care of Providence
that l hey arrive at supreme power ; and that those, who have the will and
the power tn perform deeds of the greatest benefici bee, are partakers of
the divine nature."

s Mil h.o lis - t niiunentaries on the Laws of Muses, vol. i. p. 102.
o Ibid. vol. i. p. 22.

' Ibid. vol. i. p. 255.
8 Schumacher, De Oultu Animalium inter JEgyptios el Judsos CommeD-

tatio, pp. 40—47. Our learned countryman, Spencer, in Ins work De Legi-
bus Hehra'orum, and Michaelis, in his commentaries above cited, have
shown, in many additional examples, the striking resemblance between
many of the institutions of the Israelites and those of the Egyptians.

' Vitringa, and Lowth, on Isaiah xlv. 7.

io Josephus, De Bello Judaico, lib. ii. c. 8. § 14. and Antiq. lib. xviii. c. 1,

§ 3. Tiie Pharisees held that every soul was immortal, but thai only the
souls of the righteous transmigrate into other bodies, while the souls of bad
men are subject to eternal punishment. At first sight, this account appears
to contradict the statement of St. Paul (Acts xxi v. IB.) ' but the repugnance
is easily obviated, when it is considered that Josephus is speaking of the
Pharisees only, but the apostle of the Jews in general, ami of himself in

particular.

indeed do they contradict the Scriptures themselves, and, indulging their
own speculations, they produce commentaries which are truly ridiculous.
The necessary consequence is, that those learned men, who have impli-
citly followed the Talmudlsts, have been precipitated into various errors.
From these mistakes, not even Reland and Ikenius are exempt—two of the
best writers, perhaps, who have applied themselves to the investigation of
Jewish antiquities."

(3.) Lastly, our knowledge of biblical antiquities must be

derivedfrom pure sources.

The first and most important source is unquestionably the Old and New
Testaments ; the careful collation ofwhich will enable us to collect accounts
bf the modes of living which obtained among the ancient Jews. Much light

will further be obtained into the state of Jewish affairs, from consulting the

apocryphal books, among which the first book of Maccabees is particu-

larly valuable. To these may be added the writings of Philo, Josephus
and the Tahnudists. Further, a judicious comparison of the notions that

obtained among ancient, and comparatively uncultivated nations, with those
entertained by the Hebrews or Jews, will, from their similitude, enable us
in enter more fully into the meaning of the sacred writers. Thus many
pleasing illustrations of patriarchal life and manners may be obtained by
comparing the writings of Homer and Hesiod with the accounts given by
Hoses. The Iliad, for instance, illustrates Abraham's manner of dividing
n e sacrifice.13 The patriarchal hospitality is similar to that described in the
i i,|\ ssey.i 9 HOW early a belief in the ministry of angels obtained among the
heathen nations, is evident from comparing the account of Hesiod' 4 with
thai ol Moses; 16 and M furnishes an additional

|

!" to the many others
\\ Inch ha\ e been collected by learned men, to show that all the knowledge
ol the ancients was traditionally derived, though with innumerable corrup-
tions, from the Hebrews.

Finally, if to these sources we add an acquaintance with the modem cus-
toms and manners which prevail in the East, as they are related by travel-

lers oj approved character, we shall have a sure and easy access to the
knowledge ol sacred antiquities: for. as the Orientals, from their tenacious
adherence to old usages, are not likely to differ materially from their
ancestors, 1* we have no very great reason to be apprehensive, from com-
paring the manners, &cof the modem Syrians, Arabs, and other inhabi-
tants of the Bast, with those of the ancient Hebrews, that we should
attribute customs to them which never obtained among them. Where,
indeed, any now usage does exist among the Orientals, it may be discovered
without much difficulty by men Of learning and penetration. The inter-

pretation of the Bible, therefore] is not a little facilitated by the perusal of
the voyages and travels of those who have explored the East. Among ihese
valuable contributors te the promotion of Biblical science, the names of
it \i niiv Mauudrell, Thompson, Chardui. Shaw, Hasselquist, Pocock*,
Niebuhr, Seetzen, Dr. E. D- Clarke, Lord Valentia, Walpole, Ouseley,
\! i,, i bight, Russel, Chateaubriand, Hurckhardt, Buckingham. BelZOnl,
Di Richardson, the Rev. Mr. Jowett, Sir U. K. Porter and others, are

celebrated: but as many of their works are voluminous and costly,

rarious writers have Judiciously applied themselves to selecting and
arranging the si material passages oftheir travels, which are calculated
to i lucidate the Holy Scriptures. In this department of sae red literature,

the compilations of Harraer, Border, and the editor of Calmet's Dictionary
oi the Bible, are particularly distinguished. Of these works, as well as of
Hi. principal writers on Jewish Antiquities, the reader will find a notice in

the Bibi
i

Ai'pE.Niux to the Becond Volume.

3. Intimately connected with history and chronology is an-

cient Geography, especially that of Palestine am! the neigh-

bouring countries; the knowledge of which, it is universally

confessed, tends tn illustrate almost innumerable passages of

Scripture. The principal sources of sacred geography are

the Scriptures themselves, and the ancient Greek and other

writers, who have treated on the different countries mentioned
in the Bible; and to these may he added the voyages and
travels of ('hardin, Seetzen, 1 r and others, mentioned above,

who have explored the Bast, and whose narratives contain

many very happy elucidations of the physical and political

geography of the Bible.—These sources have been diligently

consulted" by most of the learned men who have applied

themselves to the illustration of this important topic. The
principal works on sacred geography are those oi Bochart,

Michaelis, Spanheira, Relana, and Wells. 18

4. Next to History and Geography, Genealogy holds an
important place in the study of the Sacred Writings. The
evidences of Christianity cannot be correctly, if at all under-

n Schulzii Compendium ArctUBalogiae Hebraicse, Prolegomena, p. xviL

Bauer, Il.nu. Sacr. p,
'276.

i-i Homeri Ilias, lib. i v. 460,461. compared with Gen. .w. 9, in. Mr.

Trollope has happily applied the Homeric expressions to the elucidation of
1
1,. Scriptures, En about four hundred instances, in his valuable edition of
Homer with English Notes. London, 1827, 2 vols. 8vo.

13 (Jen. xviii. 6— 8. compared with the Odyssey, lib. xiv. v. 71—76.419
_430

i« Opera et Dies, lib. i- v. 130—136. i« ton. xxxii. 1, 2.

is "The manners bf the East,'
1— it is remarked by one of the most intel-

ligent of modern oriental travellers,—" amidsl all the changes of povern-
L i j Mil and religion, are still the same. They are living impressions from an
oti^iiud mould ; and, at every step, some object, some idiom, some dress,

or some custom Of common life, reminds the traveller of ancient times

;

and confirms, above all, the beauty, the accuracy, and the propriety of the

language and history of the Bible." Morier's Second Journey through
Persia. Pref.p. viii.

ii The result of M. Seetzen'a researches, which were undertaken under
Hie

|
mi roi ,;,._-, oft lie Palestine Vssuriatinn foi investigating the present state

of the Holy Land, was published in a thin quarto tract, entitled "A brief

Account of the Countries adjoining the Lake of Tiberias, the Jordan, and
the Dead Sea." Bath and London, 1810. Many places in Palestine, particu-

larly beyond the Jordan, which are in great degree unknown, are satisfae-

torilv described m this little tract.

n The writings of the above noticed geographers and travellers have
been consulted for the Summary of Itiblical Geography and Antiquities,

found in the second volume of this Work.
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stood, unless the genealogy of tin' Messiah, and Ids descent

from Abraham and David, be distinctly traced. This is

obvious from the prophecies, which, ages before his advent,

determined the lineol his descent; and left nothing t" chance
or imposture on the important subject <>t the promised seed,

that, in the fulness of time, was to •• bruise I lie serpent's he. id,"

•and by his one (dilation of himself, once offered, was to make
a full and perfect atonement for the sins of the whole world.

Many neat genealogical tables are to be found in some of the

earlier and larger editions of the Bible. Some of the most

useful treatises on this subject are noticed in the BIBLIOGRA-

PHICAL APPENDIX.
5. Ofequal importance with either ofthe preceding branches

of knowledge is Natural History; by which alone many,
otherwise obscure, passages of Scripture can be explained.

Thus, frequent direct mention is made of animals, trees.

plants, and precious stones; sometimes the Scripture ex-

presses sentiments either in allusion to, or by metaphors taken

from, some fact in natural history ; and sometimes characters

are described in allusion to natural objects; and without the

knowledge of these, we cannot perceive the nature of the

characters intended. Much information concerning this im-

portant topic may be derived from the labours of the oriental

travellers already mentioned, and especially those of Shaw,
Russell, Hassehpiist, Forskal, and Niebuhr. The most
successful investigations of this interesting topic tire to be

found in the writings of Bochart, Celsius. Scheuchzer, Pro-

fessor Faxton, and especially of the Hev. Or. Harris, of Dor-
chester, Massachusetts.

t>. Lastly, in perusing the sacred volume, the attentive

reader cannot fail to be struck with allusions to Philosophi-
cal Notions and Sects, as well as to certain branches of

learning, which wire cultivated by the nations or people

therein mentioned: it is impossible fully to apprehend the

force, propriety, and beauty of these allusions without a

knowledge of the notions, <vc. referred to. A short sketch
of the principal Jewish sects occurs in the second volume of

this work; but the only writer, to the best of the author's

recollection, who has discussed this Bubject in a separate
treatise, is the leaned and indefatigable Professor Buddeus,
in his IntroductioadHistoriaw Phitasophia Hebrgeorum, Hulse,

1720, Hvh. : of whose labours be litis availed himself. The
philosophical notions which obtained 'among the .lews are

also incidentally treated in most of the larger commentaries,
as well as in most of those works which profess to be

Introductions to the Bible.

§ 9. ON COMMENTARIES.

I. "Different classes of Commentaries!— II. Nature ofScholia.—
III. Commentaries.— IV. Jtfodern versions andparaphrases.— V. ffomilies.— VT, Collections ofobservations on Holy II rit.— VII. The utility ami advantage of Commentaries.— \ III.

Design to l*r kept in vieWfVffien consulting them,—1\. Rules
for consulting Commentaries to tin- best advantage.

I. Ths labours of expositors and commentators have been
divided into various clasps, according to the nature of their

different works ; for, although lew confine themselves to one
method of interpretation, exclusively, \ 1 1 each general!; has
some pod in. mi character, by which he is peculiarly dis-

tinguished. Tin. . ii are,

I. Wholly Spiritual or Figurative # as Cocceiu . ami those

foreign commentator! who have followed his untenable q tern,

vi/. that the Scripture ii every where to In' taken in the t

sense it will iii l nut ; ami in our own country, Dr, Gill, Dr. Haw-
ker, and sonic minor writers.

3. Literal and Critical/ such are Ainiworth, Wotstein, Dr.

Blarney, Bishop Patrick, Lowlh, ami Whitby, Calmet, Chais,
f.i hop I.ohiIi, Archbishop Newcome, VI ill, Dr. C pbeU, Dr.

Priestley, and others.
'<. li ho I'h Practical i as Muacnhu, Zuinj le, it, tw, Henry,

i Mervald, Dr. Fawcett, tl Refbhner'i Bible; & i . a
i

.

4. Those who unite critical, philological, and practical obser-
\. ill,, Us : inch are the commentaries of Dr. Doil. I. I!|slin|i Matll and
Dr.D'Oyly, Poole, Scott, M Martin, Dr. \. Clarke, Mr. Bon on,

dec. on the cut in- Bible, and the pa if Pyle and of Mr.
Orion, on the III, I T.'-t.iiii. Ill ;

,, M Ihe .N'ewTcst; lit. I Ir. S.

Clarke ami Pyln, Dr. Doddridge, Mr. Locks, Dr. Bauson, Dr.

Mm knight, Mr. Gilpin, .\
. . ,v

A more correct classification of expository writings may
he into Scholia, Perpetual Annotations, Commentaries, and
Paraphrases . w hose united design is, to lead tin ir readers to

the right understanding of the author whom they undertake
to explain. Hence their province is, to illustrate obscure
passages, to re utile apparent i tradictions, to obviate
difficulties, whether verbal or mil, and, in short, to remove
every thing that may tend to excite doubts in the nun. Is ntf the
readers of the llihle.

II. SCHOLIA tire short explanatory notes on the sacred
writers; whose authors, termed schohasis, particularly aim at

brevity. In this kind of expository writings, obscure words
and phrases are explained by such as are more clear; figura-

tive by such as are proper; and tin genuine force of each word
and phrase is pointed out. Further, the allusions to ancient
milliners and customs are illustrated, and whatever light may-
be thrown upon the sacred writer from histor\ rapby
is carefully concentrated, and concisely expressed, noi

the Scholiast fail to select and introduce the principal and
most valuable various readings, whose excellence, antiquity,
and genuineness, to the best of his judgment, give them a

claim tohe noticed. The discordant interpretations ofdifficult

passages are stated and examined, and the most probable
is pointed out, but without exhibiting the grounds of the

exposition. These various topics, however, arc rather touched
upon, than treated at length : though no material passages
are (or at least ought to he) left unnoticed, yet soma nri
obscure and difficult passages are left to be discussed and
expounded by more learned men. Such was the method,
according to which the ancient scholiasts composed tluii

scholia tor illustrating Homer, Sophocles, Aristophanes,
Horace, Virgil, and other Greek and Latin classics; and the

same i le has been adopted by those Christian writers who
have written scholia on the Bible.'

III. The various topics, which engage the attention of the
sch oliasi. are also discussed, but more at length, by I Iommenta-
tous; whose observations form a series of continuous anno-
tations on the sacred u rilers, and w h" point out more clearly

tin train of their thoughts, as well as tin coh( renco "( their

expressions, and all the various readings which are of any
importance. The commentator, therefore, not only furnishes

summaries of the argument, but also resolves theexpres
of his author into their several parts, and shows in what
respects they agree, as well as where they are apparently at

vanai He further weighs and examines differentpassag
that admit of different interpretations; and while In oilers

his own views, he confirms them by proper arguments or

proofs, and solves any doubts which may attl ml his own
interpretation. Further, a judicious commentator will avoid

all prolix, extra mis. and unnecessary discus ions, as well
as far-fetched explanations, and will bring i very philological

aid to bear upon pass, iocs that are in any d< g ia e difficult or

obscure. Commentators ought not to omit a single pass

that possesses more than ordinary difficulty, though the con-

trary is the case with many, who expatiab verj copiously oh
the more easy passages of Scripture, while the) scai

touch on those which are really difficult, if tip
]

altogether oinil In treat of thein. In a word, it is the com-
mentator's province to remove every difficult] that can imp. Is

the biblical reader, and In proiliiee w balevi r can facilitate his

studies, bj rendering the sense of the sacred writings more
clear and t asy to be appn hi ndi d.

IV. A peculiar and import. ml method of exposition is thai

ot' Modern Versions and Paraphrases. Neither can be
properly executed unless ibeir authors have nn triouslj mas-
tered the book or passage which they intend to U

phrase, and are wt in the language. Versions
of different books and with diffen m di signs should not all

lucted U] tin' same plan.

I. A Version is the rendering fully, perspicuously, and
faithfully, of the wools ami ideas of an author into a dif-

ferent language from thai which be used. The properties of
:

i —corn cine s and fidelity in expressing the

precise manner in which the idea is presented, th

order, conm i
i le of » i itinji

;
ye\ « ithout b<

always literal ami i q word for word. Further, il

I Helmut V , liilij;

m which won
Ileal wt

in while ii

ol s, holla i" nodi ,.,-,,,.
I

nulla .-iii. i hi

. , .... i i
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should be accommodated to the idiom of the language, which
the translator is using, and at the same time be perspicuous
and flowing.

In reference to versions it may be inquired, 1. Under what
circumstances it may be lawful to depart from the style and
manner of the original author 1 (There are words, figures,

and modes of construction, which cannot be literalty ex-

pressed in a different language.) 2. Whether the Hebraic
construction is to be retained! It seems by no means proper,

that the peculiar manner of an ancient author should be
entirely obliterated ; much less, that a different manner be
obtruded upon him. 3. Whether the technical terms which
occur in the New Testament should be changed for others.

2. A Paraphrase is the expression, in greater extent, of

the meaning of the sacred author ; in which is inserted what-
ever is necessary to explain the connection and exhibit the

sense: so that what is obscure is thus rendered more perspi-

cuous, in one continued and unbroken narrative. Provided

the integrity of his author's sense be observed, the paraphrastis

at liberty to abridge what is narrated at length, to enlarge on

what is written with brevity, to supply supposed omissions,

to fill up chasms, to illustrate obscure and apparently in-

volved passages, by plain, clear, and neatly turned ex-

pressions, to connect passages which seem too far asunder,

or not disposed in order either of time or subject, and to ar-

range the whole in a regular series. These, indeed, it must
be admitted, are important liberties, not to be taken with the

Scriptures by any paraphrast without the utmost caution, and
even then only in the most sparing manner.

Paraphrases have been divided by Professor Rambach, 1

and other writers on the interpretation of the Bible, into two
classes

—

historical and textual. In the former class of para-

phrases, the argument of a book or chapter is pursued histo-

rically; and the paraphrast endeavours to give his author's

meaning in perspicuous language. In the latter instance,

the paraphrast assumes, as it were, the person of the sacred

writer, closely pursues the thread of his discourse, and aims
at expressing every word and phrase, though in circumscribed

limits, yet in terms that are both clear and obvious to the ca-

pacities of his readers. Hence it would appear, that a para-

phrase is the most difficult species of expository writing;

and, as the number of paraphrasts on the Scriptures is,

comparatively, small (probably from this circumstance), the

ingenious classification of them proposed by Rambach is

not sufficiently important to render it necessary that we
should form them into a separate class of interpreters. It is

of infinitely greater moment to Bible readers, when purchas-

ing works of this description, that they select those which
are neither too prolix nor too expensive, and whose authors

avoid every thing like party-spirit; neither extolling beyond
measure any thing ancient, merely because it is of remote
antiquity, nor evincing a spirit of dogmatical innovation ,- but

who, " rightly dividing the word of truth," while they ex-

press themselves in clear and perspicuous terms, show them-
selves to be well skilled both in the theory and application

of sound principles of scriptural interpretation, and who have
diligently availed themselves of every internal and external

aid for ascertaining the sense of the sacred writers.

The utility of both versions and paraphrases is great ; but

neither can supersede the necessity of more extended and
minute interpretation.

V. Homilies are another kind of interpretation in which
either larger portions of Scripture or single texts are explained

and practically applied to the several purposes of instruction,

admonition, or consolation ; and properly destined to the ser-

vice of the church. Homilies answered to our discourses on

detached texts of Scripture, but they were filled with pious

fables and the philosophy of the times when their authors

lived. The best homilies extant are those of Origen and
Chrysostom.

VI. Closely allied to commentaries are the collections of

Observations illustrative of the Sacred Writings, which
have been formed of late years, and require to be consulted

with similar cautions, and in the same manner. These books
of observations are either grammatical and philological, or

miscellaneous; sometimes they discuss only a few passages

which are peculiarly difficult and obscure, and sometimes
they appear in the form of a grammatical and philological

commentary, following the order of the sacred books. On
this account, as well as to facilitate reference, we have classed

them with expositions of the Bible : of the best editions of

' Rambachii Institutioues Hermeneulica?, rp- 706, 707.

Vol. 1. 2 Y

all these, the reader will find some account in the Biblio
graphical Appendix to the second Volume, Part II. Chap.
V. Sections II. and III., occasionally interspersed with con
cise bibliographical and critical observations. 2

VII. Opinions widely different have been entertained re-

specting the utility and advantage resulting from commen-
taries, annotations, and other expositions of the Sacred Writ-
ings. By some, who admire nothing but their own medi-
tations, and who hold all human helps in contempt, commen-
taries are despised altogether, as tending to found our faith on
the opinions of men rather than on the divine oracles : while
others, on the contrary, trusting exclusively to the expositions
of some favourite commentators, receive as infallible what-
ever views or opinions they may choose to deliver, as their

expositions of the Bible. The safest way in this case, as in

all others, is to take the middle path, and occasionally to

avail ourselves of the labours of commentators and expositors,
while we diligently investigate the Scriptures for ourselves,
without relying exclusively on our own wisdom, or being
fascinated by the authority of a distinguished name.
The late eminent divine and theological tutor, Dr. Camp-

bell, was of opinion that the Bible should be first read
and studied without a commentary ; but his advice was ad-
dressed to students who were previously acquainted with the
originals : and though the design of the present work is to
facilitate to studious inquirers the understanding of the Scrip-
tures, yet the author presumes not to suppose that his labours
will supersede the necessity of commentaries ; or that he can
furnish them with all that information which renders such
works desirable to the generality of Bible readers. A sen-
sible writer has observed, that the Bible is a learned book,
not only because it is written in the learned languages, but
also as containing allusions to various facts, circumstances,
or customs of antiquity, which, to a common and unlettered

reader, require explanation. So far, indeed, as relates to the
way of salvation, " he that runs may read :" but there are
many important points, if not of the first importance, in which
we may properly avail ourselves of the labours of inquirers
who have preceded us; especially in clearing difficulties,

answering objections, and reconciling passages which at first

sight appear contradictory.

Further, " the Bible is a large book, and we are under no
small obligations to those who have collated its different

parts,—the New Testament with the Old,—the prophetic
with the historical books, &c; and to reject their assistance,

in making the Scriptures their own interpreter, is to throw
away the labours of many ages. As well might we reject

all our historians, and insist on believing nothing but what
we derive immediately from state papers, original records,

or other documents, on which all history is founded." Once
more, " the Bible is intended as a directory for our faith and
practice. Now to have an experienced friend who has long
been in the habit of perusing it with patient study and hum-
ble prayer,—to have such a friend at hand, to point out in

every chapter what may be useful or important, and espe-
cially to disclose its latent beauties, may be no less desirable

and useful, than it is, when travelling in a foreign country,

to have with us a companion who has passed the same
route, and is acquainted both with the road, and with the

objects most worthy of notice. It is granted, however, that

there are extremes; and that it is no less wrong to place
implicit confidence in commentators than it is to treat

them with contempt : to derive advantage from them, we
should treat them as commentators only, and not as inspired

writers." 3

VIII. The Use to be made of interpreters and commen-
tators is twofold :

—

Fibst, that we may acquire from them a method of inter-

preting the Scriptures correctly.

It is not sufficient that we be enabled rightly to understand the Bible our-

selves, but it is essentially necessary that those who are destined for the
sacred office should be able to explain it with facility, anil also to commu-
nicate its sense and meaning witli perspicuity to others. As, however, tbi3

faculty is not to be attained merely by studying rules for the interpretation

of the Scriptures, habitual and constant practice must be superadded ; and
it will further prove of singular advantage to place before us some good
expositors, as models for our imitation. In order to accomplish this desi-

rable object, we must not accumulate and read every interpreter or com-
mentator indiscriminately, but should select one or two, or a. few at most,

of acknowledged character for learning and piety ; and by frequent peru-

sal of them, as well as by studying their manner of expounding, should

a Arigler, Hermeneutica Bibliea, pp. 256—263. Ernesti, Itistit. Interp.

Nov. Test. pp. 278—286 Morns (Acroases, torn. ii. pp. 204—340.) has given

a detailed account of the various kinds of commentaries and commentators.
' The Christian Reader's Guide, by Thomas Williams. Part i. p. 82.
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rour to form ourselves after them, until we are completely ma
of iiic n method But til l!l further assist us,

SlCOSDLT, to understand whatever passages appear to us to

be difficult and obscure.

I i n to be denied thai there am many passages in the ejaerad Wm
ings both difficult uii«l obscure, in consequence of the various times when
the different bo ika were written, the different topics "f which thej tn si

ad their allu ent customs, Ac The helps, by which a

already been Stated in the course
But we cannot suppose thai the solitary and unas-

ite to (he
i.i to the elucidation of every obscurity, or that

not liable to mistake the sense <>t the sacred penman. By the united
... i', of many learned and plods men, of diffei

i-ii of accumui'tt' <i tnJbrmation relative to

the Bible ;
bo thai we inai derive large secessions ofImportant sua

use ni the writings of commentators and expositors.

IV In order, then, that we may avail ourselves of their

valu.inle labours to the utmost advantage, the following hints

are submitted to the consideration of the reader:—
!. We should take care that the reading vf commentators

does not draw us aivay from studying the Scriptures for our-

selves, from investigating their real meaning, and meditating

on their important contents.

This would be to frustrate the very design for which commentaries are
wriit'-u. namely, to facilitate our labours, to direct us aright where we are

iger of falliog Into error, to remove doubts and difficulties which we
are ourselves unable to solve, to reconcile apparently contradlctoi

sages, and. m short, to elucidate whatever is obscure ox onintelli

ns in the first Instance, therefore, no commentators should be consulted
until we have previously Investigated the Sac n-ii Writings, i

; bvi rj ejn Enmatii il snd historical help, comparing the scope,

context, parallel ps I \) of faith, &c. ; ana even then com-
i

'> only for the purpose of explaining what
not sufficiently clear, or of removing our doubts. This method of

studying the sacred volume will, unquestionably, prove a slow one: but

US Student Will proceed with certainty ; and d Ik." havi- pah'-nee and resn.

lotion enough in persevere in it. In- will ultimately attain greater proficiency

in the knowledge of the Scriptures, than in. ' ling this

i-.'<'iMirM' wholly to assistances ol other kinds. From
ilir modi' of study here recommended many advantages will result In the

first place, the mind will be gradually accustomed to habits of meditation

:

winmm which we cannot reasonably hope to attain even a moderate, much
less u profound, knowledge of the Bible ;—secondly, those truths will be

!: lelibly Impressed on the memory, which have
thus been "marked learned, and inwardly digested" in the mind bj

thoughl and reflection ;—and, thirdly, by pursuing this method, n

five our own progress in sacred literature m readily, than if (like
die dmnes iu a bee-hive) we devour and exhaust the stores provided by
the care and labour of others-'

2. H'e should riot inconsiderately assent to the interpretation

of any expositor, or commentator, or yield a blind and servile

obrilience to his authority.

T le canon given by Saint Pud (1 These, v. 21.)—Pmrr all things, hold
fast that which fr good—\a therefore particularly-worthy of our notice;
Ibi since no man is an Infallible lodge of the sense of Scripture, not only

Iven by C nlaiui s nitL'ht In lie ran/fully • xamiimd, hnl

we ihould also particularly investigate the proofs by which they support
tlielr interpretations, uninfluenced by ih" celebrity of their Dames, the
semblance ol Ingenuity and novelty, the appearance of teaming, or the

meecA.* Coi intatore, in Fact, are wlmesse
, nol iudg<

their authority is merely human, and doi i
i ri ol human

belief Bui we should no| read, exclusively, commentators ol a particular
to which we are perhaps auach''tl, and to whose opinions we sub-

scribe ; and though the writings of those who Inculcate erroneous doctrines
nr<- to I"' received with the greatest suspicion, yel they are nol to be alto-

?i ihi i dl < i ir li d i limes contain valuable and Importanl hints

or the elucidation of difficult pai ig< ol 9crlptur< Thai he may not b<

mlsundei rt L, the suthoi will explain himself by a single example. The
rarlety of erro notions, asserted In duTerent publication
by the |at<- I»r Priestley, tXU |ustly excited suspinnns m the minds of all,

who cherlaha rrcnrd lor what thej con clentiou ily believe to bo the pecu*
liar doi irlnes ol the * 'hi i tian dl i" n hbj al oi

are by them r lived with caution,
and subjected to tl i imlnation- His " NoU on aU th>

Bo'Jts if Bcrtpture" are, nevertheless, well worthj ol bt
I

for " though the Doctor keep hi

in view, especlsUy when
I which other rel

people sdtiuce In favour of theJi

nolen and observations, particularly nn the philosophy, natural history,

•ni Dlasertatlo de Rail
M l>r. Henry Oven's Directions for young Stu<

d'-nin, in Dl > ! p - Bth sdll

* c. l> BeckJl Monojrrammata Hermeneutices Llbrorum Nov! Testa-
in-iih, pan | pp 171, 175.

,hy, and ehron md to these subjects few
i
Europe were beuer qualified to do justice."1

3. The best commentators and interpreters only are to be

read.

So numerous are the commentaries at present extant on the Sacred
Wrl Inge, that to notice them all would requires distinct volume Not to

M the msgnituds ol their i as/, the Is I igue of turning <

and examining! such a multitude ol me •
i

i Dl to deter
o>v one i

ni an inge-
nious Btudeol from d real advantage. For the perplexity of
mind, sri rtetyol conflii i 111 either dis-

gust blm altogether with sacred studies, or he « ill so bewUuer himself, that

ic will il"' be abls to deti rutins which to follow or embrace.
Although the more sncienl tors and expositors did not possess

ir facilities for Interpreting the 8
now happily favoui ed, > el they are i sd by those*

who maj have leisure and opportunity to consull them, for the purpose
ol tracing the tune when, snd the authors by whom, pari - . Bilious

'.
i re first introduced The mori sncienl Interpreters,

being DOftval or nearly so with the sacred writer*, and also living in the

Hiring countries, are thus rein lei- d u I evidence
if certain worn, in theh day Hence the Jews frequently throw

much light on the meaning ol Hebrew word.- an I

in the extracts Irom then- writings which an- in he tumid in all the larger

commentaries; and in like manner tie t.i. . k lathers, the value of whose
labours it has tie en the fashion unduly to d< pre< tal u ell< Dl evld
for the meaning attached to Greek word rly In controversies
relating to the deitj ol Jesus Christ, the reality and efficacy of his a i

i

in- in .vc. And sin<< there are www
I
very unporiaiit pas*

i:i which all or nearly all exposftoi snl and modern, «re
agreed^ these have s high claim to oui attention. 4

The more ancient interpreters erred In mingling too many doctrinal

ms in theh expositions; in Introducing too mucuol history and
archsBotogy, nol immediately conn< asu1ers>

tion; and in Investigating too exclusively the ergon
writers. Modern interpteters, on the eontrarj
quently and copiously disputing about the events ol Scriptun
applying so extensively to morals the paae gee which nook to

elucidate. For although the methods ol i n ma] be dlhTerei

authors have differenl objects In \ lew, yel ins office ol ihe critic, the inter-

preler, the theologian, and the no] I OUghl nevei
v

Of the more modern commentators] the 6etf only must ;.

whom we may consul! as guides snd those i
; i> 'be

corai who are most dei plj (hi niehed with 1

1

critical skill
i
« ho mosl dilbj

attempl to establish a mysti* I the Uti ral snnse is mosl
ascertained: who do nol Bervllely copy thi reinarki tg com;
mentators, out, while they avail themselves ol every help for the inter

pretation ol the Scriptures, ellcll whal a] urs to be the ti

and Bupport II by sui 1
1 clear and i ogenl srgumi nts. snd slats H with

uity, as convun lei 's judgmenl To thi i tents,

try to add, that deep yet sober piety and \

M/ ft

On the subject of commeni uri< ll is an excellent advice of Km.
thai we shall find con
difficult! I

'!• Sacred Writings, which have been vi sly ex
pli id by expositors as well ss of those in which there Is any rem i

i. ni concerning \\ hlch out own n
ol nlher'fJ, have failed in procuring Stlsl llion. Tims, ulien-

ever any profi nto our hands, we can in a
. certain whether il contains any thli % intrin V ally 1 1

or

valuabli or that may us
By consulting; commentators snd i this manner, we shall he

able to distinguish ideas ol things from ideas ol sounds; and, thus becoming
habituated to the Ini deration of the Sacred Wril
we shall under dl* teaching, \>v enabled to understand thr mind .

Sjtirit in the 3ci iptnres.

4. Where it does not appear that either ancient or modern

interpreters had more knowledge than tting

particular passages ; and where they offer only conjectures,—
in such cases their expositions ought to be subjected to a strict

examination. If their reasons are then found to be vnliil, sag

should give our assent to them: but, on the contrary, if they

prove to be false, improbable, and insufficient, they must be

altogether rejected.

5. Lastly, as there are some commentaries which are either

wholly compiled from the previous labour* nf other*, or which
contain observations extracted from their writings, if any thing

appear confused or perplexed in such commentaries, the ori-

ginal sources whence they were'compiled must be referred to,

ana' diligently consulted,

j i>r \ Olarkei General Preface: to ml i ol bis Commentary on the
ii

i' xi.

« Hour, Herra Baci p 80i Tarretin de Intern Sac Scrip* p, 888.
i Beckil Monogranimata Harm Noi r< I p 181
• LiBtitutio lntcrpretis Novi Testsiiicuti, part Ul, cap, ix V II p. 306.
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BOOK II.

ON THE SPECIAL INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE.

Having stated and illustrated the general principles of in-

terpretation in the preceding chapters, it remains that we
show in what manner the sense, when discovered, is to be
communicated, expounded, and applied. The consideration
of this topic will lead us to notice the interpretation of the
Figurative and the Poetical Language of the Bible, and also

the interpretation of the Spiritual and Typical, Prophetical,

Doctrinal, and Moral parts of the Bible, as well as the inter-

pretation of the Promises and Threatenings contained in the

Scriptures, and of Passages allege:! to be contradictory, together
with that Inferential Reading, and that Practical Application

of them to the heart and conscience, without which all

knowledge will be in vain. If, indeed, the previous investi-

gation of the sense of Scripture be undertaken with those
moral and devout qualifications which have been stated in

the early part of this volume, 1 it is scarcely possible that

we can fail to understand the meaning of the word of God.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF THE FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE OF SCRIPTURE.

Figurative language had its rise in the first ages of man-
kind : the scarcity of words occasioned them to be used for

various purposes: and thus figurative terms, which constitute

the beauty of language, arose from its poverty ; and it is still

the same in all uncivilized nations. Hence originated the

metaphorical diction of the Indians, and the picture-writing

of the Mexicans.
The Bible, though too commonly regarded as containing

only lessons of morality and plain statements of facts,

abounds with the most beautiful images, and with every

ornament of which style is susceptible. Yet these very
ornaments are sometimes occasions of difficulty; for the

books, which contain the revelations of God, being more an-

cient than any others now extant, are written either in the

language used by mankind in the first ages, or in a language
nearly allied to it. The style of these writings, therefore,

being very different from that of modern compositions, to in-

terpret them exactly as they are usually expounded, is vviih-

outdoubt to nuj-interpiet them ; accordingly, persons ignorant

of the character of the primitive languages, have, by that

method of interpretation, been led to imagine that the Scrip-

tures contain notions unworthy of God: and thus have not

only exposed these venerable writings to the scorn of infidels,

but have also framed to themselves erroneous notions in reli-

gion. 2 To prevent similar mistakes, and, it is hoped, to

render more delightful the study of the sacred volume by an
explanation of its figurative language, is the design of the

present chapter.

Figures, in general, may be described to he that, language,
which is prompted either by the imagination or by the pas-

sions. Rhetoricians commonly divide them into two great

classes,figures of words and figures of thought

.

Figures of Words are usually termed tropes, and consist

in the advantageous alteration of a word or sentence, from its

original and proper signification to another meaning; as in

2 Sam. xxiii. 3. The rock of Israel spake to vie. Here the

trope lies in the word rock which is changed from its origi-

nal sense, as intending one of the strongest works and most
certain shelters in nature; and is employed to signify, that

God, by his faithfulness and power, is the same security to

the soul which trusts in him, as the rock is to the man who
builds upon it, or flees for safety to its impenetrable recesses.

So, in Luke xiii. 32. our Lord speaking of Herod, says Go
ye, and tell that fox : here the word fox is diverted from its

proper meaning, which is that of a beast of prey and of deep
cunning, to denote a mischievous, cruel, and crafty tyrant;

and the application of the term gives us a complete idea of

his hypocrisy.

The other class, called Figures of Thought, supposes the

' Pp. 186, IS", supra.
5 Macknight on the Epislles, vol. iv. 4to., or vol. vi. 8vo. essay viii. seel. 1.

On the right Interpretation of Scripture. The materials of this chapter
are abridged chiefly from Professor Dathe's edition of Glassius's Philo.
logia Sacra, lib. ii. forming the whole second volume of that elaborate
work. See also .Tahn's Enchiridion Hermeneuticffi Generalie, cap. iv.

(De Tropis Recte Interpretandis, pp. 101—125.), and Rambaclt's Institu-

tiones HermeneuticcC Sacra5, lib. lii. c. ii. De Adminiculis Rheloricis,
pp. 429—)40.

words to be used in their literal and proper meaning, and the
figure to consist in the turn of the thought ; as is the case in
exclamations, apostrophes, and comparisons, where, thouo-h
we vary the words that are used, or translate them from one
language into another, we may nevertheless still preserve
the same figure in the thought. This distinction, however,
Dr. Blair remarks, is of no great use, as nothing can be built
upon it in practice ; neither is it always very clear. It is of
little importance, whether we give to some particular mode
of expression the name, of a trope or of a figure, provided we
remember that figurative language always imports some
colouring of the imagination, or some emotion of passion ex-
pressed in our style ; and perhaps, figures of imagination,

and figure, ofpassion, might be a more useful distribution of
the subject. 3

Without regarding, therefore, the technical distinctions

which have been introduced by rhetorical writers, we shall

first offer some hints by which to ascertain and correctly

interpret the tropes and figures occurring in the Sacred Writ-
ings ; and in the following sections we shall notice the prin-

cipal of them, illustrated by examples, to which a diligent

reader ma}' easily subjoin others.

SECTION I.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE INTERPRETATION OF TROPES
AND FIGURES.

" All languages are more or less figurative; but they are
most so in their earliest state. Before language is provided
with a stock of words, sufficient, in their literal sense to ex-
press what is wanted, men are under the necessity ofextending
the use of words beyond the literal sense. Butthe application,

when once begun, is not to be limited by the bounds of neces-

sity. The imagination, always occupied with resemblances,
which are the foundation of figures, disposes men to seek for

figurative terms, where they might express themselves in

literal terms. Figurative language presents a kind of picture

to the mind, and thus delights while it instructs : whence its

use, though more necessary when a language is poor and
uncultivated, is never wholly laid aside, especially in the

writings of orators and poets. * The language of the Scrip-

tures is highly figurative, especially in the Old Testament.

For this, two reasons have been assigned ; one is, that the

inhabitants of the East, naturally possessing warm and vivid

imaginations, and living in a warm and fertile climate, sur-

rounded by objects equally beautiful and agreeable, delightin

a figurative style of expression : and as these circumstances

easily impel their power of conceiving images, they fancy

similitudes which are sometimes far fetched, and which to

the chastised taste of European readers do not always appear

the most elegant. The other reason is, that many of the books

3 Blair's Lectures, vol. i. p. 320.

• Bishop Marsh's Lectures, part iii. p. 69.
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of the Old Testament are poetical ; now it is the privilege of

a poet to illustrate the productions of his muse, and to render
them more animated, l>v figun - and images drawn from
almost every subject that presents itself to his imaffinatioD.

Hence David, Solomon, Isaiah, and other sacred poets,

abound with figures, make rapid transitions from one to ano-

ther, every \\ here scattering flowers, and adorning their poems
with metaphors, the real beauty of which, however, can only
be appreciated by being acquainted with the country in whicn
the sacred pnetslived, its situation and ptvulhiritirs, ;unl also

with the manners of the inhabitants and the idioms of their

language.
The language of the New Testament, and especially the

discourses ana speeches of oar Saviour, an- not lees figura-

tive; •* -and numerous mistakes have been made by a literal

application of what was figuratively meant. \\ hen our
Saviour said lo the Jews. * Destroy this temple, and in three

days 1 will raise it up,' the Jews understood the word temple

in its natural sensi-, and asked him, Whether he could raise

again in three days what had taken six-and-forty years to

build ? They did not perceive thai his language was figu-

rative, and that he spake of the temple of his body."8

In order, then, to understand fully the figurative iancruasre

of the Scriptures, it is requisite, firsts to ascertain and deter-

mine whiit is really figurative, lest we take that to be literal

which is figurative, as the disciples of our Lord and the Jews
frequently did, or lest we pervert the literal meaning of words
by a figurative interpretation ; and, secondly^ when we have
ascertained what is really figurative, to interpret it correctly,

and deliver its true sense. For this purpose, Ernesti has
given it the following general rule :—We may ascertain

whether any expression is to be taken literally or figura-

tively, by recalling the thing spoken of to its internal or

external sense, that is, by seeking out its internal or external

meaning; and this may in general be readily ascertained.

Hence it is, that in human compositions we are very rarely

if ever in doubt, whether a thing be spoken literally or figu-

ratively ; because the thing or subject spoken of being human,
and capable both of external and internal senses, may be
recalled to a human sense, that is, to a sense intelligible by
man. To understand this subject more particularly :

1. The literal meaning of -words must be retained, more in the

historical boohs of Scripture than in those -which arc poetical,

F-.r it is the duty of an historian to relate transactions simply aa they
happened; while s 1 thaa license to ornament his subject b) the aid ol

figures, and to render it more lively by availing himself of similes and
metaphors Hence we find that the style of narration in the historical
books is simple and gent rally devoid ofornament, while the i lical books
abound Willi ijn;u.'<-.s borrowed from various; objects

:
noi, iiidr.d, I tint the

historical books are entirely destitute <>i figurative expressions; for,
wiiairv.-r language men may use, they are so accustomed to this modi ol
expression, tint they cannot (tally convey their meaning In literal words,
but axe compelled by the force of habit to make use of tan b aa are figu-
rative. But we must not look for a figurative style In the historical b

ill leas are hlatoiical narratives to be changed into allegories, and
parables, unless these be obvious!) apparent Prom Inattention to this
important rule, " some interpreters, In anclenl and i leru times, have
turned Into allegorj the whole Jewlah ceren lal law Bo, formt

i

recently, the history of the creation of tlte world, the taii.it man, the flood,
the account ol the tower of Babe], eke. have been explained either as
amsti, or aa philosophical allegories, I.e. philosophical speculations on
these subjects, clothed lo the garb of narration. By the same princlpli

thi Oo pels are treated aa /<<)0o<, which exhibit an Imaginary
picture of a perfect character, in the person ol annua. In s word, i

narration ho the Bible, of an occurn nee whii h hioi a miraculous nature
in any respect, is t*vtet ; which meana. as its abettors isj tfa

I

rrence Ilea at the basis ol the itory, which la told agreeably to
the very iui|>.<i n-< i

, |,n.>N md phjl— phy of ancient time oi ha
been augma I and adorned by tradition and fancy

" '*"' thai tui h M" i ties a Ith 1 ire Ij in

compatible with the sober principles "t" Interpretation, Is aiifficii n't', in ml
feat from the bars H i the iniei preti I

Jirul out what the taertd writer* mean! I i

formed Party philosophy or skepticism oannot guldi the Interpretation ol
lan^ita:'*- "»

2. The literal meaning of words is to be given up, if it be
either imfn-nfirr, or involve an impossibility, or "where words,
properly tahen, contain any thing contrary to the doctrinal
or moral precepts deliver* d in other parts of xScripture.*

1 Ions in Jet I, 18. are 1 iod figu-
ratively. Qod ih there representi i u saying t-> tin- prophet, / Aooi

» Bishop Marsh's Lectures, pari ID. p 09.

«Htuart*s IQsunanta of Interprets! , p 76. Mori Acroaacs, loin i pp

> " I hold It," says ihe learned and renei H r, "fbra moan InAuU
Ma rule In exposli i ol

i ri \i where a literal con
don wilt nana the farthest from theletforl Phere
Is nothing m ,.,

i (h n
rbnitK- >. the meaning ol words,

Lklnx »f any thing what It pli md bringing In 1 nd all
troth to nothing " »:

i leetastical IMny, book r. cc 58—tfu i<r p Ml ol
Mr Collinsnn's Analyst*.

thee a dejenced rity, and an iron pillar, and brazen trails aenin.it the

and Now, n is obvious that these exprei d; be>

ally, they involve an ImpoeabUk) I import
of the divine promise is, that God would defend Jeremiah against .ill open
sssatiltn, and secret contrivances "i bis enemies, who should no more be
able to prevail against him than they could against an in anil or
fortress So the literal sense ol lea I. 25.

1

t; bul in

the following verse the prophet explains it In the pr
tJ ) In Psal xvUI. 2. God is termed a rock, a fortrt-ss, a deUverert a

buchter, a horn of salvation, and a high tower: it Is obvious thai thona
^ are metaphorically spoken of the Almighty.

fjB ) Malt viii 22. Let the dead bury their dead cannol Esibly be BD-

fihftl lo those who are really and naturally dead ; and, i must
k- understood figuratively, Leave those who are spiritual)) dead to pi i

form the rites of burial for such as are naturally dead." In Psal exxx. 1.

David is said to have cried unto (At /.< d which word
we are tapborlcally to understand a state ol the deepest ad

from Scripture, noi is ii
i

able, thai the
Jewish monarch was ever thrown Into the aes even in his greatest adver*

u.' rt'ini that tin- prophet Jonah whs, \\U<> < 1 1< .1 to thr l.m.i uUI Of
the dep/A, or midst of the aea (Jon i 16 17. ii. 2,3.6) Stiullar expn
oct ui in i t'oi. hi 13. ami iter, vi 18

|

(1.) The command of Jesus Christ, related hi Matt, xviii. s, 9. if inter-

preted literally, la directly si variance with the sixth commandment
(Exod x\ 13.) and must consoquentiy be undei »elj So, the
declaration of Jeaus Christ in John art SB. (.v/y Patht r is greater than />

is to be lersi I of himself, as be is man. Tins is evident from the con-
lex) and from the nature of his dls irse. in John iriv 24. Christ tells his

disciples that tin- Father had sent him; that is, in h>- qualit] of MatafoA,
he was sent by the Father to Instruct and to save mankind Now as the

sendi r is greater than tie who is eenifxiil 16.); so, In this sense, is the

Father greater than the Son. it certainly requires very little argument
..ill no <

|
>ln -'iv tu reconcile this savins with tin- most orthodox notiCfloi

the deity <>i Christ ; as be is repeatedly speaking of his divine and of his
human nature. Of the former be says (John x. 30.), / and the Father are
one ; and of the latter he states with the satue truth, the Father i* greater
than I.

(5) Whatever is repugnant to natural reason cannot be the true meaning
of the Scriptures; for God is the original of natural tl Bth BS well as of thai
u Itich comes by particular revelation. No proposition, therefore, which is

repugnenl to the fundamental principles ol reason can be the senae of any
part of ihe word of God

;
hence the words of Christ,— This is my body,

and This is my blood (Matt x.wi 26. 28),—are not t.> be undt r>ii»i.l in that

Sense, winch makes for the doctrine of liansiibslantiation, or. of tbfl COO,1

version of the bread and wine, in the Bacramenl of the Lord's Supper,
Into the actual body and blood of Christ: because it is impossible that

contradictions should be true; and we cannot lie more certain that any
thing is true, than we are that that doctrine is falsi- Y.t n i^ tl] on fori •

:m i Uteral construction "f our Lord's Declaration, that the Romish church
has, ever since the thirteenth century, erected and maintained Ihe doc-
mi t" transubstantiation —a doctrine which If manifestly " rt-puxnent ,n

the plain words oi Scripture, oyerthroweth the nature of a s.Hi-i.iiM nt. ami
hath given occasion l i i ititions "* in bet, 11 the «> rds> " th s

is my body3' ma I be Uteralty underal i, wl
|

er words of
similar Import also to !" taken literally 1 In which case Jeaus <'l.p ; !

i

be a rhie, a d<>or. and a roclc ; for so he is expressly termed In John x. 9.

xv 1. and 1 Cor. x. 4. And in the other pari of ihe sacrament, the cop*
must be transubstantieierl, not n\u, the hi I of Christ, but into the New
Testamenl : for ha said,—" This cup is the A/etc Testament" *•[ cow
(l.uke xxii. 2t> ), thai is. the representation or memorial •! It. Further, as
the words - ' Tins is my body,*' and " Tnis is >">/ fttooeT*'—wen- spoken
bxforjb Christ's body was broken upon the en si I

i

was shed, he could not pronounce them with the inb ntion thai they stionld

be taken and interpreted literally by his disciples He could not take his

body in ins hands, nor offer them his blood in the cup, foi Ii had noi jeH
been shed If the bread which he broke bad bean changed, ha would

< had I-.
i which would have Ihtii mstr total m pre-

senting the other to the apostles. Of such s ti n thej d >t

appear to nave had the smalleai Idea; and it ii did noi take place in this

Aral sacrament, whai reason can we have lo belit i
i Dec)

ed m any other i Hence it is i lear thai the doctrine ! transubaianll i

baa no foundation In the words ol Chrial which musl necessarily be nu-
d^rai I noi literally and properly, butjfg'ura/i n '» agreeabrj to the weB
known metonymy, common in all languages, bul peculiar to the Hebrew
(iii« Impression of which the Grei ri urafly takeaX ta which the
si^u is pm for the thing signified Thus in Gen, xl IS thr three branches

• days and in* l& the (Arts baskets are thrtt days; in iU
:i

.
.

. ,i md it i are seven
i md in Bsek. x.wu 1 1 the dry bones art the ir'i tkraeL*

* Art Kxvifl. ofthe Confession of the Anglican Church. The trtm—
nb I tntiaili n" was not Invented until the thirtet a/J ci atun , the

ftral Idea of Chrtat'a bodily prei rf the eueha lartedln the
i/A centurj : the Bral writer who mattitaJm d the doc-

i t was Paschaaiu Radhi . niA cenlury, 1 tit was firmly
bed snd Ihe Ural Lett ran

Couni 'i in the ft sr 1215 after II had bsx n line avowed bj the
i snd lm ul< sled bj the clergy < pendenl on I hi

dli nee i" II di lion But the term Itself wn
nth century, whan m waa Invented hi Stephen blahop of Anion.

M ii Hist vol III pp 817 '^tl

Natl an I
Mara sh ! M • ompared with Luke axti

I

i i
i ' or xi -Jl, -.'.'.

• ' Boh I sul Igntfloai nun-
Septsm spies* teptem ana

i enhn
(Hi II sr

|

it. th si i sfgniflcanl el Septtm b ess teptt anni sont. <-i inulra
bujiuunodi.M Augu tl nLevitfcum. lib.HI Quaa

I

in ni para I. p. 616 Tans, I860.) h writer
days,— -

' rnde eat, quod alt Apnetolue, J*sfri I

I v non aii, Petra signlflcabll ChristQm." (Ibid Quest in Geneetn c Hi
i Ip. Bom. in pai !

,

^ Tin- Hebrewa, navlng no partlenlaj word denoting fo represent supply
Dtrve, which « somelimea left t<> be undk i

i i and "M.. in i.
i

i* m
the i" igei above ehed agreeably to the well-known ruts "t Hebrew

at vis thai where these pro ms stand alrnplj for Ihe-verb oi «

cordingli ; sswa read In Ihe e>ptuajriol
nd Latin v uli ite vet .,,.,,. .

, An ol iha
Bible \ u km t imptei oi th i oni n ui tton inav be Hern In

Hiuart'K Hebrew Uraiiiniu i>iford. 1831 ) Robeftwm'a Hrbr
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The same metonymy exists in the service for the celebration of the pass-

over among the modern Jews ; in which the masters of the family ami all

the guests take huld of the dish containing the unleavened bread which he
had previously broken, and say,

—

*" Lo! This is the bread of affliction,

which all our uncesturs ate in the land of Egypt."* The same phraseology
is of frequent occurrence in the New Testament. Thus, in Matt. xiii. 38,

39. " The'field is [represents] the world ; the good seed is [represents]
the children of the kingdom : the (area are [represent] the children of the

wicked one. The enemy is [represents] the devil; the harvest is [repre-
sents] theendof the world ; the reapers are the a?igels. And in 1 Cor. x. 4.

That rock was" [represented] Christ. Similar modes of expression occur
in i.uKe viii. 9. xv. 26. Gr. and xviii. 36. Gr. John vii. 3(5. and x. 6. Acts x. 17.

Gal. iv. 24. and Rev. i. 20. Gr. It is evident, therefore, from the context,
from biblical usage, and from the scope of the passage,—(it might also be
added, if the limits necessarily prescribed to this paragraph would permit,
from the testimonies of the fathers of the Christian church and of other
ecclesiastical writers, both Greek and Latin), — that the literal interpreta-
tion of Matt. xxvi. 26. 28. must be abandoned, and with it necessarily falls

the modern Romish tenet of transubstantiation.

(G ) To change day into night (Job xvii. 12.) is a moral impossibility,

contrary to common sense, and must be a figurative expression. In Isa.

i. 5, 6. the Jewish nation are described as being sorely stricken or chas-
tised, like a man mortally wounded, and destitute both of medicine as
well as ofthe means of cure. That this description is figurative, is evident
from the context; for in the two following verses the prophet delineates
the condition of the Jews in literal terms.

(7.) If a passage of Scripture be a precept, prohibiting some heinous
wickedness or crime or commanding us to do good, it is not figurative ; but
if it seem to command any heinous wickedness or crime, or to forbid that
which is profitable or beneficial to others, it IS figurative, and must be
interpreted accordingly.

In John vi. 53. Christ says, Except ye eat theflesh of the Son of Man,
anddrink his blood, ye have no life in you. Now this sentence seems to

command a heinous wickedness or crime: consequently it is figurative,

commanding us to communicate of the passion of our Lord, and with de-

light and advantage to lay up in our memory, that his flesh was wounded
and crucified for us. 3

It is not, however, sufficient to know whether an expression

be figurative or not, but, when this point is ascertained, another

of equal importance presents itself; namely, to interpret meta-

phorical expressions by corresponding and appropriate terms. In

order to accomplish this object, it is necessary,

3. That iue inquire in -what respects the thing- compared,

and that -with which it is compared, respectively agree, and
also in what respects they have any affinity or resemblance.

For, as a similitude is concealed in every metaphor, it is only by diligent

Study that it can be elicited, by carefully observing the points of agreement
between the proper or literal and the figurative meanins. For instance, the
prophetic writers, and particularly Ezekiel, very frequently charge the
Israelites with having committed adultery and played the harlot, and with
deserting Jehovah, their husband. From the slightest inspection of these
pHd-siges, it is evident that spiritual adultery, or idolatry is intended. Now
the origin of this metaphor is to be sought from one and the same notion,

in which there is an agreement between adultery and the worship paid by
the I .I'.i'-litrs 1-j .srraiiL'e ends. That notion or idea is unfaithfulness; by
which a^ a wife deceives her husband, so they are represented as decciv-
m: Qodj and as violating their fidelity, in forsaking him.

To explain this general remark more particularly.

(1.) The sense of a figurative passage will be known, if the resem-
blance between the things or objects compared be so clear as to be
immediately perceived.

Thus, if any one be said to Talk in the way of the ungodly, or of the
godly, we readily apprehend that the imitation ofthe conduct of those cha-

t

Gramm. lib. iv. c. 2. in Schroeder's Syntax. Regula 38., Jahn'sGrammatica
Hebraea, § 92., Cellerier's Grammaire Hebraique, p. 206.. and in Glut's
Philologia Sacra, torn, i pp. 119, 150. (edit. Dathii.) That the same con-
struction exists in the Syriac Language is evident from the examples
given by Bishop Bevendge in his GraminaticaSyriaca, p. 30., by Jahn in his
Elements AremaiCfB seu Chaldsen-Syriacae Lingua1

, pp. 24, 25., by Michaelis
in his Grammaiica Svriaca, §§ 79 132., and by Hoffman in his Grammatics
Syriaca, pp. 314. 377. Finally, the same idiom of using the pronoun in

place of the verb substantive prevails in the Arabic Language ; and exam-
lea of it are given by Richardson in his Arabic Grammar, chap. viii. and
y Rnsenmuller in his Institutinnes Lingua? Arabica?, lib. v. $ 83.

i S.'e the "Forms of Prayer for the Festivals of Passover and Pentecost,
according to the custom of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews, in Hebrew
and English." Bv David Levi, p. 20.

1 Archbishop Tillotson in his Discourse on Transubstantiation (pp. M—23 12ino. edit.) and Bishop Burnet (on art. xxviii.) have given numerous
passages from the fathers and other ecclesiastical writers, from the Becond
to the sixth century, in which the Protestant—or true—interpretation of
Mtit xxvi 26. is maintained. But the fullest view of Christian antiquity on
this subject will he found in a collection of testimonies from the BRCOnd to

the thirteenth aenturv inclusive, translated and published hy Archbishop
Wake, entitled " An Historical Treatise written by an Author of the Com
inn ii ion of the Church of Rome, touching Transubstantiation. Wherein is

made appear, that, according to the Principles of that Church, this Doc-
trine cannol be an Article of Faith. London, 168-0' 4fo. The reader, who
fa desirous oftuveetieating further this very important subject, is referred
to the Rev. J. H. Todd's edition of Archbishop Cranmer's " Define,- ol the
True and Catbolic Doctrine of the Sacrament." &c. (London, 1825 Bvo )

;

to Mr. Meek's " Church of Ensland a Faithful Witness against the Errors
ofthe Church of Rome," pp. 156—191 (London, 183-1, 8vo ); to Mr. Faber's
" Difficulties of Romanism," pp. 89—156. 313—446. (second edition) : and to
Du Moulm's unanswered and unanswerable " Anatomv ofthe Mass," trans-
lated from the very rare French original by the Rev. Robert Shanks, A. M.
who has prefixed a concise and valuable History of the Eucharist. Edin-
burgh, 1833, IJmo.

a The preceding rule and illustration are designedly taken from Augus-
tine, bishop of Hippo in Africa, an ecclesiastical writer, in the fifth century,
ofthe greatest celebrity in the Romish church, in the catalogue of whose
supposed saints he is enrolled ; because John vi.53. is one ofthe passives
urged by that church in support of her novel dogma of transubstantiation.
The attentive reader will not fail to observe, how completely Augustine
refutes and condemns that dogma. See his treatise de Doctrina Christiana,
lib. iii. c, 16. Op. torn, iii pars 1. p. 52. Paris, 1680.

racters is the idea designed to be expressed. In like manner, when any
one is compared to a lion, who dues not immediately understand that

strength of limbs, firmness of nerve, and magnanimity, are the ideas in-

tended to be conveyed! In Gen. xlix. 9. Judah is styled a. lion's whelp, and
is compared to a lion and lioness couching, whom no one dares to rouse.
The warlike character and the conquests of this tribe are here propheti-

cally described : but the full force of the passage will not be perceived,
unless we know that a lion is, among the orientals, used figuratively to de-

note a hero, and also that a lion or lioness, when lying down aiier satisfying

its hunger, will not attack any person. Mr Park has recorded an instance
of lus providential escape from a lion thus circumstanced, which he saw
lying near the road, and passed unhurt*

(2.) As, in the sacred metaphors, one particular is generally the

principal thing thereby exhibited, the sense of a metaphor will be

illustrated by considering the context of a passage in which it occurs.

This rule particularly applies to images, which do not always convey one
and the same meaning. Thus, light and darkness not only deoote happi-

ness and misery, but also knowledge and ignorance; which of these two
significations is to be preferably adopted, the context alone can show. In
Psal. cxii. 4 we read : Unto the upright there at iseth light in the darkness.

Bishop Horslev thinks that this is an allusion to what happened in Egypt,
when the Israelites had light in all their dwellings in Goshen, while the rest

of Egypt was enveloped in darkness. Be this, however, as it may, since

the design of the psalm in question is, to show the blessedness of the

righteous and the final perdition of the ungodly, the context will plainly

indicate that happiness is the idea intended in this verse ; (vr, if we con-

sult what precedes, we shall find that temporal prosperity is promised to

Ihe righteous, and that, among the particulars in which his prosperity is

staled to consist, it is specified that his seed shall be mighty upon earth ;

the eenerution of the xipright shall be blessed; wealth and riches shall be
in his house. On the contrary, in Psal. xix.8 where the commandment of
Jehovah is said to enlighten the eyes, the idea of spiritual knowledge is

intended, and this phrase corresponds to that in the preceding verse, where
the testimony of Jehovah is said to make wise the simple. In the New
Testament, Light and darkness are of frequent occurrence, and in like man-
ner designate a slate of knowledge and a slate of ignorance, ll may be
sufficient to refer to Luke i. 78, 79. Acts xxvi. 18. Rom. i. 21. Eph. iv. 18.

and v. 8. 1 Pel. ii. 9.

(3.) The sense of a figurative expression is often known from the

sacred writer's own explanation of it-

In common with profane writers, whether in prose or verse, ihe inspired

penmen of the Old Testament frequently subjoin in figurative expressions
proper or literal terms, and thus exj-hun [he meaning intended 10 he con-
veyed by the images they employ. Thus, in Esther viii. 16. il is spid that

the Jew's had light and gladness, and ;'<// and lunr-nr ; here the explana-

tory synonymes mark Mir gn amesti of llu ii prosperity an. I
joy. in Psal.

XCVii, 11 light is said lo be sown for the righteous: the exposition imme-
diately follows, and joy for the upright in heart. In like manner, when
the prophet Hosea complains thai a spirit of lasciviousness had driven the
Israelites astray (Hos. iv 12.), he explains his meaning not only by subjoin-
ing that they forsook their God, but in the following ver^e be slates in clear
and literal terms the eagerness with which they committed idolatry ;

upon
the tops of the -mountains they sarrifce, and upon Ihe hills they bum in-

cense, &c.

(4.) The sense of a figurative > rjirfxsitm may also he ascertained

by consulting parallel ]>assagts ; in which the name thing is t rpressed
projierh/ and literally, or in which the same word occurs, so that the

sense may be nadilu apprehended.

The Hehrew prophets very often represent Jehovah as holding in bis

hand a cup. and presenting it to men who are compelled to drink it up to

the very dregs. The intoxicated stagger, and, fallinsr prostrate on the
ground, shamefully vomit forth the wine they have drank. This metaphor
is frequently repeated in various ways by the sacred poets, who sometimes
only glance'at it, while at others they more folly illustrate it- Compare
Obad. 16. Nahum iii. 11. Habak. ii. 16. Psal \\\\ 8. Jer xxv. In—27. and
Ezekiel xxiii. 3-3. 34. Now, if there were any doubt as to the meaning of
the Image orcurring in these passages, its sense might be immediately
ascertained by coinparins the following parallel passage in Isaiah li. 17—23.,

in which the prophet portrays Jerusalem as a woman so intoxicated as to

be unable to stand ; but in which he introduces some words that clearly

mark the sense ofthe metaphor. The passage itself, Bishop Lowlh justly

remarks, is poetry ofthe first order, sublimity ofthe highest proof.

Rouse thyself, rouse thyself up; arise, O Jerusalem !

Who hast drunken from the hand of Jehovah the cop of his fury

;

The dregs of the cup of trembling thou hast drunken, thou hast wrung
them out.

There is not one to lead her, of all the sons which she hath brought
forth

;

Neither is there one to support her by the hand, of all the sons which
she hath educated.

These two things have befallen thee ; who shall bemoan thee?
Desolation and destruction ; the famine and Ihe sword ; who shall com-

fort theel
Thy sous lie astounded ; they are cast down :

At Ihe head of all the streets, like the oryx* taken in the lotta
|

Drenched to the full with the fury ofJehovah, with the furj of thy God.
Wherefore hear now this. O thou afflicted daughter

;

And thou drunken, but not with wine.

TbQS salth thy Lord Jehovah :

And thy God. who avengeth bis people

;

Behold I take from thy hand the cup ol trembling;
The dregs ofthe cup of my fury :

Thou shall drittk of it again no more.
But I will put it into the hand ofthem who oppress thee

;

Who said to thee, How down thy body, that we may go over:
And thou layedst down thy back, as the ground :

And as the street to them that pass along.

Bishop Lowth's Version.

(5.) Consider History.

A consideration of events recorded in history will very frequently show,
how far and in what sense any expression is lo be understood figuratively.

Thus many and various things are said relative to the coming of Christ,

* Travels in the Interior of Africa, p. 310. London, 1807, 8vo. or in

Pinkerton's Collection of Voyages, vol. xvi. p. 848.

» Or wild bull.
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SECTION II.

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF THE METONYMIES OCCURRING IN

THE SCRIPTURES.

Nature of a Metonymy.— 1. Metonymy of the cause,—2. Me-
tonymy of the effect.—3. Metonymy of the subject.—4.

Metonymy of the adjunct, in -which the adjunct is put for
the subject.

A Metonymy is a trope, by which we substitute one ap-
pellation for another, 1 as the cause for the effect, the effect for

the cause, the subject for the adjunct, or the adjunct for the

subject.

, A Metonymy of the cause is used in Scripture, when the

person acting is put for the thing done, or the instrument by
which a thing is done is put for the thing effected, or when
a thing or action is put for the effect produced by that action.

A Metonymy of the effect occurs, when the effect is put for

the efficient cause.

A Metonymy of the subject is, when the subject is put for

the adjunct; that is, for some circumstance or appendage
belonging to the subject : when the thing or place containing

is put for the thing contained or placed ; when the possessor is

put for the thing possessed ,- when the object is put for the thing
conversant about it ; or when the thing signified is put for its

sign.

A Metonymy of the adjunct is, when that which belongs
to any thing serves to represent the thing itself.

I. METONYMY OF THE CAUSE.

I. Frequently the person acting is put for the thing done.

1. Thus, Christ is put for his Doctrine in Rom. xvi. 9.

Sahtte UrbunJis our helper in Christ, that is, in pleaching the doctrines
of the Gospel, he having been a fellow-labourer with the apostles. Similar
instances occur in 1 Cor. iv. 15. and Eph. iv. 20.

2. The Holy Spirit is put for His Effects, as in 2 Cor. iii. 6.

Who hath made us able ministers ofthe new covenant, not ofthe letter but
of the spirit ; fur the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life. Her*3

, by the
word letter we are to understand the law written on tables of stone, which
required perfect obedience, and which no man c;ui perform because of the
corruption of his nature ; therefore the law or letterTciltetA, that is, can pro-

nounce nothing but a sentence of condemnation and eternal death against

man. But by the spirit is intended the saving doctrine of the Gospel, which
derives its origin from the Holy Spirit, the Comforter, who teaches or
instructs, and prepares man for eternal life. In the same sense, Jesus
Christ says, John vi. 63. The words that I speak th- y are spirit and life,

that is, they are from the Spirit of God, and, if received with true faith, will

lead to eternal life. A similar mode of expression occurs in Rom. vfii.
''

Here, by the law of the spirit of life is meant the doctrine of the Gospel,
because it is a peculiar instrument of the operation oflhe Holy Spirit ; who
by a divine efficacy, changes the heart, and writes his law there, which
now is not only inscribed on tablets or parchments, hut also penetrates the
Very heart of man, and quickens the soul to spiritual motions and actions.2

3. The Holy Spirit is put for His Operations :

For renewing, Psal. li. 10. Ezek. xxxvi. 26, 27. compared with Eph. iv. 23.

Rom. xii. 2. which passages imply nothing less than a radical change, both
external or inorat, and internal or spiritual, wrought in the soul by the
influence of divine grace.

4. The Holy Spirit is put for the Influences or Gifts of the

Spirit, as in I Thess. v. 19. Quench not the Spirit.

The similitude is borrowed from the ancient altar of burnt-offering, in

which the fire was to be kept continually burning, Tin Holy Spirit is here
represented as afire, because it is His province to enlighten, quicken,
purity, and refine the soul, and to excite and maintain every pious and
devout affection. The Christian, therefdre, must not quench the sacred
flame of the Holy Spirit in any of his influences by committing any act,

uttering any word, or indulging any sensual or malevolent disposition,

which may provoke Him to withdraw both His gifts and graces. Neither
must the Christian extinguish the gifts of the Spirit, but keep them in con-
stant exercise] as love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness,
fidelity, meekness, «fcc. So, in 2 Tim. i. 6. Saint Paul's advice, Stir up the

tiff of God which is in thee, means the gift of the Holy Spirit. See also
lTim. iv. 14.

Again, when our Saviour "exhorts us to ask with confidence for spiritual

aid, appealing to the conduct of men, he adds, t
Tfj/e, (hen, being evu, know

hoic to give good gifts unto your children, how much more shall your Inr-

venty Father give the Holy Spirit to them that ask him?' (Luke xi. 13.)

By which he would have us distinctly undeistand that if man, with all his

imperfections and all his unkindness, can yet be tender-hearted to his

children, and seasonably bestow on them beneficial gifts, much more will

God, who is perfection and benignity itself, most assuredly impart the bless-

ing of his Holy Spirit to those who earnestly and anxiously implore divine

help,—that help which can illumine what is dark ; can strengthen what is

irresolute; can restrain what is violent ; can comfort what is afflicted ; in

* Quintilian, lib. viii. c. vi. torn, ii- p. 103. ed. Bipont.
* Flaccus Ulyiicus, in Clav. Script, pars 1. col. 1162.

such a manner, and to such a degree, as may be requisite for the soul when
struggling under different but difficult temptations ; that help, without which
man, unassisted, cannot persevere in rectitude of thought and action."a

5. Spirit also denotes a Divine Power or energy, reigning in

the soul of a renewed man.

Compare Luke i. 46, 47. with 1 Thess. v. 23. ; and for other places, where
the word spirit is put lor the new man and spiritual strength, see Isa.

x.wi. 9. Ezek. xviii. 31, Matt. xxvi. 41. Rom. i. y, I Cor. v. 3—5. and vi. 20.

Gal. iii.3, &c.

6. More especially the Holy Spirit is put for those peculiar

and extraordinary Gifts of the Spirit, which, for various

uses, whether public or private, spiritual or temporal, are be-

stowed on man.
Thus, in 2 Kings ii. 9. Elisha earnestly requests of Elijah, Let a double

portion of thy spirit rest upon me ; that is, an extraordinary measure of the
gifts of prophecy, and of power in working miracles, which are here called
the portion of the spirit. See also Num. xi. 17. 25. Pan. v. 12. The pro-
phei Daniel hod a more excellent spirit, that is a more eminent gilt ol the
spirit, more knowledge, and im-re understanding.

7. The Spirit is also put for revelations, visions, or ecstacies,

whether really from the Holy Spirit, or pretended to be so.

Ezek. xxxvii. I. The hand of the Lord carried me out in the Spirit of the
Lord, that is. by a vision or rapture of spirit. 2Thess. ii. 2. That ye be not
shaken in mind,—neither by spirit, &e. that is, by revelations pretending
to come from the spirit. Rev. i. 10. / was in the spirit, that is, in an
ecstacy and peculiar revelation of the Holy Spirit, as is described in Rev. iv.

2. xvii. 3. xxi. 10. and 2 Cor. xii. 2. To this head may also be referred those
passages where spirit is put for doctrines, whether really revealed or pre-
tended to be so ; as in 1 Tun. iv. 1. where by seducing spirits are intended
false teachers who pretend to receive their doctrine from the Spirit of God

;

and 1 John iv. 1. where spirit is put for doctrine pretended to be received
by the false teachers from God.

8. Parents or Ancestors are put for their Posterity : this

mode of speaking is of very frequent occurrence in the Sacred

Writings.

Thus Shem, Japhet, and Canaan, are put for their posterity, in Gen. ix.

27. Jacob and Israel for the Israelites, in Rxpd. v. 2. Num. xxiii. 21.

xxiv. 5. 17 Deut. xxxiii. 28. 1 Kings xviii. 17, 18. Psal xiv. 7. and t xxxv.4.
Amos vii. 9. in which verse Isaac, as in verse 16. the House of Isaac, means
the same people. The deed of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, (o/ whom,
according to the jhsh, Christ came Rom. ix 5 > is pul for Christ himself,

in Gen. xii. 3. win 18, xxii. IS- xxvi. 4. xxviii, 14. and Gal. iii. 8., as is evi-

dent by comparing Acts iii. 25. and Gal iii. H. 10. In 2Ghron xxv. 24.

Obed-e<fotn is pul i")' his desct ndants, who, it appears from 1 C'hron. xxv.
ir, .

were porters and ke< pci b of the sacred treasures. In Ezek. xxxiv. 23.

Dux ul is put for David's Lord, the illustrious Messiah.

9. The Writer or Author is put for his Jiooh or IFork

:

As in Luke xvi. 20. xxiv. 27. Acts xv. 21., xxi. 21. and 2 Cor. iii. 15. ; in
which passages Moses and the Pro/dirts respectively mean the Mosaic and
Prophetic Writings, composed hy them under divine inspiration, and trans-

mitted to posterity as the rule of faith.

To this first species of metonymy may be appropriately refer-

red, first, all those passages where the soul of man is put for

his life, which is its effect, as in Gen. ix. 5. (Heb.) Exod. iv. 19.

(Heb.) Lev. xvii. 11. Judg. ix. 17. (Heb.) 1 Sam. xxvi. 21.

I Kings ii. 23. (Heb.) 2 Kings vii. 7. (Heb.) Psal. xxxiii. 19.

xxxviii. 12. (Heb.) hi. 13. Jer. xlv. 5. (Heb.) Lam. v. 9. (Heb.)

Jonah ii. 6. (Heb.) Matt. ii. 20. (Gr.) x. 39. (Gr.) xvi. 25. (Gr.)

xx. 28. (Gr.) John x. 17. (Gr.) xiii. 37, 38. (Gr.) xv. 13. (Gr.)

&c. Secondly, those passages also, where the soul is put for

the will, affections, and desires, which are its operations, as in

the original of the following passages, where the metonymy is

correctly rendered in our authorized version ; viz. Gen. xxiii. 8.

Exod. xxiii. 9. Deut. xxiii. 24. Psalm xvii. 10. xxvii. 12. xii.

2. cv. 22. Prov. xxiii. 2. and John x. 24. (literally, hold our soul

hi suspense.) And, TBinnLY.all such passages where the spirit

(which is frequently synonymous with the soul of man) is used

to express the motions or affections of the soul, whether good or

evil. Examples of this kind occur in Gen. xlv. 27. Num. xiv.

24. Judg viii. 3., where, in the Hebrew, anger is soul, as is heart

in Exod. xxiii. 9. 2 Chron. xxi. 16. xxxvi. 22. Psal. Ixxvi. 12.

lxxvii. 3. Prov. i. 23. xviii. 14. xxix. 1. Eccles. vii. 9. Isa. xxix.

10. xxxvii. 7. Jer. li. 11. Ezek. xiii. 3. Dan. v. 20. Hag. i. 14.

Hab. i. 11. Rom. xi. 8. (Gr.) 1 Cor. i. 12. (Gr.) &c.

II. Sometimes the cause or instrument is put for the thing

effected by it. Thus,

1. The ^fouth, the Lips, and the Tongue, are respectively

put for the Speech.

Thus, Deut. xvii. 6. by the month of two or three witnesses (that is, their

speech or testimony) shall he that is worthy of death be put to death. So
Deut. xix. 1ft Malt, xviii. 16. Prov. xxv, 15, A soft tongue breaktthrthe bone ;
that is, a mild and courteous way of speaking softens the hardest heart and
most obstinate resolutions. Similar instances occur in Psal. v. 9. Prov. x.

20. Jer. xviii. 18. Acts ii. 4. 11. Tongue is also put for the gift offoreign
languages, in Mark xvi. 17. and 1 Cor. xiv. 19. Gen. xi. 1. The lohole earth
was of one language (Heb. lip), and of one speech (Heb. word). In the

book of Proverbs, the lip is very frequently put for speech. See Prov. xii.

19. 22. xiv, 7. xvii. 7. xviii. 7. 20. Job xii. 20. (Marginal rendeiings.)

b Bishop Huntiagtbrd's Charge, entitled "Preparations for the Holy
Order uf Deacons," p. 11.
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2. The .Mouth is also put for Commandment in Geo. xlv. 21.

(marginal rendering) (Heb. mouth). Num. iii. 16. 39. xx.

24. xxvti. 14. Drill, i. 26. 43. and in Prov. v. 3. the Palate
(marginal rendering) is also put for Speech.

8, The Throat lb also pot foi Loud Speaking; in In. lviii. 1,

Cry aloud (Heh. with the throat).

4. The Hand is ordinarily put for its Writing, 1 Cor. xvi. 21.

Col. iv. 18.

Ky ili.- same form of spei cti il a Labour is put for Wages, or the fruJl
of labour, Ezek. xxlil. '-''.)

: add thing* that are sold for the price at which
tli.-y are Bold. Thus, in BfaH txvi 9. il is said tfa tmeoi might have
been sold foi bo much and given to the poor. Sea likewise Exod, xxi. 21,
i or slaughter. Exod. v. 3, Lev. xxvL6 Psal i tin
10. laa. i 20. Jar. xltil n Rom. viil :&.

5. The Sword, Famine, ami Pestilence likewise respectively

denote the effects of those scourges.

Esek. vii 16. 'Vh Btoordia without, and the pestilence ami the famine
trtthin ; tint is, death and rum are every where scattered by those ten ible
agents. Bo hi Halt i :ti Icame not to sendpeace iortemporalprosperity)
but asword \ thai is, variance, death, and persecution Ouj Saviout mean'
ing is, ii"i thai ins coming was the necessary and proper < an e ol mch un*
happiness, Ian dial so n should eventually happen on his appearance In our
nature because his knijrdnm was ot'another wurld am! cuiiser|iiently, op-
posed i" .<n the designs and interests of the present world, This remark
will satisfactorily explain Luke xii. 51—53 , where Jesus foretells the effects
that would follow from preaching the GospeL

2. METONYMY OF THE EFFECT.

III. Sometimes^ on the contrary, the effect is put for the
rttusi .

Thus, Qod is called Salvation, thai is. the author of it, Exod. xv. 2., our
lift ami the lennih nfour .lays. 11. ui xxx. 20., out strength, Psal xviii. 1.

( foist is termed 8alvatun\ lsa. x 1 1 x t; Lake ii. 30.—ii/e, John \i 25,
and the resurrection in the same place See also Col iil I- Peace, Bpfa
nil So be is said to be made unto us wisdom, rightt
tm a ,unt '"/>-Hi/ifnm that is the nu'hin "I all I Ik-si-, in 1 Cor. I. 30. So. in

Lake xl 1 1 comp ured with Matt, ix. 32., dumb devil or demon is one thai
-' 'i dumb. In tike mannei the Gospel is

called the nower of Qod unto salvation, in Rom. i. 16., thai is, th< instru
menlof his power. Faith is called our Pictery, because by il we over-
come the world, [John v. 4 That which is the means ol Justs g or
preserving life Is called our life, Deul sxiv, 6., or our living

t
Mark xii.

44 Luke vili. 43. and xv 12. Bo rlad tidings an lucbasmaki gtad,Rom
x. \'t. a lively hope is that which re' Ives or enlightens, LPel i. 3. Wim
i? a mocker andstrong drint Prov. xx I., that Is they make men
such There is the sane- form ofspeech likewise ha Reb. vi. 1 and ix. n.
where dead works are deadly works, thai is such as make men obn ixiou

Ub Deut. xxx 15. I nave set befon rhei this day lift unddeath, that
: ecJearrj Bhowedthee what is the cauai and original ot each John

in 19. This it the condemnation, thai is, the cau e ol it Rom vii, 7. Is
the law sin 7 that Is the cause ofsln, in Itself. Rom viij 6 Tobeca
minded is death thai to be spiritually minded is \

peace, or the cause oi thus-- blessings, a like expressh ccurs * Rom.
vi. Si. Bread is put for the seed i>( which bread is made, IJi.-, 1 w I Shame
is pur for that which is the cans.- oi it. or lh.; id..|s worshipped by the
Israelites, which proved their Shame. Jer. in. 24 Hos. ix. 10.

3 METON V 1/ V OF THE SUBJECT.

IV. Sometimes the subject is put fur the adjunct ,- that is, for
some circumstance or appendage belonging to or depending upon
tlie subject,

Thus, the heart is frequently used for the will and affections,

as in

Dent h 29 vt " i 12, Psal ix I ntv. I tl 10 Ixii, in. cv. B6. exlx.
I" 12 112 Prov. xxi. 1. xxlli.26 kcU h 32 For the und

i >i ul I' 39 '-
1 6 m 16. I- xxl \ 1 I Sam

I- 13. 2Chron vl.8 Jobxxii.22 Psal n i Ixh 6. P ixvlil
2G and Luke 11 El Por tin 2Sam. axiv in. 2 Kings exII 19
Ri lea i ii

.' • ind i John IIL SO . and foi I
. ..,

. e(j

in prayer, in Pi il. UII.& I I

for the tl tain Psal ril '.'. sxvl 2 h Ixill. I Prov, sxill NT Jer.
i .

i

11 nd xx. 12 So, the m u or inwa\ d n ii put for tl

dltiofl oi ited oul, to which the old or outa
ad Bei Rom. vl B andxll 2 Eph. Iv. S2.24 2Cor.v. 17,

V. Sornetirmu ttu place or thing containing denotet thai

which it contained in tuch place or thing.

Thus, the frequently put for the awn thnt
dwell therein, as In Gen vl h Peal ecv] 13 rlab n 14. John 1.29,
(II Hi, 17 XV |-> in. |

!

I

in like manner, - auntru •

for th< ii Inl i"
i

i !
i

I

i xiii i

Kill] l.ll. 6. Matt 111. G '

• : Gen vll i Exod i 21 2
Bam rtl n IChron 1.6 Axu i 2 IThn 111 i Deb d Bo the

i
i and i rael denote ihelr n I II I

i

iii. 1. 'I )m ^„.'..M).'ui. xxvll.6 17 Isthe frultofthebaakat; a/oA^ P .\

xxili. 5, Ixh indlxxvlll 19 d< notes the meal placed on II . the i up, the
win. ... other tlr|ooi In It. Jar xllx. 12 Rxek xxlll.33 Mall axvl

I Kin 17. J I. I Cor x If, .'I. j.n-l .i

> rill in the in. ii m them . the §ra\i
Im xxxvll !-• c pan dv I rnPaal 1

k'urtn \m pin (or God luuiaelf, in Psal. lxxili.it. Mult. xxi. 25. Luki
and xv. 18.

VI. Sometimes the possessor of a thing is put far the thing
po*s<.y.scd.

Thus, Deut ix. 1. To possess nations great* r and mightier than tht/fff,
means to poaaeas the count) ii - ol the < aulas Bee also Psal. Ixxix. 7.

whi re Jacob mi ans the land ol the Israelites In like otanni i the name
oi tioti is put for tin' oblations made i" blm. Joan, xm 33 with versa 14.

Josh, xviii ; and Deut x.9. Christ is put for his church (or believera,
who are termed his peculiar people. Tit u 14. 1 Pet K. 9 I in Raatl xxv. K

1
l ('<t xii 12 : and ihc afflictions ol CbrUM are put

for the afflictions ol the faithful, in Col. i. 24.

\ II. Frequently tin object is put for that n-hi<h is conversant

about it.

Thusjiory uidetrength arc put fni [be celebration ofthe divine glory and
th, in Psal. vifi.2 explained by Man x.\i 16

\ see also Psal xcvi. 7,

s a burthen is s prediction ol divine judgments or punishment - about to

be mAictedon sinners, lsa. xiii. l.xv.l xvil l.xix l xxi L.xxii t.andxxill.
i Promist is pui foi faith which rei <r-'-> the gracious promise ol God, in

Rom ix ^ and G«J i\ 2R Sin denotes i
- r sin-offeriog,

Gen. iv. 7. Exod xxlx 14. (Heb. rin)Lev. x. 17. (II. h. sin) Hos i\. 6- l*a.

Uit. 10, (Heb sin) and 2Cor. v. 23.»

VIII. Sitmrti/nts the thing signified is put for the sign.

So, the Sfl ' "::lh o/ God. ill I C) i roll, xv i II and Psal. CV 4 is the ark,
which was ;i smn and syuihoi of ihc divine presence and strength, whi
It is expressly called the ark of the strength of God In P-al. exxxii. 8.

'rims, ui Bzex. vii. 27. desolation denotes a mourning garment as a token
of ii,

IX. When an action is said to be done , the mntning fre-
uumttu /.v, that it is declared or permitted, or foretold that it

shall he done.

Thus, in the original of Lev. xiii. 3. the priests shall look on him and
pultitte him; in our version, shaft pronounce him unclean or polluted.
The original of Ezek. xiti.22 is, by quickening "r enlivening him: in nor
translation it is rendered by promising him lj/«. s<i Gen, all. is me he

d means, lnr.'iuld or d-clan-d that I should be restored Jer. iv 10.

iA, tiord Oodl /hiiu hast greatly deceived this people, thai is, hast per>
milted i hem to he deceived by their false prophets. Ezek. xm 19 (0 slay
tin souls which should >u>r d'"\ denotes the prophesyiog falai ly thai they
Should die. So Jer. i. 10. I hart stt thee over the nations to root out and
t" pull down, that is, to prophesy or declare them pulled down. Bxek.

36, / i/iii-' them statutes which trere not good, and itulluted thm\
in their own gifts, that is 1 jiave ihem up to iheuiselv.'s. and periuilied
iliein to rei elve such Btatutes of the heathen, and stiffen d them to p
themselves in those very gifta, which, by the taw. they were to th dieaie to

my service, and deah with them according)} , Hos 1 1 5. / have hewn (Asm
by the prophets, or foretold thai they should be hewn «>r slum, s.. in Ada
\ i". the original rendering is, what Qod hath cleansed, that d« v-t thou
pollute (compare Matt. xv. n.), thai is, as In our version, coll >'<' thou com-

' Hence In Man xvi, 19, teAoisoever t/n-n shaft hind or loose
on earth, SU means, whatsoever thou shall declare to be my wil! on canh
shall be connrmed In heaven. And in like manner the meaning c,\ j« hn

is, whose Bins ye snail declare to be remitted oi retained by the
word of God.* Man vi 13 iead us not info temptation, (hat is, -nil- t .;s

not i" be overcome by temptation.

X. Further, an action is said to be done, uhin the giving

if an occasion fir it is only intended*

Thus, the literal rendering of Jer. xxxvill. '£*• is, CftOH SftoJl burn this
rity, thai is (as i ran slat i d in our version) shaJt cauM Utobe burnt Hi W I

Jerol ni is recorded in I Rings Xtv. 16, to hare made Israel to sin, thai is,

to hav icaai id It, by his example and cuiiiiiiajiil. In Acts i. IS. Judas
i< sail I lo have jiurcha.itd a fit Id thai is occasioned it to be purchased by
the money which be cast down in the temple. Rom. siv. 16. dstfrvy aei
him, thai is, be not the cause or occasion of his destruction And m
1 Cor vu ltl whether thou shaft save thy husband, means, whether thou
shall be the cause of his conversion, and, consequently, "i Ins salvation.

4. METONYMY OF THE ADJIXCT, IX WHICH THE
ADJUNCT IS PUT FOR THE SUBJECT.

XI. Sometimes the accident, or that which is additional to a
thing, is put for Us subject in kind.

The abstract is put for tin mi n So grey hairs (Heh Ado,

or grey-headedness\ In Gen sill 36 denote we, who am now mold man,
grey and decrepit with ace So also, days, and mmttitucU <) years, In Job
axxii. 7 are old men The eta n§th ofIsrael, I Sam xv 29. is the strong
Qod of Israel Otrcumdsion and uficfrcumeirfons In Rom iil 30. -

ed end undrcumewed 'Thai Rom. xl 7 istheefeef.
Abomination, In Gen xi\i 34- and Luke xvi, 16 is an abominakls thing.
I Gal Light and darkness, Kph v 8

the enlightened and the Ignorant.

\ll. Sometimes tht thing tonlained is pui f**r the thing

containing t/, and a thing deposited in a place for the placs
itself,

i Gen EXvili. 22. means thi* plar*. whrrr 1 have rrrcir-c\ a pillar of
torn haH be God I Jo fa n 19 Bprinaaol watardenoti

i ol land, when then ringa. huu II 1 1 7>vajwss are
talnlng thi m k simtlai spn • Ion octnra

in Psal cxxxi 7 Outer darkness, InHatl rxil 13 anoAi
Hall un l" Marriage denotes the place where the

nuptial feaat waato Hark lu< ll Unclean spirits are m< u

« Dr. A. Clarke, In his commentary on this verse, has i

atmoVsd end lewTi a hl< h
the word Hn i pnl I w »e ; l>i Whitby (In loc) haw spi

only twen
,j

* in i forced Inti rpretal t thi tv o i
I

u agothara) has the

. ii
I

i. i.t tl I] i on njii i in D
Porte us'» c, I, hi i. q ..f ihc Errura of die Church or Roe
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possessed by Ihem. In Luke vi. 12. and Ads xvi, 13. 16. Prayer evidently

means the place of prayer.' Rev. viii. 3. Gulden incense, *-tfieei-wTow, means
golden censer, and so it is rendered in our authorized English version.

XIII. Time is likewise put for the things which are done

or happen in time.

This is to be understood both of the word time itself, and of names,
expressing portions of time, whether divided naturally or by human insti-

tution. Thus, in IChron. xii. 32. xxix. 30. Esth. i. 13. 2Tim. iii. I. Dent,

iv. 32. Mark xiv. 35. and John xii. 27. times, day, and hour respectively

denote the transactions that took place in them. Again, days are said to

be good or evil, according to the events which happen in them, as in Gen.
xlvij. 9, Eccles. vii. 10. arid Eph. v. 16. ; and that is called a. person's day,

in which any thing notorious or remarkable befalls him, whether it be
good, as in Hos. i. U. and Luke xix. 42.44., or evil, as in Job xviii. ^0
Psal. exxxvii, 7. Ezek. xxii. 4. Obad. 12. Micah vii. 4. Psal. xxxvii. 13. The
days of the Lord, in Job xxiv. 1. Isa, xiii. 6. Joel i. 15. and ii. 1, 2. Amos v.

20. Zeph. i. 14— 16. 18. and ii. 2. respectively denote the days when divine

punishments were to be inflicted; and hence, by way of eminence, the

day of the Lord is appropriated to the day of judgment, in Joel ii. 31.

Acts ii. 20. 1 Cor. i. 8, 2Thess. ii. 2, &c. In the same manner, the harvest
and summer are put for the fruits gathered at those seasons. Deut. xxiv. 19.

Isa. xvi. 9. [Jer. xl. 10. Amos viii. 1, 2. 2 Sam. xvi. 2. in which three pas-

sages, as also in Isa. xvi. 9. the Hebrew is only summer]. And also the

passover is put for the lamb which was slain and eaten on that solemn
festival. Exod. xii. 21. 2Chron. xxx. 17. Mark xiv. 12. 14. Matt. xxvi. 17—19.

Luke xxii. 8. 11. 13. 15.

XIV. In the Scriptures, things are sometimes named or de~

ecribed according to appearances, or to the opinion formed of
them by men, and not as they are in their own nature.

Thus, Hananiah, the opponent of Jeremiah, is called a prophet, not be-
cause he was truly one, but was reputed to be one, Jer. xxviii. 1 5. 10. In

Ezek. xxi. 3. the righteous mean those who had the semblance of piety,

but really were not righteous. So in Matt. ix. 13. Christ says, / am not
come to call the righteous (that is, such as are so in their own estimation),

but sinners to repentance. See further Luke xviii. 9. and Roin.x. 2, 3, &c.
In Luke ii. 48. Joseph is called the father of Christ, and in v. 41. is men-

tioned as one of his parents, because he was reputed to be his father, as
the same evangelist states in cli. iii. 23.* Compare John vi. 42, &.c. The
preaching of the Gospel is in 1 Cor. i. 21. termed foolishness ; not that it

was really such, but was accounted to be so by its opponents. In like

manner false teaching is called another Gospel in Gal. i. 6. and Epinienides,
the Cretan philosopher, is termed a prophet in Tit. i. 12. because his

countrymen regarded him as such, and after his death offered sacrifices

to blm.*
His enemies shall lick the dust, Psal. lxxii. 9. means that they shall

prostrate themselves so low towards the earth, that they shall seem to lick

the dust. Similar expressions occur in Isa. xlix. 23. Micah vii. 17, &c.
The phrase, coming from a far country and from the end of heart n, in

Isa. xiii 5 , is taken from the opinion which anciently obtained, and was
founded on the appearance to the eye, viz. that the heavens are nut spheri-
cal but hemispherical, ending at the extremities of the earth, upon which
the extremities of heaven appear to rest. Hence the ends of the earth
denote the remotest places. The same phrase occurs in Deut. iv. 32. and
xxx. 4. Neh. i. 9. Matt. xxiv. 31.

XV. Sometimes the action or affection, which is conversant

about any object, or placed upon it, is put for the object itself

Thus, the Senses are put for the objects perceived by them, as heai ins
for doctrine or speech, in Isa, xxviii. 9. (marg. rend.) and liii. 1. (Heb.) In
John xii. 3S. and Rom. x. 16. the Greek word *'.;*, translated report, lite-

rally means hearing, and so it is rendered in Gal. iii. 2. 5. Hearing is also

put for fame or rumour in Psal. cxii. 7. (Heb.) Ezek. vii. 26. Obad. 1.

Hab. iii. 2. (Heb.) Matt. iv. 24. xiv. 1. and xxiv. 6. Mark i. 23. and xiii. 7. &c.
The Eye in the original of Num. xi. 7. Lev. xiii. 55. Prov. xxiii. 31, Ezek.
i. 4. viii. 2. and x. 9. is put for colours which are seen by the eye. Faith
denotes the doctrine, received and believed by faith, in Actsvi. 7. Gal. i. 23.

and iii. 23. 25. Eph. iv. 5. 1 Tim. iv. 1. Tit. i. 13. Jude 3. Rev. ii. 13.—Hope,
in Psal. Ixv. 5. and lxxi. 5. Jer. xiv. 8. and xvii. 7. 13. is God, in whom we
have hope, or place our confidence. Hope also denotes Christ, or the
benefits which we receive by him, in Acts xxvi. 6—8. xxvii. 20. Col. i. 27.

I Tim. i. 1. Hope is sometimes also put for men, in whom we confide, or
from whom we expect some good, as in Isa. xx. 5, 6. and for the thing hoped
for, as in Prov. xiii. 12. Rom. viii. 24. and Gal. v. 5. in which last place the
hope ofrighteousness by faith means eternal life, which is promised to the
just by faith, and also in Tit. ii. 13.

—

Love is put for the object of affee in in,

Jer. ii. 33. and xii. 7. (marginal rendering.)

—

Desire, Ezek. xxiv. 16. 21. is

the thing desired. In like manner, (he lust or desire of the eyes, 1 John
ii. 16, is the object of the eyes which we eagerly desire.—So, Pear is put
for the object that is feared, in Psal. liii. 5. Prov. i. 26. Isa. viii. 13.

XVI. Sometimes the sign is put for the thing signified.

Thus, Sovereign Power and authority are expressed by a Sceptre,
Crown, Diadem, Throne, and Shutting and opening without resistance,
in Gen. xlix. 10. Isa. xxii. 22. Ezek. xxi. 26. Zech. x. 11. and Rev. iii. 7.

War is denoted by bows, spears, chariots, and swords, Psal. xlvi. 9. Lam.
v. 9. Ezek. xxi. 3, 4. Matt. x. 34. So, to lift up the hand is sometimes to

swear, Gen. xiv 22. Deut. xxxii. 40., and sometimes to pray, Lam. iii. 41.

ITim. ii. 8. In like manner, to stretcli forth the hand is to call for audience,
Psal. xliv. 20. Prov. i. 24.

To kiss the hand, or to kiss another, is to yield reverence, Job xxxi. 27.

1 Sain. x. 1. Psal. ii. 12. 1 Kinus xix. 18. Hos. xiii. 2. To bow the knee, [e td

worship, Isa. xiv. 23. Phil. ii. 10. Eph. iii. 14. To give the hand, or to strike

hands, is to swear, join in fellowship, engage, or become surety for an-
other, Ezek. xvii. 18. Gal. ii. 9. Job xvii. 3. Prov.vi.l. To put on sackcloth,

i npoo-jy%ti. From IMacc. vii. 37. it appears that the Jews had a similar
place of prayer at Mizpah. See Wolfius, Rosenmiiller, Schindler, and
others, on Luke vi. 12.

« A similar mode of speech occurs in the Iliad, where Homer repeatedly
calls Menelaus and Agamemnon the sons of Atreus, though they were in

reality the children of his son Plisthenes, and, consequently, the grand-
children of Atreus. In consequence of their father's death, while they
were very young, they were educated by their grandfather; who, from
his attention to them, was universally acknowledged their protector and
father. Hence arose their appellation of Atrida?, or sons of Alreus.

3 Diog. Laeil. lib. i. c. 10. s 11. torn. i. p. 123. ed, Longolii.

Vol. I. 2 Z

is to mourn. Psal. Ixix. 11. To beat swords into ploughshares, and spears
into pruning-hooks, is to live in peace and security, Isa. ii. 4.

XVII. Lastly, the names of things are often put for the

things themselves.

Thus, the Name of God denotes the Almighty himself, Psal. xx. I. cxv. I.

Prov. xviii. 10. Isa. xxx. 27. Jer. x. 25. So, in Joel ii. 32. Acts ii. 21. and
Rom. x. 13. the nameofthe Lord denotes Jesus Christ. Names are like-

wise put for persons, Acts i. 15. Rev. iii. 4. and xi- 13. (Gr.) In like man-
ner we find, that names are given to persons to express their state or
condition, although they are not ordinarily called by such names, as in Isa.

i. 26. Thou shalt be called the city of righteousness or justice, that is, thou
shall be so. Similar expressions occur in Isa. lxii. 4. and Jer. iii. 17.

SECTION III.

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE METAPHORS.

Nature of a Metaphor.—Sources of Scripture Metaphors.—
I. The -works of nature.— II. The occupations, customs, and
arts of life.—III. Sacred topics, or religion and things

connected -with it.—IV. Sacred history.

A Metaphor is a trope, by which a word is diverted from
its proper and genuine signification to another meaning for

the sake of comparison, or because there is some analogy
between the similitude and the thing signified. Of all the

figures of rhetoric, the metaphor is that which is most fre-

quently employed, not only in the Scriptures, but likewise
in every language ; for, independently ot the pleasure which
it affords, it enriches the mind with two ideas at the same time,

the truth and the similitude. Two passages will suffice to

illustrate this definition. In Deut. xxxii. 42. we read, / will

make mine arrows drunk with blood, and my sword shall de-

vour flesh. Here, the first metaphor is borrowed from exces-

sive and intemperate drinking, to intimate the very great

effusion of blood, and the exceeding greatness of the ruin and
destruction which would befall the disobedient Israelites

:

the second metaphor is drawn from the voracious appetite of

a hunenry beast, which in a lively manner presents to the

mind tTie impossibility of their escaping the edge of the sword,
when the wrath of God should be provoked. Again, in Psal.

exxxix. 2. we read, Thou, underslandest my thoughts afar off.

In this verse the metaphor is taken from the prospect of a

distant object : but in a proper sense the phrase assures us,

that Jehovah, by his prescience, knows our thoughts, before

they spring up in our souls.

In order to understand metaphors aright, it should be ob-
served that the foundation of them consists in a likeness or

similitude between the thing from which the metaphor is

drawn, and that to which it is applied. When this resem-
blance is exhibited in one or in a few expressions, it is termed
a single metaphor. When it is pursued with a variety of
expressions, or thereis a continued assemblage of metaphors,
it is called an allegory. When it is couched in a short sen-

tence, obscure and ambiguous, it is called a riddle. If it be
conveyed in a short saying only, it is a proverb, and if the

metaphorical representation be delivered in the form of a his-

tory, it is a parable. When the resemblance is far-fetched,

as to see a voice (Rev. i. 12.), it is termed a catachresis. This
last-mentioned species of figure, however, is of less frequent

occurrence in the Scriptures than any of the preceding.

The metaphor is of indispensable necessity in the Scrip-

tures; for the sacred writers, having occasion to impart divine

and spiritual things to man, could only do it by means of
terms borrowed from sensible and material objects, as all our

knowledge begins at our senses. Hence it is, especially in

the poetical and prophetical parts of the Old Testament, that

the sentiments, actions, and corporeal parts, not only of man,
but also of inferior creatures, are ascribed to God himself; it

being otherwise impossible for us to form any conception of

his pure essence and incommunicable attributes. The various

sources, whence the sacred writers have drawn their meta
phors, have been discussed at great length by Bishop Lowth, 1

and his annotator Michaelis, and also by Glassius; 5 from
whose elaborate works the following observations are abridg-

ed. The sources of Scripture metaphors may be classed

under the four following heads, viz. natural, artificial, sacred,

and historical.

I. The works of nature furnish the first and mast copious, as

well as the most pleasing, source of images in the Sacred Writ-

ings.

•» In his Lectures on Hebrew Poetry, Lect. vi.—ix.

» Philologia Sacra, lib. ii. pp. 316—1213. cd. Dalhii.
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Thus the linages of Ught and darkness are commonly made
use of, in all languages, to denote prosperity and adversity ; and

an uncommon degree of light implies a proportionate degree of

joy and prosperity, and vice vertA. Isa. xiii. 10. fix, 19,20. xxx.
20* Jer. xv. y. Amos viii. 0. Micahiii. G. Joel ii. 10. The same

metaphors are also used to denote knowledge and ignorance.

Em. viii. 20. ix. 2. Matt. iv. 10. Eph. v. 8. The sun, moon, and

stars, figuratively represent kings, queens, and princes or rulers,

as in Isa. xxiv. 23. Ezek. xxxii. 7.

"The lights of heaven," says a late pious and learned writer, 1

"in their order are all applied to give us conceptions of God's

power and the glory of his kingdom. In the lxxxivth Psalm
(verse 1 1.) the Lord is said to be u sun and shield ; a sun to give

Hght to his people, and a shield to protect them from the power

of darkness. Christ, in the language of the prophet, is the sun

of righteousness ; who, as the natural sun revives the grass and
renews the year, brings on the acceptable year of the Lord, and

i> the great restorer of all things in the kingdom of grace ; shill-

ing with the new light of life and immortality to those who once

sat in darkness and in the shadow of death. And the church

has warning to receive him under this glorious character. Jirise,

shine ; for thy light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen

ubon thee! (Isa. Ix. 1.) When he was manifested to the eyes

of men he called himself the light of the world, and promised to

give the same light to those that follow him. In the absence of

Christ as the personal light of the world, his place is supplied

by the light of the Scripture, which is still a lamp unto our feet,

and a light unto our paths. The word of prophecy is as a light

shining in a dark- place ; and as we study by the light of a

lamp, so we must give heed to this tight, as if we would sec things

to come.
" The moon is used as an emblem of the church, which receives

its light from Christ, as the moon from the sun: therefore the

renovation of the moon signifies the renovation of the church.

The angels or presiding ministers in the seven churches of Asia

( Rev. ii. and iii.) are signified by the seven stars* because his

ministers hold forth the word of life, and their Light shines before

men in this mortal state, as the stars give light to the world in

the night season; of which light Christians in general partake,

and are therefore called children of the light."

Nothing is more grateful to the inhabitants of the East than

springs, rivers, and rain; for, as showers rarely fall in their

countries, the grass and flowers of the field become consumed by

the intolerable heat, unless watered by showers or canals. Hence,

flowing springs, copious showers, and nightly dews, which fer-

tilize the fleMs, furnish them with a variety of pleasing images.

Isa. xli. 18. and xxxv. 1. 0, 7. The blessings of the Gospel are

delineated under the metaphors of dew, Isa. xxvi. 10., moderate

rains, Hus. vi. 3., gentle streams and running waters, Isa. xxvii.

3. and xliv. 3. On the other hand, no metaphor is more frequent

than that by which sudden and great calamities are expressed

under the figure of a deluge of waters. With this metaphor the

Hebrews appear to have been extremely familiar, as if it were

directly taken from the nature and state of their country. Im-

mediately before their eyes was the river Jordan,- which annually

overflowed its banks ; for the snows of Lebanon and the neigh-

bouring mountains, being melted in the beginning of summer,
the waters of the river were often suddenly augmented by the

descending torrents. The whole country, also, being mountain-
ous, was exposed to frequent floods after the great periodical

tempests of rain. To this David alludes, Psal. xiii. 7. Immoderate
rains, hail, floods, inundations, and torrents, denote judgments
and destruction*, Isa. viii. 7. Jer. xlvii. 2. Ezek. xxxviii, 22.

To the class of metaphors derived from natural objects we
may refer the onfftrtpqnaMy, metaphor by which things
belonging to creatures, and especially toman, are ascribed to

God, and the pronpapa ia ot personification, that is, the change
of things to persons. U*»th these figures are nearly allied to

IBS metaphor, and Mill more to the metonymy; but they are

noticed In this place, as being upon tho whole the most con-
venient arrangement

l. In the consideration ofondaropo0olA»ef,the two following
important rules must be constantly kept in mind ; viz.

[i.] 7'An/ we understand them in a way and manner suita-

ble to the nature and majesty of the Jllmighty, refining them

from aft that imperfection with which they are debased in the

creaturet, and so attribute them to the Ihity.

i Hi*- K"v W Jones. I .futures on the Figurative Lancuajie of .Scripture.
1. i I II Worl

M broa til U Bet lui szli 9&

Thus when the members of a human body are ascribed to God, we are
n i to conceive of him as a venerable old man, silting gravely Id heaven to
observe and censure ihe things done on earth ; bai mast understand those
perfections, ol which suet members in us are the instruments. The tye,
lor instance, being that memhet by which we discern or observe any thlngj
is employed to d> note God's perfect and exact knowledge of all thi/ics,

Job xxxiv. 21. Psal. xi.4. and Jieb. iv. 13 ; aaalso his watchful providence,
Dent xi. 12. 1 Kings ix. 3. Psal. xxxiv. 15 In like manner, cars are attri-

bntttd to bun, to signify his gracious acreptancc of bis people's prayers,
Psal. xxxi. 2- or the exact notice which he lakes of the sins of miters,
James v. 4. By bis arm we are to understand his potcer and Strength.
Exod. xv 16. which is also expressed by his right hand, ElO(L xv. 6. and
Psal. cxviii. 15, 10. So, his troth is expressed by Ins fingers, filed, vni.

19. and Psal. viii. 3. and his love and compassion by his bowel*, Isa. Ixiii. 15.

Jer. xxxi. 20. Luke i. 78., through the bowels of the mercy of our Go<i
(Xtx v-xKxyxvx), Whereby the day-spring from on high halh visited us.
There are a thousand similar instances in the Sctipton ft

[ii.] Further, when human affections are attributed to Jehovah,
we must lie careful not to interpret them in a manner that shall

imply the least imperfection in Him; but must thereby conceive,

(1.) Either a pure act of his will, free from all perturbation to

which men are liable, or else, (2.) The effect of such human
affections, the antecedent being put for the consequent, that is,

one thing being expressed while another thing is understood,

which is usually its effect, or at least follows it—a figure of very

frequent occurrence in the Sacred Writings.

Thus, when God is said to repent, we are not to imagine any change of
mind in Him with whom there is no variableness or shadow Of turning; or
any sorrow or trouble that is inconsistent with bis perfect happiness : but,
either his purpose to undo whai be has done, or desist from what he is

doing, wbieh are the ordinary effects of repentance in man : bo that the
change is not in the disposition of the Supreme Mind, but in the dispensa-
tions of his providence; as in Gen. vi. 6. 1 Sam. xv. 11. 36. 2 Sam. xxiv. 16.

Psal. cvi. Id. Again, God is said in very many passages to be angry, to
U-a\ cfury, &c. in order to make us apprehend bow much he bates sin,

and will punish sinners. The same remark will apply 10 Other affections
which are attributed to Him

In a similar manner are wa to understand all those passages in which
human actions are ascribed to God, as m Geo win 21. To go down and
see what is done in Sodom, is to reyurd well, and pior. ed justly, orderly,
and leisurely, to their punishment ; though in the divine pi omlse to bt trith

Jacob, Gen. xxviii. 15. it means thai the divine favour ami protection should
accompany mni all the way. To search the heart and try the rein*, is to

discern exactly, as in Psal. vij. 9, and Jef xvii. 10.- Lastly, human relatione

are likewise aseribi-d to God, to express the pro/" r(i> o| surh relations;

thus, he is called a King Psal scv. 8.| a, Father Psal i IM. 13. Rom. vni. l.v,

a Bttobandt Isa. liv 5. Hoses ii 19., a Skepht rd Psal. xxJil. I. to express
his power and authority, Ids love, pity, lender care, and watchful provi-

dence.

2. Ofthc pra.wpopaia or personification, there are two kinds;
one, when actions and character are attributed to fictitious,

irrational, or even inanimate objects ; the other, when a proba-

ble but fictitious speech is assigned to a real character:

[i.] The former, Bishop Lowth remarks, evidently partakes of

the nature of the metaphor, and is by fur the boldest of that ehtss

of figures: it is most frequently and successfully introduced by

the sacred writers.

In Psalm lxxxv. 10. how admirable is the personification of the divine
attributes !

Mercy and truth are met together j

Righteousness and pi aee ha\ • kissed each other.

How just, eb-canl, and splendid dor > it jppi-.ii if applied only (according
to the literal sense) to the re-. (oral <>t the J. wish nation from t In f.

lonish captivity! Hut if we consider it in a most sacred and DJJ

sense, which is not obscurely shadowed under tl iti risible Image, via.

I liar of the method of redemption by the sacrdiie am) un -di.it ion 0l Jesus
Christ, in which the divine perfections wen bo harmoniously displayed,
ii in h'-yond measuiiv »r;iud and Hi-vated Al'.hii. what can br mote suit

lime or graceful than the personification ol wisdom, 80 frequently intro-

duced in the Proverbs of Soloi
,

piiriicul.ti l\ m > h
]

-: < i \ m mi .
<

22—31.? She is not only exhibited as the din'ctress ol human life and
morals, as the invent ress of arts, as the dis|"n.-'i <>l h n - ,tnd i i.hes,

as tin' source o't true felicity, but also as tin -in inl daughter of the 0(DD>
potent Creator, ami usit ti'in.ii associate In the divine counsels Blmflai
pa igt . exQulsltelj Imagined] and from the boldness ol the Bofmnej
tremeiv forcible, occui iii Jon svllL 18 urrffl OS Ess.*. 14. xlui. 1.6.

Lam. I 1. 6 17. Jer. zlvil. 6, 7 Etna. \m 1 1 and I
< tor xv. 64.

»

[ii.] The second kind of prosopopoia. by which probable but

fictitious speech is assigned to a real person,—thougfa less cal-

culated to excite admiration and Spprobfttioi) bl its novelty, bold-

ness, and variety, than the former,— is nevertheless nonnnssod of

great force, evidence, and authority. It would, as llishop Lowth
remarks, be an infinite task to specify every instance in the sacred

poems, which on this occasion might be referred to as worthy of

notlCfl : Ol l" observe the easy, natural, bold, and sudden personi-

fications; the dignity, importance, and impassioned severity rf

the characters. It would be dithcult to describe the energy of

that eloquence whicb is attributed to Jehovah himself, and which

anpeixi in suitable iii all reenecti to the Divine Majesty ; or to

display the force and iM-auty of the language which is so ad-

mirably nnd peculiarly adapted to each character ; the probability

of the fiction; and the excellence of the imitation.

The late benovoleni and learned Mi Qilptn has pointed oui teeny very
winking personification* nnd other mrUiPhoncHJ allusions u««d by Hi, Paul,

flee Iris Sermons, vol- u p '"-'' "'»«?
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One example, therefore, must suffice for the present ; one more perfect
It is not possible to produce. It is expressive of the eager expectation of
the mother of Sisera, from the inimitable ode of the prophetess Deborah.
(Judg. v. 28—30V
The first sentences exhibit a striking picture of maternal solicitude, both

in words and actions; and of a mind suspended and agitated between hope
and fear.

Through the window she looked and cried out,

The mother of Sisera, through the lattice:

Wherefore is his chariot so long in coming?
Wherefore linger the wheels of his chariot %

Immediately, impatient of his delay, she anticipates the consolations of
her friends ; and her mind being somewhat elevated, she boasts with all

the levity of a fond female :

—

(Vast in her hopes, and giddy with success ;)

Her wise ladies answer her;
Yea, she returns answer to herself:
Have they not found!—Have they not divided the spoil?

Let us now observe how well adapted every sentiment, every word, is

to the character of the speaker. She takes no account of the slaughrer
of the enemy,«fthe valour and conductof the conqueror, of the multitude
of the captives, but

Burns with a female thirst of prey and spoils.

Nothing is omitted which is calculated to attract and engage the passions
of a vain and trifling woman—slaves, gold, and rich apparel. Nor is she
satisfied with the bare enumeration of them ; she repeats, she amplifies,
she heightens every circumstance ; she seems to have the very plunder
in her immediate possession; she pauses and contemplates every par-
ticular :—

Have they not found?—Have they not divided the spoil?
To every man a damsel, yea, a damsel or two 7

To Sisera a spoil of divers colours ?

A spoil of needlework of divers colours,
A spoil for the neck of divers colours of needlework on either side.

To add to the beauty of this passage, there is also an uncommon neatness
in the versification, great force, accuracy, and perspicuity in the diction,

the utmost elegance in the repetitions, which, notwithstanding their appa-
rent redundancy, are conducted with the most perfect brevity. In the
end, the fatal disappointment of female hope and credulity tacitly insinu-
ated by the sudden and unexpected apostrophe,

So let all thine enemies perish, O Jehovah !

is expressed more forcibly by this very silence of the person who was
iusl speaking, than it could possibly have been by all the powers of lan-
guage.

But whoever wishes to understand the full force and ex-
cellence of this figure, as well as the elegant use of it in the
Hebrew ode, must apply to Isaiah, whom we may justly

pronounce to be the suolimest of poets. Bishop Lowth con-
siders his fourteenth chapter as the grandest specimen of that

prophet's poetry, and as exemplifying almost every form of
the prosopopoeia, and indeed of all that constitutes the sublime
in composition.

II. The Hebrews derived many of their figures from the

ordinary occupations and customs of life, as well as from such
arts as were practised at that time.

t

This source, indeed, is common to all nations ; and in pro-

portion as they are more polished, and cultivate more numerous
arts, they are supplied with a greater variety of images. The
whole course and method of common and domestic life among
the ancient Hebrews was simple in the highest degree. There
did not exist that variety of studies and pursuits, of arts, con-
ditions, and employments, which afterwards obtained among
other nations. The Hebrews were a nation of husbandmen and
shepherds; the patriarchs were possessed of great flocks and
herds which they tended, though their descendants afterwards

applied themselves to agriculture. Every Israelite, on the con-

quest of Canaan, received his allotted portion of land, which he
cultivated, and which, as it could not be alienated by sale,

descended without diminution to his posterity, who enjoyed

unmolested the produce of his land and labour. Hence, very

numerous metaphors in the Sacred Writings are derived from
pastoral and rural occupations. Thus, kings are said to feed

their people, who again are compared to a flock of sheep, which
the shepherd conducts to pasture, and guards from danger. It

would extend the limits of this section too far, to instance par-

ticularly with what embellishments of diction, derived from one
low and trivial object (as it may appear to some)—the barn of

or threshing-floor—the sacred writers have added a lustre to the

most sublime, and a force to the most important subjects. Yet
the following passages we cannot omit to notice, on account of

their uncommon force and beauty :

—

Thus, Jehovah threshes out the heathen, and tramples them beneath
his feet. (Hab. iii. 12.) He delivers the nations to Israel to be beaten in

pieces by an indented flail, or to be crushed by their brazen hoofs. (Joel
iii. 14. (Heb.) Jer. li. 33. Isa. xxi. 10. Mic. iv. 13.) He scatters his enemies
like chaff upon the mountains, and disperses them with the whirlwind of
his indignation. (Psal. Ixxxiii. 13—15. Isa. xvii. 13.) But nothing can sur-
pass the magnificent delineation of the Messiah coming to take vengeance
on his adversaries expressed by imagery taken from the wine- press, which
is of frequent occurrence with the sacred poets, and which no other poet
has presumed to introduce. See Isa. lxiii. 1—3.

The pastoral and rural allusions in the New Testament are almost equally
numerous with those of the Old Testament. Thus the world is compared
to ajield, the children of the kingdom to the wheat, and the children of the
wicked to tares. (Matt. xiii. 38.) The end of the world is the harvest, and
the angels are reapers. (Matt. xiii. 39.) A preacher of the word is the
sower. (Matt. xiii. 3.) The word of God is the seed. The heart of man is

the ground. (Luke viii. 15. Heb. vi. 7.) The cares, riches, and pleasures
of life are the thorns. (Luke viii. 14. Heb. vi. 8.) The preparation of the
heart by repentance is ploughing and breaking up the fallow ground.
(Hos. x. 12.) Death, which cuts down the fairest flower of the field, is a
mower. (Psal. xc. 6 ) The minister, who serves under God in his husbandry,
is the labourer. (Matt. ix. 37, 38. 1 Cor. iii. 9.) The wicked are stubble.

(Isa. xlvji. 14.) And the temptations and trials of the godly are the sifting

of the wheal. (Luke xxii. 31. )>

III. Sacred Topics, that is to say, Religion, and Things con-

nected with it, furnished many images to the sacred writers.

Numerous and diversified sacred rites were enjoined to the Is-

raelites by Moses, and their religious worship was conducted with

great pomp and splendour.

Thus the images derived from the temple and its magnificent service
chiefly serve to denote the glory of the Christian church, the excellency
of its worship, God's favour towards it, and his constant presence with it:

the prophets speaking to the Jews in terms accommodated to their own
ideas, as in Ezek. xxxvi. 25, 26. compared with Heb. viii. 10. Further,
much of the Jewish law is employed in discriminating between things clean
and unclean ; in removing and making atonement for things polluted or
proscribed; and under these ceremonies, as under a veil or covering, a
meaning the most important and sacred is concealed, as would appear from
the nature of them, even if we had not other clear and explicit authority
for this opinion. Among the rest are certain diseases and infirmities of the
body, ana some customs in themselves evidently indifferent: these, on a
cursory view, seem light and trivial ; but, when the reasons of them are
properly investigated, they are found to be of considerable importance.
We are not to wonder, then, if the sacred poets have recourse to these
topics for imagery, even on the moat momentous occasions ; as when they
display the universal depravity of the human heart (Isa. lxiv. 6.), or upbraid
their own people for the corruptness of their manners (Isa. i. 5, 6. 16.

Ezek. xxxvi. 17.), or when they deplore the abject state of the virgin, the
daughter of Sion, polluted and exposed. (Lam. i. 8, 9. 17. and ii.) If we
consider these metaphors, without any reference to the religion of their

authors, they will doubtless appear in some degree disgusting and inele-

gant ; but if we refer them to their genuine source, the peculiar rites of
the Hebrews, they will not be found wanting either in force or dignity.

The pontifical vestments, which were extremely splendid, suggested a
variety of images expressive of the glory both of the Jewish and Christian

church. We have an instance of this in Ezek. xvi. 10. 13. 19. and particu-

larly in the following passage of the evangelical prophet:

—

I will greatly rejoice in Jehovah:
My soul shall exult in my God,
For he hath clothed me with the garments of salvation,

He hath covered me with the mantle of righteousness:
As the bridegroom decketh himself with a priestly crown

;

And as the bride adorneth herself with her costly jewels.
Isa. lxi. 10.

In this verse, the elegant Isaiah is describing, in his peculiar and magnifi-
cent manner, the exultation and glory of the church, after her triumphal
restoration. Pursuing the allusion, he decorates her with the vestments
of salvation, and clothes her in the robe of righteousness: he afterwards
compares the church to a bridegroom dressed for the marriage, to which
comparison incredible dignity is added by the word fliohen, a metaphor
plainly taken from the priest's apparel, the force of which, therefore, no
modern language can express. No imagery, Bishop Lowth further remarks,
which the Hebrew writers could employ, was equally adapted with this to

the display (as far as human powers can conceive or depict the subject) of
the infinite majesty of God. Jehovah is, therefore, introduced by the
Psalmist as clothed with glory and with strength (Psal. xciii. I.), and he is

girded with power (Psal. lxv. 6.), which are the very terms appropriated to

the description of the dress and ornaments of the priests. The epistle to

the Hebrews is an admirable comment on many parts of the Mosaic ritual.

IV. The Hebrews derived many of their Metaphors from
Sacred History.

Thus, as the devastation of the land of Israel is frequently

represented by the restoration of ancient chaos (as in Jer. iv.

23—26. Isa. xxxiv. 4. 11. and Joel iii. 15, 16), so the same event

is sometimes expressed in metaphors suggested by the universal

deluge (as in Isa. xxiv. I. 18—20.), and also from the destruction

of Sodom and Gomorrah. (Isa. xxxiv. 9.) See also Psal. xi. 6.

The departure of the Israelites from Egypt, while it affords

materials for many magnificent descriptions, is commonly applied,

in a metaphorical manner, to represent other great deliverances :

as in Isa. xi. 15, 16. xliii. 16—19. xlviii. 21. and li. 10. But the

figurative application of the history of the exodus is much plainer

in the New Testament. There we see Zacharias, in his pro-

phetical hymn, on occasion of the birth of John the Baptist,

celebrating the blessings of the Christian redemption in terms

borrowed from the past redemption of Israel out of Egypt,2

Lastly, when Jehovah is described as coming to execute judg-

ment, to deliver the pious, and to destroy his enemies, or in any

manner to display his divine power upon earth, the description is

embellished from that tremendous scene which was exhibited on

> A Key to the Language of Prophecy, by the Uov. W. Jones. (Works,
vol. v. p. 2X2 > See also a Concise Dictionary of the Symbolical Language
of Prophecy in the Index to Vol. II.

» This interesting and important topic is well illustrated in the " Lectures
on the Figurative Language of Scripture," Lect. vi.—Jones's Works, vol.

iii. pp. 92—100.
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Mount Sinai" at the delivery of the law. Two sublime examples

of this sort, to mention no more, occur in Psal. xviii. 7— 15. and

Mic.i. 3,4.2

SECTION IV.

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE ALLEGORIES.

I. The Allegory defined.— Different species of Allegory,—II.

Rules for the interpretation of Scripture .Wegovies.

Another branch of the figurative language of Scripture is

£he allegory; which, under the Literal sense of the words,

conceals a foreign or distant meaning. Of this species of

figure Hi^liop Lowth" has three kinds, viv..

1. The Allegorv 1 properly so called, and which lie terms

a continued metaphor;—
2. The Parable, or similitude, which is discussed in the

following section ;—and,

3. The Mystical Allegory, in which a double meaning
is couched under the same words, or when the Bams predic-

tion, according as it is differently interpreted, relates to dif-

ferent events, distant in time, and distinct in their nature.

The Mystical J//' ; ir r/ dillers from the two first-iut ntioncd

species in the nature oi ita materials; it being allow able in

me former to make use of imagery from different objects,

while the mystical allegory IS i itclusively derived from tlr

1. There is likewise this further distinction, that in

those other forms of allegory, the exterior or ostensible

imagery is fiction only; the truth lies altogether in the inte-

rior or remote sense, which is veiled as ii were under this thin

and pellucid covering. But, in the mystical allegory, each
idea is equally agreeable to truth. The exterior or ostensible

image is not a shadow y colouring of the interior sense, but is

in itself a reality ; and, although it sustains anothei character,

it does not wholly lav aside i(s own. As, howevi r. the in-

terpretation of the mystical and typical parts of Scripture is

Heated of in a Subsequent part oi this volume.' we shall, in

the present section, direct our attention to the allegory, pro-

perly and strictly sn called.

As every such allegory is a representation of real matters

of fact under feigned names and feigned characters, it must
be subjected to a two-fold examination. " We must first

examine the immediate representation, and then consider

what other representation it was intended to excite. Now, in

most allegories the immediate representation is made in the

form of a narrative; and since it is the object of an allegory

to convey a moral, not an historical truth, the narrative itself

is commonly fictitious. The immediate representation is of

no further value, than as it leads to the ultimate representa-

tion. It is the application or moral of the allegory which
constitutes its worth." 6 In the investigation, then, of an
allegory, the following rules may assist us to determine its

ultimate meaning :

—

I. Allegorical Sen.stn of Scripture are not lobe sought for ,

where the literal tense it plain and obvioue.

This rule is of the greatest importance ; from not attending to

it, thf ancient Jews, as the Therapeutic, the author >>( the Imnk nf

Wisdom, Jost-phus, and Philo, and, in imitation of them, Origan

and many of the fathers (whose example has also been follower! h\

some modern expositors), have respectively turned even historical

Kxod. x\x, 16 18 Deal i\- 11, 12.

» Tii r Mlchaells, In bit addition* lo Biihop Lowtb'i
ninth lecture, has endeavoured to prove thai the scri vrltei

largelj ihej derived fr I In com
iiixii i no Roman • Ae It re pi

in convincing and satisfactory; bol will
i

H
depend* chiefly on hi ' hli b (the • i< i lleni I

fran>4l.ii<>t ol the bishop' i lectui llhlul to

the original wow common
ol nodi • "i M

,
ii(jwc\i r, adopted bj Bauer In 6b Bi imay be lent ll t

t Been on
> i tOTM '"i ueoi an Poetrx vol
• A- > *; -p.* or AlftfOI r/

thing in auol from i!, It differs froi i i in that

(llano) I, hut extendtlo w h

several thought* a ture
by actions, as In Bank 111 Pf. V. and Luke SXlL 36. or, by any tign
thing.

» See Ohaptei m Infra, on ,: >'

criptni < lerfl n III. i I

h

« Bishop Maran'i I acton . pari 111 p 90. 1 nth and elah<

taentfe native Interpretation is ably
dierus«< re jwftlcularly worthy ol perusal

* l»r A t'larki- (note i
i

, linen ol

Orlfrn'a mode of ullegurlxhig, lo which tl It fail rrtd "ii tecOBJri
or its length

passages of Scripture into allegories, together with such other

passages as already had a proper and literal sense. Hence mans
ridiculous interpretations have been imposed on passages Of

Scripture, the proper moral sense of which has been either greatly

enervated, or entirely frittered away, by such misnamed spiritual

expositions.

II. The proper or literal meaning if the Ward* must be as-

certained^ before we attempt to explain an JSUegory

Portl he primary word Itself must firsl tw

pi late literal word ; and to I

the other figurative words oi the passage should l»<- referred, and i sp kjned
i

i primary WOI d I

n why the pass Dnsideral on la v
ige: and anch primary » wer*

both 1
1
"in the ' !'< at well as from the • rptanation which a

subjoined, and si o fi om the ntbjl el or
i l Cor. v. 6—8. the a] ol Ii even in x, ihat
tote of thai passage contains an earnest exhort

for the context shows thai the design ol the allegori
1 rlo Mans should nol be tainted with wickedness and depravity of

life. Th session of the allegory was their admittance of an incestuous
person Into the church at Corinth. Now, as thi

that a halt teaven leaveneth tht trhole tump i i the
r«-ni;iiulii iif (lie p.i.-:s:ii:e In the same image, ihe COnsidt i" ition "!

the primary won] win readily lead ds i" this sense i one man may w Inju-

the whole congregation by his corrupl example. Bl Paul fu

adds an explanation of his meaning, when he says, Let us keep thi feaet,
not with ('hi leeti zither will .

,\
,

.

Here the meaning, ol lea i not to celebrate the fasti-

i si -I the passover as ii literally means, bat to serve and wt
Christ: in other words, to be .-> sine* I n and in such -i d
that, being cleansed Brom nil former Bins, we should serve and worship
God in true holiness. 1 In Eiki

D andinthret dayelu (John U. 19.) The
primary word U npiu mustbe changed into s propei or literal one, namely,

''/ of Christ, as che evangelical history suggests ; and to this tht
of i!n Nis^aiie must be referred.

III. The Design of tin whole Allegory must I, investigated.

The consideration of this rule will embrace a variety of par-

ticulars.

1. In investigating the Design of an Allegory^ the context
is frst to be examined and coneideredj by comparing the pre-

ceding and subsequent parts of the discourse.

In '-' Tin i ii. ao. we read thus :

—

In arret pre ore not only f»-
-/ and siivtr, but ala > ofwooda id / i arth ; and some to honour

ur. Now, since ihe sposile dW not mteni
these words in. r-Ulv in. :m oftbemi i videni thai he emploj
allegory the design ofwhich is in be ascertained by the aid of the <•. .

In the preceding verses, 16. and 16 , be had exl ort« ! Timothy to otudy to

show liimsrlf approved unto God, a workman thm needeth not t» be
ashamed^ rightly dividing tht word ad to shun vain and pr<

babbling h ll appears thai Saini Paul « i

cations of a teacher. The en at koust then, In which u
kinds will signify the Christian chun n, In whicl
of different value, €n the following versea Sfl snd ' i

horted lo avoid novel doctrine to separate hhn ell from Ii

and to make himself a vessel fitted for thi mastei

rork Here, again, the apostle Is m I

goods, lint of teachers The design of tl i

tove cited, is to Intimate, that, as In a ereal house then
of utensils, some of s more precious and i tl, m
in the church <>i God, which Is the housi i

! G
different characters and capai S me of them, being faithful, are

employed In the honourable work of leading n en In the paths of truth and
piety ; while others, being unl ononr-

on "i seducing those who love error, that ihe approved may
be made maidX

2. The occasion -which gave rise to the Allegory, and -which

it indicated hij the context, is also to he considered.

Thus, in the Gospels, w»- meet With nm ,

' persons who
n - iii

i in 'Savti notioni ; an

f ofreply, to < error end at the

tjui" io Instruct the (nqulrei In John > B6 - mi things era an

nonnced i el uli e to the -
I

...
ii food the docli

I

l re to b< »ed i"i the

mppoi
I

i
.

i
- relau >i In

IswBttffd eat manno in tht oVsrrf, as it is

n heaven to eat f. anya Christ, oni the

living t.Ttud which cometh down The incaniue ol Iha
whole evidenlly i- thai bj h ol Christ « sr« I

(he same idea aa is Implied In eating btead, n.-tnn l>
, to derive support frocn

• Mr Gilpin has given I

;

'

.. .iiitir'iiii passage :— lo Ihe I 'htaiis.
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hath I. md tbal nihei

m rather lo defend him in his v l» k*«dn< - I

absent. I take upon me, tin Holy I

in fin- i
i fore, that, on i

rather ihi iher, and In ihe name ol .'•
i

I
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You are
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a i in tht Investigation oi ihe context, »ee pp. 337, 338 si/yro
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it. The argument of our Lord, then, may be thus expressed :—" The
manna which our fathers did eat in the wilderness could only preserve a

mortal life. That is the true bread of life which qualities every one who
eats it lor everlasting happiness. I call myself this bread, not only on

account of my doctrine, which purifies (he soul, and fits it lor a state of

happiness, but also because 1 shall give my own life to procure the life of

tlie world."

3. As the context frequently indicates the meaning- of an

Allegory, so likewise its Scope anil Interpretation are fre-

quently pointed out by some explanation that is subjoined.

In Lake v. 29. it is related that our Lord sat down to eal with publicans

and sinners. When questioned by the Pharisees for this conduct, be re-

plied, They that are whale need not a physician, but they that are sick; and

added the following explanation—I am not come tu call die nghi

who arrogantly presume themselves to be such, hut sinners to rept ntance

The scope, occasion, and explanation being severally known, tli

oi th,' allegory becomes evident. Sometimes, however, flu- explanation ol

an allegory is conveyed in a single word, as in 1 Tbess. v. 8 Here we are

imandedto put on a breast-plate and helmet ; it is added, by way of expo-

sition, the breast plate of faith and love, and the helmet of hope. The sense

nfthe figure is—Prepare yourself for your spiritual warfare with faith, love,

and hope, lest you suffer loss.-

4. Sometimes the Allegory proposed is explained in its seve-

ral parts by the person speaking.

Thus, in Eph. vi. 11—19. many things are said of the Christian's armour;

and the girdle, breast plate, greaves, shield, and sword, are distinctly sped-

t i
.

- , i . That these terms are allegorical is evident. In the tenth verse the

e.vii., nation, to be strong in the Lord, and in the power >,J
his might, pre-

cedes: in the eleventh and following verses the apostle explains what he

intended to be understood in its several parts : thus, tile sword is the word

of God, the girdle is integrity, the shield is faith, Ac. In surh passages as

tins, an explanation is desirable, otherwise the allegory it contains could

uol In- interpreted upon any certain principle.

5. Sometimes also the context incidentally presents some

proper -word, by -which the meaning of the -whole allegory may
be disce riicl.

In John xii. 3a. our Lord says

—

Yet alittle while is the light with you~ A
single proper word is almost immediately subjoined

—

betieve in the light.

(Ver. 3li.) Hence it appears that by light is meant himself, tl"' divine

teacher: it is equally plaiu that to continue in darkness means to continue

in ignorance. Another instance occurs in Matt. v. II. Yi art the light of
tht "-"i Id : a city that is set on a hill cannot be hid, ecc. It is afterwards

subjoined, that men may see your good works, and glorify your Father

Which is to /unci n. From this expression, good works, which is I he key to

tin- whole passage, we perceive that our Lord's discourse treats of that

example of a holy life and conversation, which it is the duty of Christians to

set before olhers.

IV. In the explanation nf an Allegorical Passage, Histori-

cal Circumstances should be consulted.

For it sometimes happens that history alone can throw any

light on the passage.

1. Tims, in John xxi. 18. the evangelist evidently refers us to history for

an explanation. Our Lord is there represented as saying to Peter— When
thou wast young Hum girdedst thyself, and walkedsi whither tlum WOUldt si:

hut. when 'thou shall be old, thou shall stretchforth thy hands, and anolht i

shall gird thee, and carry thee whillier thou woutdest not This, adds Hu-

tu- -ii-ian, spake he signifying by what death he should gltn i< </ '-'<"/ Now
there is nothing related, in the New Testament which can ailbrd any clue

in [his pissagc : but, if we consult ecclesiastical history, we shall find that

Peter Buffered a violent death ; and thus every sentence becomes clear.

2. So, in Matt. xiii. 3 1—3- 1 . the kingdom of God is likened unto a grain of
mustard seed which gradually springs up and becomes a large plant : and
also to leaven, which gradually ferments the whole mass, into which ii is

put. History shows that the chinch of Christ lias arisen from small begin-

nings, and is spreading itself through the earth.

3. In Prov. v. 15—18. we have the following beautiful allegory :

—

Drink
waters out of thine own cistern, and running waters out ofthine Own will

Let thy fountains be dispersed abroad, and rivers of ir<il> rs in (In *tr> i Is.

Let them be only thine own. and not strangers with thee Lit tin/ fmii-
tin n be blessed, and rejoice with the wife of thy youth. That this | agi

is allegorical, is evident from the same figure being continued through
several sentences and verses. lis sense is to be investigated both accord
tag to the oriental mode of speaking (for the inhabitants of the East, who
draw must of their metaphors from natural objects, are accustomed to

compare their wives to a cistern or pool, whence rivers How), and also

from the proper words subjoined towards the close, rejoice with tin iciji

of thy youth ; as likewise from Ihc series of the discourse, since I lo- author
Of the Book of Proverbs, in the beginning of this chapter, is dissuading
from illicit intercourse. From these circumstances collectively considered,
the sense of the allegory plainly is that no man should follow strange
women, hut live content with the wife whom he hath espoused : lest, influ-

enced by his example, she should deviate from the path of virtue.

V. The Nature of the. Thing spoken of is also to be consi-

dered in the Exposition of an Allegory.

It is necessary that the nature of the thing should be consi-

dered, in order that the tendency of every comparison may appear,

and also the literal meaning which is concealed under the figura-

tive expressions.

1. Thus in Matl. v. 13. we read, Ye are. the salt of the earth . but if Hie

salthare lost ilsstvour, wherewith shall it be salted ? It is thencefor

for nothing but to be rust out, and to be troddt n under foil of men. Now-,

what is the meaning of this admonition 1 What is Ihe primary word 1 Salt.

But with what proper word can it be interpreted 1 Here Ihe nature of the

thing is to be consulted, which shows that it is the property of salt to render
food savoury, as well as to correct the taste : hence it is clear in what sense
the disciples are said to be the salt of the earth ; for they were teachers by
whom some were corrected and made better. The general meaning of the

passage is,—Ye who embrace my religion, like salt shall purify the world;

but ye must first be pure yourselves.

','bi Luke v. 36. the following passage occurs:—An man pultelh a piece

of a new garment upon an old : if otherwise, Dun bulb the new nuiketli a
ii oi and the piece thai was taken out of the new ugreeth not Willi Ihe old.

Nothing is adduced by way of explanation : in a preceding verse the Phari-

sees had asked Christ why his disciples did not fast, but lived more cheer-

fully than those of John. Our Saviour replied in tin- words above cued;

nothing then, can lead us to understand Hi it the nature of the

subject. Now, in common life we know that no one voluntarily and readily

acts indiscreetly, or in an unbecoming manner. Therefore, says Christ,

since no one in common life acts thus indiscreetly, neither do 1 require my
disciples to do so. since there is no need for them to undergo such austeri-

ties The tune will come (ver. 35.) when they will fare hardly enough;

ih. -ii (hey will have sufficient trials. At present, neither circumstances,

lime, nor place require il ; things must be accommodated to circumstances.

The passage being thus considered, the meaning of the allegory Incomes

very evident.

VI. Comparison is not to be extended to all the Circumstances

of the Allegory.

" Thus, in the parable of the good Samaritan, the point to be

illustrated is, the extent of the duly of beliefretire. Most of

the circumstances in the parable go to make up merely the veri-

similitude of the narration, so that it may give pleasure to him

who hears or reads it. But how differently does the whole

appear, when it comes to be interpreted by an allegorizer of the

mystic schools ! The man going down from Jerusalem to Jericho

is Adam wandering in the wilderness of this world ; the thieves,

who robbed and wounded him, are evil spirits; the priest, who
passed by without relieving him, is the Levities! Law ; the Le-

vite is good works; the good Samaritan is Christ; the oil and

wine are grace, &c. What may not a parable be made to mean,

if imagination is to supply the place of reason and philology ?

And what riddle or oracle of Delphos could be more equivocal,

or of more multifarious significancy. than the Bible, if such exe-

gesis be admissible
1

! It is a miserable excuse, which interpreters

make for themselves, that they render the Scriptures more edi-

fying and significant by interpreting them in this manner. And
are the Scriptures then to he made more significant than God has

made them"! Or to be mended by the skill of the interpreter so

as to become more edifying than the Holy Spirit lies made them 1

If there be a semblance of piety in such interpretations, a sem-

blance is all. Real piety and humility appear to advantage in

receiving the Scriptures as they are, anil expounding them as

simply and skilfully as the rules of language will render practi-

cable, rather than by attempting to amend and improve the reve-

lation which God has made." 1

VII. We must not explain one Purl literally, and another

Part figuratively.

Thus, the whole of 1 Cor. iii. 9— 13. is allegorical : a compa-

rison is there instituted between the office of a teacher of religion

and that of a builder. Hence a Christian congregation is termed

a building; its ministers are the architects, some of whom lay the

foundation on which others build ; some erect a superstructure of

gold and silver ; others of wood, hav, and stubble. The sense

concealed under the allegory is apparent : a Christian congrega-

tion is instructed by teachers, some of whom communicate the

first principles, others impart further knowledge ; some 'deliver

good and useful things (the truth), while others deliver useless

things (erroneous doctrines, such as at that time prevailed in the

Corinthian church). That day (the great day ofjudgment) will

declare what superstructure a man has raised ; that is, whether

what he has taught he good or bad. And as fire is the test of

gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay, stubble, so the great day

will he the test of every man's work. Though the whole of this

passage is obviously allegorical, yet it is understood literally by

tin- church of Rome, who has erected upon it her doctrine of the

fire of purgatory. How contrary this doctrine is to every rule

of right interpretation is too plain to require any exposition. 2

It falls not within the plan of this work to enumerate all

the allegories occurring in the Sacred Writings : some hive

bei n incidentally mentioned in the present section ; yet,

before we proceed to other topics, we cannot but mtice the

admirable allegorical delineation of old age by Solomon,
Eccl. xii. —6. It is, perhaps, one of the finest allegories

in the Old Testament: the inconveniencies of increasing

years, the debility of mind and body, the torpor of the sens s,

are expressed most learnedly and elegantly indeed, hut with

i Professor Sloan's Elements of Interpretation, translated from the
Latin ofErnesti, p 80. Andover (North America), 18"?^, ISnio.

3 Bauer, Ilerni Sicr. pp 221— 226. Ernesti. Inst. Inlerp. Nov. Test. pp.
110, 111. Mori Acroases in Ernesti. torn. i. pp. 3(11—313. Glassii Phil. Sac.

lib. ii. pp. 1954—1304. Itauiiresii de Prado, Pentecnntarchus, c. 28. apud
Fabricii Observationes Selects, pp 173—179. .1. E. PfeifTer, lnslilutiones

Herm. Sacr pp. 740—753.
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some degree of obscurity-

;
by different images derived from

nature and common life; for by this enigmatical composition,

Solomon, after the manner of the oriental sages, intended to

pal to trial tli.' acutcness of his readers. It has on this ac-

ooonl afforded much exercise to the ingenuity of the learned;
iiijiiv of whom have differently) it is true, but with much
learning ami penetrati explained the passage.

There is also in Isaiah (xxviii. 33

—

997) an allegory,

which, with no less elegance of imagery, is perhaps more
simple and regular, as well as more just and complete in the

colouring, than any of those above cited. In the passage
referred to, the prophet is examining the design and manner
of the divine judgments, and is inculcating the principle, that

God adepts different modes of acting in the chastisement of

the wicked, hut that the most perfect wisdom is conspicuous
in all ; that he will, as before urged, •' exact judgment by the

line, and righteousness by the plummet;" that he ponders,
with the most minute attention, the distinctions of times,

characters, and circumstances, as well as every motive to

lenity or severity. AIT this is expressed in a continued alle-

gory, the imagery of which is taken from the employments
of agriculture and threshing, and is admirably adapted to the

purpose. 1

SECTION V.

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE PARABLES.

I. A'ature of a Parable.—II. Antiquity of this mode of instruc-

tion.—III. Itules for the interpretation of Parables—IV.

Parables, why used by Jesus Christ.—V. Remarks on the

distinguishing excellencies of Christ's Parables, compared
•with the most celebratedfables of antiquity.

A parable ( 1 1 ifa&Aii, from irifxCxxKm, to collate, compare
together, assimilate')-' is a similitude taken from natural

things in older l" instruct us in things spiritual. The word,
however, is variously used in the Scriptures, to denote &pro-
verb or short saying (Luke iv. "23.) ; a famous or received

lay ng (1 Sam. x. 12.' Ezek. xviii. 2.); a thing gravely
spoken, and comprehending important matters in a tew words
(Job xxvii. 1. Num. xxiii. 7. [8. xxiv. .'i. 15. l'sal. xlix. 4.

and Ixxviii. •_'.) ; a thing darkly or figuratively expressed

(Ezek. xx. 49. Matt. xv. 15.); a viable type or emblem, re-

presenting something different from and beyond itself (Heb.
ix. 9. and xi. lit. (ir.); a sjnciu/ instruction (Luke xiv. 7.);
and a similitude or comparison, (Matt. xxiv. 32. Mark iii.

23.V
According to Bishop Lowth, a parable is that kind of alle-

gory which consists of a continued narration of a fictitious

event, applied by way of simile to the illustration of some
important truth, liy the Greeks, allegories were called *nu
or apologues, and by the Romans fubuUe or fables /* and the

writings of the Phrygian sage, or those composed in imitation

of him, have acquired the greatest celebrity. Nor did our

Saviour himself disdain to adopt the same method of instruc-

tion ; of whose parables it is doubtful whether they excel

must in triad and utility, or in sweetness, elegance, and
perspicuity. As the appellation of parable has been applied

to liis discourses of this kind, the term is now restricted from

its former extensive signification to a more confined sense.

This species of composition also occurs very frequently in

the prophetic poetry, and particularly in that of Ezekiel.

If. 'I he use of parables is of very great antiquity. In the

early ages of the world, when the art of reasoning was little

' UnrUVs Pnclcclioncs, No. 10. or vol. i. p. 220. of Dr. Gregory's transla
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know n, and the minds of men were not accustomed to nice
and curious speculations, we find that the most ancient mode
of instruction was by parable and fable : its advantages, in-

deed, are many and obvious. It has been remarked by an
acute observer of men and morals, that " little reaches the
understanding of the mass but through the medium of the
senses. Their minds are not fitted for the reception of ab-
stract truth. Dry argumentative instruction, therefore, is not
proportioned to their capacity : the faculty, by which a light
conclusion is drawn, is in them the most defective; tin y
rather feel strongly than judge accurately : and their feelings
are awakened by the impression made on their senses."''

Hence, instruction by way of parable is naturally adapt) d to

engage attention; itis easily comprehended, and suited to the
meanest capacity ; and while it opens the doctrine which it

professes to conceal, it gives no alarm to our prejudices and
passions ; it communicates unwelcome truths m the least dis-

agreeable manner
;
points out mistakes, and insinuates reproof

Willi less offence and with greater efficacy than undisguised
contradiction and open rebuke. Of this description, we may
remark, are the parables related by Nathan to David (2Sam.
xii. 1—9.), and oy the woman of Tekoah to the same mo-
narch. (2 Sain. xiv. 1—13.) The New Testament abounds
with similar examples. " by laying hold onthe imagination,

parable insinuates itself into the affections; and by the inter-

communication of the faculties, the understanding is made to

apprehend the truth which was proposed to the fancy." In

a word, this kind of instruction seizes us by surprise, and
carries with it a force and conviction which are ahoo>i irre-

sistible. It is no wonder, therefore, that parables were made
the vehicle of national instruction in the most early tunes;
that the prnphet-s, especially Ezekiel, availed themselves of

the same impressive mode of conveying instruction or re-

proof; and that our Lord, following the same example, also

adopted it for the same important purposes.
111. Although a parable has some things in common with

an allegory, so that the same rules which apply to the latter

are in some degree applicable to the former, yet, from its

peculiar nature, it becomes necessary to consider the parable

by itself, in order that we may understand and interpret il

aright.

1. The first excellence of a parable is, that it turns upon
an image veil known anil applicable to the subject, the mean-
ing of which is clear and definite ', for this circumstance will

give it that perspicuity which is essential to every species of
allegory.

How dearly this rale applies to the parables of our Lord is i.liviiuts to
every o nil. r el III.- N.u Te sl.iui.nl 11 may siilhce In mention his parable
01' the Ten Virgins (Matt. xxv. 1— 13 ), which is a plain allusion e. il

things which were conunoD el the Jewish msrrtages In those dayf il"'

whole parable ind I is made up ol the rites used by the Orientals, as well
as by the Roman people, at their nuptials ; and nil the particulars related Id

il were such as were cninuiniily kuuwu In [he Jews, bec.-uise the, were
everyday practised by eome of them. In like manner die parables of Ihe
Iafns>(l.uke viii. 10.), of llie stun I and III. seed, i.| I he Mr. v. of the riiii.-tluril

seed, ol tin- hart it. id the net cast into the sea, all of which are o-kited in

Matt xtll.es welles of the aousi soldi rtbal planted a vineyard, ami let it out
to liushaii-liii'-n (Matt xxi. 33—41.), are all representations of usual and
i nun in hi in i- u i r.- in- 1 sr and si ii- 1 1 as the eenerality nf nut Saviour's hearers
u.-ie duly ci mi . i sent with, end they were, therefore, selected by him as

being the innsi [ntereatnifl ami aliening.
If tin' parables ..l the sacred prophets he examined hy this role, they

will tml appear deficient; heitu: in general founded ujimi su. h Imagl
Is ii .-.|ii.'iiiiv used; and similarly applied i>i «.\ ..t n.. i..|.h..i

parteon in Hebrew poetry Examples ..t this kind ot cur In the dt -

\ yard (Isa. v I 7t, and in th.- useless vine winch is given to the fire

i i;/ik w .ind xix. 10—14.) ; for, iiini.i- tins imagei v. tin- ungrateful people
i.i ta., i in r in than once described, sin.ii.ii .. . com
parlson pre - at thi ... Ivei In the parable .a the i 's \,t..-i|. 1..U1113 into
tin- pit (Bask, xls 1 '-'». In which Is displayed tl ipuvlty ol me Jewish
1 11 .in i- .

;
.111.I ..Is-, in [hill of the fair, lofly, and limn i slung cedai ol 1 shanon

(Exek xx.vi 8—17.), which once ral ed ii in cm
down and neglected: thus exbibltuuj as In a picture, the proaponlyud
the 1 th of th.- k in iz -a v \ii.i To these msy be added "in- mors an
namely, thai In which lbs l<.\.- "i God i-.u.u.is his people, and their pteli

and fidelity to him. n re expressed by an allusion to the solemn covenant of
1

... .. 1
1.

.
1

ted this Imags with uncomn
1 in two

parables (Exek ivl. and xxltl.); and h has been alluded ti tall iho
sacred poets.

2. The image, however, must not only be apt and familiar,

but mutt also be elegant and beautiful in itself, and all its

parts must he perspicuous anil pertinent ; since it is the pur-

pose of a parable, and rs/tecially of a poetic parable, not only

to explain more perfectly some proposition, but frequently to

ii animation and §puntdout\

Ol ni 1 mini In- more perfect examples than the

Csswhlchhave nei bi | to whlcb we new mil the well.

. par.iM. nut Jnlh.uul.linlKci IX 7— In ), of Nathan i-' Sinn ,i I III,

• 'Mrs. Mnre's «'h. istmn M..r.il», wl i p lot). 1 Ihid p IU7.
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and of ihe woman of Tekoah. (2 Sam. xiv. 4—7.) The admirably devised
parable of Nathan is perhaps one of the finest specimens of the genuine
pathetic style that can be found in the Old Testament ; and David's eager
condemnation of [he unsuspected offender at the same time displays a strik-

ing instance of the delusion of sin and the blindness of self-love. " He, who
had lived a whole year in the unrepealed commission of one of the blackest

crimes in the decalogue—and who, to secure to himself the object for which
he had committed it, perpetrated another almost more heinous, and that

with an hypocrisy suited to bis character—he could in an instant denounce
death on the imaginary offender for a fault comparatively trilling."

—

lt
See-

ing, he saio not, and hearing, he heard not;" he immediately saw the
iniquity and barbarity of the rich man's proceedings; bis heart was in a

moment fired with indignation at the thought of it ; "the vehemence of his

resentment even overstepped the limits of his natural justice, in decreeing
a punishment chsproportioned to the crime, while he remained dead to his

own delinquency. A pointed parable instantly surprised him into the most
bitter self-reproach. A direct accusation might have inflamed him before
he was thus prepared; and in the one case he might have punished (he

accuser, by whom, in the other, he was brought into the deepest self-

abasement The prudent prophet did not rashly repruach the king with the

crime which he wished him to condemn; but placed the fault at such a
distance, and in such a point of view, that he first procured his impartial

judgment, and afterwards his self-condemnation :—an important lesson, not

only to the offender, but also to the reprover."1

3. Every parable is composed of three parts ; I. The sensible

similitude, which has variously been teimed the bark and the

protasis, and consists in its literal sense;—2. The explanation

or mystical sense, also termed the apodosis and the sap or fruit,

or the thing signified by the similitude proposed. This is fre-

quently not expressed ; for though our Saviour sometimes conde-

scended to unveil the hidden sense, by disclosing the moral

meaning of his parables (as in Matt. xiii. 3—S. 18—23. com-

pared with Luke viii. 4—15. and Matt. xiii. 24—30. 36—43.),

yet he usually left the application to those whom he designed to

instruct by his doctrine. Of this description are the parables of

the gTain of mustard seed, of leaven, of the hidden treasure, and

the pearl of great price (Matt. xiii. 31—33.44—46,), between

which and the kingdom of heaven a compari?^n is instituted, the

mystical sense of which is to be sought in the similitudes them-

selves ;—3. The third constituent part of a parable is the root or

scope to which it tends. 2

4. For the right explanation and application of parables,

their general Scope and design must be ascertained.

Where our Saviour has not himself interpreted a parable, ils immediate
scope and design are to be sought with great attention : this, indeed, will

generally appear from the context, being either expressed at its commence-
ment or at its conclusion; or it is sufficiently evident from the occasion
on which it was delivered. More particularly the scope of a parable may
be ascertained,

(1.) From the clear declaration prefixed to it

;

As in the parwble of the rich glutton (Luke xii. 16—20), which is prefaced

by the following caution in verse 15. :

—

Take heed and beware of eovetow*
ness,for a man's life consisteth not in the abundance of the things which
heposaesseth. Thus, in Luke xviii. 2—8. the parable of the unjust judge
is preceded by this declaration, which plainly points out one of its senses:

—

He spake a parable unto them, that men ought always to pray, and not

tofaint. And again, in verse 9. He spake this parable (of the Pharisee
and publican, verses 10— 14.) unto certain which trusted in themselves that
they ivere righteous, and despised others.

(2.) From the declaration subjoined to a parable ;

Thus our Saviour concludes the parable or the unmerciful creditor, who
would not forgive his debtor tin 1 minutest portion of his debt, though much
had been forgiven him (Malt, xviii 23—35.), by the following explanation :

—

So likewise shall my heavenly Father do also unto you, if ye forgive not

every one his brother their trespasses. Similar declarations are annexed
to the parables of the wedding feast (Malt. xxv. 13. Luke xiv. 11), of the

rich glutton (Luke xii. 21.), and of ihe unjust steward. (Luke xvi. 9.) The
prophetic writings will furnish similar instances: thus Isaiah (v. 1—7.)

having delivered the parable of a vineyard—planted with the choicest vines,

and cultivated with the utmost care, yet which produced only wild fruit

—

announces at its close, that by the vineyard were intended (he Jews, and
by the wild fruit their enormous wickedness, for which they deserved the
severest judgments. Nathan, also, in the beautiful parable already cited,

subjoined a declaration of ils scope to ihe criminal sovereign. In the short

E
arable, or apologue, communicated from Jehoash kinadf Israel toAmazi&b
iug ofJudah (2 Kings xiv. 9, 10.), the application of ii to the latter is expli-

citly stated at its conclusion.
(3.) Where no declaration is prefixed or subjoined to a parable, its

scope must be collectedfrom a consideration of the subject-matter, context,

or the occasion on account of which the parable was delivered.

Thus, in the parable of the barren figlree (Luke xiii. 6—9.), Jesus Chris)
has indicated nothing concerning Us scope. But from the consideration
of the context of his discourse, and of the occasion of the parable, wc learn
that it was designed to teach the Jews, that unless they repented witliin

the space of time allotted to ihein by Infinite Mercy, severe punishments
wiild await them, and their civil and religious polity be destroyed. The
immediate occasion of the parable was, his disciples telling him of certain

Galileans, who had come up to the temple at Jerusalem, to worship, and
whose blood Pilate had mingled with their sacrifices. On hearing this cir-

cumstance, Christ said, Suppose ye, that these Galileans were sinners
above all the Galileans, because they suffered these things! I tell you, nay:

> Mrs. More's Christian Morals, vol. i. p. 108.

a In parabolis, si integre accipiantur, tria sunt; radix, cortex et medulla
sive fructus. Radix est scopus, in quem tendit parabola. Cortex est

similitudo sensibilis, qua? adhibetur, et suosensu literati constat. Medulla
seu fructus est sensus parabola} mysticus, seu ipsa res ad quam parabola?

fit accommodatio, seu qua? per similitudinem propositam significatur.

Glassii Philologia Sacra, lib. ii. pars i. tr. 2. sect. 5. canon 3. col. 483. (Lip-

siae, 1725.) It is not a litlle remarkable that the nine very useful canons for

the interpretation of parables, byGlassius, should be altogether omitted in

Professor Dathe's valuable edition of his work.

but except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish. Having repealed the
last sentence a second time, he delivered the parable of the barren fig tree.

In like manner, to the parable of the prodigal son nothing is prefixed or
subjoined ; but the relation occurs immediately after two others, in which
it was declared that the return of penitent sinners affords joy in heaven.
This, however, is an important topic, and will require to be more particu-
larly considered. From the observations already made on the general
nature of parables, it will be easily perceived that the objects of our Lord's
parables were various; such as the conveying either of instruction or
reproof, the correcting or preventing of errors ; the instructing of men in

the knowledge of some truths which could be viewed with advantage only
al a distance, or of others, which would have startled them when plainly

proposed. Further, there were truths which were necessary to be con-
veyed, respecting the establishment of his religion, and the conduct of his

disciples on occasion of that event. These subjects required to be touched
with a delicate hand ; and a few instances will show that each of them was
conducted with the highest grace and propriety.

Thus, the worldly spirit of the Pharisees is delicately yet strikingly re-

proved in the parables of the rich man whose grounds brought forth plen-

tifully (Luke xii. 15—21.) ; which was spoken to show the folly of covetous-
ness,—of the unjust steward (Luke xvi. 1), to show the proper use of
wealth,—and of the rich man and the beggar (Luke xvi. 19—31.), to show
the danger of abusing it—The selfishness and bigotry of the same sect,

which characteristic in some degree applied to the whole Jewish nation,

who " trusted in themselves thatlhey were righteous, and despised others,"
are convicted in the parables of the Pharisee and the publican praying in

the temple, of the two sons commanded to work in the vineyard, of the
guest who chose the highest seat at the table, of the lost sheep and money,
of the prodigal son, and of the good Samaritan. In several of these para-

bles the comparative merit of the Jew and Gentile world is justly though
faintly stated, on purpose to abase the pride of the one and to exalt the
humble hopes of the other.
Another class of parables is designed to deliver some general lessons

of wisdom and piety : such are the parables of the ten virgins and the
talents. The parables of the sower ann of the lares, and many of the lesser
parables, are designed lo show ihe nature and progress of the Gospel dis-

pensation, together with the opposilion which would be made to it from
the malice of Satan, and the folly and perverseness of mankind. With
these are closely connected such parables as have for their object the
rejection of ihe Jews, and the calling of the Gentiles : under this head are
comprised the parables of ihe murmuring labourers, of the cruel and
unjust husbandmen, the barren fig tree, anil the marriage-feast. By con-
sidering the occasions upon which these and other parables were delivered
by the Redeemer of the world, we shall be enabled, not only lo ascertain
their scope and design, but also to perceive their wisdom, beauty, and
propriety.

5. Wherever the words of Jesus seem to be capable of dif-

ferent senses, we may with certainty conclude that to be the

true one which lies most level to the apprehension of his

auditors.

Allowing for those figurative expressions which were so very frequent
and familiar with them, and whicn, therefore, are no exceptions to ibis

general rule, this necessary canon ofinterpretation, of all others, demands
ih'' umst attention.

6. As every parable has two senses, the literal or external,

anil the mystical or internal sense, the literal sense must be

first explained, in order that the correspondence between it

and the mystical sense may be the more readily perceived.

For instance, "the parable of the unforgiving servant represents, lite-

rally, that his lord forgave him a debt of ten thousand talents ;—mystically,
or spbituaJJy, that God remits to Ihe penitent the punishment of innume-
rable offences. Literally, it states that this servant, on his refusal to exer-

cise inrbearance towards his fellow servant, was delivered over to the
tormentors mystically, that God will intlicl the severest judgments on all

Who do not forgive others their trepasses. The unity of sense in both
interpretations is easily percepiible :"=> whr-nre it fullmvs that every para-

ble must be consistent throughout, and that the literal sense must nut be
confounded wiili the mystical sense- Hence also it follows, that, since the

scope nid application of parables are the chief points to be regarded,

7. // is not necessary, in the interpretation ofparables, that

we should anxiously i?isist upon every single word; nor ought

we to expect too curious an adaptation or accommodation of it

in every part to the spiritual meaning inculcated by it; for
many circumstances are introduced into parables which are

merely ornamental, and designed to make the similitude more
pleasing and interesting.

inattention to this obvious rule has led many expositors into the most
fanciful explanations; resemblances have been accumulated, which are
fur the most part futile, or at best of little use, and manifestly not included
in the Scope of ihe parable. Where, indeed, circumstantial lesemhlances
(though merely ornamental) will admit of an easy and natural application,

they are by no means to be overlooked : and it is worthy of remark, that

in those parables which our Lord himself explained to his disciples, there
are few, if any, of the circumstantial points left unapplied; but here great

judgment is necessary neither lo do too little, nor to attempt too much. 4

In the application, then, of this rule, there are two points to be consi-

dered :

—

(1.) Persons are not to be compared with persons, hut things with things;

part is not to be compared with part, but the whole of the parable with
itself.

Thus, we read in Matt. xiii. 24. The kingdom of heaven is likened unto a
man which soiced good seed in his field; and in verse 45. The kingdom
ofheaven is likened unto a merchant man seeking goodly pearls. The
similitude here is not with the men, but with the seed and the pearl; and
the construction is to be the same as in verses 31. and 33., where the pro-

gress of the Gospel is compared to the grain of mustard-seed, and to

leaven.
(2.) In parables it is not necessary that all the actions ofmen, mentioned

in them, should be just actions, that is to say, morally just and honest.

For instance, the unjust steward (Luke xvi. 1—8.) is not proposed either

to justify his dishonesty, or as an example to us in cheating his lord (for

» Bishop Vanraildert's Bamptou Lectures, p. 236. * Ibid.
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that parables are of more frequent occurrence is the New
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x. 24.) ; but yet they could not lay hold of the most pointed
parables, which, they were clear-sighted enough to perceive,
were levelled against themselves. See Matt. xxi. 45. Mark
xi. 12. and Luke xx. 19. 1

5. The parables did not contain the fundamental precepts
and doctrines of the Gospel, which were delivered in the
audience of the people with sufficient perspicuity in Matt. v.

—

vii. and elsewhere, but only the mysteries relative to its pro-
gress among both Jews and Gentiles.

6. Lastly, the Jews were addressed in parables, because as
their wickedness and perverseness indisposed them to receive
profit from his more plain discourses, Jesus Christ would not
vouchsafe to them a clearer knowledge of these events. To
" have ears and hear not," is a proverbial expression, to

describe men who are so wickrd, and slothful, that they
either do not attend to, or will not follow the clearest intima-
tions and convictions of their duty. - See instances of this

expression in Jer. v. 21. and Ezek. xii. 2.2 To this remark
we may add, with reference to the quotations from Isaiah
vi. 9, 10. that it is common for God to speak, by his pro-
phets, of events that would happen, in a manner as if he had
enjoined them. 3

V. Whoever attentively considers the character of our Sa-
viour merely as a moral teacher and instructor of mankind,
will clearly perceive his superiority to the most distinguished
teachers of antiquity. Through the whole of his Gospel, he
discovers a deep and thorough insight into human nature,

and seems intimately acquainted with all the subtle malig-
nities and latent corruptions of the human heart, as well as
with all the illusions and refinements of self-idolatry, and the
windings and intricacies of self-deceit. How admirably the

manner, in which he conveyed his instructions, was adapted
to answer the end and design of them, we have already seen

;

we might, indeed, almost venture to appeal to his parables
alone for the authenticity of our Lord's mission as a divine
teacher : all of them, indeed, are distinguished by a dignity of
sentiment, and a simplicity of expression, perfectly becoming
the purity and excellence of that religion which he came to

establish. The whole system of heathen mythology was- the
invention of the poets; a mere farrago of childish and ro-

mantic stories, chiefly calculated to amuse the vulgar. As the
far greater part of their fables and allegories are founded on
this fictitious history of the gods, so they were plainly sub-
servient to the support of that system of idolatry and poly-
theism which the Gospel was designed to overthrow. If any
secret meaning was conveyed under these allegorical repre-

sentations (which seems, however, to be very doubtful), it

was too refined and philosophical to be understood by the
common people, whose religious knowledge and belief ex-
tended no farther than the literal sense of the words. The
moral instruction, if any was intended, must be dug out of the
rubbish of poetical images and superstitious conceits. And,
as these were founded on a false system of the universe, and
on unworthy sentiments of God, and his moral government,
they could never contribute to the religious improvement of
mankind either in knowledge or in practice. Let any man
of true taste and judgment compare the abstruse allegories of
Plato, or the monstrous fables of the Jewish Talmuds, with
the parables of our Saviour, and he will be at no loss
which to prefer ; while, tired and disgusted with the one, he
will be struck with admiration at the beauty, elegance, and
propriety of the other.

Further, the parables of Jesus far excel the fables of an-
tiquity in clearness and perspicuity, which made them re-

markably fit for the instruction of the ignorant and prejudiced,
for whom they were originally designed. Our Saviour's
images and allusions are not only taken from nature, but
especially from those objects and occurrences wrhich are most
familiar to our observation and experience. It requires no
laborious search, no stretch of imagination, to discover his
meaning, in all cases where he intended instruction or reproof,

as appears evident from the impressions immediately produced
on the minds of his hearers, according to their different tempers
and dispositions. Such of his parables, indeed, as predicted
the nature and progress of the Gospel dispensation, and the
opposition which it would meet from the malice of Satan and
the folly of mankind, 4 were purposely left to be explained by

» Dr. Hales's New Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. p. 773.
a Grotius and Whitby on Matt. xiii. 10. Dr. Whitby has collected passages

showing tile proverbial use of having- ears and hearing not, from Philo
(Alleg. Ub. ii. p. 72. D. and lib. iii. p. 850. E.), and from Demosthenes. (Oral,
in Aristogeton, sect. 127.)

3 See Bishop Lowth*s note on Isa. vi. 10.

* Of this description, for instance, are the parables of the sower, of
the lares, and of the labourers in the vineyard.

Vol. I. 3 A

the events to which they refer, and with which they so ex-
actly correspond, that their meaning soon became plain and
obvious to all. It is, moreover, particularly worthy of ob-
servation, that the moral instructions conveyed by the parables
of the Gospel are of the most important nature, and essential
to our duty and best interests. They do not serve merely to
amuse the imagination, but to enlighten the understanding,
and to purify the heart. They aim at no less an object than
the happiness of mankind in a future and eternal state. The
doctrines of the soul's immortality and a future judgment are
the ground-work of our Lord's parables; and to illustrate and
confirm these fundamental principles is their main and leading
design. They all terminate in this point, and describe the
awful scenes of eternity, and the interesting consequences of
that decisive trial, in a language, though simple and unadorn-
ed, yet amazingly striking and impressive. But the fabulous
representations of the heathen poets on this subject were
more fitted to amuse than to instruct : they served rather to
extinguish than revive the genuine sentiments of nature, and,
consequently, to weaken the influence of this doctrine as a
principle of virtuous conduct.
There is, also, a pleasing variety in the parables of Jesus.

Some of them comprehend no dialogue, and scarcely any
action, and are little more than a simple comparison between
the subject to be investigated and something very well
known. In others may be traced the outlines of a complete
drama. The obscurity which may be thought to lie in some
of them wholly arises from our not clearly understanding his
character, or that of his audience, or the occasion on which
he spoke ; except where the subject itself rendered some
obscurity unavoidable.

Conciseness is another excellence of the parables of Christ.
Scarce a single circumstance or expression can be taken
away from any of them, without injuring the whole. They
also comprehend the most extensive ana important meaning
in the shortest compass of narration; and afford at the same,
time the largest scope to the judgment and reflection of the
reader. An extraordinary candour and charity likewise
pervade all the parables of Jesus. He gives the most
favourable representations of things. In the parable of the
lost sheep, he supposes but one of a hundred to go astray;
yet the good shepherd leaves the rest, to go in quest of this.

In the parable of the ten virgins, he supposes the number of
the wise to be equal to that of the foolish. In that of the
prodigal, for one son that takes a riotous course, there is

another that continued in his duty. In that of the ten talents,

two are supposed to improve what is committed to them, for

one that does not improve it. In the parable of the rich man
and Lazarus, Abraham uses the term Son to the former,
though in the place of punishment ; and he is represented as
still retaining kind regards to his brethren. A name is deli-

cately withheld from the character that is blamable, while one
is given to the good.
An exact propriety and decorum is observed in all the

parables of Christ, and every thing that is spoken is suited
to the character of the person who speaks it. His parables
surpass all others, in being so natural and probable, that they
have the air of truth rather than of fiction.5 Generosity and
decorum are so strongly manifested in the character of the
compassionate Samaritan, that the Jewish lawyer, whose
prejudices and passions would be all excited by the very
name, could not withhold his approbation of it. There is

also great candour and propriety in the selection and adjust-

ment of the two characters. Had a Jew or a Samaritan been
represented as assisting a fellow-countryman, or a Jew
assisting a Samaritan, the story would have been less con-
vincing and impressive. " In the parable of the murmuring
labourers, the proprietor of the vineyard assembles the la-

bourers in the evening all together to receive their wages,
begins to pay those who were called at the latest hour, and
proceeds gradually to the first invited. This circumstance
with the greatest propriety introduces their complaint. It

also discovers candour and integrity in the judge, in allowing
them to be witnesses of his distribution, in attentively hear-

ing their objections, and calmly pointing out how groundless
and unreasonable they were. In the parable of the barren

fig tree, the keeper of the vineyard is with great propriety

and candour introduced as interceding earnestly for a further

respite and trial to the tree, and enforcing his plea from
weighty considerations." In what an amiable and proper

light is the generous creditor in the parable represented, and
with what natural simplicity !

" Then the lord of that servant

» Law's Life of Christ, p. 323. note.
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was moved with compassion, and loosed him, and forgave him
the debt." Wbal ingi riuous Borrow appears in the character

of the prodigal! What natural affection, generosity, and

forwardness to forgive, in the parent

!

Besides the r gard paid by Jesus Christ to historical

propriety in the incidental circumstances (which lias been

already noticed in p. oW.), il is a peculiar excellence of the

parables of Christ, thai Aeociors in them are not the inferior

creatures, but «"«. 1 le leads us sometimes to draw instruc-

tion from the inferior animals, and the process of things in

the vegetable world, as well as nature in general. But men
are the more proper ur/m:t in a scene, and i-prukers in a dia-

logue, formed for the instruction of mankind. Men add to

the significance without diminishing the ease and fami-

liarity of the narration. In the fables of .'Esop, and of the

Hindoos, 1 as well as of the Jewish prophets, inferior crea-

tures, and even vegetables, are introduced as actors.

Another distinguishing character of our Lord's parables is,

the frecptent introduction of hia own character into them, as

the principal figure, and in views so various, important, and
significant: for instance, the sower; the vine-rlrcsser; the

proprietor of an estate; the careful shepherd; the just master

;

the kind father ; the splendid bridegroom ; the potent noble-

man ; the heir of a kingdom ; and the king upon his throne

of glory judging the whole world of mankind. A striking

contrast hence arises between the simplicity of the descrip-

tions and dignity of the speaker.

A further material circumstance which characterizes the

parables of Christ is, that he spake them just as occasions

were offered ; in the ordinary course of his conversation and
instruction ; privately as well as publicly ; to his own dis-

ciples; to the multitude; and to the Pharisees and chief

rulers. An accidental question or unexpected event appears
to have been the occasion of some of tliem. For instance,

that of the good Samaritan, when he was asked, " Who is

rny neighbourV that of the rich man, whose ground brought
forth plentifully, when he was desired to determine a suit

concerning an estate ; that of the barren fig tree, when he
was told of the Galilaeans whom Pilate had massacred; that

of a certain man who made a great supper, when he was
present at a splendid entertainment; and those of the careful

shepherd, the prodigal son, the unjust steward, and the

inhuman rich Jew, when a great number of publicans and
sinners, and of Pharisees and Scribes, happened to he present,

and the latter murmured against him, and insulted hitn. No
man, except Jesus, ever did speak in parables, unpremedi-
tated, and on various occasions. No man is now capable of
conveying instruction in like manner. No instructor can
ever presume to be equal to him, nor so much as to imitate

or resemble him.
Again: the parables of our Lord were admirably adapted

to the time when, the place in which, and the persons to

whom, they were delivered ; while they were also fitted for

the general instruction of mankind in all ages. These com-
positions of Christwere likewise all original. Dr. Lightfool
and others have shown that Jesus often borrowed proverb*
and phrases from the Jews. But an inspired teacher would
not surely propose irlmb /'arables, that were in common use,
for his own. Nor does it appear that any body used the
parables of Christ before his time; for those which are
alleged out of the Talmudical or other Jewish writers wen-
all penned some ages after his birth. For instance, the para-
ble of the householder and the labourers,2 which is extant
in the Jerusalem Gemara, was written an age and a half at

least after the destruction of the temple. It is more proba-
ble, thj ie|.. re, thai it was written in imitation of Christ, than
borrow id |jom any ancient tradition. The same may be
said i

i there; as Matt, xviii. 17. out of the book of
Musnr; and of anothi i parable like that, Malt. XXV. 1. of the

If .lesus had borrowed Whole parables, or discourses, it

would scarcely have been remarked so often, that he spake
as one who had authority, and not as the Scribes; nor would
the extraordinary wisdom of his instructions have 9 ueh
astonished his auditors. Further; the Scribes and Pharisees
would have i glad i" have i icposed him, by proclaiming
to the people that be was indebted to the Rabbis for what
gained him the reputation of superior sagacity. Tins, al o,

Would have been a plan-able ar» lit to have return d upon
bim, when he opposed thi ii tradit a.

" •'''•<•
' ••' •< \\ ' i I ! il. i ..I il,, I. 1

!,
i

\ ],,„„,
anna.
•MeU.M.1 I' > Lo Clem on Matt. xx. 13.

To conclude, it is a singular excellency in the Gospel
parables, that, though they were for the most part occasional
and wisely adapted by our Saviour to the characters and cir-

cumstances of the persons to whom they were originally
addressed, yet they contain must wholesome instructions am
admonitions for all ages of the world, and for every future
period of his church. They are at once excellently accom
modated to the comprehensions of the vulgar, and capable of
instructing and delighting the m =t learned and judicious. In
short, all the parables of Christ "are beautiful; the truest
delineation of human manners, embellished with all those
graces which an unaffected lovely simplicity of diction is

able to bestow,—graces beyond the reach of the must elabo-
rate artifice of composition. But two of the number shine
among the rest with unrivalled splendour; and we may
safely challenge the genius of antiquity to produce, from all

his stores of elegance and beauty, such specimens of pathetic
unlaboured description, as the parables of the prodigal son
and the good Samaritan."'

SECTION VI.

ON SCRIPTURE PROVERBS.

I. JVatore of Proverbs.—Prevalence of Ibis mode of instruc-
tion.—II. Different kinds of Proverbs.— III. The Proverbt
occurring in the JYVw Testament, hoiv to be interpreted,

I. The inhabitants of Palestine, in common with other
oriental nations, were much in the use of Pkoveubs, or de-
tached aphorisms ; that is, concise and sententious common
sayings, founded on a close observance of men and manners.
Qua method of instruction is of very remote antiquity, and

was adopted by those who, by genius and reflection, exer-
cised in the school of experience, had accumulated a stuck
of knowledge, which they were desirous of reducing into
the most compendious form, and comprising, in a few
maxims, such observations as they apprehended to be nest
essential to human happiness. Proverbial expressions were
peculiarly adapted to a rude state of society, and more likl ly

to produce effect than any other: for they professed not to
dispute, but to command,—not to persuade, but to compel

;

they conducted men, not by circuitous argument, but led them
immediately to the approbation and practice of integrity and
virtue. That this kind of instruction, however, might not be
altogether destitute of attraction, and lest it should dis<nist

by an appearance of harshness and severity, the teachers
of mankind added to their precepts the graces of harmony;
and decorated them with metaphors, comparisons, allusions,
and other embellishments of style.

Proverbial instruction was a favourite style of composition
among the Jews, which continued to the latest ages of their

literature; and obtained among thein the appellation of Ma-
shtdini, or parables, partly because it consisted of parables
strictly so called (-the nature of which has been discussed in

the preceding section), and partly because it possessed un-
common force and authority over the minds of the auditors.
The proverbs.of the Old Testament aie classed b\ Bishop
Lowtli among the didactic poetry of the I |i brews, , f v\ Inch
many specimens are t xtant, particularly theboi kof Piw
composed by Solomon, of which an account is given in the
Subsequent part of this work.' The royal sage has, in one
ot his proverbs, himself explained the principal exci llenci

of this form of composition; exhibiting at once a com]
definition of a proverb, and a very happy specimen of what
he J. scribes :

apples of gold in a net-work of Btlver
l.,i woiil sejisomit'ly sjioken. Tun \w 11

Thus intimating, thai grave and profound sentiments should
be sit oil by a Smooth ami well-turned phraseology ; as the

appearance of the moel beautiful and exquisitely-coloured
fruit, or the imitation of it, perhaps, in the most precious
materials, is improved by the circumstance of its shining (as
through a veil) through the reticulations of a silu i I

exquisitely Carved. In the above-cited passage he further
insinuates, that it is not merely a mat turn and polished ilic-

• Dr. Ore] ' Hi In"
s\i.

) Miiniiiiv it. m iw, ii .8. vol ivii . |> i:»i w i Into'ri

"' CI mm. p. H Simpson's internal umi Presumptive Evidence! of
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tion by which proverbs must be recommended ; but that truth

itself acquires additional beauty when partially discovered
through the veil of elegant fiction and imagery.

1. 1'he first excellence of a proverb is Brevity,'' without
which it can retain neither its name nor its nature. The dis-

criminating sentiment should be expressed in a few words,
not exceeding ten or at most twelve words, otherwise it is

no longer a proverb, but a declamation ; and it should force

itself upon the mind by a single effort, not by a tedious

process. Accordingly, the language must be strong and
condensed, rather omitting some circumstances which may
appear necessary, than admitting any thing superfluous.

Horace himself insists on this as one of the express rules of

didactic poetry, and has assigned the reason on which it is

founded

:

Short be the precept, which with ease is gained
By docile minds, and faithfully retained.*

Solomon expresses the same sentiment in his own parabolic

manner:
The words of the wise are like goads.
And like nails that are firmly fixed. Eccles. xii. 11.

That is, they instantaneously stimulate or affect the mind

;

they penetrate deeply and are firmly retained. Even the

obscurity, which is generally attendant on excessive brevity,

has its use ; as it sharpens the understanding, keeps alive

the attention, and exercises the genius by the labour of
investigation, while no small gratification results from the

acquisition of knowledge by our own efforts.

2. Another excellence, essential to a proverb, is Elegance ,-

which is neither inconsistent with brevity, nor with some
degree of obscurity. Elegance in this connection respects

the sentiment, the imagery, and the diction ; and those pro-

verbs, which are the plainest, most obvious, and simple, or

which contain nothing remarkable either in sentiment or

style, are not to be considered as destitute of their peculiar

elegance, if they possess only brevity, and that neat, compact
form, and roundness of period, which alone are sufficient to

constitute a proverb. Examples of this kind occur in the

maxim of David, recorded in 1 Sam. xxiv. 13. and in that of

Solomon, Prov. x. 12. 3

II. Proverbs are divided into two classes, viz. 1. Entire

Sentences; and, 2. Proverbial Phrases, which by common
usage are admitted into a sentence.

1. Examples of .EjiIiVc Proverbial Sentences occur in Gen.

x. 9. and xxii. 14. 1 Sam. x. 12. and xxiv. 13. 2 Sam. v. 8. and

XX. 18. Ezek. xvi. 44. and xviii. 2. Luke iv. 23. John iv. 37. and
2 Peter ii. 22. ; in which passages the inspired writers expressly

state the sentences to have passed into proverbs.

2. Examples of Proverbial Phrases, which, indeed, cannot

be correctly termed proverbs, but which have acquired their form

and use, are to be found in Deut. xxv. 4. 1 Kings xx. 11. 2 Chron.

xxv. 9. Job vi. 5. xiv. 19. and xxviii. 18. Psal. xlii. 7. and [xii, 9.

Of this description also is that beautiful and memorable sentence,

tbe fear of the lord is the beginning of wisdom, Psal.

cxi. 10., which is repeated in Prov. i. 7. ix. 10. and in Job xxviii.

£8. The book of Proverbs likewise contains very many similar

sentences ; from among which it may suffice to refer to Prov. i.

17. 32. iii. 12. vi. 6. 27. x. 5. 13. 19. 25. xi. 15. 22. 27. xii. 11. 15.

xv. 2. 33. xvii. 1. 10. 19. 28. xix. 2. 24. xx. 4. 11. 14. 21. 25.

xxii. 6. 13. xxv. 11. 16. 27. xxvi. 4. 10, 11. 14. 17. 28. xxvii. 6,

7,8.10.14.17.22. xxviii. 21. So in the book of Ecclesiastes,

ch. i. 15. 18. iv. 5. 12. v. 2. 6.8, 9, 10. vi. 9. vii. 17. ix. 4. 18. x.

1, 2. 8. 15. 19, 20. xi. 3. 4. 6, 7. xii. 12. And in the Prophets,

Jer. xiii. 23. xxiii. 28. Ezek. vii. 5. Micah vii. 5, 6. Habak. ii. 6.

Mai. ii. 10, &c. And likewise in the JV*ew Testament, as in Matt,

v. 13— 15. vi. 3. 21.34. vii. 2. 5. 16. ix. 12. 16. x. 10. 22.24. 26.

xii. 34. xiii. 12. 57. xv. 14. xxiii. 24. xxiv. 28. Mark ix. 50.

Luke ix. 62. xii. 48. xxiii. 31. Acts ix. 5. xx. 35. 1 Cor. v. 6.

x. 12. xv. 33. 2 Cor. ix. 6, 7. 2 Thess. iii. 10. Tit. i. 15.

III. The Proverbs occurring in the New Testament are to

be explained, partly by the aid of similar passages from the

Old Testament, and partly from the ancient writings of the

Jews, especially from the Talmud ; whence it appears how

> "The brevity of this kind of composition," says an elegant critic of
ancient times, " and the condensing of much thought into a small compass,
renders it more sententious, more sage, and expressive : as in a small
seed, the whole power of vegetation, which is to produce a tree, is con-

tained. And if any writer should amplify the sentence, it would no longer

be a proverb, but a declamation." Demetrius Phalereus, mp. Epp.qvt.xs,

sect. ix.

3 Art of Poetry, by Francis, verse 455.

» Lowth, Pralect. xxiv. pp. 312—318. (edit. 1763), or vol. ii. pp. 162—173.

of Dr. Gregory's translation.

much they were in use among that people, and that they
were applied by Christ and his apostles, agreeably to com-
mon usage. The proverbs, contained in the Old and New
Testaments, are collected and illustrated by Drusius, and
Andreas Schottus; whose works are comprised in the ninth

volume of the Critici Sacri, and also by Joachim Zehner,
who has elucidated them by parallel passages from the

fathers as well as from the heathen writers, in a treatise pub-
lished at Leipsic in 1601. The proverbs which are found in

the New Testament have been illustrated by Vorstius' and
Viser, 5 as well as by Lightfoot and Schoetgenitis in their

Horse Hebraicx el Talmudirtc, and by Buxtorf in his Lexicon
Vhaljnirum Talmudicum et Rabbinicum : from which last-

mentioned works Rosenmuller, Kuinoel, Dr. Whitby, Dr.
A. Clarke, and other commentators, both British and foreign,

have derived their illustrations of the Jewish parables and
proverbs.

SECTION VII.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS ON THE FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE OF
SCRIPTURE.

I. Synecdoche.—II. Irony.—III. Hyperbole.—IV. Paronomasia.

Besides the figures already discussed, and the right un-
derstanding of which is of the greatest importance for ascer-
taining the sense of Scripture, Glassius, and other writers,

who nave treated expressly on the tropes and figures of the

Sacred Writings, have enumerated a great variety of other
figures which are to be found in them. As, however, many
of these are merely rhetorical ; and though they are admira-
bly calculated to show how vastly superior the inspired

volume is to all the productions of the human mind, for the

beauty and sublimity of its compositions ; yet as it would
lead us into too wide a field of discussion, were we to in-

troduce such figures at length, our attention must be directed

to a few of those principalfigures which have not been men-
tioned in the preceding pages.
The most important of these figures, which remain to be

noticed, are, 1. Synecdoche; 2. Irony; 3. the Hyperbole;
and, 4. the Paronomasia.

I. Synecdoche.

A Synecdoche is a trope in which, 1. The whole is put for

a part ,• 2. A part is put for the whole ; 3. A certain number
for an uncertain one ; 4. A general name for a particular one ;

and, 4. Special words for general ones. A very few ex-

amples will suffice to illustrate this figure.

1. The -whole is sometimes put for a part.

As, the world for the Roman empire, which is but a small though very
remarkable part of the world, in Acts xxiv. 5. and Rev. iii. 10. The world
for the earth, which is a part of it, 2 Pet. iii. 6. Roiu. i. 8. Uohnv 19 Thus
the whole person is put for a part, as man for the soul, Luke xvi. 23. where
the rich man Abraham, and Lazarus, are respectively put for their souls;

man, for the body, John xix. 42. xx. 2. 13. with Luke xxiv. 3., in which
passages Jesus is put for his dead body. Time for a part of time, as Dan.
ii. 4. which simply means, we wish you a long life and reign. Gen. xvii. 19.

where the words everlasting covenant denote while the Jewish polity

subsists, that is, until Messiah come. (Gen. xlix. 10.)—See also Exod. xxi. 6.

where the expression for ever means the year of jubilee.

To this class of Synecdoche may be referred those instances, in which
the plural number is sometimes put fur the singular : as the mountains
of Ararat (Gen. viii. 4.), which term might refer to the bi-topped form of

thai mountainous range. The cities where Lot dwelt, Gen. xix. 29.; the
sides of the house, Amos vi. 10. ; the sides of the ship, Jonah i. 5. ; the ass
and foal, on which Jesus Christ was set, Matt. xxi. 7. compared with Zech.
ix. 9. ; the prophets. Mark i. 2. John vi. 45. Acts xiii. 40.; in all which
places only one of those things or persons mentioned is lo be understood.
So, children is put for child. Gen. xxi. 7. ; so daughters and sons' daughters,

Gen. xlvi. 7., when Jacob had but one daughter (verse 15.) and one grand-
daughter, (verse 17.) So the sons of Dan (verse 23.), when he had but one.

So the cities of Gilead are mentioned in Judg. xii. 7. ; whereas Jephthah
was buried in one city in that region. In like manner, by the sons of ,Te-

hoiada ies intended only Zechariah, 2 t'hron. xxiv. 25. compared with
verses 20. and 21. ; and our Saviour speaks of himself in the plural num-
ber, John iii. 11.

2. Sometimes the part for the -whole.

Thus in Gen. i. 5. 8. 13. 19. 23. 31. the evening and morning, being the

principal parts of the day, are put for the entire day. So the soul conipre.

hends the entire man, Acts xxvii. 37. See similar expressions in Gen. xii. 5.

xvii. 14. F.xod. xii 19. Lev. iv. 2. Psal. iii. 2. xi. 1. xxv. 13. lsa. lviii. 5.

Ezek. xviii. 4. Acts ii. 41, &c.

« Vorstius's Diatriba de Adagiis Novi Testamenti is printed in Crenius's
Fasciculus Tertius Opusculorum qua3 ad Historian! ct Philologiam Bacram
6pectant. ISmo. Rotterdam, pp. 475—576.; and also in Fischer's second
edition of Leusden, De Dilectis N. T. (Svo. Lipsia?), pp. 168—252.

* Viser, Hermeneutica Sacra Novi Testamenti, part ii. sect. ix. cap. 2. pp.
132-150.
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So, the siitgular number is sometimes put for the plural.

ThisTchiefly takes place when the Scriptures speak of the multitude col-

eotiveiy, or of an entire species Tons m Gen. iii. 8. tree In the 1 1 - bit w
Is put for trees. Bzod zlV. 17. (Heb.) / Will get me honour upon Pharaoh
and upon nil hie hoeL upon hut chariots, ami upon his horsemen, thai is,

the whole multitude 01 his chariots which are enumerated in vane 7, So
in Bzod xv. i. BL the horst and hia rider are put collectively for the horses
and horsemen who were in the Egyptian army • Suihe lit vita, Canaajtite,
and HitMe, dud xxiii. 13B., the or and the ass, Isa. i. 3., the stork, the turtle,

the crane, the stcallvw, Jet. vin 7 ., the paimsr-worm, Joel i. 4., street,

Rev. xxl. 21i are respectively put for the Hivftes, oxen, storks, &c Ac,
It is proper to remark, thai in very many instances the learned and pious
translators of our authorized version have justly rendered the singular

words In the plural number where the sense evidenlly required it.

3. Very frequently a certain or definite number is put for
an uncertain and indefinite number.

Thus we find double for much or sufficient, in Isa. zL 2. Ixi. 7 Jer. xvi. 18.

Zech. ix. 12 Rev. win 6. Voice for several times, In Psal Imp. n Five
for a few, I Cor. atv, 19., In which verse ten thousand are put for many.
7%n tor many, Qeo. km. 7. and tSam. i B. But most frequently we bave

for an indefinite number, See Gen iv. 15 \.<\ zzvi. 18 2] 34 29
Kuth iv. 15. 1 Sum. n. 5 Peal CX'lZ, 164. Prov. amv |i). x.wi. 25. l^a iv. 1.

Jer. xv. 9. Ezek x.wix. 9. 12 Zech iii. 9. Man xii .46. One hundred for

many, Indefinitely, in Keel, vi, 3. vfii. l-'. Prov. zvli. 10. Matt, zlz 29i Luke
A thousand tor a great many, Bzod zi 6 xzziv.7. Pent. i. 11.

I Sam. xviii. 7. Paal CZiz. 72. Ten thousand for an immense number,
L Sam. xviii. 7. Psal iii. 6. ; and ten thousand thousand for a countless host,

in Nam x 3l> (Heb.) Dan. vii. in. Rev. v. 11., &c.

4. A general name is put for a particular one,

As in Mark xvi. 15. where every creature means all mankind; VBJUsh
also does in Gen vl, 12. Psal. cxlv. 21. Isa. xl. 5, 6. bxvi. &J. Matt. zziv. 22.

Luke iii. 0. and Rom. iii. 20.

5. Sometimes special words or particular names are put for
such as are general:

Thus Jehovah is, in Psal xWi 9., paid to break the how, and cut the speai
nder, and ti> burn the chariot in the fin .- thai is, God destroys all the

weapons of war, and blesses the world with peace Again, in Dan. xii. 2.,

we read. Many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake;
some to everlasting !ij> . mid snow to sfmoir unit ererlustin^ ra/ttfi/ijif

Here many is put for nit- So man, !• nerally. Is put tor all mankind] both
male and female, Psal i 1. Mark xvi. l*j. Numerous similar passages
might be aililtlieil So. futh'> is put lor any nun. star, Psal xxii, I \li\ I.

ovi 6. t'other for grandfather,

H

Sam. ix. 7 Dan. v. 11. Mother for grand-
mother. L Kings zv. 10. 13. compared with verses 2. 8. Brother for kinsman,
Gen. xiii. 8. and xiv. 11 with Gea xii. 5. Matt zil. 40 John vii. 3. 5. In the
same manner, son is pot for any of the posterity : thus Laban is said to bl

Nahor's son, En Gen. zziz. o., when be was the son of Bethuel, and grand-
son or nephew of Nahor. Compare Gen. xxii. t*0. 23. with xxiv. 29. So
Rebekah Is called Abraham's brother's daughter, Geo. xxiv. 48. Father
and mothi r intend all superiors. Ezod. zz. 12 In like manner the Greeks,
who are the most eminent of the hi athen nations, are pur for the whole
Gentile world, En Rom. I l' ;

. Gal. in 28. and Col. iii 11. So bri-ad denotes
all the necessaries of life, in Malt, vi. 11. and numerous other places. The
fatherlessand widows are put for any who arc in distress or affliction, Isa.

i. 17. 23. James i. 27., dec

II. Irony.

An Irony is a figure, in which we speak one thina and de-
sign another, in order to give the greater force and venemence
to our meaning. An irony is distinguished from the real

sentiments of the speaker or writer, by the accent, the air,

the extravagance of the praise, the character of the person,
or the nature of the discourse.

Very numerous instances of irony arc to be found in the Scrip-

ture, which might be produced ; but the following will suffice to

show the nature of this figure.

Thus, tin- piMphet r,lij;ih speaks in irony to the priests of [Jaal— Cry
aloud ; for he is a God: either he (g talking, or he is pursuing, or he is in
ajourney, or peradven'ure he sin /> ?/, ana must be awaked <l KJngazviii
77.) So the prophet Mlcah In, is ihab go to battle againsl Harrioth Gilcad
and prosper. (1 Kings xxii. 16.) We meet with an Irony in Job \ii. 2. No
doubt but ye are the people, and wi/tdom shall die with you Thai well-
known passage in Eccles. xi. 9. may also he considered as an Irony Re-
joice, young man, in thy youth ; and let thine heat t cheer thee in the
days of thy youth, and I0OM in thi way of thiW )<> art and i" thi 01 >>' >•>

Nay. the Almighty himself appears to speak iromrally in ''m
Iii. 22. : And the. Lord God as (me of us, to
kn<>w good and evil ; and also in Judges I 1 1 Qa and cry onto t>.

wiiu h ye have chose
. b I thi m &t Uvei you in thi ttm* ofyam tribulation.

And in the name manner we may apprehend Christ's rebuke to the Jewish
doctors, when be says (Mark vif 9 >, FuM utetl y reject tfu i

of God, that ye may In the word
which our translators rem i'er/u// wit, u li evident thai ourfssvloM

. (ha contrary of what in lani tagfl Bem to import Balnt Paol also
fine example of irony In I Coi i \ u or* full, now ye art

rich < r ttout us ; aiui 1 would to Oodyt did reign,
that UM also m- /, you.

1 fadei litis figureW8 may include the Sarcasm, which in;iy

be defined to be an irony in its roperlatiYe keennesa and as-
perity. \^ an instance of this kind, we may consider the
soldier's speech to oni Lord; when, after they had arrayed
him in mock majesty, they bowed the knee before him, and

[Part II. Book If.

said, Bail, King of the Jews, (Matt, xxvii. 29.) So, again,
while our Redeemer was suspended on the cross, there were
some who thus derided him, Let Chrisi

%
the King of Israel,

descend now from the cross, that we may .see and believe, (Mark
xv. 32.)

III. Hyperbole,

This figure, in its representation of things or objects, either

magnifies or diminishes them beyond or below their proper
limits : it is common in all languages, and is of frequent oc-
currence in the Scripture.

Thus, things, which are very lofty, are said to reach up to

heaven. Deut. i. 28. ix. 1. Psal. cvii. 26. So, things which are

beyond the reach or capacity of man, are saiil to be in heaven, m
the deep, or beyond the sea, Deut. xxx. 12. Horn. x. 6, 7. So, a

great quantity or number is commonly expressed by the sand of
the sea, the dust of the earth, and the stars of heaven. Gen.
xiii. 1G. xii. 49. Judges vii. 12. 1 Sam. xiii. 5. 1 Kings iv. 29.

2 Chron. i. 9. Jer. xv. 8. Heb*. xi. 12. In like manner, we meet,

in Num. xiii. 33. with smaller than grasshoppers, to denote ex-

treme diminutiveness : 2 Sam. i. 23. swifter than eagles^ to

intimate extreme celerity. Judges v. 4. the earth trembled,
verse 5. the mountains melted. 1 Kings i. 40. the earth rent.

Psal. vi. G. I mahe my bed to swim. Psal. cxix. 130. rivers of

tears run down mine eyes. So we read of angels' food, Psal.

lxxviii. 25. The /ace of an angel, in Acts vi. 15. ; the tongue

of an angel, in 1 Cor. xiii. 1. See also Gal. i. 8. and iv. 14
In Ezek. xxi. 6. we read, Sigh with the breaking of thy loins,

that is, most deeply. So in Luke xix. 40. we read that the stones

would cry out, and in verse 44. They shall not leave in thee one
stone upon another ,- that is, there shall be a total desolation.1

IV. Paronomasia.

Paronomasia is the name given to an expression, which
contains two words, that are purposely chosen, so that they
may resemble each other in sound, while ihey may differ in

sense. It is a very favourite figure of rhetoric among the
Hebrews, and is common among the oriental languages in

general. Paronomasia differs from our rhyme, inasmuch as
the words which constitute it do not nee. ss;tril\ stand at the

end of parallelisms or strophes, but may be placed together
in any part of a sentence, and are found in prose as well as
in poetry. Professor Stuart2 has given numerous examples
of this figure in the Old Testament, which the limits of this

work do not permit us to insert. The paronomasia also

occurs very frequently in the New Testament, especially in

the writings of Saint Paul, where it stems to be sometimes
unpremeditated, and sometimes to be the result of design on
the part of the writer. Professor Winer, to whom we are

indebted fi>r this paragraph, divides the paronomasia into two
kinds, viz. :

—

1. Where words of a Hke sound are employed in the sanu
sentence, without regard to their sense.

In Rom. L 39. we have mami*, xeviipi*—c5ovsu, co*cv:— 31. ao-vfi-rcufc

xtrwin su;— 1 Cor. ii IS. a i Ji»»iit*i( mv^artt, mivjuxttx:!,- wvivputtum
o-u>-Kpiva.T!(—Luke xxi. 11. Kji* >. t /j-,i xxi >.5.p:« irerra*. Those instances
ofparoDomaadp cannot be equivalent]; expressed in English.

In order to form a psjbnomasia of this kind, unusual words or Turins of
words are sometimes emploj Bd ! u in Qsl. f. ". wtttirimi— '*. irur/Mca.

2. Where (Jie words are not only the same in sound, but there

is also a resemblance or antithesis in the sense. Thus:
*;.il |v. 17. Zatufi f >*c. ...»»» avrovc fjX^vf l

I OVUf
AFFtOT you..,,thai ye might [zealously] q^eef (Asm
nesti] desire to draw you over in their party,—thel you mav be devoted to

tl teri

Rl'lll. V 19. 'QsWif lia t«< Tif»m( yaw fv0( »>.',. -r -v UfUtfTmKtl
iMrtff-TMJRrai '» <ki £»» »».- v * a » ; «- < : — A.i hy one man's
disobedience mam/ [or mult mules] were mude. sinners, aotytht obedience

i iny [or muDltudt
j 1 1 m ide i ighl

Othel In ; in ol thla kind "i par masts i In Phil III
!

r

iv - L'lW v I ••The., iii U I'hiL ui |ti Ai Acisvlil 20, lOor m IT.

vi B v, I
:i

. Cor I B (<;r >

In Hits niiii r u pu sniuctiiiM funned hy repi ating the
asms word In a different sen a In Mall vlti.SS. Let the obad bury their
dead.

_
See the proper Importof thi ps ige ear ilm I

i upra.
Similar in si, iii.es ni > in- 1 iir iii tin' <.i< ' k Apor.rrnnal writings

of the Old Testament. Compare particular!) Dan Kill M, bo.s

i Glas-n Phil Baci torn II pp .V>, 5G. 897—»1<-

Turretin ds Intorp s s ,. m
Btuart's Hebrew Qi edit.)

Winer'a Greek (iraniiuarof Dm \. i . i unent, pp. 161. )Cl (Andorer
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CHAPTER II.

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF THE POETICAL PARTS OF SCRIPTURE.

I. A lar^e Portion of the Old Testament proved to be poetical ; — Cultivation of Poetry by the Hebrews.—II. The Sententious

Parallelism, the grand Characteristic of Hebrew Poetry.—Its Origin and Varieties.— 1. Parallel Lines gradational

;

—
2. Parallel Lines antithetic ;

—3. Parallel Lines constructive ;
—4. Parallel Lines introverted.—III The poetical Dialect not

confined to the Old Testament.—Reasons for expecting to find it in the J\rew Testament.—Proofs of the Existence of the

poetical Dialect there

;

— 1. From simple and direct Quotations of sitigle Passages from the poetical Parts of the Old Tes-

tament

;

—2. From Quotations of different Passages, combined into one connected Whole ;—3. And from Quotations mingled

•with original JMatter.—IV. Original Parallelisms occurring in the J\'ew Testament.— 1. Parallel Couplets;—2. Parallel

Triplets ;
—3. Quatrains ;

—4, 5. Stanzas of Jive and six Lines ;— fi. Stanzas of more than six parallel Lines.—V. Other

Examples of the poetical Parallelism in the JVew Testament

;

— 1. Parallel Lines gradational

;

—2. The Epanodos.—
VI. Different Kinds of Hebrew Poetry.— 1. Prophetic Poetry;—2. Elegiac Poetry;— 3. Didactic Poetry;—4. Lyric

Poetry ;
—5. The Idyl;—6. Dramatic Poetry ;

—7. Acrostic or Alphabetical Poetry.—VII. General Observations for better

understanditig the Compositions of the Sacred Poets.

I. It is obvious to the most cursory reader of the Holy
Scriptures, that among the books of the Old Testament there

is such an apparent diversity in style, as sufficiently discovers

which of them are to be considered as poetical, and which
are to be regarded as prose compositions. While the histo-

rical books and legislative writings of Moses are evidently

prosaic in their composition, the book of Job, the Psalms of

David, the Song of Solomon, the Lamentations of Jeremiah,

a great part of the prophetic writings, and several passages

occasionally scattered through the historical books, bear the

most plain and distinguishing marks of poetical writing.' We
can have no reason to doubt that these were originally writ-

ten in verse, or in some kind of measured numbers; though,

as the ancient pronunciation of the Hebrew language is now
lost, we can only very imperfectly ascertain the nature of the

Hebrew verse.

From the manner, however, in which Josephus, Origen,

and Jerome have spoken of the Hebrew poetry, it should

seem that in their time its beauty and rules were well known.
Josephus repeatedly affirms2 that the songs composed by
Moses are in heroic verse, and that David composed several

sorts of verses and songs, odes and hymns, in honour of

fiml : some of which were in trimeters or verses of three

metrical feet, and others in pentameters or verses of five me-
trical feet. Origen and Eusebius are said to have espoused
foe same notion: and Jerome, probably influenced by the

manner in which he found the poetical parts of the Olu Tes-
tament exhibited in the manuscripts of the Septuagint version,

fancied that he perceived iambic, alcaic, and sapphic verses

in the Psalms, similar to those occurring in the works of

Pindar and Horace : hexameters and pentameters in the songs
of Deuteronomy and Isaiah, the book of Job, and those of

Solomon ; and sapphic verses in the Lamentations of Jere-

miah. 3 Among modern writers, the nature and genius of

Hebrew poetry have been warmly contested ;' but by no one
have these subjects been illustrated with more elegance and
ability than by the eminently learned Bishop of London, Dr.
Robert Lowth. In the third of his justly admired Lectures
on Hebrew Poetry, 5 he has collected much and very valuable

» In illustration of this remark, we may mention the song of Moses at

the Kill Sea (Exod. xv.)j the prophecy of Balaam (Num. xxiv. IS—24.);
the song of Deborah and Barak. (Judg. v.) Nor is it improbable dial tin

Hook of the Wara of the Lord (Nam. xxi. 14.), and the Book of Jushei
(Josh. x. 13. 2 Sam. i. 18.), were written in poetic measure.

» Antiq. Jud. lib- ii. c. 16. §4. lib. iv. c. 8. §44. and lib. vii. c. 12. §3.
» Hieronymi Pra?fat. in Chronic. Epist. 135. ad Paul. Urb. et Epist. ad

Paulin. Comment, in Ezek. c. 30.
« Carpzuv (lntrod. ad Libros Canonicos Vet. Test, pars ii. pp. 23, 29.) has

given a list ol ancient and modern writers who have treated on Hebrew
Poetry : and in pp. 2—27. he has noticed the various discordant opinions on
this topic. The hypothesis of Bishop Hare on Hebrew metre was refuted
by Bishop Lowth at die end of his lectures, and also in his "Larger Con*
filiation," published in 1766, in 8vo. in answer to Dr. Edwards's Latin Letter
iD defence ol Hare's system, published in the preceding year. The general
opinion of the learned world has coincided with the arguments of Lowth.

* The first edition of these Lectures appeared in 1753, in 4to., under the
title of " De Sacra Po£si H.-braBoruui Preelectiones Academical :" a second
edition was printed by Bishop Lowth in 17(53, in two volumes, octavo ; the
second volume, consisting of additions made by the celebrated Professor
Micbaelis, who had reprinted the Pra?lectionesal Gb'ttingen. Several sub-
sequent editions have issued from the Clarendon press

J particularly a
beautiful one in 1821, including (besides the additions of Michaelis) the
further observations of Rosenmuller (whose edition appeared at Leipsic in

1815), Richter, and Weiss. In 1787, Dr. George Gregory printed his excel-
lent English translation of Bishop Lowth's Lectures, in two octavo volumes,
with some very important additional notes; which was reprinted in 1816.

In 1787 M. Herder published at Leipsic two octavo volumes On the Spirit
of Hebrew Poetry, from which a selection was translated and published in

information concerning the much litigated question, respecting

the nature of Hebrew metre ; but many of his arguments are

successfully controverted by Bishop Jebh, in his Sacred Lite-

rature;'1 to which work, and to Bishop Lowth's Lectures, the

reader is necessarily referred, as the discussion of this very
difficult question would extend this chapter to an inordinate

length. The construction, characteristics, and different kinds

of Hebrew Poetry, including also the poetical style of the

New Testament, are the subjects now to be considered : and
our account of them is chiefly abridged from the Lectures of

Bishop Lowth, and from his preliminary dissertation prefixed

to his version of the prophet Isaiah, together with Bishop
Jebb's elegant and instructive volume above cited.

The peculiar excellence of the Hebrew Poetry will ap-

pear when we consider that its origin and earliest applica-

tion have been clearly traced to the service of religion. To
celebrate in hymns and songs the praises of Jehovah—to de-

corate the worship of the Most High with all the charms and
graces of harmony—to give force and energy to the devout

affections—was the sublime employment of the sacred muses :

and it is more than probable, that the very early use of sacred

music in the public worship of the Helm ws, contributed not

a little to the peculiar character of their poi try, and might
impart to it that appropriate form, which, though chiefly

adapted to this particular purpose, it nevertheless preserves

on every other occasion. In the Old Testament we have
ample evidence that music and poetry were cultivated from
the earliest ages among the Hebrews. In the days of the

Judges, mention is made of the schools or colleges of the

prophets; in which the candidates for the prophetic office,

under the direction of some superior prophet, being altogether

removed from intercourse with the world, devoted themselves
entirely to the exercises and study of religion : and though
the sacred history affords us but little information concerning
their institutes and discipline, yet it is manifest from 1 Sam.
X. 5— 10. and xix. 20—24., that a principal part of their oc-

cupation consisted in celebrating the praises of Jehovah in

hymns and poetry, with choral chants accompanied with va-

rious musical instruments. But it was during the reign of

David that music and poetry were carried to the greatest per-

fection. For the service of the tabernacle he appointed four

thousand Levites, divided into twenty-four courses, and mar-
shalled under several leaders, whose sole business it was to

sing hymns, and to perform instrumental music in the public

worship. Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun were the chief direc-

tors of the music, and, from the titles of some of the psalms, we
may also infer that they were excellent composers of hymns

1801, under the title of Oriental Dialogues. Both these publications are
distinguished by that bold criticism, which for the last filly or sixty years
has characterized too many of those German divines, to whose researches
in other respects biblical literature is so largely indebted. Sir William
Jones has a few observations on Hebrew metres in his Poesos Asiaticae

Comment cap. ii. (Works, vi. pp. 22—5° ) See also " An Essay on Hebrew
Poetry, Ancient and Modern. By Philip Sarchli LL.D. London, 1824 ;

"

the laiter portion of the volume, which treats on modern Hebrew poetry,
is both curious and interesting. Professor Pareau has also given an absiiact
of the most material observations on Hebrew Poetry, in his Institutio Iuter-

prelis Veteris Testament!, pp. 426—457.
b Pp. 4—22. The title at length of this beautifully and correctly printed

work is as follows:—"Sacred Literature; comprising a Review of the
Principles of Composition, laid down by the late Robert Lowth, D.D. Lord
Bishop of London, in his Preelections and Isaiah, and an Application of the
Principles so reviewed to the Illustration of the New Testament. By
John Jebb, A.M. [afterwards D.D. and Bishop of Limerick.] London,
1820." 8vo.
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or sacred poems. La the first book of Chronicles (ch. xxv.)

wp have an accounl if the institutions of D ivid : which were

more costly, splendid, and magnificent than any that ever

obtained in the public sen ii of other nations.
_ _.

II. According I ' Bishop Low th, there are four principal

Charactkuistics uk Hliirew Poetry, viz.— 1. The acros-

tic. il or alphabetical commencement of lines or stanzas \—~-

The admission of foreign words and certain particles, which
seldom occur in prose composition, and which thus form a

distinct poetic il dialect;—3. It-; sententious, figurative, and

Bublim insi and, 1. Parallelism, the nature of which

is fully illustrated in a subsequent page. But the existi ace

of the' first three of these characteristics has been disproved

by Bishop Jebb ; who observes, that the grand characteristic

nf Hebrew poetry docs not appear to belong peculiarly to tin-

original language of the Old Testament, as contradistin-

guished from that of the New. •' It is not the acrostical, or

regularly alphabetical, commencement of lines or stanzas;

fo^lhis occurs but in twelve poems of the Old Testament:

it is not the introduction of foreign words, and of what gram-

marians call the paragogic or redundant particles; for these

licenses, though frequent, are by no means universal, in the

poetical books of Scripture; and they arc occasionally ad-

mitted in passages merely historical and prosaic : it is not the

rhyming termination of lines; for no trace, of this artifice is

discoverable in the alphabetical poems, the lines or stanzas

of which are defined with infallible precision; and every

attempt to force it on the text, has been accompanied by the

most licentious mutilation of Scripture: and finally, this

grand characteristic is not the adoption of metre, properly so

called, and analogous to the metre of the heathen classics;

f.r the efforts of the learned, to discover such metre in any

one poem of the Hebrews, have universally failed ; and while

we are morally certain, that even, though it were known and

employed by the Jews, while their language was a living

one, it is quite beyond recovery in the dead and unpronounce-

able state of tb it language ; there are also strong reasons for

believing, that, even in the most flourishing state of their

literature, tin- Hebrew poets never used this declaration.

•• Von,, it is most certain, that the proper characteristic of

Hebrew poetry is not elation, grandeur, or sublimity, either

of though! i
i diction. In these qualities, indeed, a large

portion of the poetical Scriptures is not only distinguished,

but unrivalled : but there are also manj compositions in the

Old Testament, indisputably poetical, which, in thought and

expression, do not rise above the ordinary tone of just and

clear conceptions, calmly, yet pointedly delivered." 1

The grand, and, indeed, "the sole characteristic of Hebrew
Poetry,"is what Bishop Lowth entitles PARALLELISM, that is,

a certain equality, resemblance, or relationship, between the

n,. nil, , rs .it , .H-b m nod ; so that in two lines, or members
of the same period, things shall answer to things, and words

to words, as if fitted to each other by a kind of rule or mea-
sure. Sueb is the general strain of the Hebrew poetry ;

instances of which occur in almost every part of the Old

Testament, particularly in the ninety-sixth psalm.

It is in n greal measure owing to this form of composition

that our admirable authorized version, though executed in

prose, retains 90 much of a poetical cast; lor, that version

being strictly word for word after the original, the form and

order ol the original sentences are preserved ; which, by this

artificial structure, this regular alternation and correspondence

of pari . 01 do s the eafsensible of a departure from the com-

mon si ,]e . 1 1
1 1 tone of prose.

The origin of ibis form of po, tical composition among the

Hebrews. Bishop Lowth has satisfactorily deduced from the

manner in which thi y wi re acoustomi d to sing or chant their

sacred hymns. They were accompanied with music, and

were alternately song bj opposite choirs: sometimes one

choir performed the hymn itsi If, while the othei s%ng a par-

ticular distich, which was regularly interposed al stated inter-

vals. In tins mannerwe learn thai Moses with the Israelites

ntedtheodi atthi Red Sea (Bxod. xv. 80,21.); and the

sun, ord. r is observable in some of the psalms which are

composed in ibis form. On some occasions, however, thi

musical performance was differently conducted, one ol Ihi

ohoirs singing a single verse to the other, while the other

Constantly added a v. rse in sum- respect correspondent. Of
this the following distich is an example :

—

Hin« prml
ii Pml cixxvi. 1.

' He Ji-bb'a Sacred Lller«luro, pp. 4, u.

Which Ezra informs us (iii. 10, 11.) was sung by the priests

and Levites in alternate choirs. " after thi ordii anceof David,

king of Israel;" as indeed m i From the hundred
and thirty-sixth psalm itself, in which the latter verse sung

by the latter choir forms a perpetual cpodc. Of the same
nature is the song of tin women concerning Saul and David

( 1 Sain, xviii. 7.) ; and in the very sane m.i r does Isaiah

describe the seraphim as chanting the praises of Jehovah

—

• they cried one to another," that is, alternately,

Holy, holy, ho !

'

'I'll, ' whi. Ii' '.lllil IS lillfd Willi 111- -:
i '.

I

I UTl.3.

But the fullest example, perhaps, of this style of composi-

tion is to be found in the twenty-fourth psalm, composed on

occasion of the induction of the ark to Mount Sion : the

mode ofperforming which is particularly illustrated by Bishop

Lowth,' and must have had a most noble and impressive

i il.'i'i.

In determining the length of his lines, Bishop Lowth con-

siders only thai relation and proportion of one verse to an-

other which arises from the correspondence of terms, and from

the form of construction, whence results a rhythmus of pro-

positions, and a harmony of sentences. From this corres-

pondence of the verses "one with another, arises a cert. .in

relation also between the composition of the verses, and the

composition of the sentences, so that generally periods coin-

cide with stanzas, members with verses, and pauses of the

one with pauses of the other. This correspondence is called

parallelism, the corresponding lines are called parallel lines,

and the words or phrases answering one to another in the

corresponding lines, parallel terms.

A single example will illustrate the above definition of

parallelism :—In Luke i. 52, 53. we read, He (God) hath put

down tin mighty from their seats, and exalted them of low de-

gree. He hath filled the hungry with good things, and the rich

he hath sent empty i way. In this passage the same thing is

expressed, viz. that God changes the conditions of men : and

this same thing is also expressed in corresponding members
that represent it in various points of view. Thus the

Almighty changes adversity into prosperity, and prosperity

into adversity. The worth answer to ><i<li other, the mighty
—those of low degree; pat down—exalted; the hungry (or

poor)—the rich; filled with good things—sent empty away.

Lastly, the thing! or subjects stated answer to each other by a

contrast sufficiently obvious ; the former (the powerful and

rich) are depressed; the latter (the humble and poor) are

exalted.

The nature of parallelism, thus defined and illustrated, is

sometimes so evident as to strike even a careless reader, and

sometimes so subtle and obscure as to require considerable

practice, and some familiarity with the system, in order to

distribute the pauses and develops the different members of

the sentences in probable order and c lection. Thus, much
doubt has arisen not only as to what books, but as to what
parts of books, are to he accounted poetical. Sometimes,

according to Bishop Jebb, it is continuous and unmixed, as

in the Psalms, Proverbs, and Canticles; sometimes n cha-

racterizes the initio body of B work with a prosaic introduc-

tion and conclusion, as in the book of Job; sometimes it

predominates throughout a whole book with an occasional

mixture of prose, as m most of the prophets ; sometimes the

general te .lure is prose, with an occasional mixture ofva
as in the historical hoi k . and the ba b of Ecclesiasles.

This- parallelism has hitherto been confined principallj to

the poi tie .1 1 ks of the Qld Testament; and to them chiefly,

in the firsi i diti in of ibis work, the author bad restricted it.

Bishop Jebb r, has di m thai ibis grand

characteristic of Hebrew poetry pervades the New Testament
as well as the < >hl.

The poetical parallelism has much varietj and many gra-

dations, I"
i

nore accural and nianit. -I. SOTBi -

times more vague and obscure: it may, however the

whole, be SBid 10 consist ol
I lecies, \17.. Parallel Lines

. P railed Lines JSntitheiie, Parallel Lines Syn-

. and Parallel Lines Introverted.

I
, :i . P

a irucil i iii".-' lie-

ii, hop LowilibH ' '***•
'.iIMm

l

'

lo.i./.e

V lol

„trl li. i ipn -. in- thi sum MOIfc
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1. Parallel Lines Gradational are those in which the

second or responsive clause so diversifies the preceding clause,

as generally to rise above it, sometimes by a descending scale

in the value of the related terms and periods, but in alleases

with a marked distinction of meaning. This species of pa-

rallelism is the most frequent of all : it prevails chiefly in the

shorter poems, in many of the psalms, and very frequently in

the prophecies of Isaiah. Three or four instances will suffice

to snow the nature of parallel lines gradational. The first

example shall be taken from the first psalm.

Othe happiness of that man
Who hath not walked in the counsel of the ungodly;
And hath not stood in the way of sinners :

And hath not sat in the seat of the scornful. Psalm i. 1.

"The exclamation with which the psalm opens, belongs equally to each
line of the succeeding triplet. In the triplet itself, each line consists of
three members; and the lines gradually rise, one above the other, not
merely hi their general sense, but specially throughout their correspond
ing members. To walk, implies no more than casual intercourse ; to stand,
closer intimacy ; to sit, fixed and permanent connection; the counsel, the
ordinary place of meeting, or public resort ; the tray, the select and chosen
footpath ; the seat, the habitual and final resting place ; the ungodly* nega-
tively wicked ; sinners, positively wicked ; ihe scornful, scoffers at the very
name or notion of piety and goodness.":

The following 1 passages will supply additional examples :

—

Who shall ascend the mountain of Jehovah?
And who shall stand within his holy place ?

The clean of hands, and the pure in neart.

Psalm xxiv- 3, 4.

" To ascend marks progress; to stand, stability and confirmation; the

mountain of Jehovah, the site of the divine sanctuary ; his holy place, the

sanctuary itself; and, in correspondence with tlie advance of the two lines

which form the first couplet, there is an advance in the members of the

third line ; (he clean of hands : and the pure in heart : the clean of hands,
shall ascend the mountain of Jehovah: the pure in heart, shall stand
within his holy place.'"*

O Jehovah, in thy strength the king shall rejoice
;

And in thy salvation, how greatly shall he exult

!

The desire of his heart thou hast granted him ;

And the request of his lips thou hast not denied.
Psalm xxi. 1, 2.

"The gradation of member above member, and line above line, in each
couplet of this stanza, is undeniable: 'salvation' is an advance upon
' strength;' and ' how greatly shall he exult,' an advance upon ' lie shall

rejoice:' again, 'the request of the lips,' is something beyond 'the desire
of the heart,'— it is desire brought into act. The gradation in the last mem-
bers of the last two lines may not be equally obvious ; but it is by no means
iess certain: 'thou hast granted:—thou hast not denied." the negative
form is here much stronger than the positive ; for it is a received canon of
biblical philology, that verbs of negation, or what amounts to the same thinn,

adverbs of negation prefixed to verbs, have, in such cases, the force of
expressing the opposite affirmative with peculiar emphasis :—for example,
The Lord will not hold him guiltless who laketh his name in vain : that is,

WILL ASSUREDLY HOLD HIM GUILTY. Exod. XX. 7."

The prophetic muse is no less elegant and correct. Isaiah especially

abounds in beautiful instances of this mode of gradation. Thus he says,

Seek ye Jehovah, while he may be found
Call ye upon him, while he is near;
Let the wicked forsake his way

;

And the unrighteous man his thoughts:
And let him return to Jehovah, and he will compassionate him

;

And unto our God, for he aboundeth in forgiveness.
Isa. lv. 6, 7.

"In the first line, men are invited to seek Jehovah, not knowing where
he is, and on the bare intelligence that he may hefound; in the second
line, having found Jehovah, they are encouraged to call upon him by the
assurance that he is near. In the third line, the wicked, the positive, and
presumptuous sinner is warned to forsake his way, his habitual course of
iniquity ; in the fourth line, the unrighteous, the negatively wicked, is called
to renounce the very thought of sinning. While in the last line, the ap-
prnpriative and encouraging title our God, is substituted for the awful name
of Jehovah ; and simple compassion is heightened into over/lowing mercy
andforgiveness. "*

In Isa. li. 1. 4. 7. there is another singularly fine example
of moral gTadation, which is admirably illustrated by Bishop
Jebb, 4 to whose " Sacred Literature" the reader is referred.

But excellent as Isaiah confessedly is, he is not unrivalled

in this kind of composition : the other prophets contain abun-
dant examples; we shall, however, only adduce two instances.

The first, which is from Hosea, is exquisitely pathetic, and
will speak for itself:

—

How shall I give thee up, O Ephraim 1

Abandon thee, O Israeli
How shall I make thee as Admah,
Place thee in the condition of Zeboim?

merit in different but nearly equivalent terms. But Bp. Jebb proves, from
an examination of the bishop's examples, that this definition does not hold
good : he therefore proposes that of cognate parallels as preferably appli-

cable to this kind of parallels. (Sacred Literature, pp. 3i—50.) A learned
critic, however, has suggested the term gradational parallelism, as being
most expressive, and also most applicable to the examples adduced by these
eminent prelates. (British Critic for 1820. vol. xiv. pp. 585, 580.) We have,
therefore, adopted this term in the present chapter. Bp. Jebb had further
considered the introverted parallel a.s a variety of the Hebrew parallelism;
but as the same critic has assigned good reasons for constituting it a distinct
class, we have availed ourselves of his authority, and have accordingly
adopted it.

» Bp. Jebb's Par red Literature, p. 41. » Ibid. p. 40.

3 Ibid. pp. 37, 33. « Ibid. pp. 46—49.

My heart is turned upon me ;

My bowels yearn all together.

I will not execute the fury of mine anger:
I will not return to make destruction of Ephraim ;

For God I am, and not man ;

The Holy One in the midst of thee, although I am no frequenter of
cities. Hosea xi. 8, 9. (Bp. Horsley's Translation.)

The other passage is from Joel, and is highly animated.

Like mighty men shall they rush on
;

Like warriors shall they mount upon the wall

;

And, every one in his way, shall tnev march ;

And they shall not turn aside from their paths.

Joel it. 7.

The prophet is denouncing a terrible judgment on the land of Judah. by
the devastation of locusts ; and all naturalists and travellers, who have wit-

nessed the desolation caused by those destructive inserts, attest and con-

firm the fidelity of Joel's description of their progress and ravages.

•2. Parallel Lines Antithetic are those, in which two
lines correspond one with another, by an opposition of terms
and sentiments ; when the second is contrasted with the first,

sometimes in expressions, sometimes in sense only. This is

not confined to any particular form. Accordingly the degrees
of antithesis are various, from an exact contraposition of word
to wrord, sentiment to sentiment, singulars to singulars, plu-

rals to plurals, down to a general disparity, with something
of a contrariety in the two propositions.

This species of parallelism is of less frequent occurrence in

the prophetical poems of the Old Testament, especially those

which are elevated in the style, and more connected in the parts ;

hut it is admirably adapted to adages, aphorisms, proverbs, and
detached sentences. Much, indeed, of the elegance, acuteness,

and force, of a great number of the proverbs of Solomon, arises

from the antithetic form, the opposition of diction, and sentiment,

as in the following examples:

—

A wise son rejoiceth his father :

But a foolish son is the grief of his mother.
Prov. x. 1.

Here every word has its opposite, the terms father and mother being
relatively opposite

;

The memory of the just is ^ blessing;
But the name of the wicked shall rot.

Prov. x. 7.

In this instance there are only two antithetic terms, for memory and name
are synonymous. See also Prov. xi. 24. xvi. 33. and xxix. 26.

But, though the antithetic parallel be of comparatively rare

occurrence in the superior kinds of Hebrew poetry, it is not in-

consistent with them. Thus, we have a beautiful instance of it

in the thanksgiving ode of Hannah, 1 Sam. ii. 4—7., and in

some of the Psalms, as in Psalm xx. 7, 8. xxx. 5. and xxxvii.

10, 11. Isaiah, also, by means of it, without departing from his

usual dignity, greatly increases the beauty of his composition.

For the mountains shall be removed ;

And the hills shall be overthrown
;

But my kindness from thee shall not be removed
;

And the covenant of my peace shall not be overthrown.
Isa. liv. 10.

See likewise Isa. liv. 7, 8. ix. 10. and lxv. 13, 14.

3. Parallel Lines Synthetic or Constructive are those

in which the parallelism consists only in the similar form of

construction : in which word does not answer to word, and
sentence to sentence, as equivalent or opposite ; hut there is

a correspondence and equality between the different proposi-

tions, in respect of the shape and turn of the whole sentence,

and of the constructive parts; such as noun answering to

noun, verb to verb, member to member, negative to negative,

interrogative to interrogative. This species of parallel in-

cludes such as do not come within the two former classes.

Accordingly, Bishop Lowth remarks, that the variety of this

form is very great ; the parallelism being sometimes more,

sometimes less exact, and sometimes hardly at all apparent.

The nineteenth psalm will furnish a beautiful instance of pa-

rallel lines constructive :

—

The law of Jehovah is perfect, restoring the soul

;

The testimony of Jehovah is sure, making wise the simple;
The precepts of Jehovah are right, rejoicing the heart

;

The commandment of Jehovah is clear, enlightening the eyes;
The fear of Jehovah is pure, enduring for ever ;

The judgments of Jehovah are truth, they are just altogether;

More desirable than gold, or than much fine gold,

And sweeter than honey, or the dropping of honey-combs.
Psal. xix. 7—11.

Additional instances of the constructive parallelism occur in Psalra

cxlvhi. 7—13. Job xii- 13—16. Isa. xiv. 4—9. and lviii. 5—8.

Respecting the three preceding species of parallelism,

Bishop Jebb remarks that, separately, "each kind admits

many subordinate varieties, and that, in combinations of

verse6, the several kinds are perpetually intermingled ; cir
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cnmstanoes which at once enliven and beautify the composi-

tion, an 1 fire luently give peculi it distinctness and precision

to the train ol thought." Hi- Ins illustrated this observation

by Borne instances of Bach subordinate varieties. The six

following are taken partly from his volume, and partly from

the ni h teenth of Bishop Lowih's Lectures on Hebrew Poe-

try. Thus :

(1.) Bometimes the lines are bwnembrali that is, they consis

each of double members, or two propositions (or sentiments, as

Lowth terms them).—For example,

The nations raged; the kingdoms were moved ;

M . littered a voice j ihe earth was dissolved

:

B II, and know thai I am God ;

I will be exalted in the nations; 1 will be exalted in the earth.

Peal xlvi. 6. 10.

Bow thy heavens, O Jehovah, and descend ;

Touch the mountains, sad they shall smoke:
Dart forth thy lightning, and scatter them

;

Shoot out thine arrows, and destroy them.
Psal. cxliv. 5, 6.

Isaiah has two striking instances of these bi-membral lines.

When thou passes) through waters. I am with thee

;

And through rivers, they shall nol overwhelm tliee:

When thou walkes) to the fire, thou shall not be scorched;
And the dame shall not cleave to thee.

Isa vim 2.

And they shall build houses, and shall inhabit them

;

And they shall plant vineyards, and shall eat the fruit thereof:

They shall not build, and another inhabit;

They shall not plant, and another eat.

Isa. Ixv. 21, 22.

(2.) "Parallels are sometimes formed by a repetition of part

of the first sentence

:

My voice ia onto God, and I cry aloud :

My roles unto'God and he will hearken unto me

:

I will remember the works of Jehovah
;

Yea, I will remember thy works of old :

—

The waters saw thee] <> God :

The waters saw thee ; they were seized with anguish.
Psal. Lurviii 1. 11. 10.

(3.) "Sometimes, in the latter line, a part is to be supplied

from the former, to complete the sentence :

—

i aslghty dead tremble from beneath:
The waters, and they that dwell therein.

Job uvi 5.

(4.) " There arc parallel triplets ; where three lines correspond

together, and form a kind of stanza ; of which, however, only

two lines are commonly synonymous:

—

Tin- wicked shall see it, and it shall grieve hla
;

it. -i. I gnash with his teeth and pine away
;

The desire of the wicked shall perish.
Psal. cxii. 10. "a

Another instance of parallel triplets occurs in Job Ui. 4., and
Micah vi. 15.

(5.) " There arc parallels consisting of four lines ; two distichs

being so connected together by sound and construction, as to

make one stanza

:

The ox knowetfa his owner ;

And the ass the crib of hla lord:

Bui Israel does sol know

;

My people doth not consider.
laa. t. 3. See also Psal. xxvii. 1, 2.

In stanzas of four lines, sometimes the parallel lines answer to

one another, alternately ; the first to the third, and the second to

the fourth :

—

A-* the beavi a

So high is 1 over them that fesf him :

\ is as toe east la from the we -'
;

Bo far 1 be rem nred from ua our transgre
r ..i i in ii. i !

'•>

s..nii'tnii-'s however, in the sltenuue quatraiu, by b pecnliar

artifice in the distribution of the sentences, the third line forms

a continuous sense with the first, at id the fourth with the

second :

—

From the beavena Jkiiovaii looketfa down:
He ei th ail the • hlldi an of men

;

i n m the sal ol in i rs I b Dtemphueih
All ihe Inhsfa • .i f

t

i
j

Psal. xxxiii 13, 14.

Isaiah with great elegance uses this form of composition :

—

1 thj Maker ;

JaiinvAM God of he
Ami thj k lesmoi is the Holy One of Israel;
i Oodol Lbs whole earth tudl he be called.

Isa. Bt. 6.

« Up. Jcbb'a H^cred Literature, pp, 27, 28, • Ibid. p. 29.

(6.) Some periods also in iv he considered as forming stanzas

of five lines; in which the odd line or member nsuallj cither

comes in between two distichs ; or the line that is not parallel is

generally placed between the two distichs; or, after two distiches

makes a full close :

Who is wise, and will understand these things!
Prudent and will know lliem f

For right are the ways of Jehovah :

And [be JUS) shall Walk in them :

And the disobedient shall fall therein.
Hos. xiv. 9.

Like as a linn growleth,
Even the young lion over his prey

;

Thou nh the whole company of shepherds be called together
i-i him

:

At their voice he will not be terrified.

Nor at their tumuli will he be bumbled,
Isa. xxxi. 4.

Who established the word of his servant

:

And accomplished] the counsel of his messenger,

;

Who sayetn to Jerusalem Thou shall be Inhabited]
And In the cities of Judah, V-- shall be built

;

And her desolate places 1 will restore.

[SB xliv. 2G.

The preceding are the chief varieties of the parallel lines,

gradations), antithetic, and constructive: a few others of less
note are discussed both by ilishops Lowth and Jebb ; for

which the reader is necessarily referred to their respective

works. We now proceed to notice,

4. Parallkl Lines Introverted.—These are stanzas so

constructed, that, whatever be the number of lines, the first

line shall be parallel with the last ; the second with the

penultimate, or last but one; and so throughout, in an order

that looks inward, or, to borrow a military phrase, from Hanks
to centre. This may be called the introverted parallelism.

Bishop Jebb has illustrated this definition with several

apposite examples, from which we have selected the three

following.

My son, Ifthy heart be wise :

My hi art also shall 1

1

V'i. my reins shall rejoice:
When thy Upe speak right things.

Proi xjciii. 15, 16.

" And it shall come to pass in that day :

Jehovah shall make a gathering of his fruit

From iif flood of the rh er i

To the stream ol Egypt

:

And y -hall bi cleaned up, one by one;
O ye sons of Israel

" And it shall come to pass in that day
;

Tin- great trumpet shall be sounded ;

And those shall come, who were perishing in the land of
Assyria:

And who were dispersed in the land of E
And they shall bow thi mselvec down i" fore .h-hovah

;

In the holy mountain, in Jerusalem.
Isaiah EXVfl 12, 13.

"In these two stanzas of Isaiah, figuratively, in Ihe I

lh-' seeoml, l- predicted the return id' the Jews from I heir Several diaper*
slons. The firai [Ids i is parallel with the sixth; the see.. mi
with the fifth; and the third with the fourth; also on i

stanzas one with another, n is manifest, thai tnej are constructed with
the utmost precision ofmutual c pond d< .

• iu* harm sing with
clause, snd line respectively with line ; the first I I ataamwtth

i line ul Ihe second, and so throughout
" The idols of the h>

The work of men's ban i
j

That have mouths, but they speak Dot

;

They have ears, hu| thai hi SI DOl ;

Neither is then any breath m their mouths;
'i be] n i ake them are like unto them ;

So arc all ti em
Psal. exxxv. 15—18."

The paralleliama hers marked are ver] In the first line nf
.

trust In Idola In the second* line, the fabrication ; in the seventh,
me i ibi icatoi In Ihe third lioi m ba in the

mouths withoul breath; In the fourth tl

the fifth hue, ears withoul I
'

Tlir parallelism of tin- extreme members, llishop Jebb
proceeds to state, may be rendered yet mora evident, by re-

i into two quatrains ; thus

:

The i< i, lis of ihe heathen are aUvei rod
PI b woi of men band .

Tbay who make Lhem are like onto than ,

So ire -iii Lhej w bo put th< If tru t In I hem
Thfy have month-, but thaj SpSSk llOt !

i
j

. . , , the] ii-'

Thi i ool :

h mi their months.

•

Sucb is the nature, and such ai i the
ii li uns \\ hieb are variously distributed throughout the

IYmjih. nt Willi the exception of a feti parti n fail

• Sacred Litcratui- 68.

III.

parall

Old
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it is worthy of remark, that the character and complexion of
Hebrew poetry have been very competently preserved in that

body of Greek translations, composed at different times, by
different persons, and known under the name of the Septua-
gint version. Nor should it be omitted, that the Hebraic
parallelism occurs also, with much variety, in the Apocrypha :

the book of Ecclesiasticus, for example, is composed of pure
parallelisms : the book of Wisdom, too, affords fine speci-

mens of this manner, though it is commonly overlaid by the

exuberant and vicious rhetoric of the Alexandrine Platonists

;

while, not to mention other parts of the Apocryphal writings,

in Tobit and the books of Maccabees there are examples both
of lyric and didactic poetry, clothed in parallelisms which
will hardly shrink from comparison with several in the

genuine Hebrew Scriptures. One other fact remains

:

namely, that in the sententious formula: of the Rabbinical
writers, the manner of Hebrew poetry is frequently observed,

with much accuracy, though with a manifest declension of
spirit. 1

Such being the fact, we are authorized by analogy to

expect a similar parallelism in the New Testament, particu-

larly when the nature of that portion of the Holy .Scriptures

is considered. It is a work supplementary to and perfective

of the Old Testament ; composed under the same guidance
that superinlended the composition of the latter; written by
native Jews, Hebrews of the Hebrews,—by men whose minds
were moulded in the form of their own Sacred Writings, and
whose sole stock of literature (with the exception of Paul,
and probably also of Luke and James) was comprised in

those very writings. Now, it is improbable in the extreme,
that such men, when they came to write such a work, should,
without any assignable motive, and in direct opposition to all

other religious teachers of their nation, have estranged them-
selves from a manner, so pervading the noblest parts of the

Hebrew Scriptures, as the sententious parallelism. But we
are not left to analogical reasoning. '1 he Greek style of the

New Testament leads us to expect a construction similar to

that which we find in the Old. The New Testament, as we
have already shown,2 is not written in what is termed strictly

classical Greek, but in a style of the same degree of purity

as the Greek which was spoken in Macedonia, and that in

whicli Polybius wrote his Roman History. From the in-

termixture of Oriental idioms and expressions with those

which are properly Greek, the language of the New Testa-
ment has been termed Hellenistic or Hebraic Greek. The
difference in style and manner which subsists between the

writers of the New Testament and the Greek classic authors
is most strongly marked: and this difference is not confined
to single words and combination of words, but pervades the

whole structure of the composition : and in frequent instances,

a poetical manner is observable, which not only is not known,
but would not be tolerated, in any modern production, pur-

porting to be prose. This poetical style has been noticed

briefly by Boeder, Ernesti, Michaelis, Schleusner, Dr. Camp-
bell, and other critics, and also by the author of this work,
in the first edition ; but none of these writers were aware, to

how great an extent it pervades the New Testament. It was
reserved for Bishop Jebb, to whose "Sacred Literature" this

chapter is so deeply indebted, to develope the existence of the

poetical parallelism in the New Testament, and to place its

numerous beauties in a point of view equally novel and de-

lightful to the biblical student.

The proofs of the existence of the poetical dialect in the

New 1 estament, are disposed by this critic under the fol-

lowing four divisions, viz. ;— 1. Simple and direct quotations

in the New Testament, of single passages from the poetical

parts of the Old Testament ;—2. Quotations of a more com-
plex kind, when fragments are combined from different parts

of the poetical Scriptures, and wrought up into one connected
whole; and, 3. Quotations mingled with original matter.

We shall give one or two examples of each of these proofs.

1. Simple and direct Quotations of single passages from
the poetical parts of the Old Testament, in -which the paral-

lelism has been preserved by the -writers of the JVe-w Testament.

**» «-u B>,r/.,;,«, y*[ loujse,

i'."t«t, iK-j.'/_**fl*ii tv TOi; i)yep3<riv IcvQX
** <rou Y*p t£tXSUI7lTai ^J-OU/ifvO?,

Of!; FO.jUatVIt TOV \X0V filGV TO. lT
r
X',h.

» Sacred Literature, p. 76. Bp. Jebb has illustrated the remarks in the
text by numerous apposite examples from the apocryphal and rabbinical

writings, for which the reader is referred to his work, pp. &t—90.

» See pp. 194— 196. of this volume, for an account of the Greek style of
the New Testament.

Vol. I. 3 B

And Ihou, Bethlehem, territory of Judah,
Art by no means least among the captains of Judah.
For from these shall come forth a leader,
Who will guide my people Israel. Matt. ii. 6.

imi jwou, fttj aKiyuiptt TrxtSitx$ Kvpiou,

ftySs cxKviVf wtt' etVTOf t Ktyxi/itvQs'
ov yxp xyxTrct Kvptofj zjxtStvti'

ftxfiy at St ---'. i r« y»ov, bv oxp*tSsxtTXI -

My son, despise not thou the chastening of the Lord,
Nor faint when ihou an rebuked by him :

For whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth,
But scourgeth every son whom he receiveth.

Heb. xii. 5, 6.

This passage is taken from Proverbs iii. 1],

authorized translation :

—

12. : thus rendered in our

My son, despise not the chastening of the Lord

:

Neither be weary of his correction

:

For whom the Lord loveth, he correcteth
;

Even as a father the son in whom he delighteth.

In this last line the parallelism is completely spoiled. But Bp. Jebb shows,
that Saint Paul's reading is afforded without altering a letter in the Hebrew
test, by a slight departure from the Masoretic punctuation. The original
passage in Prov. iii. 11, 12., therefore, may be thus rendered in strict con-
formity with the apostle.

The chastening of Jehovah, my son, do not despise ;

Neither be weary at his rebuking :

For, whom Jehovah loveth, he chasteneth,
But scourgeth the son in whom he delighteth.

In the corrected version of this quatrain, the parallelism is not only pre-
served, but there is also a beautiful climax in the sense, both of which are
excellently illustrated by Bp. Jebb. 3

2. Quotations of a more complex hind, in -which fragments
are combined from different parts of the Poetical Scripturen

t

and wrought up into one connected or consistent whole.

Of this class of quotations, the following is a short but satisfactory
Specimen

:

o oixo; yitsu, oixsj ?rporivx>i$ xMS^rcroti ttxti toj$ s^ktiv
u^dji; St irroiJiTXTf ptUTOV triTKkxiov KqcTTtuv,

My house shall be called the house of prayer for all the nations ;

But ye have uiade it a den of thieves. Mark xi. 17.

This antithetical couplet is composed of two independent passages, very
remotely connected in their subject matter; of which the first stands in

the Sepiuagint version of Isaiah lvi. 57. exactly as it is given above from
Saint Mark's Gospel. The substance of the second line occurs in the
prophet Jeremiah, (vii. 11.)

fttf <T7rijA.Kiov Kqeoov o oixoj fxiu
;

Is my house a den of thieves?*

cu jSse^os •wa.ouTOu, xa* o-opias, xoe* yvtutrtt*>$ Qsou
Ulf XVi-iptVVtJTX TX XftlflXTX itUTDUj

XXI XVt£tZ,VIXfQI XI oSat MUTOU"
Tlf y»p tyvai VOW Kupioy

J

>j Ti$ tro(tt£ou?,o; mvtou tltviTOj

tj T15 7rp01Swx.lv itvriy
;

xoei xvTxjroSoSxa-STXt xutli.'
;

O the depth of the riches, and the wisdom, and the knowledge
of God l

How inscrutable are his judgments;
And untraceable his ways!
For who hath known the mind of the Lord?
Or who halh been his counsellor?
Or who halh first given unto him,
And it shall be repaid him again ? Rom. xi. 33—35.

On this passage Bishop Jebb remarks, that, although the quotation is

not always so uniformly direct as m the preceding example, yet the marks
nt imitation are unquestionable ; the probable sources of imitation are nu-
merous ; the continuity of the parallelism is maintained unbroken : and the
style, both of thought and of expression, is remarkable alike for elegance,
animation, and profundity. He supposes the apostle to have had the fol-

lowing texts (which are given at length by Dr. J.) present in his recollection,

when composing this noble epiphonema ; Psal. xxxvi. 6. Job xi. 7, 8. v. 9.

xxxvi. 22, 23. Jer. xxiii. 18. Isa. xl. 13. 15. Job xxiii. 18. and xli. 2.

" The first line proposes the subject

:

O the depth of the riches, and the wisdom, and the knowledge of Godf

"The notion of depth, as a quality attributed alike to God's riches, and
wisdom, and knowledge, is first expanded in the next couplet:

How inscrutable are his judgments;
And untraceable his ways !

Riches, wisdom, and knowledge are then, in a fine epanodos, enlarged
upon in the inverted order ; first, knowledge :

For who hath known the mind of (he Lord?

secondly, wisdom

:

Or who hath been his counsellor?

thirdly, riches :

Or who hath first given unto him,
And it shall be repaid him again ?

"Let, now, the most skilfully executed cento from the heathen classics-

be compared with this finished scriptural mosaic of St. Paul : the former,
however imposing at the first view, will on closer inspection infallibly

betray its patchwork jointing and incongruous materials; while the latter,

like the beauties of creation, not only bears the microscope glance, but,

the more minutely it is examined, the more fully its exquisite organization

is disclosed. The fathers, also, often quote and combine Scripture: let

their complex quotations be contrasted with those of the apostle; the
result may be readily anticipated."!

3 Sacred Literature, pp. 93. 109—113.—In pp. 99—108. other examples are
given, with suitable philological illustrations.

* Ibid. p. 114.
s Ibid. pp. 114. 117. 120. Other examples of complex quotations are

given in pp. 121—123.
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3. Quotations mingled with original matter, in -which one

or more passaq-es derived from the Hebrew Scriptures, are so

connected and blended with original writing, that the compound
forms one homogeneous -whole; the sententious parallelism

equally pervaded all the component members, whether original

or derived.

a*s y x( ii xv tv.xxXifiii'xi to 6t>Cf*x Xup.tv T>A$»TtTaf

Wai{ ow " rT*KUktW**T*l fi OV OUX lalfiufav;

Vm( Si wiftuo-cvff-iv ew ou* >i*Ouir«
;

*»*( ii «*ovo-ouo-» %»£•; "»<rewi
,a"8"TC;

;

9i«{ Si x-j^uJcuo-o/ ixv ftf «jrOj-»\Jio-<
;

4t yye**
»« - r < av tvxyy i\»£a,uii-aiv M^rifV,

PorwbOBOOTer shall rail on the name of the Lord, shall ho saved :

Hut how shall they rail on him, in whom they have not believed?
And how shall they believe in him, ofwhom they have not hoard J

And how shall th>y hear without a preacher i

And how shall they preach, if they he not Bent 1

As it is written

;

How beautiful the feet of those who bring good tidings of peace !

Who bring good tidings, of good tilings!

Rom. x. 13—18.

The first line of this passage is literally taken from the Septuagint ver-

sion of Joel ii. 32., the next quotation is original, end affords an exact, though
somewhat peculiar Bpeclmen of parallelism, its composition nearly resem-
bling that of the logical aoritee, in which the predicate of each preceding
line becomes tin subject of the line next in order. Similar instances of
this logical construction occur in the prophetic writings, and abound in

the epistles of St. I'aul.i The last couplet is from Isa. Iii. 7., the Septua^int
rendering of which is both confused and inaccurate. St. Paul, however,
has quoted so much as it answered his purpose to quote, but has carefully
maintained the parallelism uninjured.

Xi j;v ow x,vi£sxijUao*:tv ol onto Jo^ouvn j

flwTCs t> tvf, r: it( Ki ~xf, »v ywvixf
uxqm Ku^tou tyivsro aeuTu,

XXI (fi Cxuf**~v\ IV 0$ju\f*0ti i>fi!tlV

SiX T0UTO Ktytu vjUiV

cti jfr^nai ap' i/f*atv r, AxirtKnx tow Hhu,
Xati £oi*n<r'T*i» |£vai vonukTt tOus xx(70u[ auTHC
KM I a rr|"T«V IJTt T6V XU5H T0UT0V, o-wi ; A.X0" j»lT: T XI

,

If QV y XV TTITtf, KlXfAHWtl auTlv.

The stone which the builders rejected;
The same has become the head of the corner

;

From the Lord hath this proceeded
;

And it is marvellous in our eyes;
Wherefore 1 say unto you :

That from you shall be taken away 1 he kingdom of God;
And it .shall be given to a nation producing the fruits thereof:
And he who falleth upon this tone, shall be sorely bruised
Bui upon whomsoever it shall fall, it will grind him to powder.

Matt. xxi. 42—44.
The first four lines are literally taken from the Sept uairiiit version of Psal.

cxviii. £2, 28. The last four are original; and Up. Jebh asks, with great
reason, whether the paraUi Usm is noi more striking in the latter portion
than in the former.*

IV. The prrroditirr examples will sufficiently exemplify
the manner in which the inspired Writers of the New Testa-
ment wen 1 aeeusiumnl i>i cite, nliridjre, amplify, and com-
bine passages from the poetical parts of the Old Testament

;

and also to annex to, or intermingle with, their citations,

parallelisms by no means less pi rfi ct, of their own original
composition. These examples further corroborate the ar-

gument t> analogy for the existence of the grand charac-
teristic m| I I dire w pursy,— the sententious parallelism,— in

the New Testament. We shall, therefore, now proceed to

give a few examples of the originalparallelisms, which per-
vade that portion of the Duly Scriptures. They are divided
hy Bishop Jebb into, 1. Parallel Couplets;—2. Parallel Trip-
lets;—3. Quatrains, of which the lines are either directly,

alternately, or inversely parallel : 4,5. Stanzas of five and
six lines;—G. Stanzas of more than six parallel lines.

1. Of Parallel Couplets the two following examples will

give the reader an adequate idea i

T0U MITCUVTI <ri
(

I

xai tok jiKivrx »to <reu & xvi Mrxtr'Jxi
, n*\ ocro ,-(«?•<*.

To him thai laketfa tl rej
An-I hiiii th. it wmdd Inn io\\ lioin ih.r, mu n i

Bdatt v. 42.
ftiymkwn n "i-wzi /*<>» to* Kupiav*

Kxi nymkkixri to rvm,uA pau m r,y Qitp ro/Tiaruft f*sv.

My noiii doth magnify the i. "iii

,

And my spirit bath e.uii. ,i m God i", Si
Luke I id, 47.'

"The Meond line dI lbs latti r couplet, ll Ii irell observed, clearly rises
above the first in all its tonus; niyxkwa U simply to magnify, to p

xyxxkix* denotes exultation or ecstasy ; fax*, is the animal soul ; *«!^*
the immortal apt/fit ; tov Kupiow in the Bunplest aini mosl gl ression
of the Godhead the Lord of all men; t,.. -

. Ft«u Is a consider-
able aniphtifation in terms, ami personally appropriaii« En meaning, lAs
God ichu is my Saviour."*

2. Parallel Tbiplets consist of three connected and cor-

respondent lines, which arc constructively parallel with each

other, and form within themselves a distinct sentence or signifi-

cant part of a sentence.

i mkvojrtxis $u>Mouf i%ovt*-
KB! T« TTITtlVX T9V CVfXVOV « XT X 0-K»* Vur**it(

-

JI Ul'of TOU "K^iJiK OU* (X'» OOU T))V Xt~X>,t;* xXlVl)'

The foxes have dens

;

And tin- birds of the air have nests ;

But the Son of man hath not where to lay his head.
.Mui v iii. 20.

o sifiwjiv n{ TOk Ti'ov, t%t* £u>nv MlatnOf

0tk\' n o$yn tdu fetiou fxivti tir' avTOw,

He who believeth in the Son, halli life eternal

;

But he who disobey eth the win, shall not tee life;

But the wrath of God abideth on Imn.
John iii 3fi.

In this passage, Bishop Jebb justly remarks, the Iran laton of our
authorized version "have not preserved the variation of the terms, i

wtj-iwwv, 6 xirniwv : rendering the former, ' In Mi u [,, h. v.tli ;' the Utter.
' he that believeth not.' The variation, however, is moM sit'iiificani ; snd
should on no account be overlooked: as Dr. l>oddrnii:r well observes. ' the
latter phrase explains the former; and shows, thai the faith to which the
promise of eternal life is annexed, is an effectual principb ol

iirnrsri vi'il !,!,> 'in „< i Tin .ff>f ending -ei'ies is uiaimificently iiW liil ; he
who, with his heart believeth in the Son, isafrearfyta possession ol eternal

life: he, whatever may be his outwani profession, whatever blstheoredt
or historical belief, who obeyetk not the Sun, not only does noi pOSSOM
eternal life, he does not possess any thing worthj to be called lift at ait

;

nor, so persisting, ever can possrss, for 1m- *dtall noi even see It: but this

is not the whole, tor, as eternal life is the *iuti ol the laithtul,

so the wrath of God is the present and ptrmar.vnt Jot ol the disobedient

;

it abideth on him." i

3. In Qiathains, two parallel couplets are so connected as

to form one continued and distinct sentence; the pain of lines

being cither directly, alternately, or inversely parallel:

txv tx( ev-roXa; /.ou t^g-hts,
juici.ti tv tij »y*^i\ n'.v

XMt ftivw ttwTOw «v t*| xyxjrtf.

If ve keep my commandmentSj
Ve shall abide m my 1mm-

.

Even ;is I have kept mj Father's COnUDAndmentS,
And abide in bis love.

John xv. 10.

i l( y x$ ttSlV <tv$(.a7roov
t
tx tOu xv^Qurmv,

II fi* TO WHUJUX TOV KV^fullTOV TO IV KVTui
J

OuTtu XXI TM TOU Hiou Ct/Sn; uSiv,
ti ju^ to irviujuti tou Wtou.

For who, "i men, knoweth the depth ofany man,
Save only the spirit of thai man which Is In him J

i;\ enso, the depths nt (,'ed knoweih no person ;

Save > ill > lie 1 Sjii
I (e.d <

ICor.il 11.

in this last nied puaage. om authorized version reads On thing* of a
man. tht thing* oftht Spirit ofGod; an awkward mode ol rapplyio
ellipsis, which ought to bo Ulodupfrom thi preceding verse
This ellipsis is supplied by Bishop Jebb from Dr. MacknigbL

4. Five-linld Stanzas admit of considerable varieties of

BtTUCture, which it would exceed the limits of this work to

specify. One or two instances must suffice to exemplify them.

i Sacred Lbeiatnra, p 121 tap LS&a leenth section
<pp. rfe-H— ;pifi.) Bp.X re referred to

p. 121.

1 Ibid p 12/. In pp. 128 It.' lip Jebb has given implcsof
thla class ol mlngled'quotalli

i
. f whlch~<Aotalv.9| :>>

»*rly worthy ol tni log • \ i

dsBH I whl< n ii aflbrdi (on the principlas of lentantlous parallelism) <-t the
sopreme Deity ol Ji iui Chrlfl

J DbW pm hi DTJ 111 ll,. arc given numerous other instancos of
(urnlli.-l couplctn.

X* a-
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OvSi ScvSfQv (raTgOv XXfTtvq xceXou; jroisie.

9r*v SevSpov fi\\ woiouv xx^ttov xxK0v
f

lXie<>;TT£T*l, XXI flf 5Tup £)!l,*.£T«r

XjlX-yi tCTTO XlUV XXp7TWV «WT(UV eTTlJ-VjJ^iT^e OCUTOUf.

By their fruits ye shall thoroughly know them

:

Do men gather from thorns the grape 1

Or from thistles the fig t

Thus, every sound tree beareth good fruit

;

But every corrupt tree beareth evil fruit.

A sound tree cannot bear evil fruit;

Nor a corrupt tree bear good fruit.

Every tree not bearing good fruit

Is hewn down, and cast into the fire :

By their fruits, therefore, ye shall thoroughly know them.*
Matt. vii. 16—20.

5. The Six-Lined Stanzas likewise admit of a great variety

of structure. Sometimes they consist of a quatrain, with a

distich annexed: sometimes of two parallel couplets, with a third

pair of parallel lines so distributed, that one occupies the centre,

and the other the close ; and occasionally of three couplets

alternately parallel ; the first, third, and fifth lines corresponding

with one another ; and, in like manner, the second, fourth, and

sixth. Of these six-lined stanzas, Bishop Jebb has adduced

numerous examples. We subjoin two.

0iJ/i«5 yBvOfttvySj ktytrt, EvStx
}

wgqxfyt yxp o oupcevos'

XXI Tsputi, HnifttfiV %tlftWV,

pvggxfyi yxp ;uyvx^iuv b oupsevoj"

VTTOXftTXf TO fltV ZTf OtTUJJTO V TOU OUpavOU yiVliTXtTt SlaKflVtlV
Ttt St T^fttlX TUIf KXIfUC OW SuvXT^t.

When it is evening, ye say, "A calm !

For the sky is red :"

And in the morning, "To-day a tempest:
For the sky is red and lowering ;"

Hypocrites! the face of the sky ye know how to discern !

But ye cannot [discern] the signs of the times }

Matt. xvi. 2, 3.

This stanza consists of a quatrain with a distich annexed. In the follow-

(ng passage, the stanza begins and ends with parallel lines, a parallel triplet

intervening.

txtivOg St o SovKas b yvav$ to Sskufex tou xv^iov JauTOu,
kui ftt\ iroifitxtrxs, /UfjJs •Jsottj<rxg -a^og to Stkqftx «otow,

Sxg^Ttrxt tjoKKxs'
Ss pvi yvtw<;

%

Boin<rxg St ce£<« sK>\yuiv
t

2>xfm<riTxt ohiyxg.

And that servant who knew the will of his lord,

And who prepared not, neither did according to his will,

Shall be beaten with many stripes:
And lie who did not know,
And did tilings worthy of stripes,

Shall be beaten with few stripes.1

Luke xii. 47, 48.

6. Stanzas of more than six Parallel Lines.—It fre-

quently happens that more than six parallel lines are so connected

by unity of subject or by mutual relationship, as to form a dis-

tinct stanza. Of the numerous examples of this kind of distri-

bution, given by Bishop Jebb, one specimen must suffice.

KoyQvs tOutoo^ ajm. jtoui auTOwf,

ou CTrt ryv znrpxv'

Ta; ovv cc»s xxzusi ftov t

cfteiuxrti) (xutov xvSpi $pot
Bflj cuxoSofitt^a-t tyiv aixix

xxi xxTtZu '> /3gox»j,

XXI tfkSov Bl UOTCt/401,

XXI tTTViVTXV 01 XVtfi0i
)

xai -srfoarsTTco'av rtf oixi« txnvy,
XXt CVX tTTtO-f TS^tjUiMwTO yXf B7Tt T>JV ?TSTp#V

xxi -ux$ o xxoviuv pov tou; hoyev$ toutow;, xxi mk wiuty kutOus,
0jW0*UJ.&>JTST0C* xvSpt ^UJpW,

• f'S C(>K0$Of*M(rd TrjV OlXiXV KUTOU 17TI XY^V XftftQV
XXI X«T(5»J v\ fipoxn,
xxi xk&ov ot srorxf/ioi.

X«» fovtutrxv of xvi/toi,

xeti &f>o<rexotyxv tj oixix txttvigj

XM4 tirUTf XXI *}V f| TSTuHTig SCUTI)? fttyxkH,

Whoever, therefore, heareth these my words, and doeth them,
! will liken him to a prudent man,
Who built his house upon the rock:

And the rain descended,
And the floods came,
And the winds blew,
And fell upon that house :

And it fell not ; for it was founded upon the rock.

• Sacred Literature, p. 195.

* Ibid. pp. 201. 204. We cannot withhold from our readers Bishop
Jebb's beautiful remarks on the last cited passage. "The antithesis in

this passage has prodigious moral depth: he who sins against know-
ledge, though his sins were only sins of omission, shall be beaten with
many stripes ; but he who sins without knowledge, though his sins were
sins of commission, shall be beaten only with fete stripes. Mere negligence
against the light of conscience shall be severely punished : while an
offence, in itself comparatively heinous, if committed ignorantly, and with-
out light, shall be mildly dealt with. This merciful discrimination, how-
ever, is full of terror : for, whatever may be the case, respecting past,

forsaken, and repented sins of ignorance, no man is entitled to take com-
fort to himself from this passage, respecting his present, or future course
of life : the very thought of doing so, proves that the person entertaining
that thought has sufficient knowledge to place him beyond its favourable
operation." Ibid. p. 205. Other examples of the six-lined stanza are given
in pp. 204-211.

And every one hearing these my words, and doing them not,

Shall be likened to a foolish man,
Who juilt his house upon the sand

:

And the rain descended,
And the floods came,
And the winds blew,
And struck upon that house

;

And it fell ; and the fall thereof was great.'
Matt. vii. 24—27.

V. Further, several stanzas are often so connected with
each other as to form a paragraph or section. Luke xvi. 9

—

13. James iii. 1— 12. iv. 6—10. and v. 1—6. and 1 John iv.

15—17. afford striking examples of this sort of distribution

;

for the detail and illustration of which we must refer our
readers to Bishop Jebb's elegant and instructive volume,
which has been so often cited. It only remains that we no-
tice briefly the gradational parallelism, and \heepanodos,ir\ the
New Testament, which he lias discovered and elucidated.

1. Parallel Lines gradational (or as Bishop Jebb terms

them Cognate Parallelisms), we have already remarked, are

of most frequent occurrence in the poetical books of the Old
Testament. The poetical parallelisms exhibited in the preceding

pages, while they fully prove his position, that the poetical dia-

lect pervades the New Testament, will prepare the reader to expect

to find there similar instances of parallel lines gradational. The
second example of parallel couplets, given in page 378. supra,
affords a concise but beautiful specimen of the ascent or climax
in the terms, clauses, or lines which constitute the parallelism.

One or two additional instances, therefore, will suffice, to show
the existence of the gradational parallelism in the New Testa-

ment.
0V KuptOf I»|T2Uf XVXkultTfl, TO/ PTVtVftXTI TOO £-QjUiCT0; WUTflU'
XXI XXTXpyqTft T») tTTttyXVtlX Tj)( -BXplvtriXS OtUTOV.

Whom the Lord Jesus will waste away, with the breath of his mouth,
And will utterly destroy, with the bright appearance of his coming.

2 Thess. ii. 8.

"The first words, bv b Kupio; i>io-ow- are common to both lines; avxKwrtt
implies no more, in this place, than gradual decay ; xxTxpyntrtt denotes
total extermination ; while, in terror and magnificence, no less than in the
effects assigned, the breath of his mouth must yield to the bright appear-
ance of his coming. The first line seems to announce the ordinary diffu-

sion, gradually to be effected, of Christian truth: the second, to foretell

the extraordinary manifestation of the victorious Messiah, suddenly, and
overwhelmingly, to take place in the last days."&

(If oJov t&VwV l*V\ X-Xkk§*Tf
XXI ((( ST0A.Hi XxftUpllTuiV f*H IHTtXStiTt'

7r<Jf>svsT$t Si ftxkkov srpo? tx srpoGxTx toj «jroA,w\OT* oocow Io"poe»]A..

To the way of the Gentiles go not off;

And to a city of the Samaritans go not in
;

But proceed rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel.

Matt. x. 5, 6.

" This is a gradation in the scale of national and religious proximity ; the
Gentiles, the Samaritans, Israel. In the remaining terms, there is a cor-
respondent progress : the way, or road, to foreign countries, a city of the
Samaritans ; the house of Israel a phrase conveying the notion of home :

go not off.—go not from Palestine, towards other nations; go not in to a
city of the Samaritans; though, in your progresses between Juda*a and
Galilee, you must pass by the walls of many Samaritan cities ; but, how-
ever great your fatigue, and want of refreshment, proceed rather not
merely to the house of Israel, but to the lost sheep of that house. Thus,
by a beautiful gradation, the apostles are brought from the indefiniteness

of a road leading to countries remote from their own, and people differing

from themselves in habits, in language, and in faith, to the home felt, indi-

vidual, and endearing relationship of their own countrymen; children of
the same covenant of promise, and additionally recommended to their

tender compassion, as morally lost."

Bishop Jeob has given additional examples of the gradational parallelism

from Matt. v. 45. vii. 1, 2. xx. 26, 27. xxiv. 17, 18. Mark iv. 24. Luke vi. 38.

Rom, v. 7. James i. 17. iv. 8. and v. 5. Rev. ix. 6. and xxii. 14.

2. The nature of the Introverted Parallelism, or Pa-
rallel Lines Introverted, has been stated in page 376., and con-

firmed by suitable examples. Closely allied to this is a peculiarity

or artifice of construction, which Bishop Jebb terms an Epanodos,

and which he defines to be literally u a going back, speaking first

to the second of two subjects proposed : or if the subjects be more
than two, resuming them precisely in the inverted order, speak-

ing first to the last, and last to the first." The rationale of this

artifice of composition he explains more particularly in the fol-

lowing words:—"Two pair of terms or propositions, containing

two important, but not equally important notions, are to be so

distributed, as to bring out the sense in the strongest and most

impressive manner : now, this result will be best attained, by

' Sacred Literature, p. 211. In these two connected stanzas, the language
may be justly termed picturesque. The marked transition in each of thfiii

from a long and measured movement, to short rapid lines, and the resump-
tion, at the close of a lengthened cadence, are peculiarly expressive. The
continual return, too, in the shorter lines, ofthe copulative particle (a return
purely Hebraic, and foreign from classical usage), has a fine effect : it gives

an idea of danger, sudden, accumulated, and overwhelming. These are
beauties which can be only retained in a literal translation ; and which a
literal translation may exhibit very competently. Ibid. p. 214. In pp. 215
—248. the reader will find many other examples, intermingled with much
just criticism and some fine quotations from the fathers.
'

* Ibid. p. 312.
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commencing, and concluding, with the notion to which promi-
nence is to he given ; and by placing in the centre the less im-
portant notion, or that which, from the scope of the argument.
is to be kept subordinate.'' 1 Having established the justice of

this explanation by examples of epanodoa, derived from the

Scriptures, as well as from the best classic authors, Uishop Jebb
has accumulated many examples proving its existence in the New
Testament, the doctrines and precepts of which derive new force

anil beauty from the application of this figure. The length to

which this chapter has unavoidably extended, forbids the in-

troduction of more than one or two instances of the epanodoa.

fit) Juiti to *y it,

MtSt (5»>.11TI T

ftnTQTt KaTmri

TOfC XUTI'

<j; ft*?-) *pn J; uf**V I^XfC/rSll/ Til X'tpiik'

tit3°,jT.» 1UTGU( t, TSI{ 3T0O-IV aVTuv.

Give not that which is holy to the dogs
;

Neither cast your pearls before (lie swine
;

Leal thej trample iii.ni under their (eel

;

Ami turn about and read you.
Matt. vii. 6.

"The relation of the first line to the fourth, and that of the second I"

the third, have been noticed by almost all the commentators. A minor
circumstance isnot altogether undeserving ofattention : the equal lengths,
in the original, of each relaied pair oflines ; the first and fourth lines hm^
short, the second and third lines long. The sense of the passage becomes
perfectly clear, on thus adjusting the parallelism:

Give not that winch is holy to the dogs
Leal they turn about ohd rind you :

Neither ca>( yoor pearls before the swine,
best they trample them under their feet.

"The more dangerous act of hii|irn dl ore, with its fatal result, is placed
first and last, so as to make, and to leave, the deepest inactical impression."*

X, i,--u iviaSnt lO-ftiv Tin &ia>'

m toi( o-w£opfi>oic,

xai «v tci( aroxxa/cavoif
07$ f*IV 6ir,U>1 ~XCS*TSV, *l> r.XVUTIy-

We arc a sweet odour of Christ

;

To those who are saved ;

And to those who perish ;

To the one, indeed, an odour of death, unto death
;

Hut to the other, an odour of life, unto lite.i

2Col\ ii 1."., 10.

In this specimen of the epanodos, the painful part of the subject

is kept subordinate; the agreeable is placed first and last.

The preceding examples are sufficient to show the ex-
istence of the errand characteristic of Hebrew poesy,—the
sententious parallelism, with all its varieties, in the New
Testament. The reader, who is desirous of further investi-

gating this interesting topic (and what student who has
accompanied the author of the present work thus far, will

not eagerly prosecute it?) is necessarily referred to Bishop
.lebb's " Sacred Literature," to which this chapter stands so

deeply indebted ;—a volume, of which it is hut an act of bare
justice in the writer of these pages to say, that, independently
of the spirit of enlightened piety which pervades every part,

it has the highest claims to the attention of every biblical

student for its numerous beautiful and philological Criticisms
and elucidations of the New Testament; for the interpreta-

tion of which this learned prelate has opened and developed
a new and most important source, of winch future commenta-
tors will, doubtless, gladly avail themselves.

VI. The sacred writers have left us D1FFEBBNT kinds of
poetical composition: they do not, however, appear to hive
cultivated either the epic or the dramatic Bpecies, anil

take these terms in a very wide sense, and refer to these
classes, those poems in which several interlocutors are
introduced. Thus, M. 1 1 gen' and (after him) Dr. (.'

I

conceive the hook of Job to be a regular epic poem : while
Mi lieura \

i Ithnsen ami Vmmon think that the Song of

Songs exhibits traces of a dramatic or no In-dramatic struc-

ture. Bishop Lowth, however, reduces the various produc-
tions of the Hebrew poets iii the following classes; via.

1. PaoFHCno Poetry.— Although some parts <d" the writ-

ing! of the prOphetS are idi arlv in pro-e. of » bleb installers

occur in the prophecies of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Eceldel, Jonah,
antl Daniel, yet the other I Ics, constituting by far the larger
portion of the prophetic writings, are classed by Bishop
Lowth among the poetical productions of the .bus; ami
(with tin exa prion of certain passages in Isaiah, I tabakkuk,

Kyi I. n I, which appear to constitute-! iplete poems or
dill, rent kinds, odes as well as elegies) form a parti

PP to. 836. Ibid p 881 i Ibid p M
• Join, antiipiim.ii: raid, Nature aunt tp. III.

--J.

• Introductory Dissertation to bis version of the book of Job, p XX.

[
passage from one of Balaam's prophecies
Lowth ranks among the most exquisite

species of poesy, which he distinguishes by the appellation
of Prophi in'.

The predictions of the Hebrew Prophets are pre-emini ntly

characterized by the sententious parallelism, which has been
discussed and exemplified in the preceding pages. The
prophetic poesy, however, is more ornamented, more
splendid, and more florid than any other. It abounds more
in imagery, at least that Bpecies of imagery, which, in the
parabolic style, is of common and established acceptation,
ami which, by means of a settled analog \ always preserved,
is transferred from certain ami definite objects to express in-

definite and general ideas. Of all the imagi b pi cnliai to the
parabolic style, it most frequently introduci s those which
taken from natural objects and sacred history: it abounds
most in metaphors, allegories, comparisons, and even in

copious and diffuse descriptions. It possess! s all that
genuine enthusiasm which is the natural attendant on in-

spiration; it excels in the brightness of imagination, and in

clearness ami energy of diction, and, consequently, rises to an
uncommon pitch of sublimity ; hence, also, it is often very
happy in the expression and delineation of the passions,
though more commonly employed in exciting them.'
The following

(which Bishop L
specimens of Hebrew poetry) exhibits a prophetic poem
complete in all its parts. It abounds in gay and splendid
imagery, copied immediately from the tablet of nature; and
is chiefly conspicuous for the glowing all ganoe id the style,

and the form and diversity of the figures. The translation

is that of the Rev. Dr. Hales. 7

How goinllv are thy tents, O Jacob,
And thv [sbernacles, 1 1 Israel i

As streams On Ihev spread forth,

As gardens hv the river sale;
As sandal trees which Tin: Loan hath planted,
As cedar-trees beside llie waters.

There shall come forth a man of his seed,
Ami shall role over many nations :

And Ins kim: shall he higher than Gog,
And his kingdom shall he exalted.'

(Ihid brought him fortli out of'Egypt,
Me is in In in as iii, trength Ol a unicorn.)
He shall deviitir the us' s, Ins enemies,
And shall break their I

And pierce them through with arnovs

He lleth down as a lion
II Is ill .is .i I SB]

wiin shall rouse in. n i

Blessed is he that btoaaeth thee,
And cursed is he that curseth lie -

Num. udv. "»— 9.

The eighteenth chapter and the first three verses of the
nineteenth chapter of the Apocalypse present a noble instance
of prophetic poesy, in no respect inferior to the finest pro-
ductions of any of the Hebrew hards."

'J. I'jI.euiac Poetry.—Of this description are several pas-
Bages in the prophetical books,10 as well asinthebookofJob,"
and many of David's psalms thai Were composed mi oc-
casions of distress ami mourning: the forty-second psalm in

particular is in the night Si dl gree lender and plaintive, and
is one of the most beautiful specimens of the Hebrew elegy.
The I. ii i ni i. hi of David over his friend Jonathan (- Sam.
i. 17—37.) is another si beautiful elegy: but the most
reg lar and perfect elegi e c position id the Scriptures,
perhaps in the whole world, is the I k entitled The La-
mentations of Jeremiah, of which we have given a particular
analysis, infra, Vol. II. p. 27ij.

« lip Lowth'i 1 '
. noi s mi ii : .. trj Leel

1 \i...i\ -is ei ChronologVi rol II : k 1.

1

I" ' id quatrain, lb n Beptna-
gint v,, i sii-n, w huh in- \ ii,,e. ng note I

it made from Ibfl Ms wrotlc text, I N
ma :

—

He shall DOUr the w iter out of his hncketg,
And hlsssi

, ii \

And Ins kingdom eh

Dr. Bool N versfonof the
' 'II T< Sl.l Ml, Will,

sner :

—

Watei h 'i! flos flrom U n of Jat

Ind I imy waters

;

Their kins shall be btgher than \

And Ins kimi'l i
I blghlj axatti d

• The passagi - si. <i

exhlbll il" H grostesl advantage, m Dl
Jobb'i sacred Literature,

trace* 1,9.18 Jsi ix 17- 'i; Fiek. ixil. and xini.
" See Job iii. vi. vil. x. xlv. ivll. ill. xxix xxx.
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3. Didactic Poetry is defined by Bishop Lowth to be
that which delivers moral precepts in elegant and pointed

verses, often illustrated by a comparison expressed or implied,

similar to the Tvoiju-jj, or moral sentences, and adages, of the

ancient sages. Of this species of poetry the book of Proverbs

is the principal instance. To this class may be referred the

book of Ecclesiastes.

4. Of Lyric Poetry, or that which is intended to be
accompanied with music, the Old Testament abounds with

.lumerous examples. Besides a great number of hymns and
songs which are dispersed through the historical and pro-

phetical books, such as the ode of Moses at the Red Sea
(Exod. xv.), his prophetic ode (Deut. xxxii.), the triumphal

ode of Deborah (Judg. v.), the prayer of Habakkuk (iii.), and
many similar pieces, the entire book of Psalms is to be con-

sidered as a collection of sacred odes, possessing every va-

riety of form, and supported with the highest spirit of lyric

poetry ;—sometimes sprightly, cheerful, and triumphant

;

sometimes solemn and magnificent ; and sometimes tender,

soft, and pathetic.

5. Of the Idyl, or short pastoral poem, 1 the historical

psalms afford abundant instances. The seventy-eighth,

hundred and fifth, hundred and sixth, hundred and thirty-

sixth, and the hundred and thirty-ninth psalms, may be

adduced as singularly beautiful specimens of the sacred idyl

:

to which may be added Isa. ix. 8.—x. 4.

6. Of Dramatic Poetry, Bishop Lowth 2 adduces ex-

amples in the book of Job and the Sono; of Solomon, under-

standing the term in a more extended sense than that in

which it is usually received. Some critics, however, are of

opinion, that the Song of Solomon is a collection of sacred

idyls : and M. Bauer is disposed to consider the former book
as approximating nearest to the Mekama, that is, " the as-

semblies," moraldiscourses, or conversations of the celebrated

Arabian poet Hariri. :

In another part of this work some reasons are offered in

confirmation ot this conjecture.

Many of the psalms (and, according to Bishop Horsley, 4

by far the greater part) are a kind of dramatic ode, consisting

of dialogues between persons sustaining certain characters. 5

This dramatic or dialogue form admits of considerable

variety. Its leading characteristic, however, is an alternate

succession of parts, adapted to the purpose of alternate

recitation by two semi-choruses in the Jewish worship.

Bishop Jebb considers the sublime hymn of Zacharias (Luke
i. t;7—711.) as a dramatic ode of this description; and, in

confirmation of his opinion, he remarks that Zacharias must
have been familiar with this character of composition, both

as a pious and literate Jew, much conversant with the de-

votional and lyric poetry of bis country, and also as an offici-

ating priest; accustomed? to bear his part in the choral service

of the temple. Dr. J. has accordingly printed that hymn in

Greek and English, in the form of a dramatic, ode: and by
this mode of distribution has satisfactorily elucidated its true

meaning and grammatical construction in many passages,

which have hitherto in vain exercised the acumen of critics. 6

To the preceding species of Hebrew poetry, we may add,

7. The Acrostic or Alphabetical Poems. Bishop Lowth
considered this form of poetry as one of the leading charac-

teristics of the productions of the Hebrew muse : T>ut this,

we have seen, 7 is not the fact. It may rather be viewed as

a subordinate species, the form of which the bishop thus

defines :—The acrostic or alphabetical poem consists of twen-

ty-two lines, or of twenty-two systems of lines, or periods,

or stanzas, according to the number of the letters of the

Hebrew alphabet; and every line, or every stanza, begins

with each letter in its order, as it stands in the alphabet ; that

is, the first line, or first stanza, begins with n (aleph), the

second 3 {beth), and so on. This was certainly intended for

the assistance of the memory, and was chiefly employed in

subjects of common use, as maxims of morality, and forms

of devotion ; which, being expressed in detached sentences,

or aphorisms (the form in which the sages of the most
ancient times delivered their instructions), the inconvenience

arising from the subject, the want of connection in the parts,

and of a regular train of thought carried through the whole,

* Bishop Lowth defines an idyl to be a poem of moderate length, of a
uniform middle style, chietty distinguished for elegance and sweetness;
regular and clear as to the plot, conduct, and arrangement.
3 Lowth, Prslect. xviii.—xxxiv.
3 Bauer, Hermenent. Sacr. p. 386.
4 Bishop Horsley's Book of Psalms translated from the Hebrew, vol. i.

pref. p. xv.
» See Vol. n. p. 238.
• Sacred Literature, pp. 404—417. ' See p. 374. supra.

wras remedied by this artificial contrivance in the form.
There are still extant in the books of the Old Testament
twelve 8 of these poems : three of them perfectly alphabeti-

cal,9 in which every line is marked by its initial letter; the
other nine less perfectly alphabetical, in which every stanza
only is so distinguished. Of the three former it is to

be remarked, that not only every single line is distinguished
by its initial letter, but that the whole poem is laid out into

stanzas; two 10 of these poems each into ten stanzas, all of

two lines except the two last^ stanzas in each, which are of

three lines ; in these the sense and the construction mani-
festly point out the division into stanzas, and mark the limit

of every stanza. The third 11 of these perfectly alphabetical

poems consists of twenty-two stanzas of three lines: but in

this the initial letter of every stanza is also the initial letter

of every line of that stanza : so that both the lines and the

stanzas are infallibly limited. And in all the three poems
the pauses of the sentences coincide with the pauses of the

lines and stanzas. It is also further to be observed of these
three poems, that the lines, so determined by the initial letters in

the same poem, are remarkably equal to one another in length,

in the number of words nearly, and, probably, in the number
of syllables; and that the lines of the same stanza have a
remarkable congruity one with another, in the matter and the

form, in the sense and the construction.

Of the other nine poems less perfectly alphabetical, in

which the stanzas only are marked with initial letters, six 12

consist of stanzas of two lines, two 13 of stanzas of three lines,

and one' 4 of stanzas of four lines : not taking into the account
at present some irregularities, which in all probability are to

be imputed to the mistakes of transcribers. And these

stanzas likewise naturally divide themselves into their dis-

tinct lines, the sense and the construction plainly pointing
out their limits : and the lines have the same congruity one
with another in matter and form, as was above observed, in

regard to the poems more perfectly alphabetical.

Another thing to be observed 01 the three poems perfectly

alphabetical is, that in two 1 ' of them the lines are shorter

than those of the third" by about one third part, or almost
half; and of the other nine poems the stanzas only of which
are alphabetical, that three lr consist of the longer lines, and
the six others of the shorter.

VII. We have already had occasion to remark, that the

Eoetry of the Hebrews derives its chief excellence from its

eing dedicated to religion. Nothing can be conceived more
elevated, more beautiful, or more elegant, than the composi-
tions of the Hebrew bards ; in which the sublimity of the

subject i-* fully equalled by the eneruy of the language and
the dignity of the style. Compared with them, the most
brilliant productions id' the Greek and Roman muses, who
often employed themselves on frivolous or very trilling

themes, are infinitely inferior in the scale of excellence. The
Hebrew poet, who worshipped Jehovah as the sovereign of
his people—who believed all the laws, whether sacred or

civil, which he was bound to obey, to be of divine enactment
—and who was taught that man was dependent upon God for

every thing—meditated upon nothing but Jehovah ; to Him
he devoutly referred all things, and placed his supreme
delight in celebrating the divine attributes and perfections.

If, however, we would enter fully into the beauties of the

sacred poets, there are two General Observations, which it

will be necessary to keep in mind whenever we analyze or

examine the Songs of Sion.

1. The first is, that -we carefully investigate their nature
and genius.

For, as the Hebrew poems, though various iti their kinds, are each
marked by a character peculiar 10 itself, and by which they are distinguish-

ed from each other, we shall be enabled to enter more fully into their ele-

gance and beauty, if we have a correct view- of their form and arrange-
ment. For instance, if we wish critically t" expound uie Psalms, we ought
to investigate the nature and properties of the Hebrew ode, as well as the
form and structure of the Hebrew elegies, &c., and ascertain in what re-
spects they dilfer from the odes, elegies, Ax. of the Greek poets. In like

manner, when studying the Proverbs of SmIihuoii, we should recollect that

the most ancient kind of instruction was by means of moral sentences, in

which the first principles of ancient philosophy were contained; and, from
a comparison of the Hebrew, Greek, and ol her gnomic sentences, we should
investigate the principal characters of a proverb. In the book of Job are
to be observed the unity of action, delineation of manners, the externa,
form and construction of the poem, Ac.

b Psal. xxv. xxxiv. xxxyii. cxi. cxii. cxix. cxlv. Prov. xxxi.10—31. Lam. L

ii. iii. iv.

3 Psal. cxi. cxii. Lament, iii.

10 Psal. cxi. cxii. !I Lament, iii.

tt Psal. xxv. xxxiv. cxix. cxlv. Prov. xxxi. Lam. iv.

'3 Lam. i. ii.
14 Psal. xxxvii. >' Psal. cxi. cxii.

is Lament, iii.
'* Lament, i. ii. iv
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2. Further, in interpreting ihc compositions of tin 1 Hebrew
bards, it ought doI to 1"' forgotten, that the objects ofowatten-
Hon ure the production* of poet*, and of oriental poett in

particular.

ft | ry thai wr Simula I, r. ;i,-t|imiiiir.l uuli [lie country
in wliii 1 1 the poel lived its situation peculiarities, and slso with the

he inhabllanl i n .a the language Orieptal poetry
aboumls witli strong expressiona, bold mctaphora, glowing aentimem
animali I in the moat Ihrely colours. Bence the
words of the EIenre« poete are neither i" be undefal I in too lax a aenae,
nor to be interpreted too literati) [nil mparisonainlrodui
tbe

i
f "i resemblance between the object of comparison, and the thing

wiih whieh ii la compared, ehould be examined, but not strained loo far:
inn! tin- [on i >! ill.

i
i goriest " r other figures thai may

be introduced, should be fullj conaidereo above all, ii should be i

lected, that aa the sacred poets Hi East, their ideas i

were totally different from ours, and eon equentl] otlobe -Mrr,-,!

din des of thinking. From inattention to thia clri

the productions ol the Hebrew muae nave neither been correctly under-
stood, nor their beautlea duly fell ami appreciated,

The reader will liml s e hints for the special study of the

bonk nl Psalms, in \ ol. II. pp. 344, 345., Slid also g copious
•analysis ol' the book of Job, with observations for the better

understanding of it, in pp. 235, 23G. of tin- same volume.

CHAPTER III.

ON THE SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF THE SCRIPTURES/

SECTION I.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF THE SCRIPTURES.

It has been a favourite notion with some divines, that tin;

mystical or spiritual interpretation of the Scriptures had its

first origin in the synagogue, and was thence adopted by our

Lord and his apostles, when arguing with the .lews: and

that from them it was received by the fathers of the Chris-

tian church, from whom it has been transmitted to us. The
inference deduced by many of these eminently learned men
is, that no such interpretation is admissible: while other

commentators and critics have exaggerated and carried it to

the extreme. But, if the argument against a thing from the

possibility of its being abused be inadmissible in ipiestious

of a secular nature, it is equally inadmissible in tbe exposi-

tion of ihe Sacred Writings. All our ideas are admitted

through the medium of the senses, and consequently refer in

the first place lo external objects : lint no sooner are we con-

vinced that we possess an immaterial soul or spirit, than we
find occasion for oilier terms, or, for want of these, another

application of the same terms to a dill'erent class of objects;

and hence arises the necessity of resorting to figurative and

spiritual interpretation. Now, the object of revelation being

to make known things which "eye hath not seen nor ear

heard, nor have entered into the heart of man to conceive,"

it seems hardly possible that the human mind should be

capable of apprehending them, but through the medium "I

figurative language or mystical representations.

" The foundation of religion and virtue being laid in the

mind and heart, the secret dispositions and genuine acts of

which are invisible, and known only to a man's self; there-

fore the powers and operations ot the mind can only be

expressed in figurative terms and external symbols. The
motives also ana inducements to practice are spiritual, such

as affect men in a way of moral influence, and not of natural

efficiency; the principal of which are drawn from the consi-

deration of a future state; and, consequently, lAesi likewise

must be represented by allegories and similitudes, taken from
things inosl known and familiar here. And thus we find in

Scripture the stale of religion illustrated by all the beautiful

images We can conceive; in which natural unity, order, and
harmony consist, as regulated by the strictest and um I

exact mil - of discipline, taken from those observed in the

best ordered temporal government. In the interpretation of
places, in winch any of these images are contained] the

principal regard is to be had to thi • or tpiriiuai, and
not to the literal sense of the words. From nol attending to

winch, have arisen aliMud doctrines ami mi. rences, which
weak nun lune endeavoured to establish as Scripture truths;

whereas, in the other method of explication, the things are

plain and easy to rv lacity, make the dl i

I" 81 and

mosl lasting impressions upon Iheir minds, and have thi

greatest inlhienee upon iheir practice. Of this nature are all

i he me, and ceremonies prescribed to the Jews, with n Lai

to the external form of religions worship j every one of which
kvaa intended to show the obligation or recommend the prac-

tice of -.nine moral duty, and ».h -,n i on d ol no further use

I
I. eeHormi

n< ni s „ , ,
, l( , , mmentatlo Uei meneu-
nystlci Crltoi i nulnls prlnclpU

rtlsquo caululis circumscripta." Bv.. J. nl

than as it produced that effect. And the same may be
applied to the rewards and punishments peculiar to the

Christian dispensation, which regard a future state. The
rewards are set forth by those things, in which the generality

of men take their greatest delight, and place their highest

satisfaction in this life; and the punishments are such as are

inflicted by human laws upon the worst of malefactors; but

they can neither of them be understood in the strictly Sterol

sense, but only by way of analogy, and corresponding in the
general nature aiid intention ol "the thing, though very dif-

fer* ni in kind." 2

But independently of the able argument A priori, here cited,

in favour of the mediate, mystical, or spiritual interpretation

of the Scriptures, unless such interpretation be admitted, we
cannol avoid one oftwo great difficulties: lor. either we must
assert that the multitude of applications, made by ( 'hrist and
his apostles, an fanciful ami unauthorized, and wholly inade-

quate to prove the points for which they are quoted; or, on
the other naud, we must believe that the obvious and natural

sense of such passages was never intended, and that it was a

mere illusion. The Christian yvill not assent to the former
of these positions; the phUosopker and the critic yvill nol

readily assent lo the killer. 3
It has been erroneously sup-

posed thai this mediate, or mystical interpretation of Scrip-

ture is confined to the N< w T< stamen! exclusively ; we have,

however, char evidence of its adoption by son f the sacred

writers of the old Testament, and a few instances yvill suf-

fice to prove its existence.

1. In Exod. x*\iii. 88. Moses says, thai the diadem or plate

of gold, worn upon certain solemn festivals upon the high pilcl's

forehead, signified that be ben' in a vicarious and typical manner

the sin of the holy things, and made an atonement lor the imper-

fection of the Hebrew otl'crings and sacrifices.

2. In Lev. x\m. Ii. ami Dent x. 16. and xxx. ft., he men-

tions the cireumeisi if the heart, which was signified In Ihe

circuincisioif of the llcsb. (Compare Jer. iv. 4. vi. 10. and ix.

85, 26. with Exod. \i. Ii. SO.)
'. Further, the great lawgiver of the Jews explains the histori-

cal and typical unporl Of all their goal fcsll\al>.

Tin i

i id Num. Dl 1

[he twofold meaning of thi n first-born son
Unit thi ; Baypi groaned

ions ware i ly i

Iran lerred to the tribe ol Levi, the firat-norn sona wei sd lbs

thi Li i and were thencofortb to be redeemed. Phi whole -a itto

i [fit
i i moral!] signified tl" p no.

mi i ni o! the i" i
|
whom they ware ottered |

and Ibai the

other i ii" Hebrews shouldbava i symbollcalor s|»iriiual

import will bo < ecollects the frequent a

which obtained In Egypt, from which country Moans brought uut

ini ii ,

The precepts delivered in the New Testament concerning
plainly intimate that those very sacred mis

were then about to receive their real accomplishment, and

their symbolical or spiritual meaning is explained.

t in i Origin ol I'.vii in thi IbBo i

ii.ni <a HmvI. i .
.
on

, vol 111 p 289,

• See Bishop Mi. la., i on-ck Article, p 580. It I • fittton
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1. See, for instance, Rom. vi. 3— 11. Col. ii. 12. 1 Cor. vi. 11.

xi. 23—27. E[)h. v. 26. anil Tit. iii. 5. In which last passage

baptism (by immersion in water probably) is said to signify not

only the moral ablution of sin, but also the death and burial of

guilty man, and (by his emersion from the water) his resurrec-

tion to a pious and virtuous life ; in other words, our death unto

sin, and our obligation to walk in newness of life. The spiritual

import of the Lord's supper is self-evident.

2. Lastly, since we learn from the New Testament that some
histories, which in themselves convey no peculiar meaning, must

be interpreted allegorically or mystically (as Gal. iv. 22—24.),

and that persons and things are there evidently types and em-
blems of the Christian dispensation, and its divine founder, as in

Matt. xii. 40. John iii. 14, 15. 1 Cor. x. 4. and Heb. vii. 2, 3.

it is plain that the mystical sense ought to be followed in the

histories and prophecies' of the Old Testament, and especially in

such passages as are referred to by the inspired writers of the

New Testament ; who having given us the key by which to

unlock the mystical sense of Scripture, we not only may but

ought cautiously and diligently to make use of it.

Where the inspired writers themselves direct us to such an

interpretation, when otherwise we might not perceive its

necessity, then we have an absolute authority for the exposi-

tion, which supersedes our own conjectures, and we are not

only safe in abiding by that authority, hut should be unwar-
ranted in rejecting it.

SECTION II.

CANONS FOR THE SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE.

The Spiritual Interpretation of the Bible, " like all other

good things, is liable to abuse ; and that it hath been actually

abused, both in ancient and modern days, cannot be denied.

He, who shall go about to apply, in this way, any passage,

before he hath attained its literal meaning, may say in itself

what is pious and true, but foreign to the text from which he

endeavoureth to deduce it. St. Jerome, it is well known,
when grown older and wiser, lamented that, in the fervours

of a youthful fancy, he had spiritualized the prophecy of Oba-
diah, before he understood it. And it must be allowed that

a due attention to the occasion and scope of the Psalms would
have pared off many unseemly excrescences, which now
deform the commentaries of St. Augustine and other fathers

upon them. But these and other concessions of the same
kind being made, as they are made very freely, men of sense
will consider, that a principle is not therefore to be rejected,

because it has been abused ; since human errors can never

invalidate the truths of God." 2

The literal sense, it has been well observed, is, undoubt-
edly, first in point of nature as well as in order of significa-

tion ; and consequently, when investigating the meaning of
any passage, this must be ascertained before we proceed to

search out its mystical import: but the true and genuine
mystical or spiritual sense excels the literal in dignity, the

latter being only the medium of conveying the former, which
is more evidently designed by the Holy Spirit. For instance,

in Num. xxi. 8, 9. compared with John iii. 14. the brazen
serpent is said to have been lifted up, in order to signify the

lifting up of Jesus Christ, the Saviour of the world; and,

consequently, that the type might serve to designate the

antitype. 3

Though the true spiritual sense of a text is undoubtedly to

be most highly esteemed, it by no means follows that we are

to look for it in every passage of Scripture ; it is not, how-
ever, to be inferred that spiritual interpretations are to be
rejected, although they should not be clearly expressed. It

may be considered as an axiom in sacred hermeneutics, that

the spiritual meaning of a passage is t/nrc only to be

» On the Double Sense of Prophecy, Sep pp. 390, 391. infra.
n Bishop Home's Commentary on the Psalms, vol. i. Preface. (.Works,

ii p. x.) "Tile importance, then, of figurative ami mystical interpretation
can hardly be called in question. The entire neglect of it must, m many
cases, greatly vitiate expositions, however otherwise valuable for their eru-

dition and judgment. In explaining the prophetical writings and the Mosaic
ordinances, this defect will be most striking ; since, in consequence of it,

not only the spirit and force of many passages will almost wholly evaporate,
but erroneous conceptions may be formed of their real purport and inten-

tion." Bp. Vanmildert's Bamp'ton Lectures, p. 240. Rambach has adduced
several instances, which strongly confirm these solid observations, Institut.

Ilenn. Sacr. p. 81.
3 Rambach, Insiiuuiones Hcrtncneuticaj Sacra;, p. 72.

SOUGHT, WHERE IT IS EVIDENT, FROM Certain CRITERIA, THAT
SUCH MEANING WAS DESIGNED BY THE HoLY SPIRIT.

The criteria, by which to ascertain whether there is a
latent spiritual meaning in any passage of Scripture, are two
fold : either they are seated in the text itself, or they are to be
found in some other passages.

I. Where the criteria are seated in the text, vestiges of a spi-

ritual meaning are discernible, when things, which are affirmed

concerning the person or thing immediately treated of, are so

august and illustrious that they cannot in any way be applied

to it, in the fullest sense of the words.

The word of God is the word of truth : there is nothing super-

fluous, nothing deficient in it. The writings of the prophets,

especially those of Isaiah, abound with instances of this kind.

Thus, in the 14th, 40th, 41st, and 49th chapters of that evangeli-

cal prophet, the return of the Jews from the Babylonish captivity

is announced in the most lofty and magnificent terms. He
describes their way as levelled before them, valleys filled up,

mountains reduced to plains, cedars and other shady trees, and
fragrant herbs, as springing up to refresh them on their journey,

and declares that they shall sutler neither hunger nor thirst

during their return. The Jews, thus restored to their native

land, be represents as a holy people, chosen by Jehovah, cleansed

from all iniquity, and taught by God himself, &c. &c. Now, when
we compare this description with the accounts actually given of

their return to Palestine, by Ezra and Nehemiah, we do not find

any thing corresponding with the events predicted by Isaiah

:

neither do tbcv represent the manners of the people as reformed,

agreeably to the prophet's statement. On the contrary, their

profligacy is frequently reproved by Ezra and Nehemiah in the

most pointed terms, as well as by the prophet Haggai. In this

description, therefore, of their deliverance from captivity, we must
look beyond it to that infinitely higher deliverance, which in the

fulness of time was accomplished by Jesus Christ: "who by
himself once offered, hath thereby made a full, perfect, and suffi-

cient sacrifice, oblation, and atonement for the sins of the whole
world," and thus " hath opened the kingdom of heaven to all

believers."

We proceed to show in what cases it will be proper to have
recourse to other passages of Scripture.

II. Winn- tin spiritual meaning of a text is latent, the Holy
Spirit (under whose direction the sacred penmen wrote) some-

times clearly and expressly asserts that one thing or person was
divinely constituted or appointed to be a figure or symbol uf
another thing or person : in which case the indisputable tes-
timony of ETERNAL truth removes and cuts off every ground

of doubt and uncertainty.

For instance, if we compare Psalm ex. 4. with Heb. vii. 1. we
shall find that JUelchaedee was a type of Messiah, the great high-

priest and king. So Hagar and Sarah were types of the Jewish

and Christian churches. (Gal. iv. 22—24.) Jonah was a type

of Christ's resurrection (Matt. xii. 40.) : the manna, of Christ

himself, and of his heavenly doctrine. (John vi. 32.) The rock

in the wilderness, whence water issued on being struck by Moses,

represented Christ to the Israelites (1 Cor. x. 4.) ; and the en-

trance of the high-priest into the holy of holies, on the day of

expiation, with the blood of the victim, is expressly stated by
Saint Paul to have prefigured the entrance of Jesus Christ into

the presence of God, with his own blood. (Heb. ix. 7—20.)

III. Sometimes, however, the mystical sense is intimated by the

Holy Spirit in a more obscure manner ,- and without excluding

the practice if sober and pious meditation, we are led by various

intimations (which reouire very diligent observation and study)

to the knowledge of the spiritual or mystical meaning. 7'his

chiefly occurs in the following cases.

1. When the antitype is proposed under figurative names
taken from the Old Testament.

Thus, in t Cor. v. 7. Christ is called the Paschal Land) :— in 1 Cor. xv. 45.

he is called the last Adam ; the first Adam, therefore, was in some respect
a type or figure of Christ, who in Ezekiel xxxiv. 23. is further called David.
In like manner, the kingdom of Antichrist is mentioned under the appella-
tions of Sodom, Egypt, and Babylon, in Rev. .\i. 8. and xvi. 19.

2. When, by a manifest allusion of words and phrases, the

Scripture refers one thing to another ,- or, when the arguments

of the inspired writers either plainly intimate it to have a spi-

ritual meaning, or when such meaning is tacitly implied.

(1.) Thus, from Isa. ix. 4., which alludes to the victory obtained by Gideon
(Judges vi] 22.), we learn that this represents the victory which Christ
should obtain by the preaching of the Gospel, as Vitringa has largely shown
on this passage.

(2.) So, when St.. Paul is arguing against the Jews from the types of Sarah,

Hagar, Melchisedec, Ax. he supposes that in these memorable Old Testa-
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menl personages there were some things In which f'hrist and tii° m;
body Hi- churofa wi wen admitted lo-

tus on j wis.' his argument would be Inconclusive Hi di i il

follows, that! lac id other p m m nttoni I Id I he I H I
Ti stami

whom then is no typical or spiritual signification given in ihe Scriptures,
in rrprtsa terms, were types ol Chris) in many things thai happened to

them, orwere performed by them In like manner, St Paul shows 1 1
* or

ix.9.10 aceptinDeul rxv I relative to the muzzling ol

has a higher spiritual meaning than is suggested by the mere letter of the

command

Such are the most important criteria, by which to ascertain

whether a passage may require a spiritual interpretation, or

not. Hut although these rnles will afford essential assistance

in enabling us to determinethis point, it is another and equally
importanl question, in what manner that interpretation is to

be regulated.

In the consideration of this topic, it will be sufficient to

remark, that the general principles already laid" down, 1 with
respect to the figurative and allegorical interpretation of the

Scriptures, are applicable to the spiritual exposition of the

Sacred \\ ritings. It only remains to add, that all mystical
or spiritual interpretations must be such as really illustrate,

Dol obscure or perplex Ihe subject. Agreeably to the sound
maxim adopted by divines, they must not I" 1 made the foun-

dation of articles of faith, but must be offered only to explain

or confirm what is elsewhere more clearly revealed;8 and
above all, they must on no account or pretext whatever be
sought after in matters of little moment.

In the spiritual interpretation of Scripture, there BTG two
extremes to he avoided, vi/. on the one hand, that we do nol

restrict such interpretation within too narrow limits; and, on
the other hand, thai we d I seek lor mystical meanings in

every passage, to the exclusion of its literal and com n

sense, when thai sense is sufficiently clear and intelligible.

The latter of these t \\ u extremes is that tO which men have
in every age been most liable. Hence it is that we find

instances of it in the more ancienl Jewish doctors, especially
in I 'hi In, and among many of the father.-, as Cyprian, Jerome.
Augustine, and others, and particularly in Ongen* who ap-

pears to have d< rived his system of allegorizing ihe Sacred
Writings from the school 01 l'hdo. Nor are modern expo-
sitors altogether free from these extravagancies.'

i Boe Chaptei I Bed s I III andlV pp 355 i]

» " Est regale theoloaorum, sensusi mysticu i i argumentoti-
rti"i, hoo i it i luppeditare firnia ac solids antuuieuts quibus dogmata

( Oii " K tmb li ii. lit"-' II' i in S icr pp i

> Thus, Cocceius ri pn -
> nti i the entire history of the Old Testament

as a mirror whfcb hold forth an accurate view of the transactions and
events thai were to happen in the church undei the New Testami m dis-

on to the end of the world. ETe further affirmnd, thai b) faj the
tncieni prophecies foretold Christ's ministry and medi-

ation] togethei with the rise, progress, ami revolutions ol the church, nol
only under the figure of per ona and transactions but in a Literal manner,

. the sense of the words used In the ie predict ; tnd b< lai I II

down as i fandamental rule of interpretation thai the words nn.i p/
of Srn'ittiiri fin fttfn uttfln .,. <,>< h tin it tu r VUSCSPft*

ofe .' or, in olhe'i nrord
I

i U rig which fney
' ''/ (Mosl i i ice B lory, vol v p 360 ti teg edit.

1808.) I HK'iis havi- mil hiTti will mill their ;u|\o<vtt»:8 in ttlifl

iry ; ami If our turn's permitted we could adduce numerous Instances ol

evfdenl ml interpretations <>i ih»< smpiiiivs win. h h.er i>e. n m-i-.-isi <i

by the adoption of them "i r two, however, muel suffice. Thus, the
Ten Oommandinenta, or Moral C i t tl i iro usually termedi which
the il pious and learned men in ever] age ol the Christian < Imrch have
i

.
i rldered to be rules «>r precepts for regvuatlns the manners or conduct

<>f men, l>"'ii towards God and towards one another have been referred to

Christ, undei the mistaken ides that they may be read with i m
Interest by beHevei

I

-
i mi itlon of the Ton Commandmi nt i n

the above principle. If surd a perversion "i sense and reason nn be so
i in the Bible magaz , vol 'n pp 13, 1 1. 1 In like manner ine first

psalm, whli b Ij admitted oeai ribs the n ipectlye happiness
and misery of the

i and tin > thi ' an hypo-
til doar of the world. In whom alone all the
characters of j Inesn are made to centre, wlthoui ini referenct i" its

I »r, h bo pei 'I i ' i would natu-
rally " he prophet n the calamities lhal should
befall i i:

.'
: ,i i

1

1

vi'v ; which
take hold uai to be i L, and I bal upon

pl#« and it thi words
ol Scripture signify every thing which they can signify, has been dl I

beyond i LI si
the prophi i

on ol mankind in the I jth ; the
seven u I I

A. simple i pltcry won HI

i b I" ope i ly beloi chaniei and had
dm r -

•

•

Hon Just noticed, It is i
! edonl)

by thi - t writer in the Continent,
• , loiind \ . i ! :.

tncest of Lot only to fa n ol the
aehmlki <

Jnfhtia the son of Vun ilsr Hani

H

•
, i i n the O I

the Ad '

M I

i " '
I IMI)

In these strictures, the author trusts lie shall not be
charged with improperly ceneuring " that Fair and b her

accommodation of the historical and parabolical pan- to

present times and circumstances, or to the elucidation < t"

either the doctrines or precebte of Christianity, which is

sanctioned by the word of Goo;* 1 and which he has attempt"

ed to illustrate in the preceding criteria for asct rtainins the

mystical or spiritual meaning of the Scriptures. Such ait

accommodation, it is justly remarked, is perfectly allowable]
and may he highly useful; and in some cases it is absolutely

necessary. "Let every truly pious man, however, be aware
of the danger of extending this principle beyond its natural

and obvious application; lest he should wander himself, and
[< id Others also astray from that clearly traced and well-

beaten path in which we are assured that even ' a wayfaring
man though a fool should not err.

1

Let no temptatu
which vanity, a desire of popularity, or the more specious,

but equally fallacious, plea ot usefulness may present, seduce
him from liis tried way. On thi contrary ^ lei ft/m ad/ten u->tU

jealotu cart (d the plum mid unforced dictates of (he wordoj
(ii>' f

; lest, by departing from the simplicity >-\' the G< spel,

he should inadvertently contribute to the adulteration of
( 'hristianity, and to the consequent injury which must thence

arise to the spiritual interest or liis fellow-creatures."1

IV. Application of the preceding principles to the spi-

ritual interpretation of the .Miracles recorded in the New
Testament

Although (as we have alreulv observed) the d( sign of mi-
racles' is to mark the divine interposition, yet, when pen
the miracles recorded m the Sacred \\ tilings, we are m
lose sight of the moral and religions instruction conceaJed
uiiiler them, and especially under the miracles performed by
our Saviour* ** All his miracles," indeed, ' were undoubn dly
s.i many testimonies thai he was sent from t' 1 d : bui thi \

Wen* much more thin litis, Eot they wire all of such a

kind, and attended with such circumstances, as givensan
insight into the spiritual state of man, and the great work
of his salvation." The? were significant emblems of his

designs, and figures aptly representing the benefits to be

conferred by him upon mankind, and had in them a spiritual

sense.

Thus, he cast OUl evil spirits, who. by the Divine Provi-

dence, were permitted to exert themselves at that time, and to

possess many persons. l»y this act he showed that he came to

destroy the empire of Sataio, and seemed to foretell that, where-

soever his doctrine should prevail, idolatry and vice should In-

put to Sight—He gave sight i»> the blind, a miracle well suiting

him who brought immortality to light, and taught truth to an

ignorant world. Lucem cattgank reddidit nturuio, applied by

Quintua Ourtitu to a Roman emperor, can be BUictiy applied to

( 'hrist, and to him alone. No prophet e\er did this miracle before

him, as none ever made the religious dlBCOveriesj which he nude.

Our Saviour himself leads us to this observation, and sets bis

miracle in the same View, Baying, upon ih.it occasion, / urn thr

light of the worlds I am conn- into thit wor/nt, thai they which

tee nut might see. He cured the deaf, and the dumb, and the

lame, and the infirm, and cleaii.-ed the lepers, and belled all

manner of sicknesses, to show at the s:um tunc that he was the

physician of souls, which have their diseases corresponding i»>

some manner to those of the body, and are deaf, and dumb, and

impotent, and paralytic, and leprous in the spiritual sense.— lie

led the hungry multitudes by a miracle, which aptij represented

Ids beavenhj doctrine, and the Gospel preached to the poor, and
which he himself so explains^saying,— lam the /-'

which came down from heaven} if any man eat of thie bread,

he shall live fir ever,— He raised the dead, a miracle peculiarly

suiting him, who at the last da) should call forth all mankind to

appeal im ; and. therefore, when he raised Lazarus he

uttered those majestic words: / wn the resurrection and the

lift , he that believeth in me, though he • el thall he

live.— lb pi Upon persons who were not

of his own nation, and it was ordered bj Divine Providi

i Christian Observer 11

inn ks --"1 ihe evils ol spfniuaJI-

sing Ihe Sacred Wriuosjsi mch. Thi* rani** lori

in \.>!iimii w i :

,
Man) mi, on lha

n
ii. -

i
i rD bop Home's

la his Cominontsi jr In c •' '''

i

buss of splii ....:, i
'.

\ • nnitl-

di ii, Bempi Lecton
» The n em. .eel . v] Ion s -u miracles .--re diaciiarrd in tliis VOlUflM,
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that these persons, as the centurion, the Syrophcenician woman,
the Samaritan leper, should show a greater degree of faith and
of gratitude than the Jews to whom the same favours were
granted. This was an indication that the Gospel would be
more readily received by the Gentiles than by the Jews, and this

our Saviour intimates, saying when he had commended the

centurion's faith, Many shall come from the east andfrom the

west, from the north andfrom the south, and shall sit down loiih

Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of hea-oen ; but
the children ofthe kingdom shall be cast out into utter darkness.

It were easy to adduce other instances, hut the preceding
will suffice to establish the rule, especially as the spiritual

import of the Christian miracles is particularly considered by
every writer that has expressly illustrated them, but by no
one with more sobriety than by Dr. Jortin, to whom we are
indebted for most of the preceding illustrations. 1

SECTION III.

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF TYPES.

I. Nature of a type.—II. Different species of types.— I. Legal
types.—2. Prophetical types.—3. Historical types.—III. Rules
for the interpretation of types.—IV. Remarks on the inter-

pretation of symbols.

I. A Type, in its primary and literal meaning, simply
denotes a rough draught, or less accurate model, from which
a more perfect image is made ; but, in the sacred or theolo-
gical sense of the term, a type may be defined to be a symbol
of something future and distant, or an example prepared and
evidently designed by God to prefigure that future thing.
What is thus prefigured is called the antitype.2

1. The first characteristic of a type is its adumbration of
THE THING TYPIFIED.

One thing may adumbrate another,—either in something which
it has in common with the other ; as the Jewish victims by their

death represented Christ, who in the fulness of time was to die

for mankind,—or in a symbol of some property possessed by the

other ; as the images of the cherubim, placed in the inner sanc-

tuary of the temple, beautifully represented the celerity of the

angels of heaven, not indeed by any celerity of their own, but by

wings of curious contrivance, which exhibited an appropriate

symbol of swiftness,—or in any other way, in which the thing

representing can be compared with the thing represented ; as

Melchisedec the priest of the Most High God represented Jesus

Christ our priest. For though Melchisedec was not an eternal

priest, yet the sacred writers have attributed to him a slender and
shadowy appearance of eternity, by not mentioning the genea-

logy of the parents, the birth or death of so illustrious a man, as

they commonly do in the case of other eminent persons, but

under the divine direction concealing all these particulars.

2. The next requisite to constitute a type is, that it be
PREPARED AND DESIGNED BY GoD TO REPRESENT ITS ANTITYPE. 3

This forms the distinction between a type and a simile ; for

many things are compared to others, which they were not made
to resemble, for the purpose of representing them. For, though
it is said that " all flesh is grass, and all the glory of man as the

flower of grass" (1 Pet. i. 24.), no one can consider the tenuity

of grass as a type of human weakness, or the flower of grass as

a type of human glory. The same remark must be applied also

to a metaphor, or that species of simile in which one thing is

called by the name of another ; for, though Herod from his cun-

ning is called a fox (Luke xiii. 32.), and Judah for his courage

a lion's tvhelp (Gen. xlix. 9.), yet no one supposes foxes to be

types of Herod, or young lions types of Judah.

3. Our definition of a type includes also, that the object
REPRESENTED BY IT IS SOMETHING FUTURE.

* See Dr. Jortin's Remarks on Ecclesiastical History, vol. i. pp. 267—275.

(2d edit.) See also Dr. Dodd's Discourses on the Miracles of the New
Testament, and Dr. Uollyer's Lectures on Scripture Miracles.

a Outram de Sacrifices, lib. i. c. 18. or p. 215. of Mr. Allen's accurate
translation. This work is of singular value to the divinity student; as af-

fording, in a comparatively smalt compass, one of the most masterly vin-

dications of the vicarious atonement of Christ that ever was published.
3 "It is essential," observes Bp. Vanmildert, "to a type, in the scriptural

acceptation of the term, that there should be a competent evidence of the

divine intention in the correspondence between it and the antitype,—

a

matter not left to the imagination of the expositor to discover, but resting

on some solid proof from Scripture itself, that this was really the case."
imp
VrOL. I. 3C

Those institutions of Moses, which partook of the nature of
types, are called "a shadow of things to come" (Col. ii. 17.) ;

and those things which happened unto the fathers for types are
said to have been written for our admonition, " upon whom the
ends of the world are come." (1 Cor. x. 1. 11.) In the same
sense the Mosaic law, which abounded with numerous types, is

declared to have had " a shadow of good things to come." (Heb.
x. 1.) And those things which by the command of God were
formerly transacted in the tabernacle, are described as prefiguring

what was afterwards to be done in the heavenly sanctuary. (Heb.
ix. 11, 12. 23, 24.) Hence it appears, that a type and a symbol
differ from each other as a genus and species. The term symbol
is equally applicable to that which represents a thing, past, pre-
sent, or future ; whereas the object represented by a type is inva-
riably future. So that all the rites which signified to the Jews
any virtues that they were to practise, ought to be called symbols
rather than types ; and those rites, if there were any, which
were divinely appointed to represent things both present and
future, may be regarded as both symbols and types ;—symbols,
as denoting things present ; and types, as indicating things

future.

4. We may further remark, that a type differs from a para-
ble, in being grounded on a matter of fact, not on a fictitious

narrative, but is much of the same nature in actions, or things
and persons, as an allegory is in words ; though allegories
are frequently so plain, that it is scarcely possible for any
man to mistake them; and thus it is, in many cases, with
respect to types.

Where, indeed, there is only one type or resemblance, it is in

some instances not so easily discernible ; but where several cir-

cumstances concur, it is scarcely possible not to perceive the agree-

ment subsisting between the type and the antitype. Thus, the

ark was a type of baptism ; the land of Canaan, of heaven ; the
elevation of the brazen serpent, and the prophet Jonah, of our
Saviour's crucifixion and resurrection.

II. In the examination of the Sacred Writings, three Spe-
cies of types present themselves to our consideration; -viz.

Les,al Types, or those contained in the Mosaic law ; Prophet-
ical Types, and Historical Types.

1. Legal Types.—It evidently appears, from comparing the

history and economy of Moses with the whole of the New Tes-
tament, that the ritual law was typical of the Messiah and of

Gospel blessings ; and this point has been so clearly established

by the great apostle of the Gentiles in his Epistle to the Hebrews,
that it will suffice to adduce a very few examples, to show the

nature of Legal Types.

Thus, the entire constitution, and offerings of the Levitical priesthood,
typically prefigured Christ the great high-priest (Heb. v. vii. viii.) ; and
especially the ceremonies observed on the great day of atonement. (Lev.
xvi. with Heb. ix. throughout, and x. 1—22.) So, the passover and the
paschal lamb typified the sacrifice of Jesus Christ (Exod. xii. 3. et seq.

with John xix. 36. and 1 Cor. v. 7.): so, the feast of Pentecost, which com-
memorated the giving of the law on Mount Sinai (Exod. xix. xx.), pre-
figured the effusion of the Holy Spirit on the apostles, who were thus
enabled to promulgate the Gospel throughout the then known world. (Acts
ii. 1— 11.) And it has been conjectured* that the feast of tabernacles typi-

fies the final restoration of the Jews. In like manner, the privileges of
the Jews were types of those enjoyed by all true Christians; " for their
relation to God as his people, signified by the na.merlsraelite (Rom. ix. 4.),

prefigured the more honourable relation, in which believers, the true

Israel, stand to God.—Their adoption as the sons of God, and the privileges

they were entitled to by that adoption, were types of believers being made
partakers of the divine nature by the renewing of the Holy Ghost, and of
their title to the inheritance of heaven.—The residence of the glory, first

in the tabernacle and then in the temple, was a figure of the residence of
God by his Spirit in the Christian church, His temple on earth, and of His
eternal residence in that church brought to perfection in heaven.—The
covenant with Abraham was the new or Gospel covenant, the blessings of

which were typified by the temporal blessings promised to him and to his

natural seed; and the covenant at Sinai, whereby the Israelites, as the wor-

shippers of the true God, were separated from the idolatrous nations, was
an emblem of the final separation of the righteous from the wicked.— In the

giving of the law, and the formation of the Israelites into a nation or com-
munity, was represented the formation of a city of the living God, and of

the general assembly of the church of the first-born.—Lastly, the heavenly

country, the habitation of the righteous, was typified by Canaan, a country

given to the Israelites by God's promise." 6

2. Prophetical Types are those, by which the divinely in-

spired prophets prefigured or signified things either present or

future, by means of external symbols.

Of this description is the prophet Isaiah's going naked (that is, without

his prophetic garment) and barefoot (Isa. xx. 2), to prefigure the fatal de-

struction of the Egyptians and Ethiopians.—The hiding of a girdle in a rock

on the banks of the Euphrates, which, on being subsequently taken

thence, proved to be rotten, to denote the destruction which would

« By Bp. Elrington (formerly Provost of Trinity College, Dublin). See

the grounds of this conjecture ably supported in Dr. Graves's Lectures

on the Pentateuch, vol. ii. pp- 393—395. notes.

» Dr. Mackntght on Rom ix. 4. note 1.
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speedily b< fall the abandoned an i iwgrajeful Jewish people (Jor.xiii. 1—7.

pared with the fbl es) the abstaining from w urriage (Jor.

xvi. •!.), mourning (ver 6 >. and feasting (ver. BO, to indicate the wofbJ <a

l.uuiiies denounced by Jehovah against bia people for their :

. al unities are prefigured by breaking a potter's reaael (Jer. xvttt. 2—10 )

By making bonds and yokes <Jer. ram 1—8.) is prefigured the subjugation

Ol the kings of Edom, Hoab, the Ammonites, 'lyre, and StdOD, by Nebu-
chadnezzar; and In like manner, Agebus's binding bla own bands wflh

rail's girdle intimated the apostle's captivity at Jerusalem. (Acisxxi.10.il.)'

To this class of tv|ir> may be referred propheticat and typical visions

Of future events I Ol these have their interpretation annex, il
:

as

leremlah'a vision of the almond tree ami a seething not (Jer I. 11— Hi),

Bxekiel'a vision of the resurrection of ilry bones (Ezetc KXXVii >, with

many s 1 1m it i instances recorded In the Sacred Writings, Other typical

visions, however, will to all probability be explained only by their actual

accomplishment; as Bzekiel'e vision ol the temple and holy city (ch. si.

to the end), and especially the Revelation of Saint John : which will then

uisl clear and intelligible when the whole is fulfilled; as we can tmw
. ihe calliii" ot tin- (; entiles in many parta of Ihe Old Testament,

which seemed *<> strange a thin^, before n was accomplished, even to

those who were well acquainted with the writings of the prophets. See
ace ol this In \cts xi. l— IS.

8. Historical Tipes arc the characters, actions, and fortunes

of some eminent persons recorded in the Old Testament, so

ordered by Divine Providence as to he exact pretigurations of

the characters, actions, and fortunes, of future persons who
should arise under the Gospel dispensation.

In some instances, the persons whose characters and actions prefigured

future events, were declared by Jehovah himself to be typical, long be-

fore the events which they prefigured came to pass: these i.ave been
termed innate, or natural historical types; and these may be safely ad
united. But inferred types, or those in which typical persons were not

known to be such, until after the things which they typified had actually

happened (and which can only be consequentially ascertained to be such
by probabilities supposed to be agreeable to the analogy of faith), raiumi

be loo carefully avoided, notwithstanding they have the sanction of some
eminent expositors, because they are not supported by the authority of

the inspired writers of the New Testament.*

III. From the preceding remarks and statements it will be

obvious, that great caution is necessary in the Interpreta-

tion of Types; for unless we have the authority of the

sacred writers themselves for it, we cannot conclude with

certainty that this or that person or thing, which is mentioned
in the Old Testament, is a type of Christ on account of the

resemblance which we may perceive between them : but we
may admit it as probable. " Whatever persons or things

recorded in the OA7 Testament were expressly declared by

Christ, or by his apostles, to have been designed ns pn (i*jn-

rations of persons or things relating to the Cfevo Testament,
BOCh persons or things so recorded in \\\q firmer are types of

the persons or things with which they are compared m the

iuftrr. But if we assert, that a person or thing waa designed
to prefigure another person or thing, where no such prefigura-

lion has been declared by divine authority, *wq make an asser-

tion for which we neither have, nor can have, the slightest

foundation. And even when comparisons are instituted in the

New Testament between antecedent and subsequent persons
or things, we must be careful to distinguish the examples,
where a comparison is instituted merely for the sake of illus-

tration, from the examples where such a connection is declared)
as exists in the relation of a type to its antitype." 3 lu the

interpretation of types, therefore]

1. There must be a Jit application of the Type to the Antitype.

"To constitute one thing the typt Of another, as the term is generally
underst i in referent e to Scripture, aomethfng more la wanted than mere
rrarmhhinvr. The former must not only rr.snnhb: the latter, but musl
have been designed to resemble the latter. It most have been bo designed
in its original in.ititulioji. It most have been designed as Something pi I

paratory to the latter. The type, as well aa the antitype, moal have been
preordained; and they must nave been preordained as constituent parta
of the same general schema of Divine Providence. It is Una pn Ptoui !•

*ign and this preordained eonsu rtion, which constitute the relation ol type
and antitype. Where these qualities fail, where the previous design and
Ihe preordained connection are wanting, the relation between any two
things, however similar in themselves, is not the relation of type to aim
i >

i

n .'« in farther explanation of thli canon, it may be remarked thai In

a type every circumstance hi far from being typical, aa In a parable ihi n
art- wv.-i.ii in. M.'iif ., which are not lobeooi ol the para
ble, nor to be Insisted upon as su>h ii <n. m.i ,-,,n -

. \ j-t. nr
i tkm which oaghl lo subatal between the type and the antitype, some
ft in 1 1 <*i • vim ii

r
«

i
h

i pretence thai the tabernacle ol Mo
Bgnreol ii,-- 1

1

ihoi ol heaven, have converted i»ven the verj
'

&m\ nails >>i ,
i Cardinal Bouarrolne* found ihc'mass to

be typified by Hi Ichiecdcc's bringing fortli bnad and wine, he being a

* Other examples of, and observations on, prophetical types, may bo
Been In Dr NareVa Warbortonian l.erftireaon the Pi . -mine
it..- Messiah, pp 70 98 ti.

• Th.- subject of blatorli al iu fly rbot In some re
rifuiiy i elucidated by Hun \n hi i Demonatratto Branfi rol II

pp. lOnc— itr;i \,,. ,i by Dr Uaoknlghj In hi I on the
right int'-rpi- ..( tin i tallage of Scripture, In vol hi or vl (4to or
fiyo.) of ilia tramtiatioii ol the Apostolical Bplstii t; -..ii aecl i 6
The Interpretation of types. generally, la vindicated by All n ,

1 ' '" neolog-fan dh n the I onllnenL in his limnum , . n. nne
'

i I. pp G3—66.
* Btabon Marah'a Lectures, pan I1L p tin, * Ibid part tii. p in
• De Minim, hh i. c. 9.

priestofthe Most High God* The same great adversary of the Protestants
mi tiis Treatise de Lairitijin like manner diacovered that their secession
under Lather " was typified by ihe secession ofthe ten tribes under Jero-
boam; while the Lutherans, with equal reason, retorted that Jeroboam
was B type of the Pope, and that the see* s>i. n <) l-i ... 1 in in Judah typi-

fied, not the secession of the Protestants under I.other, but il

of the church of Rome from primitive Christianity. But, to whichever of
the two even ' tecesaion under Jeroboam may be supposed the most
simitar (if similarity exist there at all beyond [lis mere act of secession),

we have no authority for pronouncing it a tuji' of either, We have no
proof of previous design and of preordained connection between the

subjects of comparison j we have no pros/ that the secession ol the Israel*

ilea under Jeroboam was designed to prefigure any other secession what*
ever."* From the same inattention to em irily evldenf
relation between ihe type and the antitype, the Hebrew monarch SauL
whose name is by interpretation Death, has been msde a type <>i (he mora]
law, which Saint Paul terms the" ministration of death " (SCor.iii.7.) In
like maun, r the period which elapsed between
and the death o] Saul, has been made to typify ihe time ol Cbiist's minis-

try upon earth 1 1 And the ten* wat between tht house of Saul and thr

,
i David ( 'Bam. Ill, l > in winch hand waxed str ngei and

stronger^ and the house of Saul weakt r and wtaktr, has been represent*
ed as strikingly purtiayed m the lengthened contests bi iwt i a the right-

eousness • >! raltD and thai of works so on en alluded to In the epiatlee,

especially in iho -- addressed to the Romans and <• daiians '

'
'"

It were no difficult task to adduce numerous similar examples

of abuse in the interpretation of types; but the preceding will

suffice to show the danger of foiling into it. and the necessity of

confining our attention to the strict relation between the type and

the antitype. In further illustration of this canon it may be

remarked, that in expounding typical paasnges two points should

be always kept in mind, viz.

(1.) The Type must in the Jirst instance he explained

according' to its literal sense ; and if any part t.f it appear to

he obscure, such obscurity must be removed : as in the history

of Jonah, who ivas stvalloioed by a great Jtsh, and cast ashore

on the third day.

(2.) The Analogy between the thing prefiguring and the

thing prefigured must be soberly shown in all us parts.

The criteria for ascertaining this analogy are to be found solely In the
Sacred Writings themselves ; lor whenevei Ihe htol) Spirit refers any
ilium to analogy, either expressly or by in (>!., . we mai i-st

.' hi nit -neb analogy was designed by God. Bui further than Lhil we
di i\ go,

2. There is often more in the Type than in the Antitype*

God designed one person or thing In the Old T< tai et lo I e r typfi or
shadow "i tniof to come not In all things, but only In n - par-

or things: heme we find i n the typed
inapplicable t" ihe antitype. The use of this canon la shown in the i

to I lie Hebrews, in which I lie ritual and sfi it'n O I Ifltnenl

are Calrlj accommodated to Jesus Christ the antiti pe, altl nogh there are
many things in thai priesti d which do not accord Tims the priest wns
to oner sacrifice Tor his own etna (Heb. v. 3 ) whb b is in i aspect ppli*
cable lo Christ fHeb vil 27 | Again, the nosafc priest! i i- t^.i fe)
treak and unprofitable, neither of which characters can be applied t<

Redeemer, who contniwth ever, and huth an unchangeable priesthtiint.

ivn '..'], 25.)

3. Frequently there is more in the Antitype than in the

Type.

The reason of this canon is the same as that of the prect tDXUJ rale br,
as no single type can express the life and particulai actions «>t Christ)
thei> is aeceasarlly more In ihe antitype than can be found m the type
itself; so that one type must alfnffv one i hint, and another trpe anolnar
timiL' Thus, one goat could not typify Christ both in his death and reanr-
rectlon : therefore two were appointed (Lev wi. 7 >. one ol which was
offered, and uri figured hie " fnii perfi et, and sufficient atonement;" while
the other, which was dismissed, typified his t nph over death and i he
grave In hk-' manner. Hoses ana i type "i Christ as a Deliverer! or
Saviour, In brlngina the children of Israel out of Bg!ypt, and Joshua, in

bringing them into Canaan, which was a type ol beaven,—the true county
of all sincere Christians,

4. The wicked, as such, are not to be made Types of
Christ.

For bOW can a thine, which is bad in itself, prefigure or typify a thing
that is c«M.>d ' Vet, for want of attending to this nb\ n

evldeni proposUion, noma* eapositors have interpreted the adulten ol
David and the Incest of Amnon aatypti i Hesalsh I and the oaut on
which a.basJon] ana suspended bi the hair ol the he 1 1 baa been made a
type ol the cross of Chris! '• lr is not. Iiiiw.-m r, in he denied, thai On-
punlahmentso commodated to ChriH as an and*
type Thus, i). nt. wi 89 is by Satnl Paul accommodated typteatiy to

'.I in 13, Jonah, we have already observed, wi l

bj his continuance thr lays and three nights In Hie belly ol

imt the point "i n -
'

I o he Dot ht, nol In hi being there ..

punishment ol hi d d ihe divine command but in his eotntng
•it thr expiration of that time, alive, and In perfect ^ Igour ; whicn

coming forth prefigured the rssnirrection ol Cnri

ft. In Types and Antitypes, an matlage or change sometimes
takes place ; as when the thing prefigured assumes the name
of the Type or figure ; and, on the contrary, whr n the Type of
the thing represented assumes the name of the Antitype.

• lip hfsj Lectori pat l III. U7-
1 The leader who nutv he de -irons of seeing theabOl 8 eXravrnrant (Vpf-

'- ited at lengtn, will find t
I ted. with other slianair

panic i
m ii

. Magn ine, 'vol h pp '-£J—29.

• Aaortna, ilia Span hJ nee Monies, Ob. vUL o« A, |
'

i ; I. in I'radat ad Prutnteuch, canon 40.

• ily Crcucr, I>c Ciuce, lib. 1. c. 6.
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Of [he first kind of enallagewe have examples in Ezek. xxxiv. 23. xxxvii

24, 25. ami Hos iii. 5. ; in which descriptions of Messiah's kingdom he is

styled David : because as he was prefigured by David in many respects,

so he was to descend from him. In like manner Christ is called a Itanb

(John i. 29 36. and Rev. xix. 7. 9.), because the paschal lamb was an emi-

nent type of him. So. the Christian church is sometimes called Mount
Siou ami Jerusalem (Gal. iv. 26. Heb. xii. 22. Rev. xxi. 2.), because these
places were types of her.

Of the second kind of enallage we have instances:— 1. In prophetical
types, in which the name of a person or thing, properly agreeing with the

antitype, and for which the type was proposed, is given to any one : as in

Isa. Vii. 3. and viii. 1—3. So, tiie wife of the prophet Hosea, and his legiti-

mate children, are by the command of Jehovah termed a wife of whore-
doms, and children of whoredoms (Hos. i. 2.), on account of the Israelites,

who were the antitype, and were guilty of spiritual whoredom or adultery.

See Hos. i. 4. 6. 9 —2. in historical types, as when hanging was called in

the Old Testament the curse of the Lord, because it was made a type of
Christ, who was made a curse for our 'sins, as the apostle Paul argues in

Gal. iii. 13.

6. That we may not fall into extremes, in the interpretation

of Types, -we must, in every instance, proceed cautiously,

" with fear and trembling," lest -we imagine mysteries to exist

where none -were ever intended.

No mystical or typical sense, therefore, ought to be put upon a plain

passage of Scripture, the meaning of which is obvious and natural ; unless

it be evident from some other part of Scripture that the place is to be
understood in a double sense. When Paul says (Gal. iii. 24. Col. ii. 17.)

that the law was a schoolmaster to bring men to Christ, and a shadow of
things to come, we must instantly acknowledge that the ceremonial law in

general was a type of the mysteries of the Gospel. Nothing can be more
contrary to that sober judgment which is so strenuously urged by the

apostle (Rom. xii. 3.), than to seek for types where there are not the small-

est marks or traces of any ; and that, too, by contradicting the plain and
literal meaning of Scripture, and not unfrequently in direct opposition to

common sense. "Should not the prudence and moderation of Christ and
his apostles in this respect be imitated 1 Is it not pretending to be wiser

than they were, to look for mysteries where they designed none 7 How
unreasonable is it to lay an useless weight on the consciences of Christians,

and to bear down the true and revealed, under the unwieldly burden of

traditional mysteries!" 1

IV. Closely connected with the interpretation of types is

the expounding of Symbols ; which, though often confounded
with them, are nevertheless widely different in their nature.

By symbols we mean " certain representative marks, rather

than express pictures; or, if pictures, such as were at the

time characters, and, besides presenting to the eye the resem-

blance of a particular object, suggested a general idea to the

mind As when a horn was made to denote strength, an eye

and sceptre, majesty, and in numberless such instances ; where

i Beausobre's Introduction to the New Testament. (Bishop Watson's
Tracts, vol. iii. p. 140.) In the preceding observations on the interpretation

of types, the author has chiefly been indebted to Glassii Philologia Sacra,

lib. ii. part i. tract ii. sect. iv. col. 442—472., which has been unaccountably
omitted by Prof. Dathe in his otherwise truly valuable edition of that work

;

Langii Henneneutica Sacra, pp. 97—119. ; J. E. Pfeitfer, Inst. Hertn. Sacr.

pp. 775—795. ; Viser, Henneneutica Sacra Novi Testamenti, part ii. pp. 189

— 188. The subject of types is particularly considered and ably illustrated

in Dr. Outram de Sacrifices, particularly lib. i. cap. IS. and lib. ii. c. 7. (pp.
217—223. 361—384. of Mr. Allen's translation already noticed) ; Mr. Faber's
Hor£ Mosaics, vol. ii. pp. 40—173. ; Bishop Chandler's Defence of Christi-

anity from the Prophecies of the Old Testament, &c. chap. iii. ; and Mr.
Wilson's popular Inquiry into the Doctrine of Scripture Types. Edin-

burgh, 1823. 8vo. But the fullest view of this subject is stated by Dr. Graves
to be found in the Rev. Samuel Mather's work on the Figures and Types of

the Ol.l Testament. Dublin, 1683, 4to.

» Before an alphabet was invented, and what we call literary writing was
formed into an art, men had no way to record their conceptions, or to

convey them to others at a distance, but by setting down the figures and
tropes of such things as were the objects of their contemplation. Hence,
the way of writing in picture was as universal, and almost as early, as the

way of speaking in metaphor ; and from the same reason, the necessity

of the thing. In process of time, and through many successive improve-
ments, this rude and simple mode of picture-writing was succeeded by
that of symbols, or was enlarged at least and enriched by it. Bishop Hurd's
Introduction to the Study of the Prophecies, serm. ix. (Works, vol. v.

p. 238.

the picture was not drawn to express merely the thing itself,

but something else, which was, or was conceived to be,
analogous to it. This more complex and ingenious form of
picture-writing was much practised by the Egyptians, and is

that which we know by the name of Hieroglyphics." 3

It has been doubted whether symbolical language should
be referred to figurative or spiritual interpretation : in the

former case, it would have occupied a place in the discussior

respecting the figurative language of Scripture ; but, on con-

sideration, it will appear that it is most nearly allied to spi-

ritual interpretation. For a symbol differs from a type in

this respect, that the former represents somethingpos/or/Jn-
sent, while a type represents something future. The images
of the cherubim over the propitiatory were symbols; the

bread and wine in the last supper also were symbols. The
commanded sacrifice of Isaac was given for a type ; the sa-

crifices of the law were types. So far, Bishop Warburton
has remarked, symbols and types agree in their genus, that

they are equally representations, but in their species they dif-

fer widely. It is not required, he further observes, that the
symbol should partake of the nature of the thing represented :

the cherubim shadowed out the celerity of angels, but not by
any physical celerity of their own ; the bread and wine sha-

dowed out the body and blood of Christ, but not by any
change in the elements. But types being, on the contrary,

representations of things future, and so partaking of the na-
ture of prophecy, were to convey information concerning the

nature of the antitypes, or of the things represented ; which
they could not do but by the exhibition of their own nature.

And hence we recollect, that the command to offer Isaac,

being the command to offer a real sacrifice, the death and
sufferings of Christ, thereby represented, were a real sacri-

ficed

As the same rules, which regulate the general interpreta-

tion of the tropes and figures occurring in the Scriptures, are

equally applicable to the interpretation of symbols, it will be
sufficient to refer to a former part of this volume, 5 in which
that topic is particularly discussed. Much light will also be
thrown upon the symbolical language of Scripture, by a care-

ful collation of the writings of the prophets with each other

;

for " the symbolical language of the prophets is almost a
science in itself. None can fully comprehend the depth,

sublimity, and force of their writings, who are not thoroughly

acquainted with the peculiar and appropriate imagery they

were accustomed to use. This is the main key to many of

the prophecies ; and, without knowing how to apply it, the

interpreter will often in vain essay to discover their hidden
treasures." 6 Lastly, the diligent comparison of the New
Testament with the Old will essentially contribute to illustrate

the symbolical phraseology of the prophets. For instance,

we learn what is intended by the water promised to the Isra-

elites in Isa. xliv. 3., and to which the thirsty are invited in

eh. Iv. 1., from John iv. 10. and vii. 37—39.; where it is

explained of the Holy Spirit and his gifts which were after-

wards to be dispensed. 7

> Bishop Hurd's Introduction to the Study of the Prophecies, serm. ix.

(Works, vol. v. p. 239.)
' Divine Legation of Moses, book ix. ch. ii. (Works, vol. vi. p. 289. 8vo.

edit.)

• See pp. 355—358. supra.
a Bp. Vanmildert's Lectures, p. 240.

« See a Concise Dictionary of the Symbolical Language of Prophecy,
infra, Vol. II. Index B". pp. 457. et seq.
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CHAPTER IV.

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF THE SCRIPTURE PROPHECIES.

SECTION I.

GENERAL RULES FOR ASCERTAINING THE SENSE OF THE PROPHETIC WRITINGS.

Prophecv, or the prediction of future events, is justly con-

sidered as the highest evidence that can be given, of super-

natural communion with the Deity. The force of the argu-

ment from prophecy* for proving the divine inspiration of the

sacred records, has already been exhibited ; and the cavils of

objectors, from its alleged obscurity, has been obviated.'

Difficulties, it is readily admitted, do exist in understanding

Ihe prophetic writings: but these are either owing to our

ignorance of history and of the Scriptures, or because the

prophecies themselves are yet unfulfilled. The latter can
only be understood when the events foretold have actually

been accomplished : but the former class of difficulties may
be removed in many, if not in all cases ; and the knowledge,
sense, and meaning of the prophets may, in a considerable
degree, be attained by prayer, reading, and meditation, and
by comparing Scripture with Scripture, especially with the
writings of the New Testament, and particularly with the

book of the Revelation. 3 With this view, the following

general rules will be found useful in investigating the sen*
and meaning of the prophecies, as well as their accomplish-

ment.

I. .Qs not any prophecy of Scripture is of self-interpretation,

(2 Pet. l. 20.), or is its own interpreter, " the sense of the pro-

phecy is to be sought in the extents of the -world, and in the

Harmony of the prophetic -writings, rather than in the bare
terms of any single prediction."*

In the consideration of this canon, the following circumstances
should be carefully attended to:

—

(1.) Consider -well the times when the several prophets
flourished, in -what place and under -what king's they uttered
their predictions, the duration of their prophetic ministry, and
their personal rank and condition, and, lastly, "whatever can
be known respecting their life and transactions.

Thane particulars lodeed, cannot in every Instance be ascertained, the
circumstances relating to many of the prophets being very obscure : but
where they can he known, it is necessary to attend to Minn, as tins will

materially contribute t«> tin- nut it understanding of ihe pr>»jihetlc writings.4

Thus, in ordei to understand correctly Ihe prophecy of Isaiah, we should
make ourselves acquainted with tbe state and condition of the people ol

larae! under ihe kings ajnazlah, I'zziah, Jotham, Alias, and ttezeklah.
Wiih tins view, ihe books of Kings (8. rlv.—xxi) and SCbron. (ivl.— xxii.)

ought to he repeatedly perused and studied; because tbey contain an
ai.-i ur.it>' \ ii-w ul ih.' ,-t .if.- ..I those luu'-::.

(2.) The situation of the particular places, of which the
prophets speak, must also be kept in mind, as well as that of
the neighbouring places : there being in the prophetic writings

frequent allusions to the situation and ancient names of
t>laces.

• Boa Vol 1 pp. 119—142, For an acoouni of the Propheti - r VoL tl

pp.fiEB 259. and E i of their writings, with critical remarks
thereon] §ee all o Vol n. pp 9BB

* Tt>. re I ily an expn ilon In thli book whirl, is not taken oul
'i J il me other prophet Sir Eaaac Newton bae ob lei red, thai N
is written In the the propbeclei of Daniel,
and hi rel itlon to them which tbi j bai 1 1 in
all of tin-in together make butoi mplete prophecy; and In llkemannei
It ."Mi' of I rophecy and an Intel pi station

p '-I
i

ii,

of the Etevetatlona, says the profoundly learned Dr. Lightibot,
prop] Btlcal as to the

I
I

,1 I. ;...

Ilni inucta of the J- n
K'i ige

m ., , ol the Ni a Ti t.i

ni'iit, p i.. i 1 1,. in I, in-ii ti' i in'cneutica Sai 1 1 do
148—156

i Boi i learned prelate has ahown In his •eri
"i' D that the clause

—

No prophecy <•( ih> Scripture to ofany .

tnterpretatiop may be more precieeli thus expre led
pAscy of Scripture n of selfdntsrpriatten, <>r Is iis own loterp

prophi cle u e nol d< tau bed pred
Indep bul are united In a regular and entire hvsi-

ireai object,—4be promujgatloa ol the Gospel, and tbi

l the Messiah's kingdom." Sermon*, vol II

pp 1 1 -ni.

D pp• On the chronological order, Ac. of the propbots, see Vol.

When places are mentioned as lying north, south, east, or west, it is
'-•'h.-i.Um in hi- understood of their situation with respect to Judasa Of

I- in; when the context does not plainly restrict the scene to some
other place. For Instance, Egypt and Arabia arc every where calh
land en the south, because liny are situated in i in- smith oi Jerusalem:
ihos iii Daniel (oh, .\i ) ihe king of the suit th signifies the king of Egypt,
and the king of the. north, the monarch ol" Syria. The sea is often pul tor
i lie west, Hi r Mediterranean Sea being to the west of Judaea : by the earth,
ihe prophets often mean the land of Judaea, and sometimes the great con-
tinenl of all Asm and Airica, to which they had access by land; and by
the isles of the sea, they understood the places tn winch tiiey Bailed, par-
ticularly atl Europe, and probably the islands and bi a coasts of the Medi-
terranean. The appellation of tea is also given to the great rivers Nile
and Euphrates, which, overflowing their hanks, appear like sum II seas or
ereat lakes. The Egyptian Sea, with its sevtn streams, mentioDed in

Isa. xi. 15. is the Nil*- wiih iis seven mouths: the sea, mentioned in Isa.

x.wii I and Jer. Ii. 36, is the Euphrates; and the desert of the sea, in
Isa. xxi. I is the country of Babylon, watered by (hat river. In like man-
lier, ihe J. wish people are described by several particular appellations,
alter the division of i he kingdom in the reign of Jeroboam : thus, (he (. n
tribes, being distinct from the other two, and subject to a different king,

until (he time of the Assyrian captivity, are respectively called Samaria,
K'jifuut//t, and Joseph; because the city of Samaria, which whs situated
in the allotment of the tribe of Enhraim, who was the sun of Joseph, was
the metropolis of the Ungs of Israel, Compare isa. vu. 2.5-8, 9. Psal.
Ixxxi. 5. Hos. vii. 11. Amos v. 15. and vi. 6. They were also called Israel
and Jacob, because they formed the greater purl of Israel's or Jacob's
posterity. The other two tribes of Judah and Benjamin are called the
kingdom of Judah, the house of David, Jerusah m, or Sum ilsa mi. 13.

and xl. 2. Psal. exxvi. 1. and Isa .lit. 8.), because (tn.se two tribes adhered
to the family of David, from whose posterity their kings sprung, and the
capital of their dominions was Jerusalem, within wln.se precincts was
Mount Sion. After their return, however, from the Babylonian captivity,
the names of Israel and Judah are promiscuously applied ci nil-

ants of tbe twelve tribes who were thus restored to their native country,
This is ihe case in the writings of ihe prophets Haggai, Zecharlah, and
Malachi, who all flourished after that event. In addition to the situations

and names of places, whatever relates lo the history of those tunes mum
I., ascertained, as far as is practicable, by consulting not onhj
i -ni books of scripture, and the writings ofJosephus whose statements
must sometimes be taken with great caution, U he has no) tiltrnys related
die sa«- it-il history with fidelity), but also by comparing the narratives of
Herodotus, Diodorus Siculus. and oilier profane historians, who have
written on die affairs of the Chaldaana Babylonians, Egyptians, Tyrians,
Mcdes and Persians, and Other Oriental natnms, with u horn (he posterity
of Jacob bad any intercourse. Quotations from theee writersmay be Been
in aU tbe larger commentaries on the Bible Di Prid sux*i Connection
of Sacred and Profane History, and Hi- Sop V wton's D'laaertationa On (he
Prophecies, are both particularly valuable tor the lllustratiunsof the sacred
firedlctions which thai have re pectively drawn from profane autiv
n the Historical and Geographical Index at the endol h ilume
of (his work, under (he articles I Egypt Media, and
/*' rtio, we have riven an Abstract ol the Profane Eli iorj ol the Baal from
ihe time * if Siiloinon until the lt.tliyl-uiit.il Captivity, t.i laeililato the DetU i

inding of the history ol the Hebrews, described In the writings of
the pmphets.

(:l.) *1s the prophets treat not only of past transactions and
present occurrence*, hut also foretell future events, in order

to understand them, we must diligently consult the histories of
the following ages, both sacred and profane, anil carefully

see whether we can trace in them the fulfilment of any pro-

phecy.

The event is the bed I preter of a prediction; this Inquiry Into his-
'.'iv, however, demands nol i i our, bill .ii n greai imtustr]

equal judgment, in ordei thai may be referred h

Miith which they hermon - Thi eeve is musl not be far>fetchi
H they siwaj si ad, because tn ixfc I

to hj M, prop n unknown to us belns \ei future Ranee •
considerable portion ol the prophets, eapi boos ol u< relation,
i not only not undei tood bul cannot si preaent be comprehended Bo

ni ij be offi red: Ivanced with
caution a nu u ihev throw light upon prophet

| this is want-
Ing, we inn -i wtthbold our laaanl from sui I

(4.) The words and phrases of a prophecy must be e.r-

plained, where they are obscure: if they be very intricate,

every single word should be expounded ; and. if the sense be
involved in metiiphortcid and emblematical expressions (as
very frequently is the case), these must be explained according
to the principles already laid down,

\ o [trained oi lar-feiched Interpretation tharefore, ahoutd be "*n#1vd l

and thai Ban f any word or pbraae is always to bo preferred, which Is

the clearest and rnoM precise.

(5.) Similar prophecies of the same event mutt be carefully

ed, in order to elucidate more clearly the sense of the

sacred predictions.
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e

Fur instance, after having ascertained the subject of the prophet's dis-

coarse and the sense of the words, Isa liii. 5. {fie was wounded, literally

pierced through, for our transgressions), may be compared with Psal.

x.vii. \6.(They pierced my hands and myfeet), ami with Zech. xii. 10. (They
shall look on me whom they have pierced). In thus paralleling the prophe-
cies, regard must be had to the predictions offormer prophets, which are
sometimes repeated with abridgment, or more disiinclly explained by
others; and also to the predictions of subsequent prophets, who sometimes
repeat, with greater clearness and precision, former prophecies, which
lial been more obscurely announced.

II. In order to understand the prophets, great attention

should be paid to the prophetic style, -which is highly figurative,

and particularly abounds in metaphorical and hyperbolical

expressiotis.

By images borrowed from the natural world, the prophets often under-
stand something in the world politic. Thus, as the sun, moon, stars, and
In. «v. -iily bodies, denote kings, queens, rulers, and persons in great power;
and the increase of splendour in those luminaries denotes increase of pros-
perity, as in Isa. xxx. 26. and Ix. 19. On the other band, their darkening,
setting, or failing, signifies a reverse of fortune, or the entire destruction
of the potentate or kingdom to which they refer. In this manner the pro-

phet Isaiah denounced the divine judgments on Babylon (Isa. xiii. 10. 13.),

and on Iduuirea (xxxiv. 4—6.); and Jeremiah, on ihe Jews and Jerusalem
(Jer. iv. 23, 24.) The destruction of Egypt is predicted in similar terms
by BzekSel (xxxii. 7, 8.)j and also the terrible judgments that would befall

the unbelieving Jews, by Joel. (ii. 28—31.) And Jesus Christ himself em-
loyed the same phraseology in foretelling the destruction of Jerusalem
y the Romans. (Malt. xxiv. 29.)

In further illustration of this rule it may be observed, that the propheti-
cal writings contain numerous figures and similitudes that appear strange
to our habits and modes of thinking ; but which in their times were per-
fectly familiar. These figures and similitudes, therelbre, must not be
Interpreted according to our notions of things, but agreeably to the genius
of Oriental writing : for instance, very numerous metaphors are taken from
agriculture and the pastoral life, which were common pursuits among the
Jews, some of the prophets themselves having been herdsmen or shep-
herds. However humble such employments may appear to us, they were
not accounted servile at the time the prophets flourished. Other repre-
sentations of events, which were to come to pass under the New Testament
dispensation, are drawn from the sacred rites of the Jews. Thus, the
conversion of Egypt to the Gospel is foretold (Isa. xix. 19. 21) by setting
up an altar, and offering sacrifice to the Lord ; and the conversion of the
Gentiles in general (Mai. i. 11.) by the offering up of incense. The service
of God under the Gospel is set forth (Zech. xiv. 16.) by goiiig up to Jeru-
salem, and keeping thefeast of tabernacles (here ; and the abundant effu-

sion of the Holy Spirit, m the miraculous gifts which attended the preach-
ing of the Gospel, is represented (Joel ii. 28.) by prophesying, and dream-
ivg dreams, and seeing visions. In this passage the prophet did not intend
to say, that these things should literally and actually take place under the
Christian dispensation : but, in order that his meaning might be the better
understood by those whom he addressed, he expressed Ihe abundant
measure of gifts and Gospel light by images drawn from those privileges
which were at that time most highly valued by the Jews.
Although ihe prophets thus frequently employ words in a figurative or

metaphorical meaning, yet we ought not, without necessity, to depart from
the primitive sense of their expressions; and that necessity exists, only
when the plain and original sense is less proper, as well as less suitable to
the subject and context, or contrary to other passages of Scripture. But,
even in this case, we must carefully assign to each prophetical symbol its

proper and definite meaning, and never vary from that meaning.

III. .7.9 the greater part of the prophetic writings was first

composed in verse, and still retains much of the air and cast

of the original, an attention to the division of the lines, and to

that peculiarity of Hebrew poetry by which the sense of one
line or couplet so frequently corresponds with another, will fre-

quently lead to the meaning of many passages ; one line of a
couplet, or member of a sentence, being generally a commentary
on the other.

Of this rule we have an example in Isa. xxxiv. 6.

The Lord hath a sacrifice in Bozrah,
And a great slaughter in the (and of Idumaea.

Hire the metaphor in the first verse is expressed in the same terms in
the next : the sacrifice in Bozrah means the great slaughter in the land of
Iihiu.a'a, of which Bozrah was the capital. Similar instances occur in Isa.
xliv. 3. and Ixi. 10. and in Mieah vi. 6. in which the parallelism is more ex-
tended. Concerning the nature of Prophetic Poesy, see P. 380. of the pre-
sent volume.

IV. Particular names are often put by the prophetsfor more
general ones, in order that they may place the thing represented,
as it were, before the eyes of their hearers : but in such pas-
sages they are not to be understood literally.

Thus, in Joel hi. 4. Tyre and Sidon, and all the coast of Palestine, are
put, by way of poetical description, for all the enemies of the Jews ; and
the Greeks and Sabreans for distant nations. In like manner the prophet
Ainos(ch. ix. 12 ), when speaking of the enemies of the Jews, mentions the
rtmnant of Edam, or the Idumaans.

V. It is usual with the prophets to express the sajne thing in
a great variety of expressions ,- whence they abound in ampli-
fications, each rising above the other i?i strength and beauty.
For instance, when describing drought or famine, they accumulate

together numerous epithets, to represent the sorrow that would accompany
those calamities: on the other hand when delineating plenty, they portray,
in a great variety of expressions, the joy of the people possessed of abun-
dance of grain

;
and in like manner the horrors of war and the blessings of

peace, the misery of the wicked and the blessedness of the righteons%re
contrasted with numerous illustrations. It were unnecessary to cite exam-
ples, as we can scarcely open a single page of the prophetic writings with-
out seeing instances ; but in reading such passages it is not to be supposed
.hat each individual phrase possessesa distinct and peculiar sense.

VI. The order of lime is not always to be lookedfor in the

prophetic writings ; for they frequently resume topics of which
they haveformerly treated, after other subjects have intervened,

and again discuss them,

Jeremiah and Ezekfel may, in particular, be cited as instances of this
abruptness of style, who spoke of various things as they were moved by
the Holy Spirit, and as occasion required ; and whose discourses, being first

dispersed, were afterwards collected together without regard fo the order
of time. In the midst of the mention of particular mercies promised to, or
of judgments denounced against, the people of God, the prophets some-
times oreak forth into sublime predictions concerning the Messiah : these
digressions appear extremely abrupt and incoherent to those who do not
consider how seasonable the mention of Christ may be, in conjunction
with that of ihe mercies of God (of which he is the foundation and pinnacle,
the ground and consummation), and with the threats of the judgments of
God, in which he was his people's grand consolation. 1 A careful examina-
tion, however, of the plan and distribution of the different prophetical books
will always enable the diligent reader to trace the arrangement and scope
of ihe respective prophecies. Where, indeed, a new prediction or dis-

course is distinguished from a former one by a new title, as in Haggai i. 1.

and ii. 10. 20., it is an easy task to trace such an arrangement and scope:
but where the prophets do not introduce any new titles (Hosea for instance)
it becomes very difficult. Vitringa has laid it down as a canon,"* that in con-
tinued predictions, which are not distinguished one from another by titles

or inscriptions, we should carefully attend both to the beginning and ena
of the prophetic sermon, as well as to the period of lime in which the
scene of the prophetic vision is fixed, and to the period in which it ends.
Ttiis will fend fo illustrate the sermons or discourses of Isaiah, in the forty-

first and following chapters of his prophecy.
It is, however, probable that those prophecies—whose terminus & quo

demonstrates the beginning of the time of Christ's kingdom, and the termi-
nus ad quern the end of that time—give a narration of the principal events
thai shall befall the church in a continued series, unlessany thing intervene
which may require us to go back to former limes. Up<m this foundation
depends the interpretation of Isa. liv. 1. to Ix. 22, The commencement of
this prophecy unquestionably belongs to the beginning of Messiah's king-
dom : the term or end falls upon the most flourishing slate of that kingdom,
which is to follow the conversion of the Jewish nation, and I lie vindication of
the afflicted church; which deliverance, as well as the flourishing state
of Christ's kingdom, are described in Isa. lix.19—21. and Ix. throughout.

VII. The prophets often change both persons and tenses,

sometimes speaking in their own persons, at other times repre-

senting God, his people, or their enemies, as respectively speak-

ing, and without noticing the change of person ; sometimes
taking things past or present for things future, to denote the

certainty of the events.

Of this observation we have a signal instance in that very obscure pre-
diction contained in Isa. xxi. 11, 12. which, according to Bishop Lowth's
translation, is as follows :

—

THE ORACLE CONCERNING Dl'MAlI.

A voice crielh unto me from Seir:
Watchman, what from the night 1

Watchman, what from the night ?

The watchman replieth :

The morning cometh, and also the night.

If ye will inquire, inquire ye : come again.

This prophecy, from the uncertainly of the occasion on which it was
uttered, as well as from the brevity of the expression, is very obscure;
but if we observe the transitions, and carefully distinguish between (he
person speaking and the person spoken to, we shall be able to apprehend
its general import. Ii expresses the inquiries, made of a prophet of Jeho-
vah by a people who were in a very distressed and hazardous condition,
concerning [he tales which awaited them. The Edomites as well as the
Jews were subdued by the Babylonians. They anxiously inquire of the
prophet, how long their subjection is lo last. He intimates that the Jews
should he Mi -live red from captivity, but tmi the Edomites. The transition
being thus observed, the obscurity disappears.

Isa. ix. 6., liii. throughout, Ixiii. throughout, Zech. ix. 9. and Rev. xviii. 2.

(to mention no other instances), may be adduced as examples of the sub-
stitutio?i of the past or present, in order to denote the certainty of things
yet future : attention lo the scope and context of ihe prophetic discourse
will here also, as in the preceding rule, enable the reader to distinguish the
various transitions with sufficient accuracy.'

It may here be further observed, that, in the computation of time, a day
is used by the prophet to denote a year: a week, seven years ; and that
when they speak of the latter, or last days, they invariably mean tile days
of ihe Messiah, or the time of the Gospel dispensation. The expression,
that day, often means the same time, and always some period at a distance.

VIII. When the prophets received a commission to declare

any thing, the message is sometimes expressed as if they had
been appointed to do it themselves.

This remark has, in substance, been already made. It is in-

troduced again, in order to illustrate the phraseology of the pro-

phetic writings. One or two additional examples will show the

necessity of attending to it in interpreting the predictions of the

Sacred Writings.

' Boyle on the Style of the Holy Scriptures, Works, vol. ii. p. 271.

* Typus Doctrine Propheticse, p. 179.
3 This change of tense, however, is not exclusively confined to predic-

tions of future events: it is sometimes used by the prophets to represent
duties as performed which ought to be done: Thus, in Mai. i. 6. A son
honours (ought to honour) hisfather. But it is more frequently employed
by the writers of the New Testament to express both our Christian privi-

leges, and the duties to which they oblige us. Thus, Matt. v. 13. :— Ye are
(ought to he) the salt of the earth. Rom. ii.4. The goodness of God leadeth
(ought to lead) thee to repentance. 2Cor. iii. 18. We all with openface be-

holding (enjoying the means of beholding) as in a glass the glory of the
Lord, are (ought to be) changed into the same imagefrom glory to glory
Similar instances may be seen in 1 Cor. v. 7. Col. iii. 3. Heb. xiii. 14. 1 Pet
i. 6. 1 John ii. 15. iii. 9. and v. 4. 18. Dr. Taylor's Key to the Apostolic Writ-
ings, § 274. (Bishop Watson's Tracts, vol, iii. p. 241.)
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Thus, whi 11 Isaiah was Bent i" tall Ihe J._-w> that their heart would !»-

c (at, and theii eai heavj ind thai they would be guiltj oi shutting

their ej idand believe the truth the message i>

thus expi eased:

—

nor, and <l, but perceive not This implies, thai they would nol

empl -\ the faculties whii hthey possessed so as to understand and believe

tin- Bospel The re won "t this i^ assigned : —Make the heart of this pi •

piefat, ami make their tan heavy and shu i their eye*, /-o-v they see wilA

tAeir , 7 . ,-. „„,/ /,, ,!' with lb lundt rotand with their heart, and
concert, unit !» heated (Isti. vi. '.t, lit ) Tins is rely a pr. diction nf what
they would do; for when this prophetic declaration was accomplished the

ur quoted the passage, and expressed its genuine sense i—.Inihem 1$

fultittrd the prophecy •>' Esaias, which aaith . Fnr this people's hunt is

\r.i t- d gross, and th dull of hearing, and their eyes tht y ftoi i

U me they should see with their eyes, and hear with their

andshould understand wiU tan Isnowdbt convert
.. M.di mil 16.) This condition is -still more explicitly

iu John in. 19 \—This is the condemnation that Ughl is come into tht

world, and msfl loved darkness ruth' r than light, because their di edt wt 1

i

• For every me that doeth evil, hateth the tight, neither cometh to the

lisht test his det ds should tin repn oed The Lord said to Jeremiah, I have
put my Words in thy mouth ; see I hurt this day *< t I!"'- "'"' r the nations,

toroot'out andtoptul down, ond to destroy, and to throw down, and to build,

and to plant, [Jer.l 10.) The meaning of this message is, thai the pro-

phet was appointed to declare to the nations, that Lhey should be rooted

«.ut, polled Mown, sad destroyed, and that others would be planted in their

place, ftiitihmlt up. When Jv/.-kiel beheld the glory of the *'"il of Israel,

tie observes that it irus affording to the u I'/'euru/ice nf Iff visum trhx h

I sum irlien Iru.ne to destrov thb city. (Ezek. xliii.3.) That is, when he
came, to prophesy thai the city Bhould be destroyed.

IX. As symbolic actions andprophetic visions greatly resem-

ble parables, and -were employed for the same purpose, viz.

more powerfully to instruct and engage the attention of the

people, they must be interpreted in the same manner as pa-

rables.*

We must therefore chiefly consider the scope and desisn of such sym-
bolic actions and prophetic visions, without attempting too minute an expkv
nation ol all tin- poetical Images and figures with which the sacred writers

adorned their style. Fur instance, in '/>< h i 7— 11., it is not necessary to

inquire what is meanl by the man riding upon u ml horse, and standing
among the myrtU trees: tins vision represents so many angels returning

probably from the kingdoms over winch they presided, to give to Jehovah
an account of their expedition and ministry. The horse, it lias been eon-

lecture 1 1, .|.-u. iii- their pnwer and celerity ; and the different colours the

difference of their ministries The scope of the vision, however, is suffl

Cientif plain - the angClS tell that all the earth was sitting still and at rest ;

the Persian empire and other nations connected with Jmla?a enjoying

peace at that tune, though the Jews continued in an unsettled state.9

SECTION II.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF PROPHECY
GENERAX.

A prophecy is demonstrated to he fulfilled when wo can

prove that the event has actually taken place, precisely

according to tht* manner in which it was foretold, either from

sacred history, where that is practicable, or from profane

authors of unimpeachable veracity; whose characters stand

bo high, that they cannoi possibly be suspected of having

forged any thing to favour the idea of its accomplishment.

In order In ascertain whether a prediction has been fulfilled,

we must first endeavour to find out the general scheme of the

prophecy in question, by a careful comparison of the parts

with the whole) and with corresponding prophecies, both

earlier and later; and to classify the various things spoken

of, lest the judgment be perplexed with a multitude of

references. And, secondly, in our deductions from the pro-

phi Ctee thus arranged, those predictions, and their respective

accomplishments, arc principally to be selected and urged,

which chiefly tend to remove all suspicion of their tatting

place by accident, or being foretold by -nine happy conjec-

ture* wow thi* may be done, by showing the vast disiana

of time between the prophecy and the event foretold; the

agreement of very many, even of the minutest circumstances,

so that, when completed, the description determinate!)' applies

to the Bubjt C1 ; and, lastly, the depend* nee of actions upon the

uncertain will of man, or upon opportunity presenting itself:

for alt these tilings are of such a nature, that DO unassisted

human intellect either can - ;

' ; i

1

'

1

'
i ili< <"-

These two gem ral observations being premised^ we now pro-

ceed to oiler a few canons by which to ascertain the accom-

plishment of prophecy.

I. The same prophecies frequently have a double meaning,

and refer to different events, the one near, the other remote;

the one temporal, the other spiritual or perhaps eternal. The
prophets thus having several events in viev/

t
their expressions

I On mi ron-itru. tiiii of parabolic language, sec pp. 366—368 of this

VoIiiim.

» Archbishop Ncwcomc onZcch. I. 7— 11.

may be partly applicable to one, and partly to another, and it

is not always, easy to mark- the transitions. II hat has not been

fulfilled in the first, xve must apply to the second; and -,:<hat

hat already hern fulfilled, nmy often be considered as typical of
what remains to be accomplished.

The double sense of propiovv tins hi'i>n oppose) with much ingenuity
bj Mi Whiaton, Dr. Sykea, and Dr Benson, in this counir) and by father

Balthus in Prance, as well as bj tnosl »>t the German theologians, who
several!] contend thai the ancienl prophet ies contain onh one s. nse :

hut,

that the rule above stated is correct] we apprehend will appear from trie

following remarks and Illustrations :

—

1. "Throughout the whole ol prophetical Scripture, a time of retiil

and of vengeance on God's enemies is announced his called * the day
of tht Lord,' l the day ofwrath and slaughter

;

I sin-
tation, andjudgment ,*' th> day.* hi the same
tune it If i" i"' observed, thai this kind of description, and the sat n

Creasioos, which are uaed to represent this nr.;tt day arc also employed
y theproplit la to describe the tall ami punishineni ol particular st ties and

empires: of Babylon, by Isaiah (en. zili )\ of Egypt, by Ezekiel (ch. xxx.

2—4. and xxxtl. 7" s.); of Jerusalem, by Jeremiah, Joel i
t ^ r<t

(Matt, xxiv.) • and In many of these prophecies the description of the

lamity, which is to fall on any particulai state oi nation, is so blendt
nii< rmlzed with thai general destruction, which, In the final days of ven-

geance, will invade aU the Inhabitants of the earth thai ihs industrj and
skill oi out ablest Interpreters have been scare* lj - qual to - parate and
assort them. Hence ll has been concluded, by judicious divines, thai 1

1

partial prophecies and particular instances of thi eanc< a ]

uccoiiipiishiiK nt we know to have taken place, are presented lo us as
1

1

i i i i.i ii i tok< QS, and forerunners of some greater events which are also

disclosed in them. To the dreadful time of universal vengt ance, tl i

appear to look forward, beyond their first and more immediate object
Utile, indeed, can we doubt thai such is to be con sidered tht

plication of these prophecies, since we see them thus applied by our Lord
and )us apostles -

1

2. The second psalm is primarily an inauguration hymn, composed by
David, the anoint.-. i ol Jehovah, when crowned with victory, anil pfaa I

triumphanl on the sacred loll of Son. But in Arts iv. 25. the inspired

aposties with one voice declare it to be descriptive "t the ezaltation ot the

Messiah, and of the opposition raised against Ine Gospel, both bj J. n

Gentiles.—The latter pari of ihe sixteenth psalm is spoken ol David's per-

son, and is, unquestionably, in its tirst and immediate Bense. to be under-

stood of t and of bis hope of rising after death to an endless life : but
it is equally clear from Acts Ii. 25—31. thai it was spoken of Christ, (be sou

.it David, who was typified by thai kins and prophet. The twenty-eecond
psalm* though primarily Intended of David when he was in greai di

and forsaken bj God, is VeL secondarily and mystically, to he uud. i

ol our blessed Saviour durliuj ins passion upon the i
o it Is

applied by himself. (Matt, czvli. 46.) And it is further observable, thai

other passsges ol this psalm C^ B 16. I

1
- ), are noticed l>> the evangi

.i i g fulfilled al that time (Matt xxvii 35. 13.); oovi ii is certain thai

they could not be fulfilled unless they had been intended In this mysterious

sense of Jesus ChrisL The forty-fifth psalm is
7

in the original, a «

an . pithalamlum on the nuptials ol king Solomon and the king of

Egypt's daughter: but from Heb.i B we are assured that it I

Clirisl ; ana, therefore, in a remote and spiritual pen itea the

isty and glory of his kingdom, Ins mystical union with his church, and

ilir ailNiir.ihlr h. : iufi!s thai would \«- uniil'.-rr. d upon her In the tunes of

the Gospel.

It would be no difficult task to adduce many other peahni in

which the doable sense is most clearly to be discerned : but we
shall proceed to cite a few instances from the writings of the

prophets.

(l.) Isa. vii 1 1— in the primary but lowt r si n n of this prophet

Bign given was to aa ure thai thai the land of Judtea would speedtlj be

delivered from the kings of Samaria and Damascus, by whom ii «;..-*

invaded Bui the introduction ot the prophecy, the singular sin

upon It, and the i raj I 1 1 nse "t the terms in which it was expressed, make
n in a high degn o probable thai it had another and more important pox-

ii, i the < ••oi ha i learty proved thai tht

» Dr w Ihon e on the apocalypse, pp. 172; 178. One of the taoM
!,i: oi these prophecies; heobservee Is thai aplendidoneol I

i
I, rxilv. ; ihi Id portani e and unlvsrsalltj of which if* to be <

" ;

fro .i the mannet in which it is introduced
:

' Hi nations uud peop/s, the

nn: ../ .: n ii." are summoned to tbi I

- tlu day of tht Lord** vengeance," and the year of thi lor

Lhe ' oni roi ei i j ol 9 (vei
.

. ,

") The image ioI wi uhml vengeance and utti

.n e the i ame whli hart pi i tented undt rth ' Ion of

Si John '' i
I 17.) 'i he bo I

of hoavonai II oh ed; thi

rolled togethoi a a sti oil ol parcl he Lars fall fi am •

mm d fla from Its tree. And yet Tdumasa is mentl I bj thi prophel
., the particular object ofvengeance : sue! ' bo the typical com*
pletion ai I

|
ip] ol this prophecy; but it has evidently a

,.
, ,

, ui in, g .-,,
i (hture pi i peel and In thi an e the die Its

object ; and using the sain.- symbols and figurative expressions with the

propheci ol thi w Ith the is ol the Ibui te< oth. Bfteenti

ftbovA all the 1 1 ctoi oth i hapti i ol the ipocal)
i

1

i
,
and with i

oM and Hi a Pesi Ii must, with thi m bo onall] n ft rred to the

great day of tin- Lord's vengeance for its pnini iMiupletion ' Ibid.

p in
. ii, Randolph hi a beautiful expo ItIon of this psalm at the end of vol.

Chi Mini itry, pp '4<i M.'i

» Bishop ll- oik', in the prefmoe to his admirable commentary on the

P . m has noticed tie number ol tliose dlvi lea, which

bi ,i ., double meaning, the propriety of which he has fully vindti

vol ii pp x -x I'' Apthorpe'a Warborton D
i pp 77 89 ; ami hi s m i'i Warburl

Lectures, entitled "A Coone I and Chronological ^ lew "i th.- Pi
.

ttins to the Christian Chui
whole of the Psalma are applied h) Bishop llm l»*j lo tin m
" Book of Psalma Iran ilaled from thi H* brew '

! vol tvo Bui t

Mnrvli
I

n are no uouh u ->r. a«

hs tern then v ssfiese, in prophecy. Laotorai on Dmnlty,

part t\. let
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arily and mystically, a respect to the miraculous birth of Christ, and to a
deliverance much more momentous than that of Ahaz from his then
present distressful situation.!

C-0 Isa. xi. 6.—What is here said of the wolf dwelling with the lamb, &c.
is understood as having its first completion in the reign of Hezekiah, when
profound peace was enjoyed after the troubles caused by Sennacherib ; but

its second and lull completion is under the Gospel, whose power in chang-
ing the hearts, tempers, and lives of the worst of men, is here foretold and
described by a singularly beautiful assemblage of images. Of this blessed

power there has, in every age of Christianity, been a cloud of witnesses

;

although its most glorious aera, predicted in this passage, may not yet be
arrived. The latter part of the same chapter, in which there are many
beautiful allusions to the Exodus from Egypt, seems to refer principally to

the future restoration of the Jews from their several dispersions, and to

that happy period when they and the Gentiles shall stand together under
the banner of Jesus, and unite their zeal in extending the limits of his king-

dom. This is a favourite theme with Isaiah, who is usually and justly desig-

nated Ihe Evangelical Prophet, and who (ch. xt ) predicted the deliverance
of the Jews from the Babylonish captivity, and their restoration to the land

of Canaan ;—events which were primarily and literally accomplished, but
which, by the evangelist Matthew (iii. 3.) and by our Lord himself (Matt,

xi. 10.) are said to have been fulfilled by John the Baptist's preaching in Ihe
wilderness of Judsa; and which, secondarily and spiritually, foretold the
deliverance of mankind from the infinitely greater bondage of sin.

(3.) Once more.—Hos. xi. 1. Out of B^ypt have I called my son. This
passage, in its literal sense, was meant of God's delivering the children of
Israel out of Egypt ; but in its secondary and mystical sense, there can be
no doubt that an allusion was intended by the Holy Spirit to the call ot the
infant Christ out of the same country. (Mad. ii. 15.)

Thus it is evident that many prophecies must be taken it? a

double sense, in order to understand their full import; and this

two-fold application of them, by our Lord and his apostles,

is a full authority for us to consider and apply them in a

similar way. In order to ascertain whether a prophecy is to

be taken in a double sense, the following rules have been
laid down by the celebrated Vilringa:-

—

(1.) That we may attain an accurate and distinct knowledge
of the subject of a prediction, we must carefully attend to all the

attributes and characters which are applied to the subject of the

prophecy : if the subject be not specifically mentioned by name,

it must be discovered by its characteristics; of this description are

many of the prophecies concerning Christ, particularly Psalms ii.

xxii. xlv. Ix. Isa. lili. Zech. iii. 8. If the subject be named, we
mvist inquire whether it is to be taken properly or mystically or

partly properly and partly mystically ; as in Psalm Ixxii.

(2.) We must not, however, depart from the literal sense of

the subject, when called by its own proper name, if all the attri-

butes, or the principal and more remarkable ones, agree to the

subject of the prophecy. This rule will he found of considerable

use in interpreting the prophecies concerning Israel, Judah, Tyre,

Babylon, Egypt, and other countries and places.

(3.) If the attributes by no means agree with the subject

expressed in a prophecy by its own name, we must direct our

thoughts to another subject which corresponds to it, and which
assumes a mystic name, on account of the agreement between
the type and antitype. Examples of this occur in the prophecies

concerning Edom (Isa. lxiii. 1—6.), David (Ezek. xxxiv. 24

—

31.), and Elijah. (Mai. iv. 5.)

(4.) If, in prophecies, the subject be expressed by name,
which may bear both a proper and a mystical interpretation, and
the attributes of the prophetic discourse be of a mixed kind, so

that some of them agree more strictly with the subject mystically

taken, while others are more correctly predicated of it in a literal

and grammatical sense ;—in such cases, we must take the sub-

ject of the prophecy to be, not simple, but complex ; and the

prophet, actuated by divine illumination, expresses himself in

such a manner as designedly to be understood of both senses,

and to intimate to the reader that the mystical or allegorical

sense is enveloped in the literal sense.

Thus, many of the prophecies concerning Babylon, Edom, Egypt, ami
Tyre, contain such august and magnificent expressions, as, if taken pro-
perly, will admit of a very poor and barren exposition ; and, therefore, it

must be presumed that the Holy Spirit designed something more, and to

lead our minds to the mystical Babylon, dec. In like manner, such grand
things are sometimes spoken concerning the return of the Jews from the
Babylonish captivity, and mention is made of such distinguished blessings
being bestowed upon them, as tiecessarily lead as to look fur a further and
more complete fulfilment in the redemption by Jesus Christ, and the
spiritual blessings of grace bestowed upon the people of God, under the
Gospel dispensation. Isa. Iii. 1—3. and Jer. iii. 14— 18-, to cite no other
examples, present very striking illustrations of this remark. Hence it

follows, that,

i There is a good philological illustration of this prediction in Pr. Ran-
dolph's Pic-electiones Theologica?, in vol. ii. (pp. 416. etseq.) of his View of
Christ's Ministry ; and an elaborate vindication and explanation of it in the
Abbe Hook's Religionis Naturalis et Revelatce Principia, torn. ii. no. 494—4<R

1 In his Tynus Doctrinae Prophetica?, cap. ii. Dr. Apthorpe has translated
eighteen of Vjiringa's canons (which are admirably illustrated by nume-
rous examples in his valuable commentary on Isaiah) in his Lectures on
Prophecy, vol. i. pp. 90—106. Jahn has given several additional examples.
Introd. ad Vet. Fcedus, pp. 332—334.

(5.) Prophecies of a general nature are applicable by accom
modation to individuals ; most of the things, which are spoken

of the church, being equally applicable to her individual mem-
bers.

(6.) Prophecies of a particular nature, on the other hand,

admit, and often require, an extended sense : for instance, Edom,
Moab, or any of the enemies of God's people, are often put for

the whole ; what is said of one being generally applicable to the

rest. And, in like manner, what is said either to or concerning

God's people, on any particular occasion, is of general applica-

tion ; as all, who stand in the same relation to God, have an

interest in the same prophecies.

(7.) In continued prophecies, which are not distinguished one

from another, we should carefully attend, first, to the beginning

and end of each discourse, and, secondly, to the epoch of time

which commences the scene of the prophetic vision, and the

term in which it ends.

The first observation is of principal use in the discourses of Isaiah, from
the fortieth chapter to the end of the book. This distinction, often difficult

and somewhat obscure, is of great moment in ihe Interpretation of the

prophecies, that we may not consider as a continued discourse what ought
to be divided inio several distinct topics. The last part of this canon is

indispensable in explaining the Psalms and Prophetic Visions. See Psal.

xxiv. 1. Isa. vi. 1.

II. Predictions, denouncing judgments to come, do not in

themselves speak the absolute futurity of the event, but only

declare what is to be expected by the persons to ivhom they are

made, and ivhat will certainly come to pass, unless God in his

mercy interpose between the threatening and the event.

"So that comminaiions do speak only Ihe debitam pantB, and (he neces-
sary obligation to punishment : but therein God doth not bind up himself
as lie doth in absolute promises ;,the reason is, because comnjnatkms
confer no right to any, which absolute promises do, and therefore God is

mil bound to necessary performance of what he threatens. Indeed the
gi i ill or obligation In punishment is necessary, where Ihe offence hath been
committed, to which the threatening was annexed : but the execution df
thai punishment doth still depend upon God's arbitranous will, and there-

fore he may suspend or remove it upon serious addresses made to biinseli

in order to it. For, sine-- God was pleased not to take the present forfeiture

of the first grand transgression, but made such a relaxation of that penal
law. tbat conditions of pardon were admittable, notwithstanding sentence
passed upon the malefactors, there is strong ground of presumption in

human nature, that God's forbearance of mankind, notwithstanding sin,

doth suppose his readiness to pardon offenders upon their repentance,
and, therefore, that all particular threatenings of judgment to come do
suppose incorrigibleness in those against whom they are pronounced;
upon which the foundation of hope is built, that if timely repentance do
intervene] God will remove those judgments which are threatened against

them
"
3 of these conditional comminatory predictions wc have examples

in Jonah's preaching to the Nincvites (Jonah iH. 4—10.), and in Isaiah's

denunciation of death to Hezekiah. (Isa. xxxvui. 1.) See also a similar
instance in Jer. xxxviii. 14—23.

III. Predictions then express divine purposes, when many
prophets in several ages concur i?i the same prediction.

" Because it is hardly seen but all those tacit conditions, which are sup-

posed in gemral promises or coinminations, may he altered in different

ages: but, when the conditions alter, and the predictions continue the

same, it is a stronger evidence that it is some immutable counsel of God,
which is expressed in those predictions. And in this case one prediction

confirms the foregoing, as the Jews say of piopbels, ' one prophet that

hath the testimony of another prophet is sujtpvsi it to be true .*' but it must
be with ihis supposition, that the other prophet was before approved to be
a true prophet. Now, both these meet in the prophecies concerning our
Saviour ; for to him bear all the prophets witness, and in their several ages
they had several things revealed to them concerning him : and the uni-

formity and perfect harmony of all these several prophecies by persons at

so great distance from each other, and being of several interests and
employments, and in several places, yet all giving light to each other, and
exactly meeting at last in the accomplishment, do give us yet a further and
clearer evidence, that all those several beams came from the same sun,

when all those scattered rays were at last gathered into one body again at

the appearance of the Sun of Righteousness in the world."*

SECTION III.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF PROPHECIES CON-

CERNING THE MESSIAH IN PARTICULAR. 5

I. Jesus Christ being the great subject and end of Scripture

revelation, we ought every where to search for Prophecies

concerning him.

We are assured by Christ himself that the Scriptures testify of him (John
v. 30.). and that in Moses, the Psalms, and Prophets, there are things con-

cerning him (Luke xxiv. 25—27. 44.): further, we have the declaration ofan
inspired apostle, that to him give all the prophets witness (Acts x. 43.), and

a Stillingfleet's Origines Sacra?, book ii, chap. vi. § 10. pp. 120, 121. 8th

edit. Jahn, Enchiridion Hermeneulics Sacra?, pp. 149, 149.

* Stillingfleet's Orig. Sac. p. 120.

* Bishop Marsh (Divinity Lectures, part iv. lect. xx. and xxi.) has several

admirable observations on the connection subsisting between the truth of
Christianity and the prophecies relating to the Messiah : nearly the whole
of Lecture xxi. is occupied with examples of predictions literally and
alxict\y foretelling the coming of Christ.
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of an angel of God, that " the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy."
(Rei .xii 10.) Ii in iy therefore be remarked generally, thai whatsoever
is emphatically ami characteristically spoken ol some certain pei son, not

celled by his own name. In the psalms or prophetical books, so that each
predicate can be flllly demonstrated m mi sin. t ..i ilt.ii oranv
other time, iniisi be taken as sod and predicted ol the MessJsh. The
twenty-second psalm, and the Bfly>Uiird chapter ol Isaiah's prophecy, tnaj

be addaced «> Qlustratione of this rule, W blch will nol mislead any student
or reader of the sacred volume. TJ if rirsi lour remarks in p. It'.U. may be
Bjavantageously employed lu the application of this rule.

II. 'The interpretation of the word of prophecy, made by

Jesus Christ himself and by his inspired apostles, is a rule and
key by which to interpret correctly the prophecies cited or

alluded to by them.

Thl propriety of this canon must be obvious: for as every one is the

beat Interpreter of hia own words, bo the Holy Spirit (under whose
jnllucnce ill.- ancient proplit'ls wrote and spoke), in mow recent prophe-
cies, refers to former predictions, and often uses the same words, phrases,
ami images, thus leading us to underatand the true sense of those oracles.

»

For insl nice, the prophecy (in Isa. vni 14.) that (In,- Messiah would prove
a stone of stumbling and a rock of offence, is more plainly repeated by

ii 1 1. uke ti M ), and is shown to have been fulfilled by Paul (Rom ix.

32, 33.X end by Peti r 1 1 Pet il &); and the sixteenth psalm Is expressly
applied to Jesus Christ by the latter of these apostles. (Acts ii. '£i—31.)*

III. Where the prophets describe a golden age of felicity,

they clearly foretell Gospel times : and particularly in the

Prophetic* and Psalms, whatever is predicated of a person
not named, in terms expressive of such excellence, glory, atid

other characteristics, as are suitable in their just emphases to

no other subject, must be interpreted as spoken and predicted

of the JSfessiah.

1. It is thus that the writers of the New Testament interpret and allege
the anotenl prophecies ; in Kaiices may be given In Deut. win. 18. Psalms
viii. xvi. xxii. xl. Ixi.x. Ixxvui. cwiii 32, 23, Isi i\- 2 vii. 1). 16, xlti. 1- liii.

Zeeh. iii. B, and xii. 10. It is worthy of remark that the writers of the
New Testament directly apply to the Son of t; on the m«>st magnificent
descriptions and attributes of the Fathbb in the Old Ti stamenl ; as \n Psal
lxvni. H. en. 26, 27. It: a. xlv £2—24.

;
winch teach us to arfenmctedge the

mystery t$f God even of the father, and of t !ai tot, in whom ore tud all

ih> treasuresofwisdom tunl h-n<nr(> ,/_> (C.,| n -j, :{

)

2. At the time the prophets respectively floorished the Israelites and
Jews weie, in general, notoriously nicked) although, even in the wore! of
times, there was a considerable number who feared Jehovah Hence,
while the prophets denounce national |udgmentau| the wicked (in which
temporal afflictions the righteous would necessarily be involved), they at

the tame tune hold out to the tatter, to strengthen their trust in God, pre
dictions of future and belter limes

;
and, with promises of some great and

tempo r.,) i N' live 1. 1 r>re, 1 1 ley in v.uifi lily conned a display of thi yet

though future deliverance of the Messiah the peace and happiness which
are to prevail In consequence of that deliverance are portrayed in Buch s
In .nihlid assemblage o| linages, and di-lnn-ate SO high B Blate Ol felicl )

that, as there Is do period In the history ofthe world, prioi to the Christian
dispensation, to which they can in any way be applied, these predictions
of tutu M- happiness and peace must necessarily be tinders! lexclusivi !j

to refer to Gospel uuo's Many paasages might be adduced from the pro-
phetic writings In confirmation of tins rule, it will, however, suffice to

adduce two instances from Isaiah, ch. ix 2—7. and \i. 1—9. In the former
"i hesc pe iges, the peaceful kingdom of the Messiah is set forth, its

extent and duration ; and in the latter, the singular peace and bapplm
which should then prevail are delineated in imagery of unequalled beauty
and energy.*

IV. Things foretold as universally or indefinitely to come
to pass under the Gospel, are to be understood,—as they re-

spect the duty,—of all persons; but,—as they respect the

event,—only of GottVs people.

Thus, when Ihe peace, thai is foretold toprevail in Qospel times, is sun d

to be 10 great thai men should then hrnt t/nir ntnn tt.i in:,, i>!i>uirhshares.

and thi ir spears into pruning hooks . thai nation should nol lift up sword
against nation neither learn war any mort (las II 1 }; and that fAi

should Ue down with the tomb and thi leopard with th> kid (Isa. si 6, and
Uv. 26. wiiii other pa sages thai might be adduced); all these highly figu-

rative expreai 1 sri to i><- lerstoodof the nature, design, and tendency
of tin: Gospel, and whal is the duty of all its professors, and what would

Jlj 1 ike plai ' in the Christian world, il ail who profess the Christian
1

in- did slocer* Iy and 1 oral illy obey lu dictates. And, so far as the
Go pel does prevail opon any, it reclaims their wild and unruly natures

;

from being furious as wolves, they become meek sa lambs, and from raging
like ||on thi 1 become g< otic and tendei 1 (-.< so hn are thi 1 1 did.

hunin ..ii.. < dial thi > dare not entertain an) the slightesl

thoughtt ofnoalevownee or revenge] towards their most Inveu ratoene -

Hi hop Lowih has some line remarks on (his topic towards the close
nh venth Lecture.

» The petty cavil isnd 1 ifRuperti und other modern comoi
1

nj (without being able to disprove Hhi ibovi canon, are well
d by Dr J. P duilth, on the Person of Christ, vol 1 pp 222,

> Rambach, Inst. Rerm. pp 175—177. J P, Oarpsovj Primal (

• nil ore ,e, pp '^, ai_

V. *$s the ancient prophecies concerning the .Messiah are

of two kinds, some of them relating1 to his fist coming to suffer,

u-lu!>- the rest of them concern his second coming to advance
his kingdom^ and restore the Jews

;

—in all these prophecies,

we must carefully distinguish between his fist coming in

humiliation to accomplish his mediatorial work on the cross,

and his second coming in glory to judgment.

This distinction is sufficiently ubvioas In those passages which treat of
either coming separately, *s In tea. rti, 11 la 6. llfl etc which treat ol bis
first coming in the Ik-sh

; and in Isa ii. 10—21., which refei B 10 Ins secona
coming to judgment To Ihe former musl be referred all those passages
which rel it-' to h\> humiliation. Bui n if- more difficult to distinguish each
advent 111 ihose passages, in which the prophel makes an immediate tran-
si i M m tr«.in the one to 1 he other. For uislaiice, in Isa xl. 1—9., the predic-
tion relates to the first advent of Christ! hut in v. lu. his second coming to

judgment is noticed, express mention being made of the solemn work ol
1 en ihnhon, wlneh is peculiar to judgment. Again, in Jer. xxiii. 5—7. the
promise of si-ioImil; ihe Son of God into the world is in \ . >. joined with a
prople, v concerning the conversion of the Jews, which is ye! fuhire. A
similar instanceof uniting ins two advents of Christ occurs In Mai. iii 1—&.

By distinguishing, however, between them, we shall be better ahls to

combat tn«- objections of the Jews, who apply to the Messiah all those
predictions which refer to a state of exaltation, while they overlook all

those plain, ihoiijji less numerous prophecies, in which is described
Messiah's first coming in a stale of humiliation.

Before we dismiss the important subject of prophecy,
there are two cautions, which must uniformly be kept tu

vii \v in studying the prophetic writings.

1. The first is, that we do not apply passing events as actually

fulflling particular prophecies.

It has justly been remarked, that "a commentator upon the predictions
of Daniel and .John can never be too much upon his guard against the fas-

cinatiiii! idea, that he may expect to find tvtiy
:

- wrn
day there predicted. Before he ventures to introduce anj expo
founded upon present circumstances, he ought to make it clearly appear
that if both accords with the chronological order so carefully preserved in

1 tms.' prophecies, thai it strictly ha rnioni/.es with the language ofsymbols,
and that it demonstrates every part of the prediction to tally exactly with
Its supposed accomplishments.''*1

2. The other caution is, that we do not curiously pry beyond
what is expressly written, or describe as fulfilled prophecies
which are vet future.

Such secret things, as unaccomplished prophecies, belong unto the Lord
our God; end it isa vain waste of time to weary oui lelvi b with eonjei lures
respecting the precise mode of their accomplishment Opon these pi luts,

when we so beyond what is written! we exceed our commission : and it

ins almost invariably been round, that a commentator, who attempted to

show how s prophecy was aboul to be fulfilled, was by the even! com Icti <\

of error. We may safely and positively declare whal will come to pass,
and we may even Bay how ii will come to pass, so lung as we resolutely
confine ourselves to the explicit declarations of Scripture ; but to point
out the manner in which an event win be accomplished, anyfurther than
th 1001 d of God has revealed the manner of it, i> to pry [1

u 1 mi he has purposely coucciiled, and ;o ,nm ai becoming prophets, i!

of contenting ourselves with beins bumble end fallible expositors ol pro-

phecy. What thi Bible has declared, thai wt may wlthoui hesitation

declare l beyond this, all is mere va^ue conjecture .»

On the subject of apparent contradictions between pro-

phecies and their accomplishment, see Chap. VII. Sect. III.

infra/3

* F.de r's Dissertation on lln vol. ti. p. 'J77.

» Ibid vol. 1. p. 77.
• In addition to the writers cihd in the course of this chanter, it may be

staled that the fulfilment ol prophi 1 j Is fully considered by Bishop Newton
in his " Dissertations," 'J vols Svo, See also Sir l-.au- Newnm '

rions on Daniel, and (lie Apocalypse ItO. A II Fuinckii tntroduCl
i.id 'in Prophetarum, (nalajinsj

pp, 91—347. he has app
Lectionem Prophetarum, (nalsHsgdsburgicsB pp r 9ft In

the inteius applied his penera] principles to

rhe prophel Jonah; Olaasil Phitologte sacr. lib 1 tracl Iv, cbL 31)

1 to ci iii Clpsfte 1726 : Rambachll Ooservatlonee Selectsj ds ParaneUsnw
Secro, pp elfl 336H and his Instil Rermeneuticsa Sacris pp 711—745,
779 79l J. E Pfelffeii Inst. Berm. Sscr. pp. 79—81 ;LangiiHer neutlcs
^.n 1 .1 pp I 'f! l.'M). ; Turret in de Sacra> Script nr.T Interpi-« t atione, CSD h
pp 844 SB6 : hi pp. gfiC ' SOB be has sivsn sn sdulrable lUustration

principles laid down by blm n the preceding chapter by expounding
ehaptci :- i and n ol the pi odhi cy ol Joel . Pai eau. In til utio Inti

1
1

Veierla Testsmenti, pp loe 519 1 Piincipes G< o^rana poftr I'lntelugence

de Proph tli (Part 1763 vo 1; Bishop Warburtoo*i Divine I*

ol Hoses, book vl (Works, vol vi. p I" efseo.); Dr Day's N Man
Lectures, vol 1 pp. 236 940.; Di Smith's View or the Prophets, bono.;
Itlahop Hurd 1 Introduction to the Study of the Prophets (Works, vol. v.);

Di Hscknlghl Translation and Commentary on 1 1 E] ,
vol. Iv. (4lo.

edil )
..1 '.1 (8vo edtl 1 e ai vlil icct i . Mr Prere's Coml d Vlem <•(

thi Pi phi 1 lol Daniel I Iras and sr John Bvo and the Bei Wm
Jon Lecturi on Ihe Figurative Lan Bet plure (Theol. and
HI eel Wort . so] iv) These wittsi til been consulted on the

ii occasion.
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CHAPTER V.

ON THE DOCTRINAL INTERPRETATION OP THE SCRIPTURES.

As the Holy Scriptures contain the revealed will of God
to man, they not only offer to our attention the most interesting
histories and characters for our instruction by example, ana
the most sublime prophpcies for the confirmation of our faith,

but they likewise present to our serious study, doctrinal truths

of the utmost importance. Some of these occur in the his-

torical, poetical, and prophetical parts of the Bible : but they
are chiefly to be found in the apostolic epistles which, though
originally designed for the edification of particular Christian
churches or individuals, are nevertheless of general applica-
tion, and designed for the guidance of the universal church in
every age. For many of the fundamental doctrines of Chris-
tianity are more copiously treated in the epistles, which are
not so particularly explained in the Gospels ; and as the
authors of the several epistles wrote under the same divine
inspiration as the evangelists, the epistles and gospels must
be taken together, to complete the rule of Christian faith.

The doctrinal interpretation, therefore, of the Sacred Writ-
ings is of paramount consequence ; as by this means we are
enabled to acquire a correct and saving knowledge of the
will of God concerning us. In the prosecution of this im-
portant branch of sacrea literature, the following observations
are offered to the attention of the student :

—

I. The meaning of the Sacred Writings is not to be deter-

mined according to modern notions and systems : but we must
endeavour to carry ourselves bock to the very times and places in

which they were written, and realize the ideas and modes of
thinking of the sacred writers.

This rule is of the utmost importance for understanding the

Scriptures; but is too commonly neglected by commentators and
expositors, who, when applying themselves to the explanation of

the Sacred Writings, have a preconceived system of doctrine

which they seek in the Bible, and to which they refer every pas-

sage of Scripture. Thus they rather draw the Scriptures to their

system of doctrine, than bring their doctrines to the standard of

Scripture; a mode of interpretation which is altogether unjust,

and utterly useless in the attainment of truth. The only way by

which to understand the meaning of the sacred writers, and to

distinguish between true and false doctrines, is, to lay aside all

preconceived modern notions and systems, and to carry ourselves

back to the very times and places in which the prophets and
apostles wrote. In perusing the Bible, therefore, this rule must
be most carefully attended to :—it is only an unbiassed mind that

can attain the true and genuine sense of Scripture. 1

II. Regard must also be had to the peculiar state of the

churches, cities, or persons, to whom particular epistles, espe-

cially those of Saint Paul, were addressed , as the knowledge

of such state frequently leads to the particular occasionfor which
such epistle was written.

" Although the general design of the whole of Scripture was
the instruction of the world, and the edification of the church in

every age, still there was an immediate and specific design with

regard to every book. This appears particularly obvious in refer-

ence to the epistles. With the exception of those properly called

catholic or general epistles, and of a few written to individuals,

they were addressed to particular societies of Christians, and they

were adapted to the exact state of those societies, whether con-

sisting chiefly of Jewish or of Heathen converts ; whether re-

cently organized as churches, or in a state of flourishing maturity ;

whether closely cemented together by the strength of brotherly

love, or distracted by the spirit of faction ; whether steadfast in

adherence to the truth, or inclining to the admission of error.

Now, if these considerations were present to the mind of the

inspired writer of an epistle, and served to regulate the strain and

the topics of his address, it is evident that they must by no means
be disregarded by us in our attempts to ascertain the genuine and
intended sense."2 A knowledge, therefore, of the state of the

particular churches, to which they addressed their epistles, is of

the greatest importance, not only to enable us to ascertain the

> Turretin, de Interp. Sacr. Script, pp 312. 314. See also some sensible

remarks on these perversions of the Sacred Writings in the Christian

Observer for 1818, vol. xvii. p. 317.

» Rev. H. F. Burder's Sermon on the Duty and Means of ascertaining

the genuine Sense of the Scriptures, p. 19.

Vol. I. 3D

scope of any particular epistle, but also for the purpose of recon-
ciling doctrinal passages, which, to a cursory reader, may at first

sight appear contradictory.

For instance, the Galatian churches, not long after their members had
been converted to the faith of the Gospel, werepersuaded by some Judaiz-
ing teachers that it was absolutely necessary they should be circumcised,
and observe the entire law of Moses : hence great dissensions arose among
the Galatian Christians. These circumstances led Saint Paul to write his
Epistle to them ; the design of which was, to prove the Jewish ceremonial
law to be no longer obligatory, to convince them of the moral and spiritual
nature of the Gospel, and thus to restore mutual good- will among them.
Again, Rom. xiv. 5. and Gal. iv. 10, 11. are apparently contradictory to

each other. In the former passage we read— " One man esteemeth one
day above another ; another esteemeth every day alike. Let every man be
fully persuaded in his oicn mind." The latter passage runs thus,— " Ye
observe days, and months, and times, and years ; I am afraid lest I have
bestowed upon you labour in vain." Now, if we attend to the situation and
character of the persona addressed, we shall easily be enabled to solve this
seeming difficulty.

The Roman and Galatian churches were composed of both Jews and
Gentiles : but they are not addressed promiscuously ; neither are they the
same description of people who are addressed in both passages. Those
who "regarded days," among the Romans, were the converted Jews, who,
having from their youth observed them as divine appointments, were with
difficulty brought to lay them aside. And as their attachment had its ori-
gin in a tender regard to divine authority, they were considered as " keep-
ing the day unto the Lord ;" and great forbearance was enjoined upon the
Gentile converts towards them in that matter. Those, on the other hand,
who, among the Galatians, " observed days, and niooths, and times," were
converted Gentiles, as is manifest from the context, which describes them
as having, in their unconverted state, "done service to them which by
nature were no gods." (ch. iv. 8.) These being perverted by certain Ju-
daiziqg teachers, were, contrary to the apostolic decision (Acts xv.), cir-

cumcised, and subjected themselves to the yoke of Jewish ceremonies.
Nor was this all ; they were led to consider these things as necessary to
justification ami salvation, which were subversive of the doctrine of justifi-

cation by faith in Jesus Christ.fActs xv. 1. Gal. v. 4.) These circumstances
being considered, the different language of the apostle is perfectly in cha-
racter. Circumcision, and conformity to the law of Moses, in Jewish con-
vertB, was held to be lawful. Even the apostle of the Gentiles himself " to
the Jews became a Jew ;" frequently, if not constantly, conforming to the
Jewish laws. And when writing to others, he expresses himself on this
wise:— "Is any man called, being circumcised 1 let him not become un-
circumcised. Is any called, in uncircumcision 1 let him not become circum-
cised. Circumcision is nothing, and uncircumcision is nothing ; but the
keeping of the commandments of God." (I Cor. vii. 18, 19.) But for Gen-
tiles, who had no such things to allege in their favour, to go off from the
liberty granted to them (Actsxv.), and entangle themselves under a yoke
ol bondage, and not only so, but to make it a term of justification, was suffi-

cient to excite a fear lest the labour which he had bestowed upon them
was in vain.'

Hraunius,* Vitringa,* and Buddeus* have happily illustrated numerous
passages in St. Paul's Epistles by attending to trie circumstances mention-
ed in tne above canon. The state of the Apocalyptic churches has also

been well described by our learned countryman Smith,'' by Witsius," and
especially by Ferdinand Stosch » Rambach, in bis Introduction to ihe Epis-
tle to the Romans, has elaborately investigated the slate of the church at
Rome, and applied it to the justification and scope of this epistle.'

III. In order to understand any doctrinal book or passage

of Scripture, we must- attend to the controversies which were
agitated at that time, and to which the sacred writers allude

:

fur a key to the apostolic epistles is not to be sought in the

modern controversies that divide Christians, and which were not

only unknown, but also were not in existence at that time.

The controversies which were discussed in the age of the

apostles are to be ascertained, partly from their writings, partly

from the existing monuments of the primitive Christians, and
likewise from some passages in the writings of the Rabbins.

From these it appears that the following were the principal questions

then agitated, viz. What is the true way by which to please God, and thus
to obtain eternal life—the observance of the Mosaic law, or faith and obe-
dience as held forth in the Gospel? To this question the following waa
closely allied—Whether the observance of the Mosaic ceremonies was so
absolutely necessary, that they were to be imposed on the converted Gen-
tiles? The former question is particularly discussed in St. Paul's Epistle

to the Romans ; the latter in the council lipid at Jerusalem (Acts xv. 1—31.),

and especially in the Epistle to the Galatians.

Another question which was most warmly agitated, related to the calling

of the Gentiles, which the Jews could by no means bear, as appears from

s Fuller's Harmony of Scripture, pp. 44. 46.

* Selecta Sacra, lib. i. * Observationes Sacrse, lib. iv. CC. 7, 8.

s Jo Francisci Buddei Ecclesia Apostolica, sive de Statu Ecclesire Chris-

tian ae sub Apostolis Commentatio Histories Dogmatica, Jenae, 1729. 8vo.
i In his "Remarks upon the Manners, Religion, and Government of the

Turks, with a Survey of the Seven Churches of Asia," 8vo. 1678. The re-

marks had previously been printed in Latin in 1672, and again in an enlarged
edition in 1674.

s Miscellanea Sacra, torn. i. p. 669.

» Ferdinandi Stosch Syntagma Dissertalionum Septemde nominibus toti-

dem Urbium Asia1 ad quos D. Johannes in Apocalypsi Epistolas direxit, 8vo.

Guelpherbyti, 1757.

»° Jo. Jac- Rambachii Introductio Historico-Theologica in Epistolain Pauli

ad Romanos. 8vo. Halae, 1727.
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V. Where any doctrine is to be deduced from the Scriptures,

it u-ill he coll'cttd better, and with more precision^from thost

place*, in which it u professedly ditnmrdi than from those

vn which it is noticed only incidentally or by way of inference.

For instance, in the Epistles to the Romans mid Galatjana, the

doctrine of justification bj Eaitn ia fully treated; and in those to

the Epheauna ind Coloesians, tin- i-aMuitr of 11 and

the abrogation of the ceremonial law are particularly illustrated.

These must, therefore, Ik* diligently compared together, in order

to deduce those doctrines correctly.

VI. Doctrines peculiar to a certain age are better ascertained

frtun writings belonging t" that aire, ur the times immediately

following, than from immortals or writings if a later daft.

Thus, the ideal entertained by the patriarrhs are better col-

lected from the writings immediately concerning them—the book

nf Genesis, for instance—than from books written long after-

wards, as the Apostolic Epistles,—Not that these are unworthy
of credit (of such an insinuation the author busts he shall be

fully acquitted), bat bocauae the apoatlea deduce inferences from

paaaagea of Scripture, according to the manner practised in

their own time; which inferences, though truly correct, and

every way worthy the assent of Christians, were not known at

the time when such passages were first committed to writing. 1

VII. Although the Scriptures sometimes speak of God after

the monster of men, they art not to he understood literally , but

must be taken in a seriM worthy nf God.

This rule was not unknown to the Jews, with whom it was
usual to say that the Scriptures speak of Cod with the tongue of
the sons of men. When, therefore, human members}, faculties,

senses, and affections, are attributed to the Deity, they are to

be understood in a sense worthy of Him ; and the manner in

which that sense is to be ascertained is twofold :— I. From the

light of nature, whieh teaches us that all ideas of imperfection

:ire to be removed from God, and. censei|uently, corporeity ; and,

~. From the comparison of other passages of Scripture, in

whieh it is written, thai Cod is a spirit, that he cannot he repre-

sented hv anv figure, and that he is not a man thai be should

repent, dec Numerous illustrations of this remark might he

offi red, were it necessary; but BS this subject has already been

discussed in a former chapter, it will be sufficient to give a

reference to it.

VIII. No doctrine is admissible, or can be established from
/hi Scriptures^ that is either repugnant io them, cr contrary to

reason or to the analogy offaith.

For instance, if the doctrine of tratisubstatitialion were to be

admitted, tin evidence of our reason, as well as of our sanees,

could no longer be believed, and the consequence would be, that

the arguments for the truth of the Christian religion, arising from

the miracles and resurrection of Jesus (hn-t. would fall to the

ground, and become of no effect whatever. Articles ,.f revelation,

indeed, may be shove oua n ason; but no doctrine, w inch em
from Cod. can be irrational, or contran to those moral truths

winch are clearly perceived by the mind of man. We are sure,

therefore, that any interpretation of revealed doctrines that is

inconsistent with common sense, or with the established laws of

moral it v, must be erroneous. The several parts of those doctrines,

\s inch are dispersed through the 8criptun s, ought to be collected

itid explained so as to agree with one another, and form an

intelligible and consistent scheme. The different parts of I reve-

lation, which comes &Om God, must all he reconcilable with OHO
another, and with sound reason. The prejudices ol diffi

denominations unfit them for understanding the allien

are connected With the subject- ol their disputations; but there

are geni raJ principles that all parties adopt
i
and no text can be

interpreted in b sense nsistent with those articles which in
universally received. This conlormilv, of e\er\ part to first

| ciples, IS commonly called the unalo-jy of faith ; the nature of

which, and the manner in which it is to be applied to the inter-

pn 1 .it ion of Scripture, are stated and evplamed in pp.8 I -

—

'*
I I.

I\. It is of great importance /« thi understanding of tks)

tm New Testament ^ to attend to and atsttnctly

tn miff the transitions ofperson which freaucrdly occur% especially

in Saint foul's tUpistlcs.

The pronouns /. II g, oid Y>,\i, arc used b\ the apostles in

such a variety of applications, that the understanding of thab

trus meaning ii often kej to man) difficult pai

ThuSj by the pronoun /. 9slrg Paul eomotimea raeeni him
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numerous passages In the Gospels, Acts of the Apostles, and the E]

The apostles, thi refers, found It necessary to aseeri that point, to confirm

it by citing aumei from the Old Testaoienl relative to the

, q o vindicate il from the obji

.i.
\ this bss bean doos by Saint Paul in

las .ii hla Ep sili - i" the Epl Colon ana, in

which he monies were i up* i eded

There wer< dso aomi J< n ,
which were refuted both by our

I
for instance, thai all Jews would certainly be

i
i bted for this observation]

.<u, eda pei eryJea
fnll( ,. ie Talmud, En which 11

n is sitting neat ths gates of full, and does not pi

any Israelite, SOW "><iy be, to descend into hell In

Hon u> such traditions as these, Jesus Christ thus solemnly warned thi

on that sunk unto me, "Lord, Lord," shall enter i'

kingd but he that dutth the iritt vf my Father which is in

, vii M.) This notion was also opposed at length by St PauL

(Bom i Ooc< more :
it appears from very many pssssi

the Jewish writers thai the Jswa divided the precepts of the law Inti

t taught thai it .i msn observed one eucA grand precept thai

would suffice to concfliste the favour of God and would outweigh all ins

ether actions in opposition to this our Lord solemnly declares, thai

"whosoever shsS break one of these U ast commandnu U teach

men so, he shall be called (shall he) tessl in the kingdom of heavi n"
I Msf4

James also, "whosoever shall keep the whole law, and

vet offendI in one point, he is guilty of all ' (James ii 10.)

Further, many erroneous tenets were hi Id and promulgated in thi

of the apostles, by persons calling ' 'is. To these ' oppo
sitions of science falsely SO Catted" (I Tim. Vl. 20.) there are Numerous
allusions in the Kj'i.sties, whei such 11 l

-1
.

I<ii- msNtllCc, Ci.l

0. IS the vrorshlpplng or angels ; Col. U. 20, 21. against the pretensions of

extraordinary in" riii il itlnenee;! Cor. vili andSCoi W fcc

against idols';tinl eiitinjj t limns offered [n ihem, Ac. The beginning Dt Baiffl

Jnim's Gospel, it is we'll known, was written to refute the false aooona Ol

Cerinthus.

IV. The doctrinal hooks nf Scripture, fir instance, the Epis-

tles, are not to be perused in detached partialis ur sections ,- but

they should be read through at onee, with a dost attention to the

scope and tenor of (he discnurse, regardless nf the divisions into

chapters and verses, precisely in the same manner in which Wt
would peruse the letters of Cicero, Pliny, or oilier ancient

writers.

This reading should not he cursory or casual, but frequent ami

diligent ; and the Epistles should be repeatedly perused, until we
become intimately acquainted with their contents.- Want of at-

tention to the general scope and design of the doctrinal parte of

Scripture, particularly of the Epistles, has been the source of

mans and great errors: "for, to pick out a verse or two, and

criticiae OB a word or expression, and ground a doctrine thereon,

without considering the main scope of the epistle and the occa-

sion of writing it, ia just as if a man should interpret ancient

statutes or records by two or three words or expressions in them,

without regard to the true occasion upon which they were made,

and without any manner of knowledge ami insight into the his-

tory of the age in which they were written," The absurdity of

such a conduct i* too obvious to need further exposure.

Having already offered some hints for investigating the scope

of a particular book or passaged it only remains to notice that

there is this general difference observable between the scope nf the

Gospels and that of the Epistles ; viz. the former represent the

principles of Christianity absolutely, or as they are in themselves ;

while the latter represent them relatively that is, as they respect

the state of the world at that particular time.

i De Sarr. Script [nierp p. 316.

Mr. Looks has forcibh illustrated this remark by relating his own
prat* ti< sin :

adj i I ties ol Sainl Paul Uti !

sspsrtsncs thai ti rdman n -> ol reading si baptei . and thi

Bsntstors "r 1 " tflffloull pa ig< foiled In leading him to the true
[ saw pi nniy, alter I began once to

on ii, thai it soj one houJd now write ms alett Sainl Paul's In

lbs Kornana i tie, In a style as fi n elan and - i

lonsasdublon tnlobe>in I Id divide II Into fifteen or etj

i

Kn i" one that! bould net i La i full in

The way to understand the mind ofhlmtl
I tin- wiiuli- letter ih rough from

aco whsl w isthsma
ami |nir|»>se-( in n, n-.r .). |.. n i. i,>

one chief i so I

when tnd 11 then w< i
< ani

i asshy ofdividing irk the boundaries of theeo.' 1

in |hs prosecution "t this thought. Mi Loi ki

the under itandtns nf any oi I to read It all

at on.

the m i iior, B aim .i

enei ti % lew
i
pui post In i I

I'll- n' hi UB4 I, 'ii-! i

I

i revsr,lsnotui bs attained by o r tvi

r Dngs ii mo t be repeated again and again
""' of ii" discourse, and a perfect i

On lbs contrary, l i

i :

-

one bualn <
.
mini, bj s lVoqu< nl peru-

sal "t ii. von ii • i era in II,

ash ebon theinaelvea." Locke on the i

orHmm r.e, Profac. (Works, vol Li-pp 981,201 Ita)
i
-

. . upra.

« Turretiu, p. BM. • See p 3t'i supta
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If tlie speaking of himself in the first person singular have these various
meanings, his use of the plural We is with far greater latitude ; for some-
limes we means himself alone, sometimes those who were with him whom
he makes partners to the Epistles (as in the two Epistles to the Corinthians,
and in those to the Philippians and Colossians) ; sometimes with himself
comprehending the other apostles, or preachers of the Gospel, or Chris-
tians. Nay, he sometimes speaks in this way of the converted Jews, at
others, of the converted Gentiles : sometimes he introduces the unregene-
rate as speaking in his own person; at other times he personifies false
teachers or false Christians, whose names, however, he forbears to men-
tion, lest he should give them offence. In all these instances, his applica-
tion of the above-mentioned pronouns varies the meaning of the text, and
causes it to bo differently understood. Examples illustrative of this remark
may be found in every page of Saint Paul's Epistles. Further, in the cur-
rent of his discourse, he sometimes drops in the objections of others, and
his answers to them, without any change in the scheme of his language,
that might give notice of any other person speaking besides himself. To
discover this, requires great attention to the apostle's scope and argument

;

and yet, if it be neglected or overlooked, it will cause the reader greatly
to mistake and misunderstand* his meaning, and will also render the sense
very perplexed. Mr. Locke, and Dr. Macknight, in their elaborate works
on the Epistles, are particularly useful in pointing out these various tran-
sitions of persons and subjects.

X. In applying the Scriptures as a proof of any doctrine, it

is Jiecessary to ascertain, if all that is meant be expressed; or,

if it be not expressed, wfuit is necessarily implied, in order to

complete the passage.

Thus it is common (as we have already shown) 2 for the

sacred writers to mention only the principal part of any subject,

for the whole.

In Rom. x. 9. Paul says; If thou shall confess with thy mouth the Lord
Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that god hath raised him from
the dead, thou shalt be saved. The resurrection of Christ is the only
article which is mentioned here, because, by that miracle, God established
the Saviour's authority, as a lawgiver, and confirmed all the doctrines
which he taught. But there are other essential articles, which are neces-
sary to be believed, in order to be saved, though they are not stated in the
text. It is added (ver. 13.), for whosoever shall call upon the name of the
Lord shall be saved. No real Christian can be so ignorant of the Gospel,
as to suppose, that no more is necessary, in order to be saved, than to call

upon the name of the Lord. In this text, it is evident that the apostle

mentions only a ptincipal part of what is meant. Now, from the context
may be gathered the following particulars, as implied, though not expressed.
First, in the ninth verse it is affirmed, that in order to be saved, a man
must believe in his heart- Secondly, he must confess with his mouth;
If thuu shall cotifess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in
thine heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved.
Confession implies more than profession. A true believer in Jesus Christ
openly, and of his own accord, professes the articles of his belief; and
When he is persecuted, and examined concerning his religion, he readily
confesses the truth, as an evidence of his sincerity and faithfulness. Even
this is not all that is necessary, in order to be saved ; for it is added in the
tenth verse, with the heart man belirveth unto righteousness, and with
the mouth confessiu7i is made unto salvation. Faith, acting on the heart,
is productive of a righteous life, and thus the believer becomes a sincere
worshipper of the Lord ; fur whosoever will call on the name of the Lord
shall be saved, (ver. 13.) In these different passages, it is evident that a
part is mentioned for the whole ; and in order to understand all that is im-
plied, the several parts must be collected and put together.

XI. No article of faith can be established from metaphors,
parables, or single obscure andfigurative texts.

The metaphorical language of the prophets, and figurative

expressions which abound in the Scriptures, are calculated to

promote the purposes of godliness by acting on the imagination,
and by influencing a believer's conduct; but they never were
intended to be a revelation of Gospel principles. Instead of de-

riving our knowledge of Christianity from parables and figura-

tive passages, an intimate acquaintance -with the doctrines of
the Gospel is necessary, in order to be capable of interpreting
them.

The beautiful parable of the man who fell among thieves (Luke x. 30—
37.) is evidently intended to influence the Jews to be benevolent and kind,
like the good Samaritan. Some writers have considered that parable to be
a representation of Adam's fall, and of man's recovery, through the inter-
position and love of Jesus Christ. But those, who embrace this opinion,
did not learn these doctrines from the passage itself. No person, who is

wholly ignorant of Adam, and of Jesus Christ, could ever learn any thing
concerning them, from what is related in this parable. The same obser-
vation is equally applicable to every other parable, and typical subject;
in which the doctrines of the Gospel cannot be discovered by any person,
who has not first learned them from other texts.

CHAPTER VI.

ON THE MORAL INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE.

SECTION I.

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF THE MORAL PARTS OF SCRIPTURE.

Having already discussed the interpretation of the figura-

tive, spiritual, typical, prophetical, and doctrinal parts of the

Sacrea Writings, it now remains that we consider the Moral
Parts of Scripture. These, indeed, are to be interpreted

precisely in the same manner as all other moral writings

;

regard being had to the peculiar circumstances of the sacred

writers, viz. the age in which they wrote, the nation to which
they belonged, their style, genius, &c. For, being natives

of the East, they treat moral topics, after the oriental man-
ner, in a highly figurative style, and with similitudes, and
figures considerably more far-fetched than is usual among
Greek and Latin authors, or even among the moderns.
Again, being for the most part persons in the common walks
of life, they generally deliver their precepts in a popular

manner, adapted to the capacities of those to whom they
were addressed. In the examination of the moral parts of

Scripture, the following more particular rules will be found
useful :

—

I. Moral propositions or discourses are not to be urged too far,
but must be understood with a certain degree of latitude, and
with various limitations.

For want of attending to this canon, how many moral truths

have been pushed to an extent, which causes them altogether to

fail of the effect they were designed to produce ! It is not to be

denied that universal propositions may be offered : such are

frequent in the Scriptures as well as in profane writers, and also

in common life ; but it is in explaining the expressions by which
they are conveyed, that just limits ought to be applied, to prevent

them from being urged too far. The nature of the thing, and

various other circumstances, will always afford a criterion by

» Locke's Preface to the Epistles. (Works, vol. iii. p. 277.)
* See p, 371. supra.

which to understand moral propositions with the requisite limita-

tions. In order, however, that this subject may be better under-
stood, and applied to the Scriptures, we will state a few of these

limitations, and illustrate them by examples.

1. Universal or indefinite moral propositions often denote

nothing more than the natural aptitude or tendency of a thing

to produce a certain effect, even although that effect should

not actually take place.

Thus, when Solomon says that a soft answer turneth away wrath (Prov.
xv. 1.), the best method of mitigating anger is pointed out, although the obsti-

nacy or wickedness of man may produce a different result. In like manner,
when St. Peter says, Who is he that teill harm you, if ye befollowers of
thai which is good 'f (1 Pet. iii. 13.), this expression is not to be understood
as implying that good men shall never be ill-treated ; but it simply denotes
the natural effect which a virtuous life will probably produce, viz. many
occasions of irritating men will be avoided, and, on the other hand, their
friendship and favour will be conciliated.

2. Universal or indefinite propositions denote only -what

generally or often takes place.

As in Prov. xxii. 6. Train up a child in the way he should go; and
when he is old he trill not departfrom it. Here the wise monarch intimates

notwhat always lakes place, but what is the frequent consequence ofjudi-
cious education. To this rule are to be referred all those propositions

which treat of the manners, virtues, or vices of particular nations, enndi-

tions, or ages. Thus Saint Paul says, that the Cretans are always liars.

(Tit. i. 12.) Again, when the same apostle, portraying the struggles of an
enlightened but unregenerate person, says—I know that in me (that is, in
mi/jlesh) dwelteth no good thing (Rom. vii. 18.), he does not mean to say

that there is nothing morally goud in man ; but that no man is by nature
spiritually good, or good in the sight of God- 3

3 Similar to this is the language of the Liturgy of the Anglican church :—
"O God, because through the weakness of our mortal nature, we can
do no good thing, without thou grant us the help of thy grace." (Collect

for the first Sunday after Trinity.) On which Bishop Toinline remarks—
" I have only to observe, thai the good thing here mentioned, must mean
good in the sight of God . such an action our weak and unassisted nature

will, unquestionably, not allow us to perform." (Refutation of Calvinism,

pp. 67, 68. 1st edit.) To the same purpose, in another place he observes:—
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3. Universal or indefinite propositions frequently denote

pitt, W what OV6HT to be done, not what always does actually

take place.

"It is the way of the Scrii'iur. .writer, "to speak to and
oi" Ui.' visil.lf ii'i.-muersof the eoureh of <'linst, umier such appeuntions

and aspresatoi - - lu Imply tliat they are all

..I them truly i^uteousand holy persons. Tims the apostles style those

in whom they write, in g* oi i
il taints . they sp.-,tk of thein as "sanctified

ii
' .i;st Jesus, chosen "i God, buried with Christ in bspUsm, risen again

wiih him from the dead, .sitting with him In heavenly places:" and par-

Ucalarly Salol Paid (TIL ili. 5.) says, thai they were "saved by the washing

ol regeneration," A- The reason of which is, that they were visibly, by

ation, and by profession, all this; which was ihus represented t'o

them, 'I"' r« effectually to stir them up, and engage them to live accord-

ing i.. dun profession and obligation. "'

By tbla rule also we may explain UaL U 7 " The print1* lips sAould

keep knoitlodgt :" which passage the advocates ol the church of Rome
una, as asserting the InfaDibUlry ol the priesthood A simple inspection)

however, of the following verse is Bufflclenl to refute this assertion and

lO Show that tin words ill- note only the duty ol (lie ./• \oith prirst-

hood, not what the priests realh did perform. The appUoationofthu rule

will likewise explain Prov. xvt 10. IS; 13.

4. Jlfany precepts are delivered gmerally and absolutely,

concerning moral duties, which are only to be taken -with cer-

tain limitations.

For in -i me.-, u inn we it re rmnmauiled nut to he angry, we must under-

stand, will I a cause, and noi bey I measure : when we are forbidden
.. ;I selves, || |a to be understood ofprivately taking revenge ;

foi

ide magistrate beareth not the sword to rain, but is the minister of << ' -

i him that doeth evil. (Rotn. xiii 4.) Pub-

lic vengeance, or punishment, therefore, is clearly not prohibited. <>ii' -

., ,. command. .] in the Scriptures lo sirrur not at nJ/ Us
In m ,m .'

i and not to forswear ourselves (Levit. xix. 12.), yet they do

not forbid the use of oaths In cast a where they can be made subservient

to th< BttppOrt <>t truth and the interests of justice. MoBeS says, Thau
dthyOod\and i i and shall stoeai by his name

(ih-iit* \i. 13.) Thou shall swear, aays the prophet Jeremiah, the Lord
m truth, m judgment, and in righteousness, (Jer. iv 2.) Our

Saviour himself! when adjured by the high priest, in the name of the living

God to declare whether be was the Christ the Son of Qad (Matt ccvi. 63,

64 Mark ih SI, 62 I did not refuse to answer the question, thus judicially

propo I to bun . but be certainly would have remained silent if he had
disap|iro\ ed i ilion upon oath, or all such solemn invocations

of, and appeals to, the name ,,| C...I in rases where the truth is doubtful

or the testimony is suspected. The author of the Epistle to the II.

says, that an with for confirmation is "» end of all strife. (Heb. vi. 16.)*

II. Many things in morals, which are not spoken compara-
tively, are nevertheless to he thus understood*

1. Id Matt. ix. 13. and xii. 7. Jesus Christ, citing Hos. vi. ft.,

savs, that God desired mercy and not sacrifice. Vet he had

prescribed thai victims should be offered. This, therefore, must

be understood comparatively, sacrifice being compared with

mercy, or with acts of humanity and benevolence j which, the

context shows, are here intended. The sense of the passage iu

question is this :—/ require mercy and not sacrifice ; in other

words, I prefer acts of charity to matters of positive institution,

when, in any instance, they interfere with each other.

2. In 1 Tim. vi. 8. we read

—

Having food and raiment let

us be therewith content. Is no one then to desire a house, or a

competence of wealth 1 These things, therefore, are compared

with what are called the luxuries of life. 3

III. Principals include their accessaries, that is, whatever

approaches or comes near to them, or has any tendency to them.

Thus, where any sin is forbidden, we must be careful not only

to avoid it, but also every thing of a similar nature, and whatever

may prove an occasion of it, or imply our consent to it in others;

and we must endeavour to dissuade or restrain others from it.

C pare Mat! v 21 81 I These r.SB. Jude23. Eptaes. v. 11, iCor
vmi 1

' Lev, xix. 17. James v. 19, 20. So, where any duty is . njojne.l, all

. enabllos either out elvi or oth< to dlsi
1

1
It,

aceonUDi to our respective places < apaciti^s, or opportunities, are hkr
:, i SeeGen rvul 18 Dcul el 7 Heb i 28—36. Open thla

ground our t>>r.l makes the law and the prop!.-
I
upon s sincere

. Qod and man (Mark all. SO, 31. Luke x 27.) j becau s,

whan .
' h ill not knowingly be deficient in any duty or

i j|ei within our power
; neither snail we wnibigjv do ani thhu

thai mas oil lirecth or Indirectly offend, or tend t" the prejudice ol

i., ,,;,,, 1 let Eton I. XII 17, IS. Tlli.s o|i,sn\ ill toll Will leave little n.i.ui I,. I

"The human mind is io weakened and vitiated bi the sin of our Oral

parents* thai we cannoi bj out own natural strength prepare It, or put It

fnio ;,. foi the reception ol s saving faith, oi loi the perform
i

,i woralilp requ I
: this mental

i

. ted wlthoui '•
l Ibid p \

i n
1 Ti see ol ' i pi i ii 1 u Christians, tl

;l We HI ' h U - I | I will ;

i ,..,!!
i thu i t* [ted f

1 "- Qod doei not desert
us hut ii work- -..,: that R I will." Ii is ii know
jsufsd that man has not I lequantlr, not the ability.

Qod is | I, till be i* Influenced bjF the Bpirll oi

-

i ii, i concerning Baptlsmsl end Spiritual

B

norni' tth edit Bee el os snelleol observalloni to the

n Di Macknlght'i Commentarj on i John
» i i

i some additional observations Ulu U

oanon above given, In Ar.-hhp. TilloUun'* Works, vol. II pp. W. 1&9. (Lon-
don. l*» )

* Mori Acroasei lleruieueutlcar, tout I. pp. 257, 208.

{he evangelical counsels," or "counsels of perfection," as they are called

by the Papists, who ground upon them their em is< pere>
rogation * Again, In whaiaver intendment we are forbidden to do snj
tbuut in our persons, as mhiuI. k equally restrains dj iron. i.> lug partaken

i men's cult, who do cammil w hal we know Is iberebj forbidden
VVe must not, therefore, be either advising, assisting, ' ncoursgina, or in

any shape party with them In u : nay, we must noi so much ss give sny
counienanct lo the evil whjefa they do, by excuams oi making light ol the
.nine, or by hi fit mr their vnckednese lest bj so domg we mem pari "i the

blame end punishment, and thus deserve the charactei given b) thi psalhs-

ist— \\'h> n them satrrsl a thief, thru them eon rSftOMfff unlv him, and hast
been partaker with the adulterers (Psal- I. 18.)

IV. Negatives include affirmatives, and affirmatives include

negatives:—in other words, where any duty is enjoined, the

contrary sin it forbidden , and where any si/t is forbidden, the

contrary duty u enjoined*

Thus, in Ilcut, vi. 13. where we are commanded to serve <!od.

we are forbidden to serve any other. Therefore, in Matt. iv. 10.

it is said, Him only shall thou serve; and ;is honouring parental

is required in the tit'lli commandment (E\ud xx. 12.V *» tursiuir

them is forbidden, (Matt xv.4.) BteaJing being prohibited in the

eighth commandment (Exod. xx. 15.), diligence in our culling is

enjoined in Eph. iv. 28.

V. Negatives ore binding at all times, hut not affirmatives .-

that is. we must never do that which is forbidden, Though good
may ultimately eofni from if. (Rom. iii. 8.) We must noi speak

wickedly for God, (Job xiii. 7.)

Such things, however, as are required of us, though they never

cease to be our duty, are yet not to be done at all times; for

instance, prayer, public worship, reproving others, visiting the

sick, and other works of charity and mercy, will be our duty as

long as we live ; but, as we cannot perform these at all times, we
must do sometimes one thing, sometimes another, as opportunity

oilers. Hence in the observance of negative precepts, Christian

courage and Christian prudence are equally QeceasaiJ ; the for-

mer, that we may never, upon any occasion or pretence, do that

which in positive precepts is pronounced to he e\il ; the fairer*]

that we may discern the fittest times and seasons for doing ever*

thing.

VI. TJ'hen an action is either required or cammmdtd, or any
promisi is annexed to its perfbrmanct . tuch artma u supposed

to be done from proper motives and in a proper rummer.

The giving of alms may be mentioned as an instance; which,

if done from ostentatious motives, we are assured, is displeasing

in the sight of God. Compare Matt. vi. 1—4.

VII. When the favour of God or salvation is promised to any
deed or duty, all the other duties of religion art supposed to be

tightly performed.

The giving of alms, as well as visiting the fatherless and widows

in their affliction (.lames i. 27.), may be noticed as examples: such

promise, therefore, is not to he so understood, as if one single

Christian virtue were necessary 10 salvation : hut that the par-

ticular virtue in question is one of several necessary and moment-

ous virtues. The application of this rule will illustrate our

Lord's declaration concerning a future judgment (Matt. xxv. 34
—36.) ; where, though charitable actions only are mentioned,

yet we know, from other passages of Scripture, that every idle

word, as well as the secret thoughts of men, besides their actions,

will he brought into judgment.

VI II. When a certain statr or condition is pro/munctd tdessed,

or am/ promite is annexed to ii, a euitetble disposition pj mind
is Supposed to pit rati.
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, God. If, however, they be not the characters described (as

unquestionably there are many to whom the characters do not

M'P'y)' tne promise in that case does not belong to them. Vice
versa, when any state is pronounced to be wretched, it is on
account of the sins or vices which generally attend it.

IX. Some p ecepls of moral prudence are given in the Scrip-
tun*, which nevertheless admit of exceptions, on account ofsome
ilulus of benevolence or piety that ought to predominate.

We may illustrate this rule by the often-repeated counsels of
Solomon respecting becoming surety for another. (See Prov. vi.

I, '-i. xi. 15. xvii. 18. and xx. 16.) In these passages he does not
condemn suretyship, which, in many cases, is not only lawful,

Dut, in some instances, even an act of justice, prudence, and
charity ;' hut Solomon forbids his disciples to become surety
rashly without considering for whom, or how far he binds him-
self, or how he could discharge the debt, if occasion should
require it.

X. Jl change uf circumstances changes moral things ; there-

fore contrary things mat/ be spoken together in moral things,
on account uf the difference of circumstances.

Thus, in Prov. xxvi. 4, 5. we meet with two precepts that seem
to be diametrically opposite to each other: Answer not a fool ac-
cording to his jolly, lest thou be like unto him; and Answer afoot
according to his folly, lest he be wise in his own conceit. But
if we attend carefully to the reason which the sacred writer sub-
joins to each precept, we shall be enabled satisfactorily to
account for the apparent repugnancy in the counsels of the
Israelitish monarch ; and it will be evident that they form, not
inconsistent, but distinct, rules of conduct, which are respec-
tively to he observed according to the difference of circumstances.
The following observations on the two verses just cited will

materially illustrate their meaning.
A fool, in the sense of Scripture, means a wicked man, or one

who acts contrary to the wisdom that is from above, and who is

supposed to utter his foolishness in speech or writing. Doubtless
there are different descriptions of these characters ; and some may
require to be answered, while others are best treated with silence.
But the cases here seem to be one ; both have respect to the same
character, and both require to be answered. The whole differ-

ence lies in the manner in which the answer should be given.
" In the first instance, the term, 'according to his folly,' means

in a foolish manner, as is manifest from the reason given ;
' lest

thou also be like unto him.' But in the second instance they
mean, in the manner in which his foolishness requires. This
also is plain from the reason given, ' lest he be wise in his own
conceit.' A foolish speech is not a rule for our imitation ; never-
theless our answer must be so framed by it, as to meet and repel
it. Both these proverbs caution us against evils to which we are
not a little addicted ; the first, that of saying and doing to others
as they say and do to us, rather than as we would they should
say and do ; the last, that of suffering the cause of truth or jus-
tice to be run down, while we, from a love of ease, stand by as
unconcerned spectators. The first of these proverbs is exempli-
fied in the answer of Moses to the rebellious Israelites ; the last
in that of Job to his wife.—It was a foolish speech which was
addressed to the former ;—

' Would to God, that we had died
when our brethren died before the Lord ! And why have ye brought
up the congregation of the Lord into this wilderness, that we and
our cattle should die there V Unhappily, this provoked Moses to
speak unadvisedly with his lips ; saying, ' Hear now, ye rebels,
must we fetch you water out of this rock 1' This was answering
lolly ;'» a foolish manner, which he should not have done ; and
by which the servant of God became too much like them whom
he opposed.—It was also a foolish saying of Job's wife, in the
day of his distress, ' Curse God, and die !' Job answered this
speech, not iu the manner of it, but in the manner which it re-
quired. ' What, shall we receive good at the hand of God ; and
shall we not receive eviU' In all the answers of our Saviour to
the Scribes and Pharisees, we may perceive that he never lost the
possession of his soul for a single moment; and never answered
in the manner of his opponents, so as to be like unto them. Yet
neither did he decline to repel their folly, and so to abase their
self-conceit."^

.
XI. Different ideas must be annexed to the names of virtues or

vices, according to different ages and places.

Thus Judah became surety to his father, for his brother Benjamin
(Gen. xllil. 9 xhv. 32.) j and Paul to Philemon for Onesimus. (Plukin,

« Fuller's Harmony of Scripture, pp. 17, 18. Bishop Warburton has
given an excellent illustration of the passage above explained, in one of his
Sermons. See his Works, vol. x. Serm. 21. pp. 61—78.

Thus, holiness and purity denote widely different things, in
many parts of the Old Testament, from what they intend in the
New ; in the former, they are applied to persons and things
dedicated to Jehovah ; while in the latter, they are applied to all

true Christians, who are called saints or holy, being made so
through the illumination and renovation of the Holy Spirit, and
because, being called with a high and holy calling, they are
bound to evince the sincerity of their profession by a pure and
holy life.

XII. In investigating and Interpreting those passages of
Scripture, the argument of which is moral,—that is, passages
in which hull/ and virtuous actions are commended,—but wickea
and unholy ones are forbidden, the nature of the virtue enjoined,
or of the sin prohibited, should be explained. We should also
consider whether such passages are positive commands, or merely
counsels or opinions, and by whul motives or arguments the
inspired writer supports his persuasions to virtue, and his dis-
suasives from sin or vice.

In conducting this investigation, the parallel passages will be
found of the greatest service ; and in applying the writings of the
New Testament as authority for practical institutions, it is neces-
sary to distinguish those precepts or articles, which are circum-
stantial and temporary, from such as are essential to true religion,
and therefore obligatory, in all ages. Not only are all the important
laws of morality permanent, but all those general rules of con-
duct, and institutions which are evidently calculated in religion
to promote the good of mankind and the glory of God. The
situation of the first Christians, during the infancy of Chris-
tianity, required temporary regulations, which are not now bind-
ing on the church. The controversy concerning holy days, and
particular kinds of food, occasioned Paul to enjoin such temporary
precepts as suited the situation of the church when he wrote.
Abstinence from the use of unclean beasts, in compliance with
the opinions of the Jews, is not now necessary ; but a condescen-
sion to the very prejudices of weak brethren, in things indifferent,

is at all times the duty of Christians. Those doctrines which
were evidently adapted to the situation of Christ's disciples, when
under persecution, do not apply to their conduct, when enjoying
full liberty of conscience. Exhortations, which are restricted to

particular cases, must not be applied as rules for general conduct.
Those directions, to be kind and hospitable to one another, in

which the customs of eastern countries are mentioned, are not
literally to be observed, by those among whom different manners
prevail. Paul enjoins the saints to salute one another with a
holy kiss. (Rom. xvi. 16.) The Jews saluted one another, as
an expression of sincere friendship. When Jesus Christ observed
to Simon that he was deficient in kindness and affection, he said,

Thou gavest me no kiss, but this woman, since the time I came
in, hath not ceased to kiss my feet. (Luke vii. 45.) The dispo-
sition is incumbent on saints, in all ages of the world : but not
this mode of expressing it. In order to teach the disciples, how
they ought to manifest their affection, for one another, by per-
forming every office of friendship in their power, their Lord and
Master took a towel and girded himself, and began to wash the
disciples' feet, and to wipe them with the towel wherewith he
was girded; and said, If I then, your Lord and Master, have
washed your feet, ye also ought to wash one another's feet.
(John xiii. 5. 14.) In those hot countries, after travelling in
sandals, the washing of the feet was very refreshing, and an
expression of the most tender care and regard : hence it is men-
tioned as an amiable part of the widow's character, that she hath
washed the saints'feet and relieved the nfflicied. ( 1 Tim. v. 1 0.)
It is evident, that this mode of expressing our love to one another
was not intended as a permanent law, hut a direction adapted to
the prevailing custom of the people to whom it was originally
given.

In concluding our remarks on the moral interpretation of
the Sacred Writings, it is worthy of observation, that they
contain two kinds of moral books and discourses, viz. 1. De-
tached sentences, such as occur in the book of Proverbs, in many
of our Lord's sermons, and in several of the moral exhorta-
tions at the close of the apostolic Epistles ; and, 2. Continuous
and connected discourses, such as are to be found in the book
of Job. In the former, we are not to look for any order or
arrangement, because they have been put together just as
they presented themselves to the minds of their inspired
authors; but, in the latter, we must carefully attend to the
scope. Thus, the scope of the book of Job is specified in the
second and third verses of the thirty-second chapter ; to this,
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therefore, the whole book must be r« E rred, without Beeking
for any mj si

The style also of the moral parts of Scripture is highly
figurative, aboundine; ti . .t only with bold hyperboles and pro-
sopopoeias, but also with antitheses and seeming paradoxes i

tlie former must be explained agreeably to those general
rules, for expounding the figurative language of Scripture,

which have already been stated and illustrated ;' and the
latter must be interpreted and limited according to the nature
ofthe thing; tor instance, the beatitudes as related bj St. Mat-
thew (ch. v.) must be compared with those delivered at a
different time, as related bj Saint Luke (eh. vi. 80.es Kg.);
and from this cmII.iii.iii we shall be enabled to reconcile the

seeming differences, and fully to understand the antithetic
saytnos of our Lord.

Lastly, as the moral sentences in the Scriptures are written
in the very concise style peculiar to the Orientals, many
Jiassaops, are, in couseipionee, necessarily obscure, and there-
Ore admit of various expositions. In such i ases, that in-

terpretation which is most obvious to the reader w ill in general
be sufficiently intelligible for all purposes ofpraetieal edifica-
tion, and beyond this we need not be anxiously solicitous, if

we should fail iii ascertaining the precise meaning of ever]
word in a proverb or moral sentence.

SECTION II.

ON THK lNTKUPRETATlON OF THE PROMISES AND THREATENINGS
OF SCRIPTURE.

A promisk, in the scriptural sense of the term, is a declara-

tion or assurance of the divine will, in which God signifies

what particular blessings or <rood things he will freely bestow,
as well as the evils winch he will remove. The promises,

therefore, differ from the threatening* of God, inasmuch as the
former are declarations concerning good, while the latter are

denunciations of evil only : at the same time it is to be
observed, that promises seem to include threats, because,
being in their very nature conditional, tiny imply the bestow-
iiii nt of the blessing promised, only on the condition being

f
informed, which blessing is tacitlif threatened to be with-
ii'ld on noncompliance with such condition, further, pro-
mises differ from the ctaiiiiiamh of God, because the latter are

significations of the divine will < a mine a duty enjoined to

be performed, while promises relate to mercy to be n ceived.

As a considerable portion of the promises relates to the per-
formance of moral and rif pious duties, they might have been
discussed under the preceding chapter; hut, from the variety

of topics which they embrace, it has been deemed preferable

to give them a separate consideration.

There are four idasses of promises mentioned in the Scrip-

tures, particularly in the New Testament ; viz. 1. Promises
relating to the Messiah: 3. Promises relating to the church

:

.'(. Promises of blessings, both temporal and spiritual, to the

pious; and, I. Promises encouraging to the '\ercise of the

raj graces and ditties that compose the Christian charac-
ter.* The two first of these classes, indeed, are many of

them predictions as well as promises; consequently the same
observations will apply to them, as arc stated tor the in-

terpret ition "f Scripture prophecii b : bul in regard t" those

promises which are directed to particular pereons, or to the

pe i -nuance of particular dune, the following remarks an
offered Co the attention of the n ader.
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To us "the promises of God arc general and conditional.
The Gospel dispensation is described as covenant between tied
and man; ami the salvation oi every individual is made to

depend upon Ins observance of the proposed conditions. Men,
as toe agents, have it in their power to perform or not to perform
mess conditions: ami God foresaw from eternity, who would and
who would not perform them, that is who will ami win, will not
be saved al the day ofjudgment."5 If. therefore, the promisi - of
God be not fulfilled towards us. we may rest assured thai the
fault dees nut rest wilh linn • wdm cannot lie," but with our-
selves, who have failed in complying with the conditions either
tacitly or expressly annexed to them. We may. then, apply
genera] promises to ourselves, not doubting that if we perl,,nil

the condition expressed or implied, we shall enjoy the mercy
promised i for, as all particulars are included in universal*, it

follows that a general promise is made a particular one to linn,

whose character corresponds with those to whom such gem
promise IS made.

Mstl ri.28 y be cited as an example; the promit isihe
vn of the pet sons to whom ii is q
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II. Such promises as were made tfi one cast may be applied
in Hi/in- cases i'f Hit stunt nature, consistently with die analogy
offaith.

It is in promises as in commands : they do not exclusively

concent those to whom they were Inst made ; but, being inserted

in the Scriptures, they are made of public benefit : for whatsoever
things vers written aforetime, were writtenfor our use; that

ice, through patience and comfort of the Scriptures, might
have hope. (Rom.xv.4.)

Thus, what was spoken to Joshua, on his going up against

Ihe ('anaanitcs. lest he should be discouraged in that enterprise,

is applied by Saint Paul us a remedy against COvetOUaiieBS or

inordinate cure concerning the things of this life ; it being a very

comprehensive promise that God will never fail us nor forsake us,

Hut if we were to apply the promises contained in Psal. xciv. 14.

and Jer. xxxii. In. and John x. 28. as promises of absolute and in-

defectible grace t,, believers, we should violate every rule of sober

interpretation, as well as the analogy of faith. A distinction,

however, must he taken between such of die promises in the Old
Testament, particularly in the book of Psalms, as are of universal

application, and such as were made to those Israelites ami Jews
who obeyed the law of God, winch ware strictly temporal. Of
this description are all those promises of peace and prosperity in

this WOrld, which were literallit suitable to the Jewish dispensa-

tion, find having encouraged them to obey his laws, by promise

of peculiar peace and prosperity in the land of Canaan. Whereas
now. u m!r r i lie (iospei dispensation, "godliness hath" indeed ihe

" promise of the lite that now is. as well as of that which is to

cine" ( I Tim. iv. 8.), but with an exception of the cross. « hen

that may be best for us, in order to our future happiness in
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heaven. So that the promises in the Old Testament, of a general
\

felicity in this life, are not so literally to be applied to Christians
\

as they were to the Jews. 1

III. God has suited his promises to his precepts.

By his precepts we see what is our duty, and what should be

the scope of our endeavours; and by his promises we see what
is our inability, what should be the matter or object of our
prayers, and where we may be supplied with that grace which
will enable us to discharge our duty. Compare Deut. x. 16. with
Deut. xxx. 6, Eccles. xii. 13. with Jer. xxxii. 40. Ezek. xviii.

31. with Ezek. xxxvi. 37. and Rom. vi. 12. with v. 14.

IV. Where any thing is promised in case of obedience, the

threatening of the contrary is implied in case if disobedience .-

and -where there is a threatening of any thing in case of disobe-

dience, a promise of the contrary is implied upon condition of
obedience.2

In illustration of this remark, it will be sufficient to refer to,

and compare, Exod. xx. 7. with Psal. xv. 1—4. and xxiv. 3, 4.

and Exod. xx. 12. with Prov. xxx. 17.

There are, however, two important cautions to be attended
to in the application of Scripture promises; viz. that we do
not violate that connection or dependency which subsists
Detween one promise and another; and that we do not invert
that fixed order which is observable between them.

1. The mutual connection or dependency subsisting between
promises, must not be broken.

As the duties enjoined by the moral law are copulative, and may' not be
disjoined in the obedience yielded to them (James ii. 10.) ; so are the bless-
U>gs of the promises j which may not be made use of as severed from each

other, like nnstringed pearls, but as co/tected into one entire chain. For
instance, throughout the sacred volume, the promises of pardon and
repentance are invariably connected together; so that it would be pre-
sumptuous in any man to suppose that God will ever hearken to him who
implores the one and neglects to seek the other. "He parduneth and
absnlveth all them that truly repent and unfeignedly believe his holy word."

In like manner, in Psal. lxxxiv. 11. the promise of grace and glory is so
inseparably united, that no person can lay a just claim to the one, who is

not previously made a partaker of the other. Bishop Home's commen-
tary on this verse is not more beautiful than just.3

2. In applying the promises, their order and method should
not be inverted, but be carefully observed.

The promises made by God in his word have not inaptly been termed an
ample storehouse of every kind of blessings, including both the mercies
of the life that now is, and of that which is to come. There is, indeed, no
good that can present itself as an object to our desires or thoughts, but the
promises are a ground for faith to believe, and hope to expect the enjoy-
incut of it ; but then our use and application of them must be regular, and
suitable both to the pattern and precept which Christ has given us.
The Pattern or example referred to, we have in that most comprehen-

sive prayer, emphatically termed the Lord's Prayer (Matt. vi. 9—13.)
j in

which he shows what is chiefly to be desired by us, viz. the sanctitication
of his name in our hearts, the coming of his kingdom into our souls, and
the doing of his will in our lives ; all which are to be implored, betore and
above our daily bread. We are not to be more anxious for food than for
divine grace.
The Precept alluded to, we have in his sermon on the mount (Matt. vi.

33): Seek ye first the Kingdom of God arid his righteousness, and all
these things shall be added unto you. The soul is of more worth than the
body ; as the body is more valuable than raiment ; and therefore the prin-
cipal care of every one should be, to secure his spiritual welfare, by inte-
resting himself in the promises of life and eternal happiness. Here, how-
ever, ^.method must be observed, and the law of the Scripture must be
exactly followed, which tells us (Psal. Ixxxiv. 11.) that God first gives grace
and then glory. "As it is a sin to divide grace from glory, and to seek the
one wlilmiii the other: so it is also a sin to be preposterous in our seeking,
to look first after happiness and then after holiness: no man can be righily
solicitous about the crown, but he must first be careful about the race;
nor can any lie truly thoughtful about his interest in the promises of glory
that doth not first make good his title to the promises of grace."4

CHAPTER VII.

ON THE INTERPRETATION, AND MEANS OP HARMONIZING PASSAGES OP SCRIPTURE, WHICH
ARE ALLEGED TO BE CONTRADICTORY.

Although the sacred writers, being divinely inspired, were
necessarily exempted from error in the important truths which
they were commissioned to reveal to mankind, yet it is not

to be concealed, that, on comparing Scripture with itself,

some detached passages are to be found, which appear to be
contradictory; and these have been a favourite topic of cavil

with the enemies of Christianity from Spinosa down to Vol-
taire, and the opposers of Divine Revelation in our days, who
have copied their objections. Unable to disprove or subvert
the indisputable Facts on which Christianity is founded,
and detesting the exemplary holiness of heart and life which
it enjoins, its modern antagonists insidiously attempt to im-
pugn the credibility of the sacred writers, by producing what
they call contradictions. It is readily admitted that real con-
tradictions are a just and sufficient proof that a book is not
divinely inspired, whatever pretences it may make to such
inspiration. In this way we prove, that the Koran of Mo-
hammed could not be inspired, much as it is extolled by his

admiring followers. The whole of that rhapsody was framed
by the wily Arab to answer some particular exigencies. 5 If
any new measure was to be proposed,—any objection against
him or the religion which he wished to propagate, was to be
answered,—any difficulty to be solved,—any discontent or

» Collyer's Sacred Interpreter, vol. i. p. 336.
a Bp. Wilkins, in his admirable Discourse on the Gift of Preaching, has

stated this rule in the following terms:—"Every Scripture does affirm,
command, or threaten, not only that which is expressed in it, but likewise
all that which is riithtly deducible from it, though by mediate conse-
quences." (Dr. Wiliiams's Christian Preacher, p. 22.)

a " Jesus Christ is our ' Lord' and our ' God :' he is a ' sun' to enlighten
and direct us in the wa"y, and a ' shield' to protect us against the enemies
of our salvation. He wilt give 'grace' to carry us on ' from strensth to
strength,' and 'glory' to crown us when we 'appear before him in Zion ;'

he will 'withhold' nothing that is 'good' and profitable for us in the course
of our journey, and will himself be our reward, when we come to the end
of it." Commentary on the Psalms, vol. ii. (Works, vol. lii. p. 81.)

* Dr. Spurstowe's Treatise on the Promises, pp. G2. 65. The whole
volume will abundantly repay the trouble of perusing it. There is also an
admirable discourse on l/ie Promises, in the Sermon published by the Rev.
Charles Brick : in which their divine origin, their suitability, number,
clearness of expression, the freeness of their communication, and the cer-
tainly of their accomplishment, are stated and illustrated with equal ability

and piety. See also Hoornbeck's Theologia Practica, pars i. lib. v. c. 2.

pp. 468-^177.
* Pfideara's Life of Mohammed, pp. 158, 159.

offence among his people to be removed,

—

ot any other thing
done that could promote his designs,—his constant recourse
was to the angel Gabriel, for a new revelation : and instantly
he produced some addition to the Koran, which was to fur-
ther the objects he had in view, so that by far the greater part
of that hook was composed on these or similar occasions to
influence his followers to adopt the measures which he in-
tended. Hence not a few real contradictions crept into the
Koran; the existence of whioh is not denied by the Mus-
sulman commentators, who are not only very particular in
slating the several occasions on which particular chapters
were produced, but also, where any contradiction occurs which
they cannot solve, affirm that one of the contradictory pas-
sages is revoked. And they reckon in the Koran upwards
of one hundred and fifty passages thus revoked. Now this
fact is a full evidence that the compiler of that volurhe could
not be inspired ; but no such thing can he alleged against the
Scriptures. They were indeed given at sundry times and in
divers manners, and the authors of them were inspired on
particular occasions : but nothing was ever published as a
part of it, which was afterwards revoked ; nor is there any
thing in them which we need to have annulled. Errors in
the transcription of copies, as well as in printed editions and
translation-s, do unquestionably exist : but the contradictions
objected are only seeming, not real, nor do we know a single
instance of such alleged contradictions, that is not capable
of a rational solution. A little skill in criticism in the ori-

ginal languages of the Scriptures, their idioms and properties
(of which the modern opposers of revelation, it is well
known, have for the most part been and are notoriously igno-
rant), and in the times, occasions, and scopes of the several
books, as well as in the antiquities and customs of those
countries, which were the scenes of the transactions recorded,
will clear the principal difficulties.

To the person who'honestly and impartially examines the
various evidences for the divinity and inspiration of the Bible
(and it not only invites hut commands investigation), most
of the allowed contradictions, which are discussed in the fol-

lowing pages, will appear frivoloim : for they have been made
and refuted nearly one hundred and fifty years since. But as
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they are nnw reasserted, regardless of die satisfactory an-

swers which bays been given to diem In Tarious forms,

both in this country ami on the Continent, the author would
deem his work imperfect if he were t*> Buffer such objections

to pese unnoticed, particularly as be has been called upon,

through the public press, to consider) and to obviate them.

Should the n ader be led to think, thai an undue portion of

tin* present volume is appropriated to the interpretation of
i MSS ['_rcs alleged to be confaaaictory, hi- is requested to besi

ut in mil that, although the pretended contradictions) hi re

considered, have for the most pari been clothed in a few

plausible sentences,1 yel their sophistry cannot he exposed
without a laborious and minute examination.

\\ berever, then, one text of Scripture seems to contra-

dicl another, we should, hy «i serious consideration of them,
endeavour to discover their harmony; lor the only way, by
which to judge rightly of particular passages in any book, is,

first, to ascertain whether the text be correct, and m the nexi

place to consider its whole design, method, and Btyle, and not

to criticise some particular parts of it, without bestou ins any
attention upon the rest. Such is the method adopted hy allilopteil h\

who would investigate, with judgment, any difficult passages
occurring in a profane author : and if a judicious and accurate
writer is not to be lightly accused of contradicting himself
for an v Beeming inconsistencies, bul is to be reconciled with
himself if possible,—unquestionably the same equitable prin-

ciple of interpretation ought to be applied in the investigation

ol Scripture difficult!) 8.

Some pas»au'<'s. indeed, arc explained hy tin- Scriptures them-

selves, which serve as a key to assist us in the elucidation of

others.

Thus, in one place it is said (hat Jestts baptized, and in another if i>

siaii'd that he baptized not the (brmei passage Is explained to be intended
not of baptism poi formed by himself bul by his disciples who baptized in

his name Compare John iu. 22. with It i, 2.

frequently, also, a distinction of the different senses of words,

an well as of the different subjects and times, will enable us to

obviate the sec mini; discrepancy.

Thus, when it I I unto all men ones to die (Rah ij

27.); an- 1 Hs'-wlirre, ltd man '

' •n/mv h' shit

death, there is no contradiction ; for, In the former place, nafm ol di ixh,

the death "i" the body, is intended, and in the latter ps tual <>r

ia/ death Igam, when Hoses Bays, Qod rt ttra om tnt seventh doty

Gen m -i ) and Jesus \fy FV»(Aei wotketh hitherto
(John v ir >. there is no opposition or contradiction; for Moses is speak-
ing of the works ol creation, and Jesus ol Lh< works ol providence Bo
Sao I tells ns God wilt not repent < I 9 im lv. 29 I; and yel we read in

other parts ol the Old Testament ihsX It repented th\ Loan that he had modi
rn 'in on the earth (Gen vl. 6 I; and thai be i> id wet up 8aui i" be
(13am xv. 11.) Butin these passages there I oorei ntradiction; repent-

• in the one pi u e ignlnes -i change "i mind and counsel, fr want
of foresight "i what c< to pass, and thus God eannol repenl ; bul then
be obanges ins coarse n» msn do when they change theU minds, and so

be maj be said to repsnt> In the i well as In other Instances, whore
pei "Nil qualities or feelings are i i d to God, the Scriptures speak In

our ca] in. After the manner «>f men ; nor can we
speak of the Deity In any othsi manner, If we would speak Intelligibly to

On- generality ol mankind.

The contradictions which are alleged t<» exist in the Scrip-
lures, may be referred to the following classes, viz.—see ig

contradictions in historical passages— in chronologj— be-

tween propheciee and their fulfilment— in points of doctrine
and morality—in the quotations from the Old Testament in

the New—between the saenad writers themselves—between
the sacred writers and promote authors—and, lastly, Beeming
contradictions to philosophy and tin- nature of things.

SECTION I.

BIHIira COIfTRAOlCTlpIfB IN msTMKif Al. PASBAOCS.

Mo i "i tic- seeming contradictions in Scripture an
in the historical parts, where then c lectioti with thi

subjecl "i i con lidi rable
i
and they may do) un-

frequeatly be traced t<« tht errors <•! transcrioera oi <-i thi

1 Hi hop ii ". a hen speaking: of the In Iwi m bring
Ins 6>i the Script ui

Hani and painful are I

i

lion |n till ii it will c i> thit t'/
i lo

newer Wv n lone, tht unequeauou
aitmii the nasi rear, .i« it nothing n writtan upon the
An i

i Ie ol disputation (If It ci
such) svei uiiKt ua; and ws m nl witli

nda, who have boooety and erudlUt ind ps
>.i i .. que ition " Lettsrs on Lnfidelllj

(Worka, vol r| pp. ii;, lis fa London, 1800 >

press. The appan di <

.

..-., in the bistorical paseagi i

of Scripture^ arise from the dim reni circumstana b related,

—

from things bt inn relafc d in a diffen nl order hy the sacred
writers,—from &i& n in i

- in numbi ds,—and from differences

in the relation of events m one place, and nafi relict s to those
SVl DtB in another.

§ 1. Seeming Contradiction* in the different Circumstances
related.

These arise from various onuses, as the sources whence
the inspired writers drew their relations, the different designs
ofthe sacred writers, erroneous readings, ohseure or atuhijru-

ous expressions, transpositions in the order of narrating,

sometimes trom several of these causes combines!

1. Apparent contradictions, in the different rircniuslimreH

related, arise from the different sources whence the inspired

writers tlrew their narratives.

Por Instance. In tht a and Mark
respecting the birth and childhood of Jesus Christ, from wl out i oold they
have derived their Infbi matlon f They eosdd not nave become scquainted
with thoes circuinsiancee, unless, from the particulars communicated by
bis relative .' cording tp the flesh: and as il bas been DrequenUj n>
marked, Il Is hjghlj prdbsble thai they received then information from
Mary and Joseph or others ol the faun I) »i Jesus How t;isv. then t» u
tni s. in.- triflini variations i«> creep Into suck sccounis of nisoc) a* are
preserved by oral n lation . allol wl l< h, though dinering are m-vcritiekss
pei ret tli i oosistenl with the truth I again, during our Fiord's three j i

circuit in Palestine, Matthew and John were constantly his diastoles and
i ompanlons i tht soun e "t theit narratives, therefore was ocinai
iiionv ; while Luke and Hark, not having been Christ

lad to them by the apostles and others,
who/". ... witnesses ami mini

il Luke • M'i '
' i"

-

' t nder
such clrcumstanoi I how Is II possible thai some discrepancies should noi
;ipj>"ar in ilif wriiiugs ol such personal Vol these discrepancies al we
shall prt'Sfillly sro, ar»' so lai Inuu iitl"»-e- liny I heir i i | . iihihly IS histl

I

thai, on the contrary, they confirm their serenity and correctness! The
j mark ^ 111 apply to the history of our Lord's iieath and reaurreo

lion, as w<it ss to the account of tin- sermon delivered on the mount and
mi tne plain.

2. 8eeming contradictions, in the difierent circumstances re-

lated, may also arise, from the different designs} which the §acrcd
vrritera hud in the composition of their narratives; for the

difference of design will QeoeasatUy lead to s oorres|M)iidiiig sc-

lection »>f circumstaim IS.

The > on idi i lion of tins circumstance will remove the contranlction
whii h modern I he 3t i ipun i tlet hi tweeq
the first snd Becond chapters oi the book ol Genesis The deefap

Moses, in theirs! chapter, v\-i^ i" give a sAorl accounl ofUl derly
i ol all thinga, from the moanest to il bit st, in oppoaition lo the

absurd and contradictory no) e which al thai time prevailed smonj
Egyptians and olhor nations lit the second1

chapter, wrttei

explains some things more al length, which lo the preceding wen
i

mon briefly because he would not Interrupt th< conn n of bis

discourse conci rninj creation. Ho thi refoi i
i

particularlj relatt i the manner In which Eve was forroi

illustrate the ci • ition ol Idem lo (1 uing 'he blatoi
i

creation, Moses describes ths creation through is iho

pheoomens would havs succesalvt
j..

i [slor been In azlstenoe aigaln, the dt

B i i i pe< is !• the 1 1 ond book, is, lo • bh h

ii -'I i" the i
I

i Davtd fi
i
dltion to tlio

ii is "i Judah first, and after seven years and Bis i iths to 11 I

[srael togt thei with die battles ai I
- which led to thai .

event, and iccured to him the possession ol hia kingdom : ami
[3Sam Exlil 9 B8.) we nave a catalogue ti emorv

of those a oi who had bi en particularrj Inatrumontal in promotli

uccci and establishing tht B
I It of Chronlclea thi hi tory ol David begins with him as kmg. and lo>

toedialehj mentions the heroes of hi lo as
tncnl "i the events o( hli reign This diflfei i n will

kccouuI for the variationfl occu g In the (wo
i

pal cha| ei

i if x' 'in- in '"I r ol r In H re ret ordt -l

in in t>< "u r David reign, with Jos id and
Igned for his being so particularlj d bul In the

. ..n. '.. ... .M. I. when the I i

•
I
D id al-

un i. ol Josh Is omitlcfl ouM
1

1

h'u man, « hen no had been mention"
ed, In almost ever) pagni aa captain esmerat ol the armies ol Israel.*

Tin 1 difference i»t design also uili satiafactorilj sxplsin the

sesnninfl diflbrence between the genesJogiaa of "in mavioof
tit. . n: ii Matthew and Luke &orn the public

ind which comprise • period of four thou-. mil

from Ail,mi lo Joseph his reputsd mther, or to Msrj hurnothsv;

The genealogy given bj Sainl Ifatthew was principallj dsaognasj

foi the J i!i '. ihi efon il traces the pedigree of Jesus

Christ, sa i'" 1 promised seed, down from Abi duun i" David, and
from him through Solomon's Una t«« Jacob the father >>i Jossph,

who was tin' reputed •' legal Gather ol I Ihri L
I
Matt. L 1

Thai given bj Bainl Luke was intended for the Oentiiea, twa

-it. Roi iou's First DI
I stagnant pari

: irii. ii \mIiiih.- Ii appropi ksi m »>f

las b< tsrw d i * Qu • •<
, i" whsoh

the i idi i ' i • i
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traces the pedigree upwards from Heli, the father of Mary, to

David, through the line of his son Nathan, and from Nathan to

Abraham, concurring with the former, and from Abraham up to

Adam, who was the immediate " Son of God," born without

father or mother. (Luke iii. 23—38.)'

To this satisfactory answer to the cavils of modem infidels, the

Jews object—Why is Mary not mentioned in this genealogy, and

J oseph said to be the son of Heli 1

"Answer. Tliis is a mode of speaking quite warranted by the Old

[Testament, the authority of which is acknowledged by the Jews them-

selves For example, Neh. vii. 63. And of t/ic priests: the children of

Habaiah, the children of Kuz, the children of Harzillai, which took
ONE OF THE DAUGHTERS OF HARZILLAI THE OlI.EAIUTE TO V.1I I'. Hill! irui

tolled after their name, litre il appears that a person of the priestly

tribe, or tribe of Levi, took to wife a daughter ofBarzillai, "/"/ that he i""i

the issue of this marriage irerc regarded as children of Barziuai, though

properly the sons ol Leri, and though the mother's name is not mentioned,

So Joseph, taking the daughter of Heli to wife, is called the son of II' li.'">

That Saint Luke gives the pedigree of Mary, the real mother

of Christ, may be collected from the following reasons :

—

"1. The angel Gabriel, at the annunciation, told the virgin, that 'Gnd
would give ber divine Son the throne of his fattier David' (Luke i 32, > ;

and this was necessary to be proved, by her genealogy,, afterwards.

2. Mary is called by the Jews, v>n pa, ' the daughter of Eli,'' and by the

early Christian writers, 'the daughter of Joakim and Anna.' Hut Joakim

and Eliakim (as being derived from the names of God, mrP, Iahoh, and

'*5N, Eh) are sometimes interchanged. (2Chron. xxxvi. 4.) Eli, therefore,

or Heli, is the abridgment of Eliakim. Nor is it of any consequence that

the Kabhius called him vVp, instead of *^N, the aspirates Aleph and Ain

being freuui ml., interchanged. 3. A similar case in point occurs elsewhere
in the genealogy. After the Babylonish captivity, the two Hues of Solomon
and Nathan, the sons of David, unite in the generations of Salathiel and
Zorobabel, and thence diverge again in the sons of the latter, Ahiud and
Resa. Hence, as Salathiel in Matthew, was the son of Jechnniah, or Je-

hoiachhn, wdio was carried away into captivity by Nebuchadnezzar, so in

Luke, Salatulel musl have been the grandson of fieri, bj his ther'e side

J The evangelisl himself has critically distinguished the real from the

legal genealogy, by a parenthetical remark :— J^o-ous

—

wv ws Evepi&To, uii$

I»o-*i? [x/./.' ovTa>{ u.'s*], too ' Ha-i—" Jesus— being (as was reputed) lie seii

of Joseph, (but in reality) the son of Heli," or his grandson by the mother's
side: [or so should the ellipsis involved in the parenthesis he supplied." 4

This interpretation of the genealogy in Saint Luke's Gospel, if it be ad-
mitted, removes at once every difficulty ; and (as Bishop Gleig lias truly

remarked) if is so natural ami consistent Willi itself, that, we think, il call

hardly be rejected, except by those who are determined, that "a l Ing

they will not see, and bearing they will nut understand. 11

But the difference in the circumstances related, arising from

the difference in design of the sacred writers, is to be found

chiefly in those cases, where the same event is narrated very

briefly by one evangelist, and is described more copiously by

another.

An example of this kind we have in the account of our Lord's threefold
temptation in the wilderness, which is related mere at length by Matthew
and Luke, While Mark Ilils given 11 very brief epilniue el lhat urr tin cure.

But these variations, which arise from differencesof design, do noi present
a shadow of contradiction or discrepancy : for H is well known lliat Saint
Matthew wrote his Gospel a few years after our Lords ascension, while
the church wholly consisted of converts from Judaism. Safnl Mark's
Gospel, probably written at Rome, was adapted to tin; state of llie rliurrli

there, which consisted of a mixture of converts who had been Pagans .eel

Jews. He inserts many direct or oblique explanations of passages in Saint
Matthew's Gospel, in order to render them more intelligible to the converts
from Paganism. The Gospel of'Saint Luke was wi men for the immediate
use of the converts from Heathenism ; several parts of il appear to he par-

ticularly adapted to display the divine goodness lo (he (h utiles Urine,
he traces up Christ's lineage to Adam, to signify that he was the e

the woman promised to our first parents, am! llie Saviour of all their pos-

terity. He marks the tera of Christ's birth, and the time when John the
Baptist began to announce the Gospel, by the reigns of (lie Roman empe-
rors. Saint John, who wrote long after the other evangelists, appears to

have designed his Gospel to he partly as a supplement to the others, in

order to preserve several discourses of our Lord, or facts relating lo him
which bad been omitted by the other evangelists; but chiefly to check
the heresies which were beginning to appear in the church, and (as be

*- The view above given is confirmed and illustrated by Or. Benson iu

his History of the first planting of the Christian Religion, vol. i. pp.269—268
2d edit

> The Jewish Messenger, No. I. p. 2. London, 1833, 8vo.
' Lighlfoot on Luke in 23
« Dr. Hales's Analysis, vol. ii. book ii. pp. 699, 700. In pp. 700—701. he

has considered and accounted for particular seeming discrepancies be-
tween the evangelists Matthew and Luke But the lullest discussion of
the Bubjecl is lo he [bund in Dr. Barrett's Preliminary Dissertation pie-

fixed to his edition of the Fragments of Saint Matthew's Gospel, from a
Codex Rescriptue m Trinity College Library al Dublin. iEvangelium at-

cundium MatthtBum ex Codice Rescrivto in Bibliotheca Callegii Sancta
Trinitatis juxia Dublin, d*c Ha Dublin, 1801.) In this Dissertation he
examines and notices the.difficulties ofihe hypothesis proposed by afri-
caniis, a father of llie third century, preserved by Eusebius (Hist, IVel
lib i. c, 7.) an.

I translated by Dr. limine, (Works, 'vol. ii, pp. 136—438, Bvo
or vol. i pp. Ill), 417 llo), and which Alrieanus professed to have re-
ceived if solneol'our Lord's relatives. As Dr. Barren's hook is srruve.
and comparatively little known, it may gratify llie reader to learn thai a

copious and faithful abstract of it tsgiven in the Eclectic Review for 1807,
vol. iii. part 2. pp. 5S6—594. 678—698.; and also with some additional ob-
servations by Dr. A. Clarke, at the end of his commentary on Luke iii.

See also Mr. R. B. Green's "Table for exhibiting to the View, and impress-
ing clearly on the Memory, the Genealogy of Jesus Christ, with Notes."
Ac. London, 1822, 8vo.
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thehimself declares, xx. 31.) to establish the true doctrine concerning

divinity and mediatorial character of Christ.'

The differences, however, which thus subsist in the respective

narratives of the evangelists, do not in any degree whatever affect

their credibility. The transactions related are still true and actual

transactions, and capable of being readily comprehended, although

there may be a trifling discrepancy in some particulars. We
know, for instance, that a discourse was delivered by our Lord,

so sublime, so replete with momentous instruction, that the people

were astonished at his doctrine. But whether this discourse

was delivered on a mountain or on a plain, is a matter of no

moment whatever. In like manner, although there are circum-

stantial differences in the accounts of our Lord's resurrection

from the dead, the thing itself may be known, and its truth ascer-

tained." A narrative is not to be rejected by reason of some

diversity of circumstances with which it is related : for the

character of human testimony is, substantial truth under cir-

cumstantial variety ; but a close agreement induces suspicion of

confederacy and fraud. Important variations, and even contra-

dictions, are not always deemed sufficient to shake the credibility

of a fact ; and if this circumstance be allowed to operate in

favour of profane historians, it ought at least to be admitted with

equal weight in reference to the sacred writers. It were no dif-

ficult task to give numerous instances of differences between

profane historians. Two or three may suffice. It is well known
that Julius Caesar wrote histories both of the civil war and of the

war in Gaul : the same events are related by Dion Cassius, as

well as by Plutarch in his lives of Pompey and Coesar. The
transactions recorded by Suetonius are also related by Dion, and

man; of them by Livy and Polybius. What discrepancies arc

discoverable between these writers ! Yet Livy and Polybius arc

not considered as liars on this account, but we endeavour by

various ways to harmonize their discordant narratives, conscious

that, even when we fail, these discordancies do not affect the

general credibility of their histories. Again, the embassy of the

Jews to the emperor Claudian is placed by Philo in harvest, and

by Josephus in seed-times yet the existence of this embassy was

never called in question. To come nearer to our own times :

Lord Clarendon states that the Marquis of Argyle was condemned

to be hanged, which sentence was executed on the same day :

four other historians allirm that be was beheaded upon the.l/wi-

day, having been condemned on the preceding Saturday ; yet

this contradiction never led any person to doubt, whether the

Marquis was executed or not.

Much of the discrepancy in the Gospels arises from omission,

which is always an uncertain ground of objection. Suetonius,

Tacitus, and Dion Cassius have all written an account of the

reign of Tiberius ; and each has omitted many things mentioned

by the rest, yet their credit is not impeached. And these ditlcr-

enccs will be more numerous, when men do not write histories,

but memoirs (which perhaps is the true name of the Gospels),

that is, when they do not undertake to deliver, in the order of

time, a regular account of all tilings of importance which the

subject of the history said and did, but only such passages as

were suggested by their particular design at the time of writing.7

Further, as these seeming discordancies in the evangelical histo-

rians prove that they did not write in concert ; so from their

agreeing in the principal and most material facts, we may infer

that they wrote after the truth.

In Xiphilin and Theodosius, the two ahhreviators of the histo-

rian Dion Cassius, may be observed the like agreement and disa-

greement ; the one taking notice of many particulars which the

other passes in silence, and both of them relating the chief and

most remarkable events. And since, from their both frequently

making use of the very same words and expressions, when they

speak of the same thing, it is apparent that they both copied from

the same original; so, no person was ever absurd enough to

imagine that the particulars mentioned by the one were not taken

out of Dion Cassius, merely because they were omitted by the

other. And still more absurd would it be to say (as some modern

opposers of revelation have said of the Evangelists), that the

facts related by Theodosius are contradicted by Xiphilin, because

the latter says nothing of them. But against the Evangelists, it

seems, all hinds of arguments may not only be employed but

applauded. The case, however, of the sacred historians is

is The topic here briefly noticed is ably illustrated by the [ate Rev. Dr.
Townson in his Disc causes on the Four Gospels, chit fly with regard to the
peculiar Design of each, &c. (Works, vol. i. pp. 1—274.)

« An abstract of the evidence for the fact of the Resurrection of Jesus
Christ is given in this volume, pp. 106— 115.

i Mori Acroases in Ernesti lnstit. Interp. Nov, Test. torn. ii. pp. 26—30.

Taley's Evidences, vol. ii. pp. 271—279.
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exactly parallel to thai of these two abbrevistora. The latter

extracted the particulars, related in their several abridgments,
from the history of Dion < lassiuB, as tin- firmer drew the mat -

rials of their Gospels from the lite of Jesos Christ Ziphilin
and TheodoaiDfl transcribed their relations from a certain collec-

tion of facts contained in one and the same hislorv ; the four

evangelists, from a certain collection of facte contained in the

lite of one and the <;me person, laid before them by that same
Sim hit, which was to lead them into all truth. And why tin-

fidelity of the four transcribers should be called in question for

reasons which hold equally Btrong against the two uhhrrviutors.

we leave those to determine who lay such a weight upon the

objection. 1

:i. A third source of apparent contradictions, in the different

circumstances related, arises from /bits readings, orfrom obscure

and ambiguous expressions, orfrom transpositions in the order

of relating, and sometimes from several of these causes com-
bined.- The only way by which these seeming repugnancies
may be reconciled, is to call in the aid of sacred criticism ; which,
when judiciously applied, will, in most instances, if nut in every

case, remove them.

Thu>. in Gen. wix. 1—8. we have a dialogue in which no man is men-
tioned but Jacob, the only living creatures preseot befog three Docks of
sbeep: yel these are represented as conversing, rolling awaj it"- None,
and wat ring the sheep, This appearance of contri ': origl

Dated, first, in soma transcriher writing D'l^pn (had/hum), Jtockt, for

ff*npn (hahoim), *.','. ree places; and, secondly, from
expressing whal euetomaruy happened, sol what then had actually taken
Iriace ;

3 ami this mistake, having obtained in srim- copy nf I. mh repute,
ias been transcribed into all ibe later manuscripts. Thai the sooi
lake has actually been made appears iv the Samaritan quo oi the Pen-

:i. from the liable version in Bishop Walton's Polyglot) (whii
preserved the true reading In verses 3 and B * and from the Greek v. rsion
i'hc true reading, therefore, as Houbiganl and l>r. Kenoieotl contend, is

shepherds, nol Socks, and the third verse should be read pan nthetically.*

Having thus stated the various causes of apparent contradic-

tions in the different circumstances related by the inspired

writers, we shall proceed to illustrate the preceding remarks.

I. The names of persons and places are respectively liable

to change.

Thus, the name of one person is sometimes her, either as
re types of them,—so CkrUl In called David < Bxek. xxjqv, 23, 24 )

andZi ruobabel (Hag. II. 23.)—or, on account ofsoms resemblance between
them, ss m la i- 10. Ezek. ivi. S. 16. Mai. Iv. 5. compared with Man \i. 1

1

.-I. llev. ii. 20. and win 2, So Hell derives Its name, In many
laoguajrcs, fr the valley ol [\w children oi 1 1 mom, on m-rount ol the
wickedne there committi d.and the dreadful cries formi rly beard In thai

filace. in iikr manner, the place ol the greai slaughter (Rei
I

>m the place of the memorable battle where Josiah wai slain,
'z Kings xxill. ~sj.

II. The name of the head of a tribe or nation is sometimes
given to their posterity.

Thus, Edam or BseO Is put for the FMnmires, who were the <j,< -. . n.|;tni

ol E lu, in Num. x.\. IB. Sen. xxxvl. 1. end Obsdlah i. 6. Very nun* rou
similar asamplesare to be found In the Sacred Writings, which Ii is unne-

i y to specify.

III. Sometimes names remain after the reason for which
they -were given, or the thing -whence they were taken, has
ceased to exist.

Aaron' rod, for In tancc rein ilil nam< when el nice I ini peni
Bxod.vil 12. Bo Mauhevi Is called a publican, because be had Ibruierl)
followed thai calling. Bu i the leper is so tanned because he h id Ii

i

marry been afflicted with tiie leprosy. Halt ixvi 6 S s said Id H utl

xi ' thai 'in' blind see, and the deal bear, that Is, those who had been
bttnd and deaf A Imil it in lance occurs In Mali ill 31 The pubtieans
and hartolt enter into tin kingdom '//> had I

such, not those who continue a. (Compare ICor. vL 9.)

IV. The same persons or places sometimes have several
names.

Thus, Bean1! arils Is c lied Bsshemsih In Gen crrl 14 ad \

Qsn i ...
, called Jarubbaa] In Judfi nd vil. 1.

Zero!. fl, and v. 14
compared s ;

I I. Aim
Btan<-'' I rid- :

• I Ii in lie- III , | ,<ilp)i-H

I

called Joseph, ll.u i'.i an I Jo |

i \v. I'sObsei HI '

Gerard In titul p. 120. I ill?- Jal Bochhid Herm

• Th<- Vulgate i si iloo JU
A

« It 1
I

I

' Q II

The proper v< rslon of thi
i fcrrcd to

will I. II
old wi ii in a Bold .

vera lying bj It, for out ofthat well thry «
\

all the §htph*\ ilt usually t together, end rolli well's
n i hi hs< p : and pul the

i tone ss tin in n
i ; and .i ii I I til • Id w

' until all in* .< r, ud roil thi

tin ; than wi i

the names of the same npostle- Simon, it in sreS known, VU celled Peter,
and all the other ape it Sain - than one*
in like manner, the same /"'<" as are dlstinguisl i nee: as
Emi ihphai I len art 7. Hi -

<

i
!> m Ui 9,

\i :.:.: ,:i U termed Daunai in M
country of thi I tea In Man riii. --

. in Mark i i. called ihat ui the
I , ; ,||i

\ . JMonu persons and places also have the same name.

Then Bethlehem In the tribe ol Zebulun, Josh, k)s i

i In the tribe of Judah, M.ui. n '. Lake II I. There were two towns
Josh \ix 28. .'"tin ii. 1. Sci I M.ill. x\i 13

kctsb Sevi v. 7. xv. 20
v !( ii rvij 7 w II Zeeh. 1.1 Lukei.G Mail win :6.

The Zecbariali in this hull was probably the pei on men*
cloned in SChron u 1

1 and tiie name of the utiier has been
by some transcriber, who took ii (rom the tills "i the prupbi
//

i I. //- '. Great, in whose reign our !»' incar-
nate, Mall ii i. and by whom the ii at B\ thli hi m wi n i

Han ii 16 ! Herod Anttpae, surnamei he 1 i, Mail siv. I by
whom John the Baptist was murdered (verse 10 >. and oui Saviour was

Jted and sel al nought, Luke xxiil
I

i . who slow
the apostle James, aetsxii 2 and miserably perished verse 23 BD,tliere

ae aamee which appeal !•< have been common to — verml, ii not i<>

rive kings of a country. Thus PI ueral
name of the kings of Bgypl Sen rii IS kxxIj I. Exodus i

I Kings in. 1. 2 Kings wm. 29 las aix ll Jer. xxv 19 xliv. 30 and xlvi
17., and very frequently in the prophet r of 1 cekiel; and that this was the

ui title of the Egyptian king 'and
Suidas.* Artazerxes was the common name of the whole i .<•.• -u l*. .

kings ; as Abimelecb was ol I Ren. 2 cxvi.8 < pared
with the title to Psal. xzxjv. ; andAgagofthi \i oJorred
from Num. xxiv. 7. compared with i Sam. w 8

VI. The differences in names occurring in the Scriptures

are sometimes occasioned by false rending,*, and can o>i/ti be

reconciled by correcting these; but the true name mav in sucti

cases be disQnguished from the erroneous one, bj the usage of

Scripture in other places, as well as from the Samaritan Penta-

teuch, the ancient versions, and Josrphus. 7

The following instances will illustrate this remark, ffadan :- r, l Cbron.

Dughl to I"- Hadadei sr,
"

for a Daleth *! Jaahebbaeecbet in 2 Sam uil - fi % rend.) shouli

J .mi. as In 1 1 'in ^ii m ii and i <\ ii

/, j 1
1

i ( Ihron. in. G shonl I be fl i the daughtei i

in 2 Sam* xi. 3. the two Last letters ol the father's name beim
and the two Brat putlast^ dxartaA, in 2 King nh i shon i

I

ss in SChron. xxvj l and elsewhere; which reading ta

so, hy llu- Arahir ami Synac vfisions.n Jrhnahax
t

in 2Cbron KXJ 17.

be Ahazihuj oi Aba tah ss In 2Kingsviii 24 nod clscwheie.»a
The mune of the great king Nebuenadnezzar Is spelled seven diflbrent

waya.11

§ 2. Apparent Contradictions, from Things being related in a
different Order by the sacred Hi-iters.

I. The Scriptures being as it were a comprnilious record of
important events, we are not to infer that these took

/

exactly in the order narrated; for frequently things are re*

luted together, between which tunny things intervened while

they were transacting. A'rilher are we to conclude that a

thing is not done, because it is not related in the history of
other things ha/>/>ening in the same age.

l. Thus, in Num. \wui wc have > particular account of thi
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Structure of which different theories of arrangement have been adopted in

order lo reconcile their seeming discrepancies. 1

3. Other additional instances of things that are mentioned as having hap-
pened, but o( which no notice is taken in the sacred histories, occur in

Gen. xxxi. 7, S-, the changing of Jacob's wages ten times, that is, frequently
;

in Psalm cv. 18. Joseph's feet being hurt with fetters; in Hosea xii. 4.

Jacob's weeping ; in Acts vii. 23—30. several things concerning Moses ; in

Acts x.\. 35. a saying of our Lord; in ICor. xv.7. an appearance of Christ to

St. James; in 2 Tim. iii. 8. Jaimes and Jambres withstanding Moses; in

Ileb. ix. 19. Moses sprinkling the book as well as the people with blood

;

and in Heb. xii. 21. a saying of Moses. J tide 9. Michael's contending for

the body of Moses ; and verse 14. Enoch's prophecy ; and in Rev. ii. 14.

Balaam teaching Balak to put a stumbling-block before the children of
Israel : all which things might be known by revelation, or by personal com-
munication, as in the case of Christ's appearance to James, who was evi-

dently living when Paul mentioned it, or by tradition, or by the history of
those times, as some of the circumstances above adverted to are mentioned
by Josephus.

II. Thhigs are not always recorded in the Scriptures ex-

actly in the same method and order in which they -were done ;

whence apparent contradictions arise, events being sometimes

introduced hy anticipation and sometimes by u>rrtpa>trts, in which

the natural order is inverted, and things are related Jirst

which ought to appear last,

1. Events introduced by anticipation*

The creation of man in Gen. i. 27. ; which, after several other things in-

serted, is related more at large, particularly the creation of Adam, in Gen.
ii. 7. and of Eve, in verses 21—23. The death of Isaac (Gen. xjcxv. 29.) is

anticipated, as several transactions, especially those in chapters xxxvii.

and xxxviii. must have happened during his life : it was probably thus anti-

cipated, that the history of Joseph might not be disturbed. Isaac is sup-
posed to have lived at least twelve years after Joseph was sold into Egypt.
In Exod. xvi. 33. we read of the keeping of the pot of manna, which was not
done till many years after. David's adventure with Goliath, related in

1 Sam. xvii., was prior to his solacing Saul with his music; and the latter

story is recorded in 1 Sara, xvi., the historian bringing together the effect of
Saul's rejection, and the endowment of David with various graces, among
which was, bis pre-eminent skill on the harp. " It appears, indeed, from
many circumstances of the story, that David's combat with Goliath was many
years prior in lime to Saul's madness, and to David's introduction to him as
a musician. In the first place, David was quite a youth when he engaged
Goliath (1 Sam. xvii, 33. 42.) : when lie was introduced to Saul, ae a musician,
he was of full age. (xvi. 18.) Secondly, his combat with Goliath was his first

appearance in public life (xvii. 56.) ; when lie was introducer] as a muscianhe
was a man of established character, (xvi. IS ) Thirdly, his combat with Go-
liath was his first military exploit, (xviii. 38, 39.) He was a man ofwar when
he was introduced as a musician, (xvi. 18.) He was unknown both to

Saul and Abner when he fought Goliath. He had not, therefore, yet been
in the office of Saul's armour-bearer, or resident in any capacity at the
court. Now, the just conclusion is, not that these twenty verses are an
'interpolation, (as some critics have imagined), 2 hut. that the last ten verses
of 1 Sara, xvi., which relate Saul's madness and David's introduction to the
court upon that occasion, are misplaced. The true place for these ten
verses seems to be between the ninth and tenth of the eighteenth chapter.
Let these ten verses be removed to that place, and this seventeenth chap-
ter be connected immediately with the thirteenth verse of chapter xvi., and
the whole disorder and inconsistency that appears in the present narrative
will be removed." 3 In Matt. xxvi. 21. and Mark xiv. 18. our Saviour is re-

corded lo have intimated by whom he was to be betrayed, while eating the
passover ; which Saint Luke (xxii. 21.) shows to have been after the insti-

tution of the Lord's Supper: the order of Luke therefore is the true one.
The imprisonment ofJohn is set down in Luke iii. 19. before the baptism
of Christ, whereas it happened after he had entered on his public ministry.
The same occurrence is relatedby Saint Matthew and the other evange-
lists, per .o-Tspo^oj. ixv

}
on occasion of Herod's consternation.

2. Events related first which ought to have been placed
last.

The calling of Abraham to depart from Ur inChaldea, in Gen. xii. 1., for it

preceded that departure which is related in ch. xi. 31. Compare Gen. xv. 7.

with Acts vii. 3. The history of Judah, in Gen. xxxviii. for most of the
particulars related happened before the sale of Joseph. In Luke iv. 9. the
carrying and placing of Christ on one of the battlements of the temple is

related after his being transported to an exceeding high mountain ; whereas
it certainly preceded it, as appears from Matt. iv. 5. 8. who has distinctly

noted the order of the temptations.*

III. A thing is sometimes attributed to one who was formerly
an example of any action. See an instance of this in Jude,

verse 1 1

.

IV. Actions or things are sometimes said to be done, when
they are not already done, but upon the point of being accom-
plished, or (as we usually say) " as good as done"

And in this language Christ ordinarily spoke a little before his death, as
in Matt. xxvi. 24. the son of man goeth, &c. verse 45. the son of man is

betrayed. So Mark xiv. 41. Luke xxii. 19, 20. which is given, which is

shed, and verse 37. the things concerning me have an end. A similar ex-
pression occurs in Isa. ix. 6. to us a child is born; to us a son is given, &c.
and in Rev. xviii. 2. Babylon is fallen, is fallen.

V. So actions or things are said to be done, which are only

declared to be done.

< See an account of the principal Harmonies of the Gospels, pp. 319, 320.

supra, and for editions of Harmonies, see the Biblographical Appendix
to the second Volume, Part I. Chap. II. Sect. II. and III.

» Particularly Mr. Pilkington (Remarks on Scripture, pp. 62—68.), and
Dr. Kennicott. (Diss. ii. on the Hebrew Text, pp. 419—429.)

3 Bp. Horsley's Biblical Criticisms, vol. i. p. 331. Mr. Townsend in his
Harmony of the Old Testament, has judiciously arranged the above chap-
ters agreeably to Bp. H.'s suggestion," and has thus obviated a seeming con-
tradiction, which has long since called forth the sarcasms of infidels.

* Glassii Philologia Sacra, torn. i. pp. 668—671. edit Dathii.

Thus, in Gen, xxvii. 37. we read, I have made him thy Lord, that is, I

have foretold that he shall be so. Gen. xxxv. 12. The land which J gave
Abraham and Isaac, that is, promised ur foretold should be theirs.
See like instances in Num xvi. 7. Job v. 3. Jer. i. 10. xv. L and xxv. 15.

VI. So, actions or things are said to be done, which only
seem or are reputed'tfo be done.

Thus, in Josh. ii. 7. it is said, the men pursued after the spies ; that is,

they believed they were doing so, at the very time when the spies were
concealed.

VII. So, a thing is said to be done by him who only desires

or endeavours to accomplish it, or uses proper means for that

purpose.

See examples of this in Gen. xxxvii. 21. Esther vjij. 5. Ezek. xxiv. 13.

I Cor. x. 33., &c.

§ 3. Apparent Contradictions, arising from Differences in

Numbers.

Apparent contradictions in the Sacred Writings, arising
from the difference of numbers, proceed from the Scriptures
speaking in whole or round numbers,—from numbers being
taken sometimes exclusively and sometimes inclusively,

—

from various readings,—and from the writers of the New
Testament sometimes quoting numbers from the Alexandrian
version, not from the Hebrew text.

I. The Scriptures sometimes speak in whole, or, as we iisti-

ally term them, round numbers ; though an odd or imperfect
number would be more exact.

Thus, in Gen- xv. 13. it is foretold that his posterity should be enslaved
in Egypt four hundred years. Moses (Exod. xii. 40.) states their sojourn-
ing to be four hundred and thirty years, as also does Paul, Gal. iii. 17. and
Josephus. 1 In Acts vii. 6, Stephen says that (lie children of Israel sojourn-
ed in Egypt four hundred years, leaving out the odd tens. Though the
Israelites themselves resided in Egypt only two hundred and some odd
years, yet the full time of their peregrination was four hundred and thirty
years, if we reckon from the calling of Abraham and his departure from
Ur, until the Israelites quilted Egypt ; and that this is the proper reckoning
appears from the Samaritan copy of the Pentateuch ; which in all its printed
editions and manuscripts, as well as the Septuagint version of the Penta-
teuch, reads the passage in Exod. xii. 40. thus : Now the sojourning of the
children of Israel, and of their fathers, which they sojourned in the land of
Canaan, and in the land of Egypt, was four hundred and thirty years •

In Num. xiv. 33. it is denounced to the murmuring Israelites that they
should wander forty years in the wilderness ; but if we compare Num.
xxxiii. with Josh. iv. 19. we shall find that some days, if not weeks, were
wanting to complete the number: but, forty years being a round and entire
number, and because in so many years a few days were inconsiderable,
therefore Moses delivers it in this manner. The same remark applies to
Judges xi. 26. relative to the sojourning of the Israelites in the land of the
Amorites. The twelve apostles are also mentioned in 1 Cor. xv. 5. though
Judas was no more ; and Abimelech is said to have slain seventy persons,
though Jotham escaped. Compare Judges ix. 18. 56. with verse 5.

II. Sometimes numbers are to be taken exclusively, and
sometimes inclusively.

Matt. xvii. 1. Mark ix. 2. Luke ix. 28. and John xx. 26. may
be mentioned as examples of this remark. See them further ex-

plained in p. 405. Obs. V. infra.

III. Differences in numbers not infrequently arisefrom false
readings.

As the Hebrews anciently used the letters of their alphabet to denote
numbers, many of those numbers which to us appear almost Incredible in

some places, and contradictory in others, are owing to mistakes in some
of the similar letters. Thus, in 2 Kings viii. 26. we read that Ahaziah was
twenty-two years old when he began lo reign ; but in 2 Chron. xxii. 2. he is

said to have beenforty-two years old, which is impossible, as he could not
be born two years before Jehoram his father, who was only forty years

old. Twenty-two years, therefore, is the proper reading, a Kapli 2, whose
numeral power is twenty, being put for a Mem C, whose numeral power is

forty. In like manner, in 2 Sam. viii. 4. andx. 18. we read seven hundred,
which in 1 Chron. xviii. 4. and xix. IS. is seven thousand, theproper number.''
As the Jews anciently appear to have expressed numbers by marks ana-

logous lo our common figures, the corruption (and consequently the seem*
ing contradiction) may be accounted for, from the transcribers having
carelessly added or omitted a single cipher. In 1 Kings iv. 26. we are told

that Solomon had forty thousand stalls for horses, which number, in 2 Chron.
ix. 25. is only four thousand, and is most probably correct, a cipher having
been added. 8 In 2 Chron. xiii. 3. 17. we meet with the following numbers,
four hundred thousand, eight hundred thousand, and five hundred thou-
sand, which in several of the old editions of the Vulgate Latin Bible are
forty thousand, eighty thousand, and fifty thousand ; the latter are probably
the true numbers. 3

By the application of this rule, some critics have endeavoured to recon-
cile the difference relative to the hour of Christ's crucifixion, which by
Mark (xv. 25.) is stated to be the third, and by St. John (xix. 14.) I he sixth
hour; for, as in anoient times all numbers were written in manuscripts,
not at length, but with numeral letters, it was easy for r, three, to be taken
for r, six. Of this opinion are Griesbach, in his elaborate edition of the

New Testament, Sender, Rosenmuller, Doddridge, Whitby, Bengel, Coc-
ceius, Beza, Erasmus, and by far the greater part of the most eminent
critics. What further renders this correction probable is, that besides the

« Antiq. I. iii. c. 1. § 9. De Bell. Jud. 1. v. c. 9. § 4.

s Kennicott, Diss. ii. pp. 396—398.
* Ibid. Diss. i. pp. 96—99. 462, 463. Diss. ii. p. 209. Other similar remarks

are interspersed in the same elaborate volumes.
» Ibid. Diss. i. p. 532, Diss. ii. p. 203.

* Ibid. Diss. i. pp. 532—534. Diss. ii. pp. 196—218. Other examples occur
in Diss. ii. p. 219. etseq.
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tament arise from the sacred -writers sometimes quoting the

numbers of the Septuagint or Alexandrian version, not those

of the Hebrew text.
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§ 4. Apparent Contradictions in the Relation of Events in

one Passage, and References to them in another.

These con trail ic lions are of two kinds.

1. Sometimes events are referred to as having taken place,

which are not noticed by the inspired historians ; these appa-

rent contradictions have already been considered in § 2. Obs. I.

!,403.

2. Sometimes the reference appears contradictory to circum-

stances actually noticed in the history.
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SECTION II.

APPARENT CONTRADICTIONS IN CHROlfOJ

Chronology is a branch of learning which is most difficult

to be exactly adjusted; because it depends upon so many
circumstances, and comprehends so "rent a variety of events

in all ages and nations, that with whatever, punctuality the

accounts of time might have been set down in the original

manuscripts, yel the slightest change in one word or letter

may cause a material variation in copies. Besides, the dif-

ference of the a^as adopted in the computations of different

countries, especially at great distances of time and place, is

such, that the most exact chronology may easily he mistaken,

and maybe perplexed by those who endeavour to rectify what
they conceive to be erroneous; for that which was exacl ni

first is often made incorrect by him who thought it false

before.4 Chronological differences do undoubtedly exist in

the Scriptures, as well as in profane historians: but tl

differences infer no uncertainty in the mutters offact them-
selves. It is a question yel undetermined, whether Rome
was founded by Romulus oi not, and n ts ;i point equally

Litigated, in whal year the building of thai city commenced ;

yet, if the uncertainty of the time when an]

imply the uncertainty of the Gad itself, the necessary in-

i musl be, that ii is uncertain whether I built

at nil, or whether sueli a person as Romulus was ever in

existence. Further, differences in elm not imply

that the sacred historians were mistaken, bui they arise from

the mistakes of transcribers or expositors, which may be
ted by applying the various existing aids t" the ex-

amination and reconciliation t .f the appareni contradictions in

scriptural chronology.

I. Seeming contradictions in Chronology arisefrom not ob-

serving, that what had before brcn said in the gt tinal, is after-

wards returned in the particulars comprised under it.

i
i the total sum of any Li being- set down Brat, before ihe

partii tilers have been ii

by supposing [ueolly mentl
i

compi i bi tidi d in it, bul eri

pened all ......
. laied In the

course of the history. Thus In Gen xi 26 itissaid, thai -

ty year* and begat Abbaji: and in »era« 32 dial tht dayeot Terai
two hundred nml t'sv v ora . and ST< roJi tli><l in Haram. Hut In Goo! xii.

1 it is related thai Aoram ir<i*- seventy andj, when kt do*
' out of Hat an ;

«
i ki b \t ini on Isti nt,

bave resided 1

1 lie death ol his father Terah But, If «n con
during which Ti rah lr\.-.i

.. and dial \ II which Is

I in Gen haprw ned before hi

di . |« hen...
he dep irted foi Hai an, it n 111 be, ei ld< ni ll it \ i < am

i two
hundred and five {

1

1

d from Acts vil.4. Non ofr< Isilng ihe
.. Bret, w I'l.-ii ended to Id

the interpretadon of I

\

e above appai enl i thai
\Kr .mi. wasTi tnonlioneil Wliat r« nders

'.-. i.. ii

though contnu y to

i Noal
Ifaran and

i lonac

brotbei (karoa Whal dilBduliles, th upon

.1,-, Dpi i
I I

vol ii p l m. li would I

Uuil the i uttyetM ol l»r Halea, InSvoh
pi i wis Bvo

1
1" wntoh wi t u ennfldenily re4ea
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this supposition, (hat the a m first named must necessarily be the first-born,

must consequently proceed from mistake.1

II. Sometimes the principal number is set down, and the odd
or smaller number is omitted , -which being added to the prin-

cipal number in some other place, causes a difference not to be

reconciled but by considering that it is customary in the best

authors not always to mention the smaller numbers, where the

matter does not require it.

Of this we have evident proof in the Scriptures. Thus the Benjamites
thai were slain, are said in Judges xx. 35. to be 25,100, but in verse -Hi. they
are reckoned only at 25,000. So the evangelist Mark says, xvi. 14., that

Jesus Christ appeared to the eleven as they were sitting at meat, though
Thomas was absent. The observation already made, on the use ef round
numbers in computations,3 will apply in the present instance ; to which
we might add numerous similar examples from profane writers. Two or
three, however, will suffice. One hundred acres of land were by the Ro-
mans called ceuturia; but in progress of time the same term was given to

double that number of acres.3 The tribes, into which the population of
Rome was divided, were so denominated, because they were originally

three in number; but the same appellation was retained though they were
afterwards augmented to thirty-five ; and in like manner the judges, styled

centumviri, were at first five more than one hundred, and afterwards were
nearly double that number,* yet still they retained the same name. Since,
then, it is evident that smaller numbers are sometimes omitted both in the
Old and in the New Testament, as well as in profane writings, and the
principal or great numbers only, whether more or less than the precise
calculation, are set down, and at other times the smaller numbers are spe-
cified;—nay-, that sometimes the original number multiplied retains the
same denomination; therefore it is reasonable to make abatements, and
not always to insist rigorously on precise numbers, in adjusting the ac-

counts of scriptural chronology.'

III. Jls 50?i5 frequently reigned -with their fathers, during
the Hebrew monarchy, the reigns of the former are not unfre-
quently made, in some instances, to commencefrom their part-

nership -with their fathers in the throne, and in others from the

commencement of their sole government after their father's

decease; consequently the time of the reign is sometimes no-

ticed as it respects the father, sometimes as it respects the son,

and sometimes as it includes both.

Thus, Jotham is said (2 Kings xv. 33.) to have reigned sixteen years, yet
in the preceding verse 30. mention is made of his twentieth year. This
repugnance is reconcilable in the following manner; Jotham reigned
alone sixteen years only, but with his father Uzziah (.who, being a lepi r,

was, therefore, unfit for the sole government) four years before, winch
makes twenty in the whole. In like manner we read (2 Kings xiii. 1 ) thai
" in the three-and-twentieth year of Joash the son ofAhaziah king oi Judah,
Jehoahaz the son of Jehu began to reign over Israel in Samaria, and
reigned seventeen years:" but in verse 10. of the same chapter it is related
that " in the thirty-seventh year of the same Joash began Jehoash the son
of Jehoahaz to reign over Israel in Samaria." Now, if to the three-and-
twenty years of Joash, mentioned in the first passage, we add t lie seventeen
years of Jehoahaz, we come down to the thirty-ninth or fortieth year of
Joash ; when on the death of Jehoahaz, the reign of Jehoash may be sup-
posed to have begun. Yet it is easy to assign the reason why "the com-
mencement of this reign is fixed two or three years earlier, in the thirty-

seventh year of Joash, when his father must have been alive, by supposing
that his fattier had admitted him as an associate in the government, two
or three years before his death. This solution is the more probable, as
we find from the case of Jehoshaphat and his son (2 Kings viii. 10.) that in

those days such a practice was not uncommon.* The application of the
rul<- above slated will also remove the apparent contradiction between
2 Kings xxiv. 8. and 2 Chron. xxxvi. 9. Jehuiacliim being eight years old
when he was associated in the government with his father, and eighteen
years old when he began to reign alone. The application of this rule will

reconcile many other seeming contradictions in the books of Kings and
Chronicles; and will also clear up the difficulty respecting the fifteenth

year of the emperor Tiberius mentioned in Luke hi. 1. which has exercised
the ingenuity of many eminent philologers who have endeavoured to settle

the chronology of the New Testament. Now, we learn from the Roman
historians that the reigaof Tiberius had two commencements: in the first.

When he was admitted to a share in the empire (but without the title of
emperor), in August of the year 764 from the foundation of the city of
Koine, three years before the death of Augustus ; and the second when he
began to reign atone, after thai emperor's decease. It is from the first of
these commencements thai the fifteenth year mentioned by Saint Luke is

to be computed ; who, as Tiberius did not assume the imperial title during
the life of Augustus, makes use of a word, which precisely marks the
nature of the power exercised by Tiberius, viz. in the fifteenth year tjis

» Although the observations above given are sufficient to solve the chro-
nological difficulty, it is proper to notice, that, instead of two hundred "mi
fire years, in Gen. xi. 32., the Samaritan Pentateuch reads onehundred
n ad forty-five years, the adoption of which will remove the seeming con-
tradiction. Ai cording to the text (Gen. xi. 26.) Terab begat Abram when
he was seventy years old, and died in Haran (32.) when he was 205. Abram
departed from Haran in his Bl venty-fifth year (Gen. xii. 4.), and in Acts vii

4. it is said that Terah died before Abram had departed from Haran. The
9 age of Terah, when Abram was born, added to his age when he led Haran,

makes only one hundred and forty-five years. Hence it is concluded that
an error has crept into the text ; and therefore De Dieu, and Drs. Kenni-
cott, Geddcs, and Boothroyd, and Prof. Stuart, adopt the reading of the
Samaritan text in preference to that of the Hebrew.

i See S 3. Remark I p. 403.

* Centuriam nunc dicimus (ut idem Varro ait) ducentorum jugerum
modum ; olim autem ah centum jugeribns vocabatur cenluria ; sed mox
duplicate nomen retinuit: sicuti trtbus dictee primum a partibus populi
tripartite divisi, ouffl tamen nunc multiplicata? pristinum tinmen pnssident.
Columella de Ke Host. lib. v. c. 1. torn. ii. p 190. ed. Biporit. Ernesli, in his
Index Latinitatis Ciceronian^, article Tribus, has adduced several simi-
lar instances.

« In Pliny's time they were one hundred and eiehtu in number. En lib
vi. ep. 33.

'

t Jenkin's Reasonableness of Christianity, vol. ii. p. 157.
« Dick's Essay on the Inspiration of the Scriptures, p. 299.

Jrysftovius of the administration of Tiberius Ca-sar. Consequently, this

fifteenth year began in August 77S. And if John the Baptist entered on
Ins ministry in the spring following, in the year of Kome 7?y, in the same
year of Tiberius, and after he had preached about twelve months, baptized
Jesus in the spring ol 780, then JeSue (who was most probably born in

September or October 7.49) would at bis baptism be thirty-three years of
age and some odd months, whi< h perfectly agrees with what St. Luke says
oi his being at that lime about thirty years old."1

IV. Seeming chronological contradictions arise from the

sacred historians adopting different methods of computation,

and assigning differing dates to the same period.

Thus, in Gen. xv. 13. it is announced to Abraham that his " seed should
be a stranger in a land that was not theirs, and should serve them, and that
they should alliict them four hundred years." But in Exod. xii. 40, 41.

the sacred historian relates that "the sojourning of the children of Israel

who dwelt in Egypt was /our hundred and thirty years. And it came to
pass at the end of the four hundred and thirty years, even the self-same
day it came to pass, that all the hosts of the Lord went out from the land
of Egypt." Between these two passages there is an apparent contradic-
tion : the truth is, that both are perfectly consistent, the compulation being
made from two different dates. In Gen. xv. 13. the lime is calculated from
the promise made to Abraham of a son, or from the birth of Isaac; and in
Exod. xii. 40, 41. it is reckoned from his departure from u Ur of the Chal-
dees," his native country, in obedience to the command of Jehovah,8

By the application of this rule many commentators reconcile the differ-

ence between Mark xv.25., who says the hour of Christ's crucifixion was
(lie third, and John xix. 14. who says it was about the sixth hour, that he
was brought forth. Notwithstanding the authorities above adduced, 9 they
observe that none of the ancient translators read the third hour in John :

they therefore solve the difficulty (imperfectly it must be confessed), by
considering the day as divided into four parts answering to the four watches
of the night. These coincided with the hours of three, six, nine, and
twelve, or, in our way of reckoning, nine, twelve, three, and six, which
also suited the solemn times of sacrifice and prayer in Ihe temple: in
cases, they argue, in which the Jews did not think it of consequence to
ascertain the time with great accuracy, they did not regard the intermediate
hours, but only those more noted divisions which happened to come
nearest the time of the event spoken of. Adopting this method of recon-
ciliation, Dr. Campbell rematks, that Mark says ;/ teas the third hour, from
which we have reason to conclude that the third hour was past. John
says it was about the sixth hour, from which he Lhinks it probable that the
sixth hour was not yet come. " On this supposition, though the evangelists
may by a fastidious reader be accused of want of precision in regard to

dates, they will not by any judicious and candid critic be charged with
falsehood or misrepresentation. Who won i< I arc use two modern historians
with contradicting each other, because in relating an event which had
happened between ten and eleven in the forenoon, one had said it was
pasl nine o'clock ; ihe other that it was drawing towards BOon7"In From
the evidence before him, we leave the reader to draw his own conclusions
as to the reading which is preferably to be adopted. We apprehend that
the weight of evidence will be found to preponderate in favour of the solu-
tion given in pp. 403, 404. supra.

V. The terms of time in computation are sometimes taken
inclusively, and at other times exclusively.

Thus in Matt. xvii. 1. and Mark ix. 2. we read that after six days Jesus
taketh Peter, Jam's, and John his brother, and bringeth thrm up into an
Mgh mountain apart. But in Luke ix. 28. this is said tocomr to pass about
an eight days after; which is perfectly consistent with what the other
evangelists write For Matthew and Mark speak exclusively, reckoning
the six days between the time of OUr Saviour's discourse (which they are
relating) and his transfiguration ; but Luke includes the day on wiiich he
bad i hat discourse, and the day of his transfiguration, and reckons them
with the six intermediate days. So in John xx. 20. eight days after are
probably to be understood inclusively; it being most likely on that day
se'nnight on which Jesus Christ had before appeared to his disciples. It

were unnecessary to subjoin additional examples of a mode of reckoning
which obtains to this day in common speech, and in almost every writer,
except those who professedly treat on chronology.
This mode of computation is not confined to the evangelical historians.

The rabbins also observe, that the very first day of a year may stand in
computation for that year ;'* and this way of reckoning mistakes of years
current for years complete, or "Dice versa, in the successions of so many
kings, and in the transactions of affairs for so long a lime, as is narrated in

the Scriptures, may amount to a considerable number of years. For this
reason Tuucyaidessays, 19 that he computes the years of the Pelopponesian
war, not by the magistrates who were annually chosen during that time,
but by so many summers and winters; whereas Polybtus, Joseph us, and
Plutarch, have been supposed to contradict themselves because they
reckon sometimes by current and sometimes by complete years.

The preceding-, and various other ways by which disputes

in chronology ma}' be occasioned, are a sufficient argument to

us, that they do not imply that there were, originally, chro-
nological mistakes in the books themselves. And if mistakes
might arise in so many and such various ways, without any
error in the original writings;—if the same difficulties occur
upon so very nice and intricate a subject in any or all the
books which are extant in the world;—and if it could by no

1 Lardner's Credibility, part i. book ii. chap. iii. (Works, vol i. pp.
339—382. Svo.) Doddridge's Family Expositor, vol. i. sect. 15. note </,).

Macknight's Harmony, vol. i. Chronological Dissertations, No. iii. That
the solution above given is correct, see Dr. A. Choke's Chronological
Table annexed to his Commentary on the Acts of Ihe Apostles, p. ii.

* See p. 287, supra, where it is shown that the proper reading of Exod.
xii. 40. is, Now the sojourning of the children of Israel and of their fathers,

which they sojourned in the land of Canaan and in the land of Egypt, icas
/.mi- hunarea and thirty years. The reader who is desirous of seeing this

subject fully discussed is referred lo Koppe's Dissertation, in Pott's and
Rnperli's Sylloae Connnentationum Theologicaruin, vol. ii. pp. 255—274.

s See pp. 403, 401. supra.
io Campbell on John xix. 14. vol. ii. pp. 572, 573. 3d edit. 1807.
11 Lightfuot's Harmony of the New Testament, § ix.

>» Thucydidis Historia Belli Peloponnesiaci, lib. vi. c. 20. torn. iii. pp. 237,
238. edit. Bipont.
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means be necessary, thai books of divine authority should be

either al fiiel bo penned as to be liable to no wrong inter-

pretations, or b< ever aft i pn bi rved by miracle from .ill cor-

ruption, it i* great rashness to deny the divine authority of

the Scriptu ant of any difficulties that may occur

in chronology.

SECTION 111.

APPARENT CONTRADICTIONS BBTWIBN PROPHECIES AND THKIK

FULFILMENT.

I. " When both a prediction and the event foretold in it are

recorded in Scripture, there is sometimes an appearance of

disagreement and inconsistency between them.

11 This appearance generally arises from aome difficulty in understand-

ing the true meaning of the prediction: il maj ibyenyoi
:: produce the pei idler difficulties of the pr

,

wi itlng u I It i he i une means w Mch sei

clearing these dlfficuldea li maj rom any sort of obscurity or

i
.,,!, in ih-' eipression, or fn i rtalnty in the structure of a

sentence*"'
Tims, there la I teeming difference In Man ail. 10.* between our Lord's

pn Uction "i the i i he was in he hi the grave, and the time during which
. ... v... actuaUj Interred Now this difference is naturalh and easily

obviated bj con id i ing thai il mi the cu itom ol thi I n li alau to i

anypart of a da) of twenlj four h a foi a whole day, and to say il was
doni after three or seven days &c Ifil we it done on the third or seventh

day from thai last mentioned Compare 1 Kings xx. 29, ami Luki

I e Hi va had n word exactly answering to the ' eek

/nf*» in signify s natural -lay of twenty-four hours, they uBed nigh) and

day, or day and night, for il ; bo thai to Bay a thing happeni ;

/,, was the same as to Bay thai i' happened after three

the third daj Comp I leriv. 16. with v. 1. Gen, vll. 1
12. 17, Exod Dan. vifl. n

II. Apparent contradiction* between prophecies and their

accomplishment tometime* proceedfrom the figurative language

of the prophets; which is taken, partly from the analogy

between the world natural and an empire or kingdom consi-

dered as a world politic, and partly from sacred topics. 3

Elena it i thai the prophets bo frequently express whal relati s to the

Chrlai i anu woi ship in tei ms borrow ed from thi Xl

religion i ol which instani n in tsa. h 2, 3. six 19 and Ivi. 7.

j,r ih 17 / md Hal II Foi the religion ol Mo
Introductoi to th d ol Ji a an ( thei e bein i enll] a mutual

. between the I i
il is *< > ton i

thai

previa i to iich ui important change of the economy, some intimations

would be given of il pproacn Ind yet, to have done this in s waj

would have led J to look with Irreverence on a Bystom undei

which not only themselve but their posterity were to live, would nm
harmonized with our ni ns ol the divine wiad \ methi

fore i" I"- invented . whii h while ll kepi the people bed lo

the law, would dispose them, when the nun v

of a << lablished on bt th r /> nisei Ni •

the splr prophi ige In wbioh l

mpllshed both these purposes. By s conu
only to bi ted by divine preai ience, the aajne expressions, which

in their primai i and literal m< anlng wei e m ed m denote the fortum

deliverances or the Jews, for the present consolation of thai
i

pie, were
so ordered, as in a second Live sense to adumbrate the suffer

riesol the Mi lah, for the future Instruction of the church
. tpi <ii. -ni ni this son been employed, we should have

wauled •<• proofof the connection between the Mosaic and Christian reli-

gions; and, on the other band, had the nature of the Messiah's kdngd

been
|

m ol the nai al bi naratlqn would have

been defeated But, when spiritual blessings were promised tmder the

v.-ii of it mporal blc in| and In term familiar to the carnal expectations

oj ih,' Jews agree of respect for the old system was pre* rved

. time tnal matters wi re gi idualli ripening for the in lucl

o m .. md thi h idow ol
|

i things held forth obw urely In the law

firepan d thi m to i
i foi ward Lo thai h ippler day, when the ven li i

:

i

tsell i kibe pre cntod In full plendour, and distinctly defined by the

Gospel *

III. Apparent contradiction* between the prophedet and
their tned by a prediction n
toting only to one pari of a complex character or event, and

on that account teeming to be inconsistent with other parts of

it t and the appearance will be removed by taking in ouch

predictions as relate to these other parts, and conoid

them all in connet tton."

Boi li Bsamlng dlflbrencea occur In thi to the '-tali*

lion and gloi | ol the Mi red with the pn
hi*

|
On tula subject Ihi npare pp
olume in

i i

fro, we nave

table of ih*- chief predictions relal

IV. Seeming differences in the interpretation of prophecies

also proceed partly from the difficulty offixing the preeise

time of their fulfilment, and partly from the variety of opinions

adopted by expositors; -who, being dissatisfied with the views

taken hy their predecessor*, are each solicitous to bring for-

ward some new interpretation of his own.

i e differences, however, are no moi - n agalnal ]ir«'phrcy,

tlian the] t the truth of all history ; and we n d pro-

priety conclude that things never came l

hrtw

about the time when ; e-j were nevei predicted
tnplj thmenl

of sue b pn iii may differ in the niceties ol the chroo.o-

loaical ps d; hence, w hoi vet
ally confirmed En thi truth ol the nrophi

teralion thai diffi rence in the ex]

LnctpeJ prophecies than tbei

profane hist i most
for thai in whnh they agree. AJtl

a difficulty in calculating me when some i' r dli

were fulfilled, bee mae 11 Is disputed when the compute
i i circumalance Is i" (» nini'-r^i I, yel all Inu rpreti i

. d concern!] e li
<

- thai the

fulfilled P - mi i.i H iux, 10. it is certain ih

i Judafa \\ hethi r thai pi opl ol the
; the J- wish nation w ho wen m il*»t

igh the later Jewtah wiritei licatlon lo the I

ol the M refer il t" blm : and h i*

and oblation are entirelj dons aw
aboul iif' | • ei I e I and manni

i
mnliahmi nl i

I

in a similai manner the propheci of Danii ri "/y

is equally plain, and Its accomplisnmeni in the I Jeru-

Mill- in is certain ; DOtwItnstandlns tha diffei

the precise epochs ol Lime. Plain matter ol fai i ahi wa thai these i

rable predictions are fulfilled; and the only differenci

single ctrcumi lani e I doubt, therefi re m selfi

BtyT 'i
i

osophers do), ol the fulfilmeni of pro|

noi certainly know the exact time when •,<'> particular ws
compllahed, though we ci i lalnly know thai I

.

i
iould question 11 e rn

bci ouni "i the uncertainties whu
The existence ol Horai r is nol d I

bei an e it 1

lived .
'. e i f of the Tro an wai the

lime ol the capture ofTroy has been varioualj deten H
has been well remarked, relates whal has happened, and pr
i. Its whal Bhall comi I an uncertainly in poini "i rJj

anTects the one than thi other We maj be uncertain of the time foretold

by the prophet, and i ol the time menl id by the historian;

bui when all other circumstances agree, there Is no reason why our un-

certainty, a- to the single circumstance of i
, should be aDi

i
i bllity "i either «'i Minn.*

V. Some of the prophetic declarations are not prediction*

concerning thing* future, but simply commando relative to

thing* which were t<> be performed, or they are conditional

promises and threatening*, not absolute preilictions ; SO Mill,

if it subsequently appear that these were not executed, such

non-performance eunnot create any difficulty or repugnancy

between the tuppoecd prophecy and its fulfilment*

We may illustrate this remark bj refen m a to thi i
rved by i)"-

Jewa "ii Hir desti uction ol Ji i uaali m by Nebui
the prophet Zechai lah fvlll 19 i in the ns i '- hb>

\ al : I'M' ii'
'

itns declaration, we know n>:ii thi

ince maj be seen in 2 Kings vill. 1 I

to v. Iii< h we may add the '• *•
near, in Rom. rfll II lO II. IThi H Ix. 26. James
\. 7, 6 2P i John ii. 18.

VI. Some of the prophetic promises appear to have heen

made t0 individuals, which, hoteever, teere not fulfilled in them.

Bui between such prophecies and their fulfilmeni there i* no res

cordauce ; becauae tney were accompliahi >\ in tl

to whom the pi oml ie waa mad I
(

1 1 was announced (Gen ixvil 29 final be should be lord ovi

Now we know from the Bacred Writing lhal this never i«*'k

effect in i:.
I Jacob ; but ll i Ifledjn his posterity,

' rtj's In^iliuinB of Biblical «"riiirism, p. 451.

iD m, Ms nig it. d on M
i on Daniel, p 10 "in 1733

fi

• Bliho] ii m on Uio Prophccici, Serm.
• UcrorU'i Institute*,

|

SECTION IV.

APPARENT CONTRADK'Tli'Ns IN 1 n ., I'lllM.

'I'm isi i rations cansee ; u , tradictiona from

a ii. de of spi aking which, i" mir apprehensions, i~ nol sirf-

li.i, niiy clear,— from the same term being used in diffi

. in dilferenl irst-.—from the sanr tng used in

apparently contradictory si nses,—from the diffi reni designs

of tin' sacred writers,—from tin - — in which tin'

various sacred writers lived, and from tl»- different deg

of tlieir knowledge respecting the ning of the Messiah,
;unl the ri ligion to be instituted bj him.

^ 1. Seeming Cnntrailictiom from a Mode »/ Speakihf, -which,

. ipprthetuifU, it not Hijffii-f

It has been the piacti f si wtil rt that tha

apostles, s.niit Paul '\p
i

I both illogically

and Inconclusivi I] ; this sssi rtion, howevi the

, when wi consider the violent dislocations

< J. nkin on tho Rca»on«ulcnc»s or the Christian Religion, vol 11. pp,
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to which writers of the school alluded to have resorted, in

order to disprove what is self-evident from the Bible—the

divinity and atonement of the Messiah. At the same time it

is not to be concealed, that apparent contradictions do some-
times arise from a mode of speaking which, to our apprehen-
sions, does not seem sufficiently clear. For instance, salvation

is in one passage ascribed to grace through faith, which we
are assured is not e>f ourselves, but is the gift of God

;

—not ef
works 'lest any man should boast (Eph. ii. 8—10.); and in

another Abraham is said to he justified by faith without works
(Rom. iv. 2—6.) ; while in a third passage he is said to have
been justified by works. (James ii. 21.) The apparent dif-

ference in these points of doctrine is occasioned by the fruits

and effects being put for the cause. A little attention to the
argument of the apostle removes all difficulty. Saint Paul's
object in the Epistle to the Romans was, to show, in opposi-
tion to the objections of the Jews, that how much soever
Abraham excelled other men in righteousness during the

course of his life, he had no cause for glorying before God;
who justified, accepted, and covenanted with him, not for

obedience, but for faith in the divine promise. Abraham
believed God's word, and God accepted his faith, dealt with
him as righteous, and became his God ; in like manner as he
now conducts himself towards all who truly repent, and
unfeiguedly believe his Gospel. Saint James, on the con-
trary, having encouraged the Christian converts to bear with
patience the trials they should meet with, and improve them
to the purposes of religion, presses upon them meekness and
gentleness towards each other, as the test of their .sine rity,- and
shows thatfaith without love isof no avail. Thus the doctrine

asserted by each apostle is proved to be consistent, and the

seeming repugnancy disappears. For the removal of dif-

ficulties arising from expressions not appearing sufficiently

clear, the following observations will be found useful.

I. A passage which is ambiguous, or which contains any
unusual expression, must be interpreted agreeably to what is

revealed more clearly and accurately in other parts of the

Scriptures.

Numerous instances might be adduced in illustration of this remark, in

which bodily parts and passions are ascribed to God : which unusual modes
of expression are to be explained in conformity with such other passages
as remove the appearance of contradiction. Another example we have in

Luke xiv. 13, 11. When thou makest a/cast, rail tin poor, the mdimed, the
lame, the blind, and thou shalt be blessed ; for they cannot recompense
thee : for thou shaft be recompensed at the resurrection of die just. From
this passage, some have inferred that the resurrection of the just only Is

intended, and, consequently, that the wicked shall certainly perish. There
is, it is true, something unusual in this expression : but the doctrine of the
resurrection of all mankind from the dead, which is so explicitly revealed
in other parts of Scripture, being laid down and acknowledged] we rea-
dily perceive that our Saviour was speaking, in the passage under conside-
ration, of acts of kindness done purely for the love of God, ana

1

on the
reci'inpiM.-i' which lie would bestow on them. But of t lie universal resur-
rection no notice is taken, nor is it denied that the wicked will receive their
reward.

II. A passage, in which a doctrine is slightly treated, jnitst

be explained by one where the sttbject is more largely discuss-

ed . and Tine single passage is not to be explained in contra-

diction to many others, but consistently with them.

For instance, Jesus Christ in one place says, that he judges no man ; in

another, that he will judge all men: in one passage that be is not come to
judge the world; in another, that he is come for judgment. These seem-
ing inconsistencies occur in the Gospel of Saint John ; it becomes neces-
sary, therefore, to find out some other passage that will reconcile them;
Thus, in John xii. 47. he says, Jcame not to judge the world; and in ch. ix.

39. he says, Forjudgment lam come into this world. In the latter passage
he adds rhc cause of his thus coming,—namely, that they whose blindness
proceeded from mere ignorance should be taught to see : while they who
saw only through pride and prejudice should be left in their wilful "blind-
ness. Hence it appears, that our Lord was not speaking of the last judg-
ment, from which we call God the judge of the living ami of the dead; but
that (lie tenor of his discouise was, to enable his hearers themselves to
determine whether they were ignorant or not; for in the sai ibaptei
(verse 16.) it is said that Jesus spoke these words to the Pharisees, who
would not perceive their own ignorance, nor judge themselves. In the
other passages (John xii. 47.) we read, [came not to fudge (rather to con-
demn) the world but to save the world,—not to make its inhabitants wretch-
ed, bit I to make them happy for time and eternity, if they will be -so wise as
to listen to the proposals which I offer. Here' the word save is plainly
opposed to condemn : ami that this is the proper meaning of the passage
is evident from comparing chaptei in. verses 15—19.

The latter part <.f this rule the following passage will exemplify. In
Qi n mm id— it. die observance of circumcision is commanded; in Acis
xv. the observance of that rite is affirmed not to be necessary. These
propositions are apparently contradictory ; Jesus Christ himself has de-
trnniijnl tli.'in, M;tit. xi. 13. All the prophets, and the law, until John,
prophesied: intimating, as the context implies, that the observances of the
law would thereafter cease.

III. Between a general assertion in one text, and a restric-

tion of it, or cm exception to it, in another text, there is an
appearance of contradiction which is sometimes removed by
explaining the former with the proper limitations. 1

» Gerard's Institutes, p. 4,36.

Several general expressions, in all languages, not only admit of, but also
require a limitation ; without which the true sense and meaning of many
passages will not he understood. And. as the eastern nations indulged
themselves most freely in the use of strong and figurative expressions, the
Scriptures require more limitations, perhaps, than any other book; as it

respects the New Testament, Saint Paul mentions principles on which we
may build our limitations : I speak after the manner of men. (Rom. vi. 19.)
// is manifest that he is excepted. ( 1 Cor. xv 27 )

Thus, in Maik x. 11, 12. and in Luke xvi. 18. divorce is absolutely forbid-
den : but in Matt. v. 32. and xix. 9. it is allowed for adultery only. Yet in
1 Cor. vii. 15. it seems to be allowed, though the apostle does not authorize
a second marriage.
The precept, Except we become as little children, we shall not enter into

the ki?igdo?n of heaven (Matt, xviii. 3.), cannot mean that we are not to
speak distinctly, or to walk steadily : but obviously refers to the docility,

and freedom from ambition and worldly thoughts, which characterize
children.
The observations offered in pp. 371, 372. supra, on the figures of speech,

termed synecdoche, and hyperbole, may be applied in illustration of the
preceding remark.

§ 2. apparent Contradictions from the same Terms being used
in different and even contradictory Senses.

I. Sometimes an apparent contradiction, in point of doctrine,

arises from the same words being used in different senses in

different texts.

In this case the seeming repugnancy is to be removed by re-

stricting the term properly in each text.

Thus, in some passages of the New Testament, we read that the kingdom
of Christ is eternal : but in 1 Cor. xv, 24. it is said to have an end; in the
latter passage, the kingdom of Christmeans his mediatorial kingdom, which
includes all the displays of his grace in saving sinners, and all his spiritual

influence in governing the church visible on earth. By the eternal king-
dom of Christ is intended the future state of eternal blessedness, which is

so beautifully described as an inheritance, incorruptible, undejUed, ana
that fadeth not away, reserved in Heaven, Ac (1 Pet. i 1,5.)

In like manner, // is appointed unto ni> n unci to die (Heb. ix. 27.). that
is, a temporal death : yet if any man keep Christ's sayings he shall ><< ot r

see dt nth (John viii. 51. ), that is, eternal death, Hatred of others is wry-
sinful and odious (Tit. Hi. 3 ), and yet to hate our nearest relations, thai is,

to love them less than we love Christ, is a duty. (Luke xiv 26. compart u
with Matt. x. 37.) John the Baptist was not Ellas (John i. 2l.)i thai is, nol

the prophet who lived under Ahab; but he: was the Blias predicted by
Malachi (Mai. iv. 5, 6;), that is, one in the spirit and power of the ancient
Elijah. (Mart. xi. 11, 12. 14. Mark ix. 11—13. Luke i. 17 )

So we cannot stand before God in the righteousness of our own persona
(Psal. cxliii. 2.), hut we may appeal to bun for the righteousness of our
must', in matters of difference between ourselves and others. (Fsal. xvih.
20. xxxv. 27.)

II. .Ippctrent contradictions, in points of doctrine, sometimes
arise from the same word being used not only in different but
also in contradictory senses.

Thus in Joshua, xxiii. 5. the same Hebrew verb c»-p (yorosb), which

usually signifies to inherit or possess, also means to dispossess or disin-

herit; He shall expel them (from their inheritance) from before you, and
ye shall possess their land, succeed to their inheritance. In like manner,
the word sin also denotes a sin-offering in Gen. iv. '/. 8 Cor. v. 21. and in

many other passages of Scripture. The Hebrew verb TO (sanaK), to
bless, has been supposed also to mean curse} and, contrary to the au-
thority of ancient versions, the lexicons (as the late eminently learned Mr.
Parkhurst has proved) have given it the sense of cursing in the six follow-
ing passages ; 1 Kings xxi. ID. 13. Job i. 5. 11. and especially Job ii. 5. 9.

The rendering of which last passage, he observes, should be thus:

—

Then said his wife unto him,
Dost thou yet retain thine integrity,

Blessing the Aleim (.God) and dying, or even unto death t*

The Creek language presents numerous similar examples of the same
words having different senses. Thus Eiff«xov, in its primitive acceptation,
bears a good sense, and simply means any representation or likeness of a
thing; but it also most frequently denotes, in the New Testament, an
image to which religious worship is given, whether it \w intended of the
to m God, as in Acts vii. 41., or of a false deity, as in Acts xv. 20. 1 Cor- xii.

2 ami Rev. ix. 20. So ITfpiif yof, which simply means curious, and its de-
rivative Tripupyit'Cofixt. are used in a worse sense, and denote impertinent
curiosity in other persons' affairs, as in I Tim. v. 13. and 2Thess, in 11.

So wXeoMXTiiv, which primarily signifies to have more than another, also
means to have more than one ought to possess, to defraud and circumvent.
See .'Cor. vii. 2. xii. 17, 18. and IThess. iv. 6. (which last text denotes to
defraud and injure by adultery, as numerous commentators, ancient and
modern, have already observed). And fet$unv

t
which (like the Hebrew

verb "DIP, Gen. xliii. 34.)' in its good sense denotes merely to drinkfreely
and to cheerfulness, but not to intoxication (as in John ii- 10.), is often
raken in an ill sense, and means to be drunken. Compare Matt. xxiv. 49.
Acts ii. 15. and 1 Thess. v. 7. with Rev. xvii. 2. G.«

» Parkhurst's Hebrew Lexicon, p. 84. 5th edition. Dr. Mason Good, in

his version of the book of Job, has adopted Mr. P.'s rendering, and con-
firmed its propriety by various examples; see particularly his notes,

pp. 5-9.
3 They drank and were merry (literally drank largely) with him.
* The Latin language presents us with many examples of the samo

words which have different meanings. It will suffice to specify two or
three. Sacer, it is well known, signifies not only that which is holy, but
also that which is most cursed and detestable. Thus, we have in Virgil

(iEn. iii. 57.) the well known words auri sacra fames. In our old English
common law writers, villanus (villain) denotes a rustic of servile condition,
but the English word is now exclusively a term of infamy. So, missu, the
mass, was at first an innocent word, signifying merely the service of the
church ; hut it has long since degenerated into a widely different meaning,
and is given exclusively to the worship of the church of Rome.
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§ 3. apparent contradictions, in points of doctrine, arising

from the different designs of the sacred writers.

Jk kind of repugnancy sometimes arises from the different

designs which the sacred writers had in view ,- and this can
tnly be removed by interpreting each passage agreeably to the

writer's design.

It is obi ii mis in.it iii.- Mme per* ess himself to various ways
nun.' one and the a* thing; and I nun be had
Dl tnl i In Salnl Paul's Bpisth nd the apostle

GreqaenUj arguing but in i with those wh
urged i

with ihe Mi ae pas-
...

.
. more genii]

am) profom and •• a u I
I

! I Tq und
pasi»a£<'s aright, then, il Ls d ii we distinguish the threefold de-

i the spastic
hu Lhi ol the He b c ritual I \. a who maintained
the ril f M u / mind, and could do) per-
suade themselves thai these ought u> be abao
with greal lenity; compare Rom ifii throughout ~t There were i

however, who, while they contended foi

Mosaic law, expressed the utmost contt mptfor thcCti

re&fwn. whirl, they either affirmed nol to be true, or to be insufilcli m
unless the observance ol ihe law ol He

i
tdded kgsinsl dais

Salnl Paul argues with much more severity, denying
Lher the necessity ol sueh observance; compare theEplstls to the

Galatians .*. There \\.i> another class of persona who, to the external
obsen i ritual, joined certain philosophical notions bor
rowed from the Alexandrian school ol philosophers, and which war) n

among the Therapi hub According to these, the highest wisdom
consj ol i eltbacy, mortifical and abstinence from animal

it»iuiisi ih.'M' t 1 1 ii !< .ijiint.iiis 1 3 1

-

ii)..,. 1
1.- ,ni:ur.. M'lit'inenily, term

lug them profane and old wives' fables, and diabolical, thai is, the mosl
ni 'i ii irines The perusal ol Philo a tre ill ie on ttai I b<

wiiishowwti.it preti scl made to wisdom and piety) which
t and abstinence and n il b m hal sovereign con*

tempt they rega othei persons. To this class ol Balol Paul's
nistfl .'i i" be referred i Tim. iv, throughout, and also Col 11.

e end.

On Uic best mode of ascertaining the design of any hook or

passage in the Sacred Writings, see pp. 33'J, 340. supra.

§ A. apparent contradictions, arising from the different ages
in which the Sacred Writer* lived, and the different degrees

of knowledge which they possessed.

I. There is another class of doctrinal points, in which a spe-

cies of repugnancy io produced by the different ages in which
the sacred writers lived.

All - the Si rlpturesare agreed In the summat
truths revealed in them and that, from the book ol Gen : H

(MM ol Saint John I md aoantmouulj delivered,
viz thai there is one Infinite!] wl i md en rnal Godj and

ol God through [fie atonement of the Messiah dec. 6 c

Uut this doctrine i variously expressed, according as the ages, in which
ill-- writers lived, were more or less remote from the time when the Son
of God (lesb. Further, in the * »m Testament, there
are mi ep relative to revenging of injuries on enemies,

D uch precepts
are to be found In the New Tesbunenl igaln, the law ol revenge and

M exti emely severe, 1
1 qu - ey< foi

Lb, dtc. w ld< lj differenl from this Is the
wpirii ol the Chri itlan docu

II. An apparent contradiction likewise is caused by the dif-

ferent degrees of knowledge possessed by the tacred writers

relative in the happiness to he procured for man 1»\ Jesus Christ.

In the < lid Testament tb! a una astantl (escribed i

being the New j

disml (Hi med i" I" Dene*
peni one Jehovah is treated <<i in

the book i ol the ' Md and N 9 Test tmi at, i

i the formi i
. bul I nal in

ler;Tn d I iut in the New ii

Mftim tal revel n ofthe divine will we
God; who

cities minus, to i ecelve those intlma-
Lmlcati Vnd

In the impel fi mproved dogi i

knowledge whicli e tl Ihey
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i ppi ns, thai thfi
I

1

1

i ie thing, > tl
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i

.

nkill.l

'! Lastly, In lh< d
I m I

1

• o Law uf Ma In III

adspti
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I
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underwent
srafl as more clearly, rojeel »f lypi , and di a ccrc-

m formerly delighted- An attentive con-
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: ns brought
by InfideJs sgalnsl tl *ccu*
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SECTION V.

tW \ I II.UUl TIONS TO MoKAI.lTV.

Notwithstanding, il is generally admitted that the Holy
Scriptures breathe a spirit of the purest and most diffusivi |y

benevolent morality ; yel there are Borne passages « hich have
been represented as giving countenance I lorality and
cruelty. But these, when duly examined, will In found per-

fectly in unison with the purest principles of morality, rhe
wide difference which subsists between ancient and modern
manners, if fairly amsidtrt tl, would alnne be a siiHicnni ropl)

to the indecencies which arc asserted t" exist in the Bible.

'

Further, the characters and conducl of mi n, « bom we find

in all other respects commended in the Scriptures, are in some
respects faulty ; but these are, in Buch instances, by no means
proposed for "nr imitation, and, consequently, give no sanc-
tion whatever to immorality: for several of these faults are

either expressly condemned, or are brieflj i d

as matter of fact, w itboul any intimation thai tin
j

to be commended or imitated. The sacred writers, howi vi r.

.:m only answi rable for facts, not for the morality of actions.

It is true that the Jewish history is stained with blood and
cruelty; but so is the history of all other nations (wl
chroniclers, annalists, or other historians arc nol censured fur

their hare narration of the crimes of the individuals or na-
tions), and without the additional oiicnuistatice of b

relieved l>y such histories of true piety and virtue as abound
in the Scriptures, lint it is worthy of remark, that the mora]
character of the Jew ish nation was by no means so uniformly
had as the modern antagonists of divine revelation pretended.
In some ages, their morals were much purer, and then

more fervent, than al others. Such « ae the gi aeration w bich
lirst entered Canaan with Joshua, and such also tbi genera-
tions that lived during the reigns of their most pious monarchs.
It i>. moreover, to be considi n d, that trration of
any action, such as we find in the Old and NewTestami
implies neither the approbation imr the censure of it, but only

declares that such a thing was done, and in such a manni r;

ami the not conccalinj; of these shows the simplicity and
impartiality of the sucn d writers, who spareno person whom-
soever, nol even when they themselves are concerned,

—

ih. ugh the thing related should redound to their disgrace ;

—

as in tin c.is. of Noah's drunkenness (( o n. i\. 81.), Jacob's

deceiving of Isaac (Gen. xxvii.), 1 Peter's denial of Christ

(Matt, xxvi. 69— 75. and the parallel passages of thi other

neelists): Paul's dispute with Peter (Gal. ii. II—II.);

and Paul's excuse of himself. (Acts xxiii. 5.)
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The following are the principal passages which the recent

advocates of infidelity have charged with being contradictions to

morality; with how little pretext, the reader will be enabled to

judge, by the candid examination and consideration of the re-

mainder of this section.

1. God's command to Abraham, to sacrifice Isaac (Gen.

xxii.), has been represented as a command to commit murder in

its most horrid farm, and consequently , as inconsistent with the

\oliness of God to give.

But this command may be satisfactorily vindicated, either by regarding

t as a symbolical action,' or (without this consideration) hy resolving it

nto the divine sovereignty over the lives of his creatures. For, the

Supreme Lord and Giver of Life has a right to take it away, and to com-
mand it to be taken away, whenever and in whatsoever manner he pleases.

To offer a human victim to him, without his express warrant, would be to

commit murder ; but to do so by his command would be an act of obedi-

ence. A.s the Almighty has a right to command, so his perfections lead us
to infer that he will command nothing but what is worthy of himself. The
design of God, however, was to prove Abraham, in order that his faith, love,

and obedience might be manifest, and not, in fact, that he should offer up
Isaac.

2. Jacob y

s vow (Gen. xxviii. 20—22.) is asserted to be quite

conditional, and as implying that if his God would clothe and
feed him, he would serve him.

This representation is not more unjust, than the manner in which it is

stated is indecent- In order that this matter may be regarded in its pro-

per light, it must be considered, that, immediately before the account
which is given us of Jacob's vow, we are informed of a vision which he
had when selling out on his journey to Padan-Aram, when God renewed
to him ilie promises made to Abraham concerning the giving of the land

of Canaan to his posterity, and that in his seed all nations of the earth

should be blessed: at the same time assuring him, that he would be with

him in all places whither he should go, ami would bring him again into that

land. (12— 15.) In consequence of this vision, Jacob made his vow the

next morning ; the design of which was, to express the sense he had of
the divine goodness, and his confidence in God's gracious protection, and
to declare his solemn resolution, that if God would be with him and keep
him in his way, and would give him bread to eat and raiment to put on
(which shows the moderation of his desires), so that he should come again to

his father's house in peace, he would after his return make an open and pub-
lic acknowledgment of his gratitude and devotion to the Lord as his God

;

would set apart that place, where God had appeared to him, to his worship :

and would devote to His service the tenth of all the substance which God
should give him. Now such a conduct as this, instead of being impiously

interested and craving (as some opposers of revelation have asserted), will

appear to every one, who judges candidly and impartially, a great argument
of the simplicity and goodness of Jacob's heart, and of a pious and well-

disposed mind : though undoubtedly it appears absurd to those who affirm

—what however they cannot prove—that the Almighty does not concern
himself with individuals of the human race.

3. The objection, that God's commanding of the Israelites

(Exod. Hi. 22. xii. 35.) to borrow from the Egyptians what
they never intended to restore, is not only an act of injustice,

but favours theft, is obviated by rendering the Hebrew verb hw
(sitAat), asked or demanded, agreeably to its proper and literal

meaning, 2 which is given to it in all the ancient versions, as well

as in every modern translation, our own excepted.

4. The hardeiiing of Pharaotis heart (Exod. iv. 21. ix. 16.)

has been a fruitful source of malignant cavil with the adver-

saries of the Bible ; some of whom have not hesitated to affirm

that this single chapter is sufficient to destroy the authenticity

of the entire Scriptures, while others, more decently and spe-

ciously, assert that a just God could not punish the Egyptian

mojiarch for a hardness of heart of which he himself was evi-

dently the cause. This is the objection in all its force. Let us

now see how little foundation there is for it.

"When we meet with an assertion apparently contrary to all the truth

and equity in the world, it is but common justice to any writer, human or

divine, to suppose, that we mistake his meaning, and that the expression

employed to convey it is capable of an interpretation different from that

which may at first present itself. We cannot, for a moment, imagine that

God secretly influences a man's will, or suggests any wicked stubborn
resolution to" his mind, and then punishes him for it. We are, therefore,

to consider, by what other means, not incompatible with his nature and
attributes, he may be said, in a certain sense, and without impropriety, to

harden a man's heart. There are many ways by which we may conceive

this effect to be wrought, without running into the absurdity and impiety

above mentioned. The heart may be hardened by those very respites,

miracles, and mercies, intended to soften it; for if they do not soften it

they will harden it.—God is sometimes said to do that which he permits to

oe done by others, in the way of judgment and punishment: as when his

people rejected his own righteous laws, he is said to have 'given them'
.he idolatrous ones of their heathen neighbours, 'statutes that were not

good.'—The heart may be hardened by his withdrawing that grace it has long

resisted: men maybe given up to a reprobate mind; as they would not

see when they possessed the faculty of sight, the use of that faculty may
be taken from them, and they may be abandoned to blindness. But all this

is judicial, and supposes previous voluntary wickedness, which it is de-

signed to punish."3

Further, no person who candid''/ peruses the history of the transactions

with Pharaoh, can deny that what the Almighty did to Pharaoh and the

Egyptians had a tendency to soften rather than to harden his heart ; espe-

i This is Bp. Warburton's mode of solving the difficulty.

* It is the very word used in Psal. ii. 8. Snb> (sHAaU. Ask of me, and I

will give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts

of the earthfor thy possession.
s Bp. Home's Letters oa Infidelity, Lett. xiv. (Works, vol. vi. p. 481.)

Vol. I. 3 F

eially as it was not until after he had seen tne miracles, and after tho
plagues had ceased, that he hardened himself and would not suffer the
Israelites to depart. The threatened plagues were suspended on a condi-
tion with which he refused to comply, and then only were they inflicted.
It is, moreover, well known that Hebrew verbs in the Hiphil conjugation
signify to permit or to suffer io be done, as well as to cause to be done

;

hence nothing more is meant, than to leave a man to the bent and
tendency of his own disposition. Thus Pharaoh was left, and he is said
to have made his own heart stubborn against God. He sinned yet more
and hardened his heart. The proper rendering, therefore, of Exod. iv.

21. is—/ will permit his heart to be so hardened that he will not let the
people go. So in Exod. ix. 12. it ought to be translated, Yet the Lotto
suffered the heart of Pharaoh to be so hardejied-, that he hearkened not
to them. And a more literal rendering of Exod. ix. 15, 16. would remove
the discrepancy which seems at present to exist in our common ver-
sion, which runs thus :

—

Fur now I will stretch out my hand and s?nite
thee tcith pestilence : and thou shalt be cut offfrom the earth. And in very
deed for this cause have I ruised thee up, for to shoiv in thee my power :

and that my name may be declared throughout all the earth. In the origi-

nal Hebrew, the verbs are in the past tense, and not in the future, as our
authorized version improperly expresses them, by which means an appa-
rent contradiction is produced : for neither Pharaoh nor his people were
smitten with pestilence, nor was he by any kind of mortality cut offfrom,
the earth. The first-born, it is true, were slain by a destroying angel, and
Pharaoh himself was drowned in the Red Sea : but there is no reference
whatever to these judgments in the two verses in question. If the wnrds
be translated as they ought in the subjunctive mood, or in the past instead
of thefuture, this seeming contradiction to facts, as well as all ambiguity,

will be avoided : For if now I had stretched out TnVty (sHOLncHTi had
se?it forth) my hand, and had smitten thee and thy people with the pesti-

lence, thou sholldest have been cut offfrom the earth. But truly on
this very account have I caused thee to subsist, thai I might cause thee to

see my power : and that my name might be declared throughout all the
cartli, or in all this land."*
Thus God gave this impious king to know that it was in consequence of

his especial providence, that both he and his people had not been already
destroyed by means of the past plagues: but that God had preserved hiiu
for this very purpose, that he might have a further opportunity of showing
Pharaoh His power in the remaining plagues, and of manifesting that He,
Jehovah, was the only true God, for the full conviction of the Hebrews and
Egyptians."

Lastly, our authorized translation of Exod. vii. 13. {and he [that is, God]
hardened Pharaoh's heart) is incorrect. It ought to have been, and the
heart of Pharaoh was hardened, as the oiiginal is rendered by all the
ancient versions, without exception, and by the most judicious modern
translations. The same phrase is correctly translated in our authorized
version, in Exod. vii. 22. viii, 19. and ix. 7.

The objections, therefore, which the opponents of the Bible

have raised against it from the passages we have been consider-

ing, are thus proved to be utterly destitute of foundation.

5. Again, visiting the sins of the fathers upon their children

(Exod. xx. 5.) has been charged as injustice.

But this objection disappears, the moment we are convinced that the
reward and punishment here intended, are confined to the outward cir-

cumstances of prosperity and distress in the present life; because if (as

was the case) such a sanction were necessary in the particular system by
which God thought fit to govern the Jewish people, it is evident, that any
inequality as to individuals, would be certainly and easily remedied in a
future life (as in the particular instances recorded in Num. xvi. 27—33.

and Josh. vii. 24, 25.) ; so that each should receive his final reward exactly
according to his true appearance in the sight of God, and " thus the Judge
of all the earth do right." It is only when children copy and improve on
the crimes of their wicked parents, that they draw down upon their heads
redoubled vengeance : so that the innocent never suffer for the guilty,

except in such temporal calamities as necessarily result from their parent's
crimes. As, when the profligacy of one generation involves the next in
poverty, or the like. On the contrary, so henevolent is the God of Israel,

that the eminent piety of one man is sometimes rewarded with blessings
on thousands of his descendants. This was the case with Abraham and
his descendants. Yet this is the God whom deists represent as cruel and
vindictive.

6. The extirpation of the Canaanites by the Jews, according

to the divine command, is urged as an act of the greatest cruelty

and injustice; but this objection falls to the ground when it is

considered

—

First, That the Canaanites were unquestionably a most depraved and
idolatrous race ; and to have suffered them to remain and coalesce with

the Israelites, would have been to sanction idolatry hy encouraging their

union with idolatrous nations. It must be admitted that God has a right to

punish wicked nations by the infliction of judgments, such as pestilence

or famine, or by employing the sword of enemies; because we see that

he actually doe« so in the course of his Providence ; and we cannot see
what essential difference there is between this and his giving a command
to the Israelites to destroy the wicked Canaanites; for it is a notorious

fact, that these latter were an abominably wicked people. "It is needless
to enter into any proof of the depraved state of their morals; they were a
wicked people in the time of Abraham ; and even then were devoted lb

* Ainsworth, Houbigant, Dathe, Schott and Winzer on Exod ix. 15, 16.

It is worthy of remark that the Septuagint Greek version of the Pentateuch
(which confessedly is the best executed part of all that version), renders
these two verses subjunctively, and is followed in this respect by T)r.

Boothroyd, who thus translates them :—Yea now could / stretch out my
hand and smite thee and thy people with pestHence ; so that thou shouldest
be cut offfrom the earth. And in very deed for this purpose have J pre-

served thee, (Sept. tvmev toutov 8nT*if>n5it$, On this account thou hast been
preserved), that I may show to thee my power, and that my name may be

declared through all (he earth. The case of Pharaoh is fully considered

by Mr. Twopenny in his " Dissertations on some parts of the Old and New
Testaments," &c. Diss. iv. pp. 38—54. ; and in Dr. Graves's Discourses

on Calvinistic Predestination, pp. 295—304.
> Dr. A, Clarke on Exod. ix, 15.

s Dr. Graves's Lectures on the Pentateuch, vol. ii. pp. 172—185. See
also Michaelis's Commentaries on the Laws of Moses, vol. i. pp. 45—47.

Age of Infidelity, in answer to the Age of Reason, p. 52.
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!. don by <: I : i"ii n.-'ir Iniquity mi nol then lull, thai is, they were

not yel armed i" such a heighi ol profligacy and impii t) u required their

laiheumeof Iuoscs,ihey were idolaters ; sacrincersol their

own crying and smiling Infanta ol human floahj addicted to

unnatural lu^ts; Immersed in ihe filthlnessol all ma i- ol rice Now, It

will be Impossible to prove, thai il eras a proceeding contrary to I

moral »i< ked i people He made the Israelii* -

ind, in doing into, be gave such an evident

ami i.-in ill.' p onjination of vice, as could not fell to strike the

aurroundli ations with astonishment and terror, and to impreea on the

minds of the Israelite* whai iht-y were io expect, n they followed the ex-

ample ol the nation omtnandcd them to cm oil'. • \> shaft nut

eommit any ofOn se abomination*, that the land not ye

it totted out the nationa which wen befort you. 1 (Lev. xviH. 28.) How
trong ive this language ' the rices o( the inhabitants were so

soominable, thai the very land was sick ol them, ami torceil to vomit ihem

forth, us the stomach disgorges a deadly poison
"

i

\i:,t the inn-- oi God's forbearance was expired, the] bad

still the alternative either to flee elsewhere, as, En nut, many ol them did,

or to surrender themselves, renounce Iheir idolatries, and serve the God
..! i irael: in which ease 11 appears that there was mercy for them Com-

pare Deul sx lu— 17. Thai the utter destruction here mentioned was te

take place only in cases of obstinacy and resistance, may be inferred both

IV..UI lli.- rea>i'moi" the denunciation, ami also from the several huts an. nd-

ins its execution.

(1.) The -' !.'.'« why ih'-v were i" be cul on, is stated (DeuL rx 13.) to

be t/mt they track you not to do after all their abomination* ; which rea on

wail, i il -I !n. .1 in i i-<-"i their i". peutuuee, and turning from their

idols to worship the Bodol Israel

(2.) The facts, from which we ar^ue. are the following. Ann the con-

quest of the country, we are told (Josh, cl 19, 90
I
thai Thert was not a

city that ma&\ peaa with the children oj Ftraei,*avi tiu //<<. ... t/u <<>

habitante oj Qtbeon ; oM otht rt/u u took in battle. For it teas ofthi Cord
tohardrn then heart*, that they should meet Israel in battle, that he •.

Israel) mighl destroy them utterly, and that they might have no favour,

but that he (Israel or the Israelites) might destroy them » Now tins pas-

sage certainly implies thai Ho- Csnaanites mighl have had peace il the]

had thought proper to accept the proposed terms. The) rejected the Hrsl

offers ot peace, an i were punished by Jehovah refusing them any further

opportunities The ease <<i the Gibeooites Kerns to confirm this,1 in aa

1 1 hi.' 1 1 as it is difficull I
icelve thai the oath and covenant, made to them

mm stances ol deception, should have bc'ii so valid and

sacred iftl rd.T for their extinct i. mi admitted ol no limit it ton. The pre-

iUooofRahabaaso(J 13—14. vi. 22,23.), md a family of Bethel

(Jodg. i 25 >. with some other instances (i Kings Ix 20, 21, etc i. incl

etrougly to this expn ition ; nor does il want the sanction of very respect-

able names among the critics and commentators, Jewish and ('In istian *

iii ihe THifiD placb. The destruction la do) to be attributed to Israel

irhnih/. • . m as instruments. The Lord himself, partly by storms and

tempests partly hy noxious insects, and partly by Injecting terror Into Ihe

mln i of the inhabitants, perhaps expelled and destroyed more Lban the

Israelites themselves; the wonderful, and we may add the mlraculou

ol God co-operating with them, (Compare Bxod. xxili Z
jo h \ II A,t Doubtless Ood might have destroyed these nations by

Uri n ' plague, and no man surely would have dis-

puted Ilia justice or authority. Then why should men dispute his equity

in destroying them hy the sword of war ! Or, if we admit for a tent

the existence of Invisible spirits, he mighl have sent an angel to di troy

them; and would it be unworthy of an angel i" be the minister of his dis-

IM I Why, then, are Joshua and the Israelites to he uhuwd on the

.-, ound '

Lasts,? The Umfghty has, In fact, execuh d lodgments on mankind for

more severe than tins. Though the inhabitants ol Osnaan are reckoned

seven or eight nations, their whole country waa much less than England,

and what is this to the drowning of the worm I a fact, attested by allancien)

hi i

,, ,,( ine and human, and confirmed by Innumerable monuments.
That e con idt rations will sufficiently Justify Joshua and ti the* He-

brew worthies, who engaged hi tins war bedience to the divina com
mand: and unless we aclmll them En a great degree, we know nol bow any

nar a) all can be |n tilled, bowevei oeceseary. if many ol tin- people
. n fed in il from baser motives, we axe no) required lo answer for their

conduct. There will always be bad characters In an army and we do not

reckon the Jews to be a nation of pure aaJntSk' Bui the facl is, thai II

nowhere appears (nor can it be proved) thai the Israelites in general

contracted ferocious habits hy this exterminating war. Pew nations, If

any svei i rig tged less frequently, or In fewer offensive wars than I rsiel

;

and theil agricultural hahus, together with other circumstances, i.perat- d

h wars o( aiiilnli"ti and conmiest It any individuals, or even
the nation in some In tance . did patin i foroc b spirit, they propoi

Uonately violated thehr own laws, which enjoined love to neigh

atrangera, and enemies. The bJ red abadow of proof cannol be
.

| that Hose canrledon war, under the pretax! nf religion. He made
an proselytss by the word and neither he nor any other parson man.

Ltlon in Script ure, ma. I.- war 00 any nation beyond the

torders ol the prom) ad land becau - they wars Idowi i

7. The narrative ofthe death of the rebels, AToroA, Vaihan,

and .Ihirum, and their associates, contained in Num. xvi.

» itp VVal n kpology foi the Bible, In reply to the law of Reason,
l ettai i p. •' (London edll I

- 1

I !n in
I

The I Hi "i P ill h is some
admirable ob ervsikmsoni " rensrnJsiio-

po i s M3 And i>i Oravt is treated li u i: i
. ..t

i and with bis wonted acouracj Lecl -'ti Pentateuch, rot IL

].p i M
» Tii- twendi th rer* msj more literally/, be

ah tat the will nl Jehoi all < that tht

/.....'.. ;'n. that they y them; mat they mightahaw
i .-, tht "i a* Jt hovah 1 1 mmundi d U

it rnaj be obje* led II i
' were lo proclaim peace, whi 01 i

the di Olbeonlti rhe an iwai i aa * it gh
id. v wars '" spar.' their Uvea, thai wars not t" enter Into any tr

slhaoce with them Bare was thsir oblecl to pTaserve l Ilbenli

ml H . rem made alan
nd the mi nlal offli ol the tabarnai Is
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Belden and Le Clen 9oe Flndtsy's Vindication ol tn aaeri I Booka
HK.itn-i Voltaire, pp. 13| 130 andTwo| M naii'-iip, pp I"J-11J.

• \ : lufld 6 31.

23—3">. has met with peculiar treatment from the critics of the

new school in German;/.

on.- class have suggested IhsJ Moses probably caused the tents "i the
rebels to bo ananernameaT ; sodas he knew al whsl boor ol the dai
mine would be aprung so he could predicl whan the rebels would be
swallowed up In the earth ' Bicnhorn is somewhat more expi n in his ax*
planatioa He auempts tq Bhow, thai Mosef ordered the rebels t>> he
f.in i"i aiirr, with all thai appertained to it" m aatoChe i«" hundred and
fifty men consumed by fire, he thinks tluu they wi re first slain, and then
theli bodies coosumoo by lire . and this by the orders ol Hon
To argot against conjectures of each a nature would, Indeed be

in vain, it is no! possible for any nne, who reads the narration ol Mo • -

really to suppose thai the writer old not regard the event in questio
tnint* iitotis. Now the object ol so interpreiei is, to explain the ineaolng
ol th. author whom be inierpreoa. The question—whether such sn event
as Is related io Num. xvl 2J--J0. is (mssit.ie m . t. .imi. n..n \- .

by critics i<r sceptics, and may he answered by tlichi in the negative . hut
it who believe that the Creator of the world has it ai all is under
in- i antral and thai the authors ol the saert d volume are worthj <-i full

credit, uiil qoI be anxious to • tplsin away the obvious m- aning ol the

Scriptures, nor to free tliemselves from (be oblig > occur
rencea of a supernatural kind. To wonder <o tu Bcoflf at this (so named)
credulity, is nol difficult; but to argue il down* with grounds nl lessoning
thai will abide the teal ol caxarnl, extensive, and sober mvestigatioo, hi

quite b different task.«

8. The severity of .Moses in ordering the extermination of
the JMJdianite* (Num. xxxi.) can only A** justified bv the

command. Tliis the history asserts: hut that assertion (it has
been insisted) is contradicted hy the nature of the case, tie-

cause it is abhorrent from the Deity to require the destruction

of hi* creatures, and more especially to require them to destroy

one another.

This is the objection In all its strength; only in this instance there is

suppo: ed lo be equal cruelty in sharing as in desiroj while
all the nudes were destroyed (children as well as adults), the female soil
dn n and virgins were ,.ll tu !.. spared, as it lias heen mud, lor prostitution.

For the tatter assertion, however, there is no foundation either in foci or
in probability- It only proves thai the objectors find it D«cessarj u> eras*
L-fiaft

, in order to produce the desired tiled upon ilu-ir readers : foi the
books of Moses nowhere allow ihe Israelites to d. baucfa their temale
staves Hi- law prohibited an Israelite even from marrying a captive, wtuV
out delays and previous forma lilies ; and il he aflerwurd ,< r, he
was bound to sel her al Bberty "because be had humbled her." (DeuL
rxl i' 1 ii

I They were, thro, simply allowed to retain these captivi

dav< i educating them in theii uuniues, and employing them & domestics
The destruction of the other Midlanitisn women, who wi n urrled

or debauched. Is accounted for, by recollecting thai the) hail enticed the
Israelites to aui II is I lad t 11 " well known to requin ol in

i in. place, thai In the early heathen nationa numbers of li wd wnm^n w. re

consecrated lo fornication and Idolatry, v< ruges ol wh« h are athl t" be
(bund s og the dancing girls ol Egy pi andul he ha Such, probablyi wei e

many of these women, and such, tni refore A is theii punfshuienl
the males, they were appointed to destruci thai the nun |1 i

extirpated, which was unpossible while anyol ihe male issue were pre-

served

9. It in asserted that some of the J.evitical laws have a

manifest tendency to corrupt and defile the imagination t and
the regulations in Dmit. xxii. 13—21. have heen particularly

urged as an instance of this sort.

\\'i;h regard to these regulations, and othei b ol a rimilar kind, are may
remark thai what thev require mhjnl be needful in the then situation of
the i raeUtes, and yet it la nol necessary thai w< should now curioi

Impertinently scrutinise them. The people ol Israel were naturally dis-

posed i" be joaloafl of thehr wives, and to d< fame them witboul any just

cause, thai Iney mighl have an excuse for putting them away, which would
tend i" produce many public mischiefs and dl nrders. In ite- i

fore, il was a wise and hierclful Instilotion, i" provide a remedy by inah
on ol injunctions by which the tnaocenl mighl be vindicated Such signs

nl trial no- hi never fitil In thai climate, though ihey mighl in some othara.
s.i fax indeed was il from being unworthy ofGod to leave such things upon
record, thai il may heighten our admiration* both "i hi m ami
benignity in his managemenl of thai people, who were so extremel) par>
vers.-, and aoasknehVa to the extremes of lui l

and jealousy. If, tin n nro,
the perusal of the paesagc In question excite Improper thongui In si

the raull is In them, and not In the Bci Ipture w ari • Ij any thing can be
mem d, of winch a had one may not be m id< things the raosi

and di\ may In this raapaol bi S tterar*

gumenl thai the Scriptoras were not written by Inspiration "t Bod, thai

thai s an > hlch may be a

who an lasolvlouarj disposed, than II Is thai lbs aun was nol created by
the aim •its light may be a i

in pi rpetrating the crimes which they have naedllated

10. The Mosaic law (Deul. xiii.) which punished idolatry

with death, has been represented as cruel and unjust, and
giving countenance to persecution for religious opinions.

Bui II |
"lie, who will peruse tho rhaptei In qu

with sltentioo thai this law commandi d only is h lai put to

death, a n->- I itl led to idolatry and still continued membi rs of theli own
"i nit] Uid as their govarnmenl a n othei worosj
God was the temporal ktoi i

I

! rsel and their kings were o

roj '. idolatry wa . Iricuy, the p< Utlt al e ol which la

punlsnsble with d< ith f
I i rvedj

thsl the IsraeJltea ware nevei control ioned i ake war upon theii

nelghbom •. oi sxerolse any violence toward an] ol them, li ler i"

them to ^"1 ihlp lb< Ood ol i rani noi lo forci them i«< il ovan
an. i thei wen conquered (Deul » » 10.); '<••< wrn they empowered
thuA forcibly to anampi i" n covi i

who should revoH
i

:-.. io setlla In i hi si hi q ita
|

BtUarl'S Hebrew Chrcstomatliy, pp. 182» 183.



Chap. VII. Sect. V.] OF SCRIPTURE, ALLEGED TO BE CONTRADICTORY. 411

1 1. The law in Deut. xxi. 18—21. has been stigmatized as I to death, authorized human sacrifices : a7id Jephthah's sacrf-

bei?/g both inhuman and brutal, but with as little justice us \Jicing his daughter (Judg. xi. 34, &c), Samuel's hewing Agag
any other part of the JMosaic institutes

The passage in question is as follows :

—

" If a man have a stubborn and
rebellious son, which trill not, obey the voice of his father, nor the voice of
his mother, and lliat irhen they /tare chastened him, will not hearken un/o
them ; then shall bisfuther and his mother lay hold on him, and bring him
out unto the elders of his city and unto the gate of his place; and they
shall say unto the elders of his city, This ourson is stubborn and rebellious ;

he will not obey our voice ; he is a glutton and a drunkard. And all the

men of the c'tiy shall stone him with stu?ies, that he die. On this clause,

we are to take notice, in the first place, of the character of the culprit, it

is a son,—not a daughter;

—

a stubborn and rebellions son, a glutton and
a drunkard;—in a word, a most profligate and abandoned character.
Secondly, his parents must reprove and correct him, repeatedly, and until

there is no hope of amendment. Thirdly, the parents were the only al-

lowed prosecutors ; and it was required that they should both concur in

bringing him to the magistrate, the power of life and death not being in-

trusted to the parents, as it afterwards was among the Greeksand Romans.
Lastly, the magistrates were to investigate the case, which must he fully
proved, so as to induce them to condemn the criminal, and order him to

be put to death. Natural affection would almost always prevent the prose-
cution : the required proof would secure all, but the most atrociously
criminal, from the hasty rage, or the deliberate malice of those few pa-

rents, who were capable of such desperate wickedness, as combining to

murder their own children. We do not read of any instance, in the whole
Jewish history, of this law having been carried into execution. If, how-
ever, such an extraordinary event at any time occurred, it could not fail

to excite general notice, and to produce a deep and lasting impression on
the minds of both parents and children. So that the solemn execution of
one incorrigible criminal would be a most salutary warning to tens of
thousands. The very existence of such a law would confirm greatly the

authority of parents, and give energy to their admonitions; as well as for-

tify the minds of young persons against various temptations, and so pre-
vent crimes. And it would constantly excite all parents, who attended to

the law of Moses, to restrain, correct, and watch over their children, when
young; to give them good instruction, set them a good example, and pray
for them without ceasing ; and to keep them as much as possible out of
bad company, and from contracting bad habits.

This law, therefore, so harmless and beneficial in its operations, yet so

contrary to human policy, proves, instead of invalidating, the divine origi-

nal of that code, in which alone it is found. 1

12. From the conduct of Ehud (Judges iii. 15—26.), of Jael

(iv. 17—20.), andfrom David's advice to Solomon concerning

Joab and Shimei (1 Kings ii. 5, 6. 8.), it has been asserted

that the Scriptures inculcate assassination.

Nothing can be more false than this assertion. For, in the first place,

the cases of Ehud and Jael are simply recorded as matters of tact, without
any comment or observation whatever; and, therefore, they neithei can
nor ouahtto be represented as encouraging assassination. * With regard to

the conduct of Jael in particular, we must judge of it by the feelings of
those, among whom the right of avenging the blood of a relative was so
strongly rooted, that even Moses could not take it away. Jae! was an ally,

by blood, of the Israelitish nation ; their chief oppressor, who had mightily
oppressed them for the space of twenty years, now lay defenceless before
her; and he was moreover one of those whom Israel was bound by divine

command to extirpate. Perhaps, too, she felt herself called to be the in-

strument of God in working out for that nation a great deliverance, by thus
exterminating their heathen oppressor. At least, Israel viewed it in this

light : and in this view we cannot reproach the heroine with that as a crime,
which both she and Israel felt to be a deed performed in accordance with
the mandate of heaven.*
The advice of David to Solomon when on bis death-bed, demands a more

distinct consideration. And, in the first place, with regard to Joab, we
remark that no attentive reader of the history of David, after bis accession
to the throne of Israel, can help observing how often it is noliced that the

sons of Zeruiah were too strong for David ; in other words, that they had
too much power with the army for him to venture to punish their atrocious
deeds ; reasons of state deferred the punishment, and when those reasons
were removed, it was proper to punish a deliberate murderer according to

an express law. David also knew that a man like Juab, who could brook
no superior, might endanger the peace of the kingdom. He was now on-

gaged to support Adonijah, and so far in actual rebellion. But it is to lie

observed that the Hebrew monarch does not advise Solomon to put Joab
absolutely and unconditionally to death : he charges him to do according
to his wisdom, and the sum of his advice is in effect this :—" Though you
have now pardoned Joab through policy, as I was myself compelled to do
by the exigency of the times, and the predominant influence of the sons
of Zeruiah

;
yet, should he offend again, act according to discretion, and

then punish him. as a hoary-headed and confirmed traitor, with death. 11

Secondly", with respect to Shimei, David had fulfilled his promise. He
had only engaged that lie would not put him to death on the day when Abishai
had rt i|iii'Sh.| permission in do it (compare 2 Sam. xix. 23. with I Kings ii.

8.) : and he left it to Solomon to treat him as he thought just, in reference
to his future conduct. David knew that he was Shimei still, and would so

act as to bring on himself due punishment. Solomon accordingly sent for

Shimei, and commanded him to reside in Jerusalem, and not to depart
thence, tinder pain of death on the day when he should pass over the brook
Kishon, a condition to which Shimei thankfully acceded. (1 Kings ii. 37,

38.) Three years afterwards, the latter transgressed this convention and
went to Gath (verse 40.), a suspicious quarter, in consequence of which
Solomon, after charging him with the violation of his oath, commanded him
to be put to death. (41—46.)*

13. Again, it has been asserted by some, that the law of
Moses (Lev. xxvii. 28.), concerning devoted things to be put

* Age of Infidelity, p. 24. Scott's Reply to Paine's Age of Reason, p. 18.

London, IS20, 12mo.
» The cases of Ehud and of Jael are fully considered in Twopenny's Dis-

sertations, pp. 133— 140.

a Prof. Robinson's Interpretation of Judges, chap, v., in the Biblical Re-
pository, vol. ii. p. 607. (Andover, 1831.)

* See Dr. Chandler's Life of David, vol. ii. pp. 444—431., where that

monarch's conduct to Joab and Shimei is fully vindicated.

in pieces before the Lord (1 Sam. xv. 33.), and David's deli-

veriiig seven of Saul's posterity to the Gibeonites to be put to

death by them (2 Sam. xxi. 2, &c), have been represented as in-

stances of human sacrifices according to that law.

But as there are express prohibitions of sacrificing their children in

Deut. xii. 30, 31. Psal. cvi. 37, 38. Jer. vii 31. and Ezek. xvi. 20, 21. ; so there
not only is no direction to sacrifice any other human creature, nor are
there any rites appointed for such sacrifice, but also it would have render
ed the priest unclean, by touching a dead body j and the sacrifice of a man
is expressly declared to be abominable in Isa. Ixvi. 3. As no devoted thing

could be sacrificed at all, the law in question cannot possibly relate to sacri-

fice, and is capable of a very different meaning. Fur, although Josephus,
and many commentators after him, are of opinion ihai Jephthah did really

immolate hisdaughter, the probability is that she was nut sacrificed. And

this will appear from the rendering of the conversive particle 1 (vau), which
the preceding considerations require to he taken disjunctively, and trans-

lated or instead of and, both in Lev. xxvii. 28.* and also in Judges xi. 30,

31. 8 What further confirms this rendering, and consequently reconciles
these two passages, is, that Jephthah's rashness had time to cool, as his

daughter went two months to bewail her virginity, I hat is her consecration

to God, which obliged her to remain single without posterity. It is further

said that she went to bewail her virginityt
not her sacrifice. Besides the

Israelitish women went four times in every year to mourn or talk with
(jnotfor) the daughter of Jephthah, to lament her seclusion from the world,
and the hardship ofher situation as cut off from every domestic enjoyment.
Now, if in the course of two months no person could have suggested to

Jephthah a ransom for his daughter, yet purely she must have been alive,

though dead to him and his family (as his only child), and to the world by
her seclusion, if the Israelitish women wenl to condole with her. It is

further worthy of remark, that it is nut afterwards said, that he actually

sacrificed her, but that' "Ae did with her according to his voir." The
sacred historian subjoins, she knew no man : if she were sacrificed this re-

mark is frivolous; but if she were devoted to perpetual virginity, this idea
coincides with the visits of the Israelitish women. On the whole, we may
safety conclude, that Jephthah's daughter was not sacrificed, but conse-
crated to a state of celibacy."1

Willi respect to the two other cases above mentioned, viz. the hewing of
Agag in pieces before the Lord, and the delivery of seven of Saul's posle-

rity to the Gibeonites, they have no reference whatever to sacrifices. Agag,
in particular, was put to death as a criminal, and not as a sacrificed The
" seven descendants of Saul, who were partly the children of a concubine
and partly of a daughter of Saul, were not pretenders to the crown:
and David cannot be suspected of having embraced such an opportunity to

put them out of the way. Neither is to be supposed that David delivered

up the innocent to death contrary to the law. (Deut. xxiv. 16.) They were
therefore delivered up to the avengers of blood, and punished with death,

not on account of the crimes of Saul, but for the murders which they
themselves, with the connivance of Saul, had committed on the Gibe-
onites, and for which they had hitherto remained unpunished They
themselves constituted the bloody house, which was generally notorious
as such. Saul is mentioned with them, merely because he took under h s

protection the murderers, who were so nearly related to him, and deliver-

ed them from the hand of the avengers of blood." 9

14. In 1 Sam. xiii. 14. David is called the man after God"s

own heart. And this phrase, as applied to him, has been a fer-

tile source of sarcasm and reproach to many infidel writers, as if

the Scriptures sanctioned adultery and murder.

But do they authorize those crimes'? By no means. They are there
reprehended, and the severest denunciations are pronounced against those
who perpetrate them. In what sense then was he a man after God1

,* oicn
heart 1 Answer.—In his strict attention to the law and worship ofGod ; in his

recognising, throughout his whole conduct, that Jehovah was king in Israel,

and that he himself was only his vicegerent ; in never attempting to alter

any of those laws, or in the least degree to change the Israelitish constitu-

tion. In all his public official conduct he acted according to the Divine

Blind, and fulfilled the will of his Maker. Bui the phrase itself, will, per-

hapSj be the best explained by the case of Samuel. Eli was rejected, Mid
Samuel chosen in his place, just as David superseded Saul. On this occa-
sion God said, / will raise me up afaithful priest, that shall do according
to that which is in mine heart. (1 Sam. ii. 35.) And is not he, who acts agree-
ably to the Divine Will, a man after God's heart I Further, ii is worthy of
remark, that this expression is never used in reference to his private or
personal moral conduct. It is used whnlly in reference to his uniform
regard to the promotion of the interests of pure religion, notwithstanding
all temptations to idolatry and persecution. 10 The numbering of the people
(2 Sam. xxiv.), in order, as it would seem, to push conquests into foreign
countries, and the flagitious adultery with Bathsheha, together with the

consequent murder of Uriari (2 Sam. xi.) are the only instances in which

6 That this passage should be so rendered, has been proved by Dr.

Hales. It will then run thus :

—

Notwithstanding, no devoted thing, which
a man shall devote unto the Lord, of all that he. hath, [either] of man or

of beast, or of land of his oicn property, shall be SOldor I adeemed. Every
thing devoted is most holy unto the Lord. New Analysis of Chronology,
vol. ii. p. 320. See the subject also treated, in an admirable manner, in Dr.

Randolph's Sermon entitled Jephthah's Vow, considered in the serond
volume of his "View of oui blessed Saviour's Ministry," Ac. pp. IG6— 1115.

« Which verses are to be translated thus:—uAnd Jephthah voiced a
void unto the Loan, and said, If thou wilt surely give the children ofAm-
man into my hand, then it shall be. that whatsoever cotnelh out of the doors

of my house to meet me, ithen I return in ptacefrom the children of Am-
man shall either be the Lord's, or. / will offer it up [for] a hurnt-ofj'ci ing."

New Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. p. 320.

J Hales, vol. ii. pp. 320—323. Calmet's Dictionary, vol. ii. pp. 158, In.
4|o, edit Additions to Calmef. Waterland's Scripture vindicated, on Judg.
ix. 13. (Works, vol. vi. pp. 133—135.)

8 Hates, vol. ii. pp. 321. Pu Voisin, Autorite des Livresde Moyse, p. 405.

» Jahn's History ofthe Hebrew Commonwealth, vol. i. pp. Ill, 112.

10 See the Rev. Wm. Cleaver's Sermon on the Character of David, King
of Israel, in four Sermons annexed to Bn. Cleaver's Seven Sermons on
Select Subjects, pp. 377—399. and especially Dr. Chandler's Life of David,

vol. i. pp. 321-330.
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With regard to Hie

two I.- more particularly, bo rar mi David from excus-

ing n, - nod laments iheua with the greatest horror.

•Kill bow earnest was his repentance I And with what suDmlssiou to the

i Qod did he hear those calaniitiee which were sent for his punish-

ment and wlmii, its the; were caused bj his own children, musl
i eh the m distressing to his paternal feelings I (2 Sent xi

tl.2Bam.xtt. 1 23 sttl i 20 n mil.) Do we not here again

Illy devoted I" Gotl ! 1» i\ i.l unlet-. 1 iv a n< idi ill

model o rfectlon; be was not without the blemishes incident to

human nature : but, on the whole, be was an example worth} ol the Units

i,,,n ol nd according u they appear on comparison with

him, rhe sacred wrttera estimate their characters."

L6. The conduct of David towards the .Immom'tes, in put-

ting them under tttwt and harrows of iron,&c. on the capture

of Jiabbah, has been represented as an instance of diabolical

and unparalleled cruelty. {'Z Sum. xii. 31.)

The cavils of the objectors, (a this u in every other Instance, are utterly

unfounded: for If, in* - id ol deducing I as from iranahi

they had consulted the original passage, the; would have seen that there

o ground wbatevei foi their charges. The Hebrew prefix 3 (both),

[ghoul the verse to question, it is well known, i

H il IS mil., . BO I to pill tin- (ie..|i|e to illlil llie

brick-kilns means nore than to employ them as slaved in the i

i md laborious offices, surd as sawing, making iron harrows, hewing
\s i .tin i making bricks. This form of expression is an Anglicism as weD
. a Si braisxn . and we still say, to put a person to the plough, to the anvil,

a c Thi
i

I to mi j be thus rendered He * i>.t\ id) 6

forth the peopU that were thi ein, andput them to saw, and to harrow* of
r for the original word means both), and to axes of

and madt them pass through thi brick-kiln. The erroneous inter-

pretation ol this verse appean to have been taken from 1 Chron. xx 3.

. David is said to have cut t/u m with taws and with harrow* of iron,

and withases: on which place II Is to be observed that, instead of Ts>*l

(votossR) la sawed or cut with somas, seven of the manuscripts collated

by Dr. KennlcoU have D*/M (voYoseM) he put them. I Chron. jue.3., there-

inst be rendered In the same manner as 2 Sam. xii, 31.

16. ft has been asserted from 1 Kings xxti. that Jehovah
kept false prophets, as well as true ones.

The most common attention to the context will show that this asser-

tion is as Buss as it is malignant For, in the first placet the tour hundi ed
prophets mentioned in thai chapter (v< i e 5.) were pretended prophets
whom the wicked king ol Israel bad In ins pay, and who knew how to suil

his hunaoor and ! flatter in- \aniiy, at! ayreeim: in the same fawning com-
pliances and in the .-':inn' he tchcr mis counsels which pleaseii for (lie

ut, bul ultimately proved fatal Thei are emphatically termed bj
i QOlwithstainiiii^ iIm y )M'o!".ssci.l to be

the Lord's prophei In his name, And, tecondly, the addreas
ol Micalah to the tv tied kings In versep 19—23. is not a real re.

presents f any thing done in the heavenly world, as if the Almighty
or expedients, or had any hand in the sins of his creatures;

Inn it is a mere parable, and only t« lis in figurative language what was in

the womb ol providence, the events which were shortly to take place, and
the pei mission* on the part ofGod, for these agents to act Micaiah did nol

l I

in tell the angry and impious Ahab, that all in- prophi is were liars

;

bul be represents the whole by this parable, and says the same truths In

language equally forcible bul lees offensive.

17. Tin* Scriptures represent the Almighty as a God of truth

inn! faithfulness : hut he is charged by the opposera of divine

revelation vrith being guilty "' falsehood, by inspiring prophets
': false messages, and by violating his promises. The gTOSS-

D6BB "I' such assertions is sullieieiiily disgusting, but it is the

duty of a Christian advocate fully to meet them, and to expose

all their falsehood.

in Willi regard to the charge of (tuwtring prophets with
fiitat

i
rhlch is founded on 1 Kings xxll 22,23 Jer.li 10. and

fitek. sJv.9 >, we remark, thai it is a known Idiom ofthe Hebrew Ian

in c.vi'i n an imperative and active form, which are to be under
BtOOd only permisell ely ?*<• where thi I lUilST that h>

them !<':•' i into the herdofswine, he said unto thi

(Man mii .'il I; in did not command, but permitted them. And so in John
xiii. 27., wlorc our Sal loux says to Judas, What thou d '. do mticMy, we
ur<- not to undei I md thai he c ended i to bi traj him, though thsl

i -

1

i in the form. So, likewise, here, where an e\ il

a lying spirit In the mouth ol the prophet, and
I

.

G i tills only slgnifli a perml ion, not .
1 1 i

Ijid o (Jei h i" where the prophei plains thai God bad
grcatli

.
" ' iftAi " Ou

sworn , wi are to undei land this no otherwise, bul

that Gofi
i

i. xh 19 I / tht Loan ham a
that j" "fh' i, Mini is, permitted Win to deceive the

il upon them for theh infidelity
i i ",i house

through
I

I with Isise proph
/ e/ri teh out sly

.* now G
nni punish thai "i which he !-• the author.
That text (J "/ me, and f

re, but thai he h I mlntaken the promise ol God to him, who
when ho gave him I e would be with him, by which
I"- und< I no evil shnuld

t> and the m .
i

,

t-iriti tut., ihis ea ' and I was
j eol M"- me mil

; ould not meet with scorn, and oj

> Timt ihi. tn ths meaning of i Kin- provi d in tin

remark

Hi thai they should sol prevail sgatnal him sasj
Qie laitcr end of the first chapti i

.-

8 i tmdrv, With respect to the assertion thai the Un Igl ti violates his

chilui <[] <>i Israel

aUthe land which be promised to Abraham, as will ;
Gen. .win. hv 2D. with Josh xui. l. .v.- andJudg 11.20,21 InGemxi I

s

God prom ham and his .•"«/ sueA a tand, the bounds 01

which In in Josb. Kill. I It is there said thai then rematmuut
iich tand yet unconquered, of which thej bad not gi i

AndlnJudg.il 20 il is said, thai the people having nol Ithelr

par) ol Lb* ci si sant, God would suspend the further performance "i ins

promise, and leouai not drive out any more ol :i" : dbi i befbn them

:

and it Is probable, thai the Israelites never were possessed ol the pn
land in the full latitude and extent ol the promise*

knswt i The covi nsnt ol God with Abraham • tlon of

, though it seems that the full perfoi inanceoi u

did likewise depend upon the future obi thence ol ins posterity. In puiau
ance ol ding all the murmurs and rebellions of
thai people) God 'ii«i bring them into the promised land, though they pro-

voked him i" destroy them man] s time; because he remembered Inn

ol with Abra! When thei were possessed ol ft, God gave them
a title to the rest, and would 1 conquest of it, if they
had pi rfi rmed the condition required on their part, thai ii

faithful and obedient to him; but they did not, and then bj discharged God
1 1urn ;it is fhrther performance ofhis promise; and God, when he had dona
this, bsd fully performed tlie covenant hs made with Abraham, so far as

ii i bis part, as appears by the acknowledgment ol Joshua, even hi

a time when a great part of the land was unconquered (Josh ud 1 1.*. and
..I Solomon (1 Kings viil 56 i; yea, and bad il nol been thai God bad i

instdi radon of Abraham's fia i
u. -,.,

as upon i ondition ol the future obedience of his posterity, the rebellions

and disobedience ol the
i

pie in the wilderw as had r< leased God wholly
from the promise, and be would nol nave been nn faithful II he bad utterly

destroyed thai pi opls, and mads s full end of them, and the) bad never
entered mln ihai hunt .

I j failure n| flu- run, hn.'ii makeo the ottliga-

Hon to cease; and thai this condition was Implied in the covenant with
Abraham appears from Deut vil L2, 18. xi 2% 23. and Judg il !0 Qod
gives tin res on whj bt suspended the complete performance ol

promise: 7% anger of thi Loan was }<•.! against Israel, and !
Becaust thai this peojtle hath trouper' ,w/ my cort-nant which I

manded their fathers, and haw not hearkened to my sotce, I also trill not

henceforth drive out any of the nations which Joshua left w/u n h* died '

18. Tin- destruction of fortu-tivo little children, by Elish;i,

whom they had in sportive playfulness called a bald head (it is

said), was an act of cruelty and revenge.

It was nn such thing. The original word in 2 Kings ii. S3, 24 0^>J
(hsabxh), which mom version Is rend* red little children j dn|

persons who are grown up. Tims Isaac was cutlet Oj'- whan
be was fist nty eight years old; Joseph when be was thirty ,'andReboboam
when he WS fOTtU > - ars of Sge. The tnwn of Itelh.l \S.i^ .lie <i| tin*

principal see U ol SI i ry j and It Is probable that these
i i

out "i that city and insulted the prophet, ai the ii

Baal.excl imfns lecend dhead, ascend, too, thou oatd head\
in sUusion to Euijatrt ascension to heaven; ol which I ird, but
winch thej -ii'i ii"' believe. Ellshs il is said, -

1

did nol

this from any petulant tempei of hie own H« cursed thi »t in the no
I rd, thai is, he declared in his name and authorit) the punishment

which lie would intiict upon them. Thus Blishs sen da ai nlstei ol the

Supreme Governor "t tne world; and bj Ins ord< i and In his name be
fori told the punishment which was about to be inflicted profli-

gate idolaters. Had this denunciation pn
1 1
lent nt the prophei only an I nol frdm a divine Impulse, suchasunal evenl

as the destrnctl I thi se profane sunn- men ol Beth el would not have
been the iinin- (bate & nsi gueni • of it

19. It is objected that many passjagea of the Old Teshunont

ascribe to the Almighty human BQectlona, rjeasions, ami actjona,

even those of the worst kind.

It nt these objections ceiise. win i interpreted figura-

tivetuf as iticy ought t" he. and when .'.il Ihosc other pasaaci i of lh< Bible

are duly com Idered, which mosl evldentrj censes the sunlin

tha Divine Majesty'. The Holy Scriptures ii I Ion to

our limited car^acTtles, and to lbs Imperfections of human creatures sad
nfhnnian i

re[>resciit (owl as imving tht bod^ thi ps lions, and ths
mhi! i,

i

i 'hms, they make mention ol his i res and u
hands and feet, ins sleeping and waking ; thev aaci

and |eaIooay, grief and repi
i and d< lire The rin ,

ol the Efebn w i mfghi also be anothei reason for Its abounding wfth sot h

expressions. BoTthal an might b< n> lake

those* cording to the lettei .
and ent< rtati isn and ana

thoughtaol Ins Maker, i he s.mo- Scriptures often add to I

1
1..

i thing which manil
and remind i u that fl ( ""i hs s bndj , thi

esrtlih Ii '>' tool: II hi b u band th< ( are band s\ hii en. is

o| the bi sabot! . It bi I
i

i

h -.in tht i thin
i

i hiddi n . an I In other
at he la unchai bi I

-

evei s n here nreaenl
.-. iiim .tiiii..

i nn omprehen
I notion

which we < an
|

truth.* One
..I two examples will lllu trote thi prei edlng n d i

i when G thai he
d to us to have been his purpose

; thai be in

ph ased to do otherwise than bis threatening! • omi d opi nlj u>< rpn
Kccounl ' condition implied In them And <

i in . ithi r ii "in the u uth, oi aim ei ttj n l woi 4
ii doosnotdei o • nda,

upon
which he resolved when he

n dorogats fl ity, for he i ati n
Ings have such oondltlnns unplled in them nor from his • - nstancy and
Immutabfllty, because I bis < oun tel and put posi . but
tnkrs off the sentence, which be bad passed with reserved rondiuona.

nilOlson's V
' Ibid p B07 Bos •' oWsterian onBsalCaiv.2

roll
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80. It has also been objected, that the book of Ecclesiastes

contains some passages which savoilr of irreligion, and others
which savour of immorality.

But the passages, thus excepted against, are either innocent when rightly
interpreted ; or else they express,

—

nut the sentiments of Solomon, but the
false opinions of others, whom lie personates in order to confute them ;—
or, however, noi his deliberate sentiments, but such hasty and wrong
notions, as during the course of his inquiry after happiness arose succes-
sively in his moid, and were on mature consideration rejected by him, that
he might fixaliwH'n the true basis,—the conclusion ofthe Whole matter ;

\vl"<- !..->, t.o/V* / r U'ni a ml k- ji /n.-< ruminant!, n> ats. for God trill bring evi ry
work intojudgment, with every secret thing, whether it be good, or whether
it be exit. (Eccl. xii. 13, 14.)

21. It has likewise been objected that the Song of Solomon,
and the sixteenth and twenty-third chapters of Ezekiel's pro-

phecy, contain passages offensive to common decency.

But this objection will fall to the ground by interpreting those parts alle-

gorically, as almost all the commentators, from the earliest times, have
unanimously done : and, likewise, by considering that the simplicity of the
eastern nations made these phrases less offensive to them than they ap-
peared to us; as, on the oilier hand, many things which are perfectly cor-
rect in our view, would appear far different in eastern climates. With
respect to the Song of Solomon, in particular, it is to be remarked. 1. That
most of the forms of speech, against which exceptions have been made, are
mistranslations, and do not exist in the original ;—and, 2. Admitting the cor-
rectness of these remarks, it may also be shown, that this book abounds
with beautiful poetic images. There is, therefore, no just exception to sup-
posing it allegorical, provided the allegory be not extravagant and incon-
sistent.

22. It is asserted, that the imprecations contained in some of
the prophetic parts of Scripture, and in the book of Psalms
(especially in the fifty-fifth, sixty-ninth, hundred and ninth, hun-
dred and thirty-seventh, and some other Psalms), breathe a
spirit of malice, are highly inconsistent -with humanity, and
highly vicious.

" It must be confessed that, at first sight, they appear cruel and vindictive,
irreconcilable with the gentle spirit of piety and religion; and some, un-
hesitatingly acknowledging (hem to be indefensible on Christian principles,
rest the defence solely on their accordance with the character of the Jewish
dispensation ; which, they say, did not inculcate that cordial forgiveness of
injuries, and even love of our enemies, which form an essential and peculiar
doctrine of the Gospel. In this representation the inquirer will not be dis-

posed to acquiesce, when he reflects that the Hebrew Scriptures .In forcibly
enjoin the duties of forgiving injuries, EXod. xii. 49. xxiii. 4, 5. Lev. xix.

17,18. Dent- xx.xii. 3o. Prov. xi. 17. xix. 11. xx. 2i, xxiv. 29. Zech. vii. 10.;

of doing good to enemies, Exod. xxiii. 4, 5. Prov. xxv.21. Jer. xxix. 7. ; and
of cultivating mutual kindness and good will, Exod. xxii. 21—24. Lev. xix.

17,18.34. xxv. 35. Deut. x. 19. Prov. xv. 17. xvii. 17. xviii. 21. xxvii. 10.

David) the sweet Psalmist of Israel, extols and recommends benevolence
and mercy, forgiveness and kindness to enemies, Psal. xv. 25. xxvii. 2 et

set/, xxxiv. 14- xxxvii. 1, 8. 21. 26. xxxviii. 12, 13, 14. xxxix. 1. xl. 1. 3. xciv. 1.

ci. 5. cix. 4.5. cxii. 5. 9. cxx. G, 7. exxxiii. 1, 2, 3. ; and his own conduct
afforded a noble exemplification of these virtues, as will be apparent by r .in-

sulting the following passages; Psal. xxxv. 12—15. 1 Sam. xxiv. 1. ttseq.
xxvi. 1. etseq. 2 Sam. i.4. et seq. iv. 8— 12. xvi. 7— 11. xix. 21—23. It cannot
llien be credited that one sn distinguished for tenderness ;mi | benevolence
of heart, as well as for pre eminent piety, could utter any tiling in direc I

opposition to those feelings of mercy and forgiveness, which be Both highly
recommended, and exhibited in his own practice. Independently of this we
may rest assured thai no unmerciful and revengeful sentiment was ever
suggested by the Holy Spirit, or ever found entrance into a work of inspi-

ration.
" From these observations we may with certainty infer that the passages

in question, however they may appear, were undoubtedly not intended to

convey any bitter and unrelenting malediction. Nor will they he deemed
to do so, provided due allowance be made for the bold phraseology of Ori-
ental poetry, which must generally be received with considerable abate-
ment; and provided also they be understood with the reservation, which
OUghl to accompany all our wishes and addresses to the Deity, namely,
thai lie would grant them only so far as may be consistent with His will

and providence. It the imprecative parts of the book of Psalms be taken
with these limitations, as in reason they ought, (hey will be found in sub-
stance merely to express a wish that the wicked men spoken of mighl re-

ceive the just recompense of their deeds, and that the punishment they
deserved might speedily overtake them, if such were the will of God. The
impious and transgressors are those alone upon whom the Psalmist impre-
cates the Divine vengeance ; and there is nothing of vindictive feeling in

praying for that which he helieved the Divine justice as well as the Divine
promise were engaged to inflict ; while at the same time his entire confi-

dence in the absolute perfections of the Supreme Being affords ample
evidence that he calls for this vengeance only so far as might be accordant
with the Divine attributes of wisdom, goodness, and equity. A strong con-
firmation of this reasoning is supplied by Psal. xxviii. 4, 5. where he prays
the Almighty to 'give them according to (heir deeds, according to the
wickedness oftheir eititca fours ; to give them after the UfOrk oflheit ha nds :

to render them their desert ;' and he immediately subjoins as.a reason for
the petition, and a vindication of it, ' because the)/ regard nut the works of
the Lord, nor the operation of his hands, he shall (trill) destroy them, and
not build them up.' Such imprecative addresses are in reality the expres-
sion of an earnest desire that the will of God may be done in earth as it is

in heaven, and that, if it seemed good unto Him, He would assert his own
honour as well by the punishment ofthe iniquitous as by the preservation
of the righteous.
"The persons, to whom the imprecations refer, were inveterate adver-

saries, plotting against the life of the Psalmist, and maliciously intent upon
effecting his ruin. To pray to be rescued from their wicked de* ices was
clearly lawful ; and, considering their numbers and persevering malignity,
his escape mighl seem utterly impracticable without (heir entire overthrow
or extirpation ; a prayer for their destruction, therefore, was equivalent to

a prayer for his own preservation and deliverance. Besides, they were for
the most part not only personal enemies, but hostile to the people of Israel,

rebels to their heavenly King, and violators of His commands. To desire
the punishment of such characters arose, it may fairly be presumed, not
from personal vindictive feelings, but from a regard to religion, and hatred

of iniquity ; and was in fact tantamount to desiring the Almighty to vindi-
cate His glory by inflicting the chastisements, which they deserved, and
which he has denounced against the proud contemners of His laws.

" By many writers the passages objected to are explained as predictions

:

and (his is not at variance with the Hebrew idiom ; which admits, under
some circumstances, the use of the imperative' for the future, as Psal.
XJrzvii. 27. Gen. xx. 7. xlii. IS. xlv. 8. Prov. iii. 4. iv. 4.; and the employ-
ment ofthe imperative mood, when declaring future events, is not unusual
with the sacred writers, as in Isa. vi. 10. viii. 9, 10. ix. 3. xvii. 1. xxix. 9.

Jer. i. 10. Ezek. xliii. 3. In some instances, a prayer or wish lor the punish-
ment of sinners may be nearly equivalent to a prediction, inasmuch as it

is founded on the belief, and meant to imply, that, according to God's moral
government of the world, punishment most certainly awaits them. Some
ofthe imprecations in the Psalms may, then, be understood as declarative
of the just judgments of God, which would inevitably fall upon the im-
pious; but in others, and perhaps most of them, both the natural construc-
tion of the sentences, and the full force and propriety of the expressions,
require them to be taken in an imprecative sense. To explain them in any
other sense is doing violence to the laws of grammatical interpretation

;

yet even in this light, considered as imprecations, they amount to no more
than a wish that the impious maybe dealt with according to the eternal and
unalterable laws of Divine justice, that they may openly and before the
world receive the penalties of crime, provided it be the will of God ; which
surely is neither an unnatural nor unreasonable wish in those, who anx-
iously seek the punishment of vice, and the maintenance of true religion
and virtue. In the Psalmist, moreover, it is a wish not proceeding from a
desire to gratify a personal vindictive feeling, but partly from a desire of
self-preservation, and partly from anxiety to see the worship and glory of
God triumphant over all enemies. Imprecations, therefore, made with the
limitations., and originating in the motives just mentioned, so far from being
liable to the charge of maliciousness and revenge, are in accordance with
the purest spirit of religion, and with the exercise of the most extensive
charity."*
Of all those tremendous imprecations which appear in our common

English version of Deut. xxvii. 15—26., there is not one authorized by the
original. The Hebrew texts express no kind of wish, but are only so
many denunciations of the displeasure of God against those who either
were or should be guilty of the sins therein mentioned, and of the judg-
ments which they must expect to be inflicted upon them, unless prevented
by a timely and sincere repentance. And agreeably to this view, the
sacred text should have been rendered " cursed they," or, " cursed are
they," and not " cursed be they," in the sense of Let them be cursed ; the
word be, though inserted in our translation, having nothing answerable to
it in the Hebrew.

The same idiom, which appears in the prophetic writings and
Psalms, is also to be found in 1 Cor. xvi, 22. and 2 Tim. iv. 14.

The former passage runs thus :—lf any matt lure nut (he Lord Jesus,
let him be anathema maranatha. From 1 Cor. xii. 3. we find that the Jews,
who pretended to be under the Spirit and teaching of God, called Jesus
Christ *v*bti»* or accursed, thai is a person devoted to destruction. In
I Cor wi.'j-j Saint Paid retorts the whole upmi themselves, and says, .//*

any man love not the Lord Jesus, let him be (thai is, he will be) accursed;
tin- Lord \r HI come. This is not said in the way of imprecation, but as a
prediction of what would certainly come upon the .lews if they did not
rep. lit ; and of what actually came upon them, because they did not re-
pent, but continued to hate and execrate the Saviour of the world, as well
as a prediction of what still lies upon thein because they continue to hate
and execrate the Redeemer.

In 2 Tim, iv. 14. we read Alexander the coppersmith did me much evil

;

the Lord reward him according to his works ; which has the appearance
of an imprecation. But instead ofwvefwq may the Lord reward, *sroSWi»
trill reward is the reading of the Codices Ale.\audrinus and Ephremi
(which are ofthe best authority), the Codices Claromontanus, San Germa-
nensis, Augiensis, also of those numbered by Griesbach, t>. 17. 31. 37. 67**.

71. 73. RO. and of the MS. by Matihaei noted with the letter f. -—of the Cop-
tic, Armenian, and Vulgate versions—and of Chrysostom, Theodoret, Eulo-
gius as cited by Photius, Johannes Damascenus, Oecumenius, Aumistine,
and others among the fathers ofthe Christian church. The reading of
mtoSjuo-'i makes the sentence declarator)-,—The Lmd wi^L reward him
according to his works ; and as it is supported by such satisfactory evi-

dence, Griesbach has inserted it in his inner margin, as being nearly equal,
if not preferable) to the common reading. An additional proof that this is

the preferable lection is furnished by the fact, 'hat it is in unison with the
spirit and temper ofthe intrepid apostle, Sajnl Paul ; who, in the sixteenth
verse, when speaking of his being deserted by every one, when (during
his s. nd imprisonment at Rome) he was firsl summoned to vindicate
himself before the sanguinary emperor Nero, says, Let it not be placed
in thm charge, that is, Let them not have to reckon for it with the Supreme
Jtldge, at the great day. This passage furnishes an additional example of
canon 9., concerning various readings, which is given in p. 291. supra.

23. The preceding examples, with two exceptions have been

taken from the Old Testament. So pure, indeed, is the morality

of the New Testament, that the advocates of infidelity can find

no other fault with it, than this,—that it carries the principle of

forbearance too far, hecause, among other things, it inculcates

the love of our enemies. Notwithstanding this involuntary tes-

timony to its inimitable excellence, two passages have been
singled out, as inculcating immorality, viz. Luke xvi. 8. and 1

Cor. ix. 5.

(1.) In Luke xvi. 8. we read, that The lord commended the ungust steward
(who in the parable \m>\ been represented as having defrauded his master),

because he bad done wisely; and hence Jesus Christ has been unjustly
chargedwith countenancing dishonesty. The whole ofthe context, however,
shows, thai i' was the masti r or lord of. the sU ward and kot Christ, who
is represented as commending his conduct, and it is ia'coneequence of his

in.isti r's so commending him, that Jesus node the reflection that the chit-

dren ofthu world an in their arm ration wiser than the children of light.

The parable in question is to be interpreted sotehf in reference to the
principal idea contained in it; and that idea is, from the conduct of a
worldly minded man, to enforce upon the followers of Jesus Christ (lie

necessity of their being at least as assiduous in pursuing the business of

> For the preceding observations the author is indebted to the Rev.
George Holden : they will be found in the first volume of his "Christian
Expositor."
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the next world,—the Ltdvaflon of their ©til u worldly minded men are
id iti'u managemenl i

I ol this world
'i'ii.- interrognuny i 1 < '"i ix. 6 ) hi

adulter) against ibe apostle Paul, ii would be a sufficient reply to thfa

bat the whole of his conduci end sentiments comph telj

disproves ll The puree! benevolence, the severest repronts utall sin, ami
tin- most exemplary dlacbargc ol all the civil, social, and relative d ia

pei trade all his justly admired epistles Lei lis, however, briefly coi

this passage, li la vldeni Groin the context, thai al Corinth
there were false teachers ol Christianity, who nj led Paul's apostle-

ship, and thai he wa h m i li In the moi
I circumspect

manner, In order thai the* uiighl oni find any eccael igainst him. Raving
Vindicated hi* , ITS lei and mission hihI proved his n«lit (n

of life supplied to him, if he had demanded Lhem of

those among whom be bad laboured gratuitously, he nays,- Havt wt not

pamt i
i f or 1 ight) to U ad about <i ttstt r, a wift . as »> U as otht i

aposth i snot aa /a< ftri (Aren o/ (Ac Lord and ' &>Aas / What la then in

llii- passage which can be construed into n suHicini, |ir.M,f n| adulter) iii

nn English court of law J—When the apostle speaks of his right t(» take
with htm a sister a wife, be means, Jlraf, that Be and all other apostles,

and, consequently, all ministers of the Gospel, hail a night to marrj ; foi

it ;i|>|>i.us th.it James and Jude, who were the brethren or kinsmen iff the

l.oni. were married and we have infiillihle evidence that Peiertsiirnaiued
Cephas) was a married man, not only from thla verse, but also from Matt
\iii. 14. where Ins mother-in-law is mentioned as being cured by Jt as

Cbrisl ol fever and MeonnVy, we find thai their wives were persons
of the same I can never be Implied in the word suiter. It is

farther worthy of notice di.it Clement m Alexandria has |);irinularly re-

marked thai the apostlea carried ihelr inf.< about with them, "nol as
Wives bol as BZ8THBS) that they nimhl minister to those Who were mis
treases ol families; that so the doctrine of the Lord might, without re-

prehension or evil tuspicion, enter the apartmenta ol the women*" And
in giving his finished picture of a perfect Christian; he says,

—

"EtSi.
**. riMI, kx. TAMEl EIKONAI t/,n tou; All OSTOAO] E— //. Ial s

and drinks ami makuiks. . . .having the apostles fur his example !"»

SECTION VI.

APPARENT CONTRADICTIONS BETWEEN THE SACRED WRITERS.

'I'iieiu: arc some facts recorded in one part of the Sacred
Writings which Beem t" be repagBaot to the statements cnn-

taioed in other parts of the Scriptures ; and these apparent
contradictions are In lie found lietwe lilTiTcnt writers of the

Old Testament, and also between the Old and the NewTes-
t .inn nl.

1. In the Old Testament the following fmstages arc objected

to nt contradictory.

I. Gen. i. and Gen. ii. have been allirmcd to contradict each

other.

Theyare perfectly consistent In the first chapter, Moses elves a -" m ral
BCCOUIlt "f lli" irlr>l< ii. :i(i..ii in six il.tv* ; ami I Ion. rarryiiiL' on his In-

i i v, hi proceed to describe particularly Ihe formation or Adam ami Eve.
In ii' ii ii :t ii is said, that God Add restedfrom aU hie aorta which in- had
created and made i thai Is, he ceased t<> make any more creatures; con-
seqnentiy, Adam was Mir roads alter mis.

i Geo. hi IS AjwJ "„
, ^ be s r ..

,7
,
rhi , ,

rain was ii/mn ihr rarlh Utrty . S c . i
,;' ,i

,,,,,,,„, ,,!,„ „ ,,„ '5 ™'««1 * } fo«V 'lays upon the earth.

The words " andforty night*," \w Gen. all l~ are l««st from the Hebrew
copies, bnl ihey are Ibnnd ha the Septaagint Greek version, and also In

many MBS* of the Latin Vujgare version. Tiny oughi to be restored to

the test, which will read as follows, in perfect unison with Gen. ail. 12.

—

'J'h' flood was forty day* andforty night* upon ttkt earth.

(Gen. viii. 9 77a water*
returned ft wn ".'/ tAt t a '>'>

, tmtinuauy . a' q ''<
i th*

an kundrt <l and fifty days. )

cOD lc e
j tint of the hnndi ' ! and fifty

'if trail ' a wt ' i about d

Gen< viii. 3. oiisltt in be rendered: The water* continually tuftffoVd

earth i and at the end of tfu hundred mut lin-j day
water* were, much abated, rw rendering (which Dr B hroyd ha
.-i.i-i|it.-.i in Iris new ren Ion ol the Bible) « oinpletclr removes the alleged

4. I. en. viii. 1, -

r
>. urr alTirnii'il to bfl repugnant

Dr Bootbrojd renders them thns, which obrtatj * thai repugnancy s-
The w '• i * w*?re mil '

> > nth m»ntu, on tht

teenth day of ttu m >ntit, the ark n one ofthe mountain* «f Am-
i ,tt i - ntinuatly decreasing until th* tenth month

i

day of th* tenth month thi Uip* •/ (hi mountains trnt

5. I haiL vi. 19. vii. 2, 3. 8, 9. and 15. nnri viii. 20. nre rhnrgrri

with being direct rMiiiniiliiiioiis. A little attentuni to the context

nml connection »>f the paasoges in ijucNiion will show their per-

fect coniuteiicjs

in Gen vi tfl 21. general orders nrn given t" Noah t-> lake Into tho nrk
wnti hi if every kind, pair* of each In Gen aiLS thenumbei
<»f pairH i« staled, vis. teven pair* ol clean beeale and (we pair* of I

.
• nol clean

; and aei •
I i o) ' tht foal* of the ait (hat an otaofi,

. i-ni -a, ttf jimt' and tht femah ana offbwt thai an not clean, lass

• Clementta rVlexandiinl
- i.aiLe.9 chad by Di \ Olarke in

ri I Cor i* 6b Clemanl was m (the moai I ed
ni the close of Uic accond century. His Btromata

were an liter 4.1 ISO

the nude and hi* female.* In vii. s B and 16 the historian, relUhig
wbai was done In obedience to the divine command, : that

". Hi with N Dto the .irk ; and In vlll SO. it is stated, also, m
eneral terms, thai be 1 ffered sacrifices ^i even clean beaatf end of every

rlean fowl. There is therefore, do n il contra Action betwei a tht

ml aumbi n \ an mala were nol used for food before the Deluge, it is

probable thai ti Hint don ol beasts and fowls into clean and unclean
was made with respect to aacrificeei the former being offered while the
latter were dol

6. On the alleged contradiction between Gen. xv. 13. Exod.
x ii. 4Qj 11- and Acts vii. 6. see p. 405. supra.

7 Gen. xxii. 1. If came to)
appxrentlr ^

Jame- i. in. GodCanUOl
pas* ait- r tht m thing*, that ^xniiJi tempted with evil, neither
God ii'd tempt Abraham, ) ( tempteth Ih any man.
Temptation signifies nothing more than trial ; ana opposition or dlflii

thai ma) est rclse our vtrtaea, and make them known. In thla sens. God
may be said t<> tempt men, thai is, he tries ami proves them, nml ihua he
tempted aVbraham Bometlmea tempuuton means dangerous iriahi and
enticements t" sin, under which we are more likely to sink, than to over
come them. In this sense God tempteth not any man . oor, If we resist

them, will He tufft r u* tn be U mptedabot - teAol wt art abtt 1 1 Cor. x. 1*L)

8. From Gen. xxxi. 38. and 41, compared with Gen. nxiv.
it has been asserted that Dinah was unlv sfjf yean of age (in-

stead nl' sixteen), when she was forcibly defiled by Shecfiem ;

and hence it is insinuated that the narrative is so cuntradii t»uy

as to he unworthy of credit.

This pretended difficulty, ronrerniiiir, ihe a<:c t^f Dinah. mi»inatr.| in the

sup] oBitlon lhat thai disastrous circumstance took place in the very

year when Jacob returned Into Palestine' So far, however, is the I" ok 01

Gem lis from dating it in thai year, that, on ihe contrary, we lesra front it,

thai Jacob resided In thai country a long time (Compare Geo sszlii. 11,

K w\i\ I :»i an. I xxxv. I .

*js. 'jit > The lust ihrniiciiitiisis compute thai
thepatrian b'a residence, both al Succoth and a) Shechem, was about ten
years ; ami there is nm ,t sin-h' \M>nt 111 itn- I k i»l ti'i'in-sis that atV.-nls

any ground Oi contrailiiMiiin nr ihllicnlty ayain.-t this euiiiputalii'ii, Dinah,
therefore, was ahoul sixteen, 01 between sixteen and seventh ol

age; and her brothers Binoeon and Levi, aboui twenty two or twenty-three
OoBtead of twelve, as the opposera of the Bible falsely assert)) when the

disastrous occurrence al Shet hem obliged Jacob to nuil thai dlatricl "r
canton, and go to Bethel, whent e he repaired i<> Mamre in his fathei 1

Ii is true, thai Isaac's death, which ia recorded al the closi ol Gen usv.
wa- aubsi ijii' in to Jost ph's departure into Egypt, 11 gta the It Iter Is not
n lated until the thirty-seventh chapter; but that patriarch's decease was
noticed in this place by anticipation, in ordei thai the history of Joseph
mighl nol be Interrupted! Tins mode of narrating facta, u is well known,
ia i"ii i i.v all hi ^t mi 1,1ns who do nol wish n> be mere am djsta ..1 d by
no means antects flu- date ol the at count ul Dinah, which i""k place pre-
vitxisly In I-aae's ih'a'h as well a in> -.1:. itl .Insi-ph '/'hi day* of Isaac

wert ahundrt d andfouneon e years i ho was one hundn and evcnty<
it rears <>l<i when Dinah was violated, and one bin

four when Joseph was sold inm BgypL

9. The land of Rameeeo, in Gen. xlvii. I 1. means, the land of

Goshen, and not the capital of that district; it was probably so

called in the time of Moses, from tin- city of Kamrs.s, which the

Israelites had built for Pharaoh. The Hebrew historian used an

appellation well known to them. There is no improbability w
eontradietion whatever between Gen. xlvii. 11. and Kxod. i. II.

10. Gen. xlviii. 8. and 10. In the first of these verses it is

said, that Israel bchrltt Joseph'* sons ; and in the other, that Asf

eyes were dim y so that hi could not see.

The meaning is, nol lhal he could not see al all, bnl only thai be could
nol plainly am! distinctly see the objects which were before him There-
l«M i

. 1

1

:h he hrh<-M I'ljihraim atlil Mailasseh. ye| he CiUdd nol cfli "-insft

them, until they were broughl nigh t* » bun. The dt i Lai iion ol Jsci

Joseph, in \1\mi SS is nof prophetic of the Ihture as a scoffing wrli**r of
the presenl day has asaerted. From Gen aisHL 19. we learn, thai J

bough) a pit • r "i land from Efamor al Bhacbem ; to which he diunbtlese

alludes In Gen. xlviii i22 [have given (<• the* ana portion above thy / > * th*

,•!>. Which t took OUt Of tht hand •>/ fhr Anna iti trttti tnij stnr d n nd with
nib i-tur. ii ihould soem thai thlf spol h "i afterwards IsJten into the h

-.I ui imorlte family or tribe, after the destruction of the Bhechemltea,
and thai Jacob had retaken n from them by force of anna, though thla
ii in a< i i n w ii'-"- el e mentioned.

11. Keiiel in Exod. ii. 18, is the snme as Ruvruel in Num.
v. 29.

The Hebrew is the same in huth

n idli lit ii i
i nol the 1

1
i tnlog dhTe id thai the V (oinoi i\ny

in ^Kip, is sometimes used merely as ;t vowi l, and luni

and this Is occasioned by the difflculty ol the i id whkh
earcelf any European organi can enunciate h* pronounced bj
\ i ibs, H rtronglj resembles thefli ' eObri made In ihi thn al I t

R i ihe worst method of pronouncing thla word Ri u-el tli<

syliahie being stTongl) accented, is nearet to the true sound Oi
pat i

i
ii ol all ihe places where ihi i lioni <i it

i evldi n' thai Re u i I oi R iguel was the fathei •! '- Lhro whose daughter
Zlpporah Hoaea married ; and It Is moat probable th I Hoi ib waa the eon
oi Jolhro who accoi | I ll i I raeliti i through the wilderness (Oooa*
part Exod III I h 18 and Nnm* a 29.) No solid objection can be n
.i nn i i in explanation from Rem I being called CJBxnd.nl
i

i i thla appaHatlon IVequenlly denotea any rrmnie anceator 1

men, nncli and gran i Id ihi Bcriptun aomei ia called
i. iiti. i Thut >ii <" ii. v\\i 13s Lai ! children hla child'

ren, and ci i
I David

i^li he un« Us rv i< .ui< . KoT

sTha above is ths ling ol Iht Bt tan Pentateuch, mni "i lha
Seplua I rend i ! the Bt brew text ka

oj tht ah alas by sevens, th* mat* nml tht ft
Bishop Nawlon'i \\ orka rol I p IBB

Dr. A. Harks and Dr, Boothroyd on Exod II. ia
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12. Exod. iii. 2. And the'] , n , ... . , , .

angel Of the Lord appeared . ., , f
.
Ex°d

" '»' 4
* /"f/

"*f"
'A«

unto him (Moses) /« « // »««
,s sa" l

,

to
i
Lonn saw that he turned astde

of fire out of the midst of a
contr»(llct '« see God catted unto him

Sush. ^ uut UJ the »"dst <if "« hush.

In these two verses there is no contradiction whatever. On the subject
Of this and other divine appearances related in the Old Testament (which
both Jews and Christians believe, on the solid evidence of facts, though
infidels, unable to refute them, dismiss them with scoffing), the solid and
incontestable solution is laid by Jesus Christ himself, who perfectly under-
stood the whole affair of divine appearances, in John v. 37. And the Father
himself which hath sent me hath borne tcitness of nit. Ye have neither
Ina nf his voice at any time, nor seen his shape. (John i. 18.) No man
hath seen God at any time. He is the invisible God, whom no man hath
Been, nor can see. It is often said, that the Lord, the Most High God,
appeared to the patriarchs, to Moses and to the prophets, the ancestors of
the Jews : but, according to Jesus Christ's rule, the appearance, form, or
shape which they saw, was not the appearance of the Lord God himself;
for never, at any time, did they see his shape. Again, it is often said, that
the Most High God spake to the patriarchs, to Moses, and to the prophets

;

but our Lord affirms, that they never heard his voice at any time. How
shall we reconcile this seeming inconsistency? The true solution, accord-
ing to the Scriptures, is this .—That the Lord God never spake or appeared
in person, but always by a proxy, nuncios, or messenger, who represented
him and spake in his name and authority. It was this messenger of Jeho-
vah (or angel of Jehovah), who appeared unto Moses (Exod. iii. 2.), and who
is called, in verse 4. Jehovah or Lord (whence it is evident that he was no
created human being) ; and who spake to Moses, in verse 5. saying, Draw
nut nigh hither, $c. I am the God of Abraham (ver. 6.), and I am that I

am. (ver. 14.) All which words were pronounced by an angel, but are
true, not of the angel, but of God, whom he represented. So a herald
reads a proclamation in the king's name and words, as if the king himself
were speaking. The word Angel, both in the Greek language and in the
Hebrew, signifies a messenger or nuncius, an ambassador ; one who acts
and speaks, not in his own name or behalf, but in the name, person, and
behalf of him who sends him. Thus the word is frequenily rendered m
our authorized translation; and if it had always been rendered the mes-
senger of the Lord, instead of the angel of the Lord, the case would have
been very plain. But angel, being a Greek word, which the English reader
does not understand, throws some obscurity upon such passages.'

13. Exod. vii. 19—21. is apparently contradicted by Exod.
vii. 22.

Both are reconciled by comparing verse 24. The Egyptians digged
round about the river for wafer to drink : and it seems that the water tints
Obtained was not bloody like that in the river; on this wafer, ihn.ioir,
the magicians might operate. Again, though Moses was commissioned to
turn into blood, not only the waters of the river Nile, but also those of
their streams, rivers, ponds, and pools; yet it seems evident from verse
21). that he did not proceed thus far, at least in the first instance, for it is
there stated, that only the waters of the river were turned into bl I

Afterwards, doubtless, the plague became general. At the commencement,
i her,.< tore, of this plague, the magicians might obtain other water, to imitate
the miracle; and it would not be difficult for them, by juggling tricks, to
impart to it a bloody appearance, a fetid smell, and a bad taste. On either
ol these grounds there is no contradiction in the Mosaic account.

14. Exod. ix. 6. All the]
CATTLE OF EGYPT DIED ; but [

of the cattle ofthecJiUdrcnqf (

Israel died not one.

is said to

contradict

f Exod. ix. 20. He thatfeareth
I the word of the Lord among
the servants of Phai an/, mam

I
- - - - his CATTLEy/ee into the

{houses.

Nothing can be more evident than that universal terms are used in all
languages in a limited sense ; so that the word all, in verse ti. means, that
all the cattle that did die belonged to the Egyptians, and died in the field,
while those in the houses escaped ; or else that a great manv of all sorts of
caitlediedjor, ifwe understand that all the cattle of the Egyptians perished,
as asserted in ix. 6., what was there to hinder tin in from obtaining others
from the Israelites, not one of whose cattle died in the land of Goshen?
This justifies the supposition that there was some respite or interval be-
tween the several plagues.

15. It has been asserted, that Exod. xx. 11. and Dcut. v. 15.
(both which passages enjoin the observance of the Sabbath) are
at variance; and hence it has been inferred that Moses could not
be the author of the Pentateuch.

But the enforcement of the same precept by two different motives does
not constitute two discordant precepts ; and this is the case with the pas-
sage in question. In Exod, xx. 11. Moses urges the observance ofthe Sab-
bath, by a motive taken from the creation ; and in the latter, by another
derived from their exode or departure from bondage in Egypt.

16. Exod.ixjdU.il. The)
tI

C John i. 18. 1 John. iv. 12.
Lord spake unto Moses face

[ conuVdicts < No man halk seen °'od at
to face. \

( aVy time.

The Almighty is said to have conversed with Moses, and Jacob to have
seen him. (Gen. xxxti. 30.) But this only signifies that God revealed him-
sell to them in a more particular manner than toothers; (or God is a
Spirit whom no one hath seen or can see (1 Tim. vi. 16.), that is as he is
in heaven. And when Moses besought this favour of God, he refused him,
saying

:
Thou canst not see myface,for there shall no man see me and live,

(Exod. xxjeiii. 20.) The apostle John, might, therefore, say, that no man
hath seen God at any time. The ancient Christian writers (who certainly
were, more likely to understand the subject than we are) were generally
agreed, thai the person who appeared to Adam, Abraham, Moses, and the
Prophets, was the Word ol God, the Son of God, Jesus Christ.

17. In Lev. xvii. 1—7. the Israelites were prohibited from
slaughtering any clean animal, which they were permitted to eat,

in any other place except upon the altar at the door of the taber-
nacle, whither they were to bring it, and to immolate it. The
reason assigned for this prohibition in verso 7. is, that they should
no longer offer sacrifice unto idols. But in Deut. xii. 15. 20

—

» Dr. J. Taylor's Sh heme of Scripture Divinity cli. xv. (Bp. Watson's
Collection of Theological Tracts, vol. i. p. 65.)

22. the Israelites, just before they entered Palestine, were per-
mitted to slaughter oxen, sheep, or other clean animals at plea-
sure, in any part of the country, provided they did not regard
them as sacrifices, and abstained from their blood, which the
heathens, in their sacrifices, were accustomed to drink.

Between these two passages there is an apparent contradiction; but it
may be readily accounted for, when we consider that the laws of Moses
were necessarily regulated by the circumstances of the Israelites, and that
they were not intended to be absolutely unalterable. The law in question
might, be observed in the wilderness, where the Israelites kept near
together, and, from their poverty, ate but little animal food ; but in Pales-
tine, and when their circumstances were improved, it would have been an
intolerable grievance, for many of them lived at the distance of several
days' journey from the sanctuary, at which alone offerings could be made

;

and they must, consequently, either have altogether denied themselves the
use of the tlesh of oxen, sheep, and goats, or else have travelled long jour-
neys to present them at the altar before they could taste it. But, in fact,
Moses himselfshows that Lev. xvii. 1—7. was a temporary lair intended only
for their situation in the icilderness, by the phrase " without or within the
camp." And in the law last promulgated (Deut. xii. 15-20—22.), in the
fortieth year of their pilgrimage, just before their entrance into Palestine,
he explicitly declares it repealed, as soon as they should abide there, per-
uniting id. in tn kill and eat the Mesh of oxen, sheep, Ac. any where, as
already noticed. He tells them, that they might then eat them even as the
hart and the roe, that is, with as full liberty, and likewise without the small-
est ideaol offering them ; for the hart and the roe were not allowed to be
brought to the altar.

i

18. The promulgation of the Levitical law is said (Lev. i. 1.)
to have been made from the tabernacle, and in Lev. xxvii. 34,
we read, These are the commandments -which the Lord com-
manded J)Ioses in Mount Sinai.

But there is no real contradiction here. The Hebrew preposition 3
(belli) signifies near as well as in ; the meaning, therefore, is, thai these
were added to the foregoing commandments, before the Israelites removed
from the wilderness of Mount Sinai, or while ihey were near Mount Sinai.
And if the objector had distinguished the time and place when the Levi-
tical law was given, from the time when the moral law was promulgated,
he would not have asserted the existence of a contradiction. The latter was
given on Mount Sinai, in the third month of the first year after the departure
of the Israelites from Egypt. (Exod. xix. xx.) " The tabernacle was raised
on the first day of the first month of the second year alter their departure

;

on which occasion Aaron ami his sons were set apart to the sacerdotal
office. (Exod. xl. 2. 17—32.) To the ceremonies attendant on this conse-
cration, the chief part of Leviticus belongs ; and from the manner in which
this book begins, it is plainly a continuation of the preceding. Indeed, the
whole is but one law, though divided from a very ancient period into five
portions.

19. Num. iv. 3. From thirty ) .__.„_.._ C 19- Num. viii. 21. From twen-
years old and upwards even

} „„,,,„.;„,. < ty and five years old and up-
unlit fifty years old. )

contradict!
(tcards, they shall go, $c

These texts may be reconciled in two ways, either by recollecting that
the Levites were obliged to spend five years in learning the duties of their
ministry, before! hey were admitted to officiate; or that in the time ofMoses,
their consecration began at the twenty-fifth year of their age, but after-
wards, during the time of David, at their twentieth year.

r Num. xtv. 45. Then the
! Amalekites came down, and
I
the Canaanites which dwelt in

(.that bill.

The twenty-fifth verse should be read without a parenthesis, and in the
present tense dwell. The meaning simply is, that they at present lie in
wait for you, at the hotmm on the other side of the mountain. God, having
consented noi to destroy the people, suddenly gave them notice of their
danger from the neighbouring people, who were lying in wait to give them
battle. The Israelites presumed (verse 44.) to go up into the hill-top ; whence
they were driven and discomfited by the Amalekites and Canaanites, who
had posted themselves there. A detachment of the Amalekites, who were
encamped 6n the opposite foot of the hill, might easily ascend to succour
their Canaauitish allies.

21. Num. xxi. 2, 3. is said to be contradicted by the subsequent
history of the conquest of Canaan.

But there is no reason why we should not understand the destruction of
the Canaanites, and their cities as limited to those which they then took;
for Joshua afterwards took the king of Arad. (Josh. xii. 11.) See also Joda.
i. 16, 17.

22. In 1 Cor. x. 8. St. Paul tells us, that the number of per-
sons who were cutoff in the plague was twenty-three thousand

;

but in Num. xxv. 9. Moses makes them not less than tioenty-

fonr thousand, because in this number he includes the thousand
who were found guilty of idolatry, and were in consequence
slain with the sword ; whereas the apostle speaks only of those
who died of the pestilence.

23. From the law being mentioned in the book of Exodus as
delivered on Mount Sinai, and from Mount Horeb being men-
tioned as the place where it was delivered, in the book of Deute-
ronomy, without any notice being taken of Mount Sinai, it has
been insinuated, that neither of these books is worthy of credit,

especially because some injudicious persons have represented them
in maps as two distinct mountains.

It is, however, well known that Sinai and Horeb are two different peaks
of one and the same range of mountains; and hence it is, that what is in
one passage of Scripture related as having been done at Horeb, is in another
place said to have been dune at Sinai, or in the wilderness of Sinai.

20. Num. xiv. 25 (Now the
Amalekites dwelled in the val-
ley.)

/ is said to

I contradict

s Michaelis's Commentaries on the Laws of Moses, vol. ii. pp. 414, 415.
vol. i. pp. 28

—

'S3.
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24. Deut. i. 9— 18. is said to contradict Exod. ivirL18—88.

and Moaea is aaaerted to have conceived the idea of Betting

judges and rulers over the people.
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the reign of Jehoiachim he again took the city, and cut to pieces a great

part of the vessels of gold which Solomon had made (2 Kings xxiv. 13.):

and, thirdly, in [he eleventh year of Zedekiah, as related m '4 Kings xxv.

13— 17., he once more pillaged the temple.

36. Ezra ii. is apparently at variance with Nehemiah vii.

On the discrepancies occurring throughout these two chapters, the com-
mentators must he consulted : it may suffice here to remark that the ac-

count contained in Ezra was taken in Chaldara before the .lews commenced
their return ; and that which is related in Nehemiah vii. after their arrival

in Jerusalem. Some of them altering their minds and staying behind after

they had given in their names to go, and others dying on the way, lessened

part of the numbers in Nehemiah; as on the contrary, some of them
coming to them afterwards, made the numbers mentioned in the latter

appear the greater.

But the principal and most numerous contradictions are to be

found in the Old Testament between some parts of the second book

of Samuel and the books of Kings and Chronicles ; and chiefly re-

late to numbers, dates, names, and genealogies. The means by

which some of these repugnancies may be reconciled have already

been indicated ;' in addition to which we may remark, that although

the commentators generally present satisfactory solutions, yet many
of the seeming dilferences may be easily reconciled on the prin-

ciple that the books of Chronicles are supplementary to those

of Kings ; and hence they are termed in the Septuagint

nxpahwrojuev'jt, or things omitted. Besides, the language was

slightly changed, after the captivity, from what it had previously

been. The various places had received new names, or undergone

sundry vicissitudes ; certain things were now better known to

the returned Jews, under other appellations than those by which

they had formerly been distinguished ; and from the materials

before him, which often were not the same as those used by the

ubrtdgers of the histories of the kings, the author of the books

of Chronicles takes those passages which seemed best adapted to

his purpose, and most suitable to the time in which he wrote.

It must also be considered, that he often elucidates obsolete and

ambiguous words, in former books, by a different mode of spell-

ing them, or by a different order of the words employed even

when he does not use a distinct phraseology of narration, which

he sometimes adopts. The following are the most material pas-

sages of these books, which have been the subject of cavil to the

modern advocates of infidelity.

37. In 1 Chron. xix. 7. the children of Amraon are said to

have hired thirty-two thousand chariots, and the king of J\[aa-

chah and his people ; which appears an incredible number.

lint the original word here rendered chariots does not always bear that

meaning : it is a collective noun signifying cavalry <>v riders. The mean-
ing, therefore, is, that they hired thirty-two thousand Syrian auxiliaries,

who were usually mounted on chariots or horses, but who occasionally

also served as foot soldiers, which is perfectly in unison with 2 Sam. x. 6.,

where the Syrian auxiliaries engaged by the Ammonites amount exactly to

thirty-two thousand, besides a thousand men, whom they hired of the king
of Maaehah; and whom we may presume to be infantry.

38. 2Sam. xxiv. 1. Again the}
anger of the Lord ivas kindled I <.„-j

,
( 1 Chron. xxi. 4. Satan stood

against Israel; and he moved r contradict 1
UP an<̂ P rovo^d Oavid to

David against them, to say, Go ( number Israel,

number Israel and Judafi. J

It is not usual to mention the anger of God, without slating its cause :

but as the first of these texts now stands, God is stated to be angry, and his

anger leads him to move David to number the people. This numbering of

the people, however, was not the cause, but the effect of his anger; the

cattle is slated in the second passage, which may he rendered

—

an saver*
sary (perhaps one of David's wicked counsellors, for the Hebrew word

JiCtfl (srtTON) signifies an adversary) stood up against Israel, and moved
David to number Israel. At the time referred to, David probably coveted
an extension of empire ; anil having through the suggestions of an adver-
sary given way to this evil disposition, he could not well look to God for

help, and, therefore, wished to know whether the thousands of Israel and
Judah might be deemed equal to the conquest which he meditated. His
design was, to force all the Israelites to perform military service, and en-

gage in the contest which his ambition had in view; and, as the people
might resist '.his census, soldiers were employed to make it, who might
not only put down resistance, but also suppress any disturbances that

might arise. Concerning the difference of numbers in this census, see
Beet. VIII. Obx fi. p. 421. infra.

39. In 9 Kings xvi. 9. it is said, that the king of Assyria

hearkened unto Ahaz, but in 2 Chron. xxviii. 20. we read that

he (Hebrew d Jam, but strengthened him not.

Both statements are true. He did help him against the kins of Syria,

took Danift&cuSj and delivered Ahaz from the power of the Syrians. But
this se: rioewas of little value; for the Assyrian monarch did not assist Ahaz
against the Edomites or Philistines; and he distressed him by taking the

royal treasures and the treasures of the temple, and rendered him but
little service for so great a sacrifice.

*

The preceding are the chief passages in the Old Testament, in

which differences have been imagined to exist; but with how
little propriety the reader will be enabled to judge from a careful

» See pp. 400—404. of the present. Volume.
a This Beeming contradiction is illustrated by what happened in our own

nation. The Britons invited the Saxons to help them against the Scols and
Picts. The Saxons accordingly came and assisted them for a time, but at

leneth thev made themselves masters of the oountry.
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examination of the various passages themselves. It remains

only that we notice a few passages in the New Testament which
have also been the subject of cavil.

40. Matthew xxvii. 9, 10. disagrees with Zechariah xi. 13.

Both may be reconciled by supposing the name of the prophet to have
been originally omitted by the evangelist, and that the name of Jeremiah
was inserted by some subsequent copyist. Jeremiah is omitted in two
manuscripts of ihe twelfth century, in the Syriac, the later Persian, and
modern Greek versions, and in some later copies. What renders it likely

that the original reading was Six tdw jrps$»]T0u by (he prophet, is, that Saint
Mallhew frequently omits the name of the prophet in his quotations. On
Ibis passage, see further p. 296. note 5. in this Volume.

41. Mark ii. 26. is at variance with 1 Sam. xxi. 1.

Abiathar was not high-priest at that time : but the expression may easily

signify, in the days of Abiathar, who was afterwards high-priest. Or, pro-
bably, both Ahimck'ch and Abiathar might officiate in the high-priesthood,
and the name of the office be indifferently applied to either.

42. The different manner in which the four evangelists have
mentioned the superscription which was written over Jesus Christ

when on the cross was objected as a want of accuracy and truth

by Dr. -Middlcton; and his objection has been copied by later

writers.

But it is not improbable that it varied in each of the languages in which
that accusation or superscription was written : for both Luke (xxiii.38.)
and John (xxix. 20.) say that it was written in Greek, Latin, and Hebrew.
We may then reasonably suppose Matthew to have recited the Hebrew

:

This is

Jesus the king of the Jews.

And John the Greek:

Jesus the Nazarene the king of the Jews.

If it should be asked, Why the Nazarene was omitted in the Hebrew,
and we must assign a reason for Pilate's humour

;
perhaps we may thus

account for it. He might be informed, that Jesus in Hebrew denoted a
Saviaurp and as it carried more appearance of such an appellative or
general term by standing alone, he might choose, by dropping the epithet
the Xfizarene, to leave the sense so ambiguous, that it might be so thus un-
derstood :

This is

A Saviour the king of the Jews.

Pilate, as little satisfied with the Jews as with himself on that day, meant
the inscription, which was his own, as a dishonour to the nation ; and thus
set a momentous verity before them, with as much design of declaring it

aa (.'aiaphas had of prophesying, That Jesus should diefor the people.*
The ambiguity not holding in Greek, the Nazarene might be there inserted
in scorn again of the Jews, by denominating their king from a city which
they held in the utmost contempt.*

Let us now view the Larin. It is not assuming much to suppose, that
Pilafe would not concern himself with Hebrew names, nor risk an impro-
priety in speaking or writing them. It was thought essential to the dignity
of a Roman magistrate in the times of the republic not to speak but in

Latin on public occasions. 8 Of which spiritTiberiusthe emperor retained
so much, that in an oration to the senate he apologizes for using a Greek
word; and once, when they were drawing up a decree, advised them to

erase another that had been inserted in it 1 And though the magistrates
in general were then become more condescending to the Greeks, they
retained this point of state with regard to other nations, whose languages
tin y esteemed barbarous, and would give themselves no trouble of ac-
quiring. Pilate, indeed, according to Matthew, asked at our Lord's trial.

Whom will ye that I release unto you, Barabbas, or Jesus which is culled
Christ 7 And again, What shall I do then icith Jesus which is catted
< 'In i.st I But we judge this to be related, as the interpreter by whom he
spake delivered it in Hebrew." For if the other evangelists have given his
exact words, he never pronounced the name of Jesus, but spake of him
all along by a periphrasis : Will ye that I rehase unto you The king of the
Jews 1 What will ye then that I shall do unto him whom ye call The king
of the Jews? Thus he acted in conference with the rulers, and then or-

dered a Latin inscription without mixture of foreign words, just as Mark
repeats it

;

The king of the Jews :

Which is followed by Luke ; only that he has brought down This is from
above, as having a common reference to what stood under it

:

This is

The KrNG or the Jews
Thus it is evident that there were variations in the inscription, and that

the Latin was the shortest ; but it is equally evident that these variations
are not discrepancies or contradictions in the narratives of the evangelists.

s

43. The alleged discrepancies in the genealogies recorded by
Matthew (i.) and Luke (hi.) have already been considered in

pp. 400, 401. supra. In addition to the observations there ad-

duced, the following solution of the supposed contradiction, by
Professor Hug (founded on the law of the Ievirate),w is highly

deserving of consideration, both from its novelty and its proba-

bility.

By that law one and the same son might have two different fathers, one
real and the other legal. Most of the apparent contradictions in the gene-
alogies of Matthew" and Luke disappear, since Salathiel might be declared to

3 Pearson on the Creed, art. ii. at the beginning.
* John xi. 49—51. * John i. 46.
6 Valerius Maximus, b. ri. c. 2. § 2.

1 Sueton. in Tiberio, c. 71. The two words were Monopoly and Em-
blem.

9 See Wolfius on Matt, xxvii. 2.

a Dr. Townson's Works, vol. i. pp. 200—202.
10 By the jus leviratus, or law of the levirate, when a man died without

issue, his nearest male relative was obliged to raise up seed to him ; accord-
ingly, he married his widow, and the first-born son, of that marriage, was
reputed to be the son of the deceased, to whose name and rights he suc-
ceeded.
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been t<< proi
by his legal father X edasadi Bcendanl ol David in the

itioo attached -- ich importani i

authority. Indeed, En a country where a legal descent me as a

n inscription in the gene logical tables was every
tlmig, the Jews, to whom the apostles addressed themselves, wi re tohe the

sole fudges, from tin- ancestors ofJoseph, ol the fulfilment ofthe prophecies

re to the ramiij I
tin Hi uah; and the descent of Mary wasofno

UDportance t>> them.1

The following additional remarks of the late Bishop Home,
on the subject of the Jewish Genealogies, are likewise highly

deserving of attention.

In the <
.

' in gen of the Jews in par-

ticular. with their method ol deriving them, and the confusii (ten e

from the circumstance ol the same person being called by different n

or different persons bj the same name ire in theii nature, and musi be to

ua, at this distance of time, matters of very complicated consideration, and
ii t-. do w ler they should be attended with difficulties and perplexities.
.v ,.'_./, Ti rangelhttBj in an affairof so nun h importance, and soopen
thru to detection, bad there been any^ thing wrong to be detected would
most assuredly be careful to give Christ's pedigree as it was found In the
authentic tables, which, according to the custom ol the nation, were pre-

i in the family, as is evident from Josepbus, who says, "1 give you
tins succession or our family, as l find it written in the public tables"
J'hirdhj, As it was well kuuw'n the Me lab must desci nd from David, die

genealogical tables ol that faintly would be kept with more than 01

diligence and precision. Fourthly, Whatever cavils the nmdi-in Jews and
i now make against the genealogies recorded by the evangi lists, the

Jews their contemporaries i I to find Quill with, or to invalidate,

the accounts given in the Gospels. As they wanted neither opportunity,

materials, skill, nor malice to have done it, and it would have Offered them
so great an advantage against the Christians, this circumstam < alone i

I » Booth well remarks, were we not now able to clear the point, ought
with every sober and judicious person to have the force of a moral di mon
stratum.*1

44. Matt, xxvii. 5. apparently disagrees with Acts i. 18.

Matthew simply says, that Judas wenl and hangi d himself; and this he
thought sufficient t,» say of the traitor, without e Iding thi other circum-
stancesof his death. Luke parenthetically states those circumstances onlj

which followed ttftet he baa hanged himself; viz. that (ferns, AJ

hurst tuundt r in tht pushed out, He hanged nlm-
elfj and whether the cord or rope withwhich heci lilted suicide broke,

or thai to which it was fastened gave way, be fell with his face to the §

and the violence of the fall ruptured the abdomen, so that his [nte tint

were dashed upon the ground.*

45. Heb. ix. 4. is apparently contradictory to 1 Kings viii. 9.

From the text of the former book, it appears that the ark contained several

things therein spot is, we Learn from the Latter, that It con-
i only tlic two t;i 1.1. ..I 'ntie. The word E* '-, in WAfi h\ . m

the authorized Iran lad therefore, refer to the tabernacle, and not to

the ark ; and thus the difference Is remm ad

Lastly, Some of the differences between the Old anil New
Testaments arise from numbers and dates, and maybe explained

on the principles already laid down in pp. 403, 404. supra ;

and others arise from the variances occurring in the '[nidations

from the Old in the New Testament, lint as these require a

distinct consideration, the reader will find them fully discussed in

pp. 2U3—318. of this volume.

SECTION VII.

SKEMING INCONSISTENCES BETWEEN SACRED AND PBOPAAB
WRITERS.

It is not to be denied tliat the sacred Scriptures i ontain

facts which appear to he contradictory to the relations of the

same facts by profane historians, lint the objections which
some would derive from thsss seeming inconsistencies lose

all theii force, when the uncertainty and waul of credibility

in heathen historians are considered, as well as (heir want <a'

authentic records of the times.4 It may further be added,

thai the silence of the Litter, mur. rning facte rt lated l»y the

inspired writers, cannot in- regarded as contradicting them;
becau 1 these facta are either too ancionl to come
within the limits of profane histories, or are nf such a de-

scription that they could noi take notice ol them*1 The
Hence or omission even of many historians ought noi to

overturn the teetinunrj of anj one author, who positively

relates a matter of tact : if, therefore, a feci related in the

>i tntrod rest pp. 332—334. Hug'* i

i

p ii rni Wort i

|

> Btac the \.' vol II p I 1

1

• Bishop rttllllngflcot in- large!; point in the first book of his
Oriel' TO, I illo )

» ' in tin* subject, m •

to, pp. 85—67.

Scripture be contradicted by an historian who lived manj
centuries after the time when it took place, such contradiction
ought to nave no weight.

1. Justin, the abbreviator of Tragus Pompeiue, who wrote at

least eighteen hundred years after the time of Moses, relates that

the Israelites were expelled from Egypt, because they had commu-
nicated the ttch and leprosy to the Egyptians, who were appre-

liensive lest the contagion should spread ; and that the [srai In. s,

having clandestinely carried away the sacred mysteries of the

Egyptians, were pursued by the latter; who were compelled to

return home by tempests. 1

li is scarcely neci irk, how contrary U Lb statement nf the
Roman hlatorian is to that ol the Jewb and when Justin*!
credulity and want of Lnformi a are propei contradiction

. .
.

:
in -I i. mi. i The ci urate

af tho Jewish i diced histoi ian Tai Itus . \\ hich
itatlons "i iii. ir avowed t nemies.

Bp. Gray, who has giveu tin ot room), has
observed that many ol them had been di fed in the time "t

radius by Josephus mil. ui- The) contun in themsi
sutlii i.iit to show novi !

I ol i they are j and while thai exhibit oiuch
truth blended with falseh I, thej bllsh the u >riui x, without
oonferriog an) shadow ol probabUity on the latter.*

2. It Lias been thought impossible to raise so vast an empire as

that of Assyria is described to have been by HerodotUE and CtS-

sias (whose accounts contradict the relation of Moses), so early

as within one hundred and fifty years after Noflh.

Bui their accounts are, probably, exaggerated, and in many instances
fictitious; and, according to the ucx. asw<
Samarium Pentateuch, the oi Igln of the Assy rkm i mpii e is cat rii >t to a
much greatt c distance from the tioud.*

3. Joseph's division of the land of Egypt, which is recorded

by Moses (Gen. xlvii.) has been represented as contradictory to

the account of that country by Diodorus Siculus,

But on comparing the two narratives together it will Lie found thst the
1 itn r in! . .i historian Diod >rui > ex| I thai
thi land.; inn divided bt !ir> t n tht k\ng % i ltdieTU; ;.mt

Mo i Kpr< ly saya, that ti u dea tnttceen the hing, the prit
and the pi opte. "Moses tells us that before the fam
Egypt w< re in the hand ol die king, the priests, and the people ; bul
in, national i alamit | i

whole possi asione "i the people into the king's nanus ; which must i

make a prodigious accossion of pom ph, In whom
thi office ol high-priest and patriot supported eai con
t urred to the public boi ( Ice, pi e* i nti d foi ome tlm<

accession bj bis farming out the new domain to thi rery
easy c liuone W i m - well suppose itus wise dispo
tinued, till that new king aroat thai knev not J [1 • thai is,

n
1

Id obllti rate his mi mory, as avi rse to hfa syst \
Hi j Hi

.

appears Irom Scripture, greatly afiecled a di fiotn Kovernmen
which l"-' t'u >\ eatablished a standing mUilia, and endowed it with the i

formerly belonging to the people, who now
order, and were obliged to personal service; this and thi

the orders ol nobility in this powerful emplt
they, that out of them, indlfferenUy, thi ii kings were i cled.
Thus the property ol Egypt became divided in the man in i ihc Sii itian i <

lates ^ and it is remarkable that from this time, an< 1

1

ear In

Scripture of a standing mllida, and of the king's sis bui
riots," A c

'"

4. The destruction of Sennacherib's army, which is ascribed

to divine agency by the sacred historian (2 Kings \iv. :i">. » Chronu
wxii. 31. and Isaiah xxxvii. 86.) was probably the blatt or hot

pestilential south wind called the Simoom, s«* well dsscribed by
Mr. Bruce."

The destruction "f tli^e same army before Pelotflum, In the reign ofBetitos
i igi i Egypt, is attributed bj Iiri-M.it.iii>' .

| \

ih, n Infested the Assyrian camp by night, >• that their quivers and bowsi
i with what secured their shields i<> their arms, « re gnawed m

It Is particularly in be remarked that Herodotus i \

king 9enn it as do . and that the tune ref< rred i" in

perfocl Drdant Bence ll appears that It i- the same (act to
which Herodotus alludes, although much disguised in die relation : and thus
the eemlng cool

1

1
moi ed The dlflerence betwei n them i tni >i,

when ii
i

i t>n I Ii red that n lotus derived hi Information fn ba
Egyptian pi ie l . n bo chat I hi d die great<

the J and, therefore, wou i mnsi
as would give reputation to ekner. |a

5. There are msnjj apparently considerable, contradictions of

the Bcripturee in the write
I phus,

i Justin Rlsl Phlllpp lib uunrl i !

|

Blponl
See Bp I 'a

r between 9 at ' Prol ini l iti I itut e rol«

i pp 1
'

|
i \

•

|
.;

I

Dod i
I

,\\,.,Ls ,,,1. \ p. is.) See
slao Dr. Hali Analysis of < I, li pp. 1—G2.
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But those, as well as his omissions,* may be accounted for by his pecu-
liar situation- His country was now in great distress; its constitution was
overturned, and his countrymen in danger of extirpation, from the circum-
stance ni their being confounded with the Christians, who were reputed
to be a sect of the Jews, and at that time were suffering persecution. Jo-

sephus's deviations from Scripture, therefore, were made in order to

accommodate liis work to the taste of the Greeks and Romans. 1

fi. In consequence of this Jewish historian having omitted to

notice the massacre of the infants at Bethlehem, which is related

in Matt. ii. 16., the evangelical narrative has been pronounced a
M fabrication," and " a tale that carries its own refutation with it."

This assertion was first made, we believe, by Voltaire, whose disregard
of truth, especially in matters connected with the sacred history, is suffi-

ciently notorious. But the evidence for the reality of the fact- and, con-
sequently, for the veracity of Matthew, is too strong to be subverted by
any bold and unsupported assertions. For,

In the first place, The whole character which Josephus ascribes to

Herod is the most evident confirmation of the barbarous deed mentioned
by the evangelist.

Secondly, The Gospel of Matthew was published about the year of our
Lord 38, at which time there doubtless were persons living who could, and
(from the hostility then manifested against the Christian faith) who would,
have contradicted his assertion if it had been false or erroneous: their

silence is a tacit proof that the evangelist has stated the fact correctly.—
But,

Thirdly, The reality of the fact itself (though mentioned in his usual
scoffing manner) was not denied by the philosopher Celsus, one of the

bitterest enemies of Christianity, who lived towards the close of the se-

cond century; and who would most unquestionably have denied it if he
could.*

Fourthly, Matthew's narrative is confirmed by Macrobius, a heathen
author, who lived about, the end of the fourth century, and who mentions
this massacre in the following terms:—"Augustus," says lie, "having
been informed that Herod had ordered a son of his own to he killed, among
the male infants about two years old, whom he had put to death in Syria,"

said, "it is belter to be Herod's hog than his son."* Now, although Ma-
crobius is far too modern to be produced as a valid evidence in this mat-
ter, unsupported hy other circumstances, and although his story is mag-
nified by an erroneous circumstance; yet the passage, cited from him,
serves to prove how universally notorious was the murder of the children
in Bethlehem, which was perpetrated by the orders of Herod.

Fifthly, Wiih regard to the silence ot Josephus, we may furt lie r remark,
that no historian, not even an annalist, can be expected to record every
event that occurs within the period of which he writes : besides, his silence

may be satisfactorily accounted for. "Josephus wasa firm Jew, and there
was, therefore, a particular reason for his passing over this event; because
he could not mention it, without giving the Christian cause a very great
advantage. To write, that Herod, at the latter end of his reign, had put to

death all the infants at Bethlehem, under two years of age, on occasion of a
report that the king ofthe Jews had been lately born there, would have great-

ly gratified the Christians, whom Josephus hated ; since it was well known
that, about thirty years after the slaughter, and the latter end of Herod's
reign, Jesus (who was said to be born at Bethlehem), being about thirty

years of age, styled himself King of the Jews, and did many things, to say
no more in proof of it." It seems utterly impossible that Josephus could
have been ignorant of this event : his silence was more likely to have been,
in this as in other instances, wilful and interested. 6

Sixthly, Contemporary historians do not relate the same facts: Sueto-
nius t. -lis us many things which Tacilus has omitted; and Dion Cassius
supplies the deficiencies of both.
Seventhly, It is unreasonable to make the silenceof the Jewish historian

an objection to the credibility of the sacred writer, while there is equal and
even superior reason to confide in the fidelity of the latter.

Eighthly, Herod would naturally be disposed to lake such precautions
as lie might think necessary without being scrupulous concerning the
means.

Ninthly, Voltaire, either from ignorance or dishonesty, asserts thatfour-
teen thousand children must have lost theirlives in this massacre. If this

were true, the silence of Josephus would indeed be a very important ob-
jection to the veracity of Matthew's narrative ; and with this view Voltaire

makes the assertion, who every where shows himself an inveterate enemy
of revealed and not seldom of natural religion also. But as the children,

whom Herod caused to be put to death (probably by assassins whom he
kept in his pay), were only males of two years oldand under, it is .obvious,

according to this statement, that mure children must have been born
annually in the village of Bethlehem, than there are either in Paris or
London. Further, as Bethlehem was a very small place, scarcely two
thousand persons existed in it and in its dependent district ; consequently,
in the massacre, not more than fifty at most could be slain. In the de-

scription of the life of such a tyrant as Herod was, this was so trilling an
act of cruelty, that it was but of small consequence in the history of his

sanguinary government.

» Ottius has compiled a curious treatise, entitled Pratermissa, h Josepho:
it is a collection of sixty-eight articles, of which, in all probability, the

Jewish historian could not be ignorant ; but which he chose to omit for the

reason above assigned. This treatise is appended to Ottius'svery valuable
Spicilegium sive Excerpta ex Flavio Josepho, pp. 527—612.

* Divine Legation of Moses, book v. sect. 4. (Warburton's Works, vol.

v. pp. 126—1280 The bishop has given several instances at length, which
we have not room to insert, see pp. 130—132.

* See the passages in Lardner's Works, vol. viii. p. 21. 8vo. or vol. iv.

p. 122. 4to.

* Mac rob. Saturn, lib. ii. c. 4. The emperor, according to this writer,

seems to have played upon the Greek words uov a hog; and viov a son: the

point of the saying perhaps consists in this, that Herod, professing Juda-
ism, was hy his religion prohibited from killing swine, or having any thing

to do with their flesh ; and, therefore, that his hog would have been safe

where his son lost his life. Macrobius, with singular propriety, states this

massacre to have been perpetrated in Syria, because Juda?a was at that

time part of the province of Syria. Gilpin and Dr. A. Clarke on Matt. ii. 16.

The massacre of the infants is likewise noticed in a rabbinical work called

Toldoth Jeshu, in the following passage: "And the king gave orders for

putting to death every infant to be found in Bethlehem ; and the king's

messengers killed every infant according to the royal order." Dr. D.
Sharpe's First Defence of Christianity, &c. p. 40.

6 Townsend's Harmony of the New Testament, vol. i. pp. 77, 78.

Lastly, As the male infants that were to be slain could easily be ascer-
tained from the public tables of birth or genealogies, that, circumstance
will account for the reputed parents ofour Saviour fleeing into Egypt rather
than into any city of Juda?a.°

Any of these arguments would be sufficient to vindicate the

evangelist's narrative; but, altogether, they form a cloud of wit-

nesses, abundantly sufficient to overbalance the negative evidence

attempted to be drawn from the silence of Josephus.

7. Luke ii. 2. is said to be contrary to historical fact, Satur-

ninus and Volumnius being at that time the Roman presidents

of Syria, and Cyrenius not being governor of that province until

eleven years after the birth of Christ.

A slight attention to the situation of Judaea at that time, and a more cor*
rect rendering of the passage than is to be found in our English version,
will easily reconcile the seeming difference between the sacred historian
and Josephus.
Towards the close of his reign, Herod the Great (who held his kingdom

by a grant from Mark Antony with the consent of the senate, which had
been confirmed by Augustus), having incurred the emperor's displeasure,
to whom his conduct had been misrepresented, Augustus issued a decree
reducing Judaea to a Roman province, and commanding an enrolment, oi
register, to be made of every person's estate, dignity, age, employment,
and office. The making of this enrolment was confided to Cyrenius or
Quirinius, a Roman senator, who was collector of the imperial revenue

;

but Herod having sent his trusty minister, Nicholas of Damascus, to Rome,
the latter found means to undeceive the emperor, and soften his anger, in

consequence of which the actual operation of the decree was suspended.
Eleven years afterwards, however, it was carried into effect, on the depo-
sition and banishment of Archelaus (Herod's son and successor), for mal-
administration, by Augustus, upon the complaint of the Jews; who, weary
of the tyranny of the Herodian family, requested that Judaea might be made
a Roman province. Cyrenius was now sent as president of Syria, with an
armed force, to confiscate the property of Archelaus, and to complete the
census, to which the Jewish people submitted. It was this establishment
of the assessment or taxing under Cyrenius which was necessary to com-
plete the Roman census, to which the evangelist alludes in the parenthe-
tical remark occurring in Luke ii. 2., which may be more correctly written
and translated thus:—" It came to pass in those days," that is, a few days
before our Saviour's birth, "that there itent out a decreefrom Casar Au~
gustus, that all the land" [of Judaea, Galilee, Idumeea, dec. under Herod's
dominion] " should he enrolled1 preparatory to a census or taxing (" The
taxing itself was first made when Cyretiius was governor of Syria:)"*
And all went to be enrolled, every one to his owncity. (Luke ii. 1—3.)

By the preceding construction, supported by the emendation
in the note, the evangelist is critically reconciled with the varying

accounts of Josephus, Justin Martyr, and Tertullian, and an his-

torical difficulty is solved, which has hitherto been considered as

irreconcilable. 9

Two other solutions have been offered, which deserve to be
noticed on account of their ingenuity.

(1.) The first is that of Mr. Charles Thompson, Secretary to the Congress
of the United Stales, the learned translator of the Old and New Testaments
from the Greek. He renders Luke ii. 1, 2. in the following manner:

—

Now it bappeni d in those days that an edict came forth from CaesarAugus-
tus that this whule inhabited land should be enrolled. This was thefirst
enrolment ; it was made ichen Cyrenius was governor of Syria." In a
note on the passage in question, he observes, " There were two enrolments,

e Lardner's Credibility, part i. book ii. ch. ii. sect 1. (Works, vol. i. pp.
329—338. 8vo. or pp. ISO— 185. 4to.) Volborth Causae cur Josephus c&dem
puerorum Bethlemeticorum, Matt. ii. 16. narratam silentio praterierit,^\o.
Gottingen, 1788, as analyzed in the Monthly Review (O. S.), vol. Ixxx. p. 617.

Schulzii Archa_'nlogia Hebraica, pp. 52, 53. Colonia, La Religion Chre-
tienne autoriste par le Temoignage des Anciens Auteurs Patens, pp.
117, 118.

i Ajro>p*;i(r5*. rj,v OIKOTMHNHN, Luke ii. 1. That OIKOTMHNHN
signifies the land of Judaea, and not the whole Roman empire, see Vol. II.

p. 13.

(Avtij q awoypQy wpa)T« tyevtro y,yf,uovsv0vTO; t»j; Sopiaj Kupijv*eu, In
all the printed editions of the New Testament the first word in this verse is

aspirated iu-ni, this, as if it were the feminine of outo?. "But this," says
Dr. Hales, to whom we are indebted for the above elucidation, " materially
injures the sense, as if the enrolment decreed in the first verse was the
same as this taxing in the second ; whereas there was an interval of eleven
years between the two. But in the most ancient manuscripts, written in

uncials or in capitals, without points or accentSj the word is ambiguons,
and may also be unaspirated *vt»i, self, the feminine of kvitos; and both
occur together in this same chapier, where the evaugelisf, speaking of
Anna the prophetess, says, *«» «vth, «vtii tij tup* ixurTmri; 'And this

woman] coming in at the instant itself,' or at
l
the self-same hour^ &c. The

ordinal wpwrif, first, is here understood adverbially" (see Bishop Middleton
on the Greek Article, pp.304, 305.). and connected with the verb tyevt-ro,

' was made,' or ' took effect,' signifying that the taxing it&etffirst took effect,

or was carried into execution, under the presidency of Cyrenius or Quiri-

nius ; which had been suspended from the time of his procuratorehip."
Dr. Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. pp. 705—710.

9 Dr. Campbell (Translation ofthe Four Gospels, volii. pp. 140422—425.)
renders Luke ii. 2. in the following manner:

—

"Thisfrst register took
effect when Cyrenius was president of Syria " But, as we have seen in

the preceding note thatn-pw-rtj js here used adverbially, this version will not

hold good. In confirmation of bis rendering eywro " took effect" (which
is adopted by Dr. Hales), Campbell refers to Matt. v. 18. vi. 10. xviii. 19.

xxii. 42. and 1 Cor. xv. 54. Dr. Lardner has proposed another solution of

the above difference (Credibility, part i. book ii. ch. i. Works, vol. i. pp.
248—329. Svo. or pp. 136— 179. 4to), which deserves to be noticed, because

it has been adopted by Archdeacon Paley. (Evidences, vol. ii. pp. 177, 178.1

It is as follows:—" This teas the first enrolment of Cyrenius governor of
Syria, that is, who was afterwards governor of Syria, and best known
among the Jews by that title ;" which title, belonging to him at the time of

writing the account, was naturally subjoined to his name, although acquir-

ed after the transaction which the account describes. A similar solution

is given by Alber. Hermeneuf. Nov, Test. torn. ii. pp. 309, 310., and in

Pr'itii Introd. in Nov. Test. p. 437.
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the first merely for the purpose ofnumbering the inhabitants, and the

qi them Tin* first bare ipoken or was in the reim of

II rod the Great, when I lyrenluB was deputy-governor of Syria, ii was
rfppe according to communities and families; and all were obliged lore

pair to thetr resnectiTc citiea 01 towns to be enrolled in their BeveraJ rami

lies, according to their geiienlogies. The second, which was after the

iirLiih o! ii.-hhI, whs i'-r Mi-- aafce of aateumt nt, and was made indiscrimi-

(..! \ This wus the enrolment which offended the Jews, and excited

tumults and insi one, and brooghl on the war which terminated in

1 1 1 in- utt'Tiii^peraion of the Jews." From
the rendering, thus the praiae of learning and ingenuit; musl
aoi be wtthbi Id Mr. Thompson evidently considers the word -, which
»ii other translatoi s consldei as an indefin&e article prefixed to

iird
]

" Bingularofii», the imperfect tense in the

Indlcath the verb**.*", I am. It is well known that]

writers use , or i» Indifferently as the ihinl person singolar; ami it we
cjiiiii And a single pan eon tructkm hi the New Testament, we should

nnquest n the preference to Mr. T.'s rendering.

i.) Tli other soludon is that offered by the learned editor oi C

Diction ires, that for the purposes of e Iment, Cyre
nius, though not probably governoi of Syria at the timeol Cbrist'B birth,

migbi be associated with Satornmus; or, though now senl into Syria .1 - »n

1 . yel being ail< rwarda governor ol Syria, be might be

called governor of Syria, as we call an officer during his life by the title

be baa borne, 1 sen afti 1 be baa given up ins commission. On a medal "i"

AninK'h appeal the names ol Batornlnua and Volumnius, who were thi

1 it's chiel officers In Syria, It would seem, there! thai Vo
lamnius was the colleague oi Saturninus in the government, of Syria, and

procurator of the pn.vnir._- ; ami that while Saturninus k.-iit his courl al

viin. .,n where be remained stationary, ins associate Volumnius was en-

g iged in other districts of the province as circumstances required Whal
we suppose oi Volumnius we may also suppose of Cyrenius, whOi after

him. bem the same office. Thus, the medal vindicates Josephus, n bo de

scribed Satorninue and Volumnius as governors of Syria; and it may jus-

tify both Saint Luke and T. rinlliaii, of whom the former affirmed thai

Cyrenius, and the latter thai Saturninus, executed the enrolment. 11 may
ustifj the evangelist, whose words the editor of Calmet thfnks may

: in, lerstood :— ''Tins was the first enrolment of Cyrenius, he be-

log then governor of Syria, associatfid with Saturninus ; ami it should he

distinguished from that which he made eleven y.ir* after, when he was
the chief, the pi.~ii-i_Ti.il ui.vr-nu.r of the same province."*

The reader will adopt which of the preceding solutions he may
prefer: either of them affords a sufficient explanation of the

seeming- contradiction between the evangelist and Josephus,

though, upon the whole, we think the rendering of Dr. Hales

presents the most satisfactory elucidation.

8. In Luke iii. L9. Herod the tetrareh is said to have been

reproved by John the Baptist for Herodias, his brother Philip's

wife, whom he had forcibly taken away from her husband, and

married.

Now this is Irreconcilable With profane history, which asserts his

broth f* "' to havr h.-t'ii //.-J '"' Hence il is probable that the iiauif

of Philip has crepl into the text through the copyist's negligence, and
ought to be omitted : Gi iesbach has omitted ll in bis tei% but has inserted

ij t word p»\<nrn_ m the margin, with iiie murk of doubtful genuineness.

9. Acts v, 36. For before these days rose up Thei/ilas, &c.

Josephus's account of Theudas (Antiq, 1. xx. c. 5. § 1.) referred

to a transaction that occurred seven years after Gamaliel's speech,

of which this text is a part.

The contradiction is removed by the probability that there might be two
im[M.s!ors ol" thr same name . for then- were four persons of the name of
Simon within forty years, ancj three oi Judas within ten years, all ofwhom
were leadens of insurrections.

*

SECTION VIII.

ALLEGED CONTRADICTIONS TO PHILOSOPHY AND THE NA'ITKK

OF THINGS.

Tin: Scriptures often refer (o matters of fact, which are
wwerlal (though without any proof whatever) to he contra-

dictory to philosophy and to the nature of things. A little

consideration, however, will reconcile these alleged repug-
nances; for it has been well observed by different writers,

who have treated on this Bubject, thai the Scriptures were not

written with the design of teaching as natural philosophy,
Imt to nuke known the revealed will of God to man, and to

teach us our duties and obligations to our great Creator and
Redeemer. Therefore the Bacred penman might make use of
popular expressions and forms of speed lither affirming

nor denying thi tr philosophical troth. Ml proverbial sayings
and tnetaphiuii'al expressions introduced by way of illustra-

11 i nr ornament must be taken from reci ived notions; bul

they are imt. therefore, asserted in the philosophical sense by
him who OSes thl m, any mOTB than the historical truth of

psrahlea and similitudes is suppnse. I to be asserted. Further,
to have employed philosophical terms and notions only, and

1 Oslmet's Dictionary, vol i Article Oyreniua. PrasmMibiBupplsoii
cal Index and Seereu I

•I nHot ft.

'Dr. Lankier baa collet ,aet in question relative to

Impoaturs. Works, rul. I. pii 10"—ilJ\ Sue also Faley'e Eyidi'iucs, >ol. n.

pp 17'J—181.
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to have rectified the vulgar conceptions of men concerning all

the phenomena incidentally mentioned in the Scriptures,

would have required a large system of philosophy, which
would have rendered the Scriptures a honk unfit for ordinary

capacities, and the greater part of those for whom it is de-

signed. If, indeed, revelation had introduced any the best

founded Bystem of modern physics, or if the AJmighty Cre-

ator had In en pleased to disclose the councils themselves of

his infinite wisdom, what would have been the consequence 1

Philosophy would immediately have become matter of faith!

and disbelief of any part of it a dangerous heresy. How
many infidels would this or that mans fanciful hypothesis

concerning the appearances of things have called forth!

Besides, if the Scriptures had been made the vehicle for a

refined system of natural philosophy, such a theory of nature

would have seemed as strange and incredible to most men as

miracles do ; for there is scarcely any thing w hieh more sur-

pi isi s men, unacquainted « ith philosophy, than philosophical

discoveries. How incredible do the motion id' the earth and

the rest of the sun appear to all bul philosophers, who are

now fully convinced of the reality of these phenomena, while

the rising gnd setting nf the sun are terms as much in use with

those who hold the doctrine of the earth's motion as with

others! In fact, if we would be understood, we must continue

to make use of this expression; but excepting this one in-

stance, u hieh is and ever w ill he in use, according to the vul-

gar conceptions of all nations and languages (notw ithstanding

any philosophical discoveries to the contrary), thl re is nothing

in the Scriptures that is not strictly consistent with the pn sent

notions ol philosophy. The discoveries both in chemistry

and in physics, as well as in natural history, which have

been made in later times, concur in many instances to con-

firm and elucidate the Sacred Writings. A few examples
will illustrate the preceding observations.

1. No fact recorded in the Sacred Writings has been a more

favourite subject of cavil with modern objectors, than the »< count

of the creation, related in the first two chapters of the hook of

Genesis. Founding their cavils upon translations, instead of

consulting the original Hebrew (which their ignorance com-
pletely disqualified them from doing), they have pretended that

the Mosaic narrative is alike inconsisteni with reason mid wild

true philosophy. If, however, these writers had impartially con-

sidered the modern discoveries in philosophy, ihej would have

found nothing to contradict, but on the contrary much— very

much—to confirm the relation of Moses.

"The efrueture of tiu tarth," says • of the most profound geologists

Bnd practical phUoeophers of the preaenl day.s .net "the mode ol

butioii of extraneous foseiis or petrifactions, are »o many tllreci evidences
of tin; tniiti oi the Scripture account of the forma 10I the '.niii;and

they might be used aa | fool Its author having boeo inspired ; bei

the nun is discovered I dials were unknown to

tcred historian. Even the period oftimi Iheabx deyaofthe Moeaie
description, are not I oslatent nut, our theories of the • arts. " Nor are

the phenomena of the heavenly bodies at all contrsdictry to the Mosaic
history. Modern oppoeers ol revelation I

i luxatlhe historian

talks of light before Iberewaa anj Bach thing is the sun, and calls the

in ., greoi light, when every ) knows ll to be an opaque body. Hut

Moaea seem u> have known what philosophy did not till very lately dis-

cover, iii ii the sun Is do! the original source ol light, and, then tore, ha
does nol call eithei the sun oi thi U ng~Af,.tboagh he repre-

sents tin in both as I
;

tors looked into a Hebrew, Gn <k. or Latin Bible, ihey would have found
II, ,1 ll,,- u..i,l v. ' i. i in I. hi::, • \\ I eln I. le.l

.hi], 1 1 nt h thai which In the fourteenth verse they bevs fcsaero.

also In the third yet te the original word is ~ih
i

I theVnlgate I.aim, lux ; In the fourteenth verse

irreepondlng words are rnKD (ma ind luminaha
t ., I, ... the formal at ol words mean that subtili

which In English we give thi nana u h oi the laller, tile Inairu.

i is, or means, by which light t> treaamitti 'i <" ne ii Bol surely the
a I .i ii.ii. !,

i
n ii nt oi ihls kind placed dm bind

the lamp of a iinhi h"u •
. for Ihi , memliting to the murlner

the i lu ol thai lamp, which would othi rwlee ban .

in
.

i nun to the land Though the m
thai planet a light In Its > Sects, as ll i in els the llghl ol fhs ann to

i \ii*t both Mi.' aun and moon are with greet propriety called armi,—
mil aabi bni because
Ihey appear p inda fgrealei u a and coneequeoee to this
world, And now, after all ",,r Improve nts In phlloaonhy and sen
my, ws still speak ol the in,aswollaa< notion.

[tins and the man, who in s moral, theological, or historical

discourse, should use a ititli 1 1
nt uM only render t

ridiculous.
In like manner, had these i bjoi tot i' ferred to the original Hebrew of

Qen i 6, 7. 3 (whlcl mr English authi
I ttrmdittfal . 'nnjtlnt

and Vulgate I Atln i rendered ii expan • and
tnlghi hare km wn, i bal ll mi anl thi

which blrda I whs*.
, . , I lu II i.ll.l III ,11 Mill III

-in Hu! G k pin: to «i'h all Ihelt arers

1 Profi "i .' i i. v. of 1
i BsT] h. i

,
ii.in Ii

ot.'Cuvli i thsThei rot the Barfh,
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nearly as ignorant of rhe works as they were of the nature of God. And
does not this circumambient air divide the waters frum the waters, the
waters of the sea from the waters which float above us in clouds and
vapours/ For there is a multitude of waters in the heavens, and He
catiseth the vapours to ascendfrom the ends of the earth. (Jer. x. 13.)

Once more, Moses represents the earth at first in a state offluidity.
The spirit of God, says he, moved upon theface (or surface) of the waters.
((Jen. i. 2.) The apostle Peter also speaks of the earth as being formed
out of a fluid. The earth standing out of the water (more correctly, con-
sisting of water St' uJtm,- <rvv$? J,Q-x) and in the midst of the water. The
same tradition reached also some of the ancient heathen philosophers;
and Thales, in particular, one of the seven wise men and the wisest of
them all, as Cicero informs us, said that all things were made out of water.'
Others after him taught the same doctrine ;*> and is it in the least degree
contradicted or disproved by modern discoveries? On the contrary, is it

not more and more confirmed and illustrated by them ? It is well known
that if a soft or elastic globular body be rapidly whirled round on its axis,

the parts of the poles will be flattened, and the parts on the equator, mid-
way between the north and south poles, will be raised up. This is pre-
cisely the shape of our earth; it has the figure of an oblate spheroid, a
figure hearing a close resemblance to that of an orange. Now, if the earth
was ever in a state of fluidity, its revolution round its axis must necessa-
rily induce such a figure, because the greatest centrifugal force must neces-
sarily be near the equatorial parts, and, consequently, there the fluid must
rise and swell most. It has been demonstrated by experiment, that the
earth is flattened at the poles and raised at the equator ;a and thus do the
Scriptures and philosophy agree together and confirm each oilier. The
Scriptures assert that the earth was in a stale of Nihility

;
and philosophy

evinces that it must have been in such a state from its very figure.

The account of the creation of man (Gen. i. 26, 27.) lias been ridiculed

by all oppose rs of revelation ; but can they furnish us with one more
likely to be the true one? Reason will tell us no better than history or
tradition does, how man came into the world. This, therefore, is a subject
of divine revelation, and until the objectors to revelation can give us a bet-

ter account, we may safely affirm that the Mosaic history is perfectly con-
sistent with every idea which right reason teaches us 10 entertain of the
creation of man.

Lastly, objectors to the Scriptures have laid great stress upon the ex-
pression in Gen. ii. 3. God rested the seventh day from afl his work, as if it

were alone sufficient to destroy the authority of the Mosaic writings. Hut
no one, who impartially considers the noble account there given of the
creation, that God is represented as having only spoken and it was done,
can reasonably imagine, that the Almighty was tired with labour, as if he
had moulded every thing with his hands, and that on the seventh day he
lay or sat down for rest. Hast thou not known, says the Hebrew prophet
Isaiah, hast thou not heard, that the everlasting God, the Creator of the
ends of the earth, fainteth not, neither is weary ? (Isa, xl. 28.)

The objections drawn by infidel writers from the Mosaic nar-

rative of the deluge have already been noticed in pp. 72. 75, 76.

supra.

2. The declaration of Moses in Deut. i. 10. that God had mul-
tiplied the Israelites as the stars of heaven for multitude, lias

been ridiculed because to the apprehension of the objector "the
number of the stars is infinite.*'

Let us, however, consider this subject. How many in numberarethe stars
which appear to the naked eye? Foi it is that which appears to the naked
eve, which is to govern us in replying to this objection : for God brought
Abraham forth abroad,—that is, out of doors, and bade him look towards
heaven (Gen. xv. 5.), not with a telescope, but with his naked eyes. V>w,
let the objector go forth into the open air, and look up in the brightest and
most favourable night, and count the stars. Not more than 3010 stars can
be seen by the naked eye in both the northern and southern hemispheres

;

but at the time alluded to, the Israelites, independently of women and chil-

dren, were more than six hundred thousand. Suppose, however, we even
allow, from the late discoveries made by Sir Win. Herschel and others
with telescopes, which have magnified belween thirty-five and thirty-six

^thousand times, that there may be seventy-five millions of stars visible by
the aid of such instruments, which is the highest calculation ever made :

yet still the divine word stands literally true. Matthew says (i. 17.) that the
generations from Abraham to Christ were forty-two. Now we find at the
second census, that the fighting men among the Hebrews amounted to

600,000; and the Israelites, who have never ceased to be a distinct people,
have so multiplied that, if the aggregate number of them who have ever
lived, could be ascertained, it would be found far to exceed the number of
all the fixed stars taken together.*

3. The speaking of Balaam's ass (Num. xxii. 28.) has been a

standing jest to infidels in almost every age.

If Ihe ass had opened her own mouth, and reproved the rasli prophet,
we might well be astonished. Maimonides and others have Imagined thai

the matter was transacted in a vision. But it is evident, from the whole
tenor of the narration, as well as from the declaration of an inspired
writer (2 Pet- ii. 14—16.), that it is to be understood as a literal narrative of
a real transaction. The ass, it has been observed, was enabled to utter such
and such sounds, probably as parrots do, without understanding them:
and, whatever, may be said of the construction of the ass's mouth, and of
the tongue and jaws being so formed as to be unfit for speaking, yet an
adequate cause is assigned for this wonderful effect; for it is expressly
said, that the Lord open°d the mouth of the ass. The miracle was by no
means needless or superfluous: it was very proper to convince Balaam,
that the mouth and tongue were under God's direction, and that the same
divine power, which caused the dumb ass to speak contrary to its nature,

» Thales enim Milesius, qui primus de talibns rebus qusamt aqnain
dixit esse initium rerum. Cicero de Natura Deorum, lib i. c. 10. Edit.

DavisH
» The reader will find the sentiments of the philosophers above alluded

to, in the notes to Grotius de Veritate, lib. i. c. 16.

» This was first conjectured by Sir Isaac Newton, and confirmed by M.
Cassint and others, who measured several degrees of latitude at the equa-
tor and at the north pole ; and found that the difference perfectly justified

Sir Isaac Newton's conjecture, and, consequently, confirmed the truth of
the Mosaic narrative. The result of the experiments, instituted to deter-
mine this point, proved, that the diameter of the earth at the equator is

greater by more than twenty-three miles than it is at the poles.
* Dr. A. Clarke's Commentary, on Deut. i. 10.

could make him in like manner utter blessings contrary to his inclination.

The fact is as consonant to reason as any other extraordinary operation ; for

all miracles are alike, and equally demand our assent, if properly attested.

The giving of articulation to a brute is no more to the Deity than the
making of the blind to see, or the deaf to hear. And the reputed baseness
of the instrument, of which God was pleased to make use, amounts merely
to this, that (as the apostle observes on another occasion) God hath chosen
the foolish things of the world to confound the tcise. (1 Cor. i. 27.) There
was, therefore, a fitness in the instrument used: for, the more vile the
means were, the fitter they were to confound the unrighteous prophet.

4. It has been affirmed that the circumstance of the sun and
moon standing still, which is recorded in Joshua x. 12,, is con-

trary to philosophy.

"It is pitiful to say that the sun could not stand still because it does not
move: for the history speaks according to the ideas of the age, and was
intended to record simply the appearance to the eye, to which the language
of men, whether philosophers or peasants, is still conformed in common
conversation. Whether the effect was produced by a supernatural refrac-

tion, or whether the motionof the earth around its axis was suspended, we
do not possess the means of determining."* In either case there was a
miracle ; and as a miracle the sacred historian expressly relates this event.

It is, therefore, impossible to account for it on philosophical principles.'*

The object of this miracle was of the most important and impressive
nature. The sun and the moon, the two principal gods of the idolatrous
iM.ii ben nations, were commanded to yield miraculous obedience to the
chief servant of the true God ; and thereby to contribute to the more ef-

fectual conquest of their own worshippers. It was a miracle of the same
description as those which had been wrought in Egypt. With respect to

the objections to the probability of this miracle, which originate in a con-
sideration of its supposed consequences, it is justly observed by Bishop
Watson, that " the machine of the universe is in the hand of God : he can
stop the motion of any part or of the whole, with less trouble than either
Of us can stop a watch !" How absurd, then, are the reasonings of those
men who believe in the existence of an omnipotent God, yet deny the
possibility of the exertion of his power in other ways, than those which
are known to their limited experience !'

5. The beautiful poetical passage in Judges v. 20. has been
stigmatized as a "species of Jewish rant and hyperbole."

A tempest meeting the enemy in the face discomfited them ; and the
torrent Kishon was so suddenly swelled by the rain (which common opi-

nion ascribed to the planets), as to sweep away the greyer part of Sisera's
army in their precipitate flight Hence the poetess calls it the first or the
prince of torrents. The whole is exceedingly poetical, notwithstanding
the censure of the opposers of revelation, whose cavils are characterized
not more by want of taste, than by wilful ignorance and malignity of dis-

position.

6. It is said that such a number of inhabitants, as are stated to

have dwelt in the land of Canaan, could not possibly have been
supported there, viz. a million and a half of lighting men. (2
Sam. xxiv. 9. 1 (Jhron. xxi. 5.)

To this it is to be answered, th.it If there he no mistake in the numbers
(which probably are incorrect, as tin 1 Syriac version reads eight hundred
thousand in 2 Sam. xxiv. 9 and 1 Chron. xxi. 5.), this vast population is to

be ascribed to the extraordinary fertility of the soil. Another solution of
this apparent contradiction has been offered by a late writer, 8 which is

both ingenious and probable. "It appears," he observes, "from Chronicles,
that there were twelve divisions of generals, who commanded monthly,
and whose duty it was to keep guard near (he king's person, each having
a body of troops consisting of twenty-four thousand men, which jointly

formed a, grand army of two hundred and eighty thousand: and, as a sepa-
rate body of twelve thousand men naturally attended on the twelve princes
of the twelve tribes, mentioned in the same chapter, the whole will be
three hundred thousand; which is the difference between the two last ac-
counts of eight hundred thousand and of one million one hundred thou-
sand. 9 Whence may be deduced this natural solution as to the number of
Israel. As to the men of Israel, the author of Samuel does not take notice
of the three hundred thousand, because they were in the actual service
of the king as a standing army, and, therefore, there was no need to num-
ber them : but the author of Chronicles joins them to the rest, saying ex-

pressly, ?N*1C» 7D, 'all those of Israel were one million one hundred
thousand ;' whereas the author of Samuel, who reckons only the eight

hundred thousand, does not say 7Nltt^ ?D, 'all those of Israel,' but barely

7fcHB" Tipi 'and Israel were,' &c. It must also be observed, that exclu-
sively of the troops before mentioned, there was an army of observation
on the frontiers of the Philistines' country, composed of thirty thousand
men, as appears by 2 Sam. vi. 1. ; which, it seems, were included in the
number of five hundred thousand of the people of Judah, by the author
of Samuel : but the author of Chronicles, who mentions only four hundred
and seventy thousand, gives the number of that tribe exclusively of those
thirty thousand men, because they were not all of the tribe of Judah : and

therefore he does not say, iTffifl *73 ' all those of Judah,' as he had said

Sn-ii^ *?3 'all those of Israel,' but only FTlW 'and those of Judah.' Thus
both accounts may be reconciled, by only having recourse to other parts

of Scripture treating on the same subject ; which will ever be found the
best method of explaining difficult passages."

* An ingenious French philosopher, who has consecrated his geological

researches to the elucidation and defence of the sacred volume, has en-

deavoured to show that the double day in Palestine, caused by the miracle
related in Josh, x., must have produced a double night in Europe. He con-
siders that the double night, so frequently mentioned by the Latin poets,

and connected with the birth of Hercules, was identical with this miracle,

which is thus collaterally confirmed by the testimony of ancient profane
writers. Chaubard, Elemens de Genlogie, pp. 321—327. Paris, 1833, 8vo.

« Dr. Dick's Lectures on Theology, vol. i. p. 178. The reader, who is

desirous of reading the different opinions of learned men on the subject

of this miracle, is referred to Mr. Hewlett's note on Josh. x. 12. (Comment,
on the Bible, vol. i ), and to an original and elaborate note of Dr. A. Clarke
on the same passage.

i Townsend's Arrangement of the Old Testament, vol. i. p. 463. note.
b The editor of the quarto edition of Calmet's Dictionary of the Bible.

See Fragments, No. xxxvii. pp. 62, 63.

«> Vide Alichot Holam, p. 18.
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7. The notnfa r of ca ed ai the dedication "t

iiLin*- temple, has been objected t" .i* incredible, \i/.. one hundred

anJ twenty thousand shi ep, ami two-and*twenty thousand oxen.

(1 Kings nil. 63.)

To to rare not offered

Phis soli inn meeting continued foi

at the fetal of dedl

;. . ... n,
l

i nd
- from God, hat-

i
i> ordered othi raltaj i to be en cted in

. m ol !)! pri i

'; !' in othei places, which were to bj

only dui ing tliai solemnity, when such a vast number ol saci iflces

\ ,
i condfu, it is by no means improbable thai there were

paid Solomon their tribute in cattle, and

w00 might
;

' ttraordin irj i
refei red to

Bee ui instance ol this kind in 2 Kings ill. i

i
- great numbei tired in Solomon's kitchen (1 Kings

iv S3.), will i' n ind incredible, when we compare itwith the

i on of oriental a modern tii I

the pro i'
'

i ol rvanls ol an Asiatic prince Thus, Tavernii •

io his description of the eraglta Jd thai heep and tombs

vrere i d for the pei - ig to the c >ui
l
ol the sultan."

8. It is urged that the treasures, mentioned in l Chron. \\i\.

4 7. as amassed by David for the purpose of erecting a temple,

are incredible j and that itwae impossible thai he could coUeet

such a sum, which has been computed bj M. le Clerc at eight

hundred millions sterling, and which ie thought to exceed all the

gold of all the princes now upon earth put together.

But ii i poi ible thai there may be a corruption in the numbers s

i m, i bo well acquaint* d with the weights mentioned, as to !" able to a u <
•

tain wii the thi n comparative vali f the precious metals,
'

whal resources fbi obtaining inem Cnow tost) there were at thai time

i; robable thai the talent, mentioned In the p
- i Syi lc talent; according to which the unl collected bj

David would be £7,087,791 knd in an age like thai in which David lived

md princes wi re accustomed to hoard up vast quantili

e oriental monarcha Btill do) ii is by no means impro

able that David and bis princes, in their successful wars with the Philia

, ,, ,,. Imalekii and w ith the I ii ol Zobab, Syi la, and

Bdom, might collect gold and silvei to the above ai t.

9. Tin* circumstance of Elijah being ferj by ravens (1 Kings

wii. 1.) has excited tin- profane scorn of unbelievers, as an

incredible thing; ami they have attempted to he witty in their

inquiries whence these unclean birds could have procured food

for the prophet

en attempted to gel rid of this miracle, by asserting thai the

prophet was not f< I
th< Orbim or inhabitants of Orbo.

.
i town in Ihe vicinitj ol Bethshan. Bui the following arguments will

how thai ihe received interprel itlon la correct : it la expressly said thai

i
.

i wii. ii.) " Had strangers

are furnished him with water
;
and

een ry fbi him to ha*s e reoun ed when the

brook was dried up again, Ahab (who bad aenl messengers in pursuit ol

among the neighbouring kingdoms and nations) tooa an oath

noranl ol the place of hie concealment ii Kings

xviii i" one fa tribe, we may suppose il probable, would
delivered blm up, seeing thai tbey could gain nothing by ins conceal

menl and had every thing to feai from detection. If we come i" verbal

criticism, we find that the word Is precisely the same with thai wl

mo r properly rendered 'raven' in Gen. viiL 7., when Noah sends a i" 1 d

..ui ofthe ai k.
'

i The almighty, doubtless, could have caused food to have

been conveyed to Elfjab In any other way, but he chosi to bi nd ll bj the ie

.

i ihjte command over

andaJ o to give us lull ai Idence thai bi u cour
., rnoai Improbable mean ill m.<> . who pul their trusi

in iniu. \\ ni/Vti £t> iiu lurtiici tu inquire whence the ravena bad this

i Border's Oi it ai il Literature, vol i p
» Tin- rea Ivr will fox I sunn- elitbiirurr un! mt.-r. I . OD Ibis

In Dr Brown'a ioiiquitii ol the Jews, vol i pp.149 168.

Mtoi i in
I si .in i ; ay on the Fulilltj ol Attempts to reprew nl the

Miracfi re led in Script b Effect!
|

lucedln the ordlnarj I

.

, p
"

: Cambrldj ,1831

food: itisena ghtlttoEhjah; for tbenwe
musl allow, thai they acted by divine direction, and thai the food w
God' i pro

10. There is no contradiction between Job xxvi. 7. and PsaL
wiv. 2. and civ, 5.

In the Brat-cited pa M eth thi earth
P I ruriv. 2. It is said thai Jehovah hathfounded the tank

i.l'. .'. tlmt

hi h th laid tht foundations of thi earth that it should not
all h Inch expression! /correct: for the

foundation of a pendulous globe can be nothing out Us centre, upon which
all the parts lean and are supported byltj ;»".l tin- watei •

i ontinuallj flow-

ing through the bowels andcoocavii ram the depths ol

.i 1 1'. .i constant course and circulation, constitute an abyss In the lower-
most parts "i the « arth. All thi rivi rs run into the eta ; yi t thi wt a is not

full: unto the place /rom whence the riven come, thither thry return
(Rccles L 7.) *3 that, with great propriety ol Bpeecb, tiu-ierra.

queous globe la Bald bo hang upon nothing, and the earth to be founded
upon th< ai (stablished upon the ilumts, uii'l (!'

i t«i b
ki WOti rs «

11. The unicorn an (neiv), described in -I * >l > xx\ix. 0. and

alluded to in several other passages "I Scripture, is the common
rhinoceroa, which is known, in Arabia, by the name of n-im unto

this daj

.

12. The circumstance of Jonah being in the belly of a whale

[Jonah i. IT. Matt xii. 40.) has been affirmed (<• be contrary i«>

matter of (act; as the throat of a whale, it is well known, \<

capable of admitting little more than the arm of an Ordinary man ;

and these li-h are never found in the Mediterranean Sea.

Bui Bocharl baa long since provi d thai a groal flsn i kind is

here Intended it las well attested facl i

not onlj of such a Ize and form
awallow a man whole, bul also that men have bi ntlre In their

stomachs; and, since il is a facl well known I
ts, thai the

Btomacb has no power over substi i d wfth vitality, ihis circum-
will account in pan foi Ihe mlracul i

!| "- prophet
Jonah in the belly or stomach of the great Boh, in which he was for tnree
da} and three nights Bocharl is further of Opinion, lhat the particular

ol mark. which followed the prophet Joi rouariiscar-

oi white hark, foi Its voracity termed lamia b) - inc naiuralifltB,

and which Is a native of the seas In hoi clioiaii ror 6f
ii.i\ igators.i M i . Rao Wilson, the day after a « in the
- 'in.- pori i the sea where ihe ship with Jonah on board encountered
ihe tempest, observed sevi ral very "great fishes" Bporung about lh<

me -I which could not l" less than aiitj i. 1
1 in length, and

long as the vessel Itself on board of which he was embarked.*

The preceding an the passagi a of Scripture, which have
been principall) i n i pteo against, as hi ing contrary to phi-

losophy ana the nature of things; and yet, when aft the cir-

cumstances of them are properly considered, there is nothing

in them which may no1 Be accounted for, and inti rpreted, on

the principles of modern philosophy.

« Jenkin's Reasonableness of the Christian Religion, vol H p
I Bochartl Opera, torn. Ill col TlSLetteo Bocbart'a oplnwii baa been

adopted b] Mi Parkhursl (<; r.tk Lexli on, artii le H ' and la now geoey
nillv received See also Scripture Illustrated by Natural H A
i itory Index, p. 69 and the Pi |uarto edition

ofCalmet'sTJUctionarj No. cxli p 103 Bishop Jebb, howevei has urged
,!

i onaidei ations i w bit |
i
|,i the force

ni u iii.it ii would Impair to abi idgi bale,

into the cavity of whose raouth Jonah was taken *
s "

'
• ^ Literature, pp.

i. i
n

| Thi ' b ervations which hi the natural nbV
toryol the whale are confirmed by the enterprising an 1

1

whale-

er, Captain Scot il whi a the mouth >>i tin* Baltma
u oi Great Common vVhale, la

capable ol containing a merchant Dai full

of o. being six or ianl feel wide, ten or iwi Ive feel high (in nun'

fifteen oi tixteen feel long - Account ol the Arctic Ri

vol i p i..i The only objection that can be offered to Dr J
la thai thi re Is no authentic Instance on rei ord ol wl n found In

i!,, Mi ,i,i. i ranean Si i

i Travela In <h« Holy Land, &c third edition, vol I ]>|>. 14, ti». Lon-
dun, 1831.
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CHAPTER VIII.

ON THE INFERENTIAL AND PRACTICAL READING OF SCRIPTURE.

SECTION I.

ON THE INFERENTIAL READING OF THE BIBLE.

I. General Rules for the Deduction of Inferences.—II. Observations for ascertaining the Sources of Internal Inferences.—
III. And also of External Inferences.

1. The sense of Scripture having been explained and
ascertained, it only remains that we apply it to purposes of

practical utility; which may be effected either by deducing
inferences from texts, or by practically applying the Scrip-

tures to our personal edification and salvation. By infer-
ences, we mean certain corollaries or conclusions legiti-

mately deduced from words rightly explained; so that they
who either hear or read them may form correct views of
Christian doctrine and Christian duty- And in this deduc-
tion of inferences we are warranted both by the genius of
language, which, when correctly understood, not only means
what the words uttered in themselves obviously imply, but
also what may be deduced from them by legitimate conse-
quences;' and likewise by the authority of Jesus Christ and
his apostles, who have sanctioned this practice by their

example. To illustrate this remark by a single instance :

—

Our Lord (Matt. xxii. 23—32.) when disputing with the

Sadducees, cited the declaration of Jehovah recorded in Exod. iii.

6. / am the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob ; and from
thence he proved the resurrection of the dead inferentially, or

by legitimate consequence. It should be observed, that Abraham
had been dead upwards of three hundred years before these words
were spoken to Moses, yet still Jehovah called himself the God of

Abraham, &c. Jesus Christ properly remarked that God is not

the God of the dead (that word being equivalent to eternal an-

nihilation, in the sense intended by the Sadducees, who held

that the soul vanished with the body),- but of the living- : whence
it follows, that if he be the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,

they have not altogether perished, but their bodies will be raised

again from the dead, while their spirits or souls are alive with
God, notwithstanding they have ceased for many centuries to

exist among mortals. In the same reply our Saviour further

confuted, inferentially, another tenet of the Sadducees, viz. that

there is neither angel nor spirit, by showing that the soul is not

only immortal, but lives with God even while the body is de-

tained in the dust of the earth, which body will afterwards be

raised to life, and be united to the soul by the miraculous power
of God.

The foundation of inferential reading is the perpetual har-

mony of sacred things ; so that any one who has thoroughly
considered and rightly understood a single doctrine, may
hence easily deduce many others which depend upon it,

as they are linked together in one continued chain. But, in

order to conduct this kind of reading with advantage, it is

necessary that we bring to it a sober judgment, capable of
penetrating deeply into sacred truths, and of eliciting with
indefatigable attention and patience, and also of deducing one
truth from another by strong reasoning ; and further, that the
mind possess a sufficient knowledge of the form ofsound
words m faith and lore which is in Christ Jesus, (2 Tim. i. 1.1.)

Without this knowledge, it will be impossible to make any
beneficial progress in this branch of sacred literature, or to

discover the exhaustless variety of important truths contained
in the Sacred Writings. It will likewise be requisite to com-
pare inferences when deduced, in order to ascertain whether
they are correct, and are really worthy of that appellation.

For this purpose the following rules may be advantageously
consulted:

—

1. Obvious or too common inferences must not be deduced,
nor should they be expressed in the very words of Scripture.

Thus, if from Matt. vi. 33. Seek ye first Hip kingdom of God and his
righteousness, and ail these things shall he added unto you, the following

' Q.U] mini intelligit, quod loquitur, non modo vim, sod ambitnm quoque
verborum prrspicit ; ideoque id omnc, quod ex iis legitime collijri potest,
adprobare eiiam merUo creditur. Buddei Eiementa Philosophic Inslru-
inenlalis, part ii. cap. ii. § xxx. p. 346.

a £um»$amj;6i tois o-^iio-.. Joseph. Ant. Jud. lib. xviii. c. 1. § 1. (al. c. ii.)

inferences be deduced :—1. The kingdom of God is to be sought in the first

instance. 2. It is necessary that we seek the righteousness of God ; and,
3. To him that thus seeks, all other things shall be added. Although these are
in themselves weighty truths, yet they are expressed too plainly in the
very words of Scripture to be called inferences. They are, rather, truths
sealed in the text itself, than truths deduced from those words.

2. Inferences must be deduced from the true and genuine
sense of the words, not from a spurious sense, whether literal

or mystical.

We have a striking violation of this sober and almost self-evident canon,
in the inference deduced by cardinal Bellarmin, horn a comparison of
Acts x. 13. with John xxi. 16. From the divine command, Rise, Peter! kilt

and eat, compared with our Lord's direction to the apostle, Feed my sheep,
he extorts this consequence, viz. that the functions of the Roman pound',
as the successor of Peter, are twofold—to feed the church, and to put
heretics to death ' It is scarcely necessary io add, that this inference is

derived from putting a false and spurious sense upon those passages.

3. Inferences are deduced more safely as well as more cor-

rectly from the originals, than from any version of the Scrip-

tures.

It is not uncommon, even in the best versions, to find meanings put upon
the sacred text, which are totally foreign to the intention of the inspired
penman. Thus, from Acts ii. 47 {the Lard added to the church daily such
i/,s- should be saved), the papists have absurdly pretended to deduce the
perpetuity and visibility Of the (Roman Catholic) church; and, I i the
same text compared with Acta xiii. 48. (a* main/ us were ordained to eti r-

nal /'J'- believed), some have inferred that those whom God adds to the
church shall necessarily and absolutely he eternally saved. The question
relative t<< iridefecUbility from grace is foreign to a practical work like

this:' but without throwing down the gauntlet of controversy, we may re«

mark, that these passages have no nlnt/on whatever to the doctrine of
election ; that Luke is speaking as an historian of a fact which fell under his
nun observation, relating to the Jews and not to the hidden counsels of
God

; and that if the translators of our authorized version had rendered
the original of Acts ii 47. Uu rally, as they liai e done in other parts of the
New Testament,* it would have run thus:—The Lord added daily to (lie

chin i'h, row; crui^ojKivouj, the saved ; that is, those who were saved from

'" It may not be the most philosophical, but it is probably the wisest
opinion which we van adopt, that the truth lies somewhere between the
two rival syBtems of Calvin and Arminius; though I believe it to exceed
I In wii id 1

1

nit i
in pi >ml miiI i h.- exact place where it does lie. We distinctly

I M rceive the tv<o extremities of the vast chain, which stretches across the
Whole expanse of the theological heavens; but its central links are en-
veloped in impenetrable eloiids and thick darkness." (Mr. Faber's Pis-

courses, vol. i. pp. 478)479.) Archbishop Tillotson has afine passage on this
subject to the same enbol (which is too lone to be extracted), at ihe close
of his hundred and seventh Bermon- See ins Works, vol. v. pp. 395, 396.
Compare also vol. vii pp.99, 100. (London, 1820.) On this topic the author
cannot withhold from his readers the following admirable observations of
the late Bishop Horsley. Addressing the clergy of the diocese of Roches-
ter, he says, "I would entreat you of all things to avoid controversial ar-

guments in the pulpit upon what are called the Calvinistic points^—the
dark subject of predestination and election I mean, and the subordinate
questions. Differences of opinion upon these subjects have subsisted
among the best Christians from the beginning, and trill subsist,! am
persuaded, to the end They seem to me to arise almost of necessity, from
the inability of the human mind to reconcile the doctrine of a providence,
irresistibly ruling all events, with the responsibility of man as a moral agent.
And persons equally zealous for God's glory have taken different sides of
the question, according as th'ir minds have he* n more forcibly impn-.-si d
with awful notions ofGod's right of sovereignty Dn the one hand, or of his

justice On the other. But in certain leading principles, Lutherans, CalvjnistS,
Arminians, and we of the church of England are, I trust, all agreed. We
are agreed in the fundamental doctrines of the Trinity ; all believing in the
united operation of the three persons, iti their distinct offices in the ac*
complishment of man's redemption. We are all agreed that the fore-
knowledge of Goil is—like himself—from all eternity, and absolute; that
his providence is universal, controlling not only all the motions of matter,

but all the thoughts and actions of intelligent beings of all orders ; that,

nevertheless, man has that degree of free agency which makes him justly

responsible ; that his sins are his own ; and that, without holiness, no man
shall see God. While we agree in these principles, I cannot see to what
purpose we agitate endless disputes upon the dark— I had almost said

—

presumptuous questions upon the order of the divine decrees, as if there
could be any internal energies of the divine mind, and about the manner
of the communion between the Spirit ofGod and the soul of the believer."

(Bishop Horsley's Charge in 1800, pp. 32, 33. 4to.)
« It is worthy of remark that the participle ira^spiyos occurs in four other

places of tin? New Testament, in all which our translators give the true
meaning. These are Luke xiii. 23. «i oKiyoi o-w^o^tvo*, are therefew that
BE SAVED 7—1 Cor. L 18. toi? Ss .a-oiCofttvoi^ Ji.tiiv, but unto MS WHICH ARE
saved—2 Cor. ii. 15. tv to»s vwtyntvmi, in them that are saved—Rev. xxi.

24. t« t'ivvt t«iw n-totypitvmv, the nations of them, which are saved. In none
of these instances have the translators given the forced and arbitrary
meaning above noticed, and no reason can be assigned why they should
have so rendered Acts ii. 47.
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d i. an, who Is relating the effectspr
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ami prejudices ; and so the passage is rendered bj Drs White]

.

and other eminent critics and ,,. vines, luriher.u An. mm i

*) /ttv.i, that

1 u ii

VaitiifuJ to the original but

an, "ho is relating the effects101

consenuences of the pr. v b as le Gospel In the Gentiles. For the

, contradicted Paul and l,i.,s[.l..-....-.i. «hik- the religious prose-

;
,.u..d attention, and ;,.. £ £&5!i*

utte

prej

,„.„ the re, through their own stubbornness,

thai QospetvSile toe fatter, de

•,„!. .,!.,., i, i k I the Gentiles were in-

.,„ .

• through Jesus Christj and, therefore

of mind, jr believed Such is the plain

andTnvfous nteaningde ible from the oonsi.le.,,i,..i, m ih.

sum- .--.i- in quesi ;
and tl I - »bove given is

^ ,
t„

i
nslGreek, Is evideni n the nilowing

*

,
In .he first place, the word r.T-y/..«. is not the word

,i u - In the New T/estament to denote fore-ordmatior,, or an
i .„ ...rk. ,.,.,-,., and mill g>. win, h exactly an.-wei l"

.ufcevii.a and Rom. xiii. 1. Gr.);and hence, bv analogy,

eli Is In Show
. believe'

,s''s',,''tr'uisl tied' Hi 'the <>l.l *> cue, the uiosl ancient .it all Ihe vit« s of

l,e New Tesiament. Tnisisol great momenti [oi that version was made
' ired years l.i/iir, th, Q« p/tt pl» I WSS disputedlb,

, parties of Christians. "Meanwhile, says Dr. Ham-

SSnd iruth iv. "II musl be remembered thai hese

.
,. ',.

a i
pretended we bee iginallj from »'"-i'-

;

guffromrt" ,
''»-"' '

'
'

acknowledged

duethatlhej are e ei pliable or willing to follow Christ

4. Those inferences are always to he preferred which ap-

proach nearest to the scope of a pussage.

Thus In John M. 37. Christ says, Hiffl that eomi M unto m Tvritt in <u

W i,f
:;", in Prom this clause the two follow ng inf. - hav, I

i , rhal ' Chri amosi certain asylum tor all p

I. -2. That! « ought to receive

„. , ,,, w ,;• in faith, after the exampl si and lo Weal

,„, , , i, tenderness. Now. 11 Sh both .he,- Inferences in sood m

with the K t Ihe pa i

" -*°\ whlc
' '.

tM„ ,
. , ,at truly repent and unfeignedlj

in him.

5 Inferences ought to embrace useful truths, and such tu

are necessary to be hnown, on which the mind may meditate,

and be led to a more intimate acquaintance -with the doctrines

of salvation, and with Christian morality.

II wen- no difficult task to illustrate this n mart bj a rarietj i

but this'"rendered unneceesar) bj tl Imtable i lei
i

I in

EhevSuabl ' ° " eminent divines, -« I en fte»
*,.,„„„-< .ii Maslllon Bossuel Pie. hi; r, Claude, Sat

,

-

i, Bo- i other inei - I rVotesti.,ate and

.„',,, i- The .eader wlui is desirous ol illustrations, will find many
';;; ,. .

I

.,
ll

,.

1

£$£$££ Claude's celebrated and elaborate E K
on ii. Composition d( a Sermon.'

II The sources whence Inferences are deducible, are di-

vided bv Professor Kambach (to whom we arc almost wholly

indebted foi this chapter) 11 into two classes, via. internal sai

external the formerare inherent in the text, and How from

it considered in itselfi the latter are derived from a tampan-

ton of ih- text with other p igei and arcumstanees.

To illustrate these definitions by a few examples:—ihe

sources whence inferenct a may be deduced, are internal, or

inherent in the text, when such consequences are ..riiicd,

1 From the affections of the sacred writer or speaker; 2.

Prom words and their signilic ni-n ; 3. From the emphasis

and force of words; and, i. From the structure and order ot

the words emit lined in the a icred text

1. Inferences deduced from the affections of the writer or

speaker, whether these are indicated in the text, or are left to

the investigation of the interpreter.

Tbm in Mark ill. -"> we read ihai Jesus rims: looked roond about on

those wl pposed i with trnj-er, being grievedfoi tht Imrdness oj

their hearts: the anger her.- mi ihi.hh i was no i a»j passion, Lot an ex-

, generous griefoccasioned by their obstinate stupidity and blindness

Prom this passage Ihe followiik -li'si iinndiniianii: 1. It is ihe duty

0| a Christian to BOITOW I onlv lor Ins nun si, is. hut also 1" he grieved

f01 the Bine ol others. 2. ill anger Is d > be considered sinful 3. lie

dees not hear the image of t'hlisl, but rather thai ol Satan, who can either

behold with hidim-ione.- ih,- w nkedness of others, or rejoice ui it I No-

il, in.- 13 more we. mind than an obdurate heart, since ii caused nun, who

is ih"- source of all ime joy, to be filled with grid on beholding ii 6. Our

indignation againsl wickedness must he tempered by compassion for ihe

i the wicked.

2. Inferences deduced from words themselves, and their

signification.

For instance, in Luke xxi. 15. our Lord, addressing his disciples, says, /

irAi ",c uou o mouth mill wisdom. Inference 1. Christ, the eternal Wie-

the wuxce and spring of all true wisdom. 2. M'iUein Theywho
aitempted to procure wisdom by their own Btrength, withoul tin

nay justly be charged with pn amption 3 You No one stands

ii i ol ii,- gill "i divtoi wi lom than they who are intrusted with

u i, ol in... hing others. 1 .1 mout*, oi ready utteranci 1 tie gin

,,, eloquence is bestowed by God, as well a- even other gin H xsdam.

It is possible for a ma acquire cunning bj the mere force ol corrupt

nalure; but nature cannot pnssihlv colder true wisdom I EIJ

.pi, nee when not united with wisdom, is ol hide utility in promoting ihe

kWdoi " fhiisl. l'cnin this lasl Inference, il appears, that even Ihe

small, si panicles sometimes afford matter from which we may deduce

practical conclusions.

3. Inferences deducedfrom the emphasis andforce of words.

We have an example in I Pet v. 5 Ei '
.
humility : far God

resisteth theproud. Inference 1. Humility. Christian hup.

, ::
!

\',..,"
!

i

:
.Vi';,,,,.',ne

. nper was, d itedly
'

C. i\ It., i I. mull... I
I

'

t

'•"

"its v, PP ih IM I

,

i.,„ I, 110b ervallones In Nnt i

does ...I

i,i,i, in filthy or rent garments, hut in a'uiodcet mind, thai entertains

humble views of itself. Be ye clmlml .; .-h - .'»-... hum .. In, .ni.l

. ,. i,
,..„,./„, or tie in " '•-nul The wand means to ihtht properly,

Willi nil mill r vrtmmi nliil eiirmiiit. tietlclo aithknots. True

humility is an ortumu ..' which decorates Ihe I mm i mon than the

i

,,, i , ostK garments do thi bo ly.< 3. Humiliiy is a garment with winch

we cover' hut h our own vii lues and the defects of others I Hils orna-

ment of h lity being exposed to many snares, must be most carefully

guarded, and retained around us. 6. 77,. ... id from

....„,, ,„„ i
.-..,.. ;., appear, because such persons exi v II

•

others No sin is capable of being less concealed, or ol escaping Ihe 00.

a of others, than pride 6 Bod resUteth »»t.i»«-it.. ., literally,

settetii iiimsklf as qi ARKAl agafnsl tlu proud Biofi.-ihis is a military

term Tim inference dedui ible is, thai while all other s ire reliri

„,.,, from the presence of God and seek lot ihcllei against his imhgna-

..ii the proud man alone opi nly braves ii.'

4. Inferences deduced from the order and structure of the

words contained in the sacred text.

Thus frmn Rom. xiv 17. Tin kingdom T God
and I'm in tie Boly Ghost, the following inl aylied

toil I'.i.' ol the w.nds, which depends upni c lecuon and

order of thi subiei ts trealed of 1 No constant and lasting peart ol com

science is to be expected, i ss we previously lay hold ofthe i ightetm

,, chrisi bs faith. 2. They only po i

who, being justified, cultivate peoo with God through Jesus < hrlst --

I,, v. i is en-. .us h.i.isi ni the nghtcoume— ol < tinst, who sun

, on "i a state ol ho lility and i nmitj with God and 1
A Ben ae

and peaceful wii n. i it ihe..nly source ol spiritualjoy."

III. The sources of inf< renci a arc external, when the con-

clusinns are ilnluccil 1'n.iii a ctiiiiparison of the text, 1. \\ Ith

the si.ic of the sneaker;—-J. W ith the scope oi the book or

passage;—3. With antecedents and consequents ; or, in. othei

words! with the context}—4. With parallel passages, and

th. i circumstances.

I. Inferences deducedfrom the state of the writer or speaker.

Thus when Sol i, Ihe wlsesl I riehestol ovei

i, ire ii.erii njoyme I worldlj »ai s was ... hi len

dihe i
Landwhoseroeanaorgrallfj
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„ IbUowneinf
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...
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. ., il. i
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p.) When b p, thus slngi rly possi i I \ human

4 Mr Parkhi lo thlstrolj emphatic word Is i npor*

am ,nd beautiful to I i
I "On Ihe whol.

, lb] s. Peter, Implies thai the hum
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IV,
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wisdom, riches, and every facility fur the enjoyment of pleasures, proclaims
the vanity of all these things, his testimony onght to be received by every
one with great respect. (4.) Since princes, above all others, are exposed
to the insidious wiles of pleasures, it is worthy of remark that God raised
up oue of their own rank to admouish them of their danger.

2. Inferences deduced,

(1.) From the general scope of an entire book.—For instance,

let the following words of Jesus Christ (.Tohn viii. 51.), Verify, verily, I say
unto you, if a man kp.ep my saying he shall never see death, be compared
with the general scope of the book which is announced in John xx. 31. 2lu st

are irritten, that ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God,
(turf that I." Ik rim.', ye might have life through his name. From this colla-

tion the following inferences will riow. (i.) Faith in Christ is to be proved
and shown by obedience to his word, (ii.) True faith cordially receives
net only the merits of Christ, but also his words and precepts* And, (ili.)

Whosoever is made through faith, a partaker of spiritual life, shall also be
freed from spiritual and eternal death.

(2.) From the special scope of a particular passage.—The
particular scope of Jesus Christ in the passage above cited (John viii. 51),
was to demonstrate that he was not possessed by an evil spirit, since the
feeeping of his words would procure eternal life forall who obey him, while
Satan, on the contrary, leads men into sin, whose wagesis death, or ever-
lasting perdition. Hence we may deduce the subsequent inferences, (i)
That doctrine which produces such very salutary effects cannot necessa-
rily be false and diabolical, (ii.) Saving truths are lo be proposed even to

those who are guilty of calumniating them, (iii.) There is no nearer way,
by which to liberate the mind from doubts formed against truth, than a
ready obedience to acknowledge truth, (iv.) The precepts of Christ are
to be regarded and obeyed, even though they should be ridiculed or de-
famed by the most learned men.

(3.) From the very special scope of particular words or

phrases.—The passage just referred to will supply us with another illus

traii. hi —For instance, should it be asked, (i.) Why our Lord prefixed to

his declaration, a solemn asseveration similar to an oath ? it is replli d, bi

cause he perceived the very obstinate unbelief of his hearers; whi
may be inferred, that it is a shameful thing ih;.ti Clirist should find so Little

faith among men. (ii.) Should it be further Inquired, why he prefij

double asseveration? it is answered in order that, by such repetir;.

might silence the repeated calumnies of those who opposed dim: hence,
also, it may be inferred, i hat in proportion to the malice and effrontery "t

men it) asserting calumnies, the greater zeal is required in vindicating

truth, (iii.) Should it still be asked, why our Lord added the words
unto you, we reply, in opposition to the assertion of his enemies in the 1 3th

verse,—Say we not aell, that thou hast a demon ' From which we maj
infer, that he who is desirous of knowing (he truth onghl not only to attend
to the stories invented and propagated by wicked men againsl the godly, but
also to those things which Chrisl says of them, and they of him. Other
instances might be adduced, but the preceding will suffice.

3. Inferences deduced from a collation of the text with the

context.

In this case, the principal words of the text should be compared togi

in order that inferences may be deduced from thefr mutual relation, (i.)

Collate 1 Tim. i. 15. It is a faithful sayings with verse 1. Neither give
heed to fables. Inference. The idle legends of the Jews (pn ervi

Talmud), and the relations ofthe Gentiles concerning their deities, and the
appi-anuio.'s of tin- lath <\ a , <• m .

i

,-.-.\ h> mn-i- it.mil fables : but the nar-

ration in the Gospel concerning Jesus Christ is both certain, and worthy
of being received with faith, (ii.) Collate also [Tim. i. 15 with vi

VainjangUng, or empty talking, htferenct God usually punishes those
who ir ill not believe the most certain words >! the Gospel, by judicially

giving them up to a voluntary belief of the most absurd and lying
I

(iii.) Compare the words Worthy of all acceptation (lTinx i, la), with
verse 8. The law is good. Inference. The law, as given by God, is loth
good in itself and has a jiood tendency, though lo a sinner it is so formi-
dable as to put him to flight: but the Gospel recomnu ndsits* Ifto the terri-

fied conscience, as a saying or discourse every way worthy of credit.

4. Inferences deducedfrom a collation of the text -with paral-

lel passages.

The advantage resulting from such a comparison, in investigating the
sense of a passage, of Scripture, has already been stated and illustrated;
and the observations and examples referred to, if considered with a par-
ticular view to the deduction of inferences, will supply the reader with
nuuierous instances, whence he may draw various important corollaries.
One instance, therefore, will suffice to exemplify the nature of the infer'

ences deducible from a comparison of the text with parallel passages. In
2 Tim. i. 8. Saint Paul exhorts Timothy not to he ashamed of the testimony
of the Lord. Compare this with Rom. i. 10. where he says, I am not
ashamed of the Gospel of Christ ; for it is the power of dud nuta sulfa-
tion to everyone that oelieveth, to the Jew firsts and also to Vu G
and with Isa. xxviii. 1*3. ami xlix-23. last clause (eiie,| in U<>tu x ] 1.), where
it is said, Whosot per beUeveth in him (Christ) shall not be ashamed, that

is, confounded or disappointed of his hope. From this collation the two
following inferences maybe derived. (1.) Faithful ministers of the Gos-
pel require nothing from others which they do not by their own expe-
rience know to be both possible ami practicable. And, (2.) All those, who
have already believed, or do now or shall hereafter believe in Christ, have,
in and through him, all the blessings foretold by the prophets: all the
promises of God, in (or through) him, beingvio, that is, true in themselves,
and amen, that is, faithfully fulfilled to all those who believe in Christ.

(2 Cor. i. 20.)

5. A fifth external source of inferences is the collation of
the text -with the consideration of the following external cir-

cumstanceSy viz.

* (1.) The Time when the words or things were uttered or

took place.

Thus, in Matt, xxvii. 52. we read that many bodies ofthe saints which slept

a/rost ; but when ? After Christ's resurrection (v. 53.), not before (as Ram-
bach himself, among other eminent divines, has supposed); for Christ

himself was thefirst-fruits Dfthem that slept ( I ''or. xv. 20.) The graves
were opened at his death by the earthquake, and the bodies came si

his resurrection. Inference. The satisfactory efficacy of Christ's death
was so great, that it opened a way to life io iliu^e who believed on him a;,

Vol. I. 3 H

tlie Messiah that was to come, as well as to those who believe in him sub-
sequently to his incarnation: and both are equally partakers of the bene-
fits flowing from his resurrection.

(2.) Tue Place -where the 'words -were uttered.

As in Matt. xxvi. 30. 42. Not my icill, but thine be done! Where did
Christ utter this exclamation 7 In a garden. Inference. He who made an
atonement for the sins of all mankind, voluntarily submitted himself, in the
garden of passion, to the will of God : from which man withdrew himself
in a garden of pleasure.

(3.) The Occasion upon -which the -words were spoken.

Thus, in Matt. xvi. 3., Christ rebukes the Pharisees, because they did not
- the signs of the times. On what occasion? When tliey required

Dim to show them a sign from heaven. Inference. Such are the blindness
irruption of men, that disregarding the signs exhibited to them by

God himself, they frequently require new signs that are more agreeable to
I
inir own desires.

(4.) Toe Manner in -which a thing is done.

Acts ix. 9. During the blindness in which Saul continued for three days
and three nights, God brought him to the knowledge of himself. Inference.
Those, whom God vouchsafes to enlighten, he first convinces of their spi-
ritual blindness.*

Other instances, illustrating; the sources whence inferences
are deducible, might be offered, were they necessary, or were
the preceding capable of being very soon exhausted. From
the sources already stated and explained, .various kinds of
inferences may be derived, relating both to iaith and practice.

Thus, some may be deduced for the confirmation of taith, for

exciting sentiments of love and gratitude, and for the sup-
port of hope : while others contribute to promote piety,

Christian wisdom and prudence, and sacred eloquence; lastly,

others are serviceable tor doctrine, for reproof, for instruction,

and for comfort. He, who adds personalpractice to the dili-

gent reading of the Scriptures, and meditates on the inferences

deduced from them by learned and pious men, will abun-
dantly experience the truth of the royal psalmist's observa-
tions,— Tin/ commandment is exceeding broad,- and, the en-

trance of thy words giveth light, it giveth understanding to the

simple. (Psal.cxix.9fi. 130.) "The Scriptures," says the

late eminent Bishop Home,"" are the appointed means of
enlightening the mind with true and saving knowledge.
They show us what we were, what we are, and what we
shall be : they show us what God hath done for us, and what
he expecteth us to do for him ; they show us the adversaries
we have to encounter, and how to encounter them with suc-
cess ; they show us the mercy and the justice of the Lord,
the joys of heaven, and the pains of hell. Thus will they
gilte to tin simple, in a few days, an understanding of those
matters, which philosophy, for whole centuries, sought in

vain."

In conducting, however, the inferential reading above dis-

cussed, we must be careful not to trust to the mere effusions

of a prurient or vivid fancy : inferences, legitimately deduced,

unquestionably do essentially promote the spiritual instruc-

tion and practical edification of the reader. " Hut when
brought forward for the purpose of interpretation, properly
so called, they are to be viewed with caution, and even with
mistrust. For scarcely is there a favourite opinion, which a
fertile imagination may not thus extract from some portion of
Scripture : and very different, nay contrary interpretations of
this kind have often been made of the very same texts accord-
ing to men's various fancies or inventions."2

SECTION II.

ON THE PRACTICAL READING OF St'RIPTl'RE.

Having hitherto endeavoured to show how we may ascer-

tain and apply the true sense of the Sacred Writings, it

remains only to consider in what manner wo may best reduce
our knowledge to practice ; for, if serious contemplation of

the Scriptures, and practice, be united together, our real

knowledge of the Bible must necessarily be increased, and
will be rendered progressively more delightful. If, says
Jesus Christ, any man will do his (God's) will, he shall know
of the doctrine whether it he of God. (John vii. 17.) This
is the chief end for which God has revealed his will to us
(Deut. xxix. 29.) ; and all Scripture is profitable for this

purpose (2 Tim. iii. 16.), either directing us what we should

do, or inciting and encouraging us to do it : it being written

* Professor Franck, in his Manuductio ad Lcctioncm Scripturn? Sacra?,

cap. 3. (pp. 101— 123. of Mr. Jacques's translation), has some very useful
observations on inferential reading, illustrated with numerous instances

different From those above given. See also Schaefcri Institutioncs Scrip-

pars it pp. 166 L) 3

i bishop V.unnildert's Lectures, p. 217.
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fur our learning, that we through patience and comfort of At
Scriptures might Imrr hope (Rom. XV. 4.) ; that is, thai by tin

strenuous exercise of that patience, which the consolations

administered in Scripture so powerfully support, we might
have an assured andjnvful hope in the midst of all our tribu-

lation. Kven those things, which seem most notional and

s|„ ,-ulalive, are reducible to practice. (Hum. i. -20, 91.)

Thcee speculations, which we are enabled to form concerning

the nature and attributes of God, grounded upon his works,

ought to induce us to glorify him as such a God as his works

declare him to be : and it is a manifest indication that our

knowledge is not right, if it hath not this influence upon our

conduct and conversation. (1 John ii. .'!.)

The practical fading here referred to, is of such a nature,

that the most illiterate person may prosecute it with advan-

tage: for the applicati f Scripture which it enjoins, is

connected with salvation : and. consequently, if the unlearned

wen- incapable of making such application to themselves, it

Would be in vain to allow them to peruse the Sacred \\ rit-

ino-s. 1 After what has Ik en stated in the preceding part of

this volume, the author trusts he shall stand acquitted of

undervaluing the knowledge of the original languages of the

Scriptures, an acquaintance with which will suggest many
Weighty practical hints, that would not present themselves in

a version. It is, however, sufficient, that every thing neces-

sary to direct our faith, and regulate our practice, may easily

be ascertained by the aid of translations. Of all modern
versions, the present authorized English translation is, upon

the whole, undoubtedly the most accurate and faithful : ihe

translators having seized the very spirit of the sacred writers,

and having almost every where expressed their meaning with a

pathos and energy that have never been rivalled by any subse-

quent versions either of the Old or the New Testament, or of

detached books, although, in most of these, particular pos-

tages are rendered more happily, and with a closer regard to

the genius and spirit of the divine originals.

The simplest practical application of Ihe word of God will,

unquestionably, prove the most beneficial : provided it be

conducted with a due regard to those moral qualifications

which have alreadybecn stated and enforced, as necessary to

the right understanding of the Scriptures. 2 Should, how-
ever, anv hints be required, the following may, perhaps, be
consulted with advantage. 3

I. /// reading the Scri/itures, then, with a mew topersonal appli-

cation^ we should be cartful that it he done with a pure intention.

The Scribes and Pharisees, indeed, searched the Scriptures,

vet without deriving any real benefit from (hem : they thought

that they had in them eternal life : yet they would not conn' to

< "firist that they might have life. (John v. -10.) He, however,

who peruses the Sacred Volume, merely for the purpose of nmus-

ing himself with the histories ii contains, or of beguiling time,

or to tranquillize his conscience by the discharge of a mere exter-

nal duty, is deficient in the motive with which he performs

that duty, and cannot expect to derive from it either sdvantags

or comfort amid the trials of life. Neither will it suffice to read

the Scriptures with the mere design of becoming intimately

acquainted with sacred truths, unless such reading be accompa-

nied with a desire, that, through them, he may be convinced of

his self-love, ambition, or other faults, to which he may be pecu-

liarly exposed, and that by the assistance of divine grace, he may
be enabled to root them out of his mind.

II. In reading the Scriptures for this purpose, it will h,

aih'i*ulilt to select some apprapriatt lessons from its most useful
parts,- not bring porticularh/ solicitous concerning the tract

ruction or other critical nicttics that may occur [though at

nlher times, as abitity anil Opportunity offer, these are highly
proper objects of inquiry'), hut simply considering them in a
devotional or practical new.*

After ascertaining, therefore, the plain and obvious meaning
of the lesson under examination, wo should first consider the

present ttate of our minth, and carefully compare it with the

passage in question : next, we should inquire into the causes of
those faults which such perusal may have disclosed to us; and

» Franckll Mrinuducti", cup. iv. p 131. el se<j
; or, p. IJ1. el i
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should then look around for suitable remedies to correct the faults

we have thus discovered.

III. tf'e should canfully distinguish between what the Scrip-
turt i!st If says, and what is only said in tin Scriptun, and,
also, the times, places, andpertone, when, where, and by whom
any thing is recorded as luiving been soul or done.

In Mai. iii. 1-1. wc meet with the following words: " It is in

vain to serve God, and what profit is ii thai v\c have kepi his

ordinanceV And in 1 Cor. xv. 32. we meet with this maxim
of profane men—" Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die."

But, when we read these and similar passages, we must attend

to the characters introduced, and remembet that the persons who
spoke thus were wicked men. Even those, whose piety is com-
mended in the Sacred Volume, did not always act in strict con-
formity to il. Thus, when David vowed tli.it be would utterly

destroy NahaPa house, wc must conclude that he sinned in

making that vow : and the discourses of Job's friends, ibough in

themselves extremely beautiful and instructive] arc not in every

respect to be approved : for we are informed by the sacred histo-

rian, that God was wroth with them, because they had not spoken
of him the thing that was right. (Job xlii. 7.)

IV. In every practical reading and application of the Scrip-

tures lo ourselves, our attention should be fixed "" d'sw Christ,

both as a gift, to be received by faith for sulcatioii, and also as

an exemplar, to be copied and imitated in our Hits.

We are not, however, to imitate him in all things. Borne

things he did by his divine power, and in those wc cannot imi-

tate him : other things he performed by his sovereign authority,

in those we must not imitate him : other things also he performed

by virtue of his office, as a Mediator, and in these we avflty not,

we cannot follow him. But in his early piety, his obedience to

his reputed earthly parents, his unwearied diligence in doing
good, his humility, his unblameahle conduct, his self-denial, bis

contentment under low circumstances, his frequencx in private

prayer, his affectionate thankfulness, his compassion to the

wretched, his holy and edifying discourse, his to. conversattoa,

his paliencc, his readiness to forgive injuries, his sorrow for the

sins of others, his zeal for the worship of God, his gloriryifl

heavenly father, bis Impartiality in administering reproof Ins

universal obedience, and bis love and practice of holiness.—in

all these instances, .lesns Christ is the m06t period pattern lor

our imitation.' And the observation of these things, in a prac-

tical point of view, will be of singular use to us on this account

;

namely, that whatever sympathy and benevolence Christ dis-

played on earth, he retains the same in heaven, seeing that he is

the same yesterday, to-day, and tor ever, and that he ever liveth

to make intercession for them that come unto Cod by him. Pot
wc have not an high-priest that cannot l.e touched with the tell-

ing of our infirmities, but [one who was] in all points tempted

like as we arc ; so that we may now come with humble confi-

dence to the throne of grace; assuring ahemselves, thai are shall

find, from the true mercy-seat of God, sufficient help in all our

distresses. (Ileb. xiii. 8. vu. 36. and iv. 15. lfi.) Jesus Christ,

then, being our most perfect exemplar (I Cor. xi. 1.). the par-

ticular actions and general conduct of other men, as related in

the Scriptures, should be regarded by us as models of imitation.

only so far as they are conformable to this stnndartl.

V. ".In example 'thai is, every good out) hath the force of
a rule : all uf them being 'written fur our admonition.' (I Cor.

X. 11.) But then we must be careful to t.ramine and discern

whether tin example he extraordinary or ordinary, according to

which llo application must he mode."'

In illustration of this remark, it may be nWrvcd, I. That in

matters which were c.ctranrtliiinrn, such as the killing of Eglon
by Ehud (Judg. iii. 21.), Elijah's killing the prophets of Baal,

(1 Kings xviii. 10.), mnl his invoking lire from heaven (2 Kings

i. 10.), a conduct which, though approved in him, was con

id by our Lord in the uposllcs (I. like iv. 51, 65.);—2. Ill

mat lets that were temporary ; such were many of the ceremonies

» The various featnree In II.. , h.o i.ter .'( our Redeemer aa man, which
i irated sbove, sre Ulusaraled In -in admirable, bol little known

Irani "i ii»- p -j son iMaior Burkhl (edited by ii»- Bat. Dr <:i»aac>.

entitled " Jeaua Chrlet, aa Man, an Inimitable Pattern i rtoe.u

i ondoBi 1808 Bavlnf briefly, ibough peraplcuoualr, ulnaamted ihe

dUTerenl ubjecl -. the sdhm lei IJ with IDs IbDowlnfl can.

i which la unhappily aa applicable io ihe preaenl lima u when n waa
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i

'I.. I
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Christian Preacher Hee alao aorno admirable obscrvaliona on llilf ubjca
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observed by the Jews, the washing of his disciples' feet by our

Lord (John xiii. 14.), the celebration of love-feasts by the primi-

tive Christians, &c. ; and, 3. In matters that were sinful, as the

drunkenness of Noah (Gen. ix. 21.), the adultery of David

(2 Sam. xi.), the repining of Jonah (Jonah iv. 1—9.), Peter's

denial of Christ (Matt. xxvi. 69—75. Mark xiv. 66—72. Luke
xxii. 55—62. John xviii. 25—27.), &c. ;—in matters which were
thus extraordinary, temporary, or sinful, the practice of holy

men recorded in the Scriptures, is sot to be a pattern for us : but

in all general holy duties, and in such particular duties as belong

to our respective situations and callings, we are to set them before

our eyes, and to follow their steps. When, therefore, we read

of the uprightness of Noah, of Abraham's faith, the meekness of

Moses, of David's devotions, the zeal of Josiah, the boldness of

Peter and John in Christ's cause, of the labours of Saint Paul,

and other virtues of the ancient saints, it should be our study to

adorn our profession with similar graces and ornaments.
" Instead," therefore, " of adopting the sayings and actions re-

corded in Scripture, implicitly and absolutely, we ought to reason

in some such manner as this : If such a person, so situated,

best answered the ends of such an institution, by acting in such

a manner, how shall we, in our situation, best answer the ends
of the same 1 Sometimes merely proposing this form of inquiry

will carry us right : but, in more difficult cases, we shall have the

general principles, the nature and end of the duty in question to

investigate, and from these to determine the particular cases;

that is, how, in such cases, the ends of the duty can be best

attained. However, in most questions, a good heart will be more
requisite than a good head." l

VI. When we read of the failings, as well as the sinful

actions of men, recorded in the Scriptures, rue may see what is in

our (nun nature : fur there are in us the seeds of the same sin, and
simitar tendencies to its commission, which would bring forth
siniilar fruits, were it not for the preventing and reneiuitig grace

of God. And as many of the persons, whose faults are related

in the volume of inspiration, were men of infiniltly more
elevated piety than ourselves, we should learn from them, not

only to "6e not high-minded, but fear'
1 '' (Rom. xi. 20.) ; but

fart Iter, to avoid being rash in censuring the conduct of others.

The occasions of their declensions are likewise deserving of

our attention, as well as the temptations to which they were
exposed, and whether they did not neglect to watch over their

thoughts, words, and actions, or trust too much to their own
strength (as in the case of St. Peter's denial of Christ) : what
were the means that led to their penitence and recovery, and how
they demeaned themselves after they had repented. By a due
observation, therefore, of their words and actions, and of the

temper of their minds, so far as this is manifested by words and

actions, we shall be better enabled to judge of our real progress

in religious knowledge, than by those characters which are given

of holy men in the Scriptures, without such observation of the

tenor of their lives, and the frame of their minds.2

VII. In reading the promises and Ihreatenings, the exhorta-

tions and admonitions, and other parts of Scripture, we should

apply them to ourselves in such a manner, as if they had been

personally addressed to us.

For instance, are we reading any of the prophetic Sermons ?

Let us so read and consider them, and, as it were, realize to our-

selves the times and persons when and to whom such prophetic

discourses were delivered, as if they were our fellow-countrymen,

fellow-citizens, &c. whom Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and other

prophets rebuke in some chapters; while in others they labour to

convince them of their sinful ways, and to convert them, or, in

the event of their continuing disobedient, denounce the divine

judgments against them. 3 So, in all the precepts of Christian

virtue recorded in Matt. v. vi. and vii. we should consider our-

selves to be as nearly and particularly concerned, as if we had

personally heard them delivered by Jesus Christ on the Mount.'1

» Dr. Hey's Norrisian Lectures, vol. i. p. 77. The whole of his chapter
on "applying sayings and actions recorded in the Scriptures to ourselves,"

abounds with profound views, happily illustrated, and is worthy of repeated
perusals.

* Lukin's Introduction to the Scriptures, p. 215. 12mo. London, 1669.

> Franzii Tractatus de Interpretatione Sacrarum Scripturarum, Prffif.

p. 9.

* "This close application." says an excellent, but now neglected writer,
" will render what we read operative and effective, which, without it, will

be useless and insignificant. We may see an instance of it in David : who
was not at all convinced of his own guilt by Nathan's parable ; though the

most apposite that was imaginable, till he roundly applied it, saying, Thou
art the man. (2 Sam. xiii. 7.) And, unless we treat ourselves at the same
rate, the Scriptures may fill our heads with high notions, nay, with many
speculative truths, which yet amount to no more than the devil's theology
(James ii. 19.), and will as little advantage us." Lively Oracles, sect. viii. §41.

Independently, therefore, of the light which will thus he thrown
upon the prophetic or other portions of Scripture, much practical

instruction will be efficiently obtained ; for, by this mode of read-

ing the Scriptures, the promises addressed to others will encou-

rage us, the denunciations against others will deter us from the

commission of sin, the exhortations delivered to others will excite

us to the diligent performance of our duty, and, finally, admoni
tions to others will make us wo/1' circumspectly. Thus will

Saint Paul's comprehensive observations be fully realized ; Whai-
soever things were -written aforetime, were written for our

learning (Rom. xv. 4.) ; and .ill Scripture is given by inspira-

tion of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for cor-

rection, for instruction in righteousness ; that the man of God
may be made perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works.

(2 Tim. iii. 16, 17.)

VIII. The words of the passage selectedfor our private read-

ing, after its import has been ascertained, may beneficially be

summed up or comprised in very brief prayers, or ejaculations.*

The advantage resulting from this simple method, says Ram
bach, has been proved by many who have recommended it.—If

we pray over the substance of Scripture, with our Bible before us,

it may impress the memory and heart more deeply, and may form

us to copiousness and variety both of thought and expression

in prayer. 6 Should any references to the Scriptures be required,

in confirmation of this statement, we would briefly notice that

the following passages, among many others that might be cited,

will, by addressing them to God, and by a slight change also in

the person, become admirable petitions for divine teaching ; viz.

Col. i. 9, 10. Eph. i. 17, 18, 19. IPet.ii. 1,2. The hundred
and nineteenth Psalm contains numerous similar passages.

IX. In the practical reading of the Scriptures, all things are

not to be applied at once, but gradually and successively ,• and
this application must be made, not so much with the view of
supplying us with materials for talking, as with matter fur
practice.

Finally, This practical reading and application must be

diligently continued through life,- and tee may, with the as-

sistance of divine grace, reasonably hope for success in it, if to

reading, we add constant prayer and meditation on wltul we
have read.

Prayer enlightens meditation, and by meditation, prayer is

rendered more ardent." With these, we are further to conjoin

a perpetual comparison of the Sacred Writings ; daily obser-

vation of what takes place in ourselves, as well as what we
learn from the experience of others ; a strict and vigilant

self-examination ; together with frequent conversation with

men of learning and piety, who have made greatpr progress

in saving knowledge; and, lastly, the diligent cultivation of

internal peace.8

Other observations might be offered: but the preceding

hints, if duly considered and acted upon, will make us
" neither barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord

Jesus Christ." (2 Pet. i. 8.) And if, to some of his readers,

the author should appear to have dilated too much on so

obvious a topic, its importance must be his apology. What-
ever relates to the confirmation of our faith, the improvement
of our morals, or the elevation of our affections, ought not

to be treated lightly or with indifference. To borrow a re-

mark of the eminently learned Dr. Waterland, with a trifling

variation,—while moral or spiritual uses or improvements
are raised upon texts of Scripture, for the purposes of prac-

tical edification (whether such spiritual uses were really in-

tended by the sacred penman or not), if the words be but

aptly accommodated to them, and pertinently and soberly

applied, and the analogy of faith be preserved, a good end

will be answered, and the true doctrine at least will be kept,

if not a true interpretation.

* Professor Franck has given several examples of the practice here
recommended, in the " Brevis Instituiio," at the end of his Preelection's

Hermeneuticffi. Similar examples are also extant in the well known and

useful little tract, entitled "Plain Directions for reading the Holy Scrip-

tures," published by the Society for promoting Christian Knowledge.
e Dr. Doddridge, Works, vol. i. p. 360.

Oratio et. meditalio conjunctione necessarifi sibi ad invicem copulantur.

Et per oralionom illuminatur nieditatio, et in meditatione exardescit oratio.

(Bernardi Opera, torn. v. p. 260. no. 2.) In p. 156. no. 56. of the same volume,

Bernard has the following apposite observations on this topic:—"Nemo
repenle fit summus: iecendendo, nnn volando, apprehenditur snuiniitas

scalae. Ascendamus igitur, duobus veluti pedibus, Meditatione el Ora-

Hone. Meditalio siquidem docet, quid desit : Oratio, ne desit, oblinet. Ilia

viam ostendit, ista dedncit Medilatione denique agnoscimus immineulia

nobis pericula: Oratione evadimns, praestanle DominoNostroJesuChriHto."
s The subjects briefly noticed in this paragraph, are discussed more at

length by Franzius, in the preface (pp. 9—11.) to his TractalusTheologicus

de Interorelalione Scripture Sacra.
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APPENDIX.

No. 1.

ON THE BOOKS COMMONLY TERMED THE APOCRYPHA.

SECTION I.

ON THE APOCRYPHAL BOOKS ATTACHED TO THE OLD TESTAMENT.

[Referred to in p. 31. of this Volume,']

Derivatio7i of the term Apocrypha—Reasons why the apocryphal Books -were rejected from the Canon of Scripture.—
I. They possess no authority whatex'er, to procure their admission into the sacred Canon.—II. They -were not admitted

into the Canon of Scripture during the first four centuries of the Christian Church.—III. They coiitain many things

which are fabulous, and contrary to the canonical Scriptures, both in facts, doctrines, and moral practice.—IV. They
contradict all other profane historians.

Besides the Scriptures of the Old Testament, which are

rniversally acknowledged to be genuine and inspired writings,

both by the Jewish and Christian churches, there are several

other writings partly historical, partly ethical, and partly poetical,

which are usually printed at the end of the Old Testament in

the larger editions of the English Bible,—under the appellation

of the "Apocrypha,"—that is, books not admitted into the

sacred canon, being either spurious, or at least not acknowledged

to be divine. The word Apocrypha is of Greek origin, and is

either derived from the w.jrds a?ro t«; k^ttth;, because the books

in question were removed from the crypt, chest, ark, or other

receptacle in which the sacred books were deposited, whose
authority was never doubted; or more probably, from the verb

a7T'.Kpv7rru>, to hide or conceal, because they were concealed

from the generality of readers, their authority not being recog-

nised by the. church, and because they are books which are

destitute of proper testimonials, their original being obscure, their

authors unknown, and their character either heretical or suspect-

ed.' 1 . The advocates of the church of Rome, indeed, affirm that

even these are divinely inspired ; but it is easy to account for

this assertion : these apocryphal writings serve to countenance

some of the corrupt practices of that church.

The Protestant churches not only account those books to be

apocryphal, and merely human compositions, which are esteemed

such by the church of Rome, as the prayer of Manasseh, the

third and fourth books of Esdras, the addition at the end of Job,

and the hundred and fifty-first psalm; but also the books of

Tobit, Judith, the additions of the book of Esther, Wis-
dom, Ecclesiasticus, Baruch the prophet, with the epistle of

Jeremiah, the Song of the Three Children, the story of Susan-

nah the Story of Bel and the Dragon, and the first and second

books of Maccabees. The books here enumerated are unani-

mously rejected by Protestants for the following reasons:

—

1. They possess no authority whatever, either exter-

nal OR INTERNAL, TO PROCURE THEIR ADMISSION INTO

THE SACRED CANON.

1. J\''ot one of them is extant in Hebrew.

With the exception of the fourth book of Esdras, which is only
extfint in Latin, they nre all written in the Greek language, and for

the most part by Alexandrian Jews.

2. They were written subsequently to the cessation of the

prophetic spirit, though before the promulgation of the Gospel.2

In the prophecy of Malaehi (iv. 4— fi) it is intimated that after him
no prophet should arise, until John the Baptist, the harhinger of the

Messiah, should appear in the spirit and power of Elijah; end the

> Augnstin, contra, Fuistum. lib. si. c. 2. De Civitate Dei, lib. xv.

c. 23. $ 4. Tli-- passages are given at length in Dr. Lardner's Works, vol.

v p '.in. 3ro, ; vol. it. p. 531. -Jto.

i Such al least is tin 1 general opinion of commentators ; but Molden-
hawer has urged some reasons for thinking that some of the apocryphal
books,—as To bit, the fourth hook of Esdras, and perhaps also the hook of
Wisdom.—-were written after (he birth of our Saviour, and consequently
they cannot be considered as apocryphal books. His arguments are
noticed in Vol. I. Part. I. Chap. VIII. §'§ II. Ill

Jews unanimously agree that the prophetic spirit ceased with Ma
laehi. The author of the book of Widsoni pretends that it was
written by Solomon—a pretension not only manifestly false, but
which also proves that book not to have been inspired. For, in the
first place, the author, whoever he was, cites many passages from
Isaiah and Jeremiah, who did not prophecy till many ages after
the time of Solomon, and consequently the book could not have been
written by him ; and, secondly, it represents the Israelites (Wisd. ix.

7,8, xv. 14.) as being in subjection to their enemies: whereas we
know from the sacred writings, that they enjoyed great peace and
prosperity during the reign of Solomon.

3. JVot one of the writers, in direct terms, advances any
claim to inspiration.

On the contrary, so far are the authors of the npocryphal books from
asserting their own inspiration, that some of them say what amounts
to an acknowledgement that they were not inspired. Thus, in the pro-

logue to the book of Ecclesiasticus. the son of Sirach intreals the

reader to pardon any errors he may have committed in translating the

works of his grandfather Jesus into Greek. In 1 Mace. iv. 40. ar.d

ix. 27. it is confessed that there was at that time no prophet in Israel
;

the second book of Maccabees (ii. 23.) is an avowed abridgment of
five books originally written by Jason of Cyrene ; and the author
concludes with the following words, which are utterly unworthy of
a person writing by inspiration.

—

If I have done well, ana as it isfitting

the story, it is that whieh I desired ; but, if slenderly and meanly, it is

that ich'tch I could attain unto. (2 Mace. xv. 38.3
)

4. The apocryphal books were never received into the

sacred cano?i by the Jewish church, and therefore they were
not sanctioned by our Saviour.

No part of the apocrypha is quoted, or even alluded to by him or by
any of his apostles; and both Philo and Josephus who flourished in

the first century of the Christian sera, are totally silent concerning
them.4

3 Pick's Essay on the Inspiration of the Scriptures, p. 71

* The testimony of .Tosephus is very remarkable:—"We have not,"

says he, "an innumerable multitude of books among us disagreeing from
and contradicting one another, but only twenty-two books, containing the

records of all past times, which are justly believed u< be divine. Five ot

them belong! to Moses, which contain his laws, and the traditions con-
cerning 'lie origin of mankind, till his death. Hut as in the time from the
death of Moses, till the reign of Artaxerxes kinc of Persia, who reigned
after Xerxes, the prophets who were after Mosee wrote down what was
done in their times in thirteen books. The remaining four books con-

tain hymns to God, and precepts for the conduct of human life. Our
history, indeed, has been written, since Aitaxerx<s. very particularly

;

hut it has not been esteemed of equal authority with On former '

forefathers, because there had not been an exv< t sueeessti n "J' / rophets
since that time. And how firmly we have given credit to ihese books of
our own nation, it is evident by what we do : for (hiring so many ages as
have already passed, ?io oup has hrtn so bold OS either *> add any thins in

the », fn take any thing front them, or to mnkr any change in them : but it

is become natural to all Jews, immediately and from their very birth, re

esteem these books to contain divine doctrines, and i<> persist in them,
and if it be necessary, willingly to die for them " Jdsephus contra Apion,
lib. i. §8. Josephus's testimony is related by Kueebtus (Hist. Eccl. lib.

iii. c. ix. and x.;) and it is further worthy of remark, thai the most learned
Romanist writers admit that the apocryphal books were never acknow-
ledged by the Jewish Church. See particularly ITuet's Demon Ster.

Evangelica, prop. iv. torn i Pe Libro Tobif, p. 30G. De Lfbro Judith, p.

3CW. De Libris Marcahjporum, p. 4f>0. De Canofle, I hbrorum Sacrorum,
p. 473. See also Dupin's Dissertation Pn-Iiminaira ou Prolcgonienes sur,

la Bible, pp. 85. 86. 89. 112. Amst. 1701.
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II. The apocryphal books were not admitted into

THE (AN O.N 01 SCBIPTI RE IH KING THE FIRST FOUR CEN-

ti"ries or the Christian Church.

Thev are not menu I in Ihe catalogue of inspired writings made

by Meiito, bishop ofSardie, who nourished in me second century,'

nor 10 those of Origen,5 in the third i sntory, ofAthanaahu,1 Hilary,*

Cyril of Jerusalem,' Epiphanius,6 Gregory tfazianzen," Amplulochius,"

Jerome,9 Rul'ious," and others ol ilie fourth century: nor in the

catalogue of canonical books recognised by Ihe council of Laodicea,"

held in the same century, whose canons were received by the Catho-

lic church ; so mat, as Bishop Burnet well observes, " we have the

concurring sense of the whole church of God in this matter." 12 To this

decisive evidence against the canonical authority of the apocryphal

books, we may add that they were never read in the Christian church

until the fourth century; when, as Jerome informs us, they were read
•• fir example of life, and instruction of manners, but were not ap-

plied to establish any doctrine ;"u and contemporary writers state, 1 '

thai although they were not approved as canonical or inspired

writings, yet some of them, particularly Judith, Wisdom, and Be*

clcsiasticus, were allowed to be perused by catechumens. As a

proof tli it they were not regarded as canonical in the fifth century,

Augustine relates, thai when Ihe book of Wisdom was publicly read in

the church it was given to ihe readers of inferior ecclesiastical of-

ficers, who read it in a lower place than those books which were
universally acknowledged to he canonical, which were read by the

bishops and presbyters in a more eminent and conspicuous manner. 1 '

To i.'iiuchide :—Notwithstanding the veneration in which these books

were held by the Western Church, it is evident that the same
authority was never ascribed to them as to the Old and New Testa*

mem | until the last council of Trent, ai its fourth session, presumed

to place them all (excepting the prayer of Manasseh and the third and

fourth hooks of Ksdras) in the same rank with the inspired writ-

ings of Moses and the prophets.'

111. TllE APOCRYPHA! BOOKS CONTAIN MANY THINGS WHICH
ARE FABULOUS AND CONTRADICTORY To THE CANONICAL

Scriptures both in facts, doctrines, and moral PRACTICE.

A few instances, out of many that might be adduced, will suflioe

to prove this assertion.

I. Fabulous Statements.

(1.) Rest of chapters of Esther, x. (i. A littlefountain became a river,

and there was tight, ami tin sun, and much waters. This river is

Esther, whom the king married, and made oueen, xiv. 2.

(2.) The story of pell and the Dragon is, confessedly, a mere fic-

tion, which contradicts the account of Daniel's being cast into ihe

Vion's den.

(3.) The stories of water being converted into fire, and rice versa

(2 Mace. i. 19—22), and of the Tabernacle and Ark walking after

Jeremiah at the prophet's command. (2 Mace, ii, 1
]

II. Contradictory Statements.

(1.) The author of the booh of the Wisdom of Solomon alludes

to the people of Israel as being in subjection to their enemies, which

was not the ease during Solomon's reign. We read, indeed, that he

had enemies in ihe persons of Hadad, Rezon and Jeroboam (1 Kings

xi. 11 29k "5. 2(0, who vexed him: but we nowhere find that they

subdued his people ; and the schism of the ten tribes did not take

place until after the death of Solomon.

i This catalogue is inserted by Eusebius in his Ecclesiastical History,

lib iv. c. 26.
•> Ibi.l 111, vi r.2-,. p. 3W.
i |„ I,, p, ,,i oi Paschal epistle. Bee the extract in Pr. Lardner's

Works, v., I i ! V " >..! ii pp :w. loo Ho.

4 Proles in Paalmos, p. 9. Paris, 1698. Lardner, tol hr. p. 305. 8vo.;

vol ii [i 113 Ho
» In his Fourth Catechetical Exercise. Ibid. vol. iv. p. 209. Svo.

; vol.

Ii p. >n III,

• In various catalogue! recited by Dr. Lardner, vol Iv. pp. 312, 313.

vol ii [i 109. Ito.

i Caria :tt "i ii p !>•* Ibid. vol. iv. pp. I"?, 111-!. Svo.
;
vol. ii.

p in no
• in Carmine lamblco ltd Belaucum p. J2C. Ibid. p. 413. Svo.; vol. ii.

p 17:1

• In Prefer, iv! Llbr. Reffum siv<- Prologo Qslesto Lardner, vol v

pp m i; re ol U p MO, Itn and al reral of hi prefaci

other books, which liven by Di 1. pp 18 -a. 8vo.;orpp 640-

Ito
.0 Bxpoaltk ad Byi

;

l| I
Lardner, ml v. pp. ".",, 76. gvo.j vol ii

n R I ItO

11 Can 62, 60 Lardner, vol. Iv. pp 30 I. II. pp. 414, 41

I:. |, ii, Lardnei Bishop Cosin 1
istleai HI rtorj <>i the

i ii .1 le (Via Devla or I B
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1
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(2) Baruch is said (i.2.) to have been carried into Babylon, at Ihe very

tune when Jeremiah tells us (xliii. 6, 7.) that he was carried into the

land of I - Vpt

(3.) Thesloryin 1 Ksdras iii. iv., besides wanting every mark of the

majesty and sanctity of the Sacred Writings, contradicts Kzra's ac-

count of the return' of the Jews from Babylon under Cyrus.

(1.) The first and second booka of Maccabees contradict each other:

for in the tbnm-r 1 Mate. vi. 4—16.) Aniiochus Epiphanee is said to

have died in Babylon: and in ihe latter he is represented, first, as

having been slain by the priests at Nanea, in Persia (2T.lacc. i. 13

—

16.), and afterwards (ix. 28.) as dying a miserable death in a strange

country among the mountains.

(5) In the book of Tobit, Ihe angel that is introduced (v. 12) as

representing himself as being a kinsman of Tobil, in xii. 15. contra-

dicts himself, by affirming that he is Raphael, one of ihe holy angels

The author of this book lias also added to the views of Cod and of

Providence, delineated in the Old Testament, tenets of Assyrian or

Babylonian origin.

III. Contradictory Doctrines.

(1.) Prayers for the Dead.—2 Mace. xii. 43, 44. And vhen he

had made a uathcring throughout the cumjiani/, to the sum of 2000

drachms of silver, he sent it to Jerusalem to offer a sin-offering, doing

therein very will and honestly . for, if hi had not hoped that they that

litre shun thould have ristn ngtnn. it had been sii/u ri'uous and luin to

may for (Ai dead. This statement contradicts the whole tenor of the

Sacred Writings, which nowhere enjoin or allow of prayers lim the

dead.

(2) The heathen Notion of the Transmigration of Studs, which is

equally contradictory to the Bible, is asserted in Wisd. viii, 19,20.

for / was u ii ifu < hud, and had a good spirit ; yea, rather being good,

1 came into a bint ij undi filnl.

(3.) Justification by ihe Works of the law [m opposition to the

Scriptures, which teach thai up are justified or accounted righteous

only by faith) is taoght in various parts of the apocryphal booka s—
2 Ksdras \ hi 33. The fust which hoc many good works laid up with

thee, shall out if their own duds riant reward, Tol. it in. B, 9,

Prayer U good with fatting, and tilin*. and righteousness

Alms doth deliver from death, and shoUpurgi away all sins. Thorn

that exercise alms and righteousness} shall hi fitful with life Ecclua

iii. 3. Whoso hoiiourti/i the father tnaketh atonement for hw sms. SO.

Alms makt lh an atonement fur sins! xxxv. 3. To forsake righteous-

ness is ti propitiation.

(4.) Sin/tss perfection. Ecclua. xhi. 24. Richee aregood unto him

that hath no sin. But what say ibe Scriptureal Ecclee vii 20.

There is \>n a ju*! mem upon turth. that doth good, and tinneth not.

Rom. iii. 23. Al.t. have sinned and come short of tin glory oj t'nxl.

1 John i. H. If uc say that we have no sin we deceive ourst/its. and
the truth is MOT in UI,

IV. Immoral Practices

Commended in the apocryphal booka, which practical! arc prohibit-

ed in Ihe Scriptures

(I.) Lying —The instances cited No. (5.) may also '" adduced here.

(2.) A desperate acl "I Suicide (which is expressly forbidden in

l-'.xod. XX IS Tin in shall -on Ai" is related in 2 Mmc xiv. 41—
Hi as a manful act, and m terms of great commendation.

(3.) Assassination, which is 'equally prohibited, is commended in

the book of Judith ii '-' '•' in Ihe case of the Shechemites, whoaa
base murder ia justly condemned in Gen, dil 7.

(4.) Magical Incantations, which are forbidden in Lev. xix. SB. end
Dent. xviu. 10, 11. 11. are introduced in Tobit vi. 16, 17. as cum
by Ihe :nl\ ice "i an angel of Cod. 17

IV. Lastly, There are passages in the apocrvpiim.

BOOKS, WHICH \UE B0 INCONSISTENT WITH THE RSLATIOrTB

(IF Ml, 0THEB PHOFAHE HISTORIANS, THAT TIHV CANNOT
BE LDMITTBD WTTHOOT Mini OBJ vnii i:\nu ni i than iik-

LONG8 TO THESE lllinKS.

Thus in 1 Ha'oc. \ in 16. it is said thnt ibe Bomani "eommiued iheir

aovernmenl to one man every iwir. who ruled over all lhal connlry,

ami that all were obedient to ilmi one, and thai there was neither

envy noremulation amongst them."
r\ow tins assertion is contradicted by every Etonian historian with.

out except The imperial govenrmi iblished until

more than < centurj after the ume when lhal book was written. In

like manner, the account [in I .Mine i, 6, 7.) 6f the death ol M<
der, miana I the ' Iraat, is ool supported by the hiatorians \\ Im bavo
recorded Ins lasl hours,

Although the Apocryphal hooka cannot be applied "to establish

..[iiii,, vol "they ni. bighlv valuable as ancient wrilincs,

whfch ihrnw considerable light upon lha phraseology ol 8cripiure,

and upon the history of manners of thi I md si they tain

many noble sentimenot and useful preci pis. ihe Inglii an church, in

iimiatioi, of the primitive ohurch of Cbriat, doth r,:,,l ihemfbr ex-

ample of lift nod instrui tion ol mannen n|1 On ibis account the

reader will find sn snalysii ol lhaaa books, in lha aecond volume ol

litis work. Part V. < 'imp \ III

,i it,,,,,:, to ,,, i Ipture, pp 17, is

ii || in.,, I,.- proper to remark lhal the Anslican church does u

all Hi,. |,<„,ks . It reads
,i I

!

, I

nor docslt Hp Ton >

i . »ol ii r It i Pfi Icr. I e 1 1 tOp, i

pji ;.,. nrl Hoi Ii il »w. liitrod id Vel T, I pp I
I

Enchlrlri Bib Ii Bp. W ' u itlve vtevi
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section n.

ON THE WRITINGS USUALLY CALLED THE APOCRYPHAL
BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

[Referred to in p. 88. of this Volume.']

I. Enumeration of these Apocryphal Writings.—II. External
Evidence to show that they were never considered as iri-

spired or canonical.—III. Internal Evidence.—IV. These
Apocryphal Books are so far from affecting the credibility

of the genuine books of the JVew Testament, that the latter

are confirmed by them.

I. It is not wonderful that, besides those which are admitted

to be canonical books of the New Testament, there were many
others which also pretended to be authentic. " Men of the best

intentions might think it incumbent on them to preserve, by
writing, the memory of persons, facts and doctrines, so precious

in their estimation, who might at the same time be deficient in

the talents and information requisite to discriminate, and duly to

record the truth. The sacred writers intimate that such men
had already begun, even in their time, to appear; and gave

warning that others would arise, less pure in their motives.

Luke says that many had taken in hand to write gospels (Luke
i. 1.) ; Paul cautions the Galatians against other gospels than

that which they had received from htm (Gal. i. 6—9.) : and
warns the Thessalonians not to be troubled by any letter as

from him, declaring that the day of Christ is at handy
(2 Thess. ii. 2.) In the ages following the apostles, the apo-

cryphal writings, which were published under the names of Jesus

Christ and his apostles, their companions, &c. (and which are

mentioned by the writers of the first four centuries under the

names of gospels, epistles, acts, revelations, &,c.) greatly in-

creased. Most of them have long since perished, 1 though some few
are still extant, which have been collected (together with notices

of the lost pieces) and published by John Albert Fabricius, in his

Codex Apocryphus JVovi Testament!, the best edition of which
appeared at Hamburg, in 1719— 1743, m three parts, forming

two volumes, 8vo.2 Of this work the Rev. and learned Mr.

Jones made great use, and, in fact, translated the greater part

of it in his " New and Full Method of settling the Canonical

Authority of the New Testament." The apocryphal books ex-

tant are, an Epistle from Jesus Christ to Abgarus ; his Epistle,

which (it is pretended) fell down from heaven at Jerusalem

directed to a priest named Leopas, in the city of Eris : the con-

stitutions of the Apostles; The Apostles
1 Creed; the Apostolical

Epistles of Barnabas, Clemens or Clement, Ignatius, and
Polycarp ; the Gospel of the Infancy of our Saviour; the gos~

i>el of the birth of JWary s The prot-evangelion of James;
the gospel of Nicodemus ; the Martyrdom of Thecla or Acts

of Paul; Abdias's History of the Twelve Apostles; the Epis-

tle of Paul to the Laodiceans;^ the Six Epistles of Paul to

Seneca, &c. Of these various productions, those of which the

titles are printed in Italics are comprised in the publication,

intitled " The Apocryphal New Testament, being all'1 the

Gospels, Epistles, and other Pieces now extant, attributed

in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, his Apostles, and
their companions, and not included in the JVew Testament by

its compilers. Translated and now collected into one volume,

with Prefaces and Tables, and -various JVotes and References.

London," 1820."—Second edition, 1821, 8vo. The writings

ascribed to Barnabas, Ignatius (at least his genuine epistles),

Polycarp, and Hernias, ought not in strictness to be considered

as apocryphal, since their authors, who are usually designated,

the Apostolical Fathers, from their having been contemporary for

a longer or shorter time with the apostles of Jesus Christ, were

not divinely inspired apostles. The first epistle of Clement to the

Corinthians, indeed, was for a short time received as canonical in

some few Christian churches, but was soon dismissed as an un-

inspired production; the fragment of what is called the second

epistle of Clement to the Corinthians, Dr. Lardner has proved

not to have been written by him. These productions of the

apostolical fathers, therefore, have no claim to be considered as

apocryphal writings.

» See an alphabetical catalogue of them, with references to the fathers

by whom they were mentioned, in Jones on the Canon, vol. i. pp. 119—123.

* Another apocryphal book, purporting to be the Acts of the Apostle

Thomas, has lately been discovered at Paris. It was published at Leipsic

in 1823, by Dr. J. C. Thilo.
3 Tiiat St. Paul did not write any epistle to the Laodiceans see Vol. II.

Pari VI. Chap. III. Sect. VII. § II.

* This is a misnomer; for all the apocryphal writings are not included

ji the publication in question.

As the external form of the New Testament harmonises with
that of the larger octavo editions of the authorised English Ver-
sion of the New Testament, the advocates of infidelity have
availed themselves of it, to attempt to undermine the credibility

of the genuine books of the New Testament. The preface to

the compilation, intitled " The Apocryphal J\'ew Testament,"
is, certainly, so drawn up, as apparently to favour the views
of the opposers of divine revelation; but as its editor has dis-

claimed any sinister design in publishing it, the writer of these
pages will not impute any such motives to hira.

II. In order, however, that the reader may see how little the

writings of the New Testament can sutler from this publication,6

a brief statement shall be given of the very satisfactory reasons*

for which the apocryphal (or rather spurious) writings ascribed
to the apostles have been deservedly rejected from the canon
of Scripture.

1. In the first place, they were not acknowledged as authen-
tic, nor were they much used, by the primitive Christians.

There are no quotations of these apocryphal books in the genuine
writings of the apostolic fathers, that is, of Clement of Rome, Igna-
tius, Polycarp, and Hermas, whose writings reach from about the year
of Christ 70 (o 108; nor are they found in any ancient catalogues
of the sacred books. Some of them indeed are mentioned, but not
cited by Irenaeus and Tertullian, who lived in the second century
Indeed the apocryphal books above mentioned are expressly, and m
so many words, rejected by those who have noticed them, as the
forgeries of heretics, and, consequently, as spurious and heretical.

2. The enemies of Christianity who were accustomed to cite

passages from the four gospels for the sake ofperverting them,

or of turning them into ridicule, have never mentioned these

productions; which we may be sure they would have done, had
they known of their existence, because they would have afforded

them much better opportunities than the genuine Gospels did,

for indulging their malevolence.

3. Few or none of these productions, which (it is pretended)
were written.in the apostolic age, were composed before the

second century, and several of them were forged so late as the

third century, and were rejected as spurious at the time they

were attempted to be imposed upon the Christian world.

5 The title-page is surrounded with a broad black rule, similar to (hat
found in many of the large Svo. editions of the New Testament, |'i inted in

the last century, and the different books are divided into chapters and
verses, with a table of contents drawn up in imitation of those which are
found in all editions of the English Bible.

* In 1G98 Mr. Toland published his Amyntor, in wliich lie professed to

give a catalogue of books, attributed in the primitive times to Jesus Christ,

his apostles, and other eminent persons "together With remarks and ob-
servations relating to the canon of Scripture." He then'- rakrd IouhIk.-i

whatever he could find relating to the spurious gospels and pretended
sacred books which appeared in the early ages of the Christian church.
These he produced with great pomp, to the number of eighty and upwards;
and though they were most of them evidently false and ridiculous, and
carried the plainest marks of forgery and imposture, of which, no doubt,
he was very sensible, yet he did what he could to represent them as
of equal authority with the four gospels, and other sacred books of the

New Testament, now received among Christians. To this end he took
advantage of the unwary and ill-grounded hypotheses of some learneel

men, and endeavoured to prove that the books of the present canon lay

concealed in the coffers of private persons, till the latter times of Trajan
or Adrian, and were not known to the clergy or churches of those times,

nor distinguished from the spurious works of the heretics; and that the
scriptures, which we now receive as canonical, and others which we now
reject, were indifferently and promiscuously cited and appealed to by the
most ancient Christian writers. His design, in all this, manifestly, was to

show, that the gospels and other sacred writings of the New Testament,
now acknowledged as canonical, really deserve no greater credit, and are
no more to be depended upon, than those books which are rejected and
exploded as forgeries. And yet he had the confidence to pretend, in a
book he afterwards published, that his intention in his Amvntor, was not to

invalidate, but to illustrate and confirm the canon of the New Testament.
This may serve as one instance out of many that might be produced,

of the insincerity of thisopposer of revelation, whose assertions nave been
adopted bv infidels of the present day. Many good and satisfactory refu-

tations of Toland were published at that time by Dr. Samuel Clarke, Mr.
Nye, and others, and especially by the learned Mr. Jeremiah Jones in his

"New and Full Method of settling the Canonical Authority of the New
Testament," in 2 vols. 8vo., reprinted at Oxford in 1798. in 3 vols. Svo.

From this work the following refutation of the pretensions of the apocryphal
books of the New Testament has been principally derived, as well as ir

Dr. Lardner, who in different parts of his works has collected much curious

information respecting them. The passages being too numerous to be

cited at length, the reader will find them indicated 111 the fifth index to his

works, article Apocryphal Books. Six months afteh the publication of the

second edition of this work, the late Rev. Thomas Rennell, who so ably

distinguished himself bv his powerful writings against the atheistical physi-

ologists of this age, published "Proofs of Inspiration, or the grounds

of distinction between the New Testament and the apocryphal volume,

occasioned by the recent publication of the Apocryphal New Testament

by Hone, London. 1822." Svo. As the arguments produced in this learned

tract are necessarily similar to those stated in the former pari of ibis

volume, as well as in' the present article of this Appendix, this brief notice

of Mr. R's pamphlet may suffice.
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\ brief statement of the dates of thi

,/ Vsu lament [with the exception of the writings of the

ilic lathei 4uch are omitted for the reason already bI

will demonstrate to

Thus, the peeudo Epistles of Al>sar us prince of Edessa, and of Jesus
. were never heard l isehius in thefourth

century.1—Though an Epistit of Paul to the Uudiceans was extant

in ihe second century, and was received by Mercian the heretic, who
was notorious for hie mutilations and interpolations of the New T«
iriuii-Ml, yet thai now extant is not the same with the ancient one un-

der that title in Marcion's Apostoliconi or collection of apostolical

epistles. It never wai extani in Greek, and is n production of un-

certain, but unquestionably very late, date.—Mr. Jonea oonjectures it

tn have been (breed by some monk, noi long before tin- reformat

and. a-- is k'iowii in page ill and 11- itfra, ii was compiled from

ral pesaagea ol St. Paul's Epistles.—The rix Epistles ofPaul to Seneca,

., the philosopher to him, were never heard of, until they

wen- mentioned by Jerome and Aueuath a, two writers who lived al

the close of the fourth century ; and who do doi appear to have con*

sidered them as genuine.9— In the third or perhaps the second century

G '/"/"/' the Birth of Ifarv was extant and received by sevi ral

of the ancient heretics, but It underwent many alterations, and the

aiicn nt copies varii from that now printed in the apocryphal

Now Teatamenl Which was transited by Mr. Junes from Jerome's

Latin Version, first made at the close of iho fourth century. 1 Tins

gospel of the birth of Mary is lor the most part the same with
the Prnt-evawrelion, or Gospel of James (which, nevertheless, it con-

tradicts in many places); and both are the production of some Mil-

lenistic Jew. Both also were rejected by the ancient writers—The
two Gospels if the Infancy (the second of which bears the name
of Thomas) seem to have heen originally the same ; but the ancient

gospel of Thomas was different from those of the infancy of Christ.

They were received as genuine only by the Moreosinns, a branch
of the sect of Gnosti- -. in the beginning of the second century; and
were known to Mohammed or the Compilers of the Koran, who took

from them several idle traditions concerning Christ's infancy. 5—The
Gospel of \intltmns, also called the Arts of Pilate, was forged at the

latter end of the third or the beginning of the fourth century, by Le il-

eitis Charinus, who was a noted forger of the Acta of Peter, Paul, An-
drew, and others of the apostles.6—The Apostles' Creed derives its

name, not from the fact of its having been composed, clause by
clause, by the twelve apostles [of which we have no evidence), but

because it contains a brief summary of the doctrines which Ihey
taught. It is nearly the same with the creed of Jerusalem, which
nppears to be the most ancient summary of the Christian faith that is

extant; and the articles which have been collected from the cate-

chetical discourses of Cyril, wdio was Bishop of Jerusalem in the

fourth century.—The Acts of Paul and Therfa, though ranked among
the apocryphal scriptures by some of the primitive Christians [bywhom
several things therein related were credited), were in part the forgery

of an Asiatic presbyter at the close of the first or at the beginning
of the second century, who confessed that he had committed the fraud

out of love to Paul, and was degraded from his office; and they have
subsequently been interpolated.7

4. When any booh is cited, or seems to be appealed to, by

any Christian writer, which is not expressly and in bo many
•words rejected by him, there are other sufficient arguments

to prove that He did not est--rm it to be canonical.

For instance, though Origen in one or two places takes a passage out

of the Gospel according to the Hebrews, yet in another place he

rejects U\ Under the name of the gospel Of the twelve apostles, as a

book of the heretic-, and declares that the ehnr> It received only POOB
Gospels.* Further, though several <

; -cry phal books are

tioned by Clement of Alexandria as well as by Origen, yet

Clement nevt r does it as attributing any authority to them, and some-
times he notices Ihera with expressions of* disapprobation. In like

manner, though Eosebiua mentions some of them, he says that they
were ol Litlli or no line, and that they were never received by the
sounder part of Christians. Athanasius, without naming any oi fix m,
passe* i <-\ ere censure upon them in general; and Jerumu speaks
of them with dislike and censure).

6. SomeHmes the Fatht of the apocryphal books
to show their l> ami n :;, or that the la n I \i not charge
them with partiality and ignorance^ at being acquaint d

"With their own !•••

Remarkable to this purpo are those words of Origen^—"The
church receives only (bur Oospelsi the heretics have 1

as that of the Eg I n ad thai we may
not be astt I'm- <\ in of those n ni ne they
know something extraordinaryi U Ihey know the things contained in

1 See J ' n »oi n- pp. II, 12.

*> Ibid rol I Ibid toL II pp. r-O—6&
• Ibid vol. n np I '

vol 1 pp. 230-251.
1

I L>rnmem in Matt lib i in Euaeblus's Ecolei Hist lib

• 1
1 idaremur, p potent

allqoU itclre, i| Ists cngnoverlnt. II In ton

oks." To 1 he same purpose Bays Ambrose;10 having mentioned
1

ol the apocryphal books, he ail. w Wi sad these, that they
1 ; we n ad ile in, thai we ma} 1-"' set dq ig-

norant : we read them, noi thai we maj rei aive tht m, but r \t» 1 ih< m,
and may know what those things are of which ihey In relli > make
such boasting-"

6. Sometimes, perhaps, these books may be cited by the Fa-

because die persona against whom they were writing

received them, being willing to dispute with them upon princj

pies out of their own bonks.

7. It may, perhaps, be true, that one or two writers have

cited a few passages Out Of these I ks, because the fact they

cited was not to be found in any other.

St. John tells us (xxi. 25.) that our Lord did many other things
In suit s OlOU Whii h I" had rn ft did : tht which, 8aV8 lie, if they skouUt

in tierif one, I .tiijiposi tin woi Id itself coula not contain tht
:

ii huh should b\ vritti n. Some account.- i I mus and discourses

of Christ were uii(piestion;ihiy preser\ ed, and handed down to (he

second century, or farther, by tradition, which though inserted after-

wards into the books of the heretics, may be easily supposed to have
been cited by some later writers, though at the same time they

thi i Eu which contained them uninspired, and noi of the
i : n This was the case with respect to Jeromes citing the Hebrew
Gospel, win. )i he certainly looked upon as spurious and apocryphal.

III. The intkiin vi. i.vini;\(K for the Spuriousnesfl of tln-v

productions is much stronger than the external evidence : for,

independently of the total absence ol' all those criteria of genu-
ineness, which (it has been shown in the preceding pari <>i this

volume) are clearly to be seen in the canonical books, it is

evident that the apocryphal productions, ascribed to the apostles,

are utterly unworthy of notice; for, 1. They either propose or

support some doctrine or practice contrary to those which are

certainly known to he true;—2. They are filled with absurd,

unimportant, impertinent, and frivolous details;—3. They relate

both useless and improbable miracles;—4. They mention things,

which are later than the time when the author lived, whose
name the hook bears;—5. Their style is totally different from
that of the genuine books of the New Testament;— 6". They
contain direct contradictions to authentic history, both sacred

and profane;—7. They are studied imitations of various pas

in the genuine Scriptures, both to corneal the fraud and to

allure readers; and, 8. They contain gross falsehoods, utterly

repugnant to the character, principles, and conduct ol the in

Spired writers.

1. The apocryphal books either propose or support some
doctrine or practice contrary to those which are certainly

known to be true, and appear designed to obviate some hen-
sy, -which had its origin subsequent to the apostolic age.

One of ihe doctrines, which these spurious writings were inn

(0 establish, Was, thi f rtllCS. As a sinking proof of ibis.

we are told in the first Gospel of the Infancy, thai when the Cash rn

magi had come from the East to Jt rusalem, according to the prophi i

f
of Zoradast ht, and had made their offerings, the lady Mary took one

of his swaddling clothes in which the infant ii and genu it

to tht m instead o/ a bU tsing, whu A tht y rn i wedfrom her at a

present. 11 As bondages, of a similar nature and efficacy, were pre-

served in some churches w ith the most superstitious re\ crenee, the

purpose lor winch the above was written was obvious
"The corrupt doctrines relative to the \ irgin Mary form on <

iial pari in the scheme "i Borne oi these designers Those who
believed, oramscted to beUeve, mat the Virgin was exalted into heaven,
who adopted the notion ol her immaculate conception, and her power
of working miracles, found bui little countenani b lor ibeir absurdi-

ties in the genuine Gospels, h was a task too hard for Iht i

Buchteni i

: their ad versaries, while the canonical books wan
the only authority they i ould appeal to. Hent e o ' lot

1
1 ! was m

Dt r
-'.'< itatt Ms ' the Gospel >. hit h

her birth is foretold by angels, en3 hersell repn i

under the peculiai protection ol Heaven Hence in Ihe G
attributed to .hones, which assumed the name ol Proi Bvangeliumi
as claiming the luneriority over every other, whether canonical
or apocryphal* ihe raci of the immaculate sonw ption ii supporii »! by
such a miracle, u do leave no doubi upon th«

mind, ii nee, b , in the Evangtiium fnfanti* , or Gospel of ihe

Infancy, ihe Virgin, who ii nmpfy said b] St. Matthev* i

i .
M

cor sxull '

"i In' \. N 9 I It I

ilir publication hero i

I ,-n. trtoiuth o

(ton nl from
i

"i thi

Wai h hi a

"A I pp. 1-8.
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into Egypt, is represented as making her progress more like a divinity

than a mortal, performing, by the assistance ot her infant Son, a variety

of miracles, 1 such as might intitle her, in the minds of the blind and
bigotted, to divine honours." 2

In further corroboration of the design of exalting the Virgin Maty,
she is sometimes made to work miracles herself, is almost always made
the instrument or means of working them, and the person applied to,

and receiving the praise of the work, while Joseph stands by as an
unconcerned spectator, and is never mentioned. But what is most

remarkable, is, that she is canonised, and called always (not only by

the author of the Gospel, but by those who were perfect strangers to

her before in Egypt, and elsewhere) diva Maria and diva sancta Ma-
ria ; which we know not how better to translate, than in the lan-

guage of her worshippers, the Lady St. Mary. And aged Simeon in

his prayer, which is here chap. ii. v. 5KM and recorded in Luke li. 28

—

34. is introduced as stretching out his hands towards her, as though

he worshipped her. But of all this the first ages were ignorant ; nor

in the first centuries after Christ do we find any thing of this prodigious

deference to the Virgin: this was an invention of later ages, and
was not heard of in the church before the fourth or fifth century, nor

was it so common as this book supposes till some centuries after.

2. Whoever has perused with candour and attention the

memoirs of the four evangelists, cannot but be struck with the

natural and harmless manner in which they relate every fact.

They never stop to think how this or that occurrence may be

set oft" to most advantage, or how any thing unfavourable to

themselves may be palliated. Nothing ludicrous, no impertinent

or trifling circumstances are recorded by them. Every thing, on
the contrary, proves that they derived the facts which they have

related from infallible and indisputable sources of information.

Far different was the conduct of the compilers of the apocryphal

gospels. The unimportant, impertinent, and frivolous details

with which their pages are filled, plainly prove that they were

not possessed of any real and authentic information upon the

subject, which they undertake to elucidate : and clearly invalidate

their pretensions as eye-witnesses of the transactions which
attended the introduction of the religion of Jesus Christ.

Thus, in the pseudo-gospel of the Birth of Mary.^ we have an idle

tale of Christ's ascending the stairs of the temple by a miracle at three

years of age, and of angels ministering to Mary in her infancy.5 So
m the prot-evangelion ascribed to James the Less,y we are presented

with a dull and silly dialogue, between the mother of Mary and her
waiting-maid Judith, and with another equally impertinent, between
the parents of Mary.7 We have also in the same performance an
account of Mary being fed by angels,* and a grave consultation

of priests concerning the making of a veil for the temple.9 The
pseudo-gospel of the Infancy, and that ascribed to the apostle

Thomas, present childish relations of our Saviour's infancy and
education, of vindictive and mischievous miracles wrought by him,
of his learning the alphabet, &c. &c. 10

3. In the pseudo-gospels of Mary, of the Infancy, and of

Thomas (which have been already cited), numerous miracles

are ascribed to the mother of Jesus, or to himself in his

infancy, -which are both useless and improbable.

The proper effect and design of a miracle is to mark clearly the

divine interposition ; and as we have already seen, 11 the manner and
circumstance of euch interference must be marked with a dignity and
solemnity befitting the more immediate presence of the Almighty.
When, therefore, we observe any miraculous acts attributed to persons,

not exercising such a commission, performed upon frivolous or im-
proper occasions, or marked by any circumstance of levity or

inanity, we conclude that the report of such miracles is unworthy
our attention, and that the reporters of them are to be suspected

of gross error or intentional deceit. Thus we smile with contempt,
at the prodigies of a writer, who gravely relates, as a stupendous
miracle, that a child, at the age of three years, ascended without
assistance the steps of the temple at Jerusalem, which were half a
cubit each in height. 12 In the same Gospel, in supposed accommoda-
tion to a prophecy of Isaiah, which is most grossly misinterpreted,

a declaration from heaven is alleged to have taken place in favour
of Joseph the reputed father of Jesus, similar to that which, upon the
strongest grounds, we believe to have been made in honour of Jesus
at his baptism. The bandage which was mentioned in p. 438. as

having been presented by Mary to the magi, is, of course, repre-

sented as the instrument of a miracle, being cast into a fire, yet not

» 1 Infancy, v. vi. Apoc. New. Test. pp. 25—23.
a Maltby's Illustrations of the Truth of the Christian Religion, p. 40.

3 Apoc. New Test. p. 23.

* Ch. iv. 6. Apoc. New Test. p. 4. » Ibid. v. 2.

* Prot-evangelion, ii. 2—6. Apoc. New Test. p. 9. ' Ibid, vii.2—4. p. 11.

Ibid. viii. 2. p. 12. » Ibid. ix. 1—4. p. 13.
10 Apoc. New Test. pp. 21—43. Mr. Jones has given a list of thirty-two

trifling and absurd stories, which are found in the pseudo-gospels of the
infancy, different from the above. On the Canon, vol. ii. pp. 246—249. and
in pp. 162, 153. he has given twelve others from the prot-evangelion, and
.he Gospel of Mary. See also pp. 347. 404—406. 154.

11 See pp. 95. 98. supra.
*"> Gospel of Mary, iv. 6. Apoc. New Test. p. 4. v. 13—17. Ibid. p. 3.

consumed. In another of these ingenious productions, when Eliza-
herh wished to shelter her infant son from the persecution of Herod.
she is said to have been thus wonderfully preserved :

—

Elizabeth also
hearing that her son John was about to be searched for, took him and
went up into the mountains, and looked around for a place to hide him ;

and there was no secret place to befound. 1 hen she gi oaned within her-

self, and said, ' O mountain of the Lord, receive the mother with the
t hil.i: For Elizabeth could not climb up. And instantly the mountain
was divided and received them. And there appeared an angel of the
Lord to preserve them." 13 Various miracles are said to be wrought both
by Mary and her son, particularly by the latter, who is represented as
employing his powers to assist Joseph in his trade (he being but a bung-
ling carpenter), especially when he had made articles of furniture of
wrong dimensions. 14 The various silly miracles attributed to the
apostles throughout these writings, are so many arguments to prove
that the compilations containing them are apocrvphal,—or more cor-
rectly, spurious ; and that they are either the productions of the weak
est of men, who were fondly credulous of every report, and had not
discretion enough to distinguish between sense and nonsense, or
between that which was credible and that which was utierly
unworthy of credit: or else that these compilations are the artful
contrivance of some who were more zealous than honest, and who
thought by these strange stories to gain credit to their new religion.

4. Things are mentioned, -which are later than the time in

which the author lived, -whose name the book bears.

Thus the epistle under the name of our Saviour to Abgarus16 is

manifestly a forgery, for it relates that to have been done by Christ
which could not possibly have been done till a considerable time after
Christ's ascension. Thus, in the beginning of the epistle a paseage > I

cited out of St. John's Gospel, which was not written till a considerable
time after our Lord's ascension: the words are, Abgarus, you are happy,
forasmuch as you have believed on me whom you have not seen ; for It

is written concerning me, That those ivho have seen me should not
believe on me, that they who have not seen might believe and live. This
is a manifest allusion to those words of our Saviour to Thomas (John
xx. 29.), Blessed are they who have not seen, and yet have believed.

Here indeed that which the epistle says is written concerning Christ,

but in no other passage of the New Testament. The same proof of
forgery occurs in the Gospel of Nicodemus, 16 in which the Jews style
Pilate, your highness,—a title which was not known to the Jews or
used among them at that time;—in the story of Christ going down
into hell to recover and bring thence the patriarchs ;' '—in the profound
veneration paid to the sign of the cross, particularly the practice
of signing with the sign of the cross, which is here said to be done
by Charinus and Lenthius,18 before they enter upon their relation
of the divine mysteries :—and in Christ's making the sign of the cross
upon Adam and upon all the saints in hell 19 before he delivered them
from that slate. It is to be observed that the practice of signing with
the cross, though very common in the fourth and following centuries,

was not at all known till towards the end of the second century, when
it was mentioned by Tertullian. Similar anachronisms are pointed out
by Mr. Jones in various parts of his New Method of settling the Ca-
nonical Authority of the New Testament, to which want of room
compels us necessarily to refer the reader. See also $ 1. p. 363. supra,

for some additional instances of anachronism.

5. The style of the authors of the JVew Testament, we have
already seen,20 is an indisputable proof of its authenticity.

Whereas the style of the pseudo-evangelical compilations is

totally different from, or contrary to, that of the genuine
-writings of the author or authors whose names they bear.

Every page of the apocryphal J\Tew Testament confirms this

remark ; but especially the pretended gospel of JVicodemus,

and the epistles of Paid to Seneca,

»3 Prot-evangelion, xvi. 3—8. Apoc. NewTest. p. 19.
l * And Joseph, wheresoever he went in the city, took the Lord Jesus

with him, where he was sent for to work, to make gates or milk-pails, oi

sieves, or boxes; the Lord Jesus was wilh him, wheresoever he wiif
And as often as Joseph had any thing in his work to make longer or
shorter, M wider ox narrower, the Lord Jesus would stretch his hand
towards it, and presently it became as Joseph would have it ; so thai he
had no need to finish any thing with his own bands, fur lie was not very
skilful at his carpenter's trade. On a certain time the king of Jerusalem
sent for him and said, 'I would have thee make me a throne, of the same
dimensions with that place in which I commonly sil.' Joseph obeyed, and
forthwith began the work, and continued two years in ihe king's palace,
before he finished it. And when he came to fix it in its place, he found it

wanted two spans on each side of the appointed measure. Which when the
king saw, he was very angry with Joseph ; and Joseph, afraid of the Icing's

anger, went to bed without his supper, taking not any thing to eat. Then
the Lord Jesus asked him, ' What he was afraid of? ' Joseph replied, ' Be-
cause I have lost ray labour in the work which I have been about these two
years.' Jesus said to him, ' Fear not, neither be cast down ; do thou lay hold
on one side of the throne, and I will the other, and we will bring it to its just
dimensions.' And when Joseph had done as the Lord Jesus said, and each
of them had with strength drawn his side, the throne obeyed and was
brought to the proper dimensions of the place: which miracle, when they
who stood by saw, they were astonished, and praised God. The throne
was made of the same wood which was in being in Solomon's time, viz.

wood adorned with various shapes and figures." 1 Infancy xvi. (xxxviii.

xxxix. of the chapters adopted byJones aid other writers), Apoc. N. T. p. 30.

i* Apoc. New Test. p. 44. *« Nicodemus i. 7. Ibid, p, 45.
ii Ibid, xvii.—xix. pp. 65—67. I8 Ibid. xii. 21 p. 61.

* B Ibid. xix. 11. « Sec pp. 48, 19. supra.
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(I.) Thestamet given in Ibe
|

' "' Nicodemus lo Ihow

who ate represented as being Jews, on not Jewiak, but either I

Ramon, or « otter foreign countries. Such are iho nameeofSummae,

Dawn, Alexander, Ci rus. 1 Isteriua, Amonine, Corns or Cyrus, I 'ri|>-

pusor Crispus,9 Channua, and LenlhiuB,3 which evidently ind

imposture. Further, the Gospel of Nioodemua is not extant in Greek:

ihut which ie now axianl » evidently a translation into very bald and

barbaroua Latin.4
. . , , r c c j,

2 Nothing can be more unlike the known style of the confessedly

genuine epistles, than is the Kyle "t" tile spurious epistles licnring the

names of Paul and Sum:,, hi the apocryphal New Testament '

Tins is s,, obvious to even one who is al all acquainted xvith those

two writers, licit it i~ unneceexary to multiply examplea. The epistles

attributed to Paul have not the least vestige of Ins gravity, but are

rather compliments and instructions. Further, the subscriptions

of the letters are very unlike those used by the supposed authors in

ll„.j r ,
, i!cs. Thus, in the lirst epislle ot Seneca, the sub-

scription is, Bern It sabre, frater, cupio, I wish your welfan

,« whii h was an appellation exclusively in use among Chris-

tians \ (H | ,ii Paul's fifth epistle to Seneca, he concludes with,

l,,/,,. nagister,—Farewell, moal respected matter;'1 winch

is not only contradictory to Paul's usual mode of concluding Ins let-

ters, but also most barbarous Lalinity, such as did not exist in the

Roman language till several hundred years after the time of Paul

and Seneca.

6. The apocryphal books ascribed lo the apostles and evan-

gelists contain direct contradictions to authentic liistory both

sacred and profane.

Thus, in the beginning of the epistle of Abganis, 5 that monarch

is made to confess his faith in I Ihrial as God, and as the Son of God ;

in the latter part he invitee Christ to dwell with lum in his city, be-

,,t the malice of fie Jews, wh tended him mischief .Now

this is a plain contradiction; Ibi had he really thought him God, he

must certainly think him possessed of Almighty power, and conse-

quent!] i" be in no need of the protection of his city. This seems to

be as clear a demonstral is subjects of this sort are capable ol re-

ceiving; nor are we aware of any objection that can be made,

unless n be that Peter, who had , onfeeaed him to be the Son of God

(Malt xvi. 16. 1,
vet when he came 10 be apprehended thought it

necessary to interpose with human force to attempt his rescue.

(Matt ixvi. 51. compared wnh John xvni. 10.) To winch it is easy to

answer, thai whatever opinion Peter, or indeed any of the apostles,

had ol Christ before this tunc, they seem now to have changed it,

and by the prospects of lus danger and death to have grown cool in

their opinion of In- llmighty power, else they would never all have

forsaken him at his crucifixion, as they did. Hut nothing of this can

!„• -opposed ill the case of Ahgarus. who cannot he imagined to hove

i i,i- sentiment! in the interval of writing so short an epistle,

v, parts of the above-cited letters, which profess to.be ml-

I to St neca, suppott Paul to have bet n, >ti the time of writing, at

whereas others imply thi contrary That he was then at Rome
i

i the first wools of the lirsi letter, in winch Seneca tells

Paul.' that be supposed he had been told the discourse that passed the

lefore between him and LucQius by some Christians who were

present BS also in the first words of Paul's F.pistle, and that part of

Seneca's second, where be tells him. He would endeavour to intro-

duce lum to Casaar, and that he would confer with him, and read

over together some parts of las wn l nigs ; and in that part of Paul's

,. H.I. where I,,' hopes for Seneca's company, and in sex-oral other

laces. Hut, on the other Imtnl, several parts of the letters suppose

.'aul not at Rome, as where Seneca (F.pist. iii.) complains or his slav-

ing so long away, and Isith Paul and Seneca are made to dale their

letters, when such and such persons were consuls : see Paul's fifth and

sixth, and Seneca's sixth, seventh, and eighth epistles. Now, had

they both been in the same city, nothing can be moro unreasonable

than to suppose that they would have dated thus: xxhat nee,
I could

there be to inform each other who were consuls? Paul, therefore,

is supposed lo he and not to he at Home at the same time, which is a

in mil, i i nnlrndieiion ISosides llns comrade li Ihc very doling of

their letters by consulships seems to he no small evidence of their

spur so, i
ii wic. a thing utterly unknown that any person

,\ ST did -o ;
nor does one -in Ii im-Iiiii, cur ill the epistles ol Sene-

ca, < Her,, or an V oilier writer. To xx huh we may add, that, in these

letters, there are several msfaisej in the names of ihe consuls who

*

are mentioned ; which clearly prove that these epistles , Id not

have been written by Paul and Seneca- Another circumstance

which proves the e| ibed to the Ipostie lo be a gross forge-

ry, is that the latter I- tntrodui ed as intreating Seneca not lo venture

f any thing more concerning him or the Christian religion to

Id oil, aid hini' 1 Now it is utterly improbable that

Paul would obstruct Seneca in Ins mieniions ofrecommending Chris-

tianity n, the eiuporui Nero; and it is directly contrary lo lus known
and eon-i oil seal mid endeavours lor its pro|tngnhon. Would he not

i have rejoiced in so probable an opportunity of spreading me
knowledge of Christ, and by the moots of one so mar lo.

. in Favour with, Ihe emperor, have procured the liberty for

himself and the other Christian eon-.- -mg their religion

' To Imagine the contrary is to suppose the Apostle al onos

lefective in his regards to himself and Ihe whole body of( Ihriatiana,

Nlre.|clnu« I. I. A] P 18 • Had " IS
|

on the Canon, vol l|Lp, 882.

n.w T.si |,p ; i 78. • ti'i.i
,

' ibid
.

• 11,1,1 |, ti • BplsL rill. Apoc Now Ti I p
''

and acting in direct , onlradlclioil lo the whole ol tos conduct, and
- endeavours to advance the inlareets of Christianity. But, he

sides, ii has happened here, as commonly in snob cases: want ot

try betrays the forgery. Although Ihe author, so unlike Paul,

in this place wish, s urn to discover the Chnslinn religion to Ihe em-
peror, yet in another epistle, via the sixth of Paul, he is made to

advise Seneca to lake convenient opportunities of insinuating Ihe

Christie] nd things in favour ol it, lo Nero and his family.

than which nothing can be a more manih -l coiiimihciion,

.Similar gross and glaring contradictions occur iii ihe Gospel ot

Nioodemua. To instance only one or two, which are very notorious.

In i hap n 1 I."
1 Ihe twelve men. F.liezer, Aslernis, AntOniUS, Ac. de-

dare themselves to be no proselytes, but born Jews; when Pilate

tendered them an oath, and would have had them sivear by the life

of Cesser, they refused, because, Ihey say. we have a law thai forbids

our swearing, and makes it sinful to swear: yet, in eh. iv. 7. the

elders, scribes, priests, and Leviies nre brought in swearing by the

1,1, ,,| ( i - ir xxiiliout am scruple :" and in ch.ii.23.12 they make oUM re,

who wen Jexxs. swear by tbc God of Israel; and Pdale gives an
oalh tO a whole assembly of the seniles, chief pro sis ic. ch. xxil. 3,'»

This seems a manifest contradiction. Another is. that in ch. xi. I5.M

Pilate is introduced as making a speech lo the Jews, in which he
gives a true and just abstract ol the Old Testament history relating

to the Israelites, vi*. what God had done for them, and how they had

behaved themselves to him. Whereas ihe sum, Pilate, ch ixiil

is made to he perfectly ignorant of the Bible, and only to haxe beard

by report that ihcre was such a book ; nor can it be said, thai Pilate

here only refers lo the Bible kept in the temple
; for Ihe manner ol

speech shows he was ignorant of the contents of the hook 1 have

heard you have B certain I k.iVe and this i- in il-ell very piohable.

Furiber, this hook contains many things contrary to known Irutin

Such indeed is the whole of it. besides whal is taken oul of our pre-

sent genuine Gospels. Who, for instance, will eredit the long story,

eh. vv.— XX ill
.''' of Christ's going down In hell, ma! all the romanm-

fabulous relations of xxhat happened in consequence of it ' \\ ho will

believe that Christ there signed Adam and ihe Patriarchs with the

sign ol ihc cro-s. and ihat all the holy Patriarchs were in hell till

that tunc ' ,Vc. Besides, in other place- there are notorious falsehoods

;

as thai is, Eo make the Jews understand our Saviour as saying, that

he would destroy Solomon's temple, t h. iv. 1
,:

. whii h they could not

but know had boon destroyed several hundred yean before. To
make the name ( 'cnturio lo be ihe proper name of a man who came

to i hnst, when it is certain it xxns the name of his i-tst ,,r office, dm.

To make Ihe words of Paul, 1 Cor XX 55., () death, at„r, is till/

sting ' o grant . where is tty wctery? to be Ihe words of Isaiah, eh.

xxi.; and to make Simeon (ch. xxi. and mi.) lo be a high priest,

which it is certain ho was not.

7. 7Vic striking contrast between truth anil falsehood is

naturally heightened, when those passages come under con-

sideration which are borrowed from the genuine Scriptures),

and, with more or less dt viution from the original, adapted to

the purposes of the apocrttphul -.ci

.

Thus, the simple fact contained in Malt. i. 10. is expanded thmuph
a chapter nml a hall of the prol ex angelinn .'" Again, the plain narra-

tive ol Luke a 16. is not thought sufficient tor the great event, which
was just before related, and accordingly it is thus improved in the

Gospel of Ihe Infancy :— '• Alter this, when the shepherds came, and
bud made o fire, and they were exceedingly rejoicing, the heavenly
host appeared to them, praising and adoring the supreme God. ami

as the shepherds were engaged in the same employ incut, the cove ot

that time seemed like a glorious temple, because both ihe longi.,

angels and men united io adore and magnify God, on account of Ihc

birth of the l/ird Christ. Hut xxlicn the old llebrexx woman saxv all

I hose ex Itlenl nil nicies, she eavc praises lo God, and said, I thank

i) Qod, ttou God o/Mst ml. t<» that mine < yes havt seem the strut oftiss

Suriour of tlf i/er/'/."-" The short and interesting a, nt win, h is

given by the genuine evangelist sj the end ,,t the same chapter, is

considered, by the author ol o pel, os by no means ade-

quate to Ihe (jnait dignity of our Sav lour's eliara, ler. nor , a], nlalc.l n,

atiafy the just ennosity ofi sChristiana, V7e are diejiedure in-

loniicl thai Jesus in his cnnlcronoe with Ihc doctors in ihc Icinple.

afler explaining the Issiks of the law, am) iiidoldinc the inyslerii's

contained in Ihe prophetica] wnnngs. exhibiled s taowlodga bo less

profound of astronomy, aiedioise, and natural history.-' 1 Hence, too,

\. i
" ll.i.l p 19,

'> Ibid, p. I'd.

is fbld. p. 70, < Ibid. p. 83. •lbld.pp.et,7D • Had pp.03—«6.
n 19 i« Dp. Muliliv's lliii-u.ii , pp

'•1'h. xiii. xiv. of Hie , ,ii i n .x xi ol lbs Apoc. N. T.

II, (iv. of Fabiu kpoc NewTei p. 2?.

u Gospel of the Inflmey (II ULof I NewTss>
i.iineiii. pp 39- ii The utter part I i

wdibnnssuch a contrast
i<> ths sober narrative of tl and indeed •

it,:, i we cent dlon oftranacrlblng It "Whens
aslreliiiln, r vvlio was preselll nsked III, I ml .1. n \V lielher

he had stit.it,
i

iii replied, and told hlmlha
number of the spheres an. I beat oi-l a]-., ilieir Inatiirulsr,

Ive sod retrograds tion; their

snd other things, which ths reason ol

man had > inonjt them s .

1

' Whl rlo r lie had slmli, .1 pliv '
i

: i Intu

igs which wen '- tots

tie |„m. i ..I i-.i el lite body, il:

the numboi membei
oerves; tbertcvcnit conslilutiotis ol hod), not and dry, cold and moist, sod
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in the Gospel attributed lo iVicodemus, the particulars ofour Saviour's

trial are enumerated most fully, the testimony of the witnesses both

for and against him is given at large, and the expostulations of Pilate

with the Jews are recorded with a minuteness equal to their imagined
importance. And as, in the genuine history of these transactions, the

Koman governor is reported to have put a question of considerable
moment, to which ouf Saviour vouchsafed no answer, or the evan-
gelists have failed to record it, these lulsiliers have thought proper to

supply so essential a detect. " Pilale saiih unto him, 11 hat U truth
'

Jesus said, Truth is from heaven, Pilale said, Therefore truth is not

on earth? Jesus saith unto Pilate, Believe that truth is on earth,

among those who, when then hare the power of judgment, are governed
by truth, and form right judgment."*

In the prot-evangeliort, there are not fewer than twelve circum-
stances stolen from the canonical books, and in the Gospel of the

birth of Mary six circumstances
;
2 and by far Lhe greater part of the

pretended Gospel of Nicodemus is transcribed and stolen from other

books. Nothing can be more evident to any one who is acquainted with
the sacred books, and has read this Gospel, than that a great part of it is

borrowed and stolen from them. Every such person must perceive,

that the greatest part of the history of our Saviour's trial is taken out

of our present Gospels, not only because it is a relation of the same
facts and circumstances, but also in the very same words and order
for the most part; and though this may be supposed to have happened
accidentally, yet it is next to impossible to suppose a constant likeness

of expression, not only to one, but sometimes to one, and sometimes to

another of our evangelists. In short, the author seems to have de-

signed a sort of abstract or compendium of all which he found most
considerable to his purpose in our four Gospels; though lie has but
awkwardly enough put it together.3

But the most flagrant instance, perhaps, of fraudulent copying

from the canonical hooks, is to be found in the pretended epistle

of Paul to the Laodiceans, almost every verse of which is taken

from the great apostle's genuine writings, as will appear from the

following collation, which is taken from Mr. Jones's work on the

Canon, 1 whose translation is reprinted without acknowledg-

ment in the Apocryphal New Testament. 5

The Epistle of St. Paul to the La- The places in St. raid's genuine
odiceans. Epistles, especially that to the

Philipptans, out of which this

to the Jxiodieeans was <<

1. Paul an apostle, not of men. 1. Galat. i. 1. Paul nn apostle,

neither by man, but by Jesus not of men, neither by man, but

Christ, to the brethren which are by Jesus Christ, &c.
at Laodicea.

2. Grace be to you, and peace 2. Galat. i- 3. Grace be to you,
from God the Father, and our and peace from God the Father,

Lord Jesus Christ. and our Lord Jesus Christ. See
the same also, Rom. i. 7. 1 Cor. i.

3. 2 Cor. 19. Eph. i. 2. Phil. i. 2.

Col.i. 2. lTheBS.i.2. 2Thess
.
i. 2.

3. I thank Christ in every pray- 3. Phil. i. 3. I thank my God
er of mine, that ye continue and upon every remembrance of yon.

persevere in good works, looking for your fellowship in the Gospel,

for that which is promised in the from the first day until now, &c.
day of judgment.

4. Let not the vain speeches of 4, Galat. i. 7. There be some
any trouble you, who pervert the that trouble you, and would per-

truth, that they may draw you vert the Gospel of Christ, &c
aside from the truth of the Gospel

which I have preached.

5. And now may God grant,

that my converts mav attain to a

perfect knowdedge of the truth of

the Gospel, be beneficent, and do-

ing good works which accompany
salvaiion.

fi. And now my bonds, which I fi. Phil. i. 13. My bonds in

suffer in Christ are manifest, in Christ are manifest,

which I rejoice, and am glad.

7. For I know that this shall 7. Phil. i. 19. Fori know that

turn lo my salvation for ever, this shall turn to my salvation

which shall be through your pray- through your prayer, and the sup-

er, and the supply of the Holy ply of the Spirit.

Spirit.

8. Whether I live or die: (for) 8. Phil. i. 20. 21. Whether it

to me to live shall be a life to be by life or death, for me to live

Christ, to die will be joy. is Christ, to die is gain.

9. And our Lord will grant ub 9. Phil. ii. 2. That he be like-

his mercy, that ye may have the minded, having the same love,

same love, and he like minded.
10. Wherefore, my beloved, as 10. Phil. ii. 12. Wherefore, my

ye have heard of the coming of beloved, as ye have always obey-

the tendenc ics of flipm : how the soul opprafpd upon the body ; what its

various sensations and faculties were : the faculty of speaking, angpr, de-
sire ; and. Ta^ilv, the manner nf its composition and dissolution ; and other
things, which the understanding of no creature had ever reached Then
that philosopher arose, and worshipped Hip T,or<i Jesus, and said, ' O Lord
Jesus, from henceforth I will be thy disciple and servant.' "

1 Gospel of Nicodemus iii. 11— 14. Apoc. New Test. p. 48.

* They are enumerated byMr. Jones, on the Canon, vol. ii. pp. 153— 156.

3 See .tones on the Canon, vol. ii. pp.349, 350, where the above remark is

confirmed bv many examples.
* Vol. ii. pp. 33—35. • Apoc. New Test. pp. 73, 74.

Vol. I. 3 fc

the Lord, so think and act in fear, ed, &c work out your salvation
and it shall he to you life eternal ; with fear

;

11. For it is God, who worketh 11. Phil. ii. 13. For it is God
in you; who worketh in you.

12. And do all things without 12. Phil. ii. 14. Do all things
sin. without murmuring, &c. ver. 15.

that ye may be blameless.

13. And what is best, my be- 13. Phil. iii. 1. Finally, my
loved, rejoice in the Lord Jesus brethren, rejoice in the Lord.
Christ, and avoid all filthy lucre.

14. Let all your requests be 14. Phil. iv. 6. Let your re-

made known to God, and he quests be made known unto God.
steady in lhe doctrine of Christ.

15. And whatsoever things are 15. Phil. iv. 8. Whatsoever
sound, and true, and of good re- things are honest, whatsoever
port, and chaste, and just, and things are just, whatsoever things
lovely, these things do. are pure, whatsoever things are

lovely, whatsoever things are of
good report, &c.

16. Those things which ye have 16. Phil. iv. 9- Those things
heard, and received, think on which ye have both learned and
these things, and peace shall he received, and heard and Been,

—

with you. do, and the God of peace shall be
with you.

17. All the saints salute yon. 17. Phil. iv. 22. All the saints

solute you.
18. The grace of our Lord Je- 18. Galat. vi. 18. The grace of

sus Christ be with your spirit, our Lord Jesus be with your spirit.

Amen. Amen.
19. Cause this epistle to he read 19. Col. i v. 16. And when this

to the Colossians, and the Epistle Epistle is read amongst you, cause
of the Colossians to be read among that it be read also in the church
you. of the Laodiceans, and lhat ve

likewise read the Epistle from
Laodicea.

8. Lastly, as the credibility of the genuine books of the

JSfeto Testament is established by the accounts of countries,

governors, princes, people, &c. therein contained, being con-

firmed by the relations of contemporary ivriters, both friends
and enemies to Christians and Christianity (and especi

by the relations of hostile writersj; so the spuriousness of the

pseudo-evangelical writings is demonstrated by their contain-

ing gross palskhoods, and statements -which are contradicted
by the narratives of those writers -whoiveve contemporary with
the supposed authors of them.

Thus, in the fourth of Seneca's epistles to Paul, ' we read thai

emperor (Nero) was delighted and surprised at the thoughts and si n £

merits in Paul's epistle to the Churches; and in the fourth of Pi ul*s

epistle to the philosopher,7 that the emperor is both an admirer and
fatoourer of Christianity. These assertions are notoriously falsi, . i.,|

contrary to the unanimous relations of heathen and Christian writers
concerning Nero and his regard to the Christians. The Gospel of
Mary contains at least two gross falsehoods and contradictions 10 his-

torical tart ; and not fewer than seven equally glaring instances exist

in the pseudo-gospel or prot-evangelion of James; 1

" six others occur in

the two gospels of Christ's infancy.9 which relate things notoriously
contrary to the benevolent design of Christ's miracles, and to his pure
and holy doctrine, which prohibited revenge, and promoted univer-

sal charity and love. Lastly, for it would exceed the limits of this

article (already perhaps too much extended) to specify all the absurd
falsehoods contained in the spurious writings which we have been
considering;—the Acts of Paul and Thecla directly falsify the doc-
trines and practice of the Apostle, concerning the unlawfulness of
marriage, (which he is here said to have taught, though the reverse
is evident to the most cursory reader of his epistle); and con-
cerning the preaching of women .-—Thecla being said to be commis-
sioned by him to preach the gospel, though it was not only contrary

to the practice of both Jews and Gentiles, but also to St. Paul's posi-

tive commands in his genuine epistles. 10 But what proves the utter

spuriousness of these Acts of Paul and Thecla,—if any further proof
were wanting,—is the fact that Paul, whose life and writings bespeak
him to have been a man of unimpeachable veracity, is introdu< ed in

them as uttering a wilful and deliberate lie. That he is so introduced

is evident; for after an intimate acquaintance between Paul pnd
Thecla, 11 and their having taken a journey together to Antioch, 12 he
is presently made to deny her, and to tell Alexander, I know nor the

woman of whom you speak, nor does she belong to me. But how
contrary this is to the known and true character of St. Paul every one
must see. He, who so boldly stood up for the defence of the Gospel
against all sorts of opposition, who hazarded and suffered all things

for the sake of God and a good conscience, which he endeavoured to

keep void of offence towards God and man, most unquestionably

never would so easily have been betrayed to so gross a crime, as to

make a sacrifice of the credit of his profession, and the peace of his

conscience, at once upon so slight a temptation and provocation. Nor
will it be of any force to object here, lhat in the received Scriptures,

e Kpist. viii. in Apoc. New Test. p. 76.

1 Apoc. New Test. p. 76. epist. \x.

8 See them spprified, and the falsehoods detected, in .Toneson the Canon,
vol. ii. pp. 147—151, * Ibid. vol. ii. pp.249—251.

»« Jones on the Canon, vol. ii. pp. 400—402.
" Ch xiv, xvii.—ii vi. of Apoc. New Test, pp.80. 64.

»» Ch. xix.—vii. 3. of Apoc. New Test. p. 84.
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Abraham is said twice t" have denied his wife, viz. Gen. xii. 19. and

xx.2, hue ia Mid to have denied his, Gen. xxvi. 7, &c-;

and in the New IV U mi' M thai Petei denied Ins Master, and di i

he did not know him. Matt m 7S ; (of the circumatances are in

many cases different, ami especially in tins, that Paul appeared now

in no danger ii In' had i
iar; "r it he bad been in danger

might have easily delivered himself from it | to which we musl add,

thai lie had under'." me a thousand more difficult trials fur the sake "I

luscience, and never was by fear betrayed into such

a crime l

Sui h are the i impositions which attempted to gain credit, as the

real pr>i,l in es and evangelists; and so striking is

the contrail between them and the genuine writings, whoa
they have sn successfully endeavoured to imitate. It deserves the

lerious consideration ofevery one, who is unhappily prejudiced

against Chri what is almosl as fatal) who has hitherto no)

it the subject worthy his attention, whether, if the canonical

ol the New Testament had bean the productions of artil

delusion, thev would iini have resembled those which are avowedl]

so, in some of their defecta Supposing it, for a moment, to be a mat-

ter ofdoubt, by whom the canonical books were written; or allowing
ii, in the credit, which is granted to all niher writings having the

same external authority, thai of being written by the authors whose
names they h home; upon either of these suppositions, the

w riiers hi the New T al i mud Dot, either in situation nr attain-

ment, have bad any advantages, humanly speaking, which the authors

of the apocryphal I \u were nol as likely to have possessed as them-

selves : consequently, if the iirst books had been imunlnl upon the

basis of fiction, il is.surel] mnsi probable, that subeeqnent attempts

urn ild have equalled, if nol improved upon, the first ellorrs of impos-

ture. If, however, ii appi are, upon a candid and close investig ttron,

that one set of i no proofs of a design to impose
upon others, and no marks that the authors were themselves deceived;

lule. "ii the Contrary, the others i'Miiit m every page the plainesl

symptoms of mistake ami fraud : is ii lair, is n reasonable, to ascribe

to a common tiriL'iu. productions bo palpably and essentially different
'

or, rather, is it not mure just, ami even philosophical, tn respect truth

in ihuse perioral am is, w huh hear the lair Btampof her features ; and

to abandon those, and thos ily, to contempt, which have indubita-

ble traces of imposture '"-

IV. From the preceding view of the evidence concerning the

apocryphal productions] which have lately been reprinted, the

candid reader will readily be enabled to perci ive ho

there is. lest the credibility ami inspiration of the genuine I

of the New Testament should be affected by them. " How much
soever we may lament the prejudice, the

ii. 9, or the undefinable hostility of those who enter into v i

against the interests of Christ ; whatever horror wc may feel at

the boldness or the scurrility of some anti-christian champions;
we feel no alarm at the onsets "1 infidelity in its attempts B

the Gospel, We know that the cause of Revelation has sus-

tained already every species of assault which cunning could con-

trive, or power direct. It has hud its enemies among the igno-

rant and among the learned, among the base and among the

noble. Polite irony and vnt . have been the weapons
of its assailants. It has had its Celsus,and its Porphj rv. and its

Julian. And what were the effects of their opposition 9 The
same as when the ' mln. and elders ami scribes

1
united B

it— its purification and increase. It has had its Bolingl

and its Woolstons. its Humes and its Gibbons: and whal dis-

advantages' has it sustained, what injuries has it received 1 lias

it lost any of its pretensions, or been deprived of any portion "i

its majesty and grace, by their hatred and their hostility ? Had
they a system more credible, more pure, better comporting with
the wants of man. ami with the anticipations of everlasting BX-

i b mi', to enlighten and sanctify man, and to effect the i

rotion of the world, i"i which they were able to prevail on man-
kind to exchange the | '."ill Jesus oi Nazareth 1 We gain

but little Iron, our reading, hut little from our ol' ervation, if we
will, llie trepidi of fear when truth and emir are

combatants, Ml facts connected with the history of the

< "!im ii iii religion are confirmation ol at h, thai

the doctrine which In- believes, will resist everj attack, and be
.
.on tiio.ii di all oppo ition. -No him rati he

I by its enemie i ; and the feempei ami p it ncy of

which they have so often tried, thev will try in vain. They may
march to battle; but thev will never raw their trophies' in the

Held."*

' .1"" ' i ai, \"l a p I'll Al'luiunal proofs ol '

ness of lbs iipoeryplml writings, ascribed to the apostles, are given hv tin

• Mallby's Illustrations, p I I lectio Review, N B vol >
i

II

The apocryphal pieces which have thus been considered, have

been in circulation for ages, as were many others • ! a similar

kind, which have perished, leaving only their titles behind them,

as a memorial thai they once existed. Many of them, indeed,

soon became extinct, the interest which was hit in them not af-

fording the means of their preservation. Hut we think that il is

of special importance, that some of the spurious productions

which cither the mistaken seal of Christians, or the fraud ot

nelsons who "ere ill hostility to the Gospel, sent abroad III the

primitive or in later times, should have been ~ave,l from deeti

tiou. Such books as tin' " Gospel of Mary," the " Prot-evan-

gelion," the " Gospel of the Infancy," the "Gospel of Nicodemus,"
" Paul and Thee I a." dec. dec. are nol only available as mi ins "I

establishing the superior exo Hence of the books of the New Tes.

If, in the Composition ot' which there is the mOSl admirable

combination of majesty with simplicity, strikingly in contrast

Willi the puerilities and irrali dities of the others :— but they

are oi' moat service in augmenting tin- evidences ami confirming

the proof of Christianity.4 So far, indeed, are these hooks from

militating iii any degree against the evangelical history, that on

the contrary^ they most decidedly corrobate it
: foi thev are writ-

ten in the names of those, win nr authentic S late to

have been apostles and companions of apostles; and they all

suppose the dignity "i our Lord's person, and that a power of

working miracles, together with a high degree of authority, was
conveyed by him to ins apostles. It oughl also to he recollected

that few. if any, of these books, were composed I" fore the begin-

ning of the second centurv. As thc\ were nol composed before

that time, tiny might well refer (as most ef them certainly do)

to the commonly received hooks of the New Testament ; and,

then fore, instead of invalidating the credit of those sacred books,

they really hear testimony to them. All these books are not

properly spurious ; that is, ascribed to authors who did not com-
pose them; hut. as they were not composed by aposth-s, nor at

first ascribed to them, they may with greal propriety he termed

yphal: for they have in their titles the names of apos-

tle and thev make a specious pretence of delivering a true

history of their doctrines, discourses, miracle-, and travels,

though thai history is not true and authentic, writ-

ten I', any apostle or apostolic man. Further, we may account

I'orthc publication of these apocryphal or pseud'

as thev were unquestionably owing to the fame of Christ and
his apostles, and the great success of their ministry. And in this

respect the case of the apostles oi ,lesn> Christ i- not singular:

many men ot' distinguished characters have had discourses mads
for them, of which they knew nothing, and actions imputed to

them which they never performed ; and eminent writers have

had works ascribed to them id' which they were not the authors.

Thus, various orations were falsely ascribed io Demosthenes and

Lysias; many things were published in the names of Plautus,

Virgil, and Horace, which never were composed by them. The
Creek and Roman Critics distinguished between the genuine and

us works of those illustrious writers. The same laudable

caution and circumspection were exercised by the first Christians,

who did not immediately receive every thing that was pro;

lo them, but admired nothing as canonical thai did not hear the

hi I "I being the genuine production of the sacred writer with

whose name it was inscribed, or by whom it
p

have

i in written. On this ao t ii was that the genuineness of

the Epistle to the Hebrews, of so of the ( 'alllohe Bpj

ami of the Apocalypse, was for a short time doubted by some.

when tl tier books of the New Testament were universally

acknowledged. Upon the whole, the booki bich now are, and
for a long time pat have been, termed apocryphal, whethoi ex-

tant entire, or only in fragments,— together with the titles of such

monuments of the care, idgmenl of

,
oi ih. ai presiding mini ti re, and thi ii

learned guides and conductors. The hook- in question afford no

ainst either the genuineness or the authority "t

the hooks of the New Testament, which were general!] received as

written by the apo-lli - and evangelists ; but, mi the conti uv , they

confirm the geni raj ace its civ en us in the Canonical Bcripturea,

ami ihus indirect!] the truth and divine authority of the

I'.vnlusling Goipcl .'s

• II. 1.

1

•La. i". v\ ira ..i > M| US—«1S. 8vo.; or vol II. pp.121—131.410.
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No. II.

ON THE INSPIRATION OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.

[Referred to in. p. 93, of this Volume.]

I. Nature of Inspiration.—II. Observations on the Inspiration of the Old Testament.—m. And of the New Testament.
IV. Conclusions derivedfrom these considerations.

The necessity of the divine inspiration of the sacred Scrip-

tures having been stated, and the proofs of that inspiration having

been exhibited at considerable length in the preceding pages, it

is proposed in this place to offer to the biblical student a few ad-

ditional observations on the nature and extent of such inspira-

tion, the introduction of which would have interrupted the chain

of argument in the former part of this volume,

I. Inspiration, in the highest sense, is the immediate commu-
nication of knowledge to the human mind by the Spirit of God

;

hut, as we have already observed, it is commonly used by divines,

in a less strict and proper sense, to denote suclva degree of divine

influence, assistance, or guidance, as enabled the authors of the

Scriptures to communicate religious knowledge to others, without

error or mistake, whether the subjects of such communication
were things then immediately revealed to those who declared

them, or things with which they were before acquainted.
" When it is said, that Scripture is divinely inspired, we are

not to understand that the Almighty suggested every word, or

dictated every expression. From the different styles in which
the books are written, and from the different manner in which
the same events are related and predicted by different authors, it

appears that the sacred penmen were permitted to write as their

several tempers, understandings, and habits of life, directed;

and that the knowledge communicated to them by inspira-

tion on the subject of their writings, was applied in the same
manner as any knowledge acquired by ordinary means. Nor is

it to be supposed that they were even thus inspired in every

fact which they related, or in every precept which they delivered.

They were left to the common use of their faculties, and did not,

upon every occasion, stand in need of supernatural communica-
tion ; but whenever, and as far as divine assistance was necessary,

it was always afforded. In different parts of Scripture we per-

ceive, that there were different sorts and degrees of inspiration.

God enabled Moses to give an account of the creation of the

world ; Joshua to record with exactness the settlement of the

Israelites in the land of Canaan ; David to mingle prophetic in-

formation with the varied effusions of gratitude, contrition, and

piety ; Solomon to deliver wise instructions for the regulation of

human life ; Isaiah to deliver predictions concerning the future

Saviour of mankind ; Ezra to collect the Hebrew Scriptures into

one authentic volume : but all these worketh that one and the

selfsame spirit, dividing to every man severally as he will.

(1 Cor. xii. 11.) In like manner the apostles were enabled to re-

cord, in their own several styles and ways, the life and transac-

tions of Jesus Christ. The measure of assistance thus afforded

to the several writers of the Old and New Testament, has been

termed Inspiration of Direction. In some cases, inspira-

tion only produced correctness and accuracy in relating past oc-

currences, or in reciting the words of others ; and preserved the

writers generally from relating any thing derogatory to the

revelation with which it was connected. This has been termed

Inspiration of Suferintendency. Where, indeed, it not only

communicated ideas, new and unknown before, but also imparted

greater strength and vigour to the efforts of the mind than the

writers could otherwise have attained, this divine assistance has

been called Inspiration of Elevation. Further, when the

prophets and apostles received such communications of the Holy
Spirit, as suggested and dictated minutely every part of the truths

delivered, this, which is the highest degree of divine assistance,

has been termed Inspiration of Suggestion. All these kinds

of inspiration are possible to the almighty power of God ; since

there is nothing in any of them contradictory to itself, or which

appears contradictory to any of the divine perfections. But
whatever distinctions are made with respect to the sorts, degrees,

or modes of inspiration, we may rest assured that one property

belongs to every inspired writing, namely, that it is free from

error, that is, any material error. This property must be con-

sidered as extending to the whole of each of those writings, of

which a part only is inspired ; for it is not to be supposed that
God would suffer any such errors as might tend to mislead our
faith, or pervert our practice, to be mixed with those truths which
he himself has mercifully revealed to his rational creatures as the
means of their eternal salvation. In this restricted sense it may
be asserted, that the sacred writers always wrote under the in-

fluence, or guidance, or care, of the Holy Spirit, which sufficiently

establishes the truth and divine authority of all Scripture."

II. That the authors of the historical books of the Old Testa-
ment were occasionally inspired is certain, since they frequently
display an acquaintance with the counsels and designs of God,
and often reveal his future dispensations in the clearest predic-
tions. But though it is evident that the sacred historians some-
times wrote under the immediate operation of the Holy Spirit, it

does not follow that they derived from revelation the knowledge of
those things which might be collected from the common sources
of human intelligence. It is sufficient to believe, that, by the
general superintendence of the Holy Spirit, they were directed in

the choice of their materials, enlightened to judge of the truth

and importance of those accounts from which they borrowed
their information, and prevented from recording any material

error. Indeed, the historical books (as we have already shown
at considerable length) 1 were, and could not but be, written by
persons who were for the most part contemporary with the
periods to which they relate, and had a perfect knowledge of the
events recorded by them ; and who, in their descriptions of
characters and events (of many of which they were witnesses)
uniformly exhibit a strict sincerity of intention, and an unex-
ampled impartiality. Some of these books, however, were com-
piled in subsequent times from the sacred annals mentioned in

Scripture as written by prophets or seers, and from those public

records, and other authentic documents, which, though written by
uninspired men, were held in high estimation, and preserved with
great care by persons specially appointed as keepers of the genealo-

gies and public archives of the Jewish nation. It is not necessary

to be able to distinguish the inspired from the uninspired parts of
the historical books of the Old Testament. It is enough for us to

know, that every writer of the Old Testament was inspired, and
that the whole of the history it contains, without any exception

or reserve, is true. These points being ascertained and allowed,

it is of very little consequence, whether the knowledge of a par-

ticular fact was obtained by any of the ordinary modes of infor-

mation, or whether it was communicated by immediate revelation

from God ; wdiether any particular passage was written by the

natural powers of the historian, or by the positive suggestion of

the Holy Spirit. Whatever uncertainty may exist concerning

the direct inspiration of any historical narrative, or of any moral
precept, contained in the Old Testament, we must be fully con-

vinced that all its prophetical parts proceeded from God. This is

continually affirmed by the prophets themselves, and is demon-
strated by the indubitable testimony which history bears to the

accurate fulfilment of many of these predictions ; others are

gradually receiving their accomplishment in the times in which
we live, and afford the surest pledge and most positive security for

the completion of those which remain to be fulfilled.

IH. If the books of the Old Testament, which relate to the

partial and temporary religion of the Jews, were written under
the direction and superintendence of God himself, surely we can-

not but conclude the same of the books of the New Testament,
which contain the religion of all mankind. The apostles were
constant attendants upon our Saviour during his ministry ; and
they were not only present at his public preaching, but after ad-

dressing himself to the multitudes in parables and similitudes,

when they were alone he expounded all things to his disciples

(Mark iv. 34). He also showed himself alive to the apostles,

after his passion, by many infallible proofs, being seen by them
forty days, and speaking- of the things pertaining to the king.

» See pp. 59, 60—02. supra.
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dom of God, (Acts i. 3.) Yel our Saviour foresaw thai

instructions, delivered to the apostles as men, and impressed on

the mmil in the ordinary manner, would not qualify them for the

i of propagating his religion. It was, therefore, pro-

mised, thai the Holy Ghost should not only bring all thing* to

their remembrance, which the apostles had beard from their

divine Master; bul he was also to guide them into ili tiutu,

to teach them ili thi sos, and to abitie with themfor <

(John \iv. 16, L7. 26. svi. 13, M.)

The truth into whit Spirit was to load them,

undoubtedly, all thai truth which* as the apostles of Jesus < Ihrist,

were to declare unto the world. It do* not an un natural,

mathematical, or philosophical truth, and it would be absurd to

refer the language of our Lord to either of these. Hut it means
( an Truth,— the truth which Ihi y were to teach mankind,

to make them w ily, and direct them in the w

heaven through our Lord Jesus Christ The apostles knew
thing "i this truth already, bul they <li'I nol know it per*

fectly* They ware ignorant of some things, and mistaken as i<<

others. But the Spirit was to guide them into aU truth. No
branch of it was to be kept from them. They were to be led in-

to an acquaintance with religious truth in general; with the

•whole of that religion* truth which it was necessary for them to

ir men l " know. Must they not than have been pre-

served from error in w bat they taught and declared ' The Spirit

was to teacfa them all thing* :— not die things of the natural or

civil world, hut those things of the Gospel which they wore a*

yet unacquainted with. And it" the Holy Spirit taught them all

respecting Christianity, which they did nol already know,
thru there was nothing in what they declared of the Chri

mi, hut what they bad received, either from his teachingSj or

. the instructions of Christ, which were of equal validity, or

from the evidence of their senses, which could not deceive them;

so that they must he preserved from error or mistake concern-

ing it.

The Spirit was also to bring all things to their remembrance,

thai Christ bad said unto them. Their memories were naturally

lik<- t

1

dI other men, imperfect and fallible; and amidst the

numerous things, which their Lord bad said and dom 1 amongst
them, some would be forgotten. Hut the spiiit w:i to a i-i

their mem ch a manner, that they should have a per-

fect recollection of whatsoever Christ had said to them. This
a i tance ol the Spirit implied, not merely recalling to the view

of thi Ir minds t lit- things which Christ had spoken, but also the

enabling them to understand those things rightly, without that

confusion and mi apprehension, which Jewish prejudices had

occs ioned in their ideas when they lirst heard mem. Dnless

they were led into such a perfect understanding of the things
i' tabled remember, the bare recollection of them

nor would the Spirit act according

office of leading them into all truth, unless they were i a tbl< d,

properly to understand the truths which Chri I

ht them.
'I tie Holy Spirit, and I pchfog they were to be thru

instructed, was to abide with them for ever, as the Spirit of

truth, guiding them into all truth, teachin them all thin

specting ti
il I Ihrist, which they were to communicate

io tin- world. These important promises of the » flfu ion

ame, direction., and perpetual guidance of the Spirit with the

|eS, Wrre mOSt cerlami' ni all their extent and

meaning. They were promises given by CI

and chief prophet of the church ; and to entertain a doubt of their

most complete accompli bment,w?ould be to impeach the v<

and mission of the Bon of God, and to "'nut a upposition thai

would strike at the truth of Chrii ti

of the nature, extent, and fulfilmi i

cut I I'i promt lit of the Bpiril to the

apo-i! that, in t to what
tin ". knew of Christianity, they were led under the

• nice with it -, and

nabitati

iriiai!. ed in the truth, and at rror in do
it to mankind T The Bpiril i f truth guided then ln to all truth.

and abode with 1 er«

li
i material to ji that of supernatural

instruction and assistance plainly showtl ol com
rnou - and the m ation in the fit it

. the •

promises were accurately fulfilled. Oft ol the

New Testament, Matthew, John, Jam* i, i'< ter, and Judo, wan
anon i the word ol God ; and. there-

fore, if we admit the genuineness and authenticity of the books
ascribed to them, no reasonable doubl con be entertained of their

won. Indeed, if we believe thai God sent Christ into the

rid an universal religion, and thai by the miraculous
gifts of the Holy Ghost he empowered the apostles to prop:.

i ,i
; tted in these hooks, we cannot bul believe that

1 aid, by bis immediate interposition, enable those whom he

appointed to record the Gospel, for the use of future ages, to
write without the omission 01 any important truth, or the in

J error. The assurance that the Spirit should

abide with the apostles for ever, must necessarily imply a con-

stant inspiration, without . :. intermission, whenever
they exercised thi i teacher of the Gospel, whether

by writing or by speaking. Though Mark and Luke were not

o ties, nor were they miraculously called, like

Paul, to the office of an apostle, yet we \iwk> the stron

i to believe that they were pan ikers of the extraordinary

effusion of the Holy Spirit granted to the disciples of Christ;

and such was the unanimous opinion of the primitive Chris-

tians. Besides, a perfect harmon) exists between the doctrines

delivered bj Mark and Luke, and by the other writers of the

New Testament Indeed, we can scarcely conceive it possible!

that God would suffer four Gospels to be transmitted, as a rule

of faith and practice to all succei na, two of

which were written under the immediate direction of his Holy
Spirit, and the other two by the unassisted powers of the

human intellect, it seems impossible that John, who wrote his

Gospel more than .sixty years after tin- death of Christ, should
have hem able, by the natural power of his memory, to recollect

those numerous discourses of our Saviour which he has related.

Indeed, all the evangelists must have stood in mad of the pro-

mised assistance of the Ilol\ (ihost to bring to remembrance
things which Christ had said during his ministry. Wfl are

i i-ider Luke in writing the Acts of the Apostles, and the

apostles themselves in writing the Bpistles, as under s similar

ice and direction. Paul, in several passages of his Epistles,

arts his own inspiration in the most positive and unequivocal

terms. The agreement which subsists between his Bpistles and

the other writings ol the New Te lament , wive proof

that they all proceeded from one and the s< It-same spirit. It

appears, however, that the apostles had some certain method,

h utterly unknown to us, of distinguishing that know i

which was the cilcct of inspiration, from the ordinal

tions and conclusions o( their own reason.'

IV. From the preceding account of the inspiralion of the

apostles, the two following conclusion q by u late

learned and sensible waiter:—
1. Fir*t$

that thi i omplote knowledge of Chris*

tianity, or of the Go pel which they published to man]

When it is said thai thej had a coi ipli '< know |<

! eof the Gos-

pel, we mean, that they knew, and well U the truths

which they wire Commissioned to preach, and the duties they

were to inculcate. Having hcen instruct

having been witm as ol b works, and >>( his death and reams

reckon, and having received the spirit to guide them into all

truth, they had a competent know! rarious sul

which they were to
v
preach and publish to the world, to instruct

men in the knowledge of God, the way of salvation, and the

OJ holiness. They ware neither insufficient nor defective

preachers of tin- word id' truth. Thej were at now
'.a as true or what was l.d-e. whs BO the Will

of God or what was not. They had a complete and consistent

. t the whole system "t Christian truth and dutj ; and there

was no diversity opinion*. , m. Then
knowledge ol I nity was p» rfect, for thej were acquainted

with all thing* which it was the will of God should

unto men. to teach them the

*• \\ bather, as is moat prob ' td this com
knowledge "I the '

I
once, on the ilaj ol Pentecost; or

win l! BOme truth hicll

. sail d i" m« mi until after thai time, is ol no in

for us to determine. For il that their know*
ledge ol Christianity was complete long before the recordi ol it

in the New Testament wen tion. It b
evident, also, that the apostk ol their min

never at Io thej were to preach, but had

at all I l perfect 1 now li dge ol thi things which il w .,

will of God they should, at thi <• limes, dec

than this cannot be inferred from then own declaration, thaj

• it|. Tomll i .
.

•
i ro] i pp
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spake the things of the Gjpspel, not in the words which man's

wisdom tearheth, but which the Holy Ghost teacheth.

" As the apostles, by means of our Lord's instructions and the

teaching of his .Spirit, had this complete knowledge of Chris-

tianity, ii follows, that the most entire credit is to be given to

their writings; and that they were not mistaken in what they

have written concerning it, whether we suppose them to be im-

me liateiy guided by the Spirit at the time they were writing or

not. For, allowing only that they were honest men who com-
pletely understood Christianity, it is evident that they must give

a true and faithful account of it. Honest men would not de-

ceive, and men who had a complete knowledge of the subjects

they were treating of could not be mistaken. If any errors

in doctrine or sentiment were admitted into their writings, it

must he either by design, or through accident. To imagine thai

they could be inserted designedly, would impeach the integrity

of the apostles, and consequently their credibility in general.

And to imagine that they crept in accidentally, would impeach the

competency of their knowledge, and supposes that the apostles'

of Jesus Christ did not understand Christianity : a supposition

that can never be reconciled with the very lowest construction

which can he fairly put upon our Lord's promise, that the Spirit

should guide them into all truth. Allowing them therefore to bo

but honest men, it follows, considering the sources of information

they enjoyed, that all they have recorded concerning Christianity

is truth, and that they were not mistaken in any of the positions

which they laid down respecting it in their writings.

2. "A second and principal deduction, however, to be drawn
from the account before given, and which is of most importance

to the subject, is, that the apostles of Jesus Christ were under

the infallible guidance of the -Spirit of Truth, as to every religious

sentiment which they taught mankind. Here, it may be neces-

sary to explain the sense in which this expression is used. By
every religious sentiment is intended, every sentiment that con-

stitutes a part of Christian doctrine, or Christian duty. In even
doctrine they taught, in every testimony they bore to facts re-

specting our Lord, in every opinion which they gave concerning

the import of those facts, in every precept, exhortation, and pro-

mise they addressed to men, it appears to me, that they were
under the infallible guidance of the Spirit of Truth. By being

under his guidance is meant, that through his influence on their

minds, they were infallibly preserved from error in declaring the

Gospel, so that every religious sentiment they taught is true, and
agreeable to the will of God.
"As to the nature of this influence and guidance, some things

may be farther remarked. It was before observed, that inspira-

tion, in the highest sense, is the immediate communication of

knowledge to the human mind, by the Spirit of God. In this

way the apostle Paul was taught the whole of Christianity ; and

this kind of inspiration the other apostles had, as to those

things which they were not acquainted with, before they received

the gift of the Holy Spirit. This is what some have called the

inspiration of suggestion. But as to what they had heard, or

partly known before, the influence of the Spirit enabled them
properly to understand it, and preserved them from error in com-
municating it. This has been called the inspiration of superin-

tendency. Under this superintendency, or guidance of the Spirit,

the apostles appear to have been at all times throughout their

ministry, alter Christ's ascension. For less thin this cannot be

concluded, from our Lord's declaration, that the Spirit should

abide with them for ever, and lead them into all truth.

" When they acted as writers, recording Christianity for the

instruction of the church in all succeeding times, I apprehend that

they were under the guidance of the Spirit, as to the subjects of

which they treated; that they wrote under his influence and
direction ; that they were preserved from all error and mist. ike,

in the religious sentiments they expressed ; and that, if any thing

were inserted in their writings, not contained in that complete

knowledge of Christianity of which they were previously pos-

sessed (as prophecies for instance), this was immediately com-

municated to them by revelation from the Spirit. But with

respect to the choice of words in which they wrote, I know not

bit they might lie left to the free and rational exercise of their

own minds, to express themselves in the manner that was natu-

ral and familiar to them, while at the same time they were pre-

served from error in the ideas they conveyed. If this were the

case, it would sufficiently account for the very observable diver-

sity of style and manner among the inspired writers. The Spirit

guided them to write nothing hut truth concerning religion, yet

they might lie left to express that truth in their own language.
" It may readily and justly be concluded, that men who were

under the perpetual guidance of the Spirit of Truth when they

preached the Gospel, were thus under his infallible direction and
influence, as to all religious sentiments, when they committed
the things of the Gospel to writing, for the future instruction of

the church. This is the view of the inspiration of the writers ot

the New Testament, which seems naturally to arise, from their

own account of the way in which they received their knowledge
of Christianity, and from what is declared in their writings, con-

cerning the constant agency and guidance of the Spirit, with

which they were favoured." The following advantages attend

this view of the subject :

—

" Maintaining that the apostles were under the infallible direc-

tion of the Holy Spirit, as to every religious sentiment contained

in their writings, secures the same advantages as would result

from supposing that every word and letter was dictated to them
by his influences without being liable to those objections which
might be made against that view of the subject. As the Spirit

preserved them from all error in what they have taught and re-

corded, their writings are of the same authority, importance, and
use to us, us if he had dictated every syllable contained in them.
If the Spirit had guided their pens in such a manner, that they

had been only mere machines under his direction, we could have
had no more in their writings than a perfect rule, as to all reli-

gious opinions and duties, all matters of faith and practice. But
such a perfect rule we have in the New Testament, if we con-

sider them as under the Spirit's infallible guidance in all the

religious sentiments they express, whether he suggested the very
words in which they are written or not. Upon this view of the

subject, the inspired writings contain a perfect and infallible ac-

count of the whole will of God for our salvation, of all that is

necessary for us to know, believe, and practise in religion; and
what can they contain more than this, upon any other view of it

!

" Another advantage attending the above view of the apos-

tolic, inspiration is, that it will enable us to understand some
things in their writings, which it might he difficult to reconcile

with another view of the subject. If the inspiration and guidance

of the Spirit, respecting the writers of the New Testament, ex-

tended only to what appears to be its proper province, matters

of a religious and moral nature, then there is no necessity to ask,

whether every thing contained in their writings were suggested

immediately by the Spirit or not: whether Luke were inspired to

say, that the ship in which he sailed with Paul was wrecked on
the island oi Mclita (Acts xxviii. 1.): or whether Paul were
under the guidance of the Spirit, in directing Timothy to bring

with him the cloke which he left at Troas, and the books, but

especially the parchments (2 Tim. iv. 13.) ; for the answer is

obvious, these were not things of a religious nature, and no in-

spiration was necessary concerning them. The inspired writers

sometimes mention eommon occurrences or things in an inciden-

tal manner, as any other plain and faithful men might do. Al-

though, therefore, such things might be found in parts of the

evangelic history, or in epistles addressed to churches or indi-

viduals, and may stand connected with important declarations

concerning Christian doctrine or duty, yet it is not necessary to

suppose, that they were under any supernatural influence in

mentioning such common or civil atfairs, though they were, as to

all the sentiments they inculcated respecting religion.

''This view of the subject will also readily enable a plain

Christian, in reading his New Testament, to distinguish what he is

to consider as inspired truth. Every thing which the apostles have

written or taught concerning Christianity ; every thing which
teaches him a religious sentiment or a branch of duty, he must
consider as divinely true, as the mind and will of God, recorded

under the direction and guidance of his Spirit. It is not neces-

sary that he should inquire, whether what the apostles taught be

true. All that he has to search after is, their meaning; and

when he understands what they meant, he may rest assured

that meaning is consistent with the will of God, is divine infalli-

ble truth. The testimony of men who spoke and wrote by the

Spirit of God is the testimony of God himself; and the testimony

of the God of Truth is the strongest and most indubitable of all

demonstration.

"The above view of the apostolic inspiration will likewise ena-

ble us to understand the apostle Paul, in the seventh chapter of

his first epistle to the Corinthians, where in some verses beseems
to speak as if he were not inspired, and in others as if he were.

Concerning some things he saith, Hut I speak this by permission,

and not of commandment (ver. 6.) : and again, / have no com-

mandment of the Lord; yet I give my judgment, as one that

hath obtained mercy of the Lord to be faithful (ver. 25.). The
subject on which the apostle here delivers his opinion, was a
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matter of Christian prudence, in which the Corinthian* had

desired his advice. Lint it w i- a >l pari of r

or practice; it was not a branch ol Christian doctrine or duty, bat

mereh •< casuiatical onesti not prudence, with relation to the

distreaa which persecution then occasioned. Paul, therefore,

tttlv to their re. post, [ires them his opinion as a faithful

; but he guards them against supposing that be was nnder

divine inspiration in thai opinion, lest their consciences should

be shackled, and he leaves them al lib rtj to follow Ins advice or

not, as they might find convenient STel he intimates tb

had the Spirit "/ the Lord as a Christian teacher; that he bad

not said am thing contrary to his will; and that the opinion

which he gave was. on the whole, advisable in the present die-

tress. Lint the Apostle's declaration, that, as to this particular

matter, he spoke by permission, and not ofcemmandment9 ntiong-

Iv implies, that iii other things, in thing* really of a religion*

nature, he did speak by commandment from the Lord. According-

ly, in the same chapter, when he had occasion to speak of what
was mailer of moral duty, he immediately claimed t>> he under

divine direction in what he wrote, .hul unto the married / csaa-

mand,yet net I. but the Lord, Let not the -wife depart front her

husband. (1 Cor. vii. 10.) This would 1 breach ofone of the

chief obligation* of morality, and therefore Paul interdict* it under

the divine authority. R* pecting indifferent things he lmvcIus

judgment as a wise and faithful friend ; but respecting thethinga)

of religion he spake ami wrote as an apostle ofjesus Christ, under

the direction and guidance of his ."Spirit."'

No. III.

OX THE ASCENSION OF JESUS CHRIST.

{Referred to in p. Ill of this Volume.]

Tnr. Ascension of Jesus Christ into heaven, however astonish-

ing it may appear, is a miraculous UCT, which, like even other

miticr of fact, is capable of proof from testimony. It is not ne-

cessary, in this place, again to prove the confidence which is due

to the apostolic b we have already stated it* force

when treating mi the resurrection of Christ, (pp. 249—258.

supra.) It only remains to show that the circumstance* of the

fact contributed to its certainty, by removing every idea of deceit

or fraud on the one hand, and of error on the other.

1. Qbterve tin- pxaci of his Jitcent.

It was ,i mountain, 'he mount of Olives, a spot which was well

known to the apostles, for it had been the scene of many of

( Ihrist's conversation* with them. ( in an eminence or hill, there

arai lea* probability uf the spectators being deceived, than there

would have been in man) other places, where the view was con-

fined and the righl obstructed; and where, if any delusion had

been intended, he mighl have more easily conveyed himself oul

of their sight and by a sudden disappearance given room lor the

imagination or invention of some extraordinary re val from

them. Hut, from tins eminence-, the view around them must
he..' been more extensive, any collusive concealment of himself

from them must hive been more easilj discovered, a real ascent

into heaven more clearly -ecu, and the ascent itself tor a longer

and with greater distinctness pursued, and attended to, by

the beholders. So that, if Chrisfs ascension was to in- real, an

eminence OI hill was the mosi proper place ill, it could lie eho in

which he could rise, because he could he more distinctly,

and lot the inn-i considerable pace, i > held. But, assuredly, il

wa* ih" most unsuitable "i all others, if any fraud wen' inb

ind render imposition effectual. No n

would have selected ntcfa a spot, in order to feign an ascension.

~. The iimk must also be considered, when this fact took

h • daring broad day-light, while an impostor would have

availed himself of darkness in order to effect his esc ipe. I Inder

inch circumstances, thi lave credited an illusion ;

hut illusion is impoaaible, when w is illuminated by a

strong light

further the »l » \ Mill of Christ's Ascension towards

hem
(1.) It wa* not instantaneous and sudden, nor violent and

tempestuous, bnl gradual, easy, and slow. Romulus was sotd to

have been lost in a furious storm of thunder and tightnil!

being suddenly missed by the Roman people, they were the more

laded "f hi. ttanslation into heaven t which tale the

first invented, in order to cover the suspicion that,

during the storm, they had seized the opportunity ol

him; though there i ni of a pretence that anj

one saw his translation. On the contrary. Christ's ascension wa*
public, gentle, ami by degrees ; so that the eyes of the beholden
steadily followed him, rose with him as he advanced higher, anal

pursued him until lost in the immensity of the height of heaven.

The spectators " looked Bteadfa tlj toward* heaven a- he went

up," till the cloud had carried him out of their siuht.

(2.) Moreover, it is a remarkable circumstance in tins account,

that he was taken from them, while they were actually near him;
while he was in the midst of them, conversing with them, in-

structing and blessing them : and, in the midst of these transac-

tions, "whilst they beheld him." and their eyes were attentively

lived on him. he arose out of their Bight into the celestial ejorv.

The apostles, therefore, could nol he imposed on by any sudden
and fallacious conveyance "i himself away from them.

4. The ssssi or m. hum. also came in aid of sight; for, if

any error could he supposed iii llie latter, it i* impossible to ad-

mil any mistake in the former. The apostles could not possibly

imagine that they heard the consolatory discourse by winch two
announced to them thai Jesus, who had thus ascended into

heaven, would at the last day "so come in like manner as they

had seen him go into heaven."

5. The m » iu a. toe, of these witnesses is a strong confirma-

tion of their testimony.

It was in the view o( all the apostles. He wa* taken up.

after he had given commandment to them, while they were all
assembled together, and while they themselves were actual!)

holding him.

To all these Ctrl it may he added, that the evident

proof* which (it is shown in the ensuing article of this Appendix)
demonstrate the effusion of the Holy Spirit on the apostles, aJao

demonstrate the reality of their Master's ascension.

.since, then line. WO ll ave the unanimous testimony of pi i

who by the evidence of their own sight confirmed by the voice

assrj -lot" Christ's ascension ; since the) were
of forming or conducting anj -'i:n ;

since il was a doctrine, which, if false, could he productive of no
id in

asserting it in despite of all the tortures thai cruelty i

or power could inflict; we have the fullest evidence of tlie reality

of Chrisfs ascension, which the nature of the fact can adliul. or

We in lea- in ].
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No. IV.

ON THE DESCENT OF THE HOLY SPIRIT ON THE APOSTLES.

[Referred to in p. 114. of this Volume]

If the Gospel be the invention of man,—if Jesus Christ has not

risen from the dead and ascended into heaven,— the descent of

the Holy Spirit on the apostles, together with the effects produced

by it, is another fact for which no adequate cause can be assigned.

The miracle itself is related in the second chapter of tiie Acts of

the Apostles. Taking it for granted that the reader has perused

the graphic narrative of the evangelist Luke, we shall proceed to

offer a few remarks upon this fact.

1. This amazing and astonishing gift, the gift of tongues, was
a miracle, new and unheard of in former ages, and greater or

more decisive than any which had been wrought by Jesus Christ

himself, during his ministry. Demoniacal possessions, or dis-

eases, might he counterfeited ; even death might he only apparent
;

the reality, therefore, of such cures and restorations to life, might

be questioned by gainsayers and denied by infidels. Cut, to in-

spire twelve unlettered Galikeans, (who knew only their mother-

tongue, and whose dialect was proverbial for its vulgarity,) sud-

denly, and instantaneously, with the knowledge and expression

of sixteen or eighteen different languages or dialects; when, in

the ordinary course of things, it is a work requiring no small

labour fully to understand a single new language, and still more
to speak it with fluency and correctness; this was indeed a

miracle of the most stupendous nature, carrying with it the most
overpowering and irresistible conviction, the simplest and plainest

in itself, and utterly impossible to be counterfeited. For, if the

apostles had expressed themselves improperly, or with a bad ac-

cent, as most people do when they speak a living language
which is not natural to them, the hearers, who at that time were
rmt converted to Christianity, would have suspected some fraud,

would have taken notice of such faults, and would have censured

them ; but, since no such objections were made, we are justified

in concluding that they had no ground for censure.

It is no wonder, then, that the effect was so prodigious as the

conversion of three thousand prejudiced Jews, in one day, to the

faith of a crucihed Saviour at Jerusalem,—the very scene of his

ignominious crucifixion, and only fifty days afterwards, on the

day of Pentecost.

In reviewing the whole of the transaction, this alternative

necessarily presents itself. Either the apostles themselves were
deceived, in the first place, or they wished to impose on others,

respecting the descent of the Holy Spirit, and the miracles which
accompanied it.

If the mind revolts at the first of these suppositions, on account
of its absurdity, the second can scarcely appear more reasonable.

Men, who undertake to establish a religion, and to whom credit

is necessary, will not invent a fable which can be confuted upon
the spot by all those persons to whose testimony they appeal.

They will not place the scene of their pretended miracle under
the eyes of an innumerable multitude, in the very midst of their

enemies. They will not blend with their recital incidents noto-

riously false, utterly useless for their purpose, and peculiarly well

adapted to convict them of fraud and deceit.

I can easily conceive persons remaining in a state of doubt or

unbelief, who take only a general view of this history, after the

lapse of eighteen centuries, without giving themselves the trouble

to weigh all its circumstances. But will not conviction succeed

to unbelief and doubt, if they transport themselves to the very

time and spot, when and where the event took place; if they re-

flect that they are reading the work of a contemporary author,

and that the facts related in his book were published throughout
Judea, in Greece, and in Asia Minor, before he composed his

history ?

In the history of remote ages, the facts recorded not unfre-

quently borrow their authority from the character of the writer;

but, in a recent ami contemporary history, the writer is indebted

for all his authority to the truth of the facts which he narrates.

The book of the Acts of the Apostles would never have been
received as a canonical book, if the first Christians had not found

in it those facts which they all believed, and of which many of

them had actually been eve-witnesses. And such, especially,

were the miracles which distinguished the day of Pentecost.

•J. Besides this proof, which arises out of the nature of the

fact and the circumstances that attended it, there is another, not
less striking, which is founded on the connection of this miracle

with the events that preceded and followed it.

We have already had occasion to observe the striking differ-

ence in the conduct of the apostles before and after their Master's

death (see pp. 113, 114.J; and this change is the more re-

markable, because it was contrary to what might naturally have
been expected. But the descent of the Holy Spirit explains to

us why the apostles, who were so ignorant and timid when they

were instructed and supported by their Master, were filled with
so much wisdom and intrepidity, when they seemed to be aban-

doned to themselves ;—why these men, who had tied at the sight

of the danger that threatened Jesus, boldly published his divinity

in tiie presence of the very men who had crucified him;—and
why Peter, who had basely denied him at the word of a female

servant, so boldly confessed him in the midst of the synagogue.
Separate from this history the miraculous descent of the Holy

Spirit, and you can no longer perceive either motive, connection,

or probability in this series of facts otherwise incontestable.

Every one of those facts is contrary to the common principles

of moral order.—The apostles, the converted Jews, as well as

those who continued to reject the Gospel, do nothing which they

ought to do, and every thing which they ought not to do. The
city of Jerusalem for a long series of years was only a scene

of illusion and delirium. We should not endure even the

reading of a romance, in which all the personages should be repre-

sented as acting like those who arc exhibited in the establishment

of * biisttanity.

But, would you give order and connection to the facts 1 Would
you ascribe to all the actors motives, conduct, and a character

consistent with nature? Would you render credible a history,

the b.isis of which, after all, it is impossible for you to deny,

and the consequences of which it is impossible to mistake ?

—

Put in its proper place the visible descent of the Holy Spirit;

and this miracle alone will render an infinite number of others

unnecessary. You will find in it an explanation of those diffi-

culties which perplex your mind, and which cannot be satisfac-

torily explained upon any other hypothesis.

3. Observe, further, the intrinsic probability of the miracle,

which was wrought on the day of Pentecost—a probability,

founded on the agreement of the fact with the known designs

and predictions of the author of Christianity.

During his life, Jesus Christ had confined his ministry within

the limits of Judaea: he was not sent, as he himself declared,

"but to the lost sheep of the house of Israel" (Matt. xv. 24.):

his doctrine was not to be preached to the Gentiles, until aftei

his death. That mission was reserved fir the apostles, and he

solemnly charged them to fulfil it, just before his ascension into

heaven. But, before they could enter upon their apostolic func-

tions, it was necessary that these timid and ignorant men should
receive the Holy Spirit"agrecably to Christ's promise,—even that

Spirit by whom they were to be endued with power from on high,

ami guided into all truth. The miracle (if the day of Pentecost
was then announced and foretold. But, what grandeur, what
wisdom, what an admirable selection of circumstances do we
see in the fulfilment of this prediction ! The apostles were
appointed the teachers of a!! nations ; and it was in the sight of

persons of every nation, assembled at Jerusalem on occasion of one
of the great solemnities of the Mosaic Law, that they received

from heaven the authentic credentials of the divine mission.

Sent to all nations, it was necessary that all nations should be
able to understand them. By an astonishing miracle these men
were enabled, without $ti/<Iit, to speak all the languages or dialects

of the East. But the gift of tongues was not conferred on them,
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ins : it serves also timi and by the place nbicfa the. liuM in the diipenaation ofitUi-

to characterise, from its »i

i - both Jew and Gentile, Greek and Barbarian.
II..W closer, connected iaeverj part of the evangelical history !

Hon admirably do the means answer to the end ! How
i

jiio-t sisinal miracles acquire probability bj their mutual rila-

I. Ou mg< liquet IT ' ' r«n • v oitij.

n • brief, but forcible reun
Mr. Fabi ' delily, pp. M2—3*6.

No. V.

EXAMINATION OF THE DIFFICULTIES ATTENDANT ON THE
PROPAGATION OF CHRISTIANITY.

[Referred to in p. ll&t oftkia Volume.]

"The rajiitl and astonishing progn tss, which Christianity

made in the world in a verj after its publication, is

not only an irrefragable argument of its divine origin and truth,

but also a Btrikin - instance of the credulity of those, who aBsen

that the Gospel is the contrivance pf man. For, accord i

the common course of things, how utterly incredible was it,

that I

! taught by an obscure person, in an ol i

station of lire, in an obscure country, should in so Bhort a space

of time penetrate to the utmosl boundaries of the Roman em-
pire. According to all present appearances, how romantic and
visionary wi ' ertion of a private Jew i m to a philoso-

pher, to v.
I n Id d< dare thai the principles of th

which he had (bunded, should be preai hod to ever} creature under

heaven ! Th n a misi rable a coun-

try that wa i" a proverb, without learning and with-

out interest, should penetrate into the heart of so many vi

nil -. should establish their tenets in the bosom of the li

cities, i
i 'H\ erta to th* ir principles in 1 of sove-

and princes, i
v ;> truth not to

;

> d for on any
principal but that of a signal and divine interposition in their

i." 1 The force of this I will more fully appear

if we take a Bhort retrospect id' the progress of Christianity.

Two months had not elapsed after the- death of Jesus Christ,

when his apostles suddenly presented themselves, and publicly

i in the midst ol Jerusalem; whence th< if doctrine spread

throughout Judsaa and the neighbouring provinces. Shorty after,

it was carried into Greece, Italy, and even into Spain. They
(bunded societies of Christians in the cities of Ca sarea, Rome,

as, Corinth, Theaselonica, Phillippi, Antioch, E]

in many other regions, towns, and cities; so th.it, (as heathen
i i "ili Christian writers, acknowledge), be-

ihree centuries wen- completed, the Gospel had penetrated

into < m of the then known world, and tar beyond the

1 ndaries of the Roman empire. \\ hen vet the preachers of

Christianity travelled, the) Leclarcd that the person, wh
ligion they taught, bad been despised by his own

i

and crucified by the Romans. And, whal ia more, they preached

u religion which was contrai ind pa io

mankind; which prohibited ill cnsual indulgences; which in-

dispensably required from i> temperance, sel&lcnial,

and inviolable pu of manners, and was diametri-

i tn! 1.. the prei ailing prim ind maxims ol
I

• li i . wondei fnl bej ond -ill cxampli thai a I i

Galiteana issuing from an obscure corner ol

province, unlearned and unsupported, should, in no Ion

turn the two great brocnl that avet i i i

m the world, and triumph over all the powei of every con-
i'.-.i notion, that universally them.

Bach an sstoinshing and sudden revolution in the religiot

moral tate of the world
t by nothing le ia than a mot I I i

i ' lod,

ondo oh lupematural powers, and
hi m the cause in w hich th

gaged."' Indeed, if we which

- i

actually opposed the progressofthe Gospel, with tin- human means
which its preachers enjoj ad, we must feel the jui tii mark
thai was made bj an apostle:—"God hath chosen the foolish

things of the world to confound the wise ; and God hath chosen
the weak things of the world to confound the things which are

mighty." (I for. i. *J7.) For, no sooner was the Christian
i hi rch formed Into a body, than it was assailed by three

criptions of enemies, either all at once or in succession, via. I.

The prejudices of authority and of human wisdom;—2. The
violence of persecution;—and, 3. The artifices of policy.

I. The progress of Christianity was assailed and impeded by
the PREJ1 DICES OV aUTOORITl \\ n OV Ml HAS WISDOM. From
its very origin, the t rospel •? - " .1 Btumb 1 the Jews,
and to the GrTCI KS foolishness."

1. Wnli regard to the Jswa:—On the one hand, we heboid
that people e\« lusivelj attached '" the law of Moses, ami intoxi-

cated with pride, on account of their being descended from
Vbraham ; tin ir I bera who affected to i M - mi
ot wisdom, piety, and holiness, usurping the highest mfl 1

over tin' minds of the people, who were blindly devoted i

which they cherished, respecting tin- duration of the

levitical worship, the nature ol tin' Messiah's kingdom, and the

importance of tin ir traditions. And, on the other hand, wi
twelve men.— from lit. lowest clasa of tin ir nation, formerly im-
bued with tin- same prejudices, who accused them of making
void the Commandments of God by their trail it ions :—whodci ph

ded theif national pride by telling them ih.it the Aim
qoI the God of the Jews only, hut also of the Gentiles, mid

that the heathen would rise upas witnei
1 them, and

would be admitted into covenant with (*<*\. while tficj r

would ho excluded from it :—win. announced to thei 1

the Levitical worship was about i«» terminate, and that the 8u-
e Memo; was m> longer to be adored pxclusivePj at .h rasatan,

hut thit in, i: mi ;ht offer to him acceptable worship nt nil ti

and in all places:—who substituted to the splendid ccn m
nod h\ the Mosaic law | which was t con 1 source of
mil of emol 1 boat of ministers w ho sttent

aplc and spiritual w orshin, " hii their

functions useless, and in which everj 1'*' t.» he the

the altar, and the victim:—who undeceived them !->-

peering tin nature "i Lhe Messiah's Kingdom, by apprising them.

that it 1^ not oi this world, and that the} must renounce all their

ardent hope it:—who censured with equal force and
boldness their pharisaic devotion, long pi ivers, ostein 1

and all tho . in which th. v made the

ol piety to consist ;—ami. finally, who excited their
1

in.: t.. them the stumbling-block of the 1
1

''in an) on,- believe th.it these wen- likel) means to procure the

preachers of the Gospel a hearing,—mo ensure them
success '

8, With regard t<> the Hi itfikh Nations, th.- prejud

nism were not less powerful than th..-. enter-

tained by the Jews. Pagan idolatry traced its origin to th
tnotesl antiquity. The most impo ind magnifici

entered into 1 and ceremonies. Temples of the

did architecture,—statues of exquisite sculptun

i
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and victims superbly adorned,—attendant youths of both sexes,

blooming with beauty, performing all the sacred rites with grace-

fulness heightened by every ornament,—magistrates arrayed in

the insignia of their office,—religious feasts, dances, and illumi-

nations,—concerts of the sweetest voices and instruments,— per-

fumes of the most delightful fragrance.^every part of the heathen

religion, in short, was contrived to allure and to captivate the

senses and the heart. Amid all these attractive objects, we see,

on the one hand, a multitude of priests enjoying the most exten-

sive influence, supported by omens, auguries, and every kind of

divination to which ignorance and anxiety for the future attri-

bute so much power, while their persons were rendered sacred

under that profound idolatry and superstition which had over-

spread the earth. And, on the other, we see twelve Jewish

fishermen, declaring that those deities which had so long been

revered were only dumb idols, and that they must turn to the

one living and true God, the maker of heaven and earth ; and
who had conceived no less a design than that of expelling so

many deities, throwing down so many altars, putting an end to

so many sacrifices, and, consequently* of annihilating the dignity

of such a multitude of priests, and of drying up the sources of

their riches and credit. And can any one believe that these were

likely means of success? Further,

—

On the one hand, we see paganism intimately united with

political governments, and sovereigns making use of its decisions

in order to justify the enterprises even of tyrannical power. More
particularly at Rome, under the republic, religion was a political

system admirably adapted to the genius of the people, and was
not only protected but in many instances administered by the

civil magistrate : it grew with the growth of the republic, and
seemed to promise itself a duration equal to that of the eternal

city. During the imperial government, we see the emperors
causing altars to be erected to themselves, in their life-time, or

expecting them after their death.

On the other hand, we behold a religion, according to which
an apotheosis is an act of daring impiety ; which, inculcating

only one God, allowed no rival deity to those who embraced it

;

and which ^henceforth necessarily caused its followers to be ac-

counted both impious and rebels. Can any rational person

believe that these were proper or likely means to cause such a

religion to be received 1

Lastly, on the one hand, we see corruption, the fruit of igno-

rance, and of error combined with the passions, spread over the

earth, the most shameful practices sanctioned by the precepts and
the examples of the philosophers, vices ranked as virtues, in short,

a state of universal depravity, both moral and religious, which the

apostle Paul has by no means exaggerated in the sketch of it

which he has drawn ; since it is fully justified by contemporary
authors, both Jews and Heathens. On the other hand, again,

behold the Gospel, inculcating a sublime morality which at that

time was more difficult to be observed than ever ; referring every

thing to the glory of God, and enjoining the renunciation of pas-

sions equally cherished and corrupted, together with a total change
of heart and mind, continual efforts after holiness, the duty of

imitating even God himself, and the absolute necessity of taking

up the cross of Christ, and submitting to the loss of alt earthly

good, as well as to the endurance of every evil. Think, how
sinful propensities would rise at bearing this novel doctrine,

how the corrupt heart of man would be offended at it, and how
horrible that salutary hand must appear, which came to apply

the probe, the knife, and the fire to so many gangrened parts:

and then say, whether these were likely or probable means to

obtain a reception for that doctrine? Does not the success, which
attended the labours of the first preachers of the Gospel,— a suc-

cess not only without a cause, but also contrary to all human
causes,—does not this success demonstrate the mighty protection

of God, and the victorious force of truth ]

II. The Violence of Pehsecution was another most for-

midable obstacle to the propagation of the Christian religion.

In fact, from its first origin to the time of Constantino, Chris-

tianity, with the exception of a few short intervals, was subjected

to the most violent persecutions. At Jerusalem the apostles were
imprisoned, scourged, or put to death in various ways. Wherever
they directed their steps, they were pursued by the Jews, who
either accused them before Jewish and Heathen tribunals, or

stirred up the populace against them. But these persecutions

were, comparatively, only slight forerunners of those which suc-

ceeding ages witnessed ; and ecclesiastical history (which is

corroborated by heathen writers as well as by heathen edicts and

inscriptions that are still extant) records ten grievous general
Vol. I 3 L

persecutions of the Christians under the pagan emperors, within
the space of two hundred and fifty years.

1. The first who led the way in these attacks upon the pro-

fessors of the Christian faith, was the ferocious Nero; who, in

order that he might wreak upon them the odium which he had
justly incurred for setting the city of Rome on fire, indicted upon
them the most exquisite tortures, attended with every circum-
stance of the most refined cruelty. Some were crucified ; others,

impaled; some were tied up in the skins of wild beasts that they

might be torn to pieces by dogs ; and others were wrapped in

garments dipped in pitch and other combustibles, and burnt as

torches in the gardens of Nero, and in other parts of the city, by
night. This persecution, though it raged most at Rome during
the year 64, appears to have continued, with little abatement,

nearly three years (a. d. 64—67), and to have extended to every

part of the empire.

The short reigns of Galba, Otho, and Vitellius, and the mild
and equitable administration of the emperors Vespasian and
Titus, gave some rest to the Christians, until,

2. Domitian, succeeding to the empire, began a new persecu-

tion, which also continued almost three years, a. i>. 93—96.
" For this persecution no motive is assigned, but the prodigious

increase of converts to Christianity, and their refusal to pay
divine honours to the emperor. The extent and severity of this

persecution may be conceived from Domitian's including among
its victims even his chief ministers and his nearest kindred and
relations." The death of this second Nero delivered the Chris-

tians from this calamity ; and his successor, Nerva, permitted

them to enjoy a season of tranquility, and rescinded the san-

guinary edicts of his predecessor.

3. The second century of the Christian era opened with the

persecution, which was commenced in the reign of Trajan, when
so great a multitude of believers suffered martyrdom, that the

emperor, astonished at the accounts which he received, prohibited

them to be sought for; though, if they were accused, he permit-

ted them to be punished. This persecution continued under the

reign of Hadrian, the adopted son and successor of Trajan.

4. 5. The fourth and fifth persecutions prevailed under Anto-
nius and Marcus Aurelius. The apology, addressed by Justin

Martyr to the former emperor, induced him to stop all proceed-

ings against the Christians in Europe; but a very strong edict

from Antonius could only quash the persecution in Asia. And
under Marcus Aurelius, who credulously listened to the calum-

nious charges of their enemies, the torture and the cross were

in full force against the professors of the Christian faith.

6— 10. In the third century, several persecutions are recorded

to have taken place. Severus, Maximin, Decius, and Valerian,

successively attacked the Christians, and let loose all their im-

perial vengeance against them. "But the climax of persecution

was carried to its utmost height in the reign of Dioclesian,"

which indeed extended into the fourth century. In this persecu-

tion, "the fury of the pagan world, instigated by Galcrius and

other inveterate enemies of Christianity, was poured forth with

unparalleled violence, and with a determinate resolution (it

should seem) to extirpate, if possible, the whole race of believers.

The utmost pains were taken to compel Christians to deliver up
to the magistrates all the copies of the Holy Scriptures, that they

might be publicly burnt, and every vestige of their religion de-

stroyed. But although this part of the imperial edict, together

with that which respected the demolition of the Christian

churches, was executed with extreme rigour; yet such were the

firmness and fidelity of the Christians, and such their profound

reverence for the sacred writings, that many of them suffered the

severest tortures rather than comply with this decree." The
human imagination, indeed, was almost exhausted in inventing

a variety of tortures. Some were impaled alive; others had their

limbs broken, and in that condition were left to expire. Some
were roasted by slow fires, and some suspended by the feet with

their heads downward ; and, a fire being made under them, were

suffocated by the smoke. Some had melted lead poured down
their throats, and the flesh of some was torn oft' with shells; and

others had the splinters of reeds thrust beneath the nails of their

fingers and toes. The few, who were not capitally punished,

had their limbs and their features mutilated. No war, that had

ever taken place, had caused the death of so great a multitude

of persons as this tenth general persecution devoured. Almost

the whole of the then known world was deluged with the blood

of the martyrs. If the Gospel be only the contrivance of man,

the conduct of these its defenders is utterly inexplicable.

III. But not only was the progress of Christianity impeded by
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tin' prejudice* of authority and human wisdom, as well as by the

violence of paraeention; it alao encountered a formidable obstacle

in the \iii ihiks oi mi. n \.

\, , aa those who had embraced the religion of Jesus

Christ began to be I wn by the appellation of Christiana, they

.
,;. ii , n, mi. a 111 the blackest colours, .lews

and !,• ited ill their efforts to ruin a religion which

lend) d to annihilate ever] thing that appeared venerable to them,

Heaa of the evidences which demonstrated that religion to

be from God: and they represented the professors of the Gospel

as dangerous innovators, the declared enemies of all that was

sacred, disturbers of the public peace, profligate and immoral ;
in

short. as persons utterly destitute of religion, and impious athe-

ists. These, unquestionably, are most powerful means of preju-

dicing nations against a doctrine ; and for a long time the church

had to conflict with these calumnies.

When the Christians began to indulge the hope of enjoying

some tranquillity, after Constantine was invested with the impe-

rial purple, and had declared themselves their protector, a new

enemv arose, who employed the most insidious artifices against

the Christian faith. The emperor Julian, who had apostatisi ,l

from thi I
:

! '" hie zeal lor the restoration of paganism, left
'

no means unattempted to undermine the very foundations of the

church. Though he refrained from open persecution, yet he

connived at that of his officers, who persecuted the Christians in

places remote from the court. He endeavoured to reform pagan-

ism, and to bring it as near as might be to the admirable methods,

by which he perceived Christianity had prevailed in the world,

lie diligently seized every opportunity of exposing Christians

and their religion to ridicule ; and exhausted all Ins powers of

wit and sophistical ingenuity to exhibit them in a contemptible

point of view. Sometimes, he endeavoured to surprise unwary

Christians into a compliance with pagan superstitions, that he

might raise horror in their minds, or injure their reputation. At

others, he sought by all means t . weaken the power and influ-

ence of the Christians, by depriving them of all places ol honour

and authority, unless they would sacrifice to idols, ami by inca-

pacitating them from holding any civil offices, from ail

testaments, or transferring any inheritance. Among othei ex-

pedients to which Julian's hatred of Christianity induced him to

have recourse, was the endeavour to suppress and extinguish all

human learning among the Christians, well knowing how natu-

rally ignorance opens a door to contempt, barbarism, and impiety.

W'iih this design, he prohibited them from teaching philosophy,

and the liberal arts, and annulled all the privileges which they

had hitherto enjoyed. And, lastly, still further to gratify his

rancour against the Christians, he protected and favoured the

.Ices, and resolved to rebuild their temple at Jerusalem : but this

attempt served only to afford a further testimony to the truths of

the Gospel predictions: for it is related both by pagan as well

ai Christian historians, that balls of tire repeatedly issued from

the foundations and destroyed many of the artificers, and scorched

the rest, who, alter many attempts, were compelled to desist from

their purpose. These various acts, however, proved fruitless. The
Christians, thoucji oppressed, continued faithful to their religion,

and the death of Julian, after a short reign, left the church in

safoty.

From the preceding view of the progressive establishment ol

Christianity, it is evident that it was not indebted for its success

to the nature of its doctrine, or to the personal qualities of those

who taught it, or to the dispositions and prejudices ol those who
embraced it. or. lastly, to the influence of the government <>n

the contrary, the striking contrasts between the nature of Chris-

tianity and th he world were such powerful obstacles to

it, that they excited against it both .lews an, I Qentilee. Prini

priests, and philosophers, vied with one another, in making the

greatest efforts to extinguish this reli [ion. Mean- the most in-

a- well as the most cruel appealed to be the most certain

for the accomplishment of their diVinns. Persecutions, oppro-

brium, unheard-of torments, the most exquisite punishments, us

well as politic artifices, wen- employed for three cen-

turies, in order to prevent it from establishing itself, and yet it

did establish itself throughout every part of the then known
world. I nquestionably, this great revolution is n,,t to be ac-

counted for by means so contrary to the end. Where then are

we to seek lor other human means !

Do we find them in the eloquence of its preachers 1 But they

did not possess that human eloquence which surprises and sub-

jugates the mind; and if they had that eloquence, which carries

persuasion with it. because it proceeds from a heart deeply pene-

trated and convinced, it is the seal of truth, and not of imposture.

Shall we seek for them in credit and authority ' It would be

utterly ridiculous and absurd to attribute any vvordly credit or

authority to the apostles.

Do we find them in their riches ! They bad none to offer:

besides, they who were desirous of embracing the Gospel were

required to be ready to abandon their possessions. Could earthly

pleasures promote their success ! The persecutions to which

Christians were exposed cut them oil' from every hope ol enjoy-

ing them.

Did the apostles possess the means of constraining persons to

embrace their doctrines I The first preachers of the Gospel were

totally destitute of coercive means, and the nature '•( their doc-

trine prohibited them from having any recourse to them. Vet all

these meanswere employed agaiiut them in their utmost force.

If, notwithstanding all these obstacles, and this weakness of its

resource., there is nothing inexplicable in the establishment of

Christianity , lew comes it i" pass, since il did spre -I into every

part of the known world, that all the philosophers of antiq

hail only a imall number of disciples ! Those philoSO]

with all their united knowledge, eloquence, and celebrity, never

were able to elicit any change in religion, or to produce any

general moral reformation in the world; and vet the antago

of Christianity think it an easy matter that twelve fishermen

should have enlightened the world, and persuaded it to abandon

il. false gods, to renounce its vi,,s, and to follow a man who
expired upon the cross, and to die lor him !

The establishment of Christianity is a fact so striking, so

singular, so contrary to every thing which his ever vet been

10 disproportionate lo its apparent causes, that it was not

without reason remarked by a father of the church, that if

Christianity established itself without a miracle, it is itself the

greatest of all miracles. 1

i Hey's Norrislan Leeturea, voL I book 1. chap is Duvotsio, Deonon-

lique.yPp. 177—SOB Bp v.,,, MUden'l Vie* r>l the Itise

ami Progress ol Infldelltjr, »ol i Sermons :i, ind I Ampm-li. Curs
,i tmi, , . i,, it, iinion i hi', ii. nil.-, Part II Tome ii pp 261—271 VernaS,

I ilc In Verne do la Ucligion Chrcticnnc, Tomes vui.— x. Bishop

Warburlou'6 Julian.
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No. VI.

A TABLE OF THE CHIEF PROPHECIES RELATIVE TO THE MESSIAH.

CHAPTER I.

THE PRINCIPAL PROPHECIES RELATIVE TO THE MESSIAH, WITH THEIR ACCOMPLISHMENT, IN THE VERY WORDS
OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

[Referred to in pages 127. and 148. of this volume.]

SECTION I.

PROPHECIES RELATIVE TO THE ADVENT, PERSON, SUFFERINGS, RESURRECTION, AND ASCENSION OF THE MESSIAH.

§ 1. That a Messiah should come.

Prophecy.—Gen. iii. 15. He (the seed of the woman)
shall bruise thy head and thou shall bruise his heel. Compare.

Gen. xxii. 18. xii. 3. xxvi. 4. xxviii. 4. and Psalm. Ixxii. 17.

—

Isa. xl. 5. The glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all

flesh shall see it together.—Hag. ii. 7. The desire of all nations

shall come.
Fulfilment.—Gal. iv. 4. When the fulness of time was

come, God sent forth his Son, made of a -woman (4000 years after

the first prophecy was delivered.)—Rom. xvi. 20. The God of

peace shall bruise Satan under your feet shortly.— 1 John iii. 8.

The Son of God was manifested, that he might destroy the works

of the Devil (that old serpent, Rev. xi. 9.) See also Heb. ii.

14.—Luke ii. 10. I bring you tidings of great joy, which shall

be to all people.

§ 2. When he should come.

Prophecy.—Gen. xlix. 10. The sceptre shall not depart from

Judah, nor a lawgiver from between his feet, until Shiloh come.

The Messiah was to come at a time of universal peace, and

when there was a general expectation of him ; and while the

second temple was standing, seventy weeks (of years, i. e. 490

years) after the rebuilding of Jerusalem. See Hag. ii. 6—9.

;

Dan. ix. 24, 25.; Mai. iii. 1.

Fui.Fii.MEXT.—When the Messiah came, the sceptre had
departed from Judah ; for the Jews, though governed by their

own rulers and magistrates, yet were subject to the paramount

authority of the Roman emperors ; as was evinced by their being

subject to the enrolment of Augustus, paying tribute to Cffisar,

and not having the power of life and death. Compare Luke ii.

1. 3—5.; Matt. xxii. 20, 21.; and the parallel passages; and

John xviii. 31.—When Jesus Christ came into the world, the

Roman wars were terminated, the temple of Janus was shut, and

peace reigned throughout the Roman empire ; and all nations,

both Jews and Gentiles, were expecting the coming of some

extraordinary person. See Matthew ii. 1— 10.; Mark xv. 43.

;

Luke ii. 25. 38.; and John i. 19—45. for the expectation of the

Jews. The two Roman historians, Suetonius and Tacitus, con-

firm the fulfilment of the prediction, as to the expectation of the

Gentiles.

§ 3. That the Messiah should be God and man together.

Prophecy.—Psal. ii. 7. Thou art my Son, this day have I

begotten thee.—Psal. ex. 1. The Lord said unto my Lord.

—

Isa. ix. 6. The mighty God, the everlasting Father.—Mic v. 2.

Whose goings forth have been from of old, from everlasting.

Fulfilment.—Heb. i. 8. Unto the Son he saith, "Thy
throne, O God, is for ever and ever." Compare Matt. xxii. 42

—

45.; 1 Cor. xv. 25.; Heb. i. 13.—Matt. i. 23. They shall call

his name Emmanuel, that is, God with us.—John i. 1. 14. The
ll'ord was with God, and the Word was God. The Word was

made flesh, and dwelt among us.—Rom. ix. 5. Of whom (the

fathers) as concerning the flesh Christ came, who is God over

all, blessed for ever. See also Col. ii. 9. ; 1 John v. 20.

§ 4. From whom he was to be descended.

Prophecy.—From the first woman, Gen. iii. 15.

From Abraham and his descendants (Gen. xii. 3. xviii. 18.)

;

viz. Isaac (Gen. xxvi. 4.) ; Jacob (Gen. xxviii. 14.) ; Judah
(Gen. xlix. 10.); Jesse (Isa. xi. 1.); David (Psal. exxxii. 11.

lxxxix. 4. 27.; Isa. ix. 7.; Jer. xxiii. 5. xxxiii. 15.)

Fulfilment.—Gal. iv. 4. When the fulness of time was
come, God sent forth his Son, made of a woman.

Acts iii. 25. The covenant, which God made with our fathers,

saying unto Abraham, "And in thy seed shall all the nations

of the earth be blessed." (See Matt. i. 1.)—Heb, vii. 14. It

is evident that our Lord sprang out of Judah.—Rom. xv. 12.

Isaiah saith there shall be a root of Jesse.—John vii. 42. Hath
not the Scripture said, that Christ Cometh of the seed of David?
See also Acts ii. 30. xiii. 23. ; Luke i. 32.

§ 5. That, the Messiah should be born of a virgin.

Prophecy.—Isa. vii. 14. Behold a Virgin shall conceive and

bring forth a Son.—Jer. xxxi. 22. The Lord hath created a new
thing on the earth; a woman shall compass a man. (N. B. The
anticnt Jews applied this prophecy to the Messiah, .whence It

follows, that the later interpretations to the contrary are only

to avoid the truth which we profess, viz. That Jesus was born

of a Virgin, and therefore is The Chhist or Messiah.—Bp.

Pearson on the Creed, Art. III. p. 171. edit. 1715. folio.)

Fulfilment.—Matt. i. 24, 25. Joseph took his wife and

knew her not, till she had brought forth her first-bom son.

Compare Luke i. 26—35.—Matt. i. 22, 23. All this was done,

that it might be fulfilled, which was'spoken of the Lord by the

prophet, saying, " Behold a virgin shall be with child, and shall

bring forth a son."

§ 6 Where the Messiah ivas to be born.

Prophecy.—Mic. v. 2. Thou Bethlehem Ephratah, though

thou be little among the thousands of Judah ; yet out of thee

shall he come forth unto me that is to be the ruler in Israel.

Fulfilment.—Luke ii. 4—6. All went to be taxed (or en-

rolled), every one into his own city. And Joseph also went up
from Gallilee, with Mary his espoused wife, unto Bethlehem ;

and while they were there she brought forth her frst-bom son.

Compare also Luke ii. 10, 11. 16. and Matt. ii. 1. 4.—6. 8. 11.;

John vii. 42.

§ 7. That a prophet, in the spirit and power of Elias, or

Elijah, should be the Messiah's forerunner and prepare his

way.

Prophecy.—Malachi iii. 1. and iv. 5. ; Isa. xl. 3. ; Luke i. 17.

Behold I will send my messenger, and he shall prepare my way
before me.
Fulfilment.—Matt. iii. 1. In those days came John the Bap-

tist preaching in the wilderness of Judsea, saying, Repent ye, the

kingdom of heaven is at hand.—Matt. xi. 14.; Luke vii. 27, 28.

This is Elias which was for to come.

§ 8. That the Messiah was to be a Prophet.

Prophecy.—Deut. xvii. 15. 18. I will raise them up a Prophet

from among their brethren, like unto thee.

Fulfilment.—John iv. 19. The woman saith unto him, Sir,

I perceive that thou art a Prophet.—John ix. 17. He is a Pro-

phet.—Matt. xxi. 46. They took him for a Prophet.—Mark vi.

15. It is a Prophet, or as one of the Prophets.—Luke vii. 16.

A great Prophet is risen up among us.—John vi. 14. This is
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of a truth that Prophet, which should come into the world.

—

John Mi. HI. Of a truth tin-* is tl P ;' r.— Lake x\n. 19.

oj Nazareth, which was a Prophet, mighty in deed ami

word before God an. I all tin' people.— Matt. xxi. 11. This is

Jesus the Prophet, ot Nazareth of Galilee.

§ 9. That the Messiah should begin In publish the Gospel in

Oulilee

Pbophbcy.— tea. in. 1, 2. In Galilee of the nations, the peo-

ple that walked in darkness have Been a great light.

I'unniiM..— Matt. iv. 12. 17. Now when Jesus heard

dial John was casl into prison, lie departed into OaHlee. From
thai time Jesus began to preach and to say, Repent, lor the

. 'i of heaven i- at hand.

§ 10. Thai the Messiah shall confirm his doctrine by greut
ia r -

PnopiiEfT.—Isa. stu. 5, 6. Then the eyes of the blind

hall he opened, and the ears of the deaf shall he unstopped:
then shall the lame man leap as an hart, and the tongue of the

dumb sing.— lea. iliii. 7. Toopen the blind eyes.—Isa. xxxii. 3.

The eyes of them that see shall not lie dim ; and the ears of them
that hear, shall hi trken.— Isa. wix. 18. The deaf shall hear
the words of the bn>k; and the eyes of the blind shall see out

of obscurity and darkness.

I\ LiintM.— Matt. \i. 1, 5. Jesus... said, "Go, and show
John those things which ye do hear and see: the blind receive

their right, and the lame walk: the lepers are cleansed, and

the deaf hear, the ilmd are raised up.— I. tike viiL 21. In the

hour, he cured many of their infirmities and plagues, and
of evil spirits; and unto many that were blind, he gave siirht.—
Matt. iv. 38, 2 1. Jesus went about all Galilee. . .healing all manner
of sickness, and all manner of disease among the people....

Thej brought unto him all sick people that were taken with
diver- md torments, anil those which were pot

with devils, and those which were lunatic, ami those which had
the palsy, and he healed them.— Matt. xv. 30, 31. And great

multitudes came unto him, having with them those that were
lame, blind, dumb, maimed, and many others; and cast them
down at Jesus's feit, and he healed them. Insomuch that the

multitude wondered, when they saw the dumb to speak-, the

id to he whole and the lame to walk, and the blind [a

see.— Acts ii. 33. Jesus of Nazareth, a man approved of God
among you by miracles and wonders and signs; which God did

by him in the mid is ye know.
As H would BWI II this article of the Appendix to an undue

length, were we to state at length all tie i Jesus I Ihrisl

related !c, the evangelists, we annex (in further proof of the

fulfilment of the prophecies concerning them) the folio

catalogue of them, from the Rev. Mr. Archdeacon N urea's \

: thi Evangelists Demonstrated, pp. 283—286.:

—

7.

B

9.

10.

11.

12.

13

n
15.

ia

17.

18.

Water turned into Wine
NoUeraan*! Son of Capernaum healed ,

,i (hnnicli die Multitude
Miraculous Draught of Fishes

Demoniac cured

Peter's Wife's Mother cured

.

Multitudes healed

Also throughout Oalilrs

A Leper healed

The Paralytic let down in bed

The imputont Man, at Bethcida....

The withered Hand, on the Sabbath.

Hani/ healed )
j

Uinijl and Home by mere touch ]

Centurion's Bervant. )
'.

Hie Widow' atNain

i
Mtrii'in appealed to ?;

Many healed I

19. A Demoniac

39. The Tempest stilled

81. The Legion of Devils cast out >

S3. The Woman w ho touched his Garment

21 The Daughter of Jairus raised

21

85.

2i'..

27

TWO blind Men...
A dumb Demoniac,

Power given to the Apostles to heal

Many Sick healed

28. Five thousand fed.

2°. He walks on the Sea.

30.

31.

32.

33.

31.

35.

3G.

Ship immediately at its Destination.

As many as touched heated

Daughter of Syrophcenician Woman

.

Deafand dumb Man
Multitudes healed

Four Thousand fed

A blind Man cured

37. The great Miracle of the Transfiguration .

38. A deaf and dumb Demonioc.

39. A fish brings the tribute Money
111. The Man blind from his Birth

li. The Miiirm Woman restored
12 The Dropsy healed on the Sabbath.
43. Tin l Apeis ' Leansed
11. Lazarus rinsed from tin* Deud

45. Blind Bartimeus cured 2
.

46.

47.

Many blind and lame

The barren Fig-tree destroyed .

48. The Far of Malchus restored

49. Miraculous Draught of Fishes, after his Resur-
rection

[App. No. VI

(^ Matt it.

< Mark III.

( Luke xi.

. Man. \ui.

<j Mark iv.

(. Luke vm.
I Mall Mil.

.
> Mark V.

f Lllke Mil.

t Malt. :x.

.

J
Mark V.

( Liike viii

I Matt, ii.

' Mark v.

( Luke Mil.

Matt. ii.

Mult. ii.

(Matt i.

] Mark vi.

( Luke ii.

S Malt. xiv.
'

) Luke ii.

{.Malt nv.
Mark vi.

Luke ii.

John vi.

I M ill \iv.

.
•' Mark vi.

( John vi.

. John vi.

t Mall. IIV.

I Mark vi.

S M i" u
'

j Mark vu.

Mnrk Ml.

. Mill tv.

I, Mall- IT.
'

( Mark \ui.

Mark Mil.

I Mall \M|
- Mark iv

( I.uf •

t Malt. ivii.

IV

( Luke ix.

Matt. ivii.

John iv

Luke \in.

riv.

Luke ivii
John ii,

C Malt II.

•^ Mai
( Lnke win.
Mult. in.

\ Mall \\I.

/ Mark VI.

[Mail mi.
J Marl

'
', Lukt
(John iviii.

John xxi.

§ 11. In what manner the Messiah was to make his public

entry into Jerusalentm

Pnopitr.cr.—Zech. iv. 9. Rejoice greatly, <> daughter of Jeru-
salem, behold, thy King Cometh unto thee; he is just, and
having salvation ; lowly, and riding upon an n--. even upon a

Coll the foal of an aSB,

1Yi.fm.vi i\ i .— Man. v\i. 7— in. The disciples—brought the

md the coll, and put on them their clothes, and set him (Je-

thereon (that is, upon the clothes). And great multit

praad their garment A dec.— Matt vm. 1,6. .til this was
ib,m\ thai it mi ht be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet,

saying, Tell ye the daughter of sion, "Behold, th) iungcom-
ctii," Ac. ,v e.

§ 12. Thai /In Messiah should In poor and despised, and tie

iii/nl by am of his men dssdpUsfoT tin • ,lnr

(at thai nine the ordinary price of the vilest slave) ; iviM
which II"' i"'ilrr's field should Ik pure/

Prophecy.—Isa. liii. 3. There is no beauty thai we should

bun. He ! md rejected of men, n man of

id we bid as II were our 1

him : In- was despi m d, mid we esteemed bun not.

—

I'-. \li. 9. and I's. Iv. 12— II. lea, mine own lamili.ir friend in

I W say* two demoniacs, tic <n • lib en. I

i m.irk.ible than lbs Other.
- vi u ew says (wo blind nan. Of whom, doubtless, Bartuurus was

the most remarkable.
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whom I trusted, who did eat of my bread, hath lift up his heel

against me.—Zech. xi. 12. So they weighed for my priee thirty

pieces of silver.—Zech. xi. tS, And the Lord said unto me,

Cast it unto the potter : a goodly price that I was prized at

of them ! And I took the thirty pieces of silver, and cast them
to the potter in the house of the Lord.

Fulfilment.—Luke ix. 58. The Son of man hath not where

to lay his head.—2 Cor. viii. 9. For your sakes he became poor.

—

John xi. 35. Jesus Wept.— Luke xxii. 3, 4. Then Satan

entered into Judas, being one of the twelve, and he went his

way and communed with the chief priests how he might betray

him unto them.—Matt. xxvi. 14. And Judas went unto the

chief priests, and said unto them, What will ye give me, and I

will deliver him unto you 1 and they covenanted with him for

thirty pieces of silver.—Matt, xxvii. 3—8. Then Judas, who
had betrayed him, brought again the thirty pieces of silver, say-

ing, I have sinned in that I have betrayed innocent blood; and

he cast down the pieces of silver in the temple, and departed,

and went and hanged himself. And the chief priests took the

silver, and they said, It is not lawful to put it into the treasury,

because it is the price of blood, and they took counsel, and

bought with them the potter s field, to bury strangers in.

§ 13. That the Messiah should suffer pain and death for the

sins of the Jt
r
orld.

Prophecy.—Psal. xxii. 16, 17. For dogs (that is the Heath-

ens, whom the Jews called dogs,) have compassed me ; the as-

sembly of the wicked have inclosed me; they pierced my hands and
my feet. I may tell all my bones; they look and stare upon me.

—

Isa. 1. 6. I gave my back to the smiters, and my checks to

them that plucked off the hair. I hid not my face from shame
and spitting.—Isa. liii. 5. 8. He was wounded for our trans-

gressions : he was bruised for our iniquities ; by his stripes we
are healed. He was cut oil' out of the land of the living, for the

transgression of my people was he stricken.—Isa. liii. 12. And
he bare the sin of man;'.

Fulfilment—John xix. 1, 2. Then Pilate took Jesus, and
scourged him. And the soldiers platted a crown of thorns,

—

and they smote him with the palms of their hands.—Matt, xxvii.

30.; Mark xv. 19. And they did spit upon him,—and smote

him on the head.—Mark xv. 25. And they crucified him.

—

1 Pet. ii. 23, 24. Who, when he was reviled, reviled not again;

when he suffered, he threatened not. Who bare our sins in his

own body on the tree (the cross).

§ 14. That the Messiah shouldbe cruelly mockedand derided.

Prophecy .—Psal. xxii. 12, 13. 7, 8. Many bulls have com-
passed me ; strong bulls of Bashan—(that is, the wicked and
furious Jews, who like the beasts fattened on the fertile plains

of Bashan ''waxed fat and kicked;—became proud and rebel-

lious)—have beset me round. They gaped upon me with their

mouths as a ravening and roaring lion. AH they that see me,
laugh me to scorn ; they shoot out the lip, saying, He trusted in

God that he would deliver him ; let him deliver him, seeing he
delighted in him.

Fulfilment.—Matt, xxvii. 39. 41, 42.; Mark xv. 31, 32.;
Luke xxiii. 35, 36. And they that passed by, reviled him, wag-
ging their heads. Likewise also the chief priests, and the rulers

also with them, derided, and mocking, said among themselves,

with the scribes and elders, " He saved others, himself he cannot
save ; if he be the Christ, the chosen of God. let him now come
down from the cross, and save himself, that we may see, and we
will believe him. He trusted in God, let him deliver him now
if he will have him." And the soldiers also mocked him,

—

saying, " If thou be the king of the Jews, save thyself.'*

§ 15. That vinegar and gall should be offered to the Messiah
upon the cross : and that his garments should be divided, and
lots cast for his vesture.

Prophecy.—Psal. lxix. 21. They gave me also gall for my
meat, and in my thirst they gave me vinegar to drink.—Psal.

xxii. 18. They part my garments among them, and cast lots

Upon my vesture.

Fulfilment.—John xix. 29.; Matt, xxvii. 48.; Mark xv. 36.

And they filled a sponge with vinegar, and put it upon hyssop,

and put it to his mouth.—John xix. 23, 24. And the soldiers

when they had crucified Jesus, took his Garments and made four

parts, to every soldier a part; and also his coat; now the coat

was without seam. They said therefore, " Let us not rend it,

but cast lots whose it shall be."

§16. Tliat not a bone of the Messiah should be broken, but
(hat his side should be pierced.

Prophecy.—Psal. xxxiv. 20. He keepeth all his bones; not
one of them is broken.—Zech. xii. 10. And they shall look
upon me whom they have pierced.

Fulfilment.—John xix. 32—34. Then came the soldiers

and brake the legs of the first and of the other which was cruci-

fied with him : but when they came to Jesus, and saw that he
was dead already, they brake not his tegs. But one of the
soldiers, with a spear, pierced his side, and forthwith there came
out blood and water.

§ 17. That the Messiah should die with malefactors, but be
buried honourably.

Prophecy.—Isa. liii. 9. And he made his grave with the
wicked, and with the rich in his death.

Fulfilment.—Matt, xxvii. 38. 57—60. Then were there
two thieves crucified with him. There came a rich man of
Arimathea, named Joseph, and begged the body of Jesus ; and
he wrapped it in a clean Linen cloth and laid it in his own new
tomb.

§ 18. That the Messiah should rise from the dead, and ascend
into heaven.

Prophecy.—Psal. xvi. 9, 10. My flesh also shall rest in hope,
for thou wilt not leave my soul in hell (the separate state of
departed spirits), neither wilt thou suffer thy holy one to see cor-

ruption.— Isa. liii. 10. When thou shall make his soul an offer-

ing for sin,—he shall prolong his days.— Psal. Ixviii. 18. Thou
hast ascended up on high ; thou hast led captivity captive ; thou
hast received gifts for men, that the Lord God might dwell
among them.

Fulfilment.—Acts ii. 31. (David) spake before the resur-

rection of Christ, that his soul was not left in hell (Hades, or the

separate state) ; neither did his flesh see corruption. f<ee also

Acts xiii. 35.—Matt, xxviii. 5, 6. The angels said unto the
women, " He is not here, for he is risen, as he said." See Luke
xxiv. 5, 6.— 1 Cor. xv. 4. He rose again the third day, accord-

ing to the Scriptures.—Acts i. 3. He showed himself alive,

after his passion, by many infallible proofs.—Mark xvi. !9.

;

Luke xxiv. 51.; Acts i. 9. So, then, after the Lord had spoken
to them, while he was blessing them, and while they beheld, he
was parted from them, and carried up into heaven, and sat at

the right hand of God. Compare also 1 Pet. iii. 22. ; 1 Tim. iii.

1 6. ; Heb. vi. 20.

§ 19. That the Messiah should send the lid// Spirit, the

Comforter.

Prophect.—Joel. ii. 28. I will pour out my Spirit upon all

flesh ; and your sons and your daughters shall prophecy.

Fulfilment.—See all these promises and predictions fulfilled

in Acts ii. 1—4.; iv. 31.; viii. 17.; x. 44. ; xi. 15.

SECTION n.

PREDICTIONS RELATIVE TO THE OFFICES OF THE MESSIAH.

§ 1. That the Messiah was to be a Prophet and Legislator
like unto Moses, but superior to him, who should change
the law of Moses into a new and more prefect law, commonu of

r Jeu
rfeel

Id la.both to Jews and Gentiles, and which should last for ever

Prophecy.—Deut. xviii. 18, 19. I will rise them up a

Prophet from among their brethren like unto thee, and will put
my words into his mouth. . . . And it shall come to pass, that

whosoever will not hearken unto my words which he shall speak

in my name, I will require it of him. See also Deut. xviii. 15.

;

Acts iii. 22. and vii. 37.

Fulfilment.—That the Messiah was to be a Prophet, gene-

rally, see § 8. p. 451. supra ; and how closely Jesus Christ re-

sembled Moses, to whom he was also infinitely superior in many
respects, will appear from the following particulars:

—

(i.) As to the dignify of his person.—Heb. iii. 5, 6. Moses verily

was iaithful in all his house, as a servant lor a testimony of those

things which were to be spoken after; hut Christ as a Son over his

own house, whose house are we. Other prophets had revelations in

dreams and visions, but Moses talked with God face to face. Christ

spake lhat which he had seen with the Father.

(ii.) As to his legislative office.—Muses was a Legislator, and the

Mediator of a covenant between God and Man. Christ was the
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I
t'

Mr of a belter covenant than thai which was established by

the ncrifioe of hulls nud goats. The ona wai m trta! ; ths

divine. Other prophets were only interpret forcers of the

law. and, in thii reapei i. were treads inferior 1 1
* M6sea This is, ol

itself, a sufficient proof) thai succession of prophets could Dot he

sofefy alluded 10. I who was to he raised up, could nut be

Like Moses, in itrici iense, unless he were legislator—he must
ive a law to mankind, and, consequently, a more exa Hem law ;

Of it the first had been perfei I, as the author of the EptStle to the

Hebrew there could have been no room for a second. Christ

was ihu legislator, who gave a law more perfect in its nature, more
extensive in iu application, and more glorious "> its promises and
rewards.—Heb. vh. I

s
. 19. There is n disannulling of the command-

ment going before, for the weaknesH ami unprofiianleneei thereof ; i«>r

the law made nothing perfect, but the bringing in ofa befit r hope (i. e.

of a new law) did, by the which we draw nigh to God
The 1 '<< "t Moses belonged to one nation only; but the Gospel,

which a the designedyoraZJ Roberts. The Messiah
was to enact a new Ijxui lea. ii. 3. Out of Zion shall go forth the

law, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem. Tins new law or

covenant was to be common to oU notions ; see lea. ii. 2, 3 and Ii I S .

and was to endure for ever ; see lea* lix. 21. ; Jer. xxxi. 34. ; Czek.
\w\ i 27. xxxvii. 26. ; ba. Iv. 3. Ixi. 8. ; Jer. xxxii. -1U ; Ezek. Kxxiy,

25.; Dan vii 13, 14. ; lsa. xlii. 6. Ixii. - : compared with Matt xxviii.

19 20 Moses instituted the pessover, when a lamb was sacrificed,

none of whose bonei were to be broken, and whoso blood pro

the people from destruction—Christ was himself that paschal lamb.
Moses had a very wi< ked and perm res generation committed to ins

care; and r< > enable bun to rule them, miraculous powers were given
to him, and he used Ins utmost endeavours to make the people obe-
dient i" God, and to save them from rum ; hut in vain : in ths space
of forty yean they all fell in the w ilderness except two —Christ :iIm>

w i- <_'i\ in in a <;e iteration not less wicked and perverse; his instruc-

tions and his miracles were lust ii| them; and in 80001 the same
spat of tunc, a Her they had rejected him. they were destroyed.

(in.) As to his prophetic oMct and characters-Moses foretold the

liiiesi that would befal hi> nation for their disobedience.—Christ

predicted the same events, fixed the precise time, and enlarged upon
the previous and subsequent circumstance!

Most ! appointed seventy elders to preside over the peo-

ple—Christ < hose the same num iplea. Moses sent twelve
men to Spy put the land which was in he compered—Christ sent his

twelve apostles into the world, to subdue it by a more glorious and
miraculous coi

(iv.) A$ to lh< I
,', rred.—Moses delivered the Israelites

,}.!; In conn ndt'd w it Ii the magit tans,

and had the advantage over them so manifestly, that they could no
longer withstand him. hut were constrained to acknowledge the divine
power by which he was assisted. Moses conducted 'in- Israelites

through the desert, assuring them that, if they would be obedient.
they should enter into the happy land of promise, which the wiser
Jews usually understood to be a type of toe eternal and celestial

kingdom, to which the Messiah was to open nn entrance. And S

interceded with the Almighty for thai rebellious people, end stopped
the wrath of God, by lifting up the brazen serpent in the wilderness.

The people could not enter into the land of promise till Moses was
dead— by the death of Christ " the kingdom of heaven was opened
to believers "— But Jesus has delivered us from the far worse tyranny
Ol s ii ID and sin, and lie s'irr* \i,i, w ho I nils' believe n in in and nn-

feurnedly repent, from the guilt, the" power, and the punishment of
ftinr xi 'is Matt i 'J I -Jei us Christ cast out evil spirits, and recoil ad
their acknowledgments both of the dignity of his nature and the
importance of bis mission, lie was lifted up mi the cross, and was
the atonement lor the whole world, He lias also brought life and
immortality to light ; and opened the kingdom of heaven to all be-

lievers \s our forerunner he hath entered into heaven, that where
he is, tin-re his followers maybe il n Hi vi 50 ii *

; Fohn xiv.

2, 3.) : and as an Adv\ colt he tver liveth to make inter*
1 by him. 1 John ii. I.; n

Moses wronghl a great variety of m d in this particular

the parallel is rems ce beside Christ Mere arose not a
pkei •" I '

•'
I liftt '">'• Moae$, wi

'. the I."id tent him to da Deui sxxiv.]

not only b lawgiver, a prophet, and a s tirades,

lint it king and a priest He it Deut nxiii. S . and he
bad, indeed, though noi the pomp, and the i rown, and the sceptre, yet

the an a king, and was the supreme mi ind the

office ol pri< i
!. In all these offii tblance

Christ trikins and •

M-( hi the n ild< t with
bread and with doctrine; and the manna which descended from

'i, and the loaves which Christ multiplied, were proper ii

of the spiritual food which the s,i\ Lour oi the world bestowed upon
In- disci plea

Moses ei res, "That ii shall - that whoso-
trkon unto my words which ths prophet whnll upenk

in my n one. I will rs iu ri ' it ol h m." The Jews rejected Chi
i lod reje ted them. In the w I,

then where, In the oaseol disobedience to

the warning prophet, auch terrible ralamitii

sued I.- h followed the rejection oftha Mt
oi atth

lbs siege ol i]e, and
the history "i tie Jews down lo beyond
measure and beyond asample—-fulfilled the prophaoy of Moses.

(v.) As to the circumstances of his death.—Moses died in one sense

lor the iniquities Ol bis people: it was their rebellion, which was the

ion Of it. which drew down the displeasure of Cod UpOfl them
and upon him: "The Lord," said Moses to them, *' was angry wiih

me tor your aaki s, saj ing, Thou shall not go in thither, but thou shalt

die." [Deut i
'•' Moses, therefore, went up, in the sight of the peo-

ple, to ihe top id Mount \el>o, and there he died, w hen he wt

perfect vigour, "when his eve was not dim, nor his natural lone
abated."—Christ suffered for the sins of men, and was led up, m ihe

presence of" (he people, to Calvary, w here fie died in the flow eroi his

nge, and when lie was in tun full natural strength. Neither V
nor Christ, as far as we n.

a

V foiled from sin red history, were eve*
sick, or felt any bodily decay or infirmity which would have rendered

them unlit for the toils they underwent. Their sufferings were of

another kind.
\s .Moses, a little before bis death, promised the people that God

would raise mem up a Prophet like unto him—so Christ, taking leave

of his afflicted disciples, told them, / mil not leave you comfortless: I

ui/l pro '/ tfif i'ltthi r, and hi shall gtve you another Comforter. (John

i\\ is, in.)

" Is this similitude and correspondence, in so many particu-

lars, the effect of mere chance?" says Dr. Jortin, to whom we
are principal!; indebted for the preceding circumstances of re-

semblance between JeSUfi Christ -and ihe Great Prophet and

Legislator of the Jews:—" Let us search all the records of uni-

versal history, and sec if we can find a man who was so like to

Moses as Christ was. If we cannot find such ;i one. then we
have found him of whom Moses in the law and the prophets did

write, to be Jesus of Nazareth, the So?f or God."'

§2. Tht Messiah was lo be a Teacher, who was lo instruct and
tnliehUn men.

(i.) Mai ' i' us to be a Teacher,

Pnopirr.rv.— lsa. Isi. 1. The Lord bath anointed me tn //reach

good tidings unto tin- meek.— tea. liv. 13. All thy people shall

be taught of the Lord.— Peal, lxxviii. S. I will open mv mouth
in a /mruble.

I'i i. in. mini-.— Mark i. 14. Jesus rame .... preaching the

kingdom of God.—Luke viii. 1. He went throughout every eilv

and village, preaching, and showing the glad tidings of the

kingdom of God.— Mark vi. 6. IK- wenl round about all

villa teaching,—Luke iv. 15.44. He taught in theirsyna-

gogues; and he preached in Ihe synagogues of Galilee,

also Matt. iv. •_•:(. i\. 86.J Mark i. 38, 39.—Matt xi. The poor
have the Gospel preached onto them.— Matt. xiti. 34. All theas

things spake Jesus onto the multitude in parablee, and without

a parable spake he not unto them, that it might he fulfilled w huh
was spoken hy tlie propllet, saving, 1 will open mv mouth ill

parables.—Mark, iv, 33. With many such parablet spake he
the word unto them. The following list of parables may aarre

to illustrate the prophetic character of the Messiah as a teacher:

it is borrowed from Mr. Areh.leaeon .Nan's Veracity ol the

Evangelists demonstrated, pp. 287—289.:

—

1. Of the Blind leading the Blind Luke vi.

2. Of the House built on a Roek \
M "," v "'

( Luke vi.

3. Of the two Debtors Luke mi.

4 Or the relapsing Demoniac \
?'"," U1

k f L»u k e \ I

5 01 the rich Man and bis vain Hopes Luke xii.

6 01 the Lord returning from a Wedding Luke liL

Of the barren Fig-tree Luke iiii

I Mil.

S. Oi" the Sower.

Tana ..••
1

1| the Seed sown.

11. Of the Mustard
\ Mall \ui.

\ .Mark iv.

M an vii

Ibid.

li i ii
i

1

1 seeking Pearls Ibid.

IS. Ol into Ihe Sea I

16 Of the good ii holder Mati.iiil

( Matt ix.

17. Of ihe new Cloth and old Ciormonl 'Mark ii.

f l.i;

i Mail it-

18. Of Ihe new Wine and old Bottles -? Murk ii.

( Luke v.

19 Of the Plant not planted by God Mau u
80. Of the lost Sheep

'

{ JJg;jf
21. Of the iinine rn I. ii Se.vnnt Matt IvUi

" JoruVi Remsrl J

I

DO 101 London, ITW, Qlnth t
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Fri.viLMV.vT.—John \iv. 8. Ji BUS saith unto him, "I :im the

tray, and the truth, and the life; no man cometh unto the

I ii but by mi'."— 1 Tim. n. •">. There i- one God, and one

mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus,— Heb. xii.

24. Jesus the mediator of the new covenant. (See also Mil'.

\ii. 83. viii. 6. ix. 16.] —.Nihil xv. Hi. xvi. ".:). 24. Whatsoever

ye shall ask tin- Father in my name, lie will give ii you;

hitherto ye have asked nothing in my name.—John xiv. 11.

!l m -hall ask any thing in my Dame I will do it.

§ 8. /' was I" be un Intercessor.

Pbofbsci.— Is.\. Iiii. 18, He made intercession for the trans-

greaao

l'i i.u i.mkvt.— I. nke xxiii. 34. Jesus said, Father, forgive

thrm; fur they know nut what they do. Heb. ix. 84. Christ it

ii, novt i" appear in the presence of God
for us.— 1 John ii. 1. 11 an\ mini sin, we have an advocate with

the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous,— Rom. viii. 84. I

who is even at the ri^ht hand of God, who also makelh

intercession for us.— Heb. vii. 25. He is aide to save them to

uttermost thai come unto God by aim, seeing he ever liveth

to make intercession for them.

§ i). Messiah was to be a Shepherd.

Pbophxct.—I-a. xl. 11. He shall liid his Bock like a shep-

herd, lie shall gather the lambs with his arm, and carry them in

his bosom, and shall gently lead those that are with young.

—

Ezek. ixziv. 83. I will scl up one shepherd over them, even mj
i mi David. (See also Ezek. xxxvii. 84.)

Ft i i ii.mi \ r.—John \. I l. 14. I am the good shepherd, and

know- my sheep, and am known of mine. Other sheep (thai is,

the Gentiles) I have, which are mil of this told.... and they

shall hear my voice; and there shall he one fold, onrfom
herd.— Heb. xiii. 20. Our Lord Jesus, thai great shepherd

of the sheep.— l Pet. ii. '-.'">. Y<- air now returned unto the

shepherd and bishop of your souls.— 1 Pet v. 1, 'J. 4. The elders.

I exhort, feed the Sock of God; ami when the chief shepherd
shall appeal ye shall receive a crown.

J 111. U bl ii hi in;, .
In ml

and ruler of flu- church, and mart particularly exalted as a

r, after his sufferings and tion.

(i.) Messiah was hi be » King.

PrOPRSCT I'sal. ii. II. Yet have I set luv king llpnll Im 1 1 . I \

hill of Zion,— Psal. cxxxiL 11. 'lie laud hath sworn to David,

in the tiuit of thy body will 1 set upon thy throne" (See also

I -a. iv. ii. lv. 4. Zeeh. vi. 1:1.)— .ler. xviii. .

r
>. Ii. A king shall reign,

and prosper; this is the name whereby he shall he called, "The
Lord our righteousness." (See also Isa. xxxii. 1.)— Ezek. xxxvii.

24,85. David my servant shall be king overthem. (See also xxxiv,

::i. 24. Jer. vx\. 9. Hob. iii. 6.)—Zech. ix. 9. Shout, daugh-

ter of Jerusalem, behold thj Urine; cometh unto thee. (Cited as

fulfilled in Matt. v\i. 5. John xii. 16. Luke xi\. 38.)

I' -us i.— Mitt. ii. 6, Ii. Thus it is written by Un-

people t. " tint of thee shall come a governor, that shall rule my

I
pie Israel."

| Mich. v. 2.)—Luke >. :;;. 88. Tin I. .ml God shall

give unto him the throne of his lather David, and he shall reign

over the house of Jacob for ever.—John i. 49. Nathaniel an-

swered, "Thou art that Son of God, thou art the J
!

i
i el."—

John xviii. 33. 36, 37. Pilate said, "Art thou the king of the

"
.1. bos answered, • My kingdom is not of this world : now

is my kingdom not from hence." Pil its said, " Art thou a king

then V* Jesus answered "Thou ssyest that I am a kit

al-.i Man. \ v v i i . ii.)— A.-ts v. ill. Him bath God exalted with

his right hand to In' a prince and a Saviour.

(it.) Messiah was In In a king, superior In nil others, the head
I nth r of the church.

Proiuivi T.—Psal. Ixxxix. 27. 36. I will make him. my first-

horn, higher than tin- kin^s of the earth. His throne as the sun

before mc.—Dan. vii. 13, 14. One like the Sun of Man;

—

There was given linn dominion, and u'lorv, and a killgd ; that

all people, nations, and languages should serve bun : Ins dominion
is an everlasting dominion. (Si r also Hun. vii. U7. ii. 41.)

l'i i. ii i.m i. \t.— Rev. i. 3. The Prince of the kings of the

run!,.— l Tim. vi. 1"). Who is the Messed ami only potentate,

the King of kings, and ! tl oi d . *. xvii M.
vi\. 16.)— Kph. i. 81. Far aooveall principality, and power, and
might, and dominion, and ever) name that is named, not onlj in

this world, hut also in that which is to come.— Phil. ii. 9. God
hath highly exalted him, and given him a name, w bich is nliui r

name.— Eph. i. 88, 23. God hath put all things under
his feet, and gave him to be Bead over all things ta the Church,
w huh is his body.—Col. i. 1 B. Christ is the Head of the Church.

which is his body. (See also Kph. v. 23.)—Eph. iv. 16, Hi.

Who i- the llm, l, even Christ ; from whom tin- whole body fitly

joined together and compacted maketh increase.— 1 Cor.

xii. 27. Ye are the body of Christ, and members in particular.

(iii.)
'

kin ukb Co i i i Ued, mon particularly

after A" eufferin

Piioiiiiev.—Psal. ii. 0, 7. (cited and applied to Christ in

Arts viii, :i:s. and Hrh. v. .i.) 1 have set my King upon my holy

hill of Zion. Thou art m\ Son ; this <!a\ have I begotten thee.

—

l's il. \ni. 5. Thou has! made him a little lower than tl
i

and nasi crowned him with glorj and honour.— Isa. Iiii. in. I'-'.

When thou shall make hi- soul an offering fur sin. he shall sue

his seed ; and tin- pleasure of the Lord shall prosper in hi- hand.

—

Therefore will I divide him a portion with the great, I be shall

divide the spoil with the Strong, hreause he hath poured out h:s

soul untn death.

l'i i.m. mint.— 1 Pet. i. 11. The prophets . testified be-

foreh I the sufleringe of Christ ami the glory that si id fol-

low.— Luke xxiv, 26. Oughl nut Christ in have suffered these

.and to have entered into glorj '—.luhii wii. l. The
hum is come, glorify thj Son*— II i. 1. Declared in be the

Son of God with power.. ..by the resurrection' from the dead.

—

i Pet. i. 21. Cud., raised him up from the dead, and gave

him glory.— 1 Pet. iii. 82. Who is gone into heaven, and is on

the riulit hand of Cud ; anirels. iltll | authorities, and po

in i I. ab i eI unto him.—Arts ii. 32, :t:i. .Irsus hath God rs

up. ...therefore being by the righl hand of God exalted.— I'hil.

ii. 8, 9. Being found in fashion as man. he bumbled himself,

uul became ohedienl unto death, even the death of the rro-s

;

wherefore God also hath highly exalted him.— Heb. u. ''. W e

see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels, fur the

sufiering of death,"crowned with glory ami honour.— Heb. xii. 2,

Who, for the joy that was set heforc him, endured the ,

despising the shame, and is scl down at the right hand of the

throne of Ood.

cnu'Ti'.u ii.

Till: I'RINt II'AI. ITU'.riK TM1NH IJV JF.St'S CHRIST Rlil.ATIYK. Til MIS still liivis. I . I \T||, RlistRKlc T|i>\. IIII BFRK40
in iiii, i.nsi'i t,. ami iiii, litis run Tins, in ji u i BAJ i K.

[lieferred to in page 129. of this volume.]

SECTION l.

PREDICTIONS (friR THE CONFIRMATION OK Ills DISCIPLES' FAlTlt)

THAI IIII.'. Wul I. II I INIi llli uM. PD Ills Wullll.

P uul.— Matt. x»L 1, '-', 8. Mark xi. 2. Lulu rix. 30,
'll. J two disciples, ssjing onto them, "Co into the

villa. ' i. and straight way ye -hall find an as- lird

and a colt with her ; loose them, and bring them unto mc ; and

if anv inin shall say lughl unto von. ve shall say, 'The Lord

hath nerd of llirui.' and StnightWay he will send lllrin."— Mark.

xi\. Hi. II, 16. Go ye into tl ity, and there shall meet yon •

man bearing a pitcher of water, follow him; and wheresoever he

shall go in. say ye to the e I man of the house, " The n

I shall rat t

1

with in', dial iplr- I" And he -hall ihoW you a lan;c uppi r

: Matt. x.\m. is.)
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Fulfilment.—Mark ix. 4. 5, 6. Luke xix. 32. They found

the colt tied by the door without, in a place where two ways
met, and they loose him ; and certain of them that stood there

said to them, " What do ye, loosing the cnlt 1" and they said to

them even as Jesus had commanded, and they let them go.

—

Luke xxii. 13. Mark xiv. 16. They went and found as he had

said unto them.

SECTION II.

PREDICTIONS OF JESl'S CHRIST RELATIVE TO HIS SUFFERINGS,

DEATH, RESURRECTION, AND ASCENSION.

§ 1. That he was to be betrayed by one of his disciples, and by
Judas Iscariot.

Profiiecy.—John vi. 70, 71. Have not I chosen you twelve,

and one of you is a devil : He spake of Judas Iscariot, the son

of Simon, for he it was that should betray him.—Matt. xx. 18.

Behold we go up to Jerusalem, and the Son of Man shalt be

betrayed unto the chief priests and unto the scribes. (See also

Matt. xvii. 22. Mark. x. 33. Luke ix. 44.)—Matt. xxvi. 2. Ye
know, that after two days is the feast of the passover, and the

Son of Man is betrayed to be crucified.—John xiii. 10, 11. Ye
are clean, hut not all ; for he knew who should betray him ;

therefore, said he, ye are not all clean. (18. xvii. 12.)—Mark.
xiv. 18. Jesus said, Verily I say unto you, One of you which
eateth with me shall betray me. (Matt. xxvi. 21. John xiii. 21.)

Luke xxii. 21.)—John xiii. 26. He it is to whom I shall give

a sop :—he gave it to Judas Iscariot. (Mark xiv. 20.)—Mark
xiv. 42. He that betrayeth me is at hand. (Matt. xxiv. 46.)

Fulfilment.—Matt. xxvi. 14, 15, 16. One of the twelve,

called Judas Iscariot, went unto the chief priests and said unto

them, What will ye give me, and I will deliver him unto you
"

and they covenanted with him for thirty pieces of silver ; and

from that time he sought opportunity to betray him. (Mark xiv.

10. Luke xxiii. 3. John xiii. 2.)—Matt. xxvi. 47—49. Judas,

one of the twelve came, and with him a great multitude with

swords and staves, from the chief priests and elders of the people.

Now he that betrayed him gave them a sign, saying, Whomsoever
I shall kiss, that same is he, hold him fast ; and forthwith he

came to Jesus, and said, Hail, Master, and kissed him.

§ 2. That his other disciples would forsake him.

Prophecy.—Mark. xiv. 27. Matt. xxvi. 31. Jesus saith unto

them, All ye shall be offended because of me this night ; for it

is written, " I will smite the shepherd, and the sheep shall be

scattered."—John xvi. 32, The hour cometh, yea is now come,

that ye shall be scattered every man to his own, and shall leave

me alone.—John xviii. 8, 9. Jesus answered, If ye seek me, let

these go their way ; that the saying might be fulfilled which he

spake, Of them which thou gavest me have I lost none.

Fulfilment.—Matt. xxvi. 56. Then all the disciples for-
sook him andfed.—Mark. xiv. 53. And they all forsook him
and Jlcd.

§ 3. That Peter would deny him.

Ppopiiecv.—Luke xxii. 31, 32. Simon, Simon, behold Satan

hath desired to have you, that he may sift you as wheat; but I

have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not ; and when thou art

converted, strengthen thy brethren.—John xiii. 38. Wilt thou

lay down thy life for my sake t Verily, verily, I say unto thee,

The cock shall not crow till thou hast denied me thrice. (See

also Matt. xxvi. 34. Luke xxii. 34.)—Mark xiv. 30. Verily I

say unto thee, That this day, even in this night, before the cock

crow twice, thou shalt deny me thrice.

Fulfilment.—Luke xxii. 60, 61, 62. Peter said, Man, I

know not what thou savest; and immediately, while he yet

spake, the cock crew. And the Lord turned, and looked upon
Peter ; and Peter remembered the word of the Lord, how he had

said unto him, Before the cock crow, thou shalt deny me thrice ;

and Peter went out and wept bitterly. (See also Matt. xxvi. 75.

John xviii. 27.)—Mark xiv. 72. The second time the cock

crew, and Peter called to mind the word that Jesus said unto

him, Before the cock crow twice, thou shalt deny me thrice.

§4. The circumstances, place, and manner of his sufferings.

(i.) That he should suffer.

Prophecy.—Matt. xvi. 21. Mark viii. 31. Luke ix. 22. Je-

sus began to teach and to show unto his disciples, how that he,

the Son of Man, must go unto Jerusalem, and suffer many things,

Vol. I. 3 M

and be rejected of the elders and chief priests and scribes, and be
killed, and after three days, be raised again the third day.

—

Mark ix. 31. Malt. xvii. 22, 23. The Son of man shall be
delivered into the hands of men, and they shall kill him : and
after that he is killed, he shall rise the third day.—Mark x. 33, 34.

Matt. xx. 18, 19. Luke xviii. 31—33. Behold we go up to Je-

rusalem, and all things that are written in the prophets concern-
ing the Son of Man shall be accomplished : and the Son of man
shall be betrayed, and delivered unto the chief priests, and unto
the scribes ; and they shall condemn him unto death, and shall

deliver him unto the Gentiles. And they shall mock and spite-

fully entreat him, and shall scourge him, and shall spit upon him,

and shall kill him, and crucify him; and the third day he shall

rise again.

Fulfilment.—John xi. 53. They took counsel together to

put him to death.—Matt. xxvi. 4. Mark xiv. 1. Luke xxii. 2.

And consulted how they might take Jesus by subtilty and put
him to death.—Matt. xxvi. 66. Mark xiv. 64. Luke xxii. 71.

They answered and said, " He is guilty of death ".
. . .and they

all condemned him to be guilty of death.—Matt, xxvii. 26. Luke
xxiii. 24. John xix. 16. When he had scourged Jesus, he de-

livered him to be crucified.—John xix. 18. Matt, xxxvii. 35.

Luke xxiii. 33 Golgotha; where they crucified him, and
two others with him. Luke xxiv. 6, 7. 26. 46. Remember how
he spake unto you, when he was yet in Galilee, saying, "The
Son of Man must be delivered into the hands of sinful men, and
be crucified, and the third day rise again." " Ought not
Christ to have suffered these things ?". . . .Thus it behoved Christ

to suffer, and to rise from the dead the third day.—Acts ii. 23.

Him ye have taken, and by wicked hands crucified and
slain.—Acts xiii. 27. They have fulfilled ((Ae prophecies') in

condemning him.—Acts xvii. 3. (Paul opened and alleged out

of the Scriptures) That Christ must needs have sufl'ered and
risen again from the dead.—Gal. iii. 1 Christ hath evi-

dently been set forth crucified among you.

(ii.) The place where he should suffer, viz. at Jerusalem.

Prophect.—Matt xvi. 21. Luke ix. 31. He must go unto
Jerusalem and suffer.—Luke xiii. 31. 33. Herod will lull th ee.

It cannot be that a prophet perish out of Jerusalem.—Luke xviii.

31. Matt. xx. 18. We go up to Jerusalem, and all things that

are written by the prophets concerning the Son of Man shall be

accomplished.

Fulfilment.—Luke xxiv. 18. Art thou only a stranger in

Jerusalem, and hast not known the things which are come to

pass there in these days 1 (See also Matt, xxvii. Mark xv.

Luke xxiii. John xix.)—Acts xiii. 27. They that dwell at Je-

rusalem, and their rulers, because they knew him not, nor yet

the voices of the prophets, which are read every Sabbath-day,

they have fulfilled them in condemning him.—Heb. xiii. 12.

Jesus. . . .suffered without the gate.

(iii.) The persons, by whom he was to suffer, viz. particularly

by the Chief Priests anil ireniiks.

(a.) By the Chief Priests.

Profrecy.—Matt. xvi. 21. Mark viii. 31. Luke ix. 22. He
must suffer many things of the elders and chief priests and
scribes.—Matt. xvii. 12. Likewise shall also the Son of Man
suffer of them.—Mark x. 33. The Son of man shall be delivered

to the chief priests and to the scribes, and they shall condemn
him to death.

Fulfilment.—Matt xxvi. 3, 4. John xi. 53. Then assem-

bled together the chief priests and the scribes and the elders

of the people unto the palace of the high priest who was called

Caiaphas ; and consulted that they might take Jesus by subtilty

and kill hiin.—John xviii. 13. 24. Matt. xxvi. 57. They led

him away to Annas first. Now Annas had sent him bound
unto Caiaphas the high priest.—Matt. xxvi. 65, G6. Mark xiv.

64. The high priest rent his clothes, saying, " He hath spoken

blasphemy,—what think yel" They answered and said, " He is

guilty of death." Matt, xxvii. 20. Luke xxiii. 18. The chief

priests and elders persuaded the multitude that they should ask
Barabbas, and destroy Jesus.—Luke xxiv. 20. Acts xiii. 28.

The chief priests and rulers delivered him to be condemned to

death.

(A.) By the Gentiles.

Prophecy.—Luke xviii. 31, 32. Mark x. 33. Matt. xx. 19.

The Son of Man shall be delivered to the Gentiles. (Note, that

when Jesus foretold that he should be crucified, it also implied

that he should be delivered to the Gentiles; for crucifixion was a

Roman not a Jewish punishment.)
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Fieeilment Acts xiii. £8. Though they found no cause
of death in him, yet desired they Pilate that hi* should be slain.

—

Matt, xxvii. 2. Mark, xv. 1. The; delivered him onto I'ontius

Pilate the governor.—John wiii. 31,32. Pilate said unto them,
"Take ye him, and j n«l_r i* him according to your law." The
.1.m b, Mi- 'i ito him, " It is not lawful for ne to put any
man to death ;" thai the Baying of Jesus might he fulfilled.—Mark
xv. 15. I.ukc xxiii. 24. Pilate delivered Jesus, when he had
scourged him, t" he crucified.—Acts iv. 27. Againsl thy holy

child Jesus, whom thou hasl anointed, both Herod and i'ontius

Pilate, with the Gentiles and the people of Israel, were gathered

together.

(iv.) The manner vf his suffering), viz. by mocking and
cruaj:

(«.) Je»US furclold that he should be moeltul.

Prophecy.—Mark. ix. 12. The Son of Man must suffer

many things, and he set at nought.—Luke xviii. 32. Mark x.

84, The Son of Man .shall be delivered to the Gentiles, and
shall he mocked, and spitefully intreated, and spitted on.

Fi-i.fil.ment.—.It the high priest's.—Matt w\i. 07, 68.

Murk xiv. 115. Then did they spit in his face, and buffeted him,

and others smote him with the palms of their hands, saying,

Prophecy unto us, thou Christ, who is lie that smote line."

—

Before Herod.— Luke xxiii. 11. Herod, with his men ol' war,

set him at nought, and mocked him, and arrayed him in a gor-

geous robe.

—

Jit Pilate's judgment hall.—Mark xv. 17, 18, 19.

.Milt, xxvii. 28. John xix. 2. They clothed hiin with purple,

and platted a crown of thorns and put it about his head, and
began to salute him, " Hail, king of the Jews!" and they smote
him on the head with a reed, and did spit upon him, and bowing
their knees worshipped him.

—

.it the Cross.—Mark xv. 29—32.

They that passed by railed on him, wag-ring their heads and
saying, " Ah, thou that destroyest the temple, and buiidest it ui

three days, save thyself, and come down from the cross." Like-

wise, also, the chief priests, mocking, said, among themselves,
with the scribes, " He saved others, himself he cannot save; let

Christ the king "f Nrael descend now from the cross, (hat we
may see and believe." And they that were crucified with him
reviled him.

(/i) Jesus foretold llml h< should be crucified.

PaoPBECY.—John iii. 14. As Moses lifted up the serpent in

tie- wilderness, even so must the Son of Man he lifted up.

John xii. 32. And I. if I he [more correctly, when I am) lifted

up from the earth, will draw all men unto me.—John viii. 28.

When ye have lifted up the Son of Man. then shall ye know
that I am he.—Matt. xx. 19 To mock and to scourge and
to crucify him.

Fci.eii.mevt.— Matt. xxviL31. John xix. 1C. They led him
away to crucify him.—Luke xxiii. 33. Mark. \v. SO. 85. When
they were come to the place which is called Calvary, there they

crucified him.—Luke xxiv. G, 7. Remember how he spake to

you.... The Son of Man must he .... he crucified. Com-
pare also Luke xxiv. 20. AcU it. 23. and iv. 10. 1 Cor. i. 88.

Gal. iii. 1.

§ 5. Jesus Christ predicted hit resurrection.

Prophecy.—John ii. 19. 21. Jesus said, " Destroy this tem-
ple, and in three days I will raise il up." lie spake ,,| : , temple
of his body.—John v. I/. I lay down my hie that I might take

. 84, 'See ;!,, Marl, Mil. 81. Luke i\. 22.)

They shall kill him. ami the third d uu.— Mult.

xxvii. 82, 88. The chief prie its eel Phai ogi ther to

Pilate, laying, sir, we remember that that deceiver said, while
ho was yet alive, " Alter three days I will

i

I'ri.l ii.mi v r.— Luke xxiv, 6, li. Why seek ye the living

among the dead ' he is not here, bul i remember how be

was yet in Galilee. Bee all o Matt, xwiii.

i xx'. iii. 9. 1 1. Luke xxiv. 16. 34. 36, John 14. IS. and
xxi. 4.—John xx. 27. Then eaitb he to Thomas, •• Reach hither

thy finger, and behold my bat i ich hilhei tin band and
' it into ne.

I not faithless, bul believing."

—

i. 81 To wh ihowed himself alive after his pas-

sion by many infallible proofs, being sen of them forty <\.\\».—
Acts x. 40, 41. Hun tiod raised op the third d.iv. and showed
him openly, not to all the people, bul to witne

God, even to a mho did eat and drink with aim aftei he rose

from the ilea. I. Bee also V I Cor. xv. 20.

mi. :i. xxvi. 23. Rom. I, 1.

§ 6. Jesus Christ foretold that he ivould appear again to

his disciples.

I'uoiii icy.—John xvi. 10. 22. A little while and ye shall not
see me. anil again a little while and ye shall see inc. hecause I

go to the Father. I will see you again.—Matt \x\i. 33. Mark
xiv. 88. After I am risen again I will go before you Into Gali-

lee.—Matt xwiii. 10. .Mnk xvi. 7. Go tell my brethren that

they go into Galilee, and there shall they see me.
Fri.Fii.ME-. a.— Mark x\i. 11. John xx. 19. Luke xxiv. 30.

He appeared to the eleven as they sat at meat, and upbraided
tin in with their unbelief;— Matt, xxviii. It'.. 17, The eleven dis-

ciples went away into Galilee, into a mountain where Jesus had
appointed them. And when they saw him they worshipped him,
hut some doulited.—John xxi. 1. Jesus showol himself Again
to the disciples at the sea of Tiberias.— 1 Cor. xv. 5. 0. He was
seen of Cephas, then of the twelve, after that he was seen of

Sve hundred brethren at once.

§ 7. Jesus Christ foretold his ascension into heaven.

I'lioiMiECY.—John \i. 62. What if ye shall see the Son of Man
ascend up where lie was before.— xvi. 88. I came forth from

the father, and am come into the world; again I leave the

world and go to the Father.— xx. 1?. 1 am Dot yet ascended to

my Father; hut go to my brethren and say unto them "I ascend
unto my Father and your Father, and to mv (led and Your God."
.see also John vii. 83. xiii. :;:i. xiv. 19. and xvii. is'.)

Fi -i.eii.ment.—Mark xvi. 19. After the Lord had spoken

unto them, he was received up into heaven, and sat on the right

hand of God. (See also Luke xxiv. 51.)—Acts i. 9, 10. \\

they beheld he was taken up. and a cloud received him out of

their sight They looked steadfastly toward- heaven as he went
up.—Eph. iv. 10. He that descended is lie a that

ascended up far above all heavens. See also 1 Pel. iii. 22. Heh.
ix. 24. iv. 14. vi. 20. 1 Tim. iii. 16.

SECTION III.

PROPHECIES BY" JESUS CHRIST RELATIVE: TO THE DESTRUCTION
OF JERUSALEM.

§ 1. The sigtis, which lorre In precede the destruction of
Jerusalem,

(i.) The FIRST SIGN £t, the appearance of false Chrisls or

Ml SSI'-nits.

Piioi'iii.ev.—Matt. xxiv. 1, 5. Mark xiii. 5, 6. Luke xxi. 8.

Take heed that no man deceive you ; for many shall come in
mo name, saying, "/ am Christ," and shall deceive many;
and tin- time draweth near.

Fori iimi'x r —These false Chrisls bi oonaftaroui
I

: death, bul they multiplied as the national calamities increased.
Jose pin e m lorn is us. tbat there were many who, pretending to divine
inspiration, ilei ei\ ei] I. aline out numbers ofthem into the
desert. He .Iocs not indeed exprcs-U sac thai they i ailed themselves
lie- Mi ssiaA or t 'hrist ; yel be savs llml w Inch is equh alent. \ iz. that

I

I

icy pretended that Goo would i ben- show them the signs of liberty,

meaning redeniptiotrfrntn (he Roman yoke, whioh thing the Jews
expected 'be Messiah would do for them (compare Luke xxiv. 21.)

ins further adds, that nil Egyptian falss prophet led thirty

thousand men into the desert, who were almosl entirely cut otr by
Felix, the Roman Procurator.' The same historian relates, that in

the reign -a Claudius, "the land was overrun with magicians, ><
duceis, '

I

in, '.>rs, who drew the people sib r ihera in multitudes
into solifudoi and deserta, to see the signi and in ra< '< - whii h they
promised in show by the power of God."3 Felix, an,;

I'cshis, governori ofJudaja, judging these proceeding! to be the cont-

menceroeot o I the Rom illy sent out

detachments l and di itroyed coat numbers ol the deluded
populaoi to these impostors were Dosiiheus, ths Bsmaritan,
who affirmed thai be was ths Christ foretold In Moo; Simon
M igu thai he appeared among ths Jewsasthe Sonet"

ind Theudaa, who. pretending lo be a prophet, persuaded many
i the people to iak< an. I

toiiow bun lo the river loi

declaring that be was divinely en ia adi end thai si bis ,om .

mend the w stem would bo'dividi

the opposite seie" 1 Many other example! ol pretended Mosaabs
might be adduced; bul do- preceding are sufficient to establish the

truth of our Lord's prediction i

I e da !!• It Juil lib 2 r 13
i's 16.

Inl .to.
i lib i 1 1.

« in He- it. i I'e.i ! s, ,
i ,;,, Prophecies there Ih ah la*

II Ol Or, no; four
betwsso tartan and Up \. n <i < iuo>t 1W2. 8co
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(ii.) Ilie second sign is, Wars and Commotions,

Pbophecy.—Matt. xxiv. 6. Mark xiii. 7. Luke xxi. 9, When
ye shall hear of ivars and rumours of wars, and commotions,

see that ye be not troubled, and terrified; for all these things

must come to pass, but the end is not yet,

FULFILMENT.—These wars and commotions were as the distant

thunder, that fore hod es approaching storms. Previously to the de-

struction of Jerusalem, the greatest agitation prevailed in the Roman
empire, and the struggle for the succession to the imperial throne was
attended by severe and bloody conflicts. Four emperors, Nero, Galba,

Otho, and Viiellius, suffered violent deaths within the short space of

eighteen months. The emperor Caligula commanded the Jews to

place his statue in their temple ; and in consequence of a positive re-

fusal to comply with so impious a request, he threatened them with

an invasion, which was prevented by his death. 1 Jesus Christ added,

see that ye (my disciples) be not troubled, as the Jews will be, expecting

the approaching destruction of their nation; but the end is not yet:

these events, alarming as they seemed, were only the preludes to the

dreadful and tumultuous scenes that followed.

PaoruF.cY.—Matt. xxiv. 7. Mark xiii. 8. Luke xxi. 10.

Nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom.

Fulfilment.—In this prediction, Christ declares that greater dis-

turbances than those which happened under Caligula would take

place in the latter part of Claudius's reign, and during that of Nero.

The rising of nation against nation portended the dissensions, insur-

rections, and mutual slaughter of the Jews, and those of other nations,

who dwelt in the same cities together; as particularly at Ca?sarea, 2

where the Jews and Syrians contended ahout the right of the city,

which contention at length proceeded so far, that above twenty
thousand Jews were slain, and the city was cleared of the Jewish in-

habitants. At this blow the whole^ nation of the Jews were exaspe-

rated, and, dividing themselves into parties, they burnt and plundered

the neighbouring cities and villages of the Syrians, and made an im-

mense slaughter of the people. The Syrians, in revenge, destroyed

not a less number of the Jews, and every city, as Josephus4 expresses

it, wqs divided into two armies. At Scvthopolis5 the inhabitants com-
pelled the Jews who resided among them to fight against their own
countrymen ; and, after the victory, basely setting upon them by

night, they murdered above thirteen thousand of them, and spoiled

their goods. At Ascalon6 they killed two thousand five hundred, at

Ptolemais two thousand, and made not a few prisoners. The Tyrians

put many to death and imprisoned more. The people of Gadara did

likewise, and all the other cities of Syria in proportion as they hated

or feared the Jews. At Alexandria7 the old enmity was revived be-

tween the Jews and Heathens, and many fell on both sides, but of

the Jews to the nom her of (\fxy thousand. The people of Damascus, 8

tOO, conspired against the Jews of the same city, and assaulting them
unarmed, killed ten thousand of them. The rising of kingdom agahist

kingdom portended the open wars of different tetrarchies and pro-

vinces against one another; as that9 of the Jews who dwelt in Perea

against the people of Philadelphia concerning their bounds, while

Cuspiua Kudus was procurator; and that' of the Jews and Galileans

against the Samaritans, for the murder of some Galilreans going up to

the feast of Jerusalem, while Cumanus was procurator; and thai 11

of the whole nation of the Jews against the Romans and Agrippa and

_other allies of the Roman empire, which began while Gessius Flonis

was procurator. But, as Josephus says, 12 there was not only sedition

and civil war throughout Judtea, but likewise in Italy—Otho and
Vitellius contending for the empire.

(iii.) The third sign is, Famines and Pestilences.

Prophecy.—Matt. xxiv. 7. Mark xiii. 8. Luke xxi, 10.

Jlnd there shall be famines and pestilences.

Fulfilment.—There was a famine predicted by Agabus (Acts xi.

28.) which is mentioned by Suetonius. Tacitus, and Eueebius, 13 and
which came to pans in the days of Claudius Caesar, and was so severe

at Jerusalem, that (Josephus informs us) many people perished for

want of food. 14 Pestilences are the usual attendants of famines, as

scarcity and badness of provisions almost always terminate in some
epidemical distemper. That Judsea was afflicted with pestilence we
learn from Josephus ; who says that when one Niger was put to death

by the Jewish zealots, besides other calamities, he imprecated famine
and pestilence upon them, "all which imprecations God confirmed

against these impious men." 15

(iv.) The fourth sign is Earthquakes,

Prophecy.—Matt. xxiv. 7. Mark xiii. 8. Luke xxi. 11.

There shall be earthquakes.

Fiilftlment.—Earthquakes, in prophetic language, mean commo-
tions and popular insurrections : if these be intended, they have
already been noticed under the second sign ; but if we understand

i Joseph. Antiq. lib. 18. c. 8. <al. 9.) De Bell. Jud. lib. 2, c. 10.

* Ibid, lib 20. c. 7. § 7, &c. De Bell . Jud. lib- 2. c. 13. & 7. c. 18. § 1. edit.

Hudson,
3 rhtd c. 1R § 1. * Ibid. §2. s ibid. §3. Vita Joseph, 56
s TV Boll. Jud. lib. 2. c. 18. S 5. ' Ibid § 7. et 8. " Ibid. chap. 20. §2.
» Jns. Ant. lib. 20. c 1. § 1. io Ibid. c. 5 De Bell. Jud. lib. 2. c. 12. § 3, &c
n ihid r 17. i* Ibid. lib. 4. c. 9. §9.
is Suitonious, in Claudio, c. 18. Taciti Annales, lib. 12. c. 43. Eusebius,

Hi*. BooL lib. 2. c. 8.

» Antiq. lib. 20. c.2. §5. (al.6.) " De Bell. Jud. lib. 4. c 6. § 1.

this prophecy literally, of tremors or convulsions of the earth, many
such occurred at the times to which our Lord referred; particularly

one at Crete, in the reign of Claudius, and others ai Smyrna, Miletus,
Chios, Samos, and other places, in all oi which Jews were settled. 16

Tacitus mentions one at Rome in the same reign, and says, that in

the reign of Nero, the cities of Laodioea, Iiierapolis, and Colosse were
overthrown ; and that the celebrated city of Pompeii in Campania
was overthrown, 17 and almost demolished, by an earthquake. 18 And
another earthquake at Rome is mentioned by Suetonius as having
happened in the reign of Galba. 19

(v.) The fifth sign is, Fcaarful Sights and Sigjis from
Heaven.

PnopHECT.—Luke xxi. 11. There shall be fearful sights

and signs from heaven.

Fulfilment.—Many prodigies are related by Josephus; particu-

larly that in Judsea, at the commencement of the war, and before the

siege of Jerusalem by Titus," there broke out a prodigious storm in iha

night with the utmost violence and very strong winds, with the larges

showers of rain, with continued lightenings, terrible thunderings, and
amazing concussions and bellowings of the earth that was in an earth-

quake. These things were a manifest indication, that some destruction

was coming upon men, when the system of this world was thrown into

such a disorder ; and any one would guess that these wonders portend-

ed some grand calamities that were impending." 20 The same historian,

in the preface21 to his history of the Jewish war, undertakes to record
the signs and prodigies that preceded it; and accordingly in his sixth

book2- he enumerates them thus:— J. A star hung over the city like a
sword, and the comet continued for a whole year.—2. The people
being assembled to celebrate the feast of unleavened bread, at the

ninth hour of the night there shone so great a light about the altar

and the temple that it seemed to be bright day, and this continued
for half an hour—3. At the same feast a cow, led by the priest

to sacrifice, brought forth a lamb in the middle of the temple.—
4. The eastern gate of the temple, which was of solid brass, and
very heavy, and was scarcely shut in an evening by twenty men,
and was fastened by strong bars and holts, was seen at the sixth

hour of the night opened of its own accord, and could hardly be shut
again.— 5. Before the setting of the sun there was seen all over the

country, chariots and armies fighting in the clouds, and besieging
cities.—6. At the feast of Pentecost, as the priests were going into the

inner temple by night as usual to attend their service, they heard first a
motion and noise, and then a voice as of a multitude, saying, J^etvs de-

part hence,—7. What Josephus reckons as the most terrible of all, one
Jesus, an ordinay country fellow, four years before the war began, and
when the city was in peace and plenty, came to the feast of taber-

nacles, and ran crying up and down the streets day and night, "A
voicefrom the east, a voice from the west, a voice from the four winds,

a voice against Jerusalem and the temple, a voice against the bride-

grooms and the brides, a voice against all people." The magistrates

endeavoured by stripes and torture to restrain him; but he still cried

with a mournful voice, " Woe, woe, to Jerusalem .'" This he continued
to do for seven years and five months together, and especially at the

great festivals ; and he neither grew hoarse, nor was tired ; but went
about the walls and cried with a loud voice. " Woe, woe, to the city,

and to the people, and to the temple, " and as he added at last, Woe,
woe, also to myself" it happened that a stone from some sling or engine
immediately struck him dead. These were indeed fearful signs and
great sights from heaven ; and there is not a more credible historian

than the author who relates them, and who appeals to the testimony
of those who saw and heard them. 23 But it may add some weight
to his relation, that Tacitus, the Roman historian, also gives us a
summary account of the same occurrences. He says21

, that there

happened several prodigies, armies were seen engaging in the hea-
vens, arms were seen glittering, and the temple shone with the

sudden fire of the clouds, the doors of the temple opened suddenly,
and a voice greater than human was heard, that the gods were
departing, and likewise a great motion of their departing. Dr. Jortin's

remark is very pertinent :—If Christ had not expressly foretold

this, many who give little heed to portents, and who know that

historians have been too credulous in that point, would have suspected
that Josephus exaggerated, and that Tacitus was misinformed ; but as

the testimonies of Josephus and Tacitus confirm the predictions

of Christ, so the predictions of Christ confirm the wonders recorded
by these historians.25

(vi.) The sixth sign w, The persecution of the Christians.

Prophecy.—Mark xiii. 9. Matt. xxix. 9. Luke xxi. 12.

But before all these things, they shall lay hands on you, and
persecute you, and shall deliver you up to councils, to the

> G Philoslratus, in Vila Apollonii, lib. 4. c 34.

n Taciti Annales, lib. 14. c. 27-
' 8 Ibid lib. IB. c. 22. This earthquake is mentioned by Seneca Nat.

Quaest. lib. 6. c. I.

19 Suetonius, in Galba, c. IS.

3° De Bell. Jud lib. 4. c. 4. §5. *i De Bell. Jud. HI.
» Ibid lib. 5. c. 5. §3.
« Mr, Millmnn has admirably wrought up these portentous sigDS, in his

Poem on the fall of Jerusalem, pp. 106— 114.

M Evenerant prodieia—Visa? per caelum conrnrrere acies, rutilantia

arena, set subito nohium igne collucere ten)plum. Expassse repente
delubri fores, et audita major humana vox, Excedere Deos, Simul ingena
motus exeedentium. Tacit. Hist. lib. 5. c. 13. p. 21. edit. Lipsii.

«» Jortin's Remarks on Ecclesiastical History, vol. i. p. 41.
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synagogues, and to prison*, to be beaten ; and shall kill

x ou. And ye shall be hated of all notion*, and that! be brought

before rulers and kings for my name's sake, fir a testimony

;>t them.

I' iiii.mk.nt.—The precision with which the time is specified, is

veri remarkable. Previously t" the other prognostics of the des-

iruction of Jerusalem) the disciples of Jesus Chosi nan taught to

i|.. of persecution; mid how emctty thii prediction

was accomplished we may read m the Acts of the Apostles. There
we find thai aorae were delivered to councils, as Pen r and John. (iv.

fi , a i
|
Sum' were brought before riders and kings, as Paul before

Gallio win. 12. . Felii xxiv.), PestUBand Agrippa tx^ ). Some had
. m which nil their advt rsai i

u it is .said ol Stephen (vi. 10.), that (aj >/ were not able to

the ti is lorn and On spit '' '.' " !" ' l" P ''•'
• Mid Paul made oven

Felii \otremhU an 35.), and the Gospel still prevailed agaii

eition and persecution whatever. Some were imprisoned, as

!' er and John (iv. 3.). Some were osonsn, as Paul and Silas tv\ 23

Some were put to death, as Stephen fcrii. 59.)i *nd Jamea the brother

of John (xii. 2.). Bui it we would look farther, we have a mure
melancholy proof of the truth of thia prediction, in the persecutions

under Nero* in which besides numberless other Christians (ell I

two great Champions of our faith, St Peter and St. Paul. And it

wrmni pratium, as Tertulttan 8 terms it; it was a waragainsl
the very name. Though a ucui d of e\ ery human \ .rim 1

,

yet it was crime enough it lit- was a Christian: so true wen- onr

Saviour's words, thai they should be bated of all nations for his

hum''.* sake. Hence arose that common saj ing among the heathens

—

I ir bonus ( 'aius St fus ; tanquam modo ouod I nrisfiantu ; Cams Sejus

i- ;i u'ihuI man, i-:>hj he i> a Christian.

(vii.) The seventh B1GM Wfl*, 'The Preaching of the Gospel
throughout the known world,

PnopHF.cr.—Mark xiii. 10. The Gospel must be published
among all nations. The
Fulfilment of this prediction is recorded, from Christian and from

Heathen testimony, supra, pp 130, 131.

§ 2. The Circumstance* of the Destruction if Jerusalem,

(l.) The Siege of Jerusalem by the Roman .Irmi's.

PfiOPHlCT.—Luke xxi. 20. Matt. xxiv. 15. Mark xiii. 11.

When tie shall see Jerusalem compassed -with armies, [and]

the abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the pro-

bhet, standing where it ought not, in the holy place,— then

know that the desolation thereof is nigh.—Luke xix. }:>. The
days shall come upon thee, that thine enemies shall cast a trench

round about thee, and compass thee round, and keep thee in

on e^iery side,

\'\ ltiurnt.—The devoted place, which was the immediate object

formidable denunciations, is here most clearly pointed out
The abomination of desolation is the Roman Army ; and tht abomtnar

Bum oj desolation standing in the holy place is the Roman army
encamped annual Jerusalem; for nut only the temple and the moun-

on which it stood, but also die whole city ofJerusalem and s<-\ era]

furlongs of land round it, were accounted holy. Tin* Jesus Christ

d< tared to be tlte abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel t/u

het in bifl ninth and eleventh chapters; and so let every one who
prophecies understand them, and in reference to this very

event they are understood by the rabbins. The Roman army is fur-

ther called the abomination, on account of its ensigns, for the imagi i

of the emperor and the eagles, which were carried in front of the

m were regarded with religious abhorrence by tht Jews, as the;

ware ranked among the pagan deities, and reverenced with divine

honours. Josephus relaU i, thai after the city wa» taken, the Romans
brought their ensigns into the temple, placed then, over the eastern

gate, nnd Mienfifi il lo them there.5

• trench was literally cast about Jernaalemi when thai city was be-

ad by Titus. The Roman arnm ut com-

pletely; and although it was ai firsl consi li red an it

tirojed lo unround the whole city with :i wall, pel Titus anii

on army In make the attempt Joaephut has giv< n a very particular

aocouni oi the building of this wall; which, he says, was i flfei ted in

three days, (hough it WSM not less than thirty <<
I furl

ntru Engl ih miles] in U ngth, and had thirteen towen erected al pro-

per distances, m which the Roman soldien were placed, ai

n-on- When tin- wall WBS thOJ ' oiii pie In I. thoJeWS w ' re SO ' '
I

at, i eery tuft . thai no pel on coul I asca] it of the city, and no pro*

ii id be brougfil in: so thai ths besieged Jews were involved
m the moat terrible the tarnine thai anew d '

(ii.) Ch" '"
tic adoia to tht Christians who might then

l>< in Jerusalem to make their escape,

PaOPRBCr,— Matt. xxiv. 1 fi— I*. Mark xiii. 14—16. I. tike

xxi. 21. Thin let them which are in Jtn/ra flee to the moun-

tain*, ami It t them which ae in the midst of it depart out, ami
let them that are in the [id USBDt] countries enter then into.

« i .i
-» Tertul K\ i R ill I

Pari 1076.
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And let not him that is on the house-top go down into the house,

neither enter therein to take any thing out of his house. And
let him that U Ml the field not turn back- again to take up his

garment (which he had thrown aside as an iiicuinhrancc).

Kllfiimkm'.—This counsel was wisely remembered and wisely
followed by the Christians afterwards. By Jadaa, in this |

art ol our
Lord's prophecy, we are to understand ail the southern parts of
Palestine, both the plain and the lull countries, whn h ai this tine had
received the appellation of Judssa. By the mountains we are to

understand the countries on the eastern aide oj the river Jordan,

ally those which daring the Jewish war wen- under the

government of die younger Agrippa, to whom the empi ror 1 llaudiua

gave Balance and Trachonitis the tetran by of Philip), and Abilene
(the tetr.inhy of Lysanius). Nero afterwards added thai quarter of
Galilee where Tiberias and Tarn hea stoi d, and in Peruse, Julias

with its fourteen villages. As all these mountainous t-oiiniries

remained in obedience to the Romans, those who Bed into them were
safe In the twelfth year of Nero, Josephus informs us that Cestina

, the president uf Syria, came with a powerful army against

Jerusalem; which he might have assaulted and taken; but without
any just reason, and contrary to the expectation of all, be raised ihe

siege ami departed. Immediately alter Ins retreat, "many of the

principal Jewish people forsook the city, as men do a sinking ship."

And a few years afterwards when \ espasian was drawing his torces

towards Jerusalem, a great multitude Bed from Jericho into the sumn-
toinous country for their security.6 Among these s that

there were some Christians; but we learn mi from accbh
Biastical historians,7 thai, at this juncture, all who believed in Jesus
Christ, warned by this oracle or prophecy, quitted Jerusalem, and
removed to Pella, and other places beyond the n\er Jordan: and
thus marvellously escaped the general shipwreck ol their country; lor

we do not read any where that so much as one Christian perished in

the siege of Jerusalem.

(iii.) The appearance of fake Christ*, and false prophets

during the tiege.

Propufct.—Mark xiii. 22. Matt. xxiv. 21. False Christ

s

and false prophets shall rise, and shall show great signs and
•wonders; insomuch that if it were possible, they should de-

ceive the very elect (that is), the disciples of Jesus Christ

Fulfilment.—Our Saviour had before cautioned his disciples

iiLMiihi false ( 'hrists See p IjH. supra.) TLs prediction ia not

repetition of the former prophecy, but relates to those impostors who
appeared during the tune of the siege, and concerning whom
Josephus* thus speaks :

—"The tyrannical zealots, who ruled the < it} .

suborned many raise prophets to declare, thai aid would lie given to

the people from heaven. This was done to pn pent them from

attempting to deal n, and to inspire them with confidence. In thia

manner impostors, abusing the sacred name ol God, deluded ihe

unhappy multitude ; who. like mfatua led men thai have neither eyes
to ee, nor reason to judge, regarded neither the infallible denun-
ciatkms pronounced by the ancteni propbeia,nof Ihe clear prodigies

thai indicated the approaching desolation."

(iv.) Tlie Miseries of th Jews during^ end mbsequenily to,

ihe tiege.

PnoritKCY.—Luke xxi. 33. Tor these to be the days of ven>

geancO, that all things -which are written may be fulfilled.—
Mark uil 17. 19. Matt. xxiv. 19. 31. Luke xxi. 88, 84, But
tfoe to them that are with chilil, and that give suck in those

for in those days there shall he great tribulation, dis-

tress in the land, and wrath upon this profile ; such tit teas not

from the beginning of the creation which God created, unto

this time; no, nor ever shall be. Jknd they shall fall by the

of the sword, and shall be led away captive into all

nations.

Foxfiuunt.— It is o very material circumstance in this rsraphaM r,

that the ralaiiutv ol the Jews should be bo strange and unparalli
ns never 'was in the world before; tor though it roighi easily have
been foretold from the temper ol the people, which was prom- to

-edition, that they w ere \ *r\ likely I" provoke the Romans against

i hem
;

yet there w ;' s no probability thai all thingi cojm
to Buch an extremity; for ii was no1 the d< aij n ol tin Roman goverav
men i lo destroy any ol those provinces which were under them, hut

only io keep them in subjection, and reduce them i". n asonabla

severity in Bass of revolt Rui ihal such i i n liould have
happened to them under Titus, who was the mildest, and mrtheal
from aeverity of all mankind, nothing was more unlikely : and thnt

hi mill conspire together in their own i am
and obstinately run themselves into such i madt them
the pity oi their bom was the mosl inerediblt o thai

nothing leas than a prophetical spirii < on id have foretold so

and improbabl thii *^:in To ihe axtn ms lufll rings oi the

hue bears most ample testimony In ihs prefers

history ol ths J( w iafa w ar, speaking generally ol the « aiamities

that befell die Jews, in- aaya, almoal in our Saviour's words, thai

« ibtd i o. ii.
i Bun bli u . HI I Bool Ub :* c I

Kb i
,

% Jotu-phua, dn Bell Jud lib 6. c C«.

lib. 4. c aia
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" all the calamities., which had befallen any nation from the beginning
of THE world, were but small in comparison to (hose of Ihe Jews." 1 A
brief enumeration of particulars, will, however, show the extremities

to which this unhappy nation was reduced.

Within the city, the fury of the opposite factions was so great that

they filled all places, even the temple itself, with continual slaughters.

Nay, to such a height did their madness rise, that they destroyed the

very granaries of corn, which should have sustained them ; and burnt

the magazines of arms which should have defended them.2 By this

means, when the siege had lasted only two months, the famine began
to rage, and at length reduced them to such straits, that the barbari-

ties which they practised are not to be imagined. All the reverence

due to age, and the sacred ties of parent and child were annihilated.

Children snatched the half baked morsels which their fathers were
eating, out of their mouths; and mothers even snatched ihe food out of

their own children's mouths-3 As the siege advanced, the ravages of

the famine increased, and devoured the people by whole houses and
families 5 the upper rooms were filled with women and children who
were dying by famine, and the lanes of the city were full of the dead
bodies of the aged.4 The children, also, and the young men, wan-
dered about the market places like shadows, and fell down dead
wheresoever their misery seized them. At length the famine became
so extreme, lhal they gladly devoured what the most sordid animals

refused to touch ; and a woman of distinguished rank (who had been
stripped and plundered of all her goods and provisions by the soldiers),

in hunger, rage, and despair, killed and roasted her babe at the breast,

and had eaten one half of him before the horrid deed was discovered. 1

During the siege, many hundreds, who were taken by the Romans,
were first whipped, then tormented with various kinds of tortures,

and finally crucified ; the Roman soldiers nailing them (out of the

wrath and hatred they bore to the Jews), one afler one way, and
another after another, to crosses by way of jest: until at length the

multitude became so great that room was wanting for the crosses, and
crosses for the bodies.6 Thus terribly was their imprecation fulfilled;

—

His blood he on its, and on our children ! (Matt, xxvii. 25.)

IVot to enter into details of the multitudes that were massacred by

the contending factions at Jerusalem, the full accomplishment of

Christ's prediction, that the Jews should fall by (he edge of the sword,

is recorded by Josephus7 when describing the sacking of that city.

"And now rushing into every lane, they slew whomsoever they

found, without distinction, and burnt the houses and all the people

who had fled into them. And when they entered for the sake of

plunder, they found whole families of dead persons, and houses full

of carcasses desiroyed by famine; then they came out with their

hands empty. And though they thus pitied the dead, they did not

feel the same emotion for the living, but killed all they met, whereby
they filled the lanes with dead bodies. The whole city ran with
blood, insomuch, that many things which were burning, were ex-

tinguished by the blood." Thus were the inhabitants of Jerusalem
slain by the sword ; thus was she laid even with the ground, and her

children with her. "The soldiers being now wearied with killing

the Jews, and yet a great number remaining alive, Caesar commanded
that, only the armed, and they who resisted, should be slain. But the

soldiers killed also the old and the infirm ; and taking the young and
strong prisoners, carried them into the women's court in the temple.

Cuisar appointed one Fronto, his freedman and friend, to guard them,

and to determine the fate of each. All the robbers and the seditious

he slew, one of them betraying another. But picking out such

youths as were remarkable for stature and beauty, he reserved them
for the triumph. All the rest that were above seventeen years old

he sent bound into Egypt, to be employed in labour there. Titus

also sent many of them into the provinces, to be slain in the theatres,

by beasts and the sword. And those who were under seventeen
years of age were slain. And during the time Fronto judged ihem,
a thousand died of hunger."

But (he falling by (he edge of the sword mentioned in our Lord's

prophecy is not to be confined to what happened at the siege, in

in which not fewer than eleven hundred thousand perished.8 It also

comprehended all the slaughters made of the Jews, in different bat-

tles, sieges, and massacres, both in their own country and at other

places, during the whole course of the war. Thus, by the command
of Klorus, who was the first author of the war, there were slain at

Jerusalem,-' three thousand and six hundred :—By the inhabitants of

Casar(a, i0 above Iwniti/ thousand:—At Sry(hopolis, n above thirteen

thousand

:

— At Ascahm, 1? two thousand five hundred, and at Ptolnnuis,

two .thousand :—At Alexandria, under Tiberius Alexander the presi-

dent,M fifty thousand;— At Joppa, when it was taken by Cestius Gal-

Ins." eight thousand four hundred

:

—In a mountain called Asamon,
near Scpphoris, 15 above two thousand— At Damascus,* 6 ten thousand .-

—

> Josephus, de Hell. Jud. lib. 1. Prsef. § 4. » Ibid. lib. 5. c. 1. § 4.

3 Ibid. lib. 5. c. 10. §2,3. « Ibid. lib. 5. c. 12. § 3.

» Ibid. lib. ti. c. 3. §3,4. The historian deplores the cruel deed, as 8

most flagrant violation of nature, which had npvr-r l»'.>n p.TpHrntrd by

Greek or barbarian |
and such as he would not have related, if there had

nut been innumerable witnesses to H in his own ace. It may be proper to

remark, thai this horrid circumstance was a furlhtT a'-rnmpli-luncul nl the

Crophecj hi Musi is iii Deut. xxviii. 53. 56, 57. ; and which had twice before
'i'ii funllled,—first in Samaria, the capital of the idolatrous ten tribes,

w I en besieged by Benhedad, kins of Syria (2 Kin£s vi. 29 ), and apain in

,i.i usalem, when besieged by Nebuchadnezzar. See the Lamentations of
Jeremiah. 11.20. iv. 10.

« Ibid. lil>. 5. c. 11. § 1. ' Ibid. lib. 6. c. 8. §5. c. 9. §2,3.
« Ibid. lib. 6. c. 9. § 3. " Ibid. lib. 2. c. 14. § 9.

"> ibid. Iib.2; c. 18, § 1. >' Ibid. § 3. « Ibid. § 5.

• a Ibid. §8. " Ibid. § 10.

>» Ibid. § 11. « Ibid. c. 20. §2.

In a battle with the Romans at Ascalon, 1 ten thousand:—In an n*~
buscade near the same place,2 eight thousand .—At Japha? fifteen
thousand:—By the Samaritans upon Mount Gaiizin* eleven thousand
and six hundred ;—At Jotapas forty thousand:—At Joppa, when
taken by Vespasian, b four (housund two hundred:—At TarieheaJ
sir thousand five hundred, and alter the city was taken, twelve hun-
dred:—At Gamola,8 four thousand slain, besides jive thousand who
threw themselves down a precipice :—Of those who Med wiih John
from Gisckalap six thousand:—Of the Gadarenes, 10 fifteen thousand
slain, besides an infinite number drowned :—In the villages of Idu-
maa,u above ten thousand slain:—At Gerasa, 1 - a thousand:—At
Machorus, 13 seventeen hundred :—In the wood of Jardes, 14 three

thousand:—In the castle of Masada,]5 nine hundred and sixty:—In
(.'yrene, by Catullus the governor, 10 three thousand:—Besides these,

many of every age, sex, and condition, were slain in this war, who
are not reckoned ; but of those who are reckoned, the number amounts
to above one million three hundred- fifty-seven thousand six hundred and
sixty: which would appear almost incredible, if their own historian

had not so particularly enumerated them.
But besides Ihe Jews who fell by ihe edge of the sword, others were

also to be led away captive into all nations ; and, considering the num-
bers of the slain, the number of the captives too was very great.

There were taken particularly at Japha, 11 (wo thousand one hundred
and thirty:—At Jotapa, 1 * erne thousand two hundred:—At Tarichea^
six thousand chosen young men sent to Nero, the rest sold, to the
number of thirty thousand and four hundred, besides those who were
given to Agrippa:—Of the Gadarenesp two thousand two hundred

:

—
in ldumaa,'2i above a thousand. Many besides these were taken at

Jerusalem^ so that, as Josephus himself informs us,'- the number of
the captives taken in the whole war amounted to ninety-seven
thousand ; the tall and handsome young men Tims reserved for his

triumph ; of the rest, those above seventeen years of age were sent
to the works in Egypt ; but most were distributed through the Roman
provinces, to be destroyed in their theatres by the sword or by the wild
beasts; those under seventeen were sold for slaves. Of these cap-
tives many underwent a hard fate. Eleven thousand of them23

perished for want, Titus exhibited all sorts of shows and spectacles

at Caesarea, and-4 many of the captives were there destroyed, some
being exposed to the wild beasts, and others compelled to fight in

troops against one another. At Casana, too, in honour of his brother's

birth-day,'23 (wo thousand fax hundred Jews were slain; and a great

number likewise at Beryfus in honour of his father's. The like*' was
done in other cities of Syria. Those whom he reserved for his

triumph27 were Simon and John, the generalsof the captives, and ttevt n

hundred others of remarkable stature and beauty. Thus were the
Jews miserably tormented, and distributed over the Roman provinces;

and are they not still distressed and dispersed over all the nations of
the earth?
Was not this a time of great tribulation ? Were not these days of

vengeance indeed ? Was there ever a more exact accomplishment ol

any prediction than these words of our Saviour had ?

(v.) The total destruction of the temple and city of Jtrusaiini,

Prophect.—Matt, xxiii. 37, 38. Luke xiii. 34, 35, O Jeru-

salem ! Jerusalem !—Behold your house is left unto you deso-

late,—Matt. xxiv. 2. Mark xiii. 2. Luke xxi. 6. The days will

come, in the which there shall not be left here one stone vpon
another, that shall not be thrown doivn.—Luke xix. 44. They
shall lay thee even -with the ground, and shall not leave in thee

one stone upon another.—Luke xxi. 24. Jerusalem shall be

trodden dawn of the Gentiles, until the times of the Gentiles

be fulflled.

Fulfilment.—It seemed exceedingly improbable that the events

here foretold by Jesus Christ should happen in that age, when the

Jews were at perfect peace with Ihe Romans; and the strength of
their citadel was such, as constrained Titus to acknowledge that it

was the singular hand of God, that compelled them to relinquish

fortifications which no human power could have conquered. 2S Our
Saviour's words, also, were almost literally fulfilled, and scarcely one

stone was left vjio?i another. The temple was a building of such
strength and grandeur, of such splendour and beauty, that it was
likely (as it. was worthy) to be preserved, for a monument of the vic-

tor}' and glory of the Roman empire. Titus was accordingly very

desirous of preserving it, and protested 29 to Ihe Jews, who had forti-

fied themselves within it, that he would preserve it, even against

their will. He had 30 expressed the like desire of preserving the city

too, and repeatedly sent Josephus and other Jews to their country-

men, to persuade them to a surrender. But an over-ruling Providence
directed things otherwise. The Jews themselves;u first set fire to the

porticoes of the temple, and then the Romans. One of the soldiers,32

neither waiting for any command, nor trembling lor such an attempt,

i Josephus de Bell. Jud. lib. 3. c. 2. § 2. * Ibid. § 3.

3 Ibid. c. 7. § 31. * Lib. 3. c. 7. § 32. » Ibid. § 36.

e Ibid. c. 8. §3. i Ibid. c9. S9, 10. « Lib. 4. c. 1. §10.
» Ibid. c. 3. §5. »° Ibid. c.7. §5. " Ibid. c. 8. §1.

ii Ibid. c. 9. §1. «a Lib. 7. c. 6. §4. >* Ibid. §5.
it Ibid. c. 9. § 1. ' 6 Ibid. c. 11. §2. " Lib. 3. c.7. §31.
is Ibid. §36. is Ibid. c. 9. §10. *° Lib. 4. c. 7. § 5.

ii Ibid, c B. SI. aa Ibid, lib fi. c. 19. §2.and3.
"Ibid lib. 6. c. 9. §2. i' Ibid. lib. 7. c. 2. § 1.

w ibid lib. 7. c3, §L »e ibid. c. 5. §1. *< Ibid. §3.
m ll.nl lib. B.c. 9. §1. m Ibid. lib. 6. c. 2. §4.
™ Ihirl. lib. 5. c.8. §1. c 9. § 2, &c. c. 11. §2. lib. 6. c. 2. §1.
si Ibid. lib. 6. c. 2. § 9. " Ibid. lib. 6. c. 4. § 5.
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but urged by earl tin ew a burning brand in at

(he golden \\ mdow , and then
d immediately tu thi nd tw

soldiers to exi

coald raatrain their * iolenoe. They either could aoi hear, or

ild ooi hear ; and lind encourag< I

;

(0 ilit- lemple. He was still lor preserving the holy place. He
mandi 1 rs even to be beaten for disobeying aim: bul their

anger, and their hatred "I the Jews, and a certain warlike vehement
fury overcame their reverence for their general, and their dread for

his commands. A soldier in the dirk sei tire t«> the doors; and thus,

as Josephui aaya, the temple was burned against the will ofCaatar.
When the wldien had rested from their horrid work of b

plunder, Titus gave orders to demolish the foundations of the city

and the temple.— Hut, that posterity might judge of the glory and
value of his conquests, he left three lowers standing as monuments
of the prodigious strength and greatness of the city ; and also a part

of the western wall, w hicb be designed as n rampart for a

keep the surrounding country in subjection. All the other buildings
were completely levelled with the ground. It is recorded by Maimo-
nides, and Likewise in the Jewish ralmud, that Terentius Rufus,an
officer in the army of Titus, with a ploughshare tore up the founda-
tions of the temple, and thus remarkably fulfilled the words of the
prophet Mi can. : snerefort shall Zion, for your softs, be ploughed as a

field, and Jerusalem mall becom un oj tht house
as thv high placet of the forest. (Micah iii 12.] The city also Bhared
the same fate, and was burnt and destroy ed together with the lemple.
With the exception of the three rowers, above mentioned as being
eft standing,3 all the rest of the city was so demolished and levelled

With the ground, that those who eanio lo see it could no) belil i

it had ever been inhabited. And when Titus came again to Jeru-
salem in his way from Syria to Egypt, and beheld die sad devasta-
tion, ho biUerly lamented the cruel necessity, which had compelled
hi 111 to destroy so magnificent a city. After the city was thus taken
and destroyed, a great quantity of riches were found by the Romans,
who dug up the ruins m search of the treasures whnh hail been con-

cealed in the earth. 1 So literally were the words of Jesus Christ
accomplished in the ruin both of the city and of the temple ! Well
might Eleazcr say to the Jews who were besieged in the Portree oi

Masada—"What ii be 16 of our city, which was believed to be
inhabited by God?— It is now demolished to the very foundations;
and the only monument of it thai is lefl is—the camp of those who
destroyed it, which is still pitched upon its remains." Well might be
express a passionate wish that they bad all died before they behi Id

that holy city demolished b\- the hands of their enemies, and the
sacred temple so profanely dug up from its Rj

As the .K-ws were to be lea awaycaptivt into all nations, ao was
ilem to be trodden down oj tht Oenliles, until the times oj On

Gentiles be fulfilled, So completely wasJudsea subjugated, that the
very land itself was sold by Vespasian, the Gentili 1 pi ingit,
while the Jews were nearly all slain or led into captivity; and Jerusa-
lem has in (v r smrc heen in the possess ion til the Jews. When, md 1 ed,

the emperor Hadrian visited the eastern parts of the Ri man empire
atid found Jerusalem a heap of ruinst forty-seven pears afler its de-
struction, he determined to rebuild it; bul not exiietlv on the same
spot. He called me tu 1 1 irj £lia

(
placed a Roman colony in it, and

dedicated a temple to Jupiter Capitolinus, in the room ol thi temple
of Jehovah. Thi profane ion ol the holy plat a was thi great cause of
then- if the Jews during the n gn ofHadrian.
The city ws once more taken by them and burnt—Hadrian rebuilt

it— re t stab] bed the colony—ordered the stal fa hoe whit h the
Jews held m religious abhorrence lo be sei op over the gate thai

opened towards Bethlehem; and published an edict, strictly forbid-

ding any Jew, on pain of death, to enter the city, or even to look et il

from a distance. Thus the city remained, till the timeol Constan-
tine. the lirnt Christian emperor, who greatly improved it, and n
the name of Jerusalem ; but the Jewa were noi permitted t>> r» tide

there. Attempting in vs ession of their capital, C01
1 lused their ears to be cut "if 1 heir bodies to be 1

1 ed b

ami dispersed them over all the provinces of the empire
niiil slaves. The emperor Julian, from enmity lo the Christians,

favoured the I d, in the vain hope of contradicting thi

phecy concerning il, attempted t" rebuild the lei be was
mirai ulou dy prevented, and obli

I fi m h in out nnder>
takuiL'- Jovion revived the se 1 rian; and the G

ntinued the prohibition; so thai the wr< tched Jews used
to give money to thi pi 1 to behold and weep
the ruins of their ;

1 ticulai ly on the n turn ol lhal

memo h il bad bei n taken by ihe Romans. In the

1 ol Heracliua, Chosn Persia* took and plundered it;

but Heraclius toon recovered the possei ion ol il —In 637, the I

urrendi red Jerusalem to Omar, the Baracen caliph, who limit a

a upon the site of I d mple. it remained in lb

n oi the Saracens above 400 years, and than was taken by the
Turks. Thi I till the year 1099, when the Pranks ''«>k it

under Godfrey of B General of the Crusa'ders. The Franks
kept i". tdl 1187, what! the Turks, under
Beladin, retook il by capitulation, and with them it bus remained ever
sjnoe.1

. Jo - nil tie It- 11 lod Db 8 ' 6 4 7

« Ibid. lib. 7. r.. 1. H.
* I M.I.
• |t|. Newton's 11

count of our 8a > nlns. ins fjesi 1

k, the subvorsi
I
the cnlnniitic» which

'Thus literally has this prophecy been hitherto fulfilled!—Jerusa
lem has beei y trodden down ol the Gentiles,— the

the Sarai ens, liie Franks, and the 'forks.— Its am ient inha
been expelled, and persecuted, and its holj places have

! les of idolatrous Rome, the crescent oj the
lor Mahomet, and the banner of popery, carried by the On-

hi\> heen sin 1 -essively displayed amidst the rums of the
uary ofJchovahi lor nearly eighteen hundred years."' And iho

ire still preserved a living and continued monument of the
truth of our Lord's; prediction, and of the irrefragable truth uf the
Christian religion.

The conclusion of the prediction, however (till the time of the

s he fulfilled), indicates thai Jerusalem,—the city once beauti-

ful for situation and thtjoy if ihe whole earth,— shall NOT be trodden
down lor ever. " The times of the Gentiles will be fulfilled, when
the times of the four great kingdoms of the Gentiles, according tu

Daniel'* prophecies, shall be expired, and th> fifth kingdom, at the
in of Christ, shall be set up in their place, and o.t Sain/a of

the Most High shall take the kingdom, and possess the kingdom for
1 1> r, even for > n r and « ver. Jerusalem, as it has hitherto remained,
so probably will remain in subjection lo the Gentiles, until these

of tht Gentiles be fulfilled } or, as St- Paul expresses it, (Rum. xi. 25,

26.) until the fulness of tht Gentiles >» conn m ; <u.<I so all Israel shall
In- sit 1

1
(/, and become again the people of God. The fulness of the

Jt a s will come in as well as the fuhtt ss of tht Gentiles. For [ver. 12.

25, 26 if tht fall of them bt tht riches of the world, and tht diminish-
' them the riches of the Gentiles; how much si

for I would not, brethren, that ye should be ignorant of tins mystery,
that blindness in part has happened to Itraet, until tht fulness if the

Gentiles be come in. And so all Israel shall be saved.'2

SECTION IV.

THAT THERE IS SALVATION ONLV THROUGH CHRIST AND THE
DANGER OF REJECTING IT.

§ 1. Thai Hurt is suh-a/ion ONLY through Christ.

Pnoi'iir.cv.—Zcch. xiii. 1. In that day there shall be a foun-

tain opened to the house of David, and to the inhabitants of

Jerusab m, for son and for uncleanness.— Mai. i\. 2. I ato yon that

fear my name shall the Sun of Righteousness arise, with healing

in bis w iii^s.— Isa. liii. 1 1. By his knowledge shall my righteous

ml justify many.—Isa. Hx. 20. The Redeemer shall coma
to Sion, inn! unto them thai turn from transgression in Jacob,

See Rom. Lx. 26.—Ps.cxviii.22. The stone which the builders

n 'in -i d. the same is become the bead stone of the corner. Lea,

xxviii. 16. Matt. xxi. 42.

Ft 1 1 tUOSNT.—John ill. 16. God so loved the world ihnt he gave
hi onlj begotten Son, thai whosoever believeth in him, should not

perish, bul have everlasting life. I !i m| are also 1 Tht s. \- 9 ;
Jnho

svii ' Luke xxiv. 47. That repentance and remia bould
\-- (in :e In d lh In- I, .llir Si r ;.|hi \ . ! > i

Through this man is preached unto you the Ibrgiveness of sins ; and
by him nil thai believe are justified.—Acts iv. 11, l'J Tins i* ihe

which was sei SI nought of you builders, whii h is become the

bead ol the 1 orner. Neither is their salvation in any other for there
is none cither name under heaven given among men. whereby we
must be saved.

§ 2. Of the necessity of believing in Christ, and the danger <f
rejecting him.

Dent, xviii. 15. 19. The Lord will raise up unto thee a prophet

—

Unto him shall ye hearken- Whosoever will not hearken unto my
w Lh ft he shall speak in my name. I will require it of bun.

3i tins prediction is cited and applied lo Jesus 1 'hrisL]

—

hlumh, w. 90, 31. The send thai doth augnl pn re>

proachelh the Lord i and thai soul shall t <
1 ul ofl from among hi»

people, because he hath despised the »*ord "i the l."ni— I's. u. I'J.

e be angi \ .
and ye perish 1 the righl

John iii.' 18. Be thai believeth on nim is not condemned j mil he
thai believeth noi is condemned alrei bath not be-

lieved m the name of the only Son "i God Hi b ii
.' ! How i-hall

ipe il wi neglect so greet salvation T- Heb r. 26 '.". ,
. IiWe

sin wilfully, alter that we h;i\. n . . i\rd ihe knowledge Ol ihe truth,

there rem ith no more - crifii lor sins, bul a ertain fearful hwik-

ing lor 1 1 judgroeni uu>\ fiery indignation, which shall devour the

adversaries, He thai Moses slaw "bed without mercy, under
two or three witnesses: ol bow much sorer punishiuenl

il phi worthy, who bath trodden under ft M>i the Bon of God* and
hath « ounted tna blood of the oovi nan! when with ha w 1

an unholy thing, and bath done despite unto the Spirii of grace.

—

' <nl shall U revealed from Heaven with his mighty angels, m

die Jews, sre

v
i

,
1 iho Interpreter uf Pr< eii«,« v, \uL

p 333.

,
•* Up. Newton's Diiscruilom, vol ii p 70,
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flaming fire, taking vengeance em them that know not God, and that

obey not the Gospel of our Lord Christ. 2 Thes. i. 7, 8.

" The testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy" (Rev.

xix. 10.);—and of that testimony it were easy to have offered

hundreds of instances equally striking with those above given.

Copious as the preceding table of prophecies is, the selection has

necessarily been restricted to the principal, in order that this

article of our Appendix might not be extended an undue length.

The reader, who is desirous of seeing all (or nearly all) the

predictions relative to the Messiah, is referred to Huet's lie'

monstratio Evungelica, Prop. IX. (vol. ii. pp. 595— 1056.

Amsterdam, 1680,) and to Mr. Barker's "Messiah: being- the

lJroph£cies concerning him methodized, tbith their .iccomplish-

ments ; London, 1780." 8vo. Both these works have been con-

sulted in drawing up the preceding table of prophecies and their

accomplishments. At the end of Vol. II. Book II. (pp. 1374

—

1380.) of Dr. Hales's Analysis of Sacred Chronology, that

learned writer has given two series of the great prophecies and

allusions to Christ in the Old Testament; which arc expressly

cited either as predictions fulfilled in him, or applied to him by

way of accommodation, in the New Testament. The first of

these series describes Jesus Christ in his human nature, as

the promised seed of the woman in the grand charter of

our Redemption (Gen. iii. 15.); and his pedigree, sufferings,

and glory in his successive manifestations of himself, until the

end of the world. The second series describes his character and

offices, human and divine. Although these two series of pro-

phecies consist only of references to the Old and New Testament,

some of which necessarily coincide with the predictions above

given at length ; yet the biblical student will find his time not

ill spent in comparing them. The second series contains many
titles and offices of Jesus Christ, which could not, for want of

room, be inserted in the present work.

To conclude :—It is a fact worthy of remark, and which

ought never to be forgotten, that most of the prophecies, deliver

ed in the Old Testament concerning the Messiah, were revealed

nearly, and some of them more titan three thousand years ago,

and yet scarcely one of them can be applied to any man that

ever lived upon earth except to Him, who is Immanuel, God
with us, the Lord Jesus Christ, to whom "give all the prophets

witness. (Acts x. 43.) With regard to the predictions an-

nounced by Jesus the Messiah, the voice of history in every

age—(and especially the present state of Jerusalem and of the

Jews)—concurs to demonstrate their truth, and, consequently, the

truth of the Gospel. The more, therefore, we contemplate these

astonishing facts,—the more deeply we investigate the won-
derful display of divine power, wisdom, and goodness,—the

more we shall be disposed to exclaim, with the amazed centu-

rion,—TnuLr THIS was tue SON OF GOD!

No. VII.

PROOFS OF THE GENUINENESS OF JOSEPHUS'S TESTIMONY CONCERNING
JESUS CHRIST.

[Referred to in p. 81, of this Volume.']

JosEPHrs, though a strict pharisee, has borne such a noMe
testimony to the spotless character of Jesus Christ, that Jerome
considered and called him a Christian writer. Mr. Whiston,

and some modern writers are of opinion that he was a Naza-

rene or Ebionite Jewish Christian ; while others have affirmed,

that the passage, above cited from his Jewish Antiquities, is an

interpolation, principally (it should seem) on the ground that it

is too favourable to be given by a Jew to Christ: and that,

if Josephus did consider Jesus to be the Christ or expected

Messiah of the Jews, he must have been a believer in him, in

which case he would not have despatched the miraculous his-

tory of the Saviour of the World in one short paragraph.

When, however, the evidence on both sides is fairly weighed,

we apprehend that it will be found to preponderate most de-

cidedly in favour of the genuineness of this testimony of Jo-

sephus : for,

1. It is found in all the copies of Josephus's works, which

are now extant, whether printed or manuscript ; in a Hebrew
translation preserved in the Vatican Library', and in an Arabic

Version preserved by the Maronites of Mount Libanus.

2. It is cited by Eusebius, Jerome, Refinus the antagonist

of Jerome, Isidore of Pelusium, Sozomen, Caseiodorus, Nice-

phorus, and by many other authors, Greeks, Syrians, and
Egyptians, of the fourth and fifth centuries ; all of whom had

indisputably seen various manuscripts, and of considerable

antiquity. How then can men, living eleven or twelve hun-

dred years after these writers—and, who are so remote both

from the sources consulted by them, as well as from the events

related by them,—prove that all these ancient authors were
utterly destitute of discernment and that all sagacity is exclu-

sively reserved for our times 1

3. Josephus not only mentions with respect John the Baptist,3

but also James the first bishop of Jerusalem.—" Jlnanus" (he

says) "assembled the Jewish Sajihedrin, and brought before it

James the Brother of Jesus who is called Christ, -with some
others, -whom he delivered over to be stoned as infractors of the

law"* This passage, the authenticity of which has never been

i Barionius (Annates Ecclesiastic., ad annum 134,) relates, that the pas-

sage in this Hebrew Translation of Josephus was marked with an obelus,
which could only have been done by a .lew.

* Ant. Jud. hb. 18. c. 5. § 2. a Ibid lib. 20. c 3. (al.) 9. § 1.

disputed or suspected, contains an evident reference to what
had already been related concerning Christ; for why else should

he describe James—a man of himself but little known—as the

brother of Jesus, if he had made no mention of Jesus before 1

4. It is highly improbable that Josephus, who had discussed

with such minuteness the history of this period,—mentioned
Judas of Gallilee, Tbeudas, and the other obscure pretenders to

the character of the Messiah, as well as John the Baptist and
James the brother of Christ,—should have preserved the pro-

foundest silence concerning Christ, whose name was at that time

so celebrated among the Jews, and also among the Romans, two
of whose historians (Suetonius and Tacitus), have distinctly

taken notice of him. But in all the writings of Josephus, not a

hint occurs on the subject except the testimony in question.

5. It is morally impossible that this passage either was or

could be forged by Eusebius who first cited it, or by any other

earlier writer. Had such a forgery been attempted, it would
unquestionably have been detected by some of the acute and
inveterate enemies of Christianity; for both Josephus and his

works were so well received among the Romans, that he was
enrolled a citizen of Rome, and had a statue erected to his

memory. His writings were also admitted into the Imperial

Library : the Romans may further be considered as the guardians
of the integrity of his text; and the Jews we may be assured,

would use all diligence, to prevent any interpolation in favour

of the Christian cause. Yet it cannot be discovered that any
objection was ever made to this passage, by any of the opposers

of the Christian faith in the early ages : their silence therefore

concerning such a charge is a decisive proof that the passage is

not a forgery. Indeed, the Christian cause is so far from need-

ing any fraud to support it, that nothing could be more destruc-

tive to its interest, than a fraud so palpable and obtrusive.

To this strong chain of evidence for the genuineness of Jose-

phus's testimony, various objections have been made, of which
the following are the principal :

—

Objection.— 1 This passage was not cited by any early

Christian before Eusebius, such as Justin JMartyr, Clement

of Alexandria, Tertullian or Origen >• nor is it cited by
Chrysostom or Photius, who lived after his time.

Answer.—There is no strength in this negative argument against

Eusebius, drawn from the silence of the ancient fathers. The fathers
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did not cite the testimony of Joeephti . 1 either because they had
iiu cm,. orfcs; or, 9 bei inse his testimony was foreign to the

design which they had in writing : which was, to convince the Jews
thai Jeaus was the tment, and, i

fluently, they had no need «>t other evidence; or, ;i because, on

account of this verj testimony, the evidence 'of Josephus was disre-

garded by the Jews tn< mselveeJ

OsJBCTIOV. 8.—The postage in question interrupts the order

of the narratioHi ami is unlike the style of Josephus*

A \-u i k it is introduced naturally in the course ofthe historian's

narrative) the order "i which it doea in>> disturb. It i> introduced

under the article of Pilate, and connected with two circumstances,

which occasioned disturbances; and was not the putting of Jesus i"

death, and the continuance of the apostles and disciples after him,

declaring his resurrection, another very considerable circumstance,

whii h • re '
! <'<l very great disturbances ' And though Josephus dot -

Do) a i\ tin- in express terms, pel he intimates it, by connecting it with

the IWO causes 01 i imiiiiniinii, li\- l'i\ mq mi hononmhle n testimony Bo

lesua, and telling us that he was crunu%d at the instigation ol the

chief persona of Ins Jewish nation It would scarcely have been

decenl in him to have said more on this head. The following view

of i lie connection of the passage now under consideration will confirm

ami illustrate the preceding remarks:

—

In Ins Jewish Antiquities, (hook xviii. r. i.) he ralntcs. in the first

lectioDi thai Pilate introduced Csssars images into Jerusalem, ami

tint, m consequence of this measure producing a tumult, he com-

manded them to be carried thence to Cseearea. in the second section,

he gives an accouni ol Pilate'a all pi to bring a current of water \o

i «nse ofwhich he defrayed out ofthe sacred money

:

tins also caused a tumult, in whieli a great uuuilk-r nl'Jtnv.s were

slain. In the third section he relates that about the samt timt Pilate

crucified .'''-us. who was called Christ) a wise and holy man; and

about tht tame time alto, In- adda, another sad calamity pot the

Jews into (liM.nfer. whieh he promises to narrate lifter he had given

an iiiTiMint «>i a ui'iMi iliL'iti'ius crime which was perpetrated at Roma
in the temple of leis: ami, alter detailing all its.circumstanci

: Beably to Ins promise, to describe the expulsion of

the Jews Gom Rome, by the emperor Tiberius, in i onsequence of the

villanous conduct of (bur of their countrymen. Such is the connec-

tion of the whole chapter ; and when tl is fairly considered, we may
safely challenge any one to sa\. whether the passage under considera-

tion interrupts the order of the narration : on the contrary, if it he

taken '"it. that connection is irrecoverably broken. It is manifest, thai

Foeephua relates events in the order in which they happened, and that

they Bre i onnected together only by the time when tnev took place.

Witli regard to the objection that the passage in question is unlike

, of Jo Bphus, il is sufficient to reply in the quaint hut ex-

press je ol rluet, that oneege xsnotmori Ufa another, than

is On •''' o) (Am p i
"'.:'' to th venerat style of hia writings. Objec-

tions from style are often fanciful ; ami Daubuz has proved, by actual

collation, the perfeel coincidence between its style ami that of o

phus in other parts of his works.2 Tins objection, therefore, falls to

the gr

Objkctioh 3.

—

The Testimony of Josephus concerning

./. us, could not possibly have been recorded by him ; for he

•was not only « Jew, but also rigidly attached to the Jewish

>n. The expressions are not those of a few, but of a

ian.

ANSWER —Josephus was not so addicted to his own religion, as to

approve the conduct and opinion of the Jews concerning Christ and

i The above refuted objection Is examined In detail by professorVernet,

lata) Veriti de la Relic Cnrtl , tome ix pp 166—221.

» See Daubuz Pro Testimot Fosephl de Jesu I contrs Tan
i i ond i" , »'',> pp. 128 206 The whole ol i

1

I D
i i n the end ol the • Bond volume ol Slav* i

i rork Mr. Whlston has abridged me i oil i

Daubuz hi D tlon I. pp. v vii. prefixed to his trai latlon

j. *r1 b l

I
torlan Ibl o I Ion, 1737. Boell Bxcrcll itlo Critics

I
I

i

i a Christo. annexed to OttU SplcUi

i 1 1 i
l : 1 1 . 8vo.

hia doctrine. From the moderation which pervades his whole na*
ralive of the Jewish wnr, il

>>
\ ml rred, that the fanatic

fury, which the chi< I" men of ma nation ext n i-i .1 again»l Oh rial could
no) I hi i have l"' 1 n d i o him. II** has rendered ihi I attests*

i to the innoceni i tnd miracles ol ChrUr, wlm U ihe fide-

lily ni history required : nor does ii follow thai he won necessitated to

niiiiiiin 4 this accouni Ihe religion ol his fnlhi r- l.uln r the com-
mon prejiidit es ol the Jews, thai their Messiah v\ould be a victorious

and temporal sovereign, or the indifference .-o prevalent in mniiv to-

controverled questions, might have l>eeii sufficient lo prevent
him from renouncing ihe religion in which he had beei

and embracing a new one, the profession ol which was attended \\nh

danger: or else, be might think himself al liberty to be either aJew
or a Chriatian, as the same God wa« worshipped in both sysien

in. ' 'n either oi theae suppositions, Josephus nut; hi have writ-

ten every thins which this teatimnnj contains; as wul be evident
from the following i ritical examination "i the passage.

The expression, "
<J U bt lawful U call him >t man," does not imply

that Josephus believed Christ lo be God, but only an extraord nary

man, one whose wisdom and works had raised him above iheconv
mon condition of humanity. lie represents him as having "performed
many wonderful works" In this there is nothing singular, for the Jewa
themselves, his contemporaries, a< knowh dge that he wrought mane
mighty worka, Compare Man. xiii &4. liv. 2., &c. and the parallel

pai sages in il Iher Gospels. Josephus further says, thai " m was <i

U oi her of such >"> n as gladly received the truth with pleasure*"—both
I ii Ta use the nmral precepts ol Christ were such as Josi phusapproi
and also because the diet iples ol I Ihrtsl were mflu<

motive than '
; re of discerning it "ll-

both Jewt and Gentiles." How true tins was, at the time w\wu
Josephus \\ rote, il is unnecessary to show. The phrase, " Thi$ was
iIn 1 Christ"—{i Xpt«Tos owi

, bj no means intimnn - tlmi .' -ii> w;tn

the MFessi&h, bul only that In- was the person colli a h by

the Christiana and Romans; juai as if we should sayt "1 his was the

same man as he named Christ." Jesus was a common name, and
would not have sufficiently pointed out the person intended to the

Greeks and Romans, The name by which he was known to them
was Chrestus or ChristuSi as we read in Suetonius and Tacitus; and
if [as there is every reason to believe Tacitus had read Josephus, he
most [.roliahly took this very name from the Jewish historian, With
regard to the resurrection of Christ, and the prophecies referring to

him. Josephus rather speaks the language used by the Christians than

ins ow n private opinion : or else he thought that Christ bad appeared
alter his arrival, and thai tin- prophets had foretold tins evi ni —a point

which, if admitted, and if he had been consistent, ought to have in-

duced him to embrace < Ihriatianity. Hut it will read itj be imagined
t

that there might be many circumstances to prevent nie becoming a
proselyte ; nor is it either new or wonderful thai men, especially ill

their religious concerns, should contradid themselves, ami withstand

the conviction of their own minds. It is certain ihat, in our own
limes, no one lias spoken 111 higher terms e,.ni criiiii^ ChrtBl than M.
Rousseau; who, nevertheless, ool only in hia other writings, bul alao

in the very work thai contains the very eloquent eulogiura alluded

to. inveighs against Christianity with acrimony and rancour. 1

The whole of the evidence concerning the much litigated pas-

sage of Joeepbns is now before the reader; who. on considering

it in nil its bearings, will doubtless agree with the writei oft!

pages, that it is <.i\ii\r. and consequently affords a noble

testimony to the credibility of Ihe tacts related in the New
Testament

t Appendix to the Life ofDr.Lardner Sot DE and v Ito sol v. pp.
xiv.—olvm. ^^ n o vol i. jr eh clxrlil Vomet, Trait* de la

y, nir ,i,. 1 1 Rclision Chretlenne, tome ui pp i 236 Hue! Demonatr.

Evang vol 1. pp 16 BG CEuvri - de Nonette, torn vl pp 3

La Re] n I
'<< llenne (kutoi iai e pal di Vuli I Pai

pp, 360—379. In pp. 396 185 his editor \ I

.,'.-. I h.o i.l M nun's ,!,,|,mi ..u I' I
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